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LETTER OF 'TRANSMITTAL

Lake-Subvet Office,

Detroit, Mich., August 12, 1882.

Greiieral H. G. Wright,

Chief of Engineers, IT. 8. A.:

Geneeax, : I have the honor to submit herewith the final report of the Lake Survey.

The original observations have not been given in detail from the fear of making the report

too bulky. But the note-books containing the original observations, as well as the reductions,

will be filed in your oflice.

It had been hoped to express all distances in the report iu terms of the international metre

to be adopted by the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures, bat the delay in the preparation

of that metre has made it impracticable, and accordingly all distances are given in English feet.

The value of the Lake-Survey metre, i21876, is probably known in terms of what the international

metre will be within one or two thousandths of a millimeter, and this value is given in an appendix

to the report. i21876 has been sent to the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures for an accurate

determination of its length. When this is known, the report contains the data for expressing all

its distances in terms of tjie metre.

The results for the difference of longitude of Detroit and Cambridge were not available in

time for insertion in the body of the report. They are given in an appendix, and show that no

modification of the longitude of Detroit with reference to Washington, as given in the report, is

necessary.

In the preparation of the report, while all the assistants have been engaged in the work, I

have been especially indebted to Mr. E. S. Woodward, who has aided in preparing the manuscript

and has attended to the proof-reading. The following chapters of the report were prepared under

my supervision entirely or mainly by the persons named

:

Chapter I by First Lieutenant P. M. Price, U. S. Engineers.

Chapter VIII by Assistant Engineer E. S. Wheeler.

Chapters XVI to XX, and Chapters XXIV and XXV by Assistant Engineer E. S. Woodward.

Chapter XXII by Assistant Engineer L. L. Wheeler.

I wish to call your attention to the valuable services of the following assistants, who have

remained upon the work till its close.

E. S. Wheeler, employed in measurement of bases and comparisons of standards.

A. E. Flint, O. B. Wheeler, E. S. Woodward, and J. H. Darling, employed in primary trian-

gulation.

T. Eussell and T. W. Wright, employed in computation.

To these gentlemen, and to those assistants, whether civilians or officers of Engineers, who

have previously been employed on the Survey while it has been under my charge, I wish to tender

my thanks for their efficient aid and for their cordial co-operation in all attempts to make the

work precise and reliable.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant.

C. B. COMSTOCK

Lieutenant- Colonel of Engineers,

Brevet Brigadier-General, U. 8. A.
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Pajje 1, last liue, read improveiiifiit-i for improvuwnts.

Page 16, 10th line, read load times for local time.

Page 42, Chart 15, 5th column, read J. H. Forstei; C. F. Mabaiit for J. H. Joula; l\ C. Itahaiil.

Page 52, quantities in last column of tables should have oiinus signs.

Page 54, lotU liue from bottom, 2d column, read 0.100114 for 0.109114.

Page 82, 20th Une, read 0'". 0000003333 for Oi'-.OOOOOOeetie.

Page 89, under tube 2, Keweenaw Base, 4th line, 4th column, read I', for h.

under tube 2, Sandy Creek Base, 6th line, 2d column, read Si.r^ for fii.2.

Page 96, 9th line, read squares of for square of.

4th line from bottom, read 4 14 for § 11.

Page 98, 6th line of 46, read §14 for «-ll.

Page 99, 20th Une of « 7, read 514 for 611.

Page 101, 1st line, read § 14 for § 11.

Page 103, 17th and aSd lines, read li feet for 6 feet.

Page 105, last line, read j 32 for § 31.

Page 109, heading of 2d column of table, read Time of maximum or luiuimum length of bar.

Page 121, unit of quantities in last three columns of table is the inch.

Page 122, ditto.

Page 128, heading of 5th column of table, read Product of mean I l)y nnmber of tubes.

Page 130, end of 10th line from bottom, read [dx] for ax,

last line, read ±^?^ = -j- 0.115 for i^ = -J-0.114.
D 6

Page 131, 3d line of §6, read (0.115)- for (0.114)2.

Page 151, 16th line from bottom, read (2) for (1).

Page 153, 5th date in table, read 9:21 o. »k. for 9:^1 p.m.

last line, last column, read — 0.4.

Page 158, Gth date, 2d column, read 60.2 for 62.2.

Page 161, 3d date, 5th column, read — 0.3 for —0.

Page 173, 1st line of $ 9, read 1000th for 100th.

Page 178, 6th line from bottom, 3d column, read +91.73 for +91.93.

Page 179, 6th line of table, 4th column, read — 0.7 for 0.7.

Page 196, 7th line, read — 42''.2 for —4''.2.

19th line, read ^J^ X 1°.

Page 208, 8th line of Aug. 26, 3d column, read 2541 for 3541.

Page 220, 4th line of $ 41, insert these after when and commas after hars and normal 'lengthy.

Page 221, 15th line, read naturally for nataally.

Page 222, 23d line, read 0*^.5 for 0".

Page 223, 21st line from bottom, read Si— Ji for »'i— Ji.

Page 232, 24th line from bottom, read inclination of the ends for inclinalAuns of the end.

Page 233, 20th line from bottom, read are for is.

Page 236, 13th line from bottom, read 2^.4 for 2''4.

Page 237, 13th line, insert is referred after which.

16th line, read Eb— Es, for Es—Eg.

Page 240, Ist line of $ 60, read §§ 15-18 for § 18.

Page 251, 16th line, read IOO61 sin ^ for 100«2 sin i.
lb i

17th line, read lOOoj sin / for IOO61 sin /.

Page 253, 2d table, 4th column, 4th line, read 100.9 for 101.9.

Page 256, 19th line from bottom, read 2488.4 for 2488.0.

' ttlth line from bottom, read 2986.2 for 2986.0.

(xvii)
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Page 261, end of 5th paragraph, insert See Plate XIII.

Page 262, equation (3), read Es^ for Es.

Page 263, 10th line, read —?i^ for _M_.
a'— a a—

a

Page 269, heading of 7th column of table, read Zi — A'l = m for Zi — -S'l = h.

Eg^ Es,
Page 271, 7th line from bottom, rend 75 s— for p p—

•

° ' '

-fczj— Ms, Ez— Es,

Page 280, 13th line from bottom, read O^'-.Ol for O"""".!.

Page 282, at head of 1st column, read 1877 for 1878.

under Three Cut-ofF Plates, Sandusky Base, First Measurement, insert in Ist column, 1878.

Pagt} 283, under Three Cut-oflf Plates, Olney Base, Second Measurement, Ist column, read 1879 for 1877.

Page 287, 19th line from bottom, read + 570''.4 for + 570''.

Page 288, 8th line of $ 33, read -1-7"'™.14 for ± 7"">.4.

11th line from bottom, read (Z,— S, f for Zi — Si).

Page 292, heading of 7th column of table, read Zi — S,= m for Z,—S^^=n.

Page 293, 5th column of table, 1st quantity, read —108151.8 for +108151.8.

Page 295, 3d line, read 5 34 for ^ 33.

Es, Esg
Page 301, 8th line from bottom, read ,;i j^r- for m w~-° ' ' Ez, — Es, i4z9— Es^

Page 303, 11th line from bottom, insert ai60-'.292F. after iJ 1876 in parenthesis.

8th line from bottom, read (60.292—59) for («— 59).

Page 304, 4th line of § 7, read $ 34 for § 33.

Page 311, 3d line of equations (5"), read (j/t— «') for (h — h).

Page 318, 12th line from bottom, 7th word, read were for was.

Page 321, 9th and 10th lines from bottom, read 242° for 240°.

Page 333, last equation under Crebassa— 26, read +2S.83 for +26.28.

Page 334, absolute term of equation IV, read 34.197 for 34.179.

first term of equation IX, read 34.3099 for 24.3099.

sixth term of equation IX, read +71.6531 for — 71.6531.

Page 335, fifth term of equation XX, read + [19i] for — [19i ].

last term of [283], read +0.02667 for +0.02267.

Page 336, 16tli line from bottom, read [156+i] for [1264-i].

Page 337, 16th term of equation 5, read — 0.02990 for + 0.02990.

Page 338, 5th term of equation 29, read XXIX for XIX.

Page 342, 5th line from bottom, read 5 32 for $ 31.

Page 343, 5th triangle, 4th column, read 5.0952226 for 5.0952326.

7th triangle, last column, read 5.2967696 for 5.2967796.

10th triangle, 4th column, read 5.6066564 for 5.6065564.

Page 344, 2d triangle, 4th column, read 4.9149578 for 5.9149578.

6th triangle, last column, read 5.0057294 for 5.0017294, and read 4.6912740 for 5.6912740.

7th triangle, last column, read 4.9666298 for 4.9666398.

9th triangle, 4th colnmn, read 4.8480655 for 4.8480755.

Page 347, 2d line from bottom, read south 55° 50' east, 36.2 feet distant for south 55^ 60' east 35.2 feet distant.

Page 361, 2d term of equation XII, read — [3i] for +[3i].
absolute term of equation XXIII, read — 2.067.

Page 362, value of [15,], read XXIII for XXII.

Page 372, under Oshkosh— 39, 1st line, 7th column, read — 0".767 for — 0".769.

Page 375, 1st term of [21i+5], read XXVIII for XXVIl.

Page 379, 5th term of equation 49, read XLTIII for XLIX.

Page 385, 2d term of [436+7], read LXXIIl for LXIII.

4th term of [44i], read — 0.24390.

Page 394, 24th line, read 46.33 metres for 4632 metres.

Page 417, 3d term of [I83], read — 1.02714 for + 1.02714.

Page 419, 6th term of [233], read — 0.17593 for — 0.17583.

9th term of [23?], read + 0.01779 for — 0.61779.

Page 420, 1st term of [263], read + 0.66667 for + 0.66677.

Page 431, 14th line from bottom, read north 86° 56' east for north 85° 56' east.

Page 450, under Pittsford— 52, 3d line, Bth column, read + 0.277 for — 0.277.

underPittsford- 52, 3d line, 7th column, read —0.028 for +0.028.

Page 451, under Dundee— 57, 4th line, 6th column, read — 0.135 for — 0.155.

Page 454, last term of [51,], read LXXXFI for LXXVI.
3d term of [52,], read LXXIX for LXIXX.
2d term of [534], read —0.36364 for +0.36364.

5th term of [56,], read +0.13033 for —0.13033.
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Page 465, absolute term of equation XV, read + 32.277 for — 32.277.

Page 467, Ist term of [63a], read +0.85714 for + 1.85714.

Page 469, Ist term of [684+5], read —0.28571 for. +0.28571.

Page 476, value of correlate XXXIl, read + 0.4752 for + 0.4572.

Page 482, 4th triangle, 4th column, read 4.6981910 for 4.6981919. '

Page 483, 3d line from bottom, read 84° 38' east for 83° 38' east.

Page 486, 4th line from bottom, read 8.2 metres for 8.02 metres.

Page 490, under Houghton— 48, 4th line, 7th column, read + 0.227 for + 0.277.

Pages 496-501, tops of pages, read Sectiox XII for Ssction XIII.

Page 529, under Batavia— 27, Ist line, 7th column, read — 0.072 for +0.072.
under Batavia— 27, 2d line, 7th column, read — 0.747 for +0.747.

Page 535, 4th term of [22«], read —0.03106 for —0.3106.

1st term of [29^], read +0.72727 for +0.27727.

Page 536, 4th term of equation 18, read —0.06258 for +0.06258.

5th term of equation 18, read —0.09558 fpr +0.09558.

Page 554, under Manteno — 7, absolute terms of first two normal equations, read — 0.574 for + 0.574

Page 555, under Watseka— 10," absolute terms of normal equations, read — 0.440 for +0 440.

Page 559, Tinder Palermo— 20, 5th line, 6th column, read +0.164 for — 0.164.

Page 566, value of general correction [14.2], read +0.031 for — 0.031.

Page 569, under Claremout— 30, 4th normal equation, 6th term, read (SOe) for (36|i).

Page 575, 5th term of [3O3+4], read 0.87264 for 087264.

Page 579, 3d term of equation 51, read 0.16909 for 0.06909.

Page 581, 2d term of equation 64, read +0.20336 for —0.20336.

19th term of equation 68, read +2.42875 for —2.42875.

Page 585, last line, 4th column, read 4.8466356 for 5.8466356.

Page 589, 1st triangle, Ist line, 6th column, read 4.9190836 for 4.9190835.

Page .590, 2d triangle from bottom, Ist line, 6th column, read 4.9758813 for 4.97 8813.

Page 603, (29 and 29a)— (28 and 2aa), 4th column, read — 0.2195 for + 0.2195.

Page 604, last line, 3d column, read 2.78 for 2.72.

Page 624, 17th line from bottom of table, read Gi: 3680 for 3680.

Page 638, foot of table, probable error of weighted mean, read + 0".085 for +0".850.

Page 642, 5th line below table, read 1".20 for 1".09.

Page 644, last line of first table, read 191° for 119°.

Page 645, 4th line, read measurement for measument.

Page 650, for Polaris, July 11, read d = 88° 38' 03".88 for 5 = 88° 38' 30".88.

Page 654, for d Urs. Miu., last column, read 05".74 for 054". 74.

Page 666, for ;i Urs. Min., 3d column, 8th line, read 09".01 for 19".01.

Page 668, for X Urs. Min., 3d column, 9th line, read 58".37 for 58".57.

Page 677, for 51 Ceph., Nov. 24, 8th column, 4th line, read 30".47 for 30". 41.

Page 682, for Polaris, Nov. 20, read S =88° 40' 26".86 for 6 = 88° 40' 20".86..

Page 701, for A. Urs. Min., Aug. 25, 2d column, 1st line, read 352° for 357°.

Page 703, for X Urs. Min., read Aug. 28 for Aug. 27.

Page 708, 6th line from bottom, read A^ for A.

Page 710, for S Urs. Min., Sept. 20, 2d column, 1st line, read 33".2 for 32". 2.

Page 719, 6th column of table, opposite 14 Pegasi, read 52.126 for 51.126.

Page 725, 9th line from bottom, put comma after trigonometrical station.

Page 738, 3d column, 3d line of Cedar River, read 44 for 46.

Page 743, insert 1873 in 2d column of Ada 1.

Page 755, 2d column, 3d line of Rochester, read Aug. 13 for Aug. 31.

Page 760, 5th column, 2d line of Lapeer, read —0.101 for + 0.101.

Page 765, 2d column of Fort McKavett, read 1876 for 1869.

Page 766, 4th column, opposite Red Wing and Valley Junction, read 7.59 for 760.

4th column, opposite Deadwood, read 764 for 766.

Page 767, 4th column, opposite Newaygo, Saginaw, and Saint Louis, read 759 for 760.

4th column, opposite Stanton, Lapeer, Flint, Saint Johns, Ionia, and Coruuna, read 760 lor 761.

4th column, opposite Fort Fetterraan and Camp Robinson, read 764 for 766.

4th column, opposite Lansing, Hastings, Pontiac, Howell, and Charlotte, read 761 for 762.

4th column, opposite Allegan and Galena, read 762 for 763.

Page 768, 4th column, opposite Kalamazoo, Marshall, and Jackson, read 762 for 763.

4th column, opposite Fort Laramie, Fort McDermit, and Ogden, read 764 for 766.

4th column, opposite Rock Tsland and Louisiana, read 763 for 764.

4th column, opposite Fort Leavenworth and Forts Richardson to McKavett, read 765 for 767.

Page 771, 7th line of Douglas, read' 24™.5 for 25™.5.

Page 774, 7th line, read replaced hy ^ dZ and ^ dM. for replaced iy dZ and dil.

Page 786, Longitude of D (St. Ignace), read 42' for 43'.
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I'anf 7f^',l, 1st line, 4tli coliimu of table, read 56' for 51'.

Pago ^MI2, latitude of G C^d Hue of table) read 44° for 41°.

Page 819, 7th line from bottom, read For trianijUs hivinff for For <i iriamjle harinij.

Page e;!(i, 17th line, read +'27«.3 for +27''.'2.

Page 837, 3d liue, read +'o''.0069/^ for +0^09^i9^-.

•27th lino, read +0^0039r- for +0^0030^'.
I'age H;ii-i, 4th line from bottom, read ahschJiesst for absvhlient.

Page S45, oth lino from bottom of page, 23d column, read +l.l» for 4-'J'l-

Page 846, 17th line, read +22.88 for +22.28.

Page 854, table c, 3d lini^ under As, read —9.321 for +9.321.

Page 8.56, table a, 2d liue under Cio, read — 40 for —41.
Page 857, 8th centimeter, under Dj, read +25.
Page 859, last line, 24th column, read — 0.6.

Page 861, 6th line of ^3, read (0''.076 ±0^029) for (0''.076 i0^29).
Page 864, opposite Oct. 3, last column, read —3.
Page 873, 7tli column, 3d line, read +0.74 for —0.74.

6tU column, 5th line, read — 0.56 for +0.56.

under Collihation, read 750 Groombridge for 7.59 Groouibridtre.

Page. 874, under OnsERVATiox-EQUATiONS, .5th equation, read + 32.60a for +32.66«.

under Obseryatiox-Equations, 3d and 4th equations from last, read + 1.2p and +1.3^) for — 1.2/d and

-1.3p.

Page H75, under Obsekaation-Equations, 5th equation from last, read +2.9^j for — 2.9(j.

Page 876, under Obskrvatiox-Eqcatioxs, Sth equation from last, under fFfiiij/tf, read 0.112 for 0.012.

under Observatkix-Equations, last e(]uation, read +0.02 for — 0.02.

Page 877, opposite ^ Ophiuchi, 9th column, read 17'' for 77''.

• opposite 110 Herculi.s, 6th column, read +0.14 for — 0.14.

under Observation-Equations, 1st equation, read +AS for +Ae.
under Observation-Equations, 5th equation from last, read +A0 for — aW.

Page 879, under Observation-Equations, 10th equation from last, read r=— 0.01 for (=+ 0.01.

Page 882, under Observation-Equations, last equation, read — 4.74a.

Page 885, 3d line, 7th column, read +0.20 for —0.20.

28th line, 1st column, read ri Serculis.

Page 887, 2d line, 10th column, read 04».8 for 05».8.

under Observation-Equations, 5th equation from last, read -\-A0 for —AS.

Page 888, under Observation-Equations, 3d equation from last, read — 0.06 for + 0.06.

uuder Normal Equations, 2d equation, 3d term, and 3d equation, 2d term, read — 2.44 for +2.44.
Page 889, heading to 6th column, re.ad C(c+A i -\-aVn).

Page 891, opposite e Aquilae, 5th column, read +0.14 for — 0.14.

Page 892, uuder Observation-Equations, second equation from last, uuder Weight, read 0.06 for O.OOIJ.

under Eesults, read A0=— 0«.005 for Ae=+ 0'.005.

I 'age 893, 4th line, 6th column, read OS'.OOO for 68^000.

6th line from bottom, Sth column, read 03».389 for 05'..389.

Page 89.5, 2d line, 7th column, read 41».000 for 4K010.
Page 898, 15th line of § 4, read determined witli Needle No. 2 for that are marked with a alar.

Page 911, 1st column, 4th item, read Saint Louis, Mich., for Saint Louie, Mo.

Page 916, the following items iu last column should be aligned to read as follows

;

riacf. Observer.

Kenosha From a survey under Captain Cuyler.

Benona G. A. Man-.

Seven miles south of Sheboygan J. P. Mayer.

Two miles south of Manitowoc J. E. Mayer.

Page 919, 1st column, 8th line from bottom, read Port Clinton for Point Clinton.

Page 920, under LAKE ONTARIO, 3d column, 2d line from bottom of table, read 77° 43' for 78° 43'.
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CHAPTER I

HISTORICAli ACCOUNT OF THE SURTBY OF THE KOBTHERK AND NORTH-
WESTERN LAKES—MAY, 1841, TO JULY 1, 1881,

INTEODUCTOET.

§ 1. The Lake Sarvey was begun in 1841 under an appropriation of $15,000, made in May of

that year. At this time the country bordering on the lower lakes was already pretty well settled

and works for the improvement or formation of harbors had been commenced at most of the im-

portant points on Lakes Erie and Ontario. The upper-lake region was but thinly settled, and there

were no good harbors on Lake Huron, and but one, the harbor of Chicago, on Lake Michigan.

Settlers were, however, pouring iu rapidly, and there was even then a large and constantly increas-

ing commerce between the lake ports, especially from Buffalo to Detroit and Chicago. Communi-
cation with Lake Superior could only be had by portage aroiind the Sault Ste. Marie, but the great

mineral wealth of the Lake Superior country was attracting attention, and a survey for a ship-

canal had been made in 1840 by officers of the Topographical Engineers. The lake commerce was

carried on under many difficulties, which caused much loss of life and property each year.

There were no charts of the lakes except the admiralty charts compiled from the surveys of

Captain H. W. Bayfield, of the Eoyal Navy (English), and these were not iu general use by the mas-

ters of American vessels. These charts were the results of rapid reconnaissances, and although

they showed the coast lines with an accuracy which is remarkable considering the rough methods

of surveying employed, they were of little value as hydrographical charts of the American coast,

because they showed the depths of water in comparatively few places, and but a small number of

the many reefs and shoals which are found along the lake shores.

There were few light-houses and beacons to indicate the positions of dangers to navigation, and,

in the absence of charts, pilots were obliged to rely upon their own knowledge, which was fre-

quently only acquired by the vessel's grounding on a shoal or striking a hidden rock.

The navigation of the lakes is attended with peculiar dangers, because, while violent gales are

frequent and the storms rival those of the ocean itself, a vessel is never more than a few hours' run

from the shore, and cannot, as is generally the case at sea, drift before the wind until the storm is

over, but in a long-continued gale must be thrown upon the shore, unless a port or harbor of refuge

can be entered. In 1841, a vessel leaving Chicago found no harbor or shelter in storms until the

Manitou or Beaver Islands were reached, and after passing the Straits of Mackinac, it was again

exposed without refuge on Lake Huron, except in the vicinity of Presqu' Isle, until the head of the

Saint Clair Eiver was reached. In sailing from Chicago to Buffalo, the greatest difficulties were

encountered in the vicinity of the Straits of Mackinac and in the west end of Lake Erie, on account

of the many islands, shoals, and reefs found in those localities; and at the mouth of the Saint Clair

Eiver, at which no improvments had been made in 1841, and where the channels were not only

1 L S
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circuitous and narrow, but so shoal, that vessels in low-water seasons frequently were compelled to

have their cargoes taken over the bars in lighters.

It was therefore with the double object of furnishing reliable charts to lake vessels, and of

determining from the surveys the works of improvement which were necessary to the prosperity

of the lake commerce, that Congress in 1841 directed a survey of the lakes, and that annual appro-

priations, with the single exception of the j-ear 1847, have since been made for carrying on the

Survey. Some idea of the magnitude of the work may be had from the following dimensions

:

The American shore-line of the Great Lakes and their connecting rivers, if measured in steps of 2.5 miles, is about

3,000 miles, bnt if the indentations of the shore and the outlines of the islands be included, the developed shore-line

is about 4,700 miles in length.

Along rivers, and where a lake is narrow, it is necessary for navigation that both shores be mapped. This increases

the length of the shore-line to be surveyed between Saint Regis, N. Y., and Dnluth, Minn., to about 6,000 miles.*

During the flrst ten years of the Survey, whilst a general geodetic survey of the entire chain

of lakes was contemplated for the future, the actual operations were mainly confined to surveys of

special localities where improvements were called for or where the navigation was difficult ; and

where the surveys were more extended they were little more than reconnaissances. This course

was made necessary because the appropriations were inadequate to the purchase of the finer instru-

ments and the support of the larger force necessary for more extensive and more exact surveys,

and also because of the pressing need of improvements at particular localities, for which prelimi-

nary surveys.were essential.

The Survey from the beginning has been conducted under the War Department, at first by the

Chief of Topographical Engineers, and, after the consolidation of that corps with the Corps of

Engineers in 1863, by the Chief of Engineers. An officer of engineers has always been in immediate
charge of the Survey, and during the earlier years the assistants were almost exclusively engineer
officers, but as the scope of the Survey was enlarged, and more assistants were required than could

be spared from among the officers of engineers, civilian assistants were employed, many of whom
have served for a long number of years on the Survey.

In the following account of the progress of the Survey, the narrative will be divided into eight

sections, corresponding to the changes in the officers in charge of the Survey.

The following tables are appended :

1. Catalogue of published charts.

2. Statement of the annual appropriations.

3. Officers in charge of the Survey.

4. Officers who have served as assistants on the Survey.

5. Civil assistants employed on the Survey.

6. Showing the annual issue of charts.

THE SUEYET UNDEE THE CHAEGE OF CAPT. W. G. WILLIAMS.

May, 1841 to 1845.

§ 2. Colonel J. J. Abert, Chief of Topographical Engineers, in a letter of instructions, dated
May 17, 1841, directed Captain Williams to take charge of the Survey of the Northern and North-
western Lakes. Captain Williams was then general superintendent of harbor improvements on
Lake Erie, with an office at Buffalo, N. Y. He still retained the charge of these harbor works
and the office of the Lake Survey was therefore first established at Buffalo.

Captain Williams remained in charge of the Survey until the fall of 1845. His annual reports
to the Chief.of Topographical Engineers, and the reports of the latter to the Secretary of War
furnish the data for the following account of the Survey under his administration. The reports are
very meager as respects the details of the methods of surveying and of the instruments employed.
They only furnish a brief statement of the field of operations, and are mainly devoted to showing
the capabilitfes for improvement of the different localities, and the necessity of such improvements
in the interests of commerce. There are, however, in the Lake-Survey office, a few of the field note-

* From memoranda respecting the Lake Survey by General C. B. Comstock, published in the Report of the Chief
of Engineers for 1875.
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books used by Captain Williams and his assistants, and from them it appears that the general

method of making the surveys was as follows

:

*

METHODS OF SURVEY.

The astronomical observations for time and latitude were made with a sextant, the differences

of longitude being determined apparently by the chronometric method. Azimuths were determined

by observations on Polaris or the sun.

Baselines for the triangulation were generally measured with three well-seasoned wooden rods,

each about 10 feet long. These were either laid upon stakes previously leveled, or had grooves

cut along their under sides so that they could be laid upon a tightly-stretched rope supported upon
stakes driven at suitable intervals. When the stretched rope was used, the base was measured in

sections of about 500 feet each. The Mackinac base was measured in 1844 with an iron-bar appara-

tus devised by Lieutenant Gunnison. There were four bars, each 10 feet long, 1^ inches wide,

and I inch thick, having a thermometer placed at the middle, with its bulb sunk into the bar.

During the measurement each of these bars rested on five rollers, which were mounted on a carriage

of the best mahogany wood a few inches shorter than the iron bar and stiflfen«d by iron plates.

The rollers at the ends of the carriage had adjusting screws, by which a longitudinal or a cross

motion could be given to the bar. Each carriage was supported by two tripods, with adjustable

heads for leveling. When measuring, the bars were made level by means of a 12-inch striding

level. Contact was made by bringing the rear end of the bar so that it just touched a hair sus-

pended from the forward end of the preceding bar, the hair being made vertical by an attached

plumb-bob swung in water. Minor bases were measured with the ordinary surveyor's chain.

The angles of the triangulation were measured with theodolites reading to 5 or 10 seconds by

verniers. Grenerally, the pointings were made in succession at the stations around the horizon,

each angle being read twice. By some observers the telescope was reversed, and the setting of

the horizontal limb changed for the second set of readings. The triangulation stations consisted

of a single center-post of the requisite height, stiffened by braces from the ground. To sujjport the

platform for the observer a pyramidal frame-work, composed of four corner-posts and the necessary

braces, was built around the center-post, but the platform and its supports were entirely discon-

nected irom the center-post. The corner-posts of the pyramid were extended until they met above

the center-post, and a few feet of the upper portion of the pyramid was boarded up and white-

washed, and thus served as a target. There is no record of these stations having been permanently

marked. Heights were determined by barometrical measurements or leveling with a Y-level.

The shore-line was surveyed either with a compass and chain or with a theodolite and chain,

points of the shore being determined by chained off-sets at right angles to the compass or theodo-

lite courses. The principal features of the topography in the immediate vicinity of the shore were

located in the same way, or by intersections from two or more stations, and the details were

sketched in. But little topographical work, however, was done, beyond the rough sketching of

the general character of the shores.

For the hydrographical work the soundings were taken either from a row-boat or a steamer, the

boats running on known courses, or between buoys and stations on the shore, and the soundings

being taken at regular intervals of time. The soundings with row-boats, or the inshore hydrog-

raphy, were usually made by the parties called shore-parties, who surveyed the shore-line in con-

nection with the latter work. The need of a steamer in making sounjdings over large areas, and

for moving and supplying the various parties, was early felt, and in his report for 1842 Captain

Williams submitted an estimate for the building of an iron steamer. The steamer was not finished

until the spring of 1844, and in the mean time, as the surveys went on, permanent points and stations

were located, to be afterwards used in the hydrographic work. The steamer was at first called the

Abort, but her name was subsequently changed to the Surveyor.

PEOGRESS OP THE PIELD-WORK.

The season for field operations was usually about five months, from May to October, the

remaining seven months being spent in the office in making the reductions, computations, and

plottings of the previous season's work.
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The following officers of the Corps of Topographical Engineers served at various times as

assistants to Captain Williams on the Lalce Survey, viz : Captain Howard Stansbury. Lieutenants

Joseph E. Johnston, J. N. Macomb, J. H. Simpson, W. H. Warner, I. C. Woodruff, J. W. Gun-

nison, J. D. Webster, J. W. Abert, and W. B. Franklin.

The instructions to Captain Williams required him to establish a point of commencement

for the Survey on the north extremity of the southern cape of the entrance to Green Bay, and

also to make surveys of the places of difficult navigation in the vicinity of the Straits of Macki-

nac. The point of commencement was selected not only on account of the importance to naviga-

tion of a survey of the entrance to Green Bay, but also because it was regarded as a favorable

point, from which to extend a system of triangulation to the Beaver and Manitou Islands and

thence to the east shore of Lake Michigan. All this region of country was heavily timbered, and

a great deal of labor was required to clear lines for the measurement of bases and for the trian-

gulation. During the summer of 1841 a detailed topographical survey of the island of Mackinac

was completed, reconnaissance surveys were made in the northern part of Lake Michigan, and a

site for a base-line near the entrance to Green Bay was selected and partly cleared.

A better view of the work of the Survey can perhaps be presented by tracing separately the

progress made at the several localities than by giving a detailed narrative of the operations of

each successive year.

1. Green Bay.—During the seasons of. 1842 and 1843 Lieutenant Simpson finished clearing and

measured the base-line at the entrance, and located and built triangulation stations on both shores

of the bay and on the islands at its mouth. He also read the angles at many of these stations.

The survey of the shore-line on. the southeast side of the bay wAs completed from the town of

Green Bay to and around the Porte des Morts entrance. In 1845 Captain Williams and Lieutenant

Gunnison, on the steamer Abert, were engaged in triangulation and hydrographic work on Green
Bay.

2. Straits of Mackinac.—For this survey a base-line about 6 miles long was selected on the

south shore of the straits, the west ead being near McGulpin's Point and the line running back of

Old Fort Mackinac. The line having been cleared in previous years, the base was measured by
Lieutenant Gunnison in the summer and fall of 1844 with the apparatus previously described. In
1842 and 1843 Lieutenant Woodruff was at work about the straits. He was engaged in both trian-

gulation and shore-line work, and also assisted Captain Williams in astronomical observations.

The shore-line was surveyed down as far as the entrance to Grand Traverse Bay, and about thirty

miles of the northern shore of the straits was also surveyed.

3. Lalce Michigan.—In 1842 and 1843 Lieutenants Gunnison and Webster ran a line along the

western shore from Chicago northward until they connected with Lieutenant Simpson's survey of

the shore-line of Green Bay. In 1843 Lieutenant Gunnison also made a survey of Grand River
on the east side of the lake. The shore-line in the vicinity of Saint Joseph was surveyed by
Lieutenant Franklin in 1844. These surveys were made with especial reference to harbor improve-
ments, for which plans and estimates were made by the same officers. In 1843 and 1844 Lieutenant
Macomb, assisted in the first year by Lieutenant Abert, made surveys in the vicinity of Grand
Traverse Bay and the Manitou Islands, connecting the latter by triangulation with the main shore.

4. Lake Saint Glair.—In 1842 Lieutenants Macomb and Warner made a survey of the delta of

the Saint Clair River with a view to plans for the improvement of the channels.

5. Lake Erie.—In 1844 Captain Williams, assisted by Lieutenants Simpson and Woodruff, on
the steamer Abert, was engaged in surveying the harbors on this lake. In 1845 the survey of the
west end of Lake Erie^ embracing the area west of a line from Sandusky to Pointe PeMe, was
commenced by Lieutenants Macomb a<nd Woodruff. A base-line for the trigonometric survey of

the islands was measured on South Bass Island, and considerable triangulation and shore-line work
was effected during the season. In his annual report for 1845, Colonel Abert states that all the
lake harbors, except those upon Lake Superior, have been surveyed, and that he is prepared, if

authorized by Congress, to compile and publish a portfolio of them.
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THE SUEVEY UNDER THE CHARGE OF LIEUT.-COL, JAMES KEARNEY.

1845 TO April 9, 1851.

§ 3. Lieutenant-Colonel Kearney assumed charge of the Survey in the fall of 1845. During
his administration the office of the Survey was removed to Detroit, where it has since remained.

The data for an account of the Survey while under his charge are the brief summaries of opera-

tions contained in the annual reports of the Chief of Topographical Engineers for 1846, 1848, and
1850, the annual report of Lieutenant-Colonel Kearney for 1849, and the incomplete set of note-

books in the office records. There is no report for 1847.

METHODS OP SURVEY.

The methods of making the surveys were the same as those employed under Captain Williams,

except that the triangulation seems to have been more carefully executed, and a greater number
of readings was taken in the measurement of angles.

In his report for 1849 Colonel Kearney urges very strongly upon the bureau the necessity for

the purchase of improved instruments suitable for a geodetic survey, and asks for an appropriation

of $10,000 for that purpose. He states that the Survey was at that time, and had from the begin-

ning, been totally destitute of any astronomical and geodetic instruments, and nearly destitute of

any topographical or hydrographical instruments that were fit to be taken into the field.

PROGRESS OP THE FIELD-W0R;K.

On account of the demand for ofiicers of the Topographical Engineers for service with the

armies in Mexico, there were but three officers, besides the superintendent, on the Survey in 1846,

1847, and 1848, viz, Lieutenants Macomb, Woodruff, and Gunnison in 1846, and Lieutenants

Macomb, Gunnison, and Scammon in 1847 and 1848.

The operations for these years were restricted, with the exception of the examination of a few

points on Lake Ontario and a reconnaissance of Lake Champlain made in 1846, to the completion

of the survey of the west end of

—

1. Lake Erie.—In this work the triangulation was mostly done by Lieutenant Macomb, and

the topography and hydrography by Lieutenants Woodruff, Gunnison, and Scammon, assisted by

Messrs. R. W. Burgess, J. F. Peter, and J. H. Forster. The survey of the west end was finished

in 1848, and the drawings were forwarded to the bureau at Washington for compilation and engrav-

ing in 1849. A chart of the whole of Lake Brie on a scale of 1 : 400,000, which had been compiled

in the Lake-Sui-vey office, was also forwarded to Washington in the ^me year. The engraving of

these two charts, and of one of Kelley's and the Bass Islands on a larger scale, was completed, and

their systematic distribution to navigators was begun in 1852.

2. Straits of Mackinac.—Colonel Kearney was directed to resume the survey of the straits in

1849. One triangulation party on the steamer, noj^ called the Surveyor, under Lieutenant Macomb,

and five topographical and hydrographical parties, under Lieutenant Scammon and Messrs. Hough-

ton, Hearding, Burgess, and Potter, were sent into the field in the spring. Lieutenant Macomb
was occupied during the season in reconnoitering for stations for the primary triangulation, clear-

ing lines of sight, building stations, and preparing the base-line formerly used by Captain Williams

for remeasurement. He also assisted the shore-parties in surveying shoals and reefs distant from

the 'land. The three shore-parties first mentioned, under the direction of Lieutenant Scammon,

made a survey based upon a secondary and tertiary triangulation of the iihore-line and the adjacent

islands from Point Saint Ignace on the north shore to the Chenaux group of islands. The other

two parties, under Mr. Burgess, surveyed Bois Blanc and Round Islands and the adjacent waters.

3. Miscellaneous.—In 1850 the appropriation for the Lake Survey was not made until the 28th

of September, too late to allow the survey of the Straits of Mackinac to be resumed that season.

The only field-work accomplished, therofore, was a survey of the Sandusky River up to Fremont,

Ohio, and a survey of the harbor of Port Clinton, Ohio, both of which were made late in the fall,

in obedience to orders from the Topographical Bureau.
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THE SURVEY UNDER THE CHARGE OF CAPT. J. N. MACOMB.

April 9, 1851, to September, 1856.

§ 4. Captain Macomb assumed charge of the Lake Survey on the 9th of April, 1851, and in

this year the Lake Survey proper may be said to have been begun, as nearly all the localities sur-

veyed in previous years have niuce been resurveyed with greater accuracy than was possible with

the means available when the original surveys were made. Captain Macomb's letter-book is among
the records of the office. It contains copies of official letters to the Topographical Bureau, the

monthly reports of the progress of the work, and the annual reports of Captain Macomb. These

furnish the materials for the following account of the survey under his administration.

Larger appropriations being granted by Congress, Captain Macomb was enabled to procure

better instruments, to introduce improved methods, and to prosecute the work more systematically

than had been possible in the earlier years of the Survey. He was also able to employ a greater

number of assistants, who, starting on the Survey in subordinate positions, were, as they acquired

experience in its different branches, promoted to more responsible positions, until they finally

became chiefs of parties.

DISTRIBUTION OP THE PUBLISHED CHARTS.

The engraving of the three Lake Krie charts prepared under the direction of Lieutenant-

Colonel Kearney having been finished in 1852, their systematic distribution to vessels was begun
in the same year. The regulations then adopted for the issue of the charts are still in force,

and provide that the charts shall be furnished gratuitously to any American or Canadian vessel

navigating the lakes, on the presentation of a certificate of a collector of customs stating the

names of the owners, place of registration, tonnage, and certifying that the vessel's papers are

in full force. The charts were issued at the Detroit office and at an agencj established in Buffalo.

A record is kept at both places, and duplicate charts are issued only on satisfactory proof that the

originals were lost or destroyed unavoidably, or by an accident, for which no blame attaches to

the owners.

A table giving a list of the published charts, the scales on which they are drawn, the dates of

publication, the officers under whose direction the surveys were made, the draughtsmen, and the

engravers, when known, is appended, and therefore no further reference to the publication of the

charts will be made. It should, however, be stated that of late years the practice has been to

have the charts photolithogsaphed immediately on their completion by the draughtsman, and to

issue these photolithographs whilst the plates are being engraved.

METHODS OF FIELD-WORK.

There were two general classes of parties for^he field-work; the steamer-party for the primary
triangulation and off-shore hydrography, and the shore-parties for the topographical and in-shore

hydrographical work.

Captain Macomb took personal charge of the first party, which usually consisted of two assist-

ants and the necessary crew for the Surveyor, and, in addition to the triangulation and off-shore

work, made frequent inspections of the shore-parties, furnished them with supplies, and occasion-

ally moved them from camp to camp.

Astronomical worlc.—In 1852 a field astronomical transit and a Wurdemann zenith-telescope

were procured for the Survey, and during the remainder of Captain Macomb's superintendence
determinations of longitude were made by the method of lunar culminations, and latitude determi-
nations were made by Captain Talcott's method of observing with the zenith-telescope the differ-

ences of meridian zenith distances of pairs of stars culminating near the zenith and at nearly equal
distances on opposite sides of it. The first precise astronomical work done by the Lake Survey
was the determination of the latitude of Detroit in the spring of 1852, the observers being Captain
Macomb and Lieutenant Raynolds. Azimuth determinations were made by observations on Polaris

or other close circumpolar stars at their elongations. These were made with all the accuracy
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required for mapping purposes, but not with that precision and attention to the elimination of

instrumental errors which is necessary in the most accurate geodetic work ; and this remark, in

fact, applies to most of the theodolite work done previous to 1870.

Base-lines.—A great advance was made in the accuracy of the triangulation wox'k by the pur-

chase, in 1852, of a Bache-WOrdemann compensating base-apparatus. This was constructed for

the Survey under the direction of Captain Thomas J. Lee, of the Topographical Engineers, and was

in all essential particulars similar to that previously made by Mr. William Wurdemann for the

Coast Survey, of which a description, with plates, is given in the Coast-Survey Eeport for 1854.

The modifications introduced in the Lake-Survey apparatus for the purpose of making it lighter

and smaller consisted mainly in the reduction of the length of the tubes from 20 feet to 15 feet.

It is a contact apparatus, the measurement of a base being made with two tubes, each made up of

a bar of iron and a bar of brass firmly joined together at one end, and carrying at the other a com-

pensating lever so constructed that the tube shall have nearly the same length at all temperatures.

The apparatus was accompanied by a 15-foot standard brass bar, whose length and coefficient of

expansion were determined by Wiirdemann. It was first used on the Mackinac base in 1852, this

being the only primary base measured during Captain Macomb's charge of the Survey.

Primary triangulation.—For this work a 10-inch Gambey repeating theodolite, reading by two

verniers to 5 seconds, was generally used, although some of the work was done with another 10-inch

instrument made by Wurdemann, the limb of which was originally the vertical limb of the first-

mentioned instrument. Several of the smaller Wurdemann and Garabey theodolites were also

occasionally used. The 10-inch Gambey was a very good instrument, and remained ia constant

use on the Survey until it was taken to the Mississippi River iu 1876, and has since then been

used in the secondary triangulation of that river. All the angles of the main triangulation seem

to have been read by the principle of repetition, but there seems to have been no systematic dis-

tribution of the readings on different parts of the limb in order to eliminate periodic and accidental

errors of graduation. The stations were built as already described, and were y)laced near the shore

in order to be made available in locating the steamer-soundings. The longest lines did not exceed

20 miles, and were usually much shorter.

Off-shore hydrography.—The general method of running the lines of off-shore soundings was to

anchor a buoy ^t each extremity of the line in water sufficiently deep for the steamer to pass round

it, aud to take the soundings at regular intervals of time as the steamer passed over the line between

the buoys, running at a speed of about 4 miles an hour. The position of the steamer at the time

of taking a sounding was also frequently determined by reading sextant angles between stations

or other objects on shore. The positions of shoals and reefs were indicated by placing upon them

tripod stations, which were located by intersections from the stations on shore. These tripods were

made of such a height as to stand two-thirds out of water when placed in position, and were secured

by piling stones on a platform built between the legs of the tripod above the water. They not only

answered the purpose for which they were mainly intended, but also served in the absence of the

buoys, which of late years have been placed in such positions by the Lighthouse Establishment as

beacons to warn navigators of the positions of dangerous places, and were much appreciated by

the masters of vessels. On several occasions, before proceeding to his field of operations in the

Straits of Mackinac, Captain Macomb went to the west end of Lake Erie to place tliese tripods on

shoals already known, and to locate and mark others which had been discovered since the original

surveys. As the operations of the Survey were enlarged, it became evident that more than one

steamer was required for the vigorous and economical prosecution of the work, and accordingly

Captain Macomb inserted an item for the building of an iron steamer in his estimates for 1.S54.

This side-wheel steamer, having a length of 143 feet, and a beam of 21 feet, was completed and

turned over to the Survey in July, 1856. She was called the Search, a name appropriate to one of

her most important uses, that of seeking out and exposing hidden dangers.

Topography and inshore hydrography.—Eeich. shore-party consisted of a chief of party, three

or four assistants, and the requisite number of chainmen, leadsmen, and boatmen to furnish the

necessary assistance to the topographers, and crews for three or four sixoared cutters. They had

a complete camp equipage, and established their camps on shore, aud after surveying for six or

seven miles on either side of a camp, moved to a new location. Two to four such parties took the
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field each season. TLey extended a secondary or tertiary triangulation, developed from bases

measured witb wooden rods or chains, over their field of work. Frequent observations for azimuth

and variation of the compass were made, on Polaris usually. The shoreline and the important

features of the topography were determined with the theodolite and chain. The shores of the

upper lakes beinj; generally either densely wooded or marshy, the topography back from the

shore was as a rule simply sketched, detailed surveys being made only where there were settlements

or towns. The in-shore hydrography usually covered the area from the shore to the 3- or 4-fathom '

curve, but included the development of all shoals or dangerous places within several miles of the

shore. The lines of soundings were run between buoys anchored at convenient points and sounding

Stations on the shore, the soundings being taken at regular intervals of time.

PROGKESS OP THE PIELD-WOEK.

The portions of the lakes surveyed under the direction of Captain Macomb were the Straits of

Mackinac and the approaches thereto for 30 or 40 miles on either side of the island of Mackinac,

part of the north end of Lake Michigan, including the Beaver Island group, and the whole of the

Saint Mary's Eiver. The survey of Saginaw Bay was commenced the last season he was in charge.

Local surveys of a few harbors on Lake Superior were made by a party under Lieutenant Eaynolds

in 1855.

1. Htraits of j\laclcinac.—The base-line for the triangulation of the straits was the one selected

by Cax^tain Williams in 1842, and approximately measured by Lieutenant Gunnison in 1844. The
eastern section of the original line, which was about 6 miles long, was found, however, to lie through

very unfavorable ground, principally swamps, and it was decided to reduce the length of the base

to about 4 miles. Caijtain T. J. Lee came on from Washington with the new apparatus, and made
the measurement in September and October, 1852. He was assisted in this work by Captain

Macomb and his'of&cers and assistants. Comparisons of the tubes with the standard bar were

made before and after the measurement. As a test of the accuracy of the measurement, a length

of 1,500 feet was remeasured in a contrary direction. The ends of the base were marked by fine

lines drawn upon silver 10-cent pieces, set in the upper surfaces of stone posts sunk 2 feet under
the surface of the ground. Reference stones were also set at short distances from the end marks.

The detailed report of Captain Lee on the measurement of this base is printed as Appendix G of

the Report of the Chief of Toi)ographical Engineers for 1854. The triangulation and off-shore

hydrography were carried on by Captain Macomb and his party on the Surveyor during the seasons

of 1851, 1852, and 1853, both being comi>leted in the latter year, with the exception of a small

amount of hydrographical work which was done in 1854, Many hitherto unknown shoals and
reefs were discovered. An astronomical station was established upon the northwest end of Eound
Island, opposite Mackinac, at which observations for latitude and azimuth were made by Captain
Macomb and Lieutenant Eaynolds in 1853. The longitude of the station was determined in

September, 1854, by a series of observations of lunar culminations made by Lieutenant Eaynolds,

The meridian of this station was the principal meridian for all the surveys of Captain Macomb in

that portion of the lakes. In 1851 Lieutenant Scammon continued his survey of the north shore
from the point at Avhich his work terminated in 1849 to Point Detour at the mouth of the Saint
Mary's Eiver, His field of operations included the group of islands called the Chenaux, lying in

the indentations of the shore, and separated from it and from each other by narrow but generally

deep and navigable channels, some of which afford excellent harbors. In 1852 he surveyed that
part of the north shore lying between Pointe la Barbe and Pojnte Epoufette, The remaining
portions of this shore from Pointe Epoufette about 10 miles westward, and from Poiute la Barbe
to Point Saint Ignace, were surveyed bv Lieutenant Eose in 1853, The south shore and Mackinac
and Eound Islands were surveyed by Lieutenant Eaynolds' party, that part from Old Port Mackinac
to Hammond's Bay being done in 1851, the survey of the islands and of a short distance west of Old
Fort Mackinac being made the following year. In 1853, Lieutenant Eaynolds, assisted by Lieu-

tenant Eose and Messrs, G, W, Lamson and H. GiUman, extended the survey westward to Wau-
goshance light-house, and then south nearly to Little Traverse Bay.

2, Saint Mary^s River.—In view of the near completion of the ship-canal around the Sault

Ste. Marie, the act making appropriations for the Survey for 1853 contained a proviso requiring
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the immediate examination and survey of obstacles to navigation in tbe Saint Mary's River. This

duty was assigned to Captain Scanimon, who, assisted by Lieutenant Mendell and a large party,

made surveys in that year of the East Neebish Rapids and of the expansion of the river called

Lake George, and submitted plans for the improvement of navigation at both places. Later in

the season. Captain Scammon surveyed the entrance to the river by the Detour Passage. Early

in 1854:, Captain Scammon proceeded to the East Neebish Rapids to mark out the channel by a

system of landmarks on the shores, and having accomplished this satisfactorily, resumed the survey

of the river, and at the close of the season had completed the data for a continuous chart of the

river from Lake Huron to the Sault. This survey depended upon a carefully executed secondary

triangulatiou, with several bases measured with wooden rods. In 18.55 the survey of the river was

continued from the Sault to Point Iroquois at the east end of Lake Superior by Lieutenant G. W.
Eose. The ship-canal was opened to navigation in this year.

3. Lake Michigan—North end and Beaver Island, group.—Having finished 1}he triangulatiou

and off-shore hydrography necessary for the completion of the chart of the Straits of Mackinac

early in 1854, Captain Macomb, assisted by Lieutenant Eose, devoted the remainder of the season

of 1854;, and the entire season of 1855, in which he was assisted by Mr. J. A. Potter, fo the extension

of the triangulatiou to the Beaver Island groui) and along the north shore of the lake, and to off-

shore hydrographical work in the same locality. The shore-party work in the north section of the

BeaVer Island Group was carried on by Lieutenant Eaynolds iu 1854, until September, when he

was detached to make astronomical observations on Eound Island, and his party, having been

placed under tbe charge of Mr. G. W. Lamson, was transferred to the north shore. In 1855, the

surveys of this section were completed by two shore parties under the charge of Messrs. W. H.

Hearding and G. W. Lamson, the snrvey of the north shore being extended to a point about 5

miles east of the Monistique River.

4. LaJce Superior.—On account of the opening of the Satilt Canal in 1855, it became important

that surveys of the principal harbors of Lake Superior should be made, and accordingly iu that

year a party under Lieutenant Raynolds proceeded to Ontonagon with orders to survey that harbor

and as many of the harbors to the east of it as was possible during the season, the surveys to

include the shore for six or seven miles on either side of each harbor. Lieutenant Raynolds com-

pleted the surveys of Ontonagon, Eagle Eiver, Eagle Harbor, and Agate Harbor, meeting many
difBculties at the three latter places, owing to the abrupt and rocky shores, heavily wooded, which

necessitated the placing of the triangulatiou stations inland and the cutting of lines of sight.

He also determined the latitudes of Ontonagon and Eagle Eiver, and the longitude of the latter by

lunar culminations.

5. Miscellaneous surveys.—In order to publish a chart of the head of Green Bay it was found

that further surveys were needed to render those made under Captain "Williams available. There-

fore, in July and August, 1852, Captain Macomb and Lieutenant Gunnison, with the steamer Sur-

veyor, were engaged in that work. Observations for latitude and azimuth were made on Green

Island by Captain Macomb and Lieutenant Gunnison, respectively, after which several triangula-

ion stations were built, and while Captain Macomb read the angles at these stations, Lieutenant

Gunnison made soundings in the baj'. In August of the following year. Lieutenant Eaynolds was

sent to Green Bay to finish some topographical and other work necessary for the chart, which was

published that year. In Septeuiber, 1855, Mr. G. W. Lamson surveyed the boundary lines between

the United States lands and the private claims on the island of Mackinac.

In the fall of 1855, Captain Macomb on the Surveyor made a reconnaissance with a view to

connecting the triangulatiou of the Straits of Mackinac with that of the Saint Mary's E^er, and

with the contemplated Lake Superior system. He found at the head of Lake George, on the Saint

Mary's Eiver, a height which commanded a view of the heights near Point Iroquois and of those

on the north coast of Lake Huron. He caused stations to be built on this height and on one of

those at Point Iroquois. During this reconnaissance the Surveyor passed through the new canal

at the Sault, being the first government vessel to make the passage. A third point on th^ north

coast of Lake Huron was selected by Mr. G. W. Lamson, and a station was built upon it in the

spring of 1856. These stations, however, were never occupied, the connections desired being

eventually made by a different system.

2 L S
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(>. ^Sa<iiiiaw Bay.—On account of the rapidly increasing commerce of the Saginaw region, and

ill compliance with the urgent requests for surveys and charts of that section, it was decided to

place the whole force of the Survey there for the season of 1850. On the 3d of May, Captain

Macomb received orders assigning him to duty in New Mexico on being relieved from the command

of the Lake Survey by Lieutenant-Colonel Kearney, who, however, did not reach Detroit until the

latter part of September. Lieutenants Eaynolds and Rose having also been transferred to other

duty early in the spring, Messrs. W. H. Hearding, G. W. Lamson, and D. F. Henry were assigned

to the charge of three shore-parties. The Surveyor was not in commission that season, being laid

up for extensive repairs, which her long service had rendered necessary. The new steamer Search

was, however, available in July, and the party on lier, under command of Captain Meade, who

joined the Survey in June, was engaged in making a general reconnaissance for the triangulatiou

of the bay, in the building of statioiis, and in hydrographical work. Captain Macomb was with

this party for a time. Mr. Hearditig made a minute survey of the mouth of the Saginaw River and

of the bar in front of it, with reference to improving the entrance, and then carried the shore-line

survey north to the Opinkawuing River. The shore-line, from six miles above the mouth of the

Sable River southward to include Tawas Harbor, was surveyed by Mr. Lamson's party.

Lieutenant C. N. Turnbull, having joined the Survey in June, was assigned to the charge of

the party, until then under Mr. Henry. Lieutenant Turnbull made observations for latitude on

Charity Islands. This party made surveys of the Charity Islands and of the east shore fronrOak

Point to Sand Point, where they selected and cleared a site for a base-line.

THE SURVEY UNDER CHARGE OP LIEUT.-COL. JAMES KBARNEV.

September, 1856, to May 20, 1857.

§ 5. The only field-work done during the short period Colonel Kearney was for the second time

in charge of the Survey, was a resurvey of the Saint Clair Flats, made by Captain Meade after

his return from Saginaw Bay in the fall of 1856. This resurvey was based on three stations whose

relative positions had been determined by Lieutenant J. N. Macomb in 1842. The usual ofQce-work

was carried ou during the winter.

In the spring, failing health required that Colonel Kearney should relinquish the command of

the Survey, and he was relieved by Captain George G. Meade, who, a few years later, was the com-

mander of the Army of the Potomac.

THE SURVEY UNDER THE CHARGE OF CAPT. GEORGE G. MEADE.

Mat, 1857, to September 1, 1861.

§ 6. The ijrincipal work accomplished by Captain Meade was the survey of the whole of Lake

Huron, including the completion of that of Saginaw Bay, the entire force of the Burvey being

engaged on this duty during the years 1857, 1858, and 1859. In 1860 the survey of the northeast

end of Lake Michigan was extended southward to include the Fox and Manitou Islands and Grand
and Little Traverse Bays, and the data were thus obtained for a much-needed chart of a dangerous

part of the lake passed over by the vessels sailing between the Straits of Mackinac and Chicago.

Local surseys of a few harbors on Lake Superior were made in 1859, and in 1861 the general sur-

vey of the lake was begun at its western end.

• METHODS OF SURVEY.

The general methods of survey employed by Captain Meade were similar to those followed by
Captain JMacomb. The nature of the field of operations required a combination of triangulatiou

and astronomical work for the determination of the positions of points on the shores of Lake
Huron, and made some change necessary in the method of executing the off-shore hydrography.

Larger appropriations permitted a considerable expansion of the scope of the Survey, the intro-

duction of more accurate methods in obtaining longitudes, and the commencement of a series of

magnetic, water-level, and meteorological observations at many points on the lakes. The methods
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aud instruments employed in these observations will be noticed under their appropriate headings.

The method of executing the

Off-shore hydrography on Lake Huron has since been used on all the o'ther lakes, and consists

in running lines of soundings, made from a steamer, from the outer limit of the inshore hydrog-

raphy to a distance of eight or ten miles into the lake. The lines are about a mile apart, and
are run by the steamer's compass, their direction being perpendicular to the general line of the

coast. The position of the steamer at the time a sounding is taken is located by simultaneous

theodolite pointings of two observers on shore, and is checked when practicable by sextant angles

read on the steamer. The general character of the bottom of a lake is determined by running lines

of soundings entirely across the lake at intervals of ten or fifteen miles.

Detroit ohservatory.—The use of a suitable lot on Washington avenue, near Grand Eiver avenue,

having been ottered gratuitously to the Survey by John Hull, esq., a wooden building was erected on

it in the spring of 1857 and iitted up as a field-observatory for botlf astronomical and magnetic obser-

vations. The astronomical work, under Captain Meade's direction, was mainly done by Lieutenants

0. N. Tiirnbnll and O. M. Poe, and Mr. James Carr, and the magnetic work by Lieutenant William

Proctor Smith. Early in 1858 a new astronomical transit (No. 15) aud a new zenith-telescope (No.

12), both made by Wurdemann, the telescope of each having a focal length of 32 inches, and
an apertnre of 2J inches, were purchased for the Survey, and at the same time a break-circuit

.sidereal clock (No. 184), a chronograph with spring governor, and four sidereal chronometers, all

made by Bond & Sons, of Boston, were received. In the following spring another break-circuit

sidereal clock (No. 256), a second chronograph, and four more sidereal chronometers, all by the same
makers, were added to the list of instruments. A favorable opportunity for determining the

longitude of the Detroit observatory by connecting through the magnetic telegraph with an observ-

atory whose longitude was well established did not occur until the winter of 1858-59, when it was
decided to connect with the observatory of the Western Eeserve College, at Hudson, Ohio, the

longitude of which from the Cambridge observatory had been determined in 1849. The uninter-

rupted use of the wire between Detroit and Hudson after 9 o'clock at night was offered free of

charge by Anson Stager, esq., the general superintendent of the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany. The observations were made in January and February, 1859, the Detroit observer being-

Lieutenant TurnbuU, who used a chronograph, and Professor 0. A. Young, of the Western Reserve

College, observing at Hudson, and using a Morse register for recording his observations. The
telegraphic connections were so made that the transits of stars at either meridian were recorded

at both stations with their respective local times, and the same stars being used by both observers,

each star gave from each record a determination of the longitude, and the mean of these two deter-

minations was free from wave-time. At the conclusion of the observations at Hudson, Professor

Young visited Detroit for the determination of the relative personal equation of himself and Lieu-

tenant Turnbull. The latitude of the Detroit observatory was determined by Lieutenant Turnbull

by seven nights' observations with the zenith-telescope in April and May, 1859. In May, 1860,

the difference of longitude between the Detroit observatory and that of the University of Michi-

gan at Ann Arbor, was telegraphically determined by Lieutenant Poe, at Detroit, and Professor

James C. Watson, at Ann Arbor, by the exchange on two nights of arbitrary signals, the observ-

atory at Ann Arbor not being provided with the necessary apparatus for the exchange of star-

signals. The results not being entirely satisfactory, a second connection with Ann Arbor was

made in April and May, 1861. On this occasion both observatories had chronographs, and the

method of operations was similar to that employed between Detroit and Hudson. Professor Briin-

now, of the University of Michigan, observed at Ann Arbor, and Lieutenant Poe and Mr. James

Carr at Detroit. Subsequently Professor Briinnow connected Ann Arbor with the Hamilton Col-

lege observatory at Clinton, N. Y., the observer at the latter place being Professor C. H. F. Peters.

The difference of longitude between the Hamilton College and Cambridge observatories having

been previouslj' determined, a second connection between Detroit and Cambridge w^as thus made.

Magnetic observations.—Previous to 1858 the magnetic observations had been limited to the

determination by .the ordinary compass of magnetic declinations at those places where observations

for azimuth were made by the shore or triangulation parties. In that year a portable declinometer,

with detached theodolite, for the determination of the magnetic declination and horizontal intensity,
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Jiiade by Jones, of Londou, a Barrow dip circle, and a Fox dip-circle, were imported, and tUo inakiug

of iua.t;netic observations was assigned to Lieutenant W. P. Smith in addition to his other duties.

At various times during'the seasons of 1858, '59, 'GO, Lieutenant Smith made determinations of the

magnetic <-leimints at Detroit, Cambridge, Mass. (where he had been sent to compare his instru-

nu'uts with those of the Cambridge observatory, and to be instructed by Professor Bond in the use

of them), Toronto, and at twenty-seven points on the lakes, of which three were on Lake Ontario,

four on Lake Erie, six on Lake jMichigan, three on Lake Superior, ten on Lake Huron, and one on

the Straits of iAlackinac. Tables giving the results of these observations are published in the

Lake-Survey reports for 185!) and 1860.

Wdtcr-level and meteorological observations.—Up to the time of Captain Meade's assuming charge

of the Survey, readings for water-level were taken on temporary gauges at the localities where

surveys were being carried on, and the soundings were reduced to a certain stage of water, which

was usually either the mean level during the period of the survey, or the mean level during a

particular season. With a view to establishing a uniform plane of reference for the soundings, as

well as deciding numerous interesting questions in regard to the fluctuations of the water-level of

tlie lakes, including the question of tides. Captain Meade, in his annual report for 1857, recom-

mended that simultaneous water-level readings, accompanied by comi^lete meteorological observa-

tions, should be made o^'er the entire lake region. This recommendation was approved by the

bureau, and the instruments, including four self-registering tide-gauges, were ordered, but were

not received at Detroit until August, 1858, too late to be distributed to the difi'erent stations that

season. Early in the spring of 1859, Captain Meade himself distributed and set up these instru-

luents at Sacket's Harbor, Charlotte, and Fort Niagara, on Lake Ontario; Buffalo, Erie, Cleveland,

and Monroe piers, on Lake Erie; Forestville, Pointe aux Barques, Tawas, Thunder Bay Island, and
Presqu' Isle, on Lake Huron; Grand Haven, Michigan City, and Milwaukee, on Lake Michigan;

Head of Saint Mary's River, Marquette, Ontonagon, and Superior City, on Lake Superior. The
instruments furnished each station were a water-gauge, barometer, psychrometer, thermometer,

rain-gauge, and wind-gauge. Competent observers were employed to make daily or more frequent

observations, the records being sent to the ofiQce at Detroit at the end of each month. These

records were reduced and tabulated in the ofiflce, and detailed tables of the results are published

in the annual reports for 1860 and 1861. In 1860, Mr. J. M. Bigelow was placed in charge of the

meteorological division of the Survey. His reports discussing the results of the observations are

published with the above-mentioned tables. The report for 1861 also contains a discussion of the

tides and seiches (irregular oscillations) on Lakes Michigan and Superior, by Mr. O. IST. Chaffee.

PROGRESS OF THE PIELD-AVOEK.

1. Lake Huron—Sand Point hase-Iine.—The Saginaw Bay triangulatiou depends upon a base

about 4 miles long, measured in October, 1857, upon the sand-spit extending into the bay from its

eastern shore. The Bache-Wiirdemann apparatus was used. Mr. William Wiirdemaun came on from
Washington to correct a slight want of compensation in tube Xo. 2, and at the same time thoroughly
cleaned and adjusted the whole apparatus. The measurement was made by Captain Meade,
assisted by Lieutenant TurnbuU and Messrs. Potter, Carr, and Casgrain. A length of 960 feet was
remeasured as a test of the accuracy of the work. The ends of the line and two intermediate

points were marked by stone posts. The latitude and longitude of the west end were determined
by Lieutenant Turnbull, the former by observations with the zenith-telescope, the latter by lunar
culminations.

Triaiigulation and astronomical worh.—In 1857 Captain Meade on the Search finished selecting

the sites and building the stations for the Saginaw Bay triangulatiou. He had also intended to

read the angles, but finding that the duties of general supervision would prevent his accomplishing
both the triangulatiou and off-shore hydrography, he decided to devote himself to the latter, and
to assign Lieutenant Poe with a party on the Surveyor to the tiiangulation work. Lieutenant Poe
used the 10-inch repeating Gambey theodolite the greater part of the time. He read the angles
from the Charity Islands to the head of the bay in 1857. In order to see over the line from Pointe
aux Barques to Pointe an Sable, 27 miles long, much higher stations than had as yet been used on
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the survey were required. lu 1858 Lieutenant Poe built a station witli a 100-foot center-post on
Pointe aux Barques, and one with an 82-foot center-post on Pointe au Sable. Before occupying

them he was taken seriously ill, and had to withdraw from field duty for the remainder of the

season. Mr. James Oarr relieved him and finished the Saginaw Bay triangulation. It was found

impracticable to extend the triangulation beyond the line Point aux Barques-Pointe au Sable on

account of the character of the shores of Lake Huron. From Pointe aux Barques to the head of

Saint Clair Eiver the coast is comparatively straight and tiat, and at that time was densely wooded,

with a few scattering settlements ou the immediate shores of the lake. To have carried a system

of primary triangulation along this coast, it would have been uecessary to cut out almost every line of

sight through the heavy timber, and would have involved an expenditure of time and money
entirely unwarranted by the appropriations made for the Survey. It was therefore decided to

carry along the shore in conUectiou with the shore-party work such a minor triangulation as the

nature of the ground permitted, and to check this by determining the positions of certain points

by astronomical observations; or, in other words, to establish a series of astronomical bases, the

latitudes of the ends of these bases being determined by observations with the zenith-telescope,

and the differences of longitude between (hem and the principal meridian at Sand Point being

obtained by the repeated transfers of chronometers from one station to the other on the Lake-

Survey steamers.

In the longitude work, after the receipt of the second clock and chronograph, a clock and
chronograph were used at eaph of the stations between which the chronometers were to be trans-

ferred. The errors and rates of the clocks were carefully determined by as frequent observations

as possible with an astronomical transit, and the errors of the chronometers ou local time were

determined by comparisons with the clocks. From four to twelve chronometers were used, and

eight to twelve transfers were made between each pair of stations. Astronomical stations were

established at Forestville, Sanilac, and Fort Gratiot, and their latitudes and differences of longi-

tude between each other and Sand Point were determined during the seasons of 1858 and 1859 by

Lieutenant TurnbuU and Mr. James (Jarr. Early in the latter year the difference of longitude

between Fort Gratiot and Detroit was determined in the same manner, and the Saginaw Bay tri-

angulation and longitudes dependent upon it were thus connected with the Detroit meridian as

determined by telegraph. A small portion of the south end of Lake Huron was covered by a trian-

gulation extending from the head of the Saint Clair Kiver to the line Sanilac-Cape Ipperwash,

the angles being read by Lieutenant J. L. Kirby Smith in 1860.

Similar considerations prevented the extension of the Saginaw Bay triangulation to the north-

ward, and it was therefore connected with the triangulation of the Straits of Mackinac by a system

of latitudes and azimuths, the stations being at Sturgeon Point, Thunder Bay Island, Presqu'

Isle, and Sand Bluff, a few miles east of Hammond's Bay. From the observed latitudes and azi-

muths at these stations their longitudes and distances apart were computed. The observations

at the two first-mentioned stations were made by Lieutenant TurnbuU in 1858. As a check upon

the work, the difference of longitude between Thunder Bay Island and Sand Point was determined

directly by the exchange of chronometers. The latitude and azimuth observations at Presqu' Isle

and Sand Bluff were made in 1859 by Lieutenant Poe.

After completing these observations. Lieutenant Poe, with a party on the schooner Coquette,

fixed the positions of points on the north shore of Lake Huron by extending the triangulation of

the Straits of Mackinac eastward to the line Presqu' Isle-Great Duck Island. In order to incor-

porate into the chart of Lake Huron Bayfield's surveys of such portions of the Canada coast as

were not included in the work of the Lake Survey, it was desirable to determine the latitudes and

longitudes of several points on that coast, and Goderich, which was in telegraphic connection with

Detroit, and Cove Island, at the entrance to the Georgian Bay, were selected iis being the most

suitable points. Lieutenant Poe, assisted l^^' Lieutenant Beckham, and Mr. Carr, assisted by Mr.

Austin, were assigned to this duty in 1860. Lieutenant Poe, at Goderich, and ]\Ir. Carr, at Detroit,

determined the longitude of Goderich by telegraphic signals. Mr. Carr then observed for latitude

at Cape Ipperwash, and afterwards occupied the Cove Island station, and chronometers were trans-

ferred between it and Goderich. Lieutenant Poe then moved to Mackinac, and chronometers were

transferred between the station on that island and Cove Island. A comparison was thus made
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between the longitude ot the Mackiuae station, as determined by the astronomical and triangula-

tiou work on the west shore of Lake Hnron, and tliat by the astronomical work on the east shore,

and the results werfc found to agree very well. Lieutenant Poe and Mr. Carr finished the season's

work by determining the telegraphic difference of longitude between Detroit and Grand Haven,
^fr. Cnrr, who observed at (irand Haven, also determined its latitude.

Off-shore hydrof/raphij.^-Tlie off-shore hydrography for a distance of l;"* miles between Saginaw
Bay and Thunder Bay; and from Thunder Bay around the northwest end of the lake to Cockburn's

Island, was done by a iiarty on the Surveyor, under the command of Mr. J. A. Potter, in 1859. That

of the rest of tlie lake, including Saginaw Bay, was done by the party on the Search, under the

command of Captain Meade, during the seasons of ISoT, '58, '59. In 1860 Lieutenant W. P. Smith on

the Search ran the lines of soundings across the lake, and made observations of the temperature of

the water at different depths.

Topographi/ and inshore hydrography.—All of this work was done by parties under the charge of

Messrs. Hearding, C W. Lamson,and H. C. Penny in 1857 and 1858, and of Messrs. Hearding and
Penny in 1859, in wliich year it was completed. Mr. Hearding's party continued their survey of

the Saginaw River, made in 185(> eastward to Quannakisse Bayou, surveyed the coast from Oak
Point on the east shore of Saginaw Bay tn Pointe aux Barques, and from this point south to the

head of the Saint Clair River, and made surveys of Cockburn and Drummond Islands, connecting

with Captain Scammon's survey of the Saint Mary's River. Mr. G-. W. Lamson's party extended

the survey of Tawas Harbor, made in 1S56, south to the Opinkawning River, and surveyed Thiinder

Bay, covering it with a triangulation depending upon a base two miles in length, measured with

wooden rods. Mr. Penny's party surveyed the east shore of Saginaw Bay from Sand Point to

(Juannakisse Bayou, the west shore of Lake Huron from near the mouth of the Sable River to the

south side of Thunder Bay, and from the north side of Thunder Bay until a connection was made
with the survey of the straits at Hammond's Bay, and the Canadian coast from the head of Saint

Clair River to Cape Ipperwash. Lieutenant Poe had charge of this party during the early part of

1857, until he was assigned to triangulation duty.

2. Lake Michigan.—Nearly the entire force of the Survey was sent to the northeast end of

Lake Michigan in the spring of 1860.

Primary triangulation.—Lieutenant J. L. Kirby Smith, with a party on the schooner Coquette,

located and built the stations required to extend the Mackinac triangulation from the line Hat
Island - Pointe aux Chenes over the field of the present survey. He also, with the assistance of

Mr. Carr, read the angles at all the stations except those in Grand Traverse Bay. These were
occupied the following year by Mr. O. N. Chaiiee. It had been intended to connect this triangula-

tion with the meridian of Detroit by transferring chronometers between Pointe aux Bees Scies and
Grand Haven, of which the longitude was determined with this object, but the exigencies of the

service prevented the carrying out of the project that season.

Off-shore hydrography.—Mr. J. A. Potter, with the steamer Surveyor, did the off-shore hydrog-

raphy of the main coast, including the Traverse Bays and around the Manitou Islands. In

September, Captain Meade brought the Search from Lake Huron and did part of the sounding
around the Fox Islands. Mr. Potter did the rest of it with the Surveyor in 1861.

Topography and inshore hydrography.—Three shore-parties were engaged in this work. That
of Mr. Hearding commenced its survey where the work under Captain Macomb ended, near Middle
Village, and carried it south to Deep Water Point, on the east arm of Grand Traverse Bay. Mr
Penny's party surveyed from Traverse City to Pointe aux Bees Scies. Mr. Henry's party, after

finishing the Manitou and Pox Islands, surveyed the peninsula which separates the two arms of
Grand Traverse Bay, from Deep Water Point to Traverse City.

3. Lake Superior.—In 1859, a party under Mr. G. W. Lamson was sent to Lake Superior
and made sur^ eys of the harbor of Marquette and of Grand Island and its approaches. The off-

shore hydrography about Grand Island was done bj' Mr. Potter on the Surveyor in 1861. A gen-
eral reconnaissance of Lake Superior was made by Captain Meade on the Search in 1859. The
general survey of Lake Superior was commenced in the spring of 1861, the parties being sent to
the extreme west end of the lake. Just previous to the season for commencing field operations
the breaking out of the rebellion caused the withdrawal from the Survey of all the ofi&cers engaged
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upon it as assistants, and uo officers but the superintendeut were employed upon the Survey from

that time until the close of the war.

Primary triangulation.—This was assigned to Mr. Henry, who had charge of a party on the

schooner Coquette. He located, cleared, and prepared the ground for the preliminary measure-

ment of a base-line about four miles long on Minnesota Point, south of Duluth, and also built and

occupied six stations for the development of the triangulatiou from the base to the eastward. Mr.

Bearding and Mr. Oasgrain made the preliminary measurement of the base with wooden rods,

duplicating the work as a check upon its accuracy.

Off-shore hydrography.—Mr. (Jarr, on the Search, did the off-shore work on both shores of the

head of the lake along a total distance of 63 jniles.

Topography and in shore hydrography.—Mr. Hearding's jjarty surveyed the Saint Louis Eiver

from the head of navigation at the town of Fond du Lac to its mouth at the Bay of Saint Louis,

and then made surveys of this bay and of Superior and Allouez Bays. These bays are separated

from the lake by the narrow sand-spits called Minnesota and Wisconsin Points. Mr. Penny's

party, connecting with Mr. Hearding's survey, extended it along both shores of the lake, the total

length of shore-line surveyed being 63 miles.

4. Miscellaneous.—Various local surveys were made from year to year by the different

assistants, in obedience to orders from the Topographical Bureau. Many of these were for light-

house purposes. Surveys were made nearly every year at the Saint Clair Flats and at the Lake
George Flats of the Saint Mary's Eiver, for the purpose of determining the effects of the improve-

ments which were being carried on by Captain A. W. Whipple. A detailed survey of Maumee Bay
and Eiver, as far up as Toledo (of which a chart was published), was made by Messrs. Hearding,

Penny, and Potter in the fall of 1857, after their return from Lake Huron.

Before the parties returned from the field in 1861, Captain Meade was relieved from the charge

of the Lake Survey and ordered to duty with the armies in the field. He turned over the command
of the Survey to Lieutenant-Colonel J. D. Graham, of the Topographical Engineers, on the 31st of

August, 1861.

THE SUEVEY UNDER THE CHAEGE OF COL. J. D. GEAHAM, COEPS OF ENGINEEE^

September 1, 1861, to April 15, 1S64.

§ 7. When detailed as superintendent of the Lake Survey, Colonel Graham was in charge of the

harbor improvements on all the lakes from Champlain to Superior, and had his office at Chicago.

On removing to Detroit, he still retained the charge of the harbor works, and was in addition

assigned to duty as engineer of the tenth and eleventh light-house districts, embracing all the

lakes except Champlain. Colonel Graham was in charge of the Survey during three winter and

two summer or field seasons.
OFFICE WORK.

During the winter seasons the work of the office was carried on in the usual manner. Much
attention was given by Colonel Graham to the reduction, tabulation, and discussion of the water-

level and meteorological observations, which were continued at the stations established by Cap-

tain Meade, and at others which had been previously established by Colonel Graham in connection

with his harbor works. In the annual reports for 1861, 1862, and 1863, the meteorological data

are discussed by Mr. Bigelow, and the fluctuations of the water-level by Colonel Graham, who had

made these a subject of study for several years. Colonel Graham, before taking charge of the

Survey had, in his annual report for 1860, presented a memoir, accompanied by a record of ex-

tended observations at Chicago, demonstrating the existence and character of a semi-diurnal lunar

tidal wave in Lake Michigan. In the report for 1863, Colonel Graham revises his memoir and

announces as the final result of his observations that the height of the mean semi-diurnal lunar

tidal wave at Chicago is 0.142 foot.

METHODS OF SURVEY.

Colonel Graham made but two changes in the methods of field-work. He introduced the

stadia for horizontal and vertical measurements in the topographical work, to which more care was
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given thau formerly, although the use of the stadia did not become general among the shore-parties

until some years later. The second change was the substitution of the method by powder-tlashes

for the chronoraetric method in determiuing ditterences of longitude where telegraphic facilities did

not exist. At each of the stations whose difference of longitude it was desired to obtain, an

astronomical party with a fteld astronomical transit and clock or chronometer determined the local

time by observing the meridian transits of stars. The observations for time were made in two

series with an interval of an hour or more between them. During the interval, a series of signals

one minute apart was made, either at one of the stations or by a third party from a height visible

from both astronomical stations, by flashing small charges of gunpowder. These signals were noted

by the observer at each station, and the difference oi the local time thus noted was the difference

of longitude of the two stations. These flashes could be seen on a clear night over distances of

.-)(l to 60 miles with the naked eye, aiid with the aid of a telescope over distances of 100 miles.

PROGRESS OF THE PIELDAVORK.

The field seasons during which Colonel Graham was in charge were those of 1862 and 1863.

He had intended to continue the survey of Lake Superior, commenced in 1861 by Captain Meade,

but the appropriation in 1862 became available at so late a date that the parties could not take the

field untd the latter part of August, when it would have been unadvisable to send them to so

distant a field. The survey of Green Bay was therefore commenced in 1S62 and continued in 1863.

In the latter year a party was also sent to Lake Superior to make local surveys. Before commencing
work on Green Bay in 1862, Mr. O. K. Chaffee's party on the Surveyor and the shore-party of Mr.

,J. E. Mayer were occupied for some weeks, the first in surveying several shoals about the Fox
Islands which had not been discovered when the original surveys were made, and the second in

making a detailed topographical survey of South^ox Island, using the stadia.

1. Green Bay—Astronomical worl;.—In 1862, an astronomical partj" under Mr. James Carr

made latitude observations with the zenith-telescope at Rock Island, Green Island, and Fort

Howard. In 1863 two parties, one under Mr. James Carr, and one for a short time under Mr.

Austin and then under Mr. O. B. Wheeler, took the field for the purpose of determining latitudes

with the zenith-telescope and longitudes by powder-flash signals. In determiuing longitudes the

station at Fort Howard was taken as the primary meridian, with the intention of subsequently

connecting it telegraphically with Detroit through Chicago. These two parties determined the

longitudes of Rock and Green islands, and the latitudes and longitudes of Oconto on the west

coast of the bay, and of stations on Washington Island, on the bluff at the entrance to Big Bay
de Noquette, on South Manitou Island, and on the southeast end of Beaver Island.

, Triangulation.—In both seasons Mr. Henry was in charge of this branch of the work, having a

.

party on the schooner Coquette. He was mainly engaged in making reconnaissances for a base-line

/and for the system of triangulation, in building stations and clearing lines of sight. Some of the

stations were occupied, and a preliminary measurement of the base-line, which had been established

on Chambers' Island, was made with the wooden-rod apparatus in 1863.

Off-slwre hydrography.—This was done in both seasons by parties on the Search and Surveyor,

in charge respectively of Mr. Heardiug and Mr. O. N. Chaffee. They completed the off-shore work
of that part of the bay north of the Sister Islands, and in Lake Michigan carried it from Bayley's
Harbor, on the east coast of the peninsula which separates Green Bay from the lake, northward to

Point Detour, the northern point of the entrance to Green Bay. Much of the time of the steamers
was occupied in the building of primary triangulation stations, and in moving and supj)lying the
shore-parties.

Topography and inshore hydrography.—This work was done in 1862 by two parties under
Messrs. Penny and Mayer, and in 1863 by three parties under Messrs. Penny, Gilbnan, and Mayer.
In the latter year, Mr. O. N. Chaffee's steamer-party ran the shore-line of Washington and Rock
islands and the northern part of Little Bay de Noquette, including the secondary triangulation of
the whole of this bay. In the two seasons, surveys were made of the west coast of Green Bay from
a point six miles south of Cedar River to the north to include both shores of Little Bay de Co-
quette, of the peninsula between Green Bay and Lake Michigan from Egg Harbor on the former
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to Bayley's Harbor ou the lake, of Detroit Island, and of Plum and Pilot islands in the Porte des

Morts entrance to Green Bay.

2. Lake Superior.—In the spring of 1863, a party under Mr. J. U. Mueller, assisted by Mr.

B. S. Wheeler, was sent to survey Portage Entry on Keweenaw Bay. They surveyed the shore of

the bay for a distance of four miles on either side of the mouth of Portage Eiver, Portage River

from its mouth to its head, including Portage Lake, the lower portions of Sturgeon, Pike, and Pil-

grim rivers, and Torch River from its mouth in Portage Lake to its source in Torch Lake. This

survey embraced the positions of the cities of Houghton and Hancock, and of the principal copper-

mining establishments in their vicinity.

On the 15th of April, 1864, Colonel Graham was relieved of the charge of the Lake Survey,

and of his harbor improvements and light-house duties, by Colonel W. P. Raynolds, Additional Aide-

de-Camp and Major of Engineers. Colonel Raynolds was relieved of the charge of the harbors on

Lakes Michigan and Erie in October, 1864, of other harbor-works in 1866, and of his light-house

duties in 1870.

THE SURVEY UNDER THE CHARGE OF BVT. BRIG. GEJ^T. W. F. RAYNOLDS, LIEU-
TENANT-COLONEL OF ENGINEERS.

April 15, 1864, to Mat 12, 1870.

§ 8. The survey of Lake Superior was the main work of the Lake Survey during the six field-

seasons that General Raynolds had charge. At the close of the season of 1869 but three islands

of the Apostle Group remained to be surveyed in order to complete the topographical work on the

American shores of the lake. A little hydrography and the greater part of the primary triangula-

tion were unfinished. Besides the Lake Superior work, the survey of Green Bay was completed,

that of Lake Michigan was extended south to Two Rivers on the west shore and to Little Pointe au

Sable on the east shore, the whole of Saint Clair River, and a large part of Lake Saint Clair were

surveyed, and many special surveys of harbors or of localities at which works of improvement were'

in progress were made in different seasons under orders from the Engineer Department. In Octo-

ber, 1865, a third steamer, a screw propeller, length 122 feet and beam 18 feet, was purchased from

the Navy Department. She was named the Ada. This steamer was built on the Cl;yde for a

blockade runner and was captured by the Navy. Extensive alterations and additions in the way
of upper works and cabin accommodations were necessary to make her suitable for use on the

Survey. The office work and the publication and issue of charts were continued in the usual

manner.
METHODS OP SURVEY.

The operations of the Survey were continued under General Raynolds on the same general

plan that had been pursued by his immediate predecessors.

Triangulatiou and astronomical work.—Where it was practicable, the surveys depended upon a

system of primary triangulatiou with carefully measured bases. Along the shore of Lake Superior,

from Grand Island to White Fish Point, and on both shores of Lake Michigan south of the entrance

to Green Bay on the west and of Pointe aux BecS Scies on the east shore, where a primary triangu-

latiou was impracticable except at a great cost for stations and for clearing lines of sight, the posi-

tions of points were determined either by observations for longitude and latitude or by the method

of latitudes and azimuths. At most of the primary triangulatiou stations latitude and longitude

observations were made. Latitudes were determined in all cases by several nights' work with the

zenith-telescope. Longitudes were determined by several nights' work either by the method of

telegraphic star-signals, in which each observer registers the time of passage of a star over his

meridian on all the chronographs employed in the work, or, when the telegraph was not available,

by the method of powder'-flash signals previously described. The personal equation was not in all

cases determined or eliminated with precision. The two primary bases, on Keweenaw Point, Lake

Superior, and Chambers' Island, Green Bay, were measured with the Bache-Wurdemann apparatus.

Ip June, 1865, agates were set in the ends of the 15-foot brass standard bar, changing its length.

'^o determine its new length five brass yards were made for the Survey by Wurdemann, who

3 L s
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assigned their lengths and marked the same upon theui. The yards were received at Detroit in

JNIarch, 1867. Several series of comparisons of the standard ))ar with these yards were made at

different times by Colonel Farquhar and Mr. Henry for the purpose of determining the length and

coeflicient of expansion of the standard bar. Comparisons of the tubes of the base-apparatus with

the standard bar were made before and after measuring a Ijase. The triangulation of Lake Superior

was much retarded by the lack of suitable instruments. In 1864 the 10-inch Gambey theodolite

was the only one in the possession of the Survey fit for primary work. In September, 1865, Gen-

eral Raynolds made a requisition for three large theodolites. These were ordered by the Engineer

Department from Oertling & Sons, of Berlin, but were not received at Detroit until the spring of

1869. They were used on Lake Superior during that season. They had 20-inch horizontal limbs,

read by three microscopes to single seconds. Two of them turned out to be very poor, and the third

was not a good instrument, all having large accidental errors of graduation. In 1867 the triangu-

lation work was done witli three instruments borrowed from the U. S. Coast Survey. These were

a 24-inch theodolite by Troughton, reading to single seconds by three microscopes; a 14-inch Brun-

ner repeating theodolite, reading by two verniers to live seconds, and a 12-inch Gambey repeating

theodolite, reading by two verniers to live seconds. In the primary work a large number of meas-

urements, as a general rule, Avere made on each angle, but there was no uniformity as to this number,

and the readings were not taken with the system which is necessary for the elimination of errors.

An improvement in the method of building stations was adopted in 1864 by changing the center-

post from a single piece to a tripod, the legs of which were firmly braced together and had a sufii-

cient inclination to give the structure great stability. The tripod has the advantage of enabling

the target and instrument either to be centered over the geodetic point or their reductions to this

point to be determined, and has since been exclusively used for primary stations. The geodetic

point was marked by a hole drilled in the top of a stone post sunk below the surface of the ground,

or in the natural rock, where that was found. A brass frustum of a cone with a cross cut on its

top surface was sometimes leaded into the top of the marking-stone. During the season of 1865

,
Assistant Engineers O. B. Wheeler and S. W. Eobinson introduced on the Survey a method of

sending messages by means of flashes of sunlight from a mirror, made short or long to correspond

with the Morse telegraphic code. This method of telegraphing has since been frequently employed.

It was especially useful to the parties engaged in the primary triangulation of Lake Superior,

messages having been successfully sent in that work over lines 50 to 90 miles long.

Topography and hydrography.—In regard to the topographical work. General Raynolds, in his

report for 1866, states that

—

The character of the country in wliicli the surveys are "being prosecuted forLiids that attention to the details of
topography which would otherwise be desirable. It is the exception to find anything but a dense forest, in which it

is impossible to make an accurate survey without opening every foot of the lines of sight. No sketching can be done
that is reliable. Parties within easy hearing distance cannot see each other. And last, though by no means least,

during the suminer season, which is the only one in which work can be done at all, the forests are so full of venomous
insects that it is next to impossible for an instrument to be used. The stadia has been found most available for over-

coming these difficulties.

The hydrographic work w^as done in the manner hitherto in use on the Survey. The steamer-
parties, in addition to doing the off-shore hydrography, were generally charged with the building
of stations, with the moving and supplying of other parties, and sometimes with the reading of
angles.

Water-level and meteorological observations were continued at many of the stations established
by Captain Meade. Mr. Bigelow continued in charge of the reduction and discussion of these
observations until the 1st of January, 1867, when Mr. Henry was placed in charge of this depart-
ment. Extended tables and reports, containing information in regard to the meteorology of the
lakes, form appendices to the annual reports of General Raynolds.

Out-flow of the lalxes.—ln 1867 the investigation of the subject of the supply of water in the
chain of lakes was taken up. This duty was assigned to Mr. D. F. Henry, who was directed to

carefully gauge the rivers forming the connecting links of the chain. Observations were made
during the seasons of 1867-'68-'69. In 1867, a party under Mr. A. R. Flint was engaged in this

work on the Saint Clair and Saint Lawrence rivers, and another party under Mr. Lewis Foo'te
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worked on the Saint Mary's and Niagara Eivers. TJie method followed during this season was
generally that used by Humphreys and Abbot in their work on the Mississippi River. The bases,

however, were much longer than those used on the Mississippi River, being from 700 to 1,100 feet

in length, instead of 200 feet. The signals between the ends of the base were sent by telegraph.

Several other departures from the method of using double floats, recommended in the Report on
the Physics and Hydraulics of the Mississippi River, were made. In 1868, the Saint Lawrence,
Niagara, and Saint Clair Eivers were gauged by parties under the immediate charge of Messrs.

Flint, Foote, and David Wallace, respectively. In this season meters were iised for obtaining

the velocity of the currents. These were of two or three different kinds. Some were full propeller-

wheels of four blades, some of two blades, and one, devised by Mr. Henry, was constructed of a

set of Robinson anemometer cups set in a suitable frame, and was used where the current was so

sluggish that a propeller-wheel would not move. The record was made by electrical apparatus,

the circuit being broken at each revolution q^ the wheel. An escapement was attached to the

armature of a relay coil, and a record of the revolutions of the wheel kept by a decimal train of

wheel-work. The coefficient of velocity in these meters is variable for different velocities, and it is

difficuirto obtain it with accuracy. The friction of the parts in all those, except the anemometer
cups, nsed in this work caused considerable uncertainty as to the accurate determination of this

coefficient. In 1869 the work was continued on the Niagara and Saint Clair Rivers, under the

immediate charge of Messrs. Foote and Wallace. Both meters and double floats were used for the

object of testing and comparing the two methods. The detailed reports of Mr. Henry form appen-

dices to the Lake-Survey Reports for 1868, 1869, and 1870. In these reports Mr. Henry differs from

and criticises the methods and conclusions of Generals Humphreys and Abbot, as given in their

report on the Mississippi River. A criticism of Mr. Henry's methods of observation and reduc-

tion, as well as of his conclusions, by General H. L. Abbot, is published in the Report of the Chief

of Engineers for 1870.

PROGRESS OF THE FIELD-WORK.

1. River and Lake Saint Clair.—In 1867, before the navigation was open on the Upper
Lakes, three large parties, on the steamers Search, Surveyor, and Ada, commanded respectively

by Lieutenants James Mercur and B. D. Greene, and Mr. O. N. Chaffee, made a complete survey of the

Saint Clair River from Lake Huron to the head of the delta, and of the south channel into Lake
Saint Clair. The survey was completed early in June. In 1868 the parties, having returned from

Lake Superior in September, were immediately reorganized for the purpose of making a survey

of Lake Saint Clair. Colonel Farquhar and Lieutenant Gregory, in charge of large parties on the

Ada and Search, respectively, made surveys of the flats and of the eastern shore, and the two

shore parties of Messrs. Mayer and Molitor surveyed the west shore. Lieutenant B. D. Greene

relieved Colonel Farquhar of the charge of the Ada soon after the parties took the field. About 40

miles of the east shore and all the main triangulation of the lake were yet to be done when the

parties were withdrawn from the field, owing to the lateness of the season.

2. Green Bat and Lake Michigan—Base-line.—The base on Chambers' Island for the

Green Bay triangulation, which had been measured with wooden rods in 1863, was grubbed and

graded during the summer of 1864, and its measurement with the Bache-Wiirdemann apparatus

was commenced by Professor C. A. Young and Mr. Henry in September of the same year. When
about one-third of the line had been measured, Professor Young's duties at his college required

him to leave, and the measurement was completed by Mr. Henry, assisted by Messrs. Robinson and

Le Baron. The base was about 3J miles in length. The ends and four intermediate points were

each marked by cuts on a frustum of a brass pyramid leaded into the top of a stone 5 feet long and

6 inches .square on top, sunk just below the surface of the ground. One hundred and fifty-one

tubes were remeasured as a test of the accuracy of the work. The Chambers' Island light-house,

built in 1868, was placed directly over the north end of the base, and its subsequent use as a base

of verification for the triangulation extending down from Lake Superior was thus prevented.

Triangulation.—Mr. O. N. Chaffee had charge of the triangulation work on Green Bay during

the seasons of 1864 and 1865, his party being on the schooner Coquette in the first season, untU

she was wrecked in the fall, and on the Surveyor in the second season, In 1864 the stations north
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of Chambers' Island, including tliose on Big Bny de Noquette, were oecupied, and the stations

soutli of Chambers' Island were occupied in 1865. During the summer of 1864, Mr. Henry, on the

Surveyor, was engaged in reconnoitering for the best method of making a connection between the

triaugulatiou extending from the ISIackinac base to the Beaver, Fox, and Manitou Islands, and the

Oreen Bay system. Having found that stations on Burnt Bluff at the south end of Big Bay de

Noquette, and on Rock Island in the entrance to Green Bay, could be seen from the South Fox and

North Manitou Islands, stations were built at these four points. The angles at thetwo latter points

were read by Messrs. O. B. Wheeler and G. E. Swinseoe.

Astronomical ivork.—In 1864 the longitude of Fort Howard, at the head of Greeu Bay, was

determined. General Kaynolds and Mr. S. "VY. Robinson observed at Detroit, and Professor C. A.

Young at Fort Howard, having a clock and chronograph at each station. Intermediate obser-

vations were made at Chicago by ^Ir. O. B. Wheeler, who also determined the latitude of his

station, and at Ann Arbor by Professor J. C. Watson. The star transits at each of the four stations

were recorded on both chronographs. In 1865, the telegraph line having been extended from Fort

Howard to Escanaba and Marquette, the differences of longitude between Marquette and Escanaba,

and Escanaba and Fort Howard, were determined. The first of these differences was determined

by O. B. Wheeler and S. W. Robinson, each station being provided with a clock and chronograph,

and the observers exchanging stations to eliminate personal equation. For the difference between

Escanaba and Fort Howard, Mr. O. B. Wheeler and Professor C. A. Young were the observers, both

having clocks and chronographs, and exchanging stations to eliminate personal equation. Mr. S.

W. Robinson occupied an intermediate station at Menomonee, his observations being recorded on

the chronographs at the ends of the line. Latitude observations were made at, Escanaba by
Messrs. Wheeler and Robinson, and at Menomonee by the latter. After completing these obser-

vations, Mr. Wheeler determined the latitude of the triangulation station at Fishdam at the head

of Big Bay de Noquette, Mr. Robinson of the stations at Death's Door Bluff on the east side of

Green Bay and of Cedar River on the west side of the bay, and Professor Young of the Station at

Boyer's Bluff on Washington Island.

Off-shore hydrography.—The off-shore work of that part of Green Bay south of the Sister Islands

was done by parties on the Search in 1864 and on the Surveyor in 1865, under the charge, respect-

ively, of Messrs. A. C. Lamson and O. N. Chaffee, Mr. Lamson's party doing that part about

Chambers' Island only.

Topography and inshore hydrography.—In 1864 the islands in the entrance to Green Bay,
between Washington Island and Point Detour aud both shores of Big Bay de Noquette, were sur^

veyed by parties under the charge of Messrs. J. R. Mayer and A. F. Chaffee. Mr. A. Molitor's

party assisted in grading the base-line, and made a survey of Chambers' Island and of about 15

miles of the west shore of the bay between Cedar and Menomonee Rivers. In 1865 Mr. A. C. Lam-
son's and Mr. A. F. Chaffee's parties, respectively, surveyed the east and west shores from Egg
Harbor and Menomonee to the head of the bay, and Mr. O. N. Chaffee's party made a survey of

the head of the bay and the lower part of Fox River. These surveys completed the shore-line work
of Green Bay.

3. Laioe Michigan.—In 1864, Mr. W. T. Casgrain's shore-party took up the survey of the
north shore of Lake Michigan at the point about 5 miles east of the Monistique River, where the
survey under Captain Macomb in 1855 had terminated, and extended it southward until it joined
Mr. Mayer's work near Point Detour. The offshore soundings along this section were made in

the same year by the party on the Search, under the charge for a short time of Mr. Hearding aud
after his resignation, of Mr. A. C. Lamson. In 1866, the survey of the east shore of Lake Michigan
was extended from Pointe aux Bees Scies to Little Pointe au Sable by Mr. A. F. Chaffee's party
while that of the west shore was carried from Bayley's Harbor to Two Rivers by Mr. Heiiry Gill-

man's party. The off-shore work was conapleted between the same limits on the east shore and
was carried to about 5 miles south of Kewaunee on the west shore by a party on the Ada under
command of Mr. O. N. Chaffee, until illness compelled him to leave the field, after which Mr. A. R.
Flint had charge of the party. Five lines of soundings across the lake M'ere also run by the
steamer. The method of latitudes and azimuths was adopted for fixing the positions of points along
the shores of the lake. In the fall of 1866, Lieutenant M. E. Brown and Mr. G. Y. Wisher determined
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the latitudes of Kewaunee, Whiteflsh Point, and Sheboygan, Mr. S. W. Robinson those of Cana
Island, Clay Banks, and Rawley's Point on the west shore, and Mr. O. B. Wheeler those of Big
and Little Pointes au Sable on the east shore. The azimuths at these stations weie not observed

until 1871 and 1872.

4. Lake Superior—Base-line.—After an extended reconnaissance in the summer of 1865, ^Ir.

D. F. Henry selected and marked out a base-line for the primary triangulation of Lake Superior

on the west shore of Keweenaw Bay south of Portage Entry. The line was about 5J miles long,

very level, and so located that the triangulation could be developed from it with good angles. It

was, however, through a dense forest, and a great deal of labor was required to clear it and remove
the stumps and roots from the ground. In the fall of 1866, about 8,000 feet of the line having been

prepared, the measurement with the Bjwjhe-Wurdemann apparatus was commenced by Mr. D. F.

Henry, assisted by Messrs. E. S. Wheeler and David Wallace, but only two hundred and eighty-

four tubes were measured, the ground being so soft and shaky from the recent grading and the

heavy rains which fell during September as to make the measurement entirely unreliable. In

August, 1867, the shore-parties of Lieutenant B. D. Greene and Messrs. A. 0. Lamson and H. Gill-

man were detached from other work and sent to the base-line to finish grading and preparing it for

measurement, and on September 7 the measjirement was commenced at the South Base station

and continued to the JSTorth Base station, the work being finished on the 25th of October. The
ends of the line were marked by the intersection of two fine lines cut on a frustum of a brass pyr-

amid leaded into the top of a stone 5 feet long. Five intermediate points were marked in the same
way. A station was built near the center df the line and the measurement was checked by trian-

gulation. Mr. Henry was in charge of the work, and was assisted by Messrs. E. S. Wheeler and
D.* Wallace.

Triangulation and astronomical icorli.—After 1865 the triangulation and astronomical work on

Lake Superior were done in connection with each other by the same parties. The only astronomical

work of 1864 was the determination of the latitiides of Copper Harbor and Portage Entry by Mr.

O. B. Wheeler. In 1865 Messrs. O. B. Wheeler and S. W. Robinson determined the latitudes of

Mount Houghton, on Keweenaw Point, and Marquette, and their difference of longitude by powder-

flashes, and also the differences of longitude between Marquette, Escanaba, and Fort Howard by
telegraph. No triangulation work was done in 1864, but in 1865 Mr. Henry, with a party on the

Search, commenced the triangulation of Keweenaw Bay, after selecting the base-line. He built

stations on both sides of the bay, and also the Wheal Kate station on Keweenaw Point, about 15

miles northwest of the base. The angles of the secondary triangulation of the head of the bay
south of the base-line were read. A general reconnaissance of the central portion of the lake was
made, which resulted in fixing approximately the points of the main tYiangulation. From the base

the system expands through very favorable triangles until the first large triangle, Wheal Kate-
Vulcan-Huron Mountains, is obtained. Station Vulcan is near the northern extremity of

Keweenaw Point, the line Vulcan -Wheal Kate being in round numbers 18 miles long. From
this line the triangle Vulcan -Wheal Kate-Isle Royale is reached, and then comes Vulcan-Isle

Royale-Sa,int Ignace. From the line Vulcau-Saint Ignace, 93 miles long, the largest triangle of

the system, Vulcan-Saint Ignace-Tip Top is obtained; the line Vulcan-Tip Top being 101 miles

long, and Saint Ignace-Tip Top 92 miles long. In 1866 the building of stations and moving of

parties were done by Messrs. Henry and A. C. Lamson, who were in command of the steamers

Search and Surveyor, respectively. Three triangulation and astronomical parties were in the

field, under Lieutenant M. R. Brown-and Messrs. O. B. Wheeler and S. W. Robinson, Lieutenant

Brown having general charge of the work. On account of the lack of triangulation instruments the

operations were confined almost exclusively to astronomical observations. Stations Vulcan, Wheal
Kate, Huron Mountains, Isle Royale, Saint Ignace, and Northeast were occupied, their latitudes

being determined with the zenith telescope, and their differences of longitude by powder-flashes.

Station Northeast was built in 1866 on a hill near Tip Top, but on lower ground than the latter, and

was abandoned when the Tip Top station was built in 1867. In the latter part of the season of 1866,

Lieutenant J. F. Gregory was in command of the Search and read the angles of the triangulation of

Keweenaw Bay from South Base as far north as the line Traverse Island-Huron Island. In 1867

Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel F. U. Farquhar, Captain of Engineers, was in command of the Search
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and had charge of the loconnaissance for trii.nig'uhxtion and the building of stations, and also

exercised a general supervision over all the work on Lake Superior in the absence of General Eay-

uolds. The triangulation and astronomical work were under the immediate direction of Lieutenant

James .Alercur until August 15, and of Lieutenant Gregory after that date. With the instruments

borrowed from the Coast Survey, the angles of the triangle Vulcan -Tip Top -Saint Ignace, were

read by Lieutenant ^Mercur and :\lessrs. O. B. Wheeler and G. Y. Wisner, respectively. After Lieu-

tenant Gregory relieved Lieutenant Mercur the three parties were transferred to the south shore and
determined latitudes, and ditferences of longitude by powder-flashing, of points between Marquette

and the Sault Ste. IMarie. Marquette, Grand Island, Pointe an Sable, AVhiteflsh Point, Tahquamenon
Island, Point Iroquois, Sault Ste. Marie, and two points between Pointe au Sable and Whitefish

Point were occupied. The triangulation of Keweenaw Bay Avas completed in this season by Mr.

O. N. Chaffee.

The only triangnlatiou-work of 1868, besides the selection of the sites for and the building of

stations at Farquhar's Knob, Porcupine Mountains, and East Sawteeth by Colonel Farquhar, was
a secondary triangulation of Whitefish Bay made by Mr. O. N. Chaffee. It depended upon a sec-

ondary base measured with wooden rods near Waiska Bay. In 18(59 Brevet Major J. A. Smith, Cap-

tain of Engineers, had general supervision of the worl?, on Lake Superior. Lieutenant Gregory was
in command of the Search, and was charged with the duty of reading the angles of the secondary

triangulation betAveen Isle Eoyale and the Canadian shore north of it, and also with moving and
supplying the six triangulation and astronomical parties employed in reading the angles of the

main triangulation. Lieutenant Gregory was transferred to the command of the Ada on the 1st of

October, and Lieutenant W. E. Livermore, Iiaving rejiorted for duty on the Survey, was assigned to

the Search. These six parties were divided into two sections, one to work west from the line Vid.

can -Saint Ignace, and the other to work east of that line. The tirst section was under the direction

of Lieutenant E. H. Euffher, and consisted of his own party and those of Messrs. G. Y. Wisner and
E. S. Wheeler. They occupied, respectively, the stations Vulcan, Isle Eoyale, and Wheal Kate,

and after reading the angles of this triangle i\lr. Wisner occupied the secondary station. West Isle

Eoyale. Lieutenant Euffner then moved to Farquhar's Knob and Mr. Wisner returned to Isle

Eoyale, and the angles of the triangle Wheal Kate -Farquhar's Knob -Isle Eoyale were meas-

ured. Mr. Wisner then occupied Porcupine Mountains, but on account of the lateness of the sea-

son the readings for the triangle Farquhar's Knob -Wheal Kate - Porcupine Mountains were not

completed. The latitude of Farquhar's Knob was determined. The second section was under the

direction of Mr. O. B. Wheeler, and consisted of his own party and those of Messrs. G. A. Marr
and A. E. Flint. They occupied respectively the stations Michipicoten, Saint Ignace, and Tip Top.

In connection with the observers at Vulcan and Isle Eoyale they measured the angles of the tri-

angles ^"ulcan - Isle Eoyale - Saint Ignace, Vulcan - Saint Ignace - Tip Top, and Vulcan - Tip Top -

Michipicoten. Paugou, Gargantua, and Mamainse were afterwards occupied and the readings of

the angles at them completed. The latitudes of all these stations except Paugoa and Mamainse
were determined and their differences of longitude were obtained by powder-flashes. The tirst

section used the three new Oertling theodolites, and the second had two of the Coast-Survey instru-

ments and the 10-inch Gambey repeating theodolite belonging to the Lake Survey.

Off-shore hydrography.—The off-shore hydrography was all done by the steamer-parties, who
also moved and supplied the shore and triangulation parties, built stations, and frequently assisted

both in the triangulation and topographical work, the chiefs of the steamer-parties usually exer-

cising a general supervision over the other parties.

It will not be attempted to describe the details of their work for each season, nor to note all

the temporary changes that occurred in the officers or assistants in command of them, but the
account of their operations will be confined to a brief statement of the general field in which they
worked and of the officers in charge of them. In 1864 Mr. W. H. Hearding, in charge of the Search,

did the off-shore hydrography in the vicinity of Copper Harbor and of Portage Entry, and also

marked Stannard's Eock with a tripod station to serve as a beacon for navigators. In 1865 the off-

shore hydrography- around Keweenaw Point was done by the party on the Search under the com-
mand of Mr. D. F. Henry. In 1866 the Search and Surveyor were both engaged on Lake Superior,

the former under the command of Mr. D. F. Henry and the latter of Mr. A. C. Lamson. The party
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on the Search sounded out some detached shoals east of Keweenaw Bay, made a minute hydro-

graphical survey of Stannard's Eock, and ran several lines of soundings across the lake. Mr. Lam-
son did the off-shore hydrography of Keweenaw "Bay and of th« coast east of it as far as Laughing
Fish Point. In 1867 Colonel Farquhar on the Search and Mr. O. K. Chaffee on the Ada finished

the off-shore work from Grand Island to the head of the Saint Mary's Eiver. Lieuteuant Gregory

on the Surveyor had general supervision of the work on Isle Eoyale until August 15, when he was
relieved by Lieutenant B. D. Greene. The Surveyor party surveyed Passage and Gull Islands east of

Isle Eoyale, and finished about one-half of the off-shore soundings around Isle Eoyale. In 1868

Colonel Farquhar, in command of the Ada, made the off-shore soundings along the north coast

from Isle Eoyale to the head of the lake, and along the south shore from Eagle Eiver to Montreal

Eiver. Lieutenant Gregory on the Search finished the hydrographical surveys around Isle Eoyale,

and Mr. O. N. Chaffee on the Surveyor made a hydrographical survey of Whitefish Bay. At the

close of this season the only portion of the off-shore hydrography remaining unfinished was that of

the soiith shore from Montreal Eiver to BruM Eiver, including the Apostle Islands grouj). This work

was completed in 1869 by the party on the Ada, which also assisted the shore-parties in the second-

ary triangulation and topography of the Apostle Islands. The Ada was commanded at times by

Major J. A. Smith and Lieutenant J. C. Mallery until October 1, when Lieutenant Gregory took

charge of her. Previous to that time Lieutenant Gregory was in charge of the Search, and in

addition to his duties in connection ^vith the triangulation made general soundings across the lake.

Shore-line worTc.—In 1864 Mr. Henry Gillman's shore-party made a surv^ey of Copper Harbor,

finished the survey of Torch Lake, and surveyed the shore of Keweenaw Bay from Portage Entry

to Pequaquawaming Point. In 1865 Mr. Gillman filled up the gap between the surveys of Eagle

Eiver and Ontonagon, while the parties of Messrs. J. E. Mayer and A. Molitor filled up that

between Copper Harbor and Portage Entry, making a careful topographical survey of a large part

of the mineral region of Keweenaw Point. In 1866 the two latter parties surveyed the shore be-

tween Keweenaw Bay and Marquette. In 1867 Mr. Gillman filled up the gap between the surveys

of Marquette and Grand Island, while Messrs. Mayer and A. Molitor surveyed the shore from

Grand Island to the head of Saint Mary's Eiver. In this year, ijarties under Lieutenant B. D. Greene

and Mr. A. C. Lamson were at work on the south and north shores, respectively, of Isle Eoyale
until the 23d of August, when, as has been stated, the parties were transferred to the Keweenaw
base. In 1868 two parties, tinder Lieutenants B. D. Greene and J. C. Mallery, completed the survey of

Isle Eoyale. A party under Lieutenant J. E. Griffith made a survey of the south shore from Ontonagon"

to about four nflles west of the Montreal Eiver, and was then transferred to the north shore, of

which it surveyed about nineteen miles. The transfer was made after Lieutenant Griffith had
left the field on account of ill health, and Mr. Gillman had taken charge of his party. The rest of

the north shore from Pigeon Eiver to the head of the lake was surveyed by parties under Lieutenant

W. E. Eogers and Mr. Mayer. In 1869 the only portion of the survey of the American shore

remaining unfinished, that between Bad Eiver and Brul6 Eiver, including the Apostle Islands,

was completed, with the exception of three small islands of the Apostle group, by the parties of

Messrs. A. C. Lamson and J. E. Mayer.

5. Miscellaneous.—In 1868 the large theodolites which had been ordered from Berlin not

having yet arrived, the three astronomical and triangulation parties which had been organized for

work on Lake Superior were assigned to the duty of determining the latitudes and longitudes of

points along the' shores of Lakes Ontario and Erie, between Ogdensburg and Detroit. Lieutenant

E. H. Euffner had general charge of this work, the observers being himself, Mr. O. B. Wheeler, and

Mr. G. Y. Wisner. They commenced work at the three eastern stations, after finishing which the

two observers farthest east swung around the one on the west, and so on. The method of star-

signals was used in longitude-work, the middle observer recording his observations on the chrono-

graphs at the ends of the line. The points occupied were Ogdensburg, Watertown, Oswego, Eoch-

ester, Buffalo, Dunkirk, in New York; Erie, in Pennsylvania; Ashtabula, Cleveland, Sandusky,

Toledo, in Ohio ; Monroe and Detroit, in Michigan.

General Ealynolds was relieved of the charge of the Lake Survey by Brevet-Brigadier General

C. B. Comstock, Major of Engineers, on the 12th of May, 1870.
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THE SUEVEY UNDER THE CHARGE OF BVT. BRKr. GEN. C. B. COMSTOCK, MAJOR
OF ENGINEERS.

May 12, 1870, to close op survey.

AND UNDER THE TEMPORARY CHARGE OF CAPT. H. M. ADAMS, CORPS OF ENGI-

NEERS, DURING THE ABSENCE IN EUROPE OF GENERAL COMSTOCK,

From Aticttst 14 to November 20, 1874, and prom May 24, 1877, to June 25, 1878.

§ 9. Since General Comstock assumed charge, the Survey of the Northern and Northwestern

Lakes has been completed, and a coutinaous chain of triaugulation, depending upon eight care-

fully measured bases, has been extended from Saint Ignace Island, on the north shore of Lake

Superior, to Parkersburg in Southern Illinois, a distance of 10°, and from Duluth, Minn., via

Chicago, to the east end of Lake Ontario, a distance along its axis ot 1,300 miles. This triaugula-

tion was incidental to the survey of the lakes, but was measured with the greatest precision, in

order that it might be of value in a more accurate determination of the form and dimensions of the

earth.

The description of the survey since 1870 will be arranged under the heads of (1) ofQce work, (2)

methods of field-work, (3) field-work of the Survey by years. As most of the subjects under these

heads, except those relating to topography and hydrography, will be treated of at length in the

other chapters of this report, the descriptions here given will be brief and general in their character.

OPFICE WORK.

1. General worTc of the office.—The of&ce work comprises the reduction and plotting of the field-

work of the several parties, the drawing of the final charts, the correspondence, money and

property accounts, the issuing of the published charts, the examinations of instruments, and the

investigations of the various scientific subjects connected with the Survey. Mr. J. H. Southall

was the chief clerk in charge of the money accounts and of the general correspondence of the office

from July 25, 1870, to July 31, 1878, when he resigned and Mr. N. S. Fisher was appointed in his

place. Mr. J. Lohman has been the property clerk since February 1, 1872, and his duties have

included the issuing of charts and the keeping of the registers of note-books, charts, and field

sketches, reports and computations, instruments, &c.

2. Computations and plotting offield-ivork.—The computations incident to the Survey are made
under the direct supervision of General Comstock, and are submitted for his approval before being-

registered and adopted for use. All computations not self-checking are duplicated. As a general

rule, each astronomical observer, on returning to the ofdce, is required to make the first reduction

of his own work, and each chief of a triaugulation party reduces and tabulates in the " record of

triaugulation " the angles read by himself. These two classes of observers, in connection with a

small force of computers (of whom Messrs. O. B. Wheeler, T. W. Wright, T. Russell, and C. H.
Kummell have been longest employed), who usually remain in the office during the entire year,

make the computations for the adjustment of the primary and secondary triaugulation, and for the

geodetic positions of the points of triaugulation, and also prepare the data required by the draughts-

men in the projection and drawing of the final charts. Of the shore-parties, the chief and one

assistant are usually retained in the office. Q'hey compute their triangulation, the co-ordinates of

the stations, and of the points located with the chain and theodolite, and plot both the topography

and inshore hydrography on a scale of 1 : 10,000 on sheets called " detail sheets." These sheets

are first divided by tine lines into squares of 1,000 meters on a side, and then the principal stations

are plotted by their co-ordinates and checked by the lengths of the sides of triangles. The work
which has been plotted in the field on the " field sheets " is then plotted upon the detail sheets

being adjusted to the positions of the principal stations. The soundings, after being corrected for

error of lead-line, and reduced to a plane of reference, are plotted by interpolation between sound-

ing stations and buoys. -The off-shore hydrography is plotted on a scale of 1 : 60,000. Each detail

sheet contains a list of the note-books and field sheets from which it is plotted.
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3. Final charts.—The final charts are compiled and drawn by draughtsmen employed especially

for that purpose. The data for the projections and the co-ordinates of all points fixed by the tri-

angulations, primary, secondary, and tertiary, are furnished from the ofdce computations. The
details of the topography and hydrography are filled in from the detail sheets. The final charts,

when completed and verified, are forwarded to the Engineer Department at Washington, where
they are at once photolithographed and afterwards engraved. The system of publication adopted
since 1870 has been to publish a general chart of each lake on a scale of 1 : 400,000, and to divide
the shore-line of each lake into convenient sections, and publish a separate chart of each section

on a scale of 1 : 80,000. These are called coast charts. The charts of the rivers and a few special

localities are on larger scales. The sailing lines are laid down on all charts. A list of the author-

ities, a water-table showing the mean level and fluctuations of the water for certain periods, a table

of magnetic variations, a table of light-houses, a list of sailing directions, and a statement of the

dangers to be avoided are printed on each chart.

•4. Reduction of water-level and meteorological observations.—The reduction of water-level and
meteorological observations was in charge of Mr. O. B. Wheeler from March, 1871, to July 1, 1878,

and of Mr. A. E. Flint after that date. Their reports are published in the annual reports. The
Signal Service having established meteorological stations at or near many of the places occupied
by the Lake Survey, and the Chief Signal Officer having directed that copies of the observations

made at those places should be furnished the Lake Survey, the meteorological observations by the

Survey were discontinued in January, 1872, a^ all stations but Port Austin and Monroe, Mich.,

and Sacket's Harbor, New York. The observations at these stations were also discontinued in

1876. Water-level observations have been made continuously since 1870 at Milwaukee, Cleveland,

Erie, and Charlotte ; since 1873 at the above places and also at Sault Ste. Marie, Marquette, Escauaba^
Port Austin, Detroit, and Sacket's Harbor; and at various times for\a year or more at Superior

City, Duluth, Monroe, Buffalo, and Fort Niagara.

The m«thod of observation at the several stations is as follows: A convenient fixed point, called

the zero of gauge, is chosen. The distance of the surface of water from this zero is measured with

a rod graduated to hundredths of a foot. These measurements are taken three times a day, at 7

a. m., 1 p. m., and 7 p. m., local time. The zero of gauge at each station is connected with at least

two permanent bench-marks, and levels are run each season to see if any change has taken place

in the position of the zero. As an additional precaution, a check-point is established at each sta-

tion, from which readings are taken twice a month in the same way as from the zero of the gauge.

This serves to detect any change in the position ofthe zero, and, if any change should be found by
the leveling, the check-point readings will show when the change occurred. In 1876 a re-reduction

of the Lake-Survey observations since 1859 was made, and a series of observations at several other

stations having been furnished to the Survey, a set of annual water-level curves, showing the

height of water referred to an established plane for each month of the years, from 1859 to 1876, on

each of the lakes, except for Lake Superior, for which the dates are 1870-1876, was drawn and
published in the annual report for that year. These curves have been continued and published

each year since. A full description of the planes of reference and bench-marks is also given in the

report for 1876.

5. Tides and seiches on the lakes,—In 1871 General Comstock commenced the examination of

the subject of the tides and seiches on Lakes Michigan and Superior. For Lake Michigan, the

records of a self-registering tide-gauge at Milwaukee for several years were available. The heights

of the water for solar hours were read oif and tabulated, for the entire lunations of which there was
a record from 1867 to 1871, inclusive, and for lunar hours for the complete lunations in 1867. The
examination of the solar hourly mean heights shpwed that there was a solar semi-diurnal tide of

about four-hundredths of a foot, the tide following the sun's upper transit being considerably the

larger. This inequality was explained by the known existence of a lake breeze at Milwaukee during

the summer months, a comparison of the solar diurnal curve for April and November, when
the lake breeze should be weak, and that for July and August, when the lake breeze should be

strongest, with that of the whole season, showing that for the former months the inequality nearly

disappears, while for the latter it is considerably increased. The examination of the lunar hourly

4 L s
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mean heights showed a lauar semi-diurnal tide of eight-hundredths of a foot. The details of the

examination and the theory of these tides form Appendix A of the annual report for 1872.

An examination of the seiches, or irregular oscillations, of the lakes, led General Comstock to

conclude that they resulted from atmospheric disturbance, or, more definitely, barometric oscilla-

tions and their accompanying winds over some pint of the lake. The details of his examination

and theory are given in Ai>]H!ndix B of the above report.

In 1871' a tolerably complete record of the water-level at Duluth during three lunations was

obtained from a self-registering tide-gauge, and examined for evidences of solar and lunar tides at

that point. The result showed a lunar semidiurnal tide of 0.14 foot. The same value was found

for the solar tide following the sun's upper transit, while that following the lower transit was very

small, almost disappearing. The record did not extend over a sufficient length of time to show

whether this was to be attributed to the effect of a lake breeze, as was the case at Milwaukee.

The fact that the same value, O.ld foot, was found for both solar and lunar tides, while the solar

tide, theoretically, should be much smaller, and that the solar tide following the lower transit

nearly disappears, suggested some cause whose period is a solar day, acting to increase the solar

tide following the upper transit, and to diminish the other. Aland and lake breeze would be such

a cause, but the data were not sufficient for the discussion of the question.

6. Standards of length.—In the winter of 1870 the question of standards of length, their

coefficients of expansion, and those of the tubes of the base-apparatus was taken up by General

Comstock, and a large amount of work has since been expended at various times in comparisons

of the standards with each other and with the base-tuf)es, and in determining their coefficients of

expansion. The basement of the Lake-Survey office was fitted up as a comparing-room and used

until the winter of 1876. The Eepsold base-apparatus having arrived in November, 1876, and

a very elaborate series of comjiarisons being required in connection with the determination of its

constants, a more complete comparing-room was built on the first floor of the office. Comparisons

have been made there almost without interruption since the fall of 1877. The greater part of this

work has been done under the immediate direction of General Comstock by Mr. E. S. Wheeler,

aided at different times by one or more of the other assistants. Previous to 1870, the standards

of length used on the Survey were (1) the 15-foot brass bar, having a cross-section of 1.1 inches

by 0.33 inch, made by Wiirdemanu to accompany the base-apparatus. Its length and expansion

were given by Wtirdemann. After the measurement of the Chambers Island base, agates were

set in its ends, changing its length. Its new length was determined at the Lake-Survey office by
comparing it with (2) five brass yards made for the purpose in 1867 by Wtirdemann. These yards

had a cross-section 0.98 inch by 0.37 inch, and their lengths were assigned by Wiirdemanu and
marked upon them. On examining these yards in 1870-71, considerable discrepancies were found

in their relative lengths as given above, and their end surfaces were also found to be so irregular

that no final and satisfactory value of the 15-foot bar could be obtained from them, and they were
discarded, (3) General Comslock then procured five new standard yards. They were constructed

in the Office of Weights and Measures in Washirigton, under the direction of Professor J. E. Hilgard.

They are all similat brass bars 1 inch deep by 0.0 inch wide, and 34.7 inches long, having at each

end an axial cylinder 0.4 inch in diameter and 0.6 inch long. In the ends of these cylinders agates

are held by the brass, which is burnished down on them. Their lengths were determined by com-
parisons made by General Comstock with the "Transfer yards A and B" in the Office of Weights
and Measures. (4) Early in 1875 were received two steel yards made for the Survey by Troughton
«& Simnis, of Loudon, the lengths and expansions of which had been determined by Colonel A. E.
Clarke, of the Eoyal Engineers, by comparisons with the Ordnance- Survey Standard. These yards
are called "Clarke yards A and B." They are bar. of steel 0.73 inch deep and 0.50 inch thick.

The ends are cylinders 0.35 inch in length and 0.25 inch in diameter, with agates set in their ends.

Each yard is inclosed in an iron box, so arranged that the yard remains in the box during com-
parisons. Each box has niches for four thermometers. The lengths of the brass yards and of the
15-foot brass bar were redetermined by comparisons with the Clarke yards, and these values have
since been used. (5) For determining the values of the micrometer-screws of the contact-level

comparators, used in the comparisons, a standard inch, graduated to tenths, and the last tenth to

hundredths, has been used. This standard inch was made by Troughton & Simms, and the values
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of eacli of its tenths and hundredths were determined by Colonel Clarke by comparisons with the

Ordnance-Survey standard foot. (6) There are three standards which accompany the Eepsold
base-apparatus. One is a steel metre called " E. 1876," whose length and expansion were deter-

mined at the Imperial Bureau of Weights and Measures, Berlin. The second is a metre made of

two bars, zinc and steel, and called the "metallic thermometer metre"; its constants hare not yet

(May, 1880) been determined. The third is a decimeter whose values were also determined at the

above bureau. These three standards arrived in 1878.

7. The)-mometers.—The lengths of the standard bars and yards and of the tubes of the base-

apparatus depend upon their temperatures, and as the corrections to the thermometers then in use

were unknown, the determination of these corrections was undertaken in the winter of 1870. In-

vestigations and experiments relating to this subject have been carried on from time to time to the

present date with the object of determining with the greatest precision the values of the thermom.

eters used as standards, and of deducing from these the coixections to be applied to the indications

of the working thermometers used directly to give the temperatures of the standards and tubes.

The working thermometers are compared with the standard by completely immersing them and
the standard in a glass vessel containing water, whose temperature is varied through the desired

range, and reading the indications of both by means of a micrometer attached to the telescope of

a small theodolite. The water in the vessel is kept in rhotion by small revolving paddles in order

to secure a uniformity of temperature in it. The comparisons and tests of the freezing and boiling

points and calibration of the standards, made in the Lake-Survey OfBce, have been made by Mr.

Thomas Eussell under the immediate direction of General Comstock.

In 1870 a standard Wiirdemann thermometer was procured and used until the receipt in 1872

of a standard Troughton & Simms thermometer, whose corrections had been determined by a series

of comparisons with the standard thermometer at the Kew Observatory in England. In 1875 six-

teen thermometers specially adapted for use with the Clarke yards were received. Eight of these

thermometers had been compared by Colonel Clarke with the Ordnance-Survey standard. Soon

afterwards five excellent thermometers of Casella's make were received. The corrections of these

thermometers were determined at Kew Observatory, for both horizontal and vertical positions, in

January, 1875. Two Baudin standard thermometers were procured from Paris in 1876, but the bulb

of one of them was broken in transportation, and that of the other was cracked while being cali-

brated. A new bulb was blown on one of them by James Green, of New York, and it was after-

wards calibrated and its freezing and boiling points determined at the Lake-Survey Ofi&ce. As the

expansions of glass and mercury depend upon both the first and second powers of the temperature,

a mercurial thermometer which is correct at its fixed points, 32° Fahr. and 212° Fahr., may be found

to be in error by several tenths of a degree at 100° Fahr. when compared with an air-thermometer. As
such errors affect the precise determinations of the lengths and coefiicients of expansion of the

standards of measure, it was deemed advisable to have one of the standard thermometers compared

mth an air-thermometer, and Casella 21472 was accordingly sent to Professor H. Ste. Claire Deville,

Paris, in 1876, for this purpose. Professor Deville, however, found it impossible to compare it with

an air-thermometer, but he made a careful study of it ahd reported that it had no errors of calibra-

tion exceeding Oo.l, and that it differed from a tested standard of great perfection by only 0o.02 and

00.03 at 61° Fahr. and 91° Fahr. The same thermometer was sent in the autumn of 1879 to Professor

H. A. Eowland, of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, to be compared with an air-thermometer

there. A direct comparison with the air-thermometer was not obtained, but Professor Eowland

compared it very carefully on different days, in both horizontal and vertical positions, with two

fine Baudin standards, which had been previously compared with an air thermometer, and fur-

nished a system of corrections by which to reduce its indications to those of a "perfect-gas thermom-

eter." This thermometer is now the standard Lake-Survey thermometer, and a system of correc-

tions depending upon it has been adopted for the other thermometers.

8. Report on European surveys.—In 1875 and 1876 numerous manuscripts, books, and maps

relating to European surveys were, at the request of General Comstock, procured by the Engineer

Department through the Department of State and forwarded to General Comstock for examination

and report. They were carefully looked over and abstracts and translations of the more important

papers and notes on the various maps were made, mainly by Captain H. M. Adams, Lieutenant P. M.
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Price, and Mr. F. W. Lehnartz. These papers, with geueral remarks upou th<'in aud a discussion of

tlie character and cost of similar surveys for the United States, by General Oomstock, were published

as a supplement to the Lake-Survey report for 1876.

METHODS OF FIELD-WOEK.

1. Astronomical irorl;. (a) Longitudes.—The instruments that have been used for time deter-

minations are two Troughton & Simms astronomical transits, one of 43 inches focal length and 3

inches apertui'e, the second of 29 inches focal length and 2^ inches aperture; two Wurdemanu
transits, Nos. 1 aud 15, each having a focal length of 31 inches and an aperture of 2J inches; a

combined transit and zenith-telescope made by Pistor & Martins, Berlin, dated 1849, having a

focal length of 24 inches and an aperture of 2| inches; a combined instrument made for the Lake
Survey by the same makers, and received in Detroit in 1874, having a focal length of 24 inches;

and a transit made for the Survey by Buff & Berger, of Boston, having a focal length of 39 inches,

a magnifying power with the diagonal eye-piece of 87, and an aperture of 3 inches. The last

instrnmeut was received in the spring of 1876, and since that time has been used constantly as the

observatory instrument at Detroit. The two Wtirdemann transits have been used more than the

others. The break-circuit sidereal clock No. 184, by Bond & Sons, was used in the observatory

until the spring of 1875, when it was replaced by No. 256. Two of Bond & Sons' chronographs

and several mean and sidereal chronometers by different makers have been used. In 1874, two
break-circuit sidereal chronometers were procured for use by the field observers. Some longitude

work by powder-flashing was done on Lake Superior in 1870-71, but with that exception the

method of telegraphic signals has been employed exclusively. For the determination of the longi-

tude of primary triangulation points the field observer has used a chronograph, and in 1871 a clock,

but since then a break-circuit chronometer. For these determinations, four complete nights' work
has been required, and the reductions have been made by the method of least squares. For the

determination of the positions of points in aid of State surveys, two full nights' work is required.

The field observer uses a chronometer, and makes his observations by the eye-and-ear method, and
these are reduced by the method of high and low stars. A clock and chronograph are used for all

the observations made at Detroit. Time stars are selected from the American Ephemeris and
from the German Catalogue of "539 Sternen," and circumpolar stars, which must be over 75°

declination, are taken from one of the above or from the "General Bericht der Europaische Grad-
messung" of 1870.

The following is the programme for one night's work, by which a complete time determination
is made before and after the exchange of signals

:

Level readings.

Circumpolar star (reversed on).

Level readings.

Five or more time stars.

Level readings.

Reversal of transit.

Level readings.

Five or more time stars.

Level readings.

Circumpolar star (reversed on).

Level readings.

Exchange of signals.

A second time determination following the same programme as above.

Level readings are also taken between the time stars when the interval is sufficient. When
both observers have chronographs, signals are exchanged by automatic clock or chronometer beats
by sending alternately from each station for 1™ 20= or for 2'" 20= until two sets of signals have
been sent from and received at each station. When the field observer has no chrono'graph the
signals are sent (1) from Detroit by switching in the clock for seven minutes, the field observer
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notiug the coincideuces of the armature breaks iind the beats of a mean solar chronometer, which
is compared before and after the exchange of signals with the sidereal chronometer used in the

time observations, these comparisons being also made by coincidences
; (2) from the field station

by automatic breaks, if the observer has a break-circuit chronometer, otherwise by hand-breaks,

coincident with the beats of his chronometer, usually by sending for 15 seconds, then omitting for

15 seconds, then sending, and so on for ii period of two minutes. The personal equation of the

observers is determined on two nights before going into the field, and on two nights after returning

from it, by the field observer setting up his instrument near that of the Detroit observer, and both

making complete time determinations entirely independent of each other. The difference of the

determined times, corrected for the few feet of distance between the instruments, gives the personal

equation, the clock and chronometer being compared by the exchange of signals, in precisely the

same manner as when one of the observers is in the field.

(6) Latitudes.—All latitude determinations are made by Captain Talcott's method of opposite

and nearly equal meridian zenith distances. Some of the observations have been made with the

combined zenith-telescope and transit of Pistor & Martins, but mo.st of them have been made with

the several Wiirdemann zenith -telescopes belonging to the Survey. The telescopes of the latter

instruments have a focal length of 32 inches and an aperture of 2J inches, except that of ITo. 19,

which has an aperture of 3 inches. For the determination of the latitudes of primary triaugulation

points, four nights' work is required, and for points in aid of State surveys, two nights. From
twenty to thirty pairs of well determined stars must be observed each night. In 1871-'72 a " Cat-

alogue of the Mean Declinations of 981 Stars between 12 hours and 26 hours of Right Ascension and
30° and 60° of North Declination for Janunry 1, 1875," was prepared by Professor T. H. Safiford

under the direction of General Comstock, and printed at the Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, 1873. Stars for latitude work have been selected mainly from^ this catalogue since its

publication, and all the important latitude work of previous years has been recomputed with the

star-piaces as given by it.

(c) Azimuths.—Azimuths are observed with the primary triaugulation instruments. Previous

to 1875, three nights' observations were required for the determination of primary azimuths, the

method followed beiug that given in the Coast-Survey Report for 1866. In 1875 General Comstock
issued instructions changing this method, and since then observations for primary azimuths have

been made on five nights. The horizontal limb of the instrument is so placed that on each night

the reading to the reference mark will exceed that of the preceding night by one-fifth of the dis-

tance between the microscopes, this reading remaining constant for the night. To avoid the

assumption of perfect stability of instrument from first pointing to mark to last pointing to star,

or of a change in azimuth strictly proportional to the time, the following is the programme for one

star for one night, the star being near elongation :

Pointing to mark.

Pointing to star.

Level readings.

Pointing to star.

Pointing to mark.

Reverse the telescope, keeping the same pivot in the same wye.

Pointing to mark.

Pointing to star.

Level readings.

Pointing to star.

Pointing to mark.

Pointing to mark.

Pointing to star.

Level readings.

Pointing to star.

Pointing to mark.
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Eeverse the telescope as above.

Pointing to mark.

Pointing to star.
*

Level readings.

Pointing to star.

Pointing to mark.

As many closely circumxiolar stars are observed on each night as is practicable. For secondary

azimuths two such stars are observed on two nights, and the above programme is followed except

that on the completion of each set of readings—to mark, star, star, mark—the horizontal limb is

advanced through an angle equal to one-fourth the distance between the microscopes or verniers,

and that on the second night the first reading to the mark is greater than that on the first night

by one-eighth of this distance. The error of the chronometer is obtained by observing the meridian

transits of well-determined stars.

2. Base-lines.—The bases measured previous to 1877, viz, at Minnesota Point and Keweenaw
Point, Lake Superior; Fond du Lac, Wis.; Sandy Creek, Lake Ontario; and Buffalo, N. Y.; were

measured with the Bache-Wtirdemanu compensating apparatus jnade for the Survey in 1852. In

the fall of 1876, a new base-apparatus, made for the Survey under the special instructions of Gen
eral Comstock, by Eepsold & Sons, of Hamburg, was received at Detroit, and with it the bases

near Chicago and Olney, 111., and Sandusky, Ohio, have been measured. The accuracy of the

measurement of all these lines has been tested both by duplicating the measurement of a part or

the whole of the line, and also by dividing it into two or more sections and checking the lengths of

these sections by a triangulation. A full description, with plates, of the Eepsold apparatus and of

the manner of using it, will be found in Chapter VIII of this report. With it a base is measured

with one tube, which is a line-measure, metallic thermometer, four metres long, consisting of a bar

of zinc and a bar of steel joined at their middle points. This tube measures the distances between

microscopes, with attached micrometers, which are mounted on stable iron stands, so constructed

that the microscopes can be placed directly above the ends of the tube. In 1871, a contact appa-

ratus consisting of two iron tubes, for the measurement of secondary bases, was constructed for

the Survey. It is similar to the apparatus described in Appendix 45 of the Coast-Survey report

for 1857. Although accompanied by trestles, it has where possible been used without them on a

straight stretch of railroad track. Two measurements with this apparatus of a base about a mile in

length should not differ by more than the jowro V'^^^ of the length of the line.

3. Primary and secondary triangulation. [a) Instruments.—In 1870 the theodolites available for

primary work were the three Oertling theodolites received the previous year, and the 10-inch

repeating Gambey theodolite without vertical circle, which had been in use on the Survey since

1851. The Oertling instruments were so badly constructed and graduated that their use was
discontinued as soon as they could be replaced by better instruments, but one of them being used

in 1871, and none of them after that year. In 1871 three new theodolites were received, viz: (1)

A Troughton & Simms non-repeating instrument, having a 14-inch horizontal limb, reading by
three microscopes to single seconds. The telescope has a focal length of 24 inches, the diameter

of the object-glass being 2J inches. (2) A Troughton & Simms repeating theodolite, always used,

however, as a non-repeater, with a 12-inch limb, reading by two microscopes to single seconds, the

telescope having a focal length of 19 inches. This instrument, having been injured in transporta-

tion, and requiring repairs, was not used until 1872. (3) A Pistor & Martins non-repeating the-

odolite, having a 14-inch horizontal limb, reading by two microscopes to 2 seconds. The telescope

has a focal length of 25 inches. In May, 1872, (4) a non-repeating theodolite, made by Eepsold &
Sons, was received. This instrument has a 10-inch Umb, reading by two microscopes to 2 seconds.

The telescope is prismatic, the eye-piece being at one end of the horizontal axis, and has a focal

length of 20 inches. In the spring of 1876 two new non-repeating theodolites (5) (6), made for the

Survey by Troughton & Simms, were received. These instruments have a 14-inch limb, reading

by three microscopes to single seconds. The telescopes, which transit, have a focal length of 30
inches. These six instruments have vertical circles, which are read either by verniers or micro-
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scopes, and are provided with the appliances necessary in astronomical work. They are all good
instruments, capable of doing very precise work.

(6) /Nations.—The general plan of the stations is the same as already described, although several

modifications, for the purpose of increasing their stability and convenience for use, have been made
from time to time. They have generally been built by contract since 1874. Each observer occupy-

ing a station is required to thoroughly mark it in the following manner: (1) The geodetic point is

the center of a |-inch hole drilled in the top of a stone 2 feet by 6 inches by 6 inches, sunk 2J feet

below the surface of the ground. When the occupation of the station' is finished, a second stone

post, rising 8 inches above the ground, is placed over the first stone. (2) Three stone reference

posts, 3 feet long, rising about a foot above the ground, are set within a few hundred feet of the

station, where they are least likely. to be disturbed. (3) A sketch of the topography within a

radius of 400 metres about the station is made, and the distances and azimuths of the reference

marks are accurately determined.

(c) The reading of angles.—The targets are usually boards or frames of such a width as to sub-

tend an angle of about four seconds, nailed to the center-pole, which rises above the pyramid of

the station. The targets are covered with black and white cloth, the upper part usually being-

black and the lower white. On the longer lines the target is a flash from a heliotrope or small

mirror. In all cases the co-ordinates of the center of the target, referred to the geodetic point, are

determined with the utmost precision by plumbing down with a small theodolite or plumb-line.

When measuring angles the center of the instrument is either placed directly over the geodetic

point or is referred to this point by the above method. The instrument is protected from the sun

and wind by a square tent. Since 1872 angles have been read with a non-repeating instrument by
the following method: The instrument having~beeu put in as perfect adjustment as possible, a

station is selected as a starting point, and a pointing to it is made, and then the other stations are

pointed at in succession, closing on the first station, the telescope being moved in the direction of

positive graduation. This gives what is called a positive result for the value of each angle. A third,

pointing to the first station, is immediately made, and the other stations are again pointed at in

succession, closing on the first station, the telescope being moved this time in the direction of tiega-

tive graduation. This gives a negative result for each angle. The pointings thus made are called

one set. A mean of these positive and negative results constitutes a combined result. The positive

and negative results being obtained within a short space of time, during which the twist of the

station and of the horizontal limb can be assumed as uniform, the errors arising from these sources

are eliminated from the combined result.

When many stations are visible, as a general rule not more than five are pointed at in one set,

so that a set may not require more than ten or fifteen minutes. The same initial station is not used

for each set, but the stations in succession are taken as starting points. Sixteen combined results

are usually required to be obtained for each angle, although in special cases this number is increased

to twenty-four. The mean of the combined results for each angle should not have a probable error

greater than 0".3. In secondary work eight combined results are usually required for each angle.

Tiie instrumental errors are eliminated as follows: The eccentricity by readftig at each pointing all

the verniers or microscopes; the periodic and accidental errors of graduation by reading each angle

an equal number of times on every 30° or less around the limb. For example, in obtaining sixteen

combined results with a 3-vernier instrument the horizontal limb would be turned 15° after each

two combined results ; with a 2-vernier instrument it would be turned 22Jo after each two combined

results. Collimation error and small errors of level and inequality of pivots are eliminated by turn-

ing the microscopes or verniers through 180°, and then turning the telescope 180° about its transit

axis, lifting it a little from the wyes if it will not revolve in altitude without, this reversal being

made either after each combined result or after every set of two or more combined results, care

being taken to obtain an equal number of results in each position of the telescope. With a repeat-

ing instrument each angle is read separately in sets of five repetitions, the errors being eliminated

in the same manner as with a non-repeating instrument. In the primary work the error in closing

a triangle should not be greater than 3 seconds, and in secondary work this error should not exceed

6 seconds.

4. Precise levels.—The heights above the ocean of the Great Lakes at definite stages of water
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having never been determined with precision, this work was begun in the spring of 1875. The

Coast Survey having established at Albany, N. Y., a bench-mark whose height above mean tide at

New York was accurately determined, it was decided to adopt this bench-mark as a startTng point

from which to run a line of levels to Oswego, on Lake Ontario, and then to connect the differ-

ent lakes by similar lines. The mean level of each of the lakes for a period of several mouths was

determined by taking at certain points tri-daily water-gauge readings, the zeros of these gauges

being accurately connected with permanent bench-marks. The points at which the water-gauges

and bench-marks were established were Oswego and Port Dalhousie, on Lake Ontario; Port Col-

borne, and Gibraltar near the mouth of the Detroit Iliver, on Lake Erie; Lakeport, on Lake Huron;

Escanaba, on Lake Michigan ; and Marquette, on Lake Superior. It was assumed that the mean

water surface of each lake during the summer months was level from one end of the lake to the

other. The water-level observations, which had extended over a period of several months, in order

to eliminate the effects of winds and barometric changes, therefore gave the differences of level

between the bench-marks at Oswego and Port Dalhousie; between those at Port Colborne and Gib-

raltar; and between those at Lakeport and Escanaba, the surfaces of Lakes Michigan and Huron

having practically the same level. The differences of level between the bench-marks at Albany

and Oswego, between those at Port Dalhousie and Port Colborne, between those at Gibraltar and

Lakeport, and between those at Escanaba and Marquette were determined by running between

those places duplicate lines of precise levels, the work being done independently by two separate

parties. As a full report on this subject, giving the methods and results of the leveling and a de-

scription of the instruments will be found in Chapter XXII of this report, it is unnecessary to enter

into further details in this place.

5. Magnetic observations.—The instruments used in magnetic observations have been a Jones

declinometer and a Wiirdemann theodolite magnetometer for determining declination and hori-

zontal intensity, and a Barrow and a Troughton & Simms dip-circle for determining the dip. The

instructions have required observers to proceed in the following manner: In making the observa-

tions the first requirement is to select a station free from local attraction. This is tested by taking

two radii from the station, making an angle of 90° with each other, and from 300 to 600 feet long,

and with the magnetometer seeing if the magnetic bearings at the two ends of each radius agree

within 5 minutes. If not, another station where this condition is fulfilled must be chosen. At each

station two results on different nights for the astronomical azimuth are obtained, it being required

that these results shall agree within 2 minutes. Two days of declination work at both morning and

afternoon elongations, giving mean results for the two days not differing by more than 10 minutes,

are obtained. The horizontal intensity is determined by two complete and independent sets of obser-

vations of oscillations and deflections at two distances, the results agreeing within .025. Dip is ob-

served on two days, both needles being used each day, with their poles direct and reversed, the

means for the two days agreeing within 10 minutes. If an agreement within the above limits is not

obtained additional observations are made.

6. Topography and hydrography.—The following account of the methods in topograi^hy and
hydrography is, with the exception of a few slight changes, a copy of the report on that subject

by Captain H. M. Adams, published in the Lake-Survey report for 1876.

For topography and inshore hydrography, the parties are distributed along the lake shore at

a distance of about 12 miles from each other, and each party is required to extend its work 6 miles

on each side, to connect with the work of the adjacent parties. Topography is developed inland

about three-fourths of a mile, this distance being increased, when necessary, to include towns or im-

portant localities of any kind. The in-shore hydrography is extended lakeward one half-mile, or to

the 4-fathom curve. From the primary triangulation secondary points are determined for each of

the above 12-mile sections, and the work done by a topographical party is connected with one or

more of these points. A comparison of the distances between the primary and secondary triangula-

tion points, as given by that triangulation and by the shore-party work of 1877, shows an average
discrepancy of 1 in 2,222 in 22 Unes, varying in length from 1,016 to 23,938 meters, the average
length being 1 2,942 meters. The greatest discrepancy was 1 in 1,000. In the following description

the methods used for making the detailed survey of one of the 12-mile sections will be given.

Triangulation stations (tertiary) are established from 500 to 2,000 metres apart, so as to include
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the area to be siirvej'ed. These stations generally consist of a post about 8 inches in diameter and
5 or 6 feet long, set into the ground and braced. Over the post may be placed a whitewashed
tripod, if the station is to be seen at a long distance. In measuring angles, the instrument is

mounted on a triyet placed on the post. A base-line is selected, and from it the net-work of trian-

gles is developed to include the whole area, and this triangulation is verified by closing on a second

measured line. Base-lines are measured with a chain 20™ long, made of linljs O^.S long. The links

are made of steel wire 0"^.005 in diameter, and are connected in the usuiil way by rings. When
the chain is used for measuring a base-line, its length is determined by comparison with a standard

steel bar 1™ by 0'".008 by 0™.008 before and after measuring the base. Two or more measurements

are made of each base, and the following degree of accuracy has been attained. In fifteen cases

examined, the mean discrepancy in chaining base-lines was 1 in 17,485 ; the greatest discrepancy,

1 in 5,729 ; the least discrepancy, 1 in 45,104.

For the triangulation, an alt-azimuth instrument reading to 10 or 20 seconds is used. When a

station is occupied two or more pointings are made to each station, visible from the one occupied,

and important angles are determined by repetition, The following degree of accuracy is attained

in closing triangles : In twenty-six cases examined, the average error in closing triangles was 14

seconds ; nine of the above gare an average error of +8 seconds ; seventeen of the above gave an

average error of—7 seconds ; the maximum error was —42 seconds. In carrying the triangulation

from one base to another, the following degree of accuracy was obtained : At Niagara River, from

first to second base, twenty-f>!iur triangles, discrepancy in connection, 1 in 2,675 ; at Buffalo, N. T.,

from first to second base, eighteen triangles, discrepancy, 1 in 5,421 ; at East Porter, N. T., from

first to second base, twenty:two triangles, discrepancy, 1 in 5,040. When the country is obstructed

by woods or otherwise, so as to make a triangulation impossible, a line is chained along shore, or

along a road parallel to the shore. '
•

Azimuth is determined by observation on Polaris at elongation on at least two nights. The

following degree of accuracy in this work has obtained : In seventeen cases examined, the mean
discrepancy resulting from two nights' observations was 20 seconds; the greatest discrepancy was 1

minute 10 seconds. A comparison of azimuth is made when the work of two parties is joined. After

correction for convergence of meridians, the resulting difference is due to error in observation for

azimuth and to error in carrying the azimuth. In twenty-six cases examined, the average error in

the connection of azimuths of two parties was 1 minute 23 seconds. In the work of 1877 the work of

different parties joined fourteen times, and the average error in the connection of azimuths was 51

seconds.

For topography, the stadia is used to delineate the ground covered by triangulation. In fill-

ing in the details,, all roads, streams, buildings, fences, cultivation, and woods are indicated, and

contours are determined for every 10 or 20 feet of elevation. In the instruments used with the

stadia rod, the horizontal wires for stadia measurements are fixed, and each rod is divided and

marked for the instrument with which it is to be used. The wires are frequently tested, to deter-

mine if any change takes place, by reading the rods on a chained line. Four men are required for

a topographical party, one assistant in charge of instrument, one man to carry instrument, record,

and do such general work as may be required, two men with stadia rods. The work is conducted

as follows: The theodolite is set up over a triangulation station, pointed and set on a line whose

azimuth is known or assumed for the time, in case true azimuth has not been determined by obser-

vation, so that the horizontal limb shall give by reading the azimuth of the line. Readings are

then taken to prominent points within range (400"') that are to be located; the distances are at the

same time read from the stadia rods, which are carried from point to point by the stadia men, as

directed by the assistant in charge. The vertical angles and distances read from the stadia are

arguments with which from a table horizontal distances and elevations are determined. The angles

and distances are recorded in the note-book, and the work is plotted to the scale of 1 : 10000 on a

protractor-sheet 21 by 16 inches, fastened to a light drawing-board; further details are sketched in.

The instrument is next moved to a second point, previously located by stadia from the first point,

set up, and pointed to the first station on the back azimuth of the line. The distance back to the

first station is read and recorded for a check, and points located from the first station may also be

located from the second station. The prominent points in range are next located as before, and

5 L s
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readings are takeu to triaugulation stations in sight, in order to check the azimuth wlien the same

points are reached with the stadia work. In this way the work is continued and closed on a trian-

gulation point, so that the length of the meandered stadia line is checked by the triangulatiou.

By computing co ordinates for the stadia work for 1875, the average amount of discrepancy in 141

lines, varying in length from 965™ to 6,480™, mean 2,450™, when compared with lines determined

by triaugulation or by chaining, was found to be 1 in 649. This error ought in no case to exceed

1 in 300.

Inshore liydrography.—Sounding stations are established along the shore at intervals of 100 to

500 metres, and a line of buoys 500 to 1,000 metres apart is placed at the outer limit of the space

to be sounded, generally in about 4 fathoms of water. When the distance from the shore to the

outer limit of sounding exceeds one mile, a second line of buoys is placed midway between the

shore and the outer limit. The sounding stations are located from the principal stations in running

the shore-line. The buoys are located from the principal shoreline stations by intersections from

three points. This serves as a check on the shore-line and topography, and on an ob.structed,

broken, irregular shore, the buoys may form a part of the system of tertiary triaugulation, care

being taken to check the work by closing on a measured line. For sounding, a six-oared cutter, one

assistant to record, one helmsman, one leadsman, and six oarsmen are employed. The lead-line is

compared with the standard measure every day when in tise. Lines of soundings taken on time

are run from the sounding stations on shore to the buoys, so as to cover the area to be sounded

out. The method in most general use is that of running lines of soundings to and from the sound-

ing stations on shore. The direction of the lines of, soundings is determined by an assistant on

shoie with a theodolite, and the outer end of each line is fixed by its intersection with the line of

buoys. In sounding, the boat starts from a sounding station, which is occupied by an assistant

with a theodolite, who directs the helmsman in the boat by waving a flag to the right or left, so

that the line is run by the boat on an azimuth determined for the lines of soundings, generally so

as to make the lines perpendicular to the shoi'e. The line is continued in this way till it intersects

the line of buoys. The assistant on shore now moves to the next sounding station, and the boat
moves in the same direction on the line of buoys, and, agaiu directed by the flag and a range
selected by the helmsman or established by the assistant on shore, I'uns anotlier line of soundings
back to the station on shore now occiipied by the assistant. In running to and from shore the

distance from the sounding station at the inner end of each line is estimated and recorded. Sound-
ings are taken on time at intervals of 15'', 30^, or 1™, depending on the depth. The soundings near
the shore or in shoal water, being most important, are taken at e\'ery 15= in running out and in

with the boat. The average speed of the cutter in sounding for a whole day is 70 metres per minute.
The number of soundings taken in a space l,00i» metres square near shore in ten cases examined varied
from 66 to 322. The sounding stations 200 metres apart, and sounding every 15«, we should have 285
soundings for a space 1,000 metres square, or one sounding for a space of 59 metres square.

Off-shore hydrography.—^'Offshore soundings are lines of soundings run by a steamer, perpen-
dicular to the general direction of the coast, and about one mile apart, commencing with the
hydrography done by shore-parties and extending out ten miles from land. Observers with theod-
olites are placed on shore at two stations about six miles apart, readings are taken to two or more
prominent stations, and these readings are repeated often enough to detect any movement in the
lower limb of the instrument. The steamer, at starting, whistles, drops the balloon, and a sounding
is taken at the same time, and in running out and in the balloon is dropped and a sounding is

taken every ten minutes. At the instant the balloon drops, the observers on shore take readings
to the steamer and note the time. On the steamer the time of dropping the balloon is noted and
a sextant-angle is read, if possible, between two points located on shore by the triaugulation. The
watches used by the observers on shore are compared with the watch used on the steamer before
and after the day's work. In water less than 20 fathoms deep, soundings are taken every five
minutes. The lead-line is compared with a standard measure every day when in use. The notes
are plotted every evening, to make sure that the soundings are properly distributed. Lines of
soundings are also run entirely across the lakes, 15 miles apart. The steamer in this case is located
from the shore, when soundings are taken, as long as it remains in sight. Permanent bench-marks
are established, and water-gauges are kept, to which all soundings can be reduced.
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FIELD-WOEK BY YEARS.

1870.

Lake Superior.—The triangulation and astronomical work were carried from the liae Wheal
Kate-Farquhar's Knob as far west as the line Detour- Split Eock by Lieutenant Euffner and
Messrs. O. B. Wheeler, G. Y. Wisner, and A. E. Flint, the general direction of the work being in

charge of Major J. A. Smith, who was in command of the Search. Lieutenant J. H. Weeden, with a
party on the Surveyor, finished the survey of the Apostle Islands. The base-line on Minnesota
Point, which had been measured with wooden rods under the direction of Captain Meade in 1861,

was remeasured with the Bache-Wiirdemann apparatus by General Comstock, assisted by Lieu-

tenant Weeden and Messrs. E. S. Wheeler, A. C. Lamson, and E. J. Knight.

Lake Michigan.—The survey of Lake Michigan was resumed where it had closed in 1866, by a
party under Lieutenant A.KLee on the Ada, and by the shore-parties of Lieutenant W. E. Liver-

more and Mr. J. E. Mayer, working on the east and west shores, respectively. A number of addi-

tional lines of ott-shore soundings were run along the north shore. The off-shore work on the west
shore was extended to a point about 16 miles south of Sheboygan, and on the east shore some work
was done about Little Point Sable. The shore-parties made about the same progress. On account

of the late date of the passage of the appropriation bill, these three parties did not take the field

until the 1st of August.

Lake Champlain.—(Jn September 9, Lieutenant Livermore's party was withdrawn from Lake
Michigan and sent to Lake Champlain, where it made a survey of Burlington Bay, and nearly

completed that of Plattsburg Bay.

1871.

Lake Saint Clair.—In April a large force, consisting of two steamer-parties, two shore-parties

under Messrs. Lamson and Mayer, and the triangulation parties of Messrs. Wisner and Flint, all

under the general direction of Lieutenant Livermore, were sent to Lake Saint Clair to complete

the survey of that lake. This was accomplished in about a month, and the parties returned to

Detroit to reorganize for the summer's work.

Lake Superior.—^Messrs. Wisner, Flint, Marr, and J. C. Jones, with the steamer Search to move
and supply them, took up the triangulation where it ended the previous year and completed it to

the west end of the lake, connecting with the Minnesota Point base. They also remeasured as

much of the triangulation of Keweenaw Bay as was necessary to determine the line Wheal Kate-
Vulcan from the Keweenaw base. The angles of the large triangle Vulcan-Tip Top-Saint Ignace

were also partially remeasured. The difference of longitude between Saint Paul, Minn., and North

Base station, near Duluth, was determined by General Comstock at Duluth and Mr. Flint at Saint

Paul; and the difference of longitude between Detroit and North Base was determined by General

Comstock and Mr. Wisner at the- latter and Mr. O. B. Wheeler at Detroit. Observations for lati-

tude were made at both ends of the Minnesota Point base and at station Aminicon by Mr. Wisner;

at stations Brul6, Saint Ignace, and Crebassa by Mr. Marr; and at Saint Paul and stations Bu-

chanan and South Base, Keweenaw Point, by Mr. Flint. Azimuth observations were made at the

Minnesota Point base, South Base Keweenaw Point, and station Aminicon, by Mr. Wisner, The

differences of longitude between many of the stations occupied were determined by the method of

powder-flashes. When not employed in connection with the triangulation parties the steamer

Search was engaged in running lines of deep-sea soundings, and advantage was taken of the oppor

tunity thus presented to have dredgings and examinations of the bottom made by Professor Sidney

I. Smith, whose report on the deep-water fauna of Lake Superior is published as an appendix to the

annual report of the Survey for 1871.

Lake Michigan.—Work was again carried on on both shores of the lake. Lieutenant Lee on the

Ada and the shore-party of Mr. Mayer extending that on the west shore to Milwaukee, while Lieu-

tenant Weeden on the Surveyor extended the off'-shore soundings on the east shore to Grand Eiver,

and the shore-parties of Messrs. Foote and Custer completed their work as far as the south end of

the lake. Lieutenant C. F, Powell, on the chartered steamer Powers, was engaged in hydrograph-
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ical work in the uortli end of the lake. Mr. E. S. Wheeler iriade a reconnaissance for and built

primary stations from the head of Green Bay to Milwaukee.

Saint Lawrence Hirer.—The survey of this river was commenced, under the direction of Lieu-

tenant Livermore, by the shore-parties of Jlessrs. Lamson and Towar. The topography and part

of the hydrogra])]iy and triangulation of tliat part of the river betwei-n tlie boundary line near Saint

Regis, N. Y., and Brockville were done during the season.

Lalce Cliamplain.—A party under Lieutenant E. Maguire completed the survey of Burlington Bay
and made a survey of 13 miles of the narrows at the south end of Lake Champlain.

Astronomical u-orTc at Detroit.—In March, 1871, the observatory which has since been used for

all astronomical work at Detroit was built immediately in rear of the office building, on the corner

of Grand River avenue and Park Phice. This observatory is provided with two stone observing-

piers and a stone pier for the astronomical clock. In the following May the difference of longitude

between the east pier of the obser\-atory and the dome of the Naval Observatory at Washington

was determined, Mr. O. B. Wheeler observing at Detroit and Professor J. R. Eastman at Washington.

The latitude of the Detroit observatory was determined in 1872 by General Conistock. During the

summer, observations were made for the telegraphic longitude of Austin, Nev., Battle Mountain,

Nev., and Fort Leavenworth, Kans. Mr. O. B. Wheeler observed at Detroit. The work with the

t\Ao first-named places Avas in connection with a party under the charge of Lieutenant G. M. Wheeler,

and that with Fort Leavenworth was in connection with Lieutenant I]. H. Rufiher, engineer officer

of the Department of the Missouri.

1872.

Lalce Superior.—The triangulation was carried eastward from the line Vulcan -Huron Mount-
ains as far as Granite Island and Triloba, and a reconnaissance was made as far as Green Bay.
The observers were Messrs. G. Y. Wisner, G. A. Marr, and R. S. AYoodward, who had the Surveyor
as a supply steamer.

iaAe MicMgan.—The hydrography and topography were continued by the party on the Search
under the command of Captain A. N. Lee and by the shore-parties of Messrs. Mayer and Custer. The
off-shore work on the west shore was extended to Racine, and on the east shore to 10 miles south of

Saint Joseph, and the lines of soundings across the lake were completed. The topography and
in-shore hydrography of both shores were completed, with the exception of the portion between
Evanston and Waukegan. Lieutenants D. W. Lockwood and E. Maguire on the east shore and
Lieutenant C. F. Powell on the west shore were engaged in carrying the lines of latitudes and azimuths
southward from Pointe aux Bees Scics and Portage Canal, respectively. The base-line near Fond
du Lac, Wis., about 24,000 feet in length, was measured by Mr. E. S. Wheeler, assisted by Messrs.
Olds, Burton, and Pattengill. The angles of the triangulation extending southward from Green
Bay were read by Mr. Flint from the head of the bay to station Horicon. Mr. Flint also observed
for the azimuth of a line near Fort Howard and read the angles about the Fond du Lac base. He
also located stations from Racine to Chicago and from Chicago to Sturgis, Mich.

Sain,t Lawrence Biver.—The survey of the river was made continuous from Saint Regis to
Wellesley Island, with the exception of a gap in the triangulation near Ogdensburg, by Captain
Livermore in command of the Ada, and by the shore-parties of Messrs. Lamson and Towar, and
the triangulation parties of Messrs. Foote and Metcalf.

Sandusky Bay.—Before going to the Saint LaAvrence River, Mr. Lamson made a detailed survey
of Sandusky Bay, in Lake Erie.

1873.

LaJce Superior.—The triangulation was carried eastward to Grand Island, and the stations as
fur south as Green Bay were built by the parties of Messrs. Wisner and Marr, the first named
being in command of the Surveyor. Mr. Wisner also redetermined the latitude and azimuth of
the KeweenaAV base. The Keweenaw base was remeasured by Mr. E. S. Wheeler assisted by
Messrs. Burton, Pratt, and Goldsmith.

Lalce Michigan.—The hydrography and topography of Lake Michigan were completed bv the
party of Lieutenant D. W. Lockwood on the Search and the shore-party of Mr. Custer.

"^

The
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steamer-party also built the stations necessary for the triangulation of Green Bay. Lieutenants

Maguire and Powell, on the east and west shores, respectively, completed the lines of latitudes

and azimuths, connecting them with the main triangulation near Saint Joseph and Milwaukee.
Messrs. Flint and Woodward carried the triangulation south to the line Palatine -Deerfield, and
from the head of G-reen Bay north to Peshtigo Point. IMr. Flint observed for latitude and
azimuth at Minnesota Junction.

Saint Lawrence River.—The topography and hydrography of the Saint Lawrence Eiver were
completed to Lake Ontario, and the triangulation was carried to Clayton, near the head of the

river, by Captain Livermore in command of the Ada, the shore-parties of Messrs. Mayer and
Towar, and the triangulation plarties of Messrs. Foote and Metcalf. The survey of the river

depends upon a carefully executed secondary triangulation, consisting of 140 triangles extending

over a distance of 106 miles from Boundary Post, No. 2, near Saint Regis, to Bear Point, near Cape
Vincent. The angles as read closed the triangles within 6 seconds, with the exception of 8 triangles

near the east end of the work, the greatest error being 12.6 seconds. Five bases averaging about a

mile in length were measured by Captain Livermore with the secondary base-apparatus. Special

difficulties were encountered in the hydrographical work on account of the swift current in many
parts of the river. A description of the methods adopted to meet these difficulties will be found
in Captain Livermore's report published in the annual report for 1872.

Detroit River.—During the summer of 1873 and the following winter, a complete survey of the

Detroit Eiver, including a survey of the city of Detroit, was made. The hydrography and topog-

raphy were done by a party under the charge of Mr. A. C. Lamson, and the triangulation depending

upon a secondary base near Wyandotte, mainly by Messrs. Marr and Towar.

Magnetic observations.—In 1872 and 1873, Captain A. N. Lee made a series of magnetic obser-

vations at sixteen different points in the lake region. The results of these observations, together

with those made at four points on Lake Superior by General Comstock in 1870 and 1871, are pub-

lished in Appendices 6 and D of the Lake-Survey Eeports for 1873 and 1874, respectively.

Astronomical worTc in aid of State surveys, &c.—Application having been made by the authori-

ties of several of the States bordering on the lakes for the determination by the Lake Survey of

the positions of points in their interior, to serve as a basis for the State geological and other sur-

veys, the work was commenced in 1873. No officer of the Survey being available, on account of

the pressure of other duties. Professor S. W. Robinson, who was assisted by Mr. T. W. Wright, was
employed as the field observer. Latitude and longitude determinations were made at Galena, 111.,

and Valley Junction, Wis., the longitude work being done in connection with Mr. O. B. Wheeler

at Detroit. Mr. Wheeler, in connection with Dr. Kampf, at Ogden, Utah, also determined the

longitude of the observatory established at Ogden by Lieutenant G. M. Wheeler, United States

Engineers.

1874.

Lake Superior.—The triangulation was completed by Mr. Marr, and the stations necessary to

connect the triangulation of Lake Superior with that of Green Bay were occupied by Mr. Wisner.

The work of both observers was finished early in July.

Lake Michigan.—The Green Bay triangulation was finished by Messrs. Wisner, Flint, and

Woodward. Latitude and azimuth determinations were made at the Ford Eiver station by Mr.

Wisner. During the remainder of the season Messrs. Flint and Woodward carried the Lake Michi-

gan triangulation from Deerfield around the south end of the lake to station Bald Tom, Mr. Flint

observing for latitude and azimuth at Willow Springs, near Chicago.

Lake Ontario.—The secondary triangulation at the head of the Saint Lawj?ence Eiver was fin-

ished by Lieutenant T. N. Bailey and Messrs. T. Russell and J. H. Darling. The survey of Lake

Ontario was commenced by the parties of Lieutenant Lockwood and Lieutenant Bailey on the

Ada and Surveyor, respectively, the shore-parties of Messrs. Mayer, Towar, Terry, and Eiseu-

mann, the triangulation parties of Messrs. Wisner, T. Russell, and Darling, and the reconnaissance

party of Mr. Marr. The oft-shore hydrography of the east end of the lake was completed as far as

Oswego by Lieutenant Bailey. The shore-party work at the east end was finished and extended

westward to Big Sodus Bay. A reconnaissance for the primary triangulation of the east end of
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the lake was made by ]\Ir. E. S. Wheeler, aaIio also selected a site for a base between the mouths

of Big- and Little Sandy Creeks. This base, about three miles long, was measured later in the

season by Mr. E. S. Wheeler, assisted by Messrs. Olds and Pratt, and latitude and azimuth obser-

vations were made at its north end by Mr. AVisner, wiio also read the angles about the base. The

party on the Ada was engaged during the season in buildiug stations and in moving and supplying

the other parties. The angles of the primary triangles were partially read as far west as Oswego,

N. Y., and points for stations were selected as far as Buffalo.

Astronomical work in aid of State surveys.—The geographical positions of Corunna, Pontiac,

Lapeer, Flint, Saint Johns, Ionia, and Grand Rapids, all county seats in the State of IMichigan,

were determined. Lieutenant Maguirc was the observer at Detroit. Captain H. M. Adams observed

at Corunna, and Lieutenant C. P. Powell at the six other stations.

1875.

Lake Ontario.—The triangulation was extended to Buffalo by Messrs. Wisner, Woodward, T.

Russell, Darling, and Metcalf. The hydrography and topography of the lake were completed by

the parties of Captain H. M. Adams and Lieutenant Powell, on the Ada and Surveyor, respectively,

and the shore-parties of Messrs. Mayer, Lamson, Towar, Terry, and Eisenmann. The survey was

extended along the Canadian^south shore to a point five miles west of Port Dalhousie.

Lalce Erie.—After completing the above work and making a survey of the Niagara River, the

same parties commenced the survey of Lake Brie, and before the close of the season extended it

along the north shore to a point 5 miles west of Port Colborne, and along the east and south shores

to Couneaut, Ohio. The peninsula called Long Point on the north shore was also partly surveyed.

The Buffalo base, about 4 miles long, near Buffalo, N. Y., was measured by Mr. E. S. Wheeler,

assisted by Messrs. Pratt, Olds, and W. S. Russell. The triangulation aboirt the base was done

by Mr. Wisner, who also made azimuth observations at station Tonawanda, near the base. The

latitude of Tonawanda was determined by Mr. Flint, who, in connection with Lieutenant Lockwood

at Detroit, also observed for the longitudes of Tonawanda, and of Mannsville near the Saudy Creek

base. Mr. Marr selected points for the triangulation between Buffalo and Cleveland.

Astronomical ivork in aid of State surveys.—The longitudes and latitudes of eleven county seats

in the State of Michigan were determined. Lieutenant Lockwood observed at Detroit ; Lieutenant

P. M. Price was the observer at Charlotte, Marshall, Kalamazoo, Paw Paw, and Stanton ; and Lieu-

tenant T. N. Bailey observed at Howell, Lansing, Jackson, Hastings, Allegan, and Newaygo.
Precise leveling.—Duplicate lines of levels were run between Albany and Oswego, and between

Port Dalhousie and Port Colborne, along the line of the Welland Railway, by Messrs. L. L. Wheeler
and F. W. Lehnartz.

Miscellaneous.—A reconnaissance for primary triangulation was made by Mr. Flint, who selected

sites for stations from Chicago to the Ohio River, and from Michigan City, Ind., to Bronson, Mich.

The construction of the harbor of refuge at Sand Beach on the west shore of Lake Huron having

made such progress as to be valuable to commerce, a detailed survey of it was naade by Mr. A. T.

Morrow, in August.
1876.

The parties were sent into the field in June, but as no appropriation for continuing the work
had been made by the 25th of June, it became necessary, in order to avoid a violation of the law,

to withdraw them and discharge the civil assistants on or before the 30th. The new appropriation

having been passed in the mean time, the parties again took the field early in August.
Lalce Erie.—The hydrography and topography were completed about Long Point and were

extended westward to-Vermilion, Ohio, by the party of Lieutenant P. M. Price, who was in command
of the Ada, and the shore-parties of Messrs. Lamson, Towar, and Terry. The triangulation was
carried westward to the vicinity of Painesville, Ohio, by the parties of Messrs. Wisner, Flint,

Woodward, and Darling. Points for stations were selected as tar as Sandusky by Mr. Marr.
Precise levels.—A dupUcate line of levels was run from Escanaba on Green Bay to Marquette

on Lake Superior, by Messrs. L. L. Wheeler and Lehnartz.

Astronomical work.—Captain H. M. Adams made the observations at the Detroit observatory
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during the season. Lienteuaut Lockwood observed for longitude at Mount Forest, 111., near the

Chicago base, and for longitude, latitude, and the magnetic elements at Saginaw and Saint Louis,

in Michigan. In the fall he observed for longitude and latitude at Cairo, 111. At the request of

Captain W. S. Stanton, engineer officer of the Department of the Platte, telegraphic signals were

exchanged between Detroit and Fort Fettermau, Wyo. At a similar request from Lieutenant W.
Hoffman, Eleventh Infantry, acting engineer officer of the Department of Texas, signals were

exchanged with Forts Stockton, Concho, McKavett, Bichardson, and GritRn, in Texas. For the

two latter points the Detroit observations were made by Messrs. O. B. Wheeler and A. E. Flint.

Magnetic observations.—Lieutenant Bailey was engaged in making magnetic observations until

he was relieved from the Survey in August, after which time the work was continued by Lieutenant

Powell, who observed at four points. The results of all the magnetic work done in 1870 are given

in the annual report for 1877.

Mississippi River.—By the act of Congress making appropriations for the Lake Survey for the

fiscal year beginning on July 1, 1876, the duty of making a survey of the Mississippi Eiver was
added to the other duties of the Lake Survey, and a small appropriation was made for the com-

mencement of the work. Accordingly, in November, 1876, Lieutenants D. W. Lockwood and P. M.

Price, and Mr. F. 1\L Towar, with a party equipped for general work, were sent to Cairo, 111., to

begin the survey. This party returned to Detroit about the middle of the following February.

1877.

Lale Erie.—The work on this lake was finished this season, the parties engaged in ic being the

steamer party on the Ada, under command of Lieutenant D. W. Lockwood until September 7, and of

Lieutenant P. j\L Price after that date; the shore-parties of Messrs. Lamson, Towar, and Terry;

and the triangulation parties of Messrs. AVisner, Woodward, and Darling. Mr. Wisner determined

the azimuth of the Sandusky base.

Triangulation connecting Lakes Michigan and Erie.—The base near Chicago, 111., about 4J miles

in length, was measured with the new Eepsold apparatus by Mr. E. S. Wheeler, assisted by Messrs.

Pratt, Lehnartz, Johnson, and Davis. Mr. Flint read the angles about the base, and then con-

tinued the work eastward to the line Penn- Milton.

Precise levels.—A duplicate, line of leyels was run between Gibraltar, near the mouth of the

Detroit Eiver, and Lakeport, on Lake Huron, by Messrs. L. L. W^heeler and Lehnartz.

Astronomical work.—Captain H. M. Adams at Detroit and Lieutenant C. F. Powell at Memphis,

Tenn., determined the difference of longitude of those places. At the request ot Captain W. S.

Stanton, United States Engineers, signals were exchanged between Detroit and Fort Laramie, Wyo.,

Deadwood, Dak., and Camp Eobinson, Nebr. The Detroit observations for this work were made
by Lieutenant P. M. Price.

Mississippi River.—The Survey of the Mississippi Eiver was taken up at Memphis, Tenn., on

October 1 by parties under the charge of Lieutenants D.W. Lockwood and C. F. Powell, and a precise

leveling party under Mr. Lehnartz. These parties returned to Detroit in the following February.

1878.

On account of the small appropriation available for the Survey it was necessary to reduce the

force employed, and consequently but little field-work was accomplished this season.

Triangulation.—Mr. Woodward was engaged in rereading some of the angles of the Lake

Ontario triangulation which had shown discrepancies larger than was desired. Mr. Wisner carried

the triangulation across the State of Michigan eastward as far as Hillsdale. The base-line near

Sandusky, Ohio, about 4 miles in length was measured by Mr. E. S. Wheeler^ assisted by Messrs.

T. W. Wright, J. Eisenmann, J. B. Johnson, and B. H. Colby. This base having two angles in it,

thus breaking it into three nearly equal parts, a fifth point was selected so as to give well-shaped

triangles, and the angles of the triangles formed by these five points were read by Lieutenant P. M.

Price.

Astronomical work.—Major F. U. Farquhar, United States Engineers, having requested the

determination of certain points in connection with his surveys, Captain H. M. Adams and Lieu-
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tenant C. F. Powell were assigned to this duty in Septejiiber. Captain Adams made the Detroit

observations and Lieutenant Powell observed for tbe longitude, latitude, and magnetic elements at

Louisiana, Mo., Eock Island, 111., and Eed Wing, Minn.

Mississippi Eirer.—On the disappearance of the j'ellosv fever at Menix)liis in November the

survey of the river was resumed at rtcanlan's Landing', where it had closed the previous spring.

Lieutenant D. W. Lockwood was charged with supplying the parties, making the borings, examina-

tions, &c. Lieutenant P. M. Price and Mr. G. Y. Wisuer did the triaugulation. The topograi)hy

and hydrography were done by the i^arties of Messrs. J. A. Ockerson, J. H. Barling, and J. Eisen-

mann, and the precise leveling by Mr. L. L. Wheeler. The parties returned to Detroit in March, 1879.

1879.

Triaugulation.—The unfinished section from Hillsdale, Mich., to Lake Erie of the triangulation

connecting Lakes Michigan and Erie was completed about July 1 by Messrs. Wisuer, Woodward,
and Darling. These observers, together with Mr. Flint, were occupied during the remainder of

the season in extending the triaugulation south from the Chicago base. The angles were read down
as far as Parkersburg, about 10 miles south of Olney, 111., that being the last station. Latitude

and azimuth determinations were made at station Parkersburg by Lieutenant P. M. Price and Mr.

A. E. Flint, respectively. The longitude of Olney, 111. (the nearest telegraph station to Parkersburg),

was determined by the observations of Captain Lockwood at Detroit in connection with those of

Lieutenant Price at Olney. A base-line about t miles long was measured on the praii-ie 10 miles

north of Olney by Mr. B. S. Wheeler assisted by Messrs. Ockerson, Childs, G. L. Fisher, and Stevens.

1880.

Early in the spring of this year Messrs. Childs, Darrow, and Gould were sent out to make
topographical sketches about a number of the primary triangulation stations which had not been
sketched when occupied. In May, Mr. Wisuer determined the latitudes of two stations between
Chicago and Parkersburg. making his observations at Fairmount and the west end of the Olney
base. These parties all completed their labors about the 30th of June.

1881.

In May and June, 1881, the difference of longitude of Harvard College observatory, Cambridge,
Mass., and the Lake-Survey observatory at Detroit was determined by Assistant Engineers A. E.
Flint and O. B. Wheeler, and the difference of longitude of Toledo, Ohio, and Detroit was deter-
mined by Assistant Engineers O. B. Wheeler and T. Eussell.

§ 10. Catalogue of])ublislied charts of the Lalce Survey.

Table I.

Name of chart. Scale.

LAKE SLTEBIOR.
[

EagleHarbor 1-5,000

AgateHarbor
i

1-10,000

Eagle Elver 1-10, 000

Ontonagon Harbor

Marquette Harbor

Grand Island

West end of Late Superior .

Portage Late and River

1-16, 000

1-50, 000

1-25, 000

1-33, 000

1-30, 000

1858

1858

1859

1859

1860

1862

1863

1865

Surveys made under direc-
tion of

—

Capt. J. N. Macomb - .

do

do

do

Capt. G-eoriie G-. Meade

do

do

Col. J. D. G-raham and Col.

W. F. RaynoldB.

Compilation and reduction
by-

Lieut. O. M. Poeand H. Gillman

C. P. Eabaut

do

Joshua Barney

C. P. Rabaut

Joshua Bamey
do

J. tr. Mueller

Engraved by-

W. H. Dougal

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
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§10. Catalogue of published charts of the Lake Survey—Continued.

Table I—Continued.

Name of chart. Scale.
Surveys made under direc-

tion of—
Compilation and reduction

by-
Engraved by

—

29

10

27

LAKE SUPEKIOR—Continued.

Copper Harbor

L'Anse and Keweenaw Bay .

Huron Islands

Lake Superior, No. 2

31 Lake Superior, No. 1 .

Isle Eoyale

Lake Superior, No. 3

EIVEB BTE. MARIE.

East Neebish Eapide

Elver Ste. Marie, No. 1 . .

.

Klver Ste. Marie, No. 2

BTEAira OF MACKDfAC.

straits of Mackinac

LAKE MICHIGAN.

Head of Green Bay

Beaver Island Group

Grand and Little Traverse Bays.

North end Green Bay

South end Green Bay

North end Lake Michigan

.

City of Chicago

South end Lake Michigan .

Coast

Coast

Coast

Coast

Coast

Coast

Coast

Coast

Coast

chart No.

chart No.

chart No.

chart No.

chart No.

chart No.

chart No.

chart No,

chart No,

5, Lake Michigan.

B, Lake Michigan

2, Lake Michigan.

1, Lake Michigan

6, Lake Michigan

T, Lake Michigan

4, Lake Michigan

9, Lake Michigan

8, Lake Michigan

LAKE HUEON.

Saginaw Biver.

.

Tawas Harbor .

.

6 L

1-10, 000

1-30, 000

1-30, 000

1-400, 000

1-400, 000

1-120, 000

1-400, 000

1-15, 000

1-40, 000

1-40, 000

1-120, 000

1-30, 000

1-120, 000

1-120, 000

1-120, 000

1-120, 000

1-400, 000

1-20, 000

1-400, 000

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-80,000

1-80, 000

1-10, 000

1-16, 000

1866

1866

1869

1870

1872

1872

1873

1854

1858

1858

Col. W. F. Eaymolds

Col. J. D. Graham and Col.

W. F. Eaynolds.

Col. W. r. Eaynolds

Lieut. Col. W. F. Eaynolds,

Capt. J. N. Macomb, Capt.

G. G. Meade, and Col. J. D.

Graham.

Col. W. F. Eaynolds, Maj. C.

B. Comstock, Capt. J. N.

Macomb, Capt. G. G. Meade,

and Col. J. D. Graham.

Lieut. Col. W. F. Eaynolds

and Maj. C. B. Comstock.

Lieut. Col. AV. F. Eaynolds,

Maj. C. B. Comstock, Capt.

J. N. Macomb, Capt. G. G.

Meade, and Col. J. D. Gra-

ham.

Capt. J. N. Macomb
Capt. J.N.Macomband Capt.

G. G. Meade.

Capt. J. N. Macomb

Joshua Barney .

J. U. Mueller...

0. N. Chaffee .

J. TJ. Mueller.

1853

1857

1863

1864

1864

1867

1874

1876

1876

1876

1877

1877

1877

1877

1877

1878

1878

1857

1857

1856 Lieut. Col. James Kearney

and Capt. J. N. Macomb.

Capt. W. G. Williams and

Capt. J. N. Macomb.

Capt. J. N. Macomb
Capt. G. G. Meade

Col. J. D. Graham and Col.

V- P- Eaynolds.

do

Capt. J. N. Macomb, Capt. G.

G. Meade, Col. J. D. Grar

ham, and Col. W. F. Eay-

nolds.

Maj. C. B. Comstock

Lieut. Col. W. F. Eaynolds

and Maj. C. B. Comstock.

Maj. C. B. Comstock

, do

.do .

.do .

.do .

.do.

.do .

.do.

.do

..do .

Edward Molitor .

J. tr. Mueller...,

F. Herbst

J. IT. Mueller.

-do.

A. Boschke

.

J. TJ. Mueller..

do

Joshua Barney.

Edward Molitor

J. U. Mueller...,

A. de Witzleben.

J. U. Mueller....

Capt. J. N. Macomb

.

do

M. von Hippel

F. A. Fisher

W. A. Wansleben .

F. A. Fisher

Max Franke

W. A. TVansleben

.

M. von Hippel

Max Franke

M. von Hippel

"W. H. Dougal.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Selmar Siebert.

W. H. Dougal.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do
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§10. Catalogue ofpublished charts of the LaJce Survey—Conthmed.

Table I—Gontinued.

Name of chart.

i.^KE HURON—Continued.

Saginaw Bay

Thunder Bay

Presqu' Isle and Middle Island .

Lake Huron

South end Lake Huron

Sand Beach Harhor of Kefuge .

.

SAINT CLAIR EIVEK.

Saint Clair River

LAKE SAINT CLAIK.

Saint Clair Elats

Lake Saint Clair

DBTKOIT EIVER.

Mouth of Detroit Kiver

Detroit Eiver

LAKE ERIE.

Lake Erie

"West end Lake Erie

Kelley's and Bass Islands

Buffalo Harhor

Maumee Bay

Sandusky Bay

Coast chart No. 2, Lake Erie

Coast chart Ko. 3, Lake Erie—
Coast chart No. 4, Lake Erie

Coast chart No. 6, Lake Erie

Coast chart No. 5, Lake Erie—
Coast chart No. 7, Lake Erie

Coast chart No. 1, Lake Erie

Lake Erie

NIAGARA RIVER.

Niagara Falls

LAKE ONTARIO.

Coast chart No. 1, Lake Ontario

Lake Ontario

Coast chart No. 2, Lake Ontario

Coast chart No. 3, Lake Ontario

Coast chart No. 4, Lake Ontario

Coast chart No. 5, Lake Ontario

SAINT LAVfEENCE RIVER.

Saint Lawrence Eiver, No. 1

Saint Lawrence Eiver, No. 2

Saint Lawrence Eiver, No. 3

Saint Lawrence JRiver, No. 4

Saint Lawrence Eiver, No. 5

Saint Lawrence Eiver, No. 6

Scale.

1-120, 000

1^0, 000

1-40, 000

1^00, 000

1-120, 000

1-8, 000

1-32, 000

1-50, OOO

1-20, 000

1-40, 000

1-400, 000

1-120, 000

1-50, 000

1-30, 000

1-30, 000

1-20, 000

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-80. 000

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-400, 000

1-80, 000

1-400, OOO

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-80, 000

1-30, 000

1-30, 000

1-30, 000

1-30, OOO

1-30, 000

1-30, 000

1860

1860

1860

1860

1861

1876

1857

1874

Surveys made under direc-

tion of

—

Capt. G. G. Meade and Capt.

J. N. Macomh.

Capt. G. G. Meade

do

do

do

Maj. C. B. Comstock

Lieut. Col. W. F. Eaynolda

and Maj. C. B. Comstock.

Lieut. Col. James Kearney . .

.

Lieut. Col. W. F. Eaynolda

and Maj. C. B. Comstock.

1874 Maj. C. B. Comstock.

1876 do

1852

1852

1852

1867

1858

1874

1879

1879

1879

1879

1880

1881

1880

1880

1876

1877

1877

1878

1878

1878

1878

1874

1875

1875

1876

1876

1876

Lieut. Col. James Kearney .

do

Capt. W. G. Williams

^Capt. I. C. "Woodruff.

Capt. G. G. Meade

and

Maj. C. B. Comstock.

do

.do .

.do .

.do .

.do .

.do .

.do.

.do .

.do .

-do.

.do .

.do .

.do .

.do.

.do .

.do .

.do .

.do .

-do.

.do.

.do .

Compilation and reduction
hy—

J. U. Mueller.

Joshua Barney .

.

do

J. U. Mueller

Joshua Barney .

.

A. de Witzleben.

Edward Molitor .

Edward Molitor .

E. Molitor

.

John Lambert

.

, do

do

J. H. Foster, W. H. Hoarding,

and P.O. Eahaut.

J. TJ. Mueller

Max Franke

A. de "Witzleben

Max Franke

E. Molitor

A. de "Witzleben

E. Molitor

Max Franke

J. U. MueUer

C. Donovan.

A. de "Witzleben . -

.

J. IT. Mueller

W. A. "Wansleben .

Max Franke

A. de "Witzleben. .

.

"W. A. "Wansleben .

EmilMahlo
P. A. Fisher

A. de "Witzleben. .

.

F. A. Fisher

"W. A. "Wansleben .

Max Franke ,

Engraved by

—

"W. H. Dougal.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

E. Molitor.

"W. Smith.

"W. H. Dougal and

J. "V. N. Throop

"W. H. Dougal.

Do.
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§11. Statement of the appropriations made for the Survey of the Northern and Northwestern Lakes

since ite commencement.

Table II.

Appropriation made for—
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§ 13. Officers who have served as assistants on the Lake Survey.

[Those who soiTed pretions to March 3, 1863, were, at the time of their service, officers of the Corps of Topographical Engineers. Those

serving since March 3, 1863, have been officers of the Corps of Engineers.)

Table IV.

Name. Kank and remarks.

Howard Stanshury

Joseph E. Johnston

James H. Simpson

I. Carle Woodruff

John N. Macomh

William H. Warner

John W. Gunnison

J.D. Webster

James W. Abert

William B. Franklin . .

.

E. Parker Scammon

WilUam E. Eaynolds. .

.

George H. Mendell

George W. Rose

George G. Meade

Charles N. TurnbuU . .

.

Orlando M. Poe

William Proctor Smith

J. L. Kirby Smith

Robert F.Beckham

Micah E. Brown

James F. Gregory

Francis U. Farquhar. .

.

James Mercur

Benjamin I>. Greene . .

.

Ernest H. Euffner

John C. Mallery

Joseph E. Griffith

William E.Bogers... .

Lewis M. Haupt

Jared A. Smith

William E. Livermore . -

A. Nisbet Lee

John H. Weeden

Edward Maguire

Charles F. Powell

Daniel W. Lookwood .

.

Thomas N. Bailey

Henry M. Adams

Philip M. Price

Captain

First lieutenant and brevet captain

First lieutenant

Second lieutenant ; first lieutenant March 31, 1842

First lieutenant
;
placed in charge of the Survey April 9, 1851 ; captain August

4, 1851.

First lieutenant

Second lieutenant ; first lieutenant May 9, 1846

Lieutenant

Brevet second lieutenant

Brevet second lieutenant

First lieutenant ; captain March 3, 1863

Second lieutenant; first lieutenant March 3, 1853

Brevet second lieutenant

Brevet second lieutenant; second lieutenant March, 1855

Captain ; appointed superintendent of the Survey May 20, 1857

Second lieutenant

Second lieutenant ; first lieutenant July 1, 1860

Brevet second lieutenant

Second lieutenant

Brevet second lieutenant

First lieutenant

First lieutenant

Captain; brevet lieutenant colonel, TJ. S. A
Second lieutenant; first lieutenant March 7, 1867

Second lieutenant; first lieutenant March 7, 1867

First lieutenant. . .'.

First lieutenant

Second lieutenant

Second lieutenant

Second lieutenant

Captain; brevet major, U. S. A
First lieutenant ; captain January 22, 1870

First lieutenant ; captain July 11, 1871

First lieutenant
,

First lieutenant

First lieutenant

First lieutenant ; captain June 30, 1879

Second lieutenant

First lieutenant ; captain September 2, 1874 ; in charge of the Survey during

absence in Europe of General Comstock from August 14, 1874, to November 20

1874, and from May 24, 1877, to June 25, 1878.

First lieutenant

Joined.

1841

1841

1841

1841

1842

1842

1842

1851

1842

1843

1843

1847

1851

1862

1852

1856

1856

Oct. 1, 1856

Nov. 12, 1857

Nov. 12, 1859

1, 1859

Dec.

Nov.

June,

June,

Oct.

Oct.

July

Mar.

Oct.

Oct.

Aug.

Aug.

1. 1865

1. 1866

4. 1867

1, 1866

1, 1866

1867

1867

Aug. 17, 1867

Sept. 1867

Aug. 9, 1867

June 5, 1869

Sept. 24, 1869

May 1,1870

May, 1870

May 6, 1871

May 6, 1871

July 10, 1872

June 1, 1874

June 8, 1874

May 13, 1875

Eelieved.

Sept.

Apr.

Nov.

Apr.

Mar.

Sept.

Feb.

June

May
Mar.

Nov.

Nov.

Aug.

May
Nov.

Oct.

May
Aug.

Jan.

Apr.

May
Feb.

June

May
Mar.

Feb.

Aug.

Dec.

1842

1842

1845

1847

1856

1843

1849

1853

1843

1844

1845

1864

1856

1854

1856

1, 1861

1859

1, 1861

14, 1861

13, 1861

3, 1861

12, 1867

19. 1869

9. 1868

23, 1867

5. 1869

30. 1870

1, 1869

5, 1869

6, 1869

31, 1869

1. 1871

26, 1874

28. 1874

7. 1872

12. 1875

18. 1879

14. 1880

23. 1876

31, 1878

Dec. 7, 1880

§ 14. Civil assistants employed on the Survey.

[For the years previous to 1870 this list is necessarily incomplete, the office records not containing the data for making a complete list.]

Table Y.

Name.

E. W. Burgess .

.

J.F.Peter

J. H. Forster....

J. Houghton, jr .

Occupation.

Assistant engineer.

.

do

do :

do

Years of
service.

1843-1849

1857(

1849 -

Eemarks.

Tears not known, but were on the Survey during
part of Mr. Burgess' term.

Duration of service unknown.
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§ 14. Civil assistants employed on the Survey—Continued.

[For the years previous to 1870 this list is necessarily incomplete, the ofBce records not containing the data for making a complete list.)

Table V—Continued.

2^ame. Occupation.
Years of
service.

Hemarl^s.

J. H. Heardins

J.A.Potter

W.H.Hearding

F. "W. Wihnotte

Henry G-iUman

G. "W. Lamaon

I. L. Beghein

C.S.Cole

J. U. Mueller

H.C. Penny

E. Brown

D. F. Henry

C. Pinney

O. If. Chaffee

E.B. 'Wright

J. "Wallace

G. "Wallace

J.Carr

"W. T. Gasgrain

A. C. Lamson .
.'

J.E.Goodell

J.Clagne

C.P.Eabaut

E.P.Au8tin

"William Ifohle

W.I.Thome
Cr. E. Swinscoe

A. M. Adams
J. M. Bigelow

Henry Clague

A.F.Chaffee

J.E.Mayer

J. Paul Mayer

E.S.Wheeler

G. A. Marr

A.k! Flint

F.M.Towar
A.W.irnthank

Lewis Foote

A. Molitor

S. W. Eobinaon

J.H. Booth

O.B. Wheeler

William Le Baron —
Joshua Barney

T.C.Eaynolds

William Donovan

H.M. Wright
George Y. Wisner

Edward Molitor

John "Whiting

William A. Butler, jr .

E.J.Knight

J.C.Jones

J.H.Sonthall

Henry Custer

Thoma« Enssell

Charles H. Kiimmell .

.

John Eisenmann

Assistant engineer..

do

-do.

.do .

-do .

-do.

.do.

-do

Assistant engineer and draughtsman.

.

Assistant engineer

do

do

do

do

Suh-assistant engineer

do

do

Assistant engineer '.

do

do

do

Assistant and computer

Assistant engineer

do

do

do

do

do

do

Assistant and clerk

Assistant engineer

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do ._.

do

Eecorder

Assistant engineer

Eecorder and assistant

do

Eecorder

Assistant engineer

Property clerk

Assistant engineer

Draughtsman

Assistant engineer

Eecorder

do

Eecorder and observer

Chief clerk

Assistant engineer

do

do

do

1854-1871

1855

1855-1869

1854-1861

1855

1855

1857-1863

1857-1865

1856-1878

1857

1857-1863

1858-1864

1859-1863

1859

1859-1864

1859-1864

1859

1860-1867

1860-1870

1862-1871

1862-1876

1862-1871

1863-1882

1863-1877

1863-1882

1863-1878

1863-1864

1863-1874

1863-1869

1863-1866

1863-1865

1862-1882

1863-1864

1864-1866

1864-1865

1864-1865

1864-1872

1864-1880

1866-1881

1868-1870

1869

1870-1871

1870-1871

1870-1878

1871-1874

1871-1882

1871-1880

1871-1879

Duration of service not known

Do.

Do.

Do.

Was away one year.

Field seasons only.

Duration of service not known

Do.

Do.

Also in 1873, field season only

Was away two years.

Field-work only.

Away about two years.

Field-work only.

Do.

Do.

OfSce work only ; computation

Away abont two years.
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§ 1 4. Civil assistants employed on the Survey—Continued.

[For the years previous to 1870 this list is necessarily incomplete, the office records not containing the data for making a complete list.]

Table Y—Continued.

Name. Occupation.
Tears of
service.

Kemarks.

E. S. "Woodward

T.W. Wright ,

Frederick Terry

J. A. Ockerson

"William A. Metcalf

Clark Olds

F. G. Bulkley

"William Voigt

F. B. Martin

E. T. Tappey

S. C.Austin

C.E."W6lls

J. "W.Perkins

A. T. Morrow

C.F.Burton

Charles Pratt

T.M.Spalding

Dr. T. T. McGillicnddy

Charles S. "Wilson

J.Teeple

Z.D.Scott

A. de"Witzleben

Julius Lohman

C. M. "Winchell

George C. Comstock

Horace Holmes

A. N. Darrow

J.C.Eaton

J. H. Darling

"Walter S. Russel

G. "W. Carman

A. Beehe

Charles A Marshall

C. Donovan

E. B. Hostetler

L.L.ATheeler

F.A. Fisher

M. K. Eoss

"William A. "Wansleben.

.

M. vonHippel

J. B. Johnson

C. "W.Clark

Max Franke

F. "W. Lehnartz

J. S. Polhemus

J. H. Morrison

L.D."Wines

W. H. Lightner

0. C. Simonds .
.'

E.S.Davis

E. E. Bourland

Archie Powell

James A.Paige

J.B.Spitler

C. "W.Walton

E. Donovan

E.B. Wilson

B.H. Colby

Eecorder and assistant.

Assistant engineer

do

Eecorder and assistant.

Assistant engineer

Eecorder and assistant.

do

do

Eecorder and clerk

do

Eecorder

do

do

Eecorder and assistant.

.

do

do

Eecorder

Assistant engineer

Eecorder

Eecorder and assistant.

.

Eecorder

Dranghtsman

Property clerk

Eecorder and assistant.

.

do

Eecorder

Eecorder and assistant..

Eecorder

Assistant engineer

Eecorder and assistant-

.

Eecorder

do

do

Eecorder and assistant.

.

Eecorder

Assistant engineer

Draughtsman

Clerk

Draughtsman

do

Eecorder and assistant.

.

do

Draughtsman

Assistant engineer

do

Eecorder and assistant. -

Eecorder

do

1871-181J2

1872-1882

1871-1878

1871-1879

1871-1876

1870-1875

1871-1876

1871-1882

1871-1878

1871-1878

1871-1872

1871-1872

1871-1872

1871-1878

1871-1874

1871-1877

1871, 1874

1872-1874

1872, 1874

1872-1878

1872-1873

1872-1880

1872-1882

1873-1879

1873-1877

1873-1874

1873-1880

1873-1878

1873-1882

1873, 1877

1875, 1879

1874-1877

1874-1876

1874-1876

1874^1877

1874-1881

1874-1879

1874-1878

1875-1878

1875-1878

1875-1880

1875-1880

1875-1880

1875-1878

1875-1877

1875-1877

1875-1877

1875-1877

1875-1877

1875-1879

1875-1877

1875-1877

1875-1879

1875-1876

1875-1877

1875-1876

1875-1876

1876-1879

H. C. Gould Eecorder and assistant 1877-1880

.do .

• do.

.do.

-do.

-do .

.do .

.do .

.do .

.do.

-do.

Field-work only.

Except 1874.

Away about three years.

Field-work only.

Do.

Do.

Except 1873.

Field-work only

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Except 1878-1879.

Except 1877.

Field-work only.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Away one year.

Except 1878-1879.

Field-work only.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
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§ 1 4. Civil assistants employed on the Survey—Continued.

[For the years previous to 1870, this list is necessarily incomplete, the office records not containing the data for making a complete list.]

Table V—Continued.

'Name.
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P^RT II-

STANDARDS OF LENGTH, BASES, AND BASE-APPARATUS.

CHAPTER II.

STANDARDS OF LENGTH OF THE UKITBD STATES LAKE SURVEY, DEPENDING
ON THE ENGLISH YARD.

§ 1. These standards of length, depending on the Ordnance-Survey yard, Y^a, are— '

1. Two steel end-measure yards, known as Clarke yards A and B. They have the letters A
and B engraved on them.

2. An inch graduated to tenths, and one-tenth to hundreds, on a slip of platinum let into the

upper surface of a steel bar 1 inch square and IJ inches long.

3. On the preceding, which are the standards, depend the lengths of a brass bar 15 feet long ; and,

4. The lengths of five brass yards used in determining the length of the 15-foot brass bar.

CLARKE YARDS A AND B.

§ 2. These yards are bars of steel 0.73 inch in depth and 0.50 inch in thickness. The ends are

cylinders, 0.35 inch in length and 0.25 inch in diameter, co-axial with the bars.

The ends of the cylinders have agates firmly set in each, the surfaces of these stones being

spherical surfaces whose centers are at the opposite ends of the yards.

The standard distance is that between the central points of these small end-surfaces.

Each yard is inclosed in an iron box slightly larger than itself, the box having a hinged cover

and sliding ends. In the bottom of each box are two equal levers moving about horizontal axes at

their centers, the ends of the levers thus giving four points of support for the yards resting on

them and bearing equal pressures, these points of support being at 5.2 inches and 10.9 inches from

either end of yard. Pour Fahrenheit mercurial thermometers, whose bulbs lie in niches for them
in the interior sides of the iron boxes, accompany each yard. Their stems are bent at right angles

and are read through slits in the iron Ms.*
These yards are from a design suggested to me by Lieutenant-Colonel A. E. Clarke, Eoyal

Engineers. They were constructed by James Simms, of London, in 1873.

Yard A was compared by Lieutenant-Colonel Clarke at the Ordnance-Survey ofQce at South,

ampton with the standard yard, T^s of the Ordnance Survey, eight times in four days in May, 1874-

the temperature being between 51° and 52° Fahr., and ten times in July, 1874, in four days, the

temperature being between 62° and 64° Fahr.

Yard B was compared eight times with I'sj in three days of May, 1874, at temperatures near

53°, and ten times in four days of June, 1874, at temperatures between 61°.7 and 62°.8.

The coefficients of expansion ofboth A and B were determined by Colonel Clarke. The method
used was to compare the yards with each other, one being kept at a high temperature by being

placed in a box between tanks filled with hot water at a steady temperature, while the other was

* For a more detailed deBcription of these yards see Chapter VIII, } 25.
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between tanks iilled with cold water. The methods were essentially the same as those described

in Colonel Clarice's work on Comparisons of Standards of Length.

A at about 91° F. was compared ten times in three daj-s with B at about 34°, and ten times in

tiv^o days with B at about 57°. It was compared ten times in two days at about 34° F. with B at

abont 94°; ten times in two days at 55° with B at 91°; and ten times in two days at 56° with B
at 57°.

These expansion comparisons extended from April 18 to May 1, 1874.

The four thermometers accompanying each yard were carefully compared by Colonel Clarke

with the Ordnance-Survey standard 3241, and their errors determined.

The comparisons of A and B with the Ordnance-Survey standard Y^ were each combined by
least squares to obtain the lengths of A and B at 02°. The expansion-comparisons were combined
in the same way, and from them the coefiicients of expansion of the two yards were obtained.

The following paper, by Colonel Clarke, gives the details of these comparisons:

Constants or Clarkk yards A and B, as given by Likdtenant-Colonel Clarke.

The rates of expansion of the new American standard yards A and -B, constructed by Messrs. Troughton & Simms,
were determined in a manner similar to that described in the Comparisons of Standards, pp. 180-186.

With the exception that the tank-boxes were only 4 feet in length, they were otherwise similar in form and
dimensions with those used for the 10-feet standards.

There was one other departure from exact similarity to the 10-feet bar expansion-determinations, viz., the cold

bar was kept during part of the comparisons at or near the temperature 32°.

In order to manage this the tanks of one of the boxes, instead of being fitted with a system of supply and waste

pipes, had openings in the upper surfaces supplied with close-fitting covers, and through these openings the tanks

were packed with broken ice, for which a proper system of drainage was adopted below.

These tanks also served for holding cold water when the bars were compared at about 57°.

The supply of hot water to the other box was managed in the same manner as in the original comparisons of the

10-feet bars, with some trifling improvements.

The thermometers did not allow comparisons at temperatures above 94°, consequently the bars were never heated

above that.

The comparisons were commenced on 18th April and continued until May 1, when they were completed, the number

of comjjarisons being fifty.

The whole of the observations were made by Lieut. -Col. A. R. Clarke, E. E., the series involving 800 thermometer

readings and 1,200 micrometer-readings.

Of the thermometers supplied by Messrs. Troughton Sl Simms, four were marked A\, Ai, A3, Ai ; these were used

in the bar A ; and four were marked Bi, Bi, B3, B, ; these were used in the bar B.

The mean of the readings of the four thermometers A, when in finely-powdered ice, was

—

April 15. May 2.

A 32°. 30 32°. 28

and the mean of the four ^-thermometers, on the same days

—

B 32°. 28 32°.24

The whole eight thermometers were compared, with the greatest care, with the Ordnance-Survey standard 3241.

The errors of this standard are known with considerable precision. (See Comparisons of Standards, pp. 186-193.

)

The result of the comparisons was that the absolute errors of the mean of the four A^s at different temperatnres

were

—

At 52°, error of mean of ^'s + 0°.22
; correction required,—0°.22

At 55°, error of mean of A'% + .18 ; correction required,— .18

At 57°, error of mean of ^'s -j- . 17 ; correction required,— . 17

At 62°, error of mean of .4'8+ .22; correction required,— .22

At 93°, error of mean of ^'s -|- .17; correction required,— .17

Similarly for the B thermometers

:

At 52°, error of mean of B's -f- 0°.13 ; correction required,—0°.13

At 55°, error of mean of .B's-fO .11; correction required,— .11

At 57°, error of mean of B's -J- .13; correction required,— .13

At 62°, error of mean of i}'8 + .17; correction required,— .17

At 93°, error of mean of £'8 -f .13; correction required, —0 .13

The circumstance of the two yards being end measures introduced a difficulty into the process of determining the

rates of expansion. This was overcome by engraving a fine dot on a platinum pin let into the upper surface of the

terminal cylinder of the bar, one at each end.

In the bar A the distance between the dots was ftuind to be 0.1670 inch shorter than a yard;, and in the bar B the

distance between the-dots was less than a yard by 0.167H inch.

In order then, to determine the rates of expansion of the bars, the distance between the dots on the one bar was

compared with the distance between the dots on the other bar, the bars being at various temperatures.

7 L S
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The resulting rates of expansiou have, of course, to be increased in tlie proportion of a yard to the distance

between the dots.

The comparisons are given in the usual form in the following table :

The values of the micrometer divisions i, j, are

—

(= 0.81032 .;=:0.80270

the unit being the one-millionth of a yard.

American yards.—Hxpansion-experiments.
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In order to reduce these oomparisona by the method of least squares, let the lengths of the bars at the tempera-
tures t and t' be respectively

—

A= u+ (t— 67°)y B= v+(t'—57°)z
so that H and v are the lengths at the temperature of 57° F., and y and z are the expansions, in millionths of a yard
for one degree.

'

Then the difference of length at any temperature is expressed by

—

u—v + it—b7°)y + {b7°— t')z=A~B
Put X for u— v and o for the measured difference of length, then we have 50 equations of the form

—

x-}-ay-\-bz— c^O

Performing the necessary multiplications, the resulting equations are

—

50 x+ 443.36)/— 510.40z— 834.57=0
443.36 X -f 28886.99 y+ 15756.84 z— 270609.89=

— 510.40 X + 15756.84 y + 29691.00 z— 251647.17=
or, writing A, B, C for the absolute terms of these equations

—

a;*f .06107850 J— .002125409 i? + .002177907 C=
, y^ .002125409 A + .0001226812 B - .00010164285 C=

z+ .002177906 A — .00010164283 B+ .00012506059 C=
Restoring the values of A, B, C, we have

—

a;= 23.88

y= 5.8468

z= 5.7832

and these values give the following system of errors to the comparisons:

Date.

1
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The comparisoDS are given in detail in the following tables. The values of the micrometer divisions 7i and k arc

^1= 0.79568 J;= 0.79868

Date.
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The probable error of a single comparison in the case of the bar -J, being J^ 0.44, and in the case of the bar 5, J; 0.55.

The length of Fss at 62° is 0.99999960 yard, consequently, at 62°—
A = 0.99997695 ± .00000013 .6= 0.99997111 ± .00000016

A. E. CLARKE,
Heiitunant-Colonel, E. E.

The value of Yf,^ with reference to the standard yard of England is given in Colonel Clarke's

Comparisons of Standards of Length, p. 162. It will be noticed that no i)robable error is assigned

to the value of T55 in terms of the standard of England, which amouuts to assuming that the

standard is to 0^0 yard longer than Y55 and virtually makes Y^f, the standard.

The following are Colonel Clarke's results :

Length of A at 62° F. in yards, A =0^.99997695 4- 0.00000013

Length of B at 62° P. in yards, £=0y.99997111±0.00000016

Expansion for 1° F. of A in yards,=05'.0000058740± 0.0000000195

Expansion for 1° P. of B in yards,=0y.0000058103±0.0000000197

In inches, the above values become

—

Length ofA at 62° F., A =35''',999170± 0.0000047

Length of 5 at 62o F., B=35'°.998960± 0.0000058

Expansion for 1° F. of A= 0'°.00021146± 0.00000070

Expansion for 1° F. ofB= 0*°.00020917± 0.00000071

STANDARD INCH.

§ 3. As accurate values of the micrometer-screws used in comparisons of lengths are indis-

pensable, a standard inch was obtained from Mr. Simms, of London, for such determinations. It

is divided into tenths, and the last tenth (from 0'".9 to 1'°.0) is divided into hundredths. Each of

the tenths and each of the hundredths had its value determined by comparison with the Ordnance-

Survey standard foot, by Colonel Clarke. On this inch depend the values of the micrometer- screws

used in all comparisons.

The following letter gives Colonel Clarke's determinations.

THE STANDARD INCH.

Values of the Spaces determined by Lieut. -Col. A. R. Clarke, R. E.

Ordnance-Survey Ofeice,
Sonthampion, June 19, 1875.

My Dear Sir : I send you herewith the determinations of the spaces on your standard inch. I hope you received

the inch safely.

Believe me yours, very truly,

A. R. CLARKE.
General Comstock.

Values of the spaces on the standard inch. Tenths; ( unit = :r-^~-iT.^^)
•> ^ ' \ l,000,000y

(0.1)= TbF+-^-78±0.14
(0.2) = TfTr-F+ 7.01 ±0.13
(0.3) = TfT-F+l-06±0.10
(0.4)= TlTy -f— 0.47 ± 0.12

(0.5) =Tliy-F— 2.81 ±0.08

(0.6) =TfTr J^— 5.04 -t 0.09

(0.7) = tItt J^— 9.86 ± 0. 12

(0.8)=^ if— 6.69 -t 0.12

(0.9)= t|j J*— 0.59-1-0.18

(0.10) =TVffii'-f 4.40 ±0.13

Where F is the length at 63° of the Ordnance standard foot, viz :

F=\ r— 0.49

F being the true length of a yard, or

TVJ=3Vr-0.04
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The -values of the 10 spaces of -riij inch, composing (9.10), are as follows, comiting from 9 towards 10

:

Space l8t= iV (9.10) + 3.64 -I- 0.08

2d =1^(9.10)— 1.44 ±0.06

3d =-iV (9.10)— 1.59 ±0.10

4th= Tiir (9.10) + 1..50 ± 0.06

5th = tLy (9.10) + 0.52 ±0.10
6th = t}s (9.10) + 0-36 ± 0.10

7th = iiff (9.10)— 1.31 + 0.09

8th= iJff (9.10) + 1.06 + 0.10

9th= -iV (9.10)— 0.22+ 0.08

-2.53 + 0.06

N.

Space

Space

Space

Space

Space

Space

Space

Space

Space 10th = tV(9'10)-
B.—The probable error of the space (9.10) is this:

(9.10) =TiTjF+ 4.99 + 0.13

Total number of observations, 1,032. A. R. CLARKE,
Lieutenant-Colonel, if. E.

Note.—In the comparisons referred to in this chapter Colonel Clarke's values of the spaces

on the standard inch have been used. Subsequently to his determinations, a good deal of material

accumulated in the determination of the values of micrometer-screws and in direct comparisons in

the Lake-Survey office. This work being completed, and being quite extended, was reduced. It

consisted in comparing different spaces on the inch with a common space on a comparator-screw,

the comparator-screw being used to move a slide bearing the inch, under a fixed microscope. This

gave relative values of the tenths of the inch in terms of the whole inch. A similar process applied

to the hundredths of an inch between 0".90 and r°.00 gave the relative value? of these hundredths

in terms of this tenth. As the Lake-Survey determinations were in great number, it was decided

to utilize them by combining them with equal weight with those of Colonel Clarke, and the result-

ing means have been used as the values for the parts of the inch whenever the inch has been used

to determine values of graduations on the 15-feet brass bar, or on any part of the Repsold base-

apparatus.

The following table gives the values of the tenths and of certain hundredths of an inch as

found by Colonel Clarke; those found in the Lake-Survey oflce ; their differences ; and their weighted
means. For the hundredths of an inch, as there were two independent determinations, double

weight was given to the results of the Lake-Survey office.

Values of spaces on the standard inch.

Spaces on stand-
ard inch.
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The probable errors of the Lake-Survey work liave not been cojiiputed. Colonel Clarke's prob-

able errors are small, and may be safely used as small enough in computing the probable error of

the space 0'".80 to 0"'.99, which enters the determination of i? 1876 in terms of Clarke yard A.

Space 0'°.80 to 0'".99 = space 0t".80 to I'n.OO minus space 0i".99 to r°.00

= 0'°.200382 ± 0i".000006o - 0'".009950 ± 0'".0000023

= 0'M90432 ± 0'".0000069

= 4»>».83692 ± 0"™.00018

PIFTEEN-PEET STANDARD BAR.

§ 4. This bar is a brass bar about 15 feet in length, its cross-section being l'".l by 0"*.33. In

each end an agate plate has been inserted in a dovetail, and is held in position by burnishing the

brass down upon it. The outer face of the agate i)late coincides with the end of the bar.

On one broad face and near one end there is stamped "U. S. standard, 15 feet 0.0018 inches at

620 Fah. From yards Nos. 41, 42, 43, 44, 45. Expansion for 1° Fah. 0.0017 of an inch." The
length of this bar is the distance between the middle points of the agate planes, when, the stamped
face being vertical and the inscription right side up, that top edge which is farthest from an observer

reading the inscription is a straight line.

This 15-feet bar appears to have been received by the Lake Survey in 1852 with the Bache-

Wiirdemann base-apparajus.

The agate planes were not put in the ends of the bar till the winter of 1865-'66. They of course

gave a new length to the bar. Nothing is known of the method by which the expansion of the bar

for 1° F., which is stamped on it, was obtained. It is only an approximation to the true value. The
length of the bar stamped on it, of course, is now incorrect.

In reference to the term "U. S. standard," it may be remarked that at one time the United

States Treasury Department adopted the distance at 62° F. between the 27th and 63d inch, on a

brass 82-inch scale, by Troughton and Simms, belonging to the Coast Survey, as a United States

standard yard. Subsequently it was found that this so-called United States standard differed by
about one-thousandth of an inch from the standard yard of England.

By law of 28th July, 1866, Congress, in legalizing the metrical system, adopted in round numbers

the ratios which exist between the English and French standards of length, thus assuming that the

yard, foot, and inch of the United States are the same as those of Great Britain. Hence, whenever

these units are used in this chapter the standards to which they refer are those of Great Britain.

The length of the 15feet brass bar was derived from comparison with the five brass yards L. S,,

Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, placed end to end in a right line, and inclosed in a long narrow box, to prevent

rapid changes of temperature, the 15-feet bar being in the same box beside and within 2 inches of

the yards.

FIVE BKASS YARDS.

§ 5. These yards, used in determining the length of the 15-feet bar, were constructed for the

Lake Survey at the Office of Weights and Measures in Washington, in 1871, under the direction of

Mr. J. E. Hilgard. They are all similar brass bars, and are marked, respectively, L. S., No. 0, 7.

8, 9, 10.

These yards are prisms one inch wide by six-tenths of an inch thick and thirty four and seven-

tenths inches long, having at each end an axial cylinder four-tenths of an inch in d .imeter and six-

tenths of an inch long. In tie ends of these cylinders agates are held by the br.s s, which is bur-

nished down on them. The end surfaces of the agates are ground to a radius of 4 inches, the center

of the sphere being in the axis of the bar. The distance between the middle points of these agate

disks is taken as the length of the yard. These points are by construction in the prolongations of

the axes of the end cylinders.

The values of these yards and their relative expansions have been determined bj' comparisons

with each other and with the Clarke yards A and B at various times and at widely-differing tem-

Ijeratures.
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COMPAEATOES.

§ 6. The comparators used are contact-level comparators, oue by Wtirdemann and one by

Stackpole. In each, a micrometer-screw moves in its own direction, a slide carrying tlie supports

of a le\-el having horizontal trunnions, which turn on the points of two steel screws ; a vertical

arm projecting from the under side of the level is in contact with one end of a sliding piece of steel,

which at its other end abuts against the standard undergoing comparison, and moves parallel to

the micrometer-screw on grooved rollers.

One end of the level is the heavier by an ounce or two, so that by the vertical arm underneath

it the sliding piece is pressed with constant pressure against the end of the standard under com-

parison. Any slight motions of this sliding piece can be read on the level by reading its bubble

;

larger motions up to 1 inch are read by moving the slide which carries the level by lurniug the

micrometer-screw till the bubble is near the middle of the level, and then reading the level, the

micrometer-head, and an inch scale on the slide. The value of one division of the micrometer-head

is approximately 0'".0001, and of the level about 0™.00001 for the Wiirdemanu comparator. One

turn of the ^Viirdemann screw is approximately 0'».02 and of the Stackpole screw approximately

O'-'.Ol.
'

In comparisons of two end-measure yards, the two comparators are mounted on a stout timber,

so that their sliding pieces shall be horizontal with axes in the same straight line, the outer ends

of the sliding pieces being nearly a yard apart. The centers of the ends of the yards are tlien

brought alternately between these sliding pieces, and the micrometer-heads are turned till the

bubble is in the middle; both levels and micrometers are then read. The same being done for the

second yard, the difference of readings gives the difference of length. The Stackpole comparator

is kept as nearly at a constant reading as possible, thus throwing the measurement on the Wiir-

demanu comparator, which has the best level. For comparisons of "IS-feet bars the same process

is used, save that the comparators are then mounted on stable stone posts entirely disconnected

with the floor on which the observer stands.

As in expansion-experiments quantities of nearly 0'°.1 have to be measured, it is necessary to

know the absolute values of one turn of the micrometer-screws and their periodic errors, with

precision. These have been determined for the parts of the screws used, and the resulting values

have been used in reductions.

The absolute values of one turn of the micrometer-screws were determined by mounting the

standard inch on the comparator-slide and observing its successive divisions with a microscope, as

the micrometer-screw, which was read at each observation, moved them through the field.

The Wtirdemann comparator should be used only in the vicinity of or between the scale-

readings, 0™.l and 0'°.2.

At 0*".ll its indications are to be multiplied by 1.004 to reduce them to inches. At this point

the value of one revolution increases with increased reading at the rate of tittot pa-i't of its value

per tui'u. Periodic error between 0'".1 and 0'°.2 scale-reading has a maximum effect on either side

of the mean of O^'.OOOOS or a total range of 0i°.00006.

The periodic error was first determined by Bessel's method by Lieutenant Lockwood, in 1874,

and a later redetermination gave nearly the same value.

The readings of the Stackpole comparator at 0*".47 are to be multiplied by 1.003 to reduce

them to inches.

The value c f one turn diminishes at the rate of^ „ u part of its value per turn as the readings

increase.

The period! error of the screw amounts to 0'".000019 on each side of the mean, or has a total

range of 0">.000038.

This scx'ew is mainly used between the scale-readings 0'".4 and 0™.5.

THERMOMETERS.

§ 7. The thermometers on which the results given herewith depend are the following

:

1st. Standard No. 230, made by Troughton & Simms, 1871.

2d. Casella standards Nos. 21472, 21473, 21474, 21475, 21476.

3d. Four thermometers, marked Ai, Aj, A3, A^, made by Simms, to accompany Clarke yard A.
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ntth. Four thermometers, marked 5i, B2, B3, B^, made by Simms, to accompany Clarke yard B.

Standard 230 has a bulb 0'".88 long and 0'».22 diameter. It is graduated from 20° to 220° F.,

iu degrees, one degree having a length of 0'".067.

In the Casella thermometers, the length of the bulb is 1.0 inch and its external diameter is

0*.".31. The stem is graduated from 21° to 129° F., into half-degrees, and a degTee is 0"'.12 in

leng-th.

In the A- and .B-thermometers, the stem is bent at right angles to the bulb, which is 0'".6 long

and 0''^.2 in diameter. It is graduated to degrees, from 22° F. to 110°, the length of one degree

being 0'°.055.

The Casella thermometers having greater sensibility, and one of them. No. 21472, having been

carefidly studied by Professor H. Ste. Claire Deville, it is taken as the standard. Professor Deville

states that it has no errors of calibration exceeding 0°.!; that at 16° C. (= 60°.8 F.) it differed from

a tested standard of great perfection by but 0^.02 and but 0o.03 at 33° C. (= 91o.4 F.)

No. 230 was compared with a standard at Kew Observatory in January, 1872, and the follow-

ing corrections were found to the scale-readings, the stem being vertical:

Scale-readings, 32= 42° 52° 62° 72° 82° 92° 212°

Corrections, — 0°.0 — 0°.0 — 0°.l — 0°.0 -f 0°.l -f 0°.2 + 0°.3 + 0°.l

In September, 1873, its freezing-point was redetermined; the correction to 32° was then — 0°.1G.

On November 17, 1873, its boiling-point was tested. The correction to 212° was + 0°.07, and on

November 18 the correction to 32° was + 0.02.

December 19, 1873, it was — 0°.06

January 6, 1874, it was — 0°.07

March a, 1875, it was — 0°.24

April 2, 1877, it was — 0°.31

Regnault's methods were carefully followed in all determinations, and numerous determinations

were made at each date. The stem was always vertical.

As this thermometer is sometimes used iu a horizontal position, its error at 32° was deter-

mined in that position at the same time; —0^.08 should be added to the vertical correction at 32°

to give the correction at 32° with stem horizontal.

The following tables give the corrections, determined at the Kew Observatory in January,

1875, for the Ave Casella thermometers, the stems being horizontal and vertical, respectively, and

also the subsequent determinations of the freezing-points made at Detroit:

CASELLA THEEMOMETEES, FAHEENHEIT. (Horizontal.)

Corrections to be applied to scale-readings.

Date.

Kew, January, 1875

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do ......

Do '...

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Detroit, March, 1875

Detroit, December 23, 1875 . -

Detroit, December 30, 1876 .

Scale-
readinge.

30

32

35

40

45

50

55

GO

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

100

32

32

32

21472.

— 0.0

— 0.0

— 0.0

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

— 0.0

— 0.0

— 0.0

— 0.0

— 0.0

— 0.0

— 0.0

— 0.0

0.0

0.0

-I- 0.06

—
. 0. 01

— 0.04

+ 0.

-I- 0.

-I- 0.

-I-
0.

+ 0.

+ 0.

+ 0.

+ 0.

-1- 0.

-f 0.

+ 0.

+ 0.

+ 0.

-I- 0.

+ 0.

+ 0.

+ 0.08

21474.

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

-I- 0.1

-I- 0.1

-I- 0.1

+ 0.1

^0.1
H- 0.1

4-0.1-

-I- 0.1

-I- 0.1

-I- 0.1

-(- 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.14

-I- 0.00

21475.

-I- 0.1

+ 0.1

-I- 0.1

-I- 0.1

-I- 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

-I- 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

-I- 0.1

- 0.0

— 0.0

-I- 0.1

-I- 0.1

+ 0.15

-I- 0.07

21476.

-i-
0.1

-1- 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

-I- 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

-I- 0.1

-I- 0.1

+ 0.1

- 0.0

-I- 0.1

+ 0.1

-I- 0.13

+ 0.08

8 L s^
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CASELLA THERMOMETERS, FAHRENHEIT (Vertical).

Corrections to be applied to scale-readings.

Date.
Scale-

readings.
21472.

Kew, January, 1875

Do
Do

Do ,

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Detroit, March 25, 1875. .

.

Detroit, January 18, 1877 .

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

86

90

95

100

105

110

32

32

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.10

- 0.01

21473.

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.18

21474.

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.18

21475. . 21476.

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.1

+ 0.2

+ 0.20

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ o.a

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.1

+ 0.2

+ 0.2

+ 0.1

+ 0.2

+ 0.16

The following table gives the corrections to be applied to the mean of the four JL-thermometers,

and to the mean of the fonr .B-thermometers, to reduce their mean readings to Ordnance-Survey

standard 3241, a thermometer which has been very thoroughly studied by Lieutenant-Colonel

Clarke, who has given his methods and results in his Comparisons of Standards of Length.

Colonel Clarke states that the A- and i?-thermometers were compared with 3241 with the greatest

care. The table contains, besides Colonel Clarke's results, the results of later freezing-point deter

minations at the Lake-Survey office.

TEOUGHTON & SIMMS A^, A^, A,, At, Bi, B^, B3, B^ (HonizoNTAL).

Corrections to be applied to scale-readings.

Date.

Lieutenant-Colonel Clarke, AprU 15, 1874

Lieutenant-Colonel Clarke, May «£, 1874. .

.

Lieutenant-Colonel Clarke, April, 1874

Do
Do
Do

Do
I Detroit, March, 1875

Detroit, December, 1875

Mean of

-As, Ai.

-0.30

-0.28

-0.22

-0.18

-0.17

-0.22

-0.17

-0.37

-0 40

Mean of
-Bi, &,
Ks, Bi.

-0.28

-0.24

-0.13

-0.11

-0.13

-0.17

-0.13

-0.34

-0. .38

The comparisons which fix the length of the 15-feet brass bar and its expansion depend almost
entirely on tlie five Casella thermometers, and on the A- and i?-thermometers. As the corrections

of the A- and J3-thermometers depend on Ordnance-Survey standard 3241, while those of the five

Casella thermometers depend on a Kew standard, a comparison between the A- and B-thermometers
and the Cas,ella thermometers becomes of interest. The freezing-point determinations, of course,

give the absolute errors of the 32° line. Comparisons were made between the standard 230 and
the A- and ^-thermometers and between 230 and 21472 in January, 1876, at 59o.5 F. This work
gives us an indirect ftompari.son between the A- and jB-thermometers and 21472.
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The results are as follows

:

At 590.5, the stems of the thermometers being horizontal, the mean of the readings of Ai, A2,

A3, Ai, having had Colonel Clarke's corrections, and also the corrections for subsequent change of

freezing-point applied to it, and 21472 having had the Kew correction and also the correction for

subsequent change of freezing-point applied to it, 21472 then read O0.O6 P. greater than the mean of

Ai, A 2, ^3, Ai. Similarly, 21472 corrected reads 0o.02 F. greater than the corrected mean of Bi, B2, B3,

Bi, at 590.5. As the Kew corrections are only given to the nearest tenth of a degree, this agreement,

taken in connection with Professor Sainte Claire Deville's comparisons with another standard which
gave no greater discrepancies, indicates that Casella No. 21472 is very accurately constructed, and
that, so far as a mercurial thermometer is concerned, the probable error of its corrected indications is

but a few hundredths of a degree. (21472 was also compared with the other Casella thermometers

at 59°.5. The greatest discrepancy between the results and the Kew corrections was 0^.04. )*

COMPARISON OP YABDS NUMBERS 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, WITH EACH OTHER.

§ 8. For comparisons of the Lake-Survey yards Nos. 6 to 10 with each other and with Clarke

yards A and B, the cylindrical ends of the brass yards rested in wyes, with a pressure of three or

four ounces, nearly all their weight being carried by supjiorting spiral springs attached at one-

fourth and three-fourths of the length of the yard. The comparators were firmly attached to strong

timbers. The two yards under comparison were inclosed in a box with glass windows in its cover

through which to read thermometers, and with slits with sliding covers through which the sus-

pending wires passed, by whose aid, without opening the box, the yards under comparison were

alternately placed in the wyes, which brought the centers of their ends in line with the axes of the

sliding pieces of the comparators, and gave central contact for the end of the yard and the end of

the sliding piece. The Clarke yards A and B remained in their cases, and were suspended and

handled in the same way, the cases resting against adjustable stops, when exactlj' in the right

position with reference to the comparators. Their cases were slightly inclined sidewise, so that

these yards should slip so as to always take the same position in the case. Nearly all the com-

parisons were made in the cellar of the Lake-Survey ofilce, where the daily range of the air-tem-

perature, caused mainly by the presence of the observers, rarely exceeded 2° or 3° F. Readings

were usually taken at about 9J a. m. and 4 p. m., the room at other times being kept carefully closed

when the temperature of the cellar was below 40° F. The rise of temperature in the box containing

the yards under comparison, from the presence of the observers, during the time (about ten minutes)

required for two or three comparisons, was usually about 0^.3 P., as indicated by the thermometers

under the wrapping of three thicknesses of flannel which incased the brass yards. For higher

temperatures the effect of the presence of the observers was less.

If the temperatures of the brass yards had risen by the same amount as the temperatures of

tjjeir thermometers, namely, 0o.3 F., the lengths of the yards would have increased by 0'".00010.

It is safe to say that they did not increase in length by more than one-half this amount, or

0'".00005, which must have been nearly the same for both; so that there is no probability that,

during the ten or fifteen minutes of comparison of two brass yards, the difference of their lengths

changed by so much as 0'".00002 on an average. As the yards were systematically alternated in

position with reference to the observer, this error was eliminated in the result.

From the insignificant effect that this small rise in temperature would have on the difference

in length of two similar brass bars, all comparisons made on two brass yards are used, until the

thermometer has risen by 0o.3 F. In early comparisons, at low temperatures, as many as five were

obtained, occupying thirty minutes. Of these, only the first two or three have been used, as the

thermometers rose 0o.6 or 0^.7 during the thirty minutes, and the temperatures of the two similar

yards may not have changed equally.

In later work but two comparisons were usually made, each occujiying from six to ten minutes,

at 9:30 a. m. and 3 p. m.

In reducing the comparisons, those at the same period, and, therefore, at about the same tem-

perature, have been combined so as to give a single equation of condition, to which a weight is

assigned equal to the number of days of comparisons. For this purpose, the mean of the observed

• See Note A, Chapter II, § 15.
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differences of length is taken, and the mean of the first readings of the thermometers in each set

of comparisons, as the thermometers after the first reading are slightly affected by the presence of

the observers, while the temperature of the yard has probably not sensibly changed.

The form of an equation of condition for yards Nos. 6 and 7 will be

—

(6-7)(o=(6-7V-(620-<o) (ec-et)

where 6 and 7 are the lengths of the two yards, t° the observed temperature, and e^ and e^ the

'

expansions of 6 and 7 for 1° F.

Or, placing (6— 7)jo=rj=observed difference of lengths;

(6— 7)e2o=J7=difference of lengths at 62°

;

eg— e7^2/=difference of expansions for 1° F.

;

&2°-t°=h ;

the equation of condition takes, for 6—7, the form

—

n—x-\-by=0.

For 6—8, 6—9, &c., x and y would receive one, two, «&c., primes.

The first column of the following table gives the dates of comparisons, the second the number
of sets of comparisons, the third the number of days of comparisons, or the weights, the fourth the

total range in the observed values of w, the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth the equations of con-

dition, and the ninth their residuals. The unit is one-millionth of an inch. The values of h show
how far below 62° F. the mean temperature of each group of comparisons was.

Date.
as

1874—JaD. 14 to Feb. 12

June 18, 19

1875—Dec. 7 to 13

Nov. 29 to Jan. 5, 1876

1876—Aug. 7 to 19

1874-Jan. 19 to Feb. 19

June 23 to 30

1875-KOV.22 to 26

1874—Jan. 22 to Feb. 21

July 1.2

1875—Dec. 14 to 21

1874—Jan. 27 to Feb. 27

July 7 to 15

Jan. 29 to Mar. 2

July 16,17

Feb.4toMar.7

1

10
1
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In the iuterval between the last two comparisons, which show an evident change of length, as

their difference far exceeds any possible error of comparison, the five yards placed end to end had
been compared with the 15-feet brass bar.

During these comparisons the yards had been suspended by spiral springs, which allowed the
end-cylinders of the yards to rest in their guiding-wyes with but a few ounces weight, and so left

them with great ease of motion in the direction of their lengths. The idea at once suggests itself

that, in bringing the ends of the yards in contact, the shock of contact due to the considerable mass
of the yards had been suf&cient to force in one of the agates at the ends of the yard No. 8 where
the fitting had not been firm before, thus shortening the yard. These agates, in constructing the
yards, were simply pressed into a cavity cut for them and the brass at the ends of the cylinders

was burnished down around the agates. On August 2, 1875, I heated the ends of yard No. 8 to

about 150° P., and then holding the yard vertical pressed the lower agate into a piece of soft wood
with a pressure of 20 or 30 pounds. Then the agate and end of the cylinder were rotated under
the same pressure in a hole a little larger than the agate, the upper end of the hole having been
reamed out so as to bear on the brass immediately around the agate and press it against the agate.

Finally, the brass was burnished down upon the agate with a hand-burnisher. Both agates of No.

8 were treated in the same way.

Two days' comparisons, on August 7 and 9, 1875, gave, at 62°, 6 — 8 = + d'".00012, which would
indicate a lengthening of No. 8 by O^'^.OOOGS since July 20, 1875. But in the previous comparisons

the comparing-room was visited three or four times during the day, which makes it uncertain

whether the temperatures of the two yards were precisely the same.

As the burnishing coald hardly have lengthened the yard, it seems possible that the small

apparent change in length subsequent to July 20, 1875, was due simply to temperature errors in the

previous comparisons, and that the length of yard No. 8 was not sensibly affected by the burnishing

process; or, in other words, that its agates are now stable.

The comparisons of the other yards at different dates give no indications of change in lengths.

The following are the results of comparisons of Nos. 6 and 8 at different dates:

1. Nov. 30, 1871. Temp., 55°. 5 F., 1 day's comparisons, 6 - 8 = 0"^. 00000

2. March, 1874. Temp., 39o F., 5 days' comparisons, 6 - 8 = — 0». 00010

3. June, 1874. Temp., 62° P., 2 days' comparisons, 6 - 8 =. - 0'". 00014

4. July 20, 1875. Temp., 64° P., 2 days' comparisons, 6 - 8 = + 0'". 00019

Aug. 2, 1875. Both agates of No. 8 burnished down.

5. Aug. 9, 1875. Temp., 62° P., 2 days' comparisons, 6 - 8 = + 0'°. 00012

6. Aug. 9, 1875. Temp., 63° P., 2 days' comparisons, 6 - 8 = -f 0'°. 00009

7. Dec, 1876. Temp., 41° P., 14 days' comparisons, 6 — 8 = + 0*°. 00011

The comparisons of November 30, 1871, were not made under temperature conditions which

could make precision certain, and their discrepancy with the second comparisons does not make

it sure that yard 8 had changed length in the interval. It certainly changed length largely between

June, 1874, and July, 1875, and may have changed very slightly while being burnished, although

the difference of lengths on July 20, 1875, and August 9, 1875, while larger than the probable is

not larger than the possible errors in the comparisons made on only two days.

COMPAKISON OF BKASS YARD NUMBER 6 WITH CLARKE YARDS A AND B.

§ 9 . Having given the lengths and expansions of the other brass yards relatively to No. 6, it

remains to explain how the absolute length and expansion of No. 6 were obtained from the Clarke

yards A and B.

No. 6 was compared with A and B, and No. 7 with A. The yard A or B remained in its iron

case, and, with its thermometers in their places, was put with the brass yard in the wooden box in

which the brass yards had been compared with each other. The larger part of its weight was

carried by suspending-springs, and its outer iron case rested against stops, adjustable so that the

centers of its end surfaces should be in line with the axes of the sliding pieces or quills of the

comparators. The case was slightly inclined, so that the yatd within, under its own weight, should
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always assume the same position with reference to the case, and so with reference to the compara-

tors. The brass yard was also suspended, resting its end cylinders in their supporting wyes. The

two yards were alternately placed between the comparators, and comparator-readings taken on both

ends.

In the comparisons of Xo. 6 with A and B, at temperatures near or below 40° P., the three

comparisons making a set required about twenty minutes. In this time the thermometer beneath

the flannel wrapping of the brass yard usually rose about 0°.3 F., while those inside the cases of

the yards A and B only rose about Qo.Oo F.

In comparisons near 62° F. the rise in thermometers was about one-half the above amounts.

Hence, as the thermometer-tt'mperatures of Ko. 6 and A or B change very unequally, and as their

expansions are very different, only the first comparisons and the first temperatures, on entering the

coinpariug-room after an absence of several hours, were used in the reductions.

No comparisons were used in which the thermometer in contact with the brass yard and under

three thicknesses of flannel differed by more than 0o.2 F. from the mean of the four thermometers

inside the iron case of the Clarke yard; and as the presence of the observers for the two to four

minutes before the thermometers were read may have slightly affected the thermometer with the

brass yard, while its effect on those with the steel yards was insensible, the thermometers with the

latter yards have been alone used in fixing the temperature of comparisons. No comparisons were

used where the thermometers with the Clarke yards changed by more than 0°.4F. between morning

and afternoon comijarisons (9:30 a. m. and 4 p. m.).

No. 6 and A were compared with each other at three different periods, at temperatures varying

from 370.6 to 620.8.

No. 7 and A were compared at about 33°. As the length and expansion of No. 7, with reference

to No. 6, are known with great precision, the comparisons of 7 with A were reduced to those of 6

with A, giving a fourth group.

Each of these four temperature-groups of comparisons gave an equation of condition of the

form
{6-A)to= {6-AUo- {620-to) (ee-e^)

in which to is the observed temperature, e^ and ee the expansions of No. 6 and .-L for 1° P., and
(6— J.)62°, and (eg— e^), the unknowns, provided the temperatures were correctly measured.

But in some thermometers, which agree with an air-thermometer at 32° and 212° P., and which

have no sensible errors of construction, it is known, in consequence of the dilatations of glass and
mercury depending on both the first and second powers of the temperature, that at other readings

they may differ sensibly from an air-thermometer. An attempt has been made to have one of the

Lake-Survey thermometers compared with an air-thermometer, but as yet no results have been
received.* In the comparisons with each other of the brass yards Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, as their rela-

tive expansions are very small, no sensible error is introduced into their relative lengths by an
error of 0°.! or 0o.2 P. in measuring their common temperature. But in determining the relative

lengths of A and No. 6, an error of 0o.2 P., in determining their common temperature, would intro-

duce an error of 0"'.00002, a quantity larger than the probable error of comparison.

If such a systematic correction should be needed to make the Lake-Survey thermometers agree

with an air-thermometer, it may be taken with sufilcient accuracy between 32° and 62o P., as pro-

portional to the excess of temperature over 32°, and its form will be A {IP— 32o).

The equation of condition from a group of comparisons will then take the form

{6-A)^^{6-A)e^o-l620-[1P+ {to-32o)d]\{es-e,)

which may be written
—n+x—{a—bJ) 2/=0

in which h is the mean difference of lengths of the two yards derived from a group of comparisons
at nearly the same temperatures, of which tP is the juean, x is the unknown difference of length at

620, and y the unknown relative expansion. The weight of each equation is equal to the number
of its comparisons.

See note A, Cliapter II, § 15.
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The following table gives tlie date ofcomparisons, the number of days ofcomparisons, the number
of comparisons, the temperature-range during the comparisons, the equations of condition, and their

residuals, J being neglected. The unit is the millionth of an inch.

Comparisons of No. 6 with A.

Date.

1874—December 24 to January 4, 1875 .

1875—August 20 to 23

October 2 to 6

January 18 to 23 (No. 7 and A).:

s S

11

42° to .37°

63° to 60°

Equations of condition.

-2847-a;+(22.25- 7.75 A) j/=0

+ 405-a;-|-( 0.09-29.91 A) y=(l

9
j

54° to 55° - 538-a4-( 6.65-23.35 A) y=0

10 !
33° to 34° ' -3820-a:+ (28.89- 1.11 A) j/=0

- 4

- 8

+13
- 1

The following table gives similar data for comparisons of No. G and Clarke yard B ;

Comparisons of No. 6 with B.

. Date.
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Were tlic mean of these two values to be adopted, it would require a chauge iu the values for

the expansions of A and £, found by Colonel Clarke, of ylu P^irt.

Adding now the value of (6-A)62° to the length of A at 02° F., gi\'en by Colonel Clarke (§ 2),

there results the length of No. G at 62° P.:

No. 6=35'°.999596±8-0.004408 A

Adding the value of (6-5)62o, above, to the length of B at 62° P., given by Colonel Clarke

(§ 2), there resiilts the length of No. 6 at 62° P.

:

No. 6=35i^999538i 7-0.004385 A

the probable errors having, in both cases, been obtained by neglecting A as insignificant. These

values differ by 0"\000058, a quantity larger than the probable errors of the separate values would

indicate. The mean of the two values must be taken, and the probable error of the mean must be

derived from its differences from the two values.

There results, then, for the length of No. 6 at 62o, from the data at present (April, 1877) avail-

able.

No. G=35'".9995G7±0"'.000020-0.00439C A

the probable error being obtained by supposing /l=0, and being t^oo otts P^rt of the length.

Prom § 2, e^, the expansion of yard A for 1° P. is 0'".00021146. Prom § 9, eo - e^, is 0'°.00014694

(1 — J), and adding, the value

ee = 0'°.0003584 - 0.00014694 A results.

Again, deriving Cc from en -f (ee — en) we have

66 = 0'°.00035534 - 0.00014G17 A

Taking the mean of these two values, derived from yards A and -B, respectively, we have

ec
==0i".0003569 - 0.00014G56 A ± 0'^00000103.

Subtracting from the length of No. G its excesses over Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10 (§ 8), there result the

following lengths of these yards at 62° P.:

No. 7 = 3G'°. 000896 ± 0*>i. 000023 - 0. 004396 A

No. 8 = 35'°. 999478 ± O'-^. 000024 - 0. 004396 A

No. 9 = 35'". 998064 ± O''^. 000023 - 0. 004396 A

No. 10 = 36'°. 001115 ± 0'°. 000024 - 0. 004396 A

Summing these values and deducing the probable error, we have

Yds. (6 + 7 -f 8 -f 9 + 10) = 179'°.999120 ± 0'°.000103 - 0.02198 A

If the relative exijansions, Cs — 67, e^ — Cs, eg — eg, and e^ — do, be subtracted in succession from

the value of ec, derived from the Clarke yards, we should have values for the absolute expansions

of those yards. Summing those values, we have a value for the expansion of the five yards when
Ijlaced in contact, end to end, their axes being in the same right line. That value is

60+7+8+9+10 = 0'".0017807 ± 0'°.0000053 - 0.0007328 A

COMPARISONS OF FIVE LAKE-SURVEY YARDS (NOS. 6 TO 10), PLACED END TO END, WITH 15-FEET

BRASS BAR.

§ 10. In these comparisons the two comparators were mounted on stone posts, about 15 feet

apart, their sliding pieces being in the same right line. The bar and yards, in the comparisons prior

to June, 1875, were placed side by side in a closed wooden box, parallel to each other, and 2 inches

apart. The 15-feet bar rested on rollers 18 inches apart, and was provided with side guide-screws to

limit its side motion and to aid by slight pressure in its alignment. By raising or lowering its

rollers, and by moving its guide-sci'ews, the bar, while remaining free to move, was made straight

;
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its straightness being tested with a silver wire strained by a known weight, the wire being verti-

cally over one of the npper edges of the bar. The side of the 15-feet bar was brought into the

vertical plane of the wire to within O'^.O!, and the top of the bar made parallel to the wire after the

latter was corrected for its computed sag within the same error. The 5 yards placed end to end

were each supported at J and f of their lengths by spiral springs, so adj usted as to carry nearly all

the weight of the yards, leaving only three or four ounces to be supported by the wyes in which

the end cylinders of the yards rested. The spiral springs supporting the end yards were so inclined

that these yards each pressed toward the central yard with a force of about one pound, thus securing

contact between the ends of the yards. The axes of the end cylinders of the yards were brought

into the same right line by adjusting the wyes in which they rested. To bring them into the proper

position, with reference to a vertical plane, a small piece of a semi-cylinder of the same diameter

as the end cylinders of the yards had a point in its axis marked on its diametral plane surface.

This semi-cylinder was placed in the wyes in succession, and each of the latter was moved sidewise

till the point was directly under a stretched fine silver wire, 16 feet long, which vibrated just above

the point.

To bring them into the proper position with reference to a horizontal plane, a level was fastened

to the upper surface of one of the yards which at once gave the means of determining the difference

of height of two wyes a yard apart, and of adjusting them to the proper height by means of their

adjusting- screws.

As where two yards met there were two wyes very near each other, they were adjusted with

reference to each other by a smaller level. Prior to July 1, 1875, the box containing the bar and

yards, parallel to each other and about 2 inches apart, was mounted on two trestles of the base-

apparatus, which gave lateral motion sufficient to bring the 15-feet bar and the yards alternately

between the comparators.

Subsequent to that date the bar and yards were mounted on a T-shaped iron beam about an

inch apart, the whole being inclosed in one of the long boxes of the expansion-apparatus, the

necessary lateral motion for comparisons being obtained by running the car of that apparatus

sidewise.

The first comparisons of 15-feet bar with Lake-Survey yards Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, were made in a

room on the first floor of the Lake-Survey office, on 17 days, between February 26, 1872, and June

24, 1873. The daily temperature-range in this room is large, though less than that of the external

air. As the cross-sections of the yards are 1'° by 0*'i.6, while that of the 15-feet bar is l'".l by

0'°.33, the cross-section of the yards is two-thirds greater than that of the bar.

In changing temperatures that of the yards will always lag behind the temperature of the bar,

so that the temperature-changes should be kept far below those of the ordinary diurnal ones. For

this reason these comparisons were not considered satisfactory. They were given in the Lake-

Survey Eeport for 1874; the difference at 62° F., bar — yards, being found 0'°.00839.

A comparing-room was subsequently established in the cellar of the Lake-Survey office, where.

the daily range in the air-temperature outside the closed box containing the yards and bar was

only 2° or 3° F., this being partly caused by the presence of the observers.
'

Fourteen days' comparisons, between December 10 and December 30, 1873, at a mean tempera-

ture of 420.81 F., gave bar - yards = 0'".00829.

Three days' comparisons, between July 21 and 24, 1874, gave at a mean temperature of 64o.7

F., bar- yards = 0'".00837.

Between June 1, 1874, and July 20, 1875, yard No. 8, as compared with No. 6, appeared to have

shortened by 0'°.00033, there having been two days' comparisons at the first and two at the last of

those dates, the first giving at 61o.2 F., 6 - 8 = - 0*".00013, and the second giving at 63o.9 F., 6 - 8

= 4- 0'°.00020.

In both sets of comparisons the room was visited too frequently (three or four times a day) for

the best work, but it is improbable that either of these values is erroneous by so much as 0'°.00005.

The first value agrees with a value determined by five days' comparisons on March 1, 1874.

It is uncertain at what time the change in length of yard No. 8 occurred. It may have been

before March, 1874, or after June, 1874, and it therefore throws uncertainty on all comparisons of

the 15-feet bar with the five yards prior to August 2, 1875.

9 L S
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On that date strong pressure was applied to the end agates of No. 8, the brass around them

was burnished down, and No. 8 was recompared with No. 6; the resulting diflference (6 — 8)620 = +
0'".000089 has already been given in § 7.

The 15-feet bar and the five yards were again compared on August 12, 13," 14, 1875, at a tem-

perature of 63° F., and on 26 days between February 28, 1876, and April 7, 1876, at temperatures

varying from 34o.7 to 38o.5 F.

From these two sets of comparisons the difference at 62° F. (bar — yards) has been found and

the relative expansion of the bar and the five yards.

Each comparison gave an equation of condition of the form

—

Dgjo +(^-620) e-n=0

in which De2° is the excess of length of bar over that of the five yards in contact in a straight line;

t° is the corrected temperature of the comparison ; e is the excess of expansion of bar over yards for

1° F., and n is the observed difference of length of bar and 5 yards corrected for periodic error of

comparator-screw.

The following are the equations of condition, with dates and residuals

:

Date.
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Adding to tMs the value of excess of expansion of bar over five yards just given, we obtain a
value for the expansion of the 15-feet bar for 1° F. derived from that of the Clarke yards; it is

—

0'».001786 ± 0'".0000056 - 0.0007328 A

The value derived from the direct expansion-experiments given in § 11 is

—

Oi-'.OOITOS ± 0'".0000016

When it is remembered that the first value is affected by the errors of comparisons of seven

different yards, its agreement with the direct value may be considered satisfactory.

Adding to the sum of the lengths of the yards Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, given in § 8, namely,

6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 = 179'".999120 ± 0'».000103 - 0.02198 A, the value—

Beio = + 0'^.008843 =1= 0'°.000040

there results for length of 15-feet brass bar at 62°

—

barga = 180'°.00796 ± 0*°.000111 - 0.02198 A

It has previously been stated that 14 days' comparisons of 15-feet bar with the five yards in

December, 1873, at a mean temperature of 42o.81 gave : bar— yards = 0".00829.

The 24 days' comparisons, beginning February 28, 1876, gave at 36o.2: bar—yards = 0^.00871,

giving, when reduced to the same temperature, a relative increase in length of bar of 0™.00045.

Of this increase, 0".00023 is due to the shortening of brass yard No. 8 between June, 1874, and

August, 1875. See § 8. The rest, 0™.00022, may be accounted for by supposing the shortening of

No. 8 to have partly occurred before June, 1874, by supposing all the yards to have shortened

slightly, or by supposing that the brass 15-feet bar has lengthened. But as it amounts to but g ^ owo
part of the length of the bar, it may possibly be due to errors of comparisons.

In discussing the expansion of the 15-feet brass bar (§ 11), it will be seen that the compari-

sons of the brass bar with the iron bar packed in ice also indicate an increase in length in the

brass bar after it had been heated from 32° to about 100°, which temperature it probably reached,

of about the same amount.

K the modulus of elasticity of cast brass be taken as 6450 kilograms per square millimeter,

and its breaking strength as 12 kilograms, the force needed to stretch it by to ofo o of its length

would be about 4,4 kilograms per square millimeter, or more than one-third of its ultimate strength.

But heating a brass bar from 32° Fahr. to 100° Pahr. stretches it by this amount (yotfoo of its

length), and the question arises whether this heating may not produce a temporary or permanent

change of length; No positive conclusions can be drawn, as the apparent change is so small that

it may possibly be due to errors of comparison, its proportional amount little exceeding that of the

errors in good comparisons of two yards a trait.

EXPANSION OP 15-FEET BKASS BAR POK 1° FAHRENHEIT.

§ 1 1 . A determination of the expansion for 1° F. of the standard 15-feet brass bar was made

in the winter of 1870-'71. Two methods were adopted. In the first the comparators being firmly

fixed in the tops of stone piers, their stability was assumed. On consecutive days the bar was

brought between the comparators, the room and bar on the first day being at the natural tempera-

ture, and on the next the room being heated by a stove, so that its temperature and that of the

bar were from 25° to 45° F. higher. The distance between the middle points of the comparators

being taken as unchanged, the difference of the comparator-readings for hot bar and cold bar,

allowance being made for the expansion of half of each comparator, gave the change of length of

the bar.

Temperatures of the bar were given by six thermometers.

The differences in lengths of the bar, divided by the corresponding differences of temperatures,

gave the expansion for 1° F.
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§ 12. The secoud method wa.s to clamp five yards together, end to end, thus forming a com-

pound l)av about 15 feet long, to surround this compound bar with broken ice, thus making its

temperature and length constant, and then to compare the 15-feet bar with it, both at the natural

temperature of the room and with that temperature raised about 30° F.

The value obtained for the expansion of the 15-feet brass bar by both methods was O'u.OOlT-i.

(See Lake-Survey Eeport for 1871.)

The objection to the first method is that the perfect stability of the piers during changing

temperatures is uncertain, and to both methods that the temperature of a brass bar like the stand-

ard cannot be determined from mercurial thermometers in contact with it with auy such accuracy

as Oo.l F. or 0o.2 F. unless the temperature of the bar and its surroundings has been kept within a

few tenths of a degree of a stationary temperature for several hours. At the high temperatures

this could not be effected with means then at command. When the air-temperature rises through

many degrees to a maximum, the temperature of the bar lags behind that shown by the thermome-

ters, so that the indicated temperature-change is too great, giving too small an expansion. Subse-

quent work on this bar shows that at the high temperatures (70° to 80° F.), when the bar had its

maximum length, its temperature was about 1° below that of the thermometers with it.

Later experience threw doubt on the accuracy of the value, and a few trials in July, 1874, of

a method slightly differing from the first, made it nearly certain that the above value was some-

what too small. This new method was to place tbe 15-feet bar between the comparators, the tem-

perature of the comparing-room being steady at about 64° F., to let it remain at least 16 hours, so

that its thermometers might give its true temperature, then to read the comparators, and imme-

diately to remove it to another room, when, for 4 hours, it was packed in ice. At the end of this

time it was, while still packed in ice, placed between the comparators, which were again read.

This process assumed the stability of the comparators for 4 hours of pretty steady temperature.

Results were obtained on five days for the expansion of the 15-feet bar for 1° P., which varied

from 0*".001781 to 0'".001809, their mean being 0'".0017959.

§ 13. It being then pretty certain that the value found for the expansion of this bar in 1871

was not sufiiciently precise, I decided to attempt the careful redetermination of this important

constant, and to use the method described by Captain A. E. Clarke, Eoyal Engineers, in Compar-
isons of Standards of Length, making such modifications as would adapt it to the inconvenient

cellar iu which we had to work.

The important point in Captain Clarke's method is, that he secures steady temperatures for

each of two bars for several hours by placing them in closed boxes, whose sides are copper tanks,

through wliich water of any desired constant temperature runs.

The method adopted, differing somewhat from Captain Clarke's, was to use a second bar con-

stantly packed in ice, and to compare the 15-feet brass bar at temperatures of 32° and 90° F. with

this second bar.

For the second bar, an iron bar, whose cross-section was l'".l in depth by 0'".33 in thickness,

had milled cylindrical steel pins firmly screwed into its ends ; the outer ends of these cylinders

were planes, very nearly at right angles with the axis of the bar, and at such a distance apart as

to give the two bars the same length at about 91° F.

This iron bar was mounted on ten adjustable rollers, in a semi-cylinder of quarter-inch boiler-

iron, which was 15 feet long and 4 inches in diameter. This semi-cylinder was packed with pounded
ice so that the bar should be entirely covered, one upper edge of the bar being tested after the ice

was in to see that it did not deviate from a right line by more than one-hundredth of an inch.

When the ice was well rounded over the bar, fifty pounds were required. It was replaced when
the weight had diminished by about twelve pounds.

The semi-cylinder was supported at one-fourth and three-fourths of its length. To test its stiff-

ness, five pounds were hung at one end, giving a deflection of but 0'".007. Accordingly it was
assumed that the varjang ice-load produced no injurious flexure of the bar due tp change of form
of the supporting semi-cylinder.

As the points of support for the iron bar were but 19 inches apart, and the greatest ice-load
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on top of the bar between two points of support could scarcely exceed half a pound, the length of

the axis of the bar could not be sensibly changed by variations in this load.

For cold-comparisons, the brass bar was also packed in ice, while resting on its supporting T-
shaped iron bar, which was stiff like the semi-cylinder already described.

For comparfsons of brass bar hot with iron bar in ice, the brass bar was placed in a long,

narrow, closed box, its ends only projecting very slightly from the ends of the box. The box had
a cloth-lined wooden cover, and its sides were formed by two long metal tanks, each 5 inches in

depth by 2'".7 in thickness, the faces next the bar being of copper. In the interior of each tank

was a 2-inch iron pipe running along the bottom of the tank, and then returning along the toj^;

through this pipe the hot water flowed.

The brass bar was supported on adjustable rollers, on-top of a stout T-shaped iron bar, nearly

15 feet long, lying between the tanks.

The two bars in their boxes, parallel to each other and about 3 feet apart, rested on a very

stable, heavy truck, whose smooth lateral motion on iron rails brought, alternately, the centers of

the end of one bar or the other between the comparators, mounted on their stone posts.

The bars were adjustable both horizontally and vertically, so that when once adjusted each

could at once be brought into proper position with reference to the comparators^ by motion of the

truck alone, whose displacement was limited by adjustable stops, and a comparison of the two bars

coidd be made within Ave minutes.

Hot and cold water were run into a large cask at such rates as to give a pretty steady tem-

perature when well stirred ; from this, with a slight head, the water flowed through flexible tubes

into the iron pipes contained in the tanks.

In the first experiments, a^^hough the temperature of the water in the mixing-cask could be

kept at a temperature varying from 99° to 101° F. by properly adjusting the flow into it of hot and

cold water, yet the flow through the pipes in the tanks was not steady, the slit-opening of the stop-

cock being clogged by the impurities in the water. The form of this opening was changed and the

water passed through a cloth strainer. Afterward there was no difficulty in keeping the tempera-

ture of the hot-box at a temperature of about 90° P., without a greater variation for the middle

thermometer than Qo.Q in eight hours.

The thermometer near the end where the water entered and left the tank was usually 0o.2 or

0O.3 greater than at the corresponding place at the other end.

At first some vapor from the wood of the hot-box condensed on the under side of the glass

windows in the cover through which the thermometers beside the brass bar in the hot-box were

read, making the reading uncertain. Chloride of lime was used to absorb this vapor until the

boxes were dry, although it is objectionable on account of danger of rust.

The temperature of the cellar being about 35° F. below that of the hot bar, which was about

90° F.. and the ends of the brass bar being exposed for comparison, the temperature of the ends of

this hot bar was somewhat affected by the cold air outside.

The interior of the hot-box near its ends was stuff'ed with cotton, but a thermometer within 3

inches of the ends of the bar still stood at from 2° to 3° below those at the middle. While these

thermometers doubtless gave a temperature lower than that of the brass they touched, it was not

deemed safe to neglect so large a difference. A stove was brought into the cellar, and during hot-

comparisons the temperature of the room was raised to about 85°. The temperature of the water

as it left the tanks was lowered to 90° F., giving about 89° for the temperature of the bar. After

this, the thermometer near the end of the bar gave a temperature but about 0^.5 lower than that

near the middle.

The thermometers used were the five Casella standards Nos. 21472 to 21476, already described.

They can be read to 0o.02 F,

The mean temperature of the 15-feet bar during hot comparisons was determined as follows

:

The early experiments with thermometers in various positions had shown that thermometers dis-

tributed along the bar agreed within two or three tenths of a degree until they approached within

18 inches of the ends of the bar, when they began to fall, standing at the ends of the bar 2° or 3°

lower. By heating the air in the cellar to 85° this fall was reduced to about 0o.5. After this, if
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the thermometer-readiugs on the bar are plotted as ordinates, the distauces aloug the bar being

abscissas, the curve will be nearly straight to witliin 12 or 15 inches of the ends of the bar. In

the comparisons used the thermometers were placed on each side of the middle of the bar at 22^

and 72 inches from it, and a fifth at 3 inches from one end. Means of the readings of each ther-

mometer were used for each comparison to plot the temperature-curve (whose general form was

already known) for that comparison. The mean ordinate of this curve was taken as the temper-

ature of the bar for this comparison.

The brass 15-feet bar and the iron bar were compared with each other, both being packed in

if,e, on ten days between April 21 and May 1, 1875, as shown in the following table:

Date.

April 21, 1875..

AprU22,1875..

April 23, 1875.

April24, 1875-

April26, 1875.

April 27, 1875.

April 28, 1876.

April 29, 1875.

Apra30,1875.

May 1,1875...

Mean .

.

Iron bar— brass bar,

both in melting ice.

0. 038801

0. 038991

0. 038794

a 038794

0. 038880

0. 038803

0. 038873

0. 038954

0. 038965

0. 038966

0. 038881 ± 0. 000017

The resulting excess of length of the iron bar is 0'°.038881 ± O'-'.OOOOIT at 32°, the probable

error being derived from the discrepancies between the daily results and their mean just given.

After the hot-comparisons had been made the two bars, both packed on ice, were again com-

pared with each other on four days from June 21 to June 25, 1875, as shown in the following table:

Date.
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for their mean of ± C'^.OOOOOS. The resulting expansion of brass bar for 1° P. from each hot-com-
parison is given below under the heading e.

It has previously been stated that the early hot-comparisons were not considered satisfactory
because, at first, the flow of hot water was not steady or the temperature of the air in the cellar

was not near enough to that of the exposed ends of the brass bar. For these reasons no hot-com-
parisons prior to Jane 10, 1875, were used in adopting a final value for the expansion, but the values
resulting from the previous comparisons are given in the following table to show how little effect

those causes of error produced. The table gives the expansion resulting from each comparison of
brass bar, hot, with iron bar in ice.

Date.
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The same method and the same care was used as in the determinations previously made,

column I^B gives the observed excess of length of iron over brass bar:

The

Date.

1876,

May 6

May 9

May 10

May 11

May 13, 12m
May 13, 3 p. m
May 15, 3 p. m
May 15, 4p. m
May 16, 3.30 p. m
May 16, 4p. m
May 16, 8.20 p. m
May 17

May 18

g .

to o

02.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

32.00

S3

n

32.00

65.18

32.00

61.60

61.04

61.06

32.00

32.00

61.22

61.00

61.45

32.00

32.00

I—B.

m.

+0. 034373

-0. 024697

+0. 034298

-0. 018595

-0. 017501

-0. 017499

+0. 034316

-f0. 034282

-0. 017945

-0. 017561

-0. 018541

+0. 034394

+0. 034245

o o
»-l •

S » S!

go."

-0. 000067

-0. 000256

+0. 000008

+0. 000036

-0.000058

-0.000096

+0. 000010

-0.000024

+0. 000065

+0. 000073

+ 0.000250

+0. 000088

-0, 000061

Each observation gives an equation of condition of weight 1. Solving these by least squares,

we have for mean expansion of 15-feet brass bar from 32° to 62° F. for 1° F.

e= O'-.OOlTSe ± 0'°.0000015 - 0.001786 A

This value is identical with that derived from the Clarke yards, through the brass yards, § 9,

except that its probable error is much less.

The discrepancy, amounting to y^, part of the whole value, between this and the value

O'^.OOITOS, obtained for the mean expansion between 32° and 89o.l5, may be accounted for in three

ways:

1st. It may be attributed solely to errors of observation, and the work would still be good, as

the discrepancy is small.

2d. The mean expansion of the 15-feet bar may be greater between 32° and 89° than between

32° and 62°. Working on small specimens, Fizeau has found for the expansion of a unit's length

of brass fori centigrade degrees

—

(1034 X 10-8) t^ (76 X 10-1") t^

the expansion depending on both t and P.

3d. If thermometer 21472 should have a very small systematic position-correction at 62° to

reduce it to an air-thermometer, and one of + 0^.3 at 89°, the two expansions would agree.

The length of the ISfeet brass bar at 62° has already been given. As it was compared with

the brass yards Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, at 62° on three days, as these yards were compared with each

other and the Clarke yards at temperatures between 54P and 63°, and as the Clarke yards were
compared with the Ordnance-Survey standard between 62° and 64°, any slight errors in the values

of the relative or absolute expansions can have little effect on the resulting length of the 15-feet

bar at 62°. But as the Keweenaw, Sandy Creek, and Buffalo bases depend on the length of this

bar packed in melting ice, the question arises how its length at 32° should be derived from the data

already given.

1st. Using the expansions of the Clarke yards given by Colonel Clarke, their lengths at or

near 32° can be derived from their comparisons with the Ordnance-Survey standard at tempera-

tures between 51° and 64° F. The Clarke yards, the brass yards, Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and the 15-feet

brass bar have been intercompared at temperatures between 33° and 44° F.

Hence the length of the 15-feet brass bar at 32° F. can be obtained without using any expan-

sions, except those of the Clarke yards, over a range sufficient to introduce much error.

2d. The length of the 15-feet brass bar at 32° may be derived from the length adopted at 62°

by using the mean expansion from 32° to 89^.15 F. already given, namely, 0'''.001795.
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3d. The length of tlie 15-teet brass bar at 32° F. may be derived from its adopted lengtli at 63°

by using the mean expansion from 32° to 02° P. for 1° already given, namely, 0'".001786.

In view of the probability that the expansion of the brass bar increases with the temperature,

and of the fact that the expansion derived from the Clarke yards agrees with that obtained directly

from expansion-experiments between 32° and 02°, it is deemed advisable to adopt, for the present,

for the length of the 15-feet brass bar at 32° the value obtained by the first method, namely

:

15 feet brass bar at 32° = 179"\95438 ± 0'°.000120 - 0.02198 J

The probable error is derived from the probable error in the length of the bar at 62°, and from the

probable error in the value of the expansion from 32° to 62°, directly determiued. The same value

would result from the adopted length at 62°, namely,

180'".0079C ± 0'".000111 - 0.02198 J

if the mean expansion between 32° and 62°, directly obtained, namely, 0'".001786, were used. If

the mean expansion between 32° and 89°, directly obtained, had been used it would have made the

length of the ISfeet brass bar at 32° cuoVoo l«ss.

The results obtained for the 15-feet brass bar up to May, 1877, may now be given:

Length of 15-feet brass bar at 62° F. — 180'°.00796 ± O'^.OOOlll - 0.02198 J

Length of 15-feet brass bar at 32° F. = 179^.95438 ± 0''^.000120 + 0.03160 A

Mean expansion between 32° and 89° for 1° F. = 0"^.001795 ± O'^.OOOOOl - 0.001795 zl

Mean expansion between 32° and 62° for 1° P. = 0'".001786 ± 0'".0000015 - 0.001786 J

Note A, May, 1880.

§ 15. Since the preceding was written, Oasella thermometer 21472 has been compared, under

the supervision of Professor H. A. Eowland, with two Baudin thermometers, Nos. 6163 and 6165,

belonging to the Johns Hopkins University, of Baltimore. These comparisons were made at the

temperatures 45°, 62°, 75°, and 90° P., and comparisons at all these temperatures, as well as

freezing-point determinations, were made on each of four days, the thermometers being vertical.

Thermometers 6163 and 6165 have been carefully and repeatedly compared, when vertical, with an

air-thermometer. A description of them and of the method of comparing them with an air-ther-

mometer, as well as the final corrections needed to reduce their readings when vertical to a perfect-

gas thermometer, may be found in Professor Eowland's paper on The Mechanical Equivalent of Heat

in the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences for 1879.

The following tables give for each day's determinations the corrections derived through 6163

and 6165 needed to reduce the readings of 21472 to those of a perfect-gas thermometer, and the

means of the results. They are derived from the inclosures in a letter to me from Professor Eow-

land, of March 8, 1880, and from Mr. W. W. Jacques, of January 30, 1880. In the reduction, as

6163 is the best thermometer, double weight has been attributed to the results derived from it in

obtaining the mean corrections.

CASELLA THERMOMETEK 21472 FAHRENHEIT. (Vektical.)

Table 1.

—

Corrections to scale-readings to reduce to a perfect-gas thermometer, as derived from Baudin
6163, vertical
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Table li.

—

Corrections to scaIe-rea<Ui>g.s to reduce to a 2>erJ'cct-{)<(.s thermometer, as derhedfrom Baudin

6165, vertical.

Niiv l
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The mean horizontal-correctious are given in the third line. Between November 4-11, 1879,

and March 16-18, 1880, the freezing-point correction of 21472, vertical, had increased by —0o.03.

Adding this quantity to each of the total vertical-corrections given in Table 3, the results are the

absolute corrections on March 16-18, 1880, to 21472, vertical. The differences at each temperature

between these quantities and the means in the above table are the changes in the absolute correc-

tions when the thermometer is changed from a vertical to a horizontal position. Those changes or

differences are given in the last line of Table 4.

There is another method of determining the change of reading of 21472, when it is changed

from a vertical to a horizontal position, which is more direct and which avoids the errors of com-

parisons. This is to read the thermometer when vertical, and then, rajiidly making it horizontal,

to read it again before the slow temperature-change can have produced any appreciable effect.

This method was used by Professor Rowland and also at the Lake-Survey ofiQee. Professor Row-
land inserted the bulb of 21472 in a bottle, the stem projecting through the cork, and then read the

thermometer many times while the bottle was rapidly changed from an upright to a horizontal or

inverted position at temperatures of 72°, 90°, 96°, 97°, and 100° F. In reduction he assumed
that the differences were proportional to the length of the column of mercury. At the Lake-Survey

office the thermometer was immersed in water in a large tank with glass sides, the temperatures of

the room being kept within 5° of the temperatures of the water. Keeping the bulb in the same
place, the thermometer was read many times alternately in a vertical and a horizontal position, the

intervals between readings being only one or two minutes. The results agreed well. Their means
and those obtained by Professor Rowland are given in the following table

:

Table 5.

—

Horizontal minus vertical readings of Casella 21472 at different temperatures.
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'•Uo, and of Troughtou & Simms 230 at 90°, by reading them several times at tbe Lake-Survey
office wliilo in a large tank of water, whose tem]ieratnre was kept very nearly stationary and at

the temperature of the surrounding air, first when vertical and immediately after when horizontal,

the interval of time being only a minute or two, the bulb remaining in the same place. The assump-

tion that the differences Avere proportional to the length of the column of mercury above the bulb

satisfied these observations well, and with tliat assumption the differences in the following table

have been computed, those for 21472 being derived alone from Professor Eowland's determinations,

in which 21472 was alternately vertical with bulb up and vertical with bulb down.

Table 7.

—

f)[f-crcnces heticcen readings of certain tliermometers as they are horizontal or vertical.

[Horizontal reading always greater. ]
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between the extreme ones not exceeding 6 inches. The following tables give the mean readings of

these thermometers, the readings near 32° F. being freezing-point determinations

:

Table 8.

—

Mean readings in water.

[Tlierniometers vertical.]

Date.
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Table 11.

—

h-correctiotis to scale-readings of Baudin 6131, vertical, to reduce to a perfect.gas ther-

mometer.

Thermomotor readings.
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and are — O0.O6 at 62° F. aud — 0o.()9 at 90° F. Hence at these temperatures the corrected tem-

peratures used iu § 14 need a further correction of — O0.O6 and — 0o.05, respectively, to reduce to

a perfect- gas thermometer.

The thermometers J.,, Aj, A3, A4, belonging to the Clarke yard A, were compared with 21-1:72,

horizontal, in January and May, 1879, two sets of comparisons being made, whose greatest dis-

crepancy in means was 0o.02. Colonel Clarke's comparisons of these thermometers with the Ord-

nance-Survey standard, given in § 7, show the relation of the mean of the i?'s to the mean of the

A's. The means of the comparisons of the A's with 21472, first corrected for error of freezing-point

and then corrected by the 6-quantities needed to reduce 21472, horizontal, to a perfect-gas ther-

mometer, given iu Table 12, give the following as the ^-corrections needed to reduce the mean of

the A's with stems horizontal to a perfect-gas thermometer. In a third column are given the &-cor-

rections derived from Colonel Clarke's work for these thermometers by subtracting the freezing-

point correction from the correction at each temperature. In a fourth and lifth column the same
quantities are given for the mean of the U-thermometers.

Table 14.

—

b-corrections to scale-readings of ^'yard^'' thermometers, horizontal, to reduce to aperfect-

gas thermometer.

Temp.
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The following tables give the a-correctioiis for dift'ereut lUites :

Table 15.

—

(t-correvtioiis to scale-readings of then)io)iu'tcrs, liorizoniaJ.
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§ 19. The deterniiiiatious of the expansious of the 15-feet bra.s,s bar, given iu § il, dopeud on

the Kew corrections to the Casella thermometers, giveu iu § 7. As the corrections needed to reduce

the readings of these thermometers when horizontal, as in the expansion worli, to the readings of a

perfect gas thermometer differ from the Kew corrections, a modification of those values of the

expansions of the lo-feet bar for 1° F. results. Two sets of determinations of expansions were

made, the first from temperatures at 32° F. and near 62° F. ; the second at 32° F. and near 89° F.

In the first set the higher mean temperature after the Kew corrections were applied was 610.79 F.,

giving a temperatiire-range of 290.79. In the second the higher mean temperature after the Kew
corrections were applied was 89o.l5, giving a range of 57o.l5 F. As previously stated, the mean
of the five Casella thermometers at 62° after the Kew corrections have been applied needs a further

correction to reduce it to the reading of a perfect-gas thermometer of —O0.O6, while at 90° it needs

a correction of —Oo.Oo. The mean expansion between 32° and 62°, given in § 14, namely, 0'".001786,

needs then a correction of + 2Q 70 ~ "'"lor 1^'^'^''' ^^^^'^ makes it 0'".001790. The mean expansion

between 32° and 89° F., given as 0'".001795 in § li, needs a correction of +'Kfjn= +iT3'> P^^^'

which makes it 0"'.001797. It has been stated in § 10 that the expansion of the 15-feet brass bar,

derived from the comparisons by which its length was deduced from the Clarke yards A and B
and from the expansions obtained for those yards by Colonel Clarke, was 0'".001786 for 1° F. From
the direct expansion determinations between 32° F. and 62° F., after the temperatures have been

corrected to agree with those of a perfect gas thermometer, the resulting value of the mean expan-

sion is, as has just been seen, 0'°.001790. It is very difficult to assign relative weights to these two
values, which indeed differ but slightly; hence their mean will be taken, giving 0'".001788 for mean
expansion of 15-feet brass bar between 32° F. and 62° F. for 1° F.

This change in the adopted value of the mean expansion changes the difference of lengths of

the brass bar at 32° and 62° F., given in § 14, increasing it by O'li.OOOOe, and the lengths to be

adopted for the 15-feet bar at 32° and 62° must conform to this new difference. The length at 62°

is least affected by expansion errors, since inter-comparisons of Ordnance-Survey standard yard Y55,

the Clarke yards, the brass yards, and the 15-feet bar have been made in the vicinity of 62°, so

that if those comparisons alone were used, little error would arise from the errors in the different

relative expansions. Besides, when the length and expansion of one bar are derived from those of

another by comparisons, and subsequent direct work gives another expansion, the resulting change

in the expansion does not change the difference of length of the bars at the mean temperature of

comparisons. In determining the length of the 15-feet bar from yard A there were many pairs of

bars to be compared. The mean of the mean temperatures did not differ widely from 50°. If the

mean temperature of all these comparisons had been 50°, about one-third of the change would

belong to the length at 62° and two-thirds to that at 32°. For these reasons, one-third of the

change 0"'.00006, or + 0"'.00002, will be attributed to the length of the 15-feet bar at 62° given in

§ 11, and two-thirds, or — 0'^00004, to its length at 32°. There result then, finally, retaining the

probable errors unchanged

—

15-FEET BKASS BAR AT 62° F. = 180"'.00798 ± 0>".00011

15-FEET BRASS BAR AT 32° F. = n9^\Q543i ± 0*°.00012

Mean expansion between 32° and 62° F. for 1° = 0'".001788 ± 0'".0000015

Mean expansion between 32° and 89° F. for 1°= 0'".001797 ± 0i^0000016

The Minnesota Point, Keweenaw, and Fond du Lac Bases and the connecting triaugulatiou

have already been computed with the lengths of the 15-feet brass bar at 32° and 62° F., given in

§ 14. As the changes in the length of the 15-feet bar at 32° F. and 62° F. amount to only ttooTot
and Toooo^o part, respectively, quantities that are very small in comparison with the probable

errors'in these bases arising from other sources, a recomputation of the work is unnecessary. For

the Buffalo and Sandy Creek Bases the new values will be used.

Fizeau (Comptes Eendus LXVIII, p. 1125) gives for length of a brass bar at t° C,

l,=l, (1+1781 X 10-"^+ 98 X lO-i'-f

)

11 L S
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where /„ in its leuRth at 0° C. This expression gives for mean expansion of 15-feet brass bar for

1° F., between 3-2o and 62° F., 0'".0017y7, and between 32° and 89° F., 0'".001812. The change in

the mean expansion of brass as the temperature increases, found from our comparisons, is then

somewhat less than that found by Fizeau. If the rate of expansion of the bar varies with the tem-

perature, the length of tlie bar wouUl be best expressed in the form

(1) i,=i{i+at+rin

and this should have been the form given to the equations of condition derived from the compari-

sons before solving them by the method of least squares. But^s the two sets of expansion deter-

minations have already been solved by least squares, and as the dependence of the rate of expan-

sion on the temperature, if real, is very slight, the re-solution of the e<iuations of condition would not

give results of sufficiently increased value to justify the work. Since the value of l„ in (1) and the

length of tlie bar at 62° F. are known, while its length at 89° F. can be computed from the mean

expansion from 32° F. to 89° F., if these values be substituted with their probable errors in (1),

(*— 32) being substituted for t, two equations will result, from which the values of a and ,3, with their

probable errors, can be obtained. The resulting values are

a= (9878±20.2)10-'

/5=(1852±4:51)10-'^

and (1) may be now written, 15-feet brass bar at t° F.

=179'".95434 S1+ [(9878±20.2) (i-32) + (1.852±0.45)(i-32)^] 10-''(

=179"'.95434 + (0'".0017776±0*».0000036) (i-32) -|- (0"'.00000066CGrt 0">.0000000812) (;f— 32)^

Note B.—May, 1880.

§ 20. In § 9 it is stated that no direct comparisons had been made at the time it was written

between the Clarke yards ^ and B, either by Colonel Clarke or at the Lake-Survey office; but

between May 24 and June 7, 1879, thirty sets of comparisons were made in the Lake-Survey office

on thirteen different days. The comparisons were made as usual with the Wiirdemann and Stack-

pole contact-level comparators. From one to three comparisons were made at each visit to the

comparing-room, and the mean of the determinations of the set or visit was taken as a single

result. Of the thirty such results obtained, none were used in which the mean temperatures of the

two yards as indicated by the four thermometers which accompany each yard differed by more

than Qo.l F. This rejected two results. Of the thirty results, there were eight in which the differ-

ence of temperature exceeded O0.O8 F., but the mean of the eight results was identical with the mean
of the other twenty-two, or of the twenty-eight which were used. The mean temperature of A
minus the mean temperature of B for the twenty-eight results used was -|- 0o.03. As the thermom-
eters can only be read to Qo.l, this qriantity does not establish any difference of temperature, and
in reduction it has been assumed that the yards were of the same temperature. The adjustment
of the yards and comparators was changed four times, a nearly equal number of results being

obtained after each adjustment. The following table gives in the successive columns the dates of

comparisons, the corrected mean temperatures of yard A, the corrected mean temperatures of yard
B, the differences, A—B,m inches of the Wiirdemann comparator, and the residuals. Wiirdemann
inches are reduced to English inches by multiplying by 1.004.
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Comparisons of Clarice yards A and B.

Date.

1879,

May24.

May26
June 3

June 4

June 5

June 6

June 6

June 7

June 9

June 9

June 10

June 10

June 11

June 11

June 12

June 12

June 16

June 16

June 17

June 18

June 18

July 2

July 2

July 3

July 3

July 5

July 6

July 7

Means - .

.

Corrected mean tem-
perature.

Yard A.

o Y,

50.82

51.15

53.11

52.80

53.61

53.79

54.01

53.26

52.00

53.53

54.14

54.62

55.23

55.75

56.34

56.64

57.36

57.64

56.14

55.03

55.11

60.93

61.23

61.81

62.13

62.15

62.43

62.63

6.27

Yard B.

°r.

50.81

51.08

53.04

52.99

53.64

53.69

53.96

53.26

51.95

53.56

54.09

54.56

55.22

55.85

56.30

56.64

57.36

57.64

56.04

55.05

55.05

60.84

61.24

61.79

62.03

62.11

62.39

62.61

56.24

J.—I?,Wurde-
manu inches.

+0. 00019

0. 00016

0. 00020

0. 00011

0. 00013'

0. 00018

0. 00020

0. 00018

0. 00022

0. 0002O

0. 00016

0. 00018

0. O0017

0.00019

0. 00017

0. 00019

0. 00018

0. 00016

0. 00019

0. 00017

0. 00020

0. 00018

0. 0O018

0. 00017

0. 00022

0. 00022

0. 00020

+0. 00022

+0.000183

Eesiduala,
Wiirdemaun

inches.

-0. 00001

+0. 00002

-0. 00002

+0. 00007

+0. O00O5

0. 00000

-0. 00002

0. 00000

-0. 00004

-0. 00002

+ 0.00002

0. ooooo

+0. 00001

-0. 00001

+0. 00001

-0. 00001

0. ooooo

+0. 00002

-0. 00001

+0. 00001

-0. 00002

0. ooooo

0. ooooo

+0. 00001

-0. 00004

-0. 00004

-0. 00002

-0. 00004

At 560.25 F.,

A-B= + 0.000183 ± 0.000003 Wiirdemann inches

= -H 0.000184 ± 0.000003 English inches.

The relative expansion of A and B is very small and has been neglected in computing ilie

probable error. If it had been considered, the probable error would have been slightly less. The
mean temperature of all the comparisons used is 56°.25, and at this temi^erature

Yard A - yard 5= 0i".000lS4 ± 0*^.000003

Using the lengths and expansions determined by Colonel Clarke and given in § 2, there results

Yard A - Yard 5=0*".000197 at 560.25 E.

The agreement is very satisfactory, so close indeed as to make any change in Colonel Clarke's value

in consequence of the new comparisons unnecessary.
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CHAPTER III.

KEWEENAW BASE.

LOCATION—MARKINGS—MEASUREMENT.

§ 1. Keweenaw Base is approximately parallel to the west shore of Keweenaw Bay, Lake

Superior, its north end being about 100 feet from the shore and its south end about 4,000 feet from

it. The length of the base is 28,992 feet approximately, or 5J miles. Its height above the bay

varies from 25 to 80 feet, being 08 feet at North Base and 70 feet at South Base, the slope of the

ground being gentle, so that the inclination of the base-tubes reached 4° in but a single case. The

latitude and longitude of its north end are respectively 46° 57' and 88° 27'. Nearly the whole

length of the base is through a forest, and the surface soil is decomposed sandstone mixed with

A'egetable matter.

§ 3. The following markings of the base have been made:

At South Base the end-point of the base is a cross on a piece of brass leaded into the toi> of a

stone post 6 feet long, the top of the post being level with the ground. On the prolongation of

the base southward, precisely one yard from the end of the base, is a cross on a piece of brass, set

in the top of a stone post 2J feet long, the top of this post being 6 feet under ground. At right

angles to the end of the base, and about 100 feet east of it, a 6-foot stone post rises 1 foot above the

ground. There is a similar post about 100 feet west of the end of the base, its top being broken off.

At the end of the ninety-fourth tube (1,410 feet) from south end of base, and on the base line,

there is a cross on brass in the top of a stone post 2J feet long, the top of the post being 18 inches

under ground.

At the middle of the base (end of nine hundred and fifty-second tube) there is a cross on brass

in the top of a stone post, the top of the post being 2 feet under ground.

The north end of the base is marked by the intersection of two lines on the end of a copper

bolt 10 inches long leaded into the solid sandstone rock, which is about 4 feet below the surface of

the ground. Further details are given in the Description of Stations, Chapter XIV, A.

§ 3. This base was originally measured in 1867, but as General W. F. Raynolds, at that time

in charge of the Lake Survey, had little confidence in the precision of the work, on account of the

muddy condition of the ground during the measurement, giving instability to the jueasuring tubes,

it was decided to remeasure it. This was done in the summer and fdl of 1873 by Assistant Engineer
E. S. Wheeler, aided by Assistant Engineers C. F. Burton and C. Pratt.

Although the ground was tolerably firm during the second measurement, greater stability for

the trestles was obtained by making them rest on stout wooden stakes driven to the surface of the

ground. Prior to the second measurement, the base-line had been converted into a rarely used
road, and in places grass had sprung up. As stakes were used the partial soil was not removed.

The base-apparatus used is a compensating one by Wtirdemann, a copy of that of the Coast
Survey, and is described in the Lake-Survey Report for 1808, the original being described in the

Coast-Survey Report for 1854. The measuring part consists of tubes 1 and 2, each about 15 feet long.

In previous bases of the Lake Survey, the measurement had been made without tents over the

tubes. In this. Assistant Engineer Wheeler was directed to make the measurement under movable
tents, so as to avoid, at least in part, tlie large daily fluctuations in the length of the base-tubes

arising from unequnl temperatures of the compensating bars.
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§ 4. Comparisons of the tubes witli the standard bar were made from July 16 to August 12,

1873; measurements from August 13 to September 7, 1873; comparisons from September 8 to Sep-

tember 11, 1873; measurements from September 12 to September 25, 1873; comparisons from Sep-

tember 26 to October 5, 1873 ; remeasurements from October 6 to October 8, 1873 ; comparisons

from October 9 to October 15, 1873.

The first distance of ninety-four tubes was measured four times at the beginning of the meas-

urement, and three times after the base had been finished, to ascertain the error in measurement.

The greatest number of tubes measured in one day was one hundred and thirty on September 5,

in 8^ 43™, giving a speed of 224 feet per hour. Measuring was done on thirty-two days, averaging

seventy-eight tubes per. day.

DESCRIPTION OF APPABATUS—COMPAEISONS WITH STANDAUD BAH.

§ 5. A measuring tube of the Bache-Wiirdemann base-apparatus consists essentially of two
parallel bars of brass and iron, each 168 inches long, rigidly connected at the rear ends by an iron

cross-bar, the front ends being free to move longitudinally with reference to each ot her. The brass

bar, r".10 in height and 0".37 thick, is directly below the iron bar and 0'°.3 distant from it. The
iron bar is 1*'».40 in height and 0'".27 in thickness. Both are Inclosed in a tin case. To the front

end of the brass bar a vertical compensating lever is hinged, having on its rear side a knife-edge

which is pressed by a spring against a steel plate on the front end of the iron bar, while, higher

lip, another kuife-edge on the front face of the lever has constantly pressed against it a sliding rod,

whose forward end, armed with an agate plane, projects from the front end of the tin case and
forms one measuring end of the tube. The object of this lever is to make the distance between the

end-points of the tubes during changing temperatures constant so long as the two bars have the

same temperature. At the rear end of the tube a vertical arc for measuring inclinations is fixed

to the lower bar, and is read by a vernier with a level on its arm, called the sector-level, the hori-

zontal axis of the vernier being perpendicular to the plane of the bars. The vernier arm carries a

small cylindrical surface, the axis of which coincides when in adjustment with that of the vernier

at the instant the bubble of a small contact-level moved by the arm bearing the cylindrical surface

plays. A rod with parallel motion passing near the axis of the cylindrical surface abuts against

this surface, while its rear end projects out of the rear end of the tube and is covered with an agate

knife-edge, which forms the rear measuring end of the tube.

§ 6. In measurement, the base-line was divided into sections 500 feet long, by stakes carefully

placed by a theodolite in the vertical plane passing through the ends of the base-line. Two tubes

were used. The end-points of each tube are small agates carried by sliding rods. The forward

agate was brought into the vertical plane of the base-line by means of the tri-rectangular motion

with which the trestles supporting the tubes are provided, the plane being given by a theodolite

set up over one of the section-stakes, and directed toward the next, the tube being intermediate.

The rear agate of this tube was then brought, by means of a slow-motion screw, into contact with

the front agate of the rear tube till the bubble of the contact-level could be read. Then the con-

tact-level, the sector-level, the sector-arc, and the thermometers inside of the tube were read. The

rear tube, with its tent, was then carried forward in front of the other tube, jjlaced in line, and the

work continued. When, as at night, it became necessary to stop work, a theodolite Avas set up

about 10 feet from the front end of the forward tube and approximately in a vertical plane through

the end of its agate, at right angles to the base-line. By means of this theodolite, and the one

used for alignment, a mark was made directly under the agate on the head of a copper tack in a

stout peg, the top of which was driven below the surface of the ground. The stability of this mark

during the cessation of work was checked by other similar marks placed in a line perpendicular to

the base-line. The record was kept in duplicate by two recorders, and all readings except those

of the contact-level were in duplicate.

§ 7. In an apparatus like the Bache-Wiirdemann, composed of many different parts, and liable

to change length at each of the places of contact, frequent comparisons with a standard are neces-

sary. The standard used was the 15-feet brass bar of the Lake Survey. To determine what the

lengths of the tubes were during the measurement, the comparisons were made under circumstances

as nearly the same as those of measurement as was possible. The temperature of the standard 15-
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feci bar was tixeil by being packed in broken ice, which was constantly renewed. The compari-

sons were under tents, and were continued from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m., so as to include the same diurnal

iiuctuations of temperature as took place during measurement.

The method of comparison was as follows : Two contact-level comparators, reading to one

hundred-thousandth of an inch, one made by Wiirdemann and one by Stackpole, were mounted on

heavy stone piers a little more than 15 feet apart. The masonry supports of these piers rested on

rock, and the piers were boxed nearly to their tops to protect them from unequal changes of tem-

perature. A tube resting on its trestles was placed between the comparators, the standard bar

was placed on the tube and carefully aligned, and then, by motions of the trestles, one or the other

was brought between the comparators, the Stackpole being kept at S, fixed reading and the Wiirde-

mann comparator being read. The stone piers proved to be very steady. In reducing, the ther-

mometers were corrected for their errors and then their curves plotted. The readings on the

standard bar and tubes were plotted as ordinates with times for abscissas.

On inspecting the curves of comparisons of tubes with bar in ice when the temperature was

above 05© Y., slight depressions are seen in the tube-curve, arising from the cooling effect of the

bar during the five or ten minutes it Avas on the -tube. In extreme cases, these depressions amount

to 0"'.00040. As the bar in ice was placed on the tube but once in two hours, the effect is elimi-

nated by neglecting these depressions in the curves. The differences between the tube- and bar-

curves give the corresponding differences of length, and hence the length of the tube from the

computed length of the bar at the observed temperature. The values of the comparator-screws

have been carefully determined.

EFFECT OF TBMPBEATXIRE-CHANGE ON APPARATUS.

§ 8. In a compensated base-apparatus, like the Bache-Wiirdemann belonging to the Lake-Sur-

vey, the length of a tube may change from a change in temperature in two ways

:

1. Its length may change from the unequal expansion of the brass and iron bars when their

changing temperatures are constantly equal to each other, this change of length arising from incor-

rect i^roportious in the compensating lever. This change in length from imperfect compensation is

called exi)ansion. It can be reduced to almost zero, and has been made very small in the Lake-

Survey apparatus.

2. In changing temperatures the bars may not gain or lose heat alike, and the length of the

tube may change from the difference in their temperatures. This is the serious difficulty in any

apparatus composed of two bars, whether in the form of a compensating apparatus, like the Colby

and the Bache-Wiirdemann, or in the form of a metallic thermometer like the apparatus of Borda,

of Bessel, and of Eepsold. The problem of keeping the two bars at the same temperature is not

well solved in the compensating apparatus of the Lake Survey, and any such apparatus has the

great disadvantage of giving exaggerated changes of length for any difference in temperature

between the two bars. Thus a compensated arrangement of brass and iron bars, whose expansions

for 1° are b and i, will change length for a difference of 1° in temperature of its two bars, by

, ^jT ij or by about three times the change of length of the iron bar for 1° of temperature.

§ 9. Some results from comparisons will be of interest as showing the amount of such changes

in the Lake-Survey base-apparatus.

On August 5, 1873, during comparisons of tube 1 in full sunshine, the temperature of the interior

of the tube rose from 60° P. at 6 a. m. to 98° F. at 5 p. m. The tube reached its maximum length

at 9 a. m. and then decreased so as to be O'^.OOITO shorter at 10 p. m. The day was one of excessive

range in temperature. Such change of length approaches zero when the rate of temperature-change
during the day becomes very small. At the Buffalo base, in 1875, the mean length of this tube for

the eleven days of comparisons was, at 1 p. m., 0'".0()230 greater than at 8 a. m., the comparisons
being under tents. The variation for tube 2 was less. But as a part of this change might be due
to expansion of tube from imperfect compensation, while the two bars have equal but varying tem-
peratures, that question has been re-examined. Two attempts had been made in the office at the
determinations of the expansions of the tubes, and the comparisons at the base-lines also gave data

;
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but the quantity to be measured is so small, and is so masked by larger errors, that its detcrniina-

tion is difficult. A combination of the various values gave for both tubes an expansion less than
0"'.00001 for 1° P., a quantity less than the probable error of determination. Hence, in the com-

putation of the base, the expansions for both tubes have been taken as zero. As the mean tempera-

tures of the tubes during comparisons and during measurement of the Keweenaw Base did not

differ by more than 1° P., the uncertainty in the precise values of the exj)ansion does not affect

their lengths by more than Oi'^.OOOOl, a quantity which may be neglected.

§ lO. The fact that the tubes change length during the day being known, and it also being

known that their proper expansion (both b irs having the same temperatures) is very small, it follows

that the change in length given above must be due to difference of temperature of the two bars.

When tube 1, on August 5, 1873, changed length during the day by O'^OOdTO, taking one-third of

this quantity as giving the change of the length ofthe iron bar relatively to the brass bar, we find

that the temperatures of the iron bar relatively to the brass bar must have changed by about lo.3

F. during the day, and that on an average comparison-day at the Buffalo Base the relative tempera-

ture of the iron and brass bars must have varied by 0o.7 F.

§11. The variations in length of tubes 1 and 2 during comparisons under tents are well shown
graphically by the curves in Plate XXVII, in which the abscissas give the hours of the day and

the ordinates the corresponding excess of the length of the tube above that of the 15-feet brass bar

in melting ice. The curves for tubes 1 and 2 are each the means of daily comparison-curves for

twenty-three daj'^s of comparisons at the Sandy Creek and Buffalo Bases. From these curves it

will be seen, that, for an average day during comparisons at those bases, tube 1 changed length

between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. by 0'°.00216 and tube 2 by 0*^00154, these changes being due almost

entirely to difference of temperatures of the brass and iron bars in each tube.

In a preliminary computation of the Keweenaw Base in 1874, the lengths adopted for the tubes

during measurement were derived from comparisons of the tubes with the bar in melting ice, the

tubes being under a tent as in measurements, and the comparisons being repeated at short inter-

vals during the working-day. The differences of lengths of bar and tube were plotted for each

day as ordinates, the hours of the day being the abscissas, so that for each day of comparison a

curve resembling those already given was obtained. The mean ordinate for the day was computed,

giving the tube's mean length for that day. The mean of such mean lengths for the periods of

comparisons gave the length of the tube in terms of the bar in ice, which was used in computation.

If the mean daily temperature-curve during comparisons had precisely the same form and
dimensions as during measurement, thus giving the same mean curve for the daily changes of

length of tube during comparisons and measurement, no error would be introduced into the resulting

length of the whole base, although these mean values would not give the same length in remeasure.

ment for a part of the base, for which the temperature-curves on the two days of measurement

differed considerably. In fact, the mean temperature-range between 8 a. m. and 12 m. on the days

of comparison was 6o.l F., while on the days of measurement it was 13o.2 F., a difference too great

not to need a correction if any method can be found for making it.

§ 12. The numerous comparisons of the base-tubes with the 15-feet brass bar in ice at Sandy
Creek and Buffalo Bases added largely to our knowledge of the conduct of the tubes during rapidly

changing temperatures, and showed what had previously been noticed, that the mean daily length

of a tube depended on the temperature-range during the morning. After some trials it was found

that if tlie mean daily differences of length of tube and bar in ice were plotted as ordinates, the

temperature-changes from 8 a. m. to 12 ra. being the abscissas, the resulting curve was nearly a

straight line for the Keweenaw, Sandy Creek, and Buffalo Bases, and that for each base the incli-

nation of the line was nearly the same. That is, if we represent by I the difference of lengths of

15-feet bar in ice and tube, when its iron and brass bars have the same temperature; by x the

change in the mean difference between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m., due to a change of temperature of 1° F,

between 8 a. m. and 12 m.; by a the change of temperature from 8 a. m. to 12 m. on any day when
the mean difference of length between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. of bar in ice and tube is ^; we shall have

I is constant so long as no permanent change in the length of the tube takes place.
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Ais ahrady stated, the expausioiis of the tube, both bars being alwa.ws at like teiiiperatures, is

so small aud uncertain as to be neglected. If it had a definite value it would also be necessary to

tix a temperature for the normal length.

Tlie above equation expresses in effect that the mean length of a tube between 8 a. m. aud .j

p. m. on any day is equal to its normal length pins the temperature-change from 8 to 12 a. m. mul-

ti])lied by a constant. This equation is entirely empirical, and its constants might be somewhat
changed by using other hours than 8 and 12 for determining the temperature-range. Each day of

comparisons continued from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. of a tube under tent, with the bar in ice, on Kewee-

naw, Sandy Creek, or Buffalo Bases, gives an equation of condition of the above form. The value

of .V will l)e the sajue in all. The value of I will be the same so long as there is no evidence of a

l)ermanent change in its \'alue. Such change occurs between the measurement of different bases,

and sometimes during the measurement of the same base.

§ 13. This liability to change in length is a serious evil in the Bache-Wlirdemann apparatus.

There are in it thirteen joints or points of contact, at any one of which change in contact by wear

or by change of adjustment may change the length of the tube. As, in consequence of jars and

expansions, the screws on which these joints depend frequently get loose, changes in length are

unavoidable, and they are large enpugh to seriously diminish the accuracy of the work, unless

much time is spent in comparisons, which would otherwise be unnecessary. In any base-apparatus

it is very much to be desired that the points which fix the length of the apparatus should be rigidly

connected with each other; or, if there are joints, that these should be very few in number and
practically unchangeable. In one of the tubes of the Lake- Survey base-apparatus the length of

the tul»e can be changed 0.003 inch by simply tightening or loosening the screw which forms the

axis of rotation of the compensating lever; the tightening twisting the original jjlane of rotation.

§ 14. From the comparisons at Keweenaw, Sandy (Jreek, and Buffalo Bases, twenty-eight
equations of condition of the form

l-\-ax ^ d

a single value of I fisrfor each tube have been obtained. These equations contain for tube 1

Keweenaw Base, and three values for each of the other bases, x being the same for all; while for

tube 2 a single value for I was used for each base, x being the same for all.

For the Keweenaw Base there was no evidence of change of length of tube 1 during measure-

ment. Tube 2 changed length, but the comparisons of September 30 and October 1, 1873, were
not included in the least-square work, as the temperature-range was small. On the Sandy Creek
and Buffalo Bases, while there was no evidence of change in length of tube 2 during the measure-

ment of the base, there was evidence that tube 1 on both bases changed length between the com-
liarisons at beginning and middle of measurement, and between the middle and end comparisons,

necessitating the assumption of different lengths at each of the three periods of comparison at each
base.

The following table gives the dates of comparisons, the weights, the equations of condition,

and the residuals. The coefficient of x in the equations is the temperature-increase from 8 to 12

a. m. on each day, and the absolute terms are the mean excess of length of tube over that of bar in

ice between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. of each comparison-day.

Tube 1.

KEWEENAW BASE.

Date.
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Tube 1.—Continued.

SANDY CREEK BASE.

Date.

August 13, 1874 ....

August 14, 1874 ....

August 15, 1874

August 17, 1874 ....

August 19, 1874 ....

September 15, 1874 .

September 16, 1874 .

September 17, 1874 .

October 17, 1874....

October 19, 1874-..

.

October 22, 1874 . . .

.

October 23,1874....

Maximum
temperature.

74.9

83.0

77.1

85.6

76.5

85.0

63.1

60.0

61.4

43.4

53.3

60.3

Weight. Equations.

l2+ 4.

li+lO.

12+14.

(2+13.

i2-fl0.

!3+12.

h+ 2.

is+e.

it+n.

h+ 1.

Z4+15.

i4+22.

4!C—0.

6a;-0.

a;— 0.

ix—O.

9a;-0.

7 a;—0.

3a;-0.

3a;-0.

7 a;— 0.

4 a;—0.

Ox—0.

9 a;—0.

01904=0

02064=0

02068=0

02159=0

02059=0

01984=0

01799=0

01839=0

01931=0

01769=0

01912=0

01990=0

+ 0.00061

—0. 00014

+0. 00028

—0. 00071

—0. 00005

—0. 00034

+ 0.00010

+ 0.00024

—0. 00045

—0. 00023

+0. 00018

+0. 00049

BUFFALO BASE.

August 31, 1875
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§ 1 5. Solving for each tube, by least squares, the twenty-eight equations of condition resulting

from twenty-eight days' comparisons, the following values of I and x are found:

Keweenaw Base,

Sandy Creek Base,

Buffalo Base,

Tube 1.

?i= 0'°.01701 ± 0"\0001L\ August i - October 2, 1873.

/^=0'^01905 ± 0"'.000I5. August 13-19, 1874.

?3= 0"'.01777 zt 0'".00016. September 15 - 17, 1874.

U= 0'^01727 ± 0"\00017. October 17 - 23, 1874.

I,= 0'^02726 ± 0^.00017. August 31 - September 3', 1875.

^6= 0'^02682 ±0'°.00021. September 22-23, 1875.

O7= 0^^02591 ±0i".0001G. October 11-14, 1875.

For tube 1, x= 0i".000136± 0i°.000009.

Tube 2.

Keweenaw Base, l\= 0'".043135 ± 0'".00014. July 17 - 23, 1873.

Sandy Creek Base, I'i= 0"\04406 dL 0»'.00011. August 13 - October 23, 1874.

Buffalo Base, ^'3= 0">.04.598 ± 0">.00012. August 28 -October 14, 1875.

For tube 2,oc= ni».000097 ± 0'".000008.

Tlie diagrams in Plates XXVIII and XXIX show how closely these values of I and x represent

the results of comparisons for each tube and each base. Abscissas are the changes in temperature

of tube between 8 and 12 a. m. on a comparison-day, and the ordinates of the points inclosed by a

circle with a date are the excesses of the mean tube-length on that comparison-day over that of the

15-feet bar in melting ice. Where tube 1 changed length during measurement, these ordinates have

been corrected so as to free them from the effect of that change and to make them give only the

temperature effect. The straight line is i>lotted from the first values for each base of the tube's

normal length and from the values of x just given. The distances of the points from the right line

are due to the errors of observation and theory, and for the apparatus in question must be consid-

ered as reasonably small.

LENGTHS OP TUBES FOR ANY DAT—LENGTHS USED IN COMPUTATION.

§ 16. The method of determining the value of a tube's length to be used in the computation

of any day's measurement can now be explained.

The value of the excess I of the normal length of tube 1 over bar in ice for Keweenaw Base,

already given, namely, 0'".01701, was used for the whole base. For each full day of measurement
(from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.) the temperature-change a, from 8 a. m. to 12 m., was taken from the ther-

mometer-readings inside the tube, and this, with the proper value of x previously given, enabled

us to compute I + ax, the excess of the mean length of the tube for that day over the bar in ice.

The mean length multiplied by the number of times that tube was used during the day gave the

length measured by it.

When measurements were made on any day during a fraction of the period from 8 a. m. to

5 p. m. the mean length of the tube during the fraction of a day would usually differ from the mean
length for the whole day, and hence the computed value, I + ax, would need a correction to give

the mean length of the tube while being used. To obtain this correction, the mean curve of § 11,

gi\'ing the average daily variations of the tube's length at Sandy Creek and Buffalo Bases, was
used. The difference between the mean ordinate of this curve for the whole day and for the fraction

of the day during which measurements were made, was applied to the computed value I + ax as a

correction, and the" result was used to obtain the mean length for the fraction of a day.

The same method was followed in computing the mean length of tube 2 for each day or fraction

of a day of measurement. But the normal length of this tube changed permanently during the
measurement. On September 11, 1873, one end of the tube fell. It was caught by hands so that

the blow on a man's shoulders below it was not very severe; hence it sustained no violent jar. It
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was at once taken to caini) and recompared. The not very satisfactory comparisons indicated iio

change of length since those before the measurement of the base was begun. But comparisons
after the measurement of the base, on September 30 and October 1, 1873, sliowed that the tube then

had changed length. It must then be assumed that this change took place between September 11

and September 30, 1873. For the portion of the base measured prior to September 11, the value of

I'l is adopted for tube 2, which results from the least square reductions of the comparisons for the

three bases, which includes for this tube and this base the comparisons of July 17, 18, 21, 22, and
23,1873. The value has already been given as i'i= 0'".043 135. The comparisons of September 30

and October 1, 1873, of tube 2 with 15-feet bar in ice, give the equations of condition

September 30, 1873, I + 4.2 x - 0'".04031= Weight= 1

October 1, 1873, I + 4.0 x — 0*^04030= W^eight= 1

Using the value of x previously given for this tube, these equations give another value for V^

to be used in the remeasurements subsequent to October 1. That value is i= 0'".03985. For the

interval between September 11 and September 30, the mean of the two values, namely, 0*°.04150, is

used, the change in the length of tube 2 being supposed proportional to the number of tubes meas-

ured. Collecting these values we have for lengths of tubes to be used in computation of the portion

of the base measured on any day.

Tube 1 for whole base and for remeasurements
= 15-feet bar in melting ice + 0*°.01701 ± 0'i.00012 + ax.

Tube 2 from 1st to 1028th tube

= 15-feet bar in melting ice + 0'".04314 ± 0'".00014 + ax.

Tube 2 from 1029th tube to 1933d tube

= 15-feet bar in melting ice + 0'".04150 + ax.

Tube 2 for remeasurements after measurement of base

= 15-feet bar in melting ice + 0i".03985
-f ax.

OOMPUTATION OP LENGTH OF BASE.

§ 1 7. In computing the length of the base the mean length of each tube was found, as already

explained, for each day of measurement, in the form

:

Tube's mean length for the day= 15-feet bar in melting ice-f J+ ax.

When the measurement was only during a fraction of a day the quantity ax was corrected, as

has been explained in § 16. Multiplying the obtained length by the number of times the tube was

used during the day, we have the sum of the lengths of the tube^for one day, and in the same way

for all days of measurement. These quantities are summed. In closing on the permanent marks

on the base line, several small distances less than a tube's length were carefully measured with

a scale, and their sum is added to the above length.

§ 18. There are also several instrumental corrections to be applied to this value:

1. Correction for inclination of tube to horizontal plane.

2. Correction for reading of contact-level.

3. Correction for error in sector-level adjustment.

4. Correction for error in cylindrical surface.

The first of these corrections needs no explanation. The second arises from the fact that the

tube is at its definite length when the bubble is at the middle of the contact-level, and changes by

very minute known quantities when the bubble is not exactly in the middle. The third error

arises from the fact that the sector-level is not stable in adjustment. When found in error in

adjustment, the error is assumed to be proportional to the number of tubes measured since the last

adjustment. It gives a correction to the grade-angle and to the tube-length, both of which are

always small. The fourth error arises from a slight defect in the cylindrical surface, by which the

tube was slightly shorter at 0° inclination than at other inclinations. The sum of these corrections

applied to the sum of the lengths of tubes gives the length of base, as shown by the measurement.

§ 19. A portion of the Keweenaw Base equal to ninety-four tube-lengths (about 1,410 ieet)

was reiheasured seven times, in order to form an idea of the accuracy of the measurement. The
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seventh remeasurcment is not included, as it is almost certain from the notes that an error of either

1° or 2'2 was iiKide at one point in reading the inclination of the tube. The mean of the other six

measm-ements is taken for the length of this part of the base.

The following table gives the number of the measure, its date, the maximum and minimum
tube-temperature during the measurement, and the excess of the separate measures over their mean

:

F^

S
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In taking for tube 2 the constant probable error ± 0*".00017 multiplied by the number of tubes,

the resulting probable error is theoretically overestimated, since it assumes that the actual errors

for all tubes have the same sign. But this is jiartly compensated for by the greater probable error

of the few final comparisons.

§ 93. Alignment was obtained after finding that the mark at the middle base was very nearly

on the line through the marks at the ends of the base by setting up a theodolite at the middle of

one of the halves of the base very nearly on the line, then reading by several repetitions the angle

(very nearly 180°) between the ends of this half and computing the distance the stake must be

moved to bring it on the line. Each of these smaller parts was then bisected in the same way, and
the process continued till stakes had been set on the line 500 feet apart. By this method it is im.

probable that any of those lines could have deviated from the base-line by more than one minute

as the instrument used read to 10 seconds, and the probable deviation is much less. As an error

of one minute would only introduce an error into that part of the base of 20 00^00 0; ^nd as the prob-

able error is much less, it is insignificant in comparison with other errors and may be neglected .

or, what is the same thing, these stakes 500 feet apart may be assumed to be precisely on the line.

§ 34. To place a tube on the line the baseline transit-instrument, with a more powerful tele-

scope than that of the theodolite, was set up on one of the stakes and pointed at the preceding

and the front end of the tube placed in the vertical plane of the telescope. When the front tube

got within 150 or 200 feet of the transit the latter was moved to the next 500-feet stake. The dis-

tances from transit to tube varied then from 200 tcx 700 feet. The length of the base gives fifty-

seven of these 500-feet intervals, and so many times will the distance of the tubes from the transit

vary from 700 to 200 feet. The maximum error that could be committed in putting the agate at the

end of the tube on the line at the distance of 700 feet may be taken as 0'".3, and at the distance of

200 feet as 0™.05. From the ordinary law of error, when the maximum errors in fifty-seven obser-

vations are respectively 0'°.3 and 0''^.05, we have the probable errors of one such observation re-

spectively 0™.085 and 0'°.014. These values give for the probable deviation from the base-line of a

tube at 700 feet from the transit _
0.085 a/2

180 sin 1"'

and at the distance of 200 feet _
0.014 V2

=138''

:=23''
180 sin 1"

In order to estimate the sum of the corrections to the length of the base arising from these

deviations, suppose the whole number of tubes which make up the base divided into ten classes of

193.3 tubes each, the first class including the 193.3 tubes which have the smallest probable devi-

ation, the tenth class including the 193.3 tubes having the largest probable deviation. Assume 23"

as the probable deviation for all tubes of the first class (which is somewhat too small) and 138"

(which is somewhat too large) as the probable deviation of all tubes of the tenth class, and the

deviations of the intermediate classes of 193.3 tubes to increase for each class by

138"-23"^^^,3
y

Assuming the ordinary law of error and considering the first class of 193.3 tubes, we can compute

the number of tubes of this class included in each of its ten sections^ The first section of the first

class is to include the number of tubes for which it is probable the deviation will be less than

23" X 0.4; the second will include the number of tubes for which the deviation should be between

23" X 0.4 and 23" x 0.8 ; the third will give the number of tubes whose deviations lie between 23" x 0.8

and 23" x 1.2, and so on, the interval for each remaining section being 0.4, so that the last will in-

clude the tubes whose deviations lie between 23" x 3.6 and 23" x 4.0. Assuming that the mean of

the extreme deviations in each section may be taken as the deviation for all tubes in that section,

the number of tubes in the section multiplied by the length of a tube multiplied by 2 sin^ ^ a

(where a is the mean probable deviation for this section) will be, when taken with a negative sign,

the correction to the length of the base due to the deviations in this section. Doing the same for
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each section iu this class and summing the results, we have the correction to the length of the base

arising from the probable deviation of the 193.3 tubes in this first class. Doing the same for the

second class of 193.3 tubes, for which the probable error is 35".8, and for the other 8 classes, and

summing all results, we have — 0"'.069 as the correction to the measured base arising from angular

deviation of the tubes from the vertical surface through the base-line.

The probable error iu this correction is so small in comparison with other probable errors that

it may be neglected.

§ 25, The inclination of the tubes to the horizon is read to seconds by means of the sector.

As the errors in reading would only give exceedingly small corrections, whose signs would on the

whole be as often positive as negative, thus being eliminated in the result, they may be neglected.

The sector, however, is liable, to get out of adjustment; and this adjustment was therefore exam-

ined and the correction determined every few days during the remeasurement, eighteen times in all

for each tube. The maximuiii correction found was 115". The error in the adopted value for any

inclination will therefore be made up of two parts: first, the error in the determination of the cor-

rection; secondly, the error in the assumption that between two such determinations the correction

changed uniformly.

The correction was determined by bringing the two agates at the ends of a tube into the same
horizontal plane by means of a leveling instrument close at hand and then reading the sector. Re-

peated trials gave a range to the values of the correction of less than 20", and as several deter-

minations were made each time the correction was determined, if 5" be taken as the probable

error of the correction it is certainly large enough.

If the mean value of the correction as derived from its consecutive determinations were used,

the resulting correction to the base would be nearly the same as if the correction was supposed to

change uniformly. Taking 5" as the probable error of the correction for any tube of a step, the

error in the horizontal projection of this tube would be 0'".000151 if its inclination be taken at 2°.

This value, 2°, is more than double the average inclination, and is large enough to give a correction

to the horizontal projection greater than the average value. There were thirty-six determinations

of the correction, hence we may consider the line as divided into steps whose average length was
fifty-three tubes.

If the inclination of all the tubes in one of these steps had had the same sign, the corrections

to the horizontal projection of these tube-lengths arising from the actual error in determining the

index-error would have had the same sign. Assuming this, and in order to overestimate rather

than underestimate its effect on the length of the base, assuming that a tube whose inclination is

2o will give the average correction, there results for the sum of the errors in the horizontal projec-

tions of the fifty-three tubes in this step 53 (0'°.000151)=0'".008. If the inclinations of all the tubes

in each step had the same sign, since the errors in determining the index-error are independent in

different steps, there would result for sum of errors in horizontal lirojections of tubes for whole

base of thirty-six steps, 0'".008 v'36^0"'.048. But instead of the inclinations of the tubes all having
the same sign, the two ends of the base differed iu elevation by but 2 feet, so that the sum of the

ascents was practically equal to that of the descents. Since the error in the horizontal projection

of a tube changes sign when the inclination changes sign, it follows that in fact the positive and
negative values of the correction nearly cancel each other when summed, and give a sum that is

insignificant and may be neglected in comparison with the 0'".01 obtained above, when all inclina-

tions in a set were supposed to have the same sign.

Error also exists in the assumption that between two determinations of index-error of the sector

its change was proportional to the time. There is no way of knowing precisely the amount of error

in this assumption, but as the correction was sometimes constant for several days, once for ten days
and as the maximum change between any two determinations was 115", its effect will certainly

tainly be overestimated if a probable error of 10" be attributed to the inclination of any tube from
this cause. The actual error iu the horizontal projections of tubes is not, as in the preceding
case, constant for all the tubes in a set. The sum of errors in projection woidd therefore be less

than (-5-) times the 0'".048 there estimated, all tube-inclinations in a set being supposed of the

same sign. But since there are approximately as many positive as negative inclinations, and hence
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as mauy positive as negative corrections, the sum of the corrections to the projections of the tubes

will for the Mhole base be a quantity so small in comparison with ( -e- j 0'°.048 that it may be

neglected.

It is then concluded that no error needing consideration arises from errors in the adopted incli-

nations of tubes.

§ 36. When at any time, from the approach of night or from bad weather, the measurement
was suspended, the terminal point of the measurement was marked by a cut iu the head of a cop-

per tack driven into the head of a stake, this head being below the surface of the ground as

described in § 6.

In thus referring the end of the tube to the ground with a good theodolite, experience shows
that an error greater than 0'".03 is impossible. A similar error may arise in placing the rear end
of the rear tube over the mark on the copper tack when the measurement is resumed. Assistant

Engineer E. S. Wheeler is of opinion that the greatest error did not exceed 0'".02. There were
forty-four references of tube to ground or from ground to tube ; and assuming the ordinary law of

error to hold, and that the maximum error in such references was 0'".03, we have for the probable

error in one reference ± 0'".009, and the probable error in the length of the base arising from this

cause ±0'".06.

§ 27. There is an error entering into every measurement of one tube-lenglh, arising from the

pressure of contact between consecutive tubes. This pressure, when reduced to the lowest araoiint

consistent with certainly overcoming the friction of the sliding rod, was still four ounces. Now,
supposing a standing tube to be in the right position, when the next lube is brought into contact

with it, the pressure between the two forces back the rear or standing tube by a certain amount,

and, of course, the front tube is moved back in contact by the same amount. When the rear tube

is taken away, the front tube is relieved from the pressure of contact and uioves to the rear by the

same amount, 'and is then the standing tube, but is at a distance in rear of the position it would have
had if the contact-pressure had been zero, equal to twice the disturbance produced by the contact-

pressure. The amount of this disturbance will vary with the precision with which the movable

parts of the trestles fit each other, and with the height to which the tube is raised by the vertical

motion of the trestles. From nearly a hundred determinations of the amount of displacement,

made by Assistant Engineer E. S. Wheeler and Assistant Engineer Burton in 1872 and 1873, the

following mean values have been obtained for disturbance by pressure of contact, that pressure

being about four ounces, the trestle being either run up to its full height or run clear down

:

Trestle »p, 0"'.00034 ; trestle down, 0*°.00013.

During the remeasurement of the Keweenaw Base the trestles were kept as low as possible,

the average being estimated at one-fifth their total range, and hence giving 0*".0()017 as the average

displacement. Doubling and multiplying by 1932 the number of tubes less one, there results a

correction to the length of the base of — 0'°.657. Taking into consideration the varying conditions,

as cleanness of the movable parts of the trestles, firmness of ground -support, and the difHculty of

measuring with precision movements so small as 0™.00017, its probable error may easily be 0^^.00003

or 0'°.00004. Taking the latter, we have for the total probable error, 2 x 1932 x 0"'.00004= ± 0"M55

;

and for the correction to the measurement of the base, — 0'°.657 ± 0"M55.

§ S8. It has already been stated that the length of tube 2 changed between September 11,

1873, and September 30, the value of h' changing from 0'°.043135 to O'-'.OSgSS. In the computation

of the length of this part of the base it has been assumed that the rate of change with reference to'

the number of tubes measured was constant. The maximum error resulting from this assumption

would occur if the change had been instantaneous and had happened on September 11 or on Sep-

tember 30. Its amount then would be 490x0'°.001642=0'".804. The change probably occurred

from the gradual loosening of some of the screws of the apparatus, but in view of the uncertainty

that the change was uniformly distributed over the whole period, and of the fact that the probable

error of tube 2 from the 1029th tube to the 1933d tube has been taken in § 22 at the same value as

prior to tube 1029 (a value undoubtedly too small, though data do not exist for its determination),

it is thought that the probable error from these causes may reach one-fourth of 0'°.804, and 0'".201

is accordingly taken.
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§ 29. The probable errors in the length of the base resulting from the various causes are then

as follows :

From probable errors hi lengths of tubes ($ 22) -|;0™.232

From probable error in Inclinations {§ 25) J^O'^.OOO

From probable error in reference to and from the ground (§ 26) -j-0"'.O59

From probable error in contact disiilacement (J 27) -|-0'".155

From probable error in change of length of tube 2(5 28) -|-0'".201

Taking the square root of the sum of the sCjuare of these quantities, we have for the probable

error in the length of the base ±0'".349 (error in length of 15-feet standard bar not included).

§ 30. In § 19 the probable error in one measurement of ninety-four tubes deduced from the

discrepancies of six measurements is given as 0'".03. These discrepancies arise from errors in

adopted lengths of tubes due either to temperature or to permanent changes in length, from errors

in inclination, in alignment, and in references to the ground. They would give for the probable

/J933
error in the length of the whole base due to these causes i 0'".03^ ~q3~=^ ^ 0"°.136. This does not

include the errors in the value of I nor in the estimate of contact displacement, but if these were

added the probable error in the length of the base would be less than that derived above.

§ 31. The mean height above sea level of Keweenaw Base is 662 ± 1 feet, giving a correction

to reduce to sea level of — 11*°.022 rt 0'".017. In §§ 24 and 27 the estimated corrections to length of

base for errors in alignment and for contact displacement are given as — O'^-OliO and — 0'".657,

respectively. Applying these corrections to the value given in § 20, namely, 1933 (15-feet bar at

32° F.) + 61''^.429, Keweenaw Base reduced to sea level= 1933 (15-feet bar in melting ice) + 49"'.68

± 0'°.349.

§ 32. Taking for the length of the 15-feet bar in melting ice the value given in Chapter II,

§ 14, namely, 1 79'".95438 ± 0'°.00012, we have for the length of the

Keweenaw Base keduced to sea levbl=347901'".50±0'".419.

§ 33. As a check on the parts of the base into which it was divided near its middle, the angles

of two triangles having a common vertex, and the parts of the base for opposite sides, were read,

excepting those at the middle of the base. Computing the north half of the base from the whole

base, the computed length was l'^3 less than the measured length, while the computed south half

was 1"'.3 greater than the measured length. As the angles of this small triangulation were not
well measured, the agreement is as good as was to be expected.

An approximate reduction of the 1867 measurement of the Keweenaw Base in Note-book S. 288,

gives 347,904.154 American inches for the length of the base not reduced to the sea-level. The
corresponding value derived from the remeasurement as follows from the data given above is

347,912.52 British inches.

Of this correction to the older value, namely, -f 8.37 inches, + 12.18 inches arises from the change
in value for length of the 15-feet brass bar at 62°. It was formerly not very accurately known in

terms of the uncertain American yard (which has now properly been dropped) as 180.00166 Ameri-
can mches at 62°. (See Lake-Survey Eeport, 1868.) It is now accurately known in terms of the
British standard yard of the Ordnance Survey, its length at 62° being given in Chapter II, § 11, as
180.00796 British inches.

The rest of the correction to the older result, namely, — 3.81 inches, arises from differences in
the two measurements, and in the methods of reduction.
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CHAPTER IV.

MIlSnsrBSOTA POINT BASE.

LOCATION—MARKINGS—MEASUREMENTB.

§ 1. Minnesota Point base-line is on a sand-spit which separates the western end of Lake
Superior from Superior Bay. This spit is narrow, its greatest width not exceeding 700 feet, and
its highest points, which are sand-hills, are not more than 15 feet above the lake. The length of

the base-line is, approximately, 19,871 feet. The north end of the base is in latitude 46° 45' and in

longitude 92° 05'.

The ends of the base are marked by crosses on brass plugs inserted in heavy stones, whose tops

are 2 feet below the surface of the ground. Near each end of the base three stones similar to the

marking-stone, and 15 feet from it, were set, one in the prolongation of the base-line, and one on
either side at right angles to the baseline, in order to check any disturbance of the principal stones.

The dimensions of the stones are 3" by 1" by 1". The ground is 2 feet above the lake at North
Base and 3^ feet at South Base.

The base was measured under the direction of Captain (afterward General) Gr. G. Meade, with

wooden rods, as a secondary base, in 1861. It was measured in 1870 as a primary base by General

G. B. Comstock, aided by Lieutenant J. H. Weeden and Assistant Engineer E. S. Wheeler, with

the Bache-Wiirdemann base-apparatus of the Lake-Survey.

§ 2. Oomjiarisons of the measuring-tubes with the 15-feet standard bar extended from July 22

to August 9 before the measurement of the base, and from August 31 to September 2, 1870, after

the measurement of the base. The measurement was made between August 13 and August 31,

1870. The number of tubes measured was 1 ,325, each being approximately 15 feet in length.

The gTeatest sijeed of measurement was on August 27, 1870, when 200 tubes were measured in

gh xa™, giving a speed of 366 feet per hour. This great speed was only possible from the fact that

the soil was of clean sand, on which the trestles that support the tubes could be rapidly placed,

and were immediately stable.

METHOD OP MEASUREMENT—DETERMINATION OF TUBE-LENGTHS.

§ 3. A description of the method of using the Bache-Wiirdemann base-apparatus has been

given in Chapter III. Accordingly, it will only be necessary here to refer to points in which its

use at the Minnesota Point Base differed from that at the Keweenaw Base.

1. In the measurement of the Minnesota Point Base the feet of the trestles rested usually on

the soil (sand) without the intervention of supporting stakes.

2. The tubes in measurement had no tent over them to protect them from the sun.

3. The pegs over which the theodolite was set to give alignment to the tubes were about 1,000

feet apart.

The experience gained on this and the Fond du Lac Base led to modifications of methods for

the Keweenaw Base.

§ 4. The comparisons of the tubes with the standard 15-feet bar, to determine the lengths which

they actually had during the days of measurement, were made in a house at Superior City. The

methods were similar to those used at the Keweenaw Base, described in Chapter III, save that the

standard bar was in air instead of being packed in ice, and had its temperature determined by

mercurial thermometers lying in its box. As there were wide fluctuations of temperature in the

room used for comparisons, it could not be assumed that the bar and the thermometers, whose masses

differed widely, would have very nearly the same temperatures, except at the time of maximum or

minimum temperature of the bar, which time would be indicated by its length becoming a maximum
13 L s
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or ininimnm. Since, no comparisons at minima-temperatures were made, the comparisons used in

deteniiiniiig tlie lengths of tbe tubes were those in the immediate vicinity of maxima-temperatures.

§ 5. In Chapter III the method has been explained of determining for each day of measure-

ment the quantity, l+ai; by which the mean length of a tube for that day exceeds the length of

the 15-feet brass bar packed in melting ice. In l+a.r, I is the excess of the tube's length, both of

its component bars having the same temperature over the length of the 15-feet bar in i(;e, and

varies for e.ach base, while x is the change in the length of a tube arising from difference of tem-

peraWe of its bars, caused by a change of temperature of 1° F., between 8 a. m. and 12 m., and

is a constant for each tube, derived from comparisons, and a is the temperature change from 8 to

12 a. in. on the day of measurement.

For tube 1, x=0'".000136i0"'.000009. For tube 2, .t=O'".000097±O-.000O08. (See Chapter III,

§ I"'-)

The temperature for the value I was not defined for the Keweenaw Base, as the length of a

tube at its measurement was practically constant for all temperatures so long as its component bars

were of equal temperatures. But early in July, 1872, prior to the measurement of the Fond du

Lac and Keweenaw Bases, and subsequent to the measurement of the Minnesota Point Base, the

compensating lever of tube 1 was changed so as to diminish the expansion of this tube by O.'"00020

lor 1° F. Tube 2 remained unchanged.

In Chapter III, § 9, it is stated that the expansions of both tubes (the bars in each bein§ at the

same temperature) are now very nearly zero ; hence at the measurement of the Minnesota Point

Base the expansion of tube 1 was 0'".00020 for 1° F. The amount of this change in coefficient was

com]inted from careful measurements of the changes in the knife-edges of the compensating-lever.

Uence, in speaking of the length of tube 1 for the Minnesota Point Base, it is necessary to define

its temperature. Its length when both bars are at 62° F. will be called its normal length.

§ 6. In reducing the comparisons at Minnesota Point of the 15-feet brass bar with the tubes,

the comparator-readings on each were plotted as ordinates, the times being abscissas. The portions

of ordinates intercepted between the curves for a tube and for the 15-feet brass bar near the time

of niaxiiiuim bar-length gave differences of length between bar and tube at known temperatures.

Using the expansion 0'".00020 for 1° F. for tube 1, 0'".00()00 for tube 2, and 0"\001786* for the brass

bar (§ 11, Chapter II,) since the reductions were from near 62° to 32°, the computed values (tube

at 620 F.)— (15-feet bar at 32° F.) were obtained. These values are given in the following table:

3£a.nma- Comparisons at Minnesota Point Base.

Diite.
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length after measurement from those of September 2, 1870. This tube has frequently chansod
length during the measurement of bases, the cause undoubtedly being the loosening of the numerous
screws which combine its parts. The comparisons of tube 2 indicate no change in length during

measurement, and hence the mean of their results is taken to determine the normal length of this

tube during the whole measurement.
The mean results of the maxima-comparisons are, then, as follows :

From comparisons of August 4 and August 9, 1870, before measurement of base

—

Tube ], at 62° F.=15-feet bar at 32o^-0'^02097.

From comparisons of September 2, 1870, after measurement of base

—

Tube 1, at 62° F.=15-feet bar at 32o+0'^01895.

From comparisons of August 6 and 31 and September 1, before and after measurement

—

Tube 2, at 62° F.= 15-feet bar, at 32°+0"'.03831.

§ 7. These results include the effect of the difference of temperatures of the component bars

of a tube, on the tube's length, while the quantities needed in computation of the base are the

normal lengths at 62°; that is, the lengths of the tubes when the component bars in each tube are

each at 62°. The data for computing the corrections to the abov^e results to reduce them to normal

lengths are not satisfactory, but an approximate estimate can be made of their values.

At the Keweenaw Base the tubes were compared with the 15-feet bar when at its maximum
lengths, and the normal lengths of the tubes were also determined. The differences are quantities

which, aj^plied to the lengths of. the tubes derived from maxima-comparisons, would give their

normal lengths. Now, if the daily temperature-curves during maxima-comparisons at Minnesota

Point Base had been identical with those of the Keweenaw Base maxima-comparisons, the difference

between maximum and normal lengths would have been the samefor the two bases, and the correction

above referred to could be at once applied to the results of the Minnesota Point maxima-compari-

sons to give the normal lengths of the tubes for that base. Unfortunately, the temperature-curves

for the Minnesota Point comparisons are unknown, except for two or three hours before the time of

maximum length of the bar, and hence, in the absence of other information, we have to take these

portions of the temperature-curves for comparison with those of the Keweenaw Base, in order to

estimate the excess of length of a tube over its normal length.

The following table gives the results of comparisons of tubes with the 15 feet bar at maxima-

temperatures at Keweenaw Base. The expansion of the brass bar between 32° and 62° is 0'".001786

for 1° P., as given in Chapter II, § 11. It also gives for each day the temperature-increase in three

hours before the maximum length of the 15 feet bar, and the excess of length of tube found from

each day's maxima-comparisons over the normal lengths of these tubes, which are for Keweenaw
Base (Chapter III, § 16),

Tube l=15-(eet bar at 320-f 0-.01701±0-.00012.

Tube 2= 15-feet bar at 32°+0-.04313 ±0^00014.

Maxima-comparisons at Keweenaw Base.

IJate.

1873.

Aug. 1

Aug. 2

Aug. 9

Oct. 13

Oct. 14

July 25

July 26

July 29

July 31
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§ 8. From this table the increments in temperatures for three hours before maximum at the

Keweenaw comparisons are taken for each tube and plotted as abscissas, the corresponding excesses

of tube-lengths over normal lengths being plotted as ordinates. A broken line will thus be obtained

which gives roughly the relation that these quantities bear to each other. They indicate that gen-

erally the excess of length of tube over its normal length increased with the increase of tempera-

ture in three hours before comparison, but with one largely discrepant result, that on October 13.

The morning ot this day Avas rainy or cloudy, but it cleared in the afternoon. There was the rare

phenomenon of a minimum in temperature at 10 a. m. Usually the tube reaches its maximum

length from one to two hours before the maximum temperature of the bar, and then sinks to its

normal length one or two hours later. On this day it did not reach its maximum length'till forty-

five minutes before the bar-maximum, and so had not yet nearly approached its normal length.

As it is an average temperature-condition that is needed, this day's comparisons might be omitted.

In that case, a right line whose slope is ()'".00()2r) per degree, and which cuts the ordinate of zero

temperature-change at+ 0*".00038, will represen t the observations for tube 1. If the result of October

13 be retained, leaving the slope unaltered, the quantity 0'°.00038 would become 0'°.00048. Not to

exclude any comparisons, this value will be used. These results seem to be the best that can be

obtained, and may be expressed as follows

:

When the temperature of the bar does not change in three hours before the time of its maximum
length, the average excess of the length of tube 1 over its normal length is 0'".00048. This excess

increases by 0'".00025 for each degree's inci-ease in temperature in the three hours. Plotting from

the same table the corresponding quantities for tube 2 at the Keweenaw Base, we obtain a line

whose slope is 0'°.00006, and which cuts the axis of ordinates at-4-0'".00007. In the absence of

better data, these lines, which are only rough approximations, must be assumed to represent the

relations between the same quantities for the Minnesota Point conjparisons.

From the table in § 6 we have, from comparisons at Minnesota Point Base on August 4 and 9,

1870, before measurement, mean excess of length of tube 1 over 15-feet bar at 32°=-|-0'".02097,

while the mean temperature-change in three hoirrs before maximum was Oo.7. Hence, the correc-

tion to be applied to+0'".02097 is-0'".00048-0.7 (O'".0002o) =-0i".00065; and hence, before meas-

urement

—

Normal length of tube 1 at 62° F.=15-feet brass bar at 32° P.-f 0'".02032.

For the comparisons of September 2, 1870, there are no data for determining the temperature-

increase in three hours before maximum ; accordingly, the increase and correction are taken the

same as in the comparisons before measurement. Subtracting the correction 0'".00065 from 0'".01895^

there results for value after measurement.

Normal length of tube 1 at 62°= 15-feet bar at 32° + 0'".01830.

In tube 2 there is no indication of change of length during measurement, hence the mean of

all comparisons is taken from the table in § 6. The mean value for (tube 2 at 62°)— (15-feet bar at

320) is 0'".03831, and the corresponding mean temperature-change in three hours is 0°.6. Hence
from values previously given the correction to reduce to normal length at 02° is — 0'°.00007

—

0.6 (0'°.00006)=— 0'".00011, giving—

Normal length of tttbe 2 at 02°= 15-feet brass bar at 32° + 0'".03820.

ESTIMATE OP ERRORS IN ADOPTED LENGTHS OF TUBES.

§ 9. The errors in these values of the tube-lengtbs are those which arise in the operation of

comparing; from the errors in the adopted expansions of the standard bar and tubes; in the ob-

served temperatures; and in the estimate of the correction to be applied on account of the unequal
temperatures of the component bars in each tube to reduce the mean of the results of maxima-
comparisons to normal lengths. The observation errors in comparisons are insignificant in com-
parison with the uncertainty in the last-named correction, as the comparators, whose screws were
well determined, read to 0'".00001, and hence may be neglected. The mean temperature of the
tubes during comparisons differed but little from 62° F., and hence any small error in their expan-
sions would have little effect on their mean lengths at 62°. The same is true of the effect of error
in the expansion of the 15-feet bar in reducing its length to that at 62o F. Its length at 32° F.
depends on that at 62° P.. and the effect of error in its expansion is included in the probable error
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of its length at 32°, given in Chapter II, § 11. There remain for consideration the errors in the

observed differences of lengths of tubes and lo-feet bar, due to uncertainties in the observed tem-

perature of the latter, and the errors in the corrections applied to reduce the observed lengths of

the tubes to their normal lengths. The first error arises from the fact that the four thermometers
lying on the 15-feet bar did not have precisely the temperature of the bar. But as no comparisons

were used save those when the bar had its maximum length, at which tiirie its change of tempera-

ture as indicated by its change of length did not exceed 0o.3 F. in a period varying from half an

hour to an lionr, while the change of the thermometer indications for the same time did not exceed
0O.4 F., the probable error in the observed temperature at comparison may be taken as not exceed-

ing ±0o.l F., corresponding to a change in the length of the 15-feet bar of ±0'".00018.

But whatever the actual errors due to this cause, as they arose in the same way at the Minne-

sota Point and Keweenaw comparisons, and enter the normal length resulting from the Minnesota

Point comparisons, first, directly with one sign ; and, second, indirec-tly through the correction

applied to give normal length with the opposite sign, the resulting error from this cause in the

normal length must be a fraction of 0'".00018.

§10. Considering now the probable error in the corrections adopted to give normal lengths, it

may be remarked that they might have been obtained by other methods.

1. The consideration of the temperature-cur\ es on days of maxima-comparisons at Keweenaw
and Minnesota Point Bases might have been omitted, and the assum])tion might have been made
that the correction needed to reduce the mean length of a tube derived from maxima-comparisons

at Keweenaw Base to its normal length conld be applied unchanged to the results of maxima-com-
parisons at Minnesota Point Base to give the normal lengths of the tubes at that ba?e. This

method would have given a correction for tube 1 of — O'".0012o in place of — 0'".00065, and for

tube 2 a correction of —0'".00018 in place of — 0'".00011. In reference to the relative values of the

corrections obtained by the two methods, it may be said there can be no question that on a day
when the temperature-curve has its ordinary form the needed correction increases with the amount
of temperature-increase in the three hours preceding the maximum length of tlie 15-feet bar, and,

therefore, the results obtained by taking into account this increase should be the more accurate.

2. To obtain these corrections still another method might have been followed. Instead of

using all the days of maxima-comparisons at Keweenaw Base, as in the preceding paragraph, only

those days (August 2 and 9 and July 25 and 31) might have been used on which the temperature-

increase in three hours before maximum length of bar was small, not exceeding lo.3; since at the

Minnesota Point comparisons this change did not exceed 1° on any day, and hence, so far as our

information goes, the temperature-conditions were very much alike. This process would give a

correction of — O'°.0O067 for tube 1, and —0'".00001 for tube 2, quantities which do not differ widely

from the values — ()'".00065 and —0'".00011 already adopted. Indeed this method might well have

been used.

Notwithstanding what has been said, the assignment of probable errors to these corrections,

in the absence of sufficient data, must be a matter of judgment, and so subject to large uncertain-

ties. The least-square reduction of six days' comparisons of tube 1 and five days' comparisons of

tube 2 at the Keweenaw Base gave probable errors of ±0'".00012 and ±()'°.00014, respectively, in

their normal lengths. With fewer days of comparisons and more uncertain methods the probable^

errors at the Minnesota Point Base must be much greater.

Tube 1 was compared on two days before the measurement of the MiDuesota Point Base and

on one day after, while tube 2 was compared on one day before and on two days after the measure-

ment. In view of the small number of days of comparisons and of the uncertainties in the method

of obtaining the corrections adopted, it is thought that the probable errors, arising mainly from

these causes in the adopted values of the normal length of tube 1, may reach =l=0'".00040, and

zt0'°.<i0050 before and after measurement respectively, and that the probable error in the normal

length of tube 2 may reach ±0'".00035, the standard 15-feet bar being supposed exact.

The values for the normal lengths of the tubes at 62° are, then, as follows:

Tube 1 before measurement= 15-feet bar at 32° + 0'".02032 ± 0-.00040.

Tube 1 after measurement= 15-feet bar at 32° -f 0'".01830 ± 0-.00050.

Tube 2 before and after measurement=15feet bar at 320-f O'".03820±0.'"00035.
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It is assumed that the change in the length of tube 1 was gradual during the whole measure-

ment and ])ioportional to the number of tubes measured. Thejength of the base was 1,.32.5 tubes,

but as the last 124 tubes were remeasured the total number measured was 1,449. At the 1325th

tube, therefore, Ifj| of the whole chauge would have taken place, and its length then was, IS-feet bar

at o2o.fO'".()I847. As the remeasnreinent is not included in determining the length of the base,

there results, mean length (between 1st and 132;jtli tubes) of

Tnhe 1 dnrinfj meamrement=\o-feet bar at 32O-|-0'".01940±0'".00(}38.

The quantity ±0"'.00038 is nearly the average of the probable errors, which are 0'".00040 and

0'".00050 at beginning and end of measurement, and at the middle J ^/(b'''.0004)^+(0'".OOU5p=0'".00032.

To take this value for all the times tiie tube entered the base as constant is theoretically to over-

estimate the resulting probable error if obtained by multiplying it by the number of times tube 1

entered the base. For, to take the probable error of all the tubes as constant assumes in effect

that the actual errors in the computed lengths of all tubes intermediate to the comparisons liave

the same signs, which is not necessarily true.

COMPUTATION OF LENGTH OF BASE.

§11. Having obtained values for the normal lengths of the tubes, the mean length of a tube

for any day of measurement can be obtained by the method explained in § 10 of Chapter II L But

as tube i had at the Minnesota Point Base an expansion of 0"'.00020 for 1° F. each tube-length for

this tube will need a correction (< — 62) 0'".00020, in which * is its observed temperature.

These corrections can be summed and applied in mass instead of being applied to each tube-

length for tube 1. Tube 1 was used in the measurement 663 times, and tube 2 was used 662 times.

Multiplying their normal lengtlis by these numbers we have

—

1,32.T (l.Vfeet bar at .32° F.)4-38M51 ±0^.342.

This quantity is to be corrected by the following sums whose origin has been explained in

Chapter III

:

1. Correction for inclinations of tubes = — 21.-.854 ± 0'".000

2. Correction for errors in sector-level adjustment

3. Correction for expansion of tube 1

4. Correction for contact-level

5. Correction for cylindrical surface

6. Correction for ax

7. Correction for backward pressure

8. Correction for errors of alignment

9. Correction for reference of ends of tubes to ground =
10. Correction for chauge of length of tube 1

Sum = - 19'».844 ± 0'".245

The manner in which the quantities in this list and their probable errors have been obtained is

as follows

:

The first -quantity is the sum of the corrections needed to reduce tbe lengths of the tubes in

measurement to their horizontal projections. The errors in this quantity arise first from errors in

the observed inclinations, and second in their computed corrections. The inclinations can be read

with a probable error of a few seconds, and as the corrections on account of errors in. reading would

on the whole be as often positive as negative, these minute corrections are not cumulative and their

sum, which under the usual law of error should be zero, may be neglected. But errors in the adjust-

ment of the sector affect the inclinations of many tubes, with the same sign, and so are cumulative

when the inclinations of all tubes have the same sign. The sector of tube 1 was foirnd out of adjust-

ment only once during the measurement. It was in adjustment at the 1011th tube, but needed a

correction of + 50" at the 1325th or last tube. Tube 2 was in adjustment at 2d tube and needed
— 36" correction at the 164th; was in adjustment at the 166th and needed 0" correction at the

272d; was in adjustment at the 274th and needed — 67" correction at the 508th; was in adjustment

at the 510th and needed + 22" correction at the 634th; was in adjustment at the 636th, and needed

-f 30" correction at the 1010th; was in adjustment at the 1012th, and needed +10" correction at

= —
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the 1324tli. The observed inclinations have been corrected by aid of the assumption that the
changes in these errors between two adjustments of the sector-level were proportional to the number
of tubes measured in the intervals." The sectors were adjusted by bringing the two agates which
form the ends of a tube into the same horizontal plane by the aid of a leveling instrument, and
then, the sector-arc reading zero, by bringing the bubble of the sector-level to the middle of its

scale. Eepeated adjustments in this way give a range in the values of the corrections of less than
twenty seconds, and we may take the probable error of adjustment as five seconds. Assuming
five seconds as the probable error in any adopted inclination from this cause (which overestimates"

the probable error in intermediate tubes), and assuming that the average correction to the horizontal

projection of the tube occurs when the tube has an inclination of 1° 30' (which is also an over-

estimate, since but 63 tubes had an inclination exceeding 1° 30'), we have for the probable error

in the reduction of one tube's length of 180 inches to the horizontal plane, ± 0'°.000114. As the

1325
adjustments of each tube were examined seven times, there are on an average, ..-tj= 110.4 tubes

(whether No. 1 or No. 2), measured between adjustments. The probable error in one such set will

be ±0'°.000114 (110.4), and in the whole base ± 0-.000114 (110.4) V6x2= ± 0'".044, provided, as

previously assumed, that all inclinations and hence all corrections in a set of 110 tubes have the

same sign. But, in fact, the two ends of the base differ but 6 feet in height, so that the sum of

positive corrections must nearly equal the sum of negative corrections, leaving in any case an alge-

braic sum of corrections so small in comparison with 0'".044 found under the opposite supposition

that it may be neglected. An estimate of the error in the corrected inclinations arising from the

assumption that the error in adjustment between the adjustments was proportional to the number
of tubes measured, is less easy. But since the maximum correction at any time was 67", and since

the error was zero after every adjustment, the effect will doubtless be overestimated if the probable

constant error of inclination of all tubes between two adjustments to which the assumption is

applied is taken as ten seconds. The assumption is made for tube 1 for one set of 157 tubes, and

for tube 2 for five sets averaging 120 tubes each. Taking, as before, 1° 30' as the angle giving an

error at least as large as the average error, the error in the projection of one tube will be ± 0'°.000228.

Suppose, as an extreme case, that the actual error of inclination for tube 1 or 2 in each set was
constant in each set, and, moreover, that all the inclinations in each set had the same sign, then

for tube 1 the whole probable error would be ± 0'".000228 (157)= ± 0'".036. For tube 2 the whole

probable error would be ± 0'".000228 (120) ^5= ^ 0'".0C1. Combining these quantities, there would

result for the total probable error arisingfrom this class of errors in inclinations± v'(0"'.036)^+(0'".061)*

= ± 0'".071. But, in fact, as the ends of the base differed only 6 feet in height, the number of posi-

tive inclinations and corrections would be approximately equal to those of the negative ones, so

that the algebraic sum of the corrections would be very small in comparison with the 0'".071 found

under an opposite supposition, and may be neglected. It is concluded, then, that the probable error

in the base arising from errors in inclinations of tubes may be neglected.

The second quantity in the preceding list is the sum of the corrections to the lengths of tubes

arising from imperfect adjustment of the sector-level. The quantity is vevy small, and its probable

error is insignificant.

The third quantity is the sum of the corrections for expansion of tube 1 needed to give its length

at temperatures differing from 62°, the expansion being taken as 0'°.00020 for 1° P. The probable

error in this expansion does not exceed O'".0000l, which would give a probable error in the third

quantity of ±0'".033.

The fourth quantity arises from the bubble of the contact-level not being always at the mid-

dle of its scale, and is a part of the measurement. Its probable error is insignificant.

The fifth quantity arises from errors in the adjustment of the cylindrical surface. It is very

small and its probable error is insignificant.

The sixth quantity gives the sum of the quantities ax, which measure the effects of the unequal

temperature-changes of the two bars in a tube, on the tube's length, for the whole base. Its error

arises mainly from the errors in the quantities x.

For tube 1, a;= 0'".000136±0'°.000009, §5, and

For tube 2, ii!=0'".000097±0'°.000008.
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For tube 1, then, the probable -error of ,r is ± ^-j x and for tube 2 rfc
j2 i

^- If [«^] be divided

in the ratio of 136 to 97, the parts of [ax] which arise from each tube will be given. They are

1'".257 and 0"'.897. Dividing these quantities by 15.1 and 12.1, respectively, the resulting prob-

able errors due to tubes 1 and 2 are zt 0'".083 and ± 0'".071:, respectively, or for both tubes,

± VfO''\M3)2+((F:074f = ±0.'"111.

The seventh quantity arises from the fact that a tube already in position is slightly moved by
the gentle pressure of contact wlien the next tube is placed in front of and against it, as explained

in Chapter III, § 27. The mean of the two values given there for displacement of a tube, namely,

0'°.C00235, corresponds to an average height of the trestles. The total correction is the whole

number of tubes, less one, multiplied by twice this quantity, or 1324 x 2 x 0'".000235 = — 0'".622.

As the small displacement is difficult to measure with precision, and as it will vary with the clean-

ness of the apparatus, the jirobable error in its value is taken so large as ^, or zt 0'".00004:, which

gives ± 1324 x 2 x 0-.00004 = ± 0"'.106 for the probable error in the quantity - 0'".622.

The eighth quantity is the sum of the corrections arising from the fact that a tube was never

precisely in the direction of the base-line. Stakes were carefully set on the line 1,000 feet

apart, their deviations from the line not being sufficient to introduce any error that need be con-

sidered. To place the.tubes in line the base-line transit-instrument, having a large telescope, was
set up over one stake and pointed at the next, and the front agate of the tube was then brought

into the vertical plane of the telescope. The least distance of the telescope from any tube was
about 200 feet, the greatest about 1,200 feet. At the first distance the maximum error u hich could

be committed in i)utting the agate in the vertical plane may be taken as 0'".05; at the greatest

distance it may be taken as 0'".5. As the base was 19,870 feet in length, there were twenty sectioL s

of about 1,01)0 feet each in length, and so many times will the distance of the tube from the transit

vary from 1,200 to 200 feet. The maximum error in twenty observations at a distance of 200 feet

being 0'".05, by the ordinary law of error the probable error will be =!z0'".0172. Tlie probable devia-

tion of a tube at the distance of 200 feet from the theodolite will then be

0D172V2_
=^ 180 sin 1" ~ '

•'^

In the same way, the probable error in placing the agate at a distance of 1,200 feet from the theodo-

lite in the vertical plane through the base-line will be found to be ± 0'M72, and the probable devia-

tion of a tube from that plane will be

,
0.172 V"2J- jL . — I 970//

. * 180 sin 1" -±-'5^ •

As the distance of the tube from the theodolite varies from 200 to 1,200 feet, the probable
angular deviation of the tube varies from 27".9 to 279". To get an approximate value for the cor-

rection due to this deviation^ divide the whole number of tubes in the base according to their prob-
able deviations into ten classes of 132.5 tubes each, the probable deviation of any tube of the first

class being 27".9, that of the second class twice that deviation, and so on. Now, considering the
132.5 tubes svhose probable deviation is 27".9, from the law of errors the number of tubes whose
deviations lie between 0" and 0.4 (27".9), between 0.4 (27".9) and 0.8 (27".9), &c., can be found."

Assuming that the mean of the extreme deviations in each set may be applied to all the tubes of
that set, the correction for one tube multii)lied by the number of tubes in this set will give approxi-
mately the sum of the corrections of this set. Doing the same for the other sets and bamming the
results, we have the total correction, a, for the first class of 132.5 tubes whose probable deviation
Is 27".9. For successive classes of 132.5 tubes the corrections will increase as the squares of the
probable deviations. « =0'°.000466, so that the total correction is 0'M79. This correction is always
negative. Its probable error may be neglected.

The ninth error arises from references of end of tube to or from the ground whenever work was
closed or begun. When, at the approach of night or bad weather, the work was suspended, the
terminal point of the measurement was marked by a cut in the head of a copper tack driven into
the head of a stake, this head being below the ground. To fix the position of this mark, a theodo-
lite was set up at a short distance from, the front agate of the foremost tube in a plane through the
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end of the agate, normal to the base-line. After leveling the theodolite and pointing at the end of

the agate, a mark was made on the head of the tack in a vertical plane through the end of the
agate, the tack having been previously placed in the vertical plane through the base-line. In thus

referring the end of a tube to the ground, experience has shown that a greater error than 0'".03 is

impossible. There were twenty-two such references of tube to ground (or ground to tube when
starting from tack in the morning). Assuming the ordinary law of error, we have ± 0'".010 for the

probable error of one observation when the maximum error in twenty-two observations is 0'".03.

The probable error for the whole base will be ±0'".01 \/22=±0'".047.

The tenth error is that which arises from the assumption that the change in length of tube 1

was proportional to the number of tubes measured. The maximum error that could arise from this

assumption would occur if the total change in length, namely, 0'°.00232, had occurred at the first

tube measured. In that case, § 10, the adopted length of tube 1 during measurement would have

been 0'".01940—0'".01830=0'".00110 too great. As this tube was used 663 times, the total error

would be 0'".0011 (663)^0'".729, giving a length of base that much too great. But as this change

occurred probably from the loosening of screws connecting the different parts of the apparatus, a

process which would be gradual, the resulting probable error in the length of the base will not be

underestimated if we take it as one-fourth of the maximum possible error, or as ±0'°.182.

§ 12. Summing these corrections and taking the square root of the sum of the squares of

their probable errors, for the probable error of their sum, we have, when this sum-correction is

applied to the length previously obtained, namely, 1,325 (15-feet bar at 32° F.)-f-38'".15l=l=0i".342,

Minnesota-Point Base = 1,325 (15-feet bar at 32° F.) + 18-.307 ± 0'".42]

.

This length is to be reduced to sea-level. The mean height of the base-line tubes during

measurement, above mean tide at New York, was 613 feet, with a probable error of about one foot.

The correction to sea-level is then— 6'°.993. Applying it, there results

—

Minnesota Point Base reduced to sea-level = 1,325 (15-feet bar at 32° F.) -f 11'".314 =1= 0'".42L

From § 14, Chapter II, we have the length of the 15-feet brass bar at 32° F. = 179'".95438

±0'".000120. Hence,

Minnesota Point Base reduced to sba-level=238450'".867=I=0'".450

in which, however, the computed probable error may be too small, on account of the uncertainties

of the comparisons and in the method of obtaining the normal lengths of the tubes.

CHECK ON PARTS OP BASE BY TEIANaULATION.

§ 13. A point was selected near the middle of the length of the base-line and the angles of

the triangles formed by this point, the North and South Base stations at ends of the base and

station Superior, were read. This enabled us to compute the length of either portion of the base

from the whole length.

The measured length of the north part was 114, 277'".822

Length computed from whole line 114, 278'".328

Difference ;
-0-.506

The measured length of the south part was . 124, 173'".046

Computed length from whole line 124, 172'".539

Difference +0'".507

MINNESOTA POINT BASE COMPUTED FROM KEWEENAW BASE.

§ 14. From the length of the Keweenaw Base, and from the adjusted angles of the triangles

between the Keweenaw and Minnesota Point Bases, all the sides of these triangles can be com-

puted, including the Minnesota Point Base itself. The length of the Keweenaw Base, when reduced

to the level of the sea, is given in § 31, Chapter III, as 347,901'".50. Computing from it, with

14 L s
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the adjusted angles in Chapter XIV, C, the length of the Minnesota Point Base, there results

:

Minnesota Point Base computed from Keweenaw Base 238, 448'".32

Minnesota Point Base as measured 238, i50'°.87

Measured minus computed value +2'".55

The distance between the bases, measured along the axis of the triangulation, is, in round

numbers, 240 miles.

The difference in the measured and computed values may arise either from errors in the

measured lengths of the bases or from errors in the adjusted angles, and it is desirable to know, at

least approximately, what probable error exists in the computed length of the Minnesota Point

Base in consequence of the probable errors in the adjusted angles. The thorough solution of this

question would require that in the process of adjustment the weights of all adjusted angles should

be determined, and from them, since the Minnesota Base can be expressed as a function of the

adjusted angles and the Keweenaw Base, that the weight of this function should be found. The
solution involves a very large amount of tabor, and it is questionable whether the value of the

result is commensurate with the cost. For this reason the strict computation of the error to be

expected in the computed leugth of the Minnesota Point Base has not been made. But a quantity

which that probable error does not exceed can be found.

The probable errors of the observed angles are known. Since the observed angles are inde-

pendent, the probable error in a length for the Minuesota Point Base, computed with them from the

Keweenaw Base, can easily be found. Those angles have less precision before than after adjust-

ment ; hence, the probable error in the computed length of the Minnesota Base will be greater when
the observed angles are used than when the adjusted angles are used, and we thus have a quantity

which the probable error of the base cannot exceed, when it is computed with the adjusted angles.

The following method may be used to obtain the probable error in the resulting length of the Min-

nesota Point Base if computed with the observed angles, from the Keweenaw Base, taken as exact

:

\ai /oji V*3

Bi Ai' /Bi J.3^/ \l_ \/B^ A,

In a triangulation in which a base a is given, from which, with the observed angles Ai, Bt, A2,

Bi, &c., the side a„ is to be computed, we have

sin B, siu B2 sin B^ . . . . sin B^
Ct ft t - iL

" sin Ai sin A^ siu ^3 . . . . sin A„
or, taking logarithms,

log a„=log ffl-Flog sin ^i+log sin B^ . . . . —log sin Ai—log sin A2— &c.

Now, when a, Bi, B2, . . . A,, A-i, &c., are all independently observed quantities, where the angles

have a common probable error p, and a is taken as exact, we have the probable error squared

of h,g a„=(^jfA))>+ (Hl^E^y,.^ . . .
(-
^(log^jnAO

y^.^^ ^„,

The square roots of the coefficients of p^, or the rates of change of log sin for change in angle,

may be obtained from tables of logarithmic sines. Denote the change of log sin for the angle -B]

for one second by ft, for B2 by /?2, &c., for Ai by ai, &c. ; then the above equation becomes, probable

error squared of .log a„=Ii''[fj^)p'-\-y{'_[a')p'', where a„ is the required side in the itth triangle. In

applying this method, as the adjusted angles differ hy a very small quantity from the observed
angles, either can be used.

Taking the principal chain of triangles between the Keweenaw and Minuesota Point Bases,

Chapter XIV, D, it is seen tliat the probable errors, />, of an observed angle of average weight in the

sections east and west of line S])lit Rock-Detour are zlz0".58 and ±0".33, respectively.

Computing [J," (/S^)+ -i" (a^)] p^ for each of these sections (in which the numbers from 1 to m
refer to the successive triangles in each section), and taking the square root of their sum there

results for the probable error of either base computed from the other taken as exact, rt54.1 in units
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of tlie 7th place of logarithms. Hence, the probable error in the length of the Minnesota Point
Base when computed from the Keweenaw Base taken as exact, with the observed angles, is ±2'".97.

Since the adjusted angles are more precise than the angles resulting directly from observation, the

probable error of the length of the Minnesota Point Base, computed from Keweenaw Base with the

adjusted angles, would be less than ± 2'".97.

Comparing this probable error with the 2'".55 already found for the difference between the

measured and computed lengths of the Minnesota Base, it will be seen that that difference can be

attributed to the small inaccuracies in the values of the angles in the chain connecting the two
bases.

In Chapter XIV, 0, the approximate ratios of the probable errors of an observed and an

adjusted angle, for the two sections of the triangulation between the Keweenaw and the Minnesota

Point Bases are given as 0.61 and 0.60. If the adjusted angles were independent of each other, by
using the mean of these two ratios the probable error in the Minnesota Point Base resulting from

the probable errors of the adjusted angles would be 1'°.79 in place of the 2'".97 above.
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CHAPTER V.

FOND DU LAC BASE.

DESCEIPTION.

§ 1 . ThiH base-line is situated about 10 miles southwest from Fond du Lac, Wis., in a gently

rolling country witli little timber. Its eastern end is approximately in latitude 43° 43' N. and

longitude 88° 29' W. from Greenwich. The azimuth of the west end of the base from the east end

is 78° 15' west of south, and the distance approximately 24,355 feet. The stones marking the ends

and middle of the base are described in Chapter XV, A, § 2. The top of the stone marking the

east end of the base is 3 feet below ground, and this top is 827.3 feet above mean tide at New York.

This elevation is derived from the mean elevation of Lake Michigan above tide, given in the Lake-

Survey Kepoi't for 1878 as 582 feet, and from three lines of levels from Fond du Lac by river and

by railroads respectively to Depere, Sheboygan, and Milwaukee. There is a range in the resulting

heights above Lake Michigan of 4 feet and a probable error in the adopted value, 245.3 feet, of

about 2 feet. The ground at the west end of the base is 8 feet above that at the east end. The
highest point of ground on the line is 33 feet above and the lowest point 1 foot below the ground

at East Base. The inclination of no tube exceeded 2°.

This base was measured in August, September and October, 1872, with the Bache-Wiirdemann
apparatus of the Lake Survey, already partially described in Chapter III. The measurement was
carried on by Assistant Engineer E. S. Wheeler, aided by Assistant Engineers Clark Olds and C.

F. Burton. The method of measurement was essentially the same as for the Minnesota Point Base,

given in Chapter IV.

The lengths of the measuring-tubes Nos. 1 and 2 were determined by comparisons with the 15-

feet standard brass bar of the Lake Survey at the temperature of the air, and at the suggestion of

Mr. Wheeler they were made at times when this bar reached its minimum temperature for the day
as well as when it reached its maximum temperature. The comparisons of the measuring-tubes
with the bar extended from July 29 to August 12, 1871^, before the beginning of the measurement
of the base; from September 7 to September 11, near the middle of the measurement; and from
October 11 to October 18, after its completion. They were made in a small wooden building.

The measurement began on August 15, 1872, and closed on October 4, 1,624 tubes, each nearly
15 feet long, giving approximately the length of the base-line. The first 68 tubes were measured
twice at the beginning of the measurement and four times more after the close of the main meas-
urement, or six times in all. The measuring-tubes were not covered by tents during the measure-
ment, and the trestles supporting the tubes rested diiectly on the earth, which had been rolled after

removing the sod, without the intervention of supporting stakes, except for the rear trestles on the
west half of the line and for the last three measurements of 68 tubes.

The expansions proper of both base-tubes are taken as zero for this base. (See Chapter IV, § 5.)

The methods of measurement and of comparisons have already been given in Chapters III
and IV.

METHOD OF OBTAINING NORMAL LENGTHS OF TUBES.

§ 2. It has previously been stated that comparisons of the measuring-tubes with the 15-feet
bar were made at both maximum and minimum daily temperatures for this base. Experience makes
it certain that at neither maxima- nor minima-temperatures do the tubes have their normal lengths
i. e., the lengths they have when the brass and iron bars in a tube have precisely the same tempera-
ture. The first problem is to find lor each tube its normal length from the comparisons at maxima-
and minima-temperatures. Now, the normal lengths of these tubes were found in terms of the brass
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bar by an independent process at the Keweenaw Base, and the lengths of the tubes at maxima- and
minima-leraperatures were also found iu terms of the brass bar. Taking for each tube for the
Keweenaw Base the mean of its lengths as determined by comparisons at maxima-temperatures and
the mean of its lengths resulting from comparisons at minima-temperatures, it was found that the
mean of the two differed little from the value found for the normal length of a tube during the
period in which there was no permanent change in length of either tube. For the Keweenaw Base,
then, if this difference had been applied for a tube to the mean of the lengths derived from maxima-
and minima-comparisons, the result would have been the normal length of a tube for that base.
For the Fond du Lac Base the normal length of a tube will be found from the mean of its lengths
at maxima- and minima-temperatures by applying to that value the correction which would have
given at the Keweenaw Base the normal lengths from the mean of the lengths of a tube at maxima-
and minima-temperatures.

The following table gives the results of cotnparisons of tubes 1 and 2 with the 15-feet brass
bar at maxima- and minima-temperatures at Keweenaw Base. The expansion of the tubes is taken
as zero (see Chapter III, § 8), and that of the brass bar as 0'".001.786* for 1° F. between 32° and 62°.

(See Chapter II, § 14.) With this last value the length of the 15-feet brass bar has been reduced
to its length at 32°.

Comparisons at Keweenaw Base.

MAXIMA-COMPAEISONS.

Date.
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Hence, to reduce the mean of maxima- and minima-lengths of tube 1 to its normal length the

correction 0'".01701— 0'".01693^+ 0'".00008 must be applied to the mean of the maxima- and minima-

lengths. For tube 2 the corresponding correction is 0'".04314— 0'".04303=-f 0'°.000H.

Applying these corrections to the mean of maxima- and minima-comparisons lor each tube at

th« Fond du Lac Base, their normal lengths will result. If the mean temperature-curves during

maxima- and during minima-comparisons could be shown to have the same form precisely, it might

be expected that at maxima- and minima-temperatures the tube-length would differ from the normal

length by equal amounts in ojiposite directions, so that the mean of the mean maxima- and mean
minima-lengths might be taken as the normal length.

Possibly this method might give results as nearly correct as that followed. The small amounts

found for the corrections, namely, 0'°.00008 and 0'".00011, indicate that the assumption would not

be much in error.

§ 3. The following table gives the results of comparisons of tubes with 15-feet bar at the

Fond du Lac Base.

Comparisons at Fond du Lac Base of tubes 1 and 2 with 15-feet brass bar in air at maxima- and

minima-temperatures.

ILength of bar reducetl to 32° F., taking expansion of bar for 1° F. as 0".001786.1*

Tube 1, (Maxima).

Date.
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at Fond du Lac Base of tubes 1 and 2 with 15-feet brass bar, &c.—Continued.

Tube 2, (Maxima).

Date.
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If the mean results of maxima- or minima-comparisous of tube 2 at the different epochs are

examined in a similar way, it will be seen that the maxima-results indicate an increase in length

of tube 2, while the minima-comparisons indicate a decrease, the changes in both cases being

smaller than the corresponding ones for tube 1. There is no sufficient evidence that this tube

changed length during the nieasurement of the base, and hence the mean of all the excesses of

length of tube 2 over bar at 32° P., or 0'".03926, is combined with the corresponding mean for minima-

comparisons or 0'".03790, giving 0'".03858. Applying the correction -f0'°.00011, previously deduced,

to give the normal length, there follows for the whole base

—

Normal length of tube 2 =(15-feet bar at 32° P.)+0'".03869

§ 4. To obtain the mean normal length of tube 1 for any part of the measurement between the

first and second sets of comparisons, the change in the tube's length for each tube measured is

obtained by dividing the amount of change of length of tube 1 between the comparisons by the

number of times tube 1 was used in measurement between these comparisons.

Supposing that the first time tube 1 was used its length was the same as at the first compari--

sou, then when used the with time its increase of length will be (m— 1) times the change for a single

tube. Finding in this way the length of tube 1, both the first and the last times it was used in a

section of the base on which there were no remeasurements, its mean length for that section will be

the half sum of the two. A similar process will give the length of tube 1 for any section measured

between the second and third sets of comparisons.

The following table gives the mean normal length of tube 1 for each section in which the

measurement was continuous, that is, in which there were no remeasurements. It also gives for

each section the product of the number of times each tube was used by the mean excess of normal

length of tube for that section over the length of the 15-feet brass bar at 32°. The last column

gives the sums of these quantities for each section.

Section of base

:

number of
tubes from
beginning.
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RESULTS OP COMPUTATION OF LENGTH OP BASE.

§ 5. In the following table the first three columns have been derived from the preceding table,

summations having been made in some cases. The first column shows the section of the base
under consideration, expressed by the number of tubes counted from the east end of the base ; the
second column gives the number of the measurement of that section ; the third gives the sum of
the normal lengths of the tubes for that section, the symbol B representing the 15-feet brass bar at
32° F. ; the fourth gives the fraction of a tube-length which was measured with a scale, considered
positive when the end of a tube fell short of the point to which the measurement was made ; the
fifth gives the sum of the corrections arising from the inclinations of the tubes, and from the read-

.

ings of the contact-level and the sector-level ; they are explained in Chapter III, § 18; the correc-

tion for error in cylindrical surface is somewhat uncertain, and as its value could only amount for

the whole base to a few thousandths of an inch it is neglected ; the sixth column gives the sum of

the corrections arising from unequal temperatures of the brass and iron bars in a tube, which must
be applied to the normal length of each tube measured, to reduce it to the mean actual length of
the tube for the day of measurement, as explained in Chapter III, § 16; the seventh column gives

the sums of the preceding quantities ; these sums still need correction for errors in alignment, for

backward pressure, and for redaction to the sea-level.

To obtain the length of the base, the mean of the measurements of the first 68 tubes is used
as the length of that part, and is added to the length of the rest of the base.

Section of base:
number of
tubes from
begiTining.
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of Lake Michigan (higli water of 1838) above mean tide at.New York, is given in the Lake-Survey

Report of 1878 as 581.98 foct. There was a range of four feet in values obtained for the height of

top of underground marking-stone at east end of base above Lake Michigan by the different routes,

owing to the inaccuracy of the levels and to some uncertainty as to the stage of Lake Michigan to

which the levels were referred. The adopted value was 215.3 feet. The mean height above tide

adopted for the tubes during the measurement of the base is 854.7 feet ± 2.0 feet. It gives a cor-

rection of — 11'".921 to the measured length to obtain the length at sea-level.

Applying the first two corrections there results for the length of the base not at sea-level, 1624:

(15-feet brass bar at 32°) + 29'°.;J79 - 0'".058 - 0'".779.

In Chapter II, § 14, the length of the 15-feet brass bar at 32° P. is given as 179'".95138. Hence,

the length of the Fond du Lac Base not at sea-level is 292274'°.455.

Applying the reduction to sea-level (— 11'°.921), there results,

JToND DU Lac Base reduced to sea-level= 292262'".534

ESTIMATE OP PROBABLE ERROR IN LENGTH OF BASE.

§ 7. It remains to estimate the probable errors which enter the values just given and to com-

bine them so as to obtain an approximate idea of the probable error in the whole base. The first

error to be considered is that of the value 46'°. 1722, given in the third column of the table in § 5. It

arises from the uncertainties in the values adopted for the normal lengths of tubes 1 and 2.

The excess of length of a tube at the hour of maximum daily temperature over its normal

length arises from the changes of temperature during the day, which affect the temperatures of

the brass and iron bars in the tube unequally. Its amount depends on the rate and amount of

temperature-change for several hours before the time of maximum-temperature. In taking the

difference between the mean of lengths at maxima- and minima-temperatures and the normal

length to be the same at the Minnesota Point Base and at the Keweenaw Base, it has been tacitly

assumed that comparisons at both bases, and at both maxima- and minima-temxDeratures, extended

over days enough to determine with precision a mean maximum and a mean minimum length.

The differences between the separate results and their means are due almost entirely to the fluctua-

tions in the form of the daily temperature-carve. These fluctuations are governed by no law that

we can express, and the variations in the differences must, therefore, be treated as accidental errors,

in anj^ attempt to estimate the probable error in the deduced normal length of a tube. If maxima-
comparisons were made on many days, and the mean of the resulting excesses of tube-length over

its normal length were taken, this mean would approach a value that further comparisons would
but slightly change, inasmuch as in many days the average of the daily temperature-curves would
ditter little from its mean form. As (iomparisons were not made on many days, an estimate of the

error in the assumption that the mean result of the comparisons made is the same as if they had
extended over many days, is needed.

First, the probable deviation from the mean or the probable error for tlie result of any day's

maximum-comparison is to be found for each tube. Taking the tables in §§ 2 and 3, the mean
results of maximia-comparisons of tube 1 for each period at Keweenaw and Fond du Lac Bases, in

which the tube did not change length, and comparing the separate results in each period with the
mean for that period, a series of errors, X, is obtained for tube 1 . If these errors are m in number,
and if there are n such periods of comparison, the probable error for one comparison will be

^. e.= 0.6745 -yj-^^ • The same process applied to both tubes, and for minima- as well as maxima-

comparisons, gives the following results for one comparison :

For tube 1, maxima-comparisons, m^l9, n^i
; p. e.^ ±0'°.000387

For tube 1, minima-comparisons, m^l4, m^4 ;p. e.^ ±0'°.000337
For tube 2, maxima-comparisons, w=10, w=2 jp. e.:= dt0'^000274
For tube 2, minima-comparisons, m=: 7, m=2 ;^. e.= ±0*°.000301

Taking now for either tube and for either maxima- or minima-comparisons the proper probable
error just given, and dividing it by the square root of the number of comparisons made in any
period under consideration, the result will be the probable error in the mean of the results for that
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period. Prom the table in § 2, the probable error in the mean result of maxima-comparisons of tube
1, from August 1, 1873, to October 14, is thus found to be ±0'".000173, while for minima-comparisous
between August 11 and October 15 it is found to be ± 0'".000169. Hence we have for the mean of
mean maxima- and mean minima-comparisons of tube 1 at Keweenaw Base

—

Tube 1 minus 15-feet bar at 32° F.= 0'".01693=l=0"'.000121

Following the same process, there results

—

Tube 2 minus 15-feet bar at 32° F.=0'".04303zl=0'".000127
The normal lengths of these tubes for the period under consideration are given in Chapter

III, § 15, as

Tube 1 minus 15-feet bar at 32° P.=0'^01701±0"'.00012
Tube 2 minus 15feet bar at 32° F.= 0'°.04314 Jr0"\00014

Since the corrections to reduce mean of maxima- and minima-lengths to normal lengths, which
have already been given in § 2 as +0i".00008 for tube 1 and +0'".00011 for tube 2, are obtained by
taking the diiferences at the Keweenaw Base between the mean of maxima- and mhiima-lengths and
normal lengths, the probable error (derived from the probable errors of these quantities) of the
correction +0'".00008, is ±0i°.000170, and of the correction +0"'.00011, is ±0'°.000l89. Having
found the probable errors of the corrections which are to be applied for each period at the Fond du
Lac Base in which a tube did not change length, to the mean of the mean maxima- and mean minima-
lengths, in order to obtain the normal lengths of the tubes for those periods, it remains to find the

probable errors in these means of maxima- and minima-lengths. The probable error of the result

from one maximum-comparison of tube 1 has ali-eady been found to be i 0*°.000387. From the

table in § 3 it is seen that in the first period (July 29 to August 8) there were 7 maxima-compari-
sons. Hence, for the probable error in the mean result of th ese comparisons, 0'".0 1 954, there results

—

^^^i^^:^^=±0^000146
V7

Similarly, for the probable error of the result, 0'".01731, from minima-comparisons during this period

there is found

—

±^^f«^=±0.».000138v6

Combining these probable errors there results for the probable error of the mean of maxima- and

minima-comparisons for this period (namely, 0'°.01842) the value ±0'".000100. Since the normal

length is obtained by adding +0'''.00008zlz0'".000l70 to the above value, the probable error in the

normal length of tube 1 is dt 0"'.000197. A similar process will give the probable error in the adopted

normal lengths of tube 1 between September 7 and September 10, and between October 11 and

October 14; and for tube 2 between August 10 and October 18, that is, for the whole base. The

adopted normal lengths previously given may now have their probable errors added to them.

Written out they are

—

Tube 1 minus 15-feet bar at 32° F. (July 29 to Aug. 8)=0'°.01850=t0*".000197

Tube 1 minus 15-feet bar at 32° F. (Sept. 7 to Sept. 10)=0i°.01828±0'°.000229

Tube 1 minus 15-feet bar at 32° F. (Oct. 11 to Oct. 14) r=0'".01760± 0^.000236

Tube 2 minus 15-feet bar at 32° F. (July 30 to Oct. 18) =0"'.03869 ± 0'''.000208

If the length of tube 1 at one of these periods of comparisons be denoted by a:iza and at the

next by 6±/J, if its change in length is taken as proportional to the number of times it is used, if

m be the number of times tube 1 was used between these comparisons, its length when it was used

the nth. time would be

When —— o this probable error becomes ^ -/a^+yJ^, giving for the probable error of tube 1 midway

in number of times it was used, between August 8 and September 7 =t0'".000151, and midway

between September 10 and October 11 ±0'".000164. As a sufticient approximation to the average

probable error of tube 1 for this first period, it may be assumed that it varied uniformly with the

number of tubes from the middle of the period to either end. Its average value will then be
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obtained by taking the weighted mean of its values at the beginning, middle, and end of the period,

double weight being assigned to the middle value. In this way there follows for the average prob-

able error of normal length of tube 1 during the first period (from August 9 to September 6)

±0'".0001,Sl!. In a similar way the corresponding quantity for the second period (September 11 to

October 10) is found to be ± O'".00()198. The probable errors for any two tubes are not independent of

each other, both depending on the same comparisons, hence to multiply the average probable error

by the square root of the number of tubes measured would give too small a resulting probable error.

On the other hand, to multiply it by the number of tubes would give too large a result, for the

actual errors in the adopted lengths of the tubes may not all have the same sign. But to over-

estimate rather than underestimate the probable errors this last method will be taken. In the

first period tube 1 enters the base 400 times, which multiplied by ±0'".000182 gives dL0'".073. In

the second period tube 1 enters the base 412 times, which multiplied by ±0"'.000198 gives ±0'".082.

The two quantities ±0'°.073 and ±0'".082 are not perfectly independent, since both depend on the

errors of the middle comparisons. Hence the square root of the sum of their squares should not

be taken. In order not to uuderestiinate errors their sumzlz0'".155 will betaken for this tube.

There is another uncertainty in the normal length at any time of tube 1. Its excess of length over

the 15-feet bar at 32° F. has been taken (§ 3) as +0'".01850 on August 8, 1872; as 0'".01828 on Sep-

tember 10; as 0'".01760 on October 14; and it has been assumed that its change between these

comparisons was proportional to the number of times it was used. As the changes in length arise

from the loosening of screws this seems a justifiable assumption. Since in effect the mean of the

normal lengths obtained at two ])eriods of comparisons has been used in computing the length of

the base, the greatest possible error would arise if the total change in length had occurred during

the measurement of the first or last tube of the period. The entire and greatest error for that part

of the base would be obtained by taking the difference between the length of tube 1 at either

beginning or end and the mean of both, and multiplying this difference by the number of times

tube 1 was used in that period. For the first period we have

—

0^01850-'^'"-'^^^^Q:Q'°-Q^«^^=0^00011

This multiplied by 400, the number of times tube I enters this part of the base, gives 0'".044.

For the second period we have

—

412 (0'n.01828-«^^-^:::^^")=0^".140

These being the greatest possible errors in the two parts of the base, the probable error will be
overestimated if taken as one-fourth their resultant, or as ±0".036. Taking the square root of the

sum of the squares of the two errors already found, there results i v'(0'M55)^+(0'".036)^=±0'°.i59

as the probable error in the base arising from uncertainty in the normal length of tube 1. Since

tube 2 did not change length duriog the measurement of the base, the probable error in its normal
length already given, namely, ±0''^.000208 multiplied by the number of times (812) it entered the

base, gives ±0''^.169 as the probable error in the base arising from the uncertainty in the normal
length of tube 2. Combining the two there results for the probable error in the base due to

uncertainties in normal lengths of the two tubes, i 0K232.

§ 8. The probable error in the mean value
(+ 0'M8) of the small portions of the base measured

with a scale, which are given in the fourth column of the table in § 5, is so small that it may be
neglected.

The fifth column gives — 20'".4248 for the sum of the corrections arising from inclinations of
the tubes, from readings of the contact-level, and from errors in sector-level adjustment. Refer-
ring to Chapter III, § 20, it will be seen that the sum of the last two corrections for the Keweenaw
Base was but — 0'".135, a quantity so small that its probable error may be neglected, so that we need
only consider the errors in determining the inclinations of the tubes. An error in the adjustment
of the sector-level introduces error into the base in two ways: 1st, it changes the length of the tube
by minute quantities; this is the quantity included in column 5 of the table; 2d, it gives slightly
erroneous inclinations. The probable error in the value of the sura of the corrections needed to
reduce the tube-lengths to a horizontal plane arises from the uncertainty in inclinations depending
on slight errors in the adjustment of the sector-level, from changes in that adjustment, and from
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the error in the assumption that these changes were proportional to the time. The adjustment of

the sector-level of tube 1 was examined at the 1st, 68th, 260th, 347th, 550th, 710th, 806th, 941st,

1063d, 1395th, and 1624th tubes. The sector-reading needed a correction of + 26" at the 260th

tube and of -|- 20" at the 347th tube. At all other examinations it needed no correction. Tube 2

was examined at the same time, and was correct at the 1st, 550tli, 941st, 1063(1, and 1395th tubes-

At the others it needed corrections, which in one case reached 50". There were but thirty-five tubes

in the base-measurement which had an inclination exceeding 1^30', and the west end of the base

was but 8 feet higher than the east end.

In Chapter IV, § 11, a discussion is given of the probable error in the Minnesota Base arising

from error in the measurement of the inclinations, and it is found that it is so small that it may be
neglected. The Fond du Lac Base has no larger errors to be corrected in its sector-readings, has

but 35 tubes with inclinations exceeding 1° 30', and its ends are nearly at the same level. For it,

then, the probable error in the measurement of the base resulting from errors in inclinations of

tubes may also be neglected. The probable error of the quantity in the fifth column, namely,
— 20'''.42485, is therefore taken as zero.

§ 9. The sixth column gives +3'°.45121 as the sum of the corrections to the normal lengths of

all tubes, arising from the fact that from difference of temperature of the brass and iron bars in a
tube its mean length for any day of measurement is greater than its normal length. The excess of

mean length over normal length for any day is given by the expression ax, in which a is the temp-

erature-increase from 8 to 12 a. m. on that day in Fahrenheit degrees and x is given in Chapter III, § 15.

Tube 1, a;=0'".000136±0'".000009

Tube 2, ir=0'°.000097±0'".000008

These probable errors are jg^ and jgT pa-^t of x, respectively. Since a has common values for

the two tubes which are used consecutively, -...g , Q„ [aa;] will belong to the first tube and Tofj jToyL**^]

will arise from the second tube. Substituting for [ax] its value 3'".451, its two parts are 2'".014 and
1'°.437. Dividing these by 15.1 and 12.1, respectively, there results for the probable errors arising

from the tubes 1 and 2 ± 0'M33 and ±©'".119. Hence A/(0«'M33)2-f (0'M19)^=iOM78 is the resulting

probable error for both tubes of [aa;]^3'°.451. It will be remembered that ax is always positive.

There remain to be considered the errors in the correction for alignment; for backward pressure,

in the cut-offs or references of tubes to and from ground, and for height of base above mean tide.

The correction for alignment has always the same sign, and as it amounts to but — 0"'.058, its

probable error may be neglected.

The correction for backward pressure, explained in Chapter III, § 27, has already been given

as —0'°.779, and for the reasons assigned in Chapter lY, its probable error will be taken as one-

fourth its total amount, or as zt0'°.195.

Whenever measurement was suspended, from approach of night or other cause, the end of the

tube was referred by means of a theodolite to a mark on a copper tack in the head of a stake driven

into the ground. When starting again, the end of the tube was placed precisely over this mark.

There were 72 such references to and from the ground. The probable error of one reference has

been given in Chapter III, § 26, as ±0'°.009. For 72 references the probable error would be ±0"'.076.

There is an uncertainty of 2 feet in the height of the base above the sea-level. As the reduction

to sea-level is —11".921 and the mean height of tubes during measurement was 854.7 feet i 2 feet,

there results a probable error of ±0'".028 from this uncertainty.

During the measurement of this base on an open prairie the wind blew with such strength on

many days as to cause the tubes to vibrate. On such days the measurement was stopped when to

continue seemed likely to introduce serious errors, but this still left parts of the measui-ement

effected when the wind was blowing less strongly, in which the disturbance might yet have intro-

duced error. The wind was much stronger and steadier than on previous bases. The six measure-

ments of the first 68 tubes were made on four days. On two of these days the wind was recorded

as fresh, but it was not so strong as to stop the work. The discrepancies of these measurements

should include the errors which arise from vibrations of the tubes caused by the wind. But they
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will also include the error in the assumed change in the length of tube 1, a part of the error in the

ax correction, and the error in references of tubes to and from stakes in the ground. The first two

measurements were made at the beginning of the measurement of the base, and the last four after

the end. The end of the C8th tube was marked by a scratch on a copper tack in the head of a

stake driven into the ground, and its stability in the six weeks' interval between the early and

later remeasurements was not well assured. For this reason the two groups will be treated sep-

arately. Neglecting corrections which aft'ect all the measurements alike, the lengths of this part

of the base resulting from the different measures may be found in § ~>. Taking the mean of the

iirst two measures, and then the differences between this mean and the separate measures, and

treating the last four measures in the same way, there results a series of residuals, A, from which

the probable error of one measure is found to be

±0.6745 /M= ^0'".037

As already stated, this error arises from several causes, of which disturbance by wind is only

one, but since the work was stopped on none of these days on account of the wind, it is probable

that its maximum effect is not included. On the other hand, there were numerous days on which

the wind gave little or no trouble. If, then, the whole of this error be assigned to the wind, it

would seem an over- rather than an under-estimate. This will be done. The eifect for the whole

base would be

/I624 .. ,„,^3^=±0M81±0'".037^-

Thus far the 15-feet bar has been treated as exact. But as its length at 32° P. is (Chapter II,

§ 14) 179'°.95438_[-0"'.00012, and as it is contained 1,624 times in the base, the probable error in the

base arising from the probable error in its length is zt0"'.000I2xl624^zt0'°.195.

RESULTS.

§ 10. The different quantities which make up the length of the base can now be written out

with their probable errors, and the value of the base with its probable error can be given.

in. m.

1. Sum of normal lengths of tubes 1624 5 +46. 17220 ±0.232
2. Closures + O.lSOOOiO.OOO
3. Instrumental corrections —20. 42485± 0. 000

4. [ax] + 3. 45121 :b 0.178

5. Correction for alignment errors — 0. 058 ± 0. 000

6. Correction for backward pressure — 0. 779 i 0. 195

7. Correction for cut-offs 0. 000 ± 0. 076

8. Eeduction to sea-level at New York - —11.921 ±0.028
9. Probable error arising from wind -1-0. 181

10. Probable error in base arising from probable error in length of 15-

feet bar at 32° F
,

j. 0.195

Substituting for B its value already given, and taking the square root of the sum of the
squares of the probable errors, there results

—

Fond du Lac Base eeducbd to sea level 292262'^53±0'°.45

CHECKS UPON measurement OP THE BASE.

§11. The base was divided at the end of the 809th tube into two nearly equal parts. With
an auxiliary station as a vertex and these two parts as bases, triangles were formed whose angles
were read with the same precision as primary angles. They gave the means of computing each
part of the base from the measured whole base. The results were—

Bast part, measured minus computed lengths+ 0*°.5

West part, measured minus computed length=—0™.5

the measured length of the east part being 12,132".48, and of the west part 12,222«.73.
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§ 12. Prom the length of the Keweenaw Base, given in Chapter III, § 32, and from the

adjusted angles of the triangulatiou (given in Chapters XIV, C, and XV, C), connecting it with

the Fond du Lac Base, the length of the latter may be computed. There results

in.

Fond du Lac Base as measured ; 292, 262. 53

Fond du Lac Base as computed from Keweenaw Base 292, 261. 37

Measured minus computed length +1. 16

The distance between the bases, measured along the triangulatiou, is about 320 miles. As this

difference may arise either from errors in the measurement of the bases, or from errors in the values

of the adjusted angles in the connecting triangulatiou, it is desirable to have an idea of the error

which may arise from the errors in the adjusted angles alone. A method of estimating this error

has already beeii given in Chapter IV, § 14, and the same method will be used in this case.

As seen in Chapters XIV, C, and XV, C, the triangulatiou connecting the Keweenaw and Fond
du Lac Bases was adjusted in four parts, the first part reaching from the Keweenaw Base to the

line Vulcan^Huron Mountains ; the second to the line Pine Hill—Burnt Bluff; the third to the line

Eldorado—Taycheedah ; the fourth to the line Horicon—Minnesota Junction.

The probable error of an observed angle of the main chain in the first part, obtained from

Chapter XIV, C, § 9, is zlz0".52,- while those of the second, third, and fourth parts are given in

Chapter XV, C, § 7, as =t0".42, =l=0".50, ±0".43, respectively. Using the notation in Chapter IV,

§ 11, there results for the different parts

jo^I'i" (/J^+a^) for first part=1091.68
;o2Vj.. (yS2+«2) for second part=4097.10

/)22'i» (p2+a2) for third part=3873.82

P^I^" (i52+a2) for fourth part= 585.86

Taking the square root of the sum of these quantities, there results ±98.2 in units of the

seventh place of logarithms as the probable error arising from the angles, in the length of the Fond
du Lac Base when computed from the Keweenaw Base. In inches it is 6i°.61. Comparing this with

the diiference 1™.16 actually found between the measured and computed lengths of the Fond du

Lac base, it is seen that the actual discrepancy is about one-fifth its probable error arising from the

uncertainties in the values of the angles alone.

In Chapter XIV, C, § 9, and Chapter XV, C, § 7, the approximate ratios of the probable errors

of an observed and an adjusted angle for the four sections of the triangulatiou between the Kewee-

naw and Fond du Lac Bases are given as 0.61, 0.59, 0.56, and 0.65. If the adjusted angles were

independent of each other, by using the mean of these four ratios the probable error in the Fond
du Lac base resulting from the probable errors of the adjusted angles would be 3'".97 instead of the

6'".61 above.
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CHAPTER VI.

SAKDT CREEK BASE,

DESCEIPTION.

§ 1. This base-line is on a sand-beach about 150 feet wide, at the east end of Lake Ontario,

between the Big and Little Sandy Creeks. Its direction is nearly north and soiith, and, as the

beach is slightly concave, it was necessary to change its direction near the middle by an angle of

1° 45', in order to obtain the needed length. It is, therefore, a broken base of two nearly equal

parts. The angle between the parts was read with tbe same care as angles of the primary trian-

gulation. The northern end has approximately 43° 40' north latitude, and 76° 12' longitude west

from Greenwich. 'Back from the beach, sand-hills rise to the height of 80 feet, but in the measure-

ment of the base there was no tube having an inclination greater than half a degree. On account

of these sand-hills no small triangulation from one half of the\base to the other was obtained. The

measurement was made with the Bache-Wiirdemann apparatus. The ends of the base were marked

by pieces of brass sunk in the heads of stones whose tops are 5 feet below the ground. These

marking-stones are described in Chapter XIX, A. The base was divided into eight sections by

brasses set in marking-stones. Counting from the south end of the base, these stones were at the

north ends of the 138th, 266th, 405th, 523d, 661st, 797th, and 934th tubes. The length of the base

is approximately 1,071 tubes, or 16,060 feet. The stone at the end of the 523d tube marks the

angular point in the base-line. The sections were measured in duplicate, and counting from the

south end, in the order 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 3, 2, 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 8, 7, 6, 5. Both the measurements and the

comparisons were made under movable tents, which protected the tubes from the sun. As the

soil was sand, stakes were not driven to support the foot-plates on which tube-trestles stand, as

was done at the Keweenaw and Buffalo Bases.

In comparisons of the tubes with the 15-feet brass bar, the latter was kept packed in ice, and

the comparisons extended through the working-day. The method of comparison has already been

given in Chapter III, as well as the normal lengths resulting from these comparisons.

For alignment, points 1,000 feet apart along the base were placed with great care, by setting

up a theodolite as nearly on the line between two known points as possible, and then reading the

angle between the two points, from which the error in the position of the theodolite could be com-

puted. Between these main points intermediate points 250 feet apartwere lined in with a theodolite.

Comparisons extended from August 11, 1874, to August 19; measurement and remeasurement

of the south half of the base from August 24 to September 12 ; comparisons from September 15 to

September 17; measurement and remeasurement of the north half of the base from September 22

to October 15; and comparisons from October 17 to October 23. Counting only days on which

some measuring was done, the average progress per day was about 1,400 feet. The measurement
was made by Assistant Engineer E. S. Wheeler, assisted by Assistant Engineers C. Olds and C.

Pratt. Details as to the work may be found in Assistant Engineer Wheeler's report in the lake-
Survey Eeport, published in the Report for 1875 of the Chief Engineer of the Army.

WOEMAL LENGTHS OP MEASTJEING- TUBES.

§ 2. As during the measurement of this base the expansion proper of the tubes was so small

that it was neglected, their normal lengths at any temperature were the same as at 62° F. A tube's

normal length is that when both its bars are at 62° F., as has been previously stated. From
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Chapter III, § 15, the following excesses of normal lengths of tubes over that of 15-feet brass bar
in melting ice for the Sandy Creek Base are taken:

Tube 1.

Comparisons from August 13 to 19, 1874 :

Comparisons from September 15 to 17, 1874:

Comparisons from October 17 to 23, 1874:

+ 0'".O19O5 ± 0'".00015

+ 0'".01777 ± 0'".00016

+ 0'".01727 A: 0'".00017

.'r;= 0'°,000136 ± 0'°,000009

Tube 2.

Comparisons from August 13 to October 23, 1874: + 0'".04406 ± 0'".00011

a;= 0'°.000097 ± 0'".000008

From Chapter III it will be seen that, while for tube 2 the results of comparisons before, after,

and at the middle of the measurement agreed so closely that there was no sufficient evidence of
change of length, and therefore its normal length was taken as unchanged during the measurement,
on the other hand, tube 1 evidently did change length between the different sets of comparisons.
In the absence of a better method, it will be assumed that the change of length of tube 1 at any
instant between two comparisons was proportional to the number of times it had been used since
comparison. It has been stated that this base was measured and remeasured in eight sections.

With the assumption just mentioned, the normal lengths of tube 1 have been computed for each
section. After the measurement of the south half of the base, in order to see over sand-hills from
the station at the south end of the base, the base was prolonged southward ten tubes and another
marking-stone placed. Instead of giving these tubes negative numbers, counting south from the
stone first placed, they are designated by letters from J. to .7 in order, going south.

The following table gives the excess of mean normal length of tubes over that of the 15-feet

brass bar in ice for each section, and for both measurement and remeasurement, derived in the
manner stated above. The first column gives the date of measurement; the second gives the
numbering of the tubes which make up the base; the third gives the number of times each tube
was used in the section; the fourth gives the excess for the section of the mean normal length of
the tubes over that of the 15-feet brass bar at 32° P.; the fifth gives the products of the number
of "tubes in each section by the corresponding excesses of length; and the sixth gives the sums of

these products

:

Table of corrections to Sandy Creek Base due to excess of normal lengths of tubes over bar at 32°.

Date.
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Table of corrections to Sandy Creek Base, dr.—Coutinued.

Date.
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Collection of corrections for Sandy Creek Base, <fcc.—Contiuued.

Sections.
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9.61 feet above that plane, so tbat we may take 257 feet as the mean height of the biise line above

mean tide at New York, with a probable error not exceeding 1 foot. The valnes for the lengths

of the southern and northern parts of the base, in terms of the 15-feet brass bar at 32° F.{= B),

have already been given in § 3. Substituting for B its value, n9"'.urA:Ui:0'\00012, from Chapter

II, § 19, approximate values for the lengths of the two parts are obtained. From these, the mean

height of the base, its mean latitude, 43=38', and its azimuth, 357° 11' west of south, the reduc-

tions to the sea-level for the southern and northern parts can be obtained. They are, respectively,

— l'M58 and— 1'".213.

RESULTING LENGTH OP BASE.

§ 7. Collecting now the values for the southern part of the base and the additional corrections

to it, there results.
m.

Southern part of base, § 3 523 J5+16. 370

Correction for alignment errors, § 4 — 0. 009

Correction for contact-pressure, § 5 — 0. 183

Reduction to mean tide, § 6 — 1. 158

Southern part of base reduced to mean tide 523 B+15. 020

Or. substituting the value of B, 179'°.95434, southern part of base reduced to mean tide=94,131'".140.

Making a similar collection for the northern part of the base, there results,

in.

Northern part of base, § 3 548 i?- 9. 354

Correction for alignment errors, § 4 — 0. 009

Correction for contact-pressure, § 5 — 0. 192

Reduction to mean tide, § 6 — 1. 213

Northern part of base reduced to mean tide. . . 548 i?— 10. 768

Or, substituting the value of -B, northern part of base reduced to mean tide=98,6n4'°.232.

The angle between the two parts of the base measured at the Middle Base station with (he

same care as primary angles, was
178° 15' 30".7

This gives a correction of —22'°.244 to the sum of the two parts of the base to obtain the dis-

tance between the end-points of the base. Hence, the length of the Sandy Creek Base reduced to

mean tide is 192,713'M28.

PEOBABLE ERBOE IN ADOPTED LENGTH OF BASE.

§ 8. In estimating the probable error of the value just given, the different sources of error

will be considered in detail.

1. The probable error in the adopted length of the 15-feet brass bar is zlz0'''.00012. Multiplying

this by the number of times its length enters the base (1,071), the resulting probable error in the

base is ±0*M29.
2. The probable errors in the xesults of comparisons of tube 1 have already been given in § 2

as ±0'".00015, ±0'°.00016, and ±0*^00017 for the first, second, and third sets of comparisons. The
supposition that between these comparisons the tube changed length proportionally to the number
of times it had been used since comparisons (a supposition whose error will be examined hereafter),

enables us to estimate the probable error in the length adopted for tube 1 at any time between
comparisons, as in Chapter V, § 7. The probable error for the tube midway between the first and
second comparisons would be zlz0'°.00011, and midway between the second and third comparisons
would be =l=0'°.000i2. Assuming that from these mid-values the probable errors increase toward
their comparison-values proportionally to the number of tubes, we may take for the average prob-
able error for any tube in the first measurement between the first set of comparisons and the
measured tube which was midway between the first and second sets of comparisons

^
0K00015+0i^00011

^^^,^^^^3
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In tlie same way for any tube of the first measurement between tbe second set of comparisons and
tlie measured tube which was midway between the second and third comparisons, we have for the

average jirobable error

—

Multiplying ±0'°.00013 by 2G2, the number of times tube 1 entered the forward measurement of

the first part of the base, there results =l=0*".034. Multiplying ±0'".000i4 by .274, the number of

times tube 1 entered the second part of the base, there results ±0'°.038. It will be noticed that in

obtaining these probable errors they have been overestimated by tacitly assuming that the actual

errors in the computed lengths of all tubes have the same sign. Taking the square root of the
sum of the squares of these quantities, there results ±0'"i.051. But these two quantities are not
independent, being connected by the errors of the middle comparisons, so that ± O^'^Mi is too small;

hence, their sum ±0'''.072 (which is too large) will be taken as the probable error in the base due to

comparisons of tube 1. For tube 2, the probable error of comparisons is given in § 2 as ±O''^.0OOll.

Multiplying by the number of times (535) that tube 2 entered the first measurement of the base,

there results, ±0™.059. Combining the results for the two tubes, there results for the probable

error in the value of the base arising from comparisons, =l=0'".093. It will be noticed that only the

forward measurement has been considered, since remeasurement could not affect quantities inde-

pendent of it.

3. The correction to the normal lengths of the tubes resulting from comparisons on account of

difference of temperature of the two bars in a tube is for each day of the form ax, where a is the

lemperature-range between 8 a. m. and 12 a. m. on that day and x a constant, whose values given

in Chapter III, § 15, are for

Tube 1, a;=0'".000136±0.000009

Tube 2, .T=0'".000097±0.000U()8

These probable errors are-—^ and ^ .^
parts of the values of x for tubes 1 and 2. From § 3 the

mean value of [ax] for measurement and remeasurement is +1'".571. Dividing this into two parts

having the ratio of 13G to 97 (since the tubes alternate in measurement and a is common to both)

the parts of [ax] which arise from tube 1 and tube 2, are found to be 0'".917 and 0'".654. Dividing

these respectively by 15.1 and 12.1, there result the probable errors due to tubes 1 and 2, viz., =lz0'".061

and ±0'".054. For both tubes the probable error in [ax] is then

± V(0'".061)2+(0'".054)2=±0'".081

4. The measurements of the amount of backward motion of a tube under the pressure of con-

tact with the tube in front of it gave values agreeing well with those found at the Fond du Lac
Base. The value adopted in § 5 is 0'".000175, and its probable error may be taken as ±0'".00003.

For 1,070 tubes this gives ±0'°.064,

5. The probable errors in the corrections for alignment-error, for reduction to sea-level, for

reduction of broken base to a right line, are so small that they may be neglected.

6. The error arising from the assumption that the length of tube 1 changed proportionally to

the number of times it had been used since comparison, will show its effect in the discrepancies

between the measurement and remeasurement of the different sections. It is very probable that

the change arose from the gradual loosening of certain connecting screvys in the apparatus, and
hence was some function, if not a linear one, of the number of times the tube had been used. Even
if the true law was not that which has been assumed, the errors committed would in many cases

have different signs in the measurement and remeasurement. As an approximation, then, it will

be supposed that the effects of ,error in the assumption will sufiaciently show themselves in the

discrepancies between the measurements and remeasurements of the sections and in the resulting

probable errors. This suppositiou will also be made for the errors in the values of the closures on

the section-stones, for those in the corrections for inclination, in the corrections for contact-level

and non-adjustment of sector-level, in references of end of tube to mark in ground whenever work
was begun or interrupted, and for the accidental errors arising from observation, from irregular

instability of the apparatus, or from other causes. The resultant, then, of all the errors enumerated

under (6) will be derived from the discrepancies between measurement and remeasurement of the

different sections. The mean length of a section is 134 tubes, and by reference to the table in § 2
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it will be seen that for tlie purpose of obtaining probable errors, since they do not diiier widely,

they may be taken as of equal length. As there were 16 measurements of 8 sections, if the difl'er-

ence between two measures of a section be called rf, there results for the mean error of one measure

of a section /i'i-
^
=±0'".(>C9, or for the probable error, zlz0'".047. For a single measurement of the

eight sections the probable error would be ±0'".131, or for the double measurement of the whole

base ±0'".093.

PINAL VALUES.

§ 9. Taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the probable errors specified, there

results for the probable error in the length of the base

—

[{0.129)2+ (0.093)2+ (0.081)2+ (0.004)2+ (0.093)2]>«= ± 0-.211

so that we have

—

Sandy Ckbbk Base reduced to mean tidb=192713'".13±0'".21
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CHAPTER VII.

BUFFALO BASE.

DESCEIPTION.

§ 1 . This base-line is situated east of Buffalo, K. Y., at a distauce of about G miles from Lake
Erie. The azimuth of the line West Base - East Base is 237° 11' west of south, and its length about

22,247 feet. Its western end has approximately 42° 57' north latitude and 78° 53' longitude west

from Grreenwich. The base runs through an open and nearly level country. The measurement
was made with the Bache-Wiirdemann apparatus. The base was marked at the ends by stones

whose description may be found in Chapter XVIII, A. Counting from the west end of the base,

marking-stones were also placed at the west end of the 841h, 184th, 299th, 760th, 1029th, and
1389th tubes. There were 1,483 tubes in the whole base. The first 299 tubes were remeasured

after the completion of the main measurement. The party under Assistant Engineer E. S. Wheeler,

assisted by Assistant Engineers 0. Pratt, 0. Olds, and W. Kussell, left Detroit on August 6, 1875,

and returned on October 26. The base-line tubes were compared with the 15-feet standard bar

packed in ice on six days before measurement, on two days after the 760th tube had been measured,

and on four days after the completion of the measurement, but before the remeasurement of the

first 299 tubes. The first comparisons were made between August 31 and Sei)tember 3, 1875; the

first 760 tubes were measured between September 7 and September 18; the second comparisons

were made on September 22 and 23; the rest of the base from the 7Clst to the 1,483d tube was
measured between September 25 and October 9; the final comparisons were between October 11

and October 14, and the first 299 tubes were remeasured between October 18 and October 22, 1875.

The eastern part of the base was measured in nine days, the westeru in ten days, and 299 tubes

were remeasured in four days. The method of measurement was the same as for Sandy Creek

Base, save that at the Buffalo Base, which ran through grassy or cultivated fields, the supporting

trestles for the tubes stood on iron stakes firmly driven into the ground, their heads rising a little

above it. Details as to the methods of measurement, which were essentially those described in

Chapter III, may be found in Assistant Engineer E. S. Wheeler's reports, published in the Lake-

Survey Eeports for 1875 and 1876, contained in the annual reports of the Chief of Engineers for

those years.

LENGTHS OP TUBES DUEING MEASUREMENT.

§ 2m During the measurement of this base the expansion proper of the base- tubes was so small

that it has been neglected, hence their normal lengths at any temi)erature were the same as at

62° F. As previously stated, a tube's normal length is its length when both bars are at 62° P.

From Chapter III, § 15, the following excesses of normal lengths of tubes over that of 15-feet brass

bar in melting ice for the Buffalo Base are taken

:

Comparisons of tube 1, Buffalo Base.

August 31 to September 3, 1875, +0'°.02726±0'°.00017

September 22, 23, 1875, +0'".02682±0"'.00021

October 11 to 14, 1875, -f0'".02591±0'".00016

a;=0ta.000136±0'".000009

Comparisons of tube 2, Buffalo Base.

August 28 to .October 14, 1875, +0'''.01598±0'".00012

X

=

0'".000097±0'".000008
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From Chapter III it is seen tbat wliile for tube 2 the results of comparisons before, during,

and after the measurement of tlie base agreed closely, those for tube 1 differed too widely to be

explained otherwise than by change of length of the tube, such as occurred during the measure-

ments of the Keweenaw and Sandy Creek Bases. As the change in length probably arose from

the loosening of connecting .screws, it will be assumed to be i)roportional to the number of times

the tube had been used since a comparison. The first set of comparisons was made before any

measuring was done, the second immediately after the 7G0th tube had been measured, and the third

immediately after the last or 14S3d tube in the base had been measured. After these last compar-

isons the first 299 tubes were remeasured. Since comparisons of this tube (October 5-7, 1876), after

its return to the office, showed that it had continued to.shorten after the comparisons of October

11-14, 187."), it has been assumed that its rate of shortening during the remeasurement of these 299

tubes was the same as between the comparisons of September 22, 23, 1875, and October 11-14, 1875.

Under the assunii)tions mentioned, the mean excess of length of tube 1 over that of brass bar in

melting ice for different groups of tubes has been computed, and the mean values for each group

have been multij^lied by the number of times tube 1 entered the group. The same has been done

for tube 2, but as it did not change its normal length, the excess of its normal length over that of

the 15-feet brass bar in melting ice is constant. The results are given in the following table, in

which the first column gives the date; the second column gives the section expressed in tubes

counted from the west end ; the third column gives the number of times the tubes were used in

measurement; the fourth column gives the mean value of /, or excess of length of tube for the

section ; the fifth column gives the products of the excesses by the number of tubes ; and the sixth

column gives the sums of these products

:

Table of corrections to Buffalo Base due to excess of normal lengths of tubes over bar at 32°.

Date. Section.
Num\)or of times
each tube was
used.

Mean I for
section.

Product of mean
by number o
tubes.

Sums.

1875.

September 7

September 8-9

September H

September 13-18

September 25

September 25

September 28—October 9

October 18

October 19

October 20-22

1-84

85-184

165-299

300-760

761-766

761-766

767-1483

1-84

85-184

185-299

Tube 1, 42

Tube 2, 42

Tube 1, 50

Tube 2, 50

Tube 1, 58

Tube 2, 57

Tube 1, 230

Tube 2, 231

Tube 1, 3

Tube 2, 3

Tube I, 3

Tube 2, 3

Tube 1, 359

Tube 2, 358

Tube 1, 42

Tube 2, 42

Tube 1, 50

Tube 2, 50

Tube 1, 58

Tube 2, 57

0. 02724

0. 04598

0. 02718

0. 04598

0. 02712

0. 04598

0. 02695

0. 04598

0. 02682

0. 04598

0. 02681

0. 04598

0. 02636

0. 04598

0. 02586

0. 04598

0. 02574

0. 04598

0. 02561

0. 04598

1. 14408

1.93116

1. 35900

2. 29900

1. 57296

2. 62086

6. 19850

10. 62138

0. 08046

0. 13794

0. 08043

0. 13794

9. 46324

16. 46084

1. 0S613

1. 93116

1. 28700

2. 29900

1. 48538

2. 62086

3. 07524

3. 63800

4. 19382

16. 81988

0. 21840

0. 21837

25. 92408

3. 01728

3. 58000

4. 10024

COMPUTATION OF LENGTH OP BASE.

§ 3. If to the total or partial sums given in the preceding table there be added as many times
the length of the 15feet brass bar in melting ice (= B) as there were tubes in the whole base or in

the parts, there will result a value for the length of the whole base or of its parts. These values
need certain corrections whose origin has been explained in §§ 10, 18 of Chapter III.

The following table gives these corrections and applies them to the length of portions of the
base obtained as just explained. It does not contain the corrections which are proportional to the
distance measured and so can be applied in mass, such as the correction for backward pressure for
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alignment-errors, and for reduction to mean tide. The first column gives the part of the base con-

sidered, expressed in tube-lengths from the western end; the second column gives the direction of

the measurement; the third column gives the sum of the normal lengths of tubes for each section,

giving a first value of lengths ; the fovirth column gives the small distances measured with a scale

between ends of tubes and marking-stones; the fifth column gives the corrections for inclination of

tubes; the sixth column gives the corrections for non-adjustment of sector-level and for contact-

level; the seventh column gives the corrections for difference of temperatures of two bars in a tube

;

and the eighth column gives the resulting lengths of the parts of the base. As the first 299 tubes

were measured twice, the mean result is taken

:

Collection of corrections for Buffalo Base, except alignment and back-pressure corrections and reduction

to sea-level.

Sections.
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in the table of § 3, gives for tbe base, 1,483 J3+94:"'.3L'. Substituting for B its value, 179*".95434

1

()'".00012. from Chapter II, § 19, there results for Buffalo Base reduced to mean tide at New York,

20i;,9CG'".Gl.

PEOBABLK ERROR IN ADOPTED LENGTH OF BASE.

§ 5. 1. Errors in lengths of tubes arising from comparisons. The method of § 7, Chapter V,

will be used in estimating these errors. The remeasurement of the first 299 tubes will be neglected.

In § 2 the probable errors of comparisons of tube 1 at the beginning, middle, and end of measure-

ment have been given as =l=0'".00017, =lz0'".00021, and iO'^.OOOlG, respectively. For a tube midway
between first and second comparisons the probable error would be

so that
O'°.O0O17 + 2 (0'".00013J) + 0"\00021_ i q!" 00016

4

may be taken as the average probable error of any tube measured between the first and second

comparisons. As' tube 1 was used in this interval 380 times, the resulting probable error may be

taken as 380 (zt0'°.00016) = ±0'".061, which somewhat overestimates its value for reasons stated in

Chapter V, § 7. In the same way the probable error in a tube midway between the second and

third comparisons is | v'(0'°.00021)H(0"'.000L6)2=i0i".000132, and the average probable error for any

tube measured between the second and third comparisons is

0'°.00021 + 2 (0'°.000132) + 0'".00016 _ , q.„ ^^^^^
4

~

As tube 1 was used 362 times in this interval, there results for the product of these quantities

Jt 0'".058, also an overestimate. Combining the two resulting errors for tube 1 as if they were inde-

pendent, we have V(0'".d61f + (0'".058.)' = ± 0'".084. But these errors both depend on the probable

error of the middle comparisons, and hence are not independent of each other, and the result is too

small. On the other hand, if the two quantities were added, giving 0'".061 + 0'".058 = 0'°.119, the

result would be too great. Not to underestimate errors, the greater value, ± 0'°.119, is taken as the

probable error in the length of the base arising from errors of comparisons. From § 2 the probable

error in the result of comparisons of tube 2 with the 15-feet bar is given as ± 0'°.00012. This tube

entered the base 741 times. Multiplying ± 0'".00012 by this, there results for error in base arising

from the comparisons of tube 2, ± 0'".089. Combining this with the corresponding quantity for tube

1, there results V(()'°.119)* + (0».089)*= ± 0'".149, as the probable error in the base resulting from
errors of comparisons of tubes with 15-feet brass bar.

2. The correction to the base arising from difference of temperature of the constituent bars of

the tubes is [ax], and is for each day of the form ax, in which a is the temperature-range from 8 to 12

a. m. of that day, and x has the values given in Chapter III, § 15, namely

:

For tube 1, x = 0'".000] 36 ± 0'°.000009

For tube 2, as= 0'».000097 ± ©'".OOOOOS

These probable errors are respectively -^-gj and
j^i Parts of the values of x for the two tubes.

Since a is common to the two tubes, which are used alternately 'in measurement, the part of ax

(= 2'".465) due to each tube will be found by dividing it into two parts having the ratio of 136 to 97.

The part appertaining to tube 1 is 1'".439, and to tube 2', 1"'.026. Dividing these by 15.1 and 12.1,

the probable errors ± 0'".095 and ± 0'°.084 result for tubes 1 and 2. Taking the square root of the
sum of their squares, we have the probable error in [ac] for the whole base, ± 0'".128.

3. The correction for pressure of contact of one tube against another has been given in § 4 as
- 0'".000233 for a single contact and - 0'".6»0 for the whole base. Although the values derived for
different bases agree well, it is not thought best to estimate its probable error at less than one-sixth
part of its value, or ± 0'".00004. This gives for the whole base

^^«=±0'M14
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4. The probable errors of the corrections for aligumen terror, for contact-level and non-adjast-

ment of sector-l&vel, for measurements in closures, and for reduction to sea level are so small that

they may be neglected.

5. The assumption that the changes of length of tube 1 between comparisons were strictly

proportional to the number of times it had been used since comparison Is without doubt not quite

exact. If the whole chauge in length had taken place at once and midway between the compari-

sons, the errors resulting from the assumption in that part of the base would have been zero. If

the whole change had taken place immediately after the first comparisons or immediately before the

second, the error resulting would have been a maximum. The lengths resulting from the three nets

of comparisons, § 2, being B+ 0'".02726,_B + 0'°.02682, and 5+ 0'".02591, and since approximately in

effect the mean value, £ + 0".02704, has been used in computation of tubes measured between first

and second comparisons, and 5 + 0'".02637 for tubes measured between second and third compari-

sons, if the whole changes had taken place immediately after the first and second comparisons the

values used for the tube iu the two parts of the base would have been respectively 0'".02704 —
0'".02682 = 0'".00022, and 0'".02637 - 0i".O2591= 0'".00046 too small. Tube 1 was used 380 times iu the

first part of the base, giving 380 x 0'".00022 = 0'".084 as the maximum error possible in that part of

the base. Similarly tube 1 was used 362 times in the second part of the base, giving 362 x 0'".00046 =
0'°.167 as the maximum possible error in that part of the base, or, summing, giv-ing 0'".251 as the

maximum possible error in the whole base arising from chauge of length of tube 3.

By reference to Chapter VI, § 8, it will be seen that a similar assumption as to changes in

length of tube 1 gives no large discrepancies between the measurement and remeasurement of the

Sandy Creek Base, and as the change is doubtless due to the loosening of connecting screws, and

so is gradual, if one-fourth the maximum error possible be taken as the probable error in the base

from this cause it will be ample. It is±0'".063.

6. In Chapter III, § 26, the probable error in referring the end of a tube by means of a theodo-

lite to a mark on a peg in the ground, whenever work was suspended, is given as iO'^OOO. In the

measurement of the Buffalo Base there were 42 such references from tube to ground at stopping, or

from ground to tube at starting work. ±0'".009 ^42 gives for the probable error in the base from

this cause, ±0'".058.

7. The probable error in the length of the 15-feet standard bar at 32° (§ 4) is±()'".O0012; and

since its length enters the base 1,483 times, the probable eri-or iu the base resulting from the

probable error in the length of the bar is ±0'". 1 78.

FINAL VALUE FOR BUFFALO BASE.

§ 6. Collecting the probable errors specified under these seven heads, there results for the

probable error in the base

V(0.149f+ (0.128f -f (0.114f (+ 0.063)^+ (0.0o8)^+ (O.178)^=±0-.3O

Hence (§ 4) the length of the

BxJFFALO Base reduced to mean tide at New York=266966'".61 ±0'".30

CHECK ON parts OF . BASE.

§ 7. The marking-stone at the end of the 760th tube divided the base into two not very unequal

parts. An auxiliary station was so selected that it and the two parts of the base gave well-con-

ditioned triangles, and the angles of these two triangles were read and adjusted in the same way

as the other angles of the primary triangulation. On computing from the whole base by means of

these triangles the easteru part of the base,

Computed length 336,8t)8'".13

Measured length 136, 897'".0y

Meaisured minus computed length • — 1'".04

Computing the western half of the base in the -same way.

Computed length 130, 068"'.53

Measured length 130, 069'".59

Measured minus computed length +1'".00

The discrepancies may be mainly attributed to errors in the angles.
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COMPARISON OP MEASURED LENGTH OF BUFFALO BASE WITH ITS LENGTH COMPUTED FROM
SANDY CREEK BASE.

§ 8. From the length of the Sandy Creek Base, given in Chapter YI, § 9, and with the adjusted

angles of the triangulatlon connecting these bases, given in Chapters XVIII, C, § 4, and XIX, C,

§ 4, the length of the Buffalo Base can be computed. There results

Buffalo Base as measured 266, 966'°. 61

Buffalo Base as computed from Sandy Creek Base . . 266, 965'". 17

Measured minus computed length +1'". 44

The distance between these bases, measured along the axis of the triangalation, is about 210

miles.

The probable error of an observed angle in the first section of the triangulatlon is given in

Chapter XIX, C, § 5, as =t 0".52, and for the second section is given in same chapter and § as ± 0".50.

Using the notation explained in Chapter IV, § 14, there results for the different parts :

/)22'i"(/5'+a2) from Sandy Creek Base to Falkirk - Pekin . . 3, 262.

6

/522'i"(/52+ a2) from Falkirk - Pekin to Buffalo Base 995.

6

Taking the square root of the sum of these, there results ± 65.3 in units of the seventh place of

logarithms as the probable error in the length of the Buffalo Base when computed from the Sandy
Creek Base, arising from errors in the observed angles. In inches it is ± 4'°.01. Comparing this

with the diff'erence actually found between the measured and computed lengths of the Buffalo Base
1'".44, it is seen that the actual discrepancy is about one-third of the probable error derived from

the uncertainties in the values of the observed angles alone.

In Chapters XVIII, § 5, and XIX, § 5, the approximate ratios of the probable errors of an
observed and an adjusted angle for the two sections of the triangulatlon between the Sandy Creek
and Buffalo Bases are given as 0.59 and 0.58. If the adjusted angles were independent of each

other, by using the mean of these two ratios the probable error in the Buffalo Base resulting from
the probable errors of the adjusted angles would be 2'°.34 instead of the 4'°.01 above.
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CHAPTER VIII.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BEPSOLr) BASE-MEASURING AKD COMPARING APPA-
RATUS AND THE STANDARDS APPERTAINING THERETO.

§ 1. The Eepsold base-apparatus consists of a measuring-bar of steel, approximately 4 metres

long. Its exact length at any temperature is known. By the side of the steel bar is a similar zinc

bar. The two are fastened firmly together in the middle. Their unequal expansion is observed

upon scales at both ends, making a metallic thermometer by which the temperature of the steel bar

becomes known. These two bars are placed within a hollow iron cylinder called the " tube-cylinder,"

which supports them rigidly and protects them from sudden changes of temperature. The bars

are supported in the cylinder by a system of rollers, which keeps them straight, parallel, and at a

constant distance from each other. The combination of the two bars and the tube-cylinder is called

a " tube." The tube is provided with a sector which indicates the deviation of the tube from the

horizontal, so that a base can be measured upon slightly inclined as well as upon level surfaces.

A telescope is also attached, which points in the same direction as the tube and enables consecutive

tube-measurements to be kept in the same vertical plane.

In measuring a base the rear end of the tube is placed at the beginning of the line, and the

position of the front end is marked. Then the tube is carried forward, and the rear end is placed

at the mark and the front eud is marked again, and so on, in the same way that a line is measured

with a chain and pins. In order that the tube may stand firmly, it is supported upon iron stands,

one at each end. These stands have three legs, which rest upon iron pins driven in the ground.

To place the tube exactly in the line and at a proper height, the tops of the tube-stands are pro-

vided with movements in three directions, by means of which the tube can be moved sidewise,

lengthwise, and up and down. For convenience there are four tube-stands, so that two can be

placed in position while the tube is resting on the other two. The positions of the ends of the tube

are marked with microscopes. Thus while the tube does the work of a chain, the microscoi>es do

that of the pins. The microscopes are mounted upon iron stands, which, like the tube-stands, are

supported upon iron pins driven into the ground. The microscope-stands are so constructed that

the microscope can be placed directly over the end of the tube., The microscopes are provided

with two motions, so that they can be moved a short distance along the line or at right angles to

it. They also have levels attached, so that they can be made vertical. For convenience, there are

four microscopes, so that two can be placed in position while two^re standing over the ends of the

tube.

To measure a tube-length, the rear end of the tube is placed under the microscope which marks

the position of the front end of the preceding tube-length. The tube is then brought into the line

by means of its telescope. Its inclination is found by reading its sector, and the temperature of

the steel bar is found by microscope-readings on the scales at front and rear ends. From the tem-

perature the length of the steel bar is found at the instant the measurement is made. From its

inclination the horizontal projection of this length is found, and thus the actual advance becomes

known.
Such is a general outline of the salient points in the construction and use of the Eepsold base-

apparatus. The details will be given by reference to the drawings in Plates VII to XII inclusive.

The figures are numbered consecutively from 1 to 16.

THE TUBE.

§ 2. Fig. 2 shows the tube supported on its stands. In the figure a portion of the middle of

the tube is removed. The tube-cylinder is shown at A, Fig. 2. It is 0"'.125 in diameter, and the
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iron of whicli it is made is 0'".003 thick. It contains the steel and zinc bars shown at B. The bars

are placed side by side, with the steel on the right. They are supported at five points, viz, rear

end, one metre, two metres, three metres, and front end. The supports at rear end are shown in

Fig. 15. Z is the zinc bar, and S is the steel bar. Each is 0"'.027 deep and 0'".013 thick. The

steel rollers, a and a, prevent the bars from separating. They are prevented from approaching

each other by the roller &, which is fastened to the top of the steel bar and presses against the

plate c, which is fastened to the top of the zinc bar. Directly below h and c are two horizontal

rollers, not shown in the figure, on which the bars rest. They are similar to the rollers shown at

a, a. Fig. 6.

The supports at the front end are similar to those at the rear end. The supports at the one-

metre mark are shown in Fig. 6. S and Z are cross-sections of steel and zinc bars. The horizontal

rollers «, a, support the bars, and the vertical rollers 6, h, prevent the bars from separating. A
side view of one of these rollers is given in Pig. 12. The bars are prevented from approaching

each other by an adjustable screw shown at c, Fig. 6, which presses against the roller in the steel

bar. This roller turns about the axis e. The steel bar is slotted to receive the roller. The whole

system of rollers and bars is supported upon the bolt d, d, which passes transverscdy through the

center of the tube-cylinder and is keyed as shown in the figure. The supports at the three-metre

mark are similar to those at the one-metre mark. The supports at the two-metre mark, or the

middle of the tube, are also similar to those at the one-metre mark, except that at the middle of

the tube the bars are firmly bolted together with a steel bolt about 3'"™ in diameter, shown by the

dotted lines at a, Fig. 11. It is entirely below the center of the bars, so that the two-metre mark,

which is directly over it and not shown in this figure, can be i)iecisely at the center of the two bars.

The bars are prevented from approaching each other by a washer between them on the bolt a, as

shown in the figure.

At each half-metre there are supports attached to the steel bar which hold the zinc bar in

position, keeping it parallel to the steel bar both horizontally and vertically. One of these supports

is shown in Fig. 8. A steel i)in, shown at m, passes through both bars. It is firmly fastened to

the steel, but is free from the zinc, which is slotted for the purpose. This i)in is also shown by
the dotted lines/, e, Fig. 9. On this pin as an axis are placed two thin steel wheels or rollers, one

on each side of the zinc bar, shown at a, Fig. 9, and in section at n, n, Fig. 8. The diameter of the

wheels is such that their upper edges come a little above the top of the zinc bar. A steel plate is

screwed to the top of the zinc bar, shown at b, h, Fig. 9, aiul in section in Fig. 8. This plate is a

little wider than the bar, so that its edges project over and rest on the steel rollers, thus preventing

the zinc bar from sagging any more than the steel bar. The rollers are prevented from slipping in

or out on their axis by washers and a screw shown at m, Fig. 8, and a, Fig. 9. The two bars are

thus kept parallel. The bars are prevented from moving longitudinally by a device shown in Fig.

11. The small rectangle is the opening in the top of the tube-cylinder. A piece of brass is screwed

firmly to the top of the steel bar. From this two lugs, b and b, rise even with the top of the tube-

cylinder and carry the two capstan-headed butting screws, c and c, which jjress in opposite direc-

tions against sections of the tube-cylinder. The longitudinal position of the bars with respect to

the tube-cylinder can be slightly adjusted by means of these screws. When in use there is no press-

ure on the upper surface of the bars, but when a tube is being transported from one place to

another the bars are kept from shaking up and down in their supports by metal blocks which press

ou the bars directly over the horizontal rollers. These blocks are screwed to the under side of the

plates which cover the openings in the tube-cylinder at the 0™, 1"', 3'°, and 1'" marks, as shown in

Fig. 11. To remove the pressure the screws in the plates are loosened.

GRADUATIONS ON THE BAKS.

§ 3. The graduations on the bars are distributed as follows : on the zinc bar, at the rear end,

one metre, three metres, and front end; on the steel bar at rear end, 1'", l^.S, I'^.G, 1™.7, 1™.8, 1'°.9,

2", 2"M, 2"'.2, 2™.3, 2™.4, 2". 5, 3'", and front end.

The graduations at the rear end of the steel and zinc bars are shown in Fig. 15. The upper
half of both bars is cut away from the end back to the point b, so that a side view of the bar is

as shown at d. The two steel plates, e and e, have tbeir upper surfaces covered with platinum.
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They are fastened firmly to the bars, and their inner edges approach within 0""".2 of each other.

The graduations are made on the upper surfaces and close to the inner edges of these plates, as

shown in the figure. An enlarged view is given in Fig. 14.* The graduations on the steel and zinc

bars at the front end are similar to those at the rear end. They are also shown in Fig. 14. There

are 33 graduations on the zinc and 3 on the steel bar at the 0" or rear end, and also at the 4™ or

front end. The spaces between consecutive graduations are approximately O'^^.l. The gradua-

tions are numbered from the rear toward the front, as shown in Fig. 14.*

The graduations on the steel and zinc bars at 1" are shown in Fig. 10. The steel pins, c and
d, pass through the bars and very nearly meet midway between them. Their inner ends are plated

with platinum, on which the graduations are made. They are smaller than the holes in the bars,

are flattened on the upper and lower sides, and have broad, flat heads, which are screwed to the

outside of the bars, as shown in the figure. There are 13 graduations on the zinc bar and 3 on the

steel at 1™, and also at 3". An enlarged view of these graduations is given in Fig. 14.

The remaining graduations on the steel bar are those which divide the middle metre into deci-

meters. A rib of steel one metre long is fastened to the inner side of the steel bar. its upper

surface is midway between the top and bottom of the steel bar. Its thickness is about 4""", which

is a little greater than half the space between the bars. At proper intervals, small disks of platinum

are set in its npper surface. On these disks the graduations are made. An enlarged view of the

group at the 2™ mark is given in Fig. 14. All the others are similar.

The graduations at the rear and front ends are seen through the short tubes, e and e, Fig. 2.

When not in use these tubes are covered with caps. The remaining graduations are seen through

holes l"" in diameter, in the top of the tube-cylinder. When not in use these holes are stopped

with short milled-head screw-caps.

THE TUBE-TELESCOPE.

§ 4. The tube-telescope is shown at t, Fig. 2. Its use is to keep the tube on the line to be

measured. It is adjusted so that its plane of coUimation is parallel to a vertical plane through the

axis of the steel bar. Then when the telescope moves in a vertical plane and is pointed to the

forward end of the line, the tube also points in the same direction. The telescope is mounted a

little on one side of the tube, so that it can be revolved on its horizontal axis. In the figure it is

pointing backwards. The method of mounting is shown in Fig. 8. The axis, a, of the telescope

turns in,- the wyes e and e. "The axis of the telescope should be at right angles to the steel bar.

To effect this adjustment the wyes are made of one solid piece of brass, which can be turned

slightly in azimuth around the screw d. This motion is made with the opposite butting screws

shown at c. Fig. 8, and v, Fig. 2. A clamp-screw, shown at/, Fig. 8, and x, Fig. 2, holds the axis

firmly after it is adjusted. At the rear end of the tube there is a target, used to test this adjust-

ment of the telescope. It is shown at y, Fig. 2, and t, Fig. 7. It is an adjustable disk, with a small

hole in the center. After the telescope is in adjustment the disk is moved until the telescope.ijoints

to the hole. Wlien in use the telescope is from time to time turned back at the target. So long

as it points at the hole it is assumed that the adjustment of the telescope remains undisturbed.

When not in use the target is turned in against the tube. After the axis of the telescope is made

horizontal the level 2?, Fig. 2, is adjusted so that its bubble is in the middle. Then, so long as this

adjustment remains undisturbed, the axis of the telescope can be made horizontal by simply bringing

the level bubble to the center. The screw with which this is done is shown at e, Fig. 5.

MEECUEIAL THEKMOMETEES.

§ 5, There is a mercurial thermometer at each end of the tube, having its bulb inside the

tube-cylinder. The one at the rear end is on the right side of the bars, and is shown at h, in Fig. 2.

The one at the front end is on the left of the bars and is concealed in the figure.

THE SECTOE.

§ 6. The sector is the apparatus which measures the inclination of the tube. It consists of a

graduated arc, which is fastened firmly to the tube, and an index which turns about an axis, and

*An error in drawing makes the gracluatious iu Fig. 14 appear as though soeu through an inverting microscope,

except a» to uumliciing.
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can be kept vertical by means of a level. The reading of the index on the arc gives the inclina-

tion of the tube.

A front view of the sector is shown at a. Fig. 2, and a side view at «, Fig. 7. In Fig. 2, a is

the graduated arc which is fixed with reference to the tube; * is the axis around whicli the index

turns ; d is the level ; and c is the tangent-screw. At a, Fig. 7, is shown a magnifier, with which

the arc is read. The arc is 15° in length, so that an inclination as great as 7° 30', up or down, can

be measured. The index is a vernier reading to 30". In use, the vernier is usually set at an even

minute and the fractional part of a minute is read from the level.

THE TTJBE-STANDS.

§ 7. The tube when in use is mounted upon two supports called tube-stands, as shown in Fig.

2. Tlie rear end rests upon a single point which rises from the center of the tube-stand and is shown

at c. Fig. 5. The forward end rests upon two wheels, one of which is shown at «, Fig. 2. One of

the wheels has a grooved rim, the other one a flat rim. The grooved wheel runs on a track O^.l in

length, shown at w, Fig. 2. The track has a raised rib to fit the wheel, shown at a, Fig. 5. The
other wheel runs on a flat track, which is shown at &, Fig. 5. A bent handle of iron, shown at /c.

Fig. 2, xJreveuts the tube froni bein^' drawn backwards off the tube-stand. The legs of the tube-

stands are of iron with a T-shaped cross-section. The feet are circular disks, 0™.2 in diameter, and
rest on iron pins driven into the ground. When the tube-stand is used at the rear end, the tube

rests on the point c, Fig. 5. When the same stand is used at the forward end, the tube rests on

the rails or tracks, a and 6, Fig. 5.

The head of the tube-stand is provided with three motions, longitudinal, lateral, and vertical.

The vertical motion is made with the screw o. Fig. 5, which pushes the piston g up and down in

the cylinder i, i. The spiral springs h, h, are stift' enough to support the weight of the end of the

tube, so that the screw, o, turns easily in either direction. In Fig. 2, Ms a clamp-screw which
clamps the vertical motion. A screw, shown at n, Fig. 5, can be removed, leaving an orifice through
which the screw o can be oiled. The legs of the tube-stand are attached to the plate r, I, Fig. 5,

shown also at /, Fig. 2. A circular hole is cut through this plate, with a diameter equal to «, m,

Fig. 5. The lateral motion is made with the screw u, which carries all that part which is above the

line u,p, from side to side until the cylinder i, i, comes in contact with the points s or m. The
longitudinal motion is made with a similar screw, the end of which i^ shown at /, Fig. 5, and at

j, j, Fig. 2. The slides for this movement are on the line q, y, Fig. 5. The amount of motion is

limited by the contact of the cylinder i, i, with the front or rear edge of the hole through the plate

r, I. The guides between which the head of the tube-stand slides when longitudinal motion is

made are shown at q and y. The guide q is adjustable. The vertical screw-Koles are slotted so that

it can be pushed in or out with two adjusting screws, which are not shown in this figure, but
similar screws are shown at i and i, Fig. 3. The upper shoulders of the screws press against the

guide, forcing it in. The lateral motion has a similar adjustment. All of the large screws with
which vertical, lateral, and longitudinal motions are produced are provided with milled heads for

slow motion and cranks for rapid motion, as shown at u and v, Fig. 5. The screw e, Fig. 5, turns
the tracks a and b a small amount around the center j. A spring, shown at d, keeps a constant
pressure on the screw e. When the forward end of the tube is resting on the tracks a and b, the
motion of the screw e rolls the tube until the level at p, Fig. 2, shows that the axis of the tube-

telescope is horizontal. All that part of the apparatus which produces the vertical motion can be
removed from the head of the tube stand by taking out four milled head screws, two of which are
shown at k and w, Fig. 5, thus leaving the tube-stand with only the lateral and longitudinal motions.
This is done when the cut-ofif cylinder is used. The hole left in the head of the tube-stand by the
removal of the vertical-motion apparatus is occupied by the cut-off cylinder, as shown in Pig. 4.

The lateral and longitudinal motions are then used to make the cut-off cylinder vertical.

THE MICROSCOPES.

§ 8. Fig. 1 is a front view of a microscope on its stand. In use the microscopes stand directly
over the ends of the tube. To accomplish this, one leg of the tube-stand must be placed between
the legs of the microscope-stand. Thus arranged each of the two stands rests on its own pins, but
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the microscope-stand cannot be removed witbout first removing tlic tube-stand. The microsoope is

pointed at the zero or middle graduation on the end of the steel bar, and thus marks and preserves
the position of the end of the tube while it is being carried forward to a new position. 'I'lie micro-

scope at either end of the tube also measures the distance from the zero-graduation on the steel bar
to the nearest graduation on the zinc bar, thus indicating the temperature. The feet, legs, and
bracing of the microscope-stands are nearly similar to those of the tube-stands. The differences

are sufficiently shown in the figure. A section and a side view of a microscope are shown in Fig. 3.

A is the top of the microscope-stand, shown also at a, b, Fig. 1. A heavy metal frame, y, is attached

at its lower end to the microscope-stand and leans outward, as shown in the figure. The ujjper and
outer end carries the microscope with its slides, levels, «&c. It is fastened to the microscope-stand

by the bolt 6, Fig. 3, which has a universal joint at its lower end, a section of which is shown in

the figure. This joint permits the leveling of the microscope without strain or torsion of the bolt.

The front leveling screws are shown at E and d, Fig. 1. One of them is shown at x, Fig. 3. The
rear leveling screw is shown at e, Fig. 3. The spiral spring / and the weight of the overhanging

microscope force the rear end of the metal frame y up against the rear leveling screw e. The front

leveling screws are clamped with the milled-head screws j), g, Fig. 1. The rear leveling screw is

clamped with the screw D, Fig. 3. All the leveling screws are provided with milled heads for slow

motion and cranks for rapid motion. A roller is shown at z, Fig. 3, which runs up and down on the

track k. There is another on the opposite side. The two prevent the frame from turning in azi-

muth. A front view of a microscope is shown at i, Fig. 1; a side view and section at a, o, Fig. 3.

It is provided with lateral and longitudinal motions similar to those in the head of a tube-stand.

It has no vertical motion. The lateral motion is made with the screw c and the longitudinal motion

with the screw v, Fig, 3. The end of the longitudinal level is shown at d, Fig. 3, and the end of the

transverse level is shown at I, Fig. 1. These two are called the fixed levels. There is a detached

level shown at E, which is used only in adjusting the fixed levels. It is attached to the eye-end of

the microscope, which is then revolved in azimuth and made vertical by means of its leveling

screws. The iixed levels are then adjusted, after which the microscope is made vertical by means

of the fixed levels alone. There is a small telescope attached to the microscope, a side view of which

is given at n, Fig. 1, and an end view at F, Fig. 3. It is used to place the microscope approxi-

mately in azimuth, so that the longitudinal thread in the reticule shall be approximately parallel to

the longitudinal graduation on the steel bar. This is accomplished by first making the line of col-

jimation of the telescope parallel to the longitudinal thread in the reticule. Then, when a micro-

scope is being placed in position, it is revolved in azimuth until its telescope points to the eye-end

of the telescope next in rear. This makes the longitudinal thread and graduation parallel. The

telescope is clamped to the microscope with the screw h, Fig. 3. There is a lug projecting from the

under side of the telescope, shown atj, Fig. 3. It falls in a slofc in the plate t. This plate has two

butting screws, one of which is shown at t, which press in opposite directions against the lug and

move it backwards and forwards the width of the slot, thus permitting the adjustment of the optical

axis of the telescope to parallelism with the longitudinal thread in the microscope.

The microscope is turned in azimuth by the tangent-screw ^^, Fig. 3. This screw turns in the

idate j, w, which is firmly attached to the microscope. The end of the screw is held by the catch I.

When this catch is turned down from the tangent-screw the microscope can be revolved completely

in azimuth, carrying with it the telescope, the plate j, ic, and the tangent-screw w. The micro

scope revolves in the cylinder m, m. There is a capstan-headed clampscrew at n, which clamps the

microscope in the cylinder. The object-glass o is held in place by four butting screws, shown at

I I, I, 1, Fig. 3. The adjustment for coUimation is made with these screws. The reflector to the

microscope is shown at A, Fig. 1, and I, Fig. 3. It is a plane surfa'ce perforated and covered with

plaster of Paris. The value of a revolution of the micrometer-screw is adjusted with the short tube

p p, Fig. 3, which carries the object-glass. In use it is pushed up as far as possible and clamped

with, the screw shown at o, Fig. 1. The microscope is provided with an ordinary micrometer, shown

at A, Fig. 1, and m, Fig. 3. One revolution of the raicroraeter-screw.is approximately equal to 0™«'.l.

The magnifying power of the microscope is approximately 27 diameters. There is a plumb bob sus-

pended by three strings, shown at B, Fig. 3, and B, Fig. 1. It is used to place the tube-stand

directly under the microscope.

18 L s
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THE CUT-OFF APPAEATTJS.

§ 9. A mark on or below tbe surface of the ground directly under the end of a tube is called a

cut-off, and the apitaratus for placing such a mark under the end of a tube, or placing the end of a

tube over the mark, is called tbe cut-off apparatus. Cut-offs are sometimes made upon permanent
marks, as ends of bases, sections, &c., and sometimes upon temjjorary marks on the surface of the

ground to mark the close of a day's work or any short interruption.

The cut-off' mark is a liomisphere about 0™.Ol in diameter. When it is the extremity of a base-

line, this hemisphere is usually made of rock crystal, set in the eiid of a brass bolt, which is in turn

set in a block of granite and then surrounded with masonry. This kind of mark is usually set one

metre below the surface of the ground. The placing of the end of the tube directly over the center

of the hemisphere of crystal is called making a cut-off.

The cutoff cylinder is a tube of iron about 0"\04: iii diameter and I'".7 in length. In its lower

end there is a conical hole which allows the cylinder to stand vertically on the hemisphere of crystal

and revolve freely in azimuth. The upper end of the cut-oft" cylinder passes through the top of a

tube-stand, which holds it firmly. It has a level, by means of which it is made vertical, and a hori-

zontal scale, the center graduation of which is in the axis of the cut off cylinder. Therefore, when
the cylinder is vertical this graduation is directly over the center of the hemispherical crystal. A
microscope is then placed vertically over the scale and pointed at this graduation. Without dis-

turbing the microscope, the cut-oft' cylinder is removed, and the end of a tube placed under the

microscope. This brings the end of the tube exactly over the center of the hemispherical crystal.

When a temporary cut-oft' is made there is used a cut-off plate. This plate is of cast iron, circular,

and about 0".3 in diameter. It is placed under the end of a tube near the surface of the ground,

resting on three wooden stakes and held in position by nails. On it there is a smaller plate, which

can be moved 0".02 in any direction by four butting screws. lu the center of the movable plate is

a screw about 0™.l in lengtb, which has a hemispherical head of the same diameter as the crystal.

This hemisphere is placed under the end of a tube in substantially the same manner as a tube is

placed over a hemisphere. TLe cut-off' cylinder is in two parts, so that one-half its length can be
used when the mark is on the siirface of the ground.

The several parts mentioned above will now be described in detail by reference to the draw-

ings. The ijut-oft' apparatus is shown in Fig. 4. The cut-oft" plate, v, rests on three wooden stakes,

and is held in place by nails driven in the stakes and bent over the edge of the plate, as shown in

the figure. The movable plate u is adjusted and held in place by four butting screws, three of

which are shown at s, w, and t. The screw carried by the movable plate has a milled head, shown
at q. Its hemispheiieal head .is concealed by the lower end of the cut-off cylinder. A lock-nut,

shown at r, holds the screw after it has been raised or lowered to the proper place. The horizontal

motions of the plate u are used to place the cut-oft' cylinder and scale directly under a fixed micro-

scope. (The cut-oft' cylinder is kept vertical during these movements by corresponding movements
of the lateral and longitudinal slides in the head of the tube^tand.) The vertical motion of the
screw q is used to bring the cut-off cybuder to. the proper height for passing through the head of
the tube stand. The cut-oft' cylinder is shown at p, standing on the hemispherical head of the screw
in the movable plate. Its upper end passes through the hole in the head of the tube-stand left by
the removal of the vertical motion apparatus. A collar, shown at h. is fastened to the top of the
tube-stand by the milled-head screws e and/, which before held the vertical-motion apparatus in
place. The top of the cut-oft' cylinder passes through the collar, which fits it neatly and holds it

firmly, yet allows it to turn easily in azimuth. The piston d has a motion up and down of O-'.l in

the cut-off cylinder. This movement is made with a rack and pinion, shown at m. It is used to
bring the cut-oft" scale into tlie focus of the microscope. A clamp screw, n, clamps the piston when
in position. The blackened metal cone, o., has its apex in the prolongation of the axis of the cut-
off cylinder, and is used for a target when aligning the marking-stones, &c., but is removed when
the cut-off is used under a microscope. Between b and c there is a scale divided into millimeters.
The middle graduation is numbered zero, and is approximately in the axis of the cylinder. There
are sixty-five graduations on each side of the zero,'makiug the total length of the scale O'p.IS. The
ends of the scale are marked with the letters A and B, and the graduations are distinguished by
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these letters. A cover, b, c, protects the scale. The cut-off level is shown at o. It is adjustable, so

that the bubble will remain in the center wliile the cut oif cylinder is revolved 180° in azimuth.

One division of this level is approximatelj' two seconds.

END- AND SECTIO>' MARKS OP BASE-LINE.

§ lO. The cut-off plates above described are used for temporary marks only. The different

kinds of permanent marks are shown in Fig. 13. That for the end of a base-line is shown at g.

The hemisphere is of rock crystal set in a brass bolt, which is in turn set in a block of granite, and
then surrounded with masonry. An enlarged view of the upper end of the brass bolt with its pro-

tecting cap is shown at d. A section is marked with a single stone O^.G square and 0™.4 thick. In

the center of the upper surface of this stone is a small brass bolt with a conical hole through its

center. A steel pin with a hemispherical head fits in this hole, as shown at e. Fig. 13. When a

cut-off is made on a section-stone the steel pin is inserted in the brass cylinder, the cut-off cylinder

is placed on it, and the cut-off is made in the usual manner. After the cut-off is completed the

steel pin is removed and a brass or wooden plug is put in its place. A section-stone is usually

placed one metre below the surface of the ground. Besides the end-mark proper of a base, already

described, there are two side-stones, one of which is shown in Fig. 13. These stones are 0™.2 square

at top and O^.O long. They stand vertically with their tops in the same horizontal plane as the

end-mark. They have marks in their tops similar to section-marks. They are placed each side of

the end-mark and four metres distant, so that a line joining them passes through the end-mark and

is approximately at right angles to the base-line.

AD.JUSTMENTS.

§ 1 1. The adjustments of the base-apparatus which are made in the field are as follows:

First. The microscopes are coUimated. The point which is collimated is the intersection of the

movable thread when at the tenth or middle revolution with the longitudinal thread.

Method.—The object-glass is moved by means of the four butting screws, which hold it until

the point to be collimated appears to be stationary while the microscope is revolved.

Second. The microscope is made vertical.

Method.—The detached level is placed on the top of the microscope, which is then 'adjusted by

means of its IcA'cUng screws until it will revolve without mo\ing the bubble of the level. The

microscope is then vertical. The fixed levels are then adjusted until their bubbles are in the center.

Third. The longitudinal thread should be parallel to the direction of motion of the slide. This

is made so by the maker, and there is no adjustment provided. It should, however, be tested from

time to time by the following

—

Method.—^The longitudinal thread is made to coincide with the longitudinal graduation on the

bar. Then the micrometer-screw is turned through the whole amount of its motion, and if the

thread does not separate from the graduation, the axis of motion and the thread are parallel.

Fourth. The optical axis of the telescope attached to the microscope is made parallel to the

longitudinal thread in the microscope.

Metlwd. Two microscopes are placed over the ends of the tube. Their longitudinal threads

are made to coincide with the longitudinal graduation on the bar. Then the forward telescope is

adjusted so that it points to the eye-end of the rear telescope. This adjustment is convenient but

not essential.

Fifth. The tube-telescope must be collimated.

First method.—^Two microscopes are set over the ends of the tube and focused over the longi-

tudinal graduations. The tube should be horizontal. The tube-telescope is then pointed to some

distant object in the horizon. The tube is then changed end for end and again brought under the

microscopes. The telescope is revolved 180°. If it point to the same distant object, then its col-

limation is in adjustment. If it does not, half the error is corrected by means of the coUimating

screws which move the reticule.

Second method.—Three points are determined in line by means of an auxiliary instrument. The

tube-telescope is placed over the middle one and made to point to the other two when revolved

180°. The three poiut-i must be in the same horizontal plane. This is a convenient method to use
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while ineaisuriug-, for wlien the tube is over a sectiou-point it is iu line Avith the next secHon-point

ahead and the last one iu the rear, and a simple revolution of the telescope will test its colliinatiou.

Sixth. The axis of rotation of the tube-telescope must be made horizontal.

Mtthdd.—The tube is rolled until the telesco])e Mill follow a plumb-line. In this position the

cross level on the forward end of the tube is adjusted so that its bubble is in the center.

Seventh. The plane of sight of the tube-telescope must be made parallel to the longitudinal

graduation on the steel bar.

Metliod.—Two microscopes are set up iu line with some distant object. To accomplish this

small targets are placed in the tops of the microscopes, and a theodolite is set up about twenty

metres distant, with which the targets are sighted in line with the distant object. The tube is then

brought under the niicrosco]ies. In this position the tube-telescope is made to point to the same

distant object by adjusting the axis of rotation. The target at the rear end of the tube is then ad-

justed so that the tube-telescope points at the small hole in the center.

Eighth. The reading of the sector when the tube is horizontal must be determined.

Method.—The tube is focused under two microscopes and the sector read. The tube is then

changed end for end, refocused, and the sector read again. The mean of the two readings is the

reading of the sector when the tube is horizontal.

Ninth. The sector arc should be in a plane parallel to the vertical plane passing through the

longitudinal graduation of the steel bar. This is made so by the maker, and no adjustment is

provided. It can be tested by the following

—

Method.—Measure two known grade-angles and compare the values given by the sector with

the known values.

Tenth. The steel and zinc bars in the tube should be straight. They Avere made so by the

maker and no adjustment was provided. They can, however, be tested with the comparing appa-

ratus, but not in the field. The api^aratus and method are described in § 24.

MEASURING A LINE.

§ 1 2. A measuring party consists of three observers, two recorders, and twelve laborers. The
work is divided as follows : Two men with Avooden mauls drive the iron pins on wMch are placed

the tube- and microscope-stands. A wooden pattern is used for placing the pins properly, and the

heads of the pins are brought into the same horizontal jjlane Avith a carpenter's level. Two men
carry forward the microscopes ou their stands and place them on the pins. Two men carry forward

the tube-stands. Ons obserA^er places the microscope in position and levels it. Three men carry

the tube forward and place it on its stands under the microscopes. The men stand on the right-

hand side of the tube and lift it with their hands. Each man has a strap around Ms shoulders

and under the tube, for safety. The recorder at the forward end points the telescope at the target,

which stands over the next section-point in advance. The observer at the forward end levels the

tube. The observer at the rear end brings the tube under the microscope. These three things are

done simultaneously. The observer at the forward end next brings the microscope OA^er the zero

of the steel bar and then brings the tube into the focus of the microscope. After the microscope
is in position the crank Avhich moA^es it longitudinally is removed, so that the obserA-er at the rear
end may not by mistake move the microscope after it has been used at the forward end and before
it has been used at the rear end. The recorders have each a note-book ; one is called " front
record " and the other " rear record." The recorder at the rear end prepares and reads the sector,

recording the reading in his book without calling it out. The rear and front observers then make
simultaneous readings on the zeros of the steel bar. Each reading is recorded in its proper note-
book. Then simultaneous readings are made on that graduation of the zinc bar which is nearest
the zero of the steel, and properly recorded. Next the mercurial thermometers are read. The
observer at the rear end then reads the sector, calling it out, and the recorder at the forward end
records it in his book.

While the tube is being carried forward under the supervision of the obserA^ers, the two
recorders change places and examine the readings of the nucroscopes to see if they agree with the
records. The time at which the reading is made ou the steel bar is recorded. The recorders then
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compare their notes. If there is .1 discrepancy in tlie last readings of the microscopes, or in the
reading of the sector, it is corrected before either is disturbed. Tims every important reading is

re-read by a second observer, who has no Isnowledge of, and is therefore not influenced by, the first

reading. The readings on the steel bar are well checked by the reading on the zinc bar. The
mercurial-thermometer readings are not of sufQcieut importance to be re-read. While the tube is

being read, one man with a gnib-Loe ])nlls up the iron pins that have been uncovered in the rear

and another man carries them forward. Awniugs are carried over the tube and microscopes.

They are made of canvas stretched over light wooden frames. The frames are five metres long,

two and a half metres wide, and two metres high. There are four such awnings used. The rear

one is carried forward and placed in front as often as necessary. The four men who carry tube-

stands and microscopes do this work. Platforms, on which the observers stand, are placed in front

of the microscopes. These platforms are planks 2™.5 long, 0™.13 wide, and 0™.05 thick, supported
at the ends upon blocks 0™.l in thickness. The weight of the observer is thus removed at least

one metre from the feet of the microscope-stands. The man who carries the pins carries these

platforms forward and places them in front of the microscopes. The tube which is used in the field

is covered with felt, two centimeters in thickness, and outside of the felt is a cover of canvas
painted white. This is to protect the tube from sudden changes of temperature. The microscope-

stands are covered in the same way.

FORM OF THE B.ECOED.

§ 13. The record of measurement is kept in the following form

:

Chicago Base-Line, Tube 1, Front Und, August 25, 1877,

of tube.
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The total length is read from a scale on the side of the piston, and entered in the column of

remarks as "length of ent-ott' cylinder," or "L. C."

Time.
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boxes which surround the piers, as shown in Figs 17, 18, and 10. The screws which support tlie

comparator on the piers and the frame which supports the microscopes pass through holes in the

bottom of the box which are sd^large that the box is nowhere in contact with either comparator or

Ttiicroscopes. In the south side of tlie box there are panels of ])lute-glass, shown at«K, Fig. 17.

Through these, light is thrown upon those parts of the comparator wiiich it is necessary to ilhnninate.

The top of the box is covered with movable panels, some of which are of plate-glass, through
which the thermometers are read. The, eye-ends of the microscopes project upwards through these

]»anels, but not in contact with them, as shown in Fig. 19. The nortli side of the box turos down
ou hinges, as shown in the figure.

MOUNTING OP THE MICEOSCOPES.

§ 18. The comparing-microscopes are numbered 5 and 6. Their optical arrangements and
micrometers are similar to the measuring-microscopes described in § 8. When standards i"^ long

are to be compared, microscope 5 is mounted on the east pier and microscope 6 ou the west pier

as shown at A and B, Fig. 18. The method of mounting is shown in Plate XXL Fig. 24 shows
the west end of the comparator-box, and the top of microscope 6. Fig. 26 shows west end of com-

parator with box removed. Fig. 25 shows side view of support for microscope. A, Figs. 24, 25,

and 26, is an iron plate 0™.6 long, 0'".3 wide, and 0'".03 thick. It ii held to the top of the pier by
four iron bolts, and adjusted horizontally by a double set of nuts. The iron frame which supports

the microscopes is firmly bolted to this plate. A side and an end view of this frame are shown at

B, Figs. 25 and 26. The circular opening at B, Fig. 25, contains a lens of proper focal length, which

concentrates the light upon the microscope-reflector shown at 0, Figs. 25 and 26. D, D are pro-

jecting rails ©"'.I long, to which the microscopes are clamped with the screw E. These rails allow

the microscopes to move longitudinally about 0™.03. F, Pig. 26, is a tangent-screw Avhicli moves the

microscope transversely on its upper slide about 0'".03. Gr is a tangent-screw which moves the

microscope vertically about 0'".002. H, H, Figs. 2" and 20, are leveling screws with which the

microscope is made vertical. For this i)urpose a small cross-level is attached to the top of the micro-

scope. This level is shown in Fig. 3, Plate IX. When standards of 1'" or less are to be compared,

the microscopes are mounted on the microscope-car, as shown at C and D, Fig. 18. The method

of mounting and adjusting is similar to that just given. Au end-view of car with microscope is

given in Fig. 22.

THE FIXED FRAME.

§ 1 9. This is the heavy iron frame which supports the tube- and microscope-cars. A side view

is shown at E, Fig-. 18; an end view at B, Pig. 22 ; a top view at A, Fig. 20; and a section at C,

Fig. 21. It rests on the three interior piers and is supported by the screws sliown at P, Fig. 18

;

B, Fig. 21; and A, Fig. 22. It is 3"'.7 long, 0™.56 wide, and 0«'.15 deep. It weighs about 300

kilogrammes. P and G, Fig. 20, are the rails on which the microscope car stands, and on which it

is moved longitudinally. The rail at F is flat; the one at G triangular in section, as shown at

and D, Fig. 22. The cross-piece at H, Fig. 20, has a flat upper surface, on which the wheels of the

tube-car run when it is moved from side to side of the fixed frame. There is a similar cross-piece

at the other end, not shown in the figure. O and N are adjustable screws or stops against which

the tube-car strikes. There are two other stops not shown in the figure. The stops on the north

side are provided with lengthening-bars, one of which is shown at P. This bar is supported on the

axis K. When not in use it is put down out of the way by turning the axis, R, 90°.

THE TUBE-CAR.

§ 30. The tube car is supported by the fixed frame. A side-view of the car is shown in Fig.

18; a top-view in Fig. 20; an end-view in Fig. 22; and a section in Fig. 21. It is 4'".1 long, 0"'.33

wide, and 0™.17 deep. It weighs about 250 kilogrammes. It moves upon four small wheels or

rollers, two of which are shown at I, Figs. 20 and 21, and E, Fig. 22. These rollers allow it to

move easily from side to side of the fixed frame. It carries the tubes, and thus allows them to be

interchanged under the microscopes. A side-view and an end-view of the tubes mounted ou the

tube-car are shown at G, Fig. 18, and I, Fig. 26. The tubes are supported at their ends upon
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tracks, wliicli arc shown :it IT, Fi.^-. IS; J, Fi^<-. 26; and F, Fis'. 22. These trucks rost upon the

npjier rails of tho tnbc car. ( )n(' pair is provided with wheels, the other pair is not. The rear-end

trucks are shown in Fig. 22. (I is a screw with whicli tlie end of the tube can be raised or lowered.

n, H are buttin<r screws wliich press the screw (r from side to side, thus giving the rear end of

the tube a slight transverse motion. I is a clanip-serew which clamps the truck to the rail of the

tube-car. Tlie forward-end trucks are shown in Fig. 2(1. K, K are screws which raise and lower

the end of the tube. There is no transverse motion in the forward-end trucks. The apparatus

with which the tube car is moved from side to side is shown in its proper place at S, Pig. 20. An
enlarged to])-view is shown in Fig. 2S, and a side view in Fig. 29. Fig. 30 is a section on the line

01), Fig. 2S ; and Fig. 31 is a section on the line AE, Fig. 28. K, K, Fig. 20, are levers turning

around the points K and K. Their longer arms are attached to the under side of the tube-car, as

shown at L. "When the shorter arms are moved in one direction the longer ones move in the oppo-

site direction and carry the tube car with them. The shorter arms are moved by turning the crank

JM, Fig. 20. This movement is better shown in Fig. 28. A is the screw which the crank turns.

B is a nut which is moved backwards and forwards by the turning of the screw, and carries the

shorter arms of the levers with it. The screw and nut are shown in section at A and B, Fig. 31.

When the tube-car is pushed to either side of the fixed frame it comes in contact with the stops

described in § 19 and shown at I, Fig. 18, and N, O, Fig. 20. The levers K and K are elaf-tic, so

that when the tube-car is once pushed ftrmly against the stops it will remain in contact with them,

while they are moved a short distance in or out so as to briug the standards exactly under the

microscopes. The stops are turned with a key, which passes through holes in the comparator-box.

These holes are covered with a slide when not in use, as shown in Fig. 19. F and G, Fig. 28, are

friction-rollers, wJiich prevent the tube-car from movingJongitudinally. A projecting piece of the

tube-car, shown at S, Fig. 21, fits between these rollers, one of which, F, Fig. 28, is adjustable and

can be pressed against the tube-car. H, Figs. 28 and 29, Is the screw with which this movement

is accomplished.

THE MICEOSCOPE-CAR.

§ 21. The microscope-car supports the microscopes when standards of one metre or less are

to be compared. A side-view is given in Fig. 18 and an end-view in Fig. 22. It stands on the fixed

frame, astride of the tube car. It is l"'.l long, O^.G wide, and 0'".4 high. It weighs about 40 kilo-

grammes. It can be ])ushed along the rails from end to end of the fixed frame. It has three sup-

ports, two of them resting on the north rail of the fixed frame, as shown at K, I<'ig. 18, and one on

the south rail, as shown at D, Fig. 22. The two on the north rail are grooved at the bottom so as

to fit the rail, as shown at O. The one on the south rail is a wheel, as shown at D, and is in the

middle of the south side of the car, supporting half the weight of car and microscopes. J, Fig. 18,

is an iron beam l^.l long. An end-view is shown at Y, Fig. 22. The microscopes are clamped to

this beam, and can be moved along it so as to be at anj^ distance from each other less than 1™ and
greater than 0".l. M, Figs. 18 and 22, is a tangent-screw, which moves the microscope longitudi-

nally. The adjustments of the microscopes when mounted on this car are the same as described in

§ 11. K, Figs. 18 and 22, is a lever with which slow longitudinal motion is communicated to the

car. An enlarged view of the lower end is given in Fig. 23. It turns about the pivot L, Figs. 23

and 23. Its lower end is pressed into notches iu the rail, wlien a movement of the upper end com-
municates a much slower movement to the car. I, Fig. 23, is a spring which hohls the lever up out

of the notches M'heu not in use. The upper end of the lever i)asses through a slot iu the top of the

comparator-box. When not iu use it is removed and the slot covered.

BEAM FOR SUPPOETING STANDARDS.

§ 2S. This beam supports the standards, which are 1 metre or less in length. It is l"'.! long

and is mounted on two of the trucks described in § 20. A side-view, with 71/" T 1870 lying on it, is

given at L, Fig 18. Another side-view, with standard yard lying on it, is given at H, Fig. 32. An
end-view, with M T1S1G and E1S7G lying on it, is givtyi at J, Fig. 22. A cross-section is shown
at n, Fig. 33. When two standards are being compared one of them rests on the flat upper surface

of the beam, the other on two shoulders which project from the side of the beam. One of these
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.shoulders is shown at J, Fig. 22. The former standard is adjusted horizontally by meaus of the

vertical movements in the trucks described in § 20. The latter is brought into the same horizontal

plane by meaus of the vertical motion of the shoulders. The screws with which this motion is pro-

duced are shown ,at O, Fig. 22, and I, Fig. 32. The shoulders are clamped with a screw not shown
in the figure. P, Fig. 22, is a screw which pushes the standard, which lies on the shoulders, later-

ally. Q is a screw with a small projecting point at R which draws the standard laterally. When
spaces of less than 0™.l are compared the standards are mounted end to end, their axes in the same
vertical i>lane and their graduated surfaces in the same horizontal ]ilaue. The beam is supported

-upon the trucks with wheels, and the standards are pushed backwards and forwards, longitudinally,

under tlie microscopes. To accomplish this a steel ruler is attached to the beam and projects through

a slot in the end of the comparator-box. This is not shown in the figure.

APPARATTJS FOE COMPARING LINE- WITH END-MEA-SURES.

§ 93. The Clarke yards are end-measure standards, the Repsold metres are line-measure stand-

ards. In order to compare a yard with a metre an apparatus is required which will temporarily

convert the yard into a line-measuve. This apparatus is shown in Figs. 32 to 35, inclusive. It con-

sists of two steel cylinders called "quills" and the ai)paratus for adjusting and holding them in

contact with the yard. The quills have graduations on their upper surfaces, and, when in contact

with the yard, the yard and quills together beuome a line-measui-e and can be compared with other

line-measures. The lengths of the quills can be found separately; therefore the relative lengths of

the two standards become knoAvn. One of the quills in half actual size is shown in Fig. 34. Agates

are set in each end, one having a plane, the other a spherical surface (radius = 10'""'.5). Only each

fifth graduation is shown in the figure. One side of the apparatus for holding the quills is shown

in Fig. 32. The other side and an end-view are shown in Fig. 33. The apparatus is clamped to the

beam with the screws O, Figs. 32 and 33. The middle one releases or tightens the hook shown at

P, Fig. 33. Therefore by loosening the middle screw and tightening the end ones, or vice versa, the

whole apparatus is carried sidewise on the beam. Also, by loosening one end-screw and tighten-

ing the other the apparatus is turned in azimuth. M, M, Fig. 33, are the wyes in which the quill

lies. J, J, are screws which raise and lower the wyes. There is a small striding-leyel, not shown,

with which the quill is made horizontal. Q is a weight which presses against the eiul of the quill

and keeps it in contact with the end of the yard. Fig. 35 is a perlbrated plate Avhich is usedjn

adjusting the quill in azimuth. When the two quills are mounted at opposite ends of the beam

with their plane ends towards each other this plate is sli]>ped upon one of them, the end of the quill

just fitting in the large hole in the center of the plate. A light is then held at one of the small

holes near the end of the plate. The other quill is then turned in azimuth untU the reflected light

is seen through the hole at the other end of the plate. Since tho holes are equidistant from the axis

of the first quill, it follows that the plane surface of the second quill is at right angles to the line

joining the two quills. The plate is then changed to the second quill, and the first one is similarly

adjusted. If, now, the plane ends of the quills are at right angles to their axes (and trial has shown

them to be very nearly so), then the axes of the quills are in the same vertical plane. They are

brought into the same horizontal plane by means of a striding level one yard long, not shown in

the figure.
ALIGNMENT-APPAEATUS.

§ 24. The alignment of the bars in the tubes is tested by means of a silk thread, which is

stretched from one end of the comparator to the other. The apparatus for holding the thread at

one end of the comparator is shown in Fig. 22. T is a pulley over which the thread runs ami is

strained by the weight U. The thread is adjusted sidewise and vertically by the screws V and W,

respectively. The apparatus is similar at the other end. The thread used weighs 0.024 grammes

per metre. It is strained with the weight 17=118 grammes. The computed sag at the middle of

the thread, the supports being 4™ apart, is 0'"™.3; There is a small vertical scale on the microscope

at X. To test the alignment of the bars in a horizontal plane, the thread is adjusted so as to be

tarigent to this scale. The microscope on its car is moved along and focused over each metre-mark

in turn. The elevation of the microscope is determined each time by thereading of the thread on.

19 L s
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the vertical scale. This gives the relative distances of the several metre-marks below the thread.

To test the alignment of the bars in a vertical plane the thread is stretched between the two tubes

in the same horizontal plane as the graduated surfaces of the bars. This is done by removing the

lower section of the standards which support the thread and using only the upper section. The

thread is then focused under the microscope. The microscope on its car is pushed from one end

of the comparator to the other. The distance of the microscope from the thread is determined

opposite each metre-mark. The tube is then brought under the microscope, which is again pushed

from end to end of the comparator. The distance of the microscope from the longitudinal gradua-

tion on the steel bar is determined at each metre-mark. Since the path of the miscroscope was the

same both times, the relative distances of the graduations from the thread become known.

STANDARD YARDS A AND B.

§ 25. These yards were made by Troughton and Simms. One of them is shown at E, Fig. 32.

It is of steel, with rectangular cross-section IS""" wide and 19"'°^ deep. One centimeter of each end

of the yard is cylindrical and projects from the box as shown in the figure. In the ends of these

cylinders agates are set to form the end-surfaces of the yard. These surfaces are convex with a

radius of one yard. The yard is inclosed in an iron box, the lid of which is lifted up in the figure.

The yard is supported at four points on the ends of two levers. In the figure the side of the box
is removed at one point to show one of the levers. There are caps not shown in the figure which

fit on the ends of the box and protect the yard when not in use. There are four thermometers, with

bulbs bent at right angles to the stems, inserted in cavities in the sides of the box and read through

slots in the lid. In the figure the yard is removed at one point to show one of these thermometers.

METALLIC-THERMOMETER METRE.

§ 26. This metre was made by Eepsold, in 1876, to accompany the base-apparatus. It is des-

ignated "ilf T1876." It consists of two bars, one of steel, the other of zinc, placed side by side

in an iron box. A side-view of this box is shown at N, Pig. 18, and an end-view at S, Pig. 22.

Both bars have rectangular cross-sections 13""™ wide and 27""' deep. They are bolted together one
decimeter from the forward end, and are supported on rollers in the same manner as the bars in the

tubes described in § 2. There are two groups of deoimillimeter graduations, one at the rear and
the other at the front end, shown at S and T respectively. Pig. 38. The bars in Pig. 38 are about
half actual size, and the intervals between the graduations are about twice their actual size. The
upper halves of the bars are cut away at the ends, so that the graduatious are on the neutral axis

when the two bars are considered together.

STANDARD STEEL METRE.

§ 27. This metre was made by Eepsold in 1876, and is designated as "i21876." It is a single

bar of steel with its cross-section as shown at N, Pig. 22. Its graduations are on platinum sur-

faces on the neutral axis. A top-view is shown in Pig. 27. All the graduations are shown except
those in the first millimeter, which is divided into tenths. The numbers shown at the side of the
bar in the figure are engra^-ed on the bar opposite their respective graduations. The figure 1 and
the letter m at the one-metre end are in their proper places. The space between the figure 1 and
the middle stroke of the letter m has been carefully determined and used as a standard space in

determining the value of the micrometers.

STANDARD DECIMETER.

§ 28. This scale was made by Eepsold in 1876, and is designated as "D1876." A top-view
and cross-section are sliown in Pig. 37. It is of steel with its graduations on platinum. All of
the graduations are shown in tlie figure except those in the first millimeter, which is divided into
tenths. Fig. 36 shows the apparatus for holding the decimeter on the beam. U and V are shoulders
against which the decimeter is pressed by the spring W. X is a screw which clamps the apparatus
to the beam. Y is a taugentr-screw which moves the decimeter longitudinally.
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CHAPTEE IX.

PRINCIPAI. CONSTANTS OF REPSOLD BASE-APPARATUS AND OF ITS
STANDARDS.

§ 1. In comparisons of standards of length, when great precision is desired, two things should
be especially aimed at, namely, steadiness of temperature and stability of comparing apparatus.
To obtain steadiness of temperature, before comparisons of the Eepsold base apparatus were made,
a room 22 feet long, 11 feet broad, and 12 feet high, on the ground floor of the Lake- Survey office,

had its whole interior lined with a layer, 1 foot thick, of sawdust, in order to diminish its fluctua-

tions of temperature. A double door, the two doors being 17 inches apart, was prepared, and in

entering and leaving the room both doors were never open at the same time when comparisons
were going on, so that no inrush or outrush of air was possible. The doors had large plates of

glass in them, through which a gas-burner at the focus of a parabolic mirror, 23 inches in diameter,

sent the light needed for illumination. This room is described in Chapter VJII, § 15. The
result of the construction was that when the daily fluctuations of external temperature were
20° P. (they were often greater), the daily fluctuations in the room arising from those external

fluctuations were only Qo.l or 0°.2 P. When a well-marked maximum or minimum, extending

over several days, occurred in the external temperature, the maximum or minimum in the com-

pailng-room occurred from two to four days later. Thfe usual temperature-change in a day in

the comparing-box did not exceed 2° P. In a long series of observations, extending from November

15, 1879, to March 15, 1880, the temperature-change reached 4° on but two days. The fluctuations

of the air of the comparing-room were greater thaa those in the comparing box, but they rarely

exceeded 3° P.

The comparing-apparatus, as designed by Eepsold, had a contrivance for fastening two micro-

scopes, 4 metres apart, to the ends of the heavy bed-frame on which all the movable^parts rest.

Then, by moving the tube-car with the two tubes resting on it from side to side on the bed-frame,

the ends of the tubes could be alternately brought under the microscopes for comparison. But

this motion from side to side of 500 kilogrammes on the cross-rails of the bed-frame, through a

distance of 0'".155, necessarily changed the form of the bed-frame, which is supported on six vertical

screws. The first comparisons gave discrepant results, and oa examining the question it was found

that in consequence of these strains the microscopes changed direction by large amounts when the

tube-car was ran from side to side. The bed-frame of the apparatus was already mounted on brick

piers. After these experiments, brick i)iers were also built for the microscopes, and the latter were

firmly mounted on them by means of iron gallows-frames solidly fastened to iron bolts let into the

brick piers. These heavy piers were founded on clay, the foundations being 0™.5 below the ground

of the cellar beneath the comparing-room, and 1'" square, but owing to yielding of the clay they

were not perfectly stable. Their motions were, kowever, so slow as not to affect sensibly any com-

parisons.

Por comparisons of 221876 with the separate metres of the tubes, Eepsold prepared a bar on

which microscopes could be mounted at any distance apart from 0".l to I'^.O, this bar being

carried by four feet, which ran on the rails of the bed-frame. The microscopes being mounted on

this microscope-car, which was astride of the. tube-car, the latter carrying the tube and metre

J?1876, would, when moved laterally, bring one or the other of these alternately under the micro-

scopes for comparison, the microscope-car remaining unmoved. The early comparisons not being
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satisfiiL'toiy, it occiirroci to me tliat since the bed frame, on Avbose rails the microscope car stood,

\v;is strained liy riiiniiiiii- the tube car from side to side, and as the micKiscopecar rested on four

ieet, the pressnve of tlie feet on tlie rails would vary, thus introducing strains into tlie microscope-

ear frame. Delicate levels were mounted on the micioscopes, and it was found that when the

tube car was moved from side to side the microscopes cLanged their relative inclination by several

seconds. The microscope car was tlien changed so as to stand on three Ieet (instead of four),

forming in plau aii isosceles triangle. Since that time repeated attempts have been made to dis-

co\cr auj motioji of the microscopes mounted on the microscope-car witli reference to each other

when the movable tube-carrying frame beneath it was run from side to side. The methods have

been to mount levels on the two microscopes paniJlel to a tube and also at right angles to a tube,

and then to run the tube from side to side. The levels were delicate (one division=l" or 2"), but,

though in the experiments the microsco])es changed their absolute inclination by several seconds,

there has never been any change in their relative inclination that could be detected. A second

method was to suspend B 1870 under the microscopes and to read on it before and after the tube-

carriage was run from side to side. Either of these methods should have detected a change of l**

or less in the microscope-interval. Indeed, with the bar carrying the microscopes supported on a

tripod whose feet- rest on the heavy bed-frame, it is difficult to see how slight strains in this frame

should bend the bar. The first of these methods was also applied to detect any motion of the

microscopes when mounted four metres apart on their piers. Running the tube-carriage from side

to side might transmit, through the piers supporting the tube-carriage and the earth at their

foundation, some strain to the foundation of the microscope jjiers, and so displace the microscopes.

No motion, absolute or relative, could be detected in them.

Of the two measuring- tubes of the Repsold base-apparatus. No. 1 alone has been used in the

measurement of bases. No. 2 having been kept in the ofiice of the Lake Survey, as a standard, and
as a reserve in case of accident to No. 1. The two tubes were identical when received from Repsold,

but prior to use in the field No. 1 was covered by a coating of felt held snngly against the tube by
a canvas cover. The thickness of the combined covering is 10""", and its object is to ma.ke the

changes of temperature in the interior of the tube less rapid. The steel and zinc bars of tube 1 are

designated by 8i and Zj, respectively, and those of tube 2 by 82 and Z2. The standard metre for

these tubes is it! 1876, described in § 27, Chapter VIII.

The different steps in determining the length and expansion of the parts of the base-apparatus
are the following

:

1. Determining the length and expansion of the standard metre, i21876, in terms of the Clarke
yard A. ,

2. Determining from B 1876 the length of 82 and its relative expansion.

3. Determining from ^^2 the length and expansion for 1° P. of 81.

4. Determining from Z2 the length and expansion for 1° P. of Zi.

5. Determining frora 82 the length and expansion for 1° P. of Z2.

0. Determining from the 15-feet brass bar of the Lake Survey the expansion of 82 for 1° P.
7. Adjustment and collection of results.

8. Poerster's data as to i^l876.

With the exception of Poerster's determinations, all the work under these heads has been done
in the comparing-room of the Lake Survey, a description of which has already been given in this
section as well as some data as to the steadiness of its temperature.

Various constants, including periodic errors and values of micrometer-screws, graduation-
errors, etc., are given in §§ 68 to 75.

DETEEMINATION OF EKKOKS OF GRADUATION OF if lb7fi.

§ S. Clarke yard A has been described in Chapter II, § 2, and also with reference to diagram
in Chapter VIII, § 25, and i21870 in Chapter VIIl, § 27. As i?1876 is a line-measure, while
Clarke yard A is an end-measure, two steel cylinders 110""^> long and O-'-'^.S in diameter, each having
one plane and one convex agate end, were prepared by Repsold for such comparisons. The convex
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ends have a radius of 10™"\5. At each end of these cylinders a portion of the cylinder has been
cut away, leaving a plane surface parallel to, and 4""'.4 from, the axis, on which a scale of tenths
of millimeters, 5"™ long, has been graduated on platinum. On each small scale the zero-division

is that nearest the plane end ,of the cylinder. By placing the axes of these small cylinders exactly

in the prolongation of the axes of the terminal cylinders of Clarke yard A, the convex ends of the
cylinders being in contact with the ends of the yard, such graduation-lines on the cylinders can be
selected as shall be very nearly the same distance apart (within less than 0™™.!) as two graduation-

lines on the metre. The lines selected on the metre were the 81st millimeter and the 1000th milli-

meter mark. On the cylinders they-were the 4Gth lines on the scales at the convex ends of the

cylinders. After carefully comparing the distance above specified on the metre with the nearly

equal distance between the 46th division lines on the cylinders, when their convex ends abut

against the ends of yard A, the yard was removed from between the cylinders, the convex ends of

the latter were brought into contact, and the small distance (about 4™".9) then separating their

46th division marks was carefully determined by comparisons with B 1876. Subtracting this dis-

tance from the interval between the 81st and 1000th millimeter on R 1876, there results the value

of yard A in terms of this distance. Having given a general sketch of the manner of comparison,

the details will now be considered.

§ 3. First, it is necessary to know exactly what fraction the interval on i21876, between the

Simm mark and the 1,000'"™ mark, is of the interval between 0™'" and 1,000"'™ mark on this metre.

.B1876 is graduated into decimeters, and the first decimeter into millimeters. The first step was

to intercompare the double decimeters. For this ijurpose iJ1876 was placed on the iron beam

described in § 22, Cha])ter VIII, and made level within 30". The two microscopes were mounted

on their carriage at a distance of 0"'.2 from each other; their lines of collimation were made vertical

within 42", and the microscope-carriage remaining stationary, i21876 was so arranged without

disturbing its level that Avhen the iron beam carrying the metre was moved with its supporting

trucks lengthwise under the microscopes, their horizontal threads followed closely the longitudinal

lines crossing the transverse graduations of £1876. The comparisons were made in the closed

box of the comparison-apparatus, by pointing with the microscopes at the successive double-decj-

meter marks, the microscope-car remaining stationary while the metre was run under the micro-

scopes. The programme for observations was the following

:

1. Read thermometer on 221876.

2. Read the two microscopes twice on 0'".0 and 0"'.2.

3. Move metre lengthwise and read twice on 0"'.2 and 0"'.4: 0"'.4 and 0"'.6; 0'".6 and 0™.8; 0"'.8

and l^.O; and, finally, twice again on O^.O and 0"'.2.

4. Read thermometer.

5. Three sets to be read daily at 9 a. m., 1 p. m., and 5 p. m.

Each set required about fifteen minutes, and no other visits were made to the comparing-room

during the day. After five days' observations the metre was turned end for end, and three days

more of comparisons were obtained. In the following table the results of each visit are given. The

mean of the first and last set of readings at each visit on the space O^.O to 0'".2 is used as the read-

ing on ihis space. The first column gives the date of observation ; the second and third the corrected

temperatures at beginning and end of observation; the fourth, the excess of length of the first over

the second double decimeter ; the fifth, the residuals or excess of separate results over mean of all;

the sixth and seventh, eighth and ninth, tenth and eleventh columns give for the other double

decimeters the same information as the fourth and fifth columns give for the second double decimeter.
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Results of comparisons of 0'".2 spaces of metre i21876 tcith each other.

0-END OF METRE EAST.

Date.
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seemed to increase and ten times to decrease, the mean increase being 0^.05. This indicates no
relative motion of the microscopes.

Deriving the probable errors of the means from the residuals, there result for metre E1876,
rounding them to the nearest decimicron

—

m. m. m. tn. it. fs.

/Space 0.2 to 0.4=0.0 to 0.2+2.1±0.1

\ Space 0.4 to 0.6=0.0 to 0.2+2.6±0.1

(1) < Space 0.6 to 0.8=0.0 to 0.2+0.7 ± 0.1

] Space 0.8 to 1.0=0.0 to 0.2+2.2±0.1

V Space 0.0 to 0.2=0.0 to 0.2

Adding, there results

—

Space 0™.0 to 1™.0=5 (Space 0'".0 to 0".2) +7^.6

Since each of the probable errors given above depends on pointings at the iirst double deci-

meter they are not independent, and the probable error of the sum 7''.6 is not the square root of tlie

sum of the squares of the separate probable errors of the results of comparisons of the other double

decimeters with the first. It is necessary to recur to the actual errors. The quantities measured are

in fact the differences between the double decimeters and the microscope-interval. Denote the

mean microscope-interval during comparisons by J, and the successive double decimeters by ^, i?,

C, D, E, and let <7„= the mean of the observed A—I; d,,= the mean of the observed B—I, &c. ; and
let a, h, &c., represent the actual errors iu these means, then

—

/A=J.
\B=A+d^—d^+ h-a

(2) I G=A +d-d,+ c-a
\D=A+da-da+d-a
{E=A + d,-d,+e-a

Summing and transposing

—

(3) A=i {Rl876)+id-l {d,+d,+d,+d,)+[ia-i {b+c+d+e)]

where the last term is the actual error. If the probable errors of the mean values d^, d^ &c., be

represented by a', V, &c., when we jiass from actual errors in <?„, dj, &c., to i)robable errors, the

value of A becomes

(3') ^=i (i?1876)H-K-i«7,-K-i^,-K±iVl6a''+ V'+ c'V d''+ e

We also wish to know the distances A+B, A+B+G, A+B+G+D, in terms of J21876. From

the value of A just found, (3), and (1) there results—

fA+^=f (B1876)+fr4+|(i,-K-f4-R+(f«+l&-fc-P-fe)
(4) Ia+B+G=^ (i21876)+K+H+f(f„-P,-H+(fa+f&+|c-f(?-fe)

(^+5+C+i>=4(B1876)+K+|-<7,+K+i^,-K+(J-a+i&+ic+id-ie)

The last terms in the second members are the actual errors of the successive sums; passing to

probable errors they are in order

\/^%a''+ 96''+ 4c''+ 4(?''+ 4e''

i,v/4a''+ 46''+ 4c''+ 9^''+ 9e''

J-^ft'V b''+ /+ d''+ 16e''

In the numerical values, Of.l, already given for the probable error iu the differences of length

of the first and the other double decimeters, two elements enter; the iirst is the probable error in

comparing the microscope-interval, J, with the first double decimeter ; the second is the error iu

comparing that interval with each of the other double decimeters. The number of comparisons of

the first class was double that of the second class for each decimeter, therefore its mean difference

should have double weight, and in the (0^1)2=the square of the probable error of the comparisons

of the first with each of the other double decimeters, 0.0033 must be attributed to tlie comparisons of
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J. -nith land 0.0067 to the comparisous of each of the other double decimeters with I. Wehave,then,

a''= 0.0033 aud 6'^= c'^= d'''= c''= 0.0067. Substituting these values in algebraic expressions for

tliL- probable error, previously given, aud substituting for (<?(,— <7<,), &c., in (3) and (4), their numer-

ical values given in (1), there result finally

m. m. II. II.

Space (0. to 0. 2)=i (E1876)—1. 5 J- 0. 06

Space (0.0to0.4)=f (fil876)-1.0±0.08

Space (0. to 0. 6)= f {E 1876) +0. 1±0. 09

Space (0. to 0. 8)=1 (JS 1876)- 0. 7± 0. 07

§ 4. The second step was to compare the space 0™.0 to O^'.l with the space 0".l to 0'".2 on

metre B, 1876. The method of comparison was essentially the same as that just given for the inter-

comparison of the double decimeters. The microscopes were only one decimeter apart, and they,

as well as the metre, were adjusted as in the double-decimeter comparisons. A thermometer lying

on R 1876 was read on entering and leaving the comparing-room. Three visits to the comparing-

room were made on each day at 9 a. m., 12:30 p. m., and 4:15 p. m. At each visit the spaces O^.O

to 0'".1 and 0'".1 to 0™.2 were read on alternately till each had been read on three times. Each
reading on a space consisted of two pointings at each of Its ends, thus making 6 pointings at 0™.0

and 0™.2, and 12 at 0™.! at each visit. Seventeen visits were made on six days. In reduction, each

reading on one decimeter was combined with both the preceding and following one on the other

decimeter, and the mean taken as the result of the visit. In the following table the first column

gives the date of comparison ; the second and third the corrected temperatures on entering and

leaving the comparing room; the fourth the excess of length of the first over the second decimeter,

and the fifth the residuals or excesses of the mean of the mean results over the individual mean
results.

Results of comparisons of space (0™.0-0™.l) icith space (0"".l-0™.2) of metre B 1876.

Date.
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Results of comparisons of space (0°^.0-0™.l) with space {0™.l-0'^.2) of metre i?1876—Continued,

Date.
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Eexidts; of comparisons of space (0™.0-0™.l) icith space (0»M-0"\2) of metre B 1876—Continued.

Date
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§ 5. The next stop was to determine the relative lengtlis of tlie- double centimeters of the first

decimeter of R1S76. As the microscopes cannot be mounted nearer to each otlier than about a

decimeter, an auxiliary decimeter scale, I> 1876, divided to millimeters, was used. The microscopes

were mounted on the microscope-car as usual at a distance apart at first of a little more than a

decimeter. The metre rested horizontally, as in the preceding comparisons, on its iron beam and
trucks, while the decimeter scale was placed horizontally on the same beam in prolongation of the

metre and at the same height, so that when the beam carrying metre and decimeter was made to

travel on its trucks lengthwise under the stationary microscopes, the longitudinal threads of the

microscopes woidd follow the longitudinal lines engraved on metre and decimeter. The two scales

being so placed that their graduations increase in the same direction, their zeros being at nearly

the same distance apart as the vertical lines of coUimation of the microscopes, if one microscope

is pointed at the zero of one scale and the other at the zero of the other scale, and if then the beam
carrying both scales is moved lengthwise till the 20"™ divisions of the two scales come under the

two microscopes, and are i)ointed at, a comparison of tliese parts of the scales is thus effected.

Having made a sufficient number of such comparisons of the space 0""" to 20""" on decimeter with

O'""" to 20°"" on jB1876, one microscope was then displaced by 20"™ and the comparisons of 0™" to

20""" on decimeter with 20""" to 40"'™ on .R1876 were made, and so on till the values of the 20™"^

spaces~on the first decimeter of iJ1876 are all found in terms of 0"™ to 20™'" on the decimeter.

Three visits to the comparing room were usually made on each day at 9 a. m,, 12:20 p. m., and 4:15

p. m. At each visit readings were made with the two microscopes' on the two ends of the portions

of the scales under comparison, the readings being alternately on the left-hand ends and right-

hand ends of the scales, until three readings had been obtained on each end, thus giving three

independent comparisons. Each reading was the mean of two microscope-pointings. In reduction,

to eliminate, partially at least, any possible change in tlie relative distance of the scales while

being moved under the microscopes, each reading at one end of the scales, except the first and

last, was combined with the preceding and following readings on the other ends of the scales, thus

giving two results. Tbe mean of all such results was taken as the result of the visit, and the mean

of these means as the final result. The following table gives the dates of comparisons, the tem-

perature of the metre, the excess of length of the double centimeter spaces on the metre. 7^1876

over the space 0""" to 20™"' on the decimeter, the means of these results for one visit, and the

residuals or excesses of general mean result over the individual mean results

:

•

Besults of comparisons of 20""" spaces on metre BISIG with space (0™™—20™™) on decimeter D1876.

Date.
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Comparisons o/SO"""" spaces on E1876 and D1876—Continued.

[Chap. IX.

Date.
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Comparisons 0/20"™ spaces on 721876 and D1876—Continued,

. ., Date.
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Comparisons 0/20™™ spaces on 221870 and D1876—Continued.

Date.
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Vomparisons o/20™"' spaces on B\&1Q and D1876—Continued.

D.ate. Temp.
Space eO'"" to 80"""™ R

1876 minus space 0°""

to 20'»'" on D 1876.
Means. Kesiduals.

1879.

May 19, 9:13—9:23 a. m

May 19, 2:10—2:29 p. in.

May 1 9, 4:20—4:36 p. m .

o p^

01.2

01.3

61.4

May 24, 9:10—9:29 a m .

May 24, 12:42—12:49 p. m .

.

May 24, 4:17—4:20 p.m .

.

Juno 2, 9:40—9:58 a. m . .

.

Juno 2, 12:33—12:44 p. m

Jimo 2, 4:21^;S1 p. m

1881.

March 20, 10:14—10:31 a, m .

59.6

0.7

65.3

6.5.3

65.3

42.51

1^

+0.4

+ 0.3

-0.4

+ 0.1

+0.0

+0.5

+ 1.0

0.0

-0.7

-0.3

+0.2

0.0

-0.2

+ 0.6

+1.4

-1.2

-1.5

-0.9

-1.5

-1.2

-0.1

-0.7

-1.2

-Q. 7

0.0

-1.7

-1.8

-0.8

+0.1
' -0.5

+3.2

+3.0

+ 0.8

+ 1.0

+ 2.5

+ 0.8

+0.8

+1.2

+2.0

+ 1.4

-0.2

+ 1.6

+ 1.8

-0.1

-0.3

+ 2.5

-0.6

+1.0

+ 0.4

+ 1.5

+ 0.7

+0.;

+ 0.1

+0.4

-0.9

+2.1

+ 1.2

+0.6

+0.2

+0.3

0.0

+1-7

H 0. 9

+ 1.3

-1.7

-0.3

+ 0.9 -0.5
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Comparisons o/20""" spaces on i21876 and i)1876—Continued.

[Chap. IX,

Date.
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Comparisons of 20""" spaces on B1816 and D1876—Continued.

Dato.
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Comparisons o/20°"" spaces on JB1876 and D1876—Continued.

Date.
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The residuals for the earlier comparisons of the spaces 60'°™ to SO""™ and from 80™'° to 100"™

being large, additional comparisons of these spaces were made in March, 1881, and are included in

the preceding tables. The expansions of the two scales per degree Fahrenheit per metre cau scarcely

differ by l**, hence temperatures of comparisons can be neglected. Probable errors of mean results

are derived from their differences from individual mean results.

Collecting the results and rounding the probable errors to the nearest tenth of a micron, we
have

—

0™™ to 20™™ on metre iJ1876=0™™ to 20™™ on decimeter D 1876+1*^.4^ 0^.1

20™™ to 40™™ on metre E1876=0™™ to 20™™ on decimeter i)1876+0»'.6±0''.l

40™™ to 60™™ on metre S 1876=0™™ to 20™™ on decimeter D1876—0^4±0''.l
60™™ to 80™™ on metre i?1876=0™™ to 20™™ on decimeter D 1876+ 0''.4± 0*^.1

80™™ to 100™™ on metre J21876=0™™ to 20™™ on decimeter D1876—O^aiOf^.l

Adding these values, there results

—

0™™ to 100™™ on metre i?1876=5 (0™™ to 20™™ on decimeter I>1876) +>.1±0'^.2

Whence
0™™ to 20™™ on decimeter D 1876=^(0™™ to 100™™ on metre i21876) — 0''.22±0''.04.

But substituting from § 4 the value of (0™™ to 100™™ on metre E1876), namelj?

:

Jg(B1876)-0^2±0^06,
there follows

0™™ to 20™™ on decimeter D1876 =-^ (i21876) -0^26

and hence, from differences of 20™™ spaces on metre and decimeter given above

—

0™™ to 20™™ on 22 1876 =Jg-(i2 1876) +l'-.l

0™™ to 40™™ on iil876=/o- (-B1876) +lf'.5

0™™ to 60™™ on i21876=/o (JR1876) +0''.8

0™™ to 80™™ on E 1876 =->o (^1876) +1''.0

From the method of comparison the probable errors in the differences between the spaces on

the metre and that on the decimeter are independent of each other. But in the final values of the

errors of the 20™™, 40™™, 60™™, 80™™, marks on ii;i876, a part of the error comes from the compari-

sons with the 20™™ on the decimeter, and a part from the adopted value for this 20™™ space depend-

ing on the same comparisons, so that the errors are entangled, and as they all depend on 0™.0 to

0™.l of i£ 1876, a part of the error in this space will enter also.

Denote the 20™™ space on the decimeter by A, the. successive 20™™ space's on the metre by J,

jj^ IIZ^ IV, F, the observed differences of A and J, A and II, &c., by a, ft, y, S, e, and the actual

errors in these observed quantities, or the corrections needed to make them exact, by a, b, e, d, e.

The above equations may be written in the form

I=A+a+a
II=A + [i + b

III=A+Y+c
IV=A+S+d
V=A + s+e

Calling the first decimeter of 221876, 2), by summing and dividing by 5 there results—

j^=iD-i(a + /S-^j'-t-5-f-£)-i(a-l-6 + c + <i + e)

Substituting in the values of I, II, &c.,

/ J=i2)-f-i (4a-/J-^-5-£)-fi (^a-h-c-d-e)

\ II=iI>H (4/J-a-r-'5-e)+i (ib-a-c-d-e)

m J IU=\D+\ (4,'-a-/?-5-e)-l-i {^c-a-b-d-e)

] IY=\D^\ (45-a-/S-;'-£)+i {U-a-b-c-e)
f V=iD+i{is-a-ft-r-8)+i[4ce-a-b-c-d)
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Or, summing

1+U =10+i (3a+3,?-2r-2<J-2r)+| (3a+3&-2c-2«Z-2e)

I+n+TlI =iD+i (2«+2,5+2;—3(S-3^) ++ (2a+2&+2c-3d-3e)

i+n+in+iv=tD+\{ «+ ,5+ r+ ^-4-4+i( «+ ^+ c+ ««-4e)

Passing now from the actnal errors, a, h, c, d, e, of the comparisons of the space on the deci-

meter with those on the metre to their probable errors already given and which may be represented

by a', b', &, d', e', the probable errors due to these comparisons in the different sums are:

For I: ±i.^iy«/^+t/^+c"+d'Ve''

] For I+II: ±iV9«''+9^''+4c''+4(Z''+4e''
^"^

^' For I+II+III: Azis/4:a"+ib''+ic''+M''+Q6"\ For

(For I+II+III+I V: ±^^a"+b''+c"+d''+16e'''

But D, whose value is given in § 4, has a probable error of ± Oi^M; hence one-fifth of that error

must be combined by summing squares and extracting square root with the first of the above val-

ues, two-fifths with the second, three-fifths with the third, and four-fifths with the last. Perform-

ing the various substitutions in (1) and (2) and the value of A, there result

—

O'"-" to 20"" on jB1876=-gL (E1876)-l-l.l±0.09
0mm to 40™-° on i21876==-52o {B1876)+1.5±0.11

O™-" to GO-"" on ^1876=^ (E1876)+0.8±0.12
0»™ to 80°"" on E1876=-gV (i?1876)+1.0±0.10

A on decimeter 1)1876=-^ (B1876)-0.3±0.05

§ 6. The preceding work having given the error in the position of the 80™™ mark on metre

121876, the next step was to find the error of the 81st millimeter mark, this being the one used in

comparisons with the yard. The error was obtained in two ways, of which the first was by com-

paring the space 80™™ to 81™™ on 121876 with the space 0'°.95 to O'^'^.QQ on the Troughton and Simms
standard inch described in Chapter II, § 3. The metre and inch were both mounted on the iron

beam or metre-carriage previously described. The microscopes at a distance from each other of

0™.12 on the microscope-car remained unmoved. The line of coUimation was made vertical within

10". The metre and inch were made level within 3'. Both were so adjusted that when the metre-

car was moved under the microscope's longitudinal thread the longitudinal graduation-lines of

inch and metre remained under it. The correction for error in focusing was obtained by numerous

readings on millimeter spaces on inch and on metre. The order of pointings was

:

Microscope 5 at 0'°.99 on inch.

Microscope 6 at 80™™ on metre.

Microscope 5 at 0'°.95 on inch.

Microscope 6 at 81™™ on metre.

Microscope 6 at 81™™ on metre.

Microscope 5 at 0'^95 on inch.

Microscope 6 at 80™™ on metre.

Microscope 5 at 0''^.99 on inch.

Two pointings of each microscope were thus obtained at each of the division lines. Taking
their means, a single value of the difference between the space O'^'-gS to 0'°99 on inch and the space
80™™ to 81™™ on E 1876 results. This was one set of observations. Five sets were obtained at each

visit to the comparing-room, and two visits per day were made, one at 9 a. m. and one at 4 p. m.

In the following table are given the dates of observations, the corrected temperatures of i21876,

the results of each sst in the form 0'°.95 to 0'".99 minus 80™'" to 81™™, and the residuals obtained

by subtractirg the individual I'esults from the mean of all of them.
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Results of oomparisoHS of space Q^'^.95 to 0^'^.W on standard inch and space 80"™ to 81™™ on metre B1876.

Date.
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under the assumption that the probable errors of the hundredths of au inch given by Colonel

Clarke are independent. Converting this into microns, with Clarke's value of the metre

(39'°.370432), there results-

Space 0'°.95 to 0'°.99=1017^.7±0^.17

But the comparisons gave

—

Space 80'"" to 81""° on E1876=space 0'°.95 to O'^.gg on inch— 16'^.2±0''.11

Hence, finally.

Space 80""" to 81""° on E1876=1001''.5zt0''.2 at 62° P

§ 7. The second method of determining the value of the space 80""° to 81™"" on 121876 was as

follows: The value of the space 80"" to 100™™ on 221876 has already been given in terms of E1876.

Each of the four 5"™ spaces forming an aliquot part of this distance was compared with the space
0""" to 5™™ on the decimeter. These comparisons gave the value of the space 80""" to 85™" on

B 1876. Then the space 0"" to 1"™ on the decimeter, 2)1876, was compared with each of the milli-

meters between the 80™™ and the 85™" on i?1876. This gave the value of the space 80"" to 81"™

on jB1876. In these comparisons the methods were the same as in comparing the 0"™ to 20""

space on the decimeter with the similar spaces between 0'"" and 100""° on 2? 1876. Each result for

difference of length obtained depended on two microscope-pointings at each end of each scale. Six

such results were obtained in each visit to the comparing-room, avisit occupying about 20 minutes.

Four such visits were made. The mean of the 24 results is taken as the value of the difference

between the lengths of the portions of the scales compared. In the following tables of the com-

parisons of the 5""" spaces, the first column gives the date, the second the temperatures, the third

the resulting difference of lengths, the fourth the mean result of visit, and the fifth the residual or

mean of results minus mean result of visit.

Results of comparisons o/5""" s;paces on metre 221876 and decimeter 2)1876.
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Comparisons of 5'""' spaces on 121876 and D1876—Continued.

Date.
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Comparisons o/5""° spaces on B1S76 and 2)1876—Continued.

[Chap. IX,
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ill which a', h', &c., have already been given. This result is combined with the probable errors in
the values of the 5™"' spaces expressed in terms of the space 80'""" to lOO'."" ou i21876.

The next step in finding the value of the space 80"™ to 81""" on i21876 was to compare each of
the millimeters in this space with the space O^^.to l"-" on D1876. The methods and number of
comparisons were the same as in the determination of the space 80"" " to 85"'"' ou E1876.

The tables have the same arrangement, and the probable errors have been derived in a similar

way.

Results of comparisons of millimeter spaces on metre J21876 and decimeter 2)1876.

Date.
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Results of comparisons of millimeier spaces on metre i21876 and decimeter 2)1876—Continued.
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Results of comparisons of millimeter spaces on metre B 1876 and decimeter D 1876—Continued.
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Collecting the results we Lave

—

80'™" to 81""" on m87G= 0""" to 1""" on _D1876 + 0''.96±0^04

81""" to 82'""' on 221870= 0"""' to 1""" on 7)1876— iy.45Jr 0^.07

8'2'""' to 83'"'" on B 1870= 0'"'" to 1""" on i) 1 870 + 1 ''.31 ±0*^.10

S.".""" to 84""" on E 1870= 0"'"' to 1'""' on D 1870— 0^.20 i 0^08

84""" to 85'"'" on E 1870= 0""" to 1""" on J>187e + 0''.92±0''.10

Adding- these values, and dividing by 5, we have—
0""" to 1""" on Z> 1870= 4- (SO'"'" to 85""» on i? 1876) -0''.5± 0^.04

Substituting the value of the space 80'"'" to 85'"'", derived in this section, there results—

0"'" to l'"" on i) 1870= TOT. (R1870) -O^liO'-.Oi

and hence, from the differences between 0'""' to 1'"'" on 1)1876 and the millimeter spaces on i21876,

there follows

:

„ „ , ^ , _
80""" to 81""" on 721876=1-0-0-0 (R1876) + 0^9 =1= 0*^.05

81'"- to 82'"'" on E1870= ToVo (^21876) -O^-OiO^OT
82-"' to 83'"" on 721876= x(roo {B1876} + 1''.2 ± 0'-.09

83'"-" to 84'"- on 721876= toVo (^21870) -OM±0^07
84""" to 85""" on i21870= T-gVo (721876) +0^8=t0''.09

The probable errors are obtained in a manner similar to that used in obtaining those of the

5'"'" spaces just given.

§ 8. Professor Foerster (letter of June 20, 1879) § 67, gives as a closely approximate value—

721876 =1™ + 248^89 + 10^31 (^-15)

in which t is temperature in Centigrade degrees. This gives

—

80"'"' to 81— on 721870= 1,001^1±0^05

The value found from the inch, § 6, is

—

80""" to 81-"'" on 721876= 1001^5 ±0''.2

If the two values were combined with weights depending on the probable errors, the first value

would still result. It may therefore be adopted.

We now have the data for determining the corrections to certain graduation-marks needed to

change tlieir nominal values into exact values in terms of the interval 0"" to 1,000""" on 721876.

Collecting them from §§ 3, 4, 5, 7, we have

—

Graduation ...,
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Corrections to graduations 0/ 221876, the interval between 0""" and 1,000""" being taken as one metre.

Graduation . .

.
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The couditions for the yard A and its auxiliary cylinders to fulfill for precise comparisons were,

first, that yard A shoiild be horizontal; second, that the axes of its auxiliary cylinders should lie

in the prolongation of the axis of the end-cylinders of the yard.

Yard A was easily made horizontal within 1' by the adjustments of the iron bar on which it

rested.

An examination of the errors arising from not fulfilling the second condition led to the follow-

ing results calculated from the most unfavorable case in which the auxiliary cylinders are used,

namely, when their convex ends are in contact as in measuring the interval of 4""".93 between their

4Gth graduations.

Since the ends of yard A have less curvature, the errors in using the auxiliary cylinders with

it will be less.

a. To avoid errors greater than O'^.l in measuring the distance between the 46th graduations

on the two auxiliary cylinders or quills, the axes of the quills must have the same azimuth within

15'. This is effected as follows: A piece of brass plate 112"" by 30"" has a central hole by which

it can be slipped snugly upoh the end of the auxiliary cylinders, its plane then being normal to

the cylinder-axis. There are two small holes in the plate 44"" distant from the center and in hne

with it. The two slides with their auxiliary cylinders having been placed so that the cylinders are

nearly in the axis of the yard and abut against its ends, the yard is then removed, the brass plate

is pat on one of the cylinders, its two holes being at the same height, a light is held behind one of

its small holes while the eye is placed at the other looking at the plane end of the distant auxiliary

cylinder. The two cylinders are then adjusted till the eye sees the reflection of the light in the

plane surface of either when viewed from the other. The auxiliary cylinders when a metre apart

can thus be brought into the same azimuth within about 1'. When yard A was removed from

between the quills, and the latter were brought in contact so that the interval 4"'".9 between their

4"'".6 graduations might be measured, this method could not so well be used, and the following was

adopted: A silk thread was fastened to the bar carrying the quills, and adjusted so that it could be

run under the longitudinal microscope-wires for a distance of over 100"" without deviating from

them by 0"'".05. The microscope was then pointed at the side of the quill at the places where the

rings gave it accurately equal diameters. This could be done with an accuracy of O™".©!. These

edges of the quills were then made to run along the longitudinal thread of the microscope. In

this way the azimuth of the quills could be made the same within about 3'. Examination showed

that the plane ends of the cylinders were normal to its axis within about 40".

b. To avoid errors greater than Oj'.I, when the cylinders have the same azimuth but differing

inclinations the difference in their vertical inclinations must not exceed 6". The adjustment is

effected with a short, delicate striding level (one division= 7"), which can be set on the rings of

the cylinders. Examination showed that these rings had so nearly the same diameter that the dif-

ference can be neglected.

c. The auxiliary cylinders having closely the same azimuths and inclinations to the yard, to

avoid errors greater than 0*^.1 the contacts of cylinders and yard must be central on their end sur-

faces within 0"".07. This can be effected within about 0"".12 by looking at the point of contact

with a lens.

d. The graduated surfaces on the cylinders should be nearly horizontal. This is effected by
rolling the auxiliary cylinders till a light and its reflection on the graduated surface are both cov-

ered hy a iflumb-line.

In com])arisons the adjustment-errors were brought within these limits.

The programme for comparisons of E187G and Clarke yard A was as follows: Two visits,

twelve hours apart, to comparing-room on each of three days. Then let metre and yard change

sides and readjust everything. At a visit the following readings were made

:

1. Thermometer-reading on B 1876.

2. Thermometers on yard A.

3. Microscope-pointings at metre.

4. Double microscope-pointing at yard.

5. Microscope-pointing at metre.

6. Thermometer-reading on metre.
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The means of all thermometer-roacliugs on each bar were taken and the proper corrections

applied for thermometer-errors. The time occupied by a visit was usually from ten to fifteen min-

utes. There were four ^.-thermometers inside the iron case of the Clarke yard A, and a Casella

thermometer lay on RIHIQ. All have been described in Chapter II, §§ 2 and 7. Both bars were

inside the comparingbox.

In reduction ninety comparisons on sixty-one days were uged. No (comparisons were used

when indicated temperatures of .R1876 and Clarke yard A differed by more than Qo.lo F. This

rejected eight comparisons. It was assumed that yard and metre had the same temperature,

namely, the mean of the observed temperatures of yard and metre. As both rising and falling

temperatures entered the work, any slight error in the assumption of equal temperatures tends to

eliminate itself. The mean temperature, to, of the comparisons itsed was 57°.918 F., and the cor-

responding mean value of yard J. -f quill interval — iZ' 1876 = 61''.36. This will be designated as

(A'— i2'1876)o. The observation-equations may be written in the form

—

{A'-B'lS76)o+(fo-t)(E^,>s7,-^r)-{A'-E'18'!G)=v

where t is the mean of the temperatures of yard and metre, jE^'im 'i'"<i -^rj the expansions for 1°

F. of 22' 1876 and A', respectively; and {A'-R' 1816) is the difference of lengths resulting from a

single visit to the comparing-room.

The following table gives the results of the comparisons. The first column gives the date of

comparison; the second, the position of B181G as north (next observer) or south; the third, the

corrected mean thermometer-reading for yard A; the fourth, the corrected thermometer-reading for

the metre; the fifth gives to-t; the sixth gives the value of {A'-B' 1870) resulting from a visit to

the comparing-room; and the seventh gives the residuals in the sense computed minus observed.

Besults of comparisons of B'1876 and Clarke yard A phis quill-interval.

Date.

Mar. 2,

3,

1879.

9:28 a. m
8:45 p. m
9.20 a. m
9:12 p. m
9:37 a. m
9:?8p. m
9:22 a. m

10:46 p. in

9:24 a. m
8:58 p. m
14 a. m

10:02 p. m

9:00 a. m
9:02 p. m
9:08 a. m
8:50 p. ui

9:45 a. m
9:07 p. m

9:18 p. m
16, 10:29 a. m

9:21 p. m
17, 9:06 a. m

9:06 p. m
18, 9:17 a. m

9:16 p. m

8, 9:1

10,

11.

12,

1*.

CO .3^ o

I- 2 do fl o

.2£S

fSs

North

,..(lo ..

..do ...

..do ..

..do...

..do ...

South.

...do ..

..do .-

..do..

..do ..

..do ..

Iforth

..do ...

..do ...

..do ...

..do ...

..do ...

South

.

...do..

...do..

...do ..

...do ..

...do ..

...do..

1.2

n a

ill
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Results of comparisons of R' 1876 and Clarl-e yard A plus quill-interval—Continued.

Date.

(3 4)

«^ 5
.-I o

o q o

"in?

S H
6^
B
C bi

ID 7i

O

i> * a

^ ti o

Sot o3 P o p

Bcsidiials.

Aug. 22,

23,

26,

27,

28,

Sept. 3,

4,

5,

11,

12,

13,

1*,

Sept. 16,

17,

18,

19,

20,

21,

22,

23,

25,

26,

27,

May 6,

7,

8,

10,

11,

12,

13,

14,

1879.

9:08 a. m.

9:20 a. m.

9:03 p.m.

9:04 p.m.

9:20 a. m.

9:08 p.m.

9:21 n. m.

9:03 p.m.

9:28 a. m.

9:08 p. m..

9:31 a. m.

9:10 p. m..

9:15 a. m.,

8:51p.m..

9:30 a. m..

9:11 p. m.

9:10 a. m..

9:00 p.m..

9:15 a. m..

9:11 p.m..

9:28 a. m.:

9:20 a. m .

.

9:18 a. m..

9:12 p.m..

9:18 a. m-

.

9:20 a. m..

9:26 a. m..

9:10 p.m..

9:32 a. m..

9:10 p.m..

12:27 p.m..

9:25 a. m..

9:45 a. m .

.

9:10 p.m..

9:24 a. m..

9:11p.m..

9:23 a. m..

9:06 p.m..

9:26 a. m..

9:05 p.m..

9:20 a. m..

9:07 p. m..

9:13 a. m..

9:05 p. m..

1880.

11:17 a.m..

9:48 a. m..

10:00 a. m..

10:35 a. m..

South.

..do ..

..do ..

10:41 a. m
9:33 a. m

10:16 a. m
10:21 a.,m

North .

...do ...

..do ...

..do ...

..do ...

South.

...do ..

...do ..

..do..

..do ..

...do ...

North

..do...

..do ...

..do...

..do ...

..do ...

..do ...

South.

..do..

..do ..

..do ..

..do ..

North

..do...

..do ...

..do ...

..do ...

..do...

South.

..do ..

...do ..

..do ..

..do..

..do ..

North .

-do ...

..do ...

..do ...

..do ...

..do ...

South.

..do ..

..do ..

..do ..

North .

..do...

..do ...

-do ...

o F_

70.71

71.28

71.28

69,95

69.44

69.24

68.96

08.84

73.08

73.01

72.75

72.33

71.65

71.18

68.74

68.44

67.92

67.34

66,62

65.86

65.24

63.98

63.45

63,51

63.55

63.55

62. -63

62.63

62,49

62,31

61.79

61.11

60.51

60.31

60.19

60.23

60.39

60.69

59.32

69.30

58.90

58.72

58.58

58.68

59.89

60.14

61.09

63.98

64.93

64.60

03.47

61.57

o 37_

70.72

71.17

71.42

69.83

69.43

69.23

69.03

68.83

73.02

73.02

72.72

72.32

71.72

71.12

68.68

68.38

67.83

67.23

66,58

65,94

66,24

63, 94

63.49

03.44

63,44

63,09

62. 05

62.65

62.55

62.25

61.70

61.15

60.55

60.30

60.15

60.25

60.45

60.65

69.34

59,24

58.84

58.69

58.59

58.64

59.98

60.11

61.14

63,91

65,07

64.69

63. 58

61.51

OF.

-12. 812

-13. 312

-13. 442

-11. 982

-II. 532

-11. 332

-11.092
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Results of comparisons of B' 1876 and Clarice yard A plus quill-interval—Continued.

Date.
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this iBterval at one time with the interval between 0'°.80 and 0'".99 on the standard inch described

in Chapter II, § 3, and at another with the interval between 0'™ and S"""" on D1876. The auxiliary

cylinders were mounted and adjusted as in the comparisons of Clarke yard A with E1876, save

that the convex ends of these cylinders abutted against each other, instead of against the ends of

yard A. The standard with which the interval was compared was mounted in the prolongation of

the auxiliary cylinders, was made level, and aligned so that its longitudinal graduation when its

supporting car was moved would run along the longitudinal microscope-thread. The two microscopes

were pointed at the left-hand ends of the intervals on the standard and on the auxiliary cylinders.

The car carrying both was then moved longitudinally under the microscopes till the right-hand

ends of the two intervals could be pointed at. These pointings gave a comparison of the lengths-

In the comparisons with the inch, which gave twenty-two values for the interval 4'""'.93 on two

days, there was no readjustment and no known space was read by which to determine the error of

run of microscope due to focusing. The adjustments were as in comparisons with D1876.

In the comparisons of the interval 4""".93 with the space from 0°"" to 5""" on B 1876, the follow-

ing method was followed. The auxiliary cylinders or quills were brought to the same azimuth

within 10'; to the same inclination within 6"; the contact of convex ends was made central, both

horizontally and vertically, within 0™'".l. After each adjustment spaces of known values about

l"'" were read on with both microscopes to determine the error in run due to focusing. By running

the truck carrying the auxiliary cylinders and Z>1876 alternately backward and forward, 24 point-

ings to each end of each of the intervals under cornparison were made at each visit. After each

visit the quills were disarranged in all their adjustments and readjusted. Six visits to the comparing-
room were made in six days.

In the following table are given the results of the comparisons of the interval between the 46th

graduations at the convex ends of the quills when the convex ends abut, with the space 0".80 to

0'".99 on the standard inch. Each result is the mean derived from two pointings at each graduation.

The iirst column gives the date; the second, the temperature; the third, the interval on quills

minus the interval on inch as observed; and the fourth, the residuals for this interval in the sense

computed minus observed—each is obtained by subtracting the results of individual comparisons

from the mean of the mean results derived from the six visits.

Comparison of interval between 46f/t graduations on quills with space 0'".80 to 0'".99 on standard inch.

Date.
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Tlie following table gives the results of comparisons of the interval between the 46th gradua-
tions on the auxiliary cylinders with the space 0"'" to 5™"> on D1876. The arrangement of the table
is the same as that of the preceding one.

Comparison of interval between A6th graduations on quills with space 0""° to 5""" on D1876.
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If iu comparisons of the iuterval with 0'""" to 5""" on J)1876 the differences between the indi-

A-idual results of a visit and the mean result be denoted by X, there will result for the probable

error of an individual result due to pointing and reading only,

0.6745-/, --^=±0m.50, which gives --,, =±0^20
V 30—

o

vo

as the probable error from these causes in the result of a set. Again, if the probable error of the

result of a visit in comparisons of interval with J) 1876 be derived from the discrepancies between

the results of one visit and the mean of al), there results, p. e. of result of one visit = ± 0/^.56, and of

mean of six visits, ±0'*.23. The probable error of the result of a visit is made up of the probable

error of pointing and reading already found as rt 0''.20, and of the probable error due to change in

adjustment by readjustment, which will therefore be v'((K56)2^0''.20)^=±0f'.52. Large errors

would occur in adjustment most easily if the quills had differing inclinations; these errors would

as probably be positive as negative. The errors which would arise from the contact of the convex

ends of the quills not being precisely central, or from their differing in azimuth, are most danger-

ous, as they would always have the same sign. A series of experiments has shown that the prob-

able error in a single attempt at focusing a microscope of the Repsold apparatus by the eye alone

on a graduated scale produces a probable error in O""'.! distance measured of about =t0''.35. As
the interval measured with the microscope-screw was about 0"'"'.091, ± 0''.32 may be taken as the

probable error due to focusing in comparisons of the interval with the inch.

Taking the mean of the results of the comparisons of the interval on the quills with the space
0'".80 to 0'".99 on the inch, and deriving its probable error from the differences between the mean
and the individual results, we have

—

Interval on quills minus 0'".80 to 0'".99 on inch ==-|-90''.98±0'*.14

Taking the mean of the results of each visit in the comparisons of the iuterval on quills with

space 0""" to 5""" on 2)1876, and then taking the mean of these means as the final diiierence, and
deriving its probable error from the differences between the general mean and the individual

means, there results for the final difference

—

Interval on quills minus space 0'°"" to 5""" on i)1876=— 72''.66±0''.23

Since, in the comparisons of the interval with the space on the inch, the probable error already

found, ±0f.l4, was due to pointings and readings alone, this probable error must be combined

with the ±0''.52 from error of adjustment and the it0*'.32 due to focusing, so that the difference

between interval on quills and on inch becomes + 90(^.98 ±0''.63. Prom the values of the spaces on

the inch and their probable errors given in Chapter II, § 3, there results at 62° F.

—

0'°.80 to 0'".99 on inch =4,836^.9 ±0'-.17

and combining this with the value of the space on quills minus space on inch,

=+90^98±0^63
there results

—

Interval between 46th divisions on quills at 62° F., when tlieir convex ends abut, =4,927''.88±0'*.65

From §§ 7 and 8, at 59° F.,

Space O""' to 5"™ on D 1876=5,000^55=1= 0''.05

Combining this with the difference between interval on quills and space on D 1876, namely,

-72^^.66±0^23
there results

—

Interval between 46th divisions on quills at 59° F., when their convex ends abut, =4,927'^.89±0''.24

Reducing the first value of this interval to 59° F., with the rate of expansion 0^.00588 per 1""" we
have

—

Interval on quills at 59° F. =49271^.79^01^.65

and combining the two values for this interval with weights proportional to their probable errors,

finally

—

Interval on quills at 59° F.=4""".92788± 0^.23

Reducing this to the mean temperatm^e of comparisons of yard A and i^l876

Interval on quills at 57o.92=4"'"'.9279±0>^.23
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Of this interval about 4™'".4 is steel and O-'-.S is apparently quartz crystal. The mean of the
two expansions of quartz differs very little from that of steel, so that the assumption tacitly made
that the rate of expansion of the 4""".93 interval was the same as that of the steel standards with
which it was compared can introduce no error of importance.

§ 13. From §9,

(1) JL'-i2'1876=+ 61f.36^0^097 at' 570.92 F.
But

J'=Clarke yard A+interval on quills=A+4'""'.9279±0''.23

J2'1876=iV<^ii;i876-lM±0^27. (§8)
Substituting these values in (1)

-^=-lV(fe^l876-4'"'".8676±0^37 at 570.92 F.
or,

B1876=\^s.A+5""".2mG4z0''A0 at 570-.92 P.

Substituting Colonel Clarke's value of yard A, Chapter 11, § 2, namely,

A:^0y.99995298±0y.00000010 at 570.92 F.

and reducing millimeters to yards with Colonel Clarke's value of the metre, namely,

1'"=15'.093623

since the error in this value would produce no appreciable error, there results

—

iei876=ly.09388063±0y.00000045 at 570.92 F.

The adjusted rate of expansion of E 1876 is, § 58,

5f'.885=t;0''.043+(0''.0037=t0'^.0009) {t-62)
or,

Eji ,8;6=0y.000006420+0y.000000004 (#-57.92)

and for any temperature there may be written

B 1876=ly.09388083+0y.000006420 (f-57.92) +0^.000000002 (#-57.92)2

BETERMINATION OP LEN&TH OF STEEL BAR IN TUBE 2 (DESIGNATED BY S2) AND OF ZINC BAB
(Z2) IN TERMS OF THE METRE E1876.

§ 13. The four successive metres into which Sz is divided by graduation-lines will be desig-

nated (beginning at the rear end of the tube) by ^SV,, S^,^, S2.3, S^t-

In the comparisons i21876 was placed in the comparing-box, parallel to the metre of 82, with-

which it was to be compared. In the earlier comparisons it rested on a flat surface, but in the

later ones it rested on supports at about one-fourth and three-fourths of its length. As this metre
has great stiffaess, and its graduations are in its neutral axis, the change in method of support

could have no effect on its length. Temperatures were determined by one Casella thermometer
laid on JB1876, one at the middle of tube 2, and one Geissler thermometer in the nearest end of

tube 2. Unit weight was assigned to the thermometer ou B1876, and to the nearest one in the

tube; to the most distant one the weight J was given, and the weighted mean was taken as the

temperature of the comparison. This method was adoptetl in order to obtain in changing tem-

peratures a resulting mercurial temperature which should lie between the true temperatures of ^2.„

and i21876. Since i21876 and its thermometer are in the open air inside the comparing-box, while

8-2 and its thermometers are inside the heavy iron cylinder which contains 82, it seems probable

that in changing temperatures the thermometer on J21876 preceded its temperature, while those

in the tube followed the temperature of jB 1876, but slightly preceded that of 82.

In comparisons the tube was made horizontal within V or 2'. Metre -R 1876 was made to have

the same inclination by bringing it to the focus of the microscopes, which could be done so that the

maximum difference of inclinations should not exceed 3', the probable difference being much less.

The microscopes were set one metre apart on the microscope-car, their line of collimation was

made vertical within 40", and they.then remained undisturbed, while by the lateral motion of the

tube-car the tube-metre and BlSld were alternately brought under the microscopes and were

read on.
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A part of the comparisons were made by a single observer and a part by two, under the follow-

ing programmes

:

One observer.

Eead thermometers.

1 pointing at 0'" on JK 1876.

2 pointings at 1" on B 1870.

1 pointing at 0™ on 121876.

1 pointing at 0"' on zinc bar.

1 pointing at 0'" on steel bar.

2 pointings at 1'" on steel bar.

1 pointing at 0'" on steel bar.

1 pointing at 0"' on zinc bar,

Kead thermometers.

In next comparison begin with the other microscope. In a part of this work a second set of

readings on R 1876 was added.
Two observers.

Eead thermometers.

1 pointing at each end of 721876.

2 pointings at each end of 82 metre.

2 pointings at each end of Z^ metre.

1 pointing at each end of B 1876.

Eead thermometers on metre.

Alternate tube and JJ1876 in first pointings.

Eun of microscopes to be determined by reading known spaces at each end of each metro after

each adjustment of position of 221876 and tube.

§ 14. In.the reduction, since there is, as stated in § 21, some danger that the bars in tube 2

prior to October 23, 1878, may have been partially clamped, and so not perfectly free to expand

and contract, no comparisons made before that date are used. The length of a visit to the comparing-

room was usually about fourteen minutes and there were usually two visits a day, about twelve hours

apart. No comparisons have been used when the length of the visit exceeded twenty-five minutes-

This rejected two comparisons of 8^,^, one of /S^j, and one of S^.i. No comparisons have been used in

which the difference of temperature of i2 1876 and the metre of the tube, as indicated by the mercurial

thermometers, differed by more than 0o.25 F. This rejected five comparisons of 8.^,^ No compari-

sons were used in which the tube changed temperature in the preceding twenty-four hours by more

than 1°.5 P. This rejected eight comparisons of 8^,1 and two of 8i_3.

The microscope-readings were corrected for run and for non-rectangularity of microscope-

threads; and when the zero or full-metre graduation was not read on, the reading was referred to

the zero of graduation by means of the values of the graduation-intervals given in § 72.

Habitually the zero and full-metre graduations on the steel bar were read on, but sometimes

those 0""".l distant from these were also read on.

Each visit gave a mean mercurial. temperature, a mean difference of length of i21876, and

one of the metres of 8^, and also a mean difference of length ofR 1876 and one of the metres of Zi.

These mean values enter the observation-equations. These mean values depend usually on two (or

sometimes four) pointings at each end of each metre. A weight unity is assigned to the result of each

visit, whether it includes two or four pointings at each graduation, since the errors most to be feared

are those of temperature, not those of observation. In reduction each visit gave an observation- or

error-equation of the form

{BmQ-8,.,\+{t-t,){E^,,,,-E,J-{BmQ-8,,,)=v

in which the first term is the excess of length of 221876 over the n^^ metre of 82 at a chosen tem-

perature fo; * is the weighted mean temperature of comparison, derived as previously stated ; ^^1876

and Eg are the expansions for 1° F. of 22 1876 and of the n^^ metre of 82 respectively
;

( E 1876— /Sj,,)

is the observed difference of length ; and v is the residual in the sense computed minus observed.

For the comparisons of each metre of 82 with 221876 the value of the first term is obtained by

taking the mean of all the results of the comparisons, and the value 01 1„ is obtained by taking the
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corresponding mean of the observed temperatures. This leaves the difference of expansions as the

single unknown to be determined. By taking the mean difference and mean temperature

{B1876-S,,i),^ is found to be +45''.54 and 4 is found to be 54o.l6 F.

The following tables give the results of the comparisons. The first column gives the date of

comparison ; the second shows whether E1876 was north (next observer) or south ; the third gives

the weighted mean temperature of tube and metre; the fourth gives the temperature of i21876

minus the weighted mean tube-temperature; the fifth gives the number of observers; the sixth

gives (i— 4) the coefficient of the unknown (Ujngf^—Es )
; the seventh gives the observed absolute

term {B1S76—S2.„); and the eighth gives the residuals, v.

^ 15. I.

—

Comparisons of metres B 1876 and S^.^-

Date.

Jan.

1879.

15, iL. m. -

15. p. m.-

ie, p. m..

17, a-m.-

17, p.m.

-

18, a. m..

18, p. m.

.

Jon. 30, a.111..

30, p.m..

31, a. m..

31, p. m.

.

Pel). 1, a. m--

1, p. m.-

2, a-m..

2, p.m-.-

1880.

Apr. 15, a. m
17, a.m.

19, a.in.

Apr. 20, ii. m.

21, a.m.

22, a.m.

23, a. m.

Apr. 24, a. m.

26, a.m.

27, a. m.

28, a. m.

June 19, a. m.

20, a. m.

21, a.m.

21, p.m.

22, a.m.

22, p.m.

23, a.m.

23, p.m.

24, a. m.

24, p.m.

jTine 28, a. ra

28, p.m.

29, a.m.

29, p. m.

30, a.m.

30, p.m.

July 1, a.m

1, p. m.

2, a. m.

Position of
metre.

Weight^Amean
temperature
of tube and
metr^.

South side

.

...do

...do

...do

... do

.-..do

...do

Korth side.

...do

...do '.

...do

...do

,...do

...do

...do

South side

.

....do

....do

North side.

...do

...do. ,

...do

South side

.

...do

...do

....do

ITorth side.

...do

....do

...do

....do

...do

...do

...do

..do

...do

South side .

...do

...do

...do

...do

... do

.. do

...do

...do

o Y.

35.85

36.05

36.23

36.31

36.37

36.55

36.99

40.24

40.44

40.60

40.76

40.84

40.34

39.64

39.16

50.12

51.47

51.55

51.81

5i 33

53.24

54.02

53.44

52.46

51.97

51.60

66.96

67.36

67.87

68. 4«

68.96

69.39

70.13

70.56

71.23

71.48

74.37

74.53

74.09

74.14

73.13

72.97

72. 22

72.26

71.78

Temperature of
J21876 minus
"weighted mean
tube-tempera-
ture.

No. of ob-
servers.

o J'.

+0.02

+ 0.02

+0.05

-0.08

-0.02

+0.02

+ 0.12

-0.16

+0.01

+0.08

-0.02

1-0.01

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

-0.02

-0.07

-0.06

-0.03

-0.13

-0.08

-0.10

-0.07

-0.10

-0.13

+0.02

-0.10

+ 0.03

+0.02

0.00

+0.04

+ 0.03

-Q.02

0.00

-0.05

+0.08

+0.17

+ 0.04

+0.02

+0.09

+ 0,01

—0.06

+0.04

+0.10

+ 0.03

0.00

(t—tc). (iJ1876-&.i).

o F_

-18. 31

-18. 11

-17. 93

-17-. 85

—17. 79

—17. 61

-17. 17

-13. 92

-13. 72

-13. 56

-13.40

-13. 32

-13. 82

-14. 52

-15. 00

- 4.04

- 2.69

- 2.61

- 2.35

- 2.03

- 0.92

- 0.14

- 0.73

- 1.70

- 2.19

- 2.47

+12. 80

+13. 20

+13. 71

+14 24

+ 14.80

+ 15.23

+ 15.97

+ 16.40

+17.07

+ 17.32

-f20. 21

-f20. 37

+19. 93

-f19. 98

-1-18. 97

+18. 81

+ 18.06

+18. 10

+17. 62

+48.3

+49.2

+47.4

+47.9

+47.4

+47.0

+46.7

+50.4

+48.5

+51.4

+50. 3

+49.4

+49.4

-h49.

+ 49.4

+49.2

+51.3

+49.7

+48.5

+ 51.6

+43.9

+48.0

+49.6

+ 48.6

+61.3

+52.0

+44.5

+42.9

+44.^

+43.8

+41.9

+ 43.7

+43.3

+42.0

+ 38.2

+41.0

EesifluaLs,
computea
Tninus ob-
SLTved.

+3.3

+2.4

+41
+ 3.6

-f4.1

+4.4

+4 6

-0.2

+ 1.6

-1.3

—0.3

+ 0.6

+0.7

+ 1.4

+ 1.1

-2.3

-4 9

-3.3

-2.2

-5.4

+1.9

-2.5

-3.9

-2.5

-5.1

-5.7

-3.3

-1.8

-3.3

-2.1

-1.4

-3.3

-3.1

-2.0

+ 1.6

-1.3

+39.0
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I.—Comparisons of metres R 1876 and &,—Continued.

Date.

1880.

Aug. 25, a. m
p. m25,

26,

26,

27,

27,

28,

Aug. 30,

30,

31

31

Sept.

Oct. 14,

14,

15,

15,

10,

17,

21,

31

22,

22

23,

Oct. 29,

29,

30,

31

31,

Nov.

1881,

Jau. 6,

Jan. 10,

11

12,

13,

14,

17,

18,

19,

20,

21

23,

24,

a.m..

p.m..

a. m..

p.m..

a. m.-

a. m..

p.m..

a. m..

p.m.,

a.m .

.

p.m..

a."m..

p.m.,

a. m.

.

a. m.,

p.m.

a. m.

p.m.

a.m.,

a.m.

a. m-

p.m.

a. m.

p.m.

a.m.

a.m.

p.m.

a. m.

a. m.

p.m.

a. m.

p.m.

a. m.

a. m
a. m . -

.

a. m...

a.m.-.

a. m.--

a. m...

a. m

—

a. m..-

a. m..-

a. m...

a. m . .

.

a. m...

a. m
a. m—
a. m . .

.

95

Meaus .

Position of
metre.

TTT • 1 i J » Temperature of
Weigbtodmcaji pio7(i *i,vij*/ff '

temperature :„i..„,i J\o. oloD-

ot tube and

Nortb side.

...do

...do

..do

...do

...do

...do

South aide .

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

....do

.do

do

Soutb side

.

...do

...do

....do

....do

....do

....do

...do

....do

....do

....do

North aide .

...do

...do

...do

...do

....do

...do

...do

South side

.

...do

...do

North side.

...do

...do

,.. do

...do

,.. do

...do

.. do

...do

...do

...do

...do

L

metre.

o F_

72.94

73.04

72. 71

72,44

73.15

72.10

72.37

73.69

73.42

73.13

72.98

72.03

73.05

73.39

73.89

74.25

60.88

60.52

60.38

60.42

60.53

59.18.

60.91

50.01

51.18

51.29

61.26

50.04

50.04

5D.05

50.17

50.03

49.69

49.48

49.47

31.71

32.73

32.19

30.09

29.37

29.03

29.83

30.47

28.78

38 83

29.26

29.92

30.83

32.02

33. 99

5145. 04

Tveiglited mean
tube, tempera-
ture.

54.158

OF.

H-0.01

-0.08

-0.05

+ 0.08

-0.03

-0.12

1-0.02

+0.01

-0.04

-0.06

+ 0.03

-0.06

-.0. 01

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

-0.09

-0.03

-0.09

-0.03

-0.09

-0.09

—0.01

+ 0.06

-0.02

+ 0.02

-0.07

-0.03

-0.08

-0.08

-0.01

-0.04

.-0. 06

-0.00

-0.15

-0.13

+ 0.23

+0.21

+ 0.05

+ 0.01

+0.15

-0.03

+0.08

+0.07

0.00

-0.07

0. 00

-0.02

0.00

-0.05

('- .). (JJ187G—5a.i).

OF.

+ 18.78

+18.88

(-18.55

+ 18. 28

+17.99

+17, 94

+ 18.21

+ 19.43

+ 19,26

+18. 97

+ fS. 82

+ 18.77

+ 18.89

+19. 23

+19. 73

+ 20.09

+ 6.72

+ 6.30

+ 6.22

+ 6.26

+ 6.36

+ 5.02

- 3.35

- 4.15

- 2.98

- 2.87

- 2.90

- 4.12

- 4.13

- 4.11

- 3.99

- 4.13

- 4.47

- 4.68

- 4.69

-22. 45

-21, 43

-21. 97

—24. 07

-24. 79

-25. 13

-34. 33

-23. 69

-25. 38

-25. 34

- 24. 90

-34. 24

-23. 33

-22. 14

—20. 17

+42. 2

+ 44.2

+41.6

+41.8

+ 43.4

+42.4

+43.5

+37.0

+ 35.6

+35,4

+ 37.7

+ 35.0

+ 32.7

+ 34.4

+ 33.5

+33.5

+ 41.4

+41.0

+40.6

440.9

+40.8

+ 41.8

+47.

1

+45.6

+47.1

+45.3

+44.7

+49.3

+48.7

+49.6

+48.5

+ 47. 3

+ 50.4

+ 47.2

+ 50.8

+56.6

+54.1

+ 51.4

+ 53.2

+64.0

+ 55.7

+62.3

+ 53.8

+ 53.1

+64.8

+ 59.3

+66.5

+ 50.5

+50.7

+49.7

+4, 326. 6

+45.54

Kesidualfl,

computed
minus ob-
served.

-3.0

-5.0

-2.3

+3,4

+3.9

+2.9

+3,1

+ 2.0

+3.4

+ 3.7

+1.6

+4.2

+6.5

+4.6

+6.4

+ 6.2

+1.8

+3.4

+ 2.8

+ 3.5

+ 2.6

+2.0

-0.5

+1.3

-0.6

+1.3

+1.8

-3.4

-1.8

-3.7

-1.7

-0.4

-3.4

-0.1

-3.7

-3.6

-1.4

+1.5

+0.4
-0.2

-1.8

+1.4
-0.3

+0.9

-0.8

-5.4

-1.9

+3.8

+2.2

+2.6

(E J876- /Sf2.i)= +45^54d=0".20 at 54o.l6 P.

= -0f'.3355±0''.0126

Probable error of result from single visit= it 1".94

(-^j; 1876—-®s
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§ 16. II.—Comparisons of metres B 1876 and S^_^.

Bate.

Oct.

1878.

24, p.m...

25, p.m...

26, u. m...

26, p.m...

27, a. m
27, p.m....

Oct. 28, a.ra.--

28, p. m.

29, a. m.

Oct. 31, p.m..

Nov. 1, a. m..

1, p.m..

2, a. m..

2, p. m.-

3, a.m..

3, p. m. -

4, a. m .

.

4, p. m .

.

5, a. m .

.

5, p.m..

6, a. m-

.

6, p. m.

.

7, a. m.

.

7, p m .

.

8, a. m..

1879.

Feb. 4, a. m..

4, p. m .

.

5, a. m...

5, p.m...

6, a. m...

6, p.m...

7, a. m...

7, p.m...

1880.

Aug. 12, a. m...

12, p.m...

13, a. m...

13, p.m...

14, a.m.-.

14, p.m...

15, a. m...

15, p.m...

16, a. m...

Aug. 18, a. m...

18, p.m..

19, a. m...

19, p.m...

20, a. m. .

.

20, p. m. .

.

21, a.m

21, p.m...

23, a,m....

51

Position of
metro.

South side . -

.

...do

.do .

.do .

.do .

.do .

Soutli side .

...do

-- do

North side

.

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

North side...

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

Weightedmean
temperature
of tube and
metre.

South side . .

.

...do

..do.

..do.

.do .

.do .

.do.

.do .

.do.

North side.

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

59.38

59.05

59.13

59.05

58.67

58.47

58.17

57.75

56.79

54.22

54.04

53.72

53.56

53.46

53.22

53.07

52.83

52.55

52.21

52.05

61.83

51.69

51.59

51.49

51.45

38.22

38.12

37.98

38.04

38.12

38.30

38.25

38.26

71.97

72.03

71.63

71.51

71.41

71.43

71.09

70.83

69.86

69.09

69.17

69.61

70.13

70.56

71.04

71.33

71.49

71.23

2950. 15

Temperature of
JJ1876 minus
weighted mean
tube- tempera-
ture.

57. 846

o p^

-0.18

+ 0.05

+0.09

-0.11

+0.02

+0.02

+ 0.01

+0.05

+0.15

-0.06

-0.09

-0.06

+0.04

^0.04

+0.11

+0.04

-0.06

-0.09

-0.03

-0.10

+0.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.10

+0.07

-0.09

-0.03

-0.13

-0.09

-0.06

+0.01

+0.01

-0.06

+ 0.01

-0.08

-0.04

-0.04

+ 0.01

-0.01

+0. 09
'

+0. 04

-0.01

+ 0.02

-0.04

-0.08

-0. 04

-0.01

+0.01

-0.01

+0.01

No. ofoh
servers. (f-W

+ 1.53

+ 1.20

+ 1.28

+ 1.20

+ 0.82

+ 0.62

+ 0.32

- 0.10

- 1.06

- 3.63

- 3.81

- 4.13

- 4.29

- 4.39

- 4.63

- 4.78

- 5.02

- 5.30

- 5.64

- 5.80

- 6.02

- 6.16

- 6.26

- 6.36

- 6.40

-19.63

-19. 73

-19. 87

-19. 81

-19. 73

-19. 55

-19. 59

-19. 59

+ 14.12

+14. 18

+13.78

+13. 66

+13. 66

+13. 58

+13. 24

+12. 98

+12. 01

+11. 24

+ 11.32

+11. 76

+12. 28

+12. 71

+13. 19

+13. 48

+13. 64

+13. 38

(J21876-5j,2)

h

+ 6.0

+ 3.9

+ 4.3

+ 4.2

+ 4.0

+ 3.6

+ f.2

+ 4.5

+ 4.3

+ 5.5

+ 5.8

+ 6.2

+ 6.1

+ 4.6

+ 5.0

+ 7.2

+ 7.2

+ 5.4

+ 7.5

+ 5.4

+ 7.9

+ 6.3

+ 7.1

+ 6.9

+ 6.5

+ 9.7

+10.7

+10.5

+ 9.1

+.8.6

+10.7

+ 9.6

+ 9.0

+ 3.1

+ 1.0

+ 1.3

+ 1.4

+ 0.3

+ 2.2

+ 1.9

+ 1.0

+ 3.1

+ 0.7

+ 1.3

- 1.0

+ 0.7

- 1.3

- 2.1

- 1.5

- 2.4

- 0.6

+227.

6

+ 4.46

(i2 1876 -/S^2.2)=+4M6± 0^12 at 570.85 F.

{Uj, ,s,,-^sj= -0^2896± 0^0102

Probable' error of result from single visit = i 0'*.83

Residuals,
computed
minus ob-
served.

-1.9

+0.3

-0.2

-0.0

+0.3

+ 0.7

-0.8

-0.0

+0.5

+0.1

-0.2

-0.5

-0.4

+1.2

+0.8

-1.3

-1.2

+0.6

-1.4

+ 0.8

-1.7

-0.0

-0.8

-0.6

-0.1

+0.5

-0.5

-0.2

+ 1.2

+1.6

-0.5

+0.6

+1.2

-2.7

-0.6

-0.8

-0.9

+0.3

-1.6

-1.2

-0.2

-2.1

+0.6

-0.1

+2.1

+ 0.3

+2.1

+2.8

+2.1

+3.0

+1.2

24 L S
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§ 17. III.

—

Comparisons of metres 221876 and S.,,.

Date.

1878.

Uov. 9, p. m
10,

10,

11

11

12

12,

13,

Nov. 25,

26,

26,

27,

27,

Au<

4,

i.

5

Aug. 7

1879.

, a. m .

.

p.m.

a. m.

p.m.

a. m.

Aug. 12,

13,

13,

14,

1*,

Aug. 16,

16,

17,

17

18,

18,

Jan.

Feb.

a. m.

p. ra.

a. m.

p. m
a.m.

p.m.

a. m.

p.m.

a.m.

p. m.

a. m.

p. m.

a. m
p. m.

a. m.

p. m.

a. m.

p.m.

p.m.

a. m.

a. m.

.

p. m.

,

a. m.

.

p. m.

,

a. m,

,

p. m ,

p. m.

,

a. m
n.m.

p.m.

a. m.

p.m.

a.m.

p.m.

a. m.

Meaus .

Position of
metre.

Nortll 3ide..-

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

Weitrhtedmean
temperature
of tube and
metro.

South side ..

...do

...do

...do

...do

.. do

...do

...do

p. m---

a. m. .

.

p. m. -

.

a. m . .

.

p. m...

a. m

—

p. m . .

.

a. ra , .

.

p. m . . -

p.m...

1881.

North side.

...do

...do

...do

...do

Soutli side

.

...do

...do

...do

.. do

South side. -

...do

...do

...do

...do

jSTorth side.

...do

...do

.. do

...do

...do

iNorth side

...do

...do

....do

...do

....do

.-..do

....do

South side

.

...do

...do

...do

.. do

...do

...do

Temperature of
J21876 ^ninuB
weighted mean
tub e-tempera-
ture.

or.
60.84

50.98

51.08

51.18

51.31;

51.67

51.91

52.07

51, 22

50.96

50.64

50.18

49.92

49.72

49.32

48.92

76.31

76.35

76.23

76.39

76.25

75.61
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§ 18. TV.—Comparisons of metres B 1876 and S,,.

Date.

1878.

K"ov. 14, p. m...

15, a. m . -

.

15, p. m. ..

16, a.m

16, p.m..
17, p.m...

18, a.m...

18, p. m. .

.

19, a.m...

^ov. 20, p. m, .

.

21, a^m...

21, p.m...

22', a. m. .

.

22, p.m...

23, a.m...

23, p.m...

24, a. m . .

.

1879.

Jan. 20, a.m

20, p.m.-.

21, a. m
21, p.m...

22, a.m

22, p. m
2.3, a.m

23, p. m

Jan. 25, a.m

25, p. m
26, a.m

26, p.m....

27, a. m
27, p.m....

28, a. m
28, p.m....

July 8, a. m...

8. p.m..,

9, a.m

9, p. m
10, p.m....

11, a. m
11, p. m

July 21, a. m
21, p. m.

22, a. m.

22, p. m.

23, a. m.-..

23, p. m.

24, a;.m.

24, p.m.

JuJy 27, a. m.

27, p.m.

28, a. m.

28, p. m

.

Position of
metre.

North side.

...do

...do

do .

:do.

do .

.do .

do.

do.

Sontli side

.

...do

-- do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

South side

.

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

-- do

...do

Weightedmean
temperature
of tube and
metre.

North side.

.- do

...do

.. do

...do

..do

.. do

.. do

North side

.

...do

...do

.. do

...do

...do

.. do

South side .

... do

... do

....do

...do

...do

... do

....do

Soath side

.

...do

...do

...do

O J?_

62.63

52.39

52.27

52.13

51.93

52.03

53.23

52.39

52.59

53.13

53.19

63.19

53.09

62.97

52.81

52.59

52. 15

.

37.21

37.23

37.15

36.59

36,67

36.47

36.57

36. 11

73.52

73.76

^ 73. 72

73.89

74.15

74.25

74.59

72.48

72.71

72.71

72.66

72.78

73.09

73.29

73.32

74.09

74.09

73.72

73.72

Temperature of
S 1876 mimie
weighted mean
tube-tempera-
ture.

o p
—0.07

0.00

+0.03

-0.07

—0.07

—0.07

-0.07

0.00

0.00

-0.06

4-0.01

+0.01

+0.01

+ 0.03

-0.03

0.00

+ 0.07

-0.12

+ 0.08

+0.18

—0.06

-0.02

-0.02

—0.02

+0.08

37. 17
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IV.

—

Comparisons of metres B 1876 and 8.2,i—Continued.

Date. Position of temperature

I

metre. of tube and
metre.

. , X 1 No. ofob-
weighted mean

-^ervers
tube tempera-
ture.

((-«.) BlSie-Si.

1879.

July 30, a. m Nortb side

30,p.m i do .. ..

31, a. m . -

.

31, p.m..

56

...do .

....do .

74.12

73.19

73.75

73.89

OF. o Y.

+17. 26

+16. 33

+16. 89

+17. 03

+ 2.5

+ 2.9

+ 3.2

+ 2.3

543.0

+ 9.70

Kesidoals,
computed
minus ob-
served.

+0.5

-1-0.5

+ 0.0

-hO.8

{B1876-8,,^)--

-^..

=+9f'.70±0'-.15 at 560.86 F.

= -0''.3862±0'^.0101

Probable error of result from single \isit=±l''.14

Collecting these results and reducing them to temperature of 59° F., they are-

(E1876-/S,.,) at 59o=+ 43. 92±0. 21

(E1876-^2.2)at59o=+ 4. 13 ±0.12

(E 1870-^2.3) at 590=+ 11. 20±0. 19

(E187G->Sf2.4)at59o=+ 8.87±0.15

(^„,„,e-J5;,. J
=_0.3355±0.0126

{U,,,r,-E,J ==-0. 2896±0. 0102

{IJ„,sre--'EsJ =-0. 3236±0. 0108

{E,,,„-E,^) =-0. 3862±0. 0101

(4^^ .^^ ) = -1. 3349±0. 0219(4E1876-A;) at59°=+ 68.12±0.34

Combining them, there results

—

,S,=4i^l87C-68^12+l'^.3349 (i-59)

These values, which result directly from, the relative expansions, are sliglitly modified by the

adjustment of the expansions given in § 58.

§ 19. Since 8^ is inclosed in a heavy iron tube, while B1876 in comparisons is freely exposed

to the air inside the comparing-box, it might be anticipated that 221876 would be hotter in rising

temperatures, giving negative residuals, and the reverse in falling temperatures.

The following table gives the results for adopted temperature-changes of from 0o.3 to 0°.7, in

twenty-four hours; from 0o.7 to lo.l; and from lo.l to lo.5: •

Temperature-rise in twenty-four hours .

Number of visits

Mean of residuals

Temperature-fall in twenty-four hours.

.

Number of visits

Mean of residuals

00.3 to 00.7 F.

26

/»

+0.38

0°. 7 to 1°. 1

li

+0.97

00.3 to 00.7

48

hO. 07

0°. 7 to 1°. 1

11

-0.14

1°. 1 to 1". 5

7

+0.07

10. 1 to 10. 5

7

+0.67

This table includes comparisons with all the metres of 8^. The residuals will be positive when
the observed length of -R 1876 is too small, as would be the case when it was cooler than /Sj,,. An
examination of the table does not, on the whole, show any connection between the values of the

mean residuals and the values of the temperature-changes in twenty-four hours. The first two

columns would seem to indicate that in rising temperatures -E 1876 was somewhat shorter relatively

to the tube-metre than in falling, which is the reverse of what would have been expected, namely,

that i21876, heating the faster, would be too long in rising and too short in falling temperatures.

When the metre R 1876 is on the north side of the comparing-box it is next the observer's

body for about ten miuuteSj and the question arises whether the heat of the observer's body, pene-
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trating tlie box, acted more powerfully on i21876 when it was next the observer than when the

tube was next the observer. In the following table the first column gives the tube-metre with

which R1876 was compared; the second gives the side on which B1816 was; the third gives the

number of visits ; and the fourth gives the corresponding algebraic mean residual

:

Tube-metre.
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tbllowing are the means of the observed difierences of length of 221870 and each metre of Z^, and

the corresponding mean temperatures :

Z,,,=B 1876+ 956.71i0.33, at 53.78 F.

Z,,,=B 1876+ 415. 63+ 0. 25, at 52. 21 F.

Z,,,=B 1876- 621. 79 + 0. .37, at 47. (!4 F.

Z,,i=B 1876-1067. 70+ 0. 31, at 51. 60 F.

The following are the relative expansions for 1° F., derived from the least-square reductions:

-^Zjj— -^Jil8?6
=
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with i21876. As these determinations of the length of Z2 are entirely independent of each other,

and were made at different times, their close and satisfactory agreement seems to indicate that in

considerable periods mean values of lengths on the zinc bar may be obtained which are free from
the effects of the large regular residuals for the values of Z^— 82, described in § 27.

DETERMINATION OP DIPFEEENOES OP LENGTH AND RELATIVE EXPANSIONS OP Sx AND S^ AND
OF Zi AND Z2, OR OP THE STEEL BARS AND ZINC BARS IN TUBES 1 AND 2 OP THE REPSOLD

BASE-APPARATUS.

§ 21. The comparisons were made inside the comparing-box in the comparing-room. Two
microscopes, 4" apart, were mounted on their brick piers, and the two tubes on their carriage inside

the comparing-box were leveled to within 1' or 2' and their ends were then alternately brought
under the microscopes (previously made vertical within 40") which were read. The temperatures

of the tubes were given by Casella and Geissler thermometers, previously described, inserted one

at the middle and one at either end of each tube. In obtaining the mean temperature of a tube,

its middle thermometer was given double weight.

The method of leveling the tubes was as follows : The main iron bed-frame of the comparator

was adjusted by its leveling screws till one of its rails was, throughout its four metres of length

horizontal within about 1'. The other rail was then so adjusted that a transverse level on the

microscope-car changed reading by not more than a minute when the microscope-car was run from

end to end of the rails. A microscope was then mounted on the microscope-car and the 0"" and 3™

(or the 1" and 4") marks on the tube were brought into focus, which could be done with a probable

error of about 0""".15. This made the tube closely parallel to the rail. The microscopes were then

mounted on their piers, collimated to within 0""".05, made vertical within 40", and adjusted for

focus on the adjusted tube. The ends of the other tube were then run under the microscope and
adjusted to their foci.

The order of observations was as follows

:

1. Eeading of thermometers.

2. Simultaneous readings at the two microscopes on both steel and zinc bars of first tube.

3. Second tube was brought under microscopes and like readings made.

4. Pirst tube was again brought under microscopes, as at first, and read on.

5. Eeading of thermometers.

On the steel bars the 0"' and 4"" graduations were always pointed at ; on the zinc bars the

graduations nearest to those pointed at on the steel were used, but were reduced to the zeros on

the zinc bars by means of the known values of the zinc graduations. (See § 72.)

Since, in placing the tubes in the comparator-box, the double door of the comparing-room was

usually open for several hours, in order to avoid the effect of irregular temperatures no compari-

sons were used in reduction which were made within three days after the doors were long open.

Subsequent experience indicated that one day would have been quite enough.

In reduction no comparisons have been used where the temperature of the tubes changed more

than 2° P. in twenty-four hours. This rejected 11 days of comparisons. No comparisons were

used in the reduction where the mean temperatures of tubes, as indicated by mercurial thermometers,

differed more than 0^.15 P. This rejected no comparisons. Nor where the ends of either tube

differed in temperature by more than 0o.l9 P. This rejected two days. No comparisons were used

when the length of visit to comparing-room exceeded 30"". This rejected one day of comparisons.

Since the errors most to be feared are those of temperature, and such errors change little in a

day, the mean results of comparisons on any day have received equal weight, whether there was

but one or more than one visit to the comparing-room on that day. Usually there were two, one

at 8:15 a. m. and one at 4 p. m. or 9 p. m.

Numerous comparisons made prior to October 23, 1878, have not been used in this reduction

for the following reason

:

Previous to that day it was noticed that the small removable plates on the tubes at 0"", 1"", 3""^

and 4"" pressed on the upper surface of the bars at some of these points. On October 11, 1878,

when this clamping was first noticed, a pressure of 15 or 20 pounds on the end of the steel bar of
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tube 2 was insufficient to move it endwise in tlie tube. At what times previous to this date clamp-

ing had existed is unknown for either tube. The plates had been removed and replaced several

times since the tubes were received, and the amount of the clamping would at any time depend

largely on the tightness with which the plates were screwed down. If but lightly screwed down,

it would be small. No positive evidence that the clamping affected the expansion of the bars has

been discovered, although in some of the earlier comparisons the greater irregularities in the resid-

uals and some sudden changes might be accounted for by such clamping. Subsequent to October

23, 1878, it has always been practicable to move the bars lengthwise by a pressure of from two to

four pounds.

In the reductions of the .comparisons of Si and ^2 it was assumed that the mercurial thermome-

ters gave the true temperatures of Si and S2, and the length of Si was reduced with an approximate

value of the expansion to the temperature of St, which is taken as the temperature of the compari-

son. The mean temperature of the comparisons and the corresponding mean value of Si—S2 were

then obtained. This mean temperature was 420.747 P. and will be represented by to. The corre-

sponding mean difference of length was 32''.09, and this will be designated by {81—Si)^. The
observation-equations may then be written in the form

{Si-St\+{t^to) {Es-^.J-{Si-S,)=v

where {Si—Sz) is any observed difference of length of Si and S^ at the observed temperature t, and

V is the residual.

In the following table the first column gives the date of comparison; the second gives the

number of comparisons on that day ; the third shows whether tube 1 was north or south ; the fourth

gives the observed temperature; the fifth gives {t— <„) or excess of observed temperature above the

mean of all observed temperatures of comparison, 420.747 P., {t— %) being the coefficient of the

unknown (E^—Es ) or difference of expansions of the two bars ; the sixth gives, with a negative

sign, the observed difference [Si—S2); and the seventh gives the residuals in the sense computed
minus observed.

Results of comparisons of Si and S^.

Date.
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Results of comjparisons of Si and jiS^.j—Ccntinued*

Date.
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ture-clianges of 1°.6 to 2o.O reaching O0.O8. A less diiference of temperature doubtless existed be-

tween 81 and ^2- Taking all daj'S (seventy-four) of comparison, in the forty-lour days of rising tem-

perature as indicated by thermometers, tube 2 was 0°.01 the hotter in mean, while in the thirty days

of falling temperature it was 0°.04 the cooler in mean. An examination of the residuals shows that

on thirty-three days, when the temperature-increase varied from 0o.3 to 1°.8 P. in twenty-four hours,

the mean residual was — 0''.32, being positive on sixteen days and negative on seventeen. On
twenty-one days, when the temperature-decrease in twenty-four hours varied between 0^.02 and

20.2 P., the mean residual was -fO'^.SO, the residuals being positive on thirteen days and negative

on eight. These residuals are small, but so far as they go they indicate that 82 heats and cools

more slowly than Si. This is the reverse of what would have been expected, and of what is indi-

cated by the thermometers. It may be due to over-correction in reducing Si to temperature of 82.

An examination of the residuals shows that the mean residual for tube 1 in its two positions with

respect to the observer (who was always on the north side of the comparing-box) was

—

December 30, 1878, to January 3, 1879, four days, tube 1 north —0. 18

January 9, 1879, to January 13, 1879, five days, tube 1 south +1. 7-4

June 26, 1879, to June 28, 1879, three days, tube 1 south - 1. 27

June 29, 1879, to June 30, 1879, two days, tube 1 north —0. 55

The niunber of days is too small to draw any conclusion. Subsequent to June 30, 1879, tube

1 was always on the north side. An examination of the temijeratures and residuals shows that on

thirty-nine days the mercurial temperature of tube 1 was the higher by a mean amount of Qo.OS P.,

the corresponding mean residual being -f 0*^.39. On twenty-eight days the temperature of tube 1

was the lower, the mean amount being 0o.049. The corresponding mean residual was — 0*^.63.

Since a positive residual indicates that Si was too short, the mean residuals do not correspond in

sign to the thermometer indications. But a mean correction of —0.05x25''=— 1''.25 has already

been applied to 81 for the times when it had the higher temperature. The residuals would then

indicate that ;S^i had been slightly over-corrected, as would be expected, since the thermometers

probably changed temperature more rapidly than the bars. The mean residual for the cases in

which Si was the cooler indicates the same thing, but in both cases the amounts are too small to

give certainty. The mean residuals of Z^—Z^, given hereafter, have the same relation to the excess

of temperature of 8^ over *S^, but are greater in amount, being for the thirty-nine days of rising

temperature -|-1''.68, and for the twenty-eight days of falling temperature —2f.54. Since the length

of Z^ has for the observations now under consideration been corrected by about 0.05 x 63'', to reduce,

it to the temperature of Z.^, these residuals, lilie those of Si— 82, indicate that an over-correction was
applied, and that in changing temperatures the thermometer difference did not give the correct

difference of temperature of the bars by some such quantity as 0^.02 P.

§ 33. At every comparison of the steel bars Si and 82, in tubes 1 and 2, the zinc bars Zi and
Z2 were also compared. The method of reducing the comparisons is the same as for the steel bars.

Substituting Z^ and Z^ for 81 and S^ in the observation-equations for the steel bars, the observation-

equations for the zinc bars take the form

—

{Z,-Z,)o+{t-to){I!z,-Uz,}-iZ,-Z,)=v

In which to has the same value as for the steel bars, namely 420.747 P., and {Zi—Z^)a=—l(ii^.Q9.

In the following table the first column gives the date of comparison ; the second gives the

number of comparisons on that day; the third shows whether tube 1 was north (next observer) or

south; the fourth gives the observed temperature; the fifth gives {t—U) or excess of temperature
of comparison above the mean of all observed temperatures of comparison, namely, 42^.747 P.,

{t—ta) being the coefBcient of the unknown [Ez^ — Ez^); the sixth gives, with a negative sign, the

observed difference {Z^—Z.,); and the seventh gives the residuals in the sense computed minus
observed.
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Results of comparisons of Z^ and Z.^.

Date.
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§ 94. An examination of the residuals shows that on thirty-three days, when the temperatiire-

jnciease in twenty-tbnr hours varied between Qo.OS and I0.8 P., the residuals were positive ou

thirteen days, giving a sum of residuals of 85i^A ; and negative on twenty days,, giving a residual

sum of— OS*^.?. For the thirty-three days of rising temperature the algebraic mean residual was
— (f.-i;). On twenty-one days the tempei'ature-decrease in twenty-four hours varied between O0.O2

and 20.2 F. On twelve days the residuals were positive, giving in sum + So*^.! ; on nine days they

were negative, giving in sum — 4-''.2. The algebraic mean residual for twenty-one days of falling

temperature was + 0''.60. The residuals for the zinc bars change in the same way, and by nearly

the same amounts in increase and decrease of temperature as the steel bars. But these mean
residuals are but about -go oorro Pf^i't of the length of the bars, and are too small to make any certain

connection between their values and the sign of the temperature-change.

If the residuals of Si—S^ be examined, it will be seen that there are eleven residuals numeri-

cally greater than 2'*, while the probable error of one day's comparisons is but I'^.S. The residuals

of Z^—Zi had the same sign as those of S^—S.^, except on one of the eleven days.

Omitting the residuals of both steel and zinc bars for this one day, the average ^i-Nj residual

for the remaining days, regardless of sign, was S'^.l, while that of Z^— Z2 was 6f'.3, or the residuals

had similar signs and a ratio nearly that of the expansion of zinc to the expansion of steel. This

points strongly for these days to a difference between the true temperatures of the bars in the tubes

and those given by the thermometers, an erroneous temperature of one of the tubes of -^7-^ x 1'^

F., or about 0o.l2, accounting for the mean of the large residuals.

In the zinc-bar comparisons from December 30, 1878, to January 3, 1879, there are extremely

large residuals, amounting to 2T^o~ot part of the length of the bars, while in the comparisons of the

steel bars at the same time the residuals are very small. Nothing is known that throws any light

on the cause of this discrepancy. If these four comparisons were rejected, the sum of the squares

of the residuals would be reduced about one-third, and the probable error of one day of comparison,

now very large {ii^.i), would be reduced. Since the probable error of pointing of one of the micro-

scopes is only Ot^.i, and but four pointings are required for a comparison, the probable error from

this cause woidd be for a comparison but 0''.8. The fact that the comparisons of the steel bars give

for the probable error of one day's comparison of the same character and at the same time as those

of the zinc bars and including temperature and all other errors, but li^.S, indicates that the probable

error of comjiarison due to errors of measurement alone can little exceed l^.O, and that the rest of

the probable error in the difference Z^—Z, must be due to changes in that difference from tempera-

ture or other causes.

The range in the residuals of 81— 8.;^ in § 21 is 7*^.9. If this range were due largely to differences

of temperature of the two tubes, since the expansion of Z.^ is about 2.5 times that of 82, residuals of

2.5x7''.9=20'^ would be expected in Z^—Z^. If the days from December 30, 1878, to January 3,

1879, be omitted in the comparisons of Zi and Z^, the range of the residuals is reduced from 26*'.2

to 21f'.2. It therefore is probable that the large residuals are mainly due to differences of temper-
ature of Zi and Z^.

Collecting the values found, they are

[8^-8,) at 420.717 F.=+ 32m.09±0''.18

-E,v —^&=-0'^.0005± O'-.Oir)!

(8,-8,) at <o=-f32^71 i0f'.21- (0''.0605i 0^0151) (*-32)

{Z,-Z,) at 420.747 F.==- 70^09 ±0*'.00

Hz^ —:Ez.^=- Of^-iseei O'^.ooi3

{Z,—Z,) at io=- CG''.00±0''.81 - (0''.436G±0f'.0513) {t—32)

If the value of 8, in terms of 721876, depending solely on its comparisons with i?1876, given in

§ 18, be substituted in the value just given for 8i~8„ there results, after proper redaction,

(S',=:4E1876-37^01+lf'.2744 {t-59)

The square of the probable error of this value of S„ excluding the probable error of 221870, is,

with l** as unit,

0.1-180+0.000480 (i-59)^0.000228 (<-42.75f
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DIFFERENCE OF LENGTH ANB RELATIVE EXPATSTSION OF ZINC AND STEEL BARS IN TUBE 2 OF
REPSOLB BASE-APPARATUS.

§ 25. These bars are designated respectively by Z.^ and B^. A description of them and of the

graduation-lines, about 4 metres apart, which limit the parts considered, may be found in Chapter
VIII, § 3.

Tube 2 has been repeatedly compared at widely diliering temperatures, both with tube 1 and
with the 15-feet brass bar of the Lake Survey. Such comparisons were made in the comparing-

room of the Lake-Survey ofilce, where the daily temperature-change, as indicated by mercurial

thermometers in tube 2, rarely exceeded 2° P. Among other observations, those comparisons

included the reading with microscopes of the distance between contiguous graduations on Z^ and ^S'a

at both ends of the bars, and also the reading of three of the mercurial thermometers, whose errors

are given in Chapter II, §§ 15-19, Geissler thermometers being inserted in the tube at its ends and
a Casella thermometer at its middle. These microscope- and thermometer-readings for tube 2 com-

plete the observations so far as the present Investigation is concerned. In each visit to the com-

paring-room the thermometers were read on entering and again on leaving the room, about fifteen

minutes later. The room was not entered again till the next set of observations was made. In

the majority of the observations used in reduction, but one visit to the comparing-room was made
in a day, to avoid irregular temperatures, but in some cases the number of visits rose to three. In

reduction, however, the mean result for the day was used and the same weight was attributed to

it whether it was derived from three or fewer visits in that day, the errors to be feared from tem-

perature-differences being much larger than those of observation.

After a preliminary reduction, which gave approximate values for the difference of length of

Zi and 8i at a mean temperature, and for their relative expansion, the residuals of the observations

were computed and plotted with dates as abscissae. Below this curve the mercurial temperatures

of the tube were plotted with the same abscissae. A comparison of the two curves showed at once

that, whenever the temperature of the tube rose, the residuals (which were computed values of

Zi—8i minus observed values) increased algebraically with the temperatures, and vice versa.

This preliminary reduction, in which all comparisons prior to its date were included, showed that

the residual errors increased as the temperature-change increased, yet never exceeded about 25i^;

that a temperature-change of about 10° or 15° F. would produce this amount of change in the

residuals, and that a further temperature-change did not increase it ; that the rate of residual-

change was approximately 2'' per degree of temperature-change. The closeness with which each

fluctuation of any importance in the temperature-curve was repeated in the curve of residuals made
it certain that the large residuals were not due to accidental errors of comparisons, but were

actually measured quantities.

In the earlier comparisons of Z2 and 82 in 1877 it is possible that the two bars were not per-

fectly free to expand with reference to each other, although the comparisons themselves do not

give any positive indication of it. For this reason these comparisons have not been used in the

final reductions. With this uncertainty it may be said that the comparisons of 1877 and those of

1881 show that Z2 has retained unchanged its length with reference to S2 within the limits of

uncertainty due to the large regular residual errors. Thus in a series of comparisons on twenty-four

days between October 22, 1877, and November 17,1877, the mean temperatureofthecomparisonsbeing

61o.98,the mean value of^2—& was -|-177^4, while the value for this temperature resulting from the

final reduction given immediately hereafter is 174^.5. The difference is too small to indicate change

of length, but may be attributed entirely to the cause which gives large regular residuals for Z2—S2.

If, then, Z2—82 does not permanently change its value at any temperature, but fluctuates in the

results of comparisons, from some cause, about a meaa value, the question is as to the method of

obtaining a mean value for Z2—82 at some temperature, and a mean relative expansion. If we had

a long period of daily comparisons at low temperatures fluctuating about a mean temperature nearly

the same for the whole period, and a similar long series for high temperatures, we might hope that

from such series mean values of Z2—82 for the high and low temperatures and a mean relative

expansion might be obtained which should have a good degree of accuracy. This idea governed

in the selection of comparisons to be used in the final reductions.
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It ] ins already been stated that when the Eepsold base-apparatus was received from its maker

in Noveinber, 1870, it was noticed tliat removable plates at 0'", 1"', 3"", and 4", in the tops of the

tubes, might be screwed down so tightly as to clamp the steel and zinc bars against Iheir supporting

rollers, and thus prevent their free expansion. This clamping was first noticed on October 12, 1878,

at Avhich time the plates were screwed down so tightly that a pressure of 8 or 10 kilogrammes on the

ends of the steel and ziuc bars in tube 2 would not move them in the tube. The plates were

loosened, and they then moved under a pressure of 1 kilogramme. A stress of 1 kilogramme should

elongate S-2 by Oi^.d and Z^ by l^.l. These plates had been repeatedly taken off and replaced before

this date. The prior comparisons, which were numerous, give no certain evidence that clamping

existed at any time. If it did exist, then in expansion, since the zinc bar has a greater expansion

than the steel bar and the cast-iron tube which have nearly equal expansions, the zinc bar should be

compressed and relatively too short. On passing a maximum temperature, a few tenths of a degree

of fall in temperature" should entirely remove this compression, and the residual curve of Z^—S^

should show an abrupt jump at this point. In none of the many maxima observed does this occur,

so that it is not probable that clamping existed for any long period. But as the other comparisons

of Z^ and S^ are very numerous, none prior to October 12, 1878, have been used in the final

reductions.

§ 26. It has been stated that to get a mean value for Z^—Si and the relative expansion, two

long series of comparisons with temperatures fluctuating about steady general mean temperatures

are desirable, one of these mean temperatures being high and the other low. The comparisons give

an excellent low-temperature series of this character, extending from November 25, 1879, to March

17, 1880, with temperatures between 38° F. and 50° F., and including comparisons on ninety days.

No such favorable high-temperature series can be selected from the observations, and therefore all

comparisons at temperatures above 55° P. not rejected by the following conditions have been used

for the high-temperature series. The condition that no comparisons should be used in which the

thermometers indicated a difference of temperature of the ends of tube 2, exceeding 0o.2 F., rejected

thirteen days ; that w^hen the mean temperature of tube 2 differed by more than 0^.15 F. from the

temperature of tube 1 or from that of the brass 15-feet bar, if it was being compared with the latter,

rejected four days ; and three days were rejected because the observers were in the comparing-room

for more than forty minutes. These conditions rejected so many of the group of comparisons

between January 6 and 22, 1881, as to leave no good distribution of the remaining comparisons

with reference to the temperature-changes; hence all were rejected. There remained after these

rejections one hundred and fifty days of comparisons.

In some cases thermometers were read on entering and on leaving the com paring-room. The

first reading was taken, the second being treated as a check. A visit usually occupied about fifteen

minutes, and in the majority of days there was but one visit a day to the comparing-room. If

more than one comparison was made on a day, the mean of the results and of the temperatures was

taken for that day and used in the observation-equations. The form of the observation-equation is

{Z,-8,)o+ {t-to) {E,-E,)—{Zi—S^)= V,

where {Z^—Si) is the mean difference of lengths of Z, and 8^ resulting from one day's comparisons;

(Zj— (S2)o is the mean of all such quantities; t is the mean temperature of tube 2 for a day's com-

parisons; tfs is the mean of all such temperatures, and v is the residual error in the sense computed
{Z,-8,) minus observed [Z^-S.,). The value of U is 49O.504 F., and of {Z^-S,)a is -305^6.

In the following table the first column gives the date of the comparison ; the second shows

when tube 2 was north (next observer); the third, the mean temperature of tube 2; the fourth, the

mean of the observed values of Z^—S^ for that day; and the fifth, the residuals. The results of

the least-square reduction follow the tables.
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Com;parisons of the steel and zinc hars of tube 2.

Date.
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Comparisons of the steel and zinc bars of tube 2—Coutinued.

[Chap. IX,

Date.

1880.

Jan. 23

26

27

28

29

30

31

Feb. 2

PoaitiOD of tube 2.

Mar.

10

11

12

13

15

17

July 10

11

12

13

14

15

July 22

23

24

25

2C

27

28

29

30

31

Aug. 1

2

Stpt. 24

Soutb side

.

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

.. do

...do

...do

...do

...do ,

...do

...do

.--.do,

... do

....do

...do

.-..do

....do

.-..do

.--.do

.--.do

....do

....do

-...do

.--.do

.-..do

...do

...do

.-..do

-..do

...do

...do

--.do

...do

...do'

...do

...do

--.do

...do

Soutb side .

.

-..do

...do

...do

--.do

...do

K"ortb aide

.

...do

...do

...do

...do

--.do

.-.do

-..do

--.do

...do

...do

.. do

South side

.

...do

Mean temperature
of tube 2.

o p_

48.45

45,76

45.88

46.46

46.53

45.71

45.58

43.61

42.04

40.38

40.14

40.02

39.70

39.97

42.06

43.23

43.66

44.72

45.63

44.26

43.23

42.86

43.41

44.96

46.12

47.18

45.17

43.70

43.68

44.66

45.95

45.68

45.10

43.53

42.13

40.96

40.41

39.46

38.14

37.92

75.91

75.83

76.11

76. 72

77.27

77.36

68.97

68.48

68. 53

68.94

69. 80

70.08

70.91

70.61

70.26

70.19

70,56

71.13

63.70

63.49

Moan (Zi— Si)

for each day.

- 432.2

- 456.4

- 452. 2

- 432.1

- 424.

1

- 455.0

- 458.1

- 531.4

- 589.4

- 651.5

- 661.2

- 663.5

- 677.1

- 664.8

- 591,2

- 546, 2

- 534.9

- 492.0

- 461.

- 511.0

- 551.7

- 564. 6

- 542.0

- 486. 5

- 442. 6

- 404.0

- 478.

1

- 530. 4

- 530. 7

- 496, 2

- 447. 3

- 465.

- 480. 7

- 538.

- 587.

1

- 628. 4

- 647.

2

- 685. 2

- 733. 3

- 739. 2

+ 704. 2

+ 701. 4

+ 713.

+ 734. 4

+ 754. 8

+ 760.

+ 448.

1

+ 431. 7

+ 433.

1

+ 448. 9

+ 477. 6

+ 509.

+ 521. 3

+ 508. 4

+ 495. 4

+ 492. 2

+ 605.

-f 524, 3

+ 251.5

+ 244. 3

Kesiduals.

-f 9.18

+ 6.84

+ 7.25

+ 9.46

+ 4.16

+ 3.51

+ 1.61

— 0. 86

— 3.25

— 5.00

— 4.53

— 6.85

— 5.56

— 7.47

— 0.68

— 0.68

+ 4.56

+ 2.43

+ 6.44

+ 3.74

+ 4.83

+ 3.49

+ 2.05

+ 6.17

+ 6.89

+ 9.06

+ 5.84

+ 1.60

+ 1.13

+ 4.33

+ 5.05

+ 8.51

+ 5.75

+ 2.66

— 2.09

— 5.79

— 8.15

— 6.69

— 9.36

-11. 93

+ 5.95

+ 5.67

+ 4.84

+ 6.91

+ 7.66

+ 5.93

— 4.89

— 7.34

— 6.82

— 6.85

— 2.47

— 0.02

— 3.47

— 2.11

— 2.57

— 2.07

— 0.64

+ 1.99

-11.00

-11. 88
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Comparisons of the steel and zinc bars of tube 2—Continued.
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Date.

1880.

Sept. 26

27

28

29

Oct.

Dec. 4

5

6

7

Fosition of tube 2.

South side

.

... do

...do

...do

...do

North side

.

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

Mean temperature
of tuhe 2.

South side

.

...do

...do

...do

...do

.. do

...do

...do

...do

...do

...do

.. do

...do

.. do

...do

.. do

...do

o p.

63.98

64.59

64.08

62.81

61,01

59.66

69.39

59.62

59.82

59.38

58.97

58.20

57.73

57.60

37.95

39.61

38.84

36.73

34.18

. 32. 02

31.26

30.93

33.39

35.13

36.79

37.90

38.38

38.47

38.20

37.88

38.13

Mean {Zs— Si)
for each day.

Means

7425. 66

49. 504

+ 261.

+ 284.

1

+ 266.

7

+ 220.

4

+ 156. 6

+ 103. 8

+ 93.2

+ 101.

+ 110.

Besiduals.

+
+
+
+
+

91.6

73.8

48.8

29.0

23.7

- 753. 8

- 600. 9

— 724. 3

- 797.

1

— 889.

1

— 970.

1

- 999. 6

—1010. 3

- 920.6

- 860.4

— 796. 7

— 759. 2

— 743.

1

— 737. 7

- 752.4

— 763. 8

- 754.

1

—45832. 7

-305.551

1^

— 9.73

— 9.37

—11. 69

—14. 14

-19. 57

—18. 70

-18. 49

—17. 44

-18.75

-17.27

—15. 24

—19. 86

-18. 14

-17. 64

4- 3.83

+ 4.78

+ 8.56

+ 0.20

— 5.88

— 7.97

— 7.70

— 9.69

— 4.77

+ 1.96

+ 2.11

+ 7. 30

+ 9.67

+ 7.73

+12. 04

+11. 14

+11. 05

+ 2.61

{Z,-8,)= -305'-.551 ± 0^463 at 490.504 P.

(U^—UsJ= + 38''.4648 ± 0/^.0388 for 1° P.

(Z,-8,)= -978''.857 ± 0*^.823 at 32° p.

Probable error of result from single day's observations = i 51^.67.

§ S7. The connection between the changes in the residuals and those in the temperatures is

best shown graphically. Accordingly, in Plate XXIV the temperatures and residuals have been
plotted with times as abscissas for the long series of comparisons from November 25, 1879, to March
17, 1880. An examination of the curves shows at once the closest connection between the temper-

ature-changes and the residual-changes, and that there is some regular cause other than accidental

errors of observation for these residuals, which are often large. The other residuals, not plotted in

Plate XXIY, are for shorter periods of comparisons, but their indications are the same. In gen-

eral, all show that when the temperature rises, the observed value of Z^— aS^2 diminishes with refer-

ence to the computed value at the rate of about 2^ per degree Fahrenheit, or Zj becomes relatively

shorter than was to be expected. In falling temperatures the reverse is the case.

§ 28. A number of theories to account for the phenomenon have been examined.

A, The graduation-lines pointed at on the ends of Z^ and 82 are in the horizontal plane through

the neutral axes of the bars; but to bring their ends closely together for microscopic reading at the

same time, the tubes are so made that the portions of these lines pointed at are 8""" distant from

the vertical planes through the neutral axes of the two bars. If, then, the bars bend laterally,

the lengths of Zz and 8^ fixed by these lines will change by 2''.3 for a change of one minute in the

26 L s
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relative inclination 11 a horizontal plane of the ends of a bar. Now, the zinc bar, Zt, has a large

expansion relatively to the steel bar, S-i, and is supported by rollers and pins carried by Si at O^.S,

1'".5, 2".."), and 3"\5. If Z^ expands and is in some degree constrained by friction in its free motion

with reference to *.%, it would tend, if laterally free to bend, to become concave towards St, which

would tend to become convex towards Z2, so that the distance between the graduation-marks on Z2,

which lie between its neutral axis and «S^, will be less than if measured on its neutral axis, and Z.^

will become too short with reference to *% in rising temperatures. Possibly this effect might be aided

by the rollers with vertical axes which confine the two bars between them at each metre of the length

of the bars. Should the temperature fall the reverse effect would take place. But this supposes that

Zi and S2 are free to bend laterally. In fact, at each metre they are confined by rollers which do not

allow 0'""M play. The question as to the amount of the effect of bending has been examined in two

ways. In the first place, in all the work since October 12, 1878 (and only this has been used), it has

been made certain that the bars in the tubes moved freely in the tube under an end-pressure of one

or two kilogrammes. Since a stress of I'^s extends Z^ by only I'^.l and yiS^2 by 0''.5, no serious errors are

to be feared from direct compression or extension without bending. The end metres of each bar are

under a slight constraint from friction of vertical rollers confining them laterally at 0™ and 1™, and

at 3" and 4™. Under this slight resistance to expansion (about ^^s) may the end zinc metres bend

outward slightly! Computation gave no appreciable bending effect for such a force of compression.

The zinc metres of Z^ are supported at their middles on thin rollers 28""™ in diameter, carried by
horizontal pins projecting from ^2- May the friction of the end zinc metres in expansion on these

rollers or pins slightly bend the steel i)ins which will carry with them the guiding-wheels turning

upon them ? In this case, if the zinc bar were in contact with the edge of the wheel at the height

of the center of the wheel, before the bending of the pin, the bending would, by the pressure of the

edge of the wheel on the zinc bar in expansion, press the middle of the zinc bar away from the

steel bar and change the azimuth of the end of the zinc bar. Computation indicates that a push of

I'^s on this pin at 0™.5 could not shorten Z^, by so much as 3^ in this way. One metre of the zinc

bar weighs 2'^s.5. An attempt was made to bend the rear-end zinc metre at its middle slightly

away from the steel bar. No change in the difference of readings on Z^ and ^^2 could be observed.

These theoretical estimates of possible errors, especially of the last, are hot very precise, on account

of the uncertainty of the data used.

§ 29. The second method of examining the question of bending of .Z2 and 8^ when expanding
and contracting was as follows : Such slight bendings as those now considered, even if they actually

existed, would not change the length of the line joining the ends of the neutral axis of either the steel

or zinc bars by quantities that need to be considered. If, then, lines be drawn at right angles to

the neutral axis at each end of each bar, the interval between them in the vertical plane through

the neutral axis may be taken as invariable so far as horizontal bending is concerned, and the

comparisons of this interval on a bar with the corresponding interval on the bar used in measuring
(called Si, Si, Z^, or Z2) will give the changes in the values of the latter. Accordingly, such hnes
were graduated on the ends of the four bars, approximately 4" apart. The graduations were suc-

cessfully ruled with a diamond by Assistant Engineer E. S. Wheeler on the small steel plates which
carry the platinum plates on which are the ordinary graduations. Unfortunately, the portions of

the steel plates nearest the neutral axes of the bars are about 1""" lower than the platinum plates

carrying the ordinary graduations. The microscopes had, therefore, to be focused for an interme-

diate height, 0""".5 from either surface, and so a little outside the range of distinct vision, which is

about 0""°.4 on each side of perfect focus. This rendered the errors of pointing much larger than
in ordinary work, giving ranges of 4j^ in 10 pointings. The 4™ intervals which are used in measuring
being denoted by Si, Zi, &c., these new 4'" intervals will be denoted by Si', Zi', S2', ZJ. Strictly

speaking, these new intervals are in the vertical plane through the neutral axis and about 1™™.0 from
it, so that they are slightly above the neutral axis. But it is horizontal bending that is feared, and
the lengths of the new intervals will not be affected by that. Indeed, their lengths at I™" distance

in a vertical plane from the neutral axis would not be sensibly affected by any probable bending.
The following table gives the dates of comparisons of intervals of about 4'° in the neutral axes

of steel and zinc bars of tube 2 with the intervals on the same bars, also of 4 metres used in base
measuring; the temperatures; the observed differences of length of Si and S2, Zi and Z2; S2 and /S/;

Zx and ^2'; and the residuals for Zy—Si and Z2—S2.
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Synopsis of results of comparisons of tubes 1 and 2 in the comparing-room Nov. 10 to Bee. 21, 1880.

Date.
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If there were no beiuliug and no error of observation, tlie quantities in the columns headed

S2—82', and Zi—Z./, during tlie temperature-changes, which, as is seen, gave residuals for Zi—Si of

25*^, .should remain absolutely constant. But as the focusing was on the very limit or slightly out-

side the limit of distinct vision, tlie errors of pointing become large. Dividing the series into 4

groups, of 13 or 14 observations each, the resulting means for the four periods are for—

1st i^roup. Sd group. 3d group. 4tli group.

Hi- 82'= +779^0 -f 779^0 +775^8 +778*^.5

Zi-ZJ= -|-657''.4 +664''.0 +662^.2 +662^.9

while the corresponding means for the residuals of Zi — Si are for the several groups

—

- 16''.3 - 20^0 - 2''.5 + O'^.O

The values found for *%— »S/ and Z-^—Z^ from many other . comparisons besides these are

+ 777''.9 and 660*^.0, §33. The extreme range in the mean values of 8^—8^ is but 3''.2, and in those

of Z.:,—Z^ but Gf .6, while the range in the mean values of the residuals of Zi—8i is 20''. Bending

does not then account for any large part of the range in residuals, and, indeed, the variation in the

mean values of 8^— 8^ and Z^—Z^ is too small (about -fooiooo and bowoo of ^^ length of the bars,

respectively) to indicate with positiveness anything more than errors of observation, due to the

necessarily bad focusing of the microscopes.

§ 30. B. If the theory of bending or of longitudinal strain in the bars does not account for

any large part of the residuals, may not the theory of difference of temperatures of Z^ and 8^ do so?

Although the volumes of the two bars and the Coatings of their surfaces are alike, and though

their specific heats and conductivities do not differ widely, yet it is very improbable that they

retain precisely equal temperatures when the temperature is rapidly changing.

If, during a steady temperature-rise of 2° P. per day, Z^ heated more slowly than 8^^ its tem-

perature would lag behind that of 8^ till the difference became so great that Z^ would receive heat

enough from its surroundings to raise its temperature at the same rate as that at which the tem-

perature of 8i rose. This would be the maximum difference in temperature, and the continuance

of the steady temperature-rise of 2° per day would not increase it. If there were a steady temper-

ature-fall the reverse would be the case. This difference of temperature would show itself as a

residual for the observed lengths of Z2—S2; when Z^ was the hotter its observed would be greater

than its computed length, and the reverse would be true when it was the cooler. In the results of

comparisons already given in the final reductions, no residual exceeds 20''; if this were due solely

to Z^ being cooler or hotter than 82, since Z^ expands about 63'' for .0 P., a temperature-difference

of about 00.3 P. would be necessary to produce it. While this theory would account in part for

the dependence of the residuals on the temperature-changes, and would give the residual-curves

fluctuations corresponding to those of the temperature-curves, it does not always account for the

values of the residuals. Thus, on September 30, 1880, the residual was— 19'', and would be

accounted for by supposing Z^ O0.3 P. the hotter. But from September 30 to October 9 the tem-

perature fell but 30.4, or at the rate of 0°.38 per day, and yet the residual was in the vicinity of— 18''

during the whole period. That is, we must suppose that with a daily temperature-faU of 0o.38, Z^

and 82, side by side, could differ about 0°.3 in temperature for nine days while inclosed in a heavy

iron tube. This supposition is very improbable.

Again, from January 10, 1880, to January 28, 1880, the residuals varied from+13'' to-f 10''

falling once to+5''.3. In this period the total temperature-range was 2o.2 P., the temperature

being 460.96 on the first and 46o.4(3 on the last day. With a temperature-range of but 2o.2 F. in

eighteen days, it seems very improbable that Z^ could, on account of a different rate of heating,

have differed in temperature from 82 by the amount needed to account for the residuals, namely,

by from 0o.2 P. to Oo.l P., for this period.

If these differences of temperature between Z2 and 8^ actually exist, it may be asked if it is not

due to unequal exposure to sources of heat. The side walls of the comparing-room are about l^.S

distant from the comparing-box. One of these walls separates the comparing-room from the adjoin-

ing house, is of brick, and has a passage-way on the opposite side communicating freely with a
kitchen and warmed by it ; the other side wall is a lathed and plastered partition-wall separating

the comparing-room from a hall (which is never heated) of the Lake-Survey office. Fearing that
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these walls might differ in temperature and affect, through the wooden sides of the comparing-

box, the standards within it, many experiments and investigations were made to detect such an

effect.

It will be remembered that the whole interior of the comparing-room is lined with a layer of

sawdust 0™.3 thick. Thermometers sunk 5'^™ in this sawdust on the side walls sometimes showed
a difference of temperature of as much as 4°.5 P. But thermometers on the comparing-room sur-

face of these walls showed no .certain difference of temperature.. No difference could be detected

between thermometers in the interior of the comparing-box at its two sides. In the tubes a com-

parison of the readings of thermometers on opposite sides of the bars gave no evidence of temper-

ature-difference between the sides. Two or three canvas screens a decimeter apart were set up
each side of the comparing-box, so as to cut off the radiation from the walls, and comparisons were

carried on at a time of large residuals with these screens up for many days. The presence or

absence of tlie screens had, so faras could be discovered, no effect on the results of the comparisons.

It is seen, then, that all attempts to establish the existence of a difference of temperature be-

tween the bars under comparison, due to external sources, failed. Moreover, it will be noticed that

if such an effect was sensible, it would extend over long periods, and its changes would be slow,

while in fact the residuals follow closely small temperature-changes in the comparing-box from day

to day. In comparing the two tubes the order of their bars from north to south was : 1, steel ; 2,

zinc ; 3, steel ; 4, zinc. If heat had come from the south wall it would have tended to heat the two
bars nearest it the most, especially the zinc bar. But, in fact, the two tubes varied together quite

closely. The heating should also have affected for long periods the south thermometer, but this was
not observed. The bars under comparison could not of course have absolutely equal exposure to

heat on the two sides of the comparing box, but from the examinations made it would seem that

the effects of such unequal exposure were either so small as not to be detected or were masked by
other errors.

§31. There is another indication that the theory of difference of temperatures of the two bars

is not sufficient to account for the residuals of Z^—S^. In comparisons of tube 1 with the 15-feet

brass bar packed in ice, described in §§ 42-46, made on the Cass farm in August and September,

1880, the times of maximum lengths of Zi and Si and the corresponding readings of thermometers

in the tube, resulted directly from the observations. The first series of these comparisons extended

continuously from 8 a. m. August 24, 1880, to 7:40 p. m, August 26 ; the second extended from 8 a.

m. August 31 to 5 p. m. September 3, 1880. The comparisons were made once in about 20™ during

the periods, and gave the results in the following table, in which dates near maxima- or minima-

temperatures are given in the first column, corrected mercurial temperatures in the second, differ-

ences of observed lengths of 8i and the brass bar B in the third, and differences of length of Zi and

B in the fourth.

Continuous comparisons of tube 1 and B.

I.—FOE MAXIMA.

[Maxima- and Tuinima-Talues are in black type.]

Date.
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ContuiuoU'S comparinons of tube 1 and B—Continued.

I.—FOE MAXIMA—Coutinued.

DiltQ.
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Continuous comparisons of tube 1 and B—Continued.

I.—FOR MINIMA—Contiuued.

Date.
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Continuous comparisons of tube 1 and B—Continued.

II.—FOR MINIMA.

Date.
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average thermometer-changes are Qo.SS F. and 0o.09 F. ; while the average intervals of time

between the maxima or minima of Zi and those of Si are 1™'" and 2™'°, and the corresponding

average thermometer-changes are 0°.04 F. and Qo.OS F., we may assume for this short interval that

even if the thermometers do not give the true temperatures of the bars at the beginning and end of

the interval, the difference in the temperature-errors at these two instants of time is small in com-

parison with the temperature-change, 0o.04 F., in that interval, not exceeding, say, Qo.Ol or 0o.02 F.

;

so that within that degree of accuracy the thermometers measure the change of temperature of

the place in the interval. Hence, since at the maximum or minimum of 8i it had the temperature

of the place, and at the maximum or minimum of Zi it had the temperature of the place, and the

place in the average changed temperature in this interval by but 0°.04 F., it follows that in the

average at the later of the times of their maxima or minima Z]_ and 8i did not differ in temperature

by more than 0o.04 F.

Now, the daily temperature-range in these comparisons from minimum to maximum or vice

versa, in these cases varied between 2° F. and 30° F., averaging 17° F. If such a change in about

eight and a half hours produced less than 0°.04 F. difference of temperature in the two bars at

maxima- or minima-temperatures, it seems improbable, that in the ofBce comparisons a change of

10° distributed over five or ten days should give a difference of temperature of 0°.3 F. to the bars.

It is concluded, then, that the theory of unequal rates of heating of the steel and zinc bars

does not satisfactorily account for the large residuals.

§ 33. C. Can the large residuals be accounted for by the theory that the temperature of the

thermometers is greater than that of the bars in rising temperatures and less in falling tempera-

tures? Since Z^—S^ increases in value by about SS'' per degree F. of temperature-increase, if the

thermometers in rising temperatures were hotter than Z^ and S^, the value of Z^—S^, computed with

these thermometer-temperatures, would be too great, and the residual, which is computed Z^—S.^

minus observed Z^—Ss, would be positive in rising temperatures and negative in falling tempera-

tures. If the thermometers preceded the temperature of the bars by 0°.5 F., the residual would be

+19''. Experiments have been made to ascertain the rate of cooling of the thermometers. Two
thermometers were placed in a metal water-cooler of about 20'^e capacity. To cut off radiation

from the heated thermometer they were separated by a board, which allowed communication of

air above and below it between the two sides of the screen. The thermometers, Casella 21476 and

Baudin 6131, were inserted through a closely-fitting cover till their bulbs were at the same level.

After a few readings on each, Casella 21476 was taken out of the water-cooler, and its temperature

raised by from 9° to 18° F., when it was replaced in the cooler, and both were then read at short

intervals till their temperatures became the same within 0°.l F. The experiments were repeated

on three days. After heating on November 3, 1880, the two differed at 2^ 21-" 30= by +10.65 F.,

Casella 21476 being the hotter. This difference gradually diminished to +O0.O6 at 3 p. m., the

temperature then being 51°.32 F. Ou November 4 the difference diminished gradually from + lo.22

F. to — 0®.03 F. in one hour. On November 5 the difference diminished gradually from -4-l°.20 F. to

-|-0°.17 F. in eighteen minutes. These experiments show that when this thermometer differs from

the temperature due to its surroundings by 1° F., it may be expected to approach that temperature

within 0°.l F. in less than an hour.

The bulbs of the thermometers other than Casellas, used in determining the temperatures of

the tubes, had masses considerably less than these, and hence may be expected to take the tem-

perature of the space where they may be more rapidly than the Casellas. Now, in the compari-

sons of the tubes in the Lake-Survey ofllce, the temperature very rarely rose at the rate of 0°.l F.

per hour or 2o.4 per day. Since in less than one hour the thermometers reduce their temperature-

difference from the space they are in from 1° to 0°.l F., we may expect that with a difference of

0°.5 at the beginning of an hour in which the temperature-rise is Oo.l, they will be within Qo.l F.

of the temperature of the space at the end of the hour, or, in other words, that the thermometers

give the temperature of the space occupied by them without greater errors than 0°.l F. in the

comparisons under consideration. But if the thermometers are very nearly of the temperature of

the space occupied by them, it does not follow that the zinc and steel bars are of this temperature.

In rising temperatures they derive their heat from the tube-walls and from the air inside of the

tubes, and, as their masses are considerable, their temperature inevitably lags behind that of the

27 L (8
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tube-Avall and of the interior air, depending mainly, it is probable, on the tube-wall, since the

interior air communicates with the exterior only by three small openings, the sum of whose areas

does not exceed twenty-six square centimeters. But when in comparisons a maximum tempera-,

ture of a bar is passed, this bar is cooler than the space it is in immediately before the maximum,
and is hotter immediately after. Hence, before such a maximum the spaces occupied by the ther-

mometers (or the thermometers themselves within 0°.! F.) are hotter than the bar, and are cooler

afterward.

If, then, the large residuals are due to the lagging of the temperature of the bars behind that

of the thermometers, these residuals shoidd change sign at the maxima- or minima-temperatures

(or lengths) of the bars. An examination of the comparisons of tube 1 with the 15-feet brass bar

in ice, made at the Oass farm in August and September, 1880, has shown that Z and 8 reach their

maxima on the average within about one minute of each other, even when the daily temperature-

fluctuations are 15° or 20° F., and in this interval neither changes temperature on the averagie

more than 0o.()4 F. In ofBce-comparisons with daily temperature-ranges rarely exceeding 2o.5, it

may be supposed that the differences of maxima-temperatures of Z^ and 8^ will be still less, so that

the time of the maximum value of Z^— /S\ may be taken as the time of maximum length of either Z^ or

/Sj without important error. Now, an examination of the table of comparisons of Z^ and /Sj, already

given in § 29, shows that in no case did the times of maxima or minima values of Z^—S^, and of the

thermometer-readings, differ by twenty-four hours, while in no case did the residuals change sign

within as little as twenty-four hours after a maximum or minimum, and in several cases they did

not change sign for many days after a maximum or minimum temperature. If the large residuals

were due to lagging of temperatures of the bars behind those given by the thermometers in rapidly

changing temperatures, residuals of one-third the size running through many days would be ex-

pected in the comparisons of 8.2 and B. None such were observed.

It may be concluded, then, that while the theory that the temperature of the bars when'they

are heating or cooling lags behind that given by the thermometers is undoubtedly true, yet the

amount of the lagging is not sufficient to account for the large residuals.

§ 33. D. Assistant Engineer E. S. Wheeler first called attention to the fact that the residuals

might be accounted for by supposing that Z2 when heated or cooled took a set so that its length

at a given date and temperature might depend on its previous temperatures. When a thermometer

of glass which has long remained at ordinary temperatures is heated to 212° P., and is then

allowed to cool in air, it is well known that its freezing-point will be found to have sunk several

tenths of a degree, indicating an increase in the volume of its bulb, and that during many weeks
there is a slow return towards the original volume. The melting-points of glass and zinc do not

differ very widely. May zinc in this respect behave when heated and then cooled in some degree

like glass 1

To test this question it was decided to compare the zinc and steel bars in tube 2 with those in

tube 1; then leaving tube 2 in the steady temperature of the comparing-room, to.place tube liu
another room and heat it through 20° or 30° F., and afterward to recompare its. bars with those of

tube 2, to see if any change could be detected in their relative lengths. In order to eliminate any
errors which might arise from lateral bending (if possibly any, slight bending existed) during the

considerable expansion and contraction, the graduations at the ends of the 4-metre zinc and steel

bars lying nearly in the neutral axes of the bars were used in comparisons. The 4metre intervals

on these bars used in measurements of bases have already been designated for tube 1 by Si and Zi,

and for tube 2 by »% and Z^. These intervals are parallel to the neutral axes of the bars at a dis-

tance of 8°"" from them in the same horizontal plane. The 4-metre intervals between the new
graduations are parallel to the neutral axes of the bars at a distance of 1"" below them in the same
vertical plane. These intervals are designated by 6V, Z/, 82', Z^.

The new and old graduations differing about !""» in level, the microscopes were focdsed for an
intermediate level. This gave some indistinctness to all pointings, increased the probable error of

a microscope-pointing from 0''.4 to about I'', gave for the probable error of one comparison due to

pointing errors alone 2*^, and a probable range in fifty results due to pointing errors alone of about
14". Otherwise the comparisons of aS^i' and /SV, and of Z^ and ZJ^ were made like the comparisons
of 81 and Zi already described. But in the comparisons on and after June 10, 1881, only N/, /S/j
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Zj', ZJ were compared. This permitted accurate focusing in all pointings of the microscopes.

Temperatures during comparisons were determined as usual by three thermometers in each tube,

the mean of the corrected readings in each tube (the thermometer at the middle of the tube

having double weight) being taken as the temperature of the bars in that tube. The values of

81—S2 and Z1—Z2 and the relative expansions have already been given in § 24 as

—

>S'i-«2=+ 32r74dL0?24-0?0605 (i-32)

Zi-2^2=-66.00±0. 81-0. 4366 (^-32)

The values of 8\—Sx', 82— S2', Zi—Zi', Z2—Z2', were derived from numbers of comparisons vary-

ing between 48 and 114. Since eacli of these differences is between intervals on the same bar, no

temperature-errors or expansion-errors are to be feared, and the results should be accurate, pro-

vided the conclusion already reached, that no serious lateral bending is to be feared, is true.

From 48 comparisons on 35 days, 81— 8^'—— 707. 07 J- 0. 41

From 114 comparisons on 76 days, ^2— (^2'=+ 777. 94± 0.21

From 48 comparisons on 35 days, Zi—Zi'=+ 4:00. 14± 0. 30

From 114 comparisons on 76 days, ^2-.^2'=+660.03i0,27

Combining these values with those of 81—82 and Z1—Z2, there result

—

^V-,S2'=+1617'! 7±0r5-0.'0605 (*-32)

Zi'-Z2'=+ 193. 9rt 0.9-0. 4366(^-32)

With these equations, computed values of 8/—82' and Zi'—Z2' have been deduced for the ob-

served temperatures of the tubes. The residuals are obtained by subtracting observed values from

the computed values.

§ 34. In the first heating-experiments the bars in tube 1 were compared on four days with

those in tube 2, then tube 1 was taken from the comparing-room to a distant room, where it remained

twenty-four hours, the temperature of this room being kept steadily at between 70° and 80° F.

Tubel was then taken back to the comparing-room and placed in the comparing-box by the side of

tube 2 ; comparisons were then begun and were continued through six days. In reduction, when

mercurial temperatures of the two tubes are different, the lengths of 8/ and of Z^' are reduced to

the temperature of 8/ and Z/ by means of their coefficients of expansion, namely, Us^' =24.1^.866 and

Ez' =621^.955 for 1° F. It is this corrected observed difference of lengths which is subtracted from

the computed difference of length for that common temperature to obtain the residuals in tbe fol-

lowing table.

The first column gives the date of comparison ; the second and third tbe temperatures, t, and

^2, of tubes 1 and 2 ; the fourth gives the observed 8/— 8./ corrected for difference of temperature of

8i and 8,^ the temperature t^ being taken as the standard; the fifth gives the residuals of 81'— 8^',

computed as already explained; the sixth gives the observed ^/—.Z/ corrected for difference of

temperature of tbe two bars to the temperature 4 ; and the seventh gives the residuals of Z^'—Z.^' :

Comparisons of 8/, 82 , Z/, and Z^.

BEFORE HEATING OF TUBE 1.

Date.
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At 9:30 a. m. on March 17 tube 1 was placed in a room the temperature of which was kept

constantly between 70° and 80° F. It remained in this room until March 18, 9:15 a. m., when it

was again placed in the comparing-box.

Comparisons of Si', S2', ^1', and Z2'—Continued.

AFTER HEATING OF TUBE 1.

Date.

1881.

March 18, 10:07 a.m.

18, 10:33 a. m

.

18, 11:23 a. m

.

18, 12:31 p. m

.

18, 3:10 p.m.

IS, 4:18 p.m.

18, 8:15 p. m
19, 9:44 a. m ,

19, 2:31 p.m.

19, 8:08 p.m.

March 20, 9:39 a. m
20, 8:35 p. m.

21, 10:23 a. m
21, 8:17 p.m.

22, 9:12 a.m
22, 8:43 p. m
23, 9:18 a. m

73.33

67.42

61.10

55.81

49.76

47.91

46.51

44.25

44.02

43.88

43.66

43.70

43.48

43.52

43.33

43.03

42.76

corrected.

I',

43.64

44.46

45.08

45.76

45.54

45.47

45.12

43.68

43.52

43.50

43.38

43.46

43.33

43.32

43.12

42.90

42.59

+1616. 7

+1594. 7

+1602.

1

+1556.

+1532. 4

+1529. 4

+1526. 2

+1524. 3

+1515. 3

+1513. 5

+1511. 8

+1522. 8

+1512. 5

+1514. 8

+1513. 6

+1521.

1

+1516. 9

Means for dates March 20, 9:39 a. m. to March 23, 9:18a.m

Besiduals,
Si'-Si'

computed
trivnus

observed.

-99.7

-77.5

-85.2

-39.1

-15.5

-12.5

- 9.3

- 7.3

+ 1.7

+ 3.5

+ 5.2

- 5.8

+ 4.5

+ 2.2

+ 3.4

- 4.0

+ 0.2

+ 0.8

corrected.

M
+357.

4

+458.

2

+389.

4

+376. 5

+282. 5

+287. 3

+249. 8

+237. 7

+230. 4

+233. 7

+ 225.9

+231.

1

+226. 4

+224.

4

+220. 6

+218.4

+220. 7

Besiduals,
Zj'-Zif

computed
minus

observed.

M
-168.

6

-269. 8

-201. 3

-188. 6

- 94.5

- 99.3

- 61.7

- 49.0

- 41.6

-44.9

- 37.0

- 42.3

- 37.5

- 35.5

- 31.6

- 29.3

- 31.5

§ 35. From March 23, 1881, to April 14, 1881, both tubes remained in the comparing-room,

whose temperature rose gradually to 45° F. The tubes were then compared from April 14 to

April 18, 1881, and on April 18 tube 1 was again taken into the heated room, whose temperature

was kept for twenty-four hours at between 70° and 80° F. Tube 1 was then replaced in the com-

paring-box and comparisons were made daily until May 5, 1881. The results are given in the fol-

lowing table, which is arranged like the preceding one:

Comparisons of Si', 82', Z^', and Z^'—Continued.

BEFORE HEATING OF TUBE 1.

Date.
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Comparisons of S/, /SV, Z/, and Z/—Continued.

AFTER HEATING OF TUBE 1.

Date.
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§ 36. From May 25, 1881, to June 10, 1881, both tubes remained in the comparing-room, when
further comparisons were made before and after heating. Prior to June 10, 1881, readings were

made both on the proper graduations of the bars and on those nearer the neutral axes, which are

about 1™"" lower. Hence, as the microscopes were focused for an intermediate point O^^.S distant

from that of most distinct vision and near the limit of distinctness, considerable pointing-errors

are to be expected. From June 10, 1881, to July 2, 1881, only the neutral-axis graduations were

pointed at and the focusing was good.

Comparisons of S/, S./, Z/, and Z./—Continued.

BEFORE HEATING OF TUBE 1.

Date.
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Comparisons of Si', S^', Z^, and Z./—Continued.

AFTER COOLING OP TUBE 1.

Dale. ^
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auy change in the length of 8^'. But the corresponding residuals of Z/—Z./ were — 25''.2 and

— SCf^.S, indicating that although Z/ before heating was 25^.2 longer than its normal length, the

heating, increased that excess of length by 11''.6.

From the tables in § 35, giving the results of an attempt at cooling on May 5, 1881, no positive

conclusion can be drawn, as only a few degrees of cooling were obtained.

From the tables in § 36 it is seen that prior to the heating on June 15 of tube 1 through about

30° F., the mean residual of S/—8./ was — 7*^.9, while after the heating it was — 9''.2, indicating no

change in the length of N/ at a given temperature. But the residual of Z^—Z^' changed from

— 12*^.5 to — 37''.7, indicating an increase of length of Z/ at a given temperature of 25''.2. The sub-

sequent cooling of tube 1 through about 18° F., on June 23, 1881, changed the residual of 8/—8i'

only from —9*^.2 to —6^.4, while the residual of Z^—Zj changed from —37''.7 to — 14*^.15 that is, Z^

seems to have been shortened 23''.6 by the cooling.

Considering now the three cases in which tube 1 was heated through about 30° F., and then

allowed to cool to the temperature of tube 2, it appears that the mean change of residual for 8/— 82'

following the heating of 8/ was +2^.3. For Z^—Z^ it was —21^9. There is no reason known

why the errors of comparison of Z^—Z^ should exceed those of 8/— 82', nor why from this cause

there should be any greater change in the residuals before and after heating. Since Z/ expands

about 62'' for 1° F., an increase in relative temperature of J° F. in Z/ would give a change in

residual of —21''. But it is very difficult to suppose an average change of temperature of ^° between

Z/ and Z./ without supposing a like change between 8/ and 82'. Since 81 expands about 25" per

degree F., this would require an increase of — 8*^.3 in the mean residual of 8/— 82 during the heat-

ings, while the actual mean increase is +2''.3.

Since then errors of comparison and difference of temperature of the bars Z-1—Z2 are alike

inadequate to explain the change in the residuals of Z^—Z^ before and after heating, it seems that

the larger part of this change mast be attributed to a change in the length of Z^ at the same tem-

perature, due to the heating.

§ 38. If the length of Z^ is changed by heating it to about 30° F. above its original temper-

ature and then allowing it to cool to its original temperature, the question arises as to the perma-

nence of this change.

The mean residual for Z^—Z^ from March 20 to March 23 (§ 34) was —SS^.O. From March 23

to April 14 both tubes remained in the comparing-room without large temperature-changes.

Between April 14 and 18 the mean residual was — 25''.2, indicating that Z/ had shortened towards

its permanent length by 9''.8 in about twenty-six days.

In the comparisons extending from April 21, 1881, to May 5, 1881, the mean residual from

April 21 to 25, inclusive, was — 43^.2, while from April 29 to May 6, inclusive, it was — 2o''.5,

indicating a shortening towards its permanent length of 17''.7 in about nine days. The two results

differ widely. They agree in indicating the gradual loss of the increase of length which followed

the heating. The heating of March 17 through about 35°, changed the mean residual of Z/

—

Z^
from — 6".0 to — 35''.0, while an equal but less prolonged heating on April 18 changed the mean
residual only from— 25''.2to — 36".8, and on June 15 it changed the residual from— 12".5to— 37''.7.

It would appear, then, that when Z^ has already a length considerably greater than its normal
length, a heating and subsequent cooling produces a less increase in length than would have

occurred had Z/ at beginning been at or near its normal length. This would indicate that repeated

heatings and coolings would not give to Z^ a length greatly in excess of that given by the first one

or two heatings and coolings. The change of 29'' in the mean residual of Z^—Z^^ in consequence
of the heating through about 35° on March 17, corresponds to a change of 0''.21 per metre per

degree F. of heating.

§ 39. In addition to these experiments on tube 1, similar experiments were tried with the

standard metre 71fri876, which has been described in Chapter VIII, § 26. ilfT1876 was sub-

jected to cooling as well as heating. In order to cool it from the temperature of the comparing-
room, which was about 36° F. to —3° F., it was placed in another room in a tin case containing a

minimum and maximum thermometer to give temperatures. This tin case was packed in a mixture
of snow, or broken ice, and salt, and was allowed to remain there for at least twenty hours. Then
it was placed in the comparing-box and compared with E1876, which throughout the heating and
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cooling experiments remained in the comparing-box at tlie temperature of the comparingroom.
ilfT1876 was heated by being placed in a different room from the comparing-room, the temper-

ature of this other room being raised by a stove. When taken from this room it was again placed

in the compai-ing-box and comparisons were begua with iiJ1876. A thermometer lay in contact

with the top-surfaces of the zinc and steel bars of MT1876, and another lay on the top-surface of

jB1876. Indicating the steel and zinc bars of JlfT1876 by subscripts S and Z, from §§ 58, 65

—

Expansion of R 1876= 5'^.885 for 1° F.

(iHT1876)s=i21876— 47^.6+ 0''.451 (t—32)

(3fTi876)^ =i21876 + 218''.9+10''.639 (<— 32)

in which t is the temperature in Fahrenheit degrees. From these expressions and from the cor-

rected temperatures given by the thermometer which lay on the two bars of JrT1876, values of the

difference of length of {MT1816)g and i21876 have been computed. Subtracting the observed

values of this difference, the residuals result. The residuals of i21876— (ilf T1876)^ are obtained

in the same way. The temperatures of i21876 and Jf2'1876 are taken as given by thermometers

lying on them, the thermometer-readings being corrected for their errors.

In the following tables the first column gives the date of comparison; the second and third

give the corrected temperatures of the thermometers lying on the two metres ; the fourth gives the

residual errors of 221876— (J!fT1876)s in the sense computed minus observed; and the fifth gives

similar errors for E1876— (ilfT1876)^.

1. JfT1876, on February 7, 1881, was placed in a room whose temperature was kept constantly

between 70° and 80^ F. until February 14, 10:50 a. m., when it was placed in the comparing-box,

and comparisons with i21876 were made.

Comparisons ofB 1876 and MT1876.

AFTER HEATING OF Jlf T1876.

Date.
Temperature of

B1876.
Temperature of

JlfT1876.

Eesiduals,
Jliai6—lMTlS76)s
computed minus

observed.

Kesiduals,
JJ1876—(JlfTlSTe)^
computed -minus

observed.

1881.

Feb. 14,10:50 a^m

14, 11:32 a.m

14, 2:24 p.m

14, 4:02 p. m
14, 4:44 p.m

14, 8:14 p.m

Feb. 15. 9:06a.m

15, 8:58 p.m

16, 9:10 a.m

16, 8:19 p.m

17, 9:12 a.m

17, 7:58p.m

18, 9:35 a. m
18, 8:49p.ra

19, 9:25 a.m

19, 8:05 p.m

20,10:38 a.m

20, 8:37 p.m

21, 9:56a.m

21, 8:09 p.m

22, 10:12 a.m

22, 8:44 p.m

23, 9:22 a.m

23, 7:35 p.m

24, 9:17 a.m

Means of residuals from Feb.

o J?,

40.44

40.54

40.04

39.69

39.64

39.03

37.82

37.32

37.02

36.92

36.52

36.32

36.12

36.32

36.37

36.42

36.32

36.42

36.52

36.62

36.72

37.12

37.32

37.07

36.52

15, 9:06 a. m .

o $»_

51.16

46.39

41.01

40.01

39.71

39.21

37.81

37.21

36.91

36.81

36.41

36.21

36.21

36.21

36.31

36.41

36.21

36.41

36.41

36.61

36.71

37.21

37.26

37.01

36.51

-1-9.9

-1-5.3

-1-4.8

4-2.4

4-0.1

4-0.4

4-3.6

4-3.7

4-2.0

4-0.6

4-1.9

4-1.9

+^i
4-3.5

4-4.9

4-2.1

4-4.0

^-2. 9

4-5.5

-f-2.7

4-0.4

4-2.0

4-1.0

4-3.1

4-3.1

4-53.2

4-41.1

4-35.6

4-28.5

4-25. 7

'

4-22.7

4-23.9

4-25.4

4-21.4

4-19.3

4-20.4

4-18.5

4-16.6

4-21.8

4-22.1

-f]7.4

4-20.4

4-16.5

4-20.6

4-17.5

4-14.9

4-16.2

-t-17.1

4-18.7

4-17.7

4-2.6 4-19.2

38 L s
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2. MT1876 was, on February 24, 10 a. m., placed in tlie freezing-mixture already described and

kept constantly at temperatures between —1° F. and —6° F. until February 25, 9:30 a. m., when it

was replaced in the comparing-box, and comparisons with 121876 were begun, resulting as follows:

Comparisons o/ii 1876 and IfT1876—Continued.

AFTER COOLING OF MT1876.

Date.
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Comparisons of B1816 and MT1876—Continued.

AFTER SECOND COOLING OF Jlf T1876.

Date.
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It is tlius seen that {MTlS'tG)^., having liad its temperature raised for seven days from 37° F.

to 770 F., on being- allowed then to cool to the vicinity of its original temperature, was found to he

19''.2 longer than was to have been expected ; that when, the next day after comparisons, it was

cooled for twenty-four hours to about —3° F., or 40° below the temperature of the comparing-room,

and was then allowed to return to the temperature of the comparing-room, it was found to be +3''.l

longer than its normal length, having shortened in consequence of the cooling by IGi^.l
; that when

after compavisons it was again heated to 77° F., or 40° above the temperature of the comparing-

room, for twenty-fonr hours, and afterwards allowed to return to the temperature of the comparing-

room, its length was then 18*^.0 greater than its normal length, having increased its length during

the heating experiment by 14(^.9; that when it was again cooled for twenty-four hours to —3° F.,or

40° below the temperature of the comparing-room, and then allowed to return to the temperature

of the comparing-room, it was found to be —0*^.6 longer than its normal length, having shortened

during the cooling experiment by IS'^.G. It seems, then, that heating (illfn876)^ through 40° F.

and then allowing it to cool to its original temperature may increase its length by about IS**, and

while in tliis condition, if it be cooled through about 40° and then be allowed to return to the tem-

perature of the comparing-room, its length will be diminished by about 17^. Since the zinc metre,

(jl/.ri87G)^, expands 16^.5 per degree F., if this apparent change in length were due to differences

of temjierature of J? 1876 and (ilf jri876)^, it would require an error in determining relative temper-

atures of the bars of 1° F., an error that is entirely out of the question.

As there are no other known sources of error that could produce such an apparent change in

length, it seems to follow that this zinc bar one metre long changes its length, wheit its temperature

is raised and afterwards reduced to the original temperature, in the same way that the four-metre

zinc bar Z, does. On February 26 the zinc bar was near its normal length. The heating through

about 40° on February 28 changed its residual from +3''.l to +]8''.0, or at the rate of 0''.37 per

metre per degree Fahrenheit. In § 27 it is stated that during office comparisons in rising tempera-

tures the residual of Z.^—82 increased at the rate of about 2'* per degree of temperature rise, which

for a zinc bar a metre long would be O'^.S per degree.

§ 41 . Assuming that the steel bars have very nearly the same lengths at the same tempera-

tures, as we are justified in doing, and attributing changes in length at the same temperature to

the zinc bars alone, the following includes the observed facts

:

When zinc bars having their normal lengths are heated they do not at once take the lengths

for the new temperatures which they would ultimately take. By normal length is understood the

mean length at a given temperature about which actual lengths may be made to fluctuate. The
differences for changes of temperature of 10° or 15° F., may be 0*^.5 per metre per degree of tem-

perature-rise. AVhen after being heated they are cooled to their original temperatures, they do not

necessarily have their original lengths. The deviations may amount to 0''.37 per metre per degree

F. of heating.

The phenomena are accounted for by Despretz's theory that when the form of a body is changed
by the action of any cause, it does not at once take its old form when the cause is removed, and by
the assumption that in changing form it does not at once take the new form due to the cause acting.

CORRECTION TO BE APPLIED TO LENGTH OP STEEL BAR Si ON ACCOTJNT OP THE OBSERVED
Zi— H, NOT GIVING THE TRUE TEMPERATURE OP Si-

§ 49. Various suppositions have now been examined as to the causes of the large residuals for

the observed values ofZ^—S., in the office comparisons, and the conclusion has been reached that

they are due, at least in large part, to variations at the same temperature in the length of the zinc

bar, Z.,. This, of course, is not their sole cause. The facts that the mercurial thermometers, which
are depended on in the office comparisons to give the temperatures of the bars in a tube, do not ex-

actly do so
;
that even with equal exposures the steel and zinc bars in a tube cannot heat at precisely

the same late
;
that the exposures of the two bars to external heating and cooling are not identical

;

that there may be some slight lateral flexure in the bars ; all these causes combine to make up the
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residuals. The largest of these residuals is — lOf^.O. Since Z.,—8., clianges by about SS*^ for 1° F., tins

residual would give an error of about J° F. in the temperature of S.„ corresponding to i-ottoot P^^rt

of its length.

The numerous comparisons of Z^ and Z.^ and S^ and 8^ given in §§ 21, 23, show that those bars

in expanding follow each other very closely, showing no special connection between temperature-

changes and residuals, and comparisons of tubes 1 and 2 give residual-curves for observed Z^— S,

which follow closely those for Z^—S^. It may then be safely assumed that Z^ and Z.^ behave alike

as regards their regular residuals. Since tube 1 has been used in all base-measurements, it is very

important to know whether during the hours in which base-measurement is usually carried on the

observed Zt—Si is in error, so that the true length of S^ at any instant cannot be correctly obtained

from it, and if it is, what the amount of this error is at any instant. As in the office comparisons,

so too in base-measurement, this error will be the result of many separate causes, and since the

temperature-variation during the portion of a day used for the measurement of a base may be ten

times larger than the maximum daily temperature-changes which occur in the office comparisons,

it might natually be feared that errors in Z^—Si resulting from difference of temperature of Z^ and (S\,

or from inconstancy in the length of Zy, would be largely increased.

From whatever source the errors arise, they would be detected by comparing once in an hour,

during the time of base-measuring, both Z^ and S^ with som'e standard of known length. These

comparisons would give directly the length at each comparison of *Sf,. Comparing this with the

length computed for 8i from the observed value of Z^— Si and the valaes of the lengths and rates

of expansion of ^, and 8^ derived from the office comparisons, the difference would be the error in

the computed length of 8i; that is, in the length used in base-reductions as a first approximation.

Such a system of comparisons during the measurement of a base is entirely impracticable. A tol-

erable approximation to its results can be obtained by selecting the part of the year in which base-

measurements have usually been made, and comparing tube 1 under the same conditions of exposure

to sun, air, and temperature-changes as those which exist during base-measurement with a known
length, these comparisons being made at short intervals of time during the portion of the day

ordinarily used in base-measurement so as to give the errors in 8^ or Z^—S^ throughout the meas-

urement day; and being repeated on so many days that it may be safely assumed that the mean

results of these days will approximate to the mean results which would have been obtained if the

comparisons and the base-measurement had been carried on simultaneously throughout the meas-

urement of a base.

§ 43. Such comparisons were made between August 2 and September 17, 1880, by a party in

charge of Assistant Engineer E. S. Wheeler, at Detroit. The awnings used in base-measurement

to protect the tubes from the sun were put up in an open field on the Cass farm. Under them two

microscopes, mounted on their stands, were set on brick piers 4"' apart sunk below the surface of'

the ground and disconnected with its surface, while beams of timber sunk in the ground supported

the trestles carrying tube 1. The piers stood on an east and west line, as this has been the general

direction of bases measured with the Repsold a[)paratus. The interval between the microscopes

was very steady, the average daily variati(m between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. being but llf^.S, and the

maximum daily variation being 27^.5. The average variation during tlic interval of ong hour

between successive pointings at the 15-feet brass bar packed in ice was S'^.S, and the ma:^imum ISf^.O.

This interval between the zeroes of the two microscopes was measured once in an hour, by putting

the 15-teet brass bar, kept at 32° F., under the microscopes and reading on the 0'" and the 4"

graduations on the upper surface of the bar. This distance was the nearly invariable length with

which 8i and Z^ were compared. The straightness of the bar was repeatedly tested by a stretched

thread. No variations from straightness, sufficient to make it necessary to readjust it with refer-

ence to the stiff wrought-iron semi-cylinder in which it is carried, were observed during the work.

It was mounted in this semi-cylinder precisely as described in Chapter II, § 13. The lo-feet brass

bar was kept at 32° F. by being surrounded throughout its whole length by finely-broken ice, which

covered the bar to the depth of 2''"' or 3"'", free opportunity for the escape of the melted ice being

given. The bar was packed in ice an hour before observations on it began in the morning, and

was kept contipuously buried in ice while the observations were continued. Experiments had been

made on the Buffalo base-line to test the rapidity with which the brass bar packed in ice reached
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its miuiimim length, and hence the temperature of the melting ice. In these experiments the 15-

feet bar in its rcccixer was placed between the comparators and read on before ice was put in the

receiver. Ice Avas then rapidly placed in the receiver, this process requiring seventeen minutes to

complete it. Eeadings of the comparators showed that the bar had reached an unchanging length

in twelve minutes, or five minutes before the bar was completely and deeply covered. A similar

experiment was made at the Cass farm August 14, 1880. At 9 a. m. the filling of the receiver with

ice was begun, and it was completed at 9:10 a. m. The bar was then placed under the microscopes

and read on at 9:29 a. m. and subsequently. At 9:29 a. m. it had already reached its permanent

length. As the bar was always kept covered with ice, it may be assumed, therefore, that its tem-

perature was very closely 32° F. If it had varied from this temperature at any time when being

read on, the change, unless very small, would have shown itself in the difference between bar-length

and microscope-interval.

The brass bar i^acked in ice was kept under the microscopes in comparisons for as short a period

as practicable (usually about 4.6 minutes), to avoid unequal cooling effects on the microscopes and

microscope-stands which might give rise to slight changes in the distance between the microscope's

zeroes in the interval of about ten minutes between readings on the brass bar and ou tube 1 in ordi-

nary comiiarisons, since if the temperature of the microscope-stand was affected by the iced bar it

would slowly return to the proper temperature when the bar was removed. To investigate the

cooling effect of the ice ou the microscope-interval, experiments were made on six days, when the

temperature of the tube varied between 77° and 89° P. The brass bar in ice in these experiments

was placed under the microscopes and read on, and then was allowed to remain for a time varying

from four to thirteen minutes, and averaging nine minutes, and then again read on. In one case

no change was observed; in four cases the microscope-interval appeared to diminish by from 0'^

to S^*, and in one case it ax^peared to increase by 2f. These quantities are not larger than possible

errors of reading, and their smallness shows that the presence of the iced bar for these periods

produced no sensible change in the interval between the microscope zeroes, and hence that for the

interval of about 4.0 minutes, during which the iced bar in the ordinary comparisons was under the

microscopes, such change is still less to be feared.

§ 44. The necessity of knowing the relative inclination of the top-surfaces of the 15-feet bar

at the 0™ and the 4™ graduations, whenever this interval is used in comparisons, is fully explained

in § 54. Immediately before and immediately after the bar was placed under the microscopes, and

while resting on su^jports at the same distance apart as when it was under the microscopes, a level

(one division =1".01) was read at each end of the bar, the 0™ or 4™ graduation bisecting the interval

of 18 inches between its feet. Since, iu the comparisons of S^ and B in the office, a level whose

feet were oidy 4| inches apart had been used, and since the upper surface of the bar was not per-

fectly plane even for distances of O'".o, a careful series of comparisons was made, so as to be able

to reduce the difference of inclinations of the two ends of the bar at the 0™ and 4'" marks given by

one level to those given by the other. The weight of the ice around the 15-feet brass bar averaged

about 08 pounds, but varied from 56 to 70 pounds. As the ice melted away fresh ice was added,

say once. in ten to twenty minutes, the amount added being usually 10 pounds or less, but some-

times rising to 20 pounds. An experiment was tried to ascertain approximately the change in

form of the brass bar and its supporting receiver when loaded. Fifty pounds' weight was distributed

uniformly along the receiver when there was no ice in it. Before the loading the relative inclina-

tion of the ends of the bar was —204"; while loaded it was +34". The N-ariations in the weight of

the ice produced considerable flexures in the brass bar. The average daily variation in the relative

inclination of the ends of the bar between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. was 88", while the maximum and
minimum variations were 223" and 32", respectively. A variation of 1' corresponds to 4(^.06 change

iu the interval from 0'" to 4"\ since the half height of the bar is 14™". Since no ice was added
while the bar w^as under the microscopes, its inclination at the instant of pointing was derived by
interpolation from the preceding and following determinations of inclination. Since the levels on

the 15-feet brass bar could not be read while it was under the microscopes, they were read imme-
diately before and after, while its receiver was supported at the same two points as when under the

microscopes, in order that the flexures of the bar might be the same.
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§ 45. The question -whether in the Oass-farm work or during the measurement of a base with
tubes of the Eepsold apparatus the relative length of the bars in a tube is sensibly influenced by the

position of the sun with reference to the tube is an interesting one, inasmuch as tlie base-apparatus

used in the Indian Survey (G. T. Survey of India, Vol. I, Chap. VIII) is so affected. Since the bases

of the Lake Survey measured with the Eepsold apparatus have all been measured in both directions,

if such an error existed it should be partially eliminated in the mean of the two measurements.

An investigation into the effect of the sun's position on the relative lengths of the steel and
zinc bars of a tube was made in September and October, 1877. The tubes were compared in the

open air under the awning used in base-measurement with the interval between two firmly-mounted

microscopes, this interval being checked once in two hours by pointings at graduations on the brass

bar kept at 32° F. by ice. In comparisons they were a part of the time in the "direct" position

and a part of the time turned end for end, or, in the "reversed" position. In the direct position

the forward end of the tube i)ointed South 55° West, and the zinc bar was on the southeast side.

In the reversed position the zinc bar was on the northwest side of the tube. If the sun heated the

southeast side of the tube and the bar next it more than the bar on the northwest side, Zi would
be too long relatively to 8i when the tube was in the direct position, and too short when it was in

the reversed position. The direction of the tube was such that for the time co-^^ered by the com-

parisons (8 a. m. to 5 p. m.) the sun was practically on the same side of the tube. If a series of

comparisons with tube direct be made giving a mean value of 8i—B and a mean value for Zi—iSi,

and if then the tube be reversed and another series of comparisons be made in which the mean
value of Si—B is the same as before, it might be expected that if the sun's position was without

influence the mean value of Zi— Si would also be the same as before. As it was not practicable

to get mean temperatures or mean 8i—B exactly the same for the direct and reversed positions,

the mean Zi—B for the reversed position was reduced with approximate expansions to its proper

value for the mean Si—B before reversal. As this reduction was in any case for less than 5° P.,

any slight error in the expansions would not affect seriously the result.

The values of Zi—Si and Si—B were taken out for each hour between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. for

days in which tube 1 was compared in the reversed position, and tube 2 in the direct position. Por

the opposite positions such days and parts of days were selected as would give nearly the same

mean temperatures as for the first positions. For tube 1 direct comparisons on eight days were

used and when reversed, five days. The result was that for the same 8i—B, Zi—8i was 0'*.5±3''.8

longer in the direct position, or when the zinc bar was next the sun. For tube 2, three days' com-

parisons were used with the tube direct, and five days with the tube reversed. The result was that

for the same 8i—B, Z2—82 was lf'.7=t2f longer when the zinc bar faced the sun.

These results are so small that they give no evidence of any relation between the relative length

of the bars as used in base-measuring and the position of the sun. Much larger differences might

be ascribed to the varying length of the zinc bars at the same temperature, and the resulting effect

of such variation on the means of Z—8tov the few days of comparisons.

§ 46. Tie routine of ordinary comparisons was as follows : The 15-feet brass bar packed in

ice was put under the microscopes and read on at each full hour between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. The

inclinations of both ends were read with a level immediately before and after its being under the

microscopes. At other times tube 1 was kept under the microscopes, and both its steel and zinc

bars were pointed at with the microscopes once in twenty minutes. Thermometers inserted in the

ends of the tubes were read at the same time. The order of pointings at tube 1 was : 1, steel bar

;

2, zinc bar; 3, steel bar; 4, thermometers. The interval between the microscopes at each hour

resulted from the pointings at the 0™ and 4™ marks on the brass bar, that distance being known.

Between two hours it is assumed that the change in the microscope-interval is proportional to the

time. The lengths of steel and zinc bars result from the microscope-pointings at them and from the

known interval between the microscope-zeroes.

Care was taken that the water from the melting ice drained rapidly from the receiver. Besides

the daily comparisons between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. there were periods in which comparisons were

kept up continuously during the night in order to examine the conduct of the zinc bar at minimum

temperatures. The periods of continuous comparisons were from 8 a. m. August 23, 1880,' to 7:20

p. m. August 26, 1880, and from 8 a. m. August 31 to 5 p. m. September 3, 1880. Comparisons
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were made on twenty-six days. The maximum temperature indicated by the thermometers in tube 1

duiini;- the work was 91° F., and the minimum temperature was 38o.5 F. The minimum tempera-

ture -raii.iie in twenty four hours on days of comparisons was 10° F., and the maximum was 30° P.

§ 47. In reducing the, Cass-farm work the following method was used: The microscope-

readiii,i;s on the brass bar were corrected for run and for errors of graduation of the short scales on

the brass bar, so that the microscope-readings were referred to the 0'" and 4™ graduations on the

brass bar. Tlie observed I'elative inclination of the top-surface of the bar at 0™ and 4"" graduations

gave, with the half lieight of the bar (14"""), the correction needed to reduce its length at the

observed relative inclination of the ends to what it would have been at zero inclination as indicated

by the level (feet 0"'.4.5 apart). From these corrections the difference of the interval betM'een the

microscope-zeroes and the interval between 0™ and 4™ on the brass bar, when at these points its

surfaces had the same inclination longitudinally, at once resulted. These differences were plotted

on a scale of 0'^.-= l"'"', or fiJiai, times of observation being the abscissas. The differences between

the microscope-inteival and the length of the steel bar iV, were obtained and plotted in the same
way on a scale of 2''.5=1"'™, or -§-,%-. So, too, the differences between the microscope-interval and
the length of the zinc bar Z^ were computed in the same way, the correction for non-rectangularity

of microscope-threads being included, and then were i)lotted on a scale of 4*^=1"'™, or ^-^^. The
scale of the abscissas Avas the same for the three curves, namely, 2 minutes = 1°"". Through the

three series of points obtained by these plottings curves were drawn, which, while fairly represent-

ing the points, yet deviated from them in no case by quantities greater than 14'' for the brass bar,

than '>.5 for the steel bar, or than I'' for the zinc bar. The average deviations were less than 2''

for the brass bar and less than 1'^ for the others.

As the times of observation on the different bais differed by a few minutes, in order to get

results corresponding to simultaneous readings the ordinates of each of these curves were read from
the curves for each twenty minutes between 8 a. m. and 5 j). m. and tabulated. From these tables

the values of 8i—B.j.,, and of Z^—S,, for every twenty minutes during comparisons can be at once
derived, and are to be considered as observed quantities. The scales used for plotting were so

large that for the smallest of them I'' could be estimated. Hence no errors that are serious were
introduced by the graphical process.

When, as in office comparisons, the relative inclination of the top-surfaces of the 15-feet brass
bar about the 0™ and 4™ marks is measured with the 4f-inch level, we have

—

/S\-£at32oF.=+ 1498''.88. §56.

S,-8, at 32° P.=+ 32^74. § 24.
Hence,

S,-B at 32° P.= -f 1531^62

ISTow in the Cass-farm work all observations on- the brass bar have been corrected so as to

reduce them to the values they would have had if the relative inclinations of the ends of the brass
bar had been zero when measured with the 18-inch level. But when the 18-inch level indicates

zero difference of inclination of the two ends, the 4^ inch level used in office comparisons indicates

+270", the plus sign being used when the effect of the relative inclination of the ends of the bar is

to shorten B. Then, since the half height of the brass bar is 14'n'".2, B is shorter for zero inclina-

tion of the 18-inch level than in the office comparisons by 14'""'.2 tan 270"=18f'.5, and hence for

this inclination (Si— 1^)320= 1550^'. From §§ 62, 64,

Si=S,^.^o +20^A2 {t-32) -f 0''.0074 {t-32Y
U^-I1^=38'^.08S7 for lo F., and

Z,=8i at 60O.292 F.

From these values we can compute for any observed value of Si-B,,o the corresponding value
of Zi—fSi as it should result from the office determinations of relative lengths and expansions of
these bars, lieciprocally, using this computed value of Z^—Si, and the relative lengths and expan-
sions of the bars determined by the office comparisons, the true or observed length of Si can be
computed for any twenty minutes. Hence, the observed values of Z^-Si in the Cass-farm work
need a correction before they can be used to obtain at any instant the true length of 81. That
correction is, computed Zi—8i minus observed Zi—81.
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These differences between the computed and observed values of Z^—S^ are the net results of
the Cass-farin work, and in the following tables are given for each day of the comparisons, and for

every twenty minutes of those days between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. The tables also give for every
twenty minutes the means of the corresponding residuals for the whole twenty-six days of compari-
sons, and also the means of the residuals for twenty-one selected days, these alone being used in

correcting a measurement. These selected days were such as would have permitted base-measure-

ment on them. The other five days, which are rejected in these last means, were too stormy to

have permitted base-measurement. These five days were rejected in order that the mean residuals

thus obtained might represent as closely as possible those wliich would be obtained from compari-

sons carried on daily during the measurement of a base, and in using these mean residuals, as will

be done, to correct the observed Z^—Bi in base-measurements, it is assumed that they do fairly

represent the errors in the observed Zy— Si in such measurements with the Eepsold apparatus.

Cass-farm ivork. Residuals, {Zi— Si) computed minus (Zi— Si) observed.

Date.

1880.

Aug. 16

18

19, rainy -

.

20

21

24, rainy.

25, rainy.

26, rainy.

27

28, rainy

.

31

Sept. 1

2

10

11

li

14

15

16

Mean of 21 fair days

.

Mean of all the 26

days

8 a. m.

—15.8

— 2.1

—17.0

—14.8

—32.6

— 9.9

—12.2

—13. 6

—12.6

+17.2

— 4.8

— 1.2

3.6

+ 6.7

— 2.2

— 5.1

+ 8.5

—24.7

—22.7

—15.0

—15.4

-19.1

—12.1

—14.6

—10.5

—11.0

9.5

8:20

a. m.

—20.9

— 2.5

—20.2

—24.5

-33.7

-6.2
—16.7

-23.1

-13.3

+18.1

— 9.8

— 3.4

— 7.1

+ 0.2

+ 1.4

— 3.5

— 4.2

—12.6

-21.4

— 8.6

-12.7

—29.6

—12.2

—19. 7

—11.0

— 2.2

8:40
a. m.

1^

—14.5

-11.4

—23. 4

-26.1

—27.0

—14.4

-14.3

—17.3

— 5.5

+12.2

— 4.3

— 7.1

+ 6.0

— 0.1

— 0.0

— 0.8

+ 8.4

—13.6

-15.8

—10.1

—10.2

—16.2

— 9.3

—17.5

—12.2

+ 9.0

(*

—10.8

+ 0.7

—18.1

—17.3

—29.7

— 3.2

—18.6

-11.9

— 9.3

+13.4

+ 2.8

— 3.8

— 6.5

+ 2.2

— 0.3

+ 1.4

+ 8.7

—10.3

-13.7

— 9.4

— 7.9

— 6.6

—12.9

—21.8

—14.1

+ 7.2

-10.3 -6.4

-10.0 —11.5 7.3

9:20

a. in.

—10.9

-7.8
— 6.2

—13.8

—26.5

— 1.6

-27.2

-14.5

— 6.6

+ 4.9

— 3.7

— 1.5

— 1.9

+ 3.2

+ 1.4

— 1.2

+ 8.3

-10.6

-15.0

— 6.2

— 3.6

— 8.9

—12.5

— 9.4

— 9.8

+ 5.1

9:40

a. m.

-7.0
— 1.0

— 9.9

— 9.2

—26.9

— 1.9

—17.0

—14.2

+ 3.5

+ 5.1

+ 0.8

+ 4.8

+ 1.7

+ 6.6

+ 0.0

— .3.5

+12.7

— 7.5

—12.7

— 2.0

+ 5.5

+ 5.9

— 4.3

—10.8

— 7.8

+ 8.7

5.6 2.1

10 a. m.

+ 1.3

— 5.1

—13.2

—19.4

— 3.6

—15.5

—19.0

+ 1.9

+ 8.7

— 7.9

+ 2.8

+ 8.7

+ 6.6

— 1.2

+11.1

+13.4

— 5.0

— 5.3

— 2.3

+ 1,6

+ 9.1

— 6.6

— 7.2

+ 0.3

+ 9.5

+ 0.3

10:20

a. m.

— 5.4

— 1.8

— 3.6

—17.2

-17.5

+ 0.1

+ 6.9

—14.5

+ 1.1

+ 0.6

+ 4.0

—25.1

+ 7.6

+13.2

— 5.6

+ 2.9

+ 9.3

—10. 3

+ 0.3

— 4.5

+ 4.1

+ 6.4

— 3.7

— 9.6

— 3.6

+ 3.4

— 2.7

10:40

a. m.

— 4.4

— 4.0

— 6.9

-14.4

-14.7

+ 8.2

— 2.3

-13.6

+ 1.8

+16.0

+ 8.2

— 4.0

+11.0

+14.9

— 4.8

+ 7.9

+12.8

— 9.9

-1.2
— 7.5

+ 4.7

+ 6.6

— 3.3

-4.8

-J-10. 9

+ 4.1

+ 1-1

+ 0.4

11 a. m.

f

— 43
— 0.5

-3.1
-11. 6

-17.4

+ 9.1

— 9.2

—18.2

— 0.0

+18.3

+12.4

+ 0.7

+ 9.8

+17.5

— 3.9

+ 7.0

+12.5

— 5.2

+ 1.0

+ 6.9

+ 5.6

+ 6.2

— 0.4

— 3.2

+ 9.7

+ 5.0

+ 3.0

+ 1.7

11:20

a. m.

+ 0.3

+ 5.2

— 2.9

—14.4

—16.0

+ 8.4

- 8.2

—18.3

— 3.7

+17.5

+13.5

+ 4.2

+10.5

+14.6

— 3.6

+ 6.7

+10.4

— 4.6

—10.2

+ 5.7

+18.7

+13.4

+ 2.5

+ 7.0

-f 9.8

+13. 8

+ 4.S

+ 3.1

11:40

a. m.
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Cass-farm irorl:. Residuals, {Zi—Si) cornpiilcd minus {Zi—8i) observed—Continued.

Date.

1880.

Aug. 10

18

19, rainy

20

21

23

24, rainy

25, rainy

2G, rainy

27

28, rainy...

31

Sept. 1

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

13

14

15

16

Mean of 21 fair days

Mean of all the 26

days

12;40

p.m.

+ 1.

+ 14.

+ 1.

- 6.

- 8.

+18.

+ 15.

-23.

+ 7.

+20.

+24.

+ 9.

+16.

+ 18.

+ 3.

+11.

+13.

+ 1-

+ 5.

+ 19.

+17.

+22.

+ 4.

+10.

+ 25.

+27.

+11.7

+10.5

1 p. m.

+ 5.5

+ 12.0

-1.4
-0.6
- 8.1

+ 15.9

+ 5.9

-16.0

+ 7.8

+26.0

+30.4

+10.7

+25. 7

4 18.

1

-20.2

+16.3

+11.8

+ 4.3

+ 6.2

+17.7

+20.9

+24.0

+ 0.9

+19.2

+19.7

+ 30.4

1:20

p. m.

+12.2

+10.9

+ 4.0

+ 11.3

-8.8

+ 3.3

-2.7

+18.5

+ 4.3

-13.4

+ 3.8

+22.7

+ 22.9

+14.4

+29.3

+19.8

+10.1

+17.5

+20.6

+ 3.6

+ 5.1

+15.2

+ 22.8

+ 32.3

+ 5.0

+19.2

+20.

1

+24.3

1:40

p. nl.

f

+ 7.1

+. 3.6

-8.5

+ 0.1

-1.6

+ 21.2

+ 28.0

-12.7

+ 7.3

+ 28.8

+16.1

+14.0

+ 25.4

+17.0

+15.0

+ 18.1

+23.1

+ 6.7

+ 11.0

+22.0

+22.4

+27.4

+ 4.0

+12.5

+22.1

+31.0

+15.1

+12.5

+15.8

•f 13. 9

2 p. m.

(^

+ 1.2

+ 0.9

-7.9
- 2.4

+ 4.2

+13.7

+ 35.5

-15.1

+ 7.9

+ 28.3

+20.3

+ 13.6

+27.0

+21.9

+12.

+ 14.2

+ 13.6

-3.8

+ 9.0

+19.6

+26.7

+25.1

+ 6.5

+16.8

+25.0

+27.2

+14.6

+13.3

2:20

p.m.

+ 8.3

+ 4.1

-3.4

+ 6.1

— 0.6

+33.0

+27.9

-15.4

+ 0.9

+32.4

+ 30.8

+15.1

+24.1

+22.4

+11.6

+19.3

+19.1

+ 3.2

+16.5

+20.9

+27.6

+28.3

+ 3.0

+19.5

+22.4

+37.2

+17.5

+15.9

p. ra.

+ 8.3

+ 16.8

— 4.8

+ 5,7

-1.0
+13.1

+21.9

-17.9

+ 6.5

+30. r,

+ 39.3

+18.1

+29,1

+ 22.9

+ 29.7

+16.9

+16.1

-1.1
+12.5

+21.4

+ 24.4

+25.4

+ 2.5

+17.2

+27.7

+34.8

+17.8

+15.8

3 p.m.
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be traced among the plotted points, such that no point deviated from the curve by more than three,

microns. This curve is given in Plate XXV, and was assumed to represent the mean residuals

The intervals of time in which the ordinates of this curve changed from half a micron less than

an entire number of microns to half a micron more were then taken from the curve and tabulated,

this entire number of microns being considered the correction for that period. The following is

that table.

Table giving periods of time corresponding to corrections to Zi—Si.

[Derived from Cass-farm comparisons.]

Time.
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the series of residuals for a given day may give a very irregular curve, or it may approach a straight

line as on August 25, which was the second of three rainy days, with residuals all of the same sign.

The residuals for a given day evidently depend on the temperature-fluctuations for each day and

also on the value of the residual at the beginning of the day.

If a simple relation was known, connecting the residuals on a given day with the temperatures

on that day and the preceding day, then, instead of using in reduction mean residuals for all days of

measurement, the special residuals for each day might be computed. This would undoubtedly give

a more accurate value for the part of the measurement executed on each day, though it would

probably make little change in the value for the whole base. But at present it is useless to attempt

such a detailed correction.

§ 50. It has already been stated that from 8 a. m., August 23, 1880, to 7:40 p. m., August 26,

and from 8 a. m., August 31, to 5 p. m., September 3, 1880, the comparisons of the 15-feet brass bar

packed in ice with tube 1 at the Cass farm were continuous. These observations have been reduced,

and the values (Zy—Si) computed minus (Zi—Si) observed have been obtained for each twenty minutes

of these periods, precisely as in the daily periods from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. Those values are given

in the following table and also the mean of the residuals for each twenty minutes.

The mean residuals will be found plotted in Plate XXVI.

Table of residuals of [Zi— Si) from continuous comparisons made on Gassfarm.

Date.
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Table of residuals of [Zi— 8\)from continuous comparisons made on Cass farm—Contimied.

Date.
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Table of temperatures, derived from the observed (Zi— Si) of every hour, t&c—Continued.

Date.
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disappeared when the rate of temperature-fall became small, would account for the condu.ct of the

residuals. Again, If the residuals \were due alone to temporary sets iii the zinc bar, the maximum
mean-residual would be looked for at the time of the maximum mean-temperature, but it occurs
iu 20™ later, although the change in residual is but 2i^.5 in this interval.

If it be true that in changing temperatures the zinc bar only after some time takes the length
due to a new temperature, then if we suppose at the time of maximum temperature the zinc and
steel bars had nearly the same temperature, as seems probable from § 31, the mean residual of

Zy—Si at that time, 2 p. m., namely +1J:'".5, would be principally due to the temporary set in the

zinc bar. As the temperature fell it would be expected that these positive residuals would gradually

become negative and would continue so till after the minimum temperature had been passed, after

which they should again become positive and continue so till the maximum temperature of the fol-

lowing day had been passed. The mean residuals of the continuous work vary in this way.

Whatever fluctuations the residuals go through in the course of a day, which has the usual vaiia-

tions in temperature, since the bar does not steadily change its length from day to day in the same
direction, it would be expected that the residuals should not vary much from zero at the times of

day when the bars had the mean temperature of the day. In the continuous work this mean tem -

perature (excluding August 25 on account of there being little temperature-fluctuation) occurred

on the average at about 10 a. m. and 8:45 p. m. The corresponding residuals, — 2''.4:and —5'^, differ

from zero by quantities that are not large for the means of so few days.

An error in the computed value of Z^— S^ due to errors in the rates of expansion adopted for

Zi and ^i would give zero residuals at some other time than that when the temperature of S^ has

its mean daily value, and would give maximum positive and negative mean residuals which would

differ in numerical amount. The fact that these residuals differ but slightly in amount, and also

that (rejecting August 25, for the reasons already stated) the mean of the dailymean residuals is small

(less than 1*^), indicates that there can be no large errors in the values for the relative lengths and

rates of expansion of Z^ and 8^ derived from the office comparisons.

§ S3. It has been stated in § 49 that the avei'age correction to the length of each measured

tube derived from the residuals of the Cass-farm work is about 4'*.6. It is difficult to assign a

probable error to this value, since it depends on the accuracy with which the mean residuals for

the working portions of twenty-one days on the Cass farm represent the mean residuals which

would be obtained by similar comparisons on each day during which the measurement of the base

is carried on. The curves for twenty-one and for twenty-six days differ but slightly, although the

latter include five abnormal days, and both are very regular; they were obtained at the time of

the year when all the bases have been measured, and cover so many days that it seems quite suffi-

cient to attribute to the ^.Q average correction to 8^ a probable error of itl'*.5, and this will

accordingly be done.

DETERMINATION OP THE RELATIVE EXPANSION OP 8-2 AND THE 15-PEET BRASS BAR OP THE
LAKE SURVEY.

§ 54. The groups of transverse graduations on the top of the 15-feet brass bar giving tenths of

millimeters, the zeroes of the two principal groups being nearly four metres apart, are described in

§ 71. Since the expansion of the 15 feet brass bar is well known (see § 14, Chapter II), the com-

parison at different temperatures of *% with this 4-metre space, which may be designated by B,

gives the absolute expansion of S.^. In making these comparisons the brass bar was mounted in

its iron receiver, a semi-cylinder OO'"" in diameter with walls 5"" thick, described in § 13, Chapter

II, and then was placed in the comparing-box by the side of tube 2, both being mounted on the

movable carriage of the comparing-apparatus so that they could be brought alternately under the

microscopes mounted on their brick piers. They were leveled within V or 2'. The deviations of

the controlling lines on the graduated surfaces of 8^ from a vertical and from a horizontal plane can

be measured with apparatus provided for the purpose. In the first the limit of accuracy is about

0""".05 and in the second that of focusing of microscope, which in no case would exceed O^^.S.

This was done February 20, 1877, and July 1, 1879, and no change in deviations was found from

either a vertical or a nearly horizontal plane, exceeding the above limits.
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The absolute amount of deviation at 1™, 2™, or 3"' did not exceed 0""".3 from either vertical or

liorizontiil plane. As the graduations on S.^ are at its mid-height, small vertical bendings will be

without sensible influence on its length. But as the controlling longitudinal lines of graduation

on both steel and zinc bars are at a horizontal distance of 7"™ from the axes of these bars, if the

azimuth of either bar at its 4-metre mark, with reference to its azimuth at the 0-metre mark, varied

by one minute, the interval between its 0'" and 4™ marks would vary by S**. For a change in

azimuth of one minute at end of bar, there would be required a motion of 0'"'".30 at the rollers 1™

distant. But the lateral motion of the bars between the guide-rollers with vertical axes rigidly

fixed to the tube at each metre is very slight, not exceeding, probably, 0'""'.04, and as the tube is

very rigid the X, cannot change form laterally from loosening of g.uide-rollers or by lateral bend-

ing of the tube. The 15-feet brass bar has its graduations 4 metres apart at the middle of its top-

surface and near its ends. Its deviations from a vertical plane are measured from a stretched fine

silk thread, to within 0""".3, and if larger deviations are found, the bar, whose cross-section is

28""° X 8™'", is so flexible laterally that it can be brought into line by gentle lateral pressure at its

adjustable roller supports, which are 18 inches apart, and loosely confined there by guide-screws.

As the graduations lie in the vertical plane through the neutral axis of the bar, such slight lateral

bending does not sensibly change their interval. In the earlier comparisons the deviations of the

top surface of the bar from a horizontal plane were also measured from a thread, but on reducing

these measurements it was found that they did not give changes in relative inclination of the bar

at the 0"' and 4"' marks with sufficient accuracy, and accordingly a level was substituted for the

thread. In the later work no attempt was made to adjust the bar in the receiver so as to make its

top-surface horizontal. The receiver kept its form well and the inclinations of the graduated sur-

faces were measured with the level which was always carefully placed in the same positions near

the graduations on the bar. Such a bar, when bent into gentle curves of a metre or so in length

and with versed sines of half the arc of not more than 0""".25, does not have the length of its neutral

axis differ by more than O'^.T from that of a line joining the end-points of its neutral axis; but if its

• bending is in a vertical plane, the change in length of its upper surface will be very closely equal

to the half-height of the bar multiplied by the tangent of the change of relative inclination between

the surfaces of the bar at 0'" and at 4™. For such a change in inclination of one minute, the top-sur-

face of the bar changes length by about 4''. The relative inclinations of the end of the bar should

then, if possible, be known within 15". These inclinations were at first read with a short level,

whose supports are 9"='" apart, one division being 52", but later with a striding level 13*^"' between

supports, one division being 4". Of the numerous comparisons made in which the form of the

upper surface of the bar depended only on the thread, none have been used. Had the position of

the bar in the receiver remained unchanged, since the receiver is very stiff and iio change in its

form has been detected, the comparisons might have been used, but when tests with a thread were

made the bar was sometimes adjusted to a straight line, the only measure of the change being the

measurements from the thread. In the following reduction no comparisons prior to November 1
4,

1879, have been used, the inclinations of the graduated surfaces before that date being somewhat
uncertain. Since that date the bar has not been adjusted vertically in the receiver. The slight

horizontal adjustments, which would also have been better omitted, amounting only to 0""".2 or 0'"'".3,

could have no sensible effect on the vertical curve of the bar. The numerous measurements of the

relative inclinations of the top-surface of the brass bar at 0" and at 4"^ have an extreme range of

but 68" in the comparisons since November 14, 1879. As this range is no larger than was to be

expected from errors of observation, it is assumed that its surfaces about the graduations did not

change their relative inclination in that period. Counting the inclination of the surfaces in the

direction of the bar as positive when such as to make the top-surface convex upwards, the mean
inchnation of these surfaces during these comparisons when measured with a striding level whose
feet were 2| inclies in front and in rear of the graduations was +2".8, or practically zero.

The temperatures of the brass bar were determined b y three of the Casella thermometers already

described, one being at its middle and one near each end. The temperatures of 8^ were determined
by a Casella thermometer inserted at the middle opening of tube 2, and by two Geissler thermom.
eters already described, one being inserted at each end of the tube.
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§ 55. The programme for observations was somewhat varied from time to time, since other

investigations were going on at the same time, but it always included the following work

:

1. Reading three thermometers in tube and three on bar, these thermometers being at ends

and middle of tube and bar, respectively.

2. Pointings at ends of bar (or tube).

3. Pointings at ends of tube (or bar).

4. Pointings at ends of bar (or tube).

5. Reading of thermometers on bar.

To accomplish this programme usually required from fifteen to twenty minutes. In the majority

of the observations but one visit was made to the comparing-room in a day, but a part of the time

there were two visits, either six or twelve hours apart. The ends of Zi as well as of 8.^ were read on.

As iSa has but three graduation lines at its ends, the middle ones, which are taken as the 0™ and
4™ marks, were always read on. As the brass bar expanded relatively to A^, it was necessary to

use differing graduations on the brass bar. The values of these graduations are given in § 71, and

by their aid the readings on the brass bar have been reduced to what they would have been had
the zero-graduations on the brass bar been pointed at.

In reduction, no comparisons were used in which the temperature-change in twenty-four hours,

shown by the thermometers, exceeded lo.5 F.; this rejected eleven days' comparisons. Nor when
the mean temperature indicated by the thermometers with 8^ and with B differed by more than

0°.l; this rejected eight more days. Nor when the indicated temperatures of the ends of 8^ or of

B differed by more than 0o.20 F.; this rejected four more days. Nor when the length of the visit

to the comparing-room exceeded twenty-five minutes; this rejected twenty-three days. Ninety

nine days of comparisons still remaiued. In obtaining the mean temperature of B or of 8^^ the

middle thermometer was given double weight. While an examination of temperatures shows no

certain inequality in temperature-indications of thermometers in tube, and with bar depending on

rising and falling temperatures, yet as some such inequality should be expected, the indications of

the thermometers in the tube have been taken as giving the temperatures of both 8^ and B. In

rising temperatures the thermometers in the tube, surrounded by an iron wall 3"™ thick, would

probably lag behind the brass bar freely exposed to the air in the comparing-box, while they should

precede 8^, which is like themselves inside the tube-wall. Hence, they should give a tempera-

ture lying between those of 8^ and B. On the other hand, the thermometers with B might be

expected to precede the temperature of B when rising, and still more that of 8-2. The small errors

in the assumption that the thermometers in the tube give the correct temperatures of 8.2, and B is

partially eliminated in comparisons made at both falling and rising temperatures.

The number of days of comparisons (99) is much greater than is needed to obtain a satisfactory

result, but it has arisen in part from the uncertainties as to the causes of the irregular variations

in the lengths of the zinc bar, Z^.

In reduction, since temperature-errors are the ones mainlj' to be feared, equal weight has been

given to the mean result of a day's comparisons, whether one visit or two was made to the com-

paring-room on that day. When two visits were made, the means of the temperatures aiid of the

observed differences of length for that day are used to give a single equation of condition. One

day's comparisons gave an equation of condition of the following form:

• {8,—By^{t,—V){E,—Il,^— {8,—B~)=v

where {8^ B\ is the required difference of length of the steel and brass bars at an assumed tem-

I)erature <„; {8^
—B) is the observed difference of length of the two bars at the observed tempera-

ture i; Ejg—Es is the required difference of expansion per degree Fahrenheit of the brass and

steel bars. To simplify the least-square work the mean temperature of all the comparisons, namely,

510.687 F., was used for t„. The mean of all the observed differences of lengthj {8-2— B) was

1206''.88±0'^.14:, and is, therefore, the excess of length of the steel bar 8^ over that of the brass

bar at 510.687 F., or 1206f'.88 is the value of {8i—B\.

In the following table the first column gives the date of the comparison ; the second, the number

of visits to comparing-room on that dayj the third, the mean of the observed temperatures of the

30 L S
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tube for that day; the fourth, the value of the coefficient <„

—

t of the unknowu (J?^—^^J; the

fifth, the absolute term, which is the observed difference of length of the bars; the sixth, the resid-

ual in the sense computed minus observed.

Results of comparisons of 82 and B.

BEASS BAR ON NORTH SIDE, NEXT TO OBSERVER.

Dates.
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Results of comparisons of S^ and B—Continued.

BRASS BAR ON NORTH SIDE, NEXT TO OBSERVER—Coutinued.

Dates.
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§ 56. The residuals in this table have been examined, 1st, to see if there was any connection

between their viilues and the sign of the daily temperature change in the comparing-box. Since

the brass bar was exposed in its supporting semi-cylinder of iron freely to the air of the box, while

S., was almost entirely separated from this air by inclosnre in its heavy iron tube, it is to be

expected that in rising temperatures B will heat most rapidly, so as to have a higher temperature

than 8.2, and that the reverse will be the case in falling temperatures. Since the residuals are

computed values of S.i—B minus observed values, if B were hotter than 8.^ the residual would tend

to be positive. Taking those residuals, forty-eight in number, for which the daily temperature

was increasing by known amounts, the mean residual is +0'^.53. Doing the same for falling tem-

peratures, forty-seven cases, the mean residual is —Of.56. These quantities are too small to indicate

certainly the effect in question, but they point in that direction. They would indicate that 8^ was

on the average about 0^.02 F. cooler than B in rising temperatures, and as much hotter in falling

temperatures.

The residuals have been examined, 2d, to see if it made any difference whether tube or brass bar

was on the north side (next the observers). In seventy-five cases the brass bar was north, with a

mean residual of +0(^.05; in twenty cases it was south, with a mean residual of —0*^.24. A little

heating of the bar nearest the observers might be expected in the fifteen or twenty minutes occupied

in a visit, and the signs of these mean residuals are in the direction of such an effect, but their

amounts are too small for any certain conclusions.

An examination of the residuals, 3d, to see if the relative expansions depended on the second

as well as on the first power of the temperature led to no conclusion save that the part depending

on the second power must be too small to be detected by these comparisons.

4th. The thermometers on B were read for a jjart of the time, both when entering and when

leaving the comparing-room. After allowing for the daily rate of temperature-rise in the comparing-

room, the remaining mean rise during a visit was Oo.Ol F, which might be attributed to the presence

of the observers. The maximum change was +0°.12, and the minimum —O0.O6 F. The thermom-

eters on tube 2 were always read on entering and on leaving the comparing-room. They give, also,

a mean rise of Qo.Ol F., with a maximum rise of +0^.10 F. and a minimum of — 0°.05. The ther-

mometers, then, as well as the residuals, indicate that the presence of the observers had an effect

on the relative temperatures of the bars, which is very small in comparison with other errors.

We may adopt, then, for the differences of lengths and expansions of 8^ and B, the values

derived from the least-square reduction of the comparisons, namely,

8,-B, at 510.687 F. =-f 1206.88 ± 0.14

8.,-B, at 320 F. = +1498.88 ± 0.27

E^-Es^ = -\- 14.833 =t 0.012

A preliminary reduction (of May 1, 1880), which embraced thirty-three days' comparisons prior

to November 14, 1879, not Included in this reduction, and with a temperature-range from 34° to 84° P.,

and which did not include thirty-two days of comparisons subsequent to the preliminary reduction

and to July 10, 1880, which are included in this reduction, gave for 82— B, at 32° F., a value 2''4.

less than that given above, and a value for J7j,— jE?^ 0''.155 less than that given above.

In computing the probable error of 8,—B, no notice has been taken of the errors in reducing

the different graduations pointed at on the brass bar to the zero-graduations. As the probable

error in the position of one of these lines with reference to the zero-line was but about 0''.4, and as

many of these lines were used, the resulting error in the reduction will be small and has been

neglected.

COLLECTION OF RESULTS.

§ 57. It had been hoped to express the bases measured with the Eepsold apparatus in terms

of E1876 and of the metre, but in the absence of all details as to the derivation of the value for

i21876givenbyProfessorFoerster,§67,namely, 221876=1 metre+247''+(10^31±0^034) («o— 16° C),

this will not be done, but all lengths will be derived from the English yard through the Clarke

yard A.
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The lengths of 8^ and i21876 are derived simply from comparisons with Clarke yard A. The
expansions of these bars are not obtained so simply, since they depend on three independent

absolute-expansion determinations. The absolute expansion of S2 may be derived from the absolute

expansion of B as determined in the Lake-Survey ofiflce, from the absolute expansion of R1816

given by Professor Foerster, or through J? 1876 from the absolute expansion of yard A as deter-

mined by Colonel Clarke. The expansion of B1876 can also be obtained in three ways. This

makes an adjustment of the different values necessary to obtain the best results and to avoid dis-

crepancies in them. In adjusting the expansions, to avoid the question of their dependence on tlie

second power of the temperature, a common temperature should be used. By reference to Chapter

II, § 2, it will be seen that in Colonel Clarke's determination of the absolute expansion, U^, of yard

A, the mean of his low temperatures was about 34° F., and of his high temperatures about 91° P.,

so that his expansion corresponds to a temperature of about 62° F. Of the mean temperature to

which the expansion for 2^1876 given by Professor Foerster, § 67, namely, in Fahrenheit degrees

for 10, 5''.728±0''.019, nothing is known, but as expansion-determinations usually have a mean
temperature of about 62° F., that will be assumed as the temperature in this case. The relative-

expansion determinations JEg—Eg , 4,E„if,-,^—Es^, and jfeJjj 19,6—1.0937 E^ have shown no dependence

of the rate of expansion on the temperature. Moreover, their mean temperature has been in the

vicinitjr of 62°. Accordingly, 62° F. will be taken as the temperature for which the expansions are

to be adjusted, so as to obtain their most probable values at that temperature.

Chapter II, § 19 gives for the length of the 15-feet brass bar (which may be designated by B'

to distinguish it from B, which is the length between the 0" and 4™ graduations on its top-surface),

B'=179'°.95434+0*".0017776 («-32)+0'°.000000333 {t-32f

This may be written in the form

B'=179i°.95434 [1+9878 (10)-^(«-32)+1852 (10)-'^ («-32)2]

In this expression, 179'°.95434 is the length of B' at 32° F., or is B'^^. Similarly, if we assume that

the rate of expansion of the B part of the brass bar (this part being 4™ lying in the middle of the

bar) is the same as for the whole of the bar, B might be written

£=JB32 [1+9878 (10)-''(*-32)+1852 (10)-'2(^-32)2]

From § 56

:

;Sf2--5=+1498''.88 at 32o F.

From § 18

:

>S2=:4i21876 -104^^.26 at 32° F.

From § 67

:

i21876=l"'.000092 at 32°

Hence,
532=3-".998765

very nearly, and
^:=3°'.998765 [1+9878 (10)-» (t-32)+ 1852 (10)-'^ (*-32)^l

Differentiating, there results

—

^=^^=3'».998765 [9878 (10)-^+3704 (10)-'^(/:-32)]

whence,
j&^=39''.945 at 62° F.

The relative expansion of a part of E1876 and of the Clarke yard A slightly prolonged by the

auxiliary cylinders, § 9, is

-S/«. 1876— -E^-=+ 0''.0058 + 0''.0082

Assuming that the rate of expansion of the portion (4°>"'.9) of the auxiliary cylinders used is the

same as that of yard A, and that the rate of expansion of the interval from 81""" to 1000"'™ on

E1876 is the same as for the whole metre, the difference of expansion per metre of length will be

obtained with sufficient accuracy by multiplying the value B^, ,,,e—^A'=+ O'^.OOSS ± 0^^.0082 by the

ratio of the prolonged yard to if? 1876, namely, 1.0937. This gives ^^,876—1-0937 S^= 0^.006 ±0^009

There is doubtless some error in the assumption that the rate of expansion of the part of 221876

between 0°"" and 81™™ is the same as for the rest of the bar. This length is about -^ of the whole

length of the bar. Tie comparisons of JB1876 with each of the four metres of 82 give as the greatest
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difference of expansions of any two metres about 0*^.10, while the absolute expansion is about 6''.2, or

the greatest range in expansions is ^ part. If so great a difference as this were to exist between

the interval from 0'""' to 8l'""> on 7^1876 and the rest of the metre, it would introduce an error of

iVXinr^Tio part into the derived expansion of R1876.

In deriving the expansion of the B part of the 15-feet brass bar from that of the whole bar, a

similar assumption of equal rates of expansion for B and B' has been made. The ratio of B to B'

4"' 10
is v,„ r-=ii approximately. We have no data as to the variations of the rate of expansion of dif-

ferent parts of the brass bar. Since the 0"'.57 is half at one end of the bar and half at the other,

the chances would be even that if one half had a greater rate of expansion than the whole bar, the

other half would have a less rate and the errors would be eliminated. Even if they both varied

in the same direction and by -^ of their absolute values, an error of but -rrX 3^=3^0 would be

introduced into the exjiansion of B.

Collecting results, the equations of condition for the values oi E„, -E/^i8?6) J^ai and E^^ may now

be written.

Weights from Adopted
probable errors. weights.

From § 57, ^«— 39''.945 ± O'-.OSS (at 62° F.) =iu 0.

7

1

From § 67, -B^i^^o— 5(^.728 i 0^.019 (at 62° F.) =r2 2.8 4

From Chapter 11, § 2, Ej,—5i^:dll ± 0m.018 (at 62° F.)=% 3. I 4

From § 57, ^;j,„,„— 1''.0937 ^^— 0^.006 ± 0^^.009 (at 62° p.) =v^
'

12. 3 8

From § 18, 4=^Rim—^s^+ 1''-335 ± 0'^.022 (at 62° F.) =% 2.

1

3

From § 56, ^^—^^^— 14''.833 ± 0^.012 (at 62° p.) =V6 7. 6

The probable error of 39^^.945 in the first equation ha.i been derived from the probable errors

of the two independent values of the expansion Ej^ for different temperature-ranges, given in Chap-

ter II, § 14, by expressing the coeiflcients of the first and second powers of the temperature in the

general value for the length of the brass bar in terms of these independent expansions. In the

fourth equation the probable error of 0f'.006 is obtained by multiplying the probable error of the

relative expansion resulting from the comparisons of the yard with a part of i^l876, given in § 9,

by the ratio of the prolonged yard to the metre. The probable errors of the other constants are

given in the sections from which the values are derived.

§ 58. The solution by least squares of the equations of condition just given, the adopted

weights being applied, gives

Ej, =39'.787±0?152,
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«/ 61

The sum of its expansions between 62^ and t° will be—

^
'^dt=L,, [(a+60/?) (t— 62) +/9 {t- 62Y]

and its length will be

—

(4) i=i62+i32[(«+60/3)(*— 62)+/3(^— 62)'']

The conclusion that the bars ^2, -R1876, and Clarke yard A change their rate of expansion with
the temperature at the same rate as does B in

B=Ba2 [1+9878 (10)t» (^—32) +1852 (10)-'^ {t—32y]

§ 57, carries with it the conclusion that when their lengths are written in the form (2), ,?=1852 (10)-'^

for them all. The values of the expansions iu (1) for any temperature may be obtained as follows:
For t=62o, (3) and (1) give—

Un at 620=39.787+0.152=^32 (a,+60/5)

,g> jJEj,,^,, At 62o= 5.885+0.043=^32 (a,+60,J)

\JE^ at 62°= 5.374+0.055=^32 (a3+60/9)

(Es^ at 62o=24.927+ 0.160=<S2.32(a4+60/S)

The lengths at 32° F. in metres of these bars are sufficiently well known (as will be seen by
comi)aring the values substituted below with the final values in § 66 following) to write them in the
above equations without introducing sensible errors in the a; the value of /J is known; and hence
from the above equations the values of the a may be deduced. Substituting them in (3) there
result the final values

—

(6) Es =3^.998765 [9839 (10)- '+2x1852 (10)-'^ (<— 32)]

(7) ^^,8,6=l'"-000092 [5773 (l0)-^+2x 1852 (10)-'^ («— 32)1

(8) E^ =0"'.914209 [5767 ( l0)-'+2 x 1852 (10)"'^ (*— 32)]

(9) Es^ =4'?.000264 [6120(10)-"+2xl852(10)-'^(i— 32)]

The coefficients in metres, or the lengths of the different bars at 32° F. in metres, are derived
as follows

:

In (6), from S^, § 18; /S^— B=1499^ § 56; and Foerster's value of i? 1876, § 67.

In (7), from Foerster's value of the metre, iJ1876=l°'+247''+10'^.31 («o_15o C).
In (8), from Clarke's value of yard A, Chapter II, § 2, and his ratio of yard to metre, namely,

1.09362311.

In (9), from Foerster's value of i?1876, § 67, and the value of 8^ iu terms of i2 1876, § 18, namely,
;»2=4iei876— 68''.12+1''.3349 («o—59° F.).

The difference in computed lengths of 8^ at 92^ F., when derived first from its length at 62° F.

with a constant expansion, namely, that for 62°, and when derived with the varying expansion
given above is but 6^.7, the latter value being the larger. Now, the probable error in the value of

Eg at 62°, namely, + 0^.160, would give a probable error of 4''.8 at 92^ F. in the length of 8, when

computed from its length at 62° F. It is then apparent that there is but little precision in the

term which gives the v9,riation ofE with temperature, and were it not that Fizeau's work makes
such a term probable a priori, it would be better to reject it entirely for all the expansions given

above.

§ 59.' Having obtained the necessary rates of expansion, the lengths of the different bars may
now be deduced.

From § 9 the \u.lue of the mean temperature of the comparisons in the Lake-Survey ofiice of

Clarke yard A and E1876 is 57^.92 F. Hence, at this temperature the relative length of the two
is independent of errors in the relative coefiScient of expansion. Colonel Clarke's value for the

length of yard A, derived from Ordnance-Survey standard Y^^ is. Chapter II, § 2

—

Clarke yard A at 62° F.= 0^.99997695 +0^.00000013

Expansion= 07.000005874+ Oy.0000000195 for 1° F.

The mean temperature of Colonel Clarke's comparisons of yard A and Yss was 57o.71 F. In

the computation of probable errors, to simplify the work it is best to count the length of Clarke
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yard A from this temperature. Its length follows at once. The probable error of its length at

570.71 is derived from that at 62° by allowing for the effect of the probable error in the expansion

for this difference of temperature, and we have

—

Clarke yard A at 57o.71 F.= 0^.99995175±0^.00000010

At 570.92 this value becomes, using his expansion,

Clarke yard A at 570.92 F.=0y.99995298±0y.00000010

But, § 12, at 570.92 F.,

i? 1876 =Jii^9^ Clarke yard J.+ 5296f'.6±0''.40

Hence,
At 570.92, JS1876=ly.09388063±0y.00000045

From this value of B1816, at the temperature 570.92, and the general expression for i21876,

namely,

B187()=B187Q,, [1+a (*-32)+/9(^-32)^]

where, § 58, a=5773 (10)-' and /9=1.852 (10)-", there results,

i?187632=ly.09371561

and finally,

i^l876 = ly.09371561 [1+5773 (10)-'' («-32)+ 1.852 (10)-' (^-32)^]

The uncertainty in the length of B1876 is least for a temperature near 570.92, the mean tem-

perature of comparisons of Clarke yard A with it, since the mean temperature of Colonel Clarke's

comparisons of Clarke yard A with Ordnance-Survey standard yard F55 was 57o.71, so that slight

errors in the values of the rates of expansion have little influence on the value for J? 1876 at this

temperature.

§ 60. The values of 8^ in yards and in terms of i?1876 may next be found. From § 18

jR 1876= <S\.,+45.54± 0.20-0.3485 (*-54.16)

B187G=8,,,+ 4.46± 0.12-0.3027 (<-57.85)

i21876=*S'2.3+12.78±0.l8-0.3366(*-54.11)

Bi876=8,,^+ 9.70± 0.15-0.3992 (*-56.86)

where the relative expansions have been adjusted to conform to the adjusted values of Ej^^gje and

Us and the numerical temperatures are the mean temperatures of the comparisons of the different

metres of S^. Taking the means of these separate means and then, by aid of the separate expan-

sion terms, reducing the equations to this mean temperature, which, as the reduction is small, will

involve but slight errors arising from the errors in the expansions and insensible changes in prob-

able errors, there result

—

B1876=8,.,+Ui^.99±0i-.20 at 550.74 F.

B1876=8,.,+ 6*^.10+0^.12 at 550.74 F.

i^l876=^%.3+12'-.23±0^18 at 550.74 F.

i21876=*82,+10'*.15±0'^.15 at 550.74 P.

and adding
*S;=42^1876-72^47±0^'.33 at 550.74 F.

and since the difference of the adjusted exjjansions of 8^ and 4JJ1876, § 58, is +1*^.387 per degree

F. we may write

>S2=4i^l876-72^47zl=0^33+>.387(i-55.74)

as the value of 82, not as obtained from direct comparisons of 81, 8^, and J21876, but from an

adjusted value of the relative expansion of 82 and jB1876. From the value of i?1876 in § 59 there

results

i21876 at 550.74 F. =ly.09386664

Substituting this in the value of 82 there results

82 at 550.74 P. =4^.37538730

From this value and the value for Ug^ at any temperature in § 58, may be written for any tem-

perature

^,=4^.37474713 [1-|-6120 (10)-=' (^-32)+ 1.852 (10)-^ {t-32y]
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Clarke yard A was derived from Ordnance-Survey standard Yss by comparisons whose mean tem-

perature was 57°.71 F. i?1876 was derived from Clarke yard A, § 9, by comparisons whose mean
temperature was 57°.92 F. S^ was derived from RISIQ by comparisons of each metre of 8^ with

i21876. The mean of the mean temperatures of comparisons of the several metres was 550.74.

Hence it is seen that the length of S^ at 550.74, as derived from Y55, is very nearly free from the

effect of errors in the rates of expansion of the different bars.

§ 61. The mean temperature of the comparisons of S^ and B, § 56, was 51°.687 P., for which

temperature
;S2-B=+ 1206''.88±0M4

The difference between the adjusted values of Eg and E^, § 58, is

J5=«j,-1206^88±0^14+14''.860(«-51.687)

or, substituting for S^ its value in terms of E1876 from § 60,

i?=4i21876-1284'^.97 at 510.69 F.

and substituting the value of 221876 in terms of the yard, § 59,

.B = 4^.37310732 [1+9839 (10)-' (^—32)+1.852 (10)-' (^—32)^]

§ 6S. The values of S„ Z„ Z^ will be derived directly from comparisons with each other and

with S^.

From § 60,

S^ at 65o.74=4y.37538730

From § 58,

Es^ =24''.927+0''.0148 («—62)

From § 21,
E,^— E,^ = +(ii^Ml

The mean temperature of comparisons of 81 and 8^ was 420.75 F. From the value at any tem-

perature of 82, given in § 60, there results

8^ at 420.75=4^.37503588.

But, § 21,

(1) /S,=;6)\+32^09rt0^18-(0''.0605±0^015)(f—42.75)

Substituting the value of 8^ at 420.75 F.

8^ at 420.75 F. =4^.37507085

Combining the values of Es^ and E^^—E^^ given above, there results

^5 =24f.866+0f.0148 (*— 62)

The expansion of 8^ between 420.75 and any temperature t will be

—

Es dt= 24M.581 (t- 42.75) +0*^.0074 («-42.75)2

Hence at any temperature,

A<?i=4y.37507085-f0y.00002688(«— 42.75)+ 0y.00000000809(t-42.75)2

^^'
;»,=4y.37478294 [1+6105 (10)-^ (f—32)+1.852 (10)-» (t— 32)^]

In § 60 the value of 82 at any temperature in terms of E 1876 is given. Substituting that value

in (1) and neglecting the probable errors, there results:

>Si=4i?1876— 58^40+1^326 {«— 42.75)

§ 63. Since the lengths of the bases measured with the Repsold apparatus all depend on

the length of 81 it is important to know the probable error in this length. But the error in its

length depends on the errors in the value of the Clarke yard A; on the errors of iutercomparisons

of Clarke yard A, 721876, 8^, and 81; and since the iutercomparisons were not all at the same

temperature, the errors of the rates of expansion also enter. These rates of expansion have beeii

31 L s
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adjusted in § 58 so that their values are not independent. The errors are therefore entangled, and
to obtain the probable error in the value of Si it is necessary to express this value in terms of the

independently observed quantities on which it depends, and then derive the probable error of Sj

from the function of these observed quantities so-obtained. The computation is somewhat long

and hence is not given ; the following is the resulting value of the probable error squared for the

^ahIe of /Si at t° P., the unit being the millionth of a yard

:

{p. e.)^S',=3.56— 0.1109 (*— 4)+0.0306 (t—t,Y+0M027(t—tiY
+0.00016{t+t,—124:){t—t,)+0.00000389{t+t,—124y{t—t,f

in which /4=55o.74 F. is the mean temperature of comparisons of 82 and E 1876, and ^4=42o.75 P.

the mean temperature of comparisons of 62 and 81.

The value of Si is also given in terms of R 1876 in § 62. The error in this value depends
also on entangled errors which are less complex than in the preceding case, as there are fewer
steps connecting the standards. Computing the probable error squared of Si at any temperature
expressed in terms of B 1876 it is found to be, the unit being 1'':

(p. e.f *Sfi=0.1413+0.00952(*- t.,Y +0.00023(^-^4)2

This is merely the probable error in the derivation of Si from E1876 through 82; and ti and U are
the same as stated above, namely, ^=55o.74 P., and <4=42o.75 P.

§ 64. Prom § 26
Z2=iS2-305'',55±0f'.46 at 49o.50 P.

or substituting for Si its value from § 60,

^2=4y.37488398 at 49o.50

Since, § 26,

Ez—E^,= +38^465± 0^.039

it follows that

^2-/^2=0 at 570.44 P.

The rate of expansion of Z, is, therefore,

E;^=E^2+38^465

or, by § 58,

E^=63'^.392+0''.0148 («-62)

and hence at any temperature

Z,=4y.37488398+0y.00006912(^-49.50)+0y.00000000809(«-49.50)2

or, in a different form,

-^2=4^.37367686 [1+15740 (10)-9 (<-32)+1.852 (lO)-" [t-32f]

From § 23

^l=^2-70^69±0^60 at 420.75 P.

Substituting for Z, its value above,

^,=47.37434045 at 420.75 P.
Since, § 23,

^z,-E^=-0f.437

^^,=62'^.955+0m.0148 (f-62)
Hence, at any temperature

^i=4y.37434045+0y.00006854 (f-42.75) +0^.00000000809 (^-42.75)^

or, in a different form,

^,=4^.37360458 [1+15632 (10)-9 (i—32)+1.852 (10)-9 (f-32f]

Prom the values of 81 and Zj, §§ 62, 64, it follows that

Zi-8i=(i at 60O.292 P.
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§ 6u». Approximate values for the lengths of the steel and zinc bars of the standard metre de-

scribed in Chapter VIII, § 26, and designated as ilfri876 have been derived in the following

way : Between May 28 and June 28, 1878, both bars of ilfT1876 were compared at high tempera-

tures with each of the metres /Sj.,, S^,,, 82.3, and /S2.4, into which the steel bar 82 is divided.

Comparisons with Sit were made on ten days and with each of the other metres on five days. The
number of comparisons made on a day varied from one to four, but was usually two. The values

of the several metres making up the length of 82 in terms of i21876 are given in §60. Combining
the observed differences of length between (ilfT1876)g and these metres of 8^ with the values of

these metres, the values of (JfT1876)s in terms of jB1876 resulted. The mean of the comparisons

of each day was used as a single result, no matter how many comparisons were made on that day,

and the corresponding mean temperature was taken. The temperatures varied between 67°.40 F.

and 750.90 F. Taking general means of differences of length and of temperatures, there resulted,

(lfri876)s=iJ1876-30''.06 at 70O.90F.

By the same number of comparisons there was derived in the same way, •

(Jfri876)^=i21876+632^78 at 70o.90 F.

Both bars of JlfT1876 were compared directly with i21876 at low temperatures between Jan-

uary 8 and February 5, 1881, in connection with some comparisons of i2 1876 with 82. Comparisons
were made on twenty-four days, two comparisons usually being made on each day. The tempera-

tures varied between 280.72 F. and 34PA4: F. The mean results are as follows

:

(^^1876)5=^1876- 47*^.96 at 31o.21 F.

(MT1876)2=rE1876+210^48 at 31o.21 P.

Combining the results of the high- and low-temperature comparisons, we have

:

Expansion of (JfT1876)s=expansiou of 221876+ 0^451 for 1° P.

Expansion of (JlfT1876)^=expansiou of i21876+10''.639 for 1° F.

From these may be written :

(ilfT1876)5=iei876-47^6+0''.451(*-32)

(MT1876)2=i21876+218'^.9+10''.639(<-32)

From these values the residuals of the daily mean observed differences from R 1876 have been
computed. For the high-temperature comparisons the residuals vary between +3f'.l and — 4''.4

for (MT1876]s and between +3''.7 and—3^.6 for (Jfri876)^. For the low-temperature comparisons

the residuals for (MT1876)^ vary between +11^.6 and -10f'.8, while for {MT 1876)^ they vary be-

tween +9'*.7 and— 5''.3. The comparisons of both bars of j¥T1876 with E1876 give plus residuals

amounting to from +6*^ to 11'' on February 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The fact that these residuals are of the

same sign for both bars during these days points to a temperature or other error in one of the

standards, as this would affect both bars of J!/ 2' 1876 in the same way. As the temperatures were

•very low at this time, and there were three persons in the comparing-room, it is probable that the

large residuals are due in part to differences of temperature of R 1876 and ilfT1876. If those days

had been rejected, the length of (ilfri876)s at 32° would have resulted 2''.1 less than that given

above, and of ( y¥ 71876)^ 2''.4 less, and the range in the residuals, for either, would have been much
reduced. An uncertainty of about I'' therefore exists in the values of these bars in terms of R 1876

at the temperature of 31o.21 F.

§ 66. The resulting lengths and expansion of the different bars may now be collected.

Clarke Yard A at 62° F.=
0y.99997695±0y.00000013. (Chapter II, § 2.)

Clarke Yard A, adjusted rate of expansion,

Il^= 0"'.914209[5767(10)-'+3.704(10)-» (^-32)] (§ 58.)

i?1876=ly.09371561[l+5773(10)-»(«-32)+l,852(10)-»(t-32)2J (§59.)

^,=4y.37474713[l+6120(10)-''(<-32)+1.852(10)-'(«-32)^]. (§60.)
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Rate of expansion of 8^=
H,^ =4">.000264 [6120(10)-H 3.704 (10)-'(<-32)]. (§ 58.)

Si =4\37478294[l+6105(10)-'(«-32)+1.852(10)-^(<-32f]. (§62.)

(*'i)z,=5, =4^37554481 at 60O.292 F.=13«.12663443.

jE7^, =24^866+0''.0148 (t-62). (§ 62.)

Z,
'

=4^37367686[l+15740(10)-»(*-32)+ 1.852(10)-''(f-32)^]. (§ 64.)

^^=63''.392+0''.0]48(*-62). (§64.)

Z, =4^37360458 [1+15632 (10)-'(^-32)+ 1.852 (10)-»(*-32)^]. (§ 64.)

-E^,=62f'.955+0^0148(«— 62). (§64.)

B =4^37310732 [1+9839 (10)-'(«— 32)+ l,852 (10)-»(t-32)^]. (§ 61.)

The probable error squared in milliouths of a yard in the above value of Si is

(p. e.)^AS\=3.56-0.1109(*—«2) + 0.0306 (i—4)^+ 0.00027 {t—UY

+ 0.00016 («+ f»— 124) (*—«+ 0.00000389 («+4— 124)^ (t—t,y

in which «2=55o.74 P. and f4=42o.75 P. (§ 63.)

In terms of i?1876, § 62,

^1=4 E1876—58^0+ 1''.326 («— 42.75)

this value depending on the adjusted relative expansion of B 1876 and S2; and the square of the

probable error of this value, § 63, is in microns,

{p. e.f ,Sfi=0.1413+ 0.00952 (<— 4)^+ 0.00023 {t—Uf

in which 4=55o.74 P. and 4=42o.75 P.

The value of Si may also be derived solely from the results of comparisons of B 1876 with 8^,

§ 18, namely,
'

;S2=4E1876—68M2 + 1''.3349(«— 59)

and of Si with 8^, § 21, namely,

.;Si=/S2+ 32'*.09— 0^0605 (*— 42.75)

These give
/Si=4^1876—37^01+ 1''.2744 (*— 59)

a value which is independent of the absolute expansion of E 1876 derived by adjustment.

The square of the probable error of this value of Si, derived from the probable errors in the

results of comparisons of 81 and 8^, and of S^ and B 1876 is, in microns,

{p. e.)2;S,= 0.1480+ 0.00048 (t— 59)^+ 0.00023 (*— 42.75)^

Prom § 65 we have for the lengths of the bars in metre JfT1876,

(MTX%l'o)s=Bim&— 47''.6+ 0M51 (*—32)

(ilfri876)^=i2 1876 + 218^9+ 10^639 (^—32)

§ 67. The lengths of the bases, measured with the Repsold apparatus, will be expressed in

terms of 81. The value of 81 in terms of 721876, and the probable error of this value, have been

given in § 66. Hence, when a precise value of B 1876 is obtained, the bases can be accurately

expressed iu terms of the metre. In the mean time the following gives the present information

about i?1876.

Through the kindness of Professor Foerster of the Kaiserliche Normal-Eichungs-Kominission

of Berlin, which it is desired warmly to acknowledge, i^ 1876 was compared in 1878-'79 with an entirely

similar steel metre made for the Kommission by Repsold, and designated as iJ1878. The errors of

the subordinate graduations of i21876 and of the decimeter Z)1876 were also' determined by the

Normal-Eichungs-Kommission. It was hoped to obtain in time for insertion in this report the

details of these comparisons, but they have not yet been received.

i21878 has since been compared by the Comity International des Poids et Mesures with a unit

which will probably not differ by more than 1 or 2 microns from the metrical prototype (Oomit^

International des Poids et Mesures, Proems Verbaux, 1880, p. 106), and it is supposed that Professor

Foerster's statements in his letter of September 15, 1880, refer to these comparisons.
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It is hoped ultimately to obtain and publish the comparisons of i? 1876 with jR 1878 and its

value in terms of the prototype metre. The following letters give all the information that has thus

far been received from the Normal-Eichungs-Kommission with reference to our standards depend-

ing on the metre.

RESULTS OF COMPARISONS OF LAKE-SURVEY STANDA"RD METRE (7J1876), BY PROFESSOR W. F0ER8TER, BERLIN.

Berlin, den 16. April 1879.

In Beantwortung des gefalligen Schreibens vom 17. v. M. erianbe ioh mir, Ihnen zunachst ein Verzeichuiss der

blossen Eintheilungsfehler Ihres stablemen Meterstabes von Eepsold und des zngeborigen Decimeters zu iibersenden,

indem icb bezilglich der noch restirenden, von Ihuen driugend gewiinschten auderweitigen Festsetzungen Folgendes

ergebenst bemerke

:

Der hauptsachliclie Grund der Verzogerung besteht darin, dass wir durch dringliche laufende Aufgaben bisher noch
immer verhindert worden siud, absolute Ausdebnungsbestimiiiungen zu machen. Indessen sind wir wenigstens ini

letzten Winter dazn gelangt, gnte relative Ausdehnungsbestiimnungen eines Stahlmeters und eines Messingmeters

gegen einen Platiastab zu machen, dessen absolute Ausdehnung ziemlich nahe belianut ist. Die Ergebnisse dieser

Bestimmnngen werden in zwei bis drelWochen so weit abgeschlossen sein kounen, dass ich hoffe in 4 bis 5 Woohen Ihnen
die Langen Ihrer Maassstabe gegen den erwahnten Platinstab nnd die zugehorigen Ausdehnungswerthe zu iibersenden.

Einige ungefiihre Bestimmungen werden vielleicht schon friiher Ihnen zugeheu konneu.

Wir werden zur Beschleunigung der Sache von Ihrer Ermachtigung einer Kostenliqiiidation, die wir bisher in

allegemein wissenschaftlichem luteresse zu unterlassen beabsichtigt hatten, nunmehr voUen Gebrauch machen.

Kaiserliche Normal-Eichungs-Kommission.

FOERSTER.
To the Office of United States Lake Survey,

Detroit, Mich.

Beglaubigtes Fehlerverzeichniss der sdmmtlichen Striche eines biegungsfreimi Strichmaasses von Stahl

mit Theilung von 1 Meter Ldnge auf Platin und einer zugehorigen glcichfalls auf Platin getheilten

Decimetershala von Stahl. Verfertigt von A. R&psold Sbhne in Hamburg, zur Prilfung eingereicht

von dent Office of United States Lalce Survey, in Detroit, Mich.

I. DAS STEICHMAASS VON 1 METEE LANGE.

a. Die Zehntel-
milUmeter-
strlche.
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Beglaubigtes Fehlerverzeiehniss, &c.—Continued.

II. DIE DECIMETEESKALA.

a. Die Zehutel-
niillimeter-

striche.
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[translation. ]

Bkrlin, Jpril 16, 1879.

In reply to your kind letter of March 17, permit me to send yon a list of the errors of graduation of tlie steel

metre made for you hy Kepsold, and also of the accompanying decimeter scale.

With reference to the further determinations, urgently desired by you, I wish to say that the chief cause of delay

in making absolute-expansion determinations was pressing current business. Last winter, however, we succeeded in

making good relative-expansion determinations of a steel metre and of a brass metre with a platinum bar whose abso-

lute expansion is known pretty nearly. The results of these determinations will be so far completed in two or three

weeks that I hope to be able in four or five weeks to send to you the lengths of your measures with reference to the

platiniim bar above mentioned, and also their respective expansion-values. Some approximate determinations will

perhaps be sent sooner.

We will, in order to hasten your business, make full use of the authority given for payment of expenses which we
have hitherto been in the habit of neglecting in general scientific interests.

Kaiserliche Normal-Eichungs-Kommission.

FOERSTER.

To the Office of U. S. Lake Survet,
Detroit, Mich.

»

Certified list of errors of each one of the graduations of a line-measure metre made of steel, graduated

on platinum and free from flexure; also a similarly constructed decimeter scale ; both made hy

A. RepsoWs Sons, Hamburg. Submitted for examination by office of United States Lake Survey,

Detroit, Mich.

I.—THE LINE-MEASURE 1 METRE IN LENGTH.

u. The tentt-
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Certified list of errors, (fee—Continued.

II.—THE DECIMETER SCALE.

u. The tentli-

iiiillinieter

graduations.

Gradn-

-0.1

0.0

+ 0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.0

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

Errors.

+0.6

+0.3

+ 0.9

+ 0.4

+0.9

-0.1

+0.4

+0.2

-0.1

+0.1

-0.2

+1.6

b. Tbe millimeter graduations.

Reliability,

0.3 to 0.5

Gradu-
ations.
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tinter der Annahme, dass das metrische Urmaass die bekannte Bezieliung zii der diiroh die Bessel'sche Toise vertretenen
altfranzosisclien Einheit hat, fur Ihr Normalmeter folgende Gleichung in altfranzosisoliem Metermaass ergeben wiirde :

(2) if 1876=1 Meter+245(*.6+10M.31 ((—15)

Beide Gleichungen diirften uoeli um mehrere Tausendtheile des Millimeter unsicher sein, da in Gleichung (1) die

sehr unsichere Vergleichung unseres UrmaasseB mitdem Mfetre des Archives, in der Gleichung (2) dagegen dieUnsicher-
heit der Beziehnngen zwischen der Bessel'schen Toise und der Toise du P6rou, sowie zwischen letzterer und dem
M6tre des Archives enthalteu ist. Indessen dlirfte doch wohl auf 0,01 mm. sicher anznnehmeu sein

:

iJ1876=l Meter+247f+10t'.31 (f—15)

Die absolute Liinge Ihres Decimeterstabea ist leider nicht ausreiohend diesseits bestimmt vrorden, wenigstens nicht

entfemt mit derjenigen Schiirfe, mit welcher die Eintheilungs/elder dieser Hiilfsskale ermittelt worden sind. Wir
bedauem dies und miissen Ihnen daher anheimgeben, die absolute Lange dieser Skale durch Vergleichung mit einem
der Decimeter-Intervalle Ihres Normalmeters ermitteln zu woUeu, welche durch die obige Angabe der absoluten Lange
des ganzen Stabes in Verbindung mit den in dem Schrt-iben vom 16. April Ihnen mitgetheilteu Bestimmangen der

inneren Eintheilungsfehler mit entsprechender Zuverlassigkeit angegebeu vi^erden kiinnen. Wir behalten uns vor,

Ihnen demnachst weitere Mittheilungen betreffend Ihren Pendelmaassstab zu sendeii und die Liquidationsangelegenheit

danach entsprechend zu regeln.

Zu dem unter dem 16. April d. J. gesandten Fehlerverzeichniss sind folgende Verbesserungen nachzutragen

:

U 1876 \
Theilungsfehler bei 100"™—If statt +lf'

< Theilungsfehler bei 10™ —0.5 statt—0.6

Ausserdem wird bemertt dass in dem Theilungsfehler-Verzeichnisse der Decimeterskale die Fehler der Millimeter

auf 0»*.5 abgerundet sind, Tvahrend diejenigen der Zehntelmillimeter in Oi^.l angegeben werden konnten, und dass

hierauf die scheinbare Verschiedenheit der fiir den 1 mra-Strich in den beiden Eeihen angegebenen Fehler zuriickzufUh-

ren ist.

Kaiserliche Normal-Eichungs-Kommission. -^

FOERSTER.
To the Office of the U. S. Lake Survey, Detroit, Mich.

[translation.]
Berlix, June 20, 1879.

In answer to your kind letter of the 12th of last month, and in connection with our letter of April 16 of this year,

the Commission has the honor to inform you that your steel standard metre (i?1876), on the basis of the legal relations

which have been taken between our platinum metre and the metrical standard, has the following equation, in which

t is expressed in centigrade degrees

:

(1) £1876=l'"+248f'.89±0i^.25+(10('.31-j-0(^.034) («—15)

A preliminary computation of the comparisons of a steel standard metre by Eepsold perfectly corresponding with

yours, with a well-determined copy of Bessel's toise, has been made; which computation, under the assumption that

the metrical standard has the known relation to the old French unit represented by the Bessel toise, would give for

your standard metre the following equation in old French metre-measure

:

(2) JJ1876=l"+245)*.6-)-10*'.31 (i—15)

Both equations are to be regarded as uncertain by several thousandths of a millimeter, since in equation (1) is con-

tained the very uncertain comparison of our original measure with the metre of the Archives, and in equation (2) the

uncertainty of the relations between the Bessel toise and the toise of Peru, as also between the last and the metre of

the Archives.

We may, however, certainly assume within O^'o.Ol

i?1876=l"-f247*^+10/^.31 (t—15)

The absolute length of your decimeter-bar has unfortunately not been determined sufficiently here, at least not

nearly with the same precision with which the graduation-errors of this auxiliary scale have been determined. We
regret this, and must therefore leave it to you to determine the absolute length of this scale by comparison with one

of the decimeter-spaces of your standard metre, which by the absolute length given above of the whole bar, in con-

nection with the determination of the relative graduation-errors, transmitted to you in our letter of April 16, can be

given with corresponding precision.

We reserve sending to you further communications regarding your pendulum, and also the expense account.

To the list of errors sent April 16 of this year the following corrections are to be carried in

:

7? 1876 J
Graduation error at 100""",

—

Ia^ instead of -{-\i^

\ Graduation error at 10'="', —0.5 instead of—0.6Graduation error at 10'="', —0.5 instead of—0.6

Besides, we may remark that in the list of graduation-errors of the decimeter-scale the errors of the millimeter are

rounded to 0»'.5, while those of the tenths of the millimeter can be taken to 0(^.1, and that the apparent difference of

the errors given in the two series for the I""" mark is to be attributed to this.

Kaiserliche Normal-Eichungs-Kommission.

FOERSTEB.

32 L S
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Berlin, den 15. September 1880.

In Beantwortuiig cles gefiilligen Schreibens vom 24. y. JI. erwidert die Kommission biermit ergebenst, dass die

Details der Vergleichungen Hires Stalilmeters (iJ 1876) mit nnserem entsprechenden Stahlmeter (iJ1878) Ihuen in

kiirzester Frint mitgetheilt werdon sollen. Publicirt sind dieselben bisber nocb niobt, weil einige Elemente der Mes-

sung nnd Reebnung nocb uiobt sicber genug erscbieneu waren.

Wie Sie voraussetzen, biingen in der That die siimmtlicben Bestimniungen Ibres Stablmeters (B1876) von dera in

unscrt-m Besitz befindlicben mit erstereni nabezii identischen Stablnieter (R 1878) ab, und dieses letztere Normalmeter

ist es aiich, welcbes niittelbar mit der Bessel'scben Toise nnd mit der Toise No. 10 verglicbeta wordea ist. Auoh ist das

Normalmeter (i?1878) dasselbe, welcbts im vorigen Herbst dem internationalen Bureau fiir Maasse und Gawichte zu

Paris iiberseudet und dort mit den neuesten und besten Ivopien des franzosiscben Urmeters vergliohen worden ist.

Spatestens gegen Ende Oktober boffen wir Ibnen alle Details iiber die bis jetzt vou uns ermittelten Oder zu unserer

Kenntuiss gekommeuen Ergebnisse der beziiglicben Vergleichungen zu senden.

Von den Pariser Ergebniasen, auf welobe wir nocb warteu, werden Ibnen ebenfalls alle -vriinscbenswerthen Details

mitgetheilt werden, sobald dieselben in unsern Handen sind.

Einstwi'ilen kiinnen Sie nacb vorlauflgen Mittheilungeu, die wir aus Paris erhalten baben, annehmen, dass die

von uns vorKiufig gemachten Angaben iiber die Gleicbung von (-B1876) im wahren metriscben Maasa hochstens einen

Febler von 1 bis 2 Tausendtbeilen des Millimeter baben, und dass der innerbalb dieser Grenzen liegende definitive

AYertb bis auf Bruchtbeile eines Tausendtbeils baldigst sicber gestellt sein wird.

Bezilglich der Vergleiohung mit dem altfranzosischen System ktinnen wir einstweilen uur genabert angeben, dass

das durch (iJ 1876) lyid seine Gleicbung definirte Meter um etwa 8 Tausendtheile des Millimeter kleiner ist als das

gleicb 443,296 Pariser Linien definirte Meter, wie es sicb aiis Toise No. 10 ergeben wiirde.

In Betreff eines Maassstabes mit Metalltbermometer, welcber, wie wir jetzt in Erfahrung gebracht baben, ebenfalls

dem von Ibnen geleiteten Unternebmen angenort, welcher aber von uns langere Zeit bindnrcb irrtbiimlich als ein fUr

Pendelbeobachtungen bestimmtes Normalmeter bezeiohnet worden ist, wurden wir Ibnen auch in kiirzester Frist die

Ergebnisse der biesigen Vergleicbungen mittbeilen konnen, wenn Sie einige Unbestimmtbeiten, die sicb nacbtraglich

bei der definitiven Berecbnung der Messuugen herausgestellt baben, und iiber welche die Herren Repsold selbst uns

keine sicbere Auskunft geben konnen, dadnrcb beseitigen wollten, dass Sie nns bald moglicbst eine nahere Angabe

in Betreff der Einricbtung der auf dem erwiihnten Maaasstabe enthaltenen Eintbeilungen senden, und zwar wohl am
zweckmassigsteu in Form einer kleinen graphischen Darstellung der Lage der Endpunkte des Maasses und der Lage

der NuUpunkte der Metalltbermometer, sowie der Art und Bezifferung der Hilfseintbeilungen, welche an den beiden

Enden sowobl des Stabes als des Metalltbermometers angebracht sind.

Kaiserlicbe Nornial-Eichungs-Kommission

.

FOBRSTER.
An Major Comstock, Office of United States Lake Survey, Detroit, Mich.

[translation. ]
Berlin, Septemher 15, 1880.

In reply to your letter of 24tb ultimo, the Commission has respectfully to state that the details of comparisons of

your steel metre (fil876) with our corresponding steel metre (iJlH78) will be communicated to yon shortly. They are

not yet published because several elements of measurement and computation do not yet appear sufBoiently certain.

As you suppose, all the determinations of your steel metre (JS1876) depend indeed upon the steel metre (iJ1878) in

our possession, which is nearly identical with yours, and this normal metre (i?1878) was the one which was compared

indirectly with Bessel's toise and with Toise No. 10. The normal metre (iJ1878) is also the same one which was sent

last fall to the International Bureau of Weights and Measures at Paris, and was there compared with the newest and
best copies of the original French metre.

We hope to send you towards the end of October all the details of the results of the respective comparisons

determined by us or which have come to our knowledge.

Of the Paris results, for which we are yet waiting, all desirable details will be communicated to you as soon as

we receive them. In the mean time, you may assume, according to preliminary information received from Paris, that

our preliminary statements relative to the equation of {B 1876) in the true metric measure have at the greatest an
error of 1 or 2 thousandths of a millimeter, and the definitive value lying within this range will soon be determined
to fractions of a thousandth part.

Relative to the comparison with the old French system, we can for the present only state approximately that the

metre deiiued through {B 1876) and its equation is about 8 thousandths of a millimeter shorter than the metre defined

= 443,296 Parisian Lines, as it would result from Toise No. 10.

Concerning a measure (Maassstab) with metallic thermometer which, as we have now learned, also belongs to

the work under your direction, but which bas been for some time erroneously designated by us as a standard
intended for pendulum observations, we could also shortly communicate to you the results of our comparisons, if you
would remove some uncertainties which have shown themselves in making the final computations of measurements,
and upon which Messrs. Repsold themselves could not give us any positive information, by sending us as soon as

practicable a statement relative to the arrangement of the graduations of the measure mentioned, n est practically in

the form of a small graphic representation of the position of the end-points of the measure, and the positions of the

zero-points of the metallic thermometer, as well as the kind and numbering of the subdivisions on both ends of the

measure, and of the metallic thermometer.

Kaiserlicbe Normal-Eicbungs-Kommission.

To Major Comstock, Office of United States Lake Survey, Detroit, Mich,
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PERIODIC ERKOR OP MICROMETER-SCREWS.

§ 68. This error was determined by measuring the same space on different parts of a microm-

eter-head. First, a space nearly equal to one-half a revolution of the screw was measured 100 times.

Each measurement began one division of the micrometer-head in advance of the preceding one.

There being 100 divisions, each one was used once as a starting-point. Next, a space nearly equal

to a quarter of a revolution was measured 100 times in the same way. Each measurement of a

space gives an observation-equation of the following form :

[u'— u—f) = +2aisin;^ sin ( w-f ^ )—26isin^-cos ( **+ i
)

+2a4Sin/sin (2m+/) —262 sin/cos (2m+/)

where/ is the space measured, u and u' are the first and second readings on the space, ai, rtj, bi,

and 62 are unknown quantities to be determined. Since/ is measured on many parts of the microm-

eter-head, the periodic error is very nearly eliminated in the mean, and the mean of all the observed

values of/ is sufficiently near its true value. The observation-equations when reduced give nor-

mal equations of the following form :

100^1 sin •^ =+ 2'(M'-M-/)sin ('«+ |^

lOOdj sin {-=—I[u'—u—f) cos ( ** + '^^

IOO61 sin f=+I(u'-u-f) sin (2t«+/)

100b, sin f= -S{u'-u-f) cos (2m -f/)

From these normals the values of ^i, a^, &i, and 62 were determined. With them the correction

to each graduation of the micrometer was computed. The corrections are given for each microscope

in the following table. The first column contains the number of the graduation on the micrometer-

head. The remaining columns contain the corresponding corrections for the several micrometers.

The corrections are applied to the micrometer-readings with the given signs.

Table of corrections for periodic errors of micrometers.

Graduation.
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Table of corrections for periodic errors- of micrometers—Continued.

[Chap. IX,

Graduation.
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Table of corrections for periodic errors of micrometers—Coutinued.

253

Graduation.
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NON-EECTANGULARITY OF THREADS IN MICROSCOPES.

§ 70. When microscope-readings are made on the steel and zinc bars of the tubes, the longi-

tudinal thread in the microscope is made to coincide with the longitudinal graduation on the steel

bar. The longitudinal graduation on the zinc bar is about 0'"".5 from that on the steel. If the

transverse threads do not cross the bars at right angles the readings on the zinc will be erroneous;

tlierefore the angle wliich these threads make with the longitudinal threads was determined, and

the correction to the zinc-reading was computed. The method of determination was as follows

:

The microscope was mounted over a theodolite. A suitable scale was placed on the center of the

theodolite. One of the threads in the microscope was made to coincide with a graduation on

the scale. The theodolite was then revolved until the graduation coincided with the other

thread. The angle through which the theodolite revolved was the angle between the threads.

The lower right-hand angle in the microscope-field was measured in every case. The several values

are as follows

:

o /

Microscope 1. Lower right-hand angle= 89 63

Microscope 2. Lower right-hand angle= 89 52

Microscope 3. Lower right-hand angle= 90 00

Microscope 4. Lower right-hand angle= 90 01

Microscope 5. Lower right-hand angle= 90 02

Microscope 6. Lower right-hand angle= 90 05

The probable error of each of the above values is about ±1'. Since the distance of the longi-

tudinal graduation on the zinc bar from that on the steel bar is 0'"™.5, the corrections to readings

on zinc bar for non-rectangularity of threads are as follows

:

Microscope 1^—1.

1

Microscope 2 =—1. 2

Microscope 3 ^—0.
Microscope 4 =+0.

1

Microscope 5 =+0.

3

Microscope 6=-|-0. 7

YALUBS OF GRADUATED SPACES ON BRASS BAR.

§71. The values of the spaces at the 4"" or non-lettered end of brass bar were determined as

follows : Each half-millimeter space on the bar was compared ten or more times with the space

from O'^'.OO to 0'°.92 on T. and S. inch in the following manner. The inch was mounted in the

prolongation of the brass bar, the graduated surfaces of inch and bar being in the same horizontal

plane and separated from each other about 0"'.4. The comparing microscopes were mounted on

the microscope-car, collimated, and made vertical. Microscope No. 5 was pointed at 0'^90 on the

inch ; microscope No. 6 was pointed at 0'"'".0 on the bar. In this position micrometer-readings

were made on the inch and bar. The microscope-car was then moved by means of its lever until

microscope No. 5 pointed at 0'''.92 on the inch and microscope No. 6 pointed very nearly at 0"'".5 on

the bar. A second set of micrometer-readings was then made on the inch and bar. These two
sets of readings give the difference between th'e space 0'°.90 to 0™.92 on the inch and the space

©"".O to 0""".5 on the bar. The other halfmillimeter spaces on the bar were compared in the same
way. The whole space on the bar [=3'"') was compared twenty times with space O'-'.SO to 0'°.92

on the T. and S. inch.
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The following are the observed differences expressed in micrometer-divisions:

Comparisons of spaces on brass bar at i-metre end with spaces on T. and 8. inch.

(0".90—0».92)
on inch

minus (0—5)
on brass bar.
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(10 to ir>)=Jr [(0 to 30)+ll'^.80+16^30-5xl4^07+17''.02+llO6+13'^.961

(15 to 20)=i [(0 to .S0)+ 11^80+16^30^-14''.07-5xl7^'.02+ll''.36+13^96]

(20 to 25)=i [(0 to 30) + 11^80+16^30+14^07+17''.02-5xll^36^-13^96]

(25 to 30)=i [(0 to 30) + 11^.80+ 16^30+ 14^07+17'-.02 +11'' 36-5 xl3^96J

By adding tlie preceding values the following are obtained:

(0 to 5)=i(0 to 30)+i(-5 X ll''.80+16'-.30+14f.07+17^'.02+11^36+13''.96)

(0 to 10)=i(0 to 30)+i(-4xll''.80-4xl6''.30+2x 14^.07+2 xl7''.02+2x 11 ".30+2 xl3''.96)

(0 to 15)=i(0to 30)+i(-3x 11^80-3 Xl6^30-3xl4''.07+3xl7''.02+3x11''.36+3xl3^96)
(0to20)=|(0to30)+i(-2xll^80-2xl6''.30-2xl4f'.07-2xl7^02+4xll''.36+4xl3''.96)

(0 to 25)=f(0 to 30)+i(-ll''.80-16^30-14^07-17^02-11^36+5xl3^9G)

And the probable errors are as follows

:

p. c. of (0 to 5)= ± /^/.06H .28^+.062+.()62+.042+.0GH.062=± 0f'.31

l>. e. of (0 to 10)= ± ^."122+ .232+.232+.rr+.082+.Ti2+.TT2=± 0''.40

p. e. of (0 to 15)=± ^.lF2+l?P+.Tp+.i?7^+.T22+.T7^+;r7^=± 0''.44

p. e. of (0 to 20)= ±^:242+Tr2+nT2+.TP+T082+T23HT53^==l=0''.45

p. e. of (0 to 25)= ± ^!l^2+:062+.T)02+0bH.042+.062+.282=± 0f'.43

Computing values of spaces, and tabulating,

(0 to 5)= 500.0+0.31

(0 to 10)= 995.5+0.40

(0 to 15) =1493.2+ 0.44

(0 to 20) =1988.0+ 0.45

(0to25)=2488.0+0.43

(0 to 30) =2986.0+ 0.36

The graduation at 35 was made after the other spaces were determined. The value of the

space (30 to 35) was found by comparing it with other spaces on the scale. The^. e. of this work

is +0''.28, and of the scale with which it was compared, +0''.31. Therefore, the probable error of

(30 to 35) is + /.28='+.3P=+ 0*^.42 and Vac, p. e. of (0 to 35)=+0'-.55. The thirty-fifth graduation

was used only in the open-air work, never in the compariug-room. Its accuracy is therefore not

essential.

The relative values of the intermediate spaces were found by mounting a microscope over them,

and reading on each graduation consecutively from to 5, forward and backward ten times, then

moving the microscope and reading in the same way from 5 to 10, and so on through the whole

scale. A discussion of all the work at both ends of the bar shows that this gave the value of each

space in terms of the micrometer with a, p. e. of + 0''.20. The value of the micrometer was deter-

mined in each case from the knowm values of the spaces (0 to' 5), (5 to 10), t&c, as given above. Thus
the absolute value of each intermediate space became known. The probable error of the distance

of each intermediate graduation-mark from the zero has been accurately computed. It depends
upon the probable errors of the graduation-marks given above, and also upon the relative micro-

scope-work. This makes the computation somewhat long, and it is therefore omitted, the results

only being given.
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§ 7. The. term iiivolviug (i^i—/S',)' is very small and its value may be computed for values of

Zi—S^, 100'^, 300", SOO'', &c., differing by 200*', Then in reducing a base the number of tubes in

each section for which Z.—S^ is between O*^ and 200** can be counted. This number multiplied by

the tabular correction will give the correction for this set of tubes. Tubes for which Z^—^, lies

between 200'^ and 400", &c., will be treated in the same way. The following table gives the values

of the second term in question, that is, of corrections to the length of >S'i for any value oi Z^—Si

when computed with e„=0.6522 from its length when 8^—Zy=Q. The first line gives the limits of

the different classes into which* the tubes are separated according to the observed values of Z^—Si,

and the second line gives the corresponding corrections to the length of /S, computed with e„.

Zi-Si
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The values of the constants in these equations are given in Ohap. IX, § 06. Since Z^^'^ is but
about 40-00 shorter than Si''', the latter may be substituted for the former without introducing any
error approaching the size of the probable error in the value of H^^. Then

fly

and

dZ,_ dSTE,-E,~\j^'-« a'-a J
(W '(If

Substituting the known constants from Chapter IX, § 6G and for //, (f— 32), this becomes

•^' =0.64119+0.000389 (i—32)

If we wish to count temperatures from the temperature 60°.292, for which Zi=8i, we may write

JEf,_3 ^,"- +—'--28.29V-r--<"a — a a — a J a'— a

where t" is the temperature counted from 60O.292 P. The constants in this expression are known,

and it may be written in the form

—

This value may be represented by e, and we may write—

or dividing l)oth terms of the fraction by Ht and replacing the result by its equivalent.

But from Chiipter IX, Q^^
^^—^^^=38".089

which is the relative change in length of Zy and /Si for 1° F. Hence

Z\— »S') .,/

38-.089

^''^'-C^+^^olO
"^^'-^'^

Integrating from Zx— <S\= to Z\— jSi,

y
^' '\m=a{Z,-8x)-^\,^^Zy-8,f

or subs.tituting for a and h their values,

r'"'^V7,Sfi= 0.6522 (^,—N,)+0.000005106 (Z,-.S',)^

This expression gives for any metallic temperature, Z,—8,, the excess of the length of *S', over

its length at 60O.292 or when Z,=8,. That is, the length of 8, for any measured tube is—

A', =('S,);.,=5,+0-6o22(Z,- .V,
)
+0.000005106 (Z,-H,Y

and the sum of the lengths of the bars *S', which enter a section of the base containing n tubes will be

jS,^_„(^^)^_^ +0.6522 2 (^,—;S,)+0.00000510G 2 (Z,-.S\)^
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cut-off marks. The average distance measured per day was 292 metres. The greatest distance

measured in one day was 500 metres. The base was remeasured in the opposite direction. The

record was in duplicate, as were the principal observations. (See Chapter VIII, §§12 and 13.)

The party reached the base-line May 31, 1877, and completed the second measurement August 25.

Further details as to the work may be found in the Report of the Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army,

for 1878. The computation of the length of the base has been duplicated in all parts where no

other efficient check could be obtained. The details of the method of measuring a base are given

in Chapter VIII, § 12.

§ 2. In computing the length of a section of a base-line measured with the Repsold apparatus,

it may be considered as composed of the following parts :

1. Of as many times the zero-length of the steel bar Si, as it enters the section, the zero-length

of ^'i, being its length when equal to that of the zinc bar Zi by its side; that is, its length when
the metallic temperature, Zi — jiS'i = 0. The value of the zero-length of <S'] is given in Chapter IX,

§ 66, as 4^.37554481. Multiplying the number of times the whole length of A'l, at temperature

Zi— 8i = 0, entered the section by this value, this part of the length of the section results.

§3.2. Of the sum of the lengths each less than one tube-length, measured with the tube in

closing on a marking-stone at the end of a section.

3. Of the suins of the intervals measured with the cut-off scale, either in closing on a section-

stone or in stopping at a cut-off plate, corrected for error and temperature of cut-off' scale.

§ 4. 4. Of the sum of the excesses of the actual lengths of *s\ due to temperatures during
measurements over its zero-length, on the assumption that the metallic temperature of >S'i at any
instant of measurement is correctly given by Zi — Su the difference of lengths of the zinc and

• steel bars, and on the further assumption that for all temperatures the rate of expansion of the

»S'i divided by the difference of rates of expansion of Zi and *'i has the same value, 0.6522 (§ 6), as

when the metallic temperature or Zi — Si is zero.
^

§ 5. 5. Of the sum of small corrections to the length of a section arising from the fact that
the ratio of the difference of rates of expansion of zinc and steel bars to that of steel bar differs

slightly from the constant 0.6522 at metallic temperatures different from Zi — S{ = 0.

§ 6. The value of ^,"'

—

8i'%ov the metallic temperature of any tube, results from the corrected
observations made during the base-measurement. At each end of the tube the distance (less than
O-'-'-.l) by which the 0'" or 4" graduation-mark on the steel bar precedes a graduation-mark on
the zinc bar is read with the microscope and the number of the graduation pointed at on the
zinc bar is noted. The graduation of the zinc bar, though very good, is not perfect, hence the
number of the graduation-mark does not give precisely the number of tenths of millimeters- between
the 0'" or 4"' mark on the zinc bar and the graduation-mark pointed at. Hence a small correction
for error of graduation is needed. One turn of the microscope-screw is not exactly 0""M, hence
there is a correction for run. Thedata for both corrections are given in Chapter IX, §§ 69, 72. Apply-
ing these corrections, there result the true distances bywhich the 0'" and 4™ graduation-marks on the
steel bar precede the same marks on the zinc bar. The difference of these distances is Z^—Sy, the
difference of lengths of the two bars, or the metallic temperature. In reducing the base-measure-
ments, these metallic temperatures are obtained for every tube measured. From this metallic
temperature and the known length of S, when S,—Z,=0, the length of 8, for any metallic temper-
ature, Zi—8i, is derived in the following way

:

When 8, and Z^ are expressed in terms of their lengths, 8?^ and Zj^^, at 32° F., if V^^t—32 where
* is the Fahrenheit temperature, we have

—

(1) 8,= 8,^' {l+at':V:3t")

(2) Z,=Z,^-' {l+a't'+[it")

(3) -|^f,^^I!,=8y^^a+1fiV)

(4) ||i=^,=^,^^(a'+2/9<';
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CHAPTEE X

CHICAGO BASE.

§ 1. This straight base was measured in duplicate with the Repsold base-apparatus iu 1877 l)y

a party under the charge of Assistant Engineer E. S. Wheeler, who had with him Assistant Engi-
neers Charles Pratt and F. W. Lehnartz. The description of the Eepsold base-apparatus and of

the method of using it has already been given iu Chapter VIII. The length of the base is about

4| miles, its Avest end is iu latitude 41° 47' and in longitude 87° 49' west from Greenwich. The
azimuth of the base from the west end is 290° 59'. The mean elevation of the tube during meas-
urement was 584.3 feet above mean tide in ISTew York Harbor.

The line lies in an open prairie; no points ot it differ in level by more than 4 feet; the soil is

stiff blue clay covered by six or eight inches of black loam. A part of the line ran through culti-

vated fields and a part over grassy prairie. The sod was not removed.

The ends of the base were marked by small agate hemispheres set in brass cylinders, which
were leaded into the tops of granite posts set in brick-work, the agate hemispheres being three

feet below the surface of the ground. A description of these marks may be found in the Lake-

Survey Eeport for 1878, and a sketch is given in Plate XII.

The base was divided into eight near ly equal sections by marks on stones, as described in

Chapter VIII, § 10. Counting from the we st end of the base, these stones were approximately at

228, 458, 692, 924, 1154, 1382, and 1682 tube lengths from it.

During the measurement of the bas e the tube was kept covered by an awning of sail-cloth

stretched over a hut-like frame-work, which was moved with it and protected it from the sun.

The microscope-stands were j)rotected in the same way except when being moved forward.

In measurement the axes of the microscopes are placed in the vertical plane through the base-

line by means of a telescope attached to the measuring-tube and made to move in a vertical plane.

The forward microscope having been pointed at the front-end zero of the steel bar in the measur-

ing-tube, the tube is then carried forward, and its rear-end zero having been placed under the same
microscope it is pointed at. This method assumes that in the interval between the pointings of

the same microscope at the front and rear ends of the tube, that is, while the tube is being carried

forward, the microscope is perfectly stable. To increase the stability of the microscopes, the feet

of their tripod-stands were placed on iron pins 15 inches long and 2 inches in diameter, driven into

the ground until their heads were only an inch or two above it. The iron legs of the stands were

wrapped with felt and covered with canvas to reduce temperature-changes. Experiment having

shown that the observers' weight resting on the ground in changing positions near the iron pins

might disturb the microscope, a plank about 8 feet long, having low supports at its ends was used

in all cases for the observers to stand on. Details as to the stability of the microscope-stands will

be given in the discussion of the sources of error iu the base-measurement. The apparatus, par-

tially protected by awnings, provied to have great stability iu winds, so that it was possible to

measure on many days on which it would have been impossible with the old apparatus. At
the close of work on each day marks were placed under the front ends of the last two or tluec

tubes measured, to which the ends of the tubes were referred by the cut-off apparatus (called l)y

Eepsold the Absetz Cylinder). (Chapter VIII, §§9 and 13.) On recommencing work the next

day, measurements were begun from all these marks, a weighted-mean result being used in com-

putation. The last three microscope-stands are allowed to retain their position, protected by tlie

awnings, during the suspension of work. Their stability is found to be nearly equal to that of the
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VALUES OF DIVISIONS OF LEVELS OF BASE-APPARATUS.

§ 74. The value of one division on each of the levels was determined with a level-trier. The

level-tubes are all numbered. The values are as follows

:

Hand level No. 14 V"=:51"

Fixed levels on measuring-microscopes, Nos. 15 to 22, inclusive l''"'=35"

Sector level of tube 1, No. 23 l'>-=33"

Sector level of tube 2, No. 24 l''"=38"

Detached level of measuring microscopes. No. 25 , . . . .
1^''=42"

Cut-off level, No. 26 1^'"= 1". 6

Striding level for quills. No. 27 .- 1'"= 7". 3

Cross level on tube 1, No. 40 l'''''=52"

Cross level on tube 2, No. 41 1"^=52"

§ 75. MISCELLANEOUS CONSTANTS.

Length of cut-off cylinder =0"". 781

Length, with lengthening bar attached ^1"". 698

Distance between axis of tube-telescope and longitudinal graduation on steel bar — ^0". 1062

Value of space between 45 and 50, convex end of quill A = 500*'.

Value of space between 45 and 50, convex end of quill B ^= 499''. 3

Value of space between figure 1 and middle stroke of letter m on metre i?1876 = 511''. 4
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Values of graduated spaces on zinc bar of tube 2.
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Values of graduated spaces on steel bars.

i
Spaces at 0'"...

i

i Spaces at 1"". 0.

I

Spaces at 1'". 5.-

;
Spaces at 1"'. 6

Spaces at 1". 7.

Spaces at l". 8.

i

U to

lo to

5o to

(o to

^0 to

(0 to

U to

(0 to

5o to

lo to

^0 to

^0 to

Spaces at 1"'. 9 ! ^ " *°

(0 to

Spaces at 2^. 0. ^0 to

to to

Spaces at 2"'. 1 ' }" ^
(0 to

— 0.1

+ 0.1

-0.1

+ 0.1

— 0.1

+ 0.1

— 0.1

+ 0.1

— 0.1

+ 0.1

-0.1

+ 0.1

-0.1

+ 0.1

-0.1

+ 0.1

-0.1

+ 0.1

On tube 1.

101,

100.

99.6

100.8

99.0

On tube 2.

101.2

99.4

98.8

98.5

100.3

99.2

100.1

98.4

101.0

98.1

100.2

99.6

99.0

100. .S

99.7

98.9

101.1

100. e

Spaces at 2". 2.

Spaces at 2™. 3.

Spaces at 2". 4

.

Spaces at 2". 5 .

.

Spaces at S". 0..

Spaces at 4"". 0..

ON NEUTKAL AXIS.

Spaces at 0"

Spaces at 4?"

On tube 1.

T/t/m.

U to - 0.

1

i to + 0.

1

5 to - 0.

1

^ to + 0.

1

5 to — 0.

1

i to + 0.

1

5 to — 0.

1

( to + 0.

1

< to — 0.

1

lo to + 0.1

5 to - 0.

1

( to + 0.

1

- 1 to + 1

- 1 to + 1

100.5

97.7

99.6

98.7

99.7

98.7

101.0

100.6

99.8

99.7

99.9

100.2

197.1

200.6

On tube 2.

100.2

99.1

99.4

99.0

100.1

99.0

100.8

98.9

100.2

99.8

100.4

98.9

206.6

19S. 7

Vahies of graduated spaces on zinc har of tube 1.
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Table of values of graduated spaces at 4*" or non-lettered end of brass bar.

Space.
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ing, the measurenieut is made from each of these three marks Since the intervals between the
marks when measured the second time will not agree precisely with those obtained on the preceding
day, either from errors of observation or from slight changes in the positions of the marks, it is

assumed in computation that the center of gravity of the three marks has not moved in the direc-

tion of the base-line, and with this condition all the measurements are referred to the mark last placed.

If a, b, c are the distances from the beginning of the base of three cut-off marks made when
stopping work, and a+Sa, b+db, and c+^c the corresponding distances when beginning work again,

the abscissa of c, with reference to the center of gravity of the three marks will be at stopping

a+b+c

and at starting

c+dc-

3

a+da+b+db+c+8c

Subtracting the first quantity from the second there results for the motion of c in the direction of

measurement with reference to the center of gravity

d {o—a)+d{c-b) '

*"
3

These variations follow directly from the two measurements of the intervals between the cut-off

marks, and the resulting motion of c is to be added to the length of the base, since the condition

that the center of gravity of the three marks remains unchanged requires that the front mark o

shall have moved forward by that amount during the suspension of the work. The sum of these

movements is the cut-off' correction for the whole base. Habitually the microscopes were left in

their positions over the cut-off marks, so that they also could be treated as stable marks in the

same way as the cut-off marks were. Such treatment showed that they had about the same sta-

bility as the marks, and also that when the cut-off' marks showed a good deal of relative motion,

the microscope showed the same thing in the same direction. This would indicate that the motion

of the cut-off marks when large was not due to slight motions in the ground of the stakes sup-

porting the cut-off marks, but to a motion of the ground itself, which carried with it not only the

stakes supporting the cut-off plate but also the heavy iron pins several decimeters distant, which

supported the microscope-stands and penetrated the ground about 30 centimeters. In stopping

for short periods, as at noon for dinner, but a single cut-off mark was placed. A discussion of these

displacements is given later in §§ 24-28.

9. Of the sum of corrections to Si arising from the fact that the observed Z^—8i in base-

measurements does not at all times give the true metallic temperature of Si, and hence does not

give its true length when taken in connection with the known expansions of the ziac and steel

bars. The derivation. of these corrections has been fally explained in Chapter IX, §§ 42-53, and

'the method of applying them has been given.

§ 11. As an example of the method of reduction, copies of the notes of measurement on the

Chicago "Base from the 1784th to the 1791st tube are given, including the notes of a cut-off'. Fol-

lowing the record of measurement, a reduction of the measurement with explanatory notes and a

reduction of the cut-off with explanatory notes are given.

CHICAGO BASE—FIRST MEASUREMENT.

1. Notes of measurement of line.

\
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'J. Kotes of vut-offa (i1 stopping and slin-fnig.

Tlate.

1S77.

JhIt 21

Km. (ir

ti.lie.
Mi'fin tirur.

No. of
jricio.^i'op

over ciiil

iiltiilie.

End of
scale

forward.

Level.

Itivi.sion ' licadingof
(ifscale. iiiifi'dsfope. Tpo

(rear)

17S6 12:00 m ...

1787 12:14 p.m.

.Tuly 2S

1788

1788

1787

17Sn

12:21p.m.

0:08 a. ra .

9:1.S a. ra

0:18 a. m .

B
Front ^ .

Front { ,

I A
S A

Front <

I B

Front \
^

( A

Front \
-^

'
( B

Front \
^

I A

rpv.

S. 925

9.609

9.535

9.254

13. .'55

13. 810

12.625

12. 294

11.565

11. 898

10.306

10. 000

div.

12.2

7.9

23.6

19.0

13.0

14.0

15.0

13.2

7.2

12.3

12.7

12.0

Riglit
(front).

Elevation
[

of slow-
motion of

cut-off
cylinder.

div.

11.0

15.4

0.7

5.0

11.0

10.0

9.0

10.8

11.1

6.9

5.0

6.0

3. Measurement of line—Coutiuued.

Grade. Kear end.
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Brduvtion of the notes of the measurement of the line.

1. BEFORE THE CUT-OFF.
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beiug obtained from columns 10 aud 11, by the formula given in § 30. TJie Naluc of c is formed

from the equation
^5,

e = .=

aud is numerically equal to + 0.6522.

Eeduction of the notes of cut-off meamarementn.

No. of
cut-ofl'.

Lt'Tel correctiou. Elevation
of the slow

I

Totjil 10 revolutions

; .^. . . i ^ ,1 "»*">" I cylinder.
I Divisions.

I

Seconds. <

•'

2.
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Remits of measurement of Chicago Buse-Jui<

Section.
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Friiidpul ri'siiJt.s of measiircmcut of Ghicaijo B(is<:

[C'HAr. X,

Section.
I Measure-

"-11

in.

AVLSt |KUt I

V....;j
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and »s'," when exprosscnl in terms of R lM7(j, i.s

^^,0= 4 iJ 1876— 58^.4 + 1^326 (60.20-42.75)

Making- the proper substitutions there result,

Chicago Base at sea-level=7508 (121876 at 60O.29 F.) + 2"'.96368.

AVest half of Chicago Base at sea-level =12124.9137 English feet.

East half of Chicago Base at sea-level=12523.7214 English feet.

Chicago Base at sea-level =24048.6351 English feet.

The valne of the base given above in terms of i2 1876 depends on adjusted expansions of J? 1876

and S.,. But in Chapter IX, § 66, a value for 8^ in terms of 721870 is given, which depends solely

on com]iarisons of i21.S70 with S.^ and of S^ with aS,. This value is

—

/S,=4i21876-37''.01+ 1''.2744 (f-59)

Expressing the base by this value it becomes

—

7508 (J? 1876 at 60O.29 F.)+ 2'".96398

This value will be of use when the length of i2 1876 is accurately known.

The Chicago Base was divided into two nearly equal parts by the middle section-stone. The
angles of the triangles formed by these halves of the base and station Willow Sprin^gs were read

with the same care as primary angles. They are given in Chapter XYI, C, and enable either half

of the base to be computed from the whole base. The computed values of the east and west halves

are, respectively, 12523".6833 and 12124".9519, and their excesses over the measured lengths are
-Oft.038 and +0".038, respectively.

El

§ 1.5. In § a value for -^—?i=- depending on the temperature has been obtained. Con-

sidering this quantity as independent of the temperature, that is, as constant^ an apjiroximate

value for it might have been obtained from the base-measurements. There were quite large diifer-

ences of temperature between the measurement and remeasurement of several of the twenty sec-

tions into which the Chicago, Sandusky, and Olney Bases are divided. If the measurements have

all corrections applied to them save those for temperature of Sy, the remaining differences between

the measurement and remeasurement of a section will be attributable to the changes in length of

Si from temperature and to accidental errors. It will be seen hereafter, in considering the discrep-

ancies between measurement and remeasurement, that the accidental errors are very small, and,

therefore, that the differences between two measures of the same section uncorrected for differences

of temperature, taken in connection with the values of the metallic temperatures Zi—Si for these

measures, should give a value for ^

—

\-^- From twenty sections, with ranges in the mean tera-
J^zi— -C'si

peratures of the two measurements of a section which sometimes reached 23^.4 F., a pretty good
XT

mean value of -^
^ should result. For each measure of each section of the three bases, an

observation-equation was written in the form a ^' +b=r, m which a is the sum of the ob-

served Zi 5', for the first measure minus that for the second; b is the length of the section uncor-

rected for temperature resulting from first measure minus that for the second measure ; and v is

the residual. Solving by least squares the twenty equations of condition thus obtained, there

results ——^!—=0.658 ±0.002. This value corresponds nearly to the mean temperature of all the

measures of the three bases, which was 740.47 F. In § 6 the value of -^—\— , derived from office
-C/z, — Jasi

comparisons, is given as 0.64119-(-0.000389 (<— 32), which at 740.47 F. becomes 0.65771.
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SOURCES OF ERROR.

§ 16. The sources of error in the meiisuremeut of a base-line with the Eepsold base-apparatus

may now lie considered.

1. Errors of ((lignment.—The Chicago base-line was divided into eight nearly equal sections

l)y isevcn marking-stones intermediate to the stones which mark the ends of the base-line. A point

at about the middle of the base was first obtained approximately on the line, and the angle at it

was then read between the ends of the base-line to an accuracy of one or two seconds. This gave

the means of computing the distance by which the point should be moved to make the angle at it

1.S0O, and the middle section-stone was then placed with its mark at this ])oint. The other section-

stones were then set in a similar way from the stones at the middle and ends of the base. This

made it certain that the different sections Avere parallel to the line joining the ends of the base,

within 5", a jirecision much greater than is necessary. The average length of a section was about

040 metres. Between two section-stones the measuring-tube was brought into line by setting its

0'" mark on the steel bar o^'er a point already fixed (a section-stone at starting), and then moving
the front end of the tube in azimuth till the alignment-telescope, firmly connected with the tube,

points to a target at the next section-stone, as distant from the line of the base as the vertical

plane through the line of collimation of the alignment-telescope is from the vertical plane through

the longitudinal line marked on the steel bar. It is evident, if the longitudinal line on the steel

bar is not parallel to the vertical plane of the telescope's motion, that when the telescppe points at

the distant target the steel bar will not be parallel to the base, its front end each time the tube is

set up changing its distance from the base but always remaining on the same side of the base-line,

the distance from the base-line of either rear or front end being zero at the beginning and end of

the section. The curve drawn through the successive positions of the tube resembles tlie path of

a boat steered toward a fixed point across a river. An investigation by Assistant Engineer J. B.

Johnson sliows that the curve in polar co-ordinates with the forward section-stone as an origin and

« ith angles counted from the section line may be reijresented closely enough by

= — I>rep. log (
- \ tan a

where A is the length of the section, a. the deviation from parallelism of the alignment-telescope,

and ( and e the coordinates. The rectification of this curve gives for its length between two sec-

tion-stones, if a, is the actual angular deviation of the steel bar from the telescope plane of
cos «! ^ ^

motion for this section. Hence the correction to the measured length of the section is — A'{1 —
cos «|) if A.' be the measured length. This may be written

-4' sin^ 1" a.^

Assuming that the sections are of equal length, as is nearly the case, the sum of the actual correc-

tions for all the sections would be

-(a,2+«2^...+ «„2)4'sin^l"

in which «„ is the actual deviation of the telescope from parallelism for the wth section. Approxi-
mate!v we shall have

n

where e is the mean error for the actual errors a„ aj, &c. Hence,

A value of e has been determined from numerous repetitious of the adjustment, each followed by
a measurement of the distance on a target attached to the tube, between the line of sight of the
telescope in its different adjustments and a fixed point of the target. The resulting value for e, or
the mean error of adjustment found, was 22". Hence the total correction to the base for this mean
error of adjustment would be

—n ^'^ sin^ 1" (22)2
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As this amouuts to less tliau 0'""'.1 for either the Chicago, Saudusky, or Ohiey IJase, it jnay be
neglected. As the adjustments were only made about once in a week, while a section was meas-

ivced in two or three days, it has been assumed as an approximation that the adjustment-error Avas

constant for each section. Experience on the Chicago and Saudusk\' Bases showed that the tele-

scope when once adjusted retained its position with great stability, and that the changes produced

by a new adjustment were due to the errors in the adjustment itself and not to change in the posi-

tion of the telescope. On the Sandusky and Olney Bases, measured in 1878 and 1879, respectively,

points were placed accurately on the base-line at intervals of about 300"' intermediate to the section-

stones and by the method used for placing the section-stones. Then, in measuring the base, whenever

one of these points was passed the actual deviation from the base-line was measured. The greatest

deviation in any case was O'-.OIS excluding one case of 0"'.191, which arose from an error of adjust-

ment. See Chapter XII, § 2.

On the Olney Base, after adjusting the telescope to parallelism with the steel bar as nearly as

possible, bj' the method given in Chapter VIII, § 11, further changes by computed amouuts lead

on the target were made in the adjustment of the telescope until the tubes would pass within 1"^'" of

the intermediate marks. This once accomplished, no further adjustment was needed during the

meastirement of the bas^, although the adjustment was frequently tested. There is of course a

slight error in alignment arising from error in pointing telescope at the signal, but as the tele-

scope was a good one with an object-glass about 30""" in diameter, the error from this cause was

entirely insignificant in comparison with that already discussed.

§ 1 7. 2. Errors of inclination.—In § 8, under (6), it has been stated that seven determiuatiojis

of index-error of the sector, distributed through the measurement, gave a range of but 26", and

that their mean was taken as the true value of the index-error. We may assume, then, that the

probable error in this correction did not exceed 5". This would introduce an error into the length

of the base which would change sign whenever the inclination changed sign, and so, on a nearly

level base, would be largely eliminated. Even if there had been no changes of sign of this correc-

tion, since the average inclination was much less than 1°, an error of not more than stttoooo part

of the distance would have been introduced. With the changes of sign the error may be neglected.

The sector can be read to 30", but its vernier was habitually set at exact minutes, and the level, of

which one division equals 33", was read to tenths of a division. These errors of reading are

accidental, and so as often i)ositive as negative, and their probable value does not exceed 5". The

resulting corrections change sign with the error, so that the total correction to a section or to the

base from this error would be very nearly zero. Taking 1° as the inclination, which would give

the average error for a tube from error in reading inclination (and this value is too large), this

error would be about 2*^. The probable error in the length of the base from this cause would be

about 2'' Vi878 or rtSBf'.e, a quantity which may be neglected.

^ 18. 3. StahiUty of microscopes.—It has already been stated that the interval between the

position of the 4™ mark on the front end of the tube and the position of the 0™ mark on the rear

end of the tube, when these marks were brought successively under the same microscope, was

measured with the microscope. As the distance to l)e measured was habitually less than 0""".l,

and as the microscopes can be pointed with a probable error of about i 0*^.4 in the comparing-room,

which may be increased to O''.? or Of'-S in the field, and since the errors in measuring this quantity

are as likely to be iiositive as negative, their resultant effect on the length of the base does not

exceed 0">"'.04, and is entirely insignificant.

But the method of measurement supposes absolute stability in the microscope in the interval

between its pointings at the front and rear ends of the tube. ISTumerous experiments on this point

were made on the Sandusky and Olney Bases. The microscope may from temperature-changes in

itself and in the stand which carries it, change its pointing. This it undoubtedly does, but experi-

ence in open-air comparisons has shown that such changes are very slow, and that in the period of

one or two minutes elapsing between successive pointings with the same microscope, the change is

entirely insignificant. On the Olney Base, work was suspended at noon for dinner. On twenty-

four days the average length of the stop was I'' 49". The relative movement of the microscopes

in this interval, from all causes (excluding one day on which it was 4-174'*.2), varied between

35 L s
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+ i;7''.."> and — IS''.."), giving in moan +!''.(( as the average motion of the microscopes from each

other during this stop. The microscope may also change its pointing from disturbances trans-

mitted to it through its stand from the earth, these disturbances arising either from the weight of

the men employed in the work, when they change positions in the vicinity of the microscope, or

from the disturbance ])r()duced by the removal of the front end of the tube from a stand and the

placing of the rear end of the tube in the same stand, this disturbance of the tube-stand being

transmitted through the ground to the microscope-stand. If by any of these causes the microscope

is displaced subsequently to the pointing at the front end of the tube, the displacement will intro-

duce no error, provided the microscope returns to its previous position by the time it is pointed at

the rear end of the tube next in order of measurement.

It will be well to restate the position of the microscope-stand with reference to the tube-stand,

and the varying positions of the men employed in the work. The vertical axis of the stand sup-

porting the end of the tube is directly under the microscope, so that its feet are not far from the

corresponding feet of the microscope-stand. The feet of both rest on the heads of iron pins two

inches in diameter and fifteen inches long, shown in Figure 1, Plate VII, driven down to the

ground. The axes of the pins supporting corresponding legs of the two stands varj-^ in distance

from each other between 7 and 12 inches. When the men approach a microscope to remove the

tube from or to jilace the tube on its stands, they are required to keep 16 inches away from the

])ins supporting the microscope, or, what is the same thing, 12 inches away from the foot-plate.

On the Sandusky and Olney Bases this distance was secured by placing wooden cross-bars on the

platform which supports the observer, at the right places to keep the men away from the micro-

scopes. The question arises, and it is a very important one, whether, when a tube-carrier ap-

proaches a microscope, keeping at the prescribed distance from its supporting i)ins, his weight,

acting through the ground, displaces the microscope by amounts that need to be considered, and,

if so, whether, when he withdraws, the displacement disappears. Two men carry the tube by

means of straps passing over their shoulders, one being at the front end and one at the rear. A
microscope having been pointed at the front end of a tube, the front carrier then approaches the

microscope, lifts the tube from its stand, steps sidewise, and then moves forward. Immediately

after the rear carrier approaches the same microscope, places the rear end of the tube on the stand

under the microscope, and then withdraws. As at other times the men are two or three feet or

more away from the microscope, the danger of disturbance exists only when the tube is being

placed on or lifted from its stand. Numerous experiments were made on the Sandusky and the

Olney Base to decide the question whether the microscopes were permanently disturbed by the

motions of the tube-carriers. The following method was used: The tube being placed under the

microscopes as in measuring, pointings were made at both ends of the tube; then a man approached

till his foot, on which he bore his weight, was within a known distance, usually six inches or less,

of that foot-plate supporting the front or rear microscope to which he approached most nearly in

measuring; then both microscopes were read; the man then withdrew and both microscopes wi're

again read. The readings on the tube, corrected for temperature-change, gave the change of int r-

val between the microscopes due to the approach or recession of the man. Assuming that the

distant microscope was stable for this short time, about one minute, the change in the interval was
the motion of the other microscope in the direction of the base. On the Sandusky Base experi-

ments were only made with the front microscope. The following tables give the results. The first

column gives the date; the second gives the distance of the man's foot from the foot-plate of the

microscope-stand, and should be increased by three inches to give the distance from the supporting
pin; the third column gives the displacement when the man approached the foot-plate; and the

fourth, the displacement when he withdrew. A plus sign indicates motion of the microscope in

the direction of measurement.
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SANDUSKY I!ASE-LINE.

Apparent morement of microscope at front end of tube.

Date.
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(i|,XF,V ISASE-LINE.

Apparent movement of microscope at front end oftnhc.

[+ indicates foTward, — indicates backward movement. I

Date.
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From tliese tables it appears that when a man stood witliiu (j inches of eitlier front or rear

foot-plate of a microscope it moved toward him in 97 cases out of 99 ; ^nd wlien the man withdrew
the microscope moved in the opposite direction in 97 cases out of 99.

Mean displacements of mioroscopen.

Position of man. At front end
of tulie.

At rear entl

of tube.

Witliin inches of rear foot-plate —11.1 ,

"Witlidrawn
'

-\- 9.

4

I

Witliin 6 inches of front foot-plate
j

+10.2 i

AYitlidrawu —8.5
|

Sum I —0.0 1

—13.4

+10. 8

+ 9.3

For the front microscope there results then as the permanent displacement resulting from an

approach within 6 inches of and a withdrawal from both its front and rear footplates (as is the case

in measuring, although the approach is not so close) a permanent displacement of the microscope

by Of'.O, and for the rear microscope a permanent displacement of — 1*^.5, or, in mean, — 0^.7.

The average displacement produced by a man's weight within G inches of either front or rear

foot-plate on the sandy Sandnsky Base was o'^.2, the displacements being irregular in amount and
sign. On the Olney Base, much of which was covered with sod, displacements were quite regular

in amoixnt and in sign, the average value being llf'.O.

The permanent displacements of the microscope by the approach of men to and their recession

from both front and rear foot-plates were —2''.2 for the Sandusky and — 0"-.7 for the Olney base-

line. Considering the result on the Sandusky base-line, it is evident that a few additional obser-

vations giAing displacements no larger than some observed would seriously modify its valiie,

while the Olney permanent displacement is no larger than its probable error.

On the Sandusky Base the recovery exceeded the observed displacement for the rear foot-plate

while the mean recovery was slight for the front foot-jilate. It is difficult to believe that these

two foot-plates should differ widely in their average conduct. The experiments do not then, in

average, establish any permanent displacement, though they indicate about — I'^.S. But in all or

nearly all of these experiments the man's foot was but 6 inches or less from the foot-plate instead

of being a foot or more from it as in actual measurements. We may conclude, then, that in actual

measurement the average permanent displacements were so small that the experiments do not

enable us to assign a reliable value to them.

§ 30. Experiments were made on 6 days on the Sandusky Base to see if the pressure on the

ground of the tube-carriers between the microscopes and alongside the tube, affected the in-

terval between the microscopes. The tube was first read on with the two microscopes; then the

tube-carriers stood at their places beside the tube, and the microscopes were again read, then the

tube-carriers stepped away and the microscopes were again read. The observed relative displace-

ments of the ]iiicroscopes with men beside the tube varied from +2^.1 to— 9"^.6, their mean being

— 2*^.5. But two measures of displacement when men stepped away were made; their mean was

+ 1'^.0, a plus sign indicating motion of microscopes from each other.

On the Olney Base, such measures were made on tweuty-fonr days. Tlie results are given in

the following tables

:
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OI.NKV BARE-LINE.

KeUitirc. morcment of micnmvjyes when fiihc-earricys come into and go out of position.

[— iiiilicixliM that microacopes more towards, + that they move from each other.]

„ 1
I

Eelative movement oil
I

Eolativf movement on
^^

1 coming into position, ^oinj; out of position.

1879.
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staucl symmetrically- about its axis, aud the microscopes were agaiu read, aud finally the plus were
removed, and the microscopes were agaiu read iu some cases. At the Sandusky base 14 experi-

ments were made on the front microscope on 13 days. The results are given in the following table:

SAMDUSKY BASE-LINE.

Apparent movement of microscope at front end of tube when ireight was placed on or talcen off stand

under mieroseope eit front end,

[+ iudiciitcs forward, — indicates b;ick.ward movement.]

DiiU-.

1878.

Aug. 6

9

9

13

16

19

22

28

9

18

17

25

2

12

Sept.

Oct.

A]»pan'Ut iu(t\-i'- A|)i)aii'iit iiMn-e-

A\'ci^ht. ' iiu'iiti on placing incut on removing
weight ou stand. \\ ciglit from stand.

50 ponnds

Han"s wclglit.

-.-.do

--- do

... do

... do

--- do

... do

... do

... do

...do

....do

50 x>ounds

120 pounds

Means

-3.5
--4.5

-f 1. 1

— 7.6

+ 7.6

-35.2

+ 1.6

-5.6
-8.7
—14. 5

,+ 7.4

-I- 4.6

' - 2. G

- 2. S

H 3,3

-i- 0.8

-1 0.4

-i 3. !)

— 2.0

-1-11.7

- 0.5

-4.5

On two days the weight placed on the stand was 50 pounds; on the others it was 120 or 150

pounds. The extreme displacements observed when tube-stand was loaded were — 35'^.2 and

+ 11^.0, the mean displacement being —4*^.5.

If the single observation which gave a displacement — 35''.2 were rejected (and it is the only

one exceeding 14'*.5), the mean displacement would be reduced to —2*^.1. The displacement result-

ing from the removal of the weights was observed seven times on six days ; its extreme values

were +11''.7 and —2*^.0; its mean value was +2''.3, essentially the same as the displacement pro-

duced by putting on the weights if the oi^e observation referred to, be rejected. The experiments

do not establish any permanent displacement on the average produced by adding the weights.

Mne experiments on the same day were made by loading a rear tube-stand in three different

jjositions with 90 pounds, and observing the displacement of the microscope over it on adding and

ou removing the weights. The mean displacement when weight was added was +4''.l, and — Of'.l

when weight was removed ; but as the microscojies occupied but three positions, the results are not

sufiftcient to justify any conclusions from them.

Similar experiments were made on the Olney Base, the loads being 90 pounds. They were

made on but two days. For the front microscope the loading was repeated (the stands remaining

in one position each day) four times on the lirst day, and six times on the second day. They,

therefore, show mainly the results of repeating experiments on the same ground. On loading the

stand the displacements varied between +4'*.5 and — 3''.3, giving +0'^.2 in mean; on unloading, the

displacements varied between +4*^.3 and — 4*^.2, giving 0*^.0 in the mean.

As the result of the experiments to determine whether a microscope was permanently tlis-

placed, either by the removal of the front end of the tube weighing 90 pounds, and replacing it by

the rear end having the same weight, or by loading the tube-stand by weights ranging from 50 to

150 jjounds, and then removing them, it may be said that no permanent displacement of the micro-

scope is established in either case, and that if such displacement exist it must be very small in

comparison with other errors of measurement.

§ 33. It has already been stated that, to prevent disturbance of the microscope by the observer,

he stood at the middle of a plank 8 feet long, shown in Plate XIII, supported at the ends, Avliich

were thus about 2)j feet from the microscope foot-plates. At the Olney base-line the oxpcrimont
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wiis iiiiMlc ou 7 days ol'liiiviiii;- a man. in addition to tlie observer, stand first on tbc rear and tboii

on tlic front end of the platform. When the man stepped on the rear end of the front platform,

the motion of the microscope varied between — ll*^.-] and +1'^.!», being — l**.? in mean; when he

stepped from the rear tii the front end of the front platform, the motions of the microscope varied

between +0^.1^ and +1'^.7, being in mean +C''.4:. Experiments ou 6 days, in m liich the man shifted

from front to rear end of rear platform, gave motions varying between — Cj^.i^ and +>.4, or in

iiionu — 4'^.3. Tliese displacements were the temporary displacements; the i)ormaneut ones, as in

the case ol' the tube-carriers, were doubtless much smaller; but the work indicates the necessity

ibr a. platform to support the observer.

§ 23. From the results of these experiments on the stability of the microscopes, it may finally

be concluded that while the microscopes may be displaced by small quantities l>y the motions of the

tube-carriers, the average of such displacements must be much less for the tube-carriers, when at

their usual distance of 12 inches from the foot-plates, than in the experiments when the distance

was () inches, and the average displacement for the base on which it was greatest was ll'^.O; that

these displacements almost entirely disappear when the pressure is removed, the mean permanent

displacement for the two bases being but— li^.5 for a man (i inches from a foot-])late, a quantity too

small to be accurately determined by the exiierimeuts made, and which \vould be still smaller for

the distance of 12 inches preserved in measurement. This elimination of permanent displacement

might liaAC been anticipated, since the displacement would naturally be toward tlie man causing it,

and the permanent displacement, if any, should be in the same direction. But in a long series

there is no reason for expecting a greater j)ermanent displacement from approacli to the front foot-

plate than to the rear, and, since the number of approaches to each is the same in measuring,

elimination of the effect should be exi^ected. It is also concluded that the movement of the tube

from microscope to microscope causes iu the average no permanent displacement in the microscopes,

and that the obsei'ver standing on his platform does not permanently affect the microscope by

measurable quantities. Slight permanent disturbances of the microscopes undoubtedly occur, but

it seems safe to assume that they may be considered as accidental errors, which will show their full

effect in remeasuremeuts of the different sections of each base.

As the Chicago Base like the Olney Base was on prairie soil, underlaid within 6 or 12 inches

by clay, the conclusions as to the stability of microscopes on the Olney Base can be applied to it.

On the Chicago Base, however, the clay was softer, and there were some periods of rain which made
the clay quite soft.

§ 941. 4. Errors in cut-offs, that is in referring ends of tube to marJcs on gromid.—The method
of making cut-offs has already been described in Chapter VIII, §§ 9, 13. After the microscope has

been pointed at the end of a tube, the tube is removed and a horizontal graduated scale, described

in Chapter VIII, § 9, and shown in Plate X, Pig. 4, is put in its place, this scale being fixed on top

of an axis which can be made vertical, the lower end of this axis having a conical socket which
rests on a hemisphere of steel fixed in the ground-i)late. The steel axis is made closely v^ertical

with a level of which one division= 1".6, and the small deviations from verticality a,re read. As
the greatest distance of the graduated scale from the ground "plate does not exceed f'.TSS, the

error in fixing the position of the scale with reference to the ground-marlv from this cause cannot

exceed 0'"™.1, and as it is as likely to be positive as negative, its cunuilated effect in a section or

in tlie base is insignificant. The longitudinal graduation-line of the scale is brought into the direc-

tion of the base by the longitudinal microsco[)e-wire. The scale has been compared with a standard
and is found to be accurately graduated, so that its errors can be neglected. Its divisions are milli-

meters at 38° F. In fact, the zero-mark near the axis of revolution was habitually pointed at with

scale pointing to rear and front end of section, so that graduation-errors did not usually enter.

The error in determining the horizontal distance in the direction of the base between the 4™ mark
on the end of the tube and the cut-off sphere in the ground-plate being insignificant, the question

arises whether the cut-off sphere itself remained immovable in the interval of time between clos-

ing work in the evening and beginning it again in the morning, or sometimes for longer intervals.

The cut-off sphere is held in the cut-off plate by stout abutting-screws which give it rectan-

gular liorizontal motions. It may be considered as fixed with reference to the cut-off plate. This

is a circular disk of iron weighing about '.I kilograms. In using it, three broad-headed wooden
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stakes were driven about three decimeters into the ground, leaving their heads projecting slightly,

and it was placed on the heads of these stakes and snugly confined by nails driven into them.

As three such cut-off plates were placed on stopping work at night (except in a part of the

first measurement of the Chicago Base when but two were used) and as their distances apart were
again measured on recommencing the work, an idea of their stability can be formed from the re-

sults. It has already been stated that in reduction of the base-measurement the assumption is

made that the center of gravity of three cut-off spheres does not move and that the measurement
is referred to the front cut-off sphere of the three. The motions that we detect, then, are those of

this front cut-off" sphere with reference to the center of gravity of three. If, as a part of their

motion, all three move by equal amounts in the same direction, this part of their motion is un-

detected.

§ S5. The following table gives for each cut-off on each measurement of the Chicago, San-

dusky, and Olney Bases, the date, the number of the tube at which the cut-off" was made, the time-

interval between stopping and starting, and the change in the distance between the first and sec-

ond and the second and third cut-off" plates. When the cut-off plates separate from each other the

plus sign is given to the change.

Relative movements of cutoffplates.

TWO CUT-OFF PLATES: CHICAGO BASE, FIRST MEASUREMENT.

Dates.
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Relative movements of cut-off plates—Continued.

THREE CUT-OFF PLATES : CHICAGO BASE, SECOND MEASUREMENT.

Dates.

1878.

July 24-25..

27-28..

28-30

30-31

31-Aug. 2...-

Nos. of tubes.

42- 3

199-200

Aug. 2-

3- 4

4- 6

6- 7

8- 9

9-10

10-13

13-15

15-16

16-17

17-18

18-20

20-21
,

21-22
,

22-22

24-25

233-

330-

441-

524-

647-

700-

721-

952-

1042-

1160-

1316-

1237- 8

1341- 2

1379- 80

1423- 4

1546- 7

1653- 4

1720- 1

1806- 7

Intervals of I

time be-
tweencut-
off read-
ii'SS.

Relative movement of eut-off

Ijlates.

ft.

17

17

45

17

40

16

16

45

22

16

16

64

41

18

17

20

42

16

14

H
18

tnm,

—0. 1108

+ 0.0700

-0. 0051

—0. 3366

+ 0.0574

-0. 1163

—0. 1018

—0. 1963

+0. 0080

—0. 0788

+0. 0465

-0. 0760

—0. 2874

—0. 0281

—0. 0078

+0. 0904

-0. 0103

+0.1201

—0. 1867

+0. 0792

-0. 0319

2-3

mTn.

+ 0.0233

+0. 1318

+ 0.0720

f 0.1723

+ 0.1738

+ 0.1234

-0.0849

+0. 0278

+0. 2410

+0. 1331

+ 0.1010

+ 0.6659

+0. 0981

-0. 0561

+ 0.0859

+0. 0296

+ 0.3944

—0. 1194

+0. 1388

—0. 0324

+0. 0339

THREE CUT-OFF PLATES: SANDUSKY BASE, FIRST MEASUREMENT.

Aug. 6- 9
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Relative movements of cut-off plates—Continued.

THREE CUT-OFF PLATES : OLNEY BASE, FIRST MEASUREMENT.

Dates.
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But tlicic is no ivasou tor supposing the sum of tlie squares of the displacements greater for one

cut-ofl' plate than for another. Taking them to be equal to that for the first cut off plate,

If there are n cut-offs the square root of the mean square of displacement will be

V in

and the probable displacement of any cut-off plate,

to=±0.6745 /P?]±P3
V in

For the center of position of three cut-off plates the probable displacement is then

5,r,.= ±(..6745 IWl+m
V 12m

or, for two cut off plates,

,Xr„=±0.6745 M+ i^f]
V 8w

These probable displacements include the probable errors of the two measurements of the

intervals between the cut-off' plates, and hence overestimate the disturbance. But as the errors of

measurement are small in comparison with the displacements, It is not necessary to specially con-

sider them. The probable error of a measurement scarcely exceeds 5'*, and this would affect but

very slightly the probable value of the displacement. Finding now the values of Sx or the proba-

ble movement of a single cut-oft' plate, during the suspension of work, habitually for 15 hours or

more, there results

For Chicago B ase, 5a;=i 84*^

For Sandusky Base, 8oc= ± Gl**

For Olney Base, to=±42'^

Deriving the values of the dx,i, the probable motion of the center of position of two or three cut-off

plates, they are found to be

Chicago Base, 1st measurement, two cut-oft' plates, too=±60''; number of stops, 21.

Chicago Base, both measurements, three cut-off plates, Sxo=A=i9'^; numbers of stops, 8 and 21.

Sandusky Base, both measurements, three cut-off' plates, too=zlz35'^; numbers of stops, 16 and 12.

Olney Base, both measurements, three cut-off plates, too=±24'^; numbers of stops, 21 and 12.

The probable error of the cut-off' correction, that is, of the relative movement of the last micro-

scope, and the center of position will differ from these only by quantities which may be neglected.

Since the observations only gave relative movements of the cut-off' plates, they did not detect a

common movement of all the plates in the same direction, which without doubt sometimes occurred.

Hence the above probable displacements are somewhat too small.

Multiplying each of the Sxo by the square root of the number of stops, values varying between
± 0"™.L!7 and ± 0'"™.08 are found for the probable errors introduced into a measurement of a base by
the instability of the cut-off' plates. They are so small that even when increased somewhat on
account of the fact that the method of making the cut-off measurements does not detect a common
movement of all the cut oft' plates in the same direction, it will yet be sufticient to assume that these

errors develop their full «ffect in the differences of length of the sections of the base given by the

measurement and remeasurement, and therefore do not need a separate estimate.

§ 27. The following table gives the numbers of times the signs of the change in interval

between the first and second, and second and third cut off plates and /microscopes over them were
positive and negative for each base and each measurement, a positive sign indicating that the

plates or microscopes moved apart.
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Number of + and — signs in relative movements of cut-off plates and microscopes.

TWO CUT-OFF PLATES : CHICAGO BASE.

Pair of cut-off
plates an d
microacopes.
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Tlic result of tlie examination is that tlic cnt-off plates have a somewhat greater stability than

the microscopes. Since, however, both cut-off plates and microscopes are most unstable during

and after rains, and since at that time the greater weight of the microscope-tripod would tend to

make its changes of position the greater, it is probable that in good soil and dry weather the micro-

scopes and the cut-off" plates have about the same stability. As a rule, when the change in the

inter^-al between cut-off plates ;kvas large, the change in the interval between the microscopes was

large and usually in the same direction. Thus on the Chicago Base there were sixteen cut-offs in which

the change of interval of cut oft' plates exceeded 0""".15 out of a total of sixty-three. In nine ofthese the

microscope-interval changed by more than 0""".l in the same direction, and in three cases it changed

by more than 0""".l in the opposite direction. On the Sandusky Base the interval between cut-off

plates changed in thirteen cases out of a total of forty-seven by more than O'^.IS. In ten of these

cases the microscope-interval changed by more then 0™"'.! in the same direction, and in none of the

leases did it change in the opposite direction by O'"".!. On the Olney Base the interval between

cut-oft' plates changed by more than 0""".15 in four cases out of a total of flfty-one cases. In two

of these the microscope-interval changed by more than 0""".l in the same direction, and in none of

these cases did it change in the opposite direction by 0'"'".1.

Besides the cut-ofts, two or three in number, made when the work was to be suspended for

many hours, there was a cut-off' made on a single plate on stopping for about 1.9 hours on the

average at noon. The measurements made on recommencing the work gave the change in relative

position of microscope and cut-off plate from all causes. That change was of course due only in

X)art to change of position of the cut-off plate. .The following are the probable changes in position

of cut-off plate or microscope for the different bases, derived on the assumption that microscopes

and cut-off plates were equally stable from the observed changes in relative position.

Chicago Base, ilG''

Sandusky Base, 4z IS**

Olney Base, ± lOi^

The number of cut-offs of this kind for both measurements for all bases varied between twenty-one

and twelve, so that the maximum probable error introduced into the measurement of a base from

this cause would not exceed IGf' ^21 = O'^^.OT. This error is so small that it may be included in the

discrepancy of the two measures of each section of a base.

§ 29. From the discussion of errors of alignment, of inclination, of stability of microscopes

and of stability of cut-off plates, §§ 16-28. it is concluded that these errors are either so small that

their eftect on the whole base can be neglected, or that their effect is sufficiently shown in the

discrepancies between the two measurements of each section. The errors which will enter the final

value of the Chicago Base will be that in the adopted length of the steel bar S^ at a chosen temper-
ature, and those due to the determination of the number of times this length of bar is contained in

the length of the base, that is, to errors of measurement.
If the full eff'ect of the errors of measurement was shown by the discrepancies between the two

measures of each section, a pretty good idea of the resulting probable error of measurement in the
mean of two measurements of the base could be obtained in the following way. From § 13 the fol-

lowing table is derived:

Section.
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The positive sign prefixed to a difference indicates tliat the first measurement was the

greater. There are but two negative signs to six positive. If the positive signs all corresponded to

cases where the temperature of the first measurement differed in the same direction from that of

the second, the positive signs might be attributed to an error in the value adopted for the exi^ansions

of Z^ and 8-^ ; but of the six positive differences three, as will be seen by reference to the temper-

ature corrections in § 12, are when the first measurement was hotter and three when it was cooler.

Since the first measure of the base was from west to east, the zinc bar was on the north side ; in

the second measurement it was on the south side. If the position of the sun affected the deduced

length of /Si by slightly heating the nearer bar, the second measurement should have given the

greater length. Call d the difference between two measures of the same section and suppose the

errors of the different sections independent of each other, then there results for the probable error

in the mean of the two measures of the base

^. e.=0.6745^i^= ± l"""-^^
=_^^J^^^^

part of the base.

Besides the errors of measurement already mentioned, this probable error includes the other

accidental errors of measurement, and a part of the errors due to erroneous corrections for temper-

ature. But the discrepancies between the measures of a section do not fully develop the errors

arising from temperature.

§ 30. Neglecting for the present the consideration of the errors arising from the fact that the

observed Z^— 8\ is not always the true metallic temperature of S^ and leaving this error to be con-

sidered later, the errors now to be considered are those in the part of the base exjjressed by § 6.

(1) w(ASO^,=^,-f 0.6522 [Zi— ;8'J+0.000005106[(^i— aS,)^]

and include the error of the standard 8^ at a chosen temperature. The quantity (1) may, so far as

probable errors are concerned, be taken as the whole base. Now the sum of the first two terms is

identical with

(2) »H'S'i)z_s =m, or tl((S'i)m

where m is the mean value of Z^— S^ for the two measiires of the base. Hence the probable error

in the sum of the first two terms is the same as that of (2). But the probable error of (2) arises

only from the probable error in the length of the standard 8^ for the temperature Z^— 8i=m, and

from the error in tn. Neglecting the latter for the present, since m for the Chicago Base is +570^'

(§ 12), corresponding to 75°.27 P., and since «=1877, there results for the probable error due to the

first two terms of (1) from the value of the probable error in iS„ given in Chapter IX, § 63,

zt 1877(3^^.36) =zt6""".31

The probable error in the third term of (1) cannot be assigned with any precision, since the

coefficient of the second power of the temperature in the value for the length of 8, at any tempera-

ture is not precise. A ijrobable error in this coefficient equal to one-fourth of its value seems large

enough to attribute to it. Since for the two measures of the Chicago Base the mean value of

the third term of (1) (see table in § 12) is 3""".82, this process would assign to the third term a

probable error of
±0'"'".95

Combining it with the ±6'"'".31 found for the sum of the first two terms, of (1), there results as

the probable error in the base due to uncertainties in the length of 8^,

±6'"°>.38

§31. It remains to consider the error introduced into the base from the fact that the observed

Zi—8i is not always the true metallic temperature of 8,. This subject has been discussed in Chap-

ter IX §§ 25-53, and it is there seen that owing to differences of temperature of Z^— 8„ to slight

possible bendings of Z„ but mainly it is believed to the fact that Zi does not,at the same tempera-

ture always have the same length, it is necessary to apply an average correction of 4*^.0 (Chapter
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IX, § 49) to the length, of S^ computed from the observed Zi

—

jS',, during the whole time occupied

in the measurement of a base. A\^hatever error there is in this correction enters the final value of

the base. The considerations stated in Chapter IX, § '>:i, led to the assignment of ±1''.;') as the

probable error in this value. For the 1877 (A',) on the Chicago Base, this gives a probable error of

§ 3S. In § 14 the probable error in the adopted mean height of tube during the nieasure-

nu'.nt of the base above mean tide is given as ±1 ft. This introduces into the base the probable

error of
±0"'™.36

§ 33. The probable errors already derived are

mm-.

From discrepancies of measurement, § 29 , ± 1. 46

From error of value of /Si, § 30 ±6. 38

From error in observed Zi — 8i, ^ 31 ± 2. 82

From error in mean elevation of tube, § 32 =t 0. 36

The first of these includes in part the errors of the third species. Neglecting this fact and com-

bining all, there results,

Probable error in Chicago Base:= i 7""".4=^^^^-jjj^^ part of base.

Hence from § 14 there results for the Chicago Base as the final value at sea-level

CHiCAao Base= 24648.635± 0.023 English feet.

§ 34. The length of Chicago Base in terms of the metre, i21876, deduced from the length of

8i, depending on intercomparisons of E 1876, Si and 82 alone, is, § 14,

7508 (E1876, at 60O.29 F.)-f2'".96016

Its probable error may be derived by observing that this leiigth was obtained from the length of

the base in terms of 81, viz, § 14,

1877 (<S'i'')+3».03037

by substituting for 81 the value

»S'i=4 i?1876-37^01+1^2744 (^-59)

The square of the probable error of the length of 81 just given is, Chapter IX, § 66, the unit being l**,

0.1480+0.00048 (<-59)^+0.00033 {t-42.75f

which for *= 750.27 F., the mean temperature of Chicago Base, becomes 0.5162. Therefore, by ref-

erence to §§ 29-32, the square of the probable error of the length of the base as expressed above,
in terms of 221876, is in millimeters,

1877^ (0.000718)2 from error in relative length of 81, and 4 B 1876

+ (0.95)2 fj.Qjjj gj,j.(jj. jj^ correction depending on Zj_—8i)

+ (1.46)2 fpQjjj residuals of two measures of sections

+ (2.82)2 from errors in metallic temperatures

+ (0.36)2 from error in elevation above sea.

Adding and extracting the square root there results ±3""».60, which corresponds to the
^

2089000
part of the length of the base. The above length of the base may then be written thus

:

Chicago Base at sea-level=7508 (B1876 at 60O.29 F.)+2960'^™.16±3'"°i.60

When the length of i21876 in metres becomes known, and is substituted in this expression, the
probable error of the resulting length of the base will be the square root of the sum of the squares
of 3--.60, and 7,508 times -the probable error of the length of J? 1876 at the mean temperature
(750.27 F.) of the base.
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COMPARISON OP THE MEASURED LENGTH OP CHICAGO BASE WITH ITS LENGTH COMPUTED
PROM POND DU LAC BASE.

§ 35. By meaus of the adjusted values of the angles in the triangulation connecting Chicago

and Pond du Lac Bases, given in Chapters XV, C, and XVI, C, the logarithm of the ratio, Chicago

Base divided by Fond du Lac Base is found to be 0.0052091. Adding to this the logarithm of Fond
du Lac Base expressed in feet. Chapter V, § 10, viz, 4.3865919, there results for the logarithm of

Chicago Base computed from Fond du Lac Base, 4.3918010. The logarithm of the measured length

of Chicago Base expressed in feet is, § 33, 4.3917929. The discrepancy between these two loga-

rithms is 81 units in the seventh place, a quantity corresponding to 0.46 feet=14.0 centimeters or

KogTTj part of Chicago Base.

The probable error of this discrepancy, due to uncertainties in the angles of the triangulation,

will vary with the triangles used in computing the ratio of the two bases. Using the triangles of

the principal chain connecting the bases, given in Chapters XV, D, XVI, D, and XVII, D, and

the method given in Chapter IV, § 14, the probable error of the above logarithmic discrepancy

dependent on probable errors of observed angles alone is it 70.03 units in the seventh decimal place.

This corresponds to ±0.398 feet= ±12.1 centimeters, and is about one-eighth less than the actual

discrepancy. Since in computing this probable error, probable errors of observed angles have been

used, it is too great. Taking a mean of the approximate ratios of the probable errors of observed

to probable errors of adjusted angles given in Chapters XV, C, § 7, and XVI, C, § 11, and multiply-

ing the above probable error by that mean, there results± 0.275 feet, as the more approximate

probable error of the above discrepancy, or of the length of Chicago Base computed from the Fond

du Lac Base. The actual discrepancy is not greater, therefore, than may be attributed to errors in

the angles of the principal chain connecting the two bases. This chain embraces twenty-nine

triangles, and measured along its axis is about 150 miles in length.

37 L s
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CHAPTER XI.

SANDUSKY BASE.

§ 1 . This base-line is situated on a sand-spit which separates Sandusky Bay from Lake Brie.

The end of the spit is called Cedar Point. The width of the spit varies from 50 to 500 metres, and

as it is concave towards the lake it was necessary to break the length of the base into three nearly

equal parts by angles. Looking from the west end of the base toward the east end in both cases

the deflection was toward the left hand or north. The angles at these points were measured in the

same way as the other primary angles of the triangulation and their values are given in § 8.

The base-line followed the shore closely ; the surface was everywhere sand, but in places it

was underlaid, at the depth of 3 or 4 feet, by a thin layer of peat or vegetable material. The base

was divided into six approximately equal sections by five section marking-stones intermediate to

the end-stones. The second and fourth of these stones were at the angles in the base. The mark-

ing-stones at the ends of the base and at the ends of the sections were similar to those on the Chi-

cago Base already described in Chapter X, § 1.

The base-line was measured, with the Eepsold apparatus, by a party in charge of Assistant

Engineer E. S.Wheeler. The measurement was begun on August 5, 1878. The first measure-

ment was completed on September 16, and the remeasurement was completed October 12, 1878.

The average number of tubes of four metres each, measured on each day of the first measurement,

was 88. On the remeasurement, the average number per day was 100, the maximum being 152,

these numbers including the remeasurement of the three cut-off tubes.

In the first measurement of the Chicago Base, for twenty-two out of thirty cut-offs, but two cut-

off plates were set on stopping work at night; on the Sandusky Base three cut-off plates were used in

both measurements. At the Chicago Base, on reaching a section-stone, cut-off plates wereset, and on

recommencing the measurement these cut-off' plates were measured from, so that the fractional part

of the tube measured to reach the section-stone entered the preceding and following sections with

opposite signs and was eliminated in the result. On the Sandusky Base this method was imprac-

ticable at the angular points of the base, and several fractional parts of tubes enter the base. But
as their number is less than the number of sections, their probable errors do not need special con-

sideration. On the Chicago Base the section-stones were placed on the line by setting them nearly

in position and then reading the angles at each between the ends of the base-line to an accuracy

of a second or two, computing their deviation from the line and then moving them upon it, the

tube-telescope being depended on to give the proper alignment at intermediate points. On the

Sandusky Base, intermediate points about 300 metres apart were established by the method used
for the section-stones. In other respects the methods of measurement and of reduction were the

same for the Sandusky as for the Chicago base-line, given in Chapter X.
§ 2. The west end of the base is approximately in latitude 41° 29' north, longitude 82° 41'

west of Greenwich, the azimuth of the east end of the base from the west end being 319° 37' west
of south. The length of the first straight portion of the base as measured is approximately 2012.4

metres; of the second, 2055.1 metres ; of the third, 2161.5 metres ; the angles between the first and
second and second and third parts being respectively 177° 45' 41".9 and 177° 39' 52".2, the opening
of the angles being toward the north. The base-line was nearly level, lying on a sand beach.
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Eeferred to the top of the stone, about oue metre under ground, which marks the west end of the

base-line, the mean elevation of the tube during the measurement of the base above this stone was
for the west part, l™.91; for the middle part, l"'.ai; for the east part, l^.OS. By leveling to the

surface of the lake and from the gauge-reading at the same time at Cleveland, Ohio, the top of

this stone was found to be 1™.085 above the mean level of Lake Erie between January 1, 1860, and
December 30, 1875, inclusive. That mean level is (Chapter XXII, § 13), 572'^.86 or 174™.605 above
mean tide at New York City. Hence the mean heights of the tubes during base-measurement
above tide were for the west, middle, and east parts of the base, respectively, 177'".60, 176"'.70, and
176^.72. A probable error of ± 0'".25 may be assigned to each of these values.

A line of levels was carried along the base-line by means of the known lengths and inclina-

tions of the steel bar Si and by means of the measured heights of its ends above each permanent
mark. This was checked by direct measurements of the height of tube above surface of water,

which were made at seven different points along the line, the readings of the Cleveland gauge
being used to reduce the surface of the water to a common plane. There were two instances in

the first measurement of the base where the duplicate records of inclination of tube differed by 1°,

namely, at the 120th tube, where the two records were 5^23' and 6° 23', and at the 1162d tube

where the records were 4° 36' and 5° 36'. A determination of the relative elevations of the adja-

cent section-stones was made on the basis of each of the pair of discrepant records, and the two

results so obtained were successively compared with the result obtained from the second measure-

ment of the base which was free from discordant records, and thus it was practicable to decide

which was the correct record in the first measurement. In addition to this, a line of spirit-levels

was run over the first two sections, the results of which confirmed the decision in regard to the

correct record in the case of the 120th tube inclination. A line of spirit-levels was also run over

the 5th section, but the work was considered unreliable and was not made use of. Spirit-levels

were not run over the remaining portions of the line. The sector level was not as stable as on the

Chicago and OIney Bases. Its zero, which was determined every day of measurement, showed a

slighj steady change in the same direction. It was subsequently found that some of the felt which

forms a wrapping to the tube had got between the bottom of the sector-level plate and its seat

upon the tube, where it was compressed by the screws fastening the plate to its seat. Possibly

this may have been the cause of the change of zero, which, however, only amounted to 2' 5" during

the double measurement of the base.

§ 3. In the following table the first column gives the number of the section of the base; the

second shows by the numbers 1 and 2 whether the first measurement or the remeasurement in the

opposite direction is given on that horizontal line; the third gives the entire number of times that

the steel bar S" at the temperature of 60O.292 F. entered into the measurement of the section ; the

fourth gives the fractional parts of /S, which entered the measurement when closing on the perma-

nent mark at the end of a section, this interval being measured by means of the intermediate

graduations on ;S', ; the fifth gives the sums of the parts of the base measured with the cut-off scale

ia closing on section-stones
;
(the graduations of this cut-off scale have been examined and found

sufficiently accurate to introduce no error that need be considered) ; the sixth gives for each sec-

tion the sums of the corrections to Si" for metallic temperature on the assumption that

-

•^^' =0.6522

its value when Zi=8i; the seventh gives the sums of corrections to the length of each section on ac-

count of the inaccuracy of this last supposition ; the eighth gives the sums of the corrections for

the sections, on account of inclination of S^; the ninth gives the sums of the small distances meas-

ured with the microscopes in each section ; the tenth gives the sums of the movements of the front

cut-off plate in each section ; the eleventh gives the sums of the corrections for each section on

account of the observed Zi— Si not being the correct metallic temperature of Si; the twelfth gives

the sum of the different corrections for each section.
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Results of measurement of Saiidusliij Base.

1.
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Principal rcsidts of measurement of Sandusky Base.
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Calling the interval between the west and east ends of the base the Sandusky Base, by sum-

ming the projections just given, there results

—

Sandusky Base at level of mean tide. New York=:1556.8(<S'i)^,^5^-3"'.07867=20425«.443S

Substituting for (A'i)z,=s, its value in terms of B1876, derived from Chapter IX, § 06, namely

^',=4 E1876—58'-.40+1^326 (i— 42.75 P.), since Z,=Sy at 60O.292 F.,

Sandusky Base at level of mean tide at New York=C227.2 (i21876 at 60O.292 P.)— 3'".13338

This last value of the length of the basis, dependent on the adjusted expansion of /iJ1870 and

S-i. If the length in terms of i? 1876 of 8i dependent alone on intercomparisous of 721876, 8%, and

N„ be used, viz:

/S',=4 121876— 37''.01+>.2744 (^—59)

(see Chai)tor IX, § 66), the resulting length of the base is

6227.2 (i21876 at 60O.292 F.)—3"'.13372

§ 6. The errors in projecting the parts of the base on the line joining the ends of the base and

those in determining the difference of level of the base and of the sea. are so small that they may be

neglected. Indeed, the corrections from these causes are so small that we may take for the proba-

ble error in the final value of the base, the probable error before these corrections are made.

The probable error in the length of the Sandusky Base will be derived in a manner entirely

similar to that used in obtaining the probable error in the Chicago Base which is given in Chapter

X, §§ 29-32.

From the column of differences, d, in the table given in § 4, there results for the part of the

probable error obtained from these differences,

0.6745^LJ— ± 1™™.45 or iogoryQ part of the base.

Following the process in Chapter X, § 30, to find the probable error in the base arising from

uncertainty in the length of 8^ (1) of that section becomes n (*S'i)^j_s=m+ 0.000005106 [{Zi— 8if].

For the Sandusky Base, § 3, m=+460^5, corresponding to 720.38 F. Substituting this in the

expression for the probable error in the adopted length of 8^ at any temperature, given in Chapter
IX, § 63, there results for its probable error at 720.38 F., ±2''.96. Since »i= 1556.8, there 4-esults for

the probable error in the base arising from the first term of (1) above, ±4™'".61. Taking the prob-

able error in the coefficient of the second term at one-fourth of its value, as in Chapter X, § 30,

there results as the probable error of the second term ±0™"'.72. Combining it with the ±4'"'".61

already found, there results

=t4™™.67

as the probable error in the value of the base due to uncertainty in the length of 8^.

For the probable error in the adopted lengths of 8i, due to the observed Zi—8i, not giving the
true temperature of 8^, dLl'^.o will be taken as was done. Chapter X, § 31, for the Chicago Base.
Multiplying this by the number of tubes in the base, 1556, there results for this probable error,

±2"™.33

The probable error in the height of the base, § 2, may be taken as ±0™.25. This gives a proba-
ble error in the reduction to the sea-level of

_[. o™™.24

Collecting the various probable errors, there results

—

jnin

From discrepancies of measurement zL 1 .45

From probable error in value of ^Si , ±4.67
From errors in temperatures Zi—8, ±2.33
From errors in mean elevation of tubes ± 0.24

Combining, there results,

Probable error in Sandusky ^^§6= ±5>°».42=jjjiggg part of base.
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Hence from § 5 there results,

Sandusky Base at sea-level=20425".4438rt0«.0178

§ 7. By a process precisely like that followed in Chapter X, § 33, the probable error of San-
dusky Base expressed in terms of the metre R1876, § 5, is found to be ±3">".03 or yosiuoo part of
the length of the base. Hence

Sandusky Base at sea-level=6227.2(i21876 at 60O.29 F.)— 3133™°'.72=t3™"'.03

When the length of R 1876 in metres is substituted in this expression, the probable error of the
resulting numerical value will be

±[(6227.2 e)^+(3.03)^]'s

in which e=the probable error of the length of J? 1876 at the mean temperature (720.38 F.) of
Sandusky Base.

§ 8. The Sandusky Base containing two augles differing little from 180°, a new station called

Check Base was erected, so as to give triangles of good shape when connected with these angular
points and with the ends of the base-line. The angles of the lines joining these points and a few to

other stations were read. These angles were adjusted by least squares according to the method
given in Chapter XIII, with the conditions introduced needed to prevent change in any of the

primary angles previously adjusted. The angles of this subordinate triangulation were read by
Lieutenant P. M. Price, Corps of Engineers, in 1878, with the 14-inch Pistor and Martin's theodolite

No. 2, the number of combined results obtained for each angle being usually 24. The following

tables give the names of the stations and angles, the observed angles, their notation, number of

combined results, range in the results, their assigned weights, the local and general corrections

for each angle, and the adjusted angles. The normal equations for local adjustment are also given,

and in tables following the numerical equations of condition, the general corrections in terms of the

correlates, the normal equations for the determination of the correlates, the values of the correlates

and their logarithms, the values of the general corrections, the residuals resulting from substitu-

tion of the general corrections in the equations of condition, and the derivation of the probable

error of an observed angle of weight 1.

Computing with these angles and the value of the whole base given in § 5, the lengths of the

three parts of the base, the excesses of the computed over the measured parts are found to be, for

the west part, —0".0485; for the middle part, +0«.0151; for the east part, +0".0333.

Triangulation about Sandusky Base,

WEST BASE—1.

[Observer, First Lieutenant P. M. Price. Instrument, Pistor & Martin's theodolite, No. 2. Date, September and October, 1878.1

i
Angle as measured between-
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Triangulation about Sandtishy Base—Continued.

EAST BASE—2.

[Observer, First Lieutenant P. M. Price. Instrument, Pistor & Martin's tlieoilolito. No. 2. Date, September, 1878.]

Angle as meaaured between

—
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Triangulation about Sanduslcy Base—Continued.

EAST ANGLE—5.

[Observer, First Lieutenant P. M. Price. Instrument, Pistor & Martin's theodolite l^o. 2. Date, August, 1878.]

Angle as measured between—
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1. 0=+0. 3480

2. 0=-(-l. 0090

3. 0=+2. 6330

4. 0=+3, 0370

5. 0=+3. 6820

6. 0=+0. 3790

7. 0=+l. 0430

8. 0=—0. 5150

9. 0=+0. 0410

10. 0=—3. 2336

11. 0=+5. 1151

Normal equations for determination of the correlates.

-fl.2809I +0.8867 III +0.5912 IV

+0. 8333 II +0. 6667 III + 0. 5000 VI

+0. 8867 I +0. 6667 II + 3. 6201 III

+0. 9167 VII +0. 2500 VIII — 0. 2970 IX

+0. 5912 I +1. 5247 III + 3. 4748 IV

—0. 6615 IX +1. 3877 X — 0. 0495 XI

+0. 2954 I +0. 7622 III + 1. 1748 IV

-0. 5173 VIII -0. 51S8 IX — 1. 4632 X

+0. 5000 II +1. 5000 III — 1. 1013 V

+0. 2120 IX +0. 0854 X — 0. 5310 XI

+0. 3333 II +0. 9167 III — 1. 0000 IV

-0. 4722 VIII +2. 2753 IX + 0. 1845 X

+0. 2500 III +1. 0000 IV - 0. 6173 V

+0. 1627 IX —0. 3032 X +0. 1205 XI

+0. 7197 I —0. 7723 II - 0. 2970 III —0. 6615 IV

+2. 2753 VII +0. 1627 VIII +16. 0163 IX —1. 5075 X

+0. 7897 I +1. 3686 II + 1. 3877 IV —1. 4632 V
-0. 3032 VIII —1. 5075 IX + 8. 6779 X +ff. 9604 XI

—0. 4018 II —0. 8036 III — 0. 0495 IV —0. 3113 V

+0. 1205 VIII +5. 2191 IX + 0. 9604 X +7. 6228 XI

+0. 2954 V +0. 7197 IX

+0.3333 VII —0.7723 IX

+1.5247 IV +0. 7622 V

+1. 3686 X —0. 8036 XI

+1. 1748 V —1. 0000 VII

+2. 6342 V —1. 1013 VI

—0. 3113 XI

+3. 8029 VI +1. 5000 VII

—0. 2500 V +1. 5000 VI

+1. 5152 XI

+1. 0791 VI —0. 4722 VII

—0. 5138 V
+5. 2191 XI

+0. 0854 VI

—0. 5310 VI

+0. 7897 X
—0. 4018 XI

+1. .5000 VI

+1. 0000 VIII

—0. 2500 VII

+1. 0791 VIII

+2. 8612 VII

+2. 3407 VIII

+0. 2120 VI

+0. 1845 VII

+1. 5152 VII

Values ov the Cobkelates
and their logakithms.

ni
IV
V
VI
VII

VIII

IX
X
XI

I = +0. 0006 log 6.

II = -1. 0599 log 0.

- -0. 4958 log 9.

-0. 9092 log 9.

—0. 5335 log 9.

-0. 5693 log 9.

+0. 3929 log 9.

+1. 0224 log 0.

+0. 2943 log 9.

+U. 7268 log 9.

-1. 2338 log 0.

77820

02527

69531

95866

72713

75534

59428

00962

46879

86141

09125

Values of the gen-
eral COliRECTIOKB.

LU =

[l2] =

[l3j :

Il4]

[2l] :

m -

[23] :

[24]

[26]

[3,]

1 32]

[33]

[4i]

142]

[43]

I5il

[5,]

[53]

+0. 483

+0. 780

-1. 867

+0. 256

+0. 039

—0. 706

—0. 707

+ 1.476

—1. 201

—1. 048

—0. 061

-1-0.218

: -1.191

: -1-0.592

: —0.767

: -1-0.151

: -0.016

: -0.825

Residuals resulting
from substitution
of general correc-
tions in equations
of condition.

ofUq.
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error, which is too large since the adjusted angles are used in computing the ratio of the bases,

is about three-fourths the actual discrepancy. If the above probable error be multiplied by the

mean of the ratios of probable errors of observed to probable errors of adjusted angles in the trian-

gulation between the two bases, viz., 0.60 (see Chapters XVI, C, § 11, and XVII, C, § 5), there

results as the approximate probable error of the above discrepancy, due to errors in the adjusted

angles of the principal chain,
±0".212

Measured by this probable error the actual discrepancy is still not greater than can be safely

attributed to the small errors in the adjusted angles of the principal chain connecting the bases.

This chain embraces forty-five triangles, and, measured along its axis, is about 280 miles in length.

COMPAKISON OF THE MEASURED LENGTH OP SANDUSKY BASE WITH ITS LENGTH COMPUTED
PKOM BUFFALO BASE.

§10. The logarithm of the ratio, Sandusky Base divided by Buffalo Base, given by the adjusted

angles (Chapters XVII, C, and XVIII, C), of the triangulation connecting these bases is 9.9628985.

The logarithm of the length of Buffalo Base, expressed in feet, is (Chapter VII, § 6) 4.3472757.

Adding this to the above logarithm of the ratio, there results for the logarithm of Sandusky Base

computed from Buffalo Base 4.3101742. The logarithm of the measured length of Sandusky Base

expressed in feet, § 6, is 4.3101715. The difference between the two logarithms gives, in units of the

seventh place, 27±60.88, the probable error being computed from the probable errors of observed

angles of the principal chain (Chapters XVII, D, XVIII, D, and XIX, D), according to the method
given in Chapter IV, § 14. The actual discrepancy is thus about one-half its limiting probable

error. The linear equivalent is

0".127± Oft.287 =3«°'.9 =L 8'=°>.7

If in place of the probable errors of observed angles, the approximate probable errors of

adjusted angles (Chapters XVII, C, § 5, and XVIII, C, § 6) be used in computing the probable

error of the discrepancy, there results,

0".127±0«.171=3™.9dL5''».2

The length of the principal chain of triangles joining, Sandusky and Buffalo Bases is about

250 miles. The number of triangles in this chain is thirty-six.
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CHAPTER XII.

OLNEY BASE.

§ 1. This base-line is situated in the southern part of Jasper County, Illinois, about 8 miles

from Olney, on a prairie, about one-half the length of the line being on cultivated ground and the

other on unbroken prairie sod. The base-line is a straight one, and the greatest difference of eleva-

tion of its points is 23 feet. Its length is approximately 6,589 metres ; the longitude of its west

end is 88° 06' west from Greenwich; its latitude, 38° 52' north ; and the azimuth of the baseline at

the west end is 268° 30' west of south. The surface soil along the base was underlaid at a depth

of about a dedmeter by fine clay, which had great stability. Indeed, the base-line as a whole was

much firmer than the Chicago Base, which was also on a prairie, with its surface soil underlaid by

clay.

The base had marking-stones at its ends similar to those of the Chicago Base, described in

Chapter X, § 1. It was divided into six nearly equal sections by marks on stones two feet square

and one foot thick, sunk three feet below the surface of the ground, the mark being a small drill-

hole in the top of a copper bolt leaded into the stone. The section-stones were placed on the line

by first obtaining an approximate position and then reading to within 2" the angles to the ends of

the base. Their deviation was thus known and the stones were then put on the line. Each of

these sections was measured in duplicate in opposite directions.

The measurement was made, with the Repsold apparatus, by a party under the charge of As-

sistant Engineer E. S. Wheeler, between July 9 and September 15, 1879. The methods of measure-

ment and reduction were the same essentially as for the Chicago Base, given in Chapter X. The

average number of tubes measured per day, including remeasurements, Avas 105, and the greatest

number measured in one day was 168. Measuring was done on thirty-two days. Guide-points

were fixed on the base-line between the section-stones at intervals of 300 metres by first putting

them approximately in position and then reading the angles at them subtended by the two ends of

the base to an accuracy of about 2". Their distances from the line were then computed and they

were placed upon the line. The adjustment of the tube-telescope and of the sector were tested

daily and the other adjustments of the base-apijaratus weekly. The adjustments were very stable.

Details of the work may be found in the Annual Eeport of the Chief of Engineers for 1880, p. 2408.

§ 2. An error of 4' or 5' was made in the first adjustment of the tube- telescope to parallelism

with the steel bar in beginning the first measurement of the first section at the west end of the

base, and as the daily tests showed that the tube-telescope had not changed with reference to the

tube, the error was not at first discovered. The marks on the base-line at which the tube-telescope

was directed were about 300 metres apart and when the tube approached within about 30™ of such

a mark it was moved forward 300"\ In this first section it was noticed that the tube was off the

line when it passed these marks, the m'lximum deviation being 0™.191. Its deviation was known
at three points of the first section and from these and from the form of the curves produced by a

constant de\'iation of the tube-telescope from parallelism with the steel bar. Chapter X, § 16, the

correction to the first measurement of the first section has been obtained. The first section was
about 1096"\5 long, and the resulting correction to its first measurement is—0°"».85. This correc-

tion has been applied.

§3. As on the Sandusky base-line, the mean elevation of the tube above a bench-mark was
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determined both, by a liue of ordinary levels rnn along the line and by means of the observed

inclinations of the tube. There were, however, three cases in which the duplicate note-books gave
records discordant by 1° for grade-angles, viz., for tubes 7, 17, and 1GI8 of the first measurement,

and one case, tube 1645 of the second measurement, in which they differed by 50'. The probably

correct values in these discordant cases were determined by comparing results for differences of

height given by the two measurements and a preliminary measurement of forty-six tubes, all of the

discrepancies, except that of tube 1618 of the first measurement, falling within forty-six tube-

lengths of West Base. An error of 5° in the recorded grade-angle of tube 9 of the first measure-

ment, both records being erroneous, was also detected by means of the second measurement and
the preliminary measurement. The adopted grade-angles gave relative elevations of the section-

stones agreeing well with the corresponding relative elevations determined by spirit-level.

The height of the base-tubes during measurement above the sea has been derived by several

routes which show considerable discrepancies in their results. The mean heights of the Great

Lakes above mean tide at New York are given in Chapter XXII, § 13.

1. Starting from Lake Michigan, zenith distances of all stations south to the Olney Base have
been observed. This route gives station West Base above mean tide, 485.6 feet.

2. The levels of the Illinois Central Eailroad from Chicago to Odin, of the Ohio and Missis-

sippi Railroad from Odin to Olney, and the leveling of the base, give 482.6 feet.

3. Eailroad levels from Lake Erie at Cleveland to Olney via Vincennes give 490.6 feet.

4. Levels by the Coast Survey and the Mississippi Eiver Commission from gauge at Carroll-

ton, La., to Cairo, 111., and then railroad levels from Cairo to Odin, and thence to Olney, give

503.1 feet.

5. The same levels from CarroUton to Cairo, and thence by Vincennes to Olney, give 495.0 feet.

In the absence of data for determining the relative weights of these values, their mean has been

taken, and as a probable error of not less than ± 5 feet should be assigned to it, there results.

Mean height of agate marking west end of base above mean tide = 491".38 =t 5'^0

The levels over the base-line give mean height of tubes above west end of base during measure-

ment of west half of base, — 1".65, and during measurement of east half, — 10".90. There result:

West part of base above mean tide, 489".73 ± 5".0

East part of base above mean tide, 480".48 ± 5".0

§4. In the following table the first column gives the number of the section of the base; the

second shows by the numbers 1 and 2 whether the first measurement or the remeasurement in the

opposite direction is given on that horizontal liue; the third gives the entire number of times that

the steel bar Si" at the temperature of 60^.292 F. entered into the measurement of the section;

the fourth gives the fractional parts of Si which entered the measurement when closing on the

permanent mark at the end of a section, this interval being measured by means of the intermediate

graduations on *S'] ; the fifth gives the sums of the parts of the base measured with the cut-off scale

in closing on section-stones (the graduations of this cut-off scale have been examined and found

sufficiently accurate to introduce no error that need be considered) ; the sixth gives for each sec-

tion the sums of the corrections to Si" for metallic temperature on the assumption that

"®''" -= 0.6522

its value when Z,=Si; the seventh gives the sums of the corrections to the length of each section

on account of the inaccuracy of this last supposition ; the eighth gives the sums of the corrections for

the sections on account of inclination of /Sf,; the ninth gives the sums of the small distances meas-

ured with the microscopes in each section; the tenth gives the sums of the movements of the front

cut-off plate in each section; the eleventh gives the sums of the corrections for each section on

account of the observed Zi—Si not being the correct metallic temperature of ^i; the twelfth gives

the sum of the different corrections for each section.
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Results of measurement of Olney Base.

Section.
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Principal results of measurement of Olney Base.

Section.
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The probable error depending on the error in the length of Si is obtained from the expression

giving the approximate length of the base,

(1) n{8r),,-s, = m+0.000005106[{Zi-Siy]

For the Olney Base the mean metallic temperature of both measures was m=r588'^.7, correspond-

ing to 750.75 F. Substituting this value in degrees F. in the expression for the probable error in the

adopted length of S^ for any temperature, given in Chapter IX, § 63, there results for the probable

error in Si at 750.75 F.,rt3'^.42. Since m=1647 for the Olney Base there results for the probable

error due to the first term of (1) above, ±5™". 63. Taking the probable error of the coefficient of

the second terra as one-fourth of its value, as was done in Chapter X, § 30, there results for the

probable error of the second term, ± 1'"'".07. Combining the last two probable errors, there results,

± 5'"'".73 as the. probable error in the value of the base due to uncertainty in the length of /S\.

For the probable error in the adopted lengths of 81 due to the fact that the observed values of

Zi—Si are not the true temperatures of S^, =tl''.5 will be taken as was done for the Chicago Base,

Chapter X, § 31. Multiplying this by 1647, the number of 81 in the base, there results a prob-

able error in the base of ± 2'"'".47.

The probable error in the mean height of the tubes during measurement above sea-level has

been taken as ± 5"-. This introduces a probable error of ± 1™™.57 into the correction for reduction

to sea-level. Collecting now the various probable errors in the length of the base, there results.

mm.

From discrepancies of measurements ± 0.97

From error in value of length ot 81 ± 5.73

From errors in temperature Zi—81 ± 2.47

From error in mean elevation of tubes above sea it 1.57

Combining these, there results,

± 6™™.51 or 101300 P^i't of the base.
Hence, from § 5,

Olney Base at sea-level=21623'"M545±0 .0214

§ 7. The length of Olney Base in terms of the metre E1876 deduced from the length of Si de-

pendent alone on intercomparisons of B 1876, 82, and 81, is, § 5,

6589.2 (B 1876 at 60O.29 F.)-0'n.l6504

By a process precisely like that followed in Chapter X, § 33, the probable error of this length is

found to be _|- 3"™.48, or T¥9+Fro P^rt of the base. Hence,

Olney Base at sea-level=6589.2 (E1876 at 60O.29 F.)— 165'""'.04±3'"'".48

When the length of B187G in metres is substituted in this expression, the probable error of the

resulting numerical value will be

±[(6589.2 £f+ (3.48)2]''=

in which £=the probable error of the length of i21876 at the mean temperature (750.75 P.) of

Olney Base.

§ 8. The middle section-stone divided the Olney Base into two nearly equal parts. Station

Mound, with these parts, formed two triangles, whose angles were read with the same care as pri-

mary angles, and they were adjusted with the primary angles. Their adjusted values are given in

Chapter XX, C, § 4. With the value for the whole base given above and these angles, the parts of

the base have been computed. The excess of the computed over the measured length was

For the west part of the base, •4-0".0327

For the east part of the base, — 0f'.0327
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COIVrPARISON OF THE MEASURED LENGTH OF OLNEY BASE WITH ITS LENGTH COMPUTED FKOM
CHICAGO BASE.

§ 9. The logarithm of the ratio, Oluey Base divided by Chicago Base, derived from the adjusted

angles in the triaugulation (see Chapters XVI, C, and XX, C) connecting them, is 9.9431302. The
logarithm of Chicago Base expressed in feet (Chapter X, § 14) is 4.3917929. Hence, by addition,

the logarithm of Olney Base computed from Chicago Base is 4.3349231. The logarithm of the

measured length of Olney Base expressed in feet is (§ 5) 4.3349191. The discrepancy between the

two logarithms is 40, which corresponds to 0".199^6'='".l or to iofsto P^rt of Olney Base.

The probable error of this discrepancy, computed from the probable errors of the observed

angles of the principal chain of triangles joining the bases (Chapters XVII, D, and XX, D), accord-

ing to the method given in Chapter IV, § 14, is it 55.40 units in the seventh place of logarithms or

±0".276=±8''™.4. The actual discrepancy is then about two-thirds of its limiting probable error.

If the approximate probable errors of adjusted angles in the principal chain connecting the bases

be used instead of probable errors of observed angles, the probable error of the discrepancy is

±0".157=±4™.8. It would appear quite safe, therefore, to attribute the actual discrepancy

between the measured and computed lengths entirely to remaining small errors in the adjusted

angles in the principal chain of triangles joining the two bases. This chain is about 200 miles long

and embraces thirty-five triangles.

39 L s
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PA.RT III.

PRIMARY TRIANGULATION.

CHAPTER XIII.

ADJUSTMENT OF A TRIANGLLATION HAVI^STG BUT OKB MEASURED BASE
WHICH IS 7'AKEN AS EXACT.

§ 1 . In a triangulation-net of jp points connected by / lines, if we start from the measured base,

two angles obser^d there will fix a third point. At any two of these three points, two more ob-

served, independent angles will fix a fourth point, and so on. Hence to fix p points of the triangu-

lation, 2^7—4 independent angles will be needed. If m angles are observed, w—2^j+4 of them will

be superfluous.

Independent angles are selected measured angles on which all other measured angles can be

made to depend by means of the conditions that the net must geometrically fulfill. Thus, if at a

station two angles were measured, and afterward their sum, this last would be a dependent angle

if the others were taken as independent.

In triangulations there are more angles measured than the 2jp— 4 which are necessaiy to com-

pletely determine all the parts of the net. Hence, when one more angle is measured its value will

be known in two ways, (1) by direct observation, (2) by computation from the other 2p—i angles.

As no measurement is perfectly exact, these two values will differ by a small amount. An equa-

tion which expresses a relation, which of geometrical necessity must exist between the different

parts of a triangulation-net in order that the net may be a series of points connected by lines, is

called an equation of condition. In the case just supposed, the equation of condition is that equa-

tion which expresses by symbols the necessary relations between the 2jp— 4 angles and the one

new angle. When the observed 2jp— 4 angles and the observed new angle are substituted in it

for their symbols, the resulting equation generally will not be perfectly satisfied, showing that the

tibserved angles do not have ]>recisely the values which could give a possible geometrical net. Tu

order that the triangulation may give a geometrical net, the values of the observed angles must be

so corrected as to satisfy all the equations of condition that can be formed in the net ; and these

corrections, in accordance with the principle of least squares, must also have such values that the

sum of their weighted squares shall be a minimum.
The adjustment of a triangulation consists in determining a.nd applying these corrections.

EQUATIONS OP CONDITION.

§2. Equations of condition are usually divided into two classes, namely, angle-equations and

side-equations. Into the first, angles enter directly; into the second, the sides of triangles or the

sines of their opposite angles.

1st. AngJe-eqnaiions.—Let T', V", &c., represent the most probable values of the angles, these

being the final values which we have to find ; let ill', M", &c., represent the values of these angles

which result directly from observation, being the means of the observed angles, corrected for instru-

mental errors, errors of centering, and errors of signals ; and v', v" the corrections to be found,

which, applied to .1/', M", &c., will give V, F", &c., so that V = M' + v', &c.
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Augle-equations may arise

—

{a) At a station from the observatiou of separate angles, and of their sum or difference.

Thus, if V"'= V"+ V, when we substitute ilf + » for F we have

M"'+v"'^M"+ v"+M'+v'
which may be written iu the form

ii'+ a'v'+a"v"+a"'v"'^0
where n', a', a", a'", are known quantities, and the equation expresses a relation between the cor-

rections r, which must be satisfied. It is called a numerical equation of condition to distinguish it

from the geometrical one from which it is derived. Again,

(b) If all the angles which make up the circumference at a station be measured, we shall have

V'+V"+V"'+V"+ &c., =360°

or substituting the observed values, with their corrections 31+ v, for V,

M'+v'+M"+v"+M"'+v"'+M"+v^^+ &c., =360°
This may also be written in the form

n'+a'v'+a"v"+a"'v"'+ &c., =0
where n' and «', a", a'", are known. Again,

(c) In an uncrossed polygon of m interior angles, V, V" . . . F'"'', we have

V'+Y" . . . +F'"'=()M-2)180o-e

where e is the spherical excess of the polygon. Spherical excesses in the adjustment of triangula-

tion result from the formula

_ AB sin c
~ 2a? {1 - fe^~cos2LY sin 1"

in which the constants are those of Bessel's spheroid. Substituting for V, M + v, we again have

an equation of condition of the form n'+a'v'+a"v"+ &c., =0.

2d. Side-equations.—These arise from the necessity that in any geometrical net any side com-

puted from another side shall be the same by whatever route computed. ^-^^ ^

—

:^7\'*

Thus, in the figure, the same value must be found for cd when computed

by either of the following routes :

, ,6o CO cd „-, „j,ao eo do cd /„
cd=ab-^ ^

Gd=ab-^ -=- „l^
ah bo CO ab ao eo do

Hence, dividing one equation by the other,

^
bo eo do eo ao

~ao bo CO do eo

or, from the proportionality of sines of the angles to the opposite sides,

^
sin J., sin A^ sin A^ sin A^ sin A^

sin Bi
' sin B^ ' sin B, ' sin Bi sin ^5

Substituting for these angles, which are the yet-to-be-found most probable angles, their values in

terms of the observed angles,JW and their needed corrections v, there results

—

^_fim(M'+v') sin{M"'+v"') sin (Jf+i''^ ) sin (ilf™-H'™J sin (IP^+y^")

sin(M''^+v")
' sfn^ffN^T ' sin(M^'+¥^"') ' sin.(ili''"'+r''»') " sin (ilf^-f-y^)

which is the equation of condition that the corrections v must rigidly satisfy. For application of

the method of least squares this equation must be given a linear form, which can be effected by

taking its logarithm, giving,

(1) log sin {M'+v')'+log sin {M"'+v"')+log sin {M'+v'')+log sin {M"'+v"')+log sin {M'"'+v"')=

log sin (71f"+«")+log sin (M"'+'y'-')+log sm{M''''+v'')+log sm(M-'"+V'")+log sin (Jlf"+•('")

Since v' v", &c., are only one or two seconds, each term may be developed by Taylor's theorem,

stopping at the first power of v and obtaining thus,

log sin(ilf'+r')=log sin M'+(^l
^""l^;'

'^^'

log sin(i¥"+i;")=log sin Jlf"+(^^-^-"J-^^ ^"^t»"

v
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and so ou, in which, if r is expressed in seconds, '^^^^^^ - may be replaced by the difference in

a table of logarithmic sines for a change of one second in the angle M. Calling these tabular

differences d', S", &c., and substituting them in the developments above, and the latter in equation

(1) there results,

log sin J/'+^'ti'+log sin iW'"+^"V"+ • • • =log sin M"+d" v"+log sin M"'+S"'ir+ ,

which may be written in the form

n'+ a'v'.+a"v"+a"' v"'+&G., =0*

Suppose there are in the triangulation-net j? points connected by I lines over which observa-

tions have been made ; V of these, however, having been observed over in but one direction. Since

the ends of the base are known points, there will hep—2 points to be determined, requiring 2{p—2)

observed angles. If m angles are observed,m—2^+4 will be superfluous, and will give (including

all Muds) as many equations of condition.

In order that the proper number of equations of condition may be obtained, it is desirable to

know the number of each kind, and for this purpose they may be divided into local and general

equations of condition. The local equations of condition are those which arise at a station when

more angles are measured at the station than are necessary to determine all the angles at that

station. If there are n distant stations pointed at from a given station, n—1 measured angles will

determine all angles at this station. If s angles are measured, there will be, at this station, s—n+1
equations of condition. The general equations of condition are those involving angles at three or

more stations, and are either side-equations or polygon-equations, triangle-equations being included

under tlie last head. Starting from the base, three lines observed over fix the first three points,

and to fix the remaining j)—3 points, two lines are sufficient for each. Hence, 2 p—Z lines will fix

the whole net, and if another line is observed over, its value can be obtained by two routes, whence

results a side- equation. If there are I lines observed over in one or both directions, there will be

l—2p-\-Z side-equations. To obtain the number of polygon-equations, suppose thej) points to be

connected by p lines, all observed over in both directions. In the resulting polygon, the sum of the

angles is known in advance in terms of the angles between its sides. This is a first polygon-equa-

tion of condition. If an additional line between two of the p points be observed over in both direc-

tions, it will cut the preceding polygon into two new ones and will give a new polygon-equation of

condition. It will give but one independent equation of condition, for the sum of the angles of the

second new polygon can be derived from that of the first new one and of the primitive polygon.

Each new dividing-line giving thus a new polygon-equation of condition, and V of the whole num-

ber I of lines having been observed over in but one direction, there results for the whole number of

polygon equations of condition.

To recapitulate, the whole number of equations of condition in the net is

m—2p+ 4

The number of local equations of condition at each station is

s—w+1
The total number of side-equations in the net is

l-2p+3
and of polygon equations

GENERAL METHOD. •

§ 3. Having shown how to obtain the numerical equations of condition in the form

n'+a'v'+a"v"+a"'v>"+ &c., =0,

• Side-equations are computed with Vlacq's lO-place logarithms.
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the method otdeterminiug the corrections /", r", &c., to the mean observed angles AI', M", &c., having
weights jp', p", &c., may be given.

Suppose m angles are measured in all, and that there are in the whole net n equations of con-
dition. As already stated, we must have

(2) p'v"+p"v"''+p"'v"'-'+ (m) = a minimum,

the m quantities v', v", &c., being subject to the n rigid conditions

fn' +a'v'+a"v" +
)n" +h'v'-

\n"'+e'v'+c"v"+ .

'
• • • (w)

Differentiating (2) and (3), there result—

(2') 2p'v'dr'+2p"v"dv"+ .... (w)=0
and

ra'€lv'+a"dv"+a"'dv"'+ . . ^ =0
(3/) n'dv'+b"dr"+h"'dv"'+ . . i{m)=0

\c'dc'+c"dv"+c"'dv"'+ . . ) =0
(-.... {n)

There are two methods of finding from these equations the values of the unknowns, r.

First. From (3') the values of n of the dv may be found in terms of the others. These values
substituted in (2') eliminate n of the dv in that equation and leave vi—n, all independent of each
other. The minimum condition of (2) will now be satisfied by placing the coefficients of the (m—n) dv
in (2'), which have not been eliminated, separately equal to zero, since these are the partial differ-

ential coefficients of (2) with reference to the remaining variables. The resulting m—n equations
will give the values ofm— «. corrections v; the values of the n others have already been obtained
in terms of these, so that the values of the corrections for both independent and depentleut angles
will then be known.

Second. The elimination may be effected by undetermined multipliers or correlates, as follows

:

Multiply each of the n equations (3') in order by the correlates —1,-11,-111, &c., and add the

products to (2'), arranging with reference to do. Assign such values to the n correlates as to

make n of the coefficients of dv zero, leaving m—n coefBcients, which, as m—n of the dv are inde-

pendent of each other, can be separately placed equal to zero. This process then amounts to

multiplying each differential equation of condition (3') by an undetermined multiplier, adding
the products to (2'), and then placing the coefiicients of all dr separately equal to zero, giving

m equations containing as unknowns m corrections and n correlates. From these equations the

values of the m corrections can be found in terms of the n correlates. These values of the cor-

rections substituted in the n equations of condition (3) will give n equations containing » correlates

as unknowns, from which the values of the correlates can be found. Substituting their resulting

values in the expressions for the values of the corrections in terms of the correlates, thfe corrections

themselves become known.

In the adjustment of the Lake-Survey triangulation the two methods have been combined.

The labor of adjustment lies largely in the solution of the equations which give the values of the

correlates, and increases very rapidly with their number, that is, with the number of equations of

condition. Now the local equations of condition, or those which exist between the angles at any
one station, iisually contain but few variables, so that with little labor, by means of each equation of

t!ondition, one correction can be eliminated by the first method from the differential equations (2')

for a minimum.. In this way as many corrections can be eliminated from (2') as there are local

equations of condition, and the second method can then be applied to the new form of (2'), and the

remaining differential equations of condition in (3').

If in the n equations of condition there are «' local equations of condition, the number of cori^e-

lates will thus be reduced from n to n—n'.
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Going now somewhat more into detail, if the (»tli angle T"""' entered a local equation of con-

dition, these equations being all of the same forui,

7(..,)_ yi/j^ V"'-{- V'^'+C

where is a constant, there results on substituting for the angles their observed values plus their

most probable corrections, •

,l/(.,.,-|-
,,(..,) ^7)////+^//+jf///+^///+jfiY+,,.iy_|_ (;i

whence,

and

Substituting the value of rZw'""* in (2'), there results,

(2") 2p'v'd.v'+2p"v"dr"+ . . . +2p'-"\v"+v'"+v^^+G')(dv"+dv"'+dv'^)+ . . . =

Each additional local equation of condition will insert a similar term in (2"). Eliminating in this

way from (2') as many of the corrections v as there are independent local equations of condition,

(3") may then be written in the following form, in which «, ,3, ;', &c., are known quantities.

^
{a'v'+a"v"+a"'v"' + . . . +;.') dv'+{i3'v'+l3"v"+i3"'v"'+ .... +l")dv"

(2'")
( +{y'v'+r"v"+r"'v"'+ . . . +X"')dv"' + . . . . {m-n') . . . . =

This is the differential equation for the minimum.
The n' local equations of condition having been already used in eliminating corrections from

(2') there remain to be satisfied in (3') only the n—n' side- and polygon-equations. Multiplying each

of them in order by— I,— II,— III, &c., there results,'

/ -I {a'dv'+a"dv"+a"'

N-II {h'dv'+h"dv"+h"'
(4) .

a'dc'+a"dv"+a"'d.v"'+ )=0
dv"'+ )=0

'^-Tll{o'dv'+c"dv"+c"'dv"'+ )=0
\. [n—n')

Adding (4) to (2'")) arranging with reference to dv and then placing the coefficients of all dv equal

to zero, the following equations result:

Ca'r'+a"v"+a"'v"'+ +/1' =«' I+Z^' II+c' III+ ....
(5) ),3'v'+fi"v"+[i"'v">+ +;/'=a"I+&"II+c"III-f ....

( [VI— n')

There are as many of these equations as there are corrections remaining to be found. Solving,

they give the values of the corrections in terms of the correlates, and these values substituted in

the side- and polygon-equations of condition in (3) give as many e(iuations as correlates, from which

the latter can be found as alreadj' exi^lained.

It will be noticed that thus far all numerical equations of condition have been computed from
the geometrical ones by using the means of the observed angles.

MODIFICATION OF GENERAL METHOD.

§ 4. The foregoing exhibits the general method followed in the adjustment of the Lake-Survey
triangulation, but it has been modified in practice. Instead of determining the total corrections v

from equations (5) and (3) these corrections have been determined in two parts such that v= {v)+[v]
*

where the (r) are the corrections that result from making a first partial adjustment in which the

side- and polygon-equations of condition are neglected and only the local equations are included.

The [v] are quantities to be added to the corresponding {v) in order to give the total corrections

when all equations of condition are considered, and are obtained by a second adjustment.
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From the theory of the first method it is seen that the values of the {v) will ut once result by

placing the coefficients of the dv in the (2") or (2'") separately equal to zero, which will give as

many equations as there are v, and hence the value of the («'). The resulting values of all (v)

which enter no local, equation of condition will be zero. The values of the {v) might just as well

be found by treating separately each station and its local equations of condition by the first method,

^d in practice this has been done.

Having found the {v) it remains to find the corrections [v], which added to the {v) shall give

the total corrections to the measured angles. It has already been seen that equations (5) and (3)

contain the whole solution of the problem of adjustment. Substituting in them for v its value

(t))+f')jj, they become

( a l{r')-^[v']\ + a" ^(v")+[r"\l+ . . . +X' =a' I+b' II+c' 111+ 6zr.

(o') } f:i' \{r')+[v']\ + ,3" l(v")+[v"]^+ . . . +A"=a"I+b" rr+c"III+ &c.

' [m—n')
and

/ n' +a' \{r')+ \v'\\+a"^^{v")+[r"\\+ =0

(3") ) n"+h' \{v')+[r']<^+h"^{c")+[r"\l+ =0

( ("-"')

Now the equations by which the {v) were determined are

a' {v')+a" {v")+ . . . +;/=0

,5' (•y')+,5"(»")+ •
+''•"=0

[n')

hence, substituting the known values of the {v) in (5') it becomes

/ a'[v']+a"[v"]+ a"'[l,"']+ . . =a' I+b' II+C' III+ . .

(5") }^
,':i'[v']+,3"[v"]-\-,y"[v'"]+ . . =a"I+b"IT+c"III+ . .

( (n—n')

The numerical equations of condition (3") or (3) were obtained by substituting in the geomet-

rical equations of condition for each most probable angle Fits observed value Jf plus its most

probable correction, or M+vfo'v V, or, what is the same, M+{v) + [v] for V. But since the local

corrections {v) are known, instead of computing the numerical side- and polygon-equations of con-

dition (3") with the observed values M of the angles, the locally corrected values of M+ {v) may be

used. The only change it makes in (3") is that it combines all the known terms in each equation

(3") into a single term no, such that

/,,„' =^n' +a'{v')+a"{v")+- . . .

n,/'=n"+b'{v')+b"{v")-^- . . .

and (3") then becomes
/ w„' +a'[v'\+a"[v"]+ ... =0

(.3'") ^ n„"+b' \v']+b"[v"]+ ...=()

( {n — n')

(5") and (3'") are of the same form as (5) and (3). If the same process that was prescribed to find

the values of the v from (5) and (3) be applied to (5") and (3'"), the values of the [v] will result, and

(^)-|.r^i_;^ gives the total corrections v which, applied to the observed angles, will make them

satisfy all the geometrical conditions of the net, and also make the sum of the weighted squares

of the corrections to all measured angles a minimum.

A synopsis of the different steps actually followed in the adjustment can now be given.

1. The means of the observed angles are tabulated with their weights. To each angle is

assigned a symbol, which is a number with a subscript number. The main number is that of the
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stiition, the stations beiiij;- uuiiibered couse(nti\i'l,v tliioiigb tlie yortiou of the triaiigulatiou under

consideration. The subscript is the number of the angle at the station, these being numbered from

the south round by the west. Thus, 12:, is the to-be-found most probable value of the third angle

at the twelfth station, 12/ is the observed angle, (12;,) is its local correction, and [12:i] the further

correction needed to give the total correction (]23)+[12:,].

2. For each station the obsei'ved angles are locally adjusted by the first method. The mininuini

exjn-essioii for each station will only inclnde the angles observed there.

;>. The numerical side- and ])olygon-equatious of condition are then computed with the locally

corrected fundamental angles, and their correlates are written beside them.

4. Equations (5") are written out, and from them the values of the general corrections are

determined in terms of the correlates. The coefficients «', a", . . ;5', /5", . . . &c., are derived from

the local adjustment.

>. These values of the general corrections, substituted in the general equations of condition,

gi\e the equations for determining the correlates. These equations are solved. The correlates

thas found are substituted iu the values of the general corrections previously determined, whence
the values of the general corrections [;'] result. Adding these to the local corrections for the same
angles, the total corrections are found. The corrections for angles at a station eliminated in the

local adjustment, are derived from those of the angles ou which they depend. The corrections are

checked by substitution in the equations of condition, the residuals rarely exceeding 0".()2. In the

computa.tion of the side-equations the eighth place of logarithms has been retained.
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CHAPTEE XIV.

TRIANGlTIiATION FROM MTKNESOTA POINT BASE TO KEWEEISTAW EASE.

A.—DESCRIPTIONS OF STATIONS.

NOTE RELATIVE TO ELEVATIONS.

§ I . The heights of ground at stations in the triangulation of Lake Superior were determined
partly by spirit and partly by trigonometrical teveling, but on the whole with no higli degree of
precision. They are referred to the surface of the lake at the times of determination. As these
times differed in some cases by several years, relative heights are subject to uncertainties arising

from fluctuations in elevation of the lake surface. Except for the stations of Minnesota and Kewee-
naw Bases, a probable error of ± 5 feet may not be too great to assign to these heights.

DESCRIPTIONS OP STATIONS.

§ 3. North Base, 1870-'71.*—This station is situated on Minnesota Point, about 2 miles

southeast from Duluth, and marks the north end of Minnesota base-line. The height of station

used was 50 feet. The geodetic point is marked by the intersection of two lines cnt in the surface

of a brass frustum, which is leaded into the end of a stone post 1 ft. x 1 ft. x 3 ft. This post is set

so that its upper end is about 1 foot below the surface of the ground. Three reference-stones,

similar to the above, are set, each 15 feet from the geodetic point, one being in the prolongation of

the base-line and one on either side in the line passing through the geodetic point at rigLt-angles

to the base-line. A large pine post, used in 1871 as a latitude post, bears north 63° 53' east, and

is 389.17 feet from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 2 feet (estimated).

South Base, 1870-71.—This station is situated on Minnesota Point, near its southern ex-

tremity, and marks the south end of Minnesota Point base-line. The height of station used was

20 feet. The geodetic point is marked by the intersection of two lines cut in the surface of a brass

frustum, which is secured by lead in the end of a stone post 1 ft. x 1 ft. x 3 ft. This post is set so

that its upper end is about 2 feet below the surface of the ground. Three reference-stones, similar

to the above, are set, each 15 feet from the geodetic point, one being in the prolongation of the

base-line and one on either side in the line passing through the geodetic point at right-augles to

the base-line. A pine latitude post, used in 1871, was set on line to North Base and 30.8 feet from

the geodetic point. The approximate bearing of North Base from South Base is north 36° 06'

west. Height of ground at station, 3.5 feet.

Middle Base, 1870-'71.—This station is situated on Minnesota Point, near the middle point

of Minnesota Point base-line. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so

that its upper end is about 2 feet below the surface of the ground. The height of station used

was 10 feet.

Oneota, 1870-'71.—This station is situated on the north shore of Saint Louis Bay, about

three-quarters of a mile east of the village of Oneota, and on the east bank of a small stream flow-

ing into the bay. The height of station used was 15 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a

stone post of the usual form, set so that its surface is about 3 feet below the surface of the ground.

A second post, projecting about 6 inches above the ground, is set directly over the first. The

geodetic point was 61 feet south of the south rail of the Lake Superior and Mississippi Railway

track, about 60 feet east of the stream above named, and about 30 feet from the shore of the bay.

Height of ground at station, 15 feet (estimated).

* Dates indicate years when stations were oeonpied.

40 L S
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Lestee Eivee, 1871.—This station is situated on the north shore of Lake Superior, about 7

miles northeast ofDuluth, about 2 miles northeast of the mouth of Lester Eiver, and about 1 mile

back from the lake shore. The height of station used was 15 feet. The geodetic point is marked

by a brass frustum leaded into the solid surface rock. Three reference pine stumps are blazed on

the sides facing the geodetic point, and the initials N., S., W., respectively, formed on them by

means of nails driven into the wood. Below each initial is driven another nail, and from the heads

of the latter the distances to the geodetic point are: To th&one marked K, 10 feet 5 inches; to the

one marked S., 15 fret 5 inches; and to the one marked W., 17 feet 4 inclies. The bearings of the

stumps are approximate. Height of hill at station, 555 feet.

Aminicon Eivee, 1871.—This station is situated on the south shore of Lake Superior, about

one-fourth of a mile west of the Aminicon Eiver. The height of station used was 10 feet. The

geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set so that its upper end is about 3 feet

below the surface of the ground. A second stone rising nearly to the ground surface is set directly

over the first. Three reference birch stumps are blazed and marked N., S., W., respectively, by

means of nails driven into the wood. The stump Inarked K is distant from the geodetic point 14

feet 1 inch; the one marked S., 4 feet 3 inches; and the one marked W., 9 feet 7 inches. A large

pine post, used in 1871 as a latitude and azimuth post, bears south 50° 54' east, and is distant

30.43 feet from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 50 feet (estimated).

Buchanan, 1871.—This station is situated on the north shore of Lake Superior, about 1 mile

southwest of Granite Point. It is near the site of the now deserted village of Buchanan, and is

not more than 100 feet back from the lake shore. The height of station used was 90 feet. The

geodetic point is referred to a brass frustum and an iron bolt leaded into the solid surface rock.

The frustum bears south 36° 30' east and is 2 feet distant from the geodetic point. The iron bolt

bears north 36° 30' west and is 3 feet from the geodetic point. A large bowlder, used as a latitude

post in 1871, bears south 78° 44' west and is 1,194.1 feet distant from the geodetic point. Height

of rock at station, 10 feet (estimated).

Bexjl]^ Eivee, 1871.—This station is situated on the south shore of Lake Superior, about 1

mile east of the mouth of Bois Brule Eiver. The height of station used was 35 feet. The geodetic

iwint is referred to a latitirde post used in 1871, this j)0st bearing south 80° 00' west and being

09 feet distant from the geodetic point; 09.3 feet directly south of the latitude post is set another

post, under which is placed a bowlder, having a cross cut on its upper surface. Height of ground

at station, 19 feet.

BxJELiNGTON, 1871.—TMs station is situated on the north shore of Lake Superior on the lioint

of land bounding the uortheast side of Burlington Bay. The height of station used was 50 feet.

The geodetic point is marked by a brass frustum leaded into the solid surface rock. On the north,

south, and west, respectively, are set three similar frusta, each being 50 feet distant from the geo-

detic point. Height of rock at station, 141.5 feet.

Clay Banks, 1871.—This station is situated ou the south shore of Lake Superior, about miles

west of Bark Point and about one-half mile back from the lake shore. The height of station used

was 00 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a wrought-iron spike driven into the sandstone sur-

face rock. Centrally over the sijike is set a stone marking-post of the usual form. To the west of

the geodetic point 23 feet 9 inches is a pine stump marked W., to the south 37 feet is a poplar

stump marked S., and to the north 27 feet is a granite bowlder. Height of ground at station, 250

feet (estimated).

Split Eock, 1870, '71.—This station is situated on the north shore of Lake Superior on Split

Eock Point. The height of station used was 58 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cross

cut in the solid surface rock. Three reference-marks of the same kind as the above are cut in the

rock—one east, one south, and one west, each being 15 feet from the geodetic point. Height of

rock at station, 103 feet.

Detoxje, 1870, '71.—This station is situated on the south shore of Lake Superior, on the point

of land nearly due south of Sand Island. The height of station used was 30 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a stone post of the usual form. Three reference-stones are set—one east, one

south, and one west, each 15 feet from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 12 feet.
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West Sawteeth, 1870.—This station is situated on the north shore of Lake Superior, on the

highest of the Sawteeth Mountains. It is nearly due north from the mouth of Baptism Eiver and
about 2 miles back from the lake shore. The height of station used was 25 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a brass frustum leaded into the solid surface rock. Three pine trees were

blazed for references, one being northeast 67.5 feet from geodetic point, one northwest 25 feet, and
one south 95 feet. Height of rock at station, 930 feet.

East Sawteeth, 1870.—This station is situated on one of the Sawteeth Mountains, about IJ

miles northeast of West Sawteeth station, and about 2 miles back from the lake shore. The height

of station used was 30 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form. An
astronomical wooden post, used in 1870-'71, bears north 23^25' west, and is 50.13 feet distant from

the geodetic point. Height of sjround at station, 903 feet.

OuTEE Island, 1870.—This station is situated on the northwest side of Outer Island, Lake
Superior. The height of station used was 51 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post

of the usual form, set so that its upper surface is about 3 feet below the surface of the ground.

Three similar stones are set for references—one north, one south, and one west, each 9 feet distant

from the geodetic point. A stone post, rising about even with the ground-surface, is set directly

over the stone marking the geodetic point. An astronomical wooden post, used in 1870, bears north

17° 17' 50" east, and is 37 feet distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 50 feet.

Farquhar's Knob, 1869, '70.—This station is situated on the north shore of Lake Superior,

and is about 4 miles northwest of Sand Bay, whence the trail leading to the station starts. The
heigbt of station used was 24 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cross cut on the solid rock,

which is about 3 feet below the surface of the ground. Above this cross is set a stone post of the

usual form. An astronomical wooden post, used in 1869, '70, is south 5.9 feet and east 24.9 feet

from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 1,113.3 feet.

Porcupine Mountains, 1.S09, '70.—This station is situated on the south shore of Lake Supe-

rior, on one of the highest ridges of the Porcupine Mountains. It is about 2 miles south of Carp Lake

and about 4 miles south of the "Carp Lake Mining Company's" landing. The height of station

used was 25 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a single stone of the usual form. An astro-

nomical wooden post, used in 1869, '70, is 45 feet nortli and 14.5 feet east from the geodetic point.

Height of ground at station, 1,421 feet. «.

Isle Eotale, 1869.—This station is situated near the east end of Isle Eoyale, about IJ miles

north from the old mining company's landing in Eock Harbor. The height of station used was 34

feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form. An astronomical wooden

post, used in 1866 and 1869, bears north 88° 3' 30" east and is 88 feet distant from the geodetic

point. Height of ground at station, 460 feet.

Wheal Kate, 1869, '70, '71.—This station is situated on Keweenaw Point, about 7 miles southwest

of ihe town of Houghton, about one-quarter of a mile west of the old Ontonagon road and 1J miles

southwest of Wheal Kate mine. The height of station used was 34 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a stone post of the usual form. An astronomical wooden post, used in 1866, '69, '70, bears

north 70° 51''east, and is 98.5 feet distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 906.5

feet.

Isle Saint Ignace, 1867, '69, '71, '72.—This station is situated near the east end and on the

most elevated part of Isle Saint Ignace. It is approached from Saint Ignace Harbor, which lies on

the southeast side of the island, and affords safe anchorage in any weather. The height of station

used was 9 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cross cut in the solid surface rock. No refer-

ence marks were made. The corners of the station pyramids, however, were surrounded by piles

of stones and as the rock in the immediate vicinity of the station is destitute of vegetation the

geodetic point can be easily identified. Height of rock at station, 1,263 feet.

Tip Tup, L867,'69, '71.—This station is situated on the northeast shore of Lake Superior, about

8 miles northeast of " Simmons' Harbor." This harbor is about 10 miles north of Otter Head. The

geodetic point is ninrked by a brass frustum leaded into the solid surface rock. Over this frustum

is placed a tripod about 3 feet high and loaded with stones to keep it in position. Three large

bowlders used to support astronomical instruments, occupy the following positions, respectively:

One north 46° 24' west and 94.6 feet from geodetic point, one north 85° west and 08.5 feet dis-
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taut, and one south 71° 28' west aud^74.0 feet distant. The latter stone is at the highest point of

the hill, and there is some soil in its vicinity. ISTear the geodetic point the rock is slightly lower

and destitute of soil. Height of rock at station, 1,520 feet.

MiCHiPicoTEN, 1869, '71.—This station is situated on the northwest side of Michipicote.n Island.

It is on the highest part of the island and is approached from a mining company's landing on the

northwest coast. The height of station used was 9 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cross

cut in the solid surface rock. An astronomical stone post, used in 1869, bears south 44° 04' west,

and is 120.25 feet distant from the geodetic point. Height of rock at station, 937 feet.

Vulcan, 1869, '71, '72.—This station is on Keweenaw Point, about 6 miles southeast of the

village of Copper Harbor. It is approached by way of an old mining road leading oft' to the south-

cast of the east end of Lake Fanny Hooe. The height of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a single stone of the usual form. An astronomical wooden post bears north

83° 16' west, and is 48.3 feet distant from the geodetic point. A second astronomical post is set

directly south of and 156.16 feet from the former. Height of ground at station, 726 feet.

Traverse Point, 1871.—This station is situated on the extreme end of Traverse Point. The

height of station used was 43 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form.

Height of ground at station, 20.5 feet.

(JREBASSA, 1871.—This station is situated on the east side of Keweenaw Point, about one-half

mile northeast of the Portage Entry light-house and not more than 10 feet back from the edge of a

bluff rising nearly vertically 44 feet above the water of the lake. The height of station used was

24 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form. The liead of a nail driven

into a blazed hemlock tree bears north 43° 53' west, and is 59.75 feet from the geodetic i^oint.

Height of ground at station, 44 feet.

North Base, 1871.—This station is situated on Keweenaw Point, about IJ miles south of

Portage Entry. It marks the north end of Keweenaw base-line, this line being on the State road

connecting Houghton and L'Anse. The height of station used was 30 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by the intersection of two lines cut on the end of a copper bolt three-fourths of an inch in

diameter and 10 inches long, leaded into the solid sandstone rock, which is about 4 feet below the

surface of the overlying soil. The end of the bolt, which projects slightly above the rock, is cov-

ered by a telegraph-wire insulator. Directly above is set a marking-stone of the usual form, which

rises nearly to the ground surface and is covered by a flat stone about 1 foot square. Another
stone post of the usual form, rising about even with the ground surface, is set directly in line to

South Base, the distance between the geodetic point and *the center mark of the latter stone being

28.37 inches. Height of ground at station, 67.8 feet.

South Base, 1871.—This station is situated on Keweenaw Point, about 6| miles south of Por-

tage Entry, and about one-half mile back from the lake shore. It marks the south end of Kewee-
naw base-line, and is about 50 feet east of the State road running north along the base-line. The
height of the station used was 30 feet. The geodetic point is marked by the intersection of two
lines cut on the surface of a brass frustum leaded into the end of a stone post 6 feet long, set so

that its upper end is about even with the ground surface. A second stone, 2J feet long and sim-

ilarly marked, is set one yard south of the first and exactly iu the prolongation of the base-line.

The top of this stone is 6 feet below the surface of the ground. Two reference-stones are set, one
to the east and one to the west of the line, each about 100 feet distant, and the line joining them
passes through the geodetic point at right-angles to the base-line. The east reference is 6 feet

long and projects about 1 foot above the ground. The west reference was originally the same as

the east one, but in 1873 was found to have been broken oif at its upper end. Height of ground
at station, 70.2 feet.

Middle Base, 1871.—This station is situated on Keweenaw Point, about midway between
North Base and Soutt Base. The height of station used was 15 feet. The geodetic point is marked
by a single stone of the usual form. Height of ground at station, 55.6 feet.

QuAQUAMiNG, 1871.—This station is situated on the northeastextreniityof Pe-qua-qua-wa-ming
Point, on the east side of Keweenaw Bay. The height of station used was 25 feet. The geodetic
point is marked by a stone of the usual form. Height of ground at station, 7.2 feet.
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Middle, 1871.—This statiou is situated on the east shore of Keweenaw Bay, about midway
between Pe-qua-qua-wa-ming Point and Point Abbaye. The height of station used was 25 feet.

The geodetic point is raarlied by a stone of the usual form. Height of ground at station, 10.5 feet.

Huron Mountains, 1871, '72.—This station is situated on one of the Huron Mountains, about
three miles southwest of the montli of Pine Eiver, and near the north end of Mountain Lake. The
height of station used was 15 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual
form. An astronomical stone post, used in 18G0, bears south 36° 30' west, and is 97.5 feet distant
from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 930 feet.

B.—HISTOEIOAL NOTE, STATIONS, SIGNALS, INSTRUMENTS, AND METHODS OF
OBSERVATION.

IIISTOEICAL NOTE.

§ 3. The general triangulation of Lake Superior was begun in 1801 by Captain (afterward
General) G G. Meade, Corps of Topographical Engineers. A preliminary measurement of a base
on Minnesota Point at the west end of the lake was made with wooden rods on a stretched rope by
Assistant W. H. Hearding. Stations were built and angles read east from the base as far as the
line Brule-Buchanan, shown on Plate I.

In 1865 Colonel W. F. Eaynolds, Corps of Engineers,, began the triangulation of Keweenaw
Bay. Stations were built in the bay, and also station Wheal Kate, by Assistant D. F. Henry.

In 1866 the building of stations was continued by Mr. Henry. The work during the year
was principally astronomical, under Lieutenant M. R. Brown, with Assistants O. B. Wheeler and
S. W. Robinson. Stations Vulcan, Northeast, Saint Ignace, Isle Royale, Wheal Kate, and Huron
Mountains were occupied. Colonel F, U. Parquhar and Lieutenant J. F. Gregory read the angles
in Keweenaw Bay from South Base station to the line Traverse Island- Huron Island.

In 1867 the triangulation of Keweenaw Bay was carried on by Assistant O. N. Chaffee.

Keweenaw Base was measured with the Bache-Wiirderaann apparatus by Assistant Henry. The
angles of the triangle, Vulcan-Tip Top-Saint Ignace, were read by Lieutenant J. Mercur, Corps of

Engineers, Assistant O. B. Wheeler, and Assistant G. Y. Wisner, respectively.

In 1869 three triangulation and astronomical iiarties, under Lieutenant E. H. Ruffner, Assistant

E. S. Wheeler, and Assistant G. Y. Wisner, worked westwardly from the line Vulcan-Saint Ignace

to the line Porcupine Mountains -Farquhar's Knob. Three other triangulation and astronomical

parties, under Assistants O. B. Wheeler, G. A. Marr, and A. R. Flint, worked from the line Vul-

can-Saint Ignace eastwardly to station Mamainse.

In 1870 the work in Lake Superior was continued with General C. B. Comstock, Corps of Engi-

neers, in charge of the survey. As several of the triangles previously measured had too large

errors in closure to be of geodetic value, those lying in the chain between Keweenaw and Minne-

sota Point Bases, whose values were thought defective, were remeasured. The Minnesota Point

Base was measured by General Comstock, Lieutenant J. H. Weeden, and Assistant E. S. Wheeler.

Triangulation and astronomical work were carried by Lieutenant E. H. Ruffner and Assistants O.

B. Wheeler, G. Y. Wisner, and A. R. Flint from the line Wheal Kate -Farquhar's Knob to the

line Detour- Split Rock.

In 1871 the triangulation was completed from the line Detour- Split Rock to the Minnesota

Point Base. The triangles from the Keweenaw Baselto the line Wheal Kate-Vvilcan were reread,

as also the angles of the triangle Vulcan-Tip Top-Saint Ignace, thus completing the triangula-

tion between the Keweenaw and Minnesota Point Bases. jVngles were read by Assistants Wisner,

Marr, Flint, Jones, and General Comstock. The telegraphic longitude of North Base station,

Minnesota Point, was determined by General Comstock and Assistants Wisner and O. B. Wheeler.

The latitude of the same station, of South Base station, Minnesota Point, and the azimuths of

Minnesota Point base-line and of Keweenaw base-line were determined by Assistant Engineer

Wisner. The final adjustment of the triangulation was made by Assistant Engineers T. W.
Wright and C. H. Kummell.
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STATIONS AND SiaNALS.

§ 4. In consequence of the mountaiuous character of much of the shore of Lake Superior, it

was sometimes practicable to place the instrument and the signal to be observed on very low

structures resting on the rock, thus giving great stability. But in most cases, to avoid cutting

lanes for sights through forests, it became necessary to raise the instrument far above the ground.

This was usually effected by building a triangular pyramid, the edges of this pyramid being the

trunks of stout trees, 12 or 18 inches in diameter at the ground, where they were set far enough

apart to give the pyramid stability, and meeting at the vertex of the pyramid, which was cut off to

form a stand for the instrument. The legs of this pyramid were strongly braced to each other to

give stiffness. Immediately outside of this pyramid, and far enough from it never to come in con-

tact with it, was a second i)yramid of quadrangular form, carrying a small platform at a height li

or 3 feet less than that of the top of the inner pyramid. This gave the observer a place to stand

on and move about on without in any way disturbing the instrument. Some of these structures

were 75 feet in height, and in one case, where the instrument was supported by a central post, it

was 90 feet above the ground. They were built by a steamer's crew.

In the early ])art of the work the instrument was in the open air; but after 1870, tents were

used in all cases to shield it.

As many of the lines to be observed over were long, a form of heliotrope was ordinarily used

as a signal. For lines of moderate length Gauss' heliotropes gave beams of light of suflScient size,

but oil the longer lines they were insufficient. The triangle Vulcan -Tiptop -Saint Ignace had

sides whose lengths in order were in round numbers 100, 92, and 93 miles, the first being the length

of the line Vulcan -Tiptop. Over long lines a beam of sunlight was fla!shed to the distant station

by means of ordinary mirrors 12 inches high by 9 wide, mounted on wooden stands which permitted

their rotation about both a horizontal and a vertical axis. A pole with a wooden screen at its end

was run out horizontally from the platform. Through the screen there was a circular hole whose
diameter, sometimes reaching 8 or 10 inches, varied with the length of the lines over which the flash

was to be sent. The mirror was then placed in such a position that a line through its center aiid

the center of the hole in the screen, 15 or 20 feet distant, pointed at the distant station. The
direction of this line was determined with a theodolite when necessary. As the sun's diameter is

about 32' the cone of rays diverging from the screen will have that angle, and great precision in

establishing the direction of the cone of light is not necessary. The mirror was constantly turned

by an attendant, called a flasher, so as to keep the reflection of the sun on the screen concentric

with the hole in it. The sun's rays then reached the distant station. When the air was steady and
the opening in the screen was of such size as to give neither too much nor too little light, these

flashes appeared at the distant station as bright and perfectly steady points of light, at which a

theodolite could be pointed with great precision. The steadiest air was usually between one
and three hours before sunset. When the air was unsteady, these points of light frequently

exjiauded, as seen in the telescope to pale disks of a minute or more in diameter, of varying position

aud frequently changing outlines. Sometimes they would be small, but vibrating through many
seconds of arc, and sometimes two or three would be superposed. As some of the lines could only
be seen over when refraction had a value greater than its ordinary value, on these the unsteadiness
and fluctuations of the heliotrope lights was great, and a station had to be occupied for many weeks
to get a few good hours for work. It was only on rare occasions that station Vulcan could be seen
from Saint Ignace. Observers used the flashes obtained by cutting off the light sent to a distant

station for a shorter or longer interval in place of the dots and dashes of the Morse telegraph code
to send messages to that station. This method of sending messages was introduce/l on the Lake
Survey by Assistant Engineers O. B. Wheeler and S. W. Robinson, in 18G5, and has since been
much used.

INSTRUMENTS AND JTETHODS OP OBSERVATION OF ANGLES.

§ 5. In the measurement of the angles of the primary triangulation lying between the Kewee-
naw Point base-line and the .Minnesota Point baseline six differejit theodolites were used. Three
of these theodolites, numbered 2561, 2562, and 2563, were made by Oertling, of Berlin, in 1868, and
were used in 1869 and 1870 in the absence of better ones. They are all alike in dimensions and
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form, are nou-repeating, and although of large size are very poor iustrumeuts. Their horizontal

circles are 20 inches in diameter, are graduated to five minutes, and are read by three micrometer-

microscopes, one division of the mierometer-head being one second. Their telescopes have a focal

length of 30 inches, with object-glasses of 2^ inches diameter. They have bad axes, bad micro-

scopes, and accidental errors of graduation amounting to 20 seconds. From a comparison of the

individual results of the measurements of angles with their means, the following mean errors for

one measurement of an angle with these theodolites were found : No. 2561, 4".4:8 ; No. 2562, 3'MO

;

No. 2563, 3".91. Of tlie twenty-eight stations in this section of the triangulation, nine were occu-

pied in whole or in part by these instruments. Other and better ones were obtained as soon as

was practicable. None of the Oertling theodolites were used after 1871, and only one. No. 2562,

after 1870. In the spring of 1871 two new theodolites were received, one from Troughton & Sijnms,

of London, and one from Pistor & Martins, of Berlin. Troughton & Simras' theodolite No. 1, shown
in Plate XVI, is a non-repeating instrument, with a horizontal limb 14 inches in diameter, divided

to five minutes, and read by three micrometer-microscopes, the divisions of the micrometer-heads

giving single seconds. Its telescope has an object-glass 2^ inches in diameter, with a focal length

of 24 inches, and an eye-piece micrometer. Its 12-inch vertical circle is graduated to ten minutes,

and reads by two verniers to ten seonds. It is an excellent instrument. Pistor & Martins' theodo-

lite No. 2, shown in Plate XIV, is a non-repeating theodolite, whose horizontal limb is 14 inches in

diameter, is graduated to five minutes, and is read by two micrometer-microscopes, the divisions

of whose heads equal two seconds. Its object-glass has a diameter of 2^ inches and a focal length

of 25 inches. It has a watch-telescope which has not been used. Its vertical circle is 10 inches in

diameter, is graduated to five minutes, and is read to five seconds by four verniers. It is a good
• instrument. The sixth theodolite used is a repeating instrument by Garabey, of Paris, with a 10.

inch horizontal limb, graduated to five minutes, and reading by two verniers to five seconds. Its

telescope has an object-glass 1| inches in diameter and 19 inches focal length. There is no ver-

tical circle, but it has a watch-telescope of 16 inches focal length, which, however, has not been

used. It has been on the Survey since 1851, and in 1871 was a good instrument. In all primary

work this instrument has been used as a repeating instrument, five repetitions being obtained in a

set, and their result constituting one measurement. An examinat on of more than twenty-five

angles, observed prior to 1872 with each of the last-named theodolites, gives the following values

for the mean error of one measure of an angle derived from one pointing at each station for the

non-repeating theodolites, and from the result of five repetitions for the repeating theodolite:

Troughton & Simms' No. 1, 1".75; Pistor & Martins' No. 2, 2".24; 10-inch Gambey, r'.77.

These values, compared with those previously given for the 20-inch Oertling instruments,

show how decidedly inferior the latter were. In these values, any twisting in azimuth of instrument

or station has not been eliminated. From the table of observed angles in C, § 7, it will be seen

tliat in this triangulation the instruments were used as follows in measurement:

Theodolite used.
Total number
of stations.

Total number
of angles read.

50

44
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was supposed tlie readings at a given station would be completed. If the intervening weather was

unfavorable a small number of measures of the angles would be obtained. If very favorable a

very large number might be got. Thus, at Outer Island, one hundred and twenty measures of the

angle Detour-Sawteetli AVest were obtained. As the observing parties were also heliotrope parties

for other observing parties, and as there were never more than four, and frequently not more than

three, observing parties, a given observing party could only read to two or three stations when tlie

heliotropes were necessary. One of the instruments was a repeating instrument; with non-repeat-

ing instruments angles were usually separately read, the metiiod of reiteration not being system-

atically used.

The aim was to get many measurements, especially with the inferior Oertling instruments, on

the principal angles of the triangulation. When this was accomplished sum-angles were freely read if

there was spare time. When, on short lines, heliotropes were not used, a pole formed the signal to

which readings were made.

In the few angles read in 1869 there were some cases in which the number of measures of the

angle obtained by turning the microscopes in thedirection of positive graduation differed much from

the number obtained by moving the microscopes in the negative direction. Subsequently to 1860

nearly equal numbers of these positive and negative measures were obtained on each angle. The

object in taking both positive and negative measures is to eliminate any motion of the horizontal

limb of the instrument in azimuth, arising usually from a steady twisting of its support. When
the instrument is on a high wooden structure this twisting may exceed 1" per minute of time.

An examination of this question at station Brul6 River, in 1871, and at station Vulcan, in

1872, gave the following results. The twist is called + when in the direction of the sun's daily

motion.

STATION BRULfi RIVER.

1871.

flnatruraent on post 12 incliea square and 3o feet high.l

Mean twist in 1™.

July 22 .

July 22 .

July 23 .

July 23 .

fl. 10

-1.34

+1. 51

+ 0.14

Time.

/i.m. h.m.

5 07 to 7 16 p. m.

7 16 to 10 27 p. m.

3 17 to 6 51 p. m.

5 51 to 7 35 p. m.

Sky.

Clear.

Clear.

Clear.

STATION VULCAN.

[Instrument on wooden tripod 75 feet liigli.]

1872.
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While prior to 1872 the readings of angles were not so arranged as to systematically eliminate

periodic errors of graduation, yet angles were read on so many parts of the horizontal limb as to

approximate to the same result. It was usually the practice after about four measures of an angle

had been obtained to turn the horizontal limb in azimuth. An examination of thirteen angles read

by different observers showed that each angle was read on an average on thirteen different parts

of the limb. Readings on so many portions of the limb with each of two or three microscopes give

for a good instrument a satisfactory elimination of accidental, and a partial elimination of periodic,

errors of graduation.

NOTE ON PEKIODIC EEKOKS AND ERKORS OF MICROSCOPE- AND TELESCOPE-POINTINaS.

§ 6. A single measurement of an angle between two objects is made with a theodolite by
pointing the telescope first to one object and noting the readings of the equidistant microscopes on

the circle, and then pointing to the other object and again noting the readings of the equidistant

microscopes. The difference between the means of the microscope-readings in the two positions

is the observed value of the angle. Every such observed value is subject to a correction for periodic

error. Denoting this correction by c, it may be expressed by the equation

(1) c=2 Ml cos {qs!+^ q.a+^i) sin J qa+2 Ui cos (2 qz-\-qa-\-^i) sin qa

+2 Ms cos (3 qz-\-\ qa+l^s) sin f qa+, &c.

In this equation q is the number of equidistant microscopes by which the circle is read, s is

the reading of either microscope on the left-hand object (supposing the graduation to increase from

left to right), a the angle observed, and Ui, %, &c., ft, ft, &c., are constants, z and a need be

taken only to the nearest degree.

For a circle read by two opposite microscopes, equation (1) becomes

(2) c=2 Ml cos (2 3:+a+ft) sin a-l-2M2C0S (4^+2 a+ft) sin 2 a+, &c.

For a circle read by three equidistant microscopes

(3) 'c=2 Ml cos (3 z+% a+ft) sin f a+2 u^ cos (6 s+3 a-f ft) sin 3 a+, «&c.

For the Pistor & Martins theodolite No. 2, the following weighted mean valiieg of the con-

stants Ml, %, ft, and ft result from computations made in 1876 and 1880. Mi and ySi are derived

from the observations on ten different angles, and Mj and. ft from the observations on six different

angles.

Mi=0".998±0".034 ft= 49o±6o

M2=0".424d=0".033 ft=152o±25o

These values, substituted in equation (2), give

c=2".00 cos (2 3+a+49°) sin a+0".85 cos (4 z+2a+152°) sin 2a

The numerical maximum of c resulting from this expression is ± 2".35.

c=+2".35 for 2i=116o and a= 62° or 240°

" 2=296° and a= 62° or 240°

c=-2".35 for 2=178° and a=118o or 298°

" 2=358° and a=118o or 298°

For the Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1, the following weighted mean values of the

constants %, %, ft, and ft, are the results of a computation made in 1880. Mi and /Ji were com-

puted from the observations on five different angles and % and /Si from the observations on six

different angles

:

Mi=0".172±0".031 /J,=880i24o

Mj=0".436±0".053 /Sj=18o±13o

41 I. S
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These, values, substituted iu equation (3), give

e=0"M cos (3.;+ f ff+ 880) sin f <x+0".87 cos (C2'+3fl+180) sin 3 a

This gives, for a numerical maximum of r, ±1".12.

r=+ l".12 for .j=44o, 1640, or 284°; and a=87o, 207°, or 327°

r=-l".12 for 2=11°, 131°, or 251°; and a=33o, 153°, or 273°

For the details of such a computation reference may be made to the Lake-Survey reports in

the Reports of the Chief of Engineers for 1876 and 1879.

A determination of the probable error of pointing a microscope to a division-line of Troughton

i^ Simms' theodolite No. 1 gave

For microscope A, ± 0".2l

B, ±0".23

0, ±0".18

giving for probable error of a pointing in the mean of the three microscopes ±0".12. Numerous
pointings with the telescope at a time of steady atmosphere were made to a distant object, and the

probable error of one such pointing, the three microscopes being read, was ±0".39.

Freeing this from the probable error due to microscope-pointings, namely, ± 0".12, there re-

sults for probable error of telescope-pointing, due to lack of optical power, unsteadiness of instru-

ment and object, &c., ±0".37.

For Pistor & Martins' theodolite No. 2, with two microscopes, there was found in the same

way,

Probable error of mean pointing on limb with two microscopes, rt0".14.

Probable error of one telescope-pointing, when freed from error of microscope-pointings, ± 0".38.

C—MEASURED AND ADJUSTED ANGLES BETWEEN MINNESOTA POINT AND
KEWEENAW BASES.

§ 7. In the adjustment of the triangulation between Minnesota and Keweenaw Bases it hap-

pened that it could be divided into two entirely independent sections by the line Split Rock-
Detour. Hence those two sections were adjusted independently. A sketch of the triangulation

will be found in Plate I. The notation, is explained in Chapter XIII.

In the following pages the adjustment of the western section is given first.

For each station the name of the observer, of the instrument used, and the date of observation

are given. Following this, for each station, a table is given, of which the first column shows the

names of the stations between which the angle is observed and the means of observed angles cor-

rected for errors of centering of signal pointed at and of instrument, and for instrumental errors,

if there are any known; the second gives the notation for the angles ; the third gives the number
of measures of the angle, a measure being derived from a single pointing at each of the two sta-

tions; the fourth gives the difference in seconds between the least and greatest measure, or the

range-; the fifth gives the weight, the weights being approximately as the reciprocals of the squares

of the mean errors of a single measure, this mean error being derived from the discrepancies

between the individual measures and their means. This method gave in some cases exaggerated
weights to angles, but with instruments which varied very widely in their excellence, some having
such accidental errors of graduation as to make angles read with the same instrument, and having
the same number of measures differ widely in accuracy, it was difficult to adopt any other method.
The sixth column gives the local correction to each angle ; the seventh the additional or general

correction, and the eighth column gives the most probable angle.

Below each table are given the normal equations for the local corrections at each station. In

the first section there are eleven stations and eleven of the tables.
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They are followed by tables giving successively (a) the numerical side- and ijolygon-equations

of condition; (6) the general corrections in terms of the correlates; (c) the normal equations for the

correlates'; (d) the values of the correlates; (e) the values of the general corrections; (/) the resi-

duals of the general equations of condition.

This completes the first section of the adjustment. The second section follows, arranged in the

same way.

Section I.

—

Triangulation from Minnesota Point base-line to line Split Eoclc-Betour.

NOETH BASE, MINNESOTA POINT—1.

[Observer, G. T. Wianer. luatruiuent, Troughton &. Simms' 14-incb theodolite, No. 1. Date, June and July, 1871.]

j
Angle as measured between—
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Section T.—Triungulation from Minnesota Point haseliiie, dr.—Oontiuued.

LESTER—4.

[Observer, J. C. Jones. Instrument, Oertling; 20-incli theodolite. No. 2563. Date, July, 1871.]

Angle as measured hctwecu^

Oneota and Soutli Base 30 63 30. 81

South Base and Aminicon . . 37 56 06. 78

Aminicon and Bruld 41 43 08. 97

BruM and Buchanan 51 00 39. 77

Aminicon and Buchanan 92 43 49. 42

North Base and Aminicon . . 56 45 45. 12

Buchanan and Oneota 198 26 27.14

North Base and Buchanan . . 149 29 35. 55

Notation.

4l+2

4.5

44

43

43+4

45+1

4—1—2—3—

J

41+3+4+.')

No. meas.

22

35

39

35

21

5

14

4

Range.

6.9

8,0

10.3

12.2

13.1

6.8

13.1

5.2

"Wt. (V) [v] Corrected angles.

"
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Section i.—Triangwlation from Minncsofa Point l>((sc-Iinv, d-r.—Ooutiniied.

BRULE—7.

[Observer, G. A. Marr. Insti-uuieut, Pistor & Martins' 14-liic.li tlieodoUte. Date, Jul.v, 187J.1

325

—
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Section L— Triangidation J'r<ini Min.Jtesotu Point base-liiw, cCr.—Coutiuued.

DKTOIJR—11.

|0b8ei\HT, J. C. Jniu's. [nstrumeut, Oertliug 20-iuch theodolite, No. 2oti2. Date, Juno, 1871.1

[v] Corrected angle.Ad<;1v. as measured betweeu- Notation.

Clay Banks and Split Rock .. 68 44 09. 43
|

lli

No. raeas. Eauge. Wt. (f)

62 9.

7

10 1-0.532 68 44 09.962

Nntncriad equntionn of condition the triangnlation from Minnesota Point base-line to the line Split

Rock- Detour.

SIDE-EQUATIONS.

I. +14. 2HH [1,] —9. 221 LI.-] — 9. 221 [1,] +7. 391 [2i] —11. 888 [gj] +17. 674 [3i] —4. 302 [3^] + 5. 666=0

II. —11. 643 [Ij] —9. 221 [Is] —19. 279 [2^] +0. 396 [23] —15. 784 [5,] + 9. 486 [5^] —40. 762=0

III. —30. 062 [53] —2. 903 [64] +20. 744 [61] +2. 751 [63] -24. 714 [7^] +34. 299 [7,] +14. 863=0

ANGLE-EQUATIONS.

IV.
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(hnerul correvtionx in terms of correlates—Coutiuued.

[61]
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\'(thicti of the con-elates and their logarithms.

[CtlAP. XIV. c,

I =— -2. '2987 log 0.3614823--

II =+ 6.0147 log 0. 7792140
I-

III =+ 0.0620 log 8.792:!;)17
;

IV =— 1. 7040 log 0. 2314696- -

V = - 5. 1014 log 0. 7076894-

VI =— 3. 7945 log 0. .5791546-

VII = + 10.5966 log 1.025166.')+

IX =— 4. 6470 log 0. 6671727-

X = + 0. S166 log 9. 9120094+

XI =— 9.6120 log 0.98281.38-

XII =+ 0.7620 log 9.8819550+

XIII =+ 2.9300 log 0.4668676+

XIV =— 4.7420 log 0.6759615-

XV =+ 5.3200 log 0.7259116+

VIII =— 9.2137 log 0.9644341-

XOTK. The subscripts + and — attached to the last ftgnre of the logarithms indicate the signs of the corre-

sponding numbers.

Values of the general correetions.

[1.]
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Section II.

—

Triangulation from line Split Roclc, &c.—Continued.

DETOUR—11.

[Observer, Lieut. E. H. Enffner. Instrument, Oertling 20-inoli theodolite. No. 2561. Dates, September and October, 1870.]

Angle as measured between

—



\
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Section W.— Triungulation from line Split Rock, d-c.—Coatinixed.

FARQUHAE'S KNOB—15.

(Observers, Li.-ut. E. H. KuITucr and 0. B. Wlieeler. Instruments, Oertlinff 20-inch tlieodolites, Nos. 2561 and 2563. Dates, Septemlier, 1869,

and July and August, 1870.]

Angle as measured bt^tween—

I

Outer Island and Sawteeth West .. 37 41 15.42

Outer Island and Sawteeth East . . 38 00 28. 22

Ba.vflcld and Sawteeth East 29 19 38.66

Isle Royale East and Wheal Kate. . 56 31 44. 44

Wheal Kate and Porcnpino Mts ... 39 25 02, 18

Porcupine Mts. and Bayfield 38 51 19.20

Porcupine Mts. and Sawteeth East. 68 10 54. 63

Notation.

151+2

151+2+3

152+3

154

156

151+6

15] +2+3+6

No. meas.
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Section II.

—

Trmngulation from line Split Rock, t&c— Ooutiiiiied.

ISLE ROYALE EAST—18.

[Observer, G. Y. Wisner. Instrument, Oertling 20-inch theodolite, ITo. 2562. Dates, Juno, July, August, and Scjitomber, 1f60.|

331

Anglo as measured between

—
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Section II.

—

TrianguJation frojn line Split EocJc, &c.—Continued.

HURON MOUNTAINS—21.

[Observer, A, R. Flint. Instrumeat, Trougliton & Sitnms' U-iach theoclolite, No. 1. Date, September, 1871.'

Aufile as measured between—
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Section II.

—

Triangulation from line Split Bock, &g.—Oontiuaed.

QUAQUAMING—25.

[Observer, A. E. Flint. Instrument, Gambey 10-incb repeating theodolite. Date, October, 1871.]

Angle as measured between

—
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Section II.

—

Triangulation from line Split Rock, &c.—Coutiuued.

NORTH BASE, KEWEENAW POINT—28.

[Obscrvor, A. E. Flint. Instrument, Garnbey 10-inoh repeating tlieodolite. Date, October, 1871.]

[v] Corrected Busies.Angle as measured between

—

Crebassa and TravoT'.se Island. . 5 18 34.38

Cnlias.sa and Middle ,'55 57 58.68

Middle and Quaquaming 48 49 13.64

Crrba.ssa and Quaquaming 104 47 12.66

Quaquaming and Soutli Base. . . 54 38 15.53

Middle and South Bii.si- 103 27 28. 90

Notation.

28i

281+2

283

281+2+3

28i

283+i

No. meas. Range

4

4

12

8

24

20

2 4

2.2

2.5

1.8

4.2

6.1

Wt. («)

3

3

19

17

13

6

0.000

+0. 285

+ 0.005

-0. 050

-0.059

+0. 126

-0.293

+ 0.689

-0. 044

+0.645

-0. 072

-0. 116

6 18 34. 087

55 57 59. 654

48 49 13. 601

104 47 13. 255

54 38 15. 399

103 27 29. 000

NORMAL EQUATIONS FOR LOCAL ADJUSTMENT.

20(28i+2)+17(283) -5.78=0

17(28l+2)+42(283) + 6 (284)-4.70=0

+6(283) +19(28j) +1.08=0

Numerical equations of condition hi the triangulation from the line Split Rock -Detour to Keweenaw
Base-line.

I. ( 10 ) + 5.

+ 3.

II. ( 30 )
— 18.

+ 53.

III. ( 10 ) + 5.

— 12.

IV. ( 20 )
- •2\.

+ 9.

V. (100) —24:!.

—163.-

VI. (100) --106.

+124.

VII. (100) —106.

+ 64.

VIII. ( 10 ) — 7.

+ 5.

IX. (100) — 24.

— 71.

+ 13.

— 5.

— 65.

X. ( 30 ) — 34.

+ 31.

XI. ( 10 ) + 27.

+ 4.

5578 [281+2]

3819 [27,,]

4192 [283]

3266 [273]

5578 [281+2]

6225 [23,]

7711 [263+4]

7068 [23i]

8175 [28,]

9409 [266+,]

3363 [26i]

9286 [234+.,]

3363 [26,]

7931 [224]

0509 [26i]

7083 [2^+3]

3099 [262]

6531 [254+.,]

3262 [232]

7083 [224]

3818 [19i+2+3]

7388 [16,]

4340 [1 12+3]

2544 [15,+o]

7123 [13,]

+ 5,

+ 3.

+ 14.

— 60.

+ 23.

— 12.

— 12.

+ 9.

+ 17.

— 5.

—106.

— 69.

—106.

— 54.

+ 2.

+ 5.

—137.

— 71.

+ 13.

+ 30.

+223.

+ 4.

— 27.

— 26.

— 11.

5578

3819

9423

3353

9770

6225

9466

7068

2600

3693

3363

3446

3363

5851

4701

7083

SIDE-EQUATIONS.

+ 14.9423

+ 16.9927

— 7. 5481

+ 25. 9487

— 15.1151

+ 13.3262

+ 27.8922

+ 9. 7068

—172. 7654

+ 8. 2619

+ 8.8245

+134. 1377

+ 12.0168

[283]

[273]

[284]

[23,]

[283]

[232]

[265]

[232]

[28,+2]

[233]

[262]

[223+4]

[262]

[21,+2+3] +148.8498

6531

3262

1908

2634

9462

5918

9418

0511

[262] + 2. 4701

[224] + 28.7942

[263] +103. 5727

[255] — 8. 5050

[233] — 9. 0907

[223+4] + 31.5897

[174+s] —166.6608

[I62I + 37.4786

[142] + 31.4340

[15i+2+3] + 10. 1817

[I23] + 0. 8590

[284]

[26^+,]

[27,]

[232]

[265]

[233]

[256+6]

[233]

[263+4]

[234]

[263+4]

[224]

[263]

[2I3]

[263]

[19l+2]

[263+4]

[25.,+b]

[23.,+,]

[21,+2+3]

[17.1+6+6]

[152+3]

[I44]

[142+3]

[I22+3]

— 7.5481 [27,]

— 26. 7263 [266]

— 7. 5481 [272]

+ 16. 9927 [266+7]

— 62. 9949 [256]

+ 23. 3380 [234]

—163. 9409 [26,]

—138. 5598 [234]

— 13. 7629 [222+3]

+ 2.4431 ['22,]

— 31.8808 [19,]

+103. 5727 [265]

+ 13.3262 [23,]

— 5. 7083 [222+3]

+114.8858 [19,]

— 26.1358 [15i+6]

— 4.7123 [132+3]

+ 21. 135=0

+ 47.475=0

+ 43.726=0

+ 34.179=0

- 2. 147=0

— 69.737=0

+ 30.913=0

+ 5. 198=0

-328. 971=0

+ 52.485=0

+ 22.502=0

ANGLE-EQUATIONS.

+[27,] +[272] +[273] +[25,] +[252]' +0.462=0

+[273] +[266] +[25i+2+3+i] -1.592=0,

+[28:,1 +[266+,] +[25,+2++4]-[25,] -[252] -3.164=0

+[266] +[266+7] +[233] +0.341=0

-[252] +[256+6] +[23,] +[232] . -3.950=0

+[272] +[232] —2.441=0

Note.—In the solution for determining tlie general corrections, each of the side-eiiuations was divided by the
number inclosed in parenthesis and placed opposite it.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

XV.

XVI.

XVII.

[284]

[272]

[281+2]

[28,+2]

[283]

[283]

+[25,+2+3+4] -[25,]

+[2.'^4] +[27,]
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Numerical equations of condition, &e.—Continued.

Angle-Equations—Continued.

XVIII.
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[«!.]

[2:14+.]

[224]

[22n+4j

[21.]

[•^1.1

[20]

[19i]

[19i+2]

[19,+.2+3]

[194]

[Ws]

[196]

[19,]

[I84]

[18,.]

[170

[I'O

[173]

[17a+3+4]

[174+5+6]

[174+5]

[Itil]

[16.]

[163]

[15i+0

[15i+a+3]

[15^+3]

[I2.+1]

[154]

[156]

[14,]

[142+3]

LI44]

[13.]

[13a+3]

[133]

[19i]

[I23]

[I24]

[12.+.]

[lUJ

[II3]

[10.,]

=-0. ii:i92r) II +0.

—0. 12S7H XVI —0,

=-(.0. 1(m;om IV +0.

General corrections in terms of the

+0. 0051:5 IV

= -0.00261

=_0. 10406

=+0. 11333

=—0. 17336

=—0. 02026

+0. 03385

=-0. 05019

—0. 04(>22

=-(-0. 07421

—0. 01733

=—0. 00394

+0. 01537

= +0.05263

=—0. 16779

=+0. 71986

VI

VI

VI

VI

VII

XXIII

VII

XXIII

VII

XXIII

VII

XXIII

XXV
VIII

VIII

=+0. 04924

=+0. 09040

=+0. 04520

=—0. 04103

=— 0. 69770

=+0. 17174

=—0. 23310

=+0. 06928

=+0. 03276

=+0. 45424

=—0. 38488

=+0. 36313

=—0. 23237

=+0. 50000

=+0. 50000

=—0. 04512

=+0. 01965

=+0. 03439

=+0. 05882

=—0. 09425

=+0. 05236

=—0. 00171

=— 0. 06154

=+0. 00201

=+0. 0031.>^

+0.

-0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

— 0.

34H-25III

11065 XVII

00751 V

00008 VII

06570 VII

06542 VII

correlates—Coiitinued.

—0. 00748 V +0. 00140 IX +0. 13935 XV

—0. 12596 VI

+0. 13881 VI

+0. 00179 VIII

+0.01734 VIII

+0. 00347 VIII

—0. 01010 IX

+0. 00067 IX

—0. 00197 IX

—0. 00039 IX

+0. 07548 IX

+0. 11111 XVIII

—0. 01165 XIX +0.

+0. 03453 XIX —0.

+0. 00691 XIX —0.

+0.25000 XVIII

03453 XXI

00971 XXI

00194 XXI

01471 IX +0.04656 XIX -(-0. 03016 XX —0. 01641 XXI —0. 00370 XXII

03235 XXII

01213 XXII

00924 XX

n

00292 IX +0. 00924 XIX —0. 01386 XX —0. 02311 XXI +0.

00110 IX +0. 00347 XIX —0. 00520 XX —0. 00867 XXI +0.

00518 IX —0.01641 XIX +0. 02461 XX +0.04102 XXI +0.

+0. 06047 IX

—0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

—0.

02437 IX

01393 IX

00082 IX

00116 IX

00139 IX

+0.

+0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

+0,

IX

IX

IX

IX

IX

IX

X

X
X
XI

XI

X
X
XXVI
XXVII

X +0.

X +0,

X —0.

XXXI
XI +0.

—0.

— 0.

—0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

—0.

—0.

+0-

+0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

05263 XX
+0.

03727 XXII —0.

02131 XXII +0.

00126 XXII +0.

00177 XXII —0.

00213 XXII +0.

— 0.

+0.

00985 XXIV —0.

01808 XXIV +0.

15763 XXIV —0.

00821 XXIV +0.

02712 XXIV —0.

07692 XXIII

04620 XXVIII

09571 XXVIII

00990 XXVIII

25000 XXI

02256 XXIV
03098 XXIV
02489 XXIV
02776 XXIV
00694 XXIV
12500 XXIV
25000 XXIV
01970 XXVI
29717 XXVI
01808 XXVI
01641 XXVI
05424 XXVI

XI

XI

XI

XI

XI

+0.

+0.

+0.

— 0.

029.54 XXIII —0.

05424 XXIII —0.

02712 XXIII +0.

02462 XXIII +0.

41864 XXIII —0.

07692 XXII —0.

02970 XXVII —0.

00990 XXVII +0.

20792 XXVII —0.

16667 XXX
14286 XXIX
13636 XXVIII

04545 XXVIII

02283 XI +0. 11930 XXVIII +0. 02242 XXIX
10679 XI +0. 02242 XXVIII +0. 10488 XXIX
06766 XI +0. 03923 XXVIII —0. 06645 XXIX

20000 XXX
mil XXIX
00155 XXX —0. 02788 XXXI +0. 05275 XXXII
05569 XXX —0.00230 XXXI +0. 00155 XXXII
00236 XXX +0. 04256 XXXI —0. 02788 XXXII

—0. 04682 XXXI +0. 18060 XXXII

+0. 19732 XXXI —0. 04682 XXXII

+0. 25000 XXXII

—0.00177XXV
+0.01227 XXV
—0.04003xxy
+0.08361XXV
—0.04.579XXV
+0.18750XXV
—0. 12500XXV
+0.44313XXVII

—0.01970XXVII

—0.00985XXVII

-0.36928XXVII

-0.02954 XXVII
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Ifo. of
equiition.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Normal equatioiin for determining the correlates

(>.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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N". of
(limtion.

19.

Normal I'ljvation.s for determining the correlates—Continued.

=+0. (l-29()l)

20. =+1.40700

21.

22.

2:!.

24. I)

•40.

2fi. (I

27.

2H.

2i).

:iO.

:!1.

:!2.

=+2. H0200

=+0. 28800

=+2. 16600

=— 0. 49900

=- a. 23800

=—2. 76000

=—3. 02800

=— 1. 46ii00

=+0. 177IM)

=—2. 90300

=—0. 12100

=+1. 13100

- 0. 00455 III

+0. 00562 viir

+(l. 05923 XX
—0. 00061 III

—0. 13495 VIII

+0. 16342 XX
— 0. 00261 VI

+0.02461 XX

+0. 02008 VII

+0. 16791 XXII

+0. 03537 III

+0. 00318 VIII

+0. 06276 XIX
—0. 02712 XXIV

+0. 05995 IX

—0.0)808 XXVI

+0. 00116 IX

+0. 09040 IX

+0. 04924 IX

+1. 15105 XXVII

+0. 1.5492 X
+0. 01965 X
+0. 29845 XI

+0. 00261 XI

—0. 00171 XI

+0. 00441 IV

-0.02755 IX

—0.02806 XXI

+0. 00060 IV

+0. 02515 IX

+0. 02461 XXI

—0. 00386 VII

+0. 32555 XXI

+0. 14621 IX

—0. 12510 XXIII

+0. 39956 IV

—1. 11468 IX

+0. 07397 XX
—0. 05424 XXVI
-0.02256 XXII

—0. 00985 XXVII

—0. 00177 XXII

—0. 05424 XXIII

+0. 03276 X
—0. 00990 XXVIII

+0. 02283 XI

—0. 22.573 XI

+0. 42236 XXX
—0. 00236 XXX
+0. 00155 XXX

+0. 00516 V

+0. 00302 XV
— 0. 00370 XXII

+0. 00070 V
+0.00011 XV
+0. 00554 XXII

+0.72165 VIII

+0. 00924 XXII

—0. 00370 XIX

—0. 02256 XXIV

+0. 06802 V
—0. 02339 XV
+0. 01537 XXI
—0. 02954 XXVII
—0. 02712 XXIII

—0. 15276 XXIV
—0. 01808 XXIV
—0. 02954 XXIII

-0. 02S16 VI

+0. 02886 XVIII

+0. 06276 XXIII

—0. 00507 VI

+0. 00392 XVIII

+0. 07397 XXIII

—0. 00451 IX

+0. 01537 XXIII

+0. 00554 XX
—0. 00177 XXV
+0. 01869 \l

—0. 03861 XVI
-0. 12510 XXII

-0. 05432 VII

+0. 14878 XIX

—0. 02627 VII

+0. 0.5923 XIX

—0. 02806 XIX

+0. 00924 XXI

—0. 01831 VII

—0. 03618 XVIII

+0. 90345 XXIII

+0. 46350 XXIV —0. 15276 XXV

+0. 32374 XXV
+0. 99717 XXVI —0. 01970 XXVII

—0. 00985 XXIV —0. 01970 XXVI

—0. 00990 XXVII +0. .39682 XXVIII +0. 02242 XXIX
+0. 02242 XXVIII +0. 35885 XIX
—0. 00236 XXXI +0. 00155 XXXII

+0. 29870 XXXI —0. 07470 XXXII
—0. 07470 XXXI +0. 48335 XXXII

Values of the correlates and their logarithms.

I
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[•-Ml]

[28i+2]

[28.]

L284]

[27,]

[270

[27:=]

[26,]

[26s]

[263J

[263+,]

[265]

[266]

[266+7]

[25,]

[25,]

[25,+2+3+4]

[254+5]

[255]

[255+6]

[23,]

[23,]

[233]

[234]

Values

=—0. 293
'

=+0. 689
I

=—0. 044
i

=—0. 072

=+0. 934

=+0. 210

=—0. 607

=— 0. 708

=+0. 310

=—0. 396

= -0.107

=+0. 278

=+0. 798

=+0. 371

=—0. 330

=—0. 627

=+1. 191

=+0. 675

=+0. 377

=—0. 231

=+0. 694

=+1. 383

=— 1. 679

=—0. 282

of the general corrections.

[234+5]

[22,]

[22,2+3]

[224]

[223+4]

[21,+,+:,]

[21,]

[2I3]

[2I4]

[20]

[19i]

[19,+,]

[19i+2+.0

[194]

[I95]

[196]

[197]

[I84]

[18a]

[17,]

[17,]

[173]

[ 172+3+4]

[174+5+6]

=+0. 112

=—0. 760

=+0. 079

=—0. 171

=+0. 026

=+0. 257

=+0. 473

=—0. 284

=—0. 729

=+0. 651

=—0. 848

=—1. 203

=—0. 235

=+0. 364

•=—0. 366

=+0. 899

=—0. 537

=+1. 689

=—0. 287

=+1. 199

=+0. 823

=+0. 788

=—0. 999

=—1. 478

[I74+5]

[16l]

[16,]

[I63]

[15,+,]

[15,+2+:3]

[15,+3]

[154]

[155]

[156+,]

[14,]

[14,+3]

[144]

[13,]

[13,+3]

[133]

[12,]

[I23]

[I24]

[12,+3]

[11.]

[II3]

[10,]

=+0. 487

=+0. 258

=+0. 278

=+0. 446

=-(^0. 445

=+0. 520

=—0.211

=+1. 388

=+l. 383

=+0. 792

=+0. 609

=—0. 367

=+0. 383

=—0. 006

=+1. 868

=—0. 329

=—0. 107

=+0. 590

=+0. 037

=—0. 007

=—0. 427

=+0. 091

=—0. 598

Besiduals resulting from substitution of general corrections in numerical equations of condition.

No. equation.
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On the otlicr liiiiid, it tlie variables are connected Ity r equation.s of condition, these equations can

be used to eliminate r unknowns from (1), leaving m equations with n—r independent unknowns,

to wbitli (2) will ajiply, becoming then,

(;•.) ,,=0.6745 /n^^'-'-l =().(J745J [^""'J

This last e(]uation follows from the fact that in a triangulation each observed angle may be used to

give an equation of the form (1), containing only the most probable angle as an unknown, thus

giving m=n. If there are r equations of condition, (3) gives at once the probable error of an

observed angle whose weight equals unity.

It has already been stated that in adjustment the chain of triangles connecting the Keweenaw
and Minnesota Point Bases was broken into two sections at the line Split Eock- Detour, the sec-

tions being adjusted separately. The first section includes the stations North Base (Minnesota

Point), Oneota, South Base (Minnesota Point), Lester, Aminicon, Buchanan, BruM, Burlington, Clay

Banks, Sawteeth West, Detour, and Split Eock. For this section r in equation (3)= 33. The average

weight of an angle in this section is 12.01, the prolaable error of an angle of weight unity is 1".36, and

hence the iirobable error of an angle of average weight is ±0".39. Selecting the chain joining the

two bases, whose triangles have the best form and their angles the greatest weight, the average weight

of an angle in those triangles of this section which enter this principal chain is 17.35, and hence the

probable error of an observed angle of average weight in this part of the principal chain is ±0".33.

The second section includes the following stations: Si)bt Eock, Detour, Outer Island, Sawteeth

Bast, Porcupine Mountains, Parquhar's Knob, Isle Eoyale, Wheal Kate, Vulcan, Huron Mount-

ains, Traverse Point, Middle, Orebassa, Quaquaming, South Base (Keweenaw Point) and North

Base (Keweenaw Point). For this section r in equation (3) is 69, and there results /)=±1".72 as

the probable error for this section of the angle whose weight is unity. It will be remembered that

the weight unity is that of an angle for which the mean error for one measure of it as derived from

observations at the station alone is 1". The average weight of the angles in this sectionis 7.96, and
hence the probable error of an angle of average weight is ± 0".61. The average weight of an
angle iu those triangles of this section which enter the principal chain is 8.84, and hence the

probable error of an observed angle of average weight in this part of the principal chain is .t0".58.

The probable error of an observed angle of the whole principal chain may be derived from the

excess of the sum of the observed angles of a triangle over 180° plus the spherical excess by using

to obtain the probable error of an observed angle, the expression 0.6745 /L^i in which the v are

the excesses just referred to, and n is the number of triangles. Iu this way the value ±0".58 is

found as the probable error of any angle in the principal chain connecting Keweenaw and Minne-

sota Point Bases.

Colonel Walker, in Survey of India, Vol. II, page 195, shows, for a triangulation whose angles

have nearly equal weight, that the probable error of any adjusted angle may be approximately

derived from the probable error of an observed angle by multiplying it hy^ r^~^ , in which m is the

number of observed angles and r the number of rigid equations of condition which they must sat-

isfy. In this chain, for the section extending from Keweenaw Base to the line Split Eock-Detour,

«(=109 and j-=C9, hence ^'^^1^ = 0.61. For the section between Split Eock-Detour and Minne-

sota Base m = 50, r = 32, and J^^'—^=z0.6(). Multiplying the probable error of an observed angle

of the main chain in each of the two sections by 0.01 and 0.60, respectively, there result for the

probable error of an adjusted angle in the selected chain between Keweenaw Base and the line

Detour -Split Eock, ±0".58x0.61 = ±0".35, and between this line and the Minnesota Base ±0".33
X 0.60 = ±0".20. Since the weights of angles between the Keweenaw and Minnesota Point Bases

differ widely, the values of the ratio -^- can only be considered as rough approximations. In the

remainder of the triangulation the angles in each section have nearly equal weights.
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PROBABLE KRRORS OF OBSERVED AND AD.JUSTED ANGLES.

§ 9. The values just deduced are collected iu tabular form, as follows:

Let

m=whole number of observed augles in a section (one adjustment).

r=:whole number of rigid conditions in a section.

n=number of triangles in principal cliain.

[^rrj^sum of weighted squares of corrections to observed angles.

/J,=probable error of an observed angle of weight unity.

^(,=probable error of an observed angle of average weight in whole section.

;o,'=probable error of an adjusted angle of average weight in whole section.

j),=average weight of an observed angle in whole section.

jp„=a.verage weight of an observed angle in principal chain.

/)e=probable error of an observed angle of average weight in principal chain.

/;(^'=probable error of an adjusted angle of average weight in principal chain.

[(•r]=sum of squares of closing errors of triangles in principal chain.

/o,=probable error of an obser\ed angle in principal chain as derived from the closing errors of

triangles.

FOE THE ENTIRE SECTIONS IN THIS CHAPTER.

Section.
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.1 C, the .s(iiiai(! of the probable error iu B C, expressed ii) units of tlie seventh place of logarithms

arisiiin- from tlie errors of the angles, will be /)'(«'+ /5'), where f>
is the probable error of any observed

angle iu tliis part of the triangulatioii and a and I'i are changes for 1" iu the seventh place of the

logaritliinic siues of A audi?. For a succession of transverse sides with the same value for o

this probable error squared will be f'^la'+i'^''] for the last side. For the side A B the probable error

of the si<le B (J may be taken as a sufficient approximation. If p differs for different parts of the

trlangulation, these sums will be formed for each value of/; and their sum will be taken. If to

this sum there be added the square of the probable error in the logarithm of the base after the

error of the standard of length is excluded, the reciprocal of the sum will be the weight to assign

to the logarithm of the side computed from the first base. Finding in the same way the weight of

the logaiithm of the same side when computed from the second base, the weighted mean of the

two values will be the value to be adopted. The reciprocals of the weights are derived from the

„2+ ,j2 for each triangle, given in the following table, by adding to f>\a^+fi% 19.01 for the computa-

tions depending on the Keweenaw Base and 58.68 for the Minnesota Point Base, those being the

probable errors squared in the seventh place of logarithms of the bases after the error of the

standard is exc uded, corresponding to the probable errors 0'".349 and 0'".421 respectively. The

l)ases will be left unchanged, their probable errors being used only in computing the weights of

intermediate sides. Calling the weight of the lesser logarithmic value of the side j;, where V^ is

the reciprocal of the probable error, and of the greater,^/, the correction to the lesser value to give

the weighted meau value will be + , \_ i
d if d be the difference between the two values. The

weight of any such mean value will be p+p. When [> aiul p' areequal the corresponding mean side

will be that with the greatest probable error, and the probable error will decrease toward each base.

By this method unequal corrections are applied to the logarithms of the different sides of a

triangle, but the deviation of the correction to any side from the mean of all the corrections to the

sides of that triangle rarely equals 2 in the seventh place of logarithms. This quantity is small

compared with the probable error in the logarithms of the sides and if its consideration be neg-

lected we may then siippose that the mean value is applied to the logarithms of all the sides of

this triangle.

Within the degree of approximation stated, this method of making the two bases agree

amounts then in effect to the following: Starting from one base the logarithms of all the sides of

each tiiangle receive the same correction. This correction varies from triangle to triangle, increas-

ing from one base toward the other. It leaves all angles unchanged, but it effects the agreement

of the bases by using values differing by small quantities, sometimes by 6 units in the seventh

place of logarithms for the same transverse side of the trlangulation, as it forms a part of the pre-

ceding or following triangle. It gives a very nearly correct value for the distance between the

bases and affects the azimuths of long lines only by insignificant quantities. Instead of distributing

the error gradually through the trlangulation, as a strict adjustment would do, it does it by small

abrupt steps in passing from one triangle to the next and leaves the trlangulation a series of slightly

disconnected triangles. The method actually followed of giving unequal corrections to the different

sides of the same triangle, and of leaving the previously adjusted angles unchanged, gives the same

results as those just stated within the degree of approximation previously mentioned (2 units in

the se\eutli place of tlie logarithms of the sides).

In the following table, giving the principal chain of triangles between Keweenaw and Minne-

sota Point Bases, the first column gives the names of the stations; the second gives the adjusted

angles taken from (7, § 7 ; the third gives the triangle-error or the excess of the sum of the observed

angles over 180° plus the spherical excess; the fourth gives the logarithm of the side, expressed in

feet, opposite the station in the same line, the value being computed from the Keweenaw Base

with the adjusted augles and the length of the base given in Chapter fll, § 31; the fifth gives for

each triangle a:^ and /5"; the sixth gives the sum of a^-f ,5^ from Keweenaw Base up to the opposite

triangle, inclusive; the seventh gives the quantities ; and the eighth the weighted mean loga-

rithms of the sides as depending on both bases and derived by the method just explained.

Both bases depend on the mean of Clarke yards A and B.
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From Keweenaw Ease to Split Itock - Detour |O=±0".58, aud from Split Eook- Detour to

Minnesota Point Base /)=±0".33. These values are laken from G. § 9. The logarithm of the

measured value of the length of Minnesota Point Base, expressed in feet, is 4.2982176, and the

logarithm of the same, as computed from Keweenaw Base, is 4.2982130; hence, '?= +0.0000046

The constant for the system ( -\—. )=3034.
\p p'y

Chain of principal triangles heUveen Minnesota Point and Ketceenaw Bases.

Stations.
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Chain ofprincipal triangles between Minnesota Point and Keweenaw Bases—Continued.

Stations.

Detour

Rawtppith Wpat
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CHAPTER XV.

TRIAXGl IvATlOX FROM LINE VULCAN-HUROIS^ MOUNTAINS TO lONIJ DU TjAC
BASE.

A.—DESCEIPTIOKS OF STATIONS.

NOTE RELATIVE TO ELEVATIONS.

§ 1. The heights of ground at stations described in this chapter were determined chiefly by
trigouometrical leveling. The heights at stations about Lake Superior and between it and Green

Bay are referred to the mean surface of Lake Superior from 1871 to 1875. (See Chapter XXII, § 13.)

Heights along Green Bay are referred to its surface at the times of determination and are there-

fore subject relatively to some uncertainties arising from fluctuations in elevation of the lake-sur-

face. For any of the group of heights referred to Lake Superior the i^robable error may be esti-

mated as not exceeding ± 5 feet. For the groaj) referred to Green Bay =t 2 feet would appear to

be a sufficiently large probable error, since these heights do not depend on trigonometrical levels

over long lines. Heights in the vicinity of and south of Fond du Lac Base are referred to the

mean surface of Lake Michigan for 1860 to 1875. (See Chapter XXII, § 13.) They were computed

from zenith-distances observed in the triangulation and connecting with a point of known height

on Milwaukee court-house. The height of East Base given herein is 8 feet greater than that de-

rived by spirit-leveling, as stated in Chapter V, § 6. As no special precision was aimed at in the

trigonometrical leveling of this part of the triaugulation, a probable error of not less than ± 5 feet

may be assigned to the heights.

DESCRIPTIONS OP STATIONS.

§ 2. Ives Hill, 1872.—This station is situated on one of the Huron Mountains, about 1 miles

southeast of the mouth of Pine Eiver, and about one-half mile east of Ives Lake. The height of

station used was 38 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a nail leaded into the solid surface-

rock. The geodetic point is 11 feet 2 inches distant from each of three small triangles cut in the

rock—one south, one west, and one east—the bearings being approximate. Height of rock at

station, 1,030 feet (estimated).

Granite Island, 1872, '73.—This station is situated on the north side of Granite Island, Lake

Superior. The height of station used was 36 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cross cut in

the solid surface rock. The center of Granite Island light-house tower bears south 73° 33' 46" west

and is 171.32 feet distant from the geodetic point. Height of rock at station, 38.4 feet.

Triloba, 1873.—This station is situated on a bald granite knob, about 3 miles southwest of

Granite Point. The height of station used was 17 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a brass

frustum leaded into the solid rock. Xo reference marks are made. The hill, however, can be easily

identified as it is the highest one in the immediate ^'icinity. Height of rock at station, 635 feet.

Mesnard, 1873.—^This station is situated about 2 miles south of Marquette, on a granite knob

called Mount Mesnard. The height of station used was about 4 feet. The geodetic point is marked

by a cross cut in the solid surface rock, which is about 3 feet below the surface soil. Around and

above this mark a pile of small stones was made. Three reference-crosses are cut in the solid sur-

face-rock in the following positions : one north 45 feet distant, one east 27 feet distant, and one

west 17.3 feet distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 522.1 feet.

Shelter Bay, 187.'>.—This station is situated on the south shore of Lake Superior, about 2

miles southwest of Shelter Bay and about one-fourth of a mile south of the west end of Deer Lake.

44 L S
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The hei jiht of station used was 30 feet. Tlie geodetic point is marked by a single stone of the usual

form. Height of ground at station, 451.7 feet.

(iRAND Island, 1872, '7.!.—This station is sitnated on Grand Island, about 2 miles south of the

light-house, and on the highest part of tlie island. The height of station used was .")() feet. The

geodetic; point is marked by a stone of the nsnal form, set so that its upper end is about -! feet

Itelow the ground surface. Three reference-stones are set, one north, one east, and one south, each

10 feet distant from the geodetic point, the bearings being approximate. Height of ground at sta-

tion, 388.2 feet.

Divide, 1873, '74.—This station is situated on the dividing ridge of land between Lake Su-

perior and Green Bay, about 6J miles south of Munising, and about 1,000 feet east of the old Bay

de Noquette and Lake Superior road. The height of station used was 110 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is 3J feet below the ground

surface. A second stone of the same form, rising flush with the surface of the ground, is set directly

above the first. The geodetic point is south 67° west and 760 feet distant from the northeast cor-

ner of section 27, township 46 north, range 19 west. Height of ground at station, 426.7 feet.

Mud Lake, 1874.—This station is situated in the Northern Peninsula of Michigan, in the

southeast corner of section 4, township 45 north, range 20 west. The height of station used was

85 feet. The geodetic point is referred to a stone which bears south 29° 19' east and is 31.02 feet

distant. This stone is set so that its upper end is about 3 feet below the ground surface. A sur-

face stone marked with a cross is set directly over the first stone. Two reference-stones are set,

one approximately north 5.75 feet distant, and one approximately south 2.83 feet distant. The

geodetic point is also marked by a spike driven into the root of the tree used as the station center-

post. The southeast corner of section 4 bears south 44° 06' east and is 1,061.8 feet distant from

the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 403.5 feet.

STURaEON EiVER, 1874.—This station is situated in the Northern Peninsula of Michigan, in

section 16, township 42 north, range 19 west, being south 40° east and 705 feet distant from the

quarter-stake on the north side of the section. The height of station used w;is 30 feet. The geo-

detic point is marked by a stone set so that its upper end is about 2J feet below the surface of the

ground. Above the latter is set a reference-stone rising 4 to 6 inches above ground. Height of

ground at station, 345.4 feet.

MONISTIQUB, 1874.—This station is situated in the Northern Peninsula of Michigan, 975 feet

southwest of the northeast corner of section 7, township 43 north, range 18 west. The height of

station used was 30 feet, the theodolite having been supported on a tree cut off at this height. The

geodetic point is the middle point of the line joining two stones set 5 feet apart in an east-aud-

west line. Height of ground at station, 394.7 feet.

Fishdam Eivee, 1874.—This station is situated in the Northern Peninsula of Michigan, about

5 miles northeast of the mouth of Fishdam Eiver, or the head of Big Bay de Noquette. The
height of the station used was 48 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a single stone, set so that

its upiier end is about 2 feet below the ground surface. Eeferences were made to the three trct s

supporting the platform. The tree to the north is distant 8 feet 1 inch ; the one east, 6 feet 6

inches ; and the one northwest, 12 feet 6 inches. Height of ground at station, 253.G feet.

Pine Hill, 1874.—This station is situated on Peninsula Point. It bears north 65° east and
is 5J miles distant from Squaw Point. A tree cut off 104 feet above ground was used as a post

for supporting the theodolite. The geodetic point is marked by a nail leaded into the solid rock

which is about 2 feet below the surface of the ground. A marking-stone of the usual form is set

directly over the nail. The following references were made : head of wrought spike in center-post

tree, southwest 1 foot 4 inches; head of wrought spike in pine tree, southwest 14 feet 4 inches;

head of wrought spike in pine tree, north 14 feet 4 inches; head of wrought spike in pine stump,
southeast 34 feet. These distances are each from the geodetic point.

Burnt Blupf,* 1874.—This station is situated on Burnt Bluff, about 3 miles southwest of

Fayette, Michigan. It is on the west side and not more than 100 feet back from the edge of the

»Topograpliical sketches of nearly all stations hereafter described in this chapter and in Chapters XVI-XX are

on file at the .Survey Office. Tliey show, on a scale of j^, the features of the country in detail within a radius of 300

metres from the geodetic point.
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bluff. The heiglit of station used was 10 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a single stone of

the usual form, set so that its upper end is about 1 foot below the ground surface, and is covered by
a cairu. Three reference-stones are set, one east 10 feet distant, one south 10 feet distant, and one
south 20 feet distant from the geodetic point, the bearings being approximate. Height of ground
at station, 215 feet above Lake Superior, or 235.5 feet above Green Bay.

FoKB EiVEE, 1874.—This station is situated on the west shore of Green Bay, about 5 miles

southwest of Escauaba light-house, about 2 miles northeast of the mouth of Ford River, and about

100 feet back from the shore. The height of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is

mai-ked by a cross, cut in the solid rock, which is about 3 feet below the ground surface. Above
this cross is set a marking-stone of the usual form, rising about to the level of the ground. Two ref-

erence-stones are set, one north (approximately) 55.1 feet and one west (approximately) 64.5. feet

from the geodetic point. A large bowlder, marked U. S., lies 20.2 feet to the south of the geodetic

point. The sontheast corner of section 12, township 38 north, range 23 west, bears north 79° 29'

east, and is 435.5 feet distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 10 feet (esti-

mated).

Cedak River, 1874.—This station is situated on the west shore of Green Bay, about 2 miles

northeast of the mouth of Oedar River, and about 50 feet back from the shore. The height of

station used was 48 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the nsiial form, set so that

its upper end is about 2 feet below the ground surface. Directly above the latter is set another

stone, rising about to the level of the ground surface. Three reference-stones are set, one north

13 metres, one south 12.5 metres, and one west 14 metres distant from the geodetic point. Height

of ground at station, 3.8 feet.

Botee's Bluff, 1874.—This station is situated on Boyer's Bluff, on the northwest side of

Washington Island, and about 15 feet back from the edge of the bJuff. The height of station

used was 5 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a single stone of the usual form. A reference-

stone, 24 feet distant, bears south 43° east from the geodetic point. A second reference is north 33°

west, 15 feet 6 inches from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, L30 feet.

DooE Bltjff, 1874.—This station is situated on the east shore of Green Bay, on Death's Door

Bluff. It is on the highest part and 34 feet back from the edge of the west side of the bluff. The

height of station used was 10 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cross, cut in the solid rock.

Above this mark is set a post of the usual form. Oedar reference-stakes were driven on the north,

east, and south of geodetic point, each 10 feet distant. Each of these stakes is surrounded by a

pile of stones. An astronomical stone post bears south 34° 47' west, and is 90 feet distant from

the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 100 feet.

EoCHEREAu, 1874.—This station is situated on the west shore of Green Bay, on Point Eoche-

reau. It is about 100 feet back from the low sandy beach and about 200 feet northwest of the

extreme point of land. The height of station used was 50 feet. The geodetic point is marked by

a stone set inside a wooden box, sunk in the quicksand, the upper end of the stone being about 2J

feet below the ground surface. Another stone, rising 6 inches above ground, is set directly above the

former. Two reference stones are set, one north 19° 58' east, 74.65 feet distant, and one south 79° 53'

east, 05.30 feet distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 2.5 feet (estimated).

Eagle Bluff, 1874.—This station is situated on the east shore of Green Bay, about 40 metres

southwest of Eagle Bluff light-house, and about 10 metres back from the edge of the limestone

bluff rising perpendicularly from the bay. The height of station used was 12 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a stone of the usual form. A reference-mark cut in the solid rock bears south

72° 10' west, and is 6,7 metres distant from the geodetic point. The center of the light-house tower

bears north 48° 29' east, and is 39.79 metres distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at

station, 36 feet.

South Egg, 1874.—This station is situated on the east shore of Green Bay, about 4^ miles

southwest of Egg Harbor, and about one-fourth of a mile back from the shore. The height of

station used was 20 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, rising 3

or 4 inches above ground. Three reference-stones are set, one north 29° east, 53.1 feet distant

;

one south 55° 60' east 35.2 feet distant ; and one south 25° west, 50.3 feet distant from the geo-

detic point.
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iMENOMONEE, 1S74.—This station is situated on the southwest corner of Ahneda and Water

streets, in the vi]hi<;e of j\Ieuekaunee, ^Viscousin. The hei,i;ht of station used was r,0 feet. The

geodetic point is marked by a stojie of tlie" usual form, set so that its upper end is about o feet be-

low tlio ground surface. Directly over the latter is set another stone, rising about even with the

surface of the grcmnd. A reference-stone bears north ;!!»o4S' east, and is liO..") metres distant. A
second reference bears south 59° -!li' east, and is -!(t.7 metres distant from the geodetic point. Height

of ground at station, 3 feet (estimated).

Peshtigo, 1874.—This station is situated about one-third of a mile northeast of the extremity of

Peshtigo Point and about 100 feet bade from the shore of the bay. The height of station used was

25 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form. Three reference stones are

set in the following positions, respectively: one north 2° 48' east, 75.3 feet distant; one south 2° 50'

west, 25.ii feet distant ; and one north 80° 49' west, 50.1 feet distant from the geodetic point. Height

of ground at station, 2 feet (estimated).

Debkous, 1874.—This station is situated on the east shore of Green Bay, about 3J miles south-

west of Little Sturgeon Bay, and about 12 feet back from the edge of a limestone bluff rising per-

pendicularly about 50 feet from the water. The height of station used was 20 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is about 1 foot below the

surface of the ground. The northeast corner of a frame house bears south 30° 01' west, and is 232

feet distant from the geodetic point. A reference-stone, set on the east side of the highway, bears

south 83° 53' east, and is 86 feet 10 inches distant. A blazed stump bears north 53° 58' east, and

is 04 feet distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 53 feet. -

Gales, 1873.—This station is situated on the west shore of Green Bay, about 2 miles south, of

Oconto, Wisconsin, and about 50 feet back from the beach. The height of station used was 50

feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is about

3 feet below the ground surface. Directly above is set another stone, rising about even with the

surface of the ground. A reference-stone bears north 49° 29' west, and is 60 feet IJ inches distant;

a second reference-stone bears north 8° 69' west, and is 80 feet 3^ inches distant ; and a third refer-

ence-stone bears south 38° 31' west, and is 62 feet 7 inches distant from the geodetic point. These

bearings are magnetic and were taken in 1873. Height of ground at station, 3 feet (estimated).

Eed Eivee, 1873.—This station is situated on the east shore of Green Bay, about 2| miles

northeast of the mouth of Ited Eiver, and about 300 feet back from the beach. The height of sta-

tion used was 15 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a single stone of the usual form. A refer-

ence-stone bears south 8° 42' west, and is 31 feet 10 inches distant from the geodetic point. A blaze

on a hard-maple tree bears south 65° 22' east, and is 18 feet 7 inches distant from the geodetic point.

Height of ground at station, 150 feet.

Red Banks, 1873.—This station is situated on the east shore of Green Bay, on a red-clay bluff,

distant 6.5 miles in a northeasterly direction from Long Tail Point light-house. The height of sta-

tion used was 15 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its

upper end is about 3 feet below the surface of the ground. A reference-stone bears north 26° 36'

east, and is 125 feet 7 inches distant from the geodetic point. A second reference-stone bears north

720 59' east, and is 144 feet 4 inches distant from the geodetic point. The bearings here given are

magnetic. Height of ground at station, 86 feet.

Little Tail Point, 1873.—This station is situated on the west shore of Green Bay, about 0.9

mile south of the mouth of Little Suamico River, on low marshy ground, and about 10 metres

back from the shore. The height of station used was 15 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a

stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is about 2^ feet below the surface of the ground.

Directly above is set another stone, rising slightly above the ground surface. Two reference-stones

are set, one south 00° 27' west, 16.25 metres distant, and one north 36° 46' west, 9.25 metres distant

from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 2 feet.

Beuoe, 1872, '73.—This station is situated in the southeast quarter of the northwest quarter

of section 25, Preble Township, Brown County, Wisconsin. The height of station used was 60 feet.

The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is about 4^
feet below the surface of the ground. Directly over this stone was set a large oak post, used as an
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azimuth-post. A reference-stone bears north 14° 50' east, and is 15.10 metres distant ; a second

reference bears north 85° 41' west, and is 182.o.) metres distant; a. third refeieuce bears south 79°

21' west, and is 185.81 metres distant from the geodetic point. The latter two stones are set on the

east side of a north-and-south road. Height of ground at station, 185 feet.

Fort Howard, 1872, '73, '74.—This station is situated in the town of Fort Howard, Wisconsin,

on what is called " Private Claim" No. 8, west side Fox River. The height of station used was 75

feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is 4 feet

below the surface of the ground. Directly over this stone is set another, rising 4 inches above tlie

level of the ground. Two reference-stones are set on the north side of the road to the south of the

station. The one farthest east bears south 16® 26' east, and is 202.94 metres distant from the geo-

detic point. The westerly stone bears south 57° 05' west, and is 152.44 metres distant from the

geodetic point.

Oneida, 1872.—This station is situated in the northeast part of Oneida Eeservation, Wiscon-

sin, about one-half mile north of the Green Bay and Lake Pepin Railway, about 2 miles soiitheast of

an Episcopal mission chiirch, and about 1,000 feet southwest of the junction of two roads running to

what is called Cook's Mill. The height of station used was 50 feet. The geodetic point is marked
by a stone of the nsual form, set so that its upper end is about 2J feet below the surface of the

ground. Directly above the latter is set another stone, rising about 6 inches above the ground.

A reference-stone 24.7 feet distant from the geodetic point, bears north 3° east. A second reference-

stone, 25.2 feet distant, bears south 3° west. These two bearings are magnetic.

Bast Dbpere, 1872.—This station is situated near the northwest corner of G-lenmore Town-

ship, Brown County, Wisconsin. It is on the line between Glenmore and Rockland Townships,

and about 50 feet back from the edge of the limestone ledge running in a northeasterly direction

across Brown County. The height of station used was 65 feet. The geodetic point is marked by

a stone of the ususil form, set so that its upper end is about 2^ feet below the surface of the ground.

A second stone is set directly over the latter, and rises nearly to the surface of the ground. Two
reference-stones are set, one north 36° 30' east 24 feet distant and one south 53° 30 east 24.05 feet

distant from the geodetic point, the bearings being magnetic.

West Depere, 1872.—This station is situated near the south side of section 1, Freedom Town-

ship, Outagamie County, Wisconsin. It is about one mile north of Sagole post-ofiice, and about

300 metres west of the G-reen Bay and Appleton road. The height of station used was 75 feet.

The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is about 2^ feet

below the surface of the ground. Directly above is set another stone, rising slightly above the

surface of the ground. A reference-stone bears north 10° 43' west, and is 11.87 metres distant; a

second reference bears south 45° 44' east, and is 60.85 metres distant from the geodetic point.

Freedom, 1872.—This station is situated on a prominent hill in the southwest corner of Free-

dom Township, Outagamie County, Wisconsin. The height of station used was 35 feet. The geo-

detic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is about 2i feet below

the ground surface. Another stone projecting slightly above ground is set directly over the latter.

Two reference-stones are set, one north 5° 30' east, 17.32 feet distant, and one north 86° 46' east,

38.50 feet distant from the geodetic point.

Clayton, 1872.—This station is situated in the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of

section 14, Clayton Township, Winnebago County, Wisconsin. The height of station used was 50

feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is about

3 feet below the ground surface. A second stone, rising 4 to 6 inches above ground, is set directly

over the latter. Two reference-stones are set, one north 2° 48' east 19.95 feet distant, and one

south 86° 27' east, 35 metres distant from the geodetic point. The corner common to sections 13,

14, 23, and 2 1 bears south 14° 34' east, and is 163 metres distant.

Calumet 1872.—This station is situated about three-fourths of a mile northeast from the

northeast side of Lake Winnebago, and near the line between Harrison and Woodville Townships,

Calumet County, Wisconsin. It is about 20 feet back from the edge of the limestone ledge running

nearly parallel with the east shore of Lake Winnebago. The height of the station used was 35

feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in the solid rock. Above this is placed a

marking-stone of the ordinary form, surrounded by a pile of small stones. Three reference-marks
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were ina(U'. TLe, first of these is a liole drilled in the rock between the letters U. S. cut thereon.

It bears south 83° 15' west, and is 2.").25 feet distant from the geodetic point. The second reference-

mark is a ciri'le and an arrow cut in the rock, the anow pointing toward the geodetic point; the

center ol' the circle bears north 32^ 14' west, and is 11.93 feet distant. The third mark is a hole

drilled in tlie rock ; it bears north 44° ~>'2' east, and is 4(i.!»7 feet distant from the geodetic point.

STOCKBRiDirE, 1872.—This station is situated about 2 miles northwest of the village of Stock-

bridge, Calumet County, Wisconsin, and about 1,000 feet back from the shore of Lake Winnebago

It is nearly due east of a brick manufactory on the lake shore. The height of station used was .">

feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in a large fragment of limestone rock which

lies about 1.;^ feet below the surface of the ground. In the bottom of the hole in the rock two cop-

per cents were placed. Directly above was placed a rough stone with a. hole drilled in its upper

surface, and a pile of small stones A\'as laid around it. A granite bowlder bears north .lio 1.^' east,

and is 09.85 feet distant from the geodetic point.

OSHKOSH, 1872.—At this point the tower of the Oshkosh high school building was used as a

station. The height of the tower is about 80 feet. The geodetic point is marked by an iron screw

set in the upper end of the shaft forming the axis of the winding stairway. Two reference-stones

are set near the corners of the school-yard on the northeast side. One of these bears north 5° 57'

cast, and is 246.65 feet distant from the geodetic point. The second bears north 52° 14' east, and

is 238.02 feet distant from the geodetic point.

Eldorado, 1S72.—This station is situated in section 10, Eldorado Township, Fond du Lac

County, Wisconsin. It is about one-eighth of a mile nearly due east of the southwest corner of the

northwest quarter of the section, about 175 feet west of the ridge-road between Pond du Lac and

Oshkosh, and about 40 feet north of an east and west road on the half-section line. The height of

station used was .'55 feet. The geodetic i^oint is marked by a single stone of the usual form, set so

that its upper end is about 3 feet below the surface of the ground. Directly aver the latter is set

another stone, rising 4 to 6 inches above ground. Two reference-stones are set in the road on the

south side of station. The eastern stone is 4S.75 feet from the geodetic point, and the western

stone is 35.1 feet distant from the geodetic point.

Taycheedah, 1872.—This station is situated in the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter

of section 20, Taycheedah Township, Fond du Lac County, Wisconsin. The height of station used

was 3 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end

is about 2i feet below the surface of the ground. Two reference-stones are set, one north 58° 4.3^

east, 14.35 feet distant, and one south 47° 42' east, and 16.15 feet distant from the geodetic point.

SPKixavALE, 1872.—This station is situated in the Avest half of the southeast quarter of sec-

tion 17, Sjiruigvale Township, Fond du Lac County, Wisconsin. The height of station used was

50 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is

about 2.i feet below the surface of the ground. Two reference-stones were set, one north (approx-

imately) 13 feet distant, and one southwest (approximately) 14.3 feet distant from the geodetic

point. The head of a nail in a black oak nearly west of the geodetic point is 29.55 feet distant.

Height of ground at station, 462.6 feet.

East Base, 1872.—This station is situated in the northwest quarter of the southwest quarter

of section 4, Byron Township, Fond du Lao County, Wisconsin, and marks tbe east end of Fond
du Lac base-line. The height of station us<'d was 75 feet. The geodetic point is marked by the

intersection of two lines cut in the upper surface of a brass frustum leaded in the upper end of a

stone post. This post is 8 inches by s inches in cross-section, 5 feet long, and is set so that its

upper end is 4 feet below the level of the ground surfacie. Two similar stones are set, one on the

north and one on the south of the geodetic point, and in the line passing through it at right-angles

to the base-line. Each of these stones is 4.4 metres distant from the geodetic point, and is set

about 4 feet below the surface of the ground. Directly over the stone marking the geodetic point

is set a stone of the iisual form, rising to within a foot of the surface of the ground. A reference-

stone set in the road on the north of the station bears north 11° 45' west, and is 99.59 metres dis-

tant. A second reference bears north 78° 02' east, and is 27.5 metres distant from the geodetic
point. Height of ground at station, 257.2 feet.
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"West Base, 1872.—This station is situated ueiir tlie ccutor of section 10, Oaklielcl Townshiy,

Fond du Lac Connty, Wisconsin, and marlcs the west cud of Fond du Lac base-line. Tlie height

of station used was 35 feet. The geodetic point is marked in the same manner as East Base,

described above, and has likewise two reference-stones placed one ou either side, l.O metres dis-

tant from and in the line i)assing through the geodetic point at right angles to the base-line.

Directly over the stone marking the geodetic point is set a stone of the usual form, rising within

a foot of the surface of the ground. Two reference-stones are set in the road south of the station.

One of these bears south 5° 53' west, and is 18.0 metres distaut from the geodetic point; the other

bears south 52° 35' east, and is 31.42 metres distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground

at station, 264.2 feet.

Middle Base, 1872.—This station is situated iu the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter

of section 12, Oakfield Townshii>, Fond du Lac County, Wisconsin. It is about 75 feet west of the

intersection of the Chicago and Northwestern Railway and the north and south road ou the east

side of Oaktield Township. The height of station used was 10 feet. The geodetic point is marked

by the intersection of two lines cut in the surface of a brass frustum leaded into the upper end

of a stone post. This post is 8 inches by 8 inches in cross-section, 3 feet long, and is set so that

its upper end is about 3 feet below the surface of the ground. Directly above is set a marking-

stone of the ordinary form, rising about even with the surface of the ground.

Oakfield, 1872.—This station is situated in the northwest quarter of the northeast quarter

of the southwest quarter of section 34, Oakfield Township, Fond du Lac County, A\'isconsiu, on

Parratt's Hill. The height of station used was 65 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cross

cut iu the surface of lead run into a hole drilled in a limestone rock, which is placed so that its

upper end is 3 feet below the surface of the ground. Two reference stones are set, one north 00°

16' west and 30.8 feet distant, and one south 45° 48' west and 38.13 feet distant from the geodetic

point. Height of ground at station, 586.3 feet.

Watjpun, 1872.—At this point the observations were made from the southeast tower of the

main building of the Wisconsin State Prison. The height of this tower above ground is about 70

feet,^ and the position of the instrument is marked by a cross cut in the surface of the limestone

block on which it stood. The geodetic point of this station is the center of the trapdoor opening

into the central tower of the main building. This point is defined by the intersection of the median

lines of the door, these lines being indicated by screws set in the door casing. The geodetic point

is also marked by a brass screw set in the stairway below the trap door. The position of the in-

strument bears south 52° 35' east, and is 18.311 metres distant from the geodetic point. Two
reference-marks are made on the top of the west wall of the prison yard. These marks are ^-inch

holes drilled in the flagstones capping the wall, one being near the north, and the other near the

south end of the wall. The northerly mark bears north 57° 52' west, and is 163.34 metres distant

from the geodetic point. The southerly mark bears south 60° 09' west, and is 160 metres distant

from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 338.5 feet.

Minnesota Junction, 1873.—This station is situated in the southwest quarter of the south-

east quarter of section 20, Burnett Township, Dodge (!ounty, Wisconsin. The height of station

used was 25 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper

end is 4 feet beneath the surface of the ground. Directly over this stone was set a large oak

azimuth-post. A reference-stone set in the road south of the station bears south 36° 54' east, and

is 140.57 metres distant from the geodetic point. A stone post marking the southwest corner of

the southeast quarter of section 29 bears south 69° 15' west, and is 345.32 metres distant from the

geodetic point. A hole drilled in a large bowlder be irs north 87° 23' east, and is 36.89 metres dis-

tant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 410.2 feet.

HoRicoN, 1873.—This station is situated in section 33, Williamstowu Township, Dodge

County, Wisconsin. It is about 4 miles northeast of Horicon village, and about 150 metres east

of the limestone ledge running in a northerly direction across Dodge County. The height of sta-

tion used was 50 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in a granite bowlder set so

that its upper side is 2 feet below the surface of the ground. A thin limestone slab is placed over

the bowlder, and above is set a marking-stone of the usual form, rising about to the ground sur-

face. Two reference-marks were made on the projecting rock of the ledge west of the station.
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Each mark consists of a small triaiii;lc with a hoh^ in its center, cut in the bare rock. The nortli-

crly mark boars north 62° 02' west, and is ir,{):27 metres distant from the geodetic point. The

southerly mark bears north 73° 41' west, and is 150.92 metres distant from the geodetic point.

Height of ground at station, 530.5 feet.

r..-IlISTOlU0AL NOTE, STATIONS, SIGNALS, INSTltUMENTS, AND METHODS OF
OBSERVATION.

HISTORICAL NOTE.

§ ;j. The anj;lcs of the primary triangulation between the lines Vulcan-Huron Mountains and

IMJniiesota Junction -Horicon were read in the years 1872, 1873 and 1874. In 1872 the angles were

re;id in Lake Superior from station Huron Mountains to Granite Island, by Assistants G. Y. Wisner,

G. A. IMarr, and R. S. Woodward, with the following theodolites: Troughton & Simms' No. 1,

Pistor & Martins' No. 2, and Gambey No. 1 ; and in Wisconsin, from Fort Howard to the Fond du

Lac Base, by Assistant A. R. Flint, with Repsold Universal Instrument No. 1. In 1873 the Lake

Superior triangulation was carried to Mud Lake, by Assistants Wisner and Marr, with theodolites

Troughton and Simms' No. 1 and Pistor & Martins' No. 2; and the Green Bay triangulation, from

Fort Howard to Gales, by Assistants Flint and Woodward, with Repsold Universal Instrument

Xo. 1 and Gambey No. 1, respectively. In 1874 the triangulation was carried south from Mud

Lake by Assistants Wisner and Marr, with the theodolites Troughton & Simms' No. 2 and I'istor

& :\[artins' No. 2, and north from Gales by Assistants Flint and Woodward with the Repsold

Universal Instrument and Troughton & Simms' No. 1, till the different parties joined work at

Pine Hill.

The angles of many of the triangles in Green Bay had been read in 1864, but not with the

highest precision, some of the triangles not closing within 8". As a necessary part of the general

chain tliey were therefore re-read.

The adjustment of the triangulation was made by Assistants G. H. Kummell, T. W. Wright,

T. Russell, and O. B. Wheeler.

The Foud du Lac I'.ase was measured by Assistant E. S. Wheeler in 1872.

STATIONS, SIGNALS, AND INSTRUMENTS.

§ 4. In this part of the triangulation the instrument Avas supported on high wooden tripods

or stations like those described in Chapter XIV, B, § 4. There were in all forty-nine stations.

Ten of tliese had a height equaling or exceeding 75 feet, while at one, Di\'ide, the instrument was

110 feet above the ground, The longest triangle side was Vulcan - Granite Island, its length being

53.2 miles.

On the longer lines heliotropes of the forms described in Chax^ter XIV, B, were used as

signals; on the shorter ones the heliotrope was replaced by a flat board about 4 feet high and of

such width as to subtend an angle of 4" or 5", one-half of the height of the board being white and

the other black, this difference in color being produced either with white and black paint or by

white and black cotton cloths. Whenever the instrument or the signal Avas not precisely over the

point in the underground stone which fixed the trigonometrical point, its horizontal co-ordinates

Avith reference to that stone Avere carefully measured and corrections Avere applied in reducing the

angles.

The folloMing instruments were used in reading the primary angles between the lines Vulcan

-

Huron 5Iouutains and Horicon - Minnesota Junction : Troughton & Simms's 14-incli theodolite No. 1,

Pistor & Martins' 14-inch theodolite No. 2, Gambey lOinch theodolite No. 1, Repsold 10-inoh Uni-

versal Instrument No. 1, and Trougiiton & Simms' 12-inch theodolite No. 2. The first three of these

instruments have already been described in Chapter XIV, B ; it remains to describe the last two.

The Repsold Universal Instrument No. 1 has a "broken telescope" whose object-glass has a

diameter of 2^ inches and a focal length of 20 inches; its transit axis is 12 inches long; its 10-inch

horizontal circle, graduated to 4 minutes, reads by tAvo microscopes to 2 seconds ; its 9-inch vertical

circle, graduated to 4 minutes, reads by two microscopes to 2 seconds. It is shown in Plate XV,
and is a n'ood instrument.
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2;=199o and a=96o or 276°
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The Troughton & Simms 12-inch theodolite No. 2 is a repeating instrument, but has been used

as a reiterating one. Its object-glass is 2 inches in diameter and has 19 inches focal length ; its

12-iuch horizontal circle is graduated to 5 minutes and reads by two microscopes to 1 second ; its

12-inch vertical circle is graduated to 5 minutes and by two verniers reads to 5 seconds. It is a

pretty good instrument, but inferior to the 14-inch Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1. Further

details in reference to it and a determination of its periodic errors may be found in the reports of

the Chief of Engineers for 1872 and 1876, under the head of Lake Survey.

The correction for periodic error in angles read with the Eepsold Universal Instrument No. 1,

was determined in 1880, from observations on twenty-one different angles. The correction to a

horizontal angle read with this instrnment, both microscopes being used, is:

c=l".198 cos (2^+0+223°) sin a+0".826 cos (4;2+2a+3230) sin 2a-f 1".002 cos (62+3a+135o) sin 3a

The maximum value of c is 2".25 and occurs for

|e=+2".25

2=115° and a=S¥^ or 264° > _ _^„ ^^
2=295° and a=84o or 264° )

^~ " ""*

In the formula, z is the reading of the finder on the left-hand object (the graduation increasing to

the right) and a is the observed angle.

With the Eepsold theodolite the independent probable errors of a single microscope-reading

and of a single bisection of an object with the cross-wires of the telescope have been found to be

±0".30 and iO".70 respectively.

The corresponding probable errors with the Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 2 have been

found to be it0".2o and ±0".51 respectively.

METHODS OP OBSERVATION.

§ 5. The instructions for measuring angles, given in 1872, required that, for reiterating instru-

ments, stations should be pointed at successively around the horizon, in the order J., B, C, D, E—U,
D, G, B, A; that the telescope should be frequently reversed in such a way as to obtain an equal

number of readings with vertical circle right and left, and that the horizontal circle should be turned

in azimuth from time to time, so that an equal number of readings of each angle might be obtained

on arcs not more than 00° apart uniformly distributed around the limb in order to eliminate

periodic error. The instructions as to the elimination of periodic error were only partially carried

out in this section of the triangulation in the work first done, but in that done in 1873 and 1874

by Mr. Flint, and that done in 1874 by Mr, Wisner, periodic error was habitually eliminated. The

mean of the two values of an angle, obtained by turning the telescope over it, first in the direction

of positive graduation and then in the direction of negative graduation, was called a combined

result. Thus with the notation above, the mean of to i) and D to (7, will be a combined result.

Gambey theodolite No. 1 was used as a repeating instrument, sets of five repetitious of each

successive angle being read, first in the positive, then in the negative order of graduation ; the

mean of the resulting values was taken as a combined result.

In the spring of 1873 the probable errors of a combined result for each instrument were deduced

from the di.-crepancies between the separate combined results for an angle and their mean, a large

number of angles read in 1871 and 1872, with each instrument, being used. As in some of these

angles equal numbers of positive and negative results had not been obtained, in such cases the

probable error of a single positive measurement was obtained, and also that of a single negative

measurement. The mean of these was divided by V2 to obtain the probable error of a combined

result. The following results for the probable error of a combined result were thus obtained for

the different instruments

:

Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1 ±0.83

Pistor & Martins theodolite No. 2 ±1. 17

Eepsold theodolite No. 1 ±1.18

Gambey theodolite No. 1
-' ±0. 66

45 L S
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From this tniile it \v:is attempted to as.sigu to each instrument the number of eombined results

to be lecjuiied from it, in order that the means of the combined results for any angle measured with

any instrument might have approximately tlie same weight. From the above table it is seen that

tlie mean of 20 combined results with Pistor & ^Martins No. 2, or Repsold No. 1, would have a proba-

ble error of ±0".20, and 20 was fixed on as the number of combined results to be obtained for each

angle with those instruments, to give a mean result whose weight was unity. For Troughton &
Simms No. 1 and Gambey No. 1, the number of combined results whose mean would have a probable

error of i 0".26 would be but about one-half the above number. As the character of those instruments

scarcely seemed to justify so marked a superiority, it was decided that sixteen combined results should

be obtained with each. Twenty combined results were required from Troughton & Simms theodolite

No. 2, to give a mean angle of weight unity. In July, 1873, in order to obtain for the adjustment

a greater number of equations of condition, it was decided thereafter to make pointings at stations

in the order A, B, C, J), E, A,—A, JE, D, C, B, A, with reiterating instruments, and with the re-

peating instrument, Gambey No. 1, to read the angle needed at each station to close the horizon.

An equation of condition for closing the horizon is thus obtained. The assignment of weights to

mean angles, by the method above given, is not a satisfactory one, since an instrument which has

a large periodic error may, if properly used, give as good results as if it had none, but the discrep-

ancies between its combined results for an angle and their mean may be large, thus giving an ap-

parently large probable error to the mean. Moreover, a given number of results over short lines,

or lines over which the distant signals are habitually steady when seen in the telescope, will give a

resulting value for the angle of much greater weight than the same number of combined results be-

tween two stations which are habitually unsteady. At the time the number of combined results to

be obtained with each instrument was fixed on, little was known as to their periodic errors. Subse-

quent work, however, does not, so far as examined, indicate that the number of results required from

eacli instrument to give a mean angle of weight unity needs any large modification. The following

tables show the number of angles read with each instrument, and the number of stations occupied

by each observer.

Number of Htntions occupied and angles read, with each instrument for each year from station Ytilcan

to station Horicon.

T. & S. No. 1. P. & M. No. 2. Gambey No. 1. Bepsold No. 1. T. & S. No. 2.
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C—MEASURED AND ADJUSTED ANGLES BETWEEN THE LINES VULCAN

-

MOUNTAINS AND MINNESOTA JUNCTION - HORICON.
HURON

§ 6. This chapter, showing the measured and adjusted angles and an abstract of the adjustment

of the triangulation between the lines Vulcan-Huron Mountains and Minnesota Junction- Horicon,

is arranged in the same form as Chapter XIV, C, to § 7 of which reference may be made for a
detailed explanation. For the angles of this chaia, however, as stated in Chapter XV, B, § 5, com-

bined results or the means of a positive or negative and an immediately succeeding negative or

positive measure are used instead of separate measures as in Chapter XIV, C, § 7, so that the

column headed "No. meas." gives the number of combined results. This remark applies also to

angles given in Chapters XVI-XX. The scale of weights differs also from that used in Chapter

XIV, C. The scale here adopted is that explained in § 5, Chapter XV, B, viz

:

Weight 1 to mean of^

—

Sixteen combined results with Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1.

Sixteen combined results with Gambey theodolite No. 1.

Twenty combined results with Repsold theodolite No. 1.

Twenty combined results with Pistor & Martins theodolite No. '2.

Twenty combined results with Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 13.

When the number of combined results on any angle differs from the standard number by no

more than one-fourth that number, weight unity is assigned to the mean. When the number of

combined results differs from the standard number by more than one-fourth that number, a weight

equal to the ratio of the given to the standard number is assigned to the mean.

The adjustment of the chain is divided into three sections numbered III, IV, and V, respecti^'ely,

the lines of division being Pine Hill-Barnt Bluff and Eldorado-Taycheedah. Only two rigorous

conditions were neglected by this division of the adjustment, one at Burnt Bluff' and one at Eldo-

rado. The locally adjusted angles at these stations with weights resulting from the local adjust-

ment were used in computing the general adjustment.

Section III.

—

Trianqulation from the line Vulcan - JIuron Mountains to line Burnt Bluff- Pine Hill.

VULCAN— 1.

[Observer, G-. A. Marr. lustrument, Pistor & Martins' 14-iiich theodolite No. 2. Dates, July and Augu-st, 1872.

J

Angle as measured between-

Granite Island and Triloba .t 56 02. 632

i

Triloba and Ives Hill 16 36,07.417

Ives Hill and Huron Mountains 6 10 25. 765

Granite Island and Huron Mountains. - . 28 42 34. 641

Hnron Mountains and Mount Houghton. 59 59 16.694

Triloba and Huron Mountains 22 46 33. 879

Ives Hill and Mount Houghton 66 09 42. 392

Triloba and Mount Houghton 82 45 49. 578

Granite Island and Mount Houghton 88 41 51. 275

Notation.
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Section 111.— Triitiujidation J'rom the Jiite Ynlcnx-Euron ]\[oiinf(tiiis to the line liiiiiit Bluff-Pine

Hill—Continued.

HURON MOUNTAINS—2.

|(HiscTviT, R, S. Woodward. Instrument, Gambey 10-inch repeating theodolite. Date, September, 1872.]

No. MeasAngle aa measured betweeii-

o / '/

Vulcan and Granite Island 105 20 59. 740

Vulcan and Ivcs Hill 123 48 10.070

Grand Island and Granite Island 1 59 03. 500

Notation. Eange.
j

Wt. (c) [v]
j

Cori-ectcd angles.

3.1
i

1
;

+0.391

6.1 1 ,

j

+0.379

4.6 1 : +0.788

105 21 00. 131

123 48 10. 440

1 59 04. 288

GRANITE ISLAND—:!.

[Observer, G. -V. Marr. Instrument, Pistor and Martins' 14-inch theodolite No. 2. Dates, September, 1872, and July, 1873.;

Angle as measured Between-

Grand Island and Shelter Bay 19 ;

Shelter Bay and Mount Mesnard 47

Mount Mesnard and Triloba 27 I

Triloba and Ives Hill , 84 -

Ives Hill and Huron Mountains 4 ^

Huron Mountains and Vulcan 45 1

Grand Island and Triloba

Grand Island and Ives HiU 178 '

Shelter Bay and Triloba 74 i

Shelter Bay and Ives Hill 159 :

Triloba and Huron Mountains

Triloba and Vulcan 135 ;

Hui-on Mountains and Grand Island 176 :

Vulcan and Grand Island 130 :
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Section III.

—

Triangulation from the Vine Vulcan -Ruron Mountains, to the line Burnt Bluff-J'ine

Hill—Continued.

TRILOBA—5.

[Observer, G. Y. "Wisner. lustiiiment, Troughton and Simms' 14-incb theodolite No. 1. Date8, June and July, 1873.
J

Angle as measured hetween-

Ives Hill and Vulcan 33 25 37. 206

Vulcan and t'rranite Island 38 35 20. 521

Granite Island and Grand Island 72 49 17. 182

Grand Island and Shelter Bay 13 16 32. 600

Shelter Bay and Mouut Mesnard 35 02 50. 513

Ivi s 11.11 and v.ii-anite Ishvnd 72 00 57. 018

Gr.iuitc l.sland and Shelter Bay 86 05 50.280

Granite Island and Mount Mesnard 121 08 41.380

Notation.

5i

52

03

5l

5,'>

'>i+i;

53+4

53+4+5

No. meas.

10

19

17

21

].->

17

8

Range.

3.8

4.0

5.1

7.5

4.0

2.8

3.0

"Wi.
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Section III.

—

Triangulation from the line Vulcan -Rm-on ^f()Ulltain.^i to the line Burnt Bluff- I'iiie

Hill—Coutinued.

GEAND ISLAND—8.

(Observers, G. Y. Wisner ami G. A. Marv. Instruments, Troughton & Simma' 14 inch theodolite No. 1; Pistor &, Martins' 14-iiich theodolite

tto. 2. Dates, August and Si'ptcnjber, 1872, and September and October, 1873.]

Angle as measured betwoen-

Divide and Mud Lake 28 25 45. 526

Mud Lake and Shelter Bay 53 44 02. 30:i

Wood Tsland nnd Shelter Bay 2 31 50. 686

Shelter Bay and Triloba 23 44 38. 706

Triloba and Granite Lslaud 13 17 41 . 452

Wood Island and Huron Mountains 41 00 18. 690

Divide and Shelter Bay 82 09 50.753
j

Granite Island and Divide 240 47 49. 505
1

Wood Island and Granite Tsland 39 34 09. 849

Notation.
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Section 111.— Trinngnlnfion fn>in the line Vulcan -Huron Moidittiliis 1o the line Bvrvt lihiff-Fhu

Hill—Continued.

MONISTIQITE—11.

[01>sorver, G. Y. Wisiier. Instniment, Trougliton & Rimms' 12-inch theodolite No. 2. Date, May, 1874.]

Angle a.H measuretl between

—

Fisbdam and Sf urgeon 53 09 20. 379

Sturgeon and JI lid Lake 110 01 52. !)71

Mud Late and Divide 27 52 09. 912

Divide and Fislidani 168 5C 38. 20.5

Divide and Sturgeon 222 05 57. 963

Notation.
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Sf.ction' ]]l.— Tri(nigiil<tfi(iii from the line Vnlcan-Euron Moiinffihi.s to Ihe line Hurut lUvf-Piiir

Hill—(Joutiuueil.

BIKNT BLl'FF— 14.

1
1 ll)-<ci\i'r, E. S. Woodwiird. Inst-ramo.ut, Troiisliton & Sininis' 14-incli theodolite No. 1. Date, June, 1874.]

Anfflo as luciiHuii'il bt'twcon

—

Notation. No. nieas. Il.lnge. Wt. (») [w]
1
Corrected angles.

.'59 24 .l.s. 000

i'2 40 31. HT")

39 43 08. 725

20 13 41. 043

Fiahdam imd Rmvoi'm Bliifl' 181 51 .57.238

r„.\ .IS Bluff and Ford Kiver. .

.

I'.iiil KiMiaild Pino Hill

rinc Hill and Stiiriiccin

StiMLirnii and PMshdani

14i

142

llj

14j

145

10

10

10

20

16

6.0

4.4

8.8

6.1

7.4

+0.491

H-0. 491

+0.491

+ 0.4S9

1-0.491

//
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General corrections In terms of the correlates—Coutiuued.

[7..]

[8.,]

[8.-.]

[83+4+r,+6] =

[9.]

[9.]

[93l

[10,]

[10.]

[Ill]

[lU]

[II3]

[12,]

[12,]

[I23]

[I24]

[13,]

[13.1

[143]

[144]

[15,]

:-0.;US55V +1.00000 XVI

+ 0.50000 XVII

:-0. 09143m —0. 07042 XI +0. 04694 XII —0. 140,-^4 XVI- 0. 34742 XA'II+0

:-0. 09143 III -0. 07042 XI +0. 04694 XII —0. 14084 XVI+ 0. 65258 XVII-0.

=+0.30405 III —0.19718 XI -0. 20188X11 —0. 39436 XVI+0. 09390 XVII+0.

=+0.10290 III -0.35212X1 -0. 09859 XII +0. 29577 XVI-0. 07042 XVII-0.

=+0.28111111 +0.64789X1 -0.09859 XII +0.29577 XVI-0. 07042 XVII—0.

=-1.68018111 +1.00000 XII

=+1. 00000 XVII

+ 0. 75000 XVIII—0. 25000 XIX —0. 25000 XX

—0. 25000 XVIII+ 0. 75000 XIX —0. 25000 XX
—0. 25000 XVIII- 0. 25000 XIX + 0. 75000 XX

+0.50000 XIX

+ 1.00000 XVIII

—0.12500 XIX —0.12500 XX +0.62500 XXI

—0. 37500 XIX + 0. 62500 XX^- 0. 12500 XXI

+0.62500 XIX —0.37500 XX -0.12500 XXI

+0.75000 XX -0.25000 XXI -0.

—0. 25000 XX + 0. 75000 XXI - 0.

—0. 25000 XX -0. 25000 XXI +0.

-0. 33333 XXI +0.

+0. 66667 XXI -0.

652!58 XVIII

34742 XVIII

09390 XVIII

07042 XVIII

07042 XVIII

25000 XXII

25000 XXII

75000 XXII

66667 XXII

33333 XXII

+1. 00000 XXIII

+0. 80000 XXIII

-0.80000 XXII

+1.00000 XXII

Normal equations for determining the correlates.

No. of
egua-
tion.

1. 0=—1. 79610 +5. 72871 I
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Normal equations for determining the correlates—Continued.
No. of
egna-
tion.

8. 0=—0. 51600

9. 0=—2. 01300

10. 0=

11. 0=

:+0. 64800

:+0. 38300

12. 0=+0. 14000

13. 0=+0. 63600

14. 0=+2. 30000

15. 0=+2. 97600

16. 0=+0. 30000

17. 0=

18. 0=

19. 0=

20. 0=

21. 0=

22. 0=

23. 0=

:+0. 24600

:+0. 04400

:— 0. 23100

:+l. 11500

:—0. 66200

:+l. 71700

:—2. 06700

+2. 30877 I

-0. 08279 IX

+0. 11595 I

+1. 03933 VII

—0. 00612 XIII

—0. 57814 I

—0.45715 IX

—0. 04960 I

—0. 00921 VII

+0. 04105 XV
—0. 46400 I

—0. 13103 VII

—0. 03240 XV
+0. 00145 I

+0. 00383 VII

—0. 75805 XV
+0. 00289 I

+0. 00766 VU
+1. 15056 XV
+0. 00145 I

—0. 00612 IX

—0. 10951 XVI
—0. 05250 I

—0. 01687 VII

—0. 10951 XV
—0. 09143 III

—0.09143 III

—0. 25000 XIX
—0. 25000 XVIII

—0. 25000 XVIII

—0. 1250O XIX

—0.

—0.

— 1.

—0.

-0.

+1.

+1.

+0.

—0.

+0.

+0.

—0.

—0.

+0.

—0.

—0.

+0.

—0.

—0.

+0.

+0.

19266 II —0.

66029 X
79817 II +0.

08279 VIII +1.

01224 XIV —0.

46213 II

90960 X
03496 II

04156 IX

50601 XVI

17534 II

14018 IX

—0.

+0.

+1.

—0.

—1.

—0.

14407 III +0. 00399 VI

00456 III —0. 00235 IV

85446 IX —0. 45715 X
00612 XV —0. 02932 XVI
04013 III +0. 00428 VI

-0. 87295 VII +1. 92889 VIII

-0. 04536 V
—0.04156X1

+0. 79944 VI

—0. 14018 XII

+0. 79444 VII —0. 66029 VIII

36661 XVI +0.

00217 II

00612 IX

10951 XVI
00433 II

01224 IX

21902 XVI
00217 II

04105 XI

—0.

+0.

-0.

+0.

+0.

—0.

27195 III +0.18562 IV +1. 10180 V +0.01655 VI

64336X1 —0.33282 XII +0. 353.55 XIII +0. 4-835 XIV
07042 XVII —0. 07042 XVIII

15281 III —0. 01242 IV —0. 26192 V +0. 11685 VI

33282X1 +2. 89032 XII —0.03240 XIII —0.06480 XIV
04694 XVII +0. 04694 XVIII

00407 III —1. 73067 IV —0. 80874 V +0. 00253 VI

35355X1 —0.03240 XII +2. 49195 XIII +0.77556 XIV

00529 III +0. 39750 IV —1. 86311 V +0. 00506 VI

48835X1 —0.06480 XII +0.77556 XIII +2. 11362 XIV

32340 IV —0. 86047 V +0. 00253 VI +0. 00383 VII

03240X11 —0. 7.5805 XIII +1. 15056 XIV +3. 24195 XV

+0. 03062

—0. 02932

+2. 02080

—0. 07042

—0. 07042

—0. 25000

+1. 87500

—0. 62500

—0. 37500

—0. 25000

II +0.38401111 —0.04200 IV +0. 30136 V +0.01149 VI

IX +0. 50601 XI —0. 36661 XII —0. 10951 XIII —0. 21902 XIV
XVI —0. 14084 XVII —0. 14084 XVIII

XI +0. 04694 XII

XI +0. 04694 XII

XX
XIX —0. 62500 XX
XIX +2. 12500 XX
XX +2. 04167 XXI

—0. 14084 XVI
—0. 14084 XVI

—0. 12500 XXI
—0. 37500 XXI
—0. 58333 XXII

+2. 15258 XVII -0. 34742 XVIII

—0. 34742 XVII +2. 40258 XVIII

-0. 25000 XXII

XX —0.58333 XXI +2. 21667 XXII

+2. 80000 XXIII

Values of the correlates and their logarithms.

I
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VaJucK ofthefiencnil corrections.

[1.]
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Section IV.

—

THangulation from the line Burnt Bluff-Pine Hill to the line Eldorado -Taycheedah-

Contiimed.

BOYEE'S BLUFF—17.

[Obser'ver, A. R. Ilint. Instrument, Kepsold 10-incb theodolite. Dates, June and July, 1874.]

Angle as measured between— N'otation. No. meas. Wt. (i)) Corrected angles.

[

Door Bluff and Eagle Bluff 3 58 07. 984

Door Bluff and Cedar River 55 56 57. 640

Cedar River and Ford River 64 11 43. 751

Burnt Bluff and Door Bluff 185 33 29. 802

Ford River and Door Bluff 239 51 18. 987

17i

17l+2

173

176

174+6

12

20

20

20

20

3.6
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Section ly.— Tridnf/iiIation from the line Burnt Bluff-Pine Hill to the line Eldorado - Taycheedah—

Continued.

EOCHEREAU—20.

[Observer, A. R. Flint. Instrument, Repaold 10-lnch theodolite. Date, July, 1874.]

Angle as measured between

—



*e.

!

VULCAN-HURON MOUNTAINS TO FONU DU LAO BASE. 367

Section IV.

—

Triangulationfrom the line Burnt Bluff- Pine Bill to the line Eldorado - Taycheedah-

Coiitiiiited.

SOUTH EGG—-23.

[Observer, A. K. Flint. Instrument, Eepsold lO-inch theodolite. Date, July, 1874.]

Angle as measured between -
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.

[CHAr. XV, C,

Section \\.— Trkmgulation from the line Burnt Bluff- Fine Hill to the line Eldorado - Tayehcedah-

Continued.

(4ALES—2(3.

[Obsevrer, A. K. Flint. Instrument, Eepsold 10-inoli theodolite. Date, September, 187:!.]

Ko. meas. Range.Angle as measured between— Notation.

Teslitigo and D^broux 43 49 13. 840 .26,

D6broux and Rod River 32 15 59. 106 262

Red River and Rod Banks 54 10 34. 377 263

Red River and Little Tail .- 82 26 20.882 263+1

Little, Tai \ and Poshtigo 201 28 26. 102 265

20
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Section lY.—Triangtdation from the line Burnt Bluff- Pine Hill to the line Eldorado - Taycheedah—
Continued.

BED BANKS—29.

[Obserrer, A. K. Flint. Instrument, Kepsold 10-incli theodolite. Date, October, 1873.]

Angle as measured between

—



370 riilMARY TEIANGULATION. [C'liAr. XV, V,

Section iV.

—

Triangulation from the line. Burnt Bluff- Pine Hill to the line Eldorado -Taycheedah—
Continued.

FORT HOWARD—32.

[Observers, A. E. Flint and R. S. Woodward. Instruments, Eepsold 10-inoli theodolite, Oambey 10-iiicli repeating theodolite. Dates, July

1872, October, 187.3, and June, 1874.]

Angle as mcasnred between

—

Notation. | No. nieaa. Kange. i Wt. (/') [v] Corrected angles.

Little Tail and Red Banks 3il 02 19. 064

Red Banks and Court-House .... 23 60 44. 025

Bruce and Court-House 4 31 44. 325

Bmce and East Depere 86 53 16. 500

Red Banks and Bruce 28 22 28. 784

East Depere and Bruce 273 06 43. 338

East Depere and Red Banks 244 44 13. 343
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Section IV.—Triangulationfrom the line Burnt Bluff-Pine Hill to the line Eldorado - Taycheedah-

Oontinued.

ONEIDA—34.

['Observer, A. E. Flint. Instrument, Repsold 10-inoh theodolite. Date, July, 1872.)

Angle as moaaured between

—
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Section W.— Triaiuiulation from the line /liirnt Bluff-Pine Killto the line Eldorado- Taycheedah-

Oontinued.

FREEDOM— 37.

[(ibsiivir, A. K. Flint. Instrument, Eepsold 10-inch theodolite. Date, August, 1872.]

An c'*' as measured hetween

—

ffi-st Dcpere and East Depeve.

.

29 30 44. 764
,

East lic-iicrd and Calumet 84 27 59. 015

Calumet and Appleton 38 29 01. 382

Appleton and Clayton 26 06 56. 021

Clayton and \Vf.st Depere 181 25 19. 150

West Depere and Calnmet 113 58 43. 990

Calumet and "West DepCTi- 246 01 15.333

Appleton and West Depere 207 32 13.077

Calumet and Clayton 64 35 57. 150

Clayton and Calumet 295 24 02. 637

Calumet and East Depere 275 32 02. 350

Notation.
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Section lY.—Triangulation from the line Burnt Bluff- Pine Hill to the line Eldorado - Taycheedah—
Continued.

STOCKBRIDGE—40.

[Observer, A. R. Flint. Inatrnment, Eepsold lO-inch theodolite. Date, September, 1872.1

Angle as measured between—



374 PEIMAI!Y TKIANGULATIOX. [CiiAP, XV, 0,,

KiimericnJ apiatioits of cundition in the triancjuJation from the Hue Pine Hill -Burnt Bluffs to the line

Eldorado - Taycheedah.

XXX,

SIDK-EQUATIONS.

7r):i[19,]— 2.7753[192](7) -]fi.4(il7[17,]+ 2.2N',>7[17,+2]

+ 15.r,(W'J['21,-,]

(20) + 2. 77r,;)[19,]—25. 8815[19,] +IU. 7589[20,] + 4. 4874[202]

(20) -27. 8667[203]+2r.. Sil20[20.,] -25. 7413[21i] - 6. 6507[2l2]

(9)+ 4.9140[22;,]- .^9000[224] + 5.7255[24,]- 1.6570[242]

(20)4- 1.2441[27,]-13.0292[27.2] +27. 7637[28,H- 4. 1276[282]

(25) -29. 05.'-)H[28,,]+ ll- 4()38[284] +11. 4638[28s-l +10. 7031[3l3]

+37. 33(l5[3l6]-25. 96.52[32i] +38. 9818[322] +38. 9818[323]

(30) - 9.7(il4[28,] + 41.1313[28,]

(20) - 2.7470[284]+31.2441[28.,]

+27.1486[3l6]- H. 7587[32i]

+61. 4492[336]

(40) +22. 9867[283]+22. pa67[292]

-35. 5278[34!.]-35. 5278[343]

LVI. (30)+ 6.3834[31i]+ 6.3834[3l2]

+59. .5547[336]+40. 4182[342]

LVIII. (25) -32.7,522[31,]+ 45.72H8[31,]

+ 12. 62H4[34,] + 18. 5305[343]

LXII. (12.5) +12. 1306[33i]-17. 8330[33n]

XXXIII.

XXXVII.

XLI.

XLVII.

L.

LI.

LIII.

LIV.

+27. 8153[29j] -48.2672[31b]

+20.3116[3],] +20. 3116[3l2]

- 8. 7587[322] — 8. 7587[323]

-21. 0532[3l4] -28. 9025[3l5]

-35. 5278[344]

+ 6. 3834[3l3] +24. 4252[3l4]

+ 34.4323[343] +34. 4323[344]

+45. 72881 3I3] -33. 2907[333]

0. 7810[35j] -22. 0159[353]

Note.—In the solution for determining the general corrections, each

nuraher incloseil in parenthesis and placed opposite it.

- 0.0317[193]- 1. 8812[2l4+r,]

+62. 282=0

+ 30. 5281 [2I3] - 13. 6817[2l4+6]-l-18. 880=0

+ 0. 6411[22, ] +19. 7725[22g] +79. 594=0

+ 19.0155[2.52]- 4.8643[252+,]+ 2.106=0

+ 17.2664[293] -25.8112[294] - 9.125=0

+ 10.7031[3l4] +10.7031[3l5]

-96.681=0

+23. 8539[3l6] +16. 064=0

+20. 3116[3l3] +20. 3116[3l4]

+ 1.1447[324]-20.2870[336+6]

-33.204=0

- 5. 9158[31e] -71. 0809[34i]

+97.051=0

-18. 4171[334] -18. 4171[336+6]

-12.092=0

-13.5720L334] -13. 5720[ 335+6]

-13.806=0

- 9.3651[37,] -11.4050[372] +32.444=0

of the side-equations was divided by the
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Numerical equations of condition—Contiuued.

LX.

LXI.

LXIII.

LXIV.

LXV.

LXVI.

[363]

[35c]

[36,]

[36,]

[38,]

[39,]

+ [36^]

+ [36,]

+ [37.3]

+ [38,]

+ [39,]

+ [40,+,]

LXVII. [40,+,] -[40,]

+ [37,] +[33i]

+ [37,] +[37,]

+ [37,] +[38,+,]

+ [38,] +[39,]

+ [39,] +[40,]

+ [4l5]

+ [4l4] +[4l5] -[42,]

+ 0.002=0

+0. 029=0

—1. 593=0

+2. 795=0

-0. 415=0

-0. 449=0

-0. 938=0

General corrections in terms of the correlates.

114,1 =

[14,] =

[15,] =

Ll6,] =

[16,] =

[16>] =

[164] =

[17,] =

[17,+,]=

[17,] --

[175] =

[18,] =

[1^2] -

[I83] =

[li'a] =

[19,] =

[19i] =

[I93] =

[20,] =

[20,] =

[20,] =

[2O4] =

[21,] =

[21,] =

[•-'I3] =

[214+6]=

[2I5] =

=+0. 80000 XXIV
=+1.00000 XXIV
=+0.75000 XXIV
=—0. 12500 XXIV
=—0. 12500 XXIV
=—0. 25000 XXIV

=—0. 33333 XXV
=—0. 33333 XXV
=—1. 00000 XXV.

=+0.75000 XXVI
=—0. 25000 XXVI
=—0. 25000 XXVI
=—1. 00000 XXXI
=—0. 27273 XXVII

+0. 45385 XXXIII

=—0. 27273 XXVII

—0. 97900 XXXIII

=+0.72727 XXVII

+ 0.31508 XXXIII

=+0.21212 XXXI
+0. 01264 XXXVII
=—0. 78788 XXXI
+0. 01264 XXXVII

=-0. 12121 XXXI
—2. 70655 XXXVII
=—0. 12121 XXXI

+2. 66233 XXXVII

:_0. 20000 XXVIII

—0. 20000 XXXIV

:-o. 20000 xxvm
+0. 80000 XXXIV
:-0. 20000 XXVIII

—0. 20000 XXXIV
:+0. 80600 XXVII

—0. 20000 XXXIV

-n. 80000 XXV

—0. 12500 XXV —0. 12500 XXVI

+0. 68750 XXV —0. 312.50 XXVI
—0. 31250 XXV +0. 68750 XXVI
-0. 12500 XXV —0. 12500 XXVI

—1. 66667 XXIX
-0.33333 XXVI +0. 66667 XXVII +0. 66667 XXIX
+0. 66667 XXVI -0. 33333 XXVII —0. 33333 XXIX

—0. 25000 XXVII ~0. 25000 XXVIII —0. 50000 XXIX

+0. 75000 XXVII —0. 25000 XXVIII +0. 50000 XXIX
—0. 25000 XXVII +0. 75000 XXVIII +0. 50000 XXIX

-0. 45455 XXVIII —0. 17898 XXX -0. 27273 XXXI

+0. 45455 XXVIII —0. 17898 XXX + 0. 72727 XXXI

—0. 54545 XXVIII +0.2U96XXX —0. 27273 XXXI

-0. 78788 XXXII +0. 84089 XXXIII —0. 24242 XXXIV

+1. 21212 XXXII —0. 39127 XXXIII —0. 24242 XXXIV

—0. 12121 XXXII —0. 12846 XXXIII +0. 42424 XXXIV

—0. 12121 XXXII —0. 12846 XXXIII +0. 42424 XXXIV

-0. 20000 XXIX +0. 05375 XXX —0. 40000 XXXII

+0. 80000 XXXV —0. 96315 XXXVII

—0.20000 XXIX +0.05375 XXX -0. 40000 XXXII

—0. 20000 XXXV —0. 00862 XXXVII

—0. 20000 XXIX +0. 05375 XXX +0. 60000 XXXII

—0. 20000 XXXV +0. 32392 XXXVII

+0.80000 XXIX —0.21499 XXX +0. 60000 XXXII

—0. 20000 XXXV +0. 32392 XXXVII

—2. 00000 XXIX +4. 44654 XXX

—3. 91945 XXX
+0. 21264 XXX
—0. 10632 XXX

—0. 50000 XXXI .

—0. 50000 XXXI

+0. 50000 XXXI

+0.72727 XXXII

—0. 27273 XXXII

—0. 27273 XXXII

—0. 12121 XXXVI

—0. 12121 XXXVI

—0. 78788 XXXVI

+ 1.21212 XXXVI

—0. 16846 XXXIII

-0. 16846 XXXIII

+ 1.35795 XXXIII

—0. 85255 XXXIII
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Oontiiiued.

[••ii.] =

L2-4] =

[224] =

[2H,] =

[23.] =

[2:33] =

[23.,] =

[24,] =

[24.] =

[243] =

[243+,]:

[25,] =

[25.] =

[255+3]:

[26,] =

[26,] =

[26,] -.

[263+,]=

[27,] =

[27,] :

[273] -

[28,] :

[2a2] =

[283] =

[284] =

[26.,] :

[29,+,]:

[29,] :

[29,] :

[29^] =

[•295] :

[31,] =

= + 0.80000

—0. 20000

=-0. 20000

—0. 20000

= -0. 20000

+ 0.80000

=—0. 20000

—0. 20000

=—0. 28571

=—0. 28571

=+0.28571

=+0.57143

=+0.71429

=—0. 28571

=—0. 14286

= -0.14286

=—0. 33333

XXXIV
XL
XXXIV
XL
XXXIV

XL
XXXIV
XL
XXXV
XXXV
XXXV
XXXV
XXXVIII

XXXVIII

XXXVIII

XXXVIII

XXXIX

=+0. 66667 XXXIX
=+0.75000 XLII

=—0. 25000 XLII

=—0. 25000 XLII

=—0.20000 XLIII

=—0.20000 XLIII

=+0. 70000 XLIII

=+0. 79630 XLIV

+0. 15183 L
=—0. 20370 XLIV

+0. 15183 L
=—0. 20370 XLIV
—1. 01040 L
=—0. 09259 XLIV

+0. 27745 L
=—0. 09259 XLIV

+0. 27745 L
=— 0. 10000 XLV
+0. 10057 LIV
=—0. 10000 XLV
+0. 67524 LIV
=—0. 80000 XLV
—0. 05747 LIV

=+1. 20000 XLV
—0. 05747 LIV
=—0. 20000 XLV
—0. 08620 LIV
=—0. 03246 XLIX
—0. 02409 LIV

-0.20000

+0. 02191

+0. 80000

+0. 02191

-0. 20000

+0. 56791

—0. 20000

—0. 63365

—0. 09524

—0. 09524

-fO. 76190

—0. 47619

-0, 28571

+0. 71429

—0. 14286

—0. 14286

—0. 33333

—1. 00000

+0.66667

+0. 50000

+0. .50000

XXXV
XLI

XXXV
XLI

XXXV
XLI

XXXV
XLI

XXXVI
XXXVI
XXXVI
XXXVI
XXXIX
XXXIX
XXXIX
XXX [X

XL
XL
XL
XLIII

XLIII

+0. 60000 XXXVI —0. 17208 XXXVII —0. 40000 XXXVIII

+0. 60000 XXXVI +0. 78449 XXXVII —0. 40000 XXXVIII

—0. 40000 XXXVI —0. 20414 XXXVII +0. 60000 XXXVIII

~0. 40000 XXXVI —0. 20414 XXXVII -,-0. 60000 XXXVIII

+0. 76190 XXXIX -t-0. 52381 XL
—0. 23810 XXXIX +0. 52381 XL
—0. 09524 XXXIX -0. 19048 XL
—0. 19048 XXXIX —0. 38095 XL
-0. 14286 XLII

—0. 50000 XLIII

—0. 80000 XLIV

+1.20000 XLIV
—0. 20000 XLIV

+0. 59259 XLVI
—0. 06067 LI

+0. .59259 XLVI
—0. 06067 LI

—0. 40741 XLVI
—0. 38605 LI

—0. 18519 XLVI

+3. 71162 LI

—0. 18519 XLVI
—3. 14358 LI

—0. 10000 XLVI

—0. 23810

+0. 76190

—0. 09524

—0. 19048

+0. .50701

—0. 31327

—0. 06458

—0. 06458

+0. 18016

+2. 11283

—0. 36032

—0. 25000

—0. 25000

+0. 75000

+0 40000

+0. 40000

—0. 40000

+1. 06337

—0. 13193

—0. 11844

—0. 13193

—0. 32482

—0. 13193

—0. 14765

—3. 98.501

—0. 14765

+4. 51274

+0. 04272

XXXVIII

XXXVIII

XXXVIII

XXXVIII

XLI

XLI

XLI

XLI

XLI

XLI

XLI

XLIV

XLIV

XLIV

XLV
XLV
XLV
XLVII

LIII

XLVII

LIII

XLVII

LIII

XLVII

LIII

XLVII

LIII

XLVII

—0. 10000 XLVI +0. 04272 XLVII

+1. 20000 XLVI +2. 06843 XLVII

—0. 80000 XLVI —2. 23933 XLVII

—0. 20000 XLVI +0. 08545 XLVII

—0. 17832 L —0. 13160 LI

+0. 10422 LV +0. 05404 LVI

-0. 14286 XLII

+0. 09524 XLII

-f-O. 76190 XLII

+0. 66667 XLII

—0. 33333 XLII

+1. 00000 XLV

+0. 59582

—0. 83152

+0. 11785

—0. 38889

—0. 11706

—0. 38889

—0. 11706

4-0.61111

+0. 45761

+0. 27778

—0. 05321

+0. 27778

—0. 05321

+1. 17500

XLVII

XLVII

XLVII

XLVIII

LIV

XLVIII

LIV

XLVIII

LIV

XLVIII

LIV

XLVIII

LIV

XLVIII

+0. 17500 XLVIII

—0. 10000 XLVIII

—0. 10000 XLVIII

—0. 15000 XLVIII

+0. 20318 LII

—7. 97637 LVIII

—0. 66667 XLIII

+0. 66667 XLIII

—0. 25000 XLVI

—0. 25000 XLVI
—1. 00000 XLVI

+0. 75000 XLVI

—0. 18519 XLIX

—0. 18519 XLIX

—0. 18519 XLIX

+0. 37037 XLIX

+0. 37037 XLIX

+0. 16226 LI

+1. 06944 LI

—0. 09272 LI

—0. 09272 LI

—0. 13908 LI

+0. 18273 LIII
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Contiuued.

[31.]
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No. of
equation.

24.

25.

2(1.

27.

28.

29.

NonnaJ equations for determining the correlates.

0=-2. 83000 +2. 55000 XXIV — 0. 12500 XXV —0. 12500 XXVI

0=-0. 37600 —0. 12500 XXIV + 3. 15417 XXV -0. 64.583 XXVI

—0. 33333 XXIX — 0. 10632 XXX
0=+l. 56100 -0. 12500 XXIV — 0. 64583 XXV +2. 10417 XXVI

—0. 25000 XXVIII — 0. 833:i3 XXIX —0. 10632 XXX
0=_0. 15300 -0. 33333 XXV - 0. 58333 XXVI +2. 14394 XXVII

+1. 16667 XXIX + 0. 42560 XXX —0. 7?273 XXXI

+0. 31508 XXXIII

0=-0. 71200 -0. 25000 XXVI - 0. 79545 XXVII —2. 45909

—0. 57295 XXX + 0. 95455 XXXI +1. 05455

—0. 20000 XXXIV — 0. 20000 XXXV +0. 32392

0=— 1. 88700 —0. 33333 XXV — 0. 83333 XXVI +1. 16667

+6. 13333 XXIX - 0. 52944 XXX +0. 60000

-0. 20000 XXXIV — 0.20000 XXXV +0.32392

0=_8. 89743 -0. 10632 XXV — 0. 10632 XXVI +0. 42560

- 0. 52944 XXIX +19. 36967 XXX —0. 17898

+0. 43589 XXXIII + 0. 05375 XXXIV +0. 05375

0. 50000 XXVI — 0. 77273 XXVII +0. 95455

+3. 93939 XXXI — 1. 06061 XXXII —0. 13811

—0. 12121 XXXVI + 0. 01264 XXXVII

0. 27273 XXVII + 1. 05455 XXVIII +0. 60000

—1. 06061 XXXI + 3. 13939 XXXII +0. 56798

—0. 40000 XXXV — 0. 12121 XXXVI +0. 66048

0=+0. 94400 +0. 31508 XXVII — 1. 37770 XXVIII —0. 85255

—0.13611 XXXI + 0. 56798 XXXII +4.60371

—0. 16846 XXXV — 0. 12846 XXXVI +0. 28624

0=+l. 21200 —0. 20000 XXVIII — 0. 20000 XXIX +0. 05375

—0. 64242 XXXII — 0. 42538 XXXIII +2. 44848

+1. 02424 XXXVI — 0. 22492 XXXVII —0. 40000

+0. 02191 XLI

0=+l. 84100 - 0. 20000 XXVIII — 0. 20000 XXIX
—0. 16846 XXXIII — 0. 40000 XXXIV
-0. 17866 XXXVII — 0. 68571 XXXVIII

+0. 02191 XLI

0=+3. 08200 —0. 12121 XXXI — 0. 12121 XXXII

+0. 88571 XXXV + 3. 17402 XXXVI
—0. 09524 XXXIX — 0. 59048 XL

0=+3. 97970 +0. 32392 XXVIII + 0. 32392 XXIX

+0. 66046 XXXII + 0. 28624 XXXIII

+3. 27474 XXXVI + 9. 22108XXXVII

+0. 02236 XLI
0=—0. 16000 —0. 40000 XXXIV — 0. 68571 XXXV

+2. 67619 XXXVUI — 0. 52381 XXXIX
—0. 14286 XLII

0=+0. 28700 —0. 28571 XXXV — 0. 09524 XXXVI
+1. 19048 XL — 0. 67359 XLI

0=^-0. 30400 —0. 20000 XXXIV — 0. 77143 XXXV
+1. 12381 XXXVIII + 1. 19048 XXXIX
—0. 33333 XLII

0=+0. 23400 +0. 02191 XXXIV + 0. 02191 XXXV
+0. 44127 XXXVIII — 0. 67359 XXXIX
+0.11.558 XLII

30.

31. 0=—2. 14900

32. 0=+0. 86900

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

XXVIII

XXXII

XXXVII

XXVII

XXXII

XXXVII

XXVII

XXXI
XXXV
XXVIII

XXXIII

XXIX
XXXIII

XXXVII
XXIX
XXXIII

XXXVII

XXX
XXXIV
XXXVIII

+0. 05375 XXX
+2. 45714 XXXV
—0. 28571 XXXIX

—0. 12846 XXXIII

+3. 27474 XXXVII

+0. 04382 XLI

-0.08705 XXX
—0. 22492 XXXIV
-0. 40828 XXXVIII

-0. 89524 XXXVI
+1. 12381 XL

-0. 52381 XXXVIII

—0. 47619 XLII

—0. 59048 XXXVI
+3. 51429 XL

+0. 04382 XXXVI
—1. 90524 XL

—0. 33333 XXVII

—0. 58333 XXVII

—0. 50000 XXXI
—0. 79545 XXVIII

—0. 27273 XXXII

+ 1.30000 XXIX
—1. 37770 XXXIII

+1. 30000 XXVIII

—0. 85255 XXXIII

—0. 57295 XXVIII

—0. 34022 XXXII

—0. 08705 XXXVII
—0. 17898 XXX
—0. 24242 XXXIV

—0. 34022 XXX
—0. 64242 XXXIV

+0. 43589 XXX
—0. 42538 XXXIV

—0. 24243 XXXI
— 0. "40000 XXXV
— 0.20000 XL

—0. 40000 XXXII

+0. 88571 XXXVI
—0. 77143 XL

+1. 02424 XXXIV
—0. 89524 XXXVIII

+0. 01264 XXXI
—0. 17866 XXXV
—0. 20414 XL

—0. 40828 XXXVII

+0. 44127 XLI

+2. 14286 XXXIX

—0. 20414 XXXVII
—1. 90524 XLI

+0. 02236 XXXVII

+5. 76449 XLI
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Normal equations for determining the correlates—Continued.
No. of

equation.

42.
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Normal equations for determining the correlates—Continued.
No. of

€i|uation

r>7.
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Values of the general corrections.

[140 =

[14,] =

[ISs] =

[16i] =

[16,] =

[I63] =

[I64] =

[17i] =

[171+.] =

[173] :

[17,.] =

[18,] =

[18,] :

[18,] :

[I85]

[19,] =

[19.] :

[I93J

[20,] =

[20,] :

[2O3] :

=+0. 033

=+0. 867

=+1. 083

=4-0. 880

=+0. 074

=—0. 546

=—0. 204

=+1. 429

=+0. 166

=—0. 393

=—0. 042

=—0. 623

=+0. 081

=+0.283

-—0. 303

=—0. 466

=+0. 565

=—0. 094

=+0. 740

=—0. 442

=+0. 922

[2O4]

[21i]

[21,]

[2I3]

[2I4+6]:

[2I5]

[22,]

[22,]

[223]

[224]

[23,]

[23,]

[23,]

[234]

[24,]

[24,]

[24,]

[24,+,]

[25,]

[25,]

[25,+3]

=—1. 617

=—0. 197

=—0. 297

=—0. 292

=4-0. 330

=—2. 456

=—0. 220

=—0. 966

=—0. 013

=+0. 424

=+0. 029

=—0. 035

=—0. 280

=—0. 398

=—0. 216

=—0. 048

=+0. 778

=— 0. 849

=—0. 051

=+0. 017

=-0. 268

[26,]

[26,]

[263]

[263+4]

[27,] :

[27,]

[27,]

[28,]

[28,]

[283]

[284]

[285]

[291+.]

[29,]

[29,]

[294]

[296]

[31,]

[31,]

[3I3]

[3I4]

=—0. 409

=—0. 0.59

=+0. 864

=—0. 547

=+0. 825

=—0. 839

=—0. 510

=—0. 183

=—0. 140

=—0. 463

=—0.511

=+0. 516

=— 0. 441

=—0. 599

=—0. 137

=—0. 202

=+0. 411

=—0. 155

=+0. 001

=+0. 037

=—0. 091

[3I5]

[3l6]

[32,]

[32,J

[323]

[384] :

[33,]

[33,]

[33,] :

[334]

[33fi+6]

[336]

[34,]

[34,]

[343]

[344]

[35,]

[35,]

[803]

[36,]

[36,]

=+0. 087

=+0. 893

=— 1. 275

=+0. 209

=+0. 209

=—0. 273

=—0. 772

=+0. 662

=—0. 370

=+0. 347

=—0. 039

=+0. 156

=+0. fcl9

=+0. 527

=—0. 423

=+0. 135

=—0. 237

=—0. 624

=+0. 558

=—1. 005

=+0. 741

[363] =

[364] =

[37,] :

[37,] :

[37,] =

[374] =

[38,+,]

:

[383] =

[384] =

[39,] :

[39,] -

[39,] =

[40,+,]

=

[40,] =

[40,] :

[4I4] =

[4I5J =

[42,] =

=—0. 334

=+0. 199

=—1. 1.58

=+0. 905

=+0. 113

=+0. 108

=+0. 632

=—0. 938

=—0. 085

=— 0. 767

:+0. 678

=+0. 056

=+0. 215

=—0. 174

=+0. 589

=+0. 196

=+0. 178

=+0. 174

Besidtmls resulting from substitution of general corrections in the numerical equations of condition.

l^'o. of
equation.
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Section V.— THa»(jnlation from the line Eldorado - Taycheedah to the line Minnesota Junction-

Roricon.

OAKFIELD—43.

[Observer, A. E. Flint. In.stniment, Eepsold 10-inch theodolite. Dates, October and November, 1872.]

Angle as measured between^
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Section V.

—

Triangulation from the line Eldorado - Tayoheedah to the line Minnesota Junction -

Horicon—Continued.

WEST BASE—46.

[Observer, A. E. Flint. Inatrumont, Kepsold 10-lncli theodolite. Date, October, 1872.1

Angle as measured between—
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Section V.

—

Triangulation from the line Eldorado- Tayclieedah to the line Minnesota Junction

-

Horieon—Continued.

HORICON—52.

LObaerver, K. S. Woodward. Instrument, lO-inch G-ambey repeating theodolite. Date, May, 1873.]

Angle as measured between-

Minnesota Junction and Oakfield 88 38 14.394

Waupun and Oakfleld 35 20 00.900

Woodland and Lebanon 34 19 08. 384

Lebanon and Minnesota Junction ... 90 13 47. 021

Notation.
I No. mea«.

o::i+a

522

523

52.

16

16

16

16

Eange.
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General corrections in terms of the correlates.

[41,+2]
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yoniial equations for detenu iniiii/ the eor relates.

l.MHlMtillI]

(is.
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Values of the general eorrections.

[41,+,] =-0.022
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FOi; THE I'KliN'ClPAL C'HAU CoXNECTlNCi THE LINE VULCAN - IH'RON MOUNTAINS WITH FOND DU
LAC ISASE, GIVEN IN D, ^ H, FOLLOWIN(i.

,

I From closing eiTors of triangles.
i

!

...
Extent of pTincipal cliain iu (^at'Ii scclioii. p,. Pc Pc'

1

r,„.i I

' Average G real est
yy 11' p.L '

I
^* error. error.

III Vulcan - Huron Mountains to Pine Hill-Burnt Blutf. . 1. 03 0. 42

IV Pine Hill - Burnt Bluff to Eldorailo-Tayoheediili 0. 79 0. 50

V Eklorarlo - Tajclieednh to Fond du Lac Base 0. 7ti
I 0. 44

I

Entire principal cliain
:

0.2.5 24.51 13 0. .54
\ 1.21 2.56

0. 28 40. 0-l 26 1 0. 48 1. 04 3. 10

0. 28 0. 98
,

4 I 0. 19 0. 4:! 0. 71

65.51 ! 43 0.48 1. 03 1 3. 10

D.—CHAIN OF rRINClPAL TKIANGLES BETWEEN THE LINE VULCAN-HURON
MOUNTAINS AND THE FOND DU LAC BASE.

§ 8. In Chapter XIV, D, a method of computing the weighted mean logarithms of the sides

in a chain of triangles depending on two bases has been given, and this method is there applied to

the system of triangles between Keweenaw and Minnesota Point Bases. The two systems con-

necting the Keweenaw with the Minnesota and the Fond du Lac Bases have a common part,

embracing six triangles lying between Keweenaw Base and the line Vulcan -Huron Mountains.

Computing the common line Vulcan - Huron Mountains from each of the three bases and taking the

weighted mean, it is found that the effect of the Fond du Lac Base on the logarithm of this line is

less than unity in the seventh place. The probable error of the logarithm of this weighted mean
line is (probable error of standard being excluded) 26.24 in the seventh place, while the correspond-

ing value obtained from Chapter XIV, D, where Keweenaw and Minnesota Point Bases are alone

considered, is 27.38. The weighted mean logarithms of the sides of the common triangles given in

Chapter XIV, D, therefore need no modification on account of the Fond du Lac Base, and for com-

puting the weighted mean logarithms of the triangle-sides between the Fond du Lac Base and the

line Vulcan -Huron Mountains, the latter line may be taken as a base, using the weighted mean
logarithm and probable error of its length derived from Chapter XIV, D.

The adjustment of the triangulatiou between the line Vulcan-Huron Mountains and the Fond
du Lac Base gives the following values for the probable error, //, of an observed angle of average

weight in the respective sections of the principal chain. See Chapter XV, C, § 7.

Prom the line Vulcan- Hiiron Mountains to the line Pine Hill-Burnt Bluff. /J=db0".42

From the line Pine Hill -Burnt Bluff to the line Eldorado -Taycheedab /)= =k0".50

From the line Eldorado -Taycheedab to the line Minnesota Junction -Horicon p= ±0"43

Using the notation of Chapter XIV, D,

For the first section, S [a^-\-j-i'^)i,'^= 4021

For the second section, 2' {a'^-\-fi^)p'^= 3874

For the third section, I {a^+fi'')f,'^= .586

Sum 8481

The square of the probable error in the logarithm of the weighted mean value of the side

Vulcan -Huron Jlonntains, obtained from Chapter XI\', I), is 750, the error of standard bar being
excluded, and the corresponding quantity for the Fond du Lac Base is 30, both heing expressed,

as are the above sums, in units of tlie seventh decimal place. Hence, the <;oiistant

I
+J,=84Sl+ 750+36=9267

The logarithms of the Fond du Lac Base resulting by computation from the weighted mean
length of the line Vulcan - Huron Mountains, given in Chapter XIV, D, and from the direct measure-
ment, are

—

From computation (feet) 4. 3865922
From measurement (fe.et) 4. 3865918
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The difference betweeu these logarithms gives rf=— 4, in units of the seventh decimal place.

From these values of ( „+„/ J^nA d, and from the values of given in the table, the weighted

mean logarithms result.

The line in the system having the maximum probable error is Burnt Bluff- Sturgeon. For this

^i"® ^=*622, and -,=4645, giving for the square of the probable error of the weighted mean loga-

rithm of this side, 2317. Adding to this the square of the probable error of the logarithm of the
length of the standard 15-feet bar, viz, 8.39 (Chapter II, § 14), there results for the probable error

of the logarithm of the above line, ± 48.22, corresponding to the 9 owe part of its length.

In the table which follows, the first column gives the names of the stations; the second gives

the adjusted values of the angles, taken from Chapter XV, C, § 6; the third gives the error of

closure; the fourth gives the logarithm of the side in feet opposite the station on the same line,

this value being computed from the weighted mean value of the logarithm of the line Vulcan - Huron
Mountains, and the angles in the second column; the fifth gives for each triangle r/ and /S^; the

sixth gives the sum of {a'+fi') from the first triangle in a group having the same probable error

for an observed angle, up to the opposite triangle, inclusive, in the direction of the Fond du Lac

Base; the seventh gives the quantities-; and the eighth gives the weighted mean logarithms of

the sides.

>'

Chain ofprincipal triangles between Vulcan -Huron Mountains and Fond du Lac Base.

stations. 1 Angles. : ^^^^^^'
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Chain of pi'incipal triangles between Vulcan - Huron Mountains and Fond du Lac Base—Oontinued.

Stations.
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Chain of principal triangles between Vulcan- Huron Afountain.s and Fond du Lac Base—Coutinued.

Stations.

Gales

Peshtigo

D6hroux
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Chain of pri netpal triangles between Vulcan- Huron Mountains and Fond du Lac Base—Continued.

stations. Angle a.

Eldorado

Tayclieedali ,

Stockbridge .

Oalttidd

Eldorado

Tayclieedali .

65 02 31. 857

83 28 20. 807

31 29 08. 657

Errors of
closure.

+1.063

Loprarithms



Chap. XVI, A, JU,2.] FOND DU LAC BASE TO CHICAGO BASE.

CHAPTER XVI.

TRIANGULATIOK FROM FOND DU LAC BASE TO CHICAGO BASE,

A.—DESCRIPTIONS OP STATIONS.

NOTE RELATIVE TO ELEVATIONS.

§ 1. The heights of ground at stations described in this chapter are referred to the mean sur-

face of Lake Michigan for the years 1860 to 1875. (See Chapter XXII, § 13.) Prom the line

Minnesota Junction - Horicon to the line Warren - Premont, heights were determined by trigono-

metrical leveling from a point of known height on Milwaukee court-house. In this group, as

stated in Chapter XV, A, heights may be regarded as having a probable error of at least ± 5 feet.

Heights of Chicago Base stations were determined by spirit-leveling and may be considered precise

within I foot. Heights of Willow Springs and Morgan Park depend on zenith distances to and
from the stations of Chicago Base, and cannot have a greater probable error than i 1 foot. The
same probable error may be assigned to the heights of stations Millers, Michigan City, and Bald

Tom, which were determined by zenith distances over short lines to the surface of Lake Michigan.

DESCKIPTIONS OF STATIONS.

§ 3. Woodland,* 1873.—This station is situated in the southwest quarter of section 33, Her-

man Township, Dodge County, Wisconsin. It is about 1^ miles east of Woodland railway station,

and about 10 metres north of the middle of the road on the line between Herman and Kubicon

Townships. The height of station used was 47 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of

the usual form, set so that its upper end is 2J feet below the surface of the ground. A reference-

stone set on the south side of the road south of the station, bears south 1° 38' east, and is 17.07

metres distant from the geodetic point. A stone post set at the southwest corner of section 33

bears south 87° 46' 26" west, and is 320.59 metres distant from the geodetic point. A similar stone

post at the southeast corner of the southwest quarter of section 33 bears south 88° 41' 24" east,

and is 484.49 metres distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 607.2 feet.

Lebanon, 1873.—This station is situated in the northwest quarter of the southwest quarter of

section 3, Lebanon Township, Dodge County, Wisconsin. The height of station used was 58 feet.

The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in a granite bowlder having the letters " U. S." cut

thereon, and set so that its upper surface is 3 feet below the surface of the ground. Above the

bowlder is placed a limestone slab, and above the latter is set a stone of the usual form rising to

the surface of the ground. A stone post set at the intersection of the west section and east-and-

west half- section lines bears north 85° 05' west, and is 318.33 metres distant from the geodetic

point. Height of ground at station, 436.8 feet.

Erin, 1873.—^This station is situated on a prominent hill in the southwest quarter of the north-

east quarter of section 14, Erin Township, Washington County, Wisconsin. The height of station

used was 3 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper

end is 2 feet beneath the surface of the ground. Above the latter is set a granite rock having an

inch hole drilled in its upper surface and rising 4 inches above ground. A hole drilled in a large

granite bowlder bears north 78° 09' east, and is 20.83 metres distant from the geodetic point. The

* See uote relative to topographical sketches of stations under Burnt Bluff, Chapter XV, A, $ 2.

50 L S
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soiithwt'st corner of ii Catholic church hoars north 1(1° 31" cast, and islil.7 metres distant from the

geodetic point. The southeast corner of the same church bears north 22° 04' east, and is 19.33

metres distant from the geodetic point. Height of hill, 775.8 feet.

Lisbon, 1873.—This station is situated in the southwest quarter of section 24, Lisbon Town-

ship, ^Yauke8ha County, Wisconsin. The height of station used was 74 feet." The geodetic point

is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is 2 feet 8 inches beneath the

surface of the ground. Directly above the latter is set another stone rising about 4 inches above

ground. A reference-stone bears south 53° 2.5' west, and is 14.75 metres distant from the geodetic

point. A second reference-stone bears north 41° 29' west, and is 15 metres distant from the geo-

detic point. A hole drilled in a large granite bowlder, marked " U. S.", bears south 38° 39' west,

and is 14.4 metres distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 471.6 feet.

Delapiei>d, 1873.—This station is situated in section 29, Delafleld Township, Waukesha
County, Wisconsin, on " Government Hill." The height of station used was 4 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a stone of the ordinary form, set so that its upper end is 3 feet below the surface

of the ground. Directly above the latter is set another stone rising about even with the ground

surface. Nearly due south, 10.75 metres from the geodetic point, is set a reference-stone. Another

reference-stone 6.62 metres distant from the geodetic point bears (approximately) south 35° east.

Height of hill, 659,7 feet.

New Berlin, 1873.—This station is situated in the northwest quarter of section 19, New
Berlin Township, Waukesha County, Wisconsin. The height of station used was 45 feet. The

geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is 2J feet below the

surface of the ground. Directly above is set another stone of the usual form rising 2 inches above

the ground surface. Two reference-stones are set, one north 59° 57' east, and 118.4 metres distant;

and one south 7° 11' east, and 4(i 32 metres distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground

at station, 491.1 feet.

Milwaukee Court-house, 1873.—The geodetic point of this station is determined by the

axis of the dome on the court-house building. Height of top of statue, 256 feet.

Waterpord, 1873.—This station is situated in the east half of the northeast quarter of section

22, Waterford Township, Racine County, Wisconsin. The height of station used was 54 feet. The
geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is 3 feet below the

surface of the ground. Two reference-stones are set on the north side of the east-and-west road

south of the station. The easterly stone bears south 21° 27' east, and is 77.65 metres distant from

the geodetic point. The westerly stone bears south 31° 24' west, and is 86.95 metres distant from

the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 366.9 feet.

Caledonia, 1873.—This station is situated in the southwest quarter of section 31, Caledonia

Township, Racine County, Wisconsin. The height of station used was 4 feet. The geodetic point

is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its ui)per end is about 2J feet below the surface

of the ground. Two reference-stones are set, one south 69° 11' west, and 268.6 metres distant from

the geodetic point; and one north 73° 47' west, and 284.2 metres distant from the geodetic point-

Height of ground at station, 208.8 feet.

Dover, 1873.—This station is situated in the southwest quarter of section 6, Dover Township,

Racine County, Wisconsin. The height of station used was 72 feet. The geodetic point is marked
by a stone set so that its upper end is 3 feet below the surface of the ground. Two reference-

stones are set in the road south of the station : one of these bears south 14° 13' east, and is 318.58

metres distant from the geodetic point ; the other bears south 35° 08' west, and is 190.42 metres
distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 278.7 feet.

SoMERS, 1873.—This station is situated in the southeast quarter of the northeast quarter of

section 22, Somers Township, Kenosha County, Wisconsin. The height of station used was 30 feet.

The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is 2^ feet below
the surface of the ground. Three reference-stones are set on the east boundary-line of section 22.

The most northerly stone bears north 13° 13' east, and is 117.73 metres distant from the geodetic

point. The most southerly stone, which is at the half-section corner, bears south 7° 56' east, and
is 189.23 metres distant from the geodetic point. The third stone bears north 76° 07' east, and is

27.37 metres distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 182.3 feet.
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Bristol, 1873.—This station is situated in section 17, Bristol Township, Kenosha County,

Wisconsin, about 100 metres north of a farm residence owned in 1873 by Mr. O. 0. Stonebreaker.

The height of station used was 54 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form,

set so that its upper end is 3J feet beneath the surface of the ground. Directly over the latter is

set another stone rising 3 or 4 inches above the ground surface. Two reference-stones are set, one

north 28° 52' east, and 18.07 metres distant from the geodetic point; and one south 70° 48' east,

and 10.79 metres distant from the geodetic point.

Benton, 1873.—This station is situated in the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of

section 7, Benton Township, Lake County, Illinois. The height of station used was 65 feet. The
geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is about 2J feet

below the surface of the ground. Directly above the latter is set another stone rising 3 or 4 inches

above the gTOund. A reference-stone bears south 13° 04' west, and is 565.9 metres distant from

the geodetic point. Another reference-stone bears north 68° 59' east, and is 19.65 metres distant

from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 212.6 feet.

Antioch, 1873.—This station is situated in section 27, Antioch Township, Lake County,

Illinois. The height of station used was 54 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the

ordinary form, set so that its upper end is 3 feet below the surface of the ground. Directly above

the latter is set another stone rising 6 inches above the ground. Two reference-stones are set, one

south 46° 13' east, and 32.12 metres distant from the geodetic point ; and one south 60° 32' west,

and 23.59 metres distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 279.1 feet.

Warren, 1873.—This station is situated in the southeast quarter of section 24, Warren Town-

ship, Lake County, Illinois. The height of station used was 60 feet. The geodetic point is marked

by a stone of the usual form, set so that its top is 2 feet 8 inches below the surface of the ground.

Another stone, rising 4 to 6 inches above ground, is set directly over the latter. A reference-stone

is set nearly due west, 20.49 metres distant from'the geodetic point. Another reference-stone, set

at the southeast corner of the southeast quarter of section 24, is slightly west of south, and is 94.04

metres distant from the geodetic point. Height of ground at station, 148.4 feet.

Fremont, 1873.—This station is situated in section 22, Fremont Township, Lake County,

Illinois, near Dean's Corners. The height of station used was 41 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a ^tone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is 3 feet beneath the surface of the

ground. Three reference-stones are set in the road uorth of the station. One stone bears north

47° 02' west, and is 33.62 metres distant ; one bears north 20° 27' west, and is 6.16 metres distant

;

and one bears north 36° 01' east, and is 30.61 metres distant from the geodetic point.

Deerfield, 1873, '74.—This station is situated in the southwest quarter of section 28, Deer-

fleld Township, Lake County, Illinois, about J mile north of Deerfield Corners. The height of

station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that

its upper end is 3 feet below tire surface of the ground. Another stone rising 6 inches above

ground is set directly over the stone marking the geodetic point. A reference-stone bears north

13° 34' east, and is 110.87 metres distant from the geodetic point. Another reference-stone, set on

the east side of the road west of the station, bears south 57° 02' west, and is 123.09 metres distant

from the geodetic point.

Palatine, 1873, '74.—This station is situated on the northeast corner of Sherman and Benton

streets. Palatine, Illinois. The height of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is marked

by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is 3 feet below the surface of the ground.

Directly above the latter is set another stone rising about 4 inches above ground. Two reference-

stones are set on the east side of Benton street. The northerly stone bears north 81° 33' west, and

is 47.15 metres distant from the geodetic point. The southerly stone bears south 26° 25' west, and

is 104.08 metres distant from the geodetic point.

Park Ridge, 1874.—This station is situated in Meacham's Park, in the village of Park Ridge,

Cook County, Illinois. The height of station used was 40 feet. Q'he geodetic point is marked by

a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is about 3 feet below the surface of the ground.

Directly above is placed another stone, rising about even with the surface of the ground. A refer-

ence-stone, set at the southwest corner of Washington and Elm streets, bears south 44° 25' east,
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aud is 201.2."> metres distant from the geodetic poiut. A second reference-stone, set at the south-

west corner of Prospect avenue and Elm street, bears south 44° 48' west, and is 214.69 metres

distant from the geodetic poiut.

Lombard, 1874.—This station is situated in the northwest quarter of section 4, York Town-

ship, Du Page County, Illinois. The height of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is 3 feet below the surface of the

ground. A reference-stone bears north 8° 52' west, and is 117.93 metres distant from the geodetic

point. Another i-eference-stone, set in the road east of the station, bears north 85° 11' east, and

150.05 metres distant from the geodetic poiut. A third reference-stone, set at the center of section

4, bears south 13° 05' east, and is 575.32 metres distant from the geodetic point.

Shot Tower, 1874, '77.—This station is the tower of the Chicago Shot Tower Company,

situated on the west side of Clinton street, between Lake and Fulton streets. The height of the

tower is 190 feet. The geodetic point is indicated by the intersection of two lines, each of which is

determined by two screws set in opposite sides of the casing to the door opening to the top of the

tower.

Willow Springs, 1874, '77, '79.—This station is situated in the northwest quarter of section 3,

Palos Township, Cook County, Illinois. It is about 1 mile southeast of Mount Forest station, on

the Chicago and Alton Railway. The height of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is 4 feet below the surface of the

ground, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Two reference-stones are set, one

south 49° 46' west, and 38.20 metres distant from the geodetic point, and one uorth 51° 53' west,

and 38.78 metres distant from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean

level of Lake Michigan is 147.3 feet.

Military Academy, 1874.—This station is^ situated in the northwest quarter of section 19,

Calumet Township, Cook County, Illinois, being the dome of the Mount Vernon Military Academy.

The geodetic point is marked by a screw set in the floor of the dome in the prolongation of the

axis of the flagstaff.

West Base, 1877.—This station, marking the west end of the Chicago base-line, is situated

near the center of section 13, Lyons Township, Cook County, Illinois. The height of station used

was 65 feet. The geodetic point is marked by an agate hemisphere, set in a brass cylinder, which

is leaded into the top of a granite block 1 foot square and 3 feet long, set 4 feet below the surface

of the ground, surrounded by a prism of brickwork 3 feet square and 3 feet deep. The brickwork

is extended 8 inches above the top of the stone block, and a large, flat stone is laid on top of the

brick. Two supplementary stone posts of a similar description were set without brickwork, one on

the line of the base, bearing south 69° 01' east, distant 3.982 metres from the geodetic point, and

one on the prolongation of the base line, bearing north 69° 01' west, distant 4.002 metres. Two
stone reference-posts are set on the west side of the road west Of the station, one bearing south

820 53' west, distant 53.12 metres; and one bearing north 50° 44' west, distant 54.51 metres from

the geodetic poiut. The quarter-section stone at the center of section 13 bears north 80° 44' west,

and is distant 37 metres. The corner of sections 7, 12, 13, and 18 bears north 43° 14' east, and is

distant 1,162 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above Lake
Michigan is 37.6 feet.

East Base, 1877.—This station, marking the east end of the Chicago base-line, is situated in

the northeast quarter of section 27, Lake Township, Cook County, Illinois. The height of station

used was 6 feet. The geodetic point was marked in the same manner as at West Base. Two suj)-

plementary stones, similar to those at West Base, were set on a line passing through the geodetic

point at right angles to the direction of the base-line, one bearing north 21° 03' east, distant 4.48

metres, and one bearing south 21° 03' west, distant 4.03 metres from the geodetic point. Two
stone reference-posts were set under the nearest road fences to the east and north, projecting 6

inches above the surface of the ground, as follows: one bearing south 88° 13' east, distant 367.4

metres; and one bearing north 3° 48' east, distant 439.4 metres from the geodetic point. The
corner of sections 22, 23, 26, and 27, bears north 38^ 41' east, and is distant 580.6 metres from the

geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above Lake Michigan is 35.0 feet.
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Middle Base, 1877.—This station, near the middle of the Chicago base-line, is located near
the end of the 924:th tube of the measurement of the base from West Base. The height of station

used was 6 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a brass cylinder leaded into the to|) of a lime-

stone block 2 feet square and 1 foot thick, placed 3 feet below the surface of the ground. The
height of ground at the station above Lake Michigau is 32.9 feet.

Morgan Park, 1877, '79.—This station is situated in Calumet Township, Cook County, Illinois,

about 13 miles south of Chicago, and about 300 metres westerly from Morgan Park railway station

on the Chicago, Eock Island and Pacific Eailroad, on lot 2, section 1, of the Blue Island Land
Company's subdivision, near the corner of Morgan and Armida avenues. The height of station

used was 66 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a small hole drilled in a stone post of the usual

form, lettered U. S. on top, set 3 feet below the surface of the ground. A similar stone post is set

directly over the first as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : two on
the east side of Armida avenue, one bearing south 13° 46' west, distant 36.08 metres, and one
bearing south 81° 42' west, distant 13.38 metres, and one on the south side of Morgan avenue,

bearing north 3° 11' west, distant 58.53 metres from the geodetic point. The Military Academy
bears south 41° 35' west, and is distant 277.3 metres. The southeast corner of section 13, Worth
Township, Cook County, Illinois, bears north 84° 46' west and is distant 637.8 metres from the

geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 83.7

fieet.

Millers, 1874.—This station is situated on a sand dune in section 33, township 37 north, range

7 west. Lake County, Indiana, about 2 miles northeast flf Millers Station on the Lake Shore and
Michigan Southern Bailway. The height of station used was 73 feet. The geodetic point is marked
by a stone post of the usual form, set so that its upper end is about 2 feet below the surface of the

ground. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : one north 3.77 metres, one south 3.74

metres, and one west 4.9 metres from the geodeflc point, the bearings being magnetic. The height

of ground at the station above Lake Michigan is 128 feet.

Michigan City, 1874, '77.—This station is situated in section 22, township 38 north, range 4

west, Michigan Township, La Porte County, Indiana, about 2 miles northeast of Michigan City,

Indiana, on the last of the range of high sand hills in that direction, about one-half mile northwesterly

from the track of the Michigan Central Railroad. The height of station nsed was about 70 feet.

The geodetic point was marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 4 feet below the surface of

the ground, with a wooden post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts

were set as follows : one bearing south 81° 43' east, distant 3.36 metres ; one bearing south 13° 51'

west, distant 13.19 metres; and one bearing north 53° 43' west, distant 13.78 metres from the

geodetic point. A "mile post" on the boundary-line of Michigan and Indiana, an oak post 4

J

inches square and about 3 feet high, standing in a marsh, bears north 66° 46' 17" east, and is dis

taut 6935.6 metres. The light-house at Michigan City bears south 62° 46' west, and is distant 3,145

metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above Lake Michigan is 148.4

feet.

Otis, 1874.—This station is situated in the northwest quarter of section 10, township 36 north,

range 4 west, New Durham Township, La Porte County, Indiana. The height of station used was

75 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is 3

feet below the surface of the ground.' Directly aboA'^e the latter is set another stone, rising to

within 8 inches of the ground surface. Two reference-stones are set in the road north of the station.

One of these bears north 45° west, and is 49.36 metres distant from the geodetic ])oint. The other

bears north 38° 30' east, and is 47.32 metres distant from the geodetic point. The corner of sections

3, 4, 9, and 10 bears north 9° 08' 25" west, and is distant 441.7 metres from the geodetic point.

Springville, 1874.—This station is situated in the southeast quarter of section 10, township 37

north, range 3 west. Center Township, La Porte County, Indiana. The height of station used was
74 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set so that its upper end is 2J
feet below the surface of the ground. Two reference-stones are set in the road east of the station.

One bears north 63° 43' east, and is 273.81 metres distant from the geodetic point; the other bears

south 86° 14' east, and is 245.25 metres distant from the geodetic point. The southeast corner

of section 10 bears south 86° 00' east, and Is 252,46 metres distant from the geodetic point. A
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third reference-stone bears south 6° 15' east (magnetic), and is 13 metres distant from the geodetic

point.

Bald Tom, 1874, '77.—This station is situated in the southwest quarter of section 35, range 20

west, township 6 south, Lake Township, Berrien County, Michigan, about three-fourths of a mile

northwest of Brown's railway station, on the Chicago and Michigan Lake Shore Railroad, on the

highest liill in the vicinity. A small tripod, about 4 feet high, was used to support the instrument

during observations. The geodetic point was marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 3 feet

below the surface of the ground, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three

stone reference-posts were set as follows : One bearing south 43° 34' west, distant 19.37 metres

;

one bearing north 46° 34' west, distant 7.56 metres; and one bearing north 74° 12' east, distant

22.25 metres from the geodetic point. The southeast corner of section 35 bears south 52° 01^' east;

and is distant 1038.9 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above

Lake Michigan is 240.1 feet.

B.—HISTORICAL NOTES, RECONNAISSANCE, STATIONS, SIGNALS, INSTRUMENTS,
AND METHODS OP OBSERVATION.

HISTORICAL NOTES.

§ 3. In the development of the triangulation south of the Fond du Lac Base and east of the

Chicago Base, the methods of procedure varied only in the details. In the present chapter, there-

fore, it is proposed to give such explanations of those methods as are applicable to the whole

triangulation, and specify such differences as are applicable to the various sections thereof. By
reference to Plates III, IV, V, and XXIII it will be seen that the triangulation here considered

may be divided into five chains having a base-line near either extremity of each. These chains are,

that lying between Fond du Lac and Chicago Bases, that between Chicago and Sandusky Bases,

that between Sandusky and Buffalo Bases, that between Buffalo and Sandy Creek Bases, and that

between Chicago and Ulney Bases. The lengths of these chains, measured along their axes, are in

order, approximately, 150, 280, 250, 210, and 200 miles, giving an aggregate length of 1,090 miles.

The whole number of stations in this triangulation is 171. The whole number of lines observed

over in both directions is 412. The average length of line is 15 miles, the longest line being from

Station Houghton to Station Ediuboro, across Lake Erie, 54 miles, and the shortest, excluding

parts of bases, the Sandy Creek base-line, 3 miles.

The angles of the triangles between Fond du Lac and Chicago Bases were measured by A. R.

Flint and R. S. Woodward during 1873, 1874, and 1877. The adjustments of this system were

made by T. W. Wright, C. H. Kummell, and T. Russell. Fond du Lac Base was measured by

E. S. Wheeler, with the Bache-Wiirdemann apparatus, in 1872.

Between Chicago and Sandusky Bases the angles of the triangulation were measured by
G. Y. Wisner, A. R. Flint, R. S. Woodward, and J. H. Darling during 1874, 1877, 1878, and 1879.

The adjustments were made by T. W. Wright, C. H. Kummell, O. B. Wheeler, T. Russell, and W.
Voigt. Chicago Base was measured in 1877 and Sandusky Base in 1878 by E. S. Wheeler, with

the Repsold metallic-thermometer apparatus.

The angles of the triangles joining Sandusky and Buffalo Bases were measured by G. Y. Wisner,

A. R. Flint, J. H. Darling. R. S. Woodward, G. A. Marr, T. Russell, and W. A. Metcalf during

1875, 1876, and 1877. The adjustments were made by T. W. Wright and C. H. Kummell.
Between Buffalo and Sandy Creek Bases the angles of the triangles were observed by G. Y.

Wisner, R. S. Woodward, J. H. Darling, T. Russell, and W. A. Metcalf in 1874, 1875, 1877, and

1878, and the adjustment was made by T. W. Wright, C. H. Kummell, T. Russell, and J. H. Darling.

Sandy Creek Base was measured in 1874 and Buffalo Base in 1875 by E. S. Wheeler, with the

Bache-Wiirdemann apparatus.

The angles of the triangulation in Illinois, connecting the Chicago and Olney Bases, were

measured in 1879 by G. Y. Wisner, A. R. Flint, R. S. Woodward, and J. H. Darling. Olney Base
was measured by E. S. Wheeler, with the Repsold apparatus, in 1879. The adjustments in this

system were made by G. Y. Wisner, O. B. Wheeler, C. H. Kummell, and W. Voigt.
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RECONNAISSANCE.

§ 4. In the vicinity of the lakes and between Lakes Erie and Michigan the country is generally

rolling or hilly, and partly covered with timber. In Illinois the surface is more nearly level and
for the most part but little wooded. The whole of this country is quite accessible by roads, and
maps of it, based on the original laud surveys and giving relative positions of points approximately,

are available. The most formidable obstacles encountered in reconnaissance, therefore, were in

localities where the surface of the ground was nearly level and heavily wooded. The parties

engaged in this work, consisting usually of two persons, were provided with a map of the country,

a field-glass, a pocket sextant, and creepers for climbing trees. The most favorable position and
requisite height for a station were oftenest determined by observations from trees. In a few cases

buildings, public or private, have been used both as aids in reconnaissance and as stations in the

subsequent work. The following table gives the names of parties by whom stations were located,

the number located by each, and the parts of the triangulation in which they were located:

Name.
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transparency of tbe air aud with the length of line over which the beam was observed. In ordi-

narily clear air, a surface 0".l in diameter was found sufficiently large on lines 40 to 50 miles long.

In some cases sm^faces of no greater breadth than 0".05 have been used on lines 25 miles long.

During exceptionally clear weather targets have sometimes been read to over lines 30 miles long

;

while on the other hand it has occasionally been necessary to use sunlight on lines 10 miles or less

ill length.

The positions of signals with reference to the geodetic point were carefully noted. For this

purpose a theodolite was generally used to determine the points of intersection of the vertical lines

through the geodetic point and through the center of the signal with a horizontal plane, on which

tbe rectangular or polar coordinates of -the signal could be measured. In all cases after the season

of 1875, the positions of signals were determined at as short an interval before and as soon after

they were observed ats possible ; and if the second determination showed a movement which would

affect any angle by 0".25, that angle was remeasured.

INSTRUMENTS.

§ 7. The instruments used in the measurement of angles were the following for the respective

systems

:

Between Fond du Lac and Chicago Bases, theodolites Eepsold No. 1, Gambey No. 1, and

Troughton & Simms Xo. 2.
"

Between Chicago and Sandusky Bases, theodolites Eepsold No. 1, Troughton & Simms Nos.

1, 2, 3, and 4, and Pistor & Martins No. 2.

Between Sandusky and Buffalo Bases, theodolites Eepsold No. 1, Troughton & Simms Nos.

1, 2, 3, and 4, Pistor & Martins No. 2, and Gambey No. 1.

Between Buffalo and Sandy Creek Bases, theodolites Eepsold No. 1, Troughton & Simms Nos.

1, 2, and 3, Pistor & Martins No. 2, and Gambey No. 1.

Between Chicago and Olney Bases, theodolites Troughton & Simms Nos. 1, 3, and 4, Pistor

& Martins No. 2, and Eepsold No. 1.

Of these theodolites, the Gambey only has been used as a repeating instrument. Troughton

& Simms theodolite No. 1, Pistor & Martins No. 2, and Gambey No. 1, have been described in

Chapter XIV, B, and Eepsold No. 1 and Troughton & Simms No. 2 in Chapter XV, B.

The Troughton & Simms theodolites Nos. 3 and 4 are of the same form and dimensions, and

are of the non-repeating class. They have horizontal circles, 14 inches in diameter, graduated to

5 minutes, and read by three equidistant microscopes, whose micrometer-heads are graduated to 1

second. Their vertical circles are 12 inches in diameter, graduated to 5 minutes, and read by two

opposite microscopes whose micrometer-heads are graduated to 1 second. Their telescopes have a

focal length of 30 inches and objectives 2J inches in diameter. The object-end of the telescope may
be turned through between the wyes without raising the axis from its supports. The periodic

errors affecting horizontal angles measured with these instruments have been determined from the

measures of a large number of angles. For No. 3 the correction to the observed value of an angle,

«, between two objects is

—

c=+l".87 cos (3^+ I a+327o) sin ^ a

z being the reading of the finding-microscope on the left-hand object, the graduation increasing

from left to right. The probable errors of the coefficient, 1".87, and of the constant angle, 327°,

resulting in their determination are ±0".02 and ±1°, respectively. For No. 4 the corresponding

correction is

—

c= + l".59cos(30+i,a-|- 67o)sin^a

+1".16 cos (6»+3a+329o) sin 3a

+ 0".74 cos (92+ ~^a-f323o) sin \a

« being here the reading of the finder, which for either instrument is 180° from microscope .A.
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The probable errors of the first, second, and third coefficients in this series are ±0".05, rt0".08, and
±0".16, respectively; and the probable errors of the corresponding constant angles are ±3°, ±14°,
and ± 16°. The numerical maximum of c in the last expression is— '

c=±2".45

c=+2"A5 for 2f=either 65°, 185°, or 305°

and a=either 71°, 191°, or 311°

c=-2".45 for 2=either 16°, 136°, or 256°

and a=either 49°, 169°, or 289°

The independent probable errors of a single micrometer-reading on the horizontal circle and a

single bisection of an object with the cross-wires of the telescope have been found to be for No. 3

±0".22 and 4:0".34, respectively.

The corresponding probable errors for No. 4 have been found to be ±0".27 and ±0".36, re-

spectively.

The theodolites when in use were mounted on trivets or stands, which were securely attached to

the station tripod by means of screws or bolts. For those instruments having no provision for

shifting-their horizontal circles, stands with movable parts were provided, so that the zeroes of the

circles ccrald be fixed in any desired azimuth. The position of the center of the instrument, with

reference to the vertical line through tlie geodetic point, was determined with the same care and
in the same manner as the position of a signal.

MEASTJKBMENT OF HORIZONTAL ANGLES.

§ 8. The main features of the methods followed in the measurement of horizontal angles wei'e

in accordance with the requirements stated in Chapter XV, B, § 5, and need be only brieflj' recapit-

ulated here. In all cases combined results, i. e., means of a positive and an immediately succeed-

ing negative measure of an angle, were obtained. With nonrepeating instruments the stations

situated about the horizon in the order A, B, 6', . . . U, of their azimuths were usually pointed to

in the order A, B, C, . . . E ; Ej . . . C, JB, A, wlieu the horizon was not closed. When the horizon

was closed, they were pointed to in the order A, B, 0, . . . U, A ; A, U, . . . C, B, A, in case they

were all visible, and not so numerous as to make too long an interval between consecutive point-

ings to any station. Otherwise, as many consecutive stations were pointed to as could be con-

veniently at one time, and the renuxiniiig angles making up the horizon were measured as oi)por-

tunity offered. In the later work, in order to avoid an excess of pointings to any one station, the

initial station was changed from A to B, B to 6', &c., whenever the circle was shifted in azimuth.

With the only repeating instrument used the angles between consecutive stations were measured

separately in sets of five repetitions. The mean of a set obtained by shifting the verniers in one

direction and an immediately succeeding set obtaiued by shifting them in the opposite direction

was always taken in order to eliminate as well ns possible ariy effect of twist of station or instru-

ment. Except in that part of the triangulation lying between the lines Minnesota Junction -Horicon

and Warren-Fremont the horizons at all stations were closed. Prior to 1877 few angles other than

those between consecutive stations about the horizon were observed. During 1877, 1878, and 1879,

however, the work was strengthened by the measurement of many sum-angles.

In instrumental manipulation errors due to lack of collimation and inequality in heights of

wyes were eliminated by frequently transiting the telescope and obtaining the same number of

measures in the two positions of the telescope. To eliminate the effect of accidental and periodic

errors of graduation the zero of the circle was frequently changed in azimuth, the number of such

changes varying from six to twenty. Instructions given in 1872 required the elimination of

periodic error by systematic changes of zero, but they were not fully complied with by all the

observers before 1876. On this account the changes in position of the azunuth circle and the

number of measures in those different positions were not for all observers such as to secure the

best elimination of periodic errors before that year. An idea of the extent to which angles meas-

ured previous to 1876 may involve errors of the periodic class can be formed from the following

statements relative to the manipulation of each instrument, and from the periodic errors of these

instruments already referred' to.

51 L S
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Repsold theodolite No. 1, 1873 and 1874.—Elimination of periodic error not systematic. Angles

were observed on eigLt to sixteen dift'erent parts of circle.

Repsold theodolite No. 1,.1875.—Elimination of periodic error nearly complete except at Stony

Point, N. Y., Duck Island, and Scottsville stations. Angles observed on twelve or more different

parts of the circle.

Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1, 1874 and 1875.—Elimiuatiou of periodic error partial.

Angles observed on eight to ten different parts of circle.

Troughton <0 Simms theodolite No. '2, 1874.—Elimination of periodic error not generally com-

plete. Wliere elimination was not complete, angles were corrected before using them in adjust-

ment. With same instrument in 1875, elimination was systematic.

Pistor (£• Afartins theodolite No. 2, 1875.—Elimination generally systematic ; when not so, cor-

rections were applied to angles before using them in adjustment.

Oamhey repeating theodolite No. 1, 1873.—Elimination systematic, except at stations Horicon

and Lebanon. Angles observed on eight to sixteen different parts of circle.

Gambey repeating theodolite No. 1, 1874 and 1875.— Elimination not generally systematic.

Angles observed on ten or more different parts of the circle.

It is thus seen that the angles likely to be vitiated by periodic errors are those measured with

the Repsold, Troughton & Simms No. 1, and the Gambey theodolites prior to 1876. With the Rep-

sold and Troughton & Simms theodolites the maximum errors possible from this cause in an angle

are ±2".25 and ±1".12, respectively. (See Chapter XV, B, § 4, and Chapter XIV, B, § 6.) If we

suppose only such angles as might produce these maximum errors had been observed with these

instruments, the most unfavorable of all suppositions, and that all errors between zero and the

limiting values, ±2".25 and =|=1".12, are equally probable (also an unfavorable supposition, since an

inspection of the functions expressing the periodic errors shows that small errors are more likely

to occur than large errors), the probable error of any such angle would be, if measured with the

2" 25 1" 12
Repsold theodolite, ± —^ , or if measured with the Troughton & Simms theodolite, ± - ^^ - . These

probable errors are applicable, however, only to the measurement or mean of the measurements of

the angle on one arc of the circle. In case the angle were measured the same number of times on m

dift'erent but random arcs, the probable error of the mean angle would be, uuder the same unfavorable

2" 25 1" 12
supposition as to the law of error, approximately ±V,= in the first case and ± v. ^r' i" 'lie second.

^ Vn 2 vn
For w=9, which is about the minimum number of changes of the circle with the Repsold and about

the average number with the Troughton & Simms theodolite, the above expressions give ±0".37
and ±o".l9, respectively. The angles which could produce the first of these results, with the

Repsold theodolite, are 84°, 9«o, 264°, and 276° (Chapter XV, B, § 4); those which could produce
the second result, with the Troughton & Simms theodolite, are 33°, 87°, 153°, 207°, 273°, and 327°

(Chapter XIV, B, § 6). The angles actually measured with these instruments were of all magni-
tudes from Oo up to 360°, but the greater portion of them were near 60°. It may be concluded,
therefore, that the probable errors, arising from periodic errors, of angles measured with the Rep-
sold and Troughton & Simms No. 1 instruments in this triangulation are on the average consider-
ably less than ±0".37 and ±0".19, respectively. The periodic errors of the Gambey repeating
theodolite have not been determined, but judging from the discrepancies between the mean and
individual results for angles so observed as to give means free from such errors, they cannot be
large, and the probable error from this cause of an angle measured with this instrument may be
safely assumed as not exceeding the larger of the two probable errors derived above, viz, ±0".37.
The angles measured prior to 1876 and likely to be affected by periodic errors are confined chiefly

to the systems of triangles between Pond du Lac and Chicago Bases and between Buffalo and
Sandy Creek Bases. About one-tliird of the stations between the last two bases were reoccupied,
however, during 1877 and 1878. Nearly all angles that had been measured previously at these
stations were remeasured, and many new angles were also observed, care being taken to make the
elimination of periodic errors in the mean angles certain.

The method of eliminating periodic errors which has been carefully adhered to since 1876, is

to obtain the same number of measures with the zero of the azimuth circle in each of n successive
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positions such that u times the augular distance between any two consecutive positions equals the

angular distance between consecutive microscopes. The number n is thus determined by the total

Dumber of measures or results to be obtained. If, for example, 16 combined measures are to be

made, n must be 16, 8, 4, or 2. Usually n=8 was used for IG results.

Errors of run were determined by frequent comparisons of the micrometer-screws with spaces

of known values on the circles, and corrections to the observed angles were apijlied whenever the

effect of such errors was appreciable.

The number of combined results required in the measurement of angles varied with the dif-

ferent instruments, the aim being to have these numbers such that the mean values of all angles

would have the same weight, and that the probable error of a mean angle as derived from the dis-

crepancies between it and the individual measures should be about ±0".25. The following table

shows the number of combined results required with each instrument in each of the different years

during which it was used. These numbers were derived in the manner explained in Chapter XV,
B, § 5, from the iirobable errors of single combined results. With Troughton & Simms theodolites

Nos. 3 and 4, in 1876 and the early part of 1877, w^hile they were under examination, it was deemed

best to obtain twenty-four combined results on a fully measured angle. After being thoroughly

tested their performance was found equal to that of Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1, and the

number of results required was reduced to 16.

Instrunutnts.

Troughton & Simms No. 1

.

Troughton & Simms No. 2

.

Troughton & Simms No. 3

Troughton & Slmnis No. 4

Piator & Martins No. 2

Eepsold No. 1

GambeyNo. 1

Number of results required for weight 1.

1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879.

20

16

16

20

20

20

16

24

16

24

16

24

24

18

24

24,16

24,16

16

16

16

16

16

During the measurement of angles the theodolite was always shielded from the sun by a tent

specially designed for the purpose, or by an equivalent covering of canvas. Observations were

made only when the. atmosphere was steady, so as to give sharply defined images of signals. Ou

high stations not sheltered by timber, angles were measured only when the wind was very light or

calm, a condition which in some cases had to be waited for many days. The rapidity attained in

observing has varied somewhat with the conditions, distinctness of signals, &c., and with the ob-

servers. Using non-repeating instruments, however, under ordinarily favorable circumstances

skilled observers have made an average of one pointing per minute, such pointing including the

fixing of the cross wires of the telescope on the image of a signal and readings of the two or three

micrometers. With the repeating instrument used, the average time required to make a set of five

repetitions was four minutes. As a rule, the days when any observations could be made did not

furnish suitable conditions for a longer interval than two hours, and this occurred usually between

2 p. m. and sundown. Occasionally, cloudy days furnished an interval of steady atmosphere long

enough to enable the observer to make all the requisite measures at a station, but advantage was

seldom taken of such opportunities, as it has been deemed best not to have important angles depend

wholly or mainly on measures made during one day.

Below are given two tables, the first showing the number of stations occupied and the number

of angles measured by the different observers in different years, and the second the number of

stations occupied and the number of angles measured with the different instruments id different

years.
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Table nhoiciiu/ nHiiibcr of slitlions occupied and number of (UKjk.s measured by different observers in

different years.
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Weight 1 was also assigned when the number of combined results differed by no more than
one-fourth of the above numbers, but when the number of combined results differed from the
standard number hy more than one-fourth that number, a weight equal to the ratio of the given
number to the standard number was assigned.

For a detailed explanation of the tables see Chapter XIV, C, § 7. Here, however, as in Chapter
XV, C, the column headed "No. meas." gives the number of combined results, a combined result

being the mean of a positive and a negative measure. The quantity designated "Eauge" is the

difference between the greatest and least combined results.

One condition, viz., that of a sum-angle at station Michigan City was violated by the
above division of the triangulation. This sum-angle formed the link connecting Section VII and
Section VIII of Chapter XVII, C. The locally adjusted angles, with their resulting weights, were
used in computing the general adjustments of Sections VII and VIII.

Section VI.

—

Triangulation from the line Minnesota Junction- Horicon to the line Warren-Fremont.

Note.—For angles at stations 1 and 2 see stations 51 and 52 of the preceding section of the adjustment.

I.EBANON—3.

fObserver, R. S. Woodward. Instrnment, Gambey 10-inch repeating theodolite. Date, May, 1873.]

Angle as measnred between—
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Section V'^I.— Triangulation from the line Minnesota Junction- Horicon to the line Warren-Fremont-
Coutiuued.

LISBON—7.

[Observer, A. R. Flint. Instrument, Repsold 10-inch theodolite. Date, May and June, 1873.]

Angle as measured between

—
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Section VI.

—

Triangulation from the line Minnesota Junction -Horicon to tlieline Warren-Fremont—
Coiitinued.

SOMEES—12.

(Obsorver, A. E. Hint. Instmment, Repsold tO-inch theodolite. Date, July, 1873.]

Angle aa meaanred between—
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Numerical equations of condition in the triangulation from the line Minnesota Junction - Horicon to

the line Warren - Fremont.

SIDE-EQUATIONS.

VII. ( 40 ) — 27. 8529 [6^] — 3. 3114 [63! +27. 3494 [7j] +29. 15,59 L73] — 87. 4835 [83] + 67. 9611 [83+4] —13. 061=0

VIII. (100) +206. 1077 [5,] —15. 1430 [Sa] +24. 5415 [62] —12. 9988 [63] —152. 4494 [7,] —129. 88:i7 [7^]

—129. 8837 [7i,] +10. 0984 [83+4] —28. 3088 [85] —30. 831=0

Note.—In the solution for determining the general corrections each of the side-equations was divided by the

number inclosed in parenthesis and placed ojiposite it.

ANGLE-EQUATIONS.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

XV.

XVI.

XVII.

[ll]

[2i]

[33]

-[33]

[5.]

[63]

[64]

[8,]

+[2^]

+[3.]

+[4i]

+[33+4]

+[6s]
,

+[7.]

+[8.]

+[9^]

+[9.-F3l

[10,] +[1],]

[II3] +[12,]

[12,)+[l3.+3]

[133] -[I43]

[I43] -[14^+3]

[I53] +[162]

—[3,] —1. 154=0

+1.100=0

—0. 119=0

+[6i-^a] -[6,] -0.730=0

—0. 543=0

—2. 175=0

—0. 005=0

—0. 128=0

+[11,+,] -[lU] +2. 359=0

—2. 879=0

+3. 373=0

—0. 766=0

+1. 438=0

—0. 476=0

—1.931=0

+[3,-H2]

+ [4.2]

+ [54l

+[53]

+[73]

+[83-^4]

+[9,]

+[103]

+[10.]

+[123]

+[13,]

-[I33] +[14,]

+[142+3] +[15,+2j -[15,]

+[14,+,] +[152] +[163]

+[17,]

Values of the general corrections in terms of the correlates.

[ll]
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Values of the general corrections in terms of the correlates—Contiuueil.

[83] =—4. 37418 VII
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Values of the correlator.

I =+0. ai47

II =—0.'2951

III =+0. 1-24M

IV =+0.2553

V =+0. :w(is

VI =+O.S7i:3

VII =-0. 1169

VIII =+0.0798

IX =+0.0017

X =—0. 0617

XI =—0. 3131

XII =+0.8553

XIII =—1. 1243

XIV =+0.05v!:i

XV =—0. 3372

XVI =—0. 1176

xvn =+0. (;437

Values of the general corrections.

[1.]

['4]

[3.]

[33]

[33+4]

[4,]

[4.]

[5,]

[5.]

15:)]

[54]

=+0.215
=— 0. 295

=+0. 215

=+0. 215

=—0. 510

=— 0. 131

=+0. 255

=+0. 125

=—0. 295

=+0. 329

=+0. 309

=+0. 255

=+0. 125

[61+2]

[6.]

[63]

[64]

[7,]

[7.]

[73]

[81]

[82]

[83+4]

[85]

=+0. 255

=+0. 166

=+0. 871

=+0. 002

=—0. 371

=+0, 624

=+0. 068

=—0. 062

=+0. 002

=+0.511

=+0. 681

=—0. 045

[9i]

[9^]

[9.+3]

[10,]

[10,]

[IO3]

[11>+.]

[11-2]

[II3]

[12i]

[I'^i.]

[l-.^3]

=+0. 002

=+0. 251

=—0. 313

=+0. 855

=— 0. 313

=—0. 062

=—0. 313

=+1. 168

=— 1. 124

=+0. 052

=— 1. 124

=+0. 855

[13,]

[I3.+3]

[I33]

[14i+=]

[14^+3] :

[I43] :

[15,+,] :

[15,] :

[I53]

[16,] :

[I63] -

[17l]

=-1. 124

=+0. 052

=—0. 389

=-0. 118

=—0. 220

=+0. 272

=—0. 337

=+0. 220

=+0. 644

=+0. 644

=-0. 118

=+0. 664

Section VII.

—

Trkmgulation from the line Warren- Fremont to the line Michigan City-Bald Tom

WAREEN—16.

[Observer, A. E. Flint. Inatriimeiit, Eepsold theodolite No. 1. Date, August, 1873.)

Angle as measured between—
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Section VII.

—

Triangulationfrom the line Warren-Fremont to the line Michigan City- liald Tom-
Continued.

DEEEPIELD—18.

[Obseivor, A. E. Flint. Instrument, Eepsold theodolite No. 1. Dates, August, 1873, and July, l!-74.]

Angle as measured between

—

Park Eidge (new) and Palatine 74 16 19. 722

Palatine and Park Eidge (new) 285 43 40. 711

Piirk Eidge (old) and Palatine 74 15 03. 600

Park Eidge (old) and Fremont 130 12 54.805

j

Palatine and Fremont 55 57 51.939

I

Fremont aud Warren 44 47 38.815

]
"Warren and Fvanston University - - 143 29 19. 733

,
Evanston University and Park Eidge

;

(old) 4130 05.360

Notation.

I81+2

I8-1-!

18a

I82+3

I83

I84

18b

18g+i

No. nieas.

20

20

15

5

15

20

20

20

Eange.
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S]",("i'i()>; A'll.

—

Triangtilation from the line Vi'nrrcn-Frcmdni to the line Mich if/a )i City-Bald Tom—
Continued. ,

LOMBARD—21.

[Observer, K. S. Woodward, iBstnmiciit, Troughtou &. Sinims llicodolite No. 2. Date, August, 1874.]

Aiifr](5 ,ts incasnrcd lirlwrcn- Notfltion.

l':il;il inp and Park Kidf;e (new) 56 34 44. .S.i7
,

21i

I';iili l;i(l;;i- (ucw) and Sliot Tiiwi r 46 37 58. (Ifl2

j

21-;

Parkllidge(iiew)aud'\VillowSiiriii}!.s 102 39 56.945 I 2I2+3

Willow Springs aod I'alalim^ 20U 45 16.722 21j

No. nwnfi.
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Section VII.

—

Triangulation from the line Warren -Fremont to the Jive Michigan City-Bald Tom-
Continued.

WILLOW SPEINGS—23.

[Observer, A. E. Plint. Instrument, Repsolil theodolite No. 1. Dates, August, September, and October, 1874, and August, 1877.

J

Anglo as measured betwcon-

Looibard and Park Eidge (now) 34 04 25. 366

Lombard and 'West Base 58 26 51. 887

Lombard and Military Academy 130 22 54.882

Park Eidge (new) andllilitary Acad. 102 18 28.538

West Base and Sbot Tower 16 36 06. 864

"West Base and Middle Base 25 36 29. 405

Shot Tower and Middle Base 9 00 23. 250

Shot Tower and Military Academy. 61 19 57. 750

Shot Tower and Azimuth Mark 70 32 47.323

Azimuth Mark and Shot Tower 289 27 12. 253

Middle Base and East Base 16 58 34. 41

5

East Base and Morgan Park 34 24 49. 433

MorganPark and Military Academy 56 09.308

Military Acad, and Azimuth Mark .

.

9 12 51. 41

6

Azimuth Mark and Lombard 214 24 13.902

Notatiou.

23i

23i+2

23l+2+.1+4+.'i+6+7

232+3+4+5+6+?'

233

233+4

234

234+5+G+7

234+5+6+7+8

23-4—5—6—7—8

23s

23g

237

238

239

N.I

24

12

8

20

12

20

6

20

20

24

24

24

23

20

Eaiige.
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Section Xll.— Triannulationfrom the line Warren- Fremont to the line Michigan City-Buld Tom-

Coutiiiued.

WEST BASE—25.

lOb.si'Tvcr, A. It. Fliut. Instrument, Eopaold theodolite No. 1. Dates, June and Jnl.y, 1877.]

An^le as inoaaurod between

—

I
Shot Tower and East Base 59 55 44. 873

Mukllo V,:\Ar and East r.aai- 00 00 00. 815

Middle Base .and Morgan Pavlt 21 01 39. 159

Morg.an Park and Military Academy 1 02 00. 014

Military Academy and AVillow

Springs 74 52 13.298

Willow Springs and Shot Tower. ... 203 08 24. 434

NcttatioH.

25i+j

252

252+3

2.5i

256

256

No. meaa.

24

24

24

24

Range.

8.1

3.0

7.2

5.5

0.0

C.7

Wt. (»)
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Section YII.—Triangulation from the line Warren- Fremont to the line Michigan City-Bald Tom-
Coiitinuerl.

MORGAN PARK—28.

[Observer, A. R. Flint. Inatrument, Eepsold theodolite No. 1. Date, August, 1877.]

Angle as measured between—
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Section VII.

—

Triangulatuin from the line Wanen- Fremont to the line Michigun City-Bald Tom-
Coutiimed.

OTIS—31.

[Oli.^fivcr, A. li. Flint. Insdnmont, Eepsold theodolite No. I. Bates, Octolier and November, 1874.]

.Vniik' aw Tliiasuiril lutwcen- Nolation.

Millers and Michigan City. 8.5 27 22. 737 31i

Michigan City and SpriiiKTillf 5145 07.202, 3I2

Michigan City and Milleie 274 32 :17. 189 3I2+3

No. nicas.

20

21

20

KaniCL'.
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Numerical equations of condition, lix.—Coutiiiued.

SiDK-EQUATlDXS—CoutiuilCCl.

XXXIX. (-JO) -l>0. 3470 [-2.-.:+,] + 7. 8Ji;;) [254] + 7. J^-Ki;) [256] +11. r.'277 [-27,]

+-29.',Htl;i [27j] +-".1.9943 [27,] — 9. 2415 [-J^i]

XL. (10) - 8.s;\l);i [2.-.,+,] + 8. s:5tUl [-jr,,] + 3. 3.-,12 [2.-;,] +1S. 0073 [-211,]

— 7.2-20II [27,] + 3. 11711 [27,,] — 1.->. 4S!17 [27,] — 14. S230 [2S,]

XIJ. (2(1) +31.90r.C> [2.\.+ ;] +20. (Hll [Se,] +20.GS41 [2!L] — 3. 9Sl:i [2(i:,]

— 11. .5211 [27,] —43. 4277 [27,2] —43. 4277 [27,] —29. 9943 [27.,]

+21. 1440 [2S,]

XLIII. (2(1) -32. 2095 [d-Vs+ti] +59. 9009 [22,,] +59. 90(i9 [22,] —11. 5119 [23.,]

+1,-^. 170.-i [23^] +18. 17(.l,-^ [230 - :'• :«91 [26,] — 3. 3391 [2G,2]

-17. 99,-;s [2(1,] -17. 99,-<,-< [26^]

+29.9943 [27,]

+:•„-. 697=0

+18.G(173[2(;,]

+ 3.7st3[28,] -31.810=0

— 3. 9S13 [20.,]

—10.7020 [2,8,]

— .'.0.",2=0

—11. 5119 [23,]

- 3.3391 [20,]

+25. 163=0

Note.— lu the solution for ileteriiiiiiing the general corrections, each of the side-eqnations was ilivided by the

number iuclnsed iu parenthesis and placed opposite it.

ANGLE-EQUATIOXS.

XVIII.
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(leneral corrections in terms of the corrciates—Coutimied.

[193+.]
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Contiuued.

L-^2u]
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General coyredluns in icrmn of the correlates—Continued.

[J.S]

[-'S+5] =

[2(3,]

[^(i|+.+3] =

[-!t;.+3]

[•J(;..+.1+4] =

[•ifis]

I^I^W]

[2(U]

[27,]

[27.]

[27,+3]

[27,]

[274]

[2^,+.]

[28,]

[29,]

[211.]

\2%-]

• 0. 50000 XXVH
—0. 92.^.23 XXXV
+0. /'J/CO XLI

=-0.50000 XX VJ

I

-1. 07705 XXXV
—0. 2(;58!.t XLI

=—1. 00000 XXVII

+0. 15182 XXXV
-0.53178 XLI

= -0.50000 XXVII

+1.22.887 XXXV
-0.26589 XLI

=-0. 33333 XXX
—0. 67959 XXXV

=+1.00000 XXX
-0. 06683 XXXV

=+0. 66667 XXX
+0. 30638 XXXV

=+1. 33333 XXX
+0.61276 XXXV

=+1.00000 XXX
+0.91914 XXXV

=+0. 66077 XXX
+0. 30638 XXXV

=+0. 33333 XXX

+1. 00000 XXVIII —0. 99469 XXIX —0. 50000 XXX
—1. 00000 XXXVI +1. 50000 XXXVIII—0. 34133 XXXIX

+0. CCOCw XXVIII —0.74292 XXIX —0. 16667 XXX
—0. :'.3333 XXXVI +0. 50000 XXXVIII+0. 50612 XXXIX

+1.33333 XXVIII —1.48584 XXIX —0. 33333 XXX
-0. 66607 XXXVI +1. 00000 XXXVIII+1. 01224 XXXIX

+0. 66667 XXVIII —0. 74292 XXIX —0. 16667 XXX
-0. 33333 XXXVI +0. 50000 XXX\'III+0. 50(;12 XXXIX

+0. 50000 XXXI —0. 33333 XXXII —0. 66238 XXXIII

—0. 16667 XXXVII —0. 62024 XL +0, 75581 XLI

+1.50000 XXXI —1.00000 XXXII —1.98714 XXXIII

+0. 50000 XXXVII +0. 00001 XL +1. 03418 XLI

+0. 50000 XXXI —0. 33333 XXXII —0. 60238 XXXIII

-0. 16667 XXXVII —0. 62024 XL +0. 75561 XLI

+1.00000 XXXI —0.66667 XXXII —1. 32476 XXXIII

+0. 66667 XXXVII +0. 62025 XL +0. 27837 XLI

+0. 50000 XXXI —1. 00000 XXXII —0. 20396 XXXIII

+0. 50000 XXXVII +1. 86074 XL —0. 19907 XLI

+0.50000 XXXI -0.33333 XXXII —0. 66238 XXXIII

+0. 83333 XXXVII +1. 24049 XL —0. 47744 XLI

-0. 66067 XXXII +0. 45842 XXXIII +1. 05916 XXXIV

+0.5.5246 XXXIV

+1. 05155 XL

+0.044.52 XXXIV

+0.23881 XL

+0. 08904 XXXIV

+0. 47762 XL

+0.044.52 XXXIV

+0. 23881 XL

-0. 19964

—0. 21651

—1. 12024

—0. 64953

—0. 46030

—0. 21051

—0. 92060

—0. 43302

+0. 59886

+0. 08345

—0. 46030

—0. 21651

+0. 61276

XXXIV
XLIII

XXXIV
XLIII

XXXIV

XLIII

XXXIV
XLIII

XXXI¥
XLIII

XXXIV
XLIII

XXXV

+0. 66607 XXXVII +2. 48098 XL —0. 95488 XLI

=-0. 33333 XXX —0. 50000 XXXI —0. 33333 XXXII

—0. 16667 XXXVII +1. 24049 XL
—0.50000 XXXI +0.66667 XXXII

—0. 16607 XXXVII —0. 02024 XL

+0. 29996 XLIII

+1. 12080 XXXIII

—0. 47744 XLI

+0.43316 XXXIII

—0. 27838 XLI

+0. 30638 XXXV
=—0. 33333 XXX
+0. 30638 XXXV

=—0. 20833 XXXVI
+0. 67066 XLI

=+0. 79167 XXXVI
—0. 92467 XLI

=+0. 62500 XXXVI
_
+0. 50000 XXXVII —0. 37500 XXXVIII+0. 90878 XXXIX

—1. 66440 XLI

=—0. 16607 XXXVI +0. 66667 XXXVII —0. 16667 XXXVIII+0. 40390 XXXIX
—0.73973 XLI

—0. 16667 XXXVII —0. 20833 XXXVIII+0. 50488 XXXIX

+1. 51946 XXXIV

+0. 51647 XLIII

—0. 19964 XXXIV
+0. 51647 XLIII

+0. 42115 XL

=—0. 20833 XXXVI
—0. 25300 XLI

=+0. 25000 XXVI
+0.05560 XXXIV

=+0. 50000 XXVI
—0. 23104 XXXIX

=+0. 25000 XXVI

0. 16667 XXXVII +0. 79167 XXXVIII—0. 41876 XXXIX

•0. 16667 XXXVII —0. 20833 XXXVIII+0. 50488 XXXIX —0. 30085 XL

+0. 28548 XL

+0. 58633 XL

—1. 12782 XL

—0. 38555 XXXIII

-1.74168 XXXIV

—0. 38555 XXXIII

+1.00780 XXXIII

—0. 50000 XXVII +0. 7,5000 XXVIII +0. 50000 XXXII
—0. 340.56 XX^IX +0. 27597 XL —0. 66790 XLI

+0. 50000 XXVIII +1. 00000 XXXII —0. 77110 XXXIII

-0. 93036 XL +0. 25953 XLI

+0. 50000 XXVII —0. 25000 XXVIII +0. 50000 XXXII

—1. 79728 XXXIV +0. 11552 XXXIX —1.20633 XL
=+0. 25000 XXVI +0. 50000 XXVII —0. 25000 XXVIII

-+1. 68608 XXXIV +0. 11552 XXXIX +0. 65440 XL
=+0. 75000 XLIV —0. 25000 XLV -0. 25000 XLVI
=—0. 25000 XLIV +0. 75000 XLV —0. 25000 XLVI
=—0. 25000 XLIV —0. 25000 XLV +0. 75000 XLVI

+0. 92743 XLI
—0. 50000 XXXII

—0. 12977 XLI
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Coutiiiued.

[30,]

[:iO,]

[30.]

[30,+6]

[31i]

[3U] •

[32,]

[3a.]

[3%+3]

[334]

=—0. 13418

=—0. 06789

=—0. 06789

=+0. 39777

=+0. 06789

=+0. 50000

=+1. 00000

=+0. 46154

=+1. 00000

=—0. 15385

=+1. 00000

XLV
XLV
XLV
XLV
XLV
XLVI

XLVII

XLVII

XLVIII

XLVII

XLVIII

—0. 08911 XLVI
-0.21109 XLVI

+0.45296 XLVI
—0. 06789 XLVI
—0. 12094 XLVI

—0. 08911 XLVII

+0. 45296 XLVII

—0.21109 XLVII

—(I. 06789 XLVII

—0. 12094 XLVII

+0. 48013 XLVIII

—0. 08911 XLA'III

—0. 08911 XLVIII

—0. 13418 XLVIII

+0. 08911 XLVIII

No. of
equation.

18. 0=

19. 0=

20. 0=

21. 0=

Normal equations^ for determining the correlates.

22. 0=—0.97300

:+ l. 74500 + 2. 78261 XVIII

:—2. 74300 — 1. 17391 XVIII

:+3. 68700 - 0. 14286 XIX

:+0. 13700 — 0. 14286 XIX
— 0. 33333 XXIV

0.1 5385 XX
— 0.05690 XXV
+ 0.03176 XXXI
— 0. 01488 XLIV

23. 0=— 1. 34290 — 0. 69334 XVIII

+ 14. 81168 XXIII

+ 0. 10274 XXIX"

+ 0. 12329 XLII

24. b=—2.27900 — 0. 33333 XXI
— 0. 35824 XXVI
— 0.26352 XXXI
— 0. 02991 XXXVII +0,

— 0. 00801 XLV
+ 0.07886 XXI —0.

— 0. 58392 XXVI —0.

— 0. 38503 XXXI —0.

+ 0.02067 XXXVII— 0.

— 0.01833 XLV
+0. 04764 XXII

+ 1. 13645 XXVn
+ 0.89352 XXX II

+0 36355 XXXVII

+0. 51029 XLII

27. 0^—0. 307C0 - 0. 01590 XXII

+ 3. 28786 XXVII

+ .62225 XXXIII

— 1. 17391 XIX
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No. of
fquation.

•Jl). 0=+l. 13171

30. II- -0. Ii43n0

31. 0=+ll. 51600

•V>. (l^-fl.KIHIJO

33. 0=— 1. 10t65

:i4. i)=— 4. i5«ia

35. 0= -1.54828

36. 0=—0.50800

37. 0=-f0.74100

3rt. D-i+O, 24000

39. 0=-f-l.;i3l7

40. 11= I81!i0

+0.

+1-

— 0.

+0.

— 0.

—0.

+1.

— 0.

+1.

-0.

+0.

+0.

— 1.

+1-

+0.

—0.

—0.

+0.

—0.

+0.

+1.

+4.

+1-

—0.

— 1.

—0.

—2.

—0.

— 0.

— 1.

+1-

—0.

+1.

—0.

+0.

— 0.

+0.

+0.

—0.

—0.

— 1.

+0.

—0.

+0.

—0.

—0.

— 0.

+0.

—0.

2.

+1-

+0.

Normal equations for determining the correlates—Contiuued.

23492 XXII +0. 10274 XXIII +0. 02940 XXIV +1.08690 XXV +1.04126 XXVI

51687 XXVII -2. 17081 XXVIII +12.23814 XXIX —0.22(;31XXX +0. 67634 XXXI

39597 XXXII +1. 08373 XXXIII —0. 13121 XXXIV —0. 39053 XXXV —0. 49604 XXXVI
76II8S XXXVII —0. 88773 XXXA'III— 1. 30365 XXXIX —0. 70374 XL +0. 78354 XLI

06481 XXIV
66667 XXX
37824 XXXV
29721 XLI

27942 XXIV
08373 XXIX
62968 XXXIV +2. 10574 XXXV
80588 XL —1. 66143 XLI

,

05560 XXVI —0. 24480 XXVII

12024 XXXI —2. 14090 XXXII

14555 XXIV —0. 39814 XXV
39053 XXIX + 1 . 61392 XXX
64162 XXXIV +9. 55267 XXXV
63996 XXXIX +0. 84641 XL

—0. 00115 XLV
—0. 38503 XXV
+1. 84860 XXX
—0. 99662 XXXV
+0. 34019 XLII

+0.89815 XXVIII

+1. 15067 XXXIII

-0. 23104 XXXIX

57212 XLII —5. 16528 XLIII +0. 00849 XLIV +0. OOH47 XLV
03178 XXII —0. 01390 XXIII +0. 0.5981 XXIV —0.04135 XXV
07571 XXVII —0. 33333 XXVIIl —0. 22631 XXIX +3. 31807 XXX
66667 XXXII —L 32476 XXXIII —1. 98104 XXXIV +1. 61392 XXXV
09097 XXXVII -0. 5O00O XXXVIII+0. 11378 XXXIX —0. 02493 XL
00688 XLII —2. 98597 XLIII —0. 00113 XLIV

03176 XXII +0. 01388 XXIII —0.26352 XXIV

42430 XXVII +0. 53703 XXVIIl +0. 67634 XXIX
37963 XXXII -3. 92084 XXXIII —1. 12024 XXXIV
07570 XXXVII +0. 29629 XXXVIII+1. 03418 XLI

00116 XLIV +0. 00114 XLV
—0. 21956 XXV +0. 89352 XXVI
—1. 37963 XXXI +3. 10048 XXXII

—0. 33333 XXXVII —0. 14815 XXXVIII

+0. 16667 XLII —0. 58179 XLIII

+0. 53467 XX^^ —0.64157 XXVI +0. 62225 XXVII

—1. 32476 XXX —3. 92084 XXXI +1. 15067 XXXII

—0. 66238 XXXVII —0. 55142 XXXVIII+0. 17816 XXXIX

—0. 42098 XLII — 1 . 42067 XLI 1

1

+0. 14464 XXVIIl —0. 13121 XXIX —1. 98104 XXX

+4. 62968 XXXIII +10. 49rS XXXIV —1. 64162 XXXV
59702 XXXVI —0. 46030 XXXVII +0. 55246 XXXVIII—0. 67076 XXXIX +5. 95608 XL
08402 XLI +1. 00073 XLIII

—0. 31200 XXVI
—0.99662 XXXI
—0. 07589 XXXVI
—2. 22618 XLI

+0. 08972 XXIV
—0. 49604 XXIX'

+0. 272911 XXVI

+1. 84860 XXXI

+1.39378 XXXVI

+0. 01248 XLI

+1.44006 XXVI

+3. 74400 XXXI

+0. 27290 XXXVI
—2. 76864 XLIII

—0. 39597 XXIX

—2. 14090 XXXIV
—2. 17086 XL

—0. 986-.'5 XXVIIl

+7. 96842 XXXIII

04766 XXII

36356 XXVII

—1. 45645 XLI

—0. 02991 XXIV

+1. 09097 XXX

0. 02084 XXIII

0. 66667 XXVIIl

59702 XXXIV —0. 07589 XXXV
73244 XXXIX —1. 59121 XL
00171 XLIV —0. 00172 XLV
01588 XXII +0. 00694 XXIII

21215 XXVII +0. 76088 XXIX
66238 XXXIII -0. 46030 XXXIV +0. 30638 XXXV
16667 XXXVIII+0. 40390 XXXIX +1. 82682 XL
93542 XLIII +0. 00058 XLIV +0. 00057 XLV
14815 XXIV -0. 02553 XXV
8877:', XXIX —0. 50000 XXX
55246 XXXIV —1. 34368 XXXV
76009 XXXIX +1. 47270 XL
11552 XXVI —ii. 89497 XXVII

23104 XXXII +0. 17816 XXXIII

—1. 15294 XXVII

+0.37824 XXXII

+0. 30638 XXXVII

+0. 30579 XLII

—0. 06202 XXV
+1. 39378 XXX

+3. 21567 XXXVI —0. 53022 XXXVII
—0. 01031 XLII

+0. 02067 XXV
+1. 07570 XXXI

—0. 21836 XXVIIl

+2. 10574 XXXIII

—1. 34368 XXXVIII

—1. 11747 XLIII

— 0. 09065 XXVI

+0. 27290 XXXI
—1. 20833 XXXVIII

—0. 83404 XLIII

+0. 36355 XXVI

—0. 33333 XXXII

—0. 53022 XXXVI +2. 28785 XXXVII

—1. 21717 XLI +0. 00343 XLII

—0. 50000 XXVII +1. 51851 XXVIIl

—0. 14815 XXXII —0. 55142 XXXIII

— 0. 10067 XXXV II +3. 10048 XXXVIII

+0. 43974 XLIII

+0. 14814 XXVI

+0. 29629 XXXI

—1. 208:« XXXVI
+1.46832 XLI

+0. 66568 XXVIIl —1. 30365 XXIX +0. 11378 XXX
—0. 67076 XXXIV +1. 63996 XXXV +0. 73244 XXXVI

40390 XXXVII —0. 76009 XXXVIH +4. 42229 XXXIX —1. 80294 XL -4. 33998 XLI
27590 XXVI —1. 26836 XXVII +0. 753.59 XXVIIl —0. 70374 XXIX -0. 02493 XXX
17086 XXXII +1. 80.588 XXXIII +5. 956 8 XXXIV +0. 846 11 XXXV —1. 59121 XXXVI
82682 XXXVII +1. 47270 XXXVIII— 1. sili'J4 XXXIX +10. 13219 XL —1. 45613 XLI
55814 XLIII
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Normal equations for (letermining the correlates—Coutinued.
No.

eqnat

41.
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Proceeding as in § 8, Chapter XIV, C, there are found the following values:

FOR THE ENTIRE SECTIONS OF THIS CHAPTER.

Section.
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Z (o^+yS*) /o* is found to be 4101 in units of the seventh decimal place of logarithms. Therefore the

constant

-+ 1=4873.
V P'

The additional data required in computing the changes in the logarithms of the lines are

given in the following tables, which are arranged in the same manner as those in Chapter XIV,
D, and show the principal triangles, &c., between the lines Oakfield-Springvale and Willow

Springs -Shot Tower. The logarithms of the sides in the fourth column are computed from the

logarithm of the line Oakfield-Springvale and the angles of the triangles given in the second

column. The line in the chain having the maximum probable error is Delafleld-New Berlin, for

which - =2390 and —=2483, giving for the probable error of the logarithm of this line, neglect-

ing error of standard, which is here insignificant, ± 34.9, corresponding to i g ^^^ ^ o pa^t of its

length.

Principal chain of triangles between Fond du Lac and Chicago Bases.

Stations.
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Principal chain of triangles between Fond du Lac and Chicago Bases—Continued.

Stations.
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CHAPTER XVII.

TRIANGULATION FROM CHICAGO BASE TO SANDUSKY BASE.

A.—DESCEIPTIONS OF STATIONS.

NOTE KELATIVE TO 'ELEVATIONS.

§ 1 . The elevations of the surface of the ground at the stations between Lakes Michigan and

Erie depend upon the heights of the ground at stations Cedar Point and Stony Point, near the

shore of Lake Brie, and at stations Bald Tom and Michigan City, near Lake Michigan. The

heights of stations Cedar Point and Stony Point above Lake Erie were accurately determined by

spirit leveling. The heights of stations Bald Tom and Michigan City above Lake Michigan were

determined by siugle zenith distances over short linos. The relative heights" of the intermediate

stations were derived by trigonometrical leveling, reciprocal, non-simultaneoiis zenith distances

having been observed over fifty-one lines, and single zenith distances over thirteen lines of the

triangulation. The coefftcient of refraction used in computations depending on single zenith dis-

tances was 0.06, a mean of the values deduced from the trigonometrical leveling in Illinois.

The total discrepancy shown by comparing the relative elevation of Lakes Michigan and Erie,

computed by way of the triangulation, with their relative elevation determined by precise leveling

(Chapter XXII, § 13), was 2.75 feet. This discrepancy was distributed amongst the heights of

stations between the lakes proportionally to their distances from either lake, the heights of sta-

tions Cedar Point, Stony Point, Bald Tom, and Michigan City, derived in the manner stated above

being taken as exact. Excepting stations Cedar Point and Stony Point, the heights are all re-

ferred to the mean level of Lake Michigan, which is 8.4 feet higher than the mean level of Lake

Erie. (See Chapter XXII, § 13.) An estimate of the probable errors of these heights may be

formed thus: First. Considering errors of closure, found by summing relative heights around tri-

angles, and disregarding distance as in this case unimportant, since the lines do not vary greatly

in length, the probable error of the relative height of two stations is found to be about ± 1 foot.

The height of any station in the chain can in general be determined by at least four independent^

routes, and as the number of lines along either flank may be taken as 14 (the actual numbers are

15 and 13) the probable error of any height, i. e., of the mean of the independent values, cannot

exceed ztl foot x/^^^ ±1.3 feet. The heights having the greatest probable errors are those of

stations near the middle of the chain between the lakes, and the probable errors of heights

in either direction from the middle part of the chain decrease from station to station, becom-

ing zero for the heights of stations on the lake shore. Second. Using the above discrepancy

in the relative heights of Lakes Michigan and Erie, viz, 2.75 feet, as a basis, the maximum prob-

able error of a height would be about i x 2.75 feet or ± 1 foot, and the probable errors at nearly

all stations would be less than =t 1 foot. It may be concluded, therefore, that the probable errors

of the heights of these stations do not on the average exceed =1= 1 foot.

The elevations of stations east of the line Cedar Point- Stony Point described in this chapter

are referred to the mean surface of Lake Erie, and were determined either bv direct connection

with the surface of the lake or by trigonometric leveling, as stated in greater detail in Chapter

XYIII, A, § 1. The precision of these elevations may be taken as equal to that of the heights of

stations in Southern Michigan.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF STATIONS.

§ 2. GAiiENA, 1877.*—This station is situated in the southwest quarter of section 32, township
38 north, range 2 west. Galena Township, La Porte County, Indiana, about 4 miles northwest of
the village of Rolling Prairie, a station on the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway, J
mile northeast of a school-house and cemetery at the corner of sections 31 and 32, and J mile east

and J mile north of the western and southern section-lines. The height of station used was 65

feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form set 2J feet below the surface

of the ground. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing south 32° 24' west,

distant 60.0 metres; one bearing south 84° 19' west, distant 62.1 metres; and one bearing south
83° 48' east, distant 30.6 metres from the geodetic point; a land survey stone on the south line of

section 32, | mile east of the southwest corner of that section, bears south 8° 06' west, and is dis-

tant 214.0 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level

of Lake Michigan is 375.9 feet.

Beeteand, 1877.—This station is situated in section 15, Bertrand Township, Berrien County,
Michigan, about 4 miles south of Buchanan, a station on the Michigan Central Railroad. The
height of station used was 72 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual

forfu set 3 feet below the surface of the ground, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-

mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing north 2° 13' west, distant

13.11 metres; one on the section- line beiween sections 14 and 15, bearing south 84° 13' east, dis-

tant 9.69 metres; and one at the corner of sections 14, 15, 22, and 23 of township 8 south, range
18 west, bearing south 2° 46' 45" east, distant .309.7 metres from the 'geodetic point. The height

of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 356.9 feet.

Caelisle, 1877.—This station is situated in the southeast quarter of section 11, township 37

north, range 1 west, Olive Township, Saint Joseph County, Indiana, about 2 miles southwest of

Carlisle village, on the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railroad, on what is known as Jar-

rett's Hill. The height of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post

of the usual form, set 2^ feet below the surface of the ground, with a stone post set directly over

it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing north .32° 16'

west, distant 16.1 metres; one bearing south 86° 16' east, distant 14.4 metres; and one bearing

south 18° 24' west, distant 8.7 metres from the geodetic point. The corner of sections 2, 3, 10,

and 11 bears north 39° 09' 30" west, and is distant 1640.9 metres from the geodetic point. The
height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 332.2 feet.

Milton, 1877.—This station is situated in the southeast quarter of section 4, township 8

south, range 16 west, Milton Township, Cass County, Michigan, about 4 miles east of the town of

Mies, and 230 metres southeasterly from the center of the section, on the highest ground in the

vicinity. The height of station used was 66 feet. The geodetic point is marked tiy stone posts in

the usual manner. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : Two on the east side of the

readjust west of the station, one bearing south 62° 30' west, distant 131.8 metres, and one bearing

north 62° 03' west, distant 130.9 metres; and one at the center of section 4, bearing north 32° 06'

west, distant 230.4 metres from the geodetic point. The corner of sections 4, 5, 8, and 9 bears

south 57° 12' 45" west, and is distant 1113.7 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground

at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 314.1 feet.

Penn, 1877.— This station is situated in the northwest quarter of section 20, township 37 north,

range 3 east, Penn Township, Saint Joseph County, Indiana, about 3 miles southeast of the city of

South Bend. The height of station used was 40 feet. The geodetic point is marked by stone posts

in the usual manner. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : One bearing north 86° 30'

east, distant 99.7 metres; one bearing south 7° 37' east, distant 41.9 metres; and one bearing

south 51° 56' west, distant 69.6 metres from the geodetic point. The corner of sections 17, 18, 19,

and 20 bears north 63° 51' west, and is distant 788.4 metres from the geodetic point. The height

of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 309.3 feet.

Calvin, 1878.— This station is situated in the northeast quarter of section 27, township 7 south,

range 14 west, Calvin Township, Cass County, Michigan, about 7 miles south of Vandalia, a station

*SisB note relative to topographical sketches of statious, under Burnt Bluff, Chap. XV, A, § 2.
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on the Michigan Central Eailroad, and about 7 miles southeast of Oassopolis, a station on the same

road. The height of station used was 110 feet. The geodetic point is marked by stone posts in

the usual manner. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : One bearing north 59° 28' east,

distant 44.6 metres ; one bearing south 21° .36' east, distant 87.5 metres ; and one bearing south

9° 47' west, distant 82.1 metres from the geodetic point. The quarter-section corner on the west

side of section 27 bears south 67° 07' 30" west, and is distant 1004.5 metres from the geodetic

point. The height of ground at the station above the mean level of Lake Michigan is 429.3 feet.

Jefferson, 1878.— This station is situated in the southwest quarter of section 2, township 37

north, range 6 east, Jefferson Township, Elkhart County, Indiana, about 3 miles south of Bristol, a

station on the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Eailway. The height of station used was 64

feet. The geodetic point is marked by stone ])osts in the usual manner. Three stone reference-

posts are set as follows : One bearing south 27° 28' west, distant 13.5 metres; one bearing north

15° 01' west, distant 23.6 metres; and one bearing north 25° 44' east, distant 95.0 metres from the

geodetic point. The corner of sections 2, 3, 10, and 11 bears south 62° 43' west, and is distant

350 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of

Lake Michigan is 388.3 feet.

Porter, 1 878.— This station is situated in section 36, township 7 south, range 13 west.

Porter Township, Cass County, Michigan, about 8 miles west of White Pigeon village. The
height of station used was 73 feet. The geodetic point is marked by stone posts in the usual

manner. Three stone reference-posts were set as follows: One bearing south 48° 02' east, distant

156.5 metres; one bearing north 73° 29' east, distant 120.6 metres; and one bearing north 73°

24' west, distant 10S.3 metres from the geodetic point. The quarter-section corner on the west

side of section 36 bears south 56° .").">' 03" west, and is distaut 1304.0 metres from the geodetic

point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 368.4 feet.

Van Bt'REN, 1878.— This station is situated in the northwest quarter of section 33, township

38 north, range 8 east. Van Buren Township, LaGrange County, Indiana. The height of station

used was 64 feet. The geodetic point is marked by stone posts in the usual manner. Three stone

reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing south 3° 20' west, distant 130.0 metres; one bearing

north 22° 59' west, distant 27.6 metres ; and one bearing south 89° 11' east, distant 175.9 metres

from the geodetic point. The quarter-section corner on the west side of section 33 bears south

.).5° 44' west, and is distant 752.4 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the

station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 369.7 feet.

Sherman, 1878.— This station is situated in the northeast quarter of section 22, township 7

south, range 10 west, Sherman Township, Saint Joseph County, Michigan, about 4 miles north-

westerly from Sturgis, Michigan. The height of station used was 64 feet. The geodetic point

is marked by stone posts in the usual manner. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : One
bearing south 28° 58' east, distant 45.9 metres ; one bearing south 21° 16' west, distant 41.7

metres; one bearing north 70° 17' west, distant 26.8 metres from the geodetic point. The quarter-

section corner on the south side of section 22 bears south 24° 12' 30" west, and is distant 921.0

metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake
Michigan is 455.7 feet.

MoNGO, 1878.— This station is situated in section 4, township 37 north, range 11 east,

Springfield Township, LaGrange County, Indiana, about f mile northeast of Mongo Mills. The
height of station used was 66 feet. The geodetic point is marked by stone posts in the usual

manner. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing south 59° 13' east, distant

28.6 metres; one bearing south 14° 19' east, distant 16.7 metres; and one bearing south 57° 03'

west, distant 30.1 metres. The corner of sections 4, 5, 8, and 9 bears south 22° 44' 00" west,

distant 873.5 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level

of Lake Michigan is 445.5 feet.

Bronson, 1878.— This station is situated in the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter of

section 16, township 7 south, range 8 west, Bronson Township, Branch County, Michigan, about

three miles in a westerly direction from Bronson railway-station, on the Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern Eailway. The height of station used was 74 feet. The geodetic point is marked by
stone posts in the usual manner. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : One bearing
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north 40° 13' east, distant 106.5 metres ; one bearing north 85° 08' east, distant 68.6 metres ; and
one bearing south 36° 12' east, distant 116.4 metres from the geodetic point. The quarter-section

corner on the south side of section 16 bears south 19° 07' east, and is distant 208.9 metres from

the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is

416.4 feet.

Fremont, 1878.— This station is situated in section 31, township 38 north, range 14 east,

Fremont Township, Steuben County, Indiana, about 3 miles southwest of the village of Fremont,
a station on the Fort Wayne, Jactson and Saginaw Railroad. The height of station used was 62

feet. The geodetic point is marked by stone posts in the usual manner. Three stone reference-

posts are set as follows: One bearing north 22° 00' west, distant 46.5 metres; one bearing north

42° 29' east, distant 22.9 metres ; and one bearing south 5° 15' west, distant 55.7 metres from the

geodetic point. The northwest corner of section 31 bears north 28° 10' west, and is distant 834.6

metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake
Michigan is 560.2 feet.

QuiNCT, 1878.— This station is situated in the southwest quarter of section 8, township 6

south, range 5 west, Quincy Township, Branch County, Michigan, about 2 miles northwesterly from

Quincy railroad-station, on the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway. The height of

Station used was 104 feet. The geodetic point is marked by stone posts in the usual manner. Three

stone reference-posts are set as follows : Two api^roximately on the section line between sections

7 and 8, one bearing south 18° 02' west, distant 41.5 metres, and one bearing north 16° 53' west,

distant 46.25 metres; and one bearing north 35° 13' east, distant 181.5 metres from the geodetic

point. The quarter-section corner at the middle of the south side of section 7 bears south 56° 55'

10" west, and is distant 980.5 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station

above mean level of Lake Michigan is 478.9 feet.

Reading, 1878, 1879.— This station is situated in section 26, township 7 south, range 4 west,

Reading Township, Hillsdale County, Michigan, on the grounds of the factory of the Colby

Wringer Company, in the village of Reading, on the Fort Wayne, Jackson and Saginaw Railroad.

The height of station used was 115 feet. The geodetic point is marked by two stone posts in the

usual manner. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : One bearing north 48° 28' east,

distant 135.8 metres ; one bearing south 83° 12' east, distant 102.9 metres ; and one bearing north

86° 20' west, distant 147.8 metres from the geodetic point. The southeast corner of the factory of

the Colby Wringer Company bears north 51° 05' west, and is distant 50.25 metres. The northwest

corner of section 26, being the corner of sections 22, 23, 26, and 27, bears north 44° 11' west, and

is distant 715.32 metres. The northeast corner of section 26, being the corner of sections 23, 24,

25, and 26, bears north 65° 56' 50" east, and is distant 1235.9 metres frdm the geodetic point. The

height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 627.2 feet.

BuNDAT, 1879.— This station is situated in section 7, township 5 south, range 1 west, Somerset

Township, HiUsdale County, Michigan, about 2 miles west of Somerset Center, on a hill known as

Sunday's Hill. The height of station used was 65 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post

set 2J feet below the ground-surface. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : Two approxi-

mately on the section-line on the east side of section 7, one bearing noi'th 85° 56' east, distant 132.0

metres, and one bearing south 64° 50' east, distant 161.7 metres ; and one on the north side of the

road south of the station, bearing south 14° 47' east, distant 210.9 metres from the geodetic point.

The southeast comer of section 8 bears south 56° 15' 45" east, and is distant 2166.0 metres from

the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is

702.2 feet.

Hillsdale, 1878, 1879.—This station is situated in the northwest quarter of section 27, town-

ship 6 south, range 3 west, Hillsdale Township, Hillsdale County, Michigan, about one mile west

of the town of Hillsdale. The height of station used was 65 feet. The geodetic point is marked

by a stone post buried in the ground, with another stone post set directly over it as a surface-

mark. Three stone reference-posts are set, as follows : Two on the section-line on the west side of

section 27; one bearing north 35° 03' west, distant 163.3 metres, and one bearing north 74° 02' west,

distant 98.3 metres; and one on the north side of the road south of the station, bearing south

1° 33' west, distant 64.4 metres from the geodetic point. The clock-tower of Hillsdale College
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bears north 45° 52' 28" east, and is distant 1898.5 metres from the geodetic point. The northwest

corner of section 27 bears north 6° 59' 18" west, and is distant 742.5 metres. The quarter-section

corner on the west side of section 27 bears south 51° 51' west, and is distant 118.8 metres from the

geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 657.1

feet.

Wheatland, 1879.—This station is situated in section 29, township 6 south, range 1 west,

Wheatland Township, Hillsdale County, Michigan, about 4 miles in a north-easterly direction from

Pittsford, a station on the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Eailway. The height of station

used was 110 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post buried in the ground, with

another stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as

follows : Two in the road on the west line of section 29, one bearing north 79° 13' west, distant

351.6 metres, and one bearing south 54° 04' west, distant 411.2 metres; and one in the road on the

south line of section 29, bearing south 24° 35' east, distant 662.2 metres from the geodetic point.

The corner of sections 19, 20, 29, and 30 bears north 18° 50' 20" west, and is distant 1053.9 metres;

the quarter-section corner on the west side of section 29 bears north 59° 46' 20" west, and is dis-

tant 392.3 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level

of Lake Michigan is 665.8 feet.

Pittsford, 1879.— This station is situated about 2J miles, in a southerly direction, from Pitts-

ford, a station on the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway, in section 25, township 7 south,

range 2 west, Jefferson Township, Hillsdale County, Michigan, about one-third mile west of the

east line and a few metres north of the south line of the section. The height of station used was

74 feet. The geodetic i>oint is marked by a stone post set three feet below the surface of the

ground, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are

set as follows: One bearing south 81° 35' east, distant 39.97 metres; one bearing south 5° 45' west,

distant 16.09 metres; and one bearing north 77° 47' west, distant 18.70 metres from the geodetic

point. The southeast corner of section 36, Jefferson Township, being the common corner of

Jefferson, Pittsford, Wright, and Ransom Townships, bears south 20° 12' 39" east, and is

distant 1719.0 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean

level of Lake Michigan is 567.1 feet.

Woodstock, 1879.— This station is situated near the south line of section 36, township 5

south, range 1 east, Woodstock Township, Lenawee County, Michigan. The height of station

usoil wns 60 feet. The geodetic point is marked by stone posts in the usual manner. Three stone

reference-posts are set on the south line of section 36 as follows: One bearing south 54° 41' east,

distant 59.7 metres; one bearing south 0° 16' west, distant 35.2 metres; and one bearing south

35° 00' west, distant 43.5 metres from the geodetic point. The northeast corner of section 1, town-

ship 6 south, range 1 east, Rollin Township, bears south 88° 57' 35" east, and is distant 1132.9

metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake

Michigan is 608.6 feet.

Fairfield, 1879.— This station is situated about one-fourth mile north of the village of Fair-

field, about li miles north of the railway station Fairfield, on the Chicago and Canada Southern

Railroad, and about 6 miles south of Adrian, on a slight rise of ground near the northeast corner

of section 3, township S south, range 3 east, Fairfield Township, Lenawee County, Michigan. The
height of station used was 100 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a small hole drilled in the

top of a stone post set 2J feet below the surface of the ground, with another stone post set directly

over it as a surface-mark. Two stone reference-posts, with the letters U. S. cut on their tops, are

set as follows : One bearing north 81° 01' east, distant 21.5 metres, and one bearing north 86° 25'

west, distant 36.0 metres from the geodetic point. A stone post of the same description, set 3

inches underground at the corner of sections 34 and 35, township 7 south, range 3 east, and sec-

tions 2 and 3, township 8 south, range 3 east, bears north 51° 43' 58" east, and is distant 203.0

metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake

Michigan is 216.9 feet.

Raisin, 1879.— This station is situated about 6 miles northeasterly from Adrian, and 4 miles

south of Tecumseh, in section 14, township 6 south, range 4 east. Raisin Township, Lenawee County,

Michigan. The height of station used was 41 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a small hole
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drilled in the top of a stone post set 2J feet below the surface of the ground, with a stone post set

directly over it as a surface-mark. Two stone reference-posts, marked D". S. on their tops, are set

along the road fence west of the station as follows: One bearing north 35° 41' west, distant 172.9

metres; and one bearing soiith 49° 54' west, distant 127.7 metres from the geodetic point. A stone

post of the same description, set 3 inches below the surface, at the corner of sections 14, 15, 22, and

23, of township 6 south, range 4 east, bears south 12° 04' 18" west, and is distant 454.8 metres from

the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is

269.3 feet.

.

Blissfield, 1879.—This station is situated in section 22, township 7 south, range 5 east, Bliss-

field Township, Lenawee County, Michigan, about 3 miles southwest of the village of Deerfield,

and about 3 miles in a northeasterly direction from the village of Blissfleld. The height of station

used was 117 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post set 3 feet below the surface of

the ground, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts

are set along the road east of the station, as follows : One on the east side of the road, bearing

north 45° 11' east, distant 39.0 metres; and two on the west side of the road, one bearing north

83° 25' east, distant 10.86 metres, and one bearing south 21° 01' east, distant 37.0 metres from the

geodetic point. The corner of sections 22, 23, 26, and 27 bears south 3° 35' 15" east, and is distant

351.4 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of

Lake Michigan is 114.7 feet.

Dtindee, 1879.—This station is situated within a few metres of the line between sections 25

and 36, iu' township 6 south, range 6 east, this being also the line between Dundee and Summer-

field Townships, Monroe County, Michigan, on the northwest side of the road between Petersburg

and Dundee, and about 2J miles from each place. The height of station used was 106 feet. The
geodetic point is marked by stone posts in the usual manner. Three stone reference-posts are set

as follows: Two on the northwest side of the road above mentioned, one bearing north 76° 51' east,

distant 22.4 metres, and one bearing south 4° 49' east, distant 17.55 metres; and one on the south-

east side of the road, bearing south 18° 53' east, distant 34.05 metres from the geodetic point. The

corner of sections 25, 26, 35, and 36, bears north 87° 32' west, and is distant 110.25 metres from the

geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 99.5

feet.

Bedfokd, 1879.—This station is situated in section 5, township 8 south, range 7 east, Bedford

Township, Monroe County, Michigan, about 250 metres in a southerly direction from the quarter-

section comer on the north side of the section. The height of station used was 94 feet. The geo-

detic point is marked by a small hole drilled in the top of a stone post set 2^ feet below the surface

of the ground, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-

posts are set as follows: One bearing south 30° 17' east, distant 32.8 -metres; one. bearing south

49° 44' west, distant 33.0 metres; and one bearing north 39° 12' west, distant 41.0 metres from the

geodetic point. The corner of sections 4 and 5, township 8 south, range 7 east, and sections 32 and

33, township 7 south, range 7 east, bears north 70° 59' 40" east, and is distant 823.2 metres from

the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 96.6

feet.

Monroe, 1879.—This station is situated in the cemetery of the Monroe County Poor-farm, iu

Monroe Township, Monroe County, Michigan, about 4 miles west of the city of Monroe. The

height of station used was 1L5 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a small hole drilled in the

top of a stone post set 3 feet below the surface of the ground, with a stone post set directly over it

as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set in the corners of the cemetery lot, as fol-

lows: One bearing north 13° 32' west, distant 42.0 metres; one bearing south 6° 22' east, distant

20.0 metres; and one bearing south 73^36' west, distant 31.4 metres from the geodetic point.

The station is 34.6 metres from the center of the road which runs on the line between Eaisiuville

and Monroe Townships. The southwest corner of private claim No. 432 bears south 25° 07' west,

and is distant 745.3 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above

mean level of Lake Michjigan is 43.9 feet.

Stony Point, 1877, 1879.—This station is situated on the end of Stony Point, a point of land

projecting into Lake Erie at its western end, in Monroe County, Michigan. The height of station

55 L S
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used was 55 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in the top of a stone buried

beneath the surface of the ground. Another stone post is set directly over the geodetic point for

a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing south 15° 03' west,

distant 22.5 metres; one bearing south 84° 1-1' west, distant 5.7 metres; and one bearing north

2.")0 03' west, distant 1C.7 metres from tlie geodetic point. The height of ground at the station

above mean level of Lake Erie is 5.2 feet.

Cedak Point, 1877, 1S79.— This station is situated near the end of Cedar Point, Lucas

County, Ohio, on the east side of Maumee Bay. The height of station used was 70 feet. The geo-

detic point is marked by a stone post of the irsual form, set about 3 feet below the surface of the

ground. A stone post, projecting about 6 inches above the surface, is set directly over the geodetic

point as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts arp set as follows: One bearing south 61° 05'

east, distant 28.8 meti-es; one bearing north 01° 00' east, distant 30.2 metres; and one bearing north

13° 28' east, distant 35.5 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station

above mean level of Lake Erie is 4.5 feet.

Middle Sister, 1877.— This station is situated on the west side of Middle Sister Island, near

the western end of Lake Erie, about 150 metres north of the south end of the island and 15 metres

from the lake shore. The height of station used was 55 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a

nail leaded into the solid rock, which is one or two feet below the surface of the ground. Three

stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing south 39° 57' west, distant 21.9 metres; one

bearing north 33° 49' east, distant 32.8 metres; and one bearing south 43° 23' east, distant 21.9

metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above Lake Erie is about 10 feet.

Locust Point, 1877.— This station is situated on the south shore of Lake Erie, on Locust

Point, in Ottawa County, Ohio, about 10 metres back from the lake. The height of station used

was 41 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 3 feet below the

surface of the ground. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing south 64° 41'

east, distant 45.0 metres; one bearing south 18° 26' west, distant 24.3 metres; and one bearing

north 86° 30' west, distant 24.3 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the sta-

tion above Lake Erie is about 2 feet.

Pointe Pelee, 1877.— This station is situated on the northwest point of Pointe Pel6e Island,

an island in the rt'est end of Lake Erie, in the Province of Ontario. It stands in a grove about 210

metres in a southerly direction from the lake shore. The height of station used was 59 feet. The
geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in a brass bolt leaded into the solid limestone rock

between the letters U. S. cut in the rock, 19 inches below the surface of the ground. A stone post

is set directly over the geodetic point for a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as

fbllows: One bearing north 22° 44' east, distant 61.7 metres: one bearing south 80° 12' east, dis-

tant 35.9 metres; and one bearing south 44° 47' west, distant 31.5 metres from the geodetic point.

The east corner of a stone house bears south 53° 36' west, and is distant 194.8 metres. The above

bearings are magnetic. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Brie is 28.4

feet.

Middle Bass, 1877.— This station is situated on Middle Bass Island, in the western end of

Lake Erie. It is on the north side of the island, about 650 metres from the eastern end. The
height of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a nail leaded into the solid

rock about 2^ feet below the surface of the ground. Two stone reference-i^osts are set as follows:

One bearing north 79° 26' east, distant 17.5 metres; and one bearing south 81° 06' west, distant

23.05 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above the mean level

of Lake Erie is 7.8 feet.

Kelley's Island, 1877.— This station is situated on Kelley's Island, Erie County, Ohio,

somewliat to the north and east of the center of the island, in a piece of open woods. It is about

670 metres south of the bay on the north shore of the island, 243 metres south of a road running

cast aord west, and about 1080 metres east of the road running north from the landing on the south

side of the island. The height of station used was 76 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a

brass wire leaded into the solid rock between the letters U. S. cut in the rock, 16J inches below
the surface. A stone post is set for a surface reference-mark directly over the geodetic point.

Three stone reference-posts, marked U. S. on top, are set as follows: One bearing north 20° 07'
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east, distant 32.7 metres; one bearing south 31° 32' east, distant 30.3 metres; and one bearing
north 87° 11' west, distant 45.9 metres from the geodetic point. The Island House, a hotel at the

landing on the south shore of the island, bears south 45° 55' west, and is distant 1720 metres from
the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 41 .1 feet.

Danbuky, 1877.—This station is situated in Danbury Township, Ottawa County, Ohio, about

two miles northeast of Danbury railway station, on the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Eail-

way, and about two-thirds of a mile southwest of the corner of lots 3, 4, 9, and 10 in said township.

The height of station iised was 116 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual

form, set so that its top is 3 feet below the surface of the ground. Another stone post is set

directly above the geodetic point as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as fol-

lows: One in a fence corner, bearing south 82° 20' east, distaut 61.57 metres; one by a fence on

the east of the station, bearing north 57° 24' east, distaiit 67.57 metres; and one by a fence on the

south of the station, bearing south 3° 36' west, distant 9.84 metres from the geodetic point. The
height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 21.4 feet.

West Base, 1877, 1878.—This station, marking the northwest end of the Sandusky base-line,

is situated on the northeast side of Cedar Point, about 40 metres from the lake shore and 1016

metres from the light-house at the end of the Point. The height of station used was 70 feet. The
geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set in a bed of brickwork 3 feet square

by 4 feet deep. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One I: earing south 8° 02' east, dis-

tant 26.3 metres; one bearing south 55° 11' west, distant 19.5 metres; and one bearing north 64°

21' west, distant 38.8 metres from the geodetic point. An azimuth post on the line to East Base

bears south 40° 23' east, and is distant 46.91 metres from the geodetic point. The height of

ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 6.6 feet.

East Base, 1877, 1878.— This station, marking the southeast end of the Sandusky base-line,

is situated on the northeast side of Cedar Point, northeasterly from Sandusky, Ohio, about 4J
miles from the Cedar Point light and 32 metres back from the lake shore. The height of station

used was 65 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set in a bed of

brickwork 3 feet square by about 3 feet deep. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : One
bearing south 13° 52' east, distant 29.87 metres; one' bearing south 69° 36' west, distant 24.78

metres; and one bearing north 50° 57' west, distant 47.7 metres from the geodetic point. The

height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 5.8 feet.

Sandusky, 1877.— This station is situated about 3^ miles southwest of Sandusky, near the

eastern border of Margaretta Township, Erie County, Ohio, about 1^ miles south of the west corner

of Perkins and Portland Townships. The height of station used was 115 feet. The geodetic point

is marked by a brass wire leaded into the solid rock, between the letters U. S. cut in -the rock,

abput 3 feet below the surface of the ground. A stone post is set directly over the geodetic point

for a surface mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : One bearing north 3° 34' west,

distant 69.0 metres; one bearing south 69° 12' east, distant 50.4 metres; and one bearing south

71° 40' west, distant 43.3 metres from the geodetic point. The Sandusky court-house bears north

33° 37' east, and is distant 5907.0 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the

station above mean level of Lake Erie is 59.3 feet.

ToWNSEND, 1877.—This station is situated in lot 56, Townsend Township, Huron County,

Ohio, about half a mile northeast of the village of Collins, and one eighth of a mile south of the

corner of lots 41, 42, 55, and 56. The height of station used was 105 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a brass bolt leadfed into the solid rock between the letters U. S. cut therein, about 2^

feet below the surface of the ground. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing

south 14° 10' west, distant 42.1 metres; one bearing north 9° 10' west, distant 64.0 metres; and

one bearing north 82° 52' east, distant 44.1 metres. The height of ground at the station above

mean level of Lake Erie is 349.6 feet.

Brownhelm, 1877.—This station is situated near the center of Brownhelm Township, Lorain

County, Ohio, about IJ miles in a southerly direction from Brownhelm railway depot, and one-half

mile northwesterly from the corner of lots 44, 45, 52, and 53 in Brownhelm Township. The height

of station used was 124 feet. The geodetic point is marked in the usual manner. Three stone
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refereuce-posts are set as follows: One bearing south 87° 31' east, distant 57.5 metres; one bearing

sontli 10° 06' west, distant 14.C5 metres; and one bearing south 53° 41' west, distant 42.35 metres.

Tlie height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 180.8 feet.

Camden, 1877.— This station is situated near the north side of Camden Township, Lorain

County, Ohio, about one-half mile northeast of the village of Kipton and one-third mile southeast-

erly from the corner of lots .5 and 6 in Camden Township and 15 and 16 iu Henrietta Township.

The height of station used was 106 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a brass wire leaded into

the solid sandstone rock, between the letters U. S. cut therein, 2J feet below the surface of the

ground. A stone post is set directly over the geodetic point as a surface-mark. Three stone ref-

erence-posts are set as follo^ys: One bearing north 83° 18' east, distant 76.8 metres; one bearing

south 8° 19' west, distant 99.8 metres; and one bearing north 37° 35' west, distant 44.4 metres

from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is

318.5 feet.

Elyria, 1877.—This station is situated in the northwest corner of Elyria Township, Lorain

County, Ohio, about 4^ miles west of north of the village of Elyria, about 1 mile west of the Cleve-

land, Tuscarawas Valley and Wheeling Eailroad, and within the fork of two public roads leading

to Charleston and North Amherst. The height of station used was 116 feet. Tlie geodetic point

is marked in the usual manner. Three stone reference-posts are set along the fence on the east of

the station as follows: One bearing north 19° 44' east, distant 27.1 metres; one bearing north 86°

16' east, distant 9.1 metres; and one bearing south 12° 35' east, distant 32.3 metres from the geo-

detic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 182.4 feet.

Grafton, 1877.— This station is situated in the northwest part of section 89, in the southeast

l^art of Grafton Township, Lorain County, Ohio, about 1 mile northwest of the village of Erhart,

and 184.5 metres southwest of the track of the Cleveland, Tuscarawas Valley and Wheeling Eail-

road. The height of station used was 110 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled iu

the top of a stone post set 27 inches below the surface, a stone post being set directly over it for a

surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : One bearing north 46° 18' west, dis-

tant 52.0 metres ; one bearing north 9° 04' east, distant 71.8 metres ; and one bearing south 72° 03'

east, distant 43.6 metres from the geodetic point. The first and last reference-stones mentioned

are set along a fence running northwest and southeast, 10 metres northeast of the station. The

second is set by a fence running in a northeasterly direction from the station. The height of ground

at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 380.7 feet.

Olmsted, 1877.— This station is situated iu section 13, Olmsted Township, Cuyahoga County,

Ohio, about 2 miles west of the village of Olmsted Falls, and one-third of a mile south of the corner of

sections 8, 14, and 13. The height of station used was 119 feet. The geodetic point is marked by

a stone post of the usual form set 2.3 feet below the surface, M'ith a stone post set directly above

for a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : One bearing north 8° 10' west,

distant 90.9 metres ; one bearing south 80° 26' east, distant 67.7 metres ; and one bearing south

130 07' west, distant 71.7 metres from the geodetic point. An east-and-west rail fence is south 17.1

metres ; a north-and-south line fence is 15 metres west ; an east-and-west highway is north 321

metres ; and the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Eailwaj^' is south 653 metres. The first and
last mentioned reference-stones are set by the north-and-south line fence, and the second is set by
the east-and-west rail fence named above. The height of ground at the station above mean level

of Lake Erie is 221.5 feet.

EoYALTON, 1877.— This station is situated in section 12, Eoyalton Township, Cuyahoga County,

Ohio, about half a mile north of the village of North Eoyalton, on the east side of a north-and-south

highway. The height of station used was 35 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled

in the top of a stone post set 28 inches below the surface of the ground, a stone post being placed

directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : One on the east

side of the north-and-south liighway, bearing north 4° 14' west, distant 50.6 metres ; one on the

north side of a northeast-and-southwest highway, bearing north 80° 57' east, distant 73.2 metres;

and one on the west side of the north-and-south highway, bearing south 35° 28' west, distant 41.4

metres from the geodetic point. The northwest corner of a church with a stone foundation, at the

junction of the two roads, bears south 11° 57' east, and is distant 17.7 metres from the geodetic
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point. The road fence on the west of the station is distant 5.5 metres. The height of ground at

the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 699.1 feet.

RoCKPORT, 1877.—This station is situated in section 19, in Eockport Township, Cuyahoga
County, Ohio, about 6 miles westerly from Cleveland, ^ mile northwest of the village of Rockport,

and ^ mile northwest of the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway. The intersection of the

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway and the Rocky River Railroad is north 2004.11 metres

and east 3124.98 metres from the station. The height of station used was 95 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a stone post of the usual form set 27 inches below the surface. Three stone

reference-posts are set as follows : One bearing south 52° 32' west, distant 364.1 metres ; one bear-

ing north 19° 19' west, distant 22.7 metres ; and one bearing north 59° 47' east, distant 194.3 metres

from the geodetic point. The first and last named stones are set on the southeast side of the road

just northwest of the station, the first being set in the corner of the road fence and a line fence

south of the station, and the last in the corner of the road fence and a line fence northeast of the

station. The second stone is set by the fence on the northwest side of the road. The height of

ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 208.5 feet.

Wakbensville, 1877.— This station is situated in Warrensville Township, Cuyahoga County,

Ohio, about 3 miles northeast of Randall railway station on the Mahoning Division of the New
York, Pennsylvania and Ohio Railway. The height of station used was 92 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a stone post of the usual form set 20 inches below the surface. Three stone

reference-posts are set as follows : One bearing south 73° 46' east, distant 56.7 metres ; one bearing

south 89° 13' west, distant 75.5 metres ; and one bearing north 55° 54' east, distant 66.4 metres

from the geodetic point. The first and last mentioned reference-stones are set by a line fence east

of the station, and the second by a line fence west of the station. The height of ground at the

station above mean level of Lake Erie is 641.5 feet.

.

WiLLOUGHBT, 1877.—This station is situated on the shore of Lake Erie near the mouth of

Chagrin River on the west side, and about 3 miles west of north of Willoughby railway station,

in Willoughby Township, Lake County, Ohio. The height of station used was 107 feet. The geo-

detic point is marked in the usual manner. Three stone reference-posts are set as folloMS : One
bearing south 86° 40' east, distant 10.1 metres ; one bearing north 74° 44' east, distant 45.6 metres

;

and one bearing north 13° 25' west, distant 27.0 metres from the geodetic point. The lake shore

on the northwest is distant about 80 metres. The height of ground at the station above mean level

of Lake Erie is 39.7 feet.

Chestee, 1877.— This station is situated in Chester Township, Geauga County, Ohio, about

f mile west of Chester Cross Roads, and about 9 metres north of the east-and-west road from that

place. The height of station used was 89 feet. The geodetic point is marked in the usual man-

ner. Three stone reference-posts are set along the "road fence south of the station as follows : One
bearing south 63° 03' west, distant 19.25 metres; one bearing south 6° 23' west, distant 9.0 metres;

and one bearing south 59° 30' east, distant 17.75 metres from the geodetic point. The height of

ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 719.2 feet.

B.—STATIONS, SIGNALS, INSTRUMENTS, AND METHODS OF OBSERVATION.

§ 3. See Chapter XVI, B.

C—MEASURED AND ADJUSTED ANGLES BETWEEN THE LINES MICHIGAN CITY-
BALD TOM AND WILLOUGHBY- CHESTER.

§ 4. The following tables contain an abstract of the adjustment of the triangulation com-

prised within the above-stated limits. A sketch of this triangulation is given in Plate IV. The

adjustment is made in three parts or sections, namely

:

Section VIII, extending from line Michigan City-Bald Tom to line Fremont- Quincy.

Section IX, extending from line Fremont-Quincy to ITne Cedar Point-Stony Point.

Section X, extending from line Cedar Point- Stony Point to line Willoughby -Chester.

The scale of weights assigned to observed angles is as follows : On the same line with the name

of each instrument here given is the number of combined results to the mean of which was assigned

weight unitj'.
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Troughtou & Simms theodolite No. ] , 16.

Trongbtou & Simms tlieodolite Ko. 3, 16.

Tronglitoa & Simms tlieodolite No. 4, 1!4 at Olmsted, Eoyalton, Grafton, and Camden.

Trongbton & Simms theodolite No. 4, 20 at Towuseiid.

Troughtou & Simms theodolite No. 4, 16 at remaining stations where it was used.

llcpsold theodolite No. 1, 20.

Pistor & ]\Iartins theodolite No. 2, 16.

When the number of results obtained for an angle differed from the standard number by more

than one-fourth of the latter, the weight assigned was the ratio of the former to the latter, rounded

to the nearest one-fourth.

For a detailed explanation of the tables see Chapter XIV, C, § 7, and the remark in Chapter

X\', C, § 6, relating to "No. nieas." By the above division of the triangulation, a sum-angle cojidi-

tiou was disregarded in the general adjustment at each of stations Micjiigan City, Fremont, Quincy,

Cedar Point, Willoughby, and Chester. The locally adjusted angles at these stations, with result-

ing weights, were used in computing the general adjustment.

Section VIII.

—

Triangulation from the line Michigan City -Bald Tom to the line Fremont- Quincy.

MICHIGAN CITY—30.

[Oljacrver, A. E. Flint. Instrument, Eepsold tliDodolite No. 1. Date, May, 1877.]

Angle as measured between

—

Bald Tom and Galena 51 47 01.324

Notation. No. meas.
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Section VIII.

—

Triangulation from the line Michigan City-Bald Tom to the line Fremont- Qvim-ij-

Continued.

BERTRAND-35.

[Observer, A. E. nipt. Instrument, Kepsold tbeodolite No. 1. Date, Jane, 1877.]

Angle as measured between

—
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Section VIII.— Tridiii/iiJaiio)/ from the line Mivhujan ('iti/-BaId Tom to the line Fremont- Quincy-

Ooiitiimed.

PKNN—:!s. .;

fObaurvcr, A. R. Flint. Instramont, Eep.sold theodolite No. 1. Dati', October, 1877.]

Anfrlo as nu'.Tsurcd bctweeii-

Carlisleaml Beitrand 40 23 08. .Me

Bertrand and JFiltoii 53 08 +4. 389

^rilti.ii and Calvin 39 23 3C. 605

f';ilvin and Jeffer.'ion .'M 48 •l.".. 440

Ji llerson and Cai li.tlo . . - 392 15 45. 2S3

Notation.
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Section VIII.

—

Iriangulationfrom the line Michigan City-Bald Tom to the line Fremont- Quiney-

Contiiiued.

PORTER—41.

[Observer. G. Y. Wisner. Instrument, Troughton & Simins theodolite No. 1. Date, May, 1878.]

Angle as measured between—
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Section VIII.

—

Triangulationfrom the line jlikhif/tin CUy-Bakl Tom to the line Fremont- Quincy-

Oontinued.

MONGO—44.

[Observer, G. Y. Wisner. TDstrnmeut, Troughtou & Simms thoodolite No. 1. Date, September, 1878.]

Angle aa moasnred between

—
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Numerical equations of condition in the triangulation from the line Michigan City - Bald Tom to the

line Fremont- Quiney.

-12. 2009[36i] +13.9501[36j]

9.8717[:?73] + 6.7079[:H74l

SIDE-EQUATIONS.

LIII. (10) —13.7944 [342]+ 1. 3126 [343] - 0. SOllCS.'is] +13. 0.324C3.54]

LIV. (10) —15. 0045 [35,]+ 2. 7875 [35-2] — 13. 5915[363] +16. 8307[3G4]

LVIII. (14?) —31.688b [37,]+ 5.4028 [37^] — 5. 9556[383] +24. 3246[384] —11. 893ir394] — 7. 4706L395]

LXIII. (10) +11. 0680 [39,]— 4.2315 [39s,] — 4.2315[393] + 7.0648[41,] + 7. 0648[4l2] + 2.2575[.4l3]

+ 7. 0386 [434]—36. 5951 [435]

LXV. (12i) —15.2995 [39,] +18. 7668 [393] — 13. 2709[4U] + 2.2575[4l3] — 11. 4986[42,] +14.9986[422]

LXVII. (12i) — 8.3876 [4O3]— 8.3876 [4O4] — 7.5845[405] —26. 4972[4Si] — 4. 4095[42j] — 4. 4095[423]

—19. 2123 [433] +17. 3828 [484] +17. 3828[43r,]

Note.—lu the solution for determining the general corrections, each of the side-equations was di

number inclosed in parenthesis and placed opposite it.

— 7. 043=0

— 4.501=0

— 9. 694=0

+ .'-)7. 247=0

+ 18.427=0

+14. 805=0

vided by the

ANGLE-EQUATIONS.

XLIX.
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Oontinned.

[354]
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[43,]

[4%]

[423]

[424]

[43,]

[4:i>]

[43,]

[43,]

[43.]

[44,]

[44,]

[44,]

[45,]

[4.52]

[453]

[46,]

[46,]

[473]

=—0.

—0.

=+1.

—0.

=—0.

—0.

=—0.

+0.

=—0.

—0.

=— 0.

+0.

=—0.

—0.

=+0.

—0.

=+0.

— 0.

=+0.

=—0.

=—0.

=—0.

=—0.

=+0.

=+0.

=+0.

=+0.

97589

20000

14389

20000

05600

20000

05600

80000

33333

16667

33333

83333

33333

16667

66667

16667

666G7

16G67

75000

25000

25000

25000

250e0

75000

75000

75000

75000

General corrections in terms of the correlates-

+0. 80000 LXVI —1. 55472 LXVII +0.LXV
LXXI

LXV
LXXI

LXV
LXXI

LXV
LXXI

LXII

LXXI

LXII

LXXI

LXII

LXXI
LXII

LXXI

LXII

LXXI

LXXI

LXXI

LXXI

Lxxn
LXXII

LXXII

LXXIII

LXXIV
LXXIV

—0. 20000 LXVI +0. 21230 LXVII +0.

—0. 20000 LXVI +0. 21230 LXVII —0.

—0. 20000 LXVI +0. 56506 LXVII —0.

20738 LXVII —0.+0. 49261

+0. 83333

+0. 49261

—0. 16667

+0. 49261

—0. 16667

+1. 19647

—0. 16607

—3. 16690

—0. 160i;7

—0. 25000

+0. 75000

—0. 25000

—0. 25000

+0. 75000

—0. 25000

LXIII

LXXII

LXIII

LXXII

LXIII

LXXII

LXIII

LXXII

LXIII

txxii

LXXII

LXXII

LXXII

—0.5

—0. 20738 LX^'II —0.

-1. 74436 LXVII

+1-

+1-

18324 LXVII +0.

18324 LXVII —0.

—0.

—0.

+0.

-Continued.

60000 LXVIII

60000 LXVIII

40000 LXVIII

40000 LXVIII

16667 LXIX

16667 LXIX

16667 LXIX

83333 LXIX

16667 LXIX

2.5000 LXXIII

25000 LXXIII

5000 LXXIII

LXXIII +0.7.5000 LXXIV
LXXIII -0. 2.^:000 LXXIV

LXXIII —0. 25000 LXXIV

—0. 20000 LXX

—0. 20000 LXX

+0. 80000 LXX

—0. 20000 LXX

—0. 33333 LXX

—0. 33333 LXX

+0. 66667 LXX

+0. Gtmr LXX

—0. 33333 LXX

Normal equations for determining the correlates.
No. of

equation.

49. 0=
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No. of
equation.

58. 0=—0.67858

59. 0=+0. 66200

60. 0=+0. 21700

61. 0=+0. 09100

62. 0=+0. 05300

63. 0=+5. 72470

64. 0=—1.76300

65. 0=+l. 47416

66. 0=+0. 11400

67. 0=+l. 1^4-10

68. 0=+0. 73700

69. 0=+l. 22300

70. 0=+l. 09800

71. 0=+0. 69400

72. 0=—0.14600

Normal equations for determiwino the correlates—Continued.

73. 0=

74. 0=

:+0. 19000

:— 0. 00900

—0. 11643 LIV

—2. 75386 LIX

+0. 45182 LXIV

+0. 06327 Ll^'

—0. 36667 LX
—0. 09246 LX^'

+0. 06327 LIV
—0. 36667 LIX

—0. 50000 LXVI
—0. 20000 LV
+1. 26667 LX
—0. 04623 LXV
+0. 67773 LVI II

— 1. 84018 LXIII

+0. 33333 LXVIII

+0. 05884 LVIII

— 1. 11707 LXIV

+1. 79007 LXIX

+0. 451H2 LVIII

— 1. 11707 LXIII

—0. .58333 LXVIII

+0. 06267 LVIII

+0.58579 LXIV
— 0.(12113 LXIX

+0. 22591 LVIII

—0.46657 LXIII

+1. 60000 LX"\'III

+0. 324fO LIX

—0.34021 LXIV

+0. 8.3703 LXIX
—0. 33333 LIX

—0. 58333 LXIV

+1. 16667 LXIX
—0. 16667 LIX

—0. 66667 LXIV

+2. 66667 LXIX

+0. 33333 LXII

—0. 34882 LXVII

—0. 33333 LXXII

—0. 33333 LXII

—0. 40000 LXVIII

—0. 25000 LXXIII

—0. 33333 LXII

—0.41667 LXXt
—0. 25000 LXXI
—0. 25000 LXXII

+0. 47884 LV

+1. 51771 LX

+0. 06267 LXV
—0. 40000 LV
+1.33333 LXI

—0. 83333 LXVI
—0. 80000 LV
+2. 83333 LX
+0. 32480 LXVII

—0. 20000 LVI

+2. 96667 LXI

—1. 16667 LXXI
— 1. 33333 LIX

+1. 66667 LXIV

+1. 33333 LXIX
—0. 08682 LIX

—0. 47773 LXV
+1. 98588 LXX
—0. 83333 LIX

+2. 91067 LXIV
— 0. 66067 LXIX
—0. 09246 LIX

+6. 97522 LXV
+0. 10427 LXX
—0. 83333 LIX

+1.16667 LXIV

+0.50000 LXIX

+0. 324SII LX

+1.68491 LXV
—0. 34882 LXX
—0. 33333 LX
—0. 67340 LXV
—0. 65000 LXX
—0. 16667 LX
—0. 62113 LXV
+1. 16667 LXX
+1. 98588 LXIII

—0. 65000 LXVIII

—0.25716 LVI

+0. 83895 LXI

+0. 22591 LXVI
—0. 20000 LVII

—1. 33333 LXII

+0. 32480 LXVII

—0. 40000 LVI

+1. 26667 LXI

—0. 33333 LXVIII

—0. 40000 LVII

— L 16667 LXII

+0.64960 LXVII

—0. 33333 LX
+0. 1.3869 LXV
+0. 33333 LXX
—0. 04341 LXI

—0. 46657 LXVI

+0. 49261 LXXI
—0. 16667 LX
+0. 58579 LXV
—0. 25000 LXX
—0. 04623 LXI

+0. 479v!2 ].>XVI

—0.0.5600 LXXI

—0. .50000 LX
+0. 47922 LXA'

—0. 20000 LXX
+0. 64960 LXI

—2. .52910 LXVI

+0. 35768 LXXI
—0. 66667 LXI

+1. 60000 LXVI
—0. 40000 LXXI
—0. 33333 LXI

+0. 50000 LXVI
—0. 16667 LXXI
—0. 25000 LXIV

+1. 16667 LXIX

—0. 14632 LVII

+0. 67773 LXII

—2. 75386

—0. 08682

-0. 33333

—1. 00000

—0. 33333

—0. 16667

+0. 83895

—0. 04341

—0. 66667

—1. 16667

+1. 50000

—0. 33333

—1. 84018

— :>.. 49724

+0. 49261

—0. 06667

+ 1.16667

LVIII

LXIII

LXVIII

LVII

LXII

LXIX

LVIII

LXIII

LXVIII

LXI

LXVI

LXXI

LXII

LXVII

LXXII

LXI

LXVI

+7. 78913 LVIII

+0. 05884 LXIII

+ 2,96667 LIX

— 0. 83333 LXIV
— 0. 16667 LXIX

+ 1. 51771 LVIII

— 0. 16667 LXIV

+ 1.33333

— 0.66667

— 0.33333

+ 4. 16667

+ 1.67406

— 0. 33333

+14. 38111

+ 0.29680

LIX

LXIV

LXIX

LXII

LXVII

LXXII

LXIII

LXVIII

+ 1. 66667 LXII

— 0. 34621 LXVII

+0. 13869 LXII — 0. 47773 LXIII

+1. 68491 LXVII — 0. 67340 LXVIII

—1. 16667

+3. 13333

—0. 20000

+1.67406

+9. 75351

-0. 20738

+0. 33333

—1.97059

LXI

LXVI

LXXI

LXII

LXVII

LXII

LXII

LXVII

+ 1.50000 LXII

— 2. 52910 LXVII

—3. 49724 LXIII

—1. 97059 LXVIII

+0. 29680 LXIII

+3. 28333 LXVIII

+1. 33333 LXII +1. 79007 LXIII

+0. 83703 LXVII +1. 16667 LXVIII

—0. 16667 LXXII

+0. 16427 LXV —0. 20000 LXVI

+2. 88333 LXX -0. 53333 LXXI

+0. 49261 LXIII —0. 05600 LXV —0. 20000 LXVI +0. 35768 LXVII

—0. 16667 LXIX —0. 53333 LXX +2. 38333 LXXI —0. 41667 LXXII

+0. 49261 LXIII —0.20738 LXVII —0. 16667 LXIX —0.33333 LXX
+2. 33333 LXXII —0. 50000 LXXIII —0. 25000 LXXIV
—0. 50000 LXXII +2. 25000 LXXIII —0. 25000 LXXIV
—0. 25000 LXXIII +2. 25000 LXXIV
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Vahicd of the correlates and their logarithms.

XLIX
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Section IX.

—

Triangulation from the line Fremoitt-ijiiinvi/ to the line Cedar Point -Stony Point—

Continued.

QUINCY—47.

[Observer, &. T. 'Wisner. Instrument, Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1. Date, October, 1878.]

Angle as measured between-

Hillsrtale and Keading 31 53 15. 287

Reading and Fremont 54 23 5.5. 762

Notation. 1 No.'meas.
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Section IK.—Triangulation from tli^ line Fremont - Quiney to the line Cedar Point -Stony Point-
Continued.

HILLSDALE—50.

[OlJserver, G. Y. Wisner. Instmments, Piator & Martina ti.eodolite Ko. 2, and Trougliton & Simms theodolite No. 1. Dates, KTorember
1878, and June, 1879.]

Angle as measured between- !N"otation. No. meas. Eange.
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Section IX.

—

Triangulation from the line Fremont- Quincy to the line Cedar Point -Stony Point—
Continued.

PITTSFOED—52.

[Observer, E. S. Woodward. Instrument, Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 3. Sates, May, and June, 1879.J

Angle as measured between

—

Eeading and Hillsdale 34 29 38. 427

Reading and Wheatland 99 58 54. 846

Hillsdale and Wheatland 65 29 16. 120

Hillsdale and Woodstock 98 42 36. 930

Wheatland and Woodstock 33 1 3 20. 268

Wheatland and Fairfield 78 52 58. 851

Woodstock and Fairfield . . ; 45 39 38. 915

Fairfield and Eeading 181 08 05.901

Notation.

52 L

521+2

52^

522+3

523

523+4

524

526

No. meas.
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Section IX.

—

Triangulation from the line Fremont - Quincy to the line Cedar Point -Stony Point-

Continned.

RAISIN—55.

lObaerver, J. H. Darling. Instrument, Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 4. Date, June, 1879.]

Angle as measured between

—
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Section IX.

—

THangulation from the line Fremont- (fuinci) to the line Cedar Point- Stony Point-

Continued.

BEDFORD—58.

[Observer, J. U. Darling. Instrument, Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 4. Date, June, 1879,]

Angle as measured between—
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Numerieal equations of condition in the triangulation from the line Fremont- Quincy to the line Stony

Point- Cedar Point.

SIDE-EQUATIONS.

LXXIX. (25) —10. 3216 [49i] +18. 6434 [492] —21. 4799 [50i] +28. 5957 [5O2] — 9. 6008 [582]

+32. 1484 [523] —61. 7953 [584] -|^18. 0967 [536] —19. 385=0

LXXXIII. (20) +16. 4135 [50^] +15. 8351 [5O3] —14. 1792 [5I3] +51. 8396 [SU] —34. 3480 [52i]

— 3. 7057 [522] + 0. 749=0

LXXXY. (10) —22. 1771 [51i] + 2. 0463 [5I2] — 4. 1373 [523] +16. 4378 [52^] — 7. 1555 [583]

— 6. 9919 [534] - 2. 143=0

XC. (25) —18. 1117 [543] —12. 8673 [544] +24. 0499 [563] +33. 8881 [554] —31. 75Q9 [56i]

+40. 9855 [562] —32. 515=0

XCIV. (30) —26.6749 [563] —28.8022 [564] +11.7302 [572T+33. 7127 [573] —67.6040 [58i]

+25.7421 [582] —44.124=0

Note.—In the soluUon for determiuiug the general corrections eacli of the siile-eqnations was divided by the

iniinber Inclosed in parenthesis and placed opposite it.

ANGLE-EQUATIONS.

LXXV. [463] + [47,] + [48i] +1. 606=0

LXXVI. [47i] + [482] + [5O4] +0. 238=0

LXXVII. [483] + [484] + [5O3] + [52,] —0. 052=0

LXXVIII. [484] + [51,] + [52i] + [522] —0. 403=0

LXXX. [49iJ — [51,] - [5I2] - [5I3] - [5I4] - [5l6] + [535J +1. 058=0

LXXXI. [49,] + [50,] + [5I5] +0. 641=0

LXXXII. [5O2] + [5I3] + [5I4] + [522] —0.740=0

LXXXIV. [51i] + [5I2] + [523] + [534] +0. 115=0

LXXXVI. [51i] + [533] + [534] + [54i] —0. 371—0

LXXXVII. [524] + [53:] + [54,] + [542] +0. 165=0

LXXXVIII. [53,] + [532] + [543] + [664] +0. 652=0

LXXXIX. [532] + [543] + [544] + [56,] +1. 158=0

XCI. [544] + [553] + [56,] + [5«2] +0. 386=0

XCII. [55i] + [572] + [573J + [582] -0. 733=0

XCIII. [55,] + [552] + [663] + [57,] —1. 443=0

XCV. [56*] + [57,] + [58,] + [582] -0. 232=0

XCVI. [57,] + [583] + [593] +0.784=0

XCVII. [584] + [592] + [60,] +0. 335=0

XCVIII. [59,] + [602] + [61,] +2.102=0

General corrections in terms of the correlates.

[463]

[47,]

[472]

[48,]

[482]

[483]

[484]

L49i]

[49s,]

[50,]

[5O2]

[5O3]

=+0.75000

=+ 0.75000

=+0. 75000

=+0.64458

=-0. 16868

=—0. 06024

=—0. 06024

=—0. 53769

=+0.62091

=—0. 05882

—0. 38450

=—0. 05882

+ 0.43617

=—0. 29412

+0. 51061

LXXV
LXXVI
LXXV
LXXV
LXXV
LXXV
LXXV
LXXIX
LXXIX

LXXVI
LXXXIII

LXXVI
LXXXIII

LXXVI

LXXXIII

-0. 16868 LXXVI

+ 0.53012 LXXVI
—0. 09638 LXXVI
—0. 09638 LXXVI

+0. 62500 LXXX
—0. 37500 LXXX
—0. 05882 LXXVII

—0. 12048 LXXVII

—0. 19276 LXXVII

+0.21686 LXXVII

+ 0.21686 LXXVII

—0. 37500 LXXXI

+0.62500 LXXXI
—0. 97639 LXXIX

-0. 06024 LXXVIII

—0. 09638 LXXVIII

-0. 39157 LXXVIII

+ 0.60843 LXXVIII

-t-0. 58823 LXXXI -0. 41176 LXXXII

—0. 05882 LXXVII +1. 02662 LXXIX —0. 41176 LXXXI +0.58823 LXXXII

+0.70588 LXXVII -0. 01673 LXXIX —0. 05882 LXXXI —0. 05882 LXXXII
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General corrections in tenns of the correlates— (Jonthmed.

L50,i

[51.]

[5U]

[!->ln]

[5I4]

[5l6]

[ri2i]

[5ao

L'>-i.]

[524]

[5:i,]

[532]

[53,]

[534]

[535]

[54i]

[54^]

[543]

[544]

[55,]

[55.]

[553]

[554]

[56.]

[56.]

[56o]

[564]

[57i]

[57,]

=+0.
—0.

= -0.

+0.

=—0.

+0.

=+0.
—0.

— 0.

=—0.

— 0.

=+0.

+0.

=— 0,

—0.

=+0.

+0.

=—0.

—0.

=+0.
—0.

=+0.
—0.

=+0.

+0.

— 0.

=+1.
*—0.

=—0.

—0.

=+0.
—0.

=—0.

—0.

=--0.

+0.

=—0.

=—0.

=—0.

=+0.

=+0.
—0.

=—0.

+0.

=—0.

—0.

=—0.

+0.

=—0.

=+0.

7058H LXXVI
28115 LXXXIII

06250 LXXVIII

29167 LXXXIV
06250 LXXVIII

29167 LXXXIV
64584 LXXVIII

12500 LXXXIV
35416 LXXVIII

12500 LXXXIV
12500 LXXVIII

08334 LXXXIV
47058 LXXVII

05882 LXXXIV
23530 LXXVI [

19608 LXXXIV
05882 LXXVII

46568 LXXXIV
11765 LXXVII

26471 LXXXIV
07947 LXXIX
13636 LXXXVII

07947 LXXIX

13636 LXXXVII

15890 LXXIX
72727 LXXX^' II

83622 LXXIX
09091 LXXXVJI
35947 LXXIX

0J091 LXXXVII

2^572 LXXXVI
07143 XCI

40816 LXXXVI
04082 XCI

04082 LXXXVI
29592 XCI

04082 LXXXVI
70408 XCI

05154 LXXXVIII

04124 LXXXVIII

38144 LXXXVIII

61855 LXXXVIII

72906 LXXXIX
10837 XCV
41379 LXXXIX
03448 XCV
02956 LXXXIX
21182 XCV
10837 LXXXIX
55665 XCV
50000 XCII

50000 XCII

-0. 29412 LXXVII —0. 01673 LXXIX —0. 05882 LXXXI

—0.

— 1.

—0.

+0.

—0.

+0.

—0.

+0.

—0.

+0.

+0.

—0.

+0.

+0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

+0.

—0.

+0.

—0.

+0.

-0.

—0.

+ 0.

—0.

+0.

— 0.

+0.

12500 LXXX
50473 LXXXV
12500 LXXX
91761 LXXXV
04167 LXXX
12582 LXXXV
04167 LXXX
12582 LXXXV
25000 LXXX
08388 LXXXV
23528 LXXVIII

21773 LXXXV
21568 LXXVIII

17781 LXXXV
137^6 LXXVIII

62779 LXXX^'

05882 LXXVIII

97976 LXXXV
04545 LXXX
36364 LXXXVIII

04545 LXXX
36364 LXXXVIII

09091 LXXX
27273 LXXXVIII

36364 LXXX
09091 LX.XXYIII

63636 LXXX
09U91 LXXXVIII

21428 LXXXVII

—0. 04167 LXXXI

+0. 64583 LXXVI
—0. 04167 LXXXI
—0. 35416 LXXXVI
—0. 12r,00 LXXXI
-0. 062C0 LXXXVI
—0. 12500 LXXXI
— 0. 06250 LXXXVI

+0. 58333 LXXXI
—0. 04167 LXXXVI

+0. 16600 LXIXX
—0. 11765 LXXXVII
—0. 42532 LXXIX

+0. 05882 LXXXVII

+0.67414 LXXIX
—0. 26471 LXXXVII
—0. 36299 LXXIX
+0. 52941 LXXXVII
—0. 04545 LXXXIV
-0. 31818 LXXXIX
—0. 04545 LXXXIV

+0. 68182 LXXXIX
—0.09091 LXXXIV
—0.13636 LXXXIX

+0. 6.i636 LXXXIV
—0. 04545 LXXXIX
—0. 36304 LXXXIV
—0. 04545 LXXXIX
—0. 07143 LXXXVIII

+0. 12244 LXXXVII —0.04082 LXXXVIII

-0. 11225 LXXXVII +0. 70408 LXXXVIII

—0. 11225 LXXXVII —0. 29592 LXXXVIII

—0. 11946 XC
—0. 09557 XC
+0. 07799 XC
+0. 47151 XC
—1. 60432 XC

+1. 48656 XC

—0. 24511 XC

+0. 19417 XC

—0. 25000 XCIII

—0. 25000 XCIII

-0. 05154 XCI

—0. 04124 XCI

+0. 61855 XCI

—0. 38144 XCI

+0. 31527 XCI

+0. 17241 XCI

—0. 20197 XCI

—0. 07389 XCI

—0.37869 XCIV

+0. 01232 XCIV

-0. 12500 LXXXII

—0. 12500 LXXXII

+0.29167 LXXXII

+0.29167 LXXXII

—0.25000 LXXXII

—n.2!530 LXXXII

+0.45098 LXXXII

—0. 19608 LXXXII

+0. 05882 LXXXII

+0. 12937 LXXXV

+0. 12937 LXXXV

—0. 45683 LXXXV

—0. 37989 LXXXV

+0. 31930 LXXXV

^0. 14286 LXXXIX

-0. 08164 LXXXIX

+0. 40816 LXXXIX

+0. 40816 LXXXIX

+0. 58762 XCII

—0. 32990 XCII

—0. 05154 XCII

—0. 05154 XCII

-0. 02956 XCIII

—0. 17241 XCIII

+0. 48768 XCIII

—0. 21182 XCIII

—0.25000 XCV
+0. 75000 XCV

—0. 05882 LXXXII

—0. 11769 LXXXIII

-0.11769 LXXXIII

—L 37.587 LXXXIII

+1. 92507 LXXXIII

—0. 235.37 LXXXIII

-0. 764.">7 LXXXIII

+0. 32054 LXXXIII

—0.06469 LXXXIII

+0. 19115 LXXXIII

—0. 18182 LXXXVI
(

—0.18182 LXXXVI

+0. 63636 LXXXVI

+0. 54545 LXXXVI

—0. 45455 LXXXVI

+0. 08851 XC

+0. 05058 XC

—0. 35778 XC

—0. 14800 XC

+0. 25772 XCIII

+0. 20618 XCIII

—0. 09278 XCIII

—0. 09:^78 XCIII

-0. 13033 XCIV

+0. 12020 XCIV

—0. 23027 XCIV

—0. 34608 XCIV

+0. 75000 XCVI

—0. 25000 XCVI
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456 PEIMAEY TRTANGULATION. [Chap. XVII, C,

Normal fqnations for determining the correJates—Continued.
No. of
liiiitioii.
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Values of the general corrections.

[46,]

[47,]

[47=]

[48,]

[48,]

[48,]

[48.,J

[49,]

[49.]

[50,]

[50.]

[5O3]

[50,]

=—0. 588

=—0. 216

=—0. 588

=—0.430

=+0. 021

=+0. 004

=+0. 053

=—0. 535

=+0. 046

=—0. 607

=+0. 407

=—0. 064

=—0. 043

[^1,]

[ols]

[5U]

[5I4]

[51,,]

[52,]

[52,]

[523]

[524]

[53,]

[53,]

[533]

[53,]

=—0. 069

=+0. 079

=+0. 319

=—0. 018

=—0. 080

=+0. 059

=—0. 028

=—0. 172

=—0. 007

=+0. 009

=—0. 157

=—0. 025

=+0. 046

[535]

[54,]

[542]

[543]

[544]

[55,]

[55,]

[553]

[554]

[56,]

[56,]

[563]

[564]

=—0. 292

=—0. 552

=+0. 419

=—0. 336

=—0. 018

=—0. 454

=+0. 784

=+0. 006

=—0. 167

=—0. 647

=+0. 273

=+0. 265

=+0. 174

[57,]

[57^]

[57,]

[58,]

[582]

[583]

[584]

[59,]

[592]

[59,]

[60,]

[6O2]

[61,]

=—0. 749

=+0. 007

=+0. 847

=—0. 281

=+0. 332

=+0. 044

=—0. 290

=—0. 556

=+0. 071

=—0. 079

=—0. 117

=—0. 744

^—0. 802

Besiduals resulting from substitution of general corrections in numerical eqtiations of condition.

No. of
equation.



458 PEIMARY TEIANGULATION. [Chap. XVII, C,

Section X.

—

Trimujulation from the line Willoughby- Chester to the line Stony Point- Cedar Point—
Continued.

WAREENSVILLE—58.

[Observer, G. Y. Wisner. Instrument, Trougliton i- Situms theodolite No. 1. Date, July, 1877.]

Angle as measured between—
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Section X.

—

Triangulationfrom the line Willoughby - Chester to the line Stony Point- Cedar Point-

Continued.

OLMSTED—61.

[Observer, J. H. Darling. Instrument, Troughton and Simms theodolite No. 4. Date, July, 1877.J

Angle as measnred between- Kotation. I^o. meas. Range. Wt (V) [v] Corrected angles.

Bockpott and WaiTensville 17 33 42. 514

Eocltport and Eoyalton 52 09 05. 508

Warrensville and Eoyalton .'. 34 35 22. 439

Eoyalton and Grafton 80 62 00.469

Grafton and Camden 57 63 14.881

Camden and Elyria 36 10 22.838

Elyria and Eockport 132 55 16.230

61i

611+2

6l2

61

3

6U
61e

6l6

22

4

22

24

24

24

25

6.4

2.5

5.3

5.5

5.9

5.6

5.0

1

0.2

+0. 141

-0. 273

+0. 141

+0. 087

+0. 087

+ 0.087

+ 0.086

+0.136

+6.450

+ 0.314

+ 0.084

-0.465

-0.064

-0. 005

17 33 42. 791

52 09 05. 685

34 35 22. 894

80 52 00. 640

57 53 14. 503

36 10 22. 861

132 55 16, 311

NOEMAL EQUATIONS FOE LOCAL ADJUSTMENT.

2.2(61,)+1. 2(6l2)+ (6l3)+ (6l4)+ (61e)-0. 740=0

1.2(61i) +2.2(612)+ (6l3)+ (6l4)+ (61e)-0. 740=0

(61,) h (6l2)+2(6l3)+ (6l4)+ (6l6)—0.629=0

(61i)+ (61s)+ (6l3)+2(6l4)+ (6l6)-0. 629=0

(61i)+ (6l2)+ (6l3)+ (6l4)+2(6lB)-0. 629=0

GRAFTON—62.

[Observer, J. H. Darling. Instrument, Troughton and Simms theodolite No. 4. Date, July, 1877.]

-

Angle as measured between

—



460 PEIMAEY TEIAiTGULATIOlir. [Chap. XVIl, C,

Section X.

—

Triangulation from the line Willoughby- Chester to the line Stony Point- Cedar Point—
Oontinued.

CAMDEN—64. i

[Observer, J. H. Darling. Instrument, TrougLton and Simms theodolite No. 4. Date, August, 1877.]

Angle as measured between-

Townsend and Brownhelm 90 19 61. 029

Brownhelm and Elyria 43 06 02. 093

Elyria and Olmsted 28 27 47.300

Olmsted and Eoyalton 15 44 43. 903

Eoyalton and Grafton 22 05 02. 342

Grafton and Townsend 160 16 23.466

!N"otation.
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Section X.

—

Triangulationfrom the line Willoughby- Chester to the line Btony Point- Cedar Point—
Continued.

SANBUSKY—67.

[Observer, J. H. Darling. Instrument, Trougliton & Simms tlieodollte No. 4. Date, September, 1877. J

Angle as measnied between

—



462 PEIMARY TRIANGULATIOK. [Chap. XVII, C,

Section X.

—

Triangulationfrom the line Willoughiy - Chester to the line Stony Point

-

Continued.

WEST BASE—69—Continued.

NORMAL EQUATIONS FOE LOCAL ADJUSTMENT.

Cedar Point—

2. 25(69i)-|-l. 25(692)+ l.

1.25(69i)+2. 25(693)+l.

1. 25(69i)+l. 25{692)+2.

1. 25(69i)+ 1.25(692)+l.

1.25(69i)+1.25(692)+l.

1. 25(69,) +1.25(69i)+l

1. 25(69i) +1.25(692) +1.

25(693)+1.25(694)+l.

25(693)+l. 25(694)+l.

25(693)+1.25(694)+ l.

2o(693)+2. 25(694)+ l.

25(693)+1.25(694)+2.

25(693)+1.25(694)+l.

25(693) + l. 25(694)+l.

25(696)+!. 25(69o)+l. 25(69?)—0. 735=0

25(69s)+ l. 25(696)+l. 25(697)-0. 735=0 .

25(695]+!. 25(696)+l. 25(697)-0. 735=0

25(69s)+l. 25(69t)+l. 25(69?) -0. 735=0

25(695)+!. 25(696)+l. 25(697)-0. 735=0

25(696)+2. 25(696)+!. 25(697)-0. 735=0

25(696) +1. 25(69«) +2. 25(69?) -0. 735=0

DANBURY—70.

[Observer, E. S. "Woodward. lu-strument, Tronghton & Simmg tbeodolite No. 3. Date, September, 1877.]

Angle as measured between—
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Section X.

—

Triangulation from the line Willoughiy - Chester to the line Stony Point

-

Continued.

Cedar Point-

MIDDLE BASS—72.

lObserver, E. S. 'Wooawara. Instrument, Troughton & Simms theoaolite No. 3. Dates, September ana October, 1877.]

Angle as measurea between

—

Notation. No. meas. Range. wt.



464 PEIMARY TRIANGULATION. [Chap. XVII, C,

.Section X.

—

Triangulatlon from the line Willottghby - Chester to the line Stony Point- Cedar Point—
Continued.

MIDDLE SISTER—75.

[ObseTrer, G. Y. "Wisner. Instrument, Troughton & Simma theodolite No. 1. Date, October, 1877.]

Angle as measured between

—

KingsTiUe and Middle Bass 85 37 23. 710

Stony Point and PpImb 164 49 32. 788

Pel^e and Middle Bass 35 12 41. 307

Middle Bass and Locust Point 65 15 55. 993

Locust Point and Cedar Point 42 43 13. 288

Cedar Point and Stony Point 51 58 36. 057

Notation.

75i+2

75i+6

752

75.,

754

766

No. raeas.

18

24

18

16

16

16

Range, i Wt.

5.1

7.4

6.2

5.5

6.2

7.5

1

1.5

1

1

1

1
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XX.



4(>G PRIMARY TRIANGULATION. [Chap. XVII, C,

Numerical equations of condition—Continued.

AN(iLK-KQl'ATiON'S—Con tinned.

XXIX.
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Continued.

[615]



468 PEBIARY TElANGULATION. [Chap. XVII, C,

[661+3+3]

:

[66,]
•

[60:+,,] =

[66.2+3+4] :

[663] =-

[663+4] =

[6S4]

[«'.]

[fi7,]

[67,]

[672H3]

[672+,+ 1] :

[673]

[673+4]

[674]

[67,,]

[68,]

Genei((l
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Continued.

[683]

[CS^m]

[llS:f.!+4f6]

[683]

[68^]

[68.4-6]

[6^5]

[fes-,.]

[6:',;]

['5Ji]

[69.]

[69,+-!]

[6%]

[6y34 4]

[693+4+5+,i+7]

[694]

[694+6+6+7]

=—0. 14286 XVIII +0. 85714 XIX +0. e4.%l XX
-1.39619 XXV —0.26571 XXIX —1.07568 XXX
-0. 14286 XXXVII +0. 4H7.5:! XXXVIII

=—0.28571 XVIII +0.7142itXIX +0.94619 XX
—2. 10272 XXV — 0..^)71.13 XXIX — 2. 1513CXXX

—0.28.571 XXXVII +0.S7.b06 XXX\'III

=—0. 57143 XVIII +0. 42857 XIX +1. 54755 XX
—1. 26164 XXV +0. 8.5714 XXIX —2. 27:!98 XXX
+0. 42857 XXXVII +0. 164(i2 XXXVIII

=—0. 14286 XVIII —0. 142b(i XIX +0. 300(58 XX
—0.70653 XXV —0.28571 XXIX —1. 07568 XXX
—0. 14286 XXXVII +0. 43753 XXX\'III

=—0.14286 XVIII —0. 14286 XIX +0.30068 XX
+0. 42054 XXV +0. 71429 XXIX —0. 06131 XXX
+0.85714 XXXVII +0.32927 XXXVIII

=+0.28571 XVIII —0.28571 XIX +0.60136 XX
+0. 84108 XXV +1. 428.57 XXIX - -0. 12262 XXX
+0.71429 XXXVII —0.71014 XXXVIII

=—0. U28G XVIII —(I. Il-.i86 XIX +(l. :;(IOfis XX
+0. 420.54 XXV +0. 71429 XXIX —0. 06131 XXX
—0. 14286 XXXVII —1.03971 XXXVIII

=-0. 28571 X-S'III -0. 28571 XIX +0. 60136 XX
+0. 84insXXV +0.42857 XXIX +0. 6'.)ll<;.l XXX
-0.28.571 XXXVII —2. 0791 J XXXVIII

= —0. 14;8S XVIII —0. 14286 XlX +0. 300i;8 XX
+0.42054 XXV —0. 0^571 XXIX +0.75^00 XXX
-0. 11286 XXXVII —1.03971 XXXVIII

= +0.87179 XXI

—0.2.5641 XXIX
—0. 12821 XL

=—0. 12821 XXI
—0.25(!41 XXIX
—0. 12n21 XL

=-0. 25642 XXI

+0.48718 XXIX
—0. 25642 XL

=—0. 12rt21 XXI

+0. 74359 XXIX
—0. 12821 XL

=—0. 25642 XXI

+1.48718 XXIX

—0.25642 XL
=—0. 64105 XXI

+0. 71795 XXIX

+0.3.5895X1.

=—0.12821 XXI

+0. 743.59 XXIX
—0. 12821 XL

=—0.51284 XXI

—0. 02564 XXIX
+0.48716 XL

—1.91381 XXII

—0.y0.i83XXX

—0.25641 XLI

+0.70706 XXII

+1. 02604 XXX
—0.25641 XLI

+0.91512 XXII

+1. 00220 XXX
—0.51282 XLI

+0. 20806 XXII

—0. 02384 XXX
—0. 25641 XLI

+0.41.)12XXII

—0. 04768 XXX
—0.5l28iXLI

+1.04030 XXII

—0.65917 XXX
+0.71/95 XLI

+0. 2080.'i XXII

-0.02184 XXX
—0. 25641 XLI

+0. 83224 XXII

—0. 63533 XXX
+0. 97436 XLI

—0.2.5641 XXVI

—0.53699 XXII

—0.51268 XXXV

— 1.07398 XXII

— 1.02536 XXXV

2.14796 XXII

—2. 05072 XXXV

—0. 53699 XXII

—0. 51268 XXXV

-0.53699 XXII

— 0. 51268 XXXV

—1.07398 XXII

— 1. ((253GXXXV

-0. .53699 XXII

—0.51268 XXXV

—0.66424 XXII

+0.61326 XXXV

-0. 12725 XXII

+1. 12.594 XXXV

—0.38462 XWII
-0. 01091 XXXIV +0. 14724 XXXV
+0. 40387 XLII

+0. 74359 XXVI
+1.29484 XXXIV

+0. 40387 XLII

+1.48718 XXVI

-0. 12821 XLIII

+0. 61538 XXVII

+1 . 70,564 XXXV
-0. 12821 XLIII

+1.23076 XXVII

+2. 58968 XXXIV +1. 31151 XXXV
+0. 80774 XLII

+0. 74359 XXVI

+1.29484 XXXIV

+0. 40387 XLII

+0.48718 XXVI

+0. 65233 XXXIV

+0. 80774 XLII

—0. 28205 XXVI

—L27520 XXXIV
—1, 13083 XLII

—0.25641 XXVI
—0. G4251 XXXIV

+0. 40387 XLII

—1. 02564 XXVI

—2. 57U04 XXXIV
—1.53470 XLII

—0.25642 XLIII

+0.61538 XXVII

—0. 39413 XXXV
—0. 12^21 XLIII

+1.23076 XXVII

—0.78826 XXXV
—0.2.5642 XLIII

+0. 07690 XXVII
— 1.97065 XXXV
+0.35895 XLIII

+0.61538 XXVII

—0.39413 XXXV
—0. 12821 XLIII

—0.53J48 XXVII

—1.,57652 XXXV
+0. 48716 XLIII

—0. 14286 XXIV

—0.42857 XXXVI

+0. 71429 XXIV
-0. 85714 XXXVI

+0. 42857 XXIV

+0.28571 XXXVI

+0.85714 XXIV

—0.42857 XXXVI

—0. 14286 XXIV

+0. .57143 XXXVI

—0. 28571 XXIV

+ 1. 14286 XXXVI

—0.14286 XXIV

+0. ,57 143 XXXVI

-0.28.571 XXIV

+ 1.14286 XXXVI

-0. 14286 XXIV

+0. .57143 XXXVI

+0. 470i0 XXVIII

—0. 38462 XXXIX
—0. 18983 XLV
—1.21360 XXVIII

—0. 38402 XXXIX
—0.18983 XLV
—2. 42720 XXVIII

—0. 76924 XXXIX
—0.37966 XLV
—1. 21360 XXVIII

—0. 38462 XXXIX
—0. 18983 XLV
—1. 04338 XXVIII

—0.76924 XXXIX
—0.37963 XLV
+0.36722 XXVIII

+1.07690 XXXIX
+0.53151 XLV
+0. 17022 XXVIII

-0. 3846 i XXXIX
—0. 18933 XLV
+1. 5.8082 XXVIII

+1. 46152 XXXIX
+0. 72134 XLV
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General correction.s in terms of the correhiies—Coutiiiued.

[(%]
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Continued.



472 PEIMARY TEIANGULATION. [Chap. XVII, C,

Kormal ctjudtions for defermining the correlates—Continued.
No. of

equation.

1-2.
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Xormiil cnuaiion.sfor (litcnnining the correlates—Continued.
No. of

equation.

'21.



474 PEIMARY TEIANGULATION. [Chap. XVII, C,

Normal equations for determining the correlates—Coutiuued.
ITo, of

eiuatioD.

29. o=—0. 80000 — 0. 2sr,7i x\^in
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Normal equations for determining the correlates—Continued.
No. of

equation.



47 G PRIMARY TRIANGULATION. [Chap. XVII, C,

Normal equaiioiiK for (Jeterminiiuj the correlates—Contiinied.
\.l. of

C(iU!ition.

15.
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Values of the general corrections.

[5fl,]



478 PEIMAEY TEIANGULATION. [CnAP.XVII,C,D,

PROBABLE ERRORS OR OBSERVED AND ADJUSTED ANGLES.

§ 5. Let—
m = whole number of observed angles in a section (one adjustment).

r = whole number of rigid conditions in a section.

n = number of triangles in principal chain.

[pvv] = sum of weighted squares of corrections to observed angles,

jo, = probable error of an observed angle of weight unify.

p^ = probable error of an observed angle of average weight in whole section.

f)J
— probable error of an adjusted angle of average weight in whole section,

jp,
= average weight of an observed angle in whole section,

p^ = average weight of an observed angle in principal chain.

p^ = probable error of an observed angle of average weight in principal chain.

pj = probable error of au adjusted angle of average weight in principal chain.

[vv] = sum of squares of closing errors of triangles in principal chain.

P, = probable error of an observed angle in principal chain as derived from the closing

errors of triangles.

Proceeding as in Chapter XIV, 0, § 8, there are found the following values

:

FOR THE ENTIRE SECTIONS OF THIS CHAPTER.

Section.
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we find, using the notation of Chapter XIV, D, § 10, and the values of o?' aud ,5^, given in the
following tables,

The logarithm of the measured value of Sandusky Base expressed in feet is 4.3101715. The
logarithm of Sandusky Base, computed from Chicago Base through the triangulation, is 4.3101618.

Hence, d=+97.
The additional data required in deriving the corrections to the logarithms of t£e lines, as com-

puted from the Chicago Base, are given in the tables which follow, these being arranged in the
same manner as those iu Chapter XIV, D, § 10. The line in the system having the greatest prob-

able error is Jefferson -Milton. For this line - =2923 and -7=2736, giving for the probable error of

its logarithm ±37.6 in units of the seventh decimal place, which is equivalent to ttsVsti part of

the line's length. This probable error is, however, independent of the probable errors of the bases,

and is, therefore, somewhat too small. But since the probable error of either base is only about

1000000 of its length, the above result would not be materially changed by taking the probable
errors of the bases into account.

Principal chain of triangles between Chicago and Sanduslcy Bases.

stations.

Willow Sprin<^8

Eiist Base -.-

West Base

Morgan Park

Willow Spriufts.

East Base

Sbot Tower

Willow Springs.

Morgan Park

Angles.
En-ors of
closure.

42 35 04. 570

40 29 04. 976

96 5.5 50. 591

0. 484

J
^

1

44 53 44. 590

34 24 48. 796

100 42 26. 856

37 39 04. 874

60 23 46. 481

81 57 09. 486

i

""1

-1.251.'

Logaritlims
of sides in
feet.

4.3917929

4.3738195

4. 5j8l'2j7

4. 5582257

4. 4618324

4. 7020314

a." and ^2

524.41

6.25

£ (aHP^)

445. 21

16.00

4.7020314

4. 8553445

4. 9117900

745. 29

9.00

991. 87 237

127

417

Weighted mean
logarithms of
sides in feet.

4. 31117929

4. 3738197

4. 5582259

4. 5582259

4.4618328

4. 7020318

4. 7020318

4. 8553452

4. 9117967

Military Academy.

Shot Tower

Willow Springs

81 25 36. 348

37 14 28. 682

61 19 55. 814

4. 9117960

4. 6985550

4. 8598813

10.24

132. 25 1888. 65 452

4, 9117967

4. 6985558

4.8598821

Millet fl

Shot Tower

Military Academy .

29 11 38.037

55 36 25. 651

95 11 57. 795

i> -1-2. 07li

4. 8598813

5. 0882191

5. 1698790

1421.29

3.61 3313.55 793

4. 8598821

5. 0882205

5. 1698804

Michigan City

.

Millers

Shot Tower

Otis ;...

Michigan City

.

Millers

38 28 11.338

114 11 25. 900 I _n iraJ
f

27 20 20. 233 J

85 27 92. 773

65 15 26. 461

29 17 12. 018

l 4-0.6.50.'

J
^

1

5. 1698790

5.3361056

5. 0380925

5. 0380925

4. 9976392

4. 7289264

702. 2.5

1656. 49

2.89

5672. 29 1358

1413.76 7088. 94 1690

5. 1698804

5. 3361079

5. 0380948

5. 0380948

4. 9976421

4. 7289293

Springville . .-.

Michigan City .

Otis

72 51 40. 281

55 23 13. 437

51 45 06. 738

-0.608 s

4. 7289264

4. 6640572

4. 6437091

42.25

275. 56 7406. 75 1772

4. 7289293

4. 6640602

4. 0437121

Bald Tom
Michigan City

,

Springville

26 25 28. 139

75 43 51. 648

77 50 41. 187

-0.015^

4. 6437091

4. 9817236'

4. 9854855

1797. 76

20.25 9224. 76 2208

4. 6437121

4. 9817274

4. 9854893
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Principu] chain of triangles between Chicago and Satid unJcy Bases—Continued.

Statious.
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Principal chain of triangles heticeen Chicago and Sanduslnj last's—Coutiuuccl.

481

Statlous.
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Principiil clifiin of triangh's leturen Chicago and Sandusky Bases—Oontiuued.

stations.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

TRIANGlTIiATION FROM SAKDUSKY BASE TO BUFFALO BASK.

A.—DESCRIPTIONS OF STATIONS.

NOTE RELATIVE TO ELEVATIONS.

§ 1. The elevations of the surface of the ground at stations west of Font Hill, described in this

chapter and in Chapter XVII, A, § 2, were determined for the most part by trigonometrical

leveling. The heights of those stations near the shore of Lake Erie were, in nearly every case,

determined by means of a single zenith distance to some point of known height above the surface

of the lake. For stations remote from the lake shore, heights were computed from non-simulta-

neous, reciprocal zenith distances. The latter data were sufficiently numerous, also, to give a good

mean value for the coefficient of refraction. Fifty-one independent values were obtained from

observations over as many different lines, which varied in length from 6 to 44 miles, averaging 18

miles. The greatest and least values for the coefficient of refraction were 0.145 and 0.042. Only
six values exceeded 0.09, and they were obtained from observations made either early in the spring

or late in the fall on lines extending over water. The weighted mean of the remaining coefficients,

which were obtained from observations made during the summer season, on 37 lines extending

over land and 8 lines extending over Avater, was 0.061. This value was used in computing heights

dependent on single zenith distances. No rigorous adjustment of these heights has been made.

The adopted values are quite accordant, however, as shown by the numerous checks resulting

both from the connections with the lake surface and from the independent routes along which the

computation may be carried. The probable en or of any height may be estimated as not exceeding

on the average ± 1 foot except for stations Grand Eiver, Silver Creek, and Sturgeon Point, to

whose heights may be assigned a probable error of zt 4 feet. The heights of stations referred to

Lake Erie are above the mean level of that lake given in Chapter XXII, § 13. The heights of

stations east of Font Hill referred to the mean level of Lake Ontario are above the mean level

of that lake given in Chapter XXII, § 13, and were determined as stated in Chapter XIX, § 1.

DESCRIPTIONS OF STATIONS.

§3. Little Mountain, 1877.*—This station is situated on a high hill, called Little Mount-

ain, in Mentor Township, Lake County, Ohio, about 4 miles south of Mentor railway station on

the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway. The height of station used was 104 feet. The

geodetic point is marked by an iron bolt leaded into the solid rock. Three stone reference-posts

are set, as follows: one bearing north 28° 11' east, distant 95 metres; one bearing south 81° 41'

east; distant 97.3 metres; and one bearing south 5° 53' east, distant 124.2 metres from the geodetic

point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Brie is 674.7 feet.

Claridon, 1877.—This station is situated in lot 1, section 14, Olaridon Township, Geauga

County, Ohio, about IJ miles in a southerly direction from the village of East Claridon, and 2

miles from the railway station. The height of station used was 100 feet. The geodetic point is

marked in the usual manner. Three stone reference-posts were set as follows : one bearing south

83038' east, distant 87.8 metres; one bearing south 23° 11' east, distant 65.5 metres; and one

bearing south 3° 41' west, distant 61.2 metres from the geodetic point. The first-mentioned refer-

ence-stone is set by the norfh-and-south line-fence east of the station, and the last two by the east-

* See note relative to topographical sketches of stations under Burnt Bluff, Chapter XV, A, § 2.
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and-west line-fence sontli of the station. Tbe lieiglit of ground at tlie station above mean level of

Lake Erie is 79;'..0 feet.

Mesopotamia, 1877.— This station is situated in section 57, Mesopotamia Township, Trumbull

County, Ohio, about one-third of a mile east of the west line, and one-half mile south of the center

line of the township, and about 4 miles east of the village of Middlefield. The height of station

used was 70 feet. The geodetic point was marked in the usual manner. Three stone reference-

posts were set as follows: two along a line-fence to the north of the station, one bearing north

23° 23' west, distant 102.6 metres, one bearing north 9° 51' east, distant 96.0 metres; and one

by a north-and-south line-fence, bearing south 20° 40' east, distant 129.4 metres from the geodetic

point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Brie is 599.2 feet.

Thompson, 1876, 1877.— This station is situated iu Thompson Township, Geauga County,

Ohio, about one-half mile southeast of the village of Thompson, on Tiiompson Ledge, 313 metres

south along the ledge from the road leading east from Thompson. The height of station used was

.S8.3 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a brass rod leaded into the solid rock, about 6 inches

below the surface of the coarse, compact, pebbly soil. Five stone reference-posts are set as

follows: one bearing north 34° 02' west, distant 85.4 metres; one bearing north 81° 42' east, dis-

tant 6.2 metres; one bearing south 25° 06' east, distant 36.0 metres; one bearing south 19° 34' west,

distant 34.2 metres; and one bearing south 77° 02' west, distant 35.0 metres from the geodetic

point. The bluff is distant 12 metres on the east. The height of ground at the station above

mean level of Lake Brie is 734.5 feet.

Andover, 1876, 1877.—This station is situated on the highest point of Owen's Mound, in

Audover Township, Ashtabula County, Ohio, about 1 mile north of the village of West Andover,

and about 2J miles west of Andover railway station on the Franklin division of the Lake Shore

and Michigan Southern Railway. The height of station used was 113 feet. The geodetic point is

inarked by a stone post of the nsual form, set 2J feet below the surface, with a stone post set

directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set along the fence south of the

station, as follows: One bearing south 73° 59'. east, distant 32.38 metres; one bearing south 4° 04'

east, distant 10.56 metres; and one bearing south 75° 07' west, distant 39.0 metres from the geo-

detic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 617.8 feet.

CoNNBAiTT, 1876, 1877.— This station is situated on the South Eidge, a height of land running

in an easterly and westerly direction, in the southwest corner of Conneaut Township, Ashtabula

County, Ohio, about 5 miles soxrthwest of the village of Conneaut, 2 miles west of the village of

South Eidge, and 3 miles east of the village of Kingsville, on the north side of the Eidge Eoad.

The height of station used was 115 feet. The geodetic point was marked by a stone post of the

usual form, set 2.6 feet below the surface of the ground. Three stone reference-posts are set along

the road-fence, as follows: One bearing south 75° 04' west, distant 29.50 metres; one bearing south

14° 05' east, distant 8.1 metres; and one bearing south 75o 43' east, distant 33.88 metres from the

geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 308.9 feet.

Bdinboko, 1876.— This station is situated in the western part of Washington Township, Brie

County, Pennsylvania, about 3 miles west of Conneauttee Lake and the village of Edinboro. The'

height of station used was 115 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual

form, set 2 feet below the surface of the ground, with a stone post set directly over it for a surface-

mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing west, distant 8.5 metres; one

east, distant 5.81 metres ; and one sonth, distant 5.1 metres from the geodetic point. These bearings

are approximate. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 929.6 feet.

Houghton, 1876, 1877.— This station is situated on a large sand hill about 7 miles east of

Port Burwell, Province of Ontario, and 1 mile east of Houghton. The height of station used was
53 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post, set 3 feet below the surface of the ground,

with the letters TJ. S. cut thereon, the tops of the letters being north. Three stone reference-posts

are set as follows: One in a clump of willows, bearing north 51° 04' west, distant 117.75 metres;

one north, distant 4.4 metres, with letters U. S. cut in top, the tops of tUe letters being west; and
one south, distant 4.5 metres from the geodetic point. The directions, of the last two stones men-
tioned are approximate. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Brie is

187.1 feet.
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Erie, 1876.—This station is situated in the western end of Mill Greek Township, Erie County,

Pennsylvania, about 8 miles by the roads southwesterly from the city of Erie, and 2 miles easterly

from Swan railway station. The height of station used was 114 feet. The geodetic point is marked
by a stone of the usual form, set 2^ feet below the surface of the ground. Three stone reference-

posts are set along a fence west of the station, as follows: One bearing north 54° 54' west, distant

56.39 metres; one bearing south 56° 59' west, distant 31.29 metres; and one bearing south 2° 38'

west, distant 56.34 metres from the geodetic point. The road southeast of the station is distant

about 244 metres. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 285.9 feet.

Long Point, 1876.—This station is situated on the north side of Long Point, in the county of

Norfolk, Province of Ontario. The height of station used was 123 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a hole drilled in the top of a stone post, set 2 feet below the sandy surface of the ground.

Three stone reference-posts were set as follows: One bearing south 52° 27' east, distant 49.4

metres; one bearing north 82° 51' west, distant 72.3 metres; and one bearing north 33° 47' west,

distant 63.7 metres from the geodetic point. An oak tree, 1.7 feet in diameter, bears south 56° 45'

east, distant 45.7 metres; a pine tree, 1.4 feet in diameter, bears south 52° 08' east, distant 51.7

metres; one, 1.5 feet in diameter, bears north 23° 25' east, distant 27.4 metres; one, 1 foot in diana-

eter, bears north 81° 25' east, and is distant 12.5 metres from the geodetic point. The water's edge,

northeast, is distant about 44 metres. The light-house at the eastern extremity of the point bears

south 76° 31' east, and is distant 5828 metres. The height of ground at the station above mean
level of Lake Erie is 5.1 feet.

Westfield, 1876.—This station is situated in Westfield Township, Chautauqua County, New
York, on a hill, at the junction of three wagon roads, about 5 miles southwest of the village of

Westfield. The height of station used was 90 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post

of the usual form, set 20 inches below the surface of the ground. Three stone reference-posts are

set as follows: One by the road-fence on the south of the station, bearing south 1° 40' west, distant

12.06 metres; and two along the road fence on the northwest of the station, one bearing north 81°

08' west, distant 9.02 metres, and one bearing north 15° 29' west, distant 21.18 metres from the

geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 88G.4 feet.

Gband Biver, 1876.—This station is situated in the west part of lot 17 of the 5th concession,

Township of Dunn, County of Haldimand, Province of Ontario, 2^ miles west of Port Maitlan(,l,

and about half a mile back from the lake shore. The height of station used was 100 feet. The geo-

detic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form buried in the ground, with a stone post

set directly over it for a surface-mark. Three stone refereaice-posts are set as follows: One bear-

ing south 84° 00' west, distant 98.05 metres; one bearing south 0° 57' west, distant 702.4 metres;

and one bearing south 15° 44' east, distant 679.4 metres from the geodetic point. Mohawk light-

house bears south 79° 52' east. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake

Erie is 50.3 feet.

SiL'S'ER Creek, 1876.—This station is situated in Sheridan Township, Chautauqua County, New
York, about 3 miles west of the village of Silver Creek, three-fourths of a mile east of Sheridan railway

station, and just south of the track of the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Bailway at a deep cut

in slate rock. The height of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone

post of the usual form, set 2^ feet below the surface. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows

:

One bearing north 7° 12' east, distant 30.66 metres; one bearing north 34° 30' east, distant 62.84

metres; and one bearing north 72° 23' east, distant 89.89 metres from the geodetic point. The first

two reference-stones mentioned are set along the fence south of the railroad, the third by a fence

east of the station. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 153.3 feet.

Sturgeon Point, 1876.—This station is situated in Evans Township, Erie County, New
York, at the extreme end of Sturgeon Point, about 3 miles northwest of Angola, a village on the

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Bailway, and about 3 miles west of Derby, at the end of the

road leading from Derby to the lake shore. It is about 10 metres back from tlie edge of the bluff.

The height of station used was 36 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual

form, set IJ feet below the surface, with a stone post set directly over it for a surface-mark. Two

stone reference-posts are set by the fences on the northeast and northwest of the station, as fol-

lows: One bearing north 45° 52' east, distant 32.75 metres; and one bearing north 75° 03' west,
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distant 5..") lUL'tics from tlie geodetic point. Tlie height of ground at the station above mean level

of T.ake Erie is 37.9 fet^t.

SuGAE Loaf, 187f).— This station is situated on Sugar Loaf Hill, about li| miles southwest of

Port C'olborne, Province of Ontario, about COO metres northwesterly from Sugar Loaf Point, and

160 metres north from the lake shore. The height of station used was nO feet. The geodetic point

is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 2 feet below the surface of the ground. Three

stone reference-])osts are set as follows: One, marked U. S. on top, on the east side of the town-

line road between the tOAvns of Wamfleet and Humberslone, projecting 8 inches above the surface,

bearing north 0° 19' east, distant 252..31 metres; one, marked with a cross on top and L. S. on

south face near top, projecting inches above the surface, at the foot of the hill, near the corner

of a field, bearing north 04° 04' east, distant 82.21 metres; and one, marked with a cross on top,

projecting G inches above the surface on top of the hill, bearing south 43° 11' east, distant 16.9

metres from the geodetic point. The Port Golborne light-house bears north 84° 49' east. The

height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 141.2 feet.

Font Hill, 1875.— This station is situated in lot .5 of the 7th concession, township of Peb

ham, county of Welland, Province of Ontario, on a hill about 1 mile northwest of the village of

Font Hill. The height of station used was 47^ feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post

of the usual form, set 3 feet below the surface of the ground, with a stone post set directly over it

for a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing north 27° IS'

east, distant 303.91 metres; one bearing north 32° 32' west, distant 330.75 metres; and one bearing

north 89° 54' west, distant 51.75 metres from the geodetic point. The height of grouiui at the sta-

tion above the mean level of Lake Ontario from 1860 to 1875 is 618.6 feet.

Hamburg, 1875.—This station is situated in Hamburg Township, Brie County, New York, on

the shore of Lake Erie, about 7 miles south of Bnft'alo, 2 miles northeast of Hamburg railway sta-

tion on the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Eailway, and three-fourths of a mile northwest of

Bay View railway station on the same railway. It is 295 metres west of the Bay View Hotel, a

summer resort, and 15 metres back from the edge of the bluff. The height of station used was

5 feet. The geodetic ])oiiit is marked by a stone post of the usual forin, set 28 indies below

the surface of the ground. Three stone reference posts are set as follows: One bearing south

12° 14' east, distant 18.13 metres; one bearing south 81° (18' east, distant l.s.12 metres; and one

bearing north 64° 32' east, distant 42.5 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at

the station above Lake Erie is about 2(1 feet; above mean level of Lake Ontario, 347.G feet.

Middle Base, 1875.— This station, near the middle of the Buffalo base-line, is situated in

Tonawanda Township, Erie County, New York, on the east side of the track of the Erie Eailway,

about 1 metre from the fence. The height of station used was 3 feet. The geodetic point is marked

by a stone post 5 feet long, marked in the usual manner, set 3i feet below the surface of the

ground. A stone reference-i)ost, i>rojecting C inches above the ground, is set on a line through

the geodetic point, parallel to the railway, about 1.2 metres in a northerly direction from the point.

The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 29.3 feet.

West Base, 1875.— This station, marking the southwestern end of the Buffalo base line, is

sitirated in Buffalo Township, Erie County, New York, about 5 miles nearly north of the Buffalo

City Hall, on the north side of the Erie Eailway, and the west side of Delaware street. The
height of station used was 87 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a small hole drilled in a piece

of brass leaded into the top of a stone post, set 3^ feet below the surface of the ground. Two
stone posts are set on a line at right angles to the base-line through the geodetic point, at a depth

below the surface of the ground about the same as that of the geodetic point, as follows : one bear-

ing south 32° 49' east, distant 3.68 metres
; and one bearing north 32° 49' west, distant 3.71 metres

from the geodetic point. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : one at the intersection of

the base-line and the town-line between Tonawanda and BuffVilo on the west of Delaware street,

bearing north 57° 11' east, distant 605.02 metres ; one 1.8 metres east of the east side of Delaware

street, and 8.02 metres south of the Erie Eailway track, bearing south 84° 46' east, distant 775.54

metres ; and one in the edge of a piece of woods, bearing south 25° 30' east, dista.nt 88.23 metres

from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is

32.3 feet; above mean level of Lake Ontario, 35S.4 feet.
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East Base, 1875.— This station, marking the northeastern end of the Bnffalo base-line, is

situated in the southwesti'rn part of Amherst Township, Erie County, New York, about 8 miles

northeast of the Buffalo City Hall, 4J miles southeast of Touawanda, and about If miles in a

northerly direction from the post-office of Eggertsville. The height of station used was 75 feet.

The geodetic point is marked by a cross on a piece of brass leaded into a stone post set 3 feet

below the surface. Two stone posts are set on a line at right angles to the base-line through the

geodetic point, at a depth below the surface of the ground about the same as that of the geodetic

point, as follows : one bearing north 'V2'^ 46' west, distant 3.66 metres ; and one bearing south

32° 46' east, distant 3.86 metres from the geodetic point. Three stone reference-posts are set

as follows: one 6*t the north side of the road south of the station, at abend towards the east,

bearing south 49° 10' east, distant 105.0 metres ; one on the north side of the same road, 65.0

metres northeast of the first, bearing south 77° 08' east, distant 135.1 metres from the geodetic

point; and one on the west side of the same road C0.96 metres south of the first, bearing south 29°

37' east, and distant 148.8 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station

above mean level of Lake Ontario is 316.2 feet.

BuFFAJLO Plains, 1875.— This station is situated iu the northeast corner of Buffalo Townsblp,

Erie County, New York, on the grounds of the Erie County Poor House. The height of station

used was 50 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 2 feet below

the surface of the ground. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : one bearing south 78°

12' west, distant 22.10 metres; one by the reservoir of the County House, bearing north 34° 17'

east, distant 127.56 metres; and one bearing south 82° 38' east, distant 28.19 metres from the

geodetic point. The buildings of the County House are distant about 470 metres in a north-

westerly direction. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Ontario is

435 feet.

Buffalo, 1875.— The new City Hall tower was used as a station at this ])oint. The City

Hall is a large granite building on the square inclosed by Engle, Franklin, Church, and Delaware
streets in the city of Buffalo, New York. The geodetic point is marked by a cross cut in a piece

of brass leaded into the granite shelf at the base of the pedestals of the statues on the toj) of the

tower on the north side. It is 0.175 metres from the inner edge of the stone shelf, 0.744 metres from

the outer edge, and 1.212 metres from the base of the pedestal of the statue on the northeast

corner of the tower. Its height above the ground is 100.5 feet. The height of ground at the

station above the mean level of Lake Ontario is 358.6 feet.

EiDGEWAT, 1875.— This station is situated in an open cultivated field, just southwest of the

intersection of two roads, on a slight rise of round about half a mile southwest of the village of

Eidgeway, in the township of Bertie, county of Welland, Province of Ontario. The height of

station used was 100 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in the top of a stoue

post set 20 inches below the surface of the ground. A stone post is set directly over the geodetic

point as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set along the highway fence east of the

station, as follows: one bearing north 18° 14' east, distant 24.1 metres; one bearing south 14° 14'

east, distant 33.4 metres; and one bearing south 0° 23' east, distant 86.2 metres from the geodetic

point. The fence north of the station is distant 27 metres, that east of the station 9 metres. The

Methodist church, Ridgeway, bears north 47° 44' east, and is distant about half a mile. The height

of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Erie is 80.6 feet ; abo\'e mean level of Lake

Ontario", 416 feet.

Drummondville, 1875.— This station staiuls on a sand-bank in the ^'illag•e of Drummond-

ville. Province of Ontario, on the north side of Lundy's Lane, about 20 metres east of a frame

tower called the General Scott monu]ncnt. The height of station used was 44 feet. The ground

on which the station was built is not permanent, but the reference-stones are so set as not to be

disturbed. The geodetic point is marked by a stoue post of the usual form set 4 feet below the

surface. A stone post is set directly over it as a surface-mark, and three reference-stones are set

as follows ; one in the southwest corner of the lot, distant 8.07 metres ; one by the fence south of

the station, distant 10.10 metres from the geodetic point, and 10.3 metres from the first reference-

stone; and one by the fence west of the station, distant 6.76 metres from the geodetic point, and

12.44 metres from the first reference-stone. The height of ground at the station above Lake Erie

is 136.6 feet; above Lake Ontario, 462.8 feet.
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ToNAWANDA, 1875.— This station is situated in Tonawauda Township, Erie County, New York,

about 2 miles south of the village of Tonawanda. The height of station used was 85 feet. The
geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in Ihe top of a stone post set 2 feet below the surface of

the ground. Three stone reference-posts aie set as follows : One bearing north 69° 07' east, distant

135.2 metres; one bearing north 4S'2 43' west, distant 10.65 metres; and one bearing south 74° 23'

west, distant 18.7 metres from the geodetic point. An azimuth post, used in 1875, bears north .mci

18' east, and is distant 9.24 metises. The height of ground at the station above Lake Erie is 52 feet;

above mean level of Lake Ontario, 378.1 feet.

Pekin, 1875.— This station is situated on the western border of Cambria Township, Niiigara

County, iSTew York, in lot 2.S, about half a mile east of the village of Pekin, on the north side of

the street, just east of a cemetery. The height of station used was 101 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a piece of iron leaded into a stone post of the usual form set 2.2 feet below the surface,

with a stone post set directly over it for a surface-maik. Three stoue reference-posts are set as

follows : one on the north side of the street and on the west boundary of the cemetery, bearing

south 59° 22' west, distant 280.30 metres; one on the same side of the street, and ou a farm boundary,

bearing south 2° 54' west, distant 148.25 metres from the geodetic point, and 8.47 metres distant

from a stone in the middle of the street marking the corner of the farms; and one on the same farm

boundary, bearing north 12° 138' west, distant 22.5S metres from the geodetic point. The height of

ground at the station above mean level of Lake Ontario is 410.6 feet.

Falkirk, 1875.— This station is situated in Newstead Tonnship, Erie County, New York, about

one-fourth of a mile northeast of the village of Falkirk, 1 mile east of the village of Akron, and 80

metres soath of the edge of a limestone bluff 60 feet or more in height. Tiie height of station used

was 75 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a nail leaded into the solid rock about 2 feet below

the surface of the ground. Three stone reference-jiosts are set as follows : One bearing south '22° 12'

west, distant 25.9 metres; one bearing south 36° 52' east, distant 29.2 metres; and one bearing

south 59° 04' east, distant 44.75 metres from the geodetic point. The height of grouud at the station

above mean level of Lake Ontario is 593.2 feet.

B.—STATIONS, SIGNALS, I^STRLTMENTS, AND METHODS OF OBSERVATION.

§ 3. See Chapter XVI, B.

C—MEASURED AND ADJUSTED AMBLES BETWEEN THE LINES WILLOUGHBY-
CHESTER AND FALKIRK-PEKIN.

§ 4. The following tables give an abstract of the adjustment of the triangulation comprised

within the above-stated limits. A sketch to accompany it is given in Plate V. The adjustment is

made in two sections, namely

:

Section XI, extending from Willoughby- Chester to Grand River-Westfield.

Section XII, extending from Grand River-Westfield to Falkirk -Pekin.

Weight unity was assigned to the following number of combined results for the respective

instruments used in measuring the angles

:

Ti'oughton & Siriims No. 1, 16.

Troughton & Simms No. 3, 24.

Troughton & Simms No. 3, 24.

Troughton & Simms No. 4, 21.

Pistor & Martins No. 2, 24, at Drummondville and Buffalo.

Pistor & Martins No. 2, 20, at Sugar Loaf.

Gambey No. 1, 16.

Repsold No. 1, 20.

For a detailed exi)lanation of the tables, see Chapter XIV, C, § 7, and see the remark in

Chapter XV, (!, § 6, relating to the column headed "No. meas."

At each of the above-named stations marking the lines of division of the adjustment, a sum-

angle condition was disregarded in deriving the general corrections to the angles. The locally-

adjusted angles, with their resulting weights, at these stations, were used in computing the general

corrections.
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Section XI.

—

TriangulaUon from Vie line Grand River - Westfield to the line Willoughby - Chester.

GRAND RIVER—44.

[Observer, E. S. Woodward. Instrument, Trougliton & Sirams tlieodolite No. 3. Date, August, 1876.]

Angle as measured between—
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Section XI.

—

Triangnlation from the line Grand River- Westfield to the line Willoughby- Chester—

Continued.

[ Obseirers, A. ft. Hint and G. Y. Wisner.

HOUGHTON—48.

Instruments, Eepsold tbeodolite No. 1, and Troughton & Simms tlieodolite No. 1. Dates,

August and September, 1876, and May, 1877.]

Angle a.s measured between—
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Section XI.

—

Triangulation from the line Grand River - Westfield to the line Willoughby - Ghester-

Oontinued.

ANDOVEE—51.

[ObBerrer, A. K. Flint. Instrument, Bepsold theodolite No. 1. Dates, October and Norember, 1876.]

Angle as measured between—
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Section XI.

—

Triaiuinhttionfrom the line Grand River- Westjkld to the line Willoughby- Chester-

Continued.

CLAEIDON—54.

[Obseryer, G. T. Wisner. Instrument, Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1. Date, June, 1877.]

Angle !i.s measured lictwcou—
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Section XI.

—

Triangulation from the line Grand River- Westfield to the line Willoughby- Chester-

Continued.

WILLOUGHBY—57.

[Observer, G. T. Wisner. Instrument, Troughton & Siinms theodolite No. 1. Date, June, 1877.]

Angle as measured bet^veen

—
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Contiuued.

[5(1,] =

[Ml,] =

U'^hl
--

[50,] =

[r.1,+2] --

[51j] =

U>hl =

[51.,] =

[r.-j,] =

[52;] :

[523] =

[52,] =

[53,] =

[53.] :

[54,] =

[54^] =

[543] =

[54^] =

[55,] =

[55,:] =

[553] =

[560 =

[563] =

[57,] =

=-n. 37500 V
:+0. 50000 IV

.+0. 75000 V
=—0. 25000 V
.-0. 25000 V
=+0. 50000 X-

=— 0. 25000 \'III

=— 0. 25000 VIII

=+0. 75000 VIII

=+0. 80000 IX

=-0. 20000 IX

=—0. 20000 IX

=—0. 20000 IX

=—0. 33333 X
=+0. 66667 X
=— 0. 40000 XI

=—0. 40000 XI

=+0. 60000 XI

=+0. 60000 XI

=+0. 75000 XIV

= -0. 25000 XIV
=— 0. 25U00 XIV

=+0. 75000 XVI

=+0. 75000 XV
=+0. 61176 XVI

+0. 25000 VI +1. 13276 VII - 0. 12500 VIII

+0. 50000 V -0. 20267 VII

+0. 75000 VI -0. 05332 VII —0. 25000 VIII —0. 25000 IX

—0. 25000 \l +0. 01777 VII +0. 75000 VIII —0. 25000 IX

—0. 25000 VI +0. 01777 VII —0. 25000 VIII +0. 75000 IX

—0. 25000 IX

+0. 75000 IX

—0. 25000 IX

-0.20000 X

+0. 80000 X
— 0. 20000 X
—0. 20000 X

+0. 66667 XI

-0. 33333 XI

— 0. 20000 XII

— 0. 20000 XII

+0. 80000 XII

—0. 20000 XII

—0. 25000 XV
+0. 75000 XV
—0. 250U0 XV

+0. 75000 XII

—0.25000 XII

—0.25000X11

—0. 20000 XI

- 0. 20000 XI

+0. 80000 XI

—0.20000X1

+0. 03974 XIII

+0. 60243 XIII

—0. 05176 XIII

—0. 05176 XIII

—0. 97817 XIII

+1. 13347 XIII

— 0. 25000 XVI
—0.25000 XVI

+0.7.5000 XVI

—0. 40000 XII +0. 15973 XIII —0. 20000 XIV

+0. 60000 XII —0. 49488 XIII —0. 20000 XIV

+0. 60000 XII +0. 01570 XIII -0. 20000 XIV

—0. 40000 XII +0. 15973 XIII +0. 80000 XIV

—0. 20000 XIV

+0. 80000 XIV
—0. 20000 XIV
—0. 20000 XIV

+0. 80000 XV
—0. 20000 XV
—0. 20000 XV
—0. 20000 XV

No. of
equation.

1. 0=

2. 0=

3. 0=

4. 0=

5. 0=

6. 0=

7. 0=

8. 0=

9. 0=

10. 0=

11. 0=

12. 0=

13. 0=

14. 0=

15. 0=

16. 0=

Normal equations for determining the correlates.

=+0.

=+0.

=—0.

=—1.

=-1.

=-0.

.+0.

=+0.

=-1.

=—0.

=+0.

=—1.

= -0.

22400

32200

77400

03300

00500

03700

66063

67900

71700

20200

58200

85700

19187

53200

98100

45800

+2. 56667 I

—0. 33333 I

—0. 33333 I

—0. 47959 VII

-0. 20000 II

+0. 14286 III

-0. 25000 IX

—0. 20000 II

—0. 50000 VIII

— 0. 47959 II

—0. 12800 VIII

—0. 37500 V
—0. 25000 V
—0. 20000 XI

-0.20000 IX

—0. 20000 IX

—0. 40000 XV
—0. 25000 VIII

—0. 60000 XIV

+0. 15973 IX

—0. 05176 XV
—0. 20000 IX

—0. 45000 XV
—0. 40000 XI

—0. 25000 XIV

-0. 33333 II

+2. 31 111 II

— 0. 42222 II

—0. 20000 III

+1. 00000 IV

—0. 20000 III

—0. 25000 IX

—0. 47959 III

+0. 01777 IX

—0. 50000 VI

—0. 25000 VI

—0. 65000 XII

+1. 96667 X
—0. 53333 X

—0. 65000 IX
—0. 20000 XV
-t-0. 10755 X

—0. 20000 X
-0.25000 XVI
—0. 20000 XII

—0. 25000 XV

—0. 33333 III

—0. 42222 III —0. 20000 IV —0. 20000 VI —0. 47959 VII

+1. 86349 III —0. 200U0 IV +0. 14286 V —0. 20000 VI

+1.80000 IV +1. 00000 V —0.20000 VI +0. 55155 VII

+2. 69643 V +1.00000 VI —1.09720 VII —0.37500 VIII

—0.20000 IV +1. 00000 V +2. 05000 VI +0. 92277 VII

+0. 55155 IV —1. 09720 V +0. 92277 VI +3. 93167 VII

—0.12800 VII +2. 12.500 VIII —0. 50000 IX -0.25000 XII

+0. 01777 VII —0. 50000 VIII +2. 30000 IX —0. 20000 X
+0. 15973 XIII —0. 20000 XIV
—0. 53333 XI +0. 60000 XII +0. 10755 XIII —0. 20000 XIV

+2. 66667 XI +1. 20000 XII +0. 21074 XIII —0. 60000 XIV

+0. 60000 X +1.20000X1 +2. 75000 XII —1. 45735 XIH

+0.21074X1 —1.45735 XII +3. 34818 XIII +0. 10796 XIV

—0.60000X1 -0.60000 XII +0. 10796 XIII +2. 35000 XIV

—0. 05176 XIII —0. 45000 XIV +2. 30000 XV -0.25000 XVI

+2. 11176 XVI
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Values of the correlates and their logarithms.

I =—0. 0128 log 8. 1082267-

II =+0. 0155 log 8. 1906118+

III =+0.5577 log 9.7464006+

IV =+1. 5544 log 0. 1915600+

V =—0.9548 log 9.9798942-

VI =+1. J246 log 0.0510135+

VII =—0. 8532 log 9. 9310458-

VIII =—0. 1154 log 9. 0621305-

IX =+0. 6345 log 9. 8024590+

X =—0. 0689 log 8. 8384083-

XI =—0. 4056 log 9. 6080765-

XII =+0. 0858 log 8. 9337403+

XIII =+0. 4175 log 9. 6206253+

XIV =—0. 7587 log 9. 8800873-

XV =+0. 1414 log 9. 1504801+

XVI =—0. 7635 log 9. 8828106-

Values of the general corrections.

[444]

[45i]

[45^]

[46,]

[46.2]

[463]

[47,]

I 47,]

[47,]

[474]

=—0. Oil

=+0. Oil

=-0. 009

=—0. 204

=—0. 108

=+0. 435

=-0. 110

=+0. 260

=+0. 316

=—0. 226

[48,] :

[48.] =

[48,+3] =

[49,] :

[49.] .:

[493] -

[50,] =

[50.] :

[5O3] :

[5O4] =

=+0. 023

=+0. 227

=+0. 300

=—0. 110

=+0. 417

=—0. 313

=+0. 473

=+0. 043

=—0. 30:>

r+0. 447

[51,+.]=—0.034

[51.]

[5I3]

[5I4]

[52,]

[52.]

[Ms]

[524]

[;-.;;,]

[S3.]

=—0. 065

=+0. 483

=—0. 267

=+0. 787

=—0. 104

=—0. 228

==—0. 607

=—0. .•:u

=+0. 341

[54,]

[54.]

[543]

[544]

[55,]

[55.]

[553]

[56,]

[5(i3]

[57,]

=+0. 388

=—0. 512

=—0. 460

=+0. 336

=—0. 414

=+0. 487

=—0.418

=—0. .573

=+0. 106

=—0. 467

Residuals resultingfrom substitution of general corrections in numerical equations of condition.

No, of
equation.
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Section XIII.

—

Triangnlation from the line Fidldrh-PeMn to the line Grand River - Westjield—
Continued.

PEKIN—30.

[Oltserver, G. T. Wisner. Instrument, Trongbton & Simms 14-inch theodolite No, 1. Dates, July and August, 1875.]

Angle as measured between—
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Section XIU.—Tria)ujHlatioii from the line Fallcit-k - Peldn to the line Gntnd River - We.stjield-

Coutinued.

RIDGKWAY— ;ju'.

tObserver, J. H. Divrliuj;. lusti unient, Kepsolcl theodolite No. 1. Dates, AuguBt, September, and October, 1875.

J

AnglH as measured betweeii- Notatiou.
,
Ko. mcas. Kange. AVt.

Dnimmondville and Tonawanda ... 5'J ( 9 22. 160

Tonawanda and West Base 1 4 00 67. 972

West Base and Buffalo 27 27 02.939

Buifalo and Hamburg 36 17 07. 977

Hamburg and Sturgeon Point 54 38 21. 840

Sturgeon Point and Silver Creek 21 31 10. 234

Silver Creek and Sugar Loaf. 70 07 44.262

Sugar Loaf and Font Hill 4t 39 44.577

Font Hill and DrumraondvlUe 39 08 28. 801

33,

332

33^

334

336

336

337

338

333

22

24

24

40

24

26

26

24

24

4.3

6.1

5 7

7.6

7.4

4.9

4.7

5 7

5.6

(D)
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Section XIII.— Triangnlufion from the line Falkirk-Pelin to the line Grand River -Westfield—
Continued.

BUFFALO PLAINS—35.

(Observer, G. T. Wisner. lustrumiiit, Trougbton & Siinms ll-inch tbeodolite li'o. 1. Date, October, 1875.]

.Angle as measured between—

Buffalo anil West Base 63 33 31. 558

West Base and Tonawanda 36 33 28.541

Tonawauda and Middle Base 3 39 43. 466

Middle Base and East Base 51 00 04. 288

East Base and Buffalo 205 13 11.995

35i

3.52

354

366

No. meas.

16

16

16

10

16

Range.
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SCTION XIII.— Triangulation from the line Falkirk - Pelcin to the line Grand River- Westfield-

Continued.

MIDDLE BASE—38.

[Obaervoi-, G. T. Wisncr. Instrument, Troughton & Sinims 14-inch tlieodolito No. 1. Date, October, 1875.]

Angle as measured betwoen-

o / //

West Base and East Base 179 59 59. 643

East Base and Buffalo Plains 80 51 37. 429

Buffalo Plains and West Base 99 08 23. 302

Notation.

38i

382

383

No. meas.

16

16

16

Kange.

1.6

3.3

3.9

Wt. (V)

I ! -0. 124

—0. 125

- 0. 125

M

-0. 102

-0.419

Con ected angles.

o / '/

179 59 59.417

80 51 30. 885

+ 0.521
I

99 08 23.098

NORMAL EQUATIONS FOB LOCAL ADJUSTMENT.

2(382)+ (383)+ 0. 374=0

(382)+2(383)+0. 374=0

HAMBURG- 39.

[Observer, T. RussjU. Iu3tr.iin3nt, Gambey theodolite No. 1. Date, October, 1875.]

Angle as measured between

-

Sturgeon Point and Riilgeway 65 4J 29. 9E9

Eldgoway and Buffalo 49 15 26.218

Buffalo and Sturgeon Point 244 59 02. 536

Notation. No. meas. Range,
j
"Wt. (o)

3»i

392

39,

17

17

17

1.4

3.6

2.7

+ 0.410

+ 0.419

+ 0.419

NORMAL EQUATIONS FOR LOCAL ADJUSTMENT.

2(39i)+ (39i)-l. 237=0

(39i) + 2(392)-l. 257=0

l"]

'
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SKcrnoN XIIT.

—

Triangnlatinn from the line Falkirlc - PeMii to the line Grand River - Westjield-

Contimicd.

SUGAR LOAF—41.

[Observer, G. A. Marr. Iintrument, Pistor and Martins 14-incli theodolite No. 2. Dates, May and June, 1878.)

Anglo n.s moasiir^'d between

—

o / "

I'Dut Hill and Dninimrindville 38 30 00.310

Dnminiondville and Ridgeway 50 55 47. 188

Itidgew.ay and Stiii'geoa Point 47 55 45,200

Sturgeon Point and Silver Creelj .... 36 26 39.381

Silver VveoV and Weslfleld 29 52 10, 284

Westfiild and Grand Eiver 01 06 29. 172

Grand Kivev and Font Hill 89 13 00.423

Notation.
I
No. uieas.

41i

4I-J

4l3

4l4

4 Is

4l6

4l7

23

21

21

20

21

18

8,8

5.0

4,4

3,3

5,7

6,1

6,7

wt.
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Section XIII.

—

Triangulation from the line FalkirTc - Pekin to the line Grand River - Westjield-

Oontiiiued.

GRAND RIVER—44.

[Observer, R. S. Woodward. Instrument, Trongliton & Siinms theodolite No. 3. Date, Aiignst, 1876.J

Angle as nieasiired between—
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Numerical eqtintious of condition, dc.—Continued.

siDK-EQrATioxs—Continued.
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Coiitiuued.

[31l+2+3+4+s]

[31|+.;+3+4+S+fi]

[31,]

[313+3+1+5+6+7]

[3I3]

[3I4]

[3I5]

[3l6]

[31t]

[3-.!,]

[3^]

L323]

L32,]

[326]

[33.]

[33,]

[33,]

[33^]

[335],

^-—0. 24637 V

+0. 01459 XII

+0. 50723 XIX

=+0. 20291 V

—0. 18832 XII

+0. 40578 XIX

=—0. 01449 V
—0. 05795 XII

—0. 02899 XIX

=+0. 20291 V
—1. 18832 XII

—0. 59422 XIX
=—0. 01449 V
—0. 05795 XII

—0. 02899 XIX
=—0. 01449 V
—0. 05795 XII

—0. 02899 XIX
=—0. 10145 V
—0. 40o78 XII

—0. 20290 XIX

=+0. 44928 V
—0.20291 XII

-0.10145 XIX

=—0. 10145 V
—0. 40578 XII

—0. 20290 XIX

=+0.80000 XVI
—0. 40000 XXX

= -0.10000 XVI

—0. 20000 XXX
=—0. 10000 XVI
—0. 20000 XXX

=—0. 20000 XVI

+0.60000 XXX
=—0. 20000 XVI

+0.00000 XXX
=-0. ll5i8XII

—0.0769; XXI

—0. 1 1538 XXX
=+0. 8S4!i2 XII

—0. 076'Ji XXI

—0. 11538 XXX
=— 0. 11.53S XII

—0. 07692 XXI

—0. U538 XXX
= -0. 07692 XII

+0. 61538 XXI

—0. 07692 XXX
=—0. 11538 XII

—0. 07692 XXI
—0. 11538 XXX

—1.23178 VIII

+0.90272 XIV

-0.88418 XX
—0. 98541 VIII

+1. 02080 XIV

—0. 70TM XX
—0. 07244 VIII

+0.03371 XIV

+0. 44771 XX
+0. 01459 VIII

+0. 69143 XIV

+1. 11527 XX
—0. 07244 VIII

+0. 03371 XIV
—0. 10833 XX
—0. 07244 VIII

+0. 03371 XIV

—0. 10833 XX
—0. 50723 VIII

+0.23611 XIV

+0. :i5:i69 XX
+0.24637 VIII

+0. 11808 XIV

+0. 17684 XX
+0.49277 VIII

+0.23011 XIV

+0. 35369 XX
—0. 20000 XVII

—0. 20000 XXXI

+0. 40000 XVII

—0. 10000 XXXI

+0. 40000 XVII

—0. 10000 XXXI
—0. 20000 XVII

+0. 80000 XXXI
—0. 20000 XVII

—0. 20000 XXXI
—0. 11538 XIII

—0.19231 XXII

—0. 23077 XXXI
—0. 11538 XIII

—0. 19231 XXII

—0.23077 XXXI

+0. 88462 XIII

—0. 19231 XXII

—0. 23077 XXXI
—0. 07692 XIII

+0.53 '46 XXII

—0. 15385 XXXI
—0. 11538 XIII

+0. 80769 XXII

—0. 23077 XXXI

—0. 64122 IX

+0. 07244 XV

—0.89221 IX

+0. 05795 XV

—0. 03770 IX

—0. 28986 XV

—0. 18198 IX

+0. 05795 XV

—0. 03770 IX

—0. 28986 XV

—0. 03770 IX

+0. 71014 XV

--0. 26406 IX

-0.02899 XV

—0. 25099 IX

—0.01149 XV

+0.44617 IX

—0, 02899 XV

—0. 10000

—0. 20000

—0. 30000

—0. 10000

+0. 70000

—0. 10000

—0. 10000

—0. 20000

—0. 10000

+0. 80000

+0. 88462

—0. 11538

—0. 06321

—0. 11538

—0. 11538

—0. 06321

—0. 11.538

—0. 11538

—0. 06321

—0. 07692

—0. 07692

—0. 04214

—0. 11538

+0. 88462

-0. 06321

XVIII

XXXII

XVIII

XXXII

XVIII

XXXII

XVIII

XXXII

XVIII

XXXII

XVII

XXIII

XXXV
XVII

XXIII

XXXV
XVII

XXIII

XXXV
XVII

XXIII

xxxy
XVII

XXIII

XXXV

—0. 98541 X

+0. 07244 XVI

—1. 18832 X

+0. 05795 XVI

—0. 05795 X
—0. 28986 XVI

—0. 18832 X

+0. 05795 XVI

—0. 05795 X
+0. 71014 XVI

—0. 05795 X
—0. 28986 XVI

—0. 40578 X
—0. 02899 XVI

—0.20291 X
—0,0U49 XVI

+0. ! 9422 X
—0. 02899 XVI

—0. 03123

+0. 27432

—1. 70129

+0.13716

+1. 82619

+0. 13716

—0.03123

— 1.2699?

—0. 0J123

+0.41701

+0. 653-i5

—0. 23077

XX
XXXUI
XX
XXXIII

XX
XXXIII

XX
XXXIII

XX
XXXUI
XVIII

XXV

+0. 55773 XI

+0. 07244 XVII

+0. 67261 XI

+0. 05795 XYll

+0. 03279 XI

+0.71014 XVII

+0. 83063 XI

+0. 05795 XVII

+0. 03279 XI

-0. 28986 XVII

+0. 03279 XI

—0. 28986 XVII

+0. 22968 XI

—0. 02899 XVII

+0. 11488 XI

—0.01449 XVII

+0. 38770 XI

—0,02899 XVII

—0. 08118 XXVI

+0. 40035 XXVI

—1. 36339 XXVI

+1. 20656 XXVI

—0.08118 XXVI

—0. 23077 XIX

—0.11538 XXVII

+0. 6.'>335 XVIII +0. 76923 XIX

—0. 2 J077 XXV —0. 11.538 XXVII

+0. 653S5 XVIII +0. 7692! XIX

—0. 21077 XXV —0. 11538 XXVII

—0. 23077 XVIII

—0. 15335 XXV
—0. 15385 XIX

—0. 07692 XXVII

—0. 34615 XVIII —0. 23077 XIX

- 0. 23077 XXV —0, 11538 XXVII
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General eoryections in terms of the correlates—Coutimied.

[;53„]

[3:5,]

[33,] =

[34,]

[3J.-]

[34,]

[34^]

[34fi]

[!4h]

[34,]

[35,]

[35,+j] :

[35.]

[35,+.,+,] :

[353]

[353+,] -

[354]

[36,]

[3fi2]

[362+3]

[362+3+4] :

[363]

[364]

[37,+2] =

[372]

[373] =

:-ll. 1153M

—0. 0769^

—0. 1 1538

-0 11538

—0. 07692

—0.11538

0. 11538

—0. 07692

-0. 11538

:+0. 20000

:+0. 20000

=+0. 50000

+0.36117

=—0. 40000

+0. 80000

:—0. 40000

—0. 20000

:+0. 60000

—0. 20000

=+0. 60000

—0. 20000

=-0. 20000

—0. 43294

=—0. 40000

—0.60411

:— 0. 20000

—0. 17117

:+0. 40000

—0. 51351

:— 0. 20000

—0.17117

=+0.60000

— 0. 34234

:+0. 80000

— 0. 17117

:+0. GOOOO

—0. 60000

:+0. 60000

+0. 40000

:+0. 20000

+0. 80000

:—0. 20000

+1.20000

:—0. 40000

+0. 40000

:—0. 40000

+0. 40000

:+0. 80000

—0. 20000

+1. 00000

:—0. 20000

—0. 20000

XII

XXI

XXX
XII

XXI

XXX
XII

XXI

XXX
XXI

XXI

XIII

XXVI

VI

XIX

VI

XIX

VI

XIX

VI

XIX

I

VII

I

VII

I

VII

I

VII

I

VII

I

VII

I

VII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

I

VIII

II

XII

III

II

XII

—0.11,538X111

—0. 19231 XXII

—0.2.3077 XXXI

-0.11538X111

—0. 19231 XXII

—0.23077 XXXI
- 0.11538 XIII

—0. 19231 XXII

+0. 76923 XXXI
—0. 40000 XXII

+0.60000 XXII

—0. 06512 XIV

—0. 40000 VIII

+0. 01722 XX
+0. 60000 VIII

—0.00431 XX
+0.60000 VIII

—0. 00431 XX
—0. 40000 VIII

—0. 00431 XX
—0. 60000 II

—0.26746 IX

—0. 20000 II

—0.53492 IX

+0. 40000 II

—0.26746 IX

+ 1.20100 II

— 1. 10294 IX

+0. 40000 II

—0. 41774 IX

+0. 80000 II

-0. 83548 IX

+0. 40000 II

—0.41774 IS

+0. 40000 II

—2. 35327 IX

+0. 40000 II

+0. 64127 IX

+0. 80JO0 II

+1. 28254 IX

+0. 20000 II

+1.92381 IX

+0. 40000 II

+0. 64127 IX

—0. 60000 II

+0. 64127 IX

+ 1.96247 IV

—0. 20000 XIII

—2. 45308 IV

—0. 49062 IV

—0. 20000 XIII

—0. 11.->3S

—0. 11538

—0.06321

—0. 11538

—0. 1 1538

—0. 36759

-0.11538

—0. 11,53s

+0. 7H898

—0.29315

+0. 48075

+0. 50000

XVII

XXIII

XXXV
XVII

XXIII

XXXV
XVII

XXIII

XXXV
XXIV

XXIV

XVIII

—0. 60000 X

+0. 40000 X

+0. 40000 X

+0. 40000 X

—0. 40000 III

+0. 60000 X

+0. 20000 III

+1. 20000 X

+0. 60000 III

+0. 60000 X
+0. 80000 III

—0. 20000 X

+0. 60000 III

—0. 40000 X
+0. 20000 III

—0. 80000 X

—0. 40000 III

—0. 40000 X

+0. 37733 IV

+0. 37733 IV

—1. 13195 IV

—0. 75463 IV

— I. 50928 IV

+0. 37732 IV

—0. 20000 VI

+0.41170 XIV

+0. 80000 VI

+0.41170 XIV

-0. 34615 XVIII - 0. 23077 XIX

+0. 76923 XXV -0. 11538 XXVII

—0. 34615 XVIII —0. 23077 XIX

+0. 76923 XXV +0. 88462 XXVII

—0. 34615 XVIII -0. 23077 XIX

—0.23077 XXV —0. 11S38 XXVII

+0. 30956 XXVI
—0. 46434 XXVI

+0. 50000 XIX

+0.60000 XIII

+0. 60000 XIII

—0. 40000 XIII

-0. 40000 XIII

—0. 40000 V

+0. 07087 XI

—0. 80000 V

+0.07194X1

—0. 40000 V
+0. 00107 XI

+0. 80000 V
—0. 04689 XI

+0. 60000 V
—0, 02398 XI

+1. 20000 V
—0. 04796 XI

+0. 60000 V
—0. 02398 XI

+0. 20000 V

+0. 20000 V

+0. 40000 V

+0. 60000 V

+0. 20000 V

+0. 20000 V

+0. 18490 VII

—0.71157 XX

—0.08280 XIV

-0. 06127 XIV

+0. 04803 XIV

+0. 04803 XIV

+0. 80000 VI

+0. 00000 VI

—0. 20000 VI

—0. 60000 VI

-".20000 VI

—0. 40000 VI

—0. 20000 VI

-1. 73767 VII

+0. 86729 VII

+ 1.73458 VII

+ 1.73613 VII

+0. 86729 VII

+0.001,55 VII

+". 35486 XI

+0. 26141 VII +0. 33446 XI
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[37^]
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Normal equations for determining the correlates.
Nri. of

equation
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Normal equations for determining the correlates—Continued.
No. of

equation

13.
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No. of
('(liiiition.

2:!.

Normal equations for determining the correlates—Continued.

2r..

27.

;«)

:i-2,

:«.

0=—0.221100 — 0. 11538 XII —
— 0. 23076 XIX —
— 0. 30953 XXIV —
— 0. 23077 XXXI —

0=—2. 98150 + 0. 95020 XXI —
+ 0. 37041 XXV —

n=—0. 18100 — 0. 23077 XII —
— 0. 46154 XIX —
+ 0. 37041 XXIV +
— 0. 39286 XXVIII +
— 0. 1428G XXXII —
— 0. 14286 XXXVI —

0=+4. 31210 4- 0. 36117 XIII —
— 1.00222 XVIII +
+ 0. 95589 XXII —
+ 0. 87463 XXVII —
+ 0.48.323 XXXI —
— 0. 03782 XXXVI —

0=—1.27300 — 0. 11538 XII —
— 0.23076 XIX —
+ 1. 48353 XXV +
— 1. 46082 XXIX —
— 0. 33738 XXXIII —
— 0. 2857? XXXVII —

28. 0=—0. 73400 +

29. 0=+2. r,0598

0=— 0. 98000

+

0. 25000 XXII

+ 1. 31428 XXVIl
— 0. 14286 XXXII
— 0. 94286 XXXVI

0. 466G8 XXII

— 1.46082 XXVII

+ 0.05306 XXXII
— 0. 13058 XXXVI

0. 11538 XII

— 0. .54614 XVIII

— 0. 19230 XXII

— 0.11538 XXVII
— 1. 90363 XXXIII

31. 0=+0. 0.5700 — 0. 23077 XII

— 0.79231 XVIII

— 0. 38462 XXII

— 0.51649 XXVII

+ 3. 19560 XXXI

+ 0. 72578 XXXV
0=-n. 64900 — 0.20000 XVI

— 0. 14286 XXV
+ 0. 05306 XXIX

+ 0. 81018 XXXIII —
— 0. 14280 XXXA'II

0=-0. S9353 + 0. 27432 XVI +
— 0. 16869 XXV —
+ 0. 06266 XXIX —
+ 6. 38907 XXXIII —
— 0. 168G9 XXXVII

+

0. 11538 XIII —
0. 41025 XXI +
0.231177 XXV —
0. 06321 XXXV
0. 63047 XXII —
2. 47631 XXVI +
0. 23077 XIII —
0. 15385 XXI —
3. 14560 XXV —
0. 40546 XXIX —
0. 16869 XXXIII —
0. 14286 XXXVII

0. 04725 XIV —
0. 36117 XIX —
2. 47031 XXIV —
0. 09923 XXVIII —
0. 11900 XXXII —
0. 03782 XXXVII
0.11538 XIII —
0. 07692 XXI —
0. 87463 XXVI +
0. 11538 XXX —
0. 28572 XXXIV +
0.20000 XXXVIII—
0. 37041 XXIV —
2. 80714 XXVIII +
0. 16869 XXXIII —
0. 14280 XXXVII —
0. 69145 XXIV +
0. 53807 XXVIII +
0. 06266 XXXIII +
0. 05306 XXXVII —
0. 11538 XIII —
0. 23076 XIX —
0. 11538 XXIII —
2. 83462 XXX +
0. 25000 XXXIV +
0. 23077 XIII —
0. 46154 XIX -
0. 23077 XXIII —
0. 14286 XXVIII +
0. 34286 XXXII —
0. 14286 XXXVI —
0. 20000 XVII —
0. 11900 XXVI —
1. 10000 XXX —
0.04286 XXXIV —

0. 27432 XVII +
2. 63999 XXVI —
1. 90303 XXX —
0. 36791 XXXIV —

0. 11538 XVII — 0. 34614 XVIII

0. 80770 XXII + 2. 05129 XXIII

0. 11538 XXVII — 0. 11538 XXX

0. 30953 XXIII
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Normal equations for determining the correlates—Continued.
No. of

equation

34.
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Values of the general corrections.

[20:] =

[30,] =

[3O3] =

[31.] =

[31,] =

[3I3]

=

[3I4]

=

[3l5] =

[31e]

=

[31,]

=

[32,] =

[32,] =

[323] =

[320 =

=+0. 457

=H-0. 471

=+0. 121

=+0. 963

=—0. 833

=+0. 193

=+0. 659

=+0. 067

=+0. 348

=—1. 027

=—0. 103

=+0.541

=+0. 056

=—0. 531

[326]

[33,]

[33,]

[333]

[334]

[336]

[336]

[33,]

[338]

:

[34,]:

[34,]

:

[343]

[344] :

[34J =

=+0. 302

=+0. 523

=+0. 261

=— 1. 096

=+0. 058

=+0. 422

=+0. 205

=—0. 169

=—0. 845

=—0. 871

=+1. 100

=—0. 128

=—0. 782

=+0. 136

[346]

[347]

[35,]

[35,]

[353]

[3.54]

[.36,]

[36,]

[363]

[364]

[37,+,]

[37,]

[37,]

[374]

=+0. 511

=—1. 025

=—0. 871

=+0. 180

=+0. 451

=—0. 489

=— 0. 398

=+0. 222

=+0. 192

=—0. 105

=+0. 134

=+0. 295

=—0. 034

=—0. 686

[376] =

[38,J =

[383] :

[39,] =

[39,] =

[40,] =

[40,] =

[4O3] =

[41i] =

[41,] =

[4I3] =

[4I4] =

[4l6] =

[4l6] =

=+0. 493

=—0. 419

=+0. 521

=—0. 340

=+0. 235

=+0. 569

=—0. 103

=—0. 372

=-0. 119

=+0. 679

=—0. 132

=+0. 369

=— 1. 351

=+0. 189

[42,]

[42,]

[423]

[423+4]

[43,]

[43,]

[433]

[434]

[44,]

[44,]

[443]

[453]

[454]

=+0. 300

=+0. 277

=—1. 115

=+0. 138

=—0. 356

=—0. 172

=+1. 205

=—1. 141

=+0. .596

=—0. 518

=+0. 491

=+0. 178

=—0. 435

Residuals resulting from substitution of general corrections in numerical equations of condition.

No. of
equation.
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Proceeding as in Chapter XIV, 0, § 8, there are found the following values

:

FOE THE ENTIRE SECTIONS OF THIS CHAPTER.

Section.

XI
xn

Extent of section.

Chester -"Willongliby to Grand Eiyer-'Westfleld .

Grand Eiver-Westfield to Falkirk-PeWn

m
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Mountain, for which -=1784 and -7=1795. These values give for the probable error of the log-
P P

arithm of this line in units of the seventh decimal place, ±29.9, which corresponds to xrsVao Pf^r*

of the length of the line.

Principal chain of triangles bettceen Sandiislcy and Buffalo Bases.

Stations.
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Principal chain of triangles between Sandusla/ and Buffalo Bases—Coutunwd.

513

Stations. Angles.
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CHAPTER XIX.

TKIANGirLATION FROM BIFFALO BASE TO SANDY CREEK BASE.

xi.—DESGlilPTIONS OF STATIONS.

NOTE RELA'i'lVE TO ELEVATIONS.

§ 1 . The heights of .^roiuid at .stations described in this chapter and in Chapter XVIII, from

.station Font Hill to .station Oswego, both inclusive, de])end upon connections with the surface of

Lake Ontario made at Oswego by spirit-lcvef and at Sodus by a single zenith distance over a line

abont 3 miles long, and upon connections \\ ith the surface of Lake Erie at West Base (Buffalo

Base) bj' spirit-level and at Ridgeway by single zenith distances over two short lines. Bast of

Oswego the heights depend on connections with the water surface at North and South Base

(Sandy Creek Base) and Stony Point. Heights of stations not directly referred to the lake surface

were computed mostly from non-simultaneous, reciprocal zenith distances. No exact adjustment

of these heights has been made, but judging from discrepancies in heights computed by inde-

pendent routes, the probable error of anj- height does not exceed ±4 feet. Heights of stations oq

the islands of Lake Ontario and on the north shore were obtained chietly from the detail topo-

graphical charts, and may be erroneous to an extent indicated by the above iirobable error.

DESCniPTIONS OF STATIONS.

§ 2. Gaspokt, LS75, '78.*—This station is situated in Eoyaltou Townshii), Niagara County,

New York, about IJ miles east and one-fourth mile south of the village of Gasport, and about 15

metres south of the limestone ledge. The height of station used was 102 feet. The geodetic point

is marked by a nail leaded into the solid rock, about 1 foot below the surface of tlie ground. A
stone post is set directly over the geodetic i)oint as a surface-mark, rising 8 inches above the

ground. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : One bearing north 8° 01' west, distant

9 metres ; one bearing north V.P 31' east, distant 21.75 metres ; and one bearing north 80° 11' east,

distant 22.11 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at tlie station above mean
level of Lake Ontario is 397.S feet. *

Batatia, 1875.—This station is situated in the township of Batavia, Genesee County, New
York, about 4 miles northwest of the city of Batavia, on a slight rise of ground about one-half mile

north of iin east-and-west highway. The height of station used was 89 feet. The geodetic point

is marked by a hole drilled in the top of a stone post set 2 feet lielow the surface of the ground. A
stone post is set directly over the geodetic point for a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts

are set as follows: One bearing south 80° 05' east, distant 31.0 metres; one bearing south 36° 12'

east, distant 30.0 metres; and one bearing iiorth 34° 55' west, distant 21.9 metres from the geo-

detic point. The Blind Asylum at Batavia bears south 74° 38' east, and is distant 3 or 4 miles; a

beech tree 18 iuches in diameter bears south 10° 20' east, distant 8.3 metres; a hemlock tree 30

inches in diameter bears north 79° 05' west, distant 12.7 metres; and a rail fence is distant 93 metres

on the east. The height of ground at the station above mean. level of Lake Ontario is 711.5 feet.

Albion, 1875.—This station is the soldiers' monument in the cemetery 2 miles east of Albion,

Orleans County, New York. The monument stands on the highest point in the cemetery, is built

of sandstone, and its tower is C0.5 feet higli. The geodetic point is on the west side of the center

*See note coacciuing topograpliical skctulies of stutious under Burnt Bluff, Chapter XV, A, § 2.
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or "well" of the moiinuient, and is marked by a oiie-fourtli inch liole drilled in the coping- stone.

A stone reference- post 2 feet long and 6 inches square is set with its top 4 feet below the surface of

the ground vertically under a point 3.524 metres from the geodetic point on the line to Batavia

station, bearing sonth 19° 54' 4G".07 west. This reference-stone is in tnrn referred to three holes

drilled in the southwest side of the monument, at a height of 3 feet above the ground, distant

respectively 1.C5 metres, 1.03 metres, and 1.47 metres, the first mentioned being farthest south.

Distances from the reference-stone to marble monuments with square granite bases wore taken as

follows: Dyer, 3.9 metres; Hill, 34.7S metres; Smith, 25.0 metres; French, 29.3 metres. The
height of ground at tlie station above mean level of Lake Ontario is 4G1.1 feet.

MoRGANViLLB, 1875.—This station is situated in Stafford Township, Genesee County, New
York, about 7 miles east of the city of Batavia and IJ miles east of tlie village of Morganville.

The height of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is marlced by a hole drilled in tlie top

of a stone post and filled with lead, set 2 feet below the surface. Three stone reference-posts are

set as follows: One bearing north 62° 33' east, distant 33.35 metres; one bearing north 2° 23' east,

distant 15.75 metres; and one bearing north 60° 59' west, distant 30.1 metres from the geodetic

point. The reference-stones are set along the road-fence on the north of the station. The height

of the ground at the station above mean level of Lake Ontario is 035.1 feet.

Bbockport, 1875.—This station is situated in lot 13, section 7, district No. 3, Sweden Town-

ship, Monroe County, ISIew York, about IJ miles sonth and half a mile east of the village of Brock-

port. The height of station used was 38 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cut marble post

of the usual form, set 3 feet below the surface, with a stone of the same form set directly over it

and projecting 6 iuchcs above the surface. Two stone reference posts are set in the road to the

south of the station as follows: One bearing south 22° 24' west, distant 471.04 metres; and one

bearing south 0° 31' east, distant 451.51 metres from the geodetic point. The intersection of an

east-aud-west road about half a mile north of the station, and a north and-south road, which is a

l)rolongation of Main street, of Brockport, is at the corner of lots 5, 11, S, and 14, and bears north

45° 55' west, and is distant 1118.8 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the

station above mean level of Lake Ontario is 481.1 feet.

SCOTTSVILLE, 1875, '77.—This station is situated in Eush Township, Monroe County, New
York, on a steep, wooded hill rising 150 feet above the general level, about 2^ miles southeast of

the village of Scottsville and about half a mile east of Scottsville station, on the Rochester branch

of the Erie Eailway. The height of station used was 35 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a

hole drilled in the top of a marble post set 1^ feet below the surface. A marble post is set directly

over the geodetic point as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One

bearing south 24° 48' west, distant 1G.6 metres ; one bearing south 72° 58' west, distant 21.3

metres; and one bearing north 31° 08' east, distant 16.2 metres from the g'eodetic point. The

church at North Eush bears north 33° 24' east, distant about one-third of a mile ; an oak tree 18

inches in diaineter bears south 70° 28' east, distant 5.6 metres; and anoak tree 12 inches in diam-

eter bears north 1° 32' east, distant 6.1 metres from the geodetic point* The height of ground at

the station above mean level of Lake Ontario is 545.7 feet.

Pinnacle Hill, 1875, '77.—This station is situated in the township of Brighton, Monroe

County, New York, in a Catholic cemetery% on the summit of a hill known as Pinnacle Hill, about

2 miles southeast of the center of the city of Eochester. The height of station used was 33 feet.

The geodetic point is marked by a cross and the letters U. S. cut in a bowlder 3 feet below the

surface, with an ordinary marking-ston? set directly over it, rising to the surface of the ground.

Two stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing north 15° 23' west, distant 22.50 metres;

and one bearing south 13° 12' east, distant 31.73 metres from the geodetic point. A large marble

monument, marked "Mahon" on the base, bears south 80° 55' west, distant 87.97 metres; a large

granite monument, marked "Cummings" on the base, bears south 70° 26' west, distant 117.75

metres from the geodetic point. A "black-oak tree bears north 82° 02' west, distant 25.54 metres.

The Eochester court-house bears north 45° 38' west, distant about 2 miles. The height of ground

at the station above mean level of Lake Ontario is 502.1 feet.

Tukk's Hill, 1875, '77.—This station is situated near the southern boundary of Perrinton

Township, Monroe County, New York, about 2 miles south of the village of Egypt, and about 3
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miles uortbeast of Fisher's, a station on the Auburn branch of the New York Central Railroad. It

is on a hill about 1 mile southeast of the hill generally known as Turk's Hill. The height of sta-

tion used was 28 feet. The geodetic jioint is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 2J
feet below the surface of the ground. Three stone reference-posts are set by the road-fence on the

east of the station as follows: One bearing north 49° 2.3' east, distant 21.2 metres; on6 bearing

north S'fi 10' east, distant ]7.9 metres; and one bearing south 56° east, approximately, distant 20.9

metres. The northeast corner of a house with permanent stone foundation is 16.4 metres distant

on the south. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Ontario is G80.9 feet.

AValwoetii, 1875, '77.—This station is situated in lot 121, Walworth Township, Wayne
County, New York, about three-fourths of a inile northeast of the village of West Walworth. A
tiipod about 4 feet high was used to support the instrument while observhig. The geodetic point

is marked by a single stone post of the usual form, set 2i feet below the surface of the ground.

Tbree stone reference-posts are set as follows: One by the fence on the east of the station, bearing

south 20° 51' east, distant 82.39 metres; and two in the north-aud-south road about one-quarter

of a mile west of the station, one bearing south 02° 14' west, distant 530.76 metres; and one bearing

north 86° 19' west, distant 480.9 metres. The height of ground at the station above the mean level

of Lake Ontario is 406.2 feet.

Palmyea, 1875, '77.—This station is situated in lot 29, Palmyra Township, Wayne County,

New Y'ork, about 3 miles east of the village of Palmyra and li miles southwest of East Palmyra,

on the highest point of a long, narrow hill extending north and south. The height of station used

Mas 49 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 2J feet below the

surface of the ground. Three stone reference-posts are set along the line-fence west of the station

as follows: One bearing north GO'^ 29' west, 49.8 metres distant; one bearing south 77'' 41' west,

40 meti-es distant ; and one bearing south 40° 17J' west, 51.7 metres distant from the geodetic point.

Tlic distance from the northwest stone to the west stone is 32.8 metres, and from the west stone to

tlie southwest stone is 31.0 metres. A hard-maple tree 9 inches in diameter stands 29.1 metres

approximately north of the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level

of Lake Ontario is 418.7 feet.

Cl^ DE, 1875.—This station is situated in lot 73, Galen Township, Wayne County, New York,

about 2 miles south of the village of Clyde, on a high, narrow ridge running approximately north

and south. The height of statioTi used was 4 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post

of the usual form, set 2^ feet below the surface of the ground. Two stone reference-posts are set

by the line-fence running north and south about 2 metres west of the station, as follows: One
bearing north 23° 52' west, distant 8.9 metres, and one bearing south 1°

.30J' west, distant 5.6

metres from the geodetic point, the distance between the two reference-stones being 14.88 metres.

A third reference-stone is set by the road fence west of the station, bearing north 89° 30' west,

distant 158 metres. The ground at the station is 168 feet above the road. A basswood tree, 14

inches in diameter, the only tree on the hill, stands 5.43, metres north of the geodetic point. The
height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Ontario is 391.9 feet.

YiCTOEY, 1875.—This station is situated near the eastern boundary of Victory Township,
Cayuga County, New York, about half a mile southwest of Ira railway station, on the Southern

Central Railroad. The height of station used was 85 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cross

cut in lead in the top of a stone post of the usual form, set 2 feet below the surface of the ground.

Three stone reference-posts are set as follows, the bearings being approximate: One bearing

south 22° 10' east, distant 16.7 metres; one bearing north 31° east, distant 10.9 metres; and one

bearing north 44° 57' west, distant 15.3 metres from the geodetic point. The station stands on a

hill about 75 feet above the general level of the ground. The height of ground at the station above
mean level of Lake Ontario is 326 feet.

SoDUS, 1875, '77.—This station is situated in lot 6, Sodus Township, Wayne County, New
York, on Greene's Hill, about half a mile west of the village of Sodus and one-fourth mile south of

the Lake Ontario Shore Railroad. The height of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a stone post of tbe usual form, set 3 feet below the surface of the ground, with a stone

post set directly over it for a surface mark. Two stone reference-posts are set as follows: One
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bearing ilOftli 47° 15' west, distant 11.25 metres; and one bearing south 34° 50' west, distant 12

metres from the geodetic point. Sodas Academy bears south 78° 28' east, and is distant 815.3

metres. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Ontario is 347.8 feet.

Vandeelip, 1875, '77.—This station is situated about 450 metres from the shore of South

Bay, Lake Ontario, in Prince- Edwards County, Province of Ontario, about 8 miles southeast of

the town of Picton, half a mile south of the post-offlce of Cardwell, and half a mile southwest of the

mouth ot Black Creek. The height of statiori used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a

dent in lead run into the solid rock about 1 foot below the surface of the ground. Three stone refei'-

ence-posts are set as follows: One bearing north 18° 32' east, distant 141.73 metres; one bearing

north 33° 30' west, distant 92.95 metres; and one bearing south 51° 26' west, distant 29.5 metres.

The height of ground at the station above Lake Ontario is about 150 feet.

South Base, 1874, '75, '78.—This station, marking the south end of the Sandy Creek base-

line, is situated close to the lake shore, near the southern end of a sand point lying between N^orth

Pond and Lake Ontario, in Sandy Creek Township, Oswego County, New York. The height of

station used was 72 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a brass frustum leaded into a stone 8

inches by 8 inches by 3 feet, between the letters U. S. cut in the stone, the top of the stone being

3 feet below the surface of the ground. Two stone posts are set on a line to the east approximately

at right angles to the base-line, one 3 feet long and set 3^ feet below the surface, distant 3.39

metres from the geodetic point, and one 5 feet long set 4 feet below the surface, and distant 7.98

metres from the geodetic point. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing north

71° 38' east, distant 34 metres; one near the hotel on the south side of Little Sandy Creek, bearing-

south 32° 01' east, distant 543.G metres; and one on the southeast side of North Pond, bearing south

70° 58' east, distant 842.9 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station

above the lake is 5.7 feet.

Middle Base, 1874.—This station is at the end of the 523d tube of the Sandy Creek base-

line from South Base. A small tripod about 4 feet high was used to support the instrument during

observations. The geodetic point is marked by a single stone of the usual form, 5 feet long, and

set 5 feet below the surface. The height of ground at the station is about 11.5 feet above Lake

Ontario.

. North Base, 1874.—This station, marking the north end of the Sandy Creek base line, is

situated on the lake shore, near the boundary line between Oswego and Jeflferson Counties. Tiie

height of'station used was CO feet. The geodetic ])oint is marked by a brass frustum leaded iiilo

a stone post 8 inches by 8 inches by 5 feet, set 5 feet below the surface of the ground. Two stone

posts are set on a line through the. geodetic point perpendicular to the direction of the base line;

one 5 feet long and set 5 feet below the surface, bearing north 87° 14' east, distant 3.79 metres;

and one 5 feet long and set 5 feet below the surface, bearing south 87° 14' west, distant 3.70 metres

from the geodetic point. Two stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing north 3° 09'

east, distant C0.17 metres; and one bearing south 82° 14' west, distant 20.87 metres from the

geodetic point. A tree blazed on the side toward the station bears north 2° 55' east, distant 00.5

metres. The height of ground at the station abbve mean level of Lake Ontario is 11.9 feet.

Sandy Creek, 1874.—This station is situated in Sandy Creek Township, Oswego County,

New York, about 1 mile northwesterly from the village of Sandy Greek. The height of station

used was 40 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form,- set 3 feet below

Ihe surface of the ground, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Two stone

reference posts are set as follows: One bearing south 29° 16' west, distant 09.5 metres; and one

bearing south 28° 59' east, distant 65.5 metres. The reference-stones are set in a line of maple

trees on the south side of the road running by the station on the south. The height of ground at

the station above mean level of Lake Ontario is 235.7 feet.

Mannsville, 1874, '75.—This station is situated about half a mile northeast of the village of

Mannsville, in lot 177, Ellisburg Township, Jefferson County, New York, on the highest land in

the immediate vicinity. A tripod about 4 feet high supported the instrument during observations.

The geodetic point is marked by a single post of cut marble, set 18 inches below the surface of the

ground. Three marble reference-posts are set as follows : One bearing north 67° 48' east, distant

91.79 metres ; one bearing south 54° 30' east, distant 107.84 metres ; and one bearing south 34° 06'

west distant 393.1 metres from the geodetic point. The first two reference-stones mentioned are
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set close to a stone wall east of tbe station, and the tliird iu the road (Lorain street) on the south

of the station. The nortlieast corner of lot 177 bears north 23° 44' east, and is distant 190.7

metres. A stone astronomical post, occupied in 1875, standing on the north side of Railroad street,

near its junction with Lorain street, bears south 68° 28' \vest, and is distant 030.98 metres from the

geodetic ]H)int. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Ontario is 474.8

feet.

Oswego, 187.^), '78.—This station is situated in the southwest part of the city of Oswego, New
York, one the grounds of the Orphan Asylum, corner of Ellen and West Seventh streets. The

height of station used was 100 feet. The geodetic ]K)int is marked by a stone post of the usual

form, set 2 feet below the surface of the ground, a stone post being set directly over it as a surface-

mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : one iu the northeast corner of the lot on

which the asylum stands, bearing north 50° east, distant 52.50 metres; one in the northwest cor-

ner of the lot, bearing north 54° west, distant 49.05 metres ; and one bearing south 0° west, distant

49..3S metres from the geodetic point. The bearings given above are magnetic. The Oswego court-

house bears north 22° 24' east (true), and is distant 1027 metres. An astronomical post, occnpie.l

in 18G8, bears nortli 10° 58' east, distant 2242 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground

at the station above mean level of Lake Ontario is 108 feet.

Stony Point, 1874, '75, '^S.—This station is situated on Stony Poini, Lake Ontario, in Hen-

derson Township, Jefferson County, New York. The height of station used was 74 feet. The

geodetic point is marked by a hole in the solid rock, filled with lead, 20 inches below the surface

of the ground. A stone post is set over the geodetic point as-a surface-mark. Three stone refer-

ence-posts are set as follows : One bearing south 09° 30' east, distant 28.9 metres ; one bearing

north 03° 30' east, distant 20.0 metres ; and one bearing north 73° 48' west, distant 30.0 metres

from the geodetic point. An oak tree bears south 5° 30' west, aufl is distant 29 metres ; a bass-

wood tree bears north 45° 30' west, and is distant 19 metres. The lake shore on the west is distant

391 metres. Stony Point light-house bears south 38° 38' west, and is distaut 1025.8 metres. The

height of ground at the station above the mean level of Lake Ontario from 1800 to 1875 is 20.3

feet.

Grenadier, 1875.—This station is situated on the southwest side, near the west end of

Grenadier Island, iu the lower end of Lake Ontario. The station is about 170 metres back from

the head of a small bay. The height of station useil was 33.5 feet. Tlie geodetic point is marked

by a stone post of the usual form set 2 feet below the surface. Three stone reference-posts are set

as follows: One approximately nortii, distant 40.05 metres; one northwest, distant 50.25 metres;

and oue iu)rtheast, distant 54.25 metres from the geodetic point. The northwest stone is distant

31.1 metres from the north stone, and the northeast stone is distant 40 metres from the north stone.

Tiie height of ground at the station above the lake is 18.4 feet.

Duck Island, 1874, '75.—This station is situated on the north side of Main Ducks Island.

The height of station used was 45 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in the solid

rock and filled with lead, about 1 foot below the surface of the ground. A stone post is set over

the geodetic point as a surface-mark. Three stoUe reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing

south 06° 41' west, distant 28.3 metres; oue bearing north 24° 34' west, distant 35.4 metres; and

and one bearing north 00° 07' east, distant 33.2 metres from the geodetic point. False Ducks light-

house bears north 83° 50' west, distant about 9 miles. The height of ground at the station above

the lake is 21.8 feet.

Amherst, 1874.—This station is situated on the south side of Amherst Island, about midway
between the east and west ends, and 110 metres from the lake shore. A roadway runs along the

shore in front of the station at a height of 10 feet above the level of the water. The height of

station used was 23.5 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a nail leaded into the solid rock about

18 inches below the surface of the ground. Three stone reference-posts are set along the fence

southwest of the station, as follows: One bearing north 72° 13' west, distant 14.2 metres; one

bearing south 39° 48' west, distant 9.1 metres; and one bearing south 10° 44' east, distant 28.45

metres from the geodetic point. The distance from the intersection of the above fence with the

road to a house owned by Mr. McCormick is 138.5 metres in a southwesterly direction along" the

road. The height of ground at the station above Lake Ontario is about 10 feet.
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Wolfe, 1874.—This station is situated on the southeast shore of Wolfe or Long Island, about

135 metres back from the water's edge, in a sandy field on a bluff about 60 feet high. The height

of station nsed was 33.5 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone set 1.7 feet below the sur-

face of the ground. Three stone reference-posts are set by the road-fence northeast of the station,

as follows: One bearing south 88° '28' east, distant 100 metres; one bearing north 34° 17' east,

distant 85.17 metres ; and one bearing north 1° 10' west, distiint 139.38 metres from the geodetic

point. The height of ground at the station above the lake is 57.9 feet.

Kingston, 1871.—This station is the square tower of the Wesleyan Methodist Church, facing

east, on the corner of Williams street and Sydenham Place, in the city of Kingston, Provin(!e of

Ontario. The geodetic point is on the second stone pier from the south front pinnacle, and is

marked by a hole drilled into the stone. On the stone is inscribed U. S. L. S., 1874. The height

of the instrument above the ground was 108.5 feet. The northwest corner of the residence, on the

southeast corner of Johnson street and Sydenham Place, bears north 54° 15' east, and is distant

76.16 metres ; the southeast corner of Eegiopolis College, on the north side of Johnson street at

the north end of Sydenham Place, bears north 37° 54' east, and is distant 114.6 metres ; the south-

west corner of Regiopolis College bears north 32° 07' east, and is distant 109.8 metres from the

geodetic point. The transit-pier of the Kingston Observatory is situated south 527.2 metres and

west 101.9 metres from the geodetic point.

Caklton, 1874.—This station is situated on Carlton Island, in the upper end of the Saint Law-

rence Eiver, about one-half mile from the north .shore of the island, in a i)iece of open, woods on a

ridge about 80 feet above the water. The height of station used was 33 feet. A triangular hole

about 1 inch deep on the south side of a large irregularly-shaped hole cut in the solid rock marks

the geodetic point. A stone post 3j inches square, with a 1^-inch tiiangle drilled in the center, is

placed over the geodetic point for a surface-mark. The station is referred to a blaze on a i>ine tree

bearing south 70° 28' west, distant 7.05 metres, and to a blaze on a stump bearing south 42° 32'

east, distant 4.65 metres from the geodetic point. An east-and-west rail-fence is south of the sta-

tion 93 metres. The height of ground at the station above the Saint Lawreuce River is about 80

feet.

Sir John, 1874.—This station is situated on the southwest side of Howe's Island, Saint Law-

rence River, in a pasture field about 60 metres northeast of a road running northwest and south-

east, and about 535 metres from the intersection of the road with the water's edge. The height of

station used was 23 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a square stone post rising to tlie sur-

face of the ground. Three stone refereuce-posts are set as follows : One bearing south 86° 33'

west, distant 69.15 metres; OTie bearing south 60° 35' west, distant 03.78 metres; and one bearing

south 35° 28' west, distant 71.91 metres from the geodetic point. The stones are, set along the

road-fence. The bearings given are approximate.

B.—STATIONS, SIGNALS, INSTRUMENTS, AND METHODS OP OBSERVATION.

§ 3. See Chapter XVI, B.

C—MEASURED AND ADJUSTED ANGLES BETWEEN THE LINES FALKIRK -PEKIN
AND CARLTON - SIR JOHN.

§ 4. The angles within the above limits were adjusted in one group. It is designated Section

XIIL The sketch to accompany it is in Plate V.
|

An abstract of the adjustment is given in the fol-

lowing tables. Weight unity was assigned to the following number of combined results for the

respective instruments:

Troughton & Simms No. 1, 16.

Trougbton & Simms No. 2, 24.

Troughton & Simms No. 3, 24 in 1877.

Troughton & Simms No. 3, 16 in 1878.

Pistor & Martins No. 2, 16.

Gambey No. 1, 16.

Eepsold No. 1, 24.
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For a detailed explanation of the tiihles see OIiai)ter XIV", (3, § 7, and see the remark in Chap-

ter XV, C, § (!, relating to the colnmn headed "No nieas." The locally adjusted angles, with their

resulting weights at stations Falkirk and Pekin, were used in computing the general adjustment

which disregarded a sum-angle condition at each of those stations.

Section XIII.

—

TrUmgulaHon from the line Sir John - CarUon to the line FaUdrlc- Vekin.

SIR JOHN—1.

[Observer, T. Russell. Instrument, Gambey theodolite No. 1. Dates, June and July, 1874.]

Angle aa measured between

—
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Section XIII.

—

Triangulation from the line Sir John- Carlton to the line Falkirlc-Peldn—Coutiuued.

AMHERST—5.

[Observer, T. Russell. Instrument, Gambey theodolite No. 1. Dates, October and November, 1874, and May, 1875.]

Angle as measured between

—

Kingston and "Wolfe 35 41 23. 025

Kingston and Dnck Island Ill 45 28. 463

Wolfe and Duck Island 76 04 06. 321

Grenadier and Duck Island 54 38 00. 343

Duck Island and Vanderlip 7115 25.434

Vanderlip and Kingston 176 59 06. 108

Notation. No. mcas.

5i

5l+2+3

52+3

53

5i

55

16

20

20

18

21

20

Range.
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Section XIII.

—

Triaiujuhithnfrom the line Sir John -Carlton to the line FuUiirlc-rekin—Continued.

GRENADIER—7.

|(.)listrvLr», T. Kuasill .anil W. A. llctiall'. Instruruonta, G.ambey theodoUto No. 1 and Pistor & Martins 14-mcJi thoodolito No. 2. Dates, May
and September, 1875.]

Angle as measured betweon-

Stnny Point and Galloo 29 42 14. 537

Stony Point and Duck Island 78 13 33. 638

Galloi. and Ducl( Island 48 31 in. 35.'>

Duck Island and Amherst 50 35 04. 280

Duck Island and Stony Point 281 46 25. 803

Amherst and Stony Point 231 11 22.043

Notation. No. meas. Range,

7i
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Section 'SAW.— Triangulation from the line Sir John- Carlton to the line Falkirk- Pelcin—Continued.

OSWEGO—9.

(Observers, G. T. Wisner and E. S. 'Woodwara. InatrumontS, Troughton & Simms theodolites Nos. 1 and 3. Dates, June and rjuly, 1875, and
July, Ansuat and September, 1878.]

Angle as measured between

—

Notation. No. meas.

Victory and Sodus 46 52 09. 575

Victory and Vanderlip 127 21 57. 017

Victory and Duck Island 15t 11 14. 118

Sodus and Vanderlip 80 29 46.104

Sodus and Duck Mand 107 19 03.283

Sodus and Stony Point 138 12 49.435

Vanderlip and Duck Island 26 49 16. 607

Vanderlip and Stony Point 57 43 01. 960

Duck Island and Stony Point 30 53 42. 880

Stony Point and Nortli Base 22 11 56. 638

Stony Point and South Base 28 22 51.215

Stony Point and Mannsville 28 57 58. 515

Stony Point and Victory 174 55 00. 285

Stony Point and Sodiis 221 47 10.554

North Base and Mannsville 6 46 02. 177

Mannsville and Sandy Creek 4 16 00. 292

Mannsville and Victory 145 57 02. 449

Sandy Creek and Victory 141 40 58. 931

9i

9l+2

91+2+3

92

92+3

92+3+4

93

93+4

94

95

9j+6n

93+6a+6&

9.',+6ii+C6+7+S

95+00+66+7+8+1

i)6a+6b

9?

97+8

40

8

20

3

16

21

4

33

16

6

24

12

18

28

30

Kauge.
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Se<i'J'1on XIII.

—

Trkmgulation from the line Sir John- Carlton to the line Falkirk-Feliin—Goi]tmaed.

SANDY CREEK—11.

[Observer, G. T. Wisner. Instriinieiit, Troiigliton & Simms 14-lncli theodolite No. 1. Date, October, 1874.]

Angle as measured between

—

Os\vc;;o and Soutb Base 20 47 17. 225

South Ilase and North Base 34 33 10. 406

Xiirtli B.ise and Slon.v Point 34 10 31. 912

Stony l*o'nt and Mannsville 64 02 45, 975

Maniisville and Oswc-su 206 20 14. 737

Notjition.
;
No. meas.

;
Range.Range.
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Section XIII.—Triamiulatlonfrom the line Sir John- Carlton to the line Falldrlc-PeUn—Oontiuued.

SOUTH BASE—14.

(Observers, G. T. Wisner and E. S. Woodward. Instruments, Troughton and Simms theodolites Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Dates, October, 1874, May
1875, and October, 1878.]

Angle as nieasnred between

—
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Section XIII.

—

Ti-i<tn<jiiUiti(>nfrom the line Hir John-CarltQU to the line Falkirk-Pekin—Continued.

SODUS—16.

[Observer, R. S. Woodward. lDStrumeut8, Tronghton & Simms 12-incli tbeodolite No. 2, and 14-incli theodolite No. 3. Dates, June an

July, 1875, and July, 1877.]

Angle as measured between-

Tanderlip and Oswego 60 32 57.548

Oswego and Victory 29 42 35.931

Victory and Clyde 46 43 03.786

Clyde and Palmyra 69 50 58.700

Palmyra and Turk's Hill 32 05 38. 709

Palmyra and Walworth 47 0? 14. 585

Walworth and Palmyra 312 52 44. 821

Palmyra and Pinnacle Hill 65 19 10. 358

Pinnacle Hill and Palmyra 304 40 49. 523

Turk's Hill and Walworth, 15 01 36. 509

Walworth and Pinnacle Hill 8 11 56. 277

Walworth and Vanderlip 116 03 09. 242

Walworth and Oswego 176 36 07. 471

Notation

.

16,

162

163

164

16.',a

16.'>a r
.'>!,

16-50—56

lG5«-t-5&+ 6«

16—5a—.^i— 6i

16.%

166a

I660+6I)

166a+66+,

No. meas.
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Section XIII.—Triangulation from the line Sir John- Carlton to the line Falkirlc-Peldn—Continued.

PA.LMYRA—19.

[Observers, W. A. Metoalf and E. S. Woodward. laatrimionts, Pistor & Martins 14-inch theodolite No. 2, and Troughton & Simms 14-inch

theodolite No. 3. Dates, June, 1875, and July, 1877.]

Angle as measured between

—
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Sectk )N XIII.— TridiKjnlat'ion from the line Sir John- Carlton to the line Fulkirh-Pclan—Continued.

PINNACLE HILL—22.

[Obecivors, G-. T. Wisnor ami 1!. S. Woodward. Instrumonts, Tronghton & Simms theodolites Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Dates, July and October, 1875,

and August, 1877.]

Angle as measured bctweeu- Kotation.

Walworth and Turk's Hill 46 10 53. 196

Turk's Hill and Scottsville 84 22 48. 171

Scottaville and Brockport 68 35 26. 907

Scottsville and Sodus 220 29 21. 760

Scottsville and Walworth 229 26 19.581

Brockport and AValworth 160 50 51. 476

Sodus and Walworth 8 56 67. 405

Sodus and Turk's Hill 55 07 48. 053

Turk's Hill and Sodus 304 52 12. 038

Sodus and Scottsville 139 30 38. 112

22i

222

223

223+4«

223+4»+4!.

224(1+4!.

224!.

2246+1

22-l!,-i

224!.+!+2

No. meas.

40

64

16

10

18

16

14

6

Kange.
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Section XIIL^-Triangulationfrom the line Sir John- Carlton to the line FalMrl--Pelcin—CoiUinucd.

MORGANVILLE—25.

lOliacvvcr, T. EnsacU. Iiiiti ument, GamLey theodolite Xo. 1. Date, July, 1875.]

Angle as nieasinrd between—
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Section XIII.— Triangulation from the line Sir John- Carlton to the line Falkirk-PeMn—Continued.

GASPORT—98.

[Observer, R. S. Woodward. Tn.<(tninient9, Trouftlilon & Siiums fheodolites Nos. 2 and 3. Dates, August, 1875, and October and Novcm
bor, 1878.)

An"le as measured between-

Albion and Batavi.i 49 07 20.051

liiilavin and Falkirk 35 16 09.094

liatavia and Tckin 132 38 32. 2.-|7

Falkirk and IVkin 97 22 23.145

Pckin and Albion 178 14 0I.9S4

Notation.
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Numerical equations of condition in the triangvlation from the line Sir John-

Falkirk - Pekin.

Carlton to the line

SIDE-EQUATIONS.

I. (10) + i:i.9876[li!]

— 10. 562:5 [44+e,]

VIII. (20) — 14. 9447 [153]

+ 17. 3045 [73]

+ 35. 1870 [9^]

XV. (20) — 5.7t90[8,]

— 57.0246 [10,]

— 42.6729 [11,]

XVJII. (20) +13. 5954 [82]

— 0. 1409 [II.2]

XXIII. (50) +109.5078 [10,]

+ 57. 0890 [II2]

+ 32. 3738 [I23]

+ 0. 1087 [l,+2]

+ 12.6933 [4^]

+ 7. 1444 [5i]

— 0. 6003 [8fi]

—26.6586 [1.5,]

+ 7. 8064 [85]

—12. 7795 [21+2]

— 4. 3887 [7,]

+16.5)72 [8e+,]

+ 18.2841 [15i,]

+ 7. 8064 [83]

+ 5.0910 [10,+2] + 5.0910[103]

^42.6729 [11 2]

+13. 5954 [83]

— 0. 1409 [11 3]

—57.5742 [10,+2]

+42. 5320 [II3]

— 9. 2090 [I24]

XXVI. (20) + 3. 1378 [IO1+2] + 3. 1378 [IO3]

+ 10.2483 [11^] — 18. 0304 [I93]

XXVII. (10) + 3. 1378 [10,+2] + 8.7492 [IO3]

— 8. 1548[ll3] +10.2483 [lU]

XXIX. (20)

XXXVII. (25)

XXXIX. (30)

+ 9. 0325 [144!,]

+ 19.5482 [lUi

+ 6. 1022 [12^]

+ 47. 9060 [I43]

+ 29. 3673 [165i]

+ 14. 8503 [2O3]

+ 11.4886 [19,]

+16.4685 [II3]

+ 6. 1022 [I23]

-49. 0652 [166a]

— 5.5327 [22,]

+17.3602 [19,]

—42. 6729 [II3]

—11. 7217 [84]

+43. 8633 [144„]

—57.5742 [IO3]

+42.5320 [114]

+17. 1695 [IO4]

—18.9213 [I24]

+ 8.7492 [IO4]

+ 7.6447 [I43]

+16. .^85 [lU]

—25.5224 [I24]

+27. 28£0 [20,]

+ 14.6717 [2241,]

—40. 2070 [20,]

50.5077 [2I3J +37.5392 [21 3',]

Note.—In the solution for determining tho general corrections each of

number inclosed in parenthesis and placed opposite it.

ANGLE-EQUATIONS.

11. [U] +[3,+2] +[44+6] —[46]

III. [l,+0 +[2,] +[3,+.] -[3d
IV. [2,+,] -[2,] +[3,] +[44+5]

V. [33] +[43+4+.,]-[44+J+[5l]

VI. [4,+3H+6] -[43+4+6] +[55+3] +[63]

VII. [.S] +[^^3] +[64] +[73]'

IX. [.54] +[6,] +[15,]

X. [6,] +[93] +[15.]

XI. -[G,] -[6.] -[63] -[64] -[66] +[86]

XII. [66] +[7iJ +[7.] +[80+,]

XIII. [8,] +[8,] +[83] +[103] +[104] -[I43]

XIV. [8,] +[8,] +[83] +[8,]

XVI. [8,] +[85] +[104] +[12,]

XVII. [8j] +[^3] +[H4] +[96+fa+c!,] +[9t]

XIX. [83] +[84] +[96] +[122]

XX. [84] +[96+0»] +[144!,]

XXI. [9,] +[16,] +[17,]

XXII. [9,] +[10,] +[lli] +[1U]

XXIV. [9^] +[153] +[16i]

XXV. [10,+,] +[103] +[113] +[Ti4] +[124]

XXVIII. [10,+,] +[11,] +[11,] +[ii4] +[143]

+23. 9476 [2,]

+ 4.987=0

— 4. 3887 [7,]

—41.6432 [93]

— 115.270=0

+ 7. 8064 [8,]

+ 5. 0910 [IO4]

-42.5320 [1)4] + 28.443=0

+55. 3220 [11,]

— 8. 4517 [14,6] — 41. 468=0

+57.0890 [11,]

+32. 3738 [12,]

+ 8. 1C5=0

—30. 8941 [II3]

— 36. 379=0

— 8. 1.548 [11,]

+ 9. 0325 [144J
— 15.027=0

+ 6. 1022 [12,]

—14.6993 [14,+.,]

— 27.977=0

+27. 2850 [20.^]

+ 26.22.3=0

—27. 2850 [20,]

+ 19.378=0

the side-equations was divided by the

—2. 240=0

—1. 322=0

—2. 595=0

—3. 231=0

+1.478=0

—0. 409=0

+2. 920=0

—1.989=0

+0. 753=0

—1.782=0

—1.226=0

+ [9..+^:»1b!,] -[10,]

+ [11.]

+ [113] +tll4]

+[94]

-[144„J

+[10,+,]

-[144.]

+ [lf3] +[104] -2.084=0

—1.155=0

+Uhl +[113] —1. 248=0

+0. 107=0

+0. 374=0

—0. 309=0

—1.436=0

+2. 425=0

—0. 806=0

—1. 480=0
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Numerical equations of condition, &c.—Continued.

ANGLK-EQUATioxs—Continued.

XXX. [ll-il -[1-2,] -[12,] -[1-y -[12^] +[14,+,] +[143] -0.790=0

XXXI. [12^] +[13i] +[14i] —0.517=0

XXXII. [I63] +[17,] +[18,] +1.930=0

XXXIII. [I64] +[18,] +[193] +2.438=0

XXXIV. [16fi„]+[16r,i]+[l92] +[:0,] +1.007=0

XXXV. [16„.]+[19,] +[19,] +[21.,i] +0.210=0

XXXVI. [16,,j] +[UV,„] +[21,] +[21n„] +[2-.',] +[22^1] -1.418=0

XXXVIII. [19,]- +[20,] +[2l3„]+[21:)j] —1.006=0

XL. [20.,] +[21,j +[22,] +0.311=0

XLI. [21i] +[22,] +[23,] — 1. 4i3=0

XLII. [22..,] +[232] +[24,] +2.083=0

XLIII. [23i] +[24,] +[2.S] —2.645=0

XLIV. [243] +[25,] +[26i] +1.9«3=0

XLV. [25,] +[26.2] +[27,] —1.274=0

XLVI. [263] +[27,] +[23,] +2.006=0

XLVII. [27,] +[28,] +[293] +0.337=0

XLVIII. [283] +[29,] +[30i] +0.269=0

General corrections in terms of the correlates.

[ll+-2]
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Continued.

533

1^2]

[i?2+3+4]

[^0

[i?6]

[?6]

[86+,]

[9il

[9,-]

[f'3]

[P4]

[?5]

[95+fi,.
I

[9£+6ii+6i ]

[87]

[IM

[IO112]

[10,;2!3]

[lOi 2 3+4

flOj]

[lOs 4l

[104]

[ll.J

[111+2+3] =

1=

1110

+0. 00052 VIII

+0. 10621 XVI

+0. 00022 VIII

+0. 01353 XVI

:+0. 00447 VIII

—0. 00705 XVI
:—0.00030 VIII

-0. 09268 XVI

:+0. 00425 VIII

—0. 02058 XVI

—0. 00897 VIII

—0. 05362 XVI

-f 0. 00170 VIII

—0. 06496 XVI

:+0. 41293 VIII

:+0. 062^9 VIII

—0. 03194 XIX

:+0. 39702 VIII

—0. 00347 XIX
:—1.34975 VIII

—0. 01291 XIX

:+0. 92812 VIII

—0.02017 XIX
:—0. 00860 VIII

+0.50164 XIX
:+•-'. 00000 XX
=—0. 01349 VIII

+0. 21685 XIX
:—0. 00826 VIII

—0. 04945 XIX
:—0. 50000 XIV

+0. 33333 XXV
:— 0. EOOOO XIII

+0. 33333 XXV
:—0. 8,)556 XV
-0. 18158 XXVI

+ 0.50000 XIII

—0.018/9 XXIII

i+O.COOOO XIII

+0. 33333 XXV
.+1.00000 xni
+0.71803 XXVII

=+0.50000 XIII

+0.01880 XXIII

:—0.42814 XV
—0. 40000 XXV
—0.20000 XXX
-1. 28442 XV
—0.20000 XXV
+O.4OCO0XXX
:—0. 42814 XV
—0. 40000 XXV
+0. 80000 XXX

—0. 01734 XI

+0. 17066 XVII

-0.00739X1

+0. 20453 XVII

—0. 14911 XI

+0.47176 XVII

+0.00995X1

+0.03387 XVII

—0. 14172 XI

+0.26723 XVII

+0.29891X1

—0. 14911 XVII

—0. 0.5676 XI

—0. 07246 XVII

+0..50000 XII

—0. 02208 X
+0. 25706 XXI
—0. 26327 X
—0. 10250 XXI

+0. 50835 X

—0. 02208 XXI

—0. 10556 X
+0.00962 XXI

—0.01291 X
—0. 03194 XXI

—0. 02029

—0. 05019

—0. 01238

—0. 03064

—1.85(r41

—0. 09078

—0. 43278

—0. 09079

-0.33333

+0. 10460

+0. 50000

+0. 33333

—0. 43278

—0. 09079

+0. 50000

—0. 50000

+0. 60000

—0. 33333

+0. 40000

+0. 20646

+0. 03287 XIII

+0. 09928 XVIII

+0. 11642 XIII.

+0. 20969 XVIII

+0. 02682 XIII

—0.01756 XVIII

+0.08355 XIII

+0. 11041 XVIII

—0. 08960 XIII

—0. 22725 XVIII

—0. 04367 XIII

+0. 07803 XVIII

—0. 07719 XIII

+0. 00879 XVIII

+0. 00962 XI

—0. 03064 XXII

—0. 08591 XI

—0. 00333 XXII

—0. 16556 XI

—0. 01238 xxn
+0.33160 A
—0. 01935 XXII

—0.02017 XI

—0. 04945 XXII

X
XXI

X
XXI

XV
XXVI
XV
XXVI
XVI

XXVII

XIV

XXV
XV
XXVI

XIV

XXVIII

XIV

XXV
XVII

XXVI

+0.

—0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

—0.

—0.

— 0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

+0.

— 0.

—0.

— 0.

—0.

+0.

—0.

-0.03169

—0. 07771

—0. 01935

+0.38114

—0. 16667

+0. 06230

—0. 16667

—0. 22827

+0. 33333

+0. 33333

—0. 30550

+0. 33844

—0. 16667

+0. 33287

+0. 12728

XI

XXII

XI

XXII

XVI

XXVII

XVI

XXVII

XXII

XXVIII

XV
XXVI
XVI

XXVII

XV

+0.56006 XV
+0. 52002 XXVI

+2.21570 XVIII

+0. 12123 XXVII

04609 XIV

06012 XIX

06062 XIV

04709 XIX

29405 XIV

30110 XIX

01453 XIV

10721 XIX

23343 XIV

25401 XIX

18539 XIV

13177 XIX

12304 XIV

05808 XIX

05019 XIV

10250 XXIV

00545 XIV

46712 XXIV
02029 XIV

26327 XXIV
03169 XIV

08591 XXIV
21685 XIV

00347 XXIV

+0. 34077

—0. 00545

—0. 07771

— 0. 00333

+0. 66667

+0. 16667

+0. 16667

+0. 66667

—0. 03758

XIV

XXIV
XIV

XXIV
XXII

XXVIII

XXII

XXVIII

XXIII

+0. 3.! i33 XVI

+0.48976 XXVII

+0. 16667 XXII

—0.33333 XXVIII

+0.50000 XVI

+0.66067 XVI

+0.38516 XXVII

+0.20000 XXII

—0.60000 XXVI II

+1. 20000 XVII +1. 10082 XVIII +0. 60000 XXII

—0. 92333 XXVI —1. 26727 XXVII +0. 20000 XXVIII

+0. 40000 XVII —0. 55744 XVIII +0. 20000 XXII

+0. 20648 XXVI —0. 69425 XXVII +0. 40000 XXVIII

+0. 10267 XV
+0. 01322 XX
+0. 12149 XV
—0. 05580 XX
+0. 23558 XV
—0.26723 XX
+0. 01882 XV
—0. 06902 XX
+0.11409 XV
+0. 32303 XX
—0. 04771 XV
—0. 14172 XX
—0. 01364 XV
—0. 04585 XX

—0. 08083 XVII

—0. 00878 XVII

—0. 0:)e67 XVU

—0.05104 XVII

+0. 16740 XVII

+0.26306 XVII

+0. 30343 XVII

+1.07629 XXIII

—0. 01879 XXIII

+0.66667 XXV

+0. 16667 XXII

+0. 16667 XXVIII

—0. 01879 XXIII

+0. 42923 XXVI

—0.16667 XXII

—0. 16667 XXVIII

+0.34481 XXIII

—0.52485 XXIX

+0.74329 XXIII

+0.22629 XXIX

+0. 34481 XXIII

+0. 45256 XXIX
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Continued.

[113]
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Gowtiimed.

Ll9i]

[19.]

[193]

[20.1

[•^1+2]

[20.]

[2O3]

[21.]

[212] =

[21,„] =

[2136] =

[22,]

[22.]

[2.23]

[224j]

[23.]

[23.]

[23,]

[24,]

[24.]

[24^1

[25,]

[25.]

[253]

[26,]

[26.]

[263]

[27,]

[27.]

[27,]

[28,]

[2a.]

[2ft.]

[29.]

[293]

[30,]

—0. 10000 XXXIII

:—0. 10000 XXXIII

:+0. 60000 XXXIII

:+o. 37500 xxxrv
+0. 25000 XXXIV
—0.1-2500 XXXIV
—0. 12500 XXXIV
—0.04762 XXXV
+0. 25397 XLI

0. 04762 XXXV
0.07937 XLI

—0. 42357 XXXV
—0. 04762 XLI

+0. 57143 XXXV
—0. 04762 XLI

+0. 13427 XXXVI
—0. 13026 XXXVI
-0. 00201 XXXVI
+0.5 1710 XXXVI
—0. 03333 XLI

—0. 03333 XLI

+0.25000 XLI

+0. 50000 XLII

-0. 16667 XLII

—0. 16667 XLII

—0. 16637 XLIII

—0. 16667 XLIII

+0. 66'i67 XLIII

+0. 75000 XLIV
;—0. 25000 XLIV
:—0. 25000 XLIV
:—0. 20000 XLV
:—0. 20000 XLV
+0. 70000 XLV
:+0. 29788 XLVI
:—0. 03511 XLVI
:—0. 0851 1 XLVI
:+0. 27727 XLVIII

+0. 54545 XLVII

+0. 75000 XLVIII

—0. 15000 XXXIV +0. 20000 XXXV
+0. 35000 XXXIV +0.20000 XXXV
—0. 10000 XXXIV —0. 20000 XXXV
+0. 19861 XXXVII —0. 1-.'500 XXXVIII

+0. 39722 XXXVII +0. 25000 XXXVIII

+0.19861 XXXVII +0. 37500 XXXVIII

—0.05009 XXXVII —0.12500 XXXVIII

—0. 12699 XXXVI —0. 09524 XXXVIII

+0.35000 XXXVIII +0.

—0. 15000 XXXVIII +0.

—0.10000 XXXVIII — 0.

—0.38890 XXXIX —0.

-0..56243 XXXIX —
—0.17353 XXX LX —
+0. 23122 XXXiX +0,

+0. 02058 XXXIX —(I

04723 XXXIX
14509 XXXIX
09617 XXXIX
12500 XL

, 25000 XL
12500 XL
37500 XL
07937 XL

+0. 20635 XXXVI —0. 09524 XXXVIII +0. 02058 XXXIX +0. 25397 XL

+0. 52381 XXXVI +0. 14286 XXXVIII —1. 49833 XXXIX —0.04762 XL

—0. 47619 XXXVI +0. 14286 XXXVIII +1. 43657 XXXIX —0. 04762 XL

—0. 17790 XXXVII

+0. 00372 XXXVII

+0. 08709 XXXVII

+0. 46926 XXXVII
—0. 19444 XLII

+0. 47222 XLII

—0. 08333 XLII

—0. 16667 XLIII

+0. 50000 XLIII

—0. 16667 XLIII

—0.33333 XLIV

+0. 66667 XLIV
—0. 10607 XLIV
—0. 25000 XLV
+0. 75000 XLV
—0. 25000 XLV
—0. 13333 XLVI
+0. 53333 XLVI
—0. 20000 XLVI
—0. 08511 XLVII
+0. 29574 XLVII

—0. 10426 XLVII

+0. 317C3 XL
-0.09920 XL
—0. 10922 XL
—0. 1^336 XL
+0. 47222 XLIII

—0. 19444 XLIII

—0. 08333 XLIII

—0. 16667 XLIV
—0. 16667 XLIV
+0.50000 XLIV
+0.66667 XLV
—0. 333.33 XLV
—0. 1G607 XLV
—0. 25000 XLVI
—0.250('0XLVI

+0. 75000 XLVI

+0.53333 XLVII.

—0. 13333 XLVII

—0. 20000 XLVII

—0. 08511 XLVIII

—0. 10426 XLVIII

+0. 29574 XLVIII

—0. 09920 XLI

+0. 24550 XLI
—0. 07315 XLI

—0. 3106 XLI

—0. 10922 XLII

—0. 07315 XLII

+0. 59118 XLII

+0. 10721 XLII

Normal eqtuitions for determining the correlates.

Wo. of
equation.

1. 0^--+0. 49870 +12. 05150 I

+ 1. 05623 V
2. 0=-2. 24000 — 0. 92680 I

— 1. 00000 V
3. 0=-l. 32200 + 2.405631

4. 0=-2. 59500 — 4. 72894 I

— 1. 00000 V
5. 0=-3. 23100 + 1.056231

— 1. 37500 VI

-0. 92680 II

+4. 00000 II

+1. 00000 II

+1. 00000 II

-1.00000 II

-0.04465 VIII

+2. 40563 III

+1. 00000 III

+4. 00000 III

-2. 00000 III

—1. 00000 IV

-0.12500 IX

-4. 72394 IV

+1.00000 IV

-2. 00000 IV

+4. 00000 IV

+3. 62500 V
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Rormal equations for (leterm'minrj the correlates—Continued.
No. of

cqnatiou.

G.
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Normal equations for determining the correlates—Continued.
No. of

equation.

19.
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Normal equations for determininfj the correlates—Continued.
No. of

equation.

33.
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Values of the correlates and their logarithms.

I

II :

III

ly

V
VI

VH
VIII

IX

x_

XI

XII

XIII

XIV

XV
XVI
XVII

XVIII

XIX

XX
XXI

XXII

XXIII

XXIV

=+0. 4062 log 9.

=+0.2814 1os9.

=+0. 9463 log 9.

=+1. 8608 log 0.

=+1. 3164 log 0.

=— 0. 0107 log 8.

=+0. 2413 log 9.

=+1. 1743 log 0.

=—1. 6794 log 0.

=+1. 2787 log 0.

=—1. 0161 log 0.

=+0. 8838 log 9.

=+0. 0123 log 8.

=—0. 3760 log 9.

=—0. 2722 log 9.

=+1. 9104 log 0.

=+0. 3982 log 9.

=+0. 4117 log 9.

=+0. 3747 log 9.

=+0. 0567 log 8.

=—1. 1471 log 0.

=+0. 9359 log 9.

=—1. 4037 log 0.

=—2. 4911 log 0.

6087185+

4493858+

9760197+

2697090+

1193945+

0301948-

3825213+

0697939+

2251515-

1067755+

0069536-

9463540+

0899051+

5752340-

4348403-

2811175+

6001340+

6146020+

5737185+

7535065+

0595899-

9712434+

1472898-

3963929-

XXV
XXVI
xxyii

XXVIII

XXIX
XXX
XXXI
XXXII

XXXIII

XXXIV
XXXV
XXXVI
XXXVII

XXXVIII

XXXIX
XL
XLI

XLII

XLIII

XLIV
XLV
XLVI
XLVII

XLVIII

=+1. 4399 log o:

=+1. 5074 log 0.

=—0. 8934 log 9.

=—0. 0834 log 8.

=+0. 4205 log 9.

=+U. 1777 log 9.

=+0. 1723 log 9.

=—1.9971 logo.

=—2. 2044 log 0.

=—2. 4332 log 0.

=+1. 1281 log 0.

=+1. 0468 log 0.

=+0. 2034 log 9.

=—0. 3553 log 9.

=—0. 3079 log 9.

=—0. 6287 log 9.

=+2. 0764 log 0.

=—0. 9979 log 9.

=+1.2825 logo.

=— 1. 0850 log 0.

=+0. 0350 log 8.

=—1. 5129 log 0.

=— 0. 4998 log 9.

=—0. 2537 log 9.

1583444+

1782314+

9510411-

^12181-

6237660+

2496141+

2363609^-

3003976-

3432806-

3861850-

0523322+

0198844 +

3084150+

5506441-

4883815-

7984573-

3173068+

9990827-

1080506+

0354457-

5438198+

1798217-

6987702-

.

4043798-

-

Values of the general corrections.

[li+O

[1.]

[2,+.]

[2..]

[3,+2]

[3,]

[4-2+3+4+5]

[43+4+5]

[44+.0

[4]

[5,]

[82+3]

[53]

[54]

[6,]

[62]

[63]

[64]

[65]

[7;]

[7.]

=+0. 951

=+0. 850

=+1. 342

=+0. 058

=+1. 228

=+0. 915

=+1. 316

=—0. Oil

=+1. 327

=+0. 397

=+0. 234

=-f0. 984

=—0. 343

=—0. 636

=—0. 951

=+0. 625

=—0.854

=+0. 203

=+0. 213

=+0. 856

= 0. 000

= 0.000

[73]

[8.]

[8.]

[a.]

[84]

[85]

[86]

[86+7] =

[9i]

[9-2]

[93]

[94]

[95]

[9,,+6»] =

[96+60+61 ] =

[9,i

[10.] =

[10,+.] =

[IO3] =

[IO4] =

[111] =

[II.2] =

=+0. 629

=+0. 272

=+0. 263

=- 0. 102

=+0. 116

=—0. 419

=—0. 065

=+0. 927

=—0. 058

=—0. 835

=—0. 107

=+0. 710

=+0. 166

^+0. 113

=+0. 047

=+0. 526

=-0.229

=+0. 467

=+0. 061

=+0. 731

=+0. 312

=+0. 404

[II3] :

[111] -

[12i]

[I22] :

[123]

[I24] :

[126] :

[13,] :

[14,]

[14,+=]^

[143] -

[144a] =

[144!,]

[15,] :

[15,] :

[153]

[16,]

[I6.2] :

[I63]

[I64]

[I65.] :

[I65!,]

=—0. 318

=+0. 741

=+0. 247

=—0. 287

=—0. Ill

=—0. 146

=+0. 172

=+0. 172

=+0. 172

=—0. 096

=+0. 186

=+0. 417

=—0. 603

=—1. 116

=+1. 471

=—0. 906

=-0. 684

=+0. 466

=—0. 384

=—0.391

=—0. 069

=+0. 089

[16e„]

[17,]

[17.]

[18,]

[18.]

[19,]

[19.]

[I93]

[20,]

[20.]

[2O3]

[21,]

[21.]

[2l3„]

[2l3i]

[22,]

[22.]

[223]

[224!,]

[23,]

[23.]

[2331

=+0. 638

=—0. 949

=—0. 099

=—0. 804

=—0. 597

=+0. 672

=—0. 397

=-1.240

=—0. 629

=+0.'343

=+0. 016

=+0. 418

=—0. 135

=+0. 407

=—0. 416

=—0. 192

=+0.510

=—0. 658

=+0. 612

=+0. 627

=—0. 894

=+0. 495

[24,]

[24.]

[243]

[25,].

[25.]

[253]

[26,]

[26.]

[263]

[27,]

[27.]

[27,]

[28.]

[282]

[283]

[29.]

['-93]

[^0,]

=—0.53 J

=+0. 988

=-0. 590

=+0. 171

=—0. 949

=+1. 030

=—0. 444

=+0. 676

=—0. 872

=—0. 072

=—0. 747

=+0. 427

=—0. 387

=+0. 007

=+0. 106

=-0. 185

=—0. 273

=—0. 190
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h'csiilualu resulting from snhstitiiUon of general corrections in numerical equations of condition.

No. of
equation.
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D.—PRINCIPAL CHAIN OF TRIANGLES BETWEEN BUFKALO AND SANDY CREEK
BASES.

§ 6. In adjusting the sides of the principal triangles joining Buffalo and Sandy Creek Bases,

the bases have been considered exact. The probable error of an observed angle of average weight
in that part of this chain between Buffalo Base and the line Pekin-Falkirk is =t0".52 (Chapter
XIX, C, § 5), and for the remainder of the chain the corresponding probable error is ±()".50 (Chap-

ter XIX, C, §5). The logarithm of the measured length of Sandy Creek Base with the English
foot as unit Is 4.2057301. As computed from Buffalo Base through the intervening triangulation,

the logarithm of Sandy Creek base is 4.2057324.

The diflerence of these two logarithms gives, in the notation of Chapter XIV, D, § 10, d =— 23.

With the above probable errors, and the values of {a'+fi^) for the several triangles given in the

following tables, the constant

- + ^, = r («'+r*2) p' = 4249

These quantities aad the values of - supplied by the tables readily give the corrections to the log-
Jr

arithms of the sides computed from Buffalo Base. The line of least weight in the chain is Pinnacle

Hill-Turk's Hill, for which- = 2123 and ~, = 2126, giving for the probable error of the logarithm of

Its length ±32.6 in units of the seventh decimal place. This probable error, which is independent
of the probable errors of the bases, corresponds to

1 3 g^g ^ „ of the line's lengthy a fraction about
seven times as great as the ratio of the probable error of either base to its length.

Principal chain 0/ triangles hetween Buffalo and Sandy Creeic Basea.

1

Stations.
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Princijial chain of triangles heticeen Buffalo and Sandy Creek Bases—Continued.

Stations.
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Principal chain of triangles beUveen Buffalo and Sandy Creelc Bases—Continued.

Station a.
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CHAPTER XX.

TRIANCiULATIOlSr P^ROM CHICAGO BASE TO OLNBY BASE.

A.—DESCRIPTIONS OF STATIONS.

NOTE RELATIVE TO ELEVATIONS.

§ I . The heights of ground at stations desci'ibed in this chapter are all referred to the mean
level of Lake Michigan, given in Chapter XXII, § 13. These heights were determined in the fol-

lowing manner: In the triangulation, reciprocal zenith distances were observed over nearly all

lines, each mean zenith distance depending, as a rule, on eight to ten separate measures, made on
two to six.ditterent days. Tlie times of observation were not usually simultaneous, but were con-

ftiied in nearly all cases to tlie period between 2 p. m. and i p. m. For each station in the triangu-

hition between tlie lines Kankakee -Saint Anne and Casey-Belle Air, the last three stations

included, a coefficient of refraction was computed on tlie assumption that such coefficient had the

same value for all azimuths at a station. Tlie mean of these coeflScieuts, twenty-nine in number,

assigning equal weights to individual values, is +0 059, the extreme values being +0.088 and

+0.034. The observations in this part of the triangulation were made during August, September,

and October. With these coefficients the relative heights of stations between the lines named
were computed. For the triangulation north of the line Kankakee-Saint Anne and south of the

line Casey-Belle Air, relative heights were computed on the assumption of equal coefficients of

refraction at the two ends of a line. With the relative heights thus computed, and the heights of

the stations of Chicago Base, the heights of all stations south of Chicago Base were computed sue.

cessively, each adopted height being a weighted mean of the separate values derived by difl'erent

routes from adopted heights of stations just preceding. Assuming errors in coefficients of refrac-

tion to preponderate, separate values for heights were weighted inversely as the fourth powers of

the distances between any station and those stations from which its height was derived. The

height of the stone marking West Base of Olney Base was found by this process to be 95.7 feet

below the mean level of Lake Michigan, or 485.6 feet above mean tide sea-level. As explained in

Chapter XII, § 3, the height of the stone at West Base was also determined by four lines of spirit

leveling, and each result by the latter process was given the same weight as the result by zenith

distances in deriving a mean height for West Base. This mean height is 491.4 feet, and differs 5.8

feet from that obtained by zenith distances alone. This discrepancy was distributed amongst the

previously computed heights of stations between Chicago and Olney Bases propoitionally to the

distance from Chicago Base in deriving the finally adopted heights for these stations, heights of

Chicago Base stations and the mean height for West Base (Olney) being taken as exact. Heights

of stations south of Olney Base depend on the mean height adopted for West Base (Olney), the

method followed in combining results obtained by different routes for any height being the same

as that described above.

Although the heights thus computed can be regarded only as approximations to those which

would have resulted from an exact adjustment, some idea of their precision may be formed from

the errors of closure shown by summing relative heights about triangles. In the whole number of

triangles (forty) giving such errors of closure, the maximum error was 9.6 feet and the average 1.6

feet. From independent errors of closure the probable error of a single relative height, without

regard to lengths of triangle sides, was found to be somewhat less than one foot. Assuming ±1
foot as the probable error of any relative height, the probable error of any adopted height should
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not exceed ±1 foot multiplied by the sqitarc root of the number cf relative heights added together

to produce that height, supposing'the route followed from a station of Chicago Base the shortest.

This process would give a probable error of about ±i feet for heights of statious iu the vicinity of

Olney Base, or of those most remote from Chicago Base.

DESCRIPTIONS OF STATIONS.
*

§S. Orland,* 1S70.—Tins station is situated in the road on the south side of section 28,

Orland Township, Cook County, Illinois, about 3J miles west of Bremen railway station on the
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad. The height of station used was 4 feet. The geodetic
point is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 4 feet below the surface, with a surface ref-

erence-stone set directly over it. Three stone reference-posts were set as follows: One on the north
side of the road, bearing south 88° 50' west, distant 201.15 metres; one on the south side of the
road, bearing south 2° 5S' west, distant 14.6 metres; and one on the north side of the road, bearing
north 88° 20' east, distant 201.15 metres from the geodetic point. The corner of sections 27, 28, 33,

and 34 bears south 89° 57' east, and is distant 285.88 metres. The height of ground at the station

above mean level of Lake Michigan is 18C.4 feet.

Crete, 1879.—This station is situated in the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter of

section 20, township 34 north, range 11 west, Crete Township, Will County, Illinois, about 2^ miles

south of the railway stntiou, Crete, on tlie Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad. The height
of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone of the usual form, set 3 feet

below the surface, with a surface reference-post set directly over it. Three stone reference-posts

were set as follows: One near the fence on the west of the station, bearing north 72° 51' west, dis-

tant 191.44 metres; and two on the sonth line of section 20, one bearing south 19° 49' west, distant

193.27 metres, a,nd one bearing south 14° 03' east, distant 180.29 metres Irom the geodetic point.

The southwest corner of section 20 bears south 72° 10' west, and is distant 613 metres. The height

of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 209.7 feet.

Garden, 1879.—This station is situated iu the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of

section 15, township 34 north, range 13 west. Green Garden Township, Will County, Illinois, about

IJ miles north and 4 miles west of Monee railway station on the Illinois Central Railroad. The
height of station used was 50 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form,

set about 3 feet below the surface of the ground, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-

mark. Three stone reference-posts were set as follows: One on the west side of the road just east

of the station, bearing south 57° 22' east, distant 72.8 metres; one near the southeast corner of the

crossing of two roads on section-lines, at the corner of sections 10, 11, 14, and 15, bearing north

49° 28' east, distant 103.3 metres; and one on the north side of the road north of the station, bear-

ing north 17° 07' west, distant 80.6 metres from the geodetic point. The corner of sections 10, 11,

14, and 15 bears north 41° 13' east, and is distant 103.0 metres from the geodetic point. The height

of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 218.3 feet.

Grant, 1879.—This station is situated in the southeast (piarter of the northeast quarter of

section 19, township 32 north, range 11 west, Yellowhead Township, Kankakee County, Illinois,

about 400 metres north of Grant railway station on the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad.

The height of station used was 50 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual

form, set 3 feet below the surface, with a stone post set dii^ectly over it as a surface-mark. Three

stone reference-i)osts were set as follows: Two on the west side of the road just east of the station,

one bearing north 60° 38' east, distant 206.28 metres; and one bearing south 62° 15' east, distant

205.0 metres; and one on the east side of the same road, bearing south SiP 19' east, and distant

199.84 metres from the geodetic point. The northeast corner of section 20 bears north 73° 17

'

east, and is distant 1853 metres from the geodetic point. Q'he height of ground at the station

above mean level of Lake Michigan is 134.0 feet.

Manteno, 1879.—This station is situated iu the northwest quarter of section 22, township 32

north, range 12 east, of the tliird principal meridian, in the village of Manteno, Kankakee County,

Illinois, on Chestnut street, between South First and South Second streets, near the track of the

* See note re]a1ive lo (opogrnpLieal sketches of statitius, under Burnt Bluff, Chap. XV, A, § 3.

69 L S
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IlliiKiis Central Railroad. The height of the station tised was CO feet. The geodetic poiut is

marked by a hole in the top of a stone post, set l'^ feet below, the surface of the ground, with a

stone post set direetly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows:

One bearing south 18° 47' west, distant 10.0 metres; one on the northwest side of Chestnut street,

bearing north 71° 38' west, distant 27.1 metres; and one on the southeast side of Oak street, 'bear-

ing south .")73 20' east, distant 07.0 metres from the geodetic poiut. The railroad track is 18.0

metres distant on the southeasf; the southwest corner of the i)assenger depot bears north 45° 52'

east, and is distant 00.9 metres. The corner of sections 15, 10, 21, and 22 bears north 52° 52' west,

and is distant 352.9 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above

mean level of Lake Michigan is 109.0 feet.

Satnt Anne, lS7tl.—This station is situated near the center of the village of Saint Anne, a sta-

tion on the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad, in section 4, townshix> 29 north, range 12 west.

Saint ^Vnne Township, Kankakee County, Illinois. The height of station used, was 50 feet. The geo-

detic i>oint is marked by a stone jiost of tke usual form, set 3 feet below the surface of the ground,

with a stone post set directly over it as a STxrfiXce-mark. Three stone reference-posts were set near

the fence of the street nearest the station on the southeast, as follows: One bearing south 20° 48'

west, ilistant 20.4 metres; one bearing south 57° 27' east, distant 9.75 metres; and one bearing

nortli 40° 24' east, distant 20.00 metres from the geodetic point. The southwest corner of section

4 bears south 82° 32' west, and is distant 901.9 metres. Tiie height of ground at the station above

mean level of Lake Michigan is 94.5 feet.

Kaxkakee, 1879.—This station is tke cupola of the high-school building at the southeast

corner of Merchant street and Indiana avenue, in Kankakee, Kankakee County, Illinois. The

heiglit of instrument above the ground was 89 feet. The geodetic point is the intersection of two

lines between two pairs of screws set in the flanges of the scuttle-hcle of the cupola. Tlie follow-

ing points among others were located as reference-marks: The southwest corner of the water-table

of the court-house on the square bounded by Merchant and Court streets and Harrison and Indi-

ana a\ enues, bearing uorth 25° 11' east, and distant 90.98 metres; the northeast corner of the high-

school water-table, bearing north 04° 15' east, and distant 24.30 metres; and the spire of the First

Baptist Church on the northeast corner of Court street and Indiana avenue, bearing north 9° 19'

east, and distant 207.23 metres from the geodetic point. The quarter-sectiou corner at the center

of section 8, townshii> 30 north, range 13 west, bears south 3° 47' 13" east, and is distant 2175.7

metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake
Michigan is 59.9 feet.

Watseka, 1879.—This station is situated in the southwest quarter of the northeast quarter of

section 11, township 20 uorth, range 13 west, Crescent Township, Iroquois County, Illinois, about

5 miles west and IJ miles south of Watseka railway station on the Toledo, Peoria and AVarsaw
Railroad. The lieight of station used was 80 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post,

set 3 feet below the surface, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone

reference- posts are set on the west side of the road east of the station as follows: One bearing

north 50° 53' east, distant 233.71 metres; one bearing north 75° 50' east, distant 191.24 metres;

and one bearing south 08° 37' east, and distant 202.88 metres from the geodetic point. The north-

east corner of section 2 (above township) bears uorth 3° 39' 20" east, and is distant 2174.4 metres;

the southeast corner of section 35, township 27 north, range 13 west, Iroquois Township, bears

north 3° 01' 22" east, and is distant 2172.2 metres from the geodetic poiut. Tiie height of ground
at the station above the mean level of Lake Michigan is 87.0 feet.

Clifton, 1879.— This station is situated in the northwest quarter of section 3, township 28

north, range 14 west of the second principal meridian, in the tillage of Clifton, Chebanse Town-
ship, Iroquois County, Illinois, in the block bounded by Forest street and Lincoln, Maple, and
West avenues. The height of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a holfe

in the top of a stone post set 2J feet below the ground with a surface reference-stone set directly

over it. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows : Two in the corners of the lot in which the

station stands, on the west side of Forest street, one bearing south 88° 34' east, distant 36.0

metres, and one bearing south 12° IC east, distant 72.0 metres; and one on the west side of Maple
avenue, close to the fence, beiwiug north 89° IS' west, distnnt 09.0 metres. The northeast corner
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of the Congregational Clinrch bears south 45° 54' east, and is distant 251 nu-Ues from the geodetic

point. The section-corner between sections 33 and 34, township 29 north, range 14 west, and wcc-

tions 3 and 4, township 28 north, range 14 west, bears north 34° 51' west, and is distant 809.5

metres. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 79.8 feet.

Ash Grove, 1879.—This station is situated in the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter

of section 35, township 25 north, range 13 west, in Ash Grove Township, Iroquois County, Illi-

nois. The height of station used was 85 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a one-fourth inch

hole in the top of a stone post 2^ feet long, set 34 inches below the surface of the grouud. A stouo

post of the same form is set directly over the geodetic point as a surface-mark. Three stone refer-

ence-posts marked U. S. on top are set as follows: Two on the east side of the road on the west

of the station, one bearing south 41° 47' west, distant 256.2 metres, and one bearing north 87° 11'

west, distant 175.7 metres ; and one on the south side of a fence on the section-Une, bearing north

0° 53' west, distant 12.9 metres. The noitheast corner of section 35 bears north 87° 43' east, and

is distant 1003.8 metres. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan

is 84,5 feet.

Spring Creek, 1879.— This station is situated in section C, township 25 north, range 14

west, Onarga Township, Iroquois County, Illinois, about 1^ miles east of the railway station, Spring

Creek, on the Chicago branch of the Illinois Central Railroad. The height of station used was 85

feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone i)ost of the usual form, set 3 feet below the surface,

with a surface-stone set directly over it. Three stone reference-posts were set in the road running

by the station as follows: One on the cast side, bearing north 21° 05' east, distant 104.85 metres;

one in the angle of a turn of the road to the west, bearing south 14° 20' east, distant 102.16 metres;

and one in the angle of a turn of the road to the south, bearing south 35° 48' west, and distant

118.67 metres from the geodetic point. The half-sectiou stake at the middle jjoint of the south

side of section 31, township 26 north, range 14 west, bears north 26° 00' 28" east, and is distant

1588.9 metres' from the geodetic poiut. The height of ground at the station above mean level of

Lake Michigan is 84.2 feet.

Butler, 1879.—This station is situated near the dividing line between the southeast qirarter

and the northeast quarter of the southeast quarter of section 35, township 23 north, range 13 west,

in Butler Township, Vermillion County, Illinois, about 4 miles south of Pjast Lynn, a station on the

LaFayette, Bloomingtou and Mississippi Eailroad. The height of station used was 61 feet. The
geodetic point is marked by a stone post, set 3 feet below the surface of the ground, with a

stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts are set near the

fence on the west side of the road on the east of the station as follows: One bearing north 55° 41'

east, distant 197.52 metres; one bearing south 86° 42' east, distant 169.12 metres; and one bearing

south 58° 06' east, distant 201.70 metres. The southeast corner of section 36, above townshij),

bears south 78° 15' east, and is distant 1820.15 metres. The southeast corner of section 35 bears

south 25° 04' 56" east, and is distant 433.15 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground

at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 205.3 feet.

Paxton, 1879.—This station is situated in the southwest quarter of section 14, township 23

north, range 10 east, Paxton Township, Ford County, Illinois. The height of station used was 50

feet. The geodetic point is marked in the usual manner by two stone posts set one above the

other. Two stone reference-posts are set on the south side of the road south of the station, one

bearing south 28° 45' west, distant 29.35 metres; and one bearing south 50° 12' east, distant 39.6

metres. The corner of sections 14, 15, 22, and 23 bears south 87° 28' west, and is distant 460.4

metres. A land-survey mark one-quarter mile east of the above section-corner bears south 73° 11'

west, and is distant 59.6 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above

mean level of Lake Michigan is 221.9 feet.

Pilot Grove, 1879.—This station is situated in the north half of section 16, township 20 north,

range 13 west, of the seconfl principal meridian, in Pilot Township, Vermillion County, Illinois.

The height of station used was 65 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a one-quarter inch hole

in the top of a stone post set 2J feet below the surface of the ground, with a stone post set directly

over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts with the letters U. S. cut on their tops are

set as follows: Two along We south side of the section-line road on the north of the station, one
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Ijeaiiiig north 21° lid' wust, distant I'M iiiclres, and one iR-ai'in,;;- north 14° OS' east, distant 128.9

metres; and one liy tlie fence jnst east of the station, bearinj;- north 8(>o ;>2' east, and distant .(•'(.l

metres. Tiie corner ol' sections S, !), 16, and 17 bears north S'2^ d.'JJ,' west, and is distant 774..'J

metres from the geodetic point. The beiglit of gronnd at tlie station above mean level of Lal<e

.Miehigaii is V.n.r> feet.

liANTOUL, 1S79.— This station is situated in tlie sontheast qnarter of the northwest qnarter of

section ''>'), township 22 north, ranjie 10 east, Ilarwood Townsbip, Champaign County, Illinois, about

1 mile northwest of Gifford, a station on the Ha^•ana, Rantoul and Eastern Eailroad. The height of

station used was 50 feet. The geodetic point is marked bj' a stone post of the usual form, set 3 feet

below the surface of the ground, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three

stone refereuce-])osts were set as follows: One by the quarter-section line south of the station,

bearing south 2-1° 20' west, and distant ~>'j.o metres ; one on the south side of the section-line road

s,)uth of the station, bearing south 20° 20' west, and distant 908.4 metres ; and one on the north

side of the same road near the quarter section stone, bearing south 10° 42' east, and distant 880.1

metres from the geodetic point. The ceuter of section 35 bears south 79° 22' east, and is distant

274.67 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of

Lake IMichigau is 2,">S.7 feet.

Fairmount, 1879.— This station is situated near the south line of the southeast quarter of the

southeast quarter of section 8, townsliip 18 north, range 13 west, A'ance Township, Vermillion

County, Illinois, aboirt 2A miles southwest of Fairmount, a station on the AVabash Eailway. The

height of station used was 00 feet. The geodetic [loiut is marked by a stone post set 3 feet below

the surface, with a surface reference stone s(!t directly over it. Three stone reference-posts are set

along the north side of the road jnst south of the station as follows : One bearing south 07° 43' east,

distant 24.6 metres ; one bearing south 2° 40' west, distant 9.1 metres ; and one bearing south O.j'^

22' west, distant 22.9 metres from the geodetic point. The southeast corner of section 8 bears

south 86° 50' east, and is distant 278.5 metres. An oak latitude-post 19 inches in diameter, occu-

pied iu 1880, bears north 82° 20' east, and is distant 8.034 metres from the geodetic point. The
height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 122.5 feet.

Maytiew, 1879.— This station is situated in the southwest quarter of section 7, township 19

north, range 10 east, of the third principal meridian, iu Saint Joseph Township, Champaign
County, Illinois, about 5 miles cast of Urbana and 3 miles west of Saint Joseph, stations on

the Indiana, Eloomington, and Yvestern Eailroad. The height of station used w^as 85 feet. The
geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 3^ feet below the surface, with

another stone set directly over it, 14 inches below the surface. Three stone reference-posts are set

as follows : Two on the north side of and near the track of the Indiana, Eloomington and AVestern

Eailroad, one bearing south 20° 20' east, distant 170.45 metres, and one beai'ing south 2° 44' east,

distant 157.65 metres ; and one on the east side of the road west of the station, bearing north 87*3

52' west, distant 173.54 metres from the geodetic point. The section-corner between sections 7 and

18, township 19 north, range 10 east, and sections 12 and 13, township 19 north, range 9 east,

bears south 48° 12' west, and is distant 230.21 metres from the geodetic point. The height of

ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 123.9 feet.

Palermo, 1879.— This station is situated in the northeast quarter of section 6, township 16

north, range l.'! west, of the second priticipal meridian, in Young America Township, Edgar

County, Illinois. The height of station used was 50 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a one-

fourth inch hole in the toi> of a stone post set 2.^ feet below the surface of the ground, with a stone

l)ost set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts, marked U. S. on their tops,

were set as follows : One bearing south 6° 47' west, distant 76.8 metres; one bearing north 45° 05'

west, distant 1 1 .4 metres ; and one bearing north 82° 55' east, distant 78.0 metres from the geodetic

point. The corner of sections 5, 6, 7, and 8 bears south 23° 00' east, and is distant 1283.6 metres.

The center of section 5 bears south 39° 20' west, and is distant 487.7* metres from the geodetic

point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 160.4 feet.

Lynn Grove, ls7y.— This station is situated in the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter

of section 31, township 18 north, range 10 east, Sidney Township-, Champaign County, Illinois, about

3 miles southeast of Philo, a station on the Wabash Eailway. The height of station used was 60 feet.

The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form set 3feet below the surface, with a stone
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post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Throt^ stone refereuce-posts are set as follows: One
near the fence on the east of the station, bearing south 80° 25' east, distant 19.5 metres ; and two
on the north side of the townliiie road on the south of the station, one bearing south 6° tt' east,

distant 204.54 metres, and the other near the southeast coruer of a cemetery, bearing south 45° 21'

west, distant 287.04 metres from the-geodetic point. The township corner, lying between townships

18 and 17 north, range 10 east, and townships 17 and 18 north, range 9 east, bears south 79° 45'

32" west, and is distant 1144.4 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the

station above mean level of Lake Micliigan is 190.3 feet.

Kansas, 1879.—This station is situated in the southeast quarter of the south west quarter of

section 4, township 12 north, range 13 west, Grandview Township, Edgar County, Illinois, about 4

miles south and l.J miles west of Dudley, a station on the Indianapolis and Saint Louis Eailroad.

The height of station used was 89 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual

form, set 3 feet below the surface of the ground, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-

mark. Three stone reference-jrosts are set by the fence west of the station as follows : One bearing

north 43° 44' west, distant 64.5 rnetres ; one bearing north 83° 34' west, distant 43.9 metres ; and
one bearing south 44° 46' west, distant 00.7 metres from the geodetic point. The southwest corner

of section 4 bears south 58° 55' west, and is distant 510.2 metres from the geodetic point. The
height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 250.8 feet.

Oakland, 1879.— This station is situated in the northwest quarter of section 36, township

15 north, range 10 east, of the third principal meridian, in Sargent Township, Douglas County,

Illinois. The height of station used was 85 feet. The geodetic i)oint is marked by a stone post

of the usual form, set 3 feet below the surface of the ground, with a stojie post set directly over it as

a surface mark. Three stone reference- posts are set as follows : Two on the northern side of the

road running a little north of west on the south of the station, one bearing south 22° 12' east,

distant 96.2 metres, and one bearing south 42° 43' west, distant 9L0 metres; and one on the

southern side of the same road, bearing south 8° 26' west, distant 94.37 metres from the geodetic

point. The land-survey mark on the line between sections 26 and 35, one-quarter mile west of the

corner of sections 25,26, 35, and 36, bears north 70° 59' 44" Avest, and is distant 598.6 metres from

tlic geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above jneau level of Lake Michigan is

111.0 feet.

Martinsville, 1S79.— This station is situated in the southwest quarter of section 16,townshii)

10 north, range 13 west, Martinsville Township, Clark County, Illinois, about 2 miles southeast of

Martins\ ille, a station on the Vandalia Kailway line. The height of station used was 85 feet. The

geodetic point is marked by two stone posts, set one above the other in tlie usual manner. Three

stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing south 1° 28^' west, distant 209 metres; one

set by a land-survey stone one-quarter mile north of the land-survey stone at the middle of the

south side of section 16, bearing south 31° 24J' east, distant 237 metres; and one set by a land

.

survey stone at the center of section 16, bearing north 29° 32' east, distant 237 metre* from the

geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is

96.2 feet.

Westpield, 1879.— This station is situated near the southwest corner of the northwest quarter

of the southwest quarter of section 25, township 12 north,-range 10 east, Hutton Township, Coles

County, Illinois, about 2^ miles west of Westfield, a station on a branch of the Indianapolis and

Saint Louis Itailroad. The height of station used was 90 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a

stone post of the usual form, set 3 feet below the surface of the ground, with a stone post set directly

over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts were set in the section-line road west of the

station as follows : One on the west side of the road, bearing north 21° 16' west, distant 92.9 metres .

and two on the east side of the road, one bearing south 81° 42' west, distant 23.13 metres, and one

bearing south 13° 25' west, distant 103.09 metres from the geodetic point. The corner of sections

25, 26, 35, and 30, bears south 3° 25' west, and is distant 531-7 metres from the geodetic point. The
height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 191.2 feet.

Belle Aib, 1 879.—This station is situated in section 32, township 9 north, range 13 west. Orange

Township, Clark County, Illinois, a few metres from the southern boundary of the county. The
height of station used was 100 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a one-fourth inch hole in the
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top of a stone post set 2^ feet below the surface of the ground, a stone post being set directly over

it as a surfaco-niark. Three stone reference-posts, marked U. S. on top, are set as follows: Two by
the fence on the south side of the road south of the station, one bearing south 38° 07' west, distant

•11.4 metres, and one bearing south 58° OS' east, distant oii.d metres ; and one on the north side of

the same road, i)earing south 4!)° 50' east, distant 17.8 metres from the geodetic point. Q^he section-

corner of sections 4 and 5, township 8 north, range 13 west, on the south line of section 32, town-

ship nortli, range 13 west, bears south 86° 28' west, and is distant 559 metres from the geodetic

point. The height of ground at the station above mean level of Lake Michigan is 6.0 feet.

Casey-, 1.s79.— Tliis station is situated in section 18, township 9 north, range 11 east, of the

third principal meridian, in Crooked Creek Townshiii, Cumberland County, Illinois, about 4 miles

southwesterly from the vilhige of Casey, a station on the Vandalia Eailway Line. The height of

station used was 86 t'ect. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 3 feet

below the surface of the ground, with a stone post 6 inches below the surface set directly over it as

a surface-nuuk. Three stone reference-posts are set on the east side of the road just east of the

station as follows: One 1 tearing north 35° :'u' east, distant 5S.0 metres; one bearing north 88° 36'

east, distant 34.7 metres ; and one bearing south 35° 53' east, distant 60.5 metres from the geodetic

point. The northeast corner of section 18, township 9 north, range 11 east, of the third principal

meridian, bears north 47° 29' east, and is distant 1092.1 metres from the geodetic point. The height

of ground at the station above the mean level of Lake ^Michigan is 48.9 feet.

Oblong, 1879.— This station is situated in the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of

section 32, township 7 north, range 13 west. Oblong Township, Crawford County, Illinois. The
heiglit of station used was 100 feet. The geodetic i)oiat is marked in the usual manner by two

stone posts set one above the other. Three stone reference-posts are set along the east side of the

road west of the station as follows : One bearing south 44° 15' west, distant 125.7 metres; one bear,

ing south 7SO 32' west, distant 90.0 metres; and one bearing north 65° 13' west, distant 97.7 metres

from the geodetic point. Tlie first reference-stone mentioned is set near the land-survey stone on

the south line of section 32, one-fourth mile west of the southeast corner of the section, the land-

survey stone bearing south 46° 23' west, and being distant 131 metres from the geodetic point.

The southeast corner of section 32 bears south 73° 42' east, and is distant 325.6 metres from the

geodetic point. The ground at the station is 81.6 feet below the mean level of Lake Michigan.

Hunt City, 1879.— This station is situated in the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter

of section 7, township 7 north, range 14 west, Grandville Township, Jasper County, Illinois, about

10 miles northeastof Ifewton, on the Grayville and Mattoon Eailroad, and about three-fourths of a

mile northeast of Hunt City. The height of station used was 75 feet. The geodetic point was marked

by a stone post of the usual form, set 3 feet below the surface, with a stone post set directly over it

as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts were set as follows : Two on the south side of the

section-line road north of the station, one bearing north 33° 52' east, distant 334.71 metres, and one

bearing north 9° 54' west, distant 2S2.62 metres; and one on the east side of the section-line road

west of the station, bearing south 85° 32' west, and distant 678.88 metres from the geodetic point.

The section-corner at the northwest corner of section 7 and southwest corner of section 6 (above

township) bears north 60° 46' west, and is distant 749.0 metres. The section-corner at the south-

east corner of section 6 and the northeast corner of section 7, townshij) 7 north, fractional range 11

east, bears north 67° 05' west, and is distant 747.0 metres from the geodetic point. These two sec.

tion corners are 4.50 metres apart. The ground at the station is 30.7 feet below the mean level of

Lake Michigan.

Claeemont, 1879.—This station is situated in section 29, township 4 north, range 14 west,

German Township, Eichland County, Illinois, about 3 miles northwesterly from the town of Clare-

mont, a station on the Oluo and Mississippi Eailroad. The height of station used was 80 feet.

The geodetic point is marked by two stone posts set one above the other, in the usual manner.

Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: One bearing north 67° 33' west, distant 23.1 metres;

one bearing north 0° 39' west, distant 7.8 metres; and one bearing north 71^ 45' east, distant 24.6

metres from the geodetic point. The northwest corner of section 29 bears north 60° 03' west, and

is distant 847 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground at the station above the mean
level of Lake Michigan is 24.3 feet.
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MotWB, 1879.—This station is situated in section 1, near the line between sections 1 and 2,

township 5 north, range 10 east, of the third principal meridian, Fox Township, Jasper County,

Illinois, on a hill known as Buffalo Mound, about 2J miles southwest of the village of Saint Marie.

The height of station used was 101 feet. The geodetic point is marked in the usual manner by two

stone posts set one above the other. Three stone reference-posts are set on the west side of the

section-line road just west of the station, as follows : One bearing south 40° IG' west, distant 44.1

metres ; one bearing north 87° 19' west, distant 28.9 metres ; and one bearing north 38° 54' west,

distant 45.3 metres. The corner of sections 1, 2, 11, and 12, bears south 1° 29' west, and is distant

966 metres from the geodetic iioint. The ground at the station is C0.4 feet below the mean level of

Lake Michigan.

Onion Hill, 1879.—This station is situated in the northeast quarter of section 3, township 4

north, range 9 east, Denver Township, llichland County, Illinois, about 5 miles southwest of West
Liberty, a station on the Grayville and Mattoon Eailway, on Onion Hill. The height of -station

used was 4J feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 3 feet below

the surface, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts

were set as follows : One on the south side of the road north of the station bearing north 33° 02'

east, distant 205.08 metres ; one on the north side of the same road bearing north 25° 31' west, dis-

tant 181.04 metres ; and one on the west side of the road west of the station bearing north 84° 35'

west, distant 354.02 metres from the geodetic point. The northeast corner of section 2 bears north

69° 25' east, and is distant 502.7 metres from the geodetic point. The ground at the station is 13.4

feet below the mean level of Lake Michigan.

West Base, 1879.—This station, marking the west end of the Olney base-line, i:^ situated in the

northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of section 21, township 5 north, range 10 east, Fox
Township, Jasper County, Illinois. The height of station used was 50 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a stone iiost of the usual form, set in a bed of brick-work 3 feet square, with its top 4

feet below the surface of the ground. Two additional stones are set on a line through the geodetic

point perpendicular to the direction of the base-line and at a depth below the surface of the ground

of about 4 feet, one bearing north 1° 30' west, distant 8.02 metres from the geodetic point; and

one bearing south 1° 30' east, distant 8.0G metres. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows

:

Two on the south side of the road north of the station, one bearing north 2° 45' west, distant 240.7

metres, and one bearing north 45° 32' east, distant 356.0 metres; and one bearing south 01° 00'

east, distant 302.0 metres. An oak latitude-post 17 inches in diameter, occupied in 1880, bears

south 88° 3C' east, and is distant 10.'- 9 metres. The northeast corner of section 21 bears north 67°

19' east, and is distant 727 metres. There is an uncertainty of a metre or two in this last deter-

mination. The ground at the station is 85.9 feet below the mean level of Lake Michigan,

Bast Base, 1879.—This station, marking the east end of the Olney base-line is situated in

section 19, township 5 north, fractional range 11 east. Saint Marie Township, Jasper County, Illi-

nois, about 3;^ miles east, and one-half mile north of the railway station of West Liberty, on the

Grayville and Mattoon Eailroad. The height of station used was 36 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a bras^ cylinder leaded into the top of a stone post of the usual form, set 2^ feet below

the surface of the ground, and surrounded by brickworli 3 feet square and 3 feet deep. Two side

stones are set on a line at right angles to the direction of the base-line, and at a depth below the

surface of the ground of about 2| feet, one bearing north 1° 28' west, distant 7.91 metres, and one

bearing south 1° 28' east, distant 8.04 metres from the geodetic point. Three stone reference-posts

are set as follows: One bearing north 49° 49' east, distant 361 metres; one bearing south 58° 02'

east, distant 322 metres ; and one bearing south 35° 50' west, distant 208 metres from the geodetic

point. The northwest corner of section 19, township 5 north, fractional range 11 east, bears north

77° 12' west, and is distant 1054 metres from the geodetic point. There is an uncertainty of a

metre or two in this last determination. The ground at the station is 95.3 feet below the mean level

of Lake Michigan.

Middle Base, 1879.—This station, near the middle of the Olney base-line, is situated in the

northwest quarter of section 23, township 5 north, range 10 east. Fox Township, Jasper County,

Illinois, about 1.1 miles east and one-half mile north of West Liberty, a station on the Grayville and

Mattoon Eailroad. The height of station used was 5 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a
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stone post of the usual foini, set '21 feet below the surface. The uortlienst eornor of section 23 bears

north (>Co IS' east, and is distant 711i metres from the geodetic point. Tlieve is an uu(!ertainty of a

i"iietre or two in this determination. Tlie ground at the station is 103.3 feet below the mean level

of Lake ^licliigan.

Ohkck Base, is?!).—This station is situated in section G, township 4 north, range H east,

I'restoii Township, Itichland County, Illinois. Tiie height of station used was 41 feet. Tlie geo-

detic point is marked by a, hole in the top of a stone post set 2-?r feet below the surface of the

ground, with a. stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-])Osts are

set as follows: One on the south side of the road on the south of the station, bearing south 12° 12'

west, distant 22.(1 metres; one at the northeast corner of the cemetery just west of the station,

bearing north 3° 35' west, distant 73 metres ; and one on the north side of the above road, bearing

south 80° 21' east, distant 53..-) metres. Tlie southeast C(n^ner of the German Eeformed Church

bears north 53° 10' west, and is distant 20.1 metres. The quarter-section stone of the west line of

section G bears north 31° 44' west, and is distant 943.9 metres from the geodetic point. The

ground at the station is CO.2 feet below the mean level of Lake Michigan.

Dknver, 1879.— This station is situated in the southwest quarter of the northeast quarter of

section 21, township 4 north, range 9 east, Denver Township, Eichland County, Illinois, about 5^

miles north of station Noble on the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad. The height of station used

was 74..") feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 3 feet below

the surface of the ground, with ii stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. Three stone

reference-posts were set as follows: One on the north side of the road north of the station, bearing

north 15° 27' east, distant 344.92 metres; one on the east side of the road east of the station, bear-

ing north ()9o '>'}' east, distant 578.78 metres; and one on the west side of the latter road, bearing

south 70° Of east, and distant 5(iS.15 metres from the geodetic ])oiut. The corner of sections 15,

IG, 21, and 22 bears north 58° 51' 58" east, and is distant G28.32 metres. The ground at the sta-

tion is 37.G feet below the mean level of Jjake Michigan.

Pahkersiujijg, 1879.— This station is situated in fractional section 30, township 2 north,

fractional range 11 east, Riclilaml County, Illinois. Tlie height of station used was 75 feet. The

geodetic point is marked in the usual manner by two stone posts set one above the other. Four

stone reference-posts ara set as follows: Two on the south side of the road north of the station,

one bearing south G9o 54' east, distant 48.7 metres, and one bearing north 08° 27' west, distant

74.0 metres; one on the nortli side of the same road, bearing north 83° 22' east, distant 44.7 metres;

and one bearing north 28° 40' east, distant 93.0 metres from the geodetic point. The corner of sections

19, 24, 25, and .iO bears north .55° 39' 46" west, and is distant 848.5 metres. A latitude-post, occu-

Ijied in 1879, bears north S70 4.".' 30" Avest, and is distant 34.G8 metres. The ground at the station

is 13.6 feet below the mean level of Lake Michigan.

B.—STATIONS, SIGNALS, INSTRUMENTS, AND METHODS OP OBSERVATION.

§ 3. See Chapter XVI, B.

C—MEASURED AND ADJUSTED ANGLES BETWEEN THE LINES WILLOW SPRINGS

-

MORGAN PARK AND DENVER- PA RKERSBURG.

§ 4. This portion of the triangulation was adjusted in two sections, viz

:

Section XIV extemliug from AMllow Springs- Morgan Park to Oakland -Kansas and

Section XV extending from Oakland -Kansas to Den\'er-Parkersburg.

A sketch of it is given iu Plate XXIII. Weight unity was assigned to 16 combined results

for each of the instruments used in tlie measurement of the angles, viz., Troughton & Simms
theodolites Nos. 1, 3, and 4, Pistor & Martin's theodolite No. 2, and Repsold theodolite No. 1. An
alistract of the adjustment is given in the following tables. For a detailed explanation of the

tables see Chapter XIV, C, § 7, and see the remark in Chapter XV, C, § G, relating to the column

headed "No. meas." The locally adjusted angles at stations Oakland and Kansas, with weights

equal to those applied to their observed values, were used in computing the general adjustment

in which three sum-angle conditions at Oakland and two at Kansas were discarded.
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Section XIV.

—

TriangulnHon from ihe line Willow Springs - Morgan Parle to the line Oaldand-

Kansas.

WILLOW SPRINGS—

L

[Obscivor, J. n. Darling. Instrument, Trougliton & Simnisi tlicoilolito No. 4. Date, Jul}', 1879.

J

Anglo as moasuretl between

—
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Section XIV.— Trinuf/uldfion from the line Willow Sprinf/s-]\[or(i<(ii Pari- to the line OuhUiml-
Kansas—Ooutinued.

GARDEN—5.

[Observer, Tt. S. Woodward. Iiistninient, Troagbton & Simms tbcodulite No. 3. Date, July, 1879.]

Angle as measured betwoen-

Oiland and Crete 109 37 3K. 727

Crete and Manteno 81 35 37. 2W
Manteno .ind Orland 168 46 44.031 i

i

Notation.
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Section XIY.—Triangulation from the line Willotc Springs - Morgan Park to the line Oakland

-

Kansas—Coutiuued.

SAINT ANNE—6.

[Observer, G. T. Wisner. Instrument, Pistor & Martins tbeodolito No. 2. Date, August, 1879.]

Angle as measured between

—
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Section XIV.

—

Triangulation from the line Willow Springs- Alorgan Park to the line Oakland-

K((niias—Coutiuiiod.

CLIFTON—1].

[Obsirvor, J. H. DailinK. lustriiment., Trougbton & Simins theodolite No. 4, Date, August, 1870.1

Anglo as measured between

—

Kaulialieoaud Saint Auuo 44 53 01.121

Saint Aime aud "Walseka 85 41 52. 24.'i

Saint Anne and Spring Cicek 125 57 01.415

Watseka and Spring Creek 40 1 5 09. 957

Spring Creek and Kankakee If9 09 57.416

Notation.

Ill

ll2

II2+3

1)3

II4

24

24

20

24

24

Range.
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Section XIV.

—

Triangulation from the line Willow Springs - Morgan Park to the line Oaldand-

Kansas—Coutiuued.

BUTLER—14.

[Observer, G. T. Wisnor. lostrument, ristor & Marlins theodolilo No. 2. Dates, August and September, 1879.]

Angle as measured between—
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Section XIV.

—

TrknujuMion from the line Willow Sj[)rings

K((HN((s—Contimicd.

Morgan Park to the line Oaldand-

RANTOUL—17.

[Observer, It. S. Woodw.ird. Inslrument, Trougbton &. Siiiims tbeodolite No. 3. Dutes, September and October, 1879.]

Angle as measured between

—

I'axton and Butler 60 45 36.243

PmIou and PilotGrove 128 40 44.634

Butler and Pilot Grove 61 65 09.856

Butler and Majview 131 54 .53.280

Pilot Grove and Fairmount 25 37 44. 008

Pilot Grove and Mayview 69 59 43. 832

Faiimount and Lynn Grove ,. 35 34 07. 200

Lynn Grove and Mayview 8 47 ."52. 539

Mayview and Paxton 161 19 30. 357

Notiition.
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Section XIV.

—

Trhingiilation from the line Willoic Springs- ]\[o)(j<(n Pelvic io the line Oalxhmd-

Kansas—Coutiniied.

PALERMO—20.

[Observer, J. H. Darling. Instrument, Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 4. Dates, September find October, 1879.]

Angle as measured between—
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Section XIV.—TriangiiU(f inn from the line Willow Spriiu/s- Morgan Park to the line Odkluml-

Kansas—Coiitiimed

.

OAKLAND—23.

(Oliservcr, A. R. Flint. Instrument, Troughton & Sinims theodolite No. 1. Date, September, 1879.

1

Angle na meaMnred bctwccn-

Lynn Grove and I'Mlurnio 50 08 50. 831

Palermo and Kansas 105 25 07. .^i-I!

Palermo and West lii'Ul 141 21 09.518

Kansas and We.stfield 35 5« 01.443

Westfleld and Lynn Grove 108 29 51. 880

Westfleld and Palermo 218 38 50. (J69

No. mens.

IG

le

8

10

10

8

Kango.

3.5

4.5

5.1

3.4

5.3

4.2

Wt.

1

1

0.5

1

1

0.5

(«)

-0.453

+ 0.115

-0. 323

+0.115

-0. 453

+0. 136

("l'

-0. 060

-0 053

+0. 087

CitrrccUHl angles.

50 08 59.318

105 25 07. 685

NORMAL EQUATIONS FOR LOCAL ADJDSTMENT.

2(23.)+ (232)+ (233) + 0. 677=0

(23i)+ 3(232)+2(233)—0. 120=0

(23i)+ 2(232)+3(233)—0. 120=0

Note —The general correction of 233 is taken from Section XT of the adjustment.

Numerical equations of condition in the triangulation from the line Willow Springs - Morgan

Parle to the line Oakland - Kansas.

XIV.

xxr.

SIDK-EQUATIONS.

IX. (12) —11. 23363 [7.i] -2.98067 [7,] —11. 35925 [R,] -f- 18. 95853 [84] —22.67882 [9i]

+ 3. 41374 [9.2] +18. 546=0

(12) —14.51686 [12il + 9.30196 [I2.2] — 7.32972 [13,] +17.66514 [I34] —13.89060 1143]

+ 5. 75918 [14^] —21. 739=0

(10) —15. 55703 [l.%] + 4. 44373 [154] —10. 59439 [16,-,] +11. 53102 [16„] — 9. 04167 [17,]

+11.23329 [17.2 ]
+11.730=0

XXII. (11) — 9.34115 [16,] — 9.34115 [I6.2] — 9.34115 [I63] +12.27872 [164] — 7.66533 [17,]

+13. 86060 [174] +13. 86060 [17s] —16. 22979 [IPg] + 7. 71952 [I84] —24. 83?=0

XXIV. (8) —25.31763 [I61] + 1.51673 [16,] — 8.38928 [18,] — 6.92923 EI82] — 6.92923 [I83]

— 6.92923 [I84] — 0.79815 [20^] + 7.91878 [2O4] + 7.251=0

XXIX. (7) - 7. 91763 [17,] +21. 52593 [17r,] + 1. 58811 [19,] + 1. 58811 [I9.2] +10. 39144 [Wj]

— 4.50710 [21,] + 5.41820 [21^] + 5.41820 [2I3]
_

— 9.781=0

XXXIII. (18) + 6. 92923 [18.2] +14. 64875 [I83] +14. 64875 [I84] —28. 51493 [19^] — 6. 75645 [19^]

—20. 41688 [21,] —20. 4168S [21^] +33. 64864 [2I3] +33. 018=0

Note.—In the solution for detormining the general corrections, eaob of the side-equations was divided by the

iiuniher iucloised in parenthesis and placed opposite it.

ANGLE-EQUATIONS.

I.
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Oeneral corrections in terms of the correlates—Coiitimicil.

[113]
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Oeucral c<irt('ciii>7is in terms of the correlates—Oontirmed.

[19i]

[19.1

[19:.]

[20,]

[20:]

[2O3]

[2O4]

[21i]

[2U]

[2I3]

[2I4]

[2I5]

[220

[23,]

[23.]

=+0.

—0.

=—0.

+0.

=+0.

—1.

=—0.

+0.

=—0.

=—0.

=—0.

=+0.

=—0.

+0.

=—0.

+0.

=+0.

+0.

=+0.

—0.

=—0.

—0.

=+1.

=+!•

76121 XXII

14493 XXXI
25000 XXIII

48988 XXXIII

75000 XXIII

09428 XXXIII

25000 XXIII

11452 XXXIII

04239 XXIV
127Hi XXIV
43885 XXIV
65077 XXIV
33333 XXV
50000 XXXII

33333 XXV
50000 XXXII

66667 XXV
50000 XXXII

06667 XXV
50000 XXXII

33333 XXV
50000 XXXII

00000 XXXIV
00000 XXXV
00000 XXXIV

+0. 27536 XXIII —0. 13674 XXIV

+0. 05797 XXXII +0. 24641 XXXIII

+0. 75000 XXVII +0. 50000 XXVIII

—0. 25000 XXVII +0. 50000 XXVIII

— 0. 25000 XXVII —0. 50000 XXVIII

— 0. 04762

—0. 14286

+0. 61905

—0. 38095

—0. 16667

—1. 06774

+0. 83333

—1. 06774

—0. 16667

+1. 93591

—0. 16667

+0. 06654

—0. 16667

+0. 06654

XXV
XXV
XXV
XXV
XXVI
XXXIII

XXVI
XXXIII

XXVI
XXXIII

XXVI
XXXIII

XXVI
XXXIII

—0. 09524 XXXI
—0. 28571 XXXI

+0. 23810 XXXI

+0. 23810 XXXI
—0. 79457 XXIX
—0. 16667 XXXV
+0. 62333 XXIX
- 0. 16667 XXXV
+0. 62333 XXIX
—0. 16667 XXXV
—0. 15070 XXIX
—0. 16667 XXXV
—0. 15070 XXIX
+0. 83333 XXXV

—0. 26087 XXVIII

-0.25769 XXIX

—0.25769 XXIX

+0. 99993 XXIX

+0. 61905 XXXIV
—0. 14286 XXXIV
—0. 04762 XXXIV
—0. 047G2 XXXIV
— 0. 33333 XXX

+0. 66667 XXX

+0. 66667 XXX

—0. 33333 XXX

-0.33333 XXX

—0. 20290 XXX

0. 25000 XXXII

—0. 25000 XXXII

+0. 75000 XXXII

—0. 14286 XXXV
+0. 57143 XXXV
—0. 14286 XXXV
—0. 14286 XXXV
—0. 16667 XXXI

—0. 16667 XXXI

—0. 16667 XXXI

+0. 83333 XXXI

—0. 16667 XXXI

No. of
equation

1.

3.

4.

Normal equationsfor determining the correlates.

6.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

0=—0. 41500

0=—0.48300

0=+0. 19800

0=—1. 11400

0=—0. 57000

0=- 0.48500

6=—1.20700

0=—1. 91500

0=+l. .54550

0=—0. 38300

0=+l. 00900

0=—2. 54700

0=+2. 00900

+1. 75000 I

—0. 58333 I

—0. 12500 V
—0. 08333 I

—0. 45833 V
—0. 12500 II

—0. 38095 VI

—0. 12500 II

—0. 04762 VI

-0. 38095 IV

+0. 57143 VIII

—0. 16667 IV

+0. 99316 IX

—0. 26191 IV

+1. 68453 VIII

+0. 05641 IV

—1. 38870 VIII

-0.09091 VI

—0. 21591 XI

—0. 27273 VI

—0. 21591 X
—0. 25000 X
—0.43182 XVI

-0. 62500 X
—0. 07830 XIV

—0. 58333 II

+2. 00000 II

—0.50000 II

—0. 12500 III

-0. 16667 VII

—0. 45833 III

-0. 09524 VIII

—0. 04762 V
+0. 92227 IX

+0. 78788 VI

—0. 18182 X
—0. 09524 V
—1. 38870 IX

+0. 05641 V
+5. 97836 IX

—0. 18182 VII

—0. 25000 XII

-0. 75378 VII

+1.89394X1

4-1.97727X11

—0. 09091 XVII

—0. 12.500 XI

—0. 18182 XVI

-0. 08333 III

-0. 50000 III —0. 12500 IV

+2. 00000 III —0. 12500 IV

+1.97322 IV

—0.26191 VIII

—0. 69345 IV

+0. 05641 IX

+2.01299 VI

—0. 09091 X
+2. 11743 VII

—0. 75378 XI

+0. 57143 VI

—0. 04167 XI

+0. 92227 VI

—0. 05758 X
—0. 05758 IX

—0. 62500 XIII

—0. 04167 VIII

—0. 12500 XIII

-0. 52273 XIII

—0. 69345 V
+0. 0.5641 IX

+1. 97322 V

+0. 78788 VII

—0. 27273 XI

—0. 62500 VIII

—0. 62500 VII

+0. 99316 VII

—0. 15324 XI

+2. 01136 X

—0. 15324 IX

—0.27209 XIV

—0. 52273 XII +2. 10227 XIII

—0. 09091 XVII
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Normal cqiKitions for (Ictermimug the correlate

n

—Ooiitiiiued.
No. of
equatiou
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Valnen of the general corrections.
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Seoi'ION XV.

—

Triangulation from the line OaMand- Kinixan to the line Denver - Parlcersburf).

KANSAS—22.

(ObscrviT, G. T. Wisner. lustrumcut, Pistor & Martina thoodolilc Ko. 2. Dates, September and October, 1879.
-1

Angle as measured between -



568 i'ln.AIAEY TKIANGULATION. [CiiAi'. XX, c,

Section XV.

—

TiidngnlKtioii from Ihc Jiiw Oakldjid - lutiisas to Ihc line Denver -- I'arkcrsburi/—
Odiitiiiued.

WKS'I'F] EL] I— .>.-).

|()lis('r\i'i, K. S. Woodward Iiistniniuiit, Troiij^btou \' yiniins tlicodnlitc No. 3. Datt', Ot;toboi', 18711.1

.Vn;;li' as inoasiircd Iiftwri-u Nutation. N(t. muas. liaii;;i'

Oalilaud and Kansas CC 33 13. 7(12

Kansas and Martinsvillu GO 14 'J'J. 099

Kansas and Casoy 108 U'J 119. 019

llartiusvillc and Casey 41 48 07. 024 ^

Casi'v and Oalilaud l.'<5 24 47. frl7

2.'"l2+3

10

ll>

8

Hi

14

i

.'3.2

4.1

3.4

4.6

I

3.

9

wt.
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Section XV.

—

Triangulation from the line Oakland - Kansas to the line Denver - Parltersburg-

Continued.

OBLONG—28.

[Observer, G. T. Wisner. Instrument, Pistor & Martins theodolite No. 2. Dates, October and November, 1879.]

Angle as measured between— ! Notation.
[
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Section XV.

—

Triangulation from the line Oakland - Kansas to the line Denver - Parkersburg-

Continued.

MOUND—31.

[Observer, A. E. Flint. Instmment, Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1. Dates, October and NoTember, 1879.]

Angle as measured between- Notation. No. meas.
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Section XV.

—

Triangulation from the line Oakland - Kansas to the line Denver - Parlcersburg—
Continued.

WEST BASE—33.

I
Obserrers, R. S. Woodward and J. S. Barling. Instmments, Troughton & Simma theodolites Koa. 3 and 4. Datea, October and Hfovem-

ber, 1879.1

Angle as meaanred between

—

Monnd and Eaat Base 47 46 00.480

Uonnd and Middle Base 47 46 02. 866

Bast Base and Middle Base 00 02.638

East Base and Check Base 46 45 34.513

East Base and Claremont 52 08 20.994

Middle Base and Check Base 46 45 31. 232

Check Base and Denver 88 45 13.338

Check Base and Onion Hill 96 16 39. 302

Claremont and Denver 83 22 26. 038

Denver and Onion Hill 7 31 26.225

Denver and Monnd 176 43 11.642

Onion Hill and East Base 216 57 46.637

Notation.

33i+«

33,

33i-t-i

333+1+4

33,

33d+s

33i+t+e

33e+r

337+1

No. meas.

16

16

8

16

16

16

16

16

. 16

16

16

16

Range.
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Section XV.

—

Triangulation from the line Oakland - Kansas to the line Denver - Parlcersburg-

Continued.

MIDDLE BASE—35.

[Observer, B, S. Wheeler. Instrument, Bepsold theodolite No, 1. Date, October, 1879.]

Angle as measured between—
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Section XV.

—

Triangulation from the line Oalcland - Kansas to the line .Denver - Parlcersburg-

Continued.

PARKEESBURG—38.

[Observer, A. E. Flint. Instrument, Troughton & Sitnms theodolite No. 1. Date, November, 1879.]

Angle as measured between

—

Notation.
I No. meas.

Of II i

West Azimuth Mark and Denver... 3143 41.471' 38,
I

*

West Azimuth Mark and East Azi-

mnthMark 178 33 56. 512
j

381+2+3

Denver and Claremont 45 40 42. 617 382

Claremont and East Azimuth Mark. 101 09 31.601
1 883

East Azimuth Mark and West Azi-

muth Mark 18126 03.345 38i

16

30

10

16

Eange.

4.2

6.9

6.0

4.4

Wt. (»)

+0. 268

1. 5 —0. 019

1
! +0. 268

1 i +0. 268

1.5 +0.162

[V]

+ 0.001

0.000

—0. 002

+0. 001

0.000

Corrected angles.

o / //

31 43 41. 740

178 33 56. 493

45 40 42. 883

101 09 31. 870

181 28 03. 507

NORMAL EQUATIONS FOE LOCAL ADJUSTMENT.

4(38i)+-3{382)+3(383)—2. 683=0

3(38i)-H(38j)+3(383)—2. 683=0

3{38,)+3(382)+4(38a)—2. 683=0

Numerical equations of condition in the triangulation from the line Oakland-Kansas to the line

Denver-Parkersburg

.

XXXIX. (25)

XLV. (25)

LI. (5)

LIV. (6)

LVI. (10)

LIX. (10)

LXII. (10)

LXIV. (10)

—45. 6532 [22i]

+30.4054 [253]-

+ 8.2965 [26i"l

—13. 3824 [29.2]

+ 2. 8748 [3I4]

+ 9. 5630 [32i]

+ 3. 6770 [332]

— 3. 0785 [3O3]

+ 4. 8992 [3I4]

— 3. 0963 [34i]

—11.7198 [32^]

SIDE-EQUATIONS.

+21. 622i liii] —18. 0616 [24.2] —13. 6876 [243] + 6. 8580 [25.2]

+17. 2466 [262] —33. 5478 [283] +40. 2660 [284] —33. 2287 [29i]

+ 2. 8748 [3I5]

— 2. 1568 [322]

+ 3. 6770 [333]

— 3. 0785 [3O4]

+ 4. 8992 [31.5]

— 6. 3107 [34^]

+ 9. 9009 [323'!

+ 2. 8748 [31^] — 9. 6256 [31,]

— 2. 1568 [323] — 2. 1568 [324]

+ 3. 6770 [334+,,] — 4. 0070 [SSj]

— 3. 0785 [3O5] +15. 2276 [30„]

+ 4. 8992 [Sle] + 4. 8992 [31,]

+ .3. 2144 [342+3] + 3. 2144 [344]

+ 9. 9009 [324] —16. 3678 [33s]

LXVI. (10)

LXIX. (6)

-16. 3678 [334+6] +16. 0378 [SSj]

— 4. 4523 [343+3] — 4. 4523 [844]

— 0. 0004 [33i] +19. 1134 [332]

+ 3. 7395 [352]

+11. 0867 [3O3]

— 3. 6210 [3l6]

+ 6. 1438 [363]

+ 3. 3848 [Slfi]

— 3. 3149 [322]

— 2. 3162 [334+5]

+14. 1652 [3O3]

— 7. 4983 [342]

+ 1. 7706 [3I4]

+ 9. 5630 [32i]

+11. 7838 [37i]

—11.7198 [322]

— 0. 3300 [336]

0. 3300 [336] 7. 5486 [34] ]

— 9. 6256 [Sis]

+ 3.6770 [33,]

— 0. 3300 [336]

— 4. 7264 [3I3]

+ 4. 8992 [Sis]

+ 3. 2144 [346]

—16. 3678 [333]

— 3. 0963 [342]

-11. 6638 [344] + 0. 0004 [345] + 3. 7388 [35i]

+11. 0867 [3O4]

— 3. 6210 [31,]

+ 3. 3848 [3l6]

— 3. 3149 [323]

— 2. 3162 [336]

+14. 1652 [304]

+16. 01.35 [36i]

+ 1. 7706 [Sle]

+ 9. 5630 [3ife]

— 4. 8989 [372]

—11. 7198 [323]

—11. 7838 [,37i]

—18. 3061 [SOs]

— 3. 6210 [Sis]

—13. 2466 [31,]

+ 1. 6668 [33i]

+ 9. 6256 [3I4]

+16. 0135 [36i]

—13. 2466 [31s]

+ 1. 6668 [332]

— 3. 6210 [Sis]

+ 6. 1438 [362]

+18. 6655 [32i]

+ 1. 6668 [333]

-65.

+32,

546=0

349=0

+ 7.594=0

+ 4. 414=0

— 3. 586=0

210=0

+15. 960=0

+11

—15. 2276 [SOs] —15. 2276 [SOb] + 3. 0963 [34,]

+ 0. 1470 [362] + 0. 1470 [363] + 0. 1470 [864]

+ 1. 7706 [Sle] + 1. 7706 [31,] — 9. 6256 [Slg]

+ 9. 5630 [323] . + 9. 5630 [324] + 4. 2r.06 [326]

— 4. 8989 [373]

LXXI. (6) -11.7198 [322] -11. 7198 [323] -11.7198 [324] - 4.2506 [SS^] -2.7759[336]

—11. 7838 [372] + 5. 5100 [373] — 1

Note.—In the solution for determining the general corrections, each of the side-equatioua was divided by

bar in parenthesis placed opposite it.

. 171=0

. 086=0+11

+ 2.637=0

. 661=0

the nuni-
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Numerical equations of condition, &c.—Continued.

ANGLE-EQUATIONS.

XXXVI. [223] + [233] + [25i]

XXXVII. [22,] -I- [222] + [243]

XXXVIII. [22,] + [252] + [253]

XL. [24,] + [253] + [27,]

XLI. [24,] + [263] + [27,]

XLII. [26,] + [27«] + [276]

XLIII. [26,] + [26,] + [27,]

XLIV. [26,] + [283] + [28j]

XLVI. [28,] + [293] + [31,]

XLVII. [28,] -f [308] + [30,]

XLVIII. [3O3] + [3O4] + [3O5]

+ [32<]

XLIX. [304] + [306] + [31*]

L. [3O3] + [32,] + [323]

LII. [3O3] + [3O4] + [3O5]

LIII. [3I3] + [3I4] + [3I5]

+ [346]

LV. [3I3] + [3I4] + [3I5]

LVII. [3l6] + [33,] + [332]

LVIII. [3I3] + [3I4] + [3l6]

LX. [3O3] + [3O4] + [324]

LXI. [3l6] + [3l6] + [31,]

LXIII. [32^] + [323] + [334+5] + [336] + [36,]

LXV. [32,] + [34,] + [36,] + [36,] + [364]

LXVII. [30,] + [3O3] + [3O4]

LXVIII. [30,] + [326] + [37,]

LXX. [30,] + [3O3] + [33b]

LXXII. [30,] + [374] + [38,]

+ [25,]

+ [27,]

+ [27,]

+ [29i]

+ [2B4]

+ [29,]

+ [31,] + [31,]

+ [3I4] + [3l6] + [3l6] + [31,] + [31,] + [32,] + [32,] + [323]

+ [3l6] + [3l6] + [33,]

+ [324] + [336] + [336]

+ [306] + [323] + [324] + [34,] + [34,]

+ [3l6] + [31,] + [3l8] + [32,] + [32,]

[33,] + [333] + [334+5] - [335]

[34,] + [34,+3] + [344]

+ [3l6] + [33,] + [34,]

+ [35,]

+ [344] + [346] + [35,]

+ [36,]

+ [3l8] + [32,] + [32,] + [323] + [36,] + [363]

+ [3O5] + [3I4] + [3I5] + [3l6] + [31,] + [37,]

+ [37,] + [373]

+ [373]

+ [373]

—0. 019=0

—0. 105=0

—1. 382=0

+0.257=0

+0. 036=0

—0. 436=0

+0. 422=0

—0. 108=0

—0. 859=0

+0. 071=0

+0. 509=0

+0. 176=0

+0. 768=0

—1. 092=0

+0. 954=0

+0. 062=0

—1.528=0

+0. 711=0

+1.285=0

—0. 117=0

+0.234=0

—1. 035=0

+1. 207=0

+1. 718=0

+1. 183=0

—0. 475=0

General corrections in terms of the correlates.

[22,]

[22,]

[223]

[233]

[24,]

[24,]

[243]

[25,]

[25,]

[253]

[26,]

[26,]

[263]

[27,]

[27,]

[273]

[274]

[276]

=—0. 09091

=—0. 09091

=+0. 72727

=+1. 00000

=—0. 25000

=—0. 25000

=+0. 75000

=+0. 66667

=—0. 16667

=—0. 16667

=—0. 25000

=—0. 25000

=+0. 50000

=+0. 60571

=—0. 39429

=—0. 10857

=+0. 03429

=—0. 05714

XXXVI +0.

XXXVI +0.

XXXVI —0.

XXXVI
XXXVII +0.

XXXVII —0.

XXXVII —0.

XXXVI —0.

XXXVI +0.

XXXVI —0.

XLII +0.

XLI +0.

XLI —0.

XXXVIII +0.

XXXVIII +0.

XXXVIII -0.

XXXVIII +0.

XXXVIII—0.

27273 XXXVII

27273 XXXVII

18182 XXXVII

31749 XXXIX
40497 XXXIX
23001 XXXIX
16667 XXXVII

66667 XXXVII

33333 XXXVII

25000 XLIII

50000 XLII

25000 XLII

21143 XL
21143 XL
21714 XL
06857 XL
11429 XL

—0. 36364 XXXVIII— 1. 47659 XXXIX

+0. 63636 XXXVni +1. 21443 XXXIX
—0. 09091 XXXVIII +0. 08739 XXXIX

—0. 25000 XL +0,

+0. 75000 XL —0.

-0. 25000 XL —0.

—0. 33333 XXXVIII—0.

+0. 33333 XXXVIII—0.

+0. 33333 XXXVIII +0,

+0. 50000 XLIV

+0.25000 XLIII

—0. 25000 XLIII

—0. 10857 XLI

—0. 10857 XLI

+0. 46286 XLI
—0. 25143 XLI

+0. 08571 XLI

—0.

—0.

—0.

-0.

—0.

—0.

+0.

+0.

75000 XLI

25000 XLI

25000 XLI

24842 XXXIX
22253 XXXIX
71937 XXXIX
00654 XLV
25000 XLIV

17246 XLV
02286 XLII

. 02286 XLII

16571 XLII

26286 XLII

22857 XLII

—0. 16667 XL
-0. 33333 XL
+0. 66667 XL

+0. 26196 XLV

+0. 03429 XLUI

+0. 03429 XLIII

—0.25143 XLUI

+0. 60571 XLIII

—0. 34286 XLIII
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Continued.

[28.]

[28.]

[28,]

[284]

[29,]

[29J

[29,]

[30,]

[30,] =

[3O3]

[303+4] =

[303+4+,] =

[3O4]

[3O5] =

[30,+6]

[30«] =

[30,]

[31,]

[31,]

[3I3] =•

[3I4]

[31*+M..] =

—0. 12500 XLIII

—0. 12500 XLIII

—0. 31250 XLIII

+0. 68750 XLIII

+0. 54167 XLII

:—0. 20833 XLII

—0. 04167 XLII

:—0.20054 XLVII
—0. 04255 LIV
—0. 10840 LXVIII

—0. 04607 XLVII

+0. 32228 LIV

+0. 78591 LXVIII

=—0. 04607 XLVII
—0. 19080 LIV

—0. 21409 LXVIII

—0. 09214 XLVII

—0. 38160 LIV

—0. 42818 LXVIII

—0. 26287 XLVII

—1. 05201 LIV

—0. 57452 LXVIII

=—0. 04607 XLVII

—0. 19080 LIV

—0. 21409 LXVIII

0. 17073 XLVII

—0. 67041 LIV
—0. 14634 LXVIII

:+0. 24933 XLVII

+0. 95923 LIV

—0. 13550 LXVIII

+0. 42006 XLVII

+1. 62964 LIV

+0. 01084 LXVIII

=+0. 54472 XLVII

—0. 42868 LIV

—0. 05691 LXVIII

=+0. 64994 XLVI
—0. 22032 LIII

—0. 18506 LXI

=—0. 21402 XLVI
—0. 24631 LIII

—0. 15942 LXI

0. 05802 XLVI

+0. 29832 LIII

+0. 10820 LXI

:+0. 02276 XLVI
—0. 14845 LIII

—0. 45683 LXI

0. 00236 XLVI
—0.14557 LIII

—0. 06769 LXI

—0. 2r.000 XLIV
—0. 25000 XLIV

+0. 37500 XLIV

+0. 37500 XLIV
—0. 20833 XLIV
—0. 54167 XLIV
—0. 29167 XLIV
—0. 26558 XLVIII

—0. 21680 LX
—0. 21680 LXX
—0. 57452 XLVIII

—0. 42818 LX
+0. 57182 LXX
+0. 4254S XLVIII

+0. 57182 LX
+0. 57182 LXX

—0. 03359 XLV
—0. 03359 XLV
—1. 42588 XLV
+1. 52666 XLV
—0. 60844 XLV
—0. 01305 XLV
+0. 21151 XLV
—0. 15718 XLIX
—0.15106 LXII

+0. 70461 LXXII

—0. 36043 XLIX
—0. 20682 LXII

—0. 10840 LXXII
—0. 36043 XLIX

+0. 90784 LXII

—0. 10840 LXXII

+0. 8.5096 XLVIII +0. 27914 XLIX

+1. 14364 LX
+0. 14364 LXX
+1. 19243 XLVIII

+0. 85096 LX
—0. 14904 LXX

+1. 80368 LXII

-0. 21680 LXXII

+0. 76695 XLIX

+0. 31832 LXII

—0. 26558 LXXII

+0. 42548 XLVIII +0. 63957 XLIX

+0. 57182 LX +0. 90184 LXII

—0. 42818 LXX —0. 10840 LXXII

+0. 34147 XLVIII +0. 48781 XLIX
—0. 29268 LX —1. 48536 LXII

—0. 29268 LXX —0. 04878 LXXII

+0. 16803 XLVIII +0. 30353 XLIX
—0. 27100 LX
—0. 27100 LXX

-1. 10413 LXII

-0. 11924 LXXII

-0. 17344 XLVIII —0. 18428 XLIX

+0. 02168 LX
+0. 02168 LXX
—0. 08943 XLVIII

—0. 11382 LX
—0. 11382 LXX
—0. 27204 XLVII

—0. 08684 LIV

+0. 08892 LXII

+0. 40402 XLVII

+0. 08754 LIV

+0. 14730 LXII

+0. 24382 XLVII

—0. 43624 LIV

—0. 26407 LXII

—0. 14059 XLVII

+0. 25360 LIV

+0. 68715 LXII

—0. 21533 XLVII

+0. 39554 LIV

+0. 25825 LXII

+0. 38123 LXII

—0. 07046 LXXII
—0. 03252 XLIX
—0. 17084 LXII

—0. 13008 LXXII

—0. 16230 XLVIII

—0. 06038 LV
+0. 20336 LXIV
—0. 06637 XLVIII

—0. 07461 LV
+0. 23160 LXIV
—0. 12544 XLVIII

+0. 10310 LV
-0. 28806 1.XIV

+0. 08519 XLVIII

+0. 00914 LV
+0. 10746 LXIV

+0. 17509 XLVIII

+0. 25192 LV
+0. 63816 LXIV

—0. 25000 XLVI

+0. 75000 XLVI
—0. 12500 XLVI
—0. 12500 XLVI
—0. 04167 XLVI
—0. 29167 XLVI

+0.54167 XLVI
—0. 10840 L
—0. 12553 LXVI

—0. 21409 L
—0. 40019 LXVI

+0. 78591 L
+1. 01633 LXVI

+0. 57182 L

+2. 03266 LXVI

+0. 42548 L

+0. 94954 LXVI

—0. 21409 L

+1. 01633 LXVI

—0. 14634 L
—1. 08312 LXVI

—0. 13550 L
—1. 67968 LXVI

+0. 01084 L
—0. 59656 LXVI

—0. 05691 L
+0. 08637 LXVI

—0. 00236 XLIX
—0. 01256 LVII

—0. 13564 LXVII

+0. 10533 XLIX

+0. 00614 LVII

—0. 03775 LXVII

—0. 32066 XLIX

—0. 04351 LVII

-0. 15798 LXVII

+0. 24278 XLIX
—0. 14962 LVII

+0. 11146 LXVII

+0. 57258 XLIX

+0. 16490 LVII

+0. 24134 LXVII

+0. 75000 XLVII

—0. 25000 XLVII

—0. 12500 XLVII
—0. 12500 XLVII

—0. 33604 LII

—0. 37398 LXVII

—0. 56368 LII

+0. 21139 LXVII

+0. 43632 LII

+0. 21139 LXVII

.+087264 LII

+0. 42278 LXVII

+1. 01899 LII

+0. 61791 LXVII

+0. 43632 LII

+0. 21139 LXVII

+0. 14635 LII

+0. 19513 LXVII

+0. 57996 LII

+0. 03253 LXVII

-t-0. 43361 LII

—0. 16260 LXVII

—0. 27642 LII

—0. 14634 LXVII

+0. 30655 LI

—0.04782 LVII I

+0. 00274 LXIX
+0. 39110 LI

—0. 03075 LVIII

+0. 03477 LXIX
—0. 56019 LI

+0. 14661 LVIII

—0. 09882 LXIX

+0. 44297 LI

+0.15876 LVIII

+0. 07504 LXIX
+1. 09443 LI

+0. 08702 LVIII

+0. 17752 LXIX
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General corrections in terms of the correlates—Continued.

[314+6+8+7]
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578

[303]

[:!r,,]

[37,]

[37,+,]

[37^]

[373]

[374]

PRIIVIAEY TRIANGULATION.

General eorrcctions in terms of the correlates—Contiuued.
«

+1. 00000 LXI +0. -21405 LXII +0. 50000 LXIII

—0. 19322 LXII +0. 37500 LXIII

+0. 20711 LXII —0. 12500 LXIII

—0. 40727 LXII

[Chap. XX, C,

+0. 50000 LXI

+0. 50000 LXI

—0. 50000 LXI

[Mh+s} =—0.-25000 LX
—0. My.'M LXVI

[:i(;..+3+,]=—0.3 1250 LX
—0. 4<)l->-2 LXVI

=—0. 05250 LX
—0. 09824 LXVI

=—0. 06250 LX —0. 50000 LXI —0. 40727 LXII —0. 12500 LXIII

—0. 09824 LXVI

=—0.47619 LXVII +0.28571 LXVIII +1. 88516 LXIX —0.23810 LXX
—0. 09524 LXXII

= +0.04762 LXVII +0. .57142 LXVIII +0. 98987 LXIX —0. 47620 LXX
—0. 19048 LXXII

=+0. .52381 LXVII +0. 28571 LXVIII —0. 89529 LXIX —0. 23810 LXX
—0. 09524 LXXII

[37j+3] =+1. 04762 LXVII +0. 57142 LXVIII —1. 79058 LXIX +0.52380 LXX
—0 19048 LXXII

=+0. 52381 LXVII +0. 2:<571 LXVIII —0. 89529 LXIX +0. 76190 LXX
—0. 09524 LXXII

=—0. 19048 LXVII —0. 28571 LXVIII —0. 03152 LXIX —0. 09524 LXX
+0. 7G190 LXXII

[33i] =—0. 30000 LXXII

[38,] =+0. 70000 LXXII

[38,] =—0. 30000 LXXII

+0. 50000 LXV

+0. 62500 LXV

+0. 12500 LXV

+0. 12500 LXV

—1. 24740 LXXI

—2. 49480 LXXI

—1. 24740 LXXI

+0. 38750 LXXI

+1. 63490 LXXI

+0. 28663 LXXI

Xo. of
ec]iiiitinn.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

N'ormal equations for determining the correlates.

0=—0. 01900

0=— 0. 10500

0=— 1. 38200

0=—2. 62184

0=+0. 25700

0=+0. 03600

0=—0. 43600

0=+0. 42200

0=—0. 10800

0=+l. 29396

0=—0. 8.5900

+2. 39394 XXXVI
—0. 16667 XL
—0. 34849 XXXVI
— 0. 58333 XL
—0. 42424 XXXVI
+0. 54477 XL
—0. 16103 XXXVI
+0. 31440 XL
—0. 16667 XXXVI
+1. 83953 XL
—0. 35000 XXXVII

+1. 71-286 XLI
—0. 02286 XXXVIII

+0. 51285 XLIII

+0. 03429 XXXVIII

+1.79321 XLIII

—0. 12500 XLVII
—0. 45833 XLII

—0. 54167 XLVI
—0. 17246 XLI

+5. 36055 XLV
—0. 04167 XLII

+1. 94161 XLVI

+0. 30655 LI

—0. 01-25G LVII

+0. 20336 LXIV

-0. 3 18 19 XXXVII —0. 4-24 24 XXXVIII —0. 16103 XXXIX

+1.96213 XXXVII
— 0. 25000 XLI

+0. 60605 XXXVII
—0. 10857 XLI
—0. 71470 XXXVII

+0. 31749 XLI
—0. 58333 XXXVII
—0. 46714 XLI
—0. 10857 XXXVIII
—0. 41571 XLII

-0.04572 XL
—0.45833 XLIV

+0. 06858 XL
+0. 62500 XLIV

+0. 60305 XXXVIII —0. 71470 XXXIX

+0. 62500

—0. 25000

—0. 34648

+0. 17792

—0. 12500

—0. 52204

—0. 22032

—0. 04782

—0. 13564

XLIII

XLVII

XLII

XLVI
XLIII

XLVII

LIII

LVIII

LXVII

+1. 90873 XXXVIII
—0. 02286 XLII

+1.71127 XXXVIII

+0. 54477 XXXVIII
—0. 04572 XLII

+0. 31749 XXXIX
—0. 50143 XLIII

—0. 41571 XLI

—0. 34648 XLV
—0. 50143 XLI

+1. 78208 XLV

+1. 79167 XLIV

+1.78208 XLIII

—0. 03359 XLVII

—0. 54167 XLIV
—0. 16230 XLVIII

—0. 08084 LIV
—0. 18506 LXI

+0. 00274 LXIX

+1.71127 XXXIX
+0. 03429 XLIII

+4. 97917 XXXIX

+0. 31440 XXXIX
+0. 06858 XLIII

—0. 46714 XL
—0. 17246 XLV
+1. 53310 XLII

—0. 04167 XLVI

+0. 51285 XLII

—0. 12500 XLVI

+0.08119 XLV

+0. 08119 XLIV

+0. 17792 XLV
—0. 00236 XLIX
—0. 06038 LV
+0. 08892 LXII
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Normal equationsfor determining the correlates—Continued.
No. of

equation.
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Noniud equations for (Iciermining the correlates—Gontiuued.
No. of

equation.

55.
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Normal equations for determining the correlates—Continued.
No. of

equation.

64.
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Values of the correlates and of their logarithms.

XXXVI
XXXVII

XXXVIII

XXXIX
XL
XLI

XLII

XLIII

XLIV

XLV
XLVI
XLVII

XLVIII
XLIX

L
LI

LII

LIII

LIV

=+0. 0873 log 8.

=—0. 1668 log 9.

=+0. 6348 log 9.

=+0. 3291 log 9.

=—0. 4448 log 9.

=—0. 2153 log 9.

=+0. 6408 log 9.

=—0. 6142 log 9.

=+0.6751 log 9.

=—0. 0355 log 8.

=+0. 7093 log 9.

=+0. 1479 log 9.

=+0. 5721 log 9.

=—0. 4693 log 9.

=— 1. 5482 log 0.

=— 1. 5331 log 0.

=+0. 8096 log 9.

=—1. 1513 log 0.

=+0. 2096 log 9.

9410640+

2223002-

8026301+

5173147+

6461550-

3330440-

8066954+

7882886-

8-J!:)38T4 +

5504730-

8508361+

1699094+

7574644+

6714320-

1898383-

1855733-

9082920+

0611988-

3214949+

LV
LVI

LVII

LVIII

LIX

LX
LXI

LXII

LXIII

LXIV

LXV
LXVI
LXVII

LXVIII

LXIX

LXX :

LXXI

LXXII

=+0. 7732

=—0. 2766

=+1. 1760

=+0. 2972

=—0. 1318

=—2. 8810

=—0. 4526

=+0. 0247

=+0. 0559

=+1. 2300

=—0. 2997

=-1-1. 0147

=-1-0. 3963

=—1.8415

=-(-0. 1964

=-(-0. 5724

=—0. 3828

=—0. 0023

log 9. 8883199+

log 9. 4418993-

log 0. 0704258+

log 9. 4729903+

log 9. 1199813-

log 0. 4595373-

log 9. 6557433-

log 8. 3919931+

log 8.7474118+

log 0. 0899051+

log 9. 4766867-

log 0. 0063205+

log 9. 5980241+

log 0.2651811-

log 9.2930751+

log 9. 7577376+

log 9. 5829833-

log 7. 3677369-

Values of the general corrections.

[22,]

L22j]

[22,]

[23,]

[24i]

[24,]

[243]

[25i]

[25.]

[253]

[26,]

[26,]

[263]

[27,]

[27,]

[273]

[27^]

[275]

[28,]

1.28,]

[283]

[284]

[29,]

=—0. 770

=-f0. 750

=-j-0. 065

=-1-0. 087

=-J-0. 096

=—0. 371

=—0. 036

=—0. 133

=+0. 161

=-1-0. 193

- -1-0. 024

=-1-0. 043

=—0. 108

=-)-0. 278

=—0. 3.57

=—0. 024

=—0. 158

=-1-0. 353

=—0. 157

=-1-0. 404

=-1-0. 389

=—0. 330

=-1-0. 198

[29,]

[293]

[30,]

[30,]

[3O3]

[3O4]

[306]

[306]

[30,]

[31,]

[31,]

[3I3]

[3I4]

[3I5]

[3l6j

[31r]

[Sis]

[32,]

[32,]

[323]

[324]

[326]

[33,]

=-1-0. 026

=-)-0. 153

=-f-0. 198

=—0. 437

=—0. 286

=-1-0. 220

=-1-0. 033

=—0. 005

=-t-0. 212

=-1-0. 302

=—0. 199 •

=-f-0. 078

=—0. 232

=—0. 455

=-f-0. 424

=-1-0. 362

=—0. 026

=— 0. 365

=-0.320

=-1-0. 744

=—0. 609

=—0. 441

=+0. 065

[33,] :

[333] :

[334+5]

=

[335] =

[336] =

[34,] =

[34,] =

[34,+3] :

[344] =

[345] =

[35,] =

[35,] =

[36,] =

[36,] =

[363] =

[364] =

[37,] =

[37,] =

[373] =

[374] =

[38,] =

[38,] --

[383] =

=-1-0. 371

=—0. 303

=—0. 074

=-1-0. 224

=—0. 521

=-t-0. 708

=-t-0. 287

=—0. 242

=-f0. 050

=-f0. 058

=-1-0. 669

=—0. 210

=—0. 611

=—0. 062

=—0. 185

=-1-0. 252

=—0. 003

=—0. 153

=—0. 684

=4-0. 278

=-1-0. 001

=—0. 002

=-1-0. 001



§ 5.

J
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Residuals resultingfrom substitution of general corrections in numerical equations of condition.

No. of
equation.



584 PEIMAEY TEIANGULATION. [Chap. XX, D,

FOR THE PRINCIPAL CHAIN CONNECTING THE CHICAGO AND OLNEY BASES, GIVEN IN D, J 6,

FOLLOWING.
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Principal chain of triangles between Chicago and Olney Bases.

Stations.



58G PlilMAEV: TEIANGULATIO:Cvr. LCiiAP. XX, D,

rri}icipi(l chain of trianf/Jcs hettvecn Chicago and OJney Bases—Continued.

Stations.

Mayvicw ,. -

Pilot Grove

.

liaDtoul —
Fairraount.

^fayview .

,

Pilot Grove

Lynn Grove ,

Fairmount . ..

:Mayview ....

Palermo . .*..

Lynn Grovo .

Fairmonnt . -

.

Oakland

Palermo

Lynn Grove .

Kansas .

.

Oakland .

Palermo .

Westfield

.

Kansas . ..

Oakland ..

Martinsville .

"Westfield . . .

.

Kansas

Casey

Martinsville .

Westfield . . .

.

Belle Air

Casey

Martinsville .

Hunt City .

Belle Air..,

Casey

Oblong - .

.

Hunt City

Belle Air .

Mound
Oblong

Hunt City .

Claremont .

Mound
Oblong

Onion Hill .

Mound
Claremont .

Angles.

50 15 15. 217

59 45 02. 354

69 59 43. 657

Error.s of
closure.

f—0.898 •!

Logarithms
of sides in

feet.



^ 6.1 CHICAGO BASE TO OLNEY BASE.

Fri)teipnl chain of triangles between Chicago and Olney Bases—Coutiuued.

587

stations.



588 PRBEARY TKIANGULATION. [Chap. XXI,

CHAPTER XXI.

TRIAlSrOUIiATlO]!^ NOT FORMHSTG A PART OF THE MAIN STSTEM.

§ I. Besides the maio primary triangulation for which the adjusted angles aud mean sides

have already been given in Chapters XIV to XX, there are two lateral chains depending on these

mean sides, and one independent triangulation depending on a base measured with the primary

base-ai)paratus of Wiirdemann. The lateral chains are: One in the north end of Lake Michigan,

extending from the line Door Bluff- Cedar Eiver of the main triangulation in Green Bay to Spec-

tacle Reef in Lake Huron; and the other in Lake Superior, extending from the line Vulcan -St.

Ignace of the main triangulation east to station Mamainse. In both chains there are many angles

not well measured. The independent triangulation is in Saginaw Bay.

In these triangulations each triangle has been adjusted by making the sum of its angles equal

to 180° plus the spherical excess, and for some stations, where sum-angles were read, a local adjust-

ment was made.

§ 2. The triangulation extending from the line Door Bluff- Cedar River, in Green Bay, to

Spectacle Reef, in Lake Huron, was measured in three sections. The section between Spectacle

Reef and High Island had its angles read by Captain J. N. Macomb, between 1849 and 1855, with

the 10-iuch repeating theodolite Gambey No. 1, and the angles were well measured. The section

between the line Hat Island -Pointe aux Chenes and Pointe aux Bees Sci^s was measured in 1860 by

Lieutenant J. L. K. Smith and Assistant James Carr, the theodolites used being Gambey No. 1 aud

Wiirdemann No. G5. The section between the lines South Fox -North Manitou and Cedar River-

Door Bluff was measured in 1864, the observers being O. B. Wheeler, O. N. Chaffee, G. B. Swin-

scoe, and W. T. Casgrain. The theodolites were Gambey Nos. 1 and 2, Wlirdemann-Gambey No. 1,

and Wiirdemann No. 65. »

A base-line, about 4 miles long, in the first section, was measured by Captain T. J. Lee, topo-

graphical engineers, in 1854, on the south side of the Straits of Mackinac. (See Report of Chief of

Topograi»hical Engineers, TJ. S. A., for 1854.) Its length depended on that of the 15-feet brass bar

of the Lake Survey, whose length at the time was not known with great precision. Wiirdemann

had assigned a leiigth and a coefficient of expansion to this bar, but nothing is known of the

methods by which he determined them, and it is now known that the expansion assigned by him,

namely, 0"'.0017 per degree Fahrenheit, is largely in error. As the length of this bar has been

changed since the measurement of the base by the insertion of agate plates in its ends, it is impos-

sible now to determine its original length. Accordingly, the sides of the triangulation have been

made to depend oii the side Door Bluff- Cedar River of the main triangulation, both for length

and azimuth, this being the nearest side for which identity between the old and new stations was

certain. The azimuth Door Bluff-Cedar River is given in Chapter XXVII, § 3, as 126° 05' 24".45,

and the logarithm of the length in feet (Chapter XV, D, § 8) as 4.9190836.

§ 3. In the following table, the first column gives the names of stations in groups of threes for

each triangle; the second gives the date; the third the observer; the fourth gives the seconds of

the mean observed angle at the station for tliat triangle; the fifth gives the adjusted angle; the

sixth gives the logarithm of the side in feet which is opposite to the station on the same horizontal

line,



1-3.1 TRIANGULATION NOT INCLUDED IN MAIN SYSTEM. 58.9

Triaiiguldtion from Green Bay to Lake Huroii.

1 Name of station.

1



590 PRIMARY TRIANGULATIOK

Trianiiiilation from Green Bay to Lake Huron—Continued.

High Island 1855 Capt. J. N. Macomb .

Garden Island . 1855

I

do .

47.03

10.00

91 36 46. 77

58 17 09. !

Gull Island .

.

Seul Choix^-

.

Higli Island .

1855
I

Capt. J. ^N". Macomb - -

.

1855 Capt. J. N. Macorab . .

.

27.02

Gro3 Cap .

.

d ,

Hat Island

1853 I Capt, J. X. Macomb

.

1853
I

do

1853
! do

"West Base

.

Gros Cap .

.

d

1852 Capt. J. N. Macomb .

1852
: do

1853
I

do

26.59

10.23

20.95

88 21 35. 25

26 07 58. 56

65 30 26. 95

5. 0246374

4. 9545771

4. 9545771

. 4. 5986558

4. 9138036

48 32 28. 02

107 08 11. 91

24 19 21. 18

4. 97 8813

5. 0814281

4. 7159120

26.11

59.20

34.45

78 66 26. 32

54 44 59. 45

46 18 34. 62

4.7159120

4. 6360837

4. 6832411

[GnAP. XXI,

Name of station.
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Tri<i)H/Hlation from Green Bay to Lalce Huron—Ooutinued.

j

Name of atatioD.
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§ 4. The angles of the lateral chain in Lake Superior, extending from the line Vulcan-Saint

Ignace eastward to Mamainse, were measured in 18G9 and 1871 by Assistant Engineers O. B.

Wheeler, G. Y. \Visner, A. E. Flint, and G. A. Marr. The instruments used were Coast-Survey

theodolite No. 93, by Brunner, Coast-Survey theodolite 'So. 30, and Gambey No. 1, and the angles

were observed by repetitions, usually in sets of 5. They have been adjusted by closing the trian-

gles, and the lengths and directions of sides depend on those of the line Vulcan-Saint Ignace,

given in Chapter XXVII, § 3, as

Log. length in feet=5.6900927

Azimuth =178° 21' 39' .93 west of south.

The following table, whose form is the same as that iu § 3, gives the angles and logarithms of

the sides iu feet.

Triang Illation in Lake Superior from Vulcan to Mamainse.

Name of station.

Tip Top .

.

Vulcan . .

.

St. Ignace.

Date.

1871

1871

1871, '72

Observer.

Ct. Y. Wisner

A. E. Flint

Gen. C. B. Comstock

and G. A. Marr.

Seconds of
measured
angle.

15.68

24.66

11.20

Adjusted
spherical
angle.

; Logarithms of
j

sides iu feet.

67 15 15. 59

66 30 24. 57

66 15 11. 10

5. 6900927

5. 6863956

5. 7268410

Michipicoten .

Tip Top

Vulcan

1869

1871

1871

O.B.Wheeler.

G. T. Wisner .

A. E. Flint....

Paugon

Michipicoten .

Tip Top

1869

1869

1869

a. A. Marr....

O. B. Wheeler

.

A. E. Flint....

39,71

31.40

05.91

93 55 41. 29

66 07 32. 97

20 67 07. 49

15.49

21.11

22.19

92 07 17.19

54 31 22. 79

33 21 23. 87

6. 7268419

5. 6855844

5. 2812042

5. 2812042

5. 1923103

o. 0217410

G-argantua—
Michipicoten .

Paugon

1869

1869

1869

A. E. Flint....

0. B.Wheeler

.

G. A. Marr

17.44

24.49

08.27

27 00 22. 37

60 14 29. 42

92 46 13. 18

6. 0217410

5.3031891

6. 3641071

Mamainse

Michipicoten .

Gargantua—
1869

1869

1869

G. A. Marr

O.B.Wheeler.

A. E. Flint ....

32.35

29.26

02.82

24 48 33. 88

23 42 30. 80

131 29 04. 36

5. 3641071

6. 3455870

5. 6158405

§ 5. For the triangulation of Saginaw Bay, a base-line about four miles long was measured

with the Wiirdemanu base-ajiparatus in 1857 by Captain G. G. Meade. An account of the measure-

ment may be found in the report of the Chief Topographical Engineer for that year. On this base

depended a triangulation covering Saginaw Bay, whose angles were measured in 185G, 1857, and

1858, by Lieutenant O. M. Poe and Assistant James Carr. The angles were observed by repetitions in

sets usually of 5 or 6, from two to eight sets being obtained for each angle. The theodolites used

were Gambey No. 1 and Wlirdemann No. 65, both having 10-inch limbs.

The following table, whose arrangement is like that in § 3, gives the stations, angles, and sides

of the Saginaw Bay triangulation. The length of the base is that adopted at the time, as the base

depended on the 15-feet brass bar prior to the insertion of the agates in its ends. The values for

the sides and angles adopted at the time are retained. When the length of a side could be obtained

by different routes the mean result was used.
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Triangulation of Saginatv Bay.

593

Name of station.
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Triangulati<))t of Saginaw Bay—Continued.

[Chap. XXI, J b.

Name of station.
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CHAPTEE XXII.

EliEVATIOKS OF THE GREAT EAKES.

§ 1 . The elevations of the Great Lakes above mean tide sea-level, as determined by the Lake
Survey, depend upon two distinct processes, viz., that of spirit-level measurements and that of
water-level measurements.

By the first process, starting from a bench-mark of known height above sea-level at Greenbush,
New York, the elevation of a bench-mark at Oswego, 'New York, near the east end of Lake Ontario,
was found. In like manner the differences in elevation of bench-marks at the following pairs of
points were determined: Port Dalhousie, Ontario, near the west end of Lake Ontario, and Port
Oolborne, Ontario, near the east end of Lake Erie: Rockwood, Michigan, near the west end of

Lake Erie, and Lakeport, Michigan, near the south end of Lake Huron; Escanaba, Michigan, near
the nortli end of Green Bay,* and Marquette, Michigan, on the south shore of Lake Superior.

By the second process, depending on the assumption that the mean surface of each lake is

level, the relative heights of the pairs of bench-marks for the respective lakes were- determined.
For this i)urpose water-gauges were fixed near these bench-marks, and tri-daily observations of

the height of the water-surface at each gauge were made during the months of May, June, July,

and August, 1875, this series of observations being taken as of sufficient extent to give a reliable

mean. Assuming, then, that the mean surface of each lake for this period of about four months
was level, the differences of the gauge-readings gave the relative heights of the zero-points of the

two gauges on each lake, and as these zero-points werfe carefully referred to the corresponding

bench-marks, the relative heights of these bench-marks were also known.
As the surfaces of the lakes vary considerably in elevation from year to year, their mean eleva-

tions can only be found by observations extending over a series of years. Such observations, con-

sisting of tri-daily gauge-readings, have been made on Lake Ontario at Charlotte and Sacket's

Harbor, IST. Y. ; on Lake Erie at Cleveland, Ohio, and Erie, Pa.; on Lake Huron at Port Austin,

Mich.; on Lake Michigan at Milwaukee, Wis.; and on Lake Superior at Marquette, Mich. By
comparing the observations made at Oswego in 1875 with those made during the same time at

. Charlotte, the elevation of the bench-mark at the latter place, to which the surface of Lake Ontario

has been referred, becomes known, and thus also the mean elevation of Lake Ontario for the period

covered by the observations at Charlotte. Similarly the mean elevation of Lake Brie has been

derived from the observations made at Cleveland, the mean elevation of Lakes Huron and Mich-

igan from the observations made at Milwaukee, and the mean elevation of Lake Superior from the

observations made at Marquette.

The methods used and the results derived thereby, of which the foregoing is a brief outline, will

now be given somewhat in detail.

LEVELING BY MEANS OP THE SPIRIT-LEVEL.

§ 2. For this work two parties were detailed. Assistant P. W. Lehnartz having charge of the

first, and Assistant L. L. Wheeler of the second. During the year 1875 the lines from Greenbush

to Oswego, and from Port Dalhousie to Port Colborne were leveled in duplicate, and a single line

of levels was run from Gibraltar, near Eockwood, Mich., to Lalceport. The instruments used

during this year were Stackpole level ISTo. 1496, 11 inches focal length, object-glass 1^ inches in

*For reasons given in the seguel it is assumed that Lakes Hiu'on and Michigan and Green Bay have the same altitude.
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diameter, and maguifying power of 24 diameters, and Wlirdemauu level No. 2, 17 inches focal

length, and object-glass IJ inches in diameter. The spirit-level in each instrument is attached to

the lower side of the telescope. The reticule in each telescope is provided with one horizontal aad

one vertical thread. The values of one division of the level-tubes were determined by laeans of a

level-trier at the beginning and at the end of the season's work. The adopted values of one

division of the levels are

—

Wiirdemann level No. 2, 1 division =3".17.

Stackpole level No. 1496, 1 division=6".42.

With these values of one division of the levels, tables of corrections were constructed having

for arguments the inclinations of the levels in divisions and the distances of the rod from the instru-

jnent in feet, and each rod-reading has been corrected by the proper correction found in the table.

The inclination of the level was not allowed to exceed five divisions.

The leveling rods were of the pattern known as New York rods, were graduated to hundredths,

and read by verniers to thousandths of a foot. They were compared with a standard brass metre

before leaving and after returning to the office. The brass metre witli which the rods were com-

pared has itself been compared with the standard metre (RISIH), and its length at 32° F. found

to be 1000""".0. The values adopted for mean length of one foot are

—

Eod No. 1, 1 foot=1.00062 English feet.

Rod No. 2, 1 foot= 1.00066 English feet.

All elevations determined with these rods have been reduced to English feet. The rods were

supported while in use on steel pins eight inches long, driven into the ground. They were made

vertical by means of a plumb-line.

§ 3. The method of leveling during 1875 was as follows: The instrurnent was carefully ad-

justed before commencing work each day, and also at any time.when for any reason it was sup-

posed that it might be out of adjustment. Each time the instrument was set ui^ it was carefully

leveled so as to turn in azimuth with little displacement of the bubble, and the scale-readings at

the time of pointing ^©ithe rod were npted an^ recorded. The instrument was sheltered from the

sun by an umbrella. l\ was set up at k convenieut distance from a bench-mark, and a reading

taken on the bench-mark. The rodman then drove me steel pin at the same distance from the in-

strument as the bench-mark, and a reading was taken on the pin. The instrument was then set

up beyond the pin, and the work continued in this manner. The length of sight, where possible,

was 200 feet, determined by pacing, and backsights and foresights were always taken of equal

length.

At the end of each day's work the first party established two permanent bench-marks; also one

at midday if one could be obtained. Where it was not possible to establish permanent bench-

marks at the end of a day's work, three stakes at least one foot long were driven into the ground

20 feet apart, until their tops were even with the surface of the ground, and used as stopping

points. Permanent bench-marks consisted usually of marks placed on the masonry of canal-locks,

railroad and road bridges, aqueducts, &c. A description of these bench-marks with their eleva-

tions was sent to the second party, who determined the elevations of the same bench-marks.

When the difference between the two results for the difference of elevation between two successive

bench-marks exceeded 0.1" V distance in miles, the line was releveled twice to ascertain which

result was in error. This was necessary only twice throughout the season, but three other lines

were releveled on account of discrepancies which nearly ap^iroached the limit.

§4. The following is a brief history of operations during the season:

The party in charge of Assistant Engineer F. W. Lehnartz, left Detroit May 4, establii?hed the

water-gauge stations at Port Colborne, Port Dalhousie, and Oswego, and commenced work at Green-

bush May 13. Oswego was reached by this party August 15. Work was commenced at Port

Dalhousie August 16, and Port Colborne reached September 2. Work was commenced at Rock-

wood September 7, and Lakeport was reached October 28. The average distance leveled by this

party per day, including days on which no work could be done, was 1.97 miles.

The party in charge of Assistant Engineer L. L. Wheeler, left Detroit May 6, established water-

gauge stations at Gibraltar, Rockwood, and Lakeport, examined the water-gauge station at Sack-

et's Harbor, and commenced work at Greenbush May 28. Oswego was reached October 15, and
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Port Colborne October 29. The average distauce leveled by this party per day, including days on

which no work could be done, was 1.89 miles. This party was delayed by needed repairs to instru-

ment, and by releveling of lines.

The route followed by both parties was along the Erie Canal to Higginsville, along wagon-

roads to Fish Creek, and along the E"ew York and Oswego Midland Eailroad to Oswego. The
Welland Railway was followed from Port Dalhousie to Port Colborne.

§5. During the year 1876, the line from Bscanaba to Marquette was leveled in duplicate, both

parties commencing at Escanaba. The instruments used during this season were constructed by
Kern, of Aaran, Switzerland, and were leveling-instruments Kern Nos. 1 and 2, and leveling-rods

Xos. 2 and 3.

The leveling-instruments are alike in construction and the same description applies to both.

The instrument is supported on the tripod by three foot-screws and is fastened to it by a hook

passing up througli the triangular opening in the head of the tripod. This hook is drawn down-

ward by a coiled spring, which maintains a constant pressure on the leveling- screws. One of the

leveling-screws terminates in a sphere which is firmly united to the frame of the tripod as a guard

against accidents. The instrument revolves about a vertical axis in the usual manner, and is pro-

vided with a clamp- and a tangent-screw. To the upper end of the vertical axis a horizontal bar is

attached. Above this bar another bar is attached in such a manner that one end may be moved
in a vertical direction by means of a slow-motion screw, or held immovable by means of a clamp-

screw. The other ends of the bars are joined in such a manner that two opposing screws act as

pivots about which the vertical motion of the upper bar takes place. The screws also pennit a

small lateral motion of that end of the upper liar. The telescope is supported in wyes attached to

the upper bar, which are closed by means of spring-catches. The diameter of the object-glass is

1^ inches, the focal length 14^ inches, and the magnifying power of the telescope is 50 diameters.

The reticule is provided with one vertical and three horizontal threads. The angular distance of

the extreme threads from the middle thread was determined by readings taken on the rod at dis-

tances varying from 10 metres to 100 metres. The angular distauce of the upper thread from the

middle is, for No. 1, 17' 33", and for No. 2, 17' 31". The angular distance of the lower thread from

the middle is, for No. 1, 17' 42", and for No. 2, 17' 43". The distauce between the extreme threads

is, for No. 1, 35' 15", and for No. 2, 35' 14". From the results of these observations tables were

formed showing the distance of the rod from the instrument for any observed difference of the

readings of the extreme threads on the rod. The level is inclosed in a wooden case supported at

the ends on wyes which rest on the pivots (rings) of the telescope, after the manner of the striding-

level of an astronomical transit. One of the wyes may be adjusted in a horizontal and the other

in a vertical direction, and from each project small steel pins which pass under the spring-catches,

fastening the telescope in the wyes. By raising the spring-catches the level may be reversed on

the telescope, thus determining the error of adjustment of the level, and the telescope may be re-

versed in its wyes. By a combination of these two operations the inequality of the pivots may be

determined. Assistant Engineer Lehnartz determined the inequality of the pivots by a series of

observations made in the Lake-Survey Observatory at Detroit, and found i,he pivot at eye-end. of

No. 1 to be 0".234i 0".046 larger, and of No. 2 to be 0".553 ± 0".041 smaller than pivot at object-

end of telescope. The divisions of the level are etched on the glass tube. The values of the divis-

ions were determined by Lieutenant T. N. Bailey, by means of a level-trier, and the following results

obtained:

1 division No. 1 = 4".87.

1 division No. 2 = 2".15.

The upper portion of the level-case is of plate-glass, above which is a mirror moving on a hinge

in such a manner that the observer may note the position of the level, his eye being near the eye-

piece of the telescope.

The rods are constructed of well -seasoned fir-wood, and have a breadth of 8""" and a thickness

of 2'"",5, They are strengthened by a strip of wood extending the length of the rods having a

breadth of 5""" and a thickness of 2'='".5, attached to the rod in such a manner that the cross-section

is T-shaped. The rods are divided into centimeters, the graduation extending three metres. The
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values of the divisions of the rods were deteriniued by Assistant Engineer L. L. "Wheeler, by com-

parisons with the standard brass metre-scale. Tiie following results were obtained

:

Mean length of I'" of rod No. 2 = 999""".840 at 82° F.

Mean length of 1'" of rod No. 3 = 990°™.903 at 84° F.

Each rod has a handle attached one metre above its foot to aid in holding it, and a watch-level

attached 1.3 metres above its foot for keeping it in a vertical position. A plumb-line can also be

attached for adjusting the watch-level. The rod is set on a cast-iron plate while in use, and is

accompanied by a tripod for supporting it.

§ G. Before commencing work at any time a number of observations was made for determining

the errors of adjustment of the instrument. For this purpose the rod was supported in its tripod

in a vertical position determined by the plumb-line, and its level was adjusted. The colli niation

was then determined by noting the position of the three horizontal threads on the rod at a distance

of about 50 metres, when the telescope was in its normal position, and when it was rotated 180°

atout its axis. The collimation of the mean of the threads was thus determined, and was never

allowed to exceed 2'"™.5 for a distance of 100 metres. The determination of the angle between the

bubble and the feet supporting it, which will be called inclination, was made by reversing the level

several times on the telescope, and was never allowed to exceed two divisions of the level. The

observations for collimation and inclination were usually repeated at the close of a day's work.

When at work, the instrument was set uj) in such a position that the backsight and foresight

should be nearly equal, the difference in length of sights being limited to 10 metres. The length

of sight was not to exceed 100 metres. After having properly leveled the instrument, the observa-

tions were made in the following order: First, the level was read, the tenths of the divisions being

estimated ; then the positions of the three threads on the rod were noted, the millimeters being

estimated; and finally, the level was again read. The recorder then took the difference between

the readings of the middle and the extreme threads to guard against errors, and if these differences

indicated any error the observations were repeated. Both parties connected with the same bench-

marks when work was stopped for any cause, the bench-marks being usually spikes driven into the

roots of stumps. Two bench-marks were usually established and the elevation of each determined.

Whenever it was possible, permanent bench-marks were established. These bench-marks consist

of a copper bolt 3 inches long and three-eighths inch in diameter, leaded into solid masonry or

natural rock. A small hole, -3V inch in diameter, drilled in the end of the bolt, is the point of refer-

ence. These permanent bench-marks have been designated by the letters U. S. B. M.

A reduction of the observations was made at the end of each day's work, and a comparison of

the two lines of levels made. The limit of discrepancy between the two lines of levels was fixed at

10'"™ v'distance in kilometers.

In reducing the observations, the mean of the readings of the three threads, the difference of

the readings of the extreme threads, and the difference of the sums of the two level-readings were

taken. In a table constructed for the purpose, and with the difference of the readings of the

extreme threads as argument, the distance of the rod from the instrument was found. In another

table, with this distance and the difference of the sums of the level-readings as arguments, the

correction for the incliuation of the line of sight was found and applied to the mean of the readings

of the three threads. The sums of these corrected means for the backsights and foresights were

then taken, and their difference gave the difference of elevation between the bench-marks, subject

to four corrections. These corrections are for collimation, inclination, inequality of pivots, and

absolute length of rod. The collimation and inclination are assumed to be constant between two

bench-marks, and the corrections to be applied to the difference of elevation due to these quan-

tities and to the inequalities of pivots are found by means of the difference of the sums of the

differences between readings of extreme threads. The result was then corrected for absolute length

of rod.

The parties worked together during the season, aiid were much delayed in the work by wind

and unsteadiness of atmosphere. The route followed was along the Chicago and Northwestern

Eailroad, from Escanaba to TJ. S. B. M. 5, and along wagon-roads from that point to Marquette.

Work was commenced at Escanaba August 11, and Marquette was reached October 28. The

length of line leveled is 104.7 kilometers (65 miles), and the mean distance leveled per day for the

days on which work could be done was 2.19 kilometers.
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§ 7. During the year 1877 the line from Gibraltar to Lakeport was leveled the second time, one

party commencing at Gibraltar and the other at Lakeport, and working toward each other till they

met. The instruments used were the same as used the preceding year, with the exception that the

level-tube of Kern level No. 2 had been broken and was replaced by another. The value of one

division of this level was determined by means of a level-trier, and the following result was
obtained: 1 division Kern level 'So. 2=3".0o. The methods of determining errors of adjustment,

of observing, and of reducing the notes were the same as those employed the preceding year.

The route followed was along wagon roads from Gibraltar to the nearest point on the Canada
Southern Eailroad, thence along that railroad to Detroit Junction, near Detroit, thence along the

Grand Trunk Eailroad to Fort Gratiot, thence along wagon-roads to Lakeport. Work was
commenced April 17, and the two parties met May 22. The length of line leveled was 142

kilometers. The . mean distance leveled per day for the days on which leveling was done by the

party commencing at Gibraltar was 2.24 kilometers, and by the party commencing at Lakeport

3.81 kilometers.

§ 8. The results of leveling with the spirit-level are given in the following tables.

Table I contains the results of levels between Greenbush and Oswego, K. Y. The first

column contains a list of bench-marks, the differences of whose elevations have been determined.

The second column contains the distance of the more advanced bench-mark from Greenbush. The
third and fourth columns give the differences of elevation between successive bench-marks as deter-

mined by the first and the second parties respectively. The fifth column gives the mean differences

of elevation between successive bench-marks, all determinations being given equal weight. The
sixth column gives the partial excesses, obtained by subtracting the difference of elevation as

determined, by the first party from that as determined by the second. The seventh column gives

the total excess for each beuch-mark, the total excess at any bench-mark being the sum of all the

partial excesses up to that point. The results given in this table make bench-mark A at Oswego
237.234 feet above Ooast-Survey bench-mark on grist-mill at Greenbush, N. Y. On examining

the table it will be seen that for the first 70 miles from Greenbush the. discrepancies between

the two lines of levels, over short distances of 2 or 3 miles, had no marked bias as to sign, and

that at 70 miles the total discrepancy was but +0.13 foot. But for the rest of the distance to

Oswego, 117 miles, the plus sign predominates, and the total discrepancy increases to -f 0.953 foot.

This discrepancy, however, does not include any errors in the five lines that were each leveled

four times, which have a total length of about 14 miles. The probable error of leveling these five

lines, as deduced from the four measurements, is ±0.037 foot. The probable error of leveling the

remainder of the line, as deduced from the total discrepancy between the two lines of levels, is

±0.32 foot. Combining these two probable errors we have ±0.32 foot as the probable error of

determining the difference of elevation of bench-mark A at Oswego and Coast-Survey bench-mark

on grist-mill at Greenbush. Therefore, bench-mark A at Oswego, is 237".23±0'*.32 above bench-

mark on grist-mill at Greenbush.

Table II contains the results of levels between Port Dalhousie and Port Oolborne, Ontario,

arranged in the same manner as Table I. The results given in this table make the bench-mark on

the custom-house at Port Colborne 326".59±0".01 above bench-mark B at Port Dalhousie, the

probable error being derived from the discrepancy between the two results.

Table III contains the results of levels between Gibraltar and Lakeport, Mich. This line

was first leveled in 1875, with an ordinary instrument and rod. In 1877 it was leveled with the

improved instruments made by Kern. There not being sufficient data to establish the relative

weights of results obtained with the different kinds of instruments, it was thought that the truth

would be inore nearly reached, in view of the superior instruments used in 1877, as well as the

increased experience of the observers, by rejecting the results of 1875 and adopting those obtained

in 1877. The partial and total excesses, however, of the results of 1877 over* those of 1875 are

given in the table. When two bench-marks have been established at the end of a day's work

which were of such a nature as not to be likely to remain a number of years, the mean of their ele-

vations has been used in the table. The results in this table make bench-mark 2 at Lakeport

5".89±0".09 above bench-mark 2 at Gibraltar, the probable error being derived from the discrep-

ancy (0".275) between the determinations of 1875 and 1877, supposing them of equal weight.
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Table IV contains the results of levels between Escanaba and Marquette, Mich. Where
two bench-marks, not likely to be permanent, were established at the end of a day's work, their

mean elevation has been used. Eesults marked with an asterisk (*) have been rejected on account

of disagreement with mean of three other results. The results given in this table make bench-

mark 1 at Marquette 16'''.92±0^.03 above bench-mark 1 at Escanaba, the probable error being

derived from the difference between the two independent determinations.

Table I.

—

Results of levels between Greenbush and Oswego, New York.

Bench-marks.

B. M.l-C. S. B. M
B.M.2-B. M. 1...

3-B. M, 3...

4- 3

5- 4

B.M. - 5

6-B. M
7- 6

8- 7

9- 8

. 10- 9

11-10

12-11

13-12

14-13

15-14

16-15

17-16

18-17

19-18

20-19

21-20

22-21

23-22

24-23

25-24

26-25

28-26

29-28

30-29

31-30

32-31

33-32

34-33

35-34

36-35

37-36

38-37

39-38

40-39

41-40

42-41

43-42 ,

44-43

Distance
from

G-reenbusb,

Miles.

1.25

2.25

3.75

4.75

7.25

8.45

9.55

10.10

11.60

13.60

16.35

17.60

20.35

21.75

23.75

26.75

29.75

32.25

35.25

38.25

40.75

44.60

45.00

47.00

60.00

53.00

.57. 00

63.75

66.25

67.75

69. 50

70.50

74.26

77.75

80.75

83.50

87.25

90.50

94.00

96.50

100. 00

104. 00

106. 75

1(.9. 75

Difference of elevation.

First party. Second party. Mean

Feet.

-f 12. 237

— 9.418

-I- 9.385

+ 2.767

-I- 0.854

+ 0.411

4-18. 699

-1-20. 776

-1-90.082

-1-34. 054

— 1. 089

— 1.677

— 0. 291

-1-10. 494

-I- 6.879

+ 8.911

f ;7. 871

— 2. 936

-|-)8.483

+ 0.065

H- 7.981

4- 4.818

+ 9.215

— 0. 976

-I- 7.935

-1-22. 428

— 1. 993

-I- 0.567

-f 4.440

— 1.523

-I- 2.661

— 0. 16S

+ 4. 690

+ 8.368

-I- 8.201

-f 8. 329

-I- 7.378

-1-34. 832

-1-15. 142

-1-16.496

+ 9.745

+ 9.990

+ 0.005

-t- 3.744

Feet.

-1-12. 339

— 9.434

+ 9.377

-I- 2.763

-t- 0.866

+ 0.408

-I-
0.417

+ 0.386

-1-18.703

4 20. 778

-f 90. 149

4-34. 080

4-34. 162

4-34. 113

— 1. 090

— 1. 572

— 0. 321

4-10.479

4- 6. 863

4- 8.964

4-17.932

— 2. 966

4-18. 523

— 0.003

4- 7. 919

4- 4. 758

4- 9.206

— 0. 962

4- 7.934

4-22. 463

— 1. 993

4- 0.610

4- 4.388

— 1. 547

4- 2.703

— 0. 118

4- 4.836

4- 8.383

4- 8 229

4- 8.403

4- 7.390

-1-34. 887

4-16.182

4-15.618

4- 9.750

4 10. 053

— 0. 030

4- 3.734

Feet.

4-12. 288

— 9. 426

4- 9.381

4- 2.760

4- 0.854

^•4- 0.405

4-18. 701

4-20.777

4-90. 116

> 4-34. 100

Partial
excess.

Feet.

4-0. 102

-0.016

-0. 008

4-0. 006

4-0. 001

Total ex-
cess.

4-0.004

4-0. 002

4-0. 067
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Table I.

—

Results of levels between Oreenbttsh and Oswego, New Yorh—^Continued.

Bench-marks.
Distance
from

Grreenbnsh.

Difference of elevation.

IFirat party. Second party. Mean.

Partial
excess.

Total ex

45-44

46-45

47-46

48-47

49-48

50-49

51-50

52-51

53-52

54-53

55-54

56-55

57-56

58-57

59-58

60-59

61-60 ,

62-61

63-62

64-63 ,

65-64

66-65

67-66

69-67 ,

B.M. "A" Oswego—69 ,

B. M. "A" Oswego—C. S. B. M. Greenbush

Milea.

114. 25

118. 75

120. 00

124.25

126. 25

129. 00

133. 75

136. 75

140. 00

144.00

145. 25

147. 25

150. 75

152. 25

156. 25

158. 25

160. 50

165.00

167. 50

171. 75

174. 25

176. 50

178. 00

185. 25

187. 25

187. 25

Feet.

+ 0.502

— 0. 129

— 0. 418

— 1. 160

+ 1.018

— 1. 611

+ 0.133

—39. 460

-18. 813

+56. 601

+10. 801

—23. 579

— 3.260

—12. 282

-11. 024

—11. 284

+ 15.213

-17. 847

+28. 809

—25. 942

— 4. 834

—10. 097

—30. 988

-48. 714

+236. 758

Feet.

+ 0.629

+ 0.680

+ 0.673

— 0. 179

— 0.420

— 1. 211

+ 1.032

— 1. 603

+ 0.141

—39. 372

—39. 419

—39. 388

—18. 724

-is; 742

—18. 712

+56. 704

+10. 829

—23. 543

— 3. 305

—12. 245

—10. 966

—11. 277

+15. 280

—17. 796

+28. 765

—25. 931

— 4. 761

—10. 101

—30. 973

— 48. 632

—33. 099

Feet,

+ 0.621

— 0.154

— 0. 419

— 1. 185

+ 1.025

— 1. 607

+ 0.137

-39. 410

—18. 748

+56. 652

+10. 815

—23. 561

— 3. 282

—12. 264

—10. 995

—11. 280

+15. 246

—17. 821

+28. 787

—25. 937

— 4. 797

-10. 099

—30. 981

—48. 673

—33. 096

Feet.

—0. 050

-0. 002

—0. 051

+0. 014

+0. 008

+0. 008

+0. 103

+0. 028

+0. 036

—0. 045

+ 0.037

+ 0.058

+ 0.007

+0. 067

+0. 051

—0. 044

+0. Oil

+ 0.073

-0. 004

+ 0.015

+ 0.082

—0. 006

+0. 557

+0. 507

+0. 505

+0.454

+0. 468

+0.476

+0.484

+0. 484

+0. 484

+0. 587

+0. 615

+0. 651

+0. 606

+0.643

+0. 701

+0. 708

+0. 775

+0. 826

+0. 782

+0. 793

+0. 866

+0. 862

+0. 877

f 0. 959

+ 0.953

+ 237.711 +237. 234 +0. 953

Table II.

—

Results of levels between Port Dalhousie and Port Golborne, Ontario.

Bench-marks.
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Table III.

—

Results of levels between Gibraltar and Lalceport, Michigan.

Bencli-markB.

U. S. B. M. "Gibraltar"—2 (Gibraltar)

.

1—U.S.B.M. "Gibraltar"

2a—

1

U.S B.M. "Trenton"—20

(2a and 26)-tr. S. B. M. "Trenton"

(3and3a)-(2oand26)

(12 and 12a)— (3 and 3a)

U. S. B. M. " Wyandotte"—(12 and 12a)

(5 and 5o)—tr. S. B. M. "Wyandotte"

(6 and 6a)— (5 and 5a)

2— (6 and 6a)

U.S.B.M. "Detroit Junotion"—2

(7 and 7a)—U.S. B.M. "Detroit Junction"

U. S. B.M (a) " Milwautee Junction "— (7 and 7a) —
U.S.B.M. (b) "Milwaukee Junction "—U.S. B.M. (a)

'

' Milwaukee Junction "

(8 and 8a)—U. S. B. M. (!>) " Milwaukee Junction "

(9 and 9a)— (8 and 8a)

(10 and 10a)— (9 and 9a)

(11 andlla)—(lOapd 10a)

(12 and 12a)—(Hand 11a)

(13 and 13a)— (12 and 12a)

(14 and 14o)— (13 and 13a)

(1 6 and 15a) - (14 and 14a)

16-(15andl5a) ;

U. S. B. M. " New Haven "—16.

17-U.S. B.M. "New Haven"
(18 and 18a)—17

(19andl9a)—{18andl8a)

(20 and 20a) -(19 and 19a)

(21 and 21a)— (20 and 20a)

(22 and 22a) —(21 and 21a)

(23 and 23a)—(22 and 22a)

(24 and 24a) —(23 and 23a)

26—(24 and 24a)

U.S.B.M. "Pine River "—25

26—U.S.B.M. "Pine Eiver"

(28 and 28a)—26

U. S. B. M. "Fort Gratiot "—(28 and 28a)

.

3—U. S. B. M. "Fort Gratiot"

4—3

2 (Lakeport) —4

B. M. 2 (Lakeport)—B. M. 2 (Gibraltar)

.

Distance from
Gibraltar.

Miles.

0.31

4.13

7.41

15.07

16.41

19.88

22.14

22.14

25.09

28.71

31.11

35.87

38. 66

45.19

47.61

48.56

49.58

52.65

54.36

56.78

58.92

59.92

62.99

66.06

68.00

69.05

71.73

75.80

87.46

88.06

88.06

Difference of ele-

vation, 1877.

88.06

Feet.

— 2. 519

+ 4.490

+ 0.745

+15.-739

—15.780

— 9. 507

+ 5.764

+ 2.374

— 3. 047

+ 8.603

+ 2.338

— 1.476

+34. 815

+ 2. 674

+ 0.008

— 4. 740

+ 2. 594

— 4. 768

— 6.941

-13. 468

+ 5.375

+ 17.673

— 4. 794

+ 7.666

+ 2.639

+25. 595

+30. 091

+25. 992

—33. 866

+ 4.822

—12. 117

—36. 701

+ 2.394

— 8. 282

•f 0.006

+ 6.481

-41. 678

— 3. 661

+14. 910

— 6. 149

— 7- 803

Partial excess
over measure-
ment in 1875.

+ 5:891

Feet.

—0.002

-0.021

+0. 105

+0. 022

—0. 004

—0. 006

+0. 119

—0. 004

—0. 020

0.000

+0. 014

+0. 059

+0. 012

-0. 006

—0. 031

+0. 006

—0. 061

+0. 086

—0. 023

—0. 033

-0. 072

—0. 035

-0. 063

+0.043

+0. 008

+0. 005

+0. 022

+0. 076

+0. 086

+0. 007

—0. 014

Total excess over
measurement in
1875.

Feet.

—0. 002

—0. 023

+0. 082

+0. 104

+0. 100

+0. 094

+0.213

+0. 209

+0. 1S9

+0. 189

+0. 203

+ 0.262

+0. 274

+0. 268

+0.237

+0.243

+0. 182

+0. 268

+0.245

+0.212

+0. 140

+0. 105

+0.O42

+0. 085

+0. 093

+0. 098

+0. 120

+0. 196

+0. 282

+0. 289

+0. 275

+0. 275
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Table IV.

—

Results of levels between Uscanaha and Marquette, Michigan.

603

Bench-marka.

1—B. M. 1 (Escanaba) ...

2—1

3—2

(4and4o)—3

5—(4 and 4a)

(6 and 6a)—5

7— (fl and 6a)

8—7

9-8...

10-9

(11 and 11a)-10

(12 and 12a)— (11 and 11a)

13— (12 and 12a)

(U and 14a)—13

(15 and 15a)—(14 and 14a)

(16 and 16o)— (15 and 15a)

(17 and 17a)—(16 and 16a)

(18 and 18a)—(17 and 17a)

(19 and 19a)—(18 and 18a)

(20 and 20a)—(19 and 19a)

(21 and 21a)—(20 and 20a)

(22 and 22a)—(21 and 21a)

(23 and 23a)— (22 and 22a)

(24 and 24a) -(23 and 23a)

(25 and 25a)—(24 and 24a)

(26 and 26a)—(25 and 25a)

(27 and 27a)—(26 and 26a)

(28 and 28a)— (27 and 27a)

(29 and 29a)— (28 and 28a)

(30 and 30a) -(29 and 29a)

(31 and 31a)—(30 and 30a)

(32 and 32a)— (31 and 31a)

(33 and 33a)—(32 and 32a)

(34 and 34a)—(33 and 33a)

(35 and 35a)—(34 and 34a)

(36 and 36a)—(35 and 35a)

(37 and 37a)—(36 and 36a)

(38 and 38a)— (37 and 37a)

39—(38 and 38a)

(40 and 40a)—39

(41 and 41a)—(40 and 40a)

(42 and 42a)—(41 and' 41a)

(43 and 43a)—(42 and 42a)

(44 and 44a)— (43 and 43a)

(45 and 45a)— (44 and 44a)

(46 and 46a)—(45 and 45o)

(47 and 47a)—(46 and 46a)

(48 and 48a)—(47 and 47a)

(49 and 49a)—(48 and 48a)

(50 and 50a)— (49 and 49a)

(51 and 51a)—(50 and 50a)

(52 and S2a)—(51 and 51a)

53— (52 and 52a)

(54 and 54a)—53

T7. S. B. M. 5— (54 and 54a)

(56 and 56a)—IT. S. B. M. 5

Distance
from

Esoanaba.

Kilometers.

1.2

2.6

3.5

4.7

5.9

7.7

8.6

9.1

9.4

11.3

12.4

14.9

15.7

17.5

18.4

19.5

20.9

22.1

23.9

24.6

26.4

28.5

29.3

30.0

30.6

33.7

34.7

36.1

36.8

37.4

38.0

39.0

39.5

42.5

44.3

45.7

47.3

49.5

50.9

52.5

54.2

56.0

57.9

59.1

62.5

64.2

64.8

67.0

67.7

68.8

70.3

73.8

77.3

79.6

80.5

82.5

Difference of elevation.

First party. Second party.

Metres.

+ 0.0048

+ 8.0393

— 4. 8253

— 2. 1444

+ 2.5967

+19. 3436

+ 8. 9015

+ 1.7648

— 0. 1659

+ 2.4787

+ 1.8383

+ 3.1006

+ 2.6271

— 0. 0949

+ 1.8849

+ 0.2551

.+ 0.8698

+ 0.8724

— 0. 7112

+ 7.7361

+ 2.2895

+ 4. 9440

+ 8.0718

+ 3.0147

+ 0.6222

+ 5.1350

+ 7.0095

— 0. 6993

+11. 8175

— 0. 2208

+ 5.4021

+ 5.4580

+ 6.1564

— 2. 9277

+ 7.1745

+ 1.9044

+ 3.6926

+ 5.1474

+ 9.5870

+ 4.9243

+ 6.1196

+ 5.0896

+ 5.1542

+ 3.1316

+ 0.3826

— 4. 2277

+ 3.3461

+ 0.6603

+ 0.6732

+ 1.6066

+ 1.3354

+ 2.5550

+ 4.8420

+ 7.1398*

+ 7.0370

+ 1.9186*

+ 1.9341

+ 3.9978

+ 7.7869

* Bejected.

Metres.

+ 0.0023

+ 8.0395

— 4. 8247

— 2. 1403

+ 2. 5944

+19. 3452

+ 8.9031

+ 1.7631

— 0. 1661

+ 2.4709

+ 1.8372

+ 3. 1022

+ 2.6290

— 0. 0878

+ 1.8843

+ 0.2553

+ 0.8783*

+ 0.8688

— 0. 7086

+ 7.7455

+ 2. 2935

+ 4.9477

+ 8.O707

+ 3.0109

+ 0.6221

+ 5.1365

+ 7.0008

— 0. 7010

+11. 8244

+ 0.2195

+ 5.402G

+ 5.4541

+ 6.1597

— 2. 9283

+ 7.1758

+ 1.9043

+ 3.6870

+ 5.1465

+ 9.5986

+ 4.9184

+ 6.1283

+ 5.0914-

+ 5.1564

+ 3.1362

+ 0.3843

— 4. 2251

+ 3.3465

+ 0.6617

+ 0.6723

+ 1.6032

+ 1.3320

+ 2.5616

+ 4.8450

+ 7.0333

+ 7.0383

+ 1.9343

+ 1. 9343

+ 3.9949

+ 7. 7816

Mean.

Metres.

+ 0.0036

+ 8.0394

— 4. 8250

— 2.1424

+ 2.5955

+19. 3444

+ 8. 9023

+ 1.7640

— 0. 1660

+ 2.4748

+ 1.8378

+ 3.1014

+ 2.6281

— 0. 0914

+ 1.8846

+ 0.2552

+ 0.8703

— 0. 7099

+ 7.7408

+ 2.2915

+ 4.9459

+ 8. 0712

V 3.0128

+ 0.6222

+ 5.1357

+ 7. 0052

— 0. 7002

+ 11.8210

— 0. 2202

+ 5.4024

+ 5.4560

+ 6. 1581

— 2. 9280

+ 7. 1751

+ 1. 9044 .

+ 3. 6898

+ 5.1469

+ 9.5928

+ 4. 9214

+ 6.1240

+ 5.0905

+ 5.1553

+ 3.1339

+ 0.3834

— 4. 2264

+ 3.3463

+ 0.6610

+ 0.6727

+ 1.6049

+ 1.3337

+ 2.5583

+ 4.8435

+ 7.0362

+ 1.9342

+ 3.9963

+ 7.7842

Partial ex.
cess.

Millimeters.

— 2.5

+ 0.2

+ 0.6

+ 4.1

— 2.3

+ 1.6

+ 1.6

— 1.7

— 0.2

— 7.8

— 1.1

+ 1.6

+ 2.0

+ 7.1

— 0.5

+ 0.2

+ 2.6

+ 9.4

+ 3.9

+ 3.7

— 1.1

- 3.8

- 0.1

+ 1.5

- 8.7

— 1.7

+ 6.9

+ 1.3

+ 0.5

- 3.9

+ 3.3

— 0.6

+ 1.3

— 0.1'

— 5.6

— 0.9-

+ 11.6

- 5.8

+ 8.7

+ 1.8

+ 2.2

+ 4.6

+ 1.7

+ 2.6

+ 0.4

+ 1.5

- 1.0

— 3.4

- 3.3

+ 6.6

+ 2.9

3.0

5.3

Total ex-
cess.

Minimetmrsr

— 2.5

— 2.3

— 1.7

+ 2.4

+ 0.1

+ 1.7

+ 3.3

+ 1.6

+ 1.4

— 6.4

— 7.5

— 6.9

— 3.9

+ 3.2

+ 2.7

+ 2.9

+ 2.9

+ 6.5

+14.9

+ 18.8

+ 22.5

+21.4

+17.6

+ 17.5

+19.0

+10.3

+ 8.6

+15.5

+ 16.8

+17.3

+ 13.4

+ 16.7

+ 16.1

+17.4

+17.3

+11.7

+10.8

+ 22.4

+16.6

+25.3

+27.1

+29.3

+33.9

+35.6

+38.2

+38.6

+40.1

+39.

1

+ 35.7

+32.4

+39.0

+41.9

+41.9

+41.9

+38.9

+33.6
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Table IV.

—

Results of levels between Escanaba and Marquette, Michigan—Continued.

Bench-marks.
Distance
from

Escanaba.

Difference of elevation.

First party. Second party. Mean.

Partial ex-
cess.

Total ex-

(57 and 57a)—(56 and 56a)

(68 and 68a)—(57 and 57o)

(59 and 69a) —(58 and 58a)

(60 and 60a)— (69 and 59a)

(61 and 61a)—(60 and 60o) -

(62 and 62a)—(61 and 61a)

(63 and 63a)—(62 and 62o)

64— (63 and 63a)

(65 and 65a)—64

B. M. 1 (Marqnette)—(65 and 65a)

B. M. 1 (Marquette)—B. M. 1 (Bscan-

aba)

Kilometers.

86.2

85.5

88.2

90.6

93.1

94.1

95.1

97.1

101.6

104.7

104.7

—12. 7977

— 2. 8394

—21. 9827

—88. 6850

—28. 8549

—11. 3789

— 7. 3899

— 9. 5345

— 0.7956

-. 3.9731*

— 4. 0278

Metrei.

—12. 8012

— 2. 8401

—21. 9828

—88. 6833

—28. 8572

—11. 3806

— 7. 3888

— 9. 5344

— 0. 7926

— 4. 0273

— 4. 0268

Metres.

—12. 7994

— 2. 8397

—21. 9828

-88. 6841

—28. 8560

—11. 3798

— 7. 3894

— 9.5344

— 0. 7941

— 4. 0273

MUUmetffrs.

— 3.5

— 0.6

— 0.1

+ 1.7

— 2.3

— 1.7

+ 1.1

-f 0. 2

+ 3.1

+ 5. 1565

=16«.918

MiUimeters.

-f30.1

-f29.5

+29.4

+31.1

+28.8

+27.1

+28.2

+28.4

+31.5

+31.5

+31.5

•Eejeoted.

LEVELING BY MEANS OF WATEK-LETEL OBSERVATIONS.

§ 9. At each station where water-level observations were taken, three permanent bench-marks
were established, and their elevations with reference to the zero of the gauge were determined.

Readings of the height of the water with reference to the zero of gauge were taken at 7 a. m., 1 p.

m., and 7 p. m. each day.

At Oswego the gauge consists of a strap of iron spiked to a post and graduated to tenths of a

foot, the graduations commencing at a point below the surface of the water and extending upward.
Readings at this station, therefore, show the height of the surface of the water above the zero of

the gauge. At the other stations measurements were taken by measuring down from a fixed point

to the surface of the water with a rod graduated to hundredths of a foot. These measurements,
therefore, show the height of the fixed point (zero of gauge) above the surface of the water.

§ 10. The following table shows the monthly mean readings of the gauges at the stations on
Lake Ontario. Observations on this lake were made from May 11 to August 31, 1875, inclusive-

The May record at Charlotte has been reduced to the new zero.* Since tlie readings at Oswego
show how much the surface of the water is above the zero of the gauge, and at the other stations

how much it is below the zero of the gauge, the readings at Oswego and Charlotte, or Oswego and
Port Dalhousie, should show a constant sum, and the readings at Charlotte and Port Dalhousie
should show a constant difference. In. deriving the final means given in the tables the mean for

each month has been assigned a weight proportional to the number of days during which observa-

tions were taken.

Table of mean gauge-readings, Lake Ontario.

Month.
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From the preceding table we have the following results for differences of elevation of the zeros

of the gauges on Lake Ontario

:

Feet.

Port Dalhousie — Oswego= +13.84

Charlotte — Oswego =+ 4.49

The following table shows the monthly mean readings of the gauges at the stations on Lake
Erie. Observations were made on this lake from May 19 to August 31, 1875, inclusive. In deriving

the final means given in the table, the mean for each month has been assigned a weight propor-

tional to the number of days during which observations were taken. Since the readings in every

case are taken by measuring down from a fixed point to the surface of the water, the water-level

readings at any two stations should show a constant difference.

Table of mean gauge-readings, Lake Erie.

^onth.
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and velocities of tlie wind as shown by the Signal-Service record at Cleveland; also of the mean
daily measurements at Lakeport and Escanaba, with the directions and velocities of the wind as

shown by the Lake-Survey record kept at Port Austin.

§ 12. The following table contains the mean results for Lake Ontario for winds from the

eight principal points of the compass for the period May 11 to August 31 , 1875. The quantities in

^he columns marked "Eesults" show how much the zero of the gauge at Port Dalhousie is above

the zero of the gauge at Oswego. Days when the velocity of the wind exceeded ten miles per

hour are considered as storm-days

:

Direction of wind.
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It is assumed in this discussion that, since the length of Lake Erie extends from east-northeast

to west-sonthwest, southeast and northwest winds have the least effect on the level of the lake,

and the following means have been taken with reference to this assumption

:

Direction of wind.
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smallest water cross-section is about 1558800 square feet, or 22.87 times that of the St. Clair Eiver

at St. Clair, and this greater cross-section has to deliver the surplus water of but one of the three

great lakes drained by the St. Clair River. If we suppose Lake Michigan has an outflow equal to

one-third the discharge of the St. Clair Eiver, then, from the approximate formula V=BVliI,
where V is the mean velocity, B and I the mean radius and the slope, and B a coefficient deter-

mined by experiment, it is easy to see that I varies as p^p^ in which D is the discharge and G the

cross-section. G, B, and D, for the St. Clair station, are respectively -^g, |f , and 3 times as large as

the corresponding values for Mackinac, so that the water slope at Mackinac would be about x^tt
that at St. Clair, or 0.00005 inch per mile. Computed with Hagen's empirical formula for large

rivers, namely, V— 6 Bi B, where 1 foot is the unit, a still smaller slope will be fouud. As the

narrow portion of the Straits of Mackinac is only 10 miles long, this slope gives an insignificant

fall. This result is of course a very rough approximation, as there are no experimental data for

the flow of water under such gentle slopes, but it shows that the permanent difference of level

between Lakes Huron and Michigan is insignificant in comparison with the differences produced by

winds or by different atmospheric pressures, and that its average value is probably less than 0.1

foot.

§ 13. The elevation of the Coast-Survey bench-mark on grist-mill at Greenbush, N. T., above

mean tide at Kew York City, is given in a letter of the Superintendent of the United States Coast

Survey, dated July 9, 1880, as 14.73 feet.

From the records kept at Charlotte from January 1, 1860, to December 31, 1875, the mean
surface of Lake Untario for that period is fouud to be below bench-mark on light-house at Char-

lotte, 36.62 feet. The zero of gauge at Charlotte in 1875 was below the same bench-mark, 34.53

feet.

From the Cleveland records the mean surface of Lake Brie for the period, January 1, 1860, to

December 31, 1875, is found to be below the bench-mark on coping of Ohio Canal lock, 8.64 feet,

and zero of gauge in 1875 below same bench-mark, 3.36 feet.

From the Milwaukee records the mean surface of Lakes Michigan and Huron for the period,

January 1, 1860, to December 31, 1875, is found to be below bench-mark on Dr. I. A. Lapham's

house, 11.39 feet. The zero of gauge at Milwaukee for 1875 was below the same bench-mark, 7.33

feet.

From the Marquette records the mean surface of Lake Superior for the period, January 1, 1871,

to December 31, 1875, is found to be below bench-mark 1 at Marquette, 8.15 feet.

From an examination of the water-level curves, it is concluded that i 0.10 foot is a sufficient

allowance for the probable error of the determination of the mean level of a lake and its reference

to a bench-mark.

The distances between the zeros of gauges and their respective bench-marks at Oswego, Char-

lotte, Port Colborne, Cleveland, Lakeport, Milwaukee, and Escanaba being short, the probable

errors of the determinations of the differences of elevation between the zeros of gauges and their

respective bench-marks may be neglected in comparison with the probable error of leveling the

long lines. Bench mark 2 at Gibraltar is about 2J miles from the zero of gauge at Rockwood.

The three determinations of the difference of elevation of the two points have a range of about

0.1 foot, and the probable error of their mean
(+ 8.74 feet) may safely be taken as ±0.04 foot.

From these data and the results given in §§ 8 and 12 the following table, giving the elevations

of the principal bench-marks used in the two processes of leveling, and the elevations of the mean

surfaces of the several lakes for the above-named periods, is constructed. No probable error is

assigned by the Superintendent of the United States Coast Survey to the result for the elevation

of the bench-mark on the grist-mill at Greenbush, ZST. Y. Hence probable errors are given in the

table only to elevations of points above that benchmark.
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Table V.

—

Elevations of the Great LaJces.

Coast-Survey benct-mark on gi-ist-mUl at Greenbush . .

.

Bench-mark "A" at Oswego

Zero of gauge at Oswego

Zero of gauge at Charlotte

Bench-mark on light-house at Charlotte

Mran surface of Lake Ontario from January 1, 1860, to

December 31, 1875

Difierence
of elevation
between
successive
points.

Feet.

-f237.23±0.32

— 7.75

-f 4.49±0. 04

+ 34.53

— 36. 02 ±0.10

Height above
Coast-Survey
bench-mark
at Greenbush.

Feet.

237. 23 ±0.32

229. 48 ±0.32

233. 97 ±0.32

268. 50 ±0.32

231. 88i 0.34

Zero of gauge at Oswego ^

Zero of gauge at Port Dalhonsie

Bench-mark on custom-house at Port Colbome

Zero of gauge at Port Colbome

Zero of gauge at Cleveland

Bench-mark on coping of Ohio Canal

Mean surface of Lake Erie from January 1, 1860, to De
cember 31, 1875

Zero of gauge at Port Colbome

Zero of gauge at Kockwood

Bench-mark 2 at Gibraltar

Benchmark 2 at Lakeport

Zero of gauge at Lakeport

Zero of gauge at Milwaukee

Bench-mark on Dr. I. A. Lapham's house

Mean surface of Lakes Suron and Michigan from Jan-

uary 1, 1860, to December 31, 1875

Zero of gauge at Lakeport

Zero of gauge at Sscanaba -

Bench-mark 1 at Escanaba

Bench-mark 1 at Marquette

Mean surface of Lake Superior from January 1, 1871, to

December 31, 1875

+ 13. 84 ±0.04

+326. 59 ±0.01

— 3.87

— 2. 63±0. 10

+ 3.36

— 8.64±0. 10

4.54±0. 10

8. 74 ±0.04

5. 89 ±0.09

3.14

2. 38 ±0.05

7.33

11. 39 ±0.10

— 2. 57±0.05

+ 7.86

+ 16. 92 ±0.03

— 8. 15±0.10

229. 48 ±0.32

243. 32±0.32

569. 91 ±0.32

566. 04 ±0.32

563.41 + 0.34

566. 77 ±0.34

558. 13 ±0.35

566. 04 ±0.32

561. 50 ±0.34

570. 24 ±0.34

576. 13 ±0.35

572. 99 ±0.35

570. 61 ±0.36

577. 9t±0.36

566. 55 ±0.38

572. 99 ±0.35

570.42+ 0.36

578. 28 ±0.36

695. 20 ±0.36

587. 05 ±0.38

Height above
mean tide at
New York.

Feet.

14.73

251. 96

244.21

248. 70

283. 23

246. 61

244. 21

258. 05

584.64

580. 77

578. 14

581. 50

580. 77

576. 23

584. 97

590. 86

587. 72

585. 34

592. 67

581. 28

587. 72

585. 15

593. 01

609. 93

601. 78

§ 14. The following tables (VI to XVII, inclusive,) contain a list of permanent bencli-marks

with their descriptions and elevations. Bench-marks which were of such a nature that they could

not be expected to be permanent have not been included in this list. The benchmarks between

Greenbush and Oswego, given in this list, are along the Erie Canal. The year in which each

bench-mark was established, when known, has been placed in a parenthesis after the designatioa

of the bench-mark. The elevation of each bench-mark above the Goast-Survey bench-mark on

grist-mill at Greenbush, N. Y., as determined by the Lake Survey, is first given, and its height

above mean tide at Kew York is obtained by adding 14.730 feet (§ 13).

77 L s
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Table Yl.—Bench-marlcs established between Greenbush and Oswego, New York.

BeDcli-marka. Description.

C. S. B. M

B. M. (1875) .

B. M. 1 (1875) .

Miter-sill of Lock No. 1 at

Albany.

B. M. 2 (1875)

B. M. 3 (1875)

.

B. M. 5 (1875)

.

B.M.5a(1875)

B.M.6(1876).

B.M.6a(1875)

B.M.7(1875)..-

B. M. la (1875) .

B.M. 8(1875)...

B. M. 8a (1875) ,

B. M. 9 (1875) . .

.

B. M. 9a (1875) .

B.M. 10(1875).

Distance
from

Elevation
above

Coast-SurveyGreenbush.—5i-;;S^

A cross cut on tbe northwest side of the north-

east comer of stone foundation of steam grist-

mill at (Jreenbush, N. Y.

Upper side of head of copper bolt leaded into

springing-stone of north arch of culvert of

Boston and Albany Railroad a few rods south

of bridge over Second avenue, Greenbush.

The bench-mark is on north side of culvert

and west side of railroad.

Point on top of east shoulder of northeast end

of southeast pier of upper railroad bridge

across Hudson Eiver at East Albany,

marked B. M.

Miter-aill of southwest or lower lock of Lock

No. 1 of Erie Canal at Albany, N. Y.

(According to letter of Horatio Seymour, jr.,

State engineer and surveyor, to James T. Gard-

ner, director of State survey, dated May 7, 1880,

the elevation of this mitre-sill has not been

changed since 1839.)

Top of stone at center of cross cut into top of

masonry at southwest corner of east wall of

west lock (Lock No. 1) at Albany, marked

B. M. n. S.

Top of coping at southeast end of northwest

wall of northwest look (Lock No. 2). It is 16

feet southeast from heel-post of gate and 1 foot

from west face of wall, marked B. M. TJ. S.

Cross cut in second stone from south corner of

fourth tier of stones of west abutment of

horse-car bridge across canal at "West Troy.

Cross cut into east face of third stone step on

north wing of west abutment of horse-car

bridge across canal at West Troy, marked

B.M.

Cross cut in top of northwest end of east foot-

iron on southeast end of southwest wall of

southwest lock of Lock No. 4.

Southwest comer of heel of wall separating the

two locks of Lock No. 4 (southeast comer of

northeast wall of southwest lock), marked by

three converging lines cut in stone.

Cross cut in top of middle foot-iron at south

end of west wall of west lock of Lock No. 6.

Top of screw-bolt fastening down iron collar of

south gate of west lock of Lock No. 6.

Cross cut on top of second foot-iron (clamp) on

east wall (south end) of west Lock No. 15.

Top of point of coping southwest corner of east

wall of west Lock No. 15.

Cross cut on southwest face of south wing of

east abutment of bridge across Canal. Cross

is on third course of stones close to the comer,

3 feet above ground.

Highest point of comer of stone, southeast face,

southeast comer of same wing wall. Stone

marked B. M.

Top of projecting point of stone in third course

of masonry, on northeast face, 1 foot from

east comer of east wing wall of southeast

abutment of canal bridge, marked B. M.

Miles.

0.00

0.50

L25

-3.75

7.25

10.10

10.10

U. 60

11.60

13.60

13.60

16.35

Feet.

0.000

0.134

Elevation
above

mean tide at
New York.

12. 288

12. 243

15. 857

14. 816

34. 963

34. 887

55. 740

55. 700

145. 856

145. 762

179. 956

179. 194

178. 866

Feet.

14. 730

14. 864

27. 018

17. 693

26. 973

30. 587

29. 646

49. 617

70. 470

70. 430

160. 586

160. 492

194. 686

193. 924

193. 596
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Table VI.

—

Bench-marks established between Greenbush and Oswego, New Yorlc—Continued.

Bench-marks.
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Table VI.

—

Bench-marlcs established between Greenbush and Oswego, New York—Continued,

Bench-marka.

B.M. 23(1875)...

B. M. 23a (1S75) .

B.M. 24 (1875)..,

B. M. 24a (1875) .

B.M. 25 (1875).

B. M. 25a (1875) .

B.M. 26 (1875) ..

B. M. 26a (1875)

.

B.M. 28 (1875)...

B. M. 28a (1875) .

B. M. 29 (1875) -

.

B.M. 29a (1875)

B.M. 30 (1875).

B. M. 30a (1876)

B.M. 31 (1875)...

B. M. 31a (1875)

B.M. 32 (1875)...

B. M. 34 (1875) . .

.

B. M. 34a (1875)

B. M. 35 (1875) . .

.

B. M. 35a (1875) .

B.M. 36 (1875).

Description.

On top atone of east wall of waste-gate, marked

B.M.

On top stone at northwest comer of west wall

of waste-gate, marked B. M.

Point on east end of noi-th wall of north Lock

No. 28, marked B. M.

Top of iron holt in top of coping on east wall

of space hetween the two locks. Head of

holt marked with cross.

Cross on corner-stone, fifth course of stones,

northeast comer of northwest ahutment of

first hridge ahove Schoharie Creek aqueduct,

marked B. M.

Cross on southwest comer, fifth course of

stones of same ahutment, marked B. M.
Top of projection of stone in fourth course of

stones in east wing of northeast ahutment of

hridge in FultonvUle.

Top of projection of stone in hottom course,

third stone from west corner of the same ahut-

ment. Face of abutment.

On top of corner of comer-stone, third course of

stones, east wing of north ahutment of hridge.

On top of projection of stone, secon-l course of

stones, face of north abutment of same bridge.

On top of iron bolt, west wing of north ahut-

ment of second bridge ahove Lock No. 31, at

Spraker's Basin.

Top of projection of stone in face of north ahut-

ment of same hridge. Third stone from east

comer in second course of stones.

On projection of stone in second course of

stones northwest corner of northeast ahut-

ment of bridge.

On top of projection of stone on southeast cor-

ner of same ahutment, second course of stones.

Cross cut on comer-stone at east comer, second

course of stones from top, on south face of

stone foundation of old ham near upper foot-

bridge across canal at Canajoharie.

Cross cut on comer-stone, second course of

stones, west comer of same face of same ham.
On comer of coping of southeast wing wall of

northeast ahutment of hridge.

Top of projection of stone in second course of

stones, east wing, north ahutment of first

bridge above Lock No. 33.

On top of projection of stone in second course of

stones, west wing of same abutment of same
hridge.

On top of projecting point of stone in second

course of stones on southeast wing of north-

east ahutment of bridge.

On top of projecting point of stone in second

course of stones on northwest wing of abut-

ment of same bridge.

On top of projection of stone, third course of

stones, northwest wing of northeast abut-

ment of hridge, about half a mile ahove Look
No. 35.

Distance
from

Greenbush.

Miles.

47.00

47.00

50.00

50.00

63.00

63.00

57.00

57.00

63.75

63.75

66.25

66.26

67.76

67.75

69.50

69.50

70.50

77.75

77.75

80.75

80.75

83.50

Elevation
above

Coast-Survey
bench-mark".

257. 745

257. 691

265. 679

265. 704

288. 118

286. 132

274. 369

286. 720

285. 374

291. 134

291. 167

289. 699

289. 543

292. 281

291. 763

292. 138

305. 272

305. 231

313. 487

321. 853

Elevation
above

mean tide at
New York.

288. 125 302. 865

Feet.

272. 476

272. 421

280. 409

280. 434

302. 848

300. 862

289. 089

301. 460

300. 104

306. 864

305. 897

304. 329

304. 273

307. Oil

306. 493

306. 868

320. 002

319. 961

328. 217

328. 756
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Table VI.

—

Bench-marks established between Oreenbush and Oswego, New Yorh—Continued.

Bencli-inarks.
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Table VI.

—

Bench-marhs establislied between Greenbush and Oswego, New Yor^—Continued.

Bench-marks.
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Table IX.—Bench-marlcsatPortBalhousie, Ontario.

Bench-marks.
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Table XIII.

—

Bench-marTcs between Gibraltar and Lalceport, Michigan.

Bench-marks.
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Table XV,

—

Bench-marTcs at Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Bencli-TDarka.
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Table XVII.

—

Beneh-marlcs at Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan.

Bencb-marks.
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P^HT IV.

ASTRONOMICAL DETERMINATIONS.

CHAPTER XXIII.

liATITUDES.

INSTRUMENTS.

§ 1. Latitudes have been determined exclusively by Talcott's method. This method, as is

well known, consists in selecting pairs of stars culminating within a few minutes of each other in

time, on opposite sides of the zenith, at distances from it not differing by more than twenty min-

utes of arc. A telescope that can be turned in azimuth about a vertical axis has a delicate level

to measure any slight changes in the inclination of its line of sight. It has also a micrometer

capable of measuring vertical angles of twenty or more minutes. On placing such a telescope in

the meridian, and reading the micrometer on the star which first culminates, then turning the

telescope 180° in azimuth by means of a horizontal circle, and reading the micrometer on the

second star as it culminates, the difference of micrometer-readings, corrected for change of level

and refraction, will give with precision the difference of zenith distances of the stars. Adding to

half this difference the half sum of the declinations of the stars observed, the latitude results.

Two forms of latitude instrument have been used on the Lake Survey. The first is that devised

by Captain Talcott, of the United States Engineers, of which a full description may be found in

Chauvenet's Astronomy ; the second is the portable transit of Ertel, having an azimuth circle

reading to ten seconds, delicate finding-levels and a vertical micrometer being added to the transit

as originally designed. The first form of instrument is called a zenith-telescope. The instruments

used in the determination of latitudes given in this chapter are zenith-telescopes Nos. 1, 12, and

19, made by William Wiirdemann, and the portable transit Ko. 1, made by Pistor & Martins.

The instruments have the following dimensions respectively

:

Zenith-telescope No. 1 : Focal length, 24 inches ; diameter of object-glass, 2| inches.

Zenith-telescope No. 12 : Focal length, 32 inches ; diameter of object-glass, 2^ inches.

Zenith-telescope No. 19 : Focal length, 32 inches ; diameter of object-glass, 3 inches.

Portable transit No. 1 : Focal length, 24 inches ; diameter of object-glass, 2| inches.

Zenith-telescope No. 1 and the portable transit have been used at but five stations.

The instruments have usually been mounted on wooden logs from two to three feet in diameter

and set firmly in the ground to a depth of four or five feet. Exceptionally, they have been mounted

on heavy stones resting on rock.

An idea of the precision of latitude determinations with these instruments can be formed from

data which have been obtained in the following way : The error in a latitude from a single pair of

stars observed with the zenith-telescope is of two parts, first, that arising from observing and

instrumental errors in determining the half difference of the zenith distances; and second, that

arising from errors in the half sum of the declinations adopted for the stars.

EKKOKS OF OBSERVATION.

§ 3. If the same pair of stars be observed on several nights, the differences between the results

for each separate night, and the mean of such results, will not be affected by declination-errors,

but will give by the method of least squares the probable error due to the instrument and observer,
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•wliicli may be called the error of observation. Denote for one pair of stars observed once the

probable error in half the observed difference of zenith distances by Hq. If this pair be observed

on 11 nights, the probable error of the mean half difference of zenith distances will be

Calling the probable error in the half sum of the declinations of this pair of stars Us, there follows

for the probable en-or, H^, of the latitude resulting from n nights' observation on one pair of stars,

(1) E,=^.

or talcing for its weight, j), the reciprocal of Hi,

(2)

s n

r-
n

nJEt+Ho

The value of Eo may be found as follows : Observe each of many pairs of stars on several nights
;

the differences, A, between the mean of the latitudes resulting from any pair, and the separate

latitudes from that pair, will give a series of equations of the form

J.^=— l^-{-x > 1st pair,

A=—k+y )

/f7=— Z7+2/ > 2d pair,

&c., &c., &c.,

where I is the latitude Tesulting from one observation on a pair, and oc, y, &c., are the means of

the latitudes from each pair. If there are m observations on n pairs, we shall have for the prob-

able observation-error for that instrument

(3) ^0=0.6745
^ m̂—n

Chauvenet in his astronomy finds Ho, in an examj)le taken from the Coast Survey, equal to

0".30. The Coast- Survey Eeport for 1866 states that its usual value is below 0".50. Professor

Gould, however, in the Coast-Survey Eeport for 1865, gives a long series of observations with an

average of seventeen nights' work on nineteen pairs, and finds jE7o=0".80. The following results

have been obtained from the following Lake-Survey instruments: 32-inch zenith-telescope No. 12,

about 15 years old, and 24-inch Pistor & Martins transit No. 1, twenty-three years old:

1.—ZENITH-TELESCOPE No. 12.

Station.
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2.—PISTOR & MAEXINS TRANSIT No. 1.

Station.
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>et not known. On applying the above metliod to 132 stars whose clecliuatious are given in

" Mrau Declinations of*981 stars, 1875/' there is found Ee= ± ".53. This value of Es gives 0".75 as

the, proliable error of a declination in that catalogue. Another determination, in 1875, of Eg from

latitude-work at stations Ford River, Minnesota Junction, and Willow Springs gave Ils^=0".60.

Taking for No. 12 the latest determination of Eq, namely, ±0".45, and for ^5, rt0".60, there

results for the probable error E^ ii» the latitude derived from observing a single pair of stars once,

E^= -/(0".45)2+ (O'TeOf= dL 0".75

The determination of the values of one revolution at different parts of the micrometer-screw,

and of its periodic ine(juality, is so easily made by observing transits near elongation of a close

polar star across the horizontal, movable, micrometer-wire set in advance at every quarter-turn

of the micrometer-head, that it should never be omitted when the highest precision is desired.

The comparison of the mean value of the iirst quarter-turn derived from many turns of the screw,

with similar values for the second, third, and fourth quarters, will indicate any large periodic

inequality, while the comparison of the mean values of one turn derived from the iirst ten turns,

with a similar value for the second, third, &c., ten turns, will show the irregularity of the screw if

it is serious. As any errors in change of inclination of telescope are measured with the level, the

values of one division of the level should be determined for different parts of the level-tube, with

either a level-trier or the micrometer. If these differ much the separate values, and not their means,

should be used.

To get the best declinations practicable, Prof. T. H. Safford was authorized in 1872 to prepare

a list, already referred to, whose title is "Mean Declinations of 981 Stars for January 1, 1875,"

which has furnished the star places used in the computation of latitudes given in this chapter,

unless otherwise specially stated.

In giving the results of the latitude work connected with the triangulation of Lake Superior,

to avoid occupying too much space, the separate results will not be given, except for South Base,

Keweenaw Point. In Cihapter XXVIII all the latitudes observed near primary triangulation sta-

tions are collected to show the effect of local attractions.

LATITUDE OP ST. IGNACE.

§ 4. Station St. Ignace, on the highest point of the island of that name, is 1263 feet above the

level of Lake Superior. Its rocks are igneous, large masses of basalt being found in the immediate

vicinity. The island is 15 miles long from east to west, seven miles wide, and the station is near

the longitudinal axis of the island, at about 5 miles trom its eastern end. To the south of the

island Lake Superior deepens to 600 feet at a distance of iifty miles ; on the north a shallow strait,

from 6 to 10 miles wide, separates it from the main land, which rises as it recedes from the strait,

in 3 or 4 miles, to hills 1500 feet in height. For further details Plate VI may be referred to, which

gives outlines and contours that are, however, only roughly sketched, and shows the positions of

the six points at which latitude was observed.

From this description it will be seen that in the surface of the earth in the vicinity of the

station there are considerable irregularities, and that the geological formation would indicate

unequal densities. For both reasons the station is one at which deviation of the plumb-line might

be anticipated. In order to form an idea of the amount of local deviation of the plumb-line, lati-

tude determinations have been made at six points in the vicinity of the trigonometrical station

St. Ignace. The resulting latitudes of the station St. Ignace are given in the following table,

which also gives the rectangular coordinates of the points at which latitude determinations were

made, station St. Ignace being taken as the origin

:
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Table giving observed latitudes in vicinity of station St. Ignace.

623

Post.
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Latitude of South Base, Keweenaic Point.

[Instrument, "WUrdcmann zonitli-tolesoopo No. 13. Observer, G. T. Wisner.]

Pairs of stars observed.

5568

5568

5873

^ Draco.

6036

6056

6129

K. C. 3820

6246

6258

6368

6419

6452

6522

6626

XIX 193

6741

6852

6867

6959

7035

7035

7035

7182

7243

7278

7294

7394

7377

7411

7431

7560

7589

Gr. 3601

3680

7727

7754

7824

7855

7882

7855

Gr. 3901

Gr. 3913

8036

7995

8082

8082

8107

8107

8231

Gr. 4125

5706

7775

5944

5090

Gr. 2994

6109

6109

6203

Gr. 2563

a Lyrae

6404

Gr. 3693

Gr. 2770

Gr. 2844

6711

6731

6851

6915

6963

7022

6986

7048

7241

7253

XX 401

7290

7241

7399

7503

7501

7544

7593

7614

7695

7695

7777

.7803

7913

7894

Gr. 3843

Gr. 3867

7948

7983

Gr. 3947

8056

8058

8118

8128

8223

8345

Resulting latitude.

Jul? 23, 1873.

46 52

24.73

22.98

21.74

22.42

22.51

21.78

22.59

July 27, 1873.

20.82

31.00

24.17

23.66

22.89

23.47

33.03

33.74

23.07

22.60

21.14

21.14

20.93

21.47

23.59

21.63

23.08

21.35

21.24

July 29, 1373.

20.79

22.01

21.77

22.59

21.89

21.08

33.19

33.34

33.46

22.55

23.08

23.93

31.97

23.63

21.21

23.37

31.81

22.67

22.78

21.42

22.94

23.95

23.14

33.53

23.06

23.94

30.46

31.72

22.60

23.33

20.92

22.80

23.72

21.07

22.36

22.79

22.43

21.91

21.83

22.84

33.76

August 3,

1873.

33.28

21.79

22.66

33.19

23.33

22.07

23.20

22.68

23.38

22.40

21.08

22.33

20.64

23.75

21.47

23.65

22.46

22.55

21.81

21.42

23.09

33.83

33.55

30.94

32.08

32.77

23.89

20.36

21.23

21.64

33.11

Means.

30.81

31.51

23.74

33.68

33.37

22.09

23.14

23.47

22.79

23.47

22.43

23.03

22.16

21.40

21.93

21.11

23.54

21.64

23.36

33.57

33.23

21.52

21.42

21.76

23.38

23.25

21.54

22.98

22.63

22.52

22.86

22.17

21.72

20.36

21.22

21.64

33.34

33.33

23.51

21.78

20.92

32.80

23.73

21.83

22.36

22.79

22.43

21.91

21.82

23.84

23.76

Weights,

1.55

1.53

3.56

3.56

2.33

2.33

2.28

1.23

2.69

2.56

2.56

2.56

2.56

2.56

2.36

2.36

2.56

2.56

2.33

2.33

1.82

1.36

0.92

2.33

2.33

2.33

2.33

1.84

2.33

2.56

3.33

2.33

1.84

1.84

1.23

1.33

3.66

1.84

1.84

1.84

1.84

1.84

1.84

3.33

1.33

1.33

1.33

1.33

1.23

1.84

1.84

Weighted mean of results.

Reduction to station

46 52 22. 350

0. 002

: 0. 072

Latitude of station 46 32 23. 348 ±0.073
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Hence we have for the latitude of South Base, Keweenaw Point,

46° 53' 23".35±© ".07

Note.—In a few cases a single star on one side of the zenith has been used in combiuation

with two or three on the other side. The weights of the results, derived by (2) § 2, have in such
2

cases been multiplied by the factor -^i) ** being the number of Ifetars on the one side of the zenith

combined ^^dth one on the other. There are also a few cases in which a latitude result has been
obtained by observing a single star, first as a K. star and immediately afterwards as a S. star,

or in the reverse order. The weight assigned to such a result is the weight of an ordinary result

(derived by (2) § 2) multiplied by g^xTJ/"^

§ 6. This station is at the west end of Lake Superior. To the west and the north the ground

soon rises to heights of 500 feet. To the south the country is more level, while to the east the

lake deepens to 400 feet within 30 miles.

Latitude was observed here with zenith-telescope Ko. 12, by Assistant G. Y. Wisner, in 1871,

on three nights. Twenty-three pairs of stars were observed and 46 results for latitude obtained.

The value of one revolution of micrometer-screw was taken as increasing uniformly from 63".19 at

5th turn to 63".81 at 45th, the middle notch of comb-scale being the 25th turn. One division of

level was equal to 1".00. The instrument was mounted on a post 389.2 feet distant and bearing

north 63° 53' 24" east from station Korth Base. Star places were taken from "Declinations of 981

Stars, 1875," and weights were determined as previously explained, the value of Eo being it0".48,

and of Us, =lz0".53. The resulting latitude of the post was 46° 45' 30".01±0".17, and applying the

correction — 1".69, to reduce to the trigonometrical station, there results for latitude of North Base,

Minnesota Point,
46° 45' 28 ".32±©".17

LATITUDE OP VULCAN.

§ 7. This station is on the high promontory named Keweenaw Point, and is at an elevation

of 726 feet above Lake Superior. To the north the lake deepens to 600 feet within 10 miles, and

to the south it deepens to 300 feet within 18 miles.

Obsers'ations for latitude were made at this station by Lieutenant James Mercur, Corps of

Engineers, in August, 1867, the instrument used being Wurdemann zenith-telescope No. 1, a small

instrument, whose object-glass is 2f inches in diameter and focal length 24 inches. One revolution

of micrometer-screw was taken as 69".20, and one division of level as 1".08. Two observation-

posts, differing 1".541 in latitude, were occupied. Post No. 1, 48.5 feet distant, and bearing north

83° 16' west from station Vulcan, was occupied on August 9, 14, and 15, 1867. Twenty-seven pairs

of stars were observed, giving 41 results for latitude. Star places were taken from Safford's Cat-

alogue of 2018 stars, 1875.0. In weighting results, ^o was taken as zl=l".35 and Us as it0".53.

Tlie weighted mean latitude of Post No. 1 was 47° 26' 44".871±0".27

Eeduction to trigonometrical station Vulcan — (»".056

Latitude of Vulcan from Post No. 1 47° 26' 44".815± 0".27

At Post No. 2, 156.2 feet due south from Post No. 1, 27 pairs of stars were observed on July

24, 25, 26, August 2 and 4, 1807, giving 47 results for latitude.

The weighted mean latitude for Post No. 2 was 47° 26' 42".771dz0".32

Eeduction to trigonometrical station Vulcan + 1".485

Latitude of Vulcan from Post No. 2 47° 26' 44".256±0".32

Weighting the results according to their probable errors there results finally for latitude of

station Vulcan,
47° 96' 44".582±0".90

79 L S
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LATITUDE OF HURON MOUNTAINS.

§ 8 . This station is on the south shore of Lake Superior, about 35 miles northwest from Mar-

(jucttc. The shore rises rapidly to hills of a thousand feet in height, while to the north the lake

reaches a depth of 300 feet within 15 miles.

Observations for latitude were made at a point 97.5 feet distant and bearing south 36° 30'

west from the station, which is 932 feet above the lake, by Mr. S. W. Robinson, in September, 1866.

The instrument used was the Pistor & Martins broken transit j^reviously described, one

revolution of micrometer being 85".22 and one division of level being 2".29. Observations were

made on 32 pairs of stars on September 20, 21, 24, and 25, 1866, but out of the 54 results for lati-

tude all but 7 were on the last two nights. The star places were taken from Safibrd's Catalogue

of 2018 Stars for 1875.0. The results from each pair were weighted by using the values -Eo= i 1".05

and ^5^±0".57, although the latter is probably too large, giving too small weights.

The resulting latitude of the observing post is 46° 52' 52".30±0".13. Applying correction

to trigonometrical point, +0".77, there results for latitude of trigonometrical station Huron
Mountains,

46° 52' 53".07±0".13

LATITUDE OP FOED RIVER.

§ 9. Ford River station is situated on the west shore of Green Bay, about 1 miles south of

Escauaba. In its immediate vicinity there is a thin surface-soil underlaid by limestone rock, whose

strata are nearly horizontal. To the southwest, west, and north, within fifty miles, there are no

marked surface irregularities. On the east and south, however, lies Green Bay, 15 to 20 miles

wide and 40 to 120 feet deep, and within fifty miles the broken peninsula lying between Green

Bay and Lake Michigan rises at intervals to a height of 200 feet and Lake Michigan attains a

depth of 400 to 500 feet.

Latitude was observed by Assistant Engineer G. Y. Wisner, with Wiirdemann zenith-telescope

No. 19, the instrument being mounted on a heavy wooden post 29.5 feet distant, bearing south 76° 00'

west from the station. One revolution of micrometer was taken as 62".241, and one division of level

as 0".86. Observations were made on four different nights, in July, 1874, as shown by the table

following. Thirty-four pairs of stars were observed, giving in all 115 individual results.

Latitude of Ford River.

[Instrument, Wiirdemann zenith-telescope ^No. 19. Observer, G. T. Wisner.]

Pairs of stars ob-
served.
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Latitude of Ford River—Ooutiiiued.

627
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; Pairs of stars ob-
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The po.sitiou of the observing-post, referred to station and other marks, is as follows: 84G5.5

feet distant, bearing north .54° 44' 43" east from station Fort Howard; north, 2798.7 feet, west,

775.4 feet from court-liouse. Green Bay (center of cupola); 272.8 feet due north of a stone meridiau-

post; and 1612.6 feet due south of another stone meridian-post. Applying a correction of — 48".24

to the above result to reduce to the trigonometric station, there results for the latitude of station

Fort Howard,
44° 30' 30 ".28±©".10

Latitude at Fort Hoicard.

[Observer, James Carr. Instrument, Wiirdemann zenith-telescope No. 1.]

Pairs of stars witli

British Association
Catalogue numbers.
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the surface of Lake Michigan, which attains a depth of 350 feet within CO miles of the station, the

shore of the lake being about 45 miles from the station.

The latitude was observed by Assistant Engineer A. R. Flint, with Witrdemann zenith-tele-

scope No. 19, on five different nights, during August and September, 1873, as shown in the table

following. The instrument was mounted on a heavy oak post. There were obtained in all 156

individual results, 36 different pairs of stars being observed. One revolution of the micrometer

was taken as 62".251, and one division of level as 0".86. Star places were taken from " Mean
Declinations of 981 Stars for January 1, 1875."

. Latitude of Minnesota Junction.

[Instrument, Wiirtlemann zenitli-telescope No. 19. Observer, A. R. Flint.]
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LA'JITUDE OF WILLOW SPRINGS.

§ 13. This station is situated in Cook County, Illinois, about 1 mile southeast of Mount
Forest, a railway station on the (%icago and Alton Railway, and is about IG miles southwest of

Chicago. The ground at the station is about 150 Icet above the surface of Lake Michigan, and is

considerably undulating in the vicinity. To the northward from station Willow Springs the ground

declines until it reaches a river and canal about 2 miles distant, where it is about 150 feet below

the station. Continuing northward, the ground rises 30 feet or so above the river, and remains at

about this elevation for many miles. To the southward from the station the land for a nule or no

has about the same elevation as at the station, then there is a depression of from 50 to 100 feet,

altei' which the ground gradually rises until at a distance of 10 miles it reaches the level of the

station, and continues at about this level farther south.

Latitude was observed here by Assistant Engineer A. R. Flint in September and October, 1874,

on five nights, with the Wiirdemann zenith-telescope No. 19, having a focal length of 32 inches

and a 3-inch object-glass. One revolution of the micrometer-screw was equal to 62".251, and one

division of the level to 0".861. The instrument rested on a solid oak stump, about 3 feet in diam-

eter, around which a platform was built. It Mas situated 38.4 feet distant, bearing north 22° 50'

west from the station. The number of pairs of stars observed was 33, and 132 individual results

for latitude were obtained.

For reducing the work, declinations were taken from Safford's Catalogue of 981 Stars. Weights

were assigned to the results for each pair of stars according to the adopted method (§§ 2, 3) with

^o=±0".426 and Es = iz0".51.

The following table gives in the successive columns the British Association Catalogue numbers

of the stars observed, those forming a pair being placed on the same horizontal line ; the individ-

ual results for each pair on the separate nights ; the mean result for each pair ; and the weights

assigned to those means.

The resulting latitude of the observing-post is 41° 43' 38".979±0".117, and applying a correc-

tion of —0".350 to reduce to the trigonometrical station, there results for the latitude of station

Willow Springs,

41° 43' 3S".629ztO".ll7

Latitude of Willow Springs.

[Observer, A. E. 3?lint. Instrument, Wiirdemann zeuitli-tolescope No. 19.]

i Pairs of stars ob-
i served.
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Latitude of Willow Springs—Continued.

Pairs of stars ob-
served.
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Latitude of Fairmonnt.

[Obscrvor, G. V. "Wisner. Instrument, Wurdemann zenith-telescope No. 19.]

Piiii-H of .'^t;lTS

()l).s( rvr'l.
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The following table gives in the successive columns the Britisl^ Association Catalogue numbers
of the stars observed, with those forming a pair placed on the same horizontal line, the individual

results for each pair on the separate nights, the mean results for each pair, and the weights assigned

to those means.

The resulting latitude for the observing post is 38° 51' 41".216rt0".064, and applying a correc-

tion of +0".013 to I'educe to the trigonometrical station, there results for the latitude of station

West Base

38° 51' 41 ".229±0".064

Latitude of West Base, Olney.

[Observer, &. T. Wianer. Instrument, Wurdemann zenlth-telesoopo No. 19.]

Pairs of stars
observed.
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In reducing the observations, declinations from Safford's Catalogue of 2018 Stars (Washington,

Government Printing Office, 1879) were used, except for two stars not in that catalogue, whicli

were taken from the United States Coast-Survey Catalogue, in Appendix 7 of the Report for 1870.

The constants for reducing from mean to apparent declinations were taken from the American

Ephemeris for 187!l. Weights for the results from each pair of stars were assigned according to

the adopted method, previously described (§§ 2, 3), with ^„=±0".42 and i?s = ±0".57.

Following herewith is the usual table giving the pairs of stars observed, with the British

Association Catalogue number, the individual results, &c.

The resulting latitude of the observing-post is 38° 34' 53".21:9±0".09, and applying a correc-

tion of — 0".04:5 to reduce to the trigonometrical station, there results for the latitude of Parkers-

burg,

38° 34' S3 ".204±0".09

Latitude of Parlcersburg.

[Observer, Lieutenant P. M. Price. Instrument, Wiirdemann zenith -telescope Ko. 19.]

Pairs of stars ob-
served.

5552

5652
•

5775

5874

5962

6068

6129

6218

6355

6429

6581

6656

6714

6745

6817

6996

7073

7112

7161

7204

7313

7383

7465

7602

7705

7705

7731

7879

7880

8058

8211

C. S. 2176

166

259

330

465

501

544

5619

5706

5842

5886

5990

6082

6150

6335

6365

6475

6599

6698

6721

6777

6875

7006

7101

7131

7164

7241

7336

C. S. 1924

7501

7614

7721

7731

Gr. 3717

7901

im
8141

8245

58

197

297

345

480

516

575

August 9,

1879.

53.47

63.15

53.89

53.65

63.84

52.92

49.71

53.49

52.72

52.90

52.50

52.79

53.64

53.67

63.29

52.65

67.76

62.69

51.67

63.84

50.28

54.08

53.38

54.11

64.50

61.81

53.00

52.06

August 10,

1879.

51.91

53.32

55.45

49.63

64.43

62.77

66.94

63.85

63.89

53.47

,63. 19

64.32

53.37

52.45

51.88

51.43

51.45

62.20

53. 10

52.14

52.32

53.01

52.49

66.09

63.40

51.92

53.49

August 11,

1879.

63.66

53.98

53.24

53.29

53.12

54.13

64.04

61.29

. 52. 85

52.60

63.03

53.47

53.38

48.92

54 01

August 12,

1879.

53.69

52.62

53.27

52.71

62.77

64.18

52.45

55.25

54.90

52.95

63.51

65.46

63.37

53.94

56.26

53.26

53.68

52.80

63.96

51.62

52.10

55.31

54.17

53.17

52.21

53.21

64.05

August 13,

1879.

53.07

53.06

52.52

52.95

54.11

54.52

63.87

62.94

52.72

54.78

52.79

54.46-

55.95

52.47

S3. 16

55.17

53.07

53.46

54.03

53.92

53.90

62.17

53.63

53.49

56.70

54.02

52.28

Means.

63.69

53.25

53.16

53.41

53.14

53.21

53.25

52.40

64.65

62.48

53.29

52.90

54.54

53.25

53.86

62.80

63.50

63.79

63.91

53.87

52.58

51.43

51.97

63.02

64.07

60.28

52.28

54.08

52.62

54.24

54.07

53.64

52.17

53.91

63.04

53.89

54.02

53.19

Weights.

1.00

1.30

1.30

1.36

1.30

1.36

1.39

1.36

1.39

1.39

1.36

1.39

1.39

1.39

1.39

1.36

1.30

1.21

1.36

1.36

1.30

1.00

1.30

1.21

1.30

1.00

1.30

1.00

1.30

1.30

1.30

1.36

1.36

1.30

1.36

1.30

1.00

1.30

Weighted mean
Keduction to station.

38 34 53.249 + 0.09

0. 045

Latitude of Parkersburg 33 34 63.204±0.09
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LATITUDE OP TOLEDO.

§ 1 6. Observations for latitude of Toledo, Ohio, were made in 1868 by Assistant Engineer O.

B. Wheeler at a point 185.2 feet west and 188.4 feet north of the stone which marks the intersec-

tion of Monroe and Ontario streets in that city, and 54.5 feet east and 44.6 feet south of the longi-

tude stone post occupied in 1881. The land is quite flat in this vicinity, and there is no marked
elevation of ground within a -radius of 50 miles. In ihe vicinity of Toledo the soil is deep and

underlaid by limestone rock. The instrument used was Pistor & Martins transit No. 1, of 24 inches

focal length and 2J-inch object-glass. It was mounted on a large wooden post. One revolution of

the micrometer was equal to 85".220, and one division of the level equals 2".293. Observations

were made on five nights. Twenty-four pairs of stars were observed and 44 individual results were

obtained. Declinations were taken from Saflford's Catalogue of Mean Declinations of 2018 Stars

(Washington, Government Printing Ofdce, 1879). Weights were assigned to the result for each pair

of stars by formula (2) § 2, with _E;o=±r'.05 and ^s=-b0".63.

Following is the usual table of results, giving the British Association Catalogue numbers of

the stars, the individual and mean results for each pair, and the weight for each mean result.

The resulting latitude of the observing-post is 41° 39' 03".21±0".15, and applying a correction

of -|-00".44 to reduce to the longitude-post of 1881, there results for latitude of Toledo (longitude-

post of 1881)

41° 39' OS ".«5±0 '.15

Latitude of Toledo.

[Observer, 0. B. Wheeler. Instmment, Pistor & Martins transit No. 1.]

Pairs of stars ob-
served.
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LATITUDE OF "WEST BASE, SANDUSKY.

§ 1 7. The observations from which the latitude of West Base was determined were made in

the city of Sandusky, about 2J miles nearly south of station West Base. The post was situated

101*2.7 feet south and 2599.5 feet west of the northeast corner of the custom-house.

In this vicinity the soil is underlaid by limestone rock, which reaches nearly to the surface of

the ground. There is no marked elevation of ground for 40 or 50 miles in any direction. To the

northward lie in succession, first, Sandusky Bay, then Marblehead and Cedar Point peninsulas,

and then Lake Erie, with comparatively shallow water and numerous islands.

Latitude was observed by Assistant Engineer Gr. Y. Wisner on four nights in October, 1868.

The instrument, used was Wiirdemann zenith-telescope l^To. 12, having a focal length of 32 inches

and a 2J-inch object-glass. One revolution of the micrometer-head at turn No, 5 = 63".07, and at

turn No. 15 = 63".87, and was assumed to change uniformly between these values. The number-

ing of the turns was such as to make the middle notch of the comb-scale No. 25. One division of

the level = 1".03. The instrument was mounted on a heavy wooden post. Thirty-one pairs of

stars were observed, giving 69 individual results for latitude. In reducing the observations Saf-

ford's Catalogue of Mean Declinations of 981 Stars (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1873),

was used for declinations. Weights Avere assigned to the results for each pair by the formula (2)

§ 2, with J7o= ±0".80 and J7s = ztO".53. In one case a single star on one side of the zenith was
combined with 4 stars on the other side, thus forming 4 pairs. In another instance 1 was com-

bined with 3 ; and there were 6 cases where 1 was combined with 2. These were weighted accord-

ing to the formula given in the note to § 5.

Following is the usual table, giving in its successive columns the pairs of stars with their

British Association Catalogue numbers, the results for each pair on each night, the mean result

for each pair, and the weights assigned to the mean results.

The resulting latitude of the observing-post is 41° 27' 13".49±0".15, and applying a correction

of +1' 51".10 to reduce to West Base (determined by a secondary triangulation), there results for

latitude of West Base, Sandusky,

41° 29' 04 ".59±0 ".15

LatiUtde of 8midusky.

[Oliserver, G. Y. Wisner. Instrument, Wiirdemann zenith-telescopo U"o. 12.]

Pairs of stars.
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Latitude of Sandusky—Continued.

Pairs of stars.
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Latitude of Tonmcanda.

[Observer, A. R. Flint. Instrument, "Wiirdemann zenith-telescope Ko. 19.]

Pairs of
sei

655G

6603

6711

6728

6769

0799

6799

6830

6876

6967

7029

7083

7171

7182

7233

7277

7345

7411

7496

7566

7763

7845

7894

7983

8076

8110

8229

16

60

120

120

166

245

310

337

294

299

425

493

516
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being taken as the 20tli turn. One division of the level was equal to 1".00. The instrument rested

on a large pine post set firmly in the ground, situated 81.1 feet distant, bearing south 13° 24' 26"

west from the station. The number of pairs of stars observed was 32, and 120 individual results

for latitude were obtained.

For reducing the work declinations from Safford's Catalogue of 981 Stars were used. Weights
were assigned to the results for each pair according to the adopted method (§§ 2, 3) with

i7,^±0".45 and ^8=±0".57.
The accompanying table gives in the successive columns the British Association Catalogue

numbers of the stars observed, those forming a pair being placed on the same horizontal line

;

the individual results for each pair on the separate nights; the mean result for each pair; and the

weights assigned to those means.

The resulting latitude for the observing-post is 43° 40' 40".741zb0".07, and applying a correc-

tion of +0".779 to reduce to the trigonometrical station, there results for the latitude of ]!forth

Base, Sandy Creek,

43° 40' 41 ".52©±© ".or

Latitude of North Base, Sandy Creelc.

[Observer, G. Y. Wisiier. Instrument, Wiirdemann zenith-telescope Ko. 12.]

Pairs stars observed.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

AZIMUTHS.

§ 1. In the triangulation between Keweenaw and Minnesota Point Bases, azimuth determina-

tions were made at North Base, Minnesota Point (§ 2), at Aminicon (§ 3), and at South Base,

Keweenaw Point (§ -i). In the triangulation between Keweenaw and Fond du Lac Bases, azimuth

determinations were m.ade at Ford River (§ 5), and at Bruce (§ 6); in that between Fond du Lac

and Chicago Bases, at Minnesota Junction (§ 7) ; in that south of Chicago Base, at Willow Springs

(§ 8), and at Parkersburg (§ 9). Azimuth determinatious were also made at West Base, Sandusky

(§ 10), and in the triangulation between Buffalo and Sandy Creek Bases, at Tonawanda (§ 11), and

at North Base, Sandy Creek (§ 12).

AZIMUTH AT NORTH BASE, MINNESOTA POINT.

§ 2. Assistant G-. Y. Wisner observed at this station for azimuth on one night, the instrument

used being Troughton & Simms 14-inch theodolite No. 1. The azimuth of the line North Base-
South Base was to be found.

The instrument was on a stone post, firmly set in the ground, which had been previously used

in longitude determinations. The azimuth mark observed- was a light shining through a narrow

slit in a board set up on the post, 3145 meters distant, which had previously served as support for

a meridian mark. Time was given by Bond & Son's sidereal clock No. 250.

The observations consisted in measuring the angle between a close circumpolar star and the

azimuth mark, and noting the time. The programme was to point alternately to the star and mark

till from two to six pointings at the star had been obtained, then to reverse the telescope and get

as many additional pointings. The level was read for each pointing at star. In some cases two

pointings at the star were made for a single pointing at the azimuth mark. The instrument was

very stable, the means of pointings at mark before and after reversal differing in no case by one

second of are. In computation, the pointing at each star was used separately to obtain a result.

The mean of pointings at the mark before reversal was used with pointings at the star before

reversal, and the mean after reversal with pointings at star after reversal. Azimuths were com-

puted with the formula

, , sin t
tan A= J — .

cos (p tan 5—sm p cos t

in which <p, d, and t are the latitude, star's declination, and star's hour-angle. Corrections for level

were computed separately. Star places for Polaris and A Ursse Minoris were taken from the

American Nautical Almanac, and for 6 Ursse Minoris and 39 Cephei, which are not given in the

American Ephemei-is, from Safibrd's Catalogue of Time Stars. In a set, equal weights were given

to means of results before and after reversal, although for 39 Cephei, on July 13, there were four

pointings at star before reversal and but two after.

In combining the mean results derived from diiferent sets of observations, a weight propor-

tional to the total number of.pointings at the star is attributed to each result. The probable error

is derived from the discrepancies between the results from the different sets and their weighted

mean.
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The origin of tlie horizontal circle remained in essentially the same position throughout the
work, but the microscopes were temporarily changed 180° in reversal. Periodic error is then only
so far eliminated as is eft'ected with, three microscopes when turned 180°. The following table
gives the results of the separate observations:

Azimuth at North Base, Minnesota Point.

AZIMUTH OF LINE AZIMUTH POST— MERIDIAN MARK.

[Obaerver, G. Y. Wisner. Inatniment, Tronghton & Simms 14-incli theodolite No. 1.]

Star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at North Base, Minnesota Point.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

AZIMUTH OF LINE AZIMUTH POST— MERIDIAN MAKK.

Dato.
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AZIMUTH AT STATION AMINICON.

§ 3. At station j^.ininicon the same observer as at North Base, Minnesota Point, determined

the azimuth of the triangle side Aminicon—Lester Eiver, with the same instrument and essentially

the same methods and programme. There were usually, however, for each pointing at the mark,

two consecutive pointings at the star, and for these two pointings at the star the level was read

but once.

The instrument was mounted on a wooden post sunk 5 feet in the ground. Time was given

by a chronometer. The azimuth mark was a light on station Lester Eiver, 13 miles distant. In

reduction, the same method was followed as for North Base, Minnesota Point. The microscopes

were turned 180° in azimuth by reversal, on July 22, but not on July 23. The shortest time occu-

pied in a set of observations was 24 minutes, on 6 Ursse Minoris, July 22, and the longest time was

57 minutes, on Polaris, on July 22.

The following table, arranged like that for North Base, gives the result for each observation

on a star, and the mean result for each star.

^ Azimuth at Aminicon River

.

AZIMUTH OF LINE, AZIMUTH POST— LESTEE KIVEK.

[Observer, G. T. Wisner. Instrument, Troughton & Simma 14-inoh theodolite No. 1.]

Star, date, &o.
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Azimuth at Aminicon h'iper—Continued.

star, date, &c.
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The azimuth just giveu is that of Lester Eiver from the azimuth post on which the instrument
stood. It is to be corrected so that the azimuth of Lester Eiver from station Aminicon may result.

To obtain this correction the distance from instrument on azimuth post to Aminicon station was
measured as at Xorth Base, three times, the range in measument being 0'".10, giving a mean dis-

tance of 30".432. The angle at azimuth post between Aminicon and Lester Eiver was measured
with the Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1, giving 24° 32' 42".l. The resulting correction is

+36".71. Applying it to the azimuth of line Azimuth Post to Lester Eiver, there results for

azimuth of the triangle side, Aminicon—Lester Eiver,

153° 37' ©6".I5±0".29 west of south.

AZlMUa^H AT SOUTH BASE, KEWEENAW POINT.

§ 4:. The observer for azimuth and the instrument were the same at this station as at Amini-
con, and the method was generally the same. But instead of pointing at the azimuth mark after

each one or two pointings at the star, no pointings at the mark (with a single exception) were made
during the pointings at the star in a given set. Instead, five or more pointings at the mark were

made immediately before the first pointings at the star, and as many more after the last pointing

at the star. The programme was then as follows

:

1. Five or more pointings at mark.

2. Four or five pointings at the star, and levels read for each two pointings.

3. Eeversal.

4. Four or five pointings at star, and levels read for each two pointings.

5. Five or more pointings at mark.

For one set, that on C TJrsse Minoris on July 25, there were in addition two pointings at mark
immediately before and immediately after reversal. On the other nights the method of observation

requires the assumption that any change of position of the instrument in the period, varying from

18 to 35 minutes, occupied by the star pointings was proportional to the time. Sucli an assumption

is doubtless inadmissible for. so long a period, and is probably one of the causes of the discrep-

ancies in the results obtained in each set from observations made before and after reversal.

The instrument was mounted on a wooden post, 2 feet in diameter, sunk 5 feet in the ground,

which had been used by Assistant Flint as a latitude post in 1871. The distance of the instrument

on its azimuth post from station South Base was measured with a standard scale on the edge of a

level board. The mean of three measures having a range of 0".004, was 26f'.570. The angle at

South Base between North Base and Azimuth Post was measured three times with Troughton &
Simms theodolite No. 1, and found to be 10° 22' 46". These coordinates give a correction of

33".92 to reduce the observed azimuth of line Azimuth Post — North Base to that of South Base —
North Base.

The difference between the mean pointings at the mark before and after star observations

varied between 0".72 and 7".6, except on July 26 in the set of observations on Polaris, when it

amounted to 13".86. If the change had been due to a twisting of the instrument in azimuth during

the period of observation, it should have shown itself in comparing the five azimuths deduced from

the five observations on the star before reversal with each other, or in a similar comparison of the

azimuths resulting from observations after reversal. Giving seconds alone, the results from the

five observations on Polaris before reversal and the mean of the five pointings at the mark before

reversals were 29".24, 32".19, 32".39, 30".49, 28".38, while those from observations after reversal

were 34".34, 34".44, 34".64, 34".94, 35".54. Neither set shows any marked change in azimuth with

the time, as would be the case if the reading of the mark on the limb had been changing instead

of fixed, as the computations assume. The difference of 13".86 in the mean pointings at the mark

before and after reversal must then be attributed to instrumental errors and to disturbances arising

from reversal or other cause. The reversal is effected by hand, and the telescope and vertical circle

are very heavy, so that there is danger of disturbance. There was no certain disturbance in level.

There was no systematic elimination of periodic error, the horizontal limb remaining in essentially

the same position throughout the observations. The microscopes were turned 180° in azimuth in

reversal on July 23, but not on July 25 and 26.
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The following tables give the results for each observation on each star:

rciiAP. XXIV,

Azimuth at tSouth Base, Keweenaw Foint.

.\ZIMrTlI OF LINE AZmi'TII J'CIST— XdRTII HASK.

[OlisciYcr, G. T. "Wisner. Inslrumeut, Troughton &, Simms 14-mch tbeodolito No. 1.1
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Azimuth at South Base, Keweenaio Point—Ooutiuiied.

star, date, ,.^:c.
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Azimuth at South Base, Keweenaw Point.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS. >

Aznrrxii ^F line azimutti post— north base.

Date.

1873.

July 23

25

2C

25

26

25

Star, &c.

Polaris, near East Elonga-

tion.

do

-do ,

4 Urs;r Minoris, near West

Elongation.

do

e Ursa' Minoris, near West

Elongation.

Position of
telescope.

Direct

Reversed .

Pevers'ed .

Direct

Keversed .

Direct

Direct

Reversed .

Direct

Reversed .

Reversed .

Direct

Number of
pointiugs at

—
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The azimuth mark was a light limited by a slit about one-fourth iuch wide in the box contain

ing the lant«rn, and l.Tojniles distant from the azimuth post.

The azimuth of the star for each observation was computed by the usual formula

. . sin t
tan A = T

s.
. -.,

cos cp tan —sin cp cos f

wherein A, t, and d are the azimuth, hour angle, and declination of star, respectively, and cp is the

latitude of the place. In the reduction, the dilferences between the individual readings on the

star and the mean of the readings on the mark for one position of the telescope were taken to

obtain individual results for azimuth of the mark.

The following tables give the individual and mean results for azimutih of mark from each star

for the separate nights. They are corrected for diurnal aberration, and give the azimuth of the

mark from Ford River trigonometrical station, the instrument being centered vertically over the

geodetic point of the latter. The individual results are affected by collimation, periodic and acci-

dental errors of graduation, and by errors due to instability of the theodolite during the interval

etween pointings to the star and mark.

Azimuth at Ford River,

AZIMUTH OF LINE FORD ElVBE— AZIMUTH MARK.

[Observer, G. Y. Wlsner. Instrument, Tronghton & Simms U-inch theodolite No. 1.]

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at Ford Kiver—Contiuued.

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at Ford River—Continued.

star, date, &o.
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Azimuth at Ford River,

SUMMARY OF KESl LTS.

AZIMUTH liV LINE FORD RIVER— AZIMUTH MARK.

Date.

1874.

Star, &c.

July 10 I
32Camelopardali3, neai'AVest

Elongation.

....do

-do .

Polaria, nearEaat Elongation

do

do

do

A UrsEe Minoris, near Upper

Culmination.

do

€ ljrsa3 Minoris, near West

Elongation.

do

Position of
telescope.

Direct

Reversed .

Direct

Heversed .

Direct

Reversed .

Reversed .

Direct

Reversed .

Direct

Direct

Reversed .

Reversed .

Direct

Direct

Reversed .

Reversed .

Direct

Reversed .

Direct

Direct

Reversed

Num'ber of
poiutings

—
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The first of the following tables gives the individual and mean results for azimuth of the mark
from each star for each night. The second table gives a summary of the results in the first table,

corrected for periodic error according to the formula given in Chapter XV, B, § 4. These results

are further corrected in the table for errors in the declinations taken from the American Bphemeris,

as explained in § 4. Weights proportional to the number of pointings to the star are assigned to

the means given in the last column of the first table, except for the result from d Urste Minoris.

The pointings to this star for telescope reversed were referred to station Fort Howard, and the

above-named result is found by applying the adjusted value of the angle at Bruce between Fort

Howard and the light-house, viz: 59° 49' 0o".85 (Chapter XV, C), to the azimuth of Fort Howard
computed from these pointings. For this reason the result from S TJrsx Minoris is given a weight

equal to three-fourths that indicated by the number of pointings.

Azimuth at Bruce.

AZIMUTH OF LINE BRUCE— LONG TAIL POINT LIGHT.

[Observer, A. E. Flint. Instrument, Eepsold theodolite No. 1.]

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at Bruce—Coutinued.

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at Bruce.

SUMMAKY OF RESULTS.

AZIMUTH OF LINE BRUCE—LOXG TAIL POINT LIGHT.

Date
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Azimuth at Minnesota Junction.

\7.\S\Vm OF LINE JIIXXE!SOT.\ .Tr'NCTION— AZIMUTH :MARK.

[Observer, A, ]t. Flint. Instrument, Kepsold theodolite No. l.J

Star, date, fco.
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Azimuth at Minnesota Junction—Continued.

star, date, ice.
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Azimuth at Minnesota Junction—Continued.

star, date, &o.
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Azimvth'at Minnesota Junction—Continued.

star, date, &o.
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Azimuth at Minnesota Junction—Continued.

star, date, &o.
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Azimuth at Minnesota Junction—Continiied.

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at Minnesota Junction—Continued.

star, date, &o.
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The next table gives a summary of the preceding table, the results in the sixth column being

corrected for periodic error by means of the formula given in Chapter XV, B, § 4. A correction is

also applied in this table on account of errors in the declinations taken from the American Bphem-
eris, as explained in § 4. Weights proportional to the number of pointings on the star are

assigned to the separate results.

Azimuth at Minnesota Junction.

SUMMARY OF KESULTS.

AZIMUTH OF LINE MINNESOTA JUNCTION— AZIMUTH MARK.

Date.
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The angle between the primary line Minnesota Junction -Horicon and the line Minnesota

Junction -Azimuth Mark was carefully measured with the instrument used in the azimuth work,

twenty-two combined measures of it being made, giving the mean value

20° 21' 27".:^75.

In the adjustment of the triangulatiou between Fond du Lac Base and the line Minnesota

Junction-Horicon, a weight unity was assigned to the mean value of an angle resulting from

twenty combined measures ; and the proba,ble error of the measured value of an angle of weight

unity, shown by this adjustment, is ±0".38. (Chapter XV, 0, § 7.) Assigning this probable error

to the above angle between Horicon station and the azimuth mark, there results for the azimuth

of the line Minnesota Junction -Horicon,

372° 30' 45".03±0"..50 west of south.

AZIMUTH AT "WILLOW SPRINGS.

§ 8. Azimuth determinations were made at Willow Springs station on the nights of October

2, 3, 4, and 5, 1874, by Assistant Engineer A. R. Flint. The instrument used was the Repsold

theodolite No. 1. It was mounted vertically over the geodetic point of the triangulatiou station

on a heavy oak post. The stars observed were </, 3, and A Ursse Minoris and 51 Cephei. The
method of observation was precisely the same as that followed at Minnesotar Junction (§ 7). Time
was given by a chronometer. The azimuth mark was a light limited by a vertical slit about one-

fourth inch wide in the box containing the lamp, the mark being about 1 mile distant from the

azimuth post. The observations were reduced in the same manner as those made at Minnesota

Junction, and the following tables give the results arranged in the same form as those shown in

§ 7, to which reference may be made for a more detailed explanation. The mean result for a star

given in the fifth column, however, is here corrected for diurnal aberration.
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Azmvth at Willow Springs.

AZIMUTH OF LINK WILLOW SPHINGS— AZIMUTH MARK.

[Observer, A. E. Flint. Instrument, Kepsold theodolite No. 1.]

Star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at Willow Sprinf/s—Continued.

Star, (late, &c.
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Azimuth at Willoiv Springs—Oontiiiued.
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Azimuth at Willow Springs—Coutiuued.

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at Willow Springs—Continued.

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at Willow Springs—Continued.

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at WiUoio Springs—Continued.

star, date, &c.
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The next table gives a summary of the results in the preceding. The results for azimuth of

mark in this table have each been corrected for periodic error by the formula given in Chapter

XV, B, § 4. They are also corrected for the errors in the declinations taken from the American

Ephemeris, as explained in § 4. They still involve sucli residual errors as are not eliminated by

reversal of telescope, as may be due to inaccurate indications of the striding level, and such as arise

from instability of the instrument or its support between the pointings to the star and to the mark-

As may be seen from the readings on the azimuth mark, the coUimation of the instrument remained

very steady or changed very slowly during any night, and its effect must therefore have been well

eliminated by the reversals. The corrections for inclination of telescope axis were nsually small

;

the maximum correction was 6".6, and the average, 2".l.

Azimuth at Willow Springs.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

AZIMUTH OF LINE WILLOW SPRINGS— AZIjMUTH MARK.

Date.

1874.

Oct. 2

3

4

2

3

4

5

Star, &c.

Polaris, near East Elongation .

do

do

6 UrsieMinoria, near West Elonga-

tion.

do

-do.

do.

51 Cephei, near East Elongation .

,

do

do

do

A IJrsas Minoris, nearWest Elonga-

tion.

, do

-do.

Position of tel-

escope.

Direct

Reveised .

Direct

Reversed .

Direct

Reversed -

Direct

Reversed .

Direct

Reversed -

Direct

Reversed .

Direct

Reversed ,

Direct

Reversed -

Direct

Reversed .

Direct

Reversed .

Direct—
Reversed .

Direct

Reversed .

Direct

Reversed .

Direct

Reversed .

!N"uinber of
pointings—

To
mark.

To
star.

Azimuth.
Declina-
tions from
American
Ephemeris.

295 02

29.01

27.68

29.93

26.96

26.31

28.80

30. 5 J

27.28

30.31

27.96

28.50

27.31

28.09

27.63

Reduction to Auwers'
declinations.

dA
dS

-L32

-1.32

-1.32

-1-1.35

-1-1.35

-HI. 35

-(-1.35

-1.35

-1.35

-1.35

-L35

-fl.35

-fl. 35

-1-1.35

4-0.04

-1-0.04

-1-0.04

+0.32

+0.32

+0.32

+0.32

+0.21

+0.21

+0.21

+0.21

+0.59

+ 0.59

+0.59

-0.05

-0.05

-0.05

+0.43

+0.43

+0.43

+0.43

-0.28

-0.28

-0.28

-0.28

+0.80

+0.80

+0.80

Corrected
azimuth
of mark.

o /

293 02

28.96

27.63

29.88

27.38

26.74

29.23

30.98

27.00

30.03

27.68

28.22

28.11

28.89

28.43

Weighted mean 295° 02' 28". 511 ±0". 223

Assigning equal weights to the individual results in the last table, their mean is

2950 02'28".51±0".22,

the probable error being derived from the discrepancies between the individual results and their

mean. This is the azimuth of the mark from the azimuth post or Willow Springs station. In the
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measuremeut of the angles of the primary triangulation at this station, the direction of the azimnth

mark was determined by the following angles:

Military Academy — Willow Springs — Azimuth Mark.

Azimuth Mark—Willow Springs — Lombard.

Shot Tower— Willow Springs — Azimuth Mark.
Azimuth Mark — Willow Springs — Shot Tower.

The adjusted value of the last of these angles is

289° 27' 12".73

(see Chapter XVI, C). The weight assigned to the observed value of this angle in the adjustment

is 1, and the probable error of an observed angle of weight 1 shown by this adjustment is ±0".44

(Chapter XVI, C, § 11). The probable error of this, angle is somewhat less after adjustment than

before, but is not as small as the probable error of an adjusted angle of average weight, inasmuch

as it does not enter directly into so many equations of condition. It will be sufficient if we assign

AzO"A4: as its probable error. There results for the azimuth of the triangle-side Willow Springs —
Shot Tower,

324° 29' 4l".24±0".49 west of south.

AZIMUTH AT PARKERSBURG.

§ 9. Two series of azimuth determinations were made at Parkersburg station in the year 1879.

The first series was made during the nights of August 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, and 17, and during the

daj'S of August 11, 12, and 17. The second series was made during the nights of November 20,

23, 24, 25, and 29, and during the days of November 20, 21, 24, and 25. The observations were

made by Assistant Engineer A. E. Flint, with the Troughton & Simms theodolite Xo. 1. Time was

given by a chronometer. The stars observed were a, d, and ^ Drsae Minoris and 51 Cephei.* The
theodolite was mounted on a cut limestone post 5 feet long, 22 inches square, and set so as to pro-

ject about 2 feet above the surface of the ground. For the night observations the azimuth mark
was a light set vertically over a reference-point on the upper surface of a cut-stone post 3 feet long

and 1 foot square. The latter stone was set so that its upper surface was about 15 inches below

the ground surface, and it was about 2 miles distant from the theodolite, in a westerly direction.

The mark to which the day observations were referred was a target nailed to a tree, about II miles

distant from the theodolite, in an easterly direction. At the time of the first series of determina-

tions the stations in that part of the triangulation had not been erected, and for this reason the

azimuth could not then be referred to a triangulatiou-liue. In order to check any possible move-

ments of the observing-post and of the post over which the west mark was placed, stakes with

small-headed tacks set in their tops were driven about them, and careful measurements of the rela-

tive positions of the points of reference on the posts and the tacks were made. For the observing-

post seven such stakes were driven, four so that the heads of the tacks lay in the direction of the

west azimuth mark, and three so that the heads of the tacks lay in a line at right angles to that

direction. For the reference-post four stakes were set in such a manner that two lines defined by

the tacks intersected vertically over the point fixed on the stone. The target constituting the east

azimuth mark was referred to a spike driven into the base of the tree to which the target was

nailed. Early in November, in erecting the triangulation-station at Parkersburg, the observiug-

post was disturbed so as to change the azimuth of the line from it to the west refereuce-stone by

about 1". As this disturbance made the connection of the azimuth observed in August, with a tri-

angulation-line, depend wholly on the stability of the reference stakes, a second series of azimuth

determinations was ordered and made. When the tacks were examined, however, their relative

positions wercfound unchanged, and Assistant Engineer Flint, who made the examination, was of

the opinion that the position of the instrument in August could be redetermined within 0.05 inch.

In the November series the theodolite was set as nearly as possible in that position, which was

taken as the center also of the trigonometrical station. As no change in the positions of the

azimuth marks from August to November was indicated by their references above named, the direc-

tions of the lines from the theodolite to the marks are assumed to have been the same, respectively,

85 L S
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(luiiiig both scries of determinations. lu making the observations the following programme was
adliered to as nearly as circumstances would permit:

1. Eeading on mark.

2. Iteading on star, with corresponding chronometer time.

3. Level readings, direct and reversed.

4. Reading on star as above.

5. Reading ou mark.

6. Telescope transited and alidade revolved 180°.

7.' Reading on mark.

8. Reading on star.

9. Level readings.

10. Reading on star.

11. Reading ou mark.

This i)rogramme was then repeated in tbe reverse order. The readings on the mark for each

120°
star were the same during one night. On each night the circle reading was changed where

11 represents the number of nights intended for a series, being five for the August series and four

for the T^Tovember series. Observations were made each night to determine chronometer error.

The rednction of observations was performed in a manner similar to tiiat followed at West Base,

Sandusky, § 10. The coordinates of the stars were taken from the American Ephemeris for 1879.

In the following table the first column gives the star, date, and coordinates of star; the second,

the corrected sidereal times of observation; the third, the readings on the mark; the fourth, the

readings on the star; the flftb, the resulting angles between the star and the mark; the sixth, the

computed azimuths of the star at the times of observation; the seventh, the correction for inclina-

tion of telescope axis; the eighth, the resulting azimuth of the mark for each observation and the

means for each star; the ninth, the resulting azimuth of the mark for each star on correcting the

mean for aberration, run of micrometers, and periodic error when it is not eliminated in the mean
result for the several nights.

The lirst section of the table gives the observation* on the west azimuth mark, made at night;

and the second section of the table gives the observations on the east azimuth mark, made in the

day time.
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Azimuth at Parlcer^hurg.

I.—AZIMUTH (IF LINE PARKERSBDRG—WEST AZIMOTI-I JIARK.

[Observer, A. E. Fliut. Instrmnent, Troughton & Simms tbeodolite No. 1.]

Star, date, &c.
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I.

—

Azimuth at Parlcershurg—Continued.

Stiir, ilatf, &c.
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I.

—

Azimuth at Parlcersburti—Ooutinued.

star, date, &c.
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I.

—

Azimuth at ParTcersburg—Coutinued.

Star, (late, &c.
1
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I.

—

Azimuth ut Parlcersiurg—Continued.

star, date, &o.
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I.

—

Azimuth at ParTcershurg—Continued.

star, date, &f.
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I.

—

Azimuth at Parlcersiurg—Continued.

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at ParJcersburg.

II.—AZI^IUTII 01' THE LISTE PARKERSBUfiG— EAST AZIMUTH MARK.

Star, date, &o.
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II.

—

Azimuth at Parlcershurg—CoDtinued.

star, date, &c.
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Azimtitli tit Parlcershurg.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

I.—WEST AZIMUTH MARK.
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Azimuth at' Parkersbxrg—Summary of results—Continued.

I.—WEtir AZIMUTH -MAUK^Coiltiuued.

Date. star, &c._
Positiim of
telescope.

No. of pointings- Azimuth,
j

Eeduction to Auwers'
^ ^

Medina- Declinations. Corrected—
r - tionsfrom , ' azimuth of

To mark. To star.
American' dA ,, ,, '

mark
Ephemeris. ds

"Weiglit.

A6 AJ.

1879.
j

Nov. 25
I
6 I'rsic Minoris, near West

j

Direct

I Elongation. Reversed . .

.

29 do
I

Direct

Keversed . .

.

Aug. 12
j

A TJrsfe Minoria, near West Direct

' Elongation.
,

Reversed . .

.

16 do Direct

Reversed ..

17 do Direct

Reversed - .

.

Nov. 20 do Direct

Reversed . .

.

25 do
I

Direct

Reversed . .

.

29 do Direct

1
Reversed . .

.

29.97

33.16

34.51

r+].27 +0.29 +0.37

+1.27 +0.20 +0.37

+ 1.29 , +0.57 +0.74

Weighted mean 111° 32' 33".75J±0".189

II.—EAST AZIMDTH MAKK.

31.76
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The probable errors of tliese two results, as derived from the discrepancies between the individual

results and their weighted means, are rtO".l!» and it0".23, respectively. The former of these may
be considered the best value attainable for the probable error of the result for the west mark, but

the latter (±()".23) is probably too small for the result for the east mark, since this result depends

on observations to but one star, Polaris, which was observed at but one elougation, the eastern,

and one culmination, the lower. It will, therefore, be better to assign relative weights to the mean

results for the west and east marks proportional to the number of individual results to them

respectively. This gives to the latter a weight ^.times that of the former, so that the results, with

their probable errors, are as follows

:

(1) Azimuth of west mark, 111° 32' 33".75±0".19.

(2) Azimuth of east mark, 290° 06' 29".92±0".36.

These two azimuths were connected with the triangulation by the following angles, read by

Assistant Engineer Flint, with the same theodolite used in the azimuth work. (Chapter XX, C.)

The weights given are those of the observed angles.

West Azimuth Mark—Parkersburg—Denver, weight 1.

Denver—Parkersburg—Claremont, weight 1.

Claremont—Parkersburg—East Azimuth Mark, weight 1.

East Azimuth Mark—Parkersburg—West Azimuth Mark, weight 1.5.

West Azimuth Mark— Parkersburg—East Azimuth Mark, weight 1.5.

The iirst and fourth of these angles will be used in deriving the azimuth of the line Parkers-

burg— Denver. Their adjusted values are:

(3) East Azimuth Mark-Parkersburg-West Azimuth Mark, 181° 26' 03".51.

(4) West Azimuth Mark—Parkersburg—Denver, 31° 43' 41".74.

The probable errors of these angles are less after adjustment than before, but are not as small

as those of an average adjusted angle, since one of them (3) enters into but one equation of condi-

tion directly, and the other (4) into but two. In view of this, it will probably be best to assign to

them the probable errors of their observed values.

The adjustment of that portion of the triangulation to which these angles belong shows a

probable error of zlz0".32 for an observed angle of weight 1. Hence, there are obtained zlz0".26

and =l=0".32 for the probable errors of (3) and (4) respectively. Adding (3) to (2) gives

(5) lllo32'33".43 ±0".44

for the azimuth of the west mark as derived trom the east mark ; and combining (5) and (1) with

weights derived from their probable errors, the following weighted mean azimuth of the west mark

is obtained: 111° 32' 33".70 ±0".17. Adding to this the angle (4) whose probable error is ±0".32,

thei'e results for the azimuth of the line Parkersburg—Denver,

143° 16' 15".44±0".36 west of south.

AZIMUTH AT WEST BASE, SANDUSKY BASE-LINE.

§ 10. Azimuth determinations were made at West Base station, on the Sandusky base-line,

on the nights of September 13, 14, 17, 18, and 21, 1877, by Assistant Engineer G. Y. Wisner. The

instrument used was the Troughton & Simms 14-inoh theodolite No. 1. It was mounted on a

heavy wooden post set about 5 feet in the ground, and nearly on the line between East and West

Base stations, being 153.9 feet from West Base, and 0.447 inch northeast of the line joining the two

Base stations. The stars observed were a, <5, and A Ursse Minoris and 51 Cephei. Time was given

by Bond & Sons chronometer No. 255. The azimuth mark was a light set directly over the geodetic

point at East Base, about 3.8 miles distant. The observations were made according to the follow-

ing programme:
1. Two readings on the azimuth mark.

2. Four readings on the star with level readings.

3. Two readings on the mark.
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4. Eeversal of telescope, the pivots remaining on the same wyes respectively.

5. Two readings on the mark.

6. Pour readings on the star with level readings.

7. Two readings on the mark.

A second set of readings was then taken in the reverse order of this pi-ogramme. There

were thus obtained 16 results for azimuth of mark from each star observed on any date. The
circle remained in the same position throughout each night's work, but was set forward 24° on

each succeeding night.

In the reduction the differences between the individual readings on the star and on the mark
in the order of observation were taken to obtain individual results for the angle between the mark
and the star. The azimuth of the star was then computed for each observation thereon by the

formula
sin t

tan J.=
cos (p tan d— sin cp cos t

in which A, t, cp, d, are respectively the azimuth of the star at the time of observation, the hour-

angle, the latitude of the station, and the declination of the star. Prom these quantities and the

corresponding level corrections are obtained the results for the azimuth of the mark.

In the following table the first column gives the star, date of observation, and the coordinates

of the star as taken from the American Ephemeris ; the second, the corrected time of observation
;

the third, the readings on the azimuth-light ; the fourth, the readings on the star ; the fifth, the

observed angles between the mark and the star; the sixth, the computed azimuths of the star at

the times of observation ; the seventh, the correction for inclination of telescope axis ; the eighth,

the resulting azimuth of the mark for each observation ; the ninth, the mean result for the star.

The relative positions of the telescope are indicated by the letters D and E.
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Star, date, .fcc.

^[.zimut]i (it West Base, Sandunlcy.

AZIMUTH OF I.1XI-; AZIMUTH POST — EAST BASE, SANDUSKV.

[Olisi'ivcr, n. Y. Wisiicr. Instrument, Trougbton & Simms theodolite JTo. 1.

Time of Ob- ' Reading on Keading on 'betireenmark'
^''""''^ "^

^"^"^

Polaris, near East

Elongation, Sep-

tember 13, 1877.

a.=V' 14'"2.'5M

6=88° 39' 2-J".5

h. VI.

19 05
9.

•A.S

08 27. 8

09 15. 3

10 30. 8

18 30. 8

20 03. 8

21 13.8

22 27. 3

28 37. 8

30 03. 3

31 04. 3

32 19. 3

41 18. 8

42 54.8

44 00. 3

45 22. 8

mark.

R. 322 2S 21. 17

20.27
I

21.10 1

20.30

D. 142 28 20. 43

20.63

21. 50

22.70

K. 184 38 67. r>:i

39 04. 00

04.17

04.77

D.

D. 142 :s 23. 30

22.50

21.03

20.00

E. 322 28 20. 10

19.20

18.87

18.60

4 39 18. 50

21.90

21.50

20.93

D. 4 39 12.53

13.17

12.00

10.70

E. 184 38 35. 83

31.73

27^33

23. 03

Polaris, near East 18 58 25. 6
I

R. 346 34 26. 20 E. 208 44 64. 67

Elongation, Sep-
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Azimuth at West Base, Sandusky—Continued.

star, (late, cfec.
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Azimuth at West Base, SandusTcy—Continued.

star, date, &c.
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Azhmitli (It West Base, Sanilunky—CoBtinued.

star, date, &c.

51 Cephoi, near
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Azimuth at ^Yent Base, Sanduslty—Continued.

star, ilMti-, &!'.
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Azimuth at West Base^ Sandtislcy,

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

AZIMUTH OF LINE AZIMUTH POST— EAST BASK.

Date. Star, &c.

1877.

Sept. 13

Position of
telescope.

Polaris, near East Elongation .

do

do

!N"umber of point-
ings—

To markJ To star.

Direct

Keversed . .

.

Direct

Keversed . .

.

Direct

Keversed . . J

do
I

Direct
'

I

Keversed ... I

do r 1 Direct I

'' Keversed . .

.

13 STTrsasMinoris, near "West EloDga- Direct

I
tion. ' Keversed . .

.

14
I

do Direct

I

: Keversed . .

.

17 . do Direct

Keversed . .

.

Direct

Keversed . .

.

Direct

Keversed -.,

Direct

Keversed . .

.

Direct

Keversed ...

Direct

Keversed . .

.

Direct

Reversed . .

.

Direct

Keversed . .

.

X Ursse Minoris, nearWest Elonga- i Direct

tion.
I

Keversed . ..

do Direct

! Keversed . .

.

do ' Direct

Keversed

18
I

.... do

18 ' do

I

21 ' do

13 51 Cephei, near East Elongation .

do

do

18

21

13

14

17 !

-do .

.do .

21
I

Direct

Keversed .

.do
j

Direct. ...

! Reversed .

Azimuth,
Declina-

tions from
American
Epliemeris.

o /

319 36

Reduction to Auwers'
Declinations.

dA

41.70
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AZIMUTH AT TONAWANDA.

§ 1 1. j^zimutli tletermiuatious were made at Touawauda station on tbe niglits of Angnst 2-1,

L'5, 2(), 27, and 2S, 1875, by Assistant Engineer G. Y. Wisner. The instrument used was Troughton

& Simras 14-incli theodolite No. 1. It was mounted on a solid wooden post setrSJ feet in the ground,

and nearly on the line between Tonawanda station and the azimuth-mark, being 0.05 foot north of

that line and 30.34 feet from the geodetic point. The stars observcid were r/, d, and H TJvs'm Minoris,

and 51 Cephei. On the first three nights observations were made in the following order for each star

:

1. s readings to azimuth light.

'2. 8 readings to star with 3 level readings.

3. Reversal of telescope.

4. 8 readings to star with 3 level readings.

5. .s readings to azimuth light.

On tlie last two nights the programme was changed to the following, which gave two reversals

during the observations on each star and diminished the interval between pointings to the star

and mark: pointings to mark, to star, level readings, pointings to star, to mark, reversal, pointings

to mark, to star, level readings, pointings to star, to mark—two consecutive pointings being made

to each object—this comprising one-half the programme. The circle remained in the same position

throughout each night's observations, but was changed in position on each succeeding night, the

readings of microscope A on the azimuth-mark being in order 187°, 172°, 217°, 257°, 297°. Time

was given by Bond & Sons' chronometer No. 206. The azimuth-mark was a light limited by a

vertical slit ^ inch wide, in a box fastened firmly on a post set in the ground l..''> miles distant from

the azimuth-post.

In the reductions for a part of the observations, the differences between the azimuth of the star

at the times of observation and at elongation were computed, and these differences were applied

to the circle readings on the star, to give the corresponding readings for azimuth of the star at

elongation. The mean of these readings for one position of the telescope, subtracted from the mean
of the corresponding readings on the mark, gives the horizontal angle between the star at elonga-

tion and the mark. In the reduction of the rest of the observations the circle readings on the star

were reduced to the pole, the mean of these reduced readings for one position of the telescope, sub-

tracted from the mean of the corresponding readings on the mark, giving the horizontal angle

between the mark and the i»ole.

In the first part of the table following, the first column gives the date of observation, the star

observed, and its right ascension, declination, and azimuth at elongation, the latter being denoted

by A , and including the correction for diurnal aberration; the second gives the readings on the

mark for each position of the telescope and their means ; the third gives the readings on the star,

reduced to elongation, for each position of the telescope and their means; the fourth gives the

mean angles between the mark and the star at elongation for each position of the telescope and

their means; the fifth gives tbe result from each star for azimuth of the mark. In the latter part

of the table, the first column gives the date, star, and its coordinates; the second, the readings

on the mark; the third, the readings on the star reduced to the pole; the fourth, the angles

between the mark and the. pole for each position of the telescope and their means; and the fifth,

the resulting azimuth of the star, corrected for diurnal aberration. The position of the telescope

is indicated by the letters D and R.
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Aziiinith at Tonawanda.

AZIMUTH OF LINE AZIMUTH POST— AZIMUTH MARK.

[Observer, G. Y. "Wisner. Instrument, Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1.]

Star, date, &o.
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Azimutli at Tonawanda—Continued.

star, (late, &o.
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Azimuth at Tonaioanda—^^Gontiuued.

star, date, &o.
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Azimnth at Tonawanda—Continued.
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Azimuth at Tonawandev-^Continaed.

star, date, .fee.
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Azimutli at Tonaicanda—Continued.

star, date, &.c.
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Azimuth at Tonau-anda—Continued.

star, date, &o. Readings on mark.
Readings on star
reduced to elon-
gation.

Angle between
mark and star
at elongation.

Result for star.

A Ursse Minoris, near West

Elongation, August 27,

1875.

0=19' 49" 19'.49

8=88° 55' 59".77

^c=178° 32' 29". 00

297 25 08. 87

08.80

09.10

0a23

D. 240 39 46. 63

47.30

45.65

45.74

Means

.

08.62 46.33 56 45 22. 29

R. 117 25 06. 60

07.43

05.63

06.90

Means. 06.64

R. 117 25 06. 90

06.87

08.37

08.23

Means.. 07.59

D. 297 25 09. 83

08.90

08.23

08.50

Means.

Mean .

.

08.87

R. 60 ;
I 45. 45

46.09

45.14

45.01

45.42 21.22

R. 60 39 46. 18

45.53

44.33

22.60

D. 240 39 47. 10

45.25

44.69

45.41

45.61 23.26

66 45 22. 34 235 17 51. 34

Star, date, Sec. Readings on mark. Readings on star
reduced to pole.

Angle between
mark and pole.

Result for star.

S TJrssB Minoris, near "West

Elongation, August 24,

1875.

a=18i'12»38'.95

6=860 36'35".25

7 24 04. 67

04.23

04.93

03.67

03.97

03.83

03.43

03.67

312 06 15.61

12.03

14.05

13.75

15.00

13.12

13.01

13.43

Means.. 04.05 13.75 55 17 50. 30

R. 187 24 02. 93

02.67

03.33

03.73

02.73

01.80

02.33

03.17

132 06 11. 61

09.59

09.39

08.50

08.51

09.98

10.39

10.54

Means.

Mean..

02.84 09.81 53.03

55 17 51. e 235 17 51. 97
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Azimuth at Tonawanda—Continued.

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at Tonawanda—Couthuied.

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at T(maw(in<}<(—Continued.

star, (late, ^c.

51 Cepliei, iieai' East Elon-

gation, August 27, 1875.

„_6h 4in, 19.,30

6=87° 13' 56". 63

Readings on mark.
Readings on star \ Angle between
reduced to pole,

i

mark and pole.
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mark. The greatest and least intervals of time between the first pointing to the iiiark and the

last pointing to the star imd vice versa, on the first three nights, wpie res])eotivel,v 2U minutes

and 12 minutes, the average interval being about 17 minutes, so that the stability of the instru-

ment and its support was assumed for abont 8 minutes. There being two reversals and fewer

readings to mark and star in a set on the last two nights, the stability of the instrument was

assumed for a much less time. The corrections for inclination of telescope axis were generally

not large, the maximum being 9".87 and the average 3". 73. The micrometers were thoroughly

adjusted for error of run before any observations were made, and readings we;e made each night

to test their stability.

Azimuth at Tonawanda.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

AZIMUTH OF LINE AZIMUTH POST— AZIMUTH MAEK.

Date.

1875.

Aug. 24

25

26

27

28

24

25

26

27

Star, &c.

Polaris, near East Elongation

.

do

do

do

.... do

fiUrsas Minoris, near West Elonga-

tion.

...;-do

-do

-do .

-do .

Kumber of point,
ings—

Position of
telescope.

Azimuth.
Declina-

tions from
I

I American
i To mart, i To star.

!
Ephemeris

25

26

27

28

24

25

26

27

28

Direct

Reversed - -

Direct

Reversed .

.

Direct

Reversed . .

,

Direct

Reversed . .

.

Direct

Reversed . .

.

Direct

Reversed . -

.

Direct

Reversed . .

.

Direct

Reversed .

.

Direct

Reversed . . -

Direct

Reversed . . -

Direct

Reversed . .

.

Direct

, Reversed - -

.

do ' Direct

Reversed . .

.

, do Direct

Reversed - -

.

do Direct

Reversed . .

.

A TJrsse Minoris, nearWest Elonga- !
Direct

tion. I

Reversed-...

do '. 'Direct

I

Reversed . .

.

do
I

Direct

Reversed . . -

do Direct

i Reversed . . -

do ' Direct

'. Reversed . .

.

24 ' 51 Cephei, near East Elongatiori .

-do.

52.69

5%U

52.82

50.30

51.63

61.97

51.78

52.06

52.63

51.83

51.07

51.83

51.87

52.63

52. 84

51.67

48.54

49. 82

51.51

51.19

Reduction to Aiivrers'
Declinations.

dA
dS

AA

—1.37

-1. 37

-^1.37

—1.37

-1.37

+0.04

+0.04

+0.04

+0.04

+0.04

+ 0.31

+ 1.38 -1-0.31

+1.38
;

+0.31

+1. 38 I +0. 31

+1.38 '

-hO. 31

-1.37

—1.37

—1.37

-1. 37

—1. 37

+ 1.39

+ 1.39

+ 1.39

+ 1.39

+ 1.39

+0. 20

-1-0. 20

+ 0.20

+ 0.20

+0.20

-f 0. 59

—0.05

—0.05

-0.05

—0.05

-0.05

+ 0.43

+0.43

+0.43

+0.43

+0.43

-0.27

—0. 27

—0.27

-0.27

-0.27

+0.82

Corrected
azimuth of

marlc.

+0.69 I +0.82

+ 0.59
i

+0.82

+ 0.59
I

+0.82

+0.59
I

+0.82

235 17

52.64

62.09

52.77

50.25

51.58

52.40

52.21

52.49

53.06

52.26

50.80

61.56

61.60

62.36

62.57

52.49

49.30

50.64

52.33

52.01

Weighted mean 235° 17' .51". 873 ± O". 142
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Assigiiinj^' oqaal weights to the individual rcsiiUs in the last table, their mean is 2:'>~P 17' 51".873

rt0".14-!, the probable error being derived from the discrepancies between the individual results

and their mean To reduci' this azimuth to the azimuth of the line Tonawanda— Azimuth Light,

the following eorrections must be applied : For position of instrument, —1".136; for convergence of

meridians between the observing-post and station Tonawanda, —0".'229, making the azimuth of the

line Tonawanda— Azimuth Light, 235° 17' r)()".208±0".142.

To refer this azimuth to the primary triangulation line Tonawanda— Bufi'alo Plains, the angle

between the azimuth light and a similar light placed on Buffalo Plains station was read on two

nights, 20 combined results being obtained, giving an angle of 79° 04' r)()".403±0".182.

The probable error assigned to this angle is the i)robable error of an observed angle of weight

1 in this section of the primary triangulation as shown by the adjustment. (See Chapter XVIII,

C, § 5.) Combining this angle with the above azimuth, there results as the azimuth of the line

Tonawanda — Buffalo Plains,

314° 22' 40".61±0".50 west of south.

AZIMUTH AT NORTH BASE, SANDY CKEEK.

§ 12. Observations for a primary azimuth at Xorth Base (Sandy Creek base-line), were made

by Assistant Engineer G. Y. Wisner on the nights of September 13, 14, 18, 20, and 21, 1874. The

instrument used was the Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1. It was mounted on a large pine

post set iirmly in the ground. The same post was subsequently used to support a zenith-telescope

in latitude determinations. (See Chapter XXIII, § 19.)

The method of observation was substantially the same as that followed at Eord Eiver station

and described in § 5. The stars observed were «, '), and ^ Ursai Miuoris, and 51 Cephei. Time was

taken from a chronometer. The reference-mark was a light jdaced at South Base station, about

three miles distant. The light was limited by a narrow vertical slit in the box containing the lamp.

In the reduction the observed readings on the azimuth circle for pointings to the star, corrected

for inclination of telescope axis, were increased or decreased by the small computed angle between

the vertical planes through the star at the instant of observation and at elongation, giving

thus the corresponding readings on the circle for star at elongation. The differences between

the means of the readings on the mark and on the star at elongation for the direct and

reversed i)ositious of the telescope, give two results for the horizontal angle between the star at

elongation and the mark; and the mean of these results gives this angle as nearly as may be, free

from the error of coUimation, Adding to the latter angle the azimuth of the star at elongation pins

tlie correction for diurnal aberration, the azimuth of the mark results. The following table gives

the individual and mean readings on the mark and star' the mean results from the different stars

for each night, &c. The coordinates of the stars given in the first column are taken from the

American Ephemeris. The azimuth of the star at elongation, denoted by A , is corrected for diur-

nal aberration. The relative positions of the telescope are indicated by the letters D and E. It

should be observed that the means of the readings on the mark for telescope D and E do not give

a reliable measure of the error of coUimation. This arises from the fact that the telescope must be

raised out of its wyes by hand in reversal, an operation which, on account of tlie weight of the tel-

escope, is very likely to disturb the instrument in azimuth.
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Azimuth at North Base, Sandy Greelt.

/ /

AznraxH of line azimuth post— azimuth mark.

[Observer, Gr. Y. "Wisner. Instrument, Troughton & Simms theodolite No. 1.]

Stai', date, &c.

Polaris, near East Elonga-

tion, September 13, 1874.

a=li' 13" 14'.2

«=88o 38' 19".2

Ap=181°52'57".13

Readings on mark.
Headings on star Angle between
reduced to elon-

^

mark and star
gation.

I

at elongation.
Result for star.

R. 14 47 55. 5

56.1

56.2

E. 199 31 15. 98

15.76

19.23
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Azimuth at XortJi Base, Saiich/ Creel'—Continued.

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at North Base, Sandy Greek—Continued.

star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at North Base, Saiidif Greek—Couthiued.

Readings on star
;
Angle between

Star, date, &c.
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Azimuth at North Base, Sandy Greek—Continued.

star, date, &o.
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Azimuth at North Base, Sandy Creelc.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

AZIMUTH OF THE LINE AZIMUTH POST— AZIMUTH MARK.

Date.

1874.

Sept. 13

14

21

14

18

20

21

18

20

21

18

20

21

Star, &o.
Position of
telescope.

Polaris, near East Elongation
|

Direct . .

.

Keversod

, do Direct . - -

Reversed

do
[

Direct ...

Reversed

STJrsaeMinoris, near"WestElonga- ' Direct...

tion.
i

Reversed

do [
Direct ...

Reversed

do

.do .

51 Cephei, near East Elongation .

.do .

-do .

A TJrase Minoris, near WestElonga-

tion.

do :

.do ,

Direct
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CHAPTBK XXV.

LONGITUDES.

LONGITUDE OF DETROIT.

§ 1 . In 1871 a telegraphic determination of the difference of longitude of the east transit pier
in the Lake-Survey Observatory at Detroit, built in 1871, and the Naval Observatory at Washing-
ton, was made.

The observer at Detroit was Assistant O, B. Wheeler, with a 43-inch Troughton & Simms transit

and Bond & Sons sidereal clock 184, while Professor J. E. Eastman observed at the Naval Observa-
tory with the old transit instrumeat and the mural clock. Professor Eastman's results are given
in the Lake-Survey Eeport for 1872, and those of Assistant O. B. Wheeler, with the resulting longi-

tude, in the Lake-Survey Report for 1871 ; but as this longitude was deduced from a preceding pre-
liminary reduction of the Washington observations by Professor Eastman, it needs a small correc-

tion for the change in Professor Eastman's results, which correction will be given later. The wire-

intervals and the inequality of pivots of the Detroit instrument were redetermined. On May 19
and 24 there were repeaters in the circuit at Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia, with
829 miles of wire. On the 23d there were repeaters at Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh,
and Philadelphia, the length of this route being about 1250 miles.

Clock-signals, which were registered on chronographs at both Detroit and Washington, were
exchanged on three nights, and clock-errors were determified on the same nights.

After the observations Assistant Wheeler visited Washington and determined his personal

equation with reference to Professor Eastman, on three nights, each observer noting the transit of

stars over a portion of the wires of Professor Eastman's instrument, the observers alternating with
reference to the wires. The not very concordant results were

:

1871. s. s.

August 9. E.-W.= -0.036 ±0.016
August 10. E.-W.= +0.002±0.006
August 11. E.-W. = -f 0. 057 ± 0. 008

Combined with weights derived from their probable errors, these results give E.—W.=+ 0^017.

The -f- sign signifies that W. observed the transit of a star earlier than E.

The following table, in which Assistant Wheeler's reduction of the Detroit observations, given
in the Lake-Survey Eeport for 1871, and Professor Eastman's reduction of the Washington observa-

tions, given in the Lake-Survey Eeport for 1872, are used, shows the result of each night's work:

Date.

I
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If the discrepancies in the results of the different nights alone be considered, a probable error

of not less than O'.OS mast be assigned, and if the uncertainties in the relative personal equation

be included the total probable error may reach 0^0G.

In Washington Observations for 1872, a value less by 0.01 is given for the difference of longi-

tude between Washington and Detroit. The difference arises from two causes

:

1. The value for relative personal equation of the two observers is neglected in the Washing-

ton Observations, while it is included in this reduction, since, although it is not a precise value, it

is the best available.

2. The Washington Observations, 1872, give clock-errors depending on star-places from the

American Xautical Almauac, with certain corrections applied. Professor Eastman's reduction,

published in the Lake-Survey Report for 1872, used the places given in the American Ephemeris

without corrections, and the reduction of the Detroit w^ork used the same places. As many stars

were observed in common at Detroit and Washington, common places must be used. Hence, the

reduction by Professor Eastman of the Washington work in the Lake-Survey Report of 1872 has

been adopted instead of that in Washington Observations of 1872. The correction for personal

equation omitted in the Washington Observations for 1872, being 4-0^02, and that to reduce its

results to those from star-places given in the American Ephemeris being—0^03, their sum,— 0^.01,

applied to the difference of longitude of Detroit and Washington, given in Washington Observa-

tions for 1872, namely, 21'" 00M6, gives the value which is adopted above, namely:

East pier of Lake-Survey Observatory of 1871 , west of dome of Naval Observatory, 24"'00'.15rt 0^.0(5.

There are three not very precise checks on this value. In the Lake-Survey Reports for 1877

and 1878 are given the determinations of the longitude of Cairo, 111., and Memphis, Tenn., from the

Lake-Survey Observatory, there being two nights of exchange of signals for each place. The

results are:

Lake-Survey transit post, Cairo, 111., west of Detroit 24™ 26".87

Lake-Survey transit post, Memphis, Tenn., west of Detroit 28"" 01'.03

The Coast Survey has also determined the longitudes of points in Cairo and Memphis, the

results furnished by the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, by letters of March 11 and 16, 1880,

being:

Cairo west of Greenwich S^ 56" 40».99

Memphis west of Greenwich 6'^ GO'" 13s2

Subtracting from each the difference of longitude of Washington and Greenwich, namely,
gh Qgm 128.09, and from the first 3^.09, and from the second —0^.07, to derive the longitudes of the

Lake-Survey transit posts from those of the Coast Survey at Cairo and Memphis, there result

from the Coast-Survey determinations

:

Lake Survey transit post, Cairo, west of Washington ,
48™ 25',81

Lake- Survey transit post, Memphis, west of Washington 52™ 01M8

Applying to these quantities the differences of longitude between these transit posts and De-

troit, given above, there result other values of the longitude of east transit post of Lake-Survey

Observatory of 1871, from dome of Naval Observatory, Washington, namely:

Detroit west of Washington (via Cairo) 23™ 59^94

Detroit west of Washington (via Memphis) . ._. 24™ 00M5

As the data furnished by the Superintendent of the Coast Survey are uncorrected for personal

equation, the results may be slightly changed hereafter.

In 1861 (see Lake-Survey Report, 1861), the difference of longitude of Ann Arbor and Detroit

was determined by six nights' exchange of telegraphic signals as 2™ 43^30, the observers at

Detroit being Lieutenant O. M. Poe and Assistant James Carr. In 1864 it was again determined

(MS. Lake-Survey Report, 1865), by three nights' exchange of telegraphic signals as 2™ 43=.17, the

observers at Detroit being Colonel W. P. Raynolds and Assistant S. W. Robinson. Personal

equation was applied in both cases. Taking the mean of the two results, we have 2™ 43^23.

Applying the correction (—0^.127), to reduce the old transit post to the east transit post of Lake-

Survey Observatory of 1871, there results:
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m. 8.

East transit post, Lake Survey Observatory, 1871, west of Ann Arbor. — 2 43. 10

Ann Arbor west of Harvard Observatory (see Briinnow, Astronomical Notices, 27) . . +50 24. 21

Harvard Observatory west of Washington (see Coast-Survey Eeport for 1874) —23 41. 11

East transit pier, Lake-Survey Observatory, west of Washington 23 60. 00

Collecting these results we have

—

tti. s. a.

East transit pier, Lake-Survey Observatory, 1871, west of Washington (direct) 24 00.15±0.06

East transit pier, Lake-Survey Observatory, 1871, west of Washington (via Cairo) . . 23 59.94

East transit pier, Lake-Survey Observatory, 1871, west of Washington (via Memphis) 24 00.15

East transit pier, Lake-Survey Observatory, 1871, west of Washington (via Ann
Arbor and Cambridge) 24 00.00

There were two other determinations of the longitude of Detroit. One was by the way of

Quebec from Cambridge, in I860, there being exchange of signals on but one night between Wind-
sor and Quebec, personal equation not being determined. The resulting value of the longitude

was 0^.59 larger than that by the direct route given 'above. The other was in 1859 by way of Hud-
son Observatory, Ohio, Philadelphia, and Seaton Station, Washington, to Naval Observatory.

Personal equation was neglected for at least one of the step.s making up the route. The result

was 0".88 less than the value by the direct route given above.

The value obtained by the direct route to Washington, namely, 24™ 00^.15 ±0^.06 is adopted.

Adding to this the longitude of W^ashington west of Greenwich, 5'' 08™ 12^09±0*.05 (see Coast-

Survey Eeport, 1874) there results

:

East transit pier of Lake-Survey Observatory of 1871, west of Greenwich,

51^32™ 12%34±0%08

LONGITUDE OP NORTH BASE STATION, MINNESOTA POINT.

§ 2. In 1871 the longitude at North Base Station, near Duluth, Minnesota, was determined by

telegraphic exchange of signals with the Lake-Survey Observatory at Detroit. (See Lake-Survey

Eeport for 1872.)

At Detroit the observer was Assistant O. B. Wheeler, with a 43-inch Troughton & Simms
transit instrument, sidereal clock No. 186, and Bond chronograph No. 216. At Duluth it had been

intended that General Comstock should be the sole observer, but so much time was consumed by bad

weather and bad insulation of telegraphic lines, that he had to be replaced on June 26, before the

completion of the work, by Assistant G. Y. Wisner. The instruments at Duluth were WUrdemann
32-inch transit No. 15, sidereal clock No. 256, and chronograph No. 245. At both stations the

transits were mounted on stone piers. Wire intervals, pivot inequalities, and level values were

redetermined. Signals were sent by placing the Duluth and the Detroit clocks alternately in the

circuit, each clock recording its beats on the chronographs at both stations. On each night the

exchange of signals was preceded and followed by time determinations. The length of the

telegraphic line was 912 miles, repeaters being used at Chicago and Saint Paul.

The time determinations were reduced by least squares, the deviation, clock-error and clock-

rate being the unknowns. The following results were obtained:

Detroit and North Base— Difference of Longitude.

Date.
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Differences of personal equation between Assistant O. B. Wlieeler and General Gomstock, and

also between Assistant (1. Y. Wisner and General Coinstock, were determined. The method fol-

lowed was for one observer to note the transit of a star over the first tally of five wires, and tlie

other to note the transit over the last tally of five wires, the observers alternating in tallies used.

The following results were obtained. The minus sign prefixed to a value for personal equation sig-

nifies that the first-named observer observed the transit of a star earlier than the second:

Date.

1871.

OTnly 7

9

Ang. 3

4

June 21

22

24

Oljservers.

C.B.C.—O.B.W
do

do

do --.

C.B.C.— G.Y.W
do

do

Personal equation.

—0.007 + 0.015

-0.098 .+ 0.032

—0.071 + 0.010

-0.056 + 0.012

—0.091 ±0.029

-U. 181 + 0. 022

-fO. 005±0.026

In the Lake-Survey Eeport for 1872 mean results have been obtained by giving to the result of

each night's work a weight depending on the probable error of that night's work. But as the

discrepancies between results from different nights far exceed the probable errors derived from that

night's work, it must be concluded that the personal equation varied from night to night, and the

mean of the dift'erent night's results, attributing equal weights to each, will be a value more nearly

correct, and a better value of the probable accuracy c^ the result will be obtained by considering the

discrepancies between the results of each night's work and the mean of all nights' work than from

attributing to each night's work the accuracy which results from its own work ^lone. Taking, then,

the arithmetical mean of the results of different nights and computing its probable error from the

discrepancies between this mean and the separate nights' results, we have for adopted personal

equations,

C. B. O.-O. B. W.=-0.058±0.013

C. B. G.-G. Y. W.=-0.089±0.034.

From these values there results

—

G. Y. W.-O. B. W.=+o!o31±0.036.

AjDplying for June 15 the personal equation between 0. B. C. and O. B. W., and for June 26

and July 11 that between G. Y. W. and O. B. W., there results for difference of longitude of the

two instruments,
m. s.

June 15, 1871 31) 05.90

June 26, 1871 , 36 05.80

July 11, 1871 36 05.76

The mean of these values is SO"" 05^82.

The probable error of this mean, if derived from the discrepancies between it and the separate

results, would be less than ±0^03, but as the probable error in the personal equation of Assistant

O. B. Wheeler and Assistant Wisner reaches ±0^.036, the probable error in the result may reach

±0^05, giving 36"^ 05^82±0^05.

At Duluth the instrument was 0M43 east of primary station ISTorth Base, being east 150.1 feet

and north 110.2 feet from that station; so that we have station IS'orth Base west of east transit

pier of Lake-Survey Observatory, built in 1871,

SG-" 05^96=t0^05.
The details of this work can be found in Assistant O. B. Wheeler's report of the reduction,

published in the Lake-Survey Eeport for 1872.

LONaiTUDE OF STATION POKT HOWARD.

§ 3. A telegraphic determination of the difference of longitude between Fort Howard, Wis-

consin, and Detroit was made in 1864, on the nights of August 8, 10, and 13. The observer at
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Detroit on the first two nights was Colonel W. F. Eaynolds, and on the last night Assistant S. W.
Eobinson. The observations at Fort Howard were made by Professor 0. A. Young. At Detroit

the Troughton & Simms transit of 43-inch focal length and 3-inch objective, sidereal clock No. 184

and chronograph No. 216 by Bond & Sons were used. At Fort Howard WUrdemann transit

No. 15 of 31-inch focal length and 2J-inch objective, with Bond & Sons sidereal clock No. 256,

and chronograph No. 245 were used. The telegraphic circuit was continuous between the two sta-

tions, the distance being 526 miles.

The plan of observation followed was that of recording the transits of the same stars at the

two stations on both chronographs. In the reduction, the differences of the times of transit of the

same stars at the two stations, corrected for instrumental errors and rate of clock, were computed

from the Detroit chronographic record. These differences, when corrected for personal, equation

and wave and armature time, will give the difference of longitude. The following table gives these

differences for each night and each star, with their means for the separate nights. The probable

errors are deduced from the discrepancies between the means and the individual results.

Results for difference of longitude between Detroit and Fort Howard.

[Uncorrected for personal equation and wave and armature time.

J

Stars observed.

August 8.

Individual
results.

Besiduals.

August 10.

Individual
results.

Besiduals.

August 13.

Individual
results.

Eesiduals.

a VulpeculEB-

.

p Sagittse

p Aquilse

a^ Capricomi..

p Capricomi-.

a Delphini

fi Aquarli

12 Aquarii

f Cygni

( Capricomi .

.

( Aquarii

14 Peeasi

a Aquarii

e Aquarii

i Aquarii . . .

( Pegasi

A Aquarii

a Pegasi

y Piscium

K* Piscium

t Piscium

S Sculptoris . .

.

29 Piscium

y Pegasi

10 Ceti

fi Andromedas .

<!,' Ceti

e Piscium

e Ceti

1) Piscium

V Piscium

p Arietis

a Arietis

19 51. 598

51. 526

51. 487

51. 345

51. 287

51. 493

51. 584

51.248

0.017

.055

.094

.236

.294

.088

.003

.333

51. 796

51.331

51. 560

51. 330

51.441

51. 671

51. 671

51. 649

51. 820

51. 891

51. 831

51. 115

51. 763

.215

.250

.021

.251

.140

.090

.090

.068

.239

.310

.250

.46ti

.172

51. 650

51.739

51. 827

51. 583

.031

.158

.246

.002

51. 828

51. 722

.247

.141

19 51. 752

51. 647

51.B73

51. 883

51. 681

51. 552

51. 470

51. 823

51. 681

51. 773

51. 707

51. 749

51. 550

51. 593

51. 941

51. 806

51. 655

51. 687

51. 765

51. 536

51. 757

51.723

51. 455

51. 829

0.054

,061

.025

.185

.017

.146

.228

.125

.017

.075

.069

.051

.148

.105

.243

.108

.043

.011

.067

, .162

.059

.025

.243

.131

m. 8.

19 52. 057

51. 970

51. 837

51. 637

51. 566

51.397

51. 588

51. 586

51. 643

51. 838

51. 126

51. 470

51. 587

51. 605

51. 432

51. 332

51. 591

51. 955

51. 549

51. 378

51. 305

51.440

51. 411

51. 315

51. 578

51. 302

51. 770

51. 918

0.447

.360

.227

.073

.044

.213

.022

.024

.033

.228

.516

.140

.023

.005

.178

.278

.019

.345

.061

.232

.305

.170

.199

.295

.032

.308

.160

.308

Means and probable errors. 19 51. 581 ± 0. 227 19 51. f ± 0.017 19 51. 610
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At the time of making the above determinations, there were two intermediate stations in the

circuit, viz : A.nn Arbor and Chicago, observations being made at the former by Professor James 0.

Watson, and at the latter by Assistant O. B. Wheeler. The result for difference of longitude between

Ann Arbor and Detroit has been given in § 1. Among the different observers the following rela-

tive personal equations affecting the longitude now sought were determined

:

Eaynolds - Young . . = + 0.258 ± 0.022,

Young - Wheeler . . . = - 0.017 ± 0.024,

Wheeler - Eobinson. = - 0.005 ± 0.015,

Eaynolds - Robinson = + 0.093 ± 0.016,

the probable error of each being derived from the discrepancies between the individual and mean

values. The I _ > sign before the numerical value of any equation indicates that the first of the

Slater )

|. > than the second. These equations were all de-

termined at Detroit. The first two were determined partly by comparison of clock-errors obtained

when the observers used separate instruments and the same stars, and partly by comparison of the

mean times of transit over five or more wires reduced to the middle wire, obtained when the ob-

servers alternated in using the same instrument and in observing the same stars. The last two

equations were determined entirely by the second method just mentioned. For the first two the

Troughton & Simms and Wurdemann No. 15 transits were used, for the third Wtirdemaun No. 15,

and for the fourth the Troughton & Simms transit. Professor Young observed only with Wurde-
mann transit No. 15.

Table of results for personal equation.

Equation.
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ig™ 51^0 and for Xi, x^, Xz, and aPi, their observed values, there result the following equations

:

{y) -(a7i)=+0^839+/li, with weight i>i=(' 0^027)

[y) -(a;l)=+0^956+z)2, with weight j>2=r^j^()j;j,
J

(2/)+(a72)+(a;3)=^-0^632+43, with weight jp3=rQ;Q3Q^

('^i)^ ^. +A, with weight
_p4=(^o;()22J

{Xi)= +4, with weight j)5=( 01)24 )

(%)= +/)6, with weight i)6=(^0T015y

(*4)= +z)7, with weight i)7=fox)l6)

Xi+(Xi)+X2+{X2)+X3+{Xi)=Xi-\-{Xi)

{x,)+{Xi)+{x3)-{Xi)=-{i\\iS

In addition we must have

—

or

Substituting the value of {Xi) from this last equation in the seventh of the above equations and
solving so as to make [i)/f^J a minimum, there results

and hence
(2/)=+0^840±0^059,

^+(2/)=+19'° 51^840zt0^059.

The wave and armature time was computed from the differences between the two clock times

of transit of those stars whose transits at the two stations were recorded on bpth chronographs.

The difference between such differences for any star gives double the wave and armature time.

The results obtained are given in the table below, the separate values being weighted inversely as

the squares of their probable errors, which latter are derived from the discrepancies between the

individual values and their mean for any date.

Table of resultsfor wave and armature time.

Date.
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DIPFEEENCE OF LONGITUDE BETWEEN FOBT HOWARD AND ESCANABA, AND LONGITUDE OF

STATION FOBD EIVER.

§ 4. The differences of longitude between Fort Howard and Menomonee and Meuomonee and

Escanaba were determined telegraphically in 18G5, and the results were published in the Report of

the Chief of Engineers for 1866. Neither of these differences was corrected for personal equation,

and no precise data exist for making such correction. Their sum, however, or the difference of

longitude between Fort Howard and Escanaba, can be derived so as to give a good elimination of

personal equation as well as of wave and armature time.

In these determinations the two extreme stations, For^Howard and Escanaba, were each pro-

vided with a chronograph and sidereal clock made by Bond & Sons. Wlirdemann transit No. 1

was used at Fort Howard, and No. 15, by the same maker, at Escanaba. Each of these transits has

a focal length of 31 inches and an. objective 2.5 inches in diameter. At the intermediate station,

Menomonee, Pistor & Martins transit No. 1 of 24 inches focal length and 2.5-inch objective was

used. The transit-key of each observer was connected with the main circuit, so that the star tran-

sits at each station were recorded on both chronographs. The same list of stars was observed at

the three stations. Observations were made on the nights of August 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, and 22.

On the first three nights the observers at Escanaba and Fort Howard were Assistant O.B. Wheeler

and Professor C. A. Young, respectively. Wheeler and Young then exchanged stations and

observed at Fort Howard and Escanaba, respectively, on the last four nights. The observer at

Menomonee on each date was Assistant S. W. Robinson.

The results of the determinations are given in the following tables condensed from the account

of the work given by Assistant O. B. Wheeler in the Report of 1866 previously referred to. The
diiference for each night is the mean of the results computed from the two chrouographic records,

and is given a weight equal to the number of stars observed:

Fort Howard— Menomonee.

Date.
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It will be seen from these tables that the number of stars observed on any date was about the

same for each of the two differences Fort Howard— Menomonee and Menomonee—Escanaba. As
those observed were also mostly the same stars at the three stations, the half sum of the four

means in the table will give a result for the difference Fort Howard— Escanaba nearly free from

the errors of observation at Menomonee, and free from the relative personal equations between the

observers. The result thus derived makes the transit-post at Fort Howard west of the transit-

post at Escanaba 3™ 51^.81.

The data from which this result is derived do not afford a measure of its probable error. Judging

from similar work, however, such probable error may be safely estimated as not exceedingztO^.l.

The transit-post at Fort Howard was 6^36 east of the triangulation station. Applying this

correction and the longitude of Fort Howard triangulation station, given in §3, to the above differ-

ence, there results for the longitude of the transit-post at Escanaba, 15™59^86±0^12 west from

Detroit. The transit-post at Escanaba was 11^99 east of Ford River triangulation station. Hence
the longitude of Ford River is west of Detroit,

16" 11S85±0M2.
DIFPEBENOE OP LONGITUDE BETWEEN MARQUETTE AND ESCANABA.—LONGITUDE OF STATION

TRILOBA.

§5. The difference in longitude between Marquette and Escanaba was determined by the tel-

egraphic method in July, 1865. Each station was provided with a chronograph and sidereal clock.

Wurdemann transit No. 1 was used at Marquette and No. 15 at Escanaba, these instruments being

those described in §4. The same list of stars was observed at both stations, the star transits being

recorded on both chronographs. Observations were made on the nights of July 20, 21, 22, 27, 29, and

31. The observers were Assistants O. B. Wheeler and S. W. Robinson, Mr. Wheeler observing dur-

ing the first three nights at Marquette and during the last three at Escanaba, Mr. Robinson observ-

ing on the same dates at Escanaba and Marquette, respectively. The results of these determina-

tions were published in the Report of the Chief of Eugineers for 1866, from which the following

table of results is abridged. The result for each night is the mear computed from both chrono-

graphic records, the wave and armature time being thus eliminated:

Difference of longitude, Marquette—Escanaba.

Date.
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Hence the difference in longitude between the transit-posts at the two stations is 1" 35'.23± O'.Ol

.

Adding to this the longitude of the Escanaba transit-post, § 4, the longitude of the Marquette tran-

sit-post is west of Detroit, 0'^ 17™ o.)».09±0''.12.

The Marquette transit-post was situated on Thone's Hill, 28422.8 feet distant, bearing south
19° 46' 2S".65 cast of triangulation station Triloba. This requires a correction of -f9M7 to reduce

the above longitude to Triloba. The longitude of Triloba is, therefore, west of Detroit,

Oil 17n>44B.2e±0M2.

LONGITUDE OF WILLOW SPBINaS.

§ 6. The longitude of primary station Willow Springs was determined in 1876 by telegraphic

exchange of signals with the Lake-Survey Observatory at Detroit.

The observer at Detroit was Captain H. M. Adams. The instruments used were Buff& Berger

astronomical transit N"o. 2, with focal length of 39 inches, aperture of 3 inches, and eye-piece giving

a magnifying power of 87 diameters ; Bond & Sons sidereal clock No. 256; and Bond & Sons chrono-

graph No. 216.

The observer at Willow Springs (Mount Forest) was Lieutenant D. W. Lockwood. The instru-

ments used were Wiirdemann astronomical transit No. 1, with focal length of 31 inches, object-glass

2J inches in diameter, and eyepiece giving a magnifying power of 100 diameters; Negus sidereal

break-circuit chronometer No. 1524; and Bond & Sons chronograph No. 245.

At both stations the transits were mounted on stone piers, that at Willow Springs being 5716.1

feet distant, bearing north 38o 09' 01" west from the trigonometrical station, near the railway

station Mount Forest, Illinois, on the Chicago and Alton Eailway; and that at Detroit being the

east pier of Lake-Survey Observatory. The land within a radius of fifteen miles from Mount Forest

does not vary Irom the general level more than about 100 feet at any point. About 16 miles to the

northeast is Lake Michigan, with a low shore and a bottom gradually declining at a rate of about

75 feet in 10 miles.

Wire-intervals, inequalities of pivots, and level values for the Buff & Berger transit were de-

termined in the summer of 1876. Wire-intervals of the Wiirdemann transit were determined in

the wintei; of 1875-6, and inequalities of pivots and level values in the summer of 1875.

Observations for difference of time between Detroit and Mount Forest, Illinois, were made on

four nights in August, 1876, automatic clock and chronometer signals being sent with complete

time-determinations preceding and following according to a programme similar to that followed in

determining the difference of longitude between Detroit and Tonawanda. (See § 9.) The length

of the telegraphic line was about 300 miles.

The time-determinations were reduced by the method of least squares, the weights of the obser-

vation-equations being derived by the process explained in § 9, the value of £i being taken as

it 0^.049 and e from observations of equatorial stars as ± 0'.066, and weight unity being given to the

mean of eleven wires for equatorial stars. The coordinates of the stars used were taken from the

American Ephemeris, from the catalogue of "539 Sterne," Berlin, 1876, and from "General Bericht

Europaische Oradmessung," 1874, preference being given to the catalogues in the order named.

The following results for difference of time between Mount Forest and Detroit were obtained :

Detroit and Mount Forest.

Date.
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Assigning equal weights to the results for the separate nights, their mean is 0^ ig-^lS'.OSe

±0^017, the probable error being derived from the discrepancies between this mean and the iour
individual results.

The relative personal equation of Captain Adams and Lieutenant Lockwood was determined
by observations on two nights before the departure of the field-party from Detroit and on one night
after their return. The observations were made in the same manner as those in the longitude work,
each observer using the same transit that he used in the longitude work, the transits being set on
stone piers in meridians 5 feet apart, Lieutenant Lockwood's being the westerly one, and the ob-

servers working independently. The observations were reduced in the same manner as the field

observations, and the following results were obtained

:

Relative personal equation, Captain Adams and Lieutenant Lockwood.

Date.
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focal length of 39 inches, aperture of 3 inches, and eye-piece giving a magnifying power of 87

diameters; Bond and Sous sidereal clock ^^o. 256; and Bond and Sons chronograph No. 210.

The observer at Olney was Lieutenant P. M. Price. The instruments used were Wiirdemann
astronomical transit No. 1, with focal length of 31 inches, aperture of 2J inches, and eye-piece

j;iviug a magnifying power of about 100 diameters
;
Negus break-circuit sidereal chronometer No.

1524; and Bond and Sons chronograph No. 245. At both stations the instruments were mounted
on stone piers.

AVire-intervals, inequalities of pivots, and level values are those used in the reduction of the

observations for longitude of AVillow Springs, excepting the wire-intervals of the Bufi'& Berger

transit. The spider-thread diaphragm of that instrument was replaced by one of glass, in March,

1877, and the values of the intervals graduated thereon were determined at that time.

Observations for difFerence of time between Detroit and Olney were made on four nights in

July, 1870, automatic clock and chronometer signals being sent, with complete time-determina-

tions preceding and following, according to a programme in all respects similar to that followed in

determining the longitude of Tonawanda. (See §9.) Stars were selected from the American

Ephemeris, from "Mittlere iind Scheinbare Oerter von 539 Sterneu" for 1879, and from the "Gene-

ral Bericht Europaische Gradmessung" for 1874, preference being given to the catalogues in the

order named.

The time-determinations were reduced by the method of least squares, weights being assigned

to the observation-equations as in the reduction of observations for longitude of Willow Si)rings.

(See § 6.) The following results were obtained:

Detroit and Olney.

Diiference of obsei-red local sidereal times.

Bate.
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to the results for the separate dates their mean is— 0^002±0^036, the probable error being derived

from the discrepancies between this mean and the results for the seijarate nights. Applying the

known difference of longitude between the two instruments, ^-0^005, there results for the personal

equation between Captain Lockwood and Lieutenant Price, +0^003±0^036, which is to be added

as a correction to the observed difference of time between Detroit and Olney.

The position of the transit at Olney with reference to the spire of the "Immanuels Kircheder

Ev. Gemeinschaft," was determined by Lieutenant Price (1442.8 feet distant, bearingsouth 81o49' 04"

west from the spire), and the spire was located with reference to the main triangulation by obser-

vations from stations Parkersburg, Claremont, Check Base, and Denver. The reduction of these

observations places the observing-post at Olney 13^461 west of triangulation station Parkersburg.

The difference of longitude between Detroit and Parkersburg is then obtained by adding the

following terms

:

h. irh. s. s.

Observed difference of time between Detroit and Olney , 20 08. 482±0. 018

Eelative personal equation of observers + 0. 003=t 0. 036

Parkersburg east of Olney observing-post — 13. 461

There results, Parkersburg west of Detroit,

©•^ lO-" 53 .034±0 .040

Further details of this work may be found in the reports of Captain Lockwood and Lieutenant

Price, published in the Eeport of the Chief of Engineers for 1880.

LONGITUDE OP TOLEDO.

§ 8. The longitude of Toledo was determined in June and July, 1881, by telegraphic exchange

of signals with the Lake Survey Observatory at Detroit. The stone observing-post used at Toledo

was set near the north corner of Monroe and Michigan streets, and was 233.0 feet north and 239.7

feet west from a stone which marks the intersection of Monroe and Ontario streets. The land in

the vicinity of Toledo is low, flat, and marshy, a large part of the ground on which the city is

built being filled in. The observing-post, however, stands in the natural bed-clay. The instru-

ment at Detroit was set on the west stone pier in the Lake-Survey Observatory.

The observations were made by Assistant Engineers O. B. Wheeler and Thomas Eussell.

Bond & Sons sidereal clock ISo. 256 and spring-governor chronograph No. 216 were used at

Detroit, and Negus sidereal break-circuit chronometer No. 1524 and Bond & Sons electro-motor

chronograph No. 316 were used at Toledo. The transit used by Assistant Engineer O. B. Wheeler

was Wiirdemann No. 15, of 31-inch focal length and 2J-inch objective ; that used by Assistant

Engineer T. Eussell was Troughton & Simms transit No. 2, of 29-inch focal length and 2J-inch

objective. Wire-intervals were determined for a new set of wires inserted in Wiirdemann transit

No. 15 by Buff & Berger, in April, 1881, and were redetermined for Troughton & Simms transit

No. 2. Pivot corrections and level values were redetermined for Wiirdemann transit No. 15, and

for Troughton & Simms transit No. 2 the values found in 1875 were used, after testing their

accuracy by a few additional observations.

Observations for difference of time were made on four nights in June, 1881, by Mr. Wheeler

at Detroit, and Mr. Eussell at Toledo. The observers then changed places, taking with them their

transits and break-circuit keys, and observations were made on four nights in July, 1881, personal

equation and kindred instrumental errors being thus eliminated from the mean result for the eight

nights. Automatic clock and chronometer signals were exchanged between the observers on each

night of observation, preceded and followed by complete time-determinations, according to a pro-

gramme quite similar to that followed in determining the longitude of Tonawanda (§ 9). Stars were

selected and star-places were taken from "Mittlere und Scheinbare Oerter von 539 Sternen" for

1881, with the exception of two stars taken from the American Ephemeris by Mr. Eussell. The

length of the telegraph line was about 60 miles.

The time-determinations were reduced by the method of least squares, the weights of the obser-

vation-equations being derived by the process explained in § 9, the value of £i being taken as i 0^056

and e as ±0^08, and weight unity being given to the mean of eleven wires for equatorial stars.
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The following results for difiierence of time between the abserving-piers at Toledo and Detroit

were obtained

:

Detroit and Toledo.

O. B. WHEELEE, AT DETROIT. T. EUSSELL, AT TOLEDO.
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the following manner : By a secondary triangulation the longitude-post of 1881 was found to be
879.0 metres south and 650.5 metres west of the spire of Saint Mary's Church, situated on the cor-

ner of Michigan and Cherry streets, Toledo. From angles observed at stations Bedford and Cedar
Point, the spire of Saint ISIary's Church was found to be 17535.95 metres distant in azimuth 71° 05'

o6".-'7 from Cedar Point station. These coordinates give longitude-post of 1^81 28".ll west of

church spire, and church spire 11' 57".0.j west of station Cedar Point. Therefore, Cedar Point is

west of Detroit,

LONGITUDES OF TONAWANDA AND MANNSVILLE.

§ 9. The longitudes of primary stations Tonawanda and Manasville, New York, were deter-

mined, in 1875, by telegraphic exchange of signals with the Lake-Survey Observatory at Detroit.

The observer at Detroit was Lieutenant D. W. Lockwood. The instruments used were Wlirde-

mann astronomical transit No. 1, with focal length of 31 inches, object-glass 2J inches in diameter,

and eye-piece giving a magnifying power of 100 diameters ; Bond & Sons sidereal clock No. 256,

with break-circuit attachment; and Bond & Sons chronograph No. 216. The transit was mounted
on the east pier of the Lake-Survey Observatory.

The field observer was Assistant Engineer A. li. Flint. The instruments used by him were

Troughton & Simms astronomical transit No. 2, with focal length of 29 inches, object-glass 2J
inches in diameter, and eye-piece giving a magnifying power of about 80 diameters ; Negus sidereal

break-circuit chronometer No. 1524 ; and Bond & Sons chronograph No. 245.

Wire-intervals, pivot inequalities, and level values for both instruments were redetermined.

Observations were commenced on August 30, but owing to unfavorable weather were not com-

pleted until December 27, 1875. The programme included two nights' observations to determine

the relative personal equation between Lieutenant Lockwood and Assistant Engineer Flint ; ob-

servations to determine the difference of time between Detroit and Tonawanda; observations to

determine the difference of time between Detroit and Mannsville; and two nights' observations to

determine relative personal equation ou the return of Assistant Engineer Flint from the field. The
following programme was followed as closely as the weather would permit on each night of obser-

vations for difference of time, the saihe stars being observed at both stations, when possible:

Circumpolar star, reversed on, with level readings.

Equatorial stars, with level readings.

Reversal of telescope.

Equatorial stars, with level readings.

Circumpolar star, reversed on, with level readings.

Clock and chronometer comparisons in duplicate.

Circumpolar star, reversed on, with level readings.

Equatorial stars, with level readings.

Eeversal of telescope.

Equatorial stars, with level readings.

Circumpolar star, reversed on, with level readings.

Clock and chronometer signals were sent by placing the Detroit clock and the field chronome-

ter alternately in circuit, each for 2"' 20", two sets of signals being sent from each station.

The time-determinations were reduced by the method of least squares. For observations on

stars south of the zenith, weight unity was assigned to each equation resulting from a complete

transit over seven wires. The weight resulting from a transit over any other number of wires was

computed from the formula

..^'

P= ?
^'+n

where si is the probable error of culminatiou ; t, the probable error of an observed transit over a

single wire ; and n, the number of wires over which the star's transit was observed, ej was taken

as ±0'.056 from Appendix 12, United States Coast-Survey Report for 1872, and £ from observa-

72 L S
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tioiis of equatorial stars was found to be =t0^07

stars, -weights were computed by the formula

p'-.

For equations resulting from transits of polar

--P

in which e' is the probable error of an observed transit of a polar star over a single wire, and c and

p are the same as defined above, p being computed for », the number of wires over whicli the polar

star ^^'as observed. The coordinates of the stars were taken from the American Ephemeris for 1875,

and from the Catalogue of "529 Sterne," Berlin, 1875.

The relative personal equation of Lieutenant LockM'ood and Assistant Engineer Flint was

determined by observations on two nights before the departure of the field party and on two

nights after their return. , The method followed was that of observing the known difference in

position of adjacent meridians, each observer using the same instruments em])loyed by him in the

longitude work. The observations were made on the same programme and reduced by the same

method as the observations for difference of longitude. The field transit was set on a stone pier

5 feet west of the transit of Detroit Observatory. The following results were obtaiiied:

Relative personal e(ptaiion, Lieutenant Loclcwood and Assistant Engineer Mint.
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Giving equal weights to the results ou separate nights, their mean is 0''16"'38^72l±0".007,

the probable error being derived from the discrepancies between the mean and the results for the

separate nights.

The difference of longitude between Detroit and Tonawanda is then obtained as follows

:

h. m. a. s.

Observed difference of longitude 16 38.721 ±0.007

Eelative personal equation of observers + 0.136zb 0.011

Station Tonawanda west of observing-post — 0.028

There results, station Tonawanda east of Detroit,

O" 16" 38».829±0^013.

Four nights' observations for the difference of longitude between Detroit and Mannsville were

obtained. The transit at Mannsville was mounted on a stone pier distant 2070.2 feet from the

trigonometrical station on a true azimuth 68° 28' 24" west of south. West of the station the

ground declines with considerable irregularity until Lake Ontario is reached at a distance of about

eight miles, where it is about 400 feet below the station. The lake bottom declines at the rate of

about 18 feet in one mile until a depth of 225 to 250 feet is reached, and continues farther west at

about the same level. East of the station the ground is quite uneven, and at a distance of 80 to

100 miles the Adirondack Mountains are reached. The length of the telegraphic line was about

450 miles, being through Canada by way of Toronto and Kingston, with a repeater at Toronto.

The following results for the difierence of time between Detroit and and Mannsville were obtained

:

Detroit and Mannsville.

Date.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

ASTROXOMICAIi DETERMIXATIOXS OF OTHER THAN THE EUlSTDAMElSTAIj
POSITIO?^S FOR THE PRIMARY TRIAjSTGUIiATIOlSr.

§ J^. Prior to the adoption of the plan of obtaining a continuous chain of triangulation from

Duluth, Minn., to St. Regis, on the Saint Lawrence, many determinations of hititude and longitude

were made along the lakes which have not been given in Chapters XXIII and XXV. The positions

of many points were needed to check the accumulation of errors in the ordinary topographical

work, and to serve a^s fixed points in the projection of the charts of the lakes.

Latitudes were determined with the zenith-telescope, and the results have probable errors of but

a few tenths of a second. In the following table are given the principal data as to this latitude work

for all stations where the latitude-post was either permanently marked or was referred to a perma-

nent mark. Where this permanent mark was the marking stone of a primary triangulation station,

or was directly connected with one, the seconds of the geodetic latitudes derived from Chapter

XXVII, and the differences between the geodetic and astronomical latitudes are given. This dif-

erence is due in part or mainly to deviations of the vertical from the normal at the point to Clarke's

spheroid, which has been adopted for the geodetic computations. In the table are given (1) the

name of the station, (2) the dates, (3) the number of pairs of stars observed,- (4) the seconds of the

resulting latitudes for each night, and the seconds of the mean latitude (a result marked with a (t)

is the mean of the results obtained by giving to each night's result a weight proportional to the

number of pairs on that night, and a result marked with an (*) is derived by weighting the

result from each pair as in Chapter XXIII, § 3), (5) probable error of mean, (6) reduction to

permanent fixed point, (7) astronomical latitude of fixed point, (8) seconds of geodetic latitude of

fixed point, (9) the difference of the geodetic and astronomical latitudes, (10) observer, (11) instru-

ment, (12) data as to instrumental constants, catalogue of star declinations used, and description

of permanent fixed point, &c. In some cases the results for latitude differ from those originally

published in the reports of the Chief of Engineers for the various years, the differences being due

to more precise values of star-places and instrumental contants used in the later reductions.
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§ 2. Lougitudes other than those given ia Chcapter XXV were determined telegraphically for

the Lake Survey at many points along the lakes between 1863 and 1870. In this work personal

ecpiation was only occasionally eliminated. The methods were essentially the same as those

described in Chapter XXV, save that in some cases telegraphic signals were onl^' sent when the

same star crossed each wire of the instrument at the first and second station.

In the following table the first colnmn gives the name of the station whose longitude was
determined; the second gives the date of observation; the third, the number of stars observed in

common at both stations; the fourth, the observed difference of time between the two stations

oceuiiied; the fifth, the reduction to fixed point at each station; the sixth, the difference of time

between the station and Detroit; the seventh, the longitude of the station west of Greenwich, in

arc, derived by applying to the result in the sixth column, the longitude of Detroit west of Green-

wich (5'' 32'" 12».2J:); the eighth column gives the seconds of geodetic longitude computed through

the triangulation from the longitude observed at Fort Howard; the ninth, the discrepancy between

the geodetic and observed longitudes; the tenth, the names of the observers; the eleventh, the in-

struments used; the twelfth, data as to personal equation, catalogues used, points of reference, &c.

:
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§ «>. For convoiiioiicc of it't'ereiice, the results tor astroiioiuical latitudes aud longitudes given

in tliis cliaptev and iu Chapters XXIII and XXV will be collected in a single table arranged in

the order of latitudes. All longitudes depend on the longitude of the east i^ier of the Lake-Survey

Observatory of LS71 at Detroit, given iu Chapter XXV, § 1.

Table of Astronomiad Jj((fitudes (ind Lonc/itudct!.

station.

St. Iguacc, Ontario

Tip Top, Ontario

Isle Royale, Mich

Farqubar's Knob, Minn

Miehipicoten, Ontario

Gargantiia, Ontario

Copper Harbor (Fort Wilkins), Micli.

A^iilcan, Micb -

Mount Houghton, Mich

Sawteeth East, Minn

Who,il Kate, Mich

Outer Island, "Wis

Portage Entry, Mich

Crebassa, Midi

Eucbanan, Minn

Huron Mountains, !Micli

SiMitli r.nsc, Keweenaw Point, Mich. ..

Poicupiue Mountains, Midi

Wliitetish Point, Mich

Xcii lb Base, Miiiui sofa Point, Minn .

Brule Iliver, AVis

South Base, Minnesota Point, Minn . .

.

Aniiuieon, ^^^is ,

Grand Island, Mich

Thone's Hill, Mich

Jliiniuette, Mich

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich

Iroquois Point, Mich

Escanaba, Mich

Ford Piver, Mich

Burnt Bluff, Mich

Beaver Island, Mich

Cedar River, Mich

Eoclt Island, "VVis

Beyer's Bluff, "Wis

Door Bluff, Wis

Menomonee, Mich, (near Marinette,

"Wis.)

(rreen Island, "Wis

Thunder Bay Island, Mich

Saint Paul, Minn

Ogdensburg, N. Y
Clay Banks, Door County, "Wis

Frankfort, Mich

Ked "Wing, Minn

Fort Howard, "Wis

Kewaunee, "Wis

Deadwood, Dak

Manistee, Mich

Yalley Junction, Wis

Details
Latitude. Longitudi'. ' given on

page—

47 28. 65 I - - -

.

16 2.5,78 ....

07 55.22 [....

52 35. 27 . .

.

45 20. 68 .....

34 38.80 j....

28 03.15 I..-.

26 44.58 ....

24 15.83 ....

23 09. 00
j
. . . -

04 18.12 |....

04 14.51 I....

58 47.72 I....

58 41.21 1....

56 24. 45 ! . . .

.

52 53. 07
j

. . .

.

52 22. 35 ....

47 03. 80
j

. . .

.

46 17. 62 I....

45 2«. 32 I 92

46 211.11 ...

42 61. 42

41 36. 32

33 30. 77

32 54. 53

30 10. 20

29 04. 84

44 35. 05

41 05. 34

41 03.88

34 28. 78

25 43.13

25 35. 49

25 09. 30

17 4.'".. 69

45 06 12. 78

45 03 24. 80

45 02 17. 27

44 56 42. 90

44 41 53. 19

44 41 19. 45

44 38 53. 06

44 33 44. 64

44 30 30. 28

44 25 41. 12

87 06 01. 35

87 35 27. 75

93 06 34. 05

75 30 18. 90

92 31 49. 65

88 02 34. 05

44 16 45. 63

44 14 57. 24

Valley Junction, Wis . 90 25 56. 70

Point of refereue

622
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Table of Astronomical Latitudes and Longitudes—Continued.

station. Lntitiul(\ Loneitude.
Details
giveD ou
pase—

Kawley's Point, "Wis

Big Poiute ail Sable, Mich ....

Watertown, X. T
Point Creek, "Wis

North Sheboygan, Wis

G-oderich, Ontario

Manusville, X. Y
South Sheboygan, "Wis

North Base, Sandy Creek, N. Y
Clay Banks, Mich

Ada 1, "Wis

ilinnesota Junction, Wis

Oswego, X. Y . -•-

Newaygo, Mich

44 12
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Tahle of Asfi-onomical Latitudes and Longitudes—Coutiuned.

station.

Dnrkiik, N. Y .

Hctr.iit, Midi .

.

ICuluiiiiizoo, Midi

Marshall, Mich .

.

Soutli Haveu, Mich

Jackaon, Mich

Paw Paw, Mich

.

Eort Laramie, Wyo - -

Erie, Pa

Fort McDermit, !N"ev.

Monroe, Mich

Chicago, 111

AshtaliLila, Ohio

Willow Springs, 111 .

Toledo, Ohio

Rook Island, 111

.

Cleveland, Ohio

"West Base, Sandnslcy, Ohio .

Sandnsky, Ohio

Latitude.
Details

Longitude, given on
page—

42 29 44. 30 . 79 21 25. 80

42 19 58. 65
j

83 03 03. 60

42 17 24. 46

42 16 24. 67

42 16 13.48

42 14 49.40

42 09 17. 49

41 54 48. 65

41 53 22. 49

41 52 36. 13

41 43 38. 63

41 39 03. 65

41 31 01. 51

85 35 11.70

84 57 49.05'

84 24 29. 85

85 53 03. 30

104 33 21. 6

80 04 46. 95

117 37 32. 7

83 23 46. 35

87 36 48. 90

80 47 38. 55

87 51 06.75

83 32 30. 60

90 33 45. 90

41 30 06. 13 ; 81 42 13. 20

41 29 04.59 I

' 82 42 47.85

Ogden.Utah HI 59 56. 10

Hudson, Ohio ' ; 81 26 16.80

Fairmount, 111

Louisiana. Mo

Fort Leavenworth,Kans

West Base, Olney, III

Parkeraburg, 111

Cairo, 111

Memphis, Tenn

Fort Richardson, Tex

.

Foit Griffin, Tex

Fort Concho, Tex

Fort Stockton, Tex . . -

Fort McKavett, Tex - -

40 01 36.70 :

39 27 12. 65
:

91 03 08. 25

94 54 60.25

38 51 41.23
I

38 34 53. 20 ' 88 01 48. 96

36 59 47. 99 ' 89 09 31. 20

35 08 39. 85 90 03 20. 25

98 09 41.

1

99 13 48. 6

100 25 42. fi

102 52 26.

1

100 06 23.

1

748, 765

748, 715

749, 763

749, 763

749

749, 763

749, 763

766

750, 756

766

750, 756

750, 766

750, 757

630, 724

635, 727

751, 757

636

757

766

757

631

751, 764

632

633, 725

751, 757

751, 758

767

767

767

767

767

Point of relVrciH-e.

Light-house (1876).

East pier of Lake-Survey

Obsei'vatory.

Intersection of South and

Park streets.

Intersection ofKalamazoo

avenue and Mansion

street.

Azimuth station.

Intersection of Main and

Jackson streets.

Intersection of Main and

"Van Buren streets.

Flag-staff atmilitary post.

Light-house.

At military post.

Court-house.

Light-house.

Southwest corner of pas-

senger depot.

Triangulation station.

Stone longitude-post of

1881.

Southeast comer of guard-

house.

Light-house.

Triangulation station.

Northeast corner of cus-

tom-house.

Stone post in observatory.

Do.

Triangulation station.

Northeast coi-ner of high

school building.

Observatory.

Triangulation station.

Do.

Triangulation station De-

tiance.

Ti-iangulation station.

At military post.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

§6- The following are descriptions of sucli of the stations in the foregoing tables as are not

sufficiently described therein. The years indicated are those in which the stations were occupied:

Copper Harbor (Forf lF///v"*/;.s'), 1864.— Observations for latitude were made on a pine post

situated just north of Fort Wilkins, about one mile east of Copper Harbor, Keweenaw County,

ilichigau. A stone post marked S, just outside the fort fence, is 233.9 feet south of the observa-

tory-post, and a cross on the rock near the water's edge is 515.9 feet north.

Mount HouctHTON, 1865.—This station was situated on Mount Houghton, a mountain on the

soutli side of Keweenaw Point, about 1^ miles north of Bete Grise Bay, Keweenaw County, Mich-

igan. Observations for latitude were made in 1865 from a wooden post set about 100 feet northeast

from the cliff on the south side of the summit. Observations for longitude were made from a

wooden post distant 38.4 feet in a soutlieasterly direction from the latitude-post. A secondary tri-

angulationstation, with tripod 20 feet high for support of instrument, and marked by a stone
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buried in tlie ground, was distant 76 feet, bearing south 85° 30' west. The height of the mountain
above Lake Superior is 877 feet.

Portage Entry, 1864.—Observations for latitude were made on a pine observatory-post set

near the west end of the island at the mouth of Portage Eiver, Houghton County, Michigan,

about 1100 feet west of the canal. A stone marked S stands 17.0 feet north of the observatory-

post.

Clay Banks (on west shore of Lake Michigan), 1866, '72.—This station is situated near the

shore of the lake, 8J miles northward from Ahnepee village. Door County, Wisconsin. As de-

scribed in 1873, it is about 15 feet back from the edge of the bank, about 120 feet from the edge of

tfie lake, and about 330 feet from the wagon-road running from Ahnepee to Clay Banks. The
height of station used was 48 feet. This station was occupied in making azimuth observations and

in reading a horizontal angle for carrying the azimuth southward. The geodetic point is marked

by a stone post of the usual form, set 3J feet below the ground surface. Three stone reference-

posts, with square tops rising 10 inches above ground, with holes in their centers and the letters

U. S. cut on them, were set as follows: One bearing south 39° 38' west, distant 154'".66; one bear-

ing north 27° 15' east, distant 145'".42 ; and one bearing north 53° 16' west, distant 46™.12. A lat-

itude-post occupied by Mr. Robinson in 1866 bears south 39° 38' west, distant 155™.50, and one oc-

cupied by Lieutenant PoM-ell in 1872 bears north 27^15' east, distant 530°'.60. The height of

ground at the station above Lake Michigan is 60.7 feet.

Frankfort, 1871, '73.—This station, on the east shore of Lake Michigan, is in Benzie County,

Michigan, about 1^ miles north of the village of Frankfort, 3 miles south of the Pointe aux Bees

Scies light-house, and about 170 metres back from the shore. It is on a high and steep hill, the

highest land in the vicinity. The height of station used was about 10 feet. There is no record of

stone markings, but it is probable that the geodetic point was marked by stone posts in the usual

manner. Horizontal angles were measured at this station in 1871 to carry azimuth southward.

Latitude observations were made in 1871, and azimuth observations in 1873 from a post bearing

north 74° 55' east, distant 27".75 from the station. The old triangulation-station, Pointe aux

Bees Scies, bears north 1° 16' 32" east, distant 5570'".8. The height of ground at the station above

Lake Michigan is 323 feet.

Kewaunee, 1873.—This station is situated on the west shore of Lake Michigan, in Kewaunee

County, Wisconsin, near the mouth of the Kewaunee Eiver. It was occupied for measuring a

horizontal angle to carry azimuth southward. Latitude was observed at a post near by, and

referred to the station. The height of station used was 8.1 feet. The geodetic point was marked

in the usual manner. Two stone reference-posts, 2 feet long and 6 inches square, projectiug 10

inches above the surface of the ground, with a small hole and the letters U. S. cut in the top of

each, are set as follows: One bearing south 26° 13' west, distant 36'".76; the other bearing north

320 29' west, distant 34".78 from the geodetic point. The latitude-post bears south 89° 31' west,

and is distant 13".08. The station was about 6 metres from the edge of the bank, and about 40

metres from the water's edge. The height of ground at the station above Lake Michigan was 64.9

feet.

Manistee, 1871.—This station, on the east shore of Lake Michigan, is in Manistee County,

Michigan, 2^ miles nortb along the shore from the mouth of Maaistee Eiver, and about 260 metres

north of a cross-road leading down to the beach from the main road. A large pine post was occu-

pied as the station in 1871 for measuring horizontal angles for carrying azimuth. No stone mark-

ings nor references are recorded. Latitude observations were made in 1871 at a post which bears

north 23° 14' east, distant 30™.3 from the station.

Hydrographical station, Eush Lake, 30 feet high, built in 1866, and used for locating off-shore

soundings, on ground 74 feet above the lake, and probably having a stone marking, bears north

15° 59' 50" east, distant 475™.5 from the station. The height of ground at the station above Lake

Michigan is about 05 feet.

Eawlby's Point {or Two Eivers), 1866, '72, '73.—This station is situated on the west shore

of Lake Michigan, in Manitowoc County, Wisconsin, about 5 miles north of the village of Two

Eivers, and about 1000 metres south of the Twin Eiver Point light-house. A horizontal angle

was measured in 1873 for carrying azimuth southward, and latitude observations were made near

97 L s
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by in 186G and iu 1872. As described in 1873, the station was about 36 metres distant from the

edge of tlie lake, and the lieight of its center-post was 65.4 feet. The geodetic point was marked
by ;i stone post set U feet below the ground surface. Three stone reference-posts, rising 10 inches

above ground, and having the letters U. S. cut on them, were set as follows : One bearing nortli

15° 49' east, distant 43™.34; one bearing north 82° 23' west, distant 56'".()2; and one bearing south

17° 49' west, distant 44">.93. The latitude-post of 1866 bears south 14o 12' 30" west, distant 941'".80,

and the latitude-post of 1872 bears north 89° 1.5' west, distant 12".04 from the geodetic point. The

height of ground at the station above Lake Michigan is 14.7 feet.

Big Pointe au Sable, 1866, '71, '72.—This station, on the east shore of Lake Michigan, is

situated in Mason County, Michigan, on the end of the point nearly southwest from the Big Pointo

au Sable light-house. The height of station used was 20 feet. The geodetic point was marked by

a stone post set 3 feet below the ground surface, with another stone post set directly over it for a

surface-mark. The station was occupied in 1871 and 1872 for measuring horizontal angles, and

latitude observations were made on a post near by in 1866 and 1872. The light-house bears north

490 28' east, distant 109™.5, and the latitude-post bears north 4° 31' east, distant 96™.3 from the

geodetic point.

Point Creek, 1873,—This station, on the west shore of Lake Michigan, is in Manitowoc
County, Wisconsin, about 15 miles north of Sheboygan, 9 miles south of Manitowoc village, and

about 151 metres north of the mouth of Point Creek. It was occupied iu 1873 for reading horizon-

tal angles, and latitude and azimuth observations were made on posts near by. The height of

station used was 26.8 feet. The geodetic point is marked by two stone posts set one above the

other, the upper rising 1 foot above the ground surface. Three stone reference-posts, rising about

10 inches above the surface, and having the letters U. S. cut on them, are set as follows : One
bearing north 5° 12' east, distant 48™.65; one bearing north 78° 28' west, distant 35'"..S7; and one

bearing south 37° 05' west, distant 37"'.12. The latitude-post bears south 22° 32' west, distant

18™. 62, and the azimuth-post bears north 0° 19' west, distant 4"\91 from the geodetic point. Tlie

station is about 36 metres distant from the edge of the lake, and 64 feet above it.

North Sheboygan, 1871, '73.—This station, on the west shore of Lake Michigan, is situated

to the northeast of Sheboygan, Wis., near the light-house. A station 75 feet high was used in

1871 in locating off-shore soundings. This station having been destroyed, one of 9 feet height, with

20-foot pyramid, was built and occupied in 1873 to read horizontal angles tor carrying azimuth

southward. Latitude was observed in 1866 from a post near by. As described in 1873, tlie geodetic

point was marked by two stones set one above the other, the upper one as a surface-mark. Three

stone reference-posts were set as follows, the bearings being approximate: one south, distant

19'".35; one west, 8"'.44; and one north, 10".88. The latitude-post bears north 52° 26' west, distant

53"'.98, and the center of the light-house dome bears south 36° 08' west, distant 103™.39 from the

geodetic point.

South Sheboygan, 1872, '73.—This station, on the west shore of Lake Michigan, is about 5

miles south of Sheboygan, Wis., and about 23 metres back from the beach. It was occupied in

1873 for measuring horizontal angles to carry azimuth southward. Observations for latitude and
azimuth were made in 1872 near the station. The heiglit of station used was 35 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a stone post set 3 feet below the ground surface and inclosed in a barrel. Pour
stone reference-posts were set as follows, the bearings being approximate : one north, distant 8".60

;

one south, 10'".03; one east, 17™.98; and one west, 25'".06 distant from the geodetic point.

Clay Banks (east shore of Lake Michigan), 1871, '73.—This station is situated ip Oceana
County, Michigan, about 9J miles northward along the shore from the White Eiver lights, about

lOJ miles southward from Little Pointe au Sable, and about 4 miles southward from Stony Creek^

on land belonging to Mr. Harvey Tower in 1873. It is situated on the highest ground nearest

the lake, northwest from Tower's barn, and almost directly south of Ur. Phillip's house. In 1873

horizontal angles were measured at this station, and latitude and azimuth observations were made
at a post bearing south 89° 09' east, distant 14™. 12. The height of station used was 15 feet. The
geodetic point was marked with a stone sunk in the ground, having a hole and the letters U. S. cut

in the top. Three piles of stones were made around the station, one north, one south, and one west.

The height of ground at the station above Lake Michigan was 261 feet.
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Ada 1, 1873.—This station, on the west shore of Lake Michigan, is in Ozaukee County, Wis-
consin, 8 miles north of Port Washington or Ozaukee. A station 19 feet high was built on this

site in 1871 and used for locating off-shore soundings. It was replaced in 1873 by one 49.7 feet

high used for measuring a horizontal angle for carrying azimuth. The geodetic point is marked
by a stone post set 2 feet below the ground surface. Three cedar posts, each 4 inches in diameter,
rising 2.5 feet above ground, faced on the side towards the station and marked U. S., and sur-

rounded by a pyramid of loose stones, were set as references; one bearing north 15° 15' east, dis-

tant 19".81; one bearing north 73° 19' west, distant 19"'.75; and one bearing south 16° 04' west,

distant Id'^M. A latitude-post, occupied in 1873, bears south 88° 00' west, distant 17"'.59. A lime-

kiln is approximately 27 metres distant to the southwest. The station was about 7 metres from the
water's edge and 7 feet above it.

Duck Lake, 1871, '73.—This station, on the east shore of Lake Michigan, is in Muskegon
County, Michigan, aboat 3 miles south of White Eiver lights and one-half mile south of Duck Lake,
on the highest bluff close to the shore. The station was occupied in 1873 for measuring a horizontal

angle for carrying azimuth, and latitude was observed in 1871 from a post bearing north 29° 34' west,

distant 17.3 metres from the station. The height of station used was 20 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a stone post set about 3 feet below the ground surface. A stone post is set directly

over this as a surface-mark. The height of ground at the station above Lake Michigan is 146 feet.

Fox Point, 1873.—This station, on the west shore of Lake Michigan, is in Milwaukee County,
Wisconsin, about 8 miles north of the city of Milwaukee. It was occupied ia 1873 for measuring
horizontal angles, and latitude and azimuth were observed from posts near by. The height of sta-

tion used was 33 feet. The geodetic point was marked by a stone post. The latitude-post bears

north 82° 20' west, distant 20".33 ; the azimuth-post bears north 7° 38' east, distant 4'".48 ; and the

northeast corner of Vruwink's house bears south 35° 13' west, distant 160.9 metres from the geo-

detic point. The height of ground at the station above Lake Michigan is 98 feet.

South Twin Sister, 1871.—This station, on the east shore of Lake Michigan, is in Ottawa
Countj-, Michigan, about 6 miles south of Grand Haven, nearly 1 mile north of Little Pigeon
Eiver, and about 950 metres south of a landing pier. It is about 100 metres back from the edge
of the lake, on the .summit of a hill about 134 feet in height above the lake. Another hill, about 120

feet high, is about 300 metres northward from the station. The station was occupied in 1871 for

measuring horizontal angles for carrying azimuth, and latitude observations were made from a post

4™.2 directly west of the station. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post set 3 feet below

the ground surface, with another stone post set directly over it for a surface-mark.

Doug-las, 1873.—This station, on the east shore of Lake Michigan, is situated in Allegan

County, Michigan, on the edge of the bank about 2J miles south of the mouth of Kalamazoo Eiver,

and about 1^ miles southwest of the village of Douglas. The station was occupied in 1873 for

measuring horizontal angles, and latitude and azimuth observations were made from posts near by.

The height of station used was 20 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post set 3 feet

below the ground surface, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. The stone lati-

tude-post standing near the intersection of two roa/ds bears south 45° 49' east, distant 25™.5 from

the station, and the azimuth-post is 10" directly north. The height of ground at the station above

Lake Michigan is 70 feet.

South Haven, 1873.—This station, on the east shore of Lake Michigan, is in Van Buren

County, Michigan, 9J miles southward along the shore from South Haven, and 3J miles south of

Little Brandywine Creek, on a sand-dune nearly 100 feet above the lake. The station was occupied

in 1873 for measuring horizontal angles, and latitude was observed from a post bearing south 59° 01'

east, distant 14'".25 from the station. The height of station used was 10 feet. The geodetic point

was marked by a stone post set 3 feet below the ground surface, with a stone post set directly over

it as a surface-mark. A blaze on a large oak tree bears north 70° east, distant IS", and a blaze on

an oak stump bears south 20° east, distant 14™ from the station, these coordinates being roughly

estimated.

Caieo {Defiance), 1876, '77.—This station, a triangulation-station of the Mississippi Eiver Sur-

vey, is situated on the site of Fort Defiance, in the city of Cairo, 111. The height of station used

was 10 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cross cut on the top of a stone post 1^ feet long
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set 3 feet below the ground surface. Another stone post 5 inches square at top and 3J feet long,

and having a half-inch hole in the top, is set directly over the geodetic point, rising 6 inches above

the ground, as a surface-mark. The posts are freestone. Latitude and longitude observations were

made in the winter of 3876-'77 from a post bearing north 54° 13' west, distant 16 metres from the

station.

TilEMPHis, 1877.—This station, a triangulation-station of the Mississippi River Survey, is sit-

uated on a bluff near the corner of Front and Monroe streets, in the city of Memphis, Tenn. The
geodetic point is marked by a quarter-inch hole in the top of a stone post 2^ feet long, set 3 feet

below the ground surface. Another stone post, rising 6 inches above the ground surface, is set

directly above the geodetic point as a surface-mark. Latitude and longitude observations were

made in 1877 from a limestone post bearing south 67° 32' east, distant 34™.l from the station. The
following bearings and distances are from the latitude-post : Gas-lamp at northwest corner of Front

and Monroe streets, bearing north 52° 31' east, distance 75".8 ; southwest corner of Vaccaro &
Co.'s store, bearing south 68° 06' east, distance 68"'.l ; southwest corner of Magnolia Block, at

northeast corner of Front and Union streets, bearing south 33° 16' east, distance 71™.6.
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I^ ^ R T V

PRINCIPAL RESULTS OF THE GEODETIC WORK.

CHAPTER XXVII.

GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES DEBITED GEODETICALEY.

§ 1. The adopted mean values of the triangle-sides and of their angles, for the principal chains

given in Chapters XIY-XX under the heading D, and for the lateral chains iu Chapter XXI, are

the data for computing the latitudes and longitudes of all the primary stations in these chains, as

soon as the latitude and longitude of one station and the azimuth of a triangle-side radiating from

it are known. The computation has to be made for an assumed spheroid, which should differ little

from the actual geoid, in order that this difference may introduce little error into the computed

latitudes, longitudes, and azimuths. As Clarke's spheroids represent our present knowledge of

the form of the earth with greater accuracy than Bessel's does, that one of Clarice's spheroids has

been adopted for our geodetic computations which is given in Colonel Clarke's Comparisons of

Standards of Length, namely

:

Equatorial semi-axis =a=20926062 English feet =6378206.4 metres.

Polar semi-axis =& =20855121 English feet =6350583.8 metres.

The metre here used must be defined by Clarke's value for it, namely, 3.28086933 English feet.

With this assumed spheroid, when the latitude and longitude of a station and the length and

azimuth of a triangle-side of ordinary length radiating from it are known, the differences of lati-

tude, longitude, and azimuth at the two ends of the line can be computed with all needed accuracy

by formulae given, with convenient tables for their application, in the United States Coast-Survey

Report for 1875. The tables have been computed for the metre ; but that metre is the one whose

ratio to the English yard is that adopted by Colonel Clarke, namely, 1.09362311. The international

metre to be adopted by the International Commission for the Metre will probably be somewhat

shorter.

§ 3, The following are the formulae for the difference in seconds of arc of latitude, longitude,

and azimuth at the ends of a triangle-side. Let i, M, Z, iV, and B be the latitude, longitude, azi-

muth, normal drawn to the polar axis, and meridian radius of curvature at the first station, while

the same letters primed represent corresponding quantities for the second station, respectively, E
the length of the triangle-side, and e the eccentricity; then

,, _ X cos Z E^ sin^ Z tm L , ^^ .„ „ (1+3 tan' L) V \ ^ sin L cos L arc V
~'^-^~BaTcl"+ 2i\r-Earcl" '^^ ^^^ ^ 6^' + (l-e'sin^i)§

in which h stands for the first term of the second member, and I for the first three terms.
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For the difference of longitude the formula is

KsinZdM=
N' cos L' arc 1''

where dM is yet to be corrected for the assumption that small siues are proportional to their arcs.

This correction is derived from a table.

For the difference of azimuth the formula is

cos J {L'—L)

where it is assumed that t:iii J dZ and tan J dMmaj be replaced by dZ and dM. When d3f is large

a correction
+ tV clM^ sin ^ cos' A sin' 1",

in which A= J {L+ L'), is to be applied to —dZ on account of the error in this assumption. The

tabulation of several of the factors entering these formulae makes the computation easy.

§ 3. A preliminary computation having indicated that great deviation of the vertical from the

normal to the spheroid did not exist at station Fort Howard, that point was taken as the funda-

mental one for the triaugulation stretching from North Base, Minnesota Point, Minn., to Parkers-

burg, 111., and from Willow Springs, 111., east to Mannsville, N. Y.

The observed latitude and longitude from Detroit of the station Fort Howard, given in Chap-

ter XXIII, § 10, and Chapter XXV, § 3, as 44° 30' 30".28 and 19" 58».03=4o 59' 30".45 west, were

adopted for it, and the fundamental azimuth, which was that of the line Fort Howard— Bruce,

namely, 259° 20' 57".32, was derived from the azimuth of the line Bruce—Long Tail Point, given

in Chapter XXIV, § 6. To refer the longitudes to Greenwich, the longitude of the east transit-

post in the Lake-Survey Observatory of 1870 to 1882, at Detroit, given in Chapter XXV, § 1, as

5h 32111 12B.24, has been applied to the longitude of Fort Howard trigonometrical station.

The computations have been carried to thousandths of a second of arc for latitude and longitude,

and to hundredths for azimuth, and the results are given to hundredths. As the differences of

latitude, longitude, and azimuth are computed for each of the three sides of a triangle, the work is

self-checking throughout. In the following tables, which include all of the main triaugulation. the

first column gives the names of stations; the second, their latitudes; the third, their longitudes

west from Greenwich; the fourth, the azimuth of the line joining the station named in the first

column and the corresponding station named in the fifth column; the fifth gives the names of

stations; the sixth gives the reverse azimuths; the seventh gives the logarithms of the lengths of

the lines in feet ; and the eighth gives the lengths of the lines in English miles. It will be remem-

bered that these stations are permanently marked. The descriptions of the markings are given in

Chapters XIV to XX, under the heading A.

Geographical Coordinates of Primary Triaugulation Stations.

I.—MINNESOTA POINT BASE TO KEWEENAW BASE.

Stations. Latitudes.
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Geogi-apMcal Coordinates of Primary Triangulation Stations—Continued.

stations.
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Gcofprqjhical Coordinates of Primary Triangulation Stations—Continued.

Stations.
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Geographical Coordinates of Primary Triangulation Stations—Continued.

777

stations.
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Geographical Coordinates of Primary Triangulation Stations—Continued.

Stations.
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Geographical Coordinates of Primary Triangulation Stations—Continaed.

779

Stationa.
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Ge(>(jr<(phical Coordinates of Primary Triangulation Stations—Contiuued.

Stations.
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stations.

Qiimcy

Do
Reading

Do
nnisdale

Do
Pittsford

Do
Bnnclay

Wheatland . .

.

Do
Do
Do

Woodstock . .

.

Do
Do

Fairfield

Do
Do

Raisin

Do
Blissfleld

Do
Do

Dundee

Do
Bedford

Do
Do

Monroe

Do
Cedar Point

Do
Stony Point .-

.

Do
Locust Point-.

Middle Sister

.

• Do
Do

Danbury

Middle Bass .

.

Do
Do

Sandnsky

Kelley'a

Do
Do

Pointe Pel6e . -

Do
West Base—

Do

Do
Do

East Base

Do
Do
Do

Latitudes.

o / //

•y 57 40. 01

Longitudes.

41 .50 06. 06

41 55 14.25

41 49 33. 25

42 03 16.04

41 55 06.32

41 59 12. .55

41 48 56. K

41 57 11.50

41 51 08. 39

41 P5 28. 08

41 49 11.15

.41 55 04. 51

41 43 37. 77

41 55 53. 86

41 36 54. 83

41 50 53. 03

41 31 11. 94

41 41 47. 87

41 24 34.43

41 36 17. 77

41 48 50. 72

41 29 02. 32

41 26 28. 58

84 55 20. 05

Azimutlis.

84 39 01. 08

84 29 00. 51

SI 27 42. 10

m Ti 19.48

84 15 35. 76

83 55 30. 14

83 48 27. 86

83 40 13. 93

83 37 06. 14

83 28 16. 17

S3 20 06.66

83 15 .51. 33

83 06 21. 38

83 00 07. 80

82 50 20. 30

82 47 15. 12

82 45 02. 76

82 41 45. 29

82 41 02. 55

82 40 58. 43

82 38 04. 66

7 28 23. 17

66 32 43. 05

53 09 59. 21

133 11 41. 17

38 44 2;!. 90

101 22 07. 43

92 47 01. 36

127 16 39. 90

46 30 00.89

12 47 03. 73

6« 49 37. 26

90 55 55.36

ITS 01 40. 03

46 08 l:i. 95

64 57 OS. 89

114 16 2.5. 12

91 56 31. 09

108 30 30. 23

130 43 36. 66

32 49 00. 80

07 40 28. 44

78 18 50. 59

111 51 49.25

1.39 03 1.5.82

.54 54 55.21

98 40 52. 5t

103 00 46. 08

120 18 43. 30

159 35 34. 15

48 18 59. 61

92 35 03. 74

117 21 31. 15

153 55 15.19

13 30 56. 11

85 00 00. 58

119 04 05.39

18 29 49. 64

61 13 03. 79

113 11 39.98

U5 29 53. 56

12 20 44. 16

71 16 59.53

133 22 28. 80

149 01 39. 36

11 56 08. 41

51 43 01.11

143 10 49. 92

33 27 03. 06

98 13 56. 40

34 28 58. 21

107 06 41. 98

159 45 34. 37

175 22 54. 84

70 06 05. 74

117 11 2L 90

139 38 36. 26

164 18 08. 83

Stations.

Fremont

Bronson

Fremont

Quincy

Reading

Quincy

Reading

Hillsilale

Hillsdale....

Piltsfoid . .

.

Reading

Hillsdale....

Biinday

Pittsford....

Wheatland

Biinday

Pitt,sfoid...

Wheatland..

Woodstock .

Fairlield . . .

.

Reverse
azimuths.

187

246

233

313

218

281

272

307

228

102

248

270

368

235

244

294

271

388

316

312

Woodstock
j

277

Fiiirfii-ld '258

Wondslouk 291

Kiiisin 318

Biisslipld 2;i4

KiiLsiii 278

BIi.>islicld L'H2

Raisin 300

Dundee 3 9

Bedford 228

Dundee 272

Billfold 297

Monroe 333

Cedar Point 193

Monroe 264

CcdarPoint 298

Locust Point 198

Cedar Point 240

Stony Point 293

Locust Point 295

Danbury 192

LocU.st Point 251

Middle Sister 313

Danbury 328

Sandnsky 191

Danbury 231

Jliddle Bass 323

Middle Bass 213

Middle Sister 278

S.andusky 214

Danbury 287

Middle Bass 339

Kelley's '. 355

Sandusky 250

Danbury 297

WestUase 319

Kelley's 344

26 37.

19 48.

01 01.

04 28.

40 43.

II 13.

36 40.

09 59.

22 26.

45 56.

38 08.

48 06.

01 24.

59 16.

49 18.

08 18.

38 .55.

20 06.

34 56.

41 24.

33 02.

00 21.

3:1 41.

68 3.3.

49 2.5.

30 40.

53 11.

00 20.

33 28.

13 05.

27 04.

10 15.

49 48.

28 05.

51 42.

54 56.

25 40.

59 45.

01 09.

10 15.

18 41.

04 17.

13 54.

58 09.

53 57.

37 19.

07 10.

22 54.

01 12.

26 16.

00 29.

41 24.

22 23.

01 29.

03 14.

36 41.

15 42.

Logarithms
of distances

in feet.

4. 9670178

4. 9804828

4. 8837651

4. 8274159

4. 6018220

4. 8776303

4. 8485908

4. 7563460

4. 8498289

4. 6387016

4. 9231806

4. 7246861

4. 6954906

4. 9369027

4. 7688406

4. 7789667

5. 0790430

5. 0738575

4.9334911

4. 775.5426

4. 9633U38

4. S173199

6. I221S69

4. 6874393

4. 65074.57

4. 8453080

4. 723H9r'8

4. 9851221

4.6097416

4. 7302472

4. 7349291

4.0391141

4. 9252458

4. 9183879

4. 7522738

4. 8550244

4. 9515644

5. 0159921

4. 8898156

4. 9078562

4. 8187959

4. 9634700

4. 9055607

4. 6715463

4. 8618824

4. 6982006

4. 6207005

4. 7099326

4. 9424326

4. 5170020

4. 6505325

4.9170111

4.6456118

4. 5299777

4. 7987504

4. 3101715

4. 7920637

Distances
in English

miles.

17. 5543

18. 1071

14. 4921

12. 7286

7. 5716

14. 2888

13. 3648

10. 8072

13. 4028

0. 5474

15. 8689

10. 0474

9. 3941

16. 0055

11. 1226

11.38.50

33. 7200

22. 3987

16. 2501

11 20,56

17. 4048

12 4361

25. (1896

9.2216

8.6519

13.2040

10. 0292

18.3016

7.7110

10. 1768

10. 2872

16. 4019

15. 9446

15.6947

10. 7063

13. 5641

16.9407

19. 6498

14. 6954

15.3187

12. 4785

17. 4115

15. 2379

8. 8902

13. 7800

9. 4529

7. 9080

9.7118

16. 5878

6. 2283

8. 4703

15. 6451

8. 3749

6. 4172

11. 9156

3. 8685

11. 7336
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Geographical Coordinates of Primary Triangulation Stations—Continued.

VI.—SANDUSKY BASE TO BUFFALO BASE.

Stations.

Xownsend

Do
Do
Do

Brownhelm

Do
Do
Do
Do

Camden

Do
Elyria

Do

Do
Do ,..

Grafton

Do
Dlniatprt

Do
Do

Kot'kport

Rny.iltoii

Do
Do
Do
Do

Warrensville

Do

Do
Willoushhv

Do
Che.ster

Do -•-..

Little Mountain .

Do
Claridon

Do
Thompson

Do
Mesopotamia—

Do
Conneaut

Do
Andover

Do
Do
Do

Hougliton

Erie

Do
Long Point

Do
Edinboro

Do
Do
Do

Grand River

Do
Westfield

Do

Latitudes.

41 15 43. 48

41 23 18.46

41 16 26. 04

41 24 55. 41

41 12 44. 21

41 2.; .52.18

41 27 45. 93

41 19 29. 89

41 28 39. 24

Longitudes.

82 29 00. 63

82 18 2K. 76

82 17 46. 73

82 08 44. 06

81 59 37. 85

81 .''.7 22. 96

81 47 32.30

81 41 10. 65

U 40 28. 71

41 32 02. 88

41 38 26. 34

41 30 39. 61

41 41 14.36

41 26 59. 98

41 53 52. 58

41 37 05. 72

42 35 16. 01

42 03 41. 44

42 33 44. 47

41 52 28. 41

42 50 49. 96

42 16 25. 30

81 30 12.88

81 26 25. 77

81 21 17. 20

81 16 28. 60

81 07 06. 27

81 02 37. 47

80 59 54. 09

80 36 51. 56

80 36 30. 62

Azimuths.

126 17 53. 13

145 58 21. 28

147 36 51. 39

155 04 23. 97

46 22 17. 80

93 46 04. 23

102' 13 43. 72

108 49 36. 64

126 42 41.27

85 16 38. 78

175 36 40. 20

38 48 40. 36

77 38 08. 31

94 11 01.06

99 48 22. 39

105 12 13. 40

160 39 37. 23

9 ,30 42.65

07 23 58. 15

103 34 20. 02

56 36 07. 11

59 58 33. 20

83 17 23. 91

106 28 46. 47

108 47 25. 49

162 59'50. 87

49 01 34.'36

74 21 17. 74

86 11 42. 79

13 .12 12.61

61 23 22. 21

63 13 22.00

165 25 34. 47

29 29 45. 84

105 20 15. 20

97 29 49. 54

137 54 52. 13

17 39 36. 29

74 59 25. 40

124 05 18. 90

171 50 33. 82

56 54 11. 37

178 11 19. 79

60 15 26.08

74 31 26. 60

il02 05 25. 45

179 06 34. 17

80 38 37. 82

80 11 11. 64

I 07 2S. 77

I 10 46.88

79 37 23. 82

79 37 30. 71

63 00

147 20

5 14

93 58

51 33

94 15

154 20

178 25

08

52 34

63 15

128 06

33.62

22.79

22.62

07.65

02.44

46.45

39.93

45.97

31.66

41.43-

19.75

20.66

Stations.

Sandusliy

West Base

East Base

Kelley's

Townsend

Sandusky

East Ba.se

West Base

Kelley's

Townsend

Brownhelm

Camden

Brownholm

East Base

West Base.

Camden

Elyria

Grafton

CMiiiden

Klyria

Olniatert

Grafton

Camden

Elyria

Olmsted

Rocltport

Royalton

Olmsted

Rockport

Warrcnsvillo ...

Kocki)(irt

Warreusrille ...

WiUoughby

Chester

WiUoughby
Chester

Little Mountain .

Claridon

Little Mountain .

Claridon

Thompson

Thompson

Houghton

Mesopotamia

Claridon

Thompson

Conneaut

Reverse
azimuths.

Conneaut . -

.

Houghton .

.

Erie

Houghton . -

Andover

Conneaut . .

.

Houghton .

.

Erie

Westfield . .

.

Long Point

.

Erie

Long Point

.

306

325

327

334

226

273

282

288

306

265

365

218

257

273

279

285

330

189

247

283

236

239

262

286

288

342

228

254

266

193

231

243

335

209

286

277

317

197

254

304

351

236

358

239

254

281

369

07 17.67

50 20. 83

30 51. 95

55 57. 94

15 20.56

28 30. 12

00 45. 85

34 43. 45

27 15. 06

09 14. 28

36 12. 44

42 41. 87

31 41. 62

61 36. 07

27 01. 89

00 15. 55

33 36. 63

29 13. 63

10 29. 01

2li 49. 61

29 36. 33

48 21. 62

55 13. 30

12 32.66

38 42. 01

.67 37. 53

52 20. 31 •

03 19.12

00 14.46

29 41. 90

09 21.87

07 27. 67

22 09. 59

26 34. 28

13 38. 27

20 25. 44

48 38. 96

36 36. 83

50 12. 89

00 32. 64

48 45. 42

37 01. 12

10 08. 36

59 65. 48

11 08.71

48 04. 10

06 20. 22

Logarithms
of distances

in feet.

242 43

327 01

185 11

273 37

231 15

273 58

334 01

358 25

180 08

232 14

242 52

307 46

23.62

54.36

53.26

03.80

64.56

21.78

56. 83

29.42

26.99

16.59

43.09

07.14

4. 9588920

4. 9896039

4. 8885251

5. 1393775

4. 8239377

5. 0853920

4. 9620930

5. 0355767

5. 1217230

4.7130185

4. 6218624

4. 8203110

4. 6592378

5. 1286745

5. 1744007

4. 9353236

4. 9291049

4. 7951209

5. 00.02732

4.7274411

4.7318781

4. 9130266

5.1903610

5. 0684691

4. 8048380

4. 7202118

4. 9277023

6. 1107599

4. 8993612

4. 8683930

5. 0913492

4. 6596760

4. 7505951

4. 6491472

4. 6720413

4. 8147613

4. 8041887

4. 8287604

4. 8151713

4. 5988306

4. 9413361

5. 1461772

6. 4005795

6. 0902526

5. 1611187

6. 0848769

5. 0082948

5. 1162670

5. 3583198

5. 2631194

5. 1463866

5. 1752957

5. 0743146

5. 4604794

4. 8334910

5. 3201818

5. 2309175

5. 2322631

5. 2332720

Distances
in English

miles.

17. 2289

18. 4914

14. 6518

26. 1062

12. 6271

23 0546

17. 3564

20. 5562

25. 0662

9. 7810

7. 9292

12. 5221

8. 6418

25. 4648

2K. 2987

16.3189

16. 0869

11.8164

19. 1708

10.1)13

10.2151

15. 5022

29. 3580

22. 1735

12. 0838

9.9444

16. 0350

24. 4414

15. 0220

13.9881

23. 3730

8. 6505

10. 6660

8. 4433

8. 9004

12. 3631

12. 0657

12. 7681

12. 3748

7.6196

16. 6464

26. 5182

47. 6371

23. 3141

27. 4464

23. 0273

19. 3046

24. 7533

43. 2201

34. 7125

26. 5309

28. 3571

22. 4740

54. 6821

12. 9079

39. 5866

32. 2317

32. 3318

32. 4070
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Stations. Latitudes.

o / "

43 03 00. 21

42 52 23. S 79 16 50. 62

42 31 13. 94 79 13 27. 81

42 52 33. 99 79 03 35 31

42 41 24. 79 02 53. 93

42 53 03. 18 78 52 41. 83

Font Hill

Sugar Loaf

Do
Do

Silver Creek

Do
Do

Ridgeway

Do
Do
Do

Sturgeon Point . .

.

Do
Do

Buffalo

Do
Do
Do
Do

Tonawanda

Do
West Base i 42 57 'J(J. 50 . 78 52 44.54

Do
I

•

Hamburg 42 46 50.61] 78 5131.93

Do
'

'

Do
Buffalo Plains ' 42 56 58. 22 78 49 03. 79

Do
I

'

i

Do i

EastBase '. 42 59 19.57; 78 48 32.98,

Do I

'

j

Do...,
'•

!

i

Do '

'

I

Longitudes.

o / //

79 18 30. 22

43 00-03.84 78 53 21.91

Azimutlis.

48 61

23 07

84 14

173 27

50 24

138 07

173 17

18 54

89 02

133 41

172 50

37 31

136 58

177 23

32 54

86 35

142 07

176 00

179 33

45 06

120 19

59 08

170 27

57 07

122 53

172 08

34 18

97 52

134 25

9 05

25 56

57 14

101 49

36.53

44.26

13.91

20.99

47.49

OH. 93

52.59

26.78

10.78

54.43

23.78

44.58

23.30

44.53

22.43

10.95

52.04

00.46

28.41

44.24

07.78

07.65

48.74

35.95

06.02

32.89

35.67

06.39

35.14

43.91

02.59

03. 51

05. 71)

Stations.

Grand River

Westfield

Grand River

Font Hill

"Westfield

Grand River—
Sugar Loaf

Silver Creek

Sugar Loaf

Font Hill

Drummondville

.

Silver Creek

Sugar Loaf

Ridgeway

Sturgeon

Ridgeway

Drummondville.

Tonawanda

West Base

Ridgeway

Drummondville

Jiidgeway

Tonawanda

Sturgeon

Ridgeway

Bufl>ilo

Buffalo

West Base

Tonawanda

Buffalo Plains .

.

Buffalo

We.st Base

Tonawanda

Reverse
azimuths.

38 44. 17

53 45. 28

00 15.08

26 13. 11

08 34. 59

50 53.38

15 35. 06

47 44. 98

53 09. 66

31 44. 52

48 53. 97

24 35. 48

48 55. 02

23 16.43

47 26. 64

27 46. 28

58 56 66

59 33. 16

33 26. 57

59 46. 38

10 39. 17

00 44. r.2

27 23. 27

59 53. 12

44 54. 26

07 45. 36

16 07. 19

49 35. 96

22 39. 18

05 22. 91

53 13. 07

n 12.04

4.-> 48. 67

Logai-ltLms
of distances

in feet.

5. 0497488

5. 3754142

4. 9653814

4. 8122352

5. 1484992

5. 2047947

5. 1119524

5. 1365153

4. 7725010

4. 9633744

4. 8944527

4. 8916954

4. 9605257

4. 8312950

4. 9250530

4. 6879460

4. 9773578

4. 6303573

4. 4159612

4. 8093563

4. 8065472

4. 7.-|lfi934

4. 2243328

4. 7828231

4. 8071615

4. 5806595

4. 4594101

4. -2193925

4. 4290971

4.1611579

4. B270087

4. 3472757

4.3111538

VII.—BUFFALO BASE TO SANDY CREEK BASE.

Drummondville

Do

Pekin

Do
Gasport

Falkirk

Do
Do

Batavia

Do
Albion

Do
Morganville

Do
Brockport

Do
Scottsville

Do
Pinnacle Hill—

Do
Turk's Hill

Do
Walworth

Do

43 05 22. 54

43 10 14. 70

43 11 56. 77

43 01 22. 85

43 01 18. 16

43 14 22. 65

43 00 40. 21

43 11 28.81

42 59 59. 29

43 08 06. 47

43 02 10. 49

43 09 22. 43

79 05 47. 03 I

78 52 31. 28

78 32 31. 90 '

78 2S 58. 22 1

78 15 46. 90

78 09 19. 67

78 02 59. 86

77 56 03. 68

77 42 37. 59

77 35 10.67

77 25 24. 52

77 20 01. 25

32 04 53. 91
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stations.

Palmyra

Do
Sodua

Do
Do
Do

Clyde

Do
Victory

Do
Oswego

Do
Do
Do

Vanderlip ...

Duck Islaud .

Do
Stony Point..

Do
Do

Nortli Ba.S6 .

.

Do

South Base .

Do
Do

Sandy Creek

Do
Do
Do ,

Mannsville...

Do
Do
Do. ...

Do
Araherst

Grenadier . .

.

Do. .. .

Wolfe

Do
Do

Kingston

Carlton

Do
Do

Sir Joliu ,

Do

Latitudes.

o / //

43 04 03. 79

43 03 05. 08

43 13 06. 81

43 26 37. 28

43 57 35. 79

43 56 05. 40

43 40 43. 61

43 :|R 05.19

Longitudes.

o / //

77 09 39. 04

76 51 50. 00

76 30 23. 36

76 30 50. 41

77 01 57. 53

76 37 21. 74

76 17 28. 19

76 12 02. 03

Azimuths.

44 07 23. 19 76 41 26. ,32

44 02 11.71 76 22 32.40

44 13 47. 44

44 10 58. 97

76 23 19. 98

76 29 19. 04

76 17 38. 75

76 18 34. 78

80 48 35. 05

125 00 38. 47

19 29 04. 41

51 34 42. 88

66 36 19. 30

74 48 15. 35

94 23 12. 00

139 46 55. 56

48 32 42. 52

93 14 28. 15

16 43 33. 26

63 35 42. 81

144 05 29. 21

170 .54 40. 87

2 41 24. 94

94 59 16. 21

165 25 47. 44

21 57 45. 02

110 19 45. 40

162 12 59. 02

44 13 25. 37

158 39 20.78

50 24 27. 19

162 16 41.76

177 14 36. 06

55 19 36. 88

76 06 64. 37

110 40 05.13

144 56 36. 67

29 01 23 36

51 05 31. 07

52 25 20.85

71 10 47. 73

127 29 58. SI

50 38 21.83

60 23 01.73

110 58 06.57

41 36 45. 38

89 31 28. 14

145 30 49. 16

53 45 54. 63

49 48 01. 60

108 32 41. 86

170 36 09. 48

24 29 06. 65

80 53 16. 28

Stations.

Turk's Hill

Walworth

Palmyra

Turk's Hill

Walworth

Pinuaclo Hill

Palmyra . . -

Sodus

Clyde

Sodus

Victory

Sodus

Vanderlip

Duck Island

Sodus

Vajulerlip

Amher.st

Oswego

Duck Island

Grenadier

Oswego

Stony Foint ,

Ol\vc;;o

stony Point

North Base

Oswego

South Base

Worth Base

Stony Point

Sandy Creek

Oswego

South Base

"Woith Base ,.

.Shin,>' l*.»iiit

Vanderlip

Duck Island

Amherst

Duck Island

Amherst

Kingston

Amherst

Wolfe

Kingston .'-.

Sir John

Wolfe

Kingston

Reverse
Azimuths.

260 37

304 53

199 25

231 20

246 25

254 27

274 11

319 38

228 22

272 55

196 39

243 12

323 43

3.50 50

182 39

274 42

345 22

201 48

290 05

.342 09

224 00

338 35

230 11

342 12

357 14

235 02

256 02

290 36

324 48

208 59

230 46

232 19

251 04

307 20

230 2J

240 12

290 44

221 27

269 18

325 26

233 37

229 44

288 24

350 35

204 25

260 45

49.61

33.23

43.13

35.19

51.95

25.73

02.52

06.17

08.54

02.87

44.78

26.58

59.20

16.55

29.62

13.02

67.45

31.33

57.93

27.92

27.78

35.19

22.00

48.99

28.81

35.84

67.56

00.97

46.60

23.34

29.63

23.89

43.36

08. 21

0,5. 92

44. 10

67.76

00. 32

61.81

38.62

28.13

03.90

33.17

30.41

46.86

46.38

Logarithms
of distances

in feet.

4. 8520820

4. 7506038

4. 8162110

5. 0701434

4. 8693621

5. 1470576

4. 9000195

4. 9481924

4. 9631454

5. 1008931

4.9328313

6. 2266678

5. 3671089

5. 2584620

5. 4212020

5. 0348647

4. 8507813

5. 1993518

4. 9691551

4. 8619243

5. 0708596

4.8173813

,5. 0375782

4, 9087847

4. 2067301

5. 1236867

4. 4148795

4. 4436766

4. 9381931

4. 4205585

5. 1958649

4. 6809612

4. 6122529

4. 8967042

5.0327199

4. 8742517

4. 9473459

4. 9073435

4. 8989881

4. 6651390

4. 8176931

4. 5130557

4. 7310300

4. 3975651

4. 7000608

4. 6772028

Distances
in English

miles.

13. 4725

10. 0652

12. 4044

22. 2593

14. 0194

26. 5720

16. 0656

16.8097

17. 3985

23. 8934

16. 2355

31.8445

44. 1037

34. 3422

49. 9538

20. 5225

13. 4333

29. 9722

17. 6409

13. 7813

22. 0061

12 4379

20. 6511

15. 3515

3. 0416

35. 1798

4. 9232

5. 2607

16. 4270

4. 9880

29. 7335

9.0848

7. 7556

14. 9335

30. 4214

14. 1781

16. 7769

17. 5675

15. 0091

8. 7600

12. 4468

6. 1719

10. 1952

4. 7308

9. 5066

9. 0067

§4. In Cliapter XXI, § 3, are given tbe angles and sides of a triangulation stretcliing from the

primary side, Cedar River— Door Blnlt', in Green Bay, eastward to Macltinac, Michigan. Although
the triangulation in some of its parts is not good, it yet will give the geodetic positions of its ver-

tices with reference to l''ort Howard with a probable error which, reaching a maximum in tbe

vicinity of Mackinac, will not then exceed a few tenths of a second of arc.

The results of the geodetic computation are gi^'en in the following table, which has the same
form as the preceding one. They are based on the length and azimuth of the primary side, Cedar
River— Door Bluff, given in § 3 as logarithm 4.9190836, and 305° 54' 15".25, respectively.
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Geographical Coordinates of Stations at north ends of Lakes Michigan and Huron.

stations. Latitudes. LoDgitudes. Azimuths. Stations.
Reverse
azimuths.

Logarithms
of distances

in feet.

Distances
in English

miles.

45 34 30. 78

45 41 09. 73

45 24 53. 11

45 09 23. 00

44 41 48. 58

45 00 35. 24

44 52 22. 69

45 10 58. 09

45 24 58. 05

DoorBluff 45 17 46.97

CedarEiver 45 25 48.62

Beyer's Bluff* 45 25 12. 81

Do
Do

Bark Eiver

Burnt Bluff

Do
Do

Eock Island

N.W.Maniton

Pointe aux B3cs Scies

South Manitou

Sleeping Bear

Do
ITorth Manitou ' 45 03 51. 52

PyramidPoint
|

44 58 04.40

Do !

Do
Cathead

Do
Do
Do
Do

South Fox

Do
Do
Do

North Fox

Pine Hirer

Do
Middle Village

Do -

Do
Bearer Island

Do

Hat Island

Do
Do
Do

Garden Island

Do
Do
Do

High Island

Do
Do

Gull Island

Seul Choix

Scott's Point

Point Patterson

Biddle Point

Manitou Payment

Do
Pointe aux Chtaes

Do
Do

Gros Cap

Do

87 03 54. 60

87 19 35. 05

86 56 11.49

87 14 25. 94

86 42 39. 84

86 49 00. 00

86 02 46. 52

86 14 59. 36

86 09 01. 74

86 04 08. 05

85 59 44. 32

85 55 28. 16

85 37 05. 65

85 51 37. 49

45 28 09. 94

45 19 55. 73

85 46 26. 25

85 14 50. 43

45 34 42. 39 85 06 13. 43

45 36 25. 56 85 29 49. 27

45 49 01. 87 85 17 57. 18

45 49 19. 46 85 31 13. 82

45 43 54. 35 85 41 01. 50

45 42 09. 24

45 55 14. 69

45 57 34. 63

45 58 04. 29

46 04 32. 01

46 01 47. 76

45 55 39. 82

45 52 57. 81

45 45 34. 05

85 50 00. 32

85 54 40. 40

85 41 44. 46

85 39 15. 18

85 22 41. 20

85 05 15. 61

84 54 48. 49

84 50 06. 98

84 56 15. 78

126 05 24. 45 Cedar Eiver . 305 54 15. 25 4. 9190836

36 15 47. 36

92 12 48. 50

126 02 49. 13

22 37 54. 62

15 20 04. 95

30 52 18. 36

73 34 41. 96

DoorBluff....

Cedar Eiver .

.

Bark River . .

.

Cedar Eiver. .

.

Eock Island...

Beyer's Bluff.

.

Bark Eiver .

.

216 10 17. 84

271 56 08. 69

305 49 48. 54

202 34 14. 14

195 15 33. ae

210 42 38. 93

253 11 59. 39

4. 7479703

5. 0007638

4. 9835935

4. 7580733

5. 0109514

5. 0524311

5 1503232

115 40 59. 60 Eock Island . 295 08 08. 68 5.3415242

12 45 30. 58

36 14 58. 72

157 04 36. 72

63 38 43. 55

47 16 45. 96

104 43 16. 33

152 23 42. 71

45 23 09. 57

66 13 06. 13

85 09 59. 28

143 51 39.72

159 05 07. 80

15 14 29. 77

26 51 53. 42

90 13 25. 85

114 36 25. 03

48 49 08. 49

60 26 40. 18

147 30 43. 59

22 21 49. 40

96 03 57. 48

150 13 23. 06

11 25 26. 33

53 21 13. 37

33 28 51. 38

91 53 18. 99

121 25 06. 31

168 00 09. 80

51 43 47. 50

110 00 67. 48

138 24 48. 28

147 24 38. 37

74 29 32. 63

139 59 59. 58

177 54 29. 17

166 01 31. 64

Pointe aux Bees Scies.

Pointe aux Bees Scies.

South Manitou

South Manitou

Sleeping Bear

South Manitou

North Manitou

Pyramid Point

North Manitou

N. "W. Manitou

South Fox

North Fox

North Manitou

N. "W". Manitou

Rock Island

Burnt Bluff

South Fox

Cathead

Beaver Island

Pine Eiver

Beaver Island

Hat Island

Cathead

South Fox

Beaver Island

Garden Island

Point Patterson

Biddle Point

High Island

Seul Choix

Scott's Point

Point Patterson

Gull Island

Seul Choix

Scott's Point

Seul Choix

192 41 18. 36

216 07 19. 91

337 01 09.26

243 32 C9. 14

227 10 38. 85

284 33 41.15

332 20 41. 52

225 10 08. 95

245 57 03. 33

264 51 46. 49

323 41 20. 02

338 58 29. 15

196 08 44. 09

206 43 57. 99

269 32 34. 00

293 59 58. 87

228 45 26. 71

240 10 51. 80

327 20 02. 82

202 15 40. 93

275 47 06. 02

330 04 59. 41

191 20 15. 64

233 05 40. 10

213 20 21. 63

271 43 47. 68

301 09 48. 66

347 56 45. 68

231 36 46. 35

289 44 07. 86

318, 17 15. 47

327 18 52. 72

264 28 06. 89

319 50 12. 24

357 53 68.35

345 58 10. 80

5 00

60 51

34 50

102 49

5 45

20 56

67 50

30 11

78' 44

102 59

25.21

16.64

08.17

05.28

35. 6S

30.30

01.37

50.54

18.56

14.14

High Island

Point Patterson.

Hat Island

Biddle Point....

d

Middle Tillage .

Hat Island

d

Hat Island

Hat Island

5. 0680981

4. 9007324

4. 7337897

4. 6502622

4. 7072630

4. 7813048

4. 5985820

5. 0467182

5. 0276476

0. 0446113

5. 0230893

5. 0489246

5. 1236067

5. 0257201

5. 3901967

6. 3786337

4. 4698301

5. 0411919

5. 0754617

4. 9871130

5. 0053005

5. 0016108

5. 1981495

5. 0656396

4. 9627166

4. 7516827

5. 0244333

4. 9837783

4. 7251043

5. 0246374

4. 8268900

4. 8002380

4. 5986558

4. 9545771

4. 9198396

4. 9138036

184 69

240 39

214 41

282 36

185 44

200 48

247 33

210 07

258 24

282 43

08.92

21.37

01.05

32.48

33.02

19.65

24.58

26.05

20.16

41.34

4. 9366262

4. 9052163

4. 9751235

4. 8785246

4. 7900886

5. 1345446

5. 0261687

4. 7159120

6. 0814289

4. 9758813

15. 7199

10. 601

18.973

18. 237

10. 850

19. 423

21. 370

26. 772

41. 581

22. 155

15. 069

10. 260

8.465

9.652

11. 446

7.515

21. 090

20. 184

20. 988

19. 974

21. 198

25. 175

20. 095

46. 512

45. 290

5.587

20. 824

22. 633

18. 386

19. 172

19. 010

29. 889

22. 030

17. 381

10. 692

20. 035

18. 245

10. 0fJ7

20. 045

12. 713

11. 956

7.517

17.069

16. 747

15. 530

16. 368

15. 226

17. 885

14. 318

11. 680

2.5. 817

20.116

9.846

22, 845

17. 916

* The position of this station is perhaps not identical with the one of the same name

99 L S

in the principal chain of triangles.
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Geographical Coordinates of Stations at north ends of Lakes Michigan and Huron—Continued.

stations.
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Geos Cap, 1851, '53.—This station was situated on tlie nortli sliore of the Straits of INfackinac,

about two tiiiles northeast of the island of Saint Helena. Tlie height of the center-post used was
40 feet. The geodetic point was marked by a spike driven into a crevice in the limestone. The
height of ground at the station above Lake Michigan is 113.5 feet.

A (West Base), 1851, '52, '53.—This station marking the northwest end of the Mackinac base-

line, was situated on the south shore of the Straits of Mackinac, on McGulpin's Point. The height

of center-post used was 27 feet. The geodetic point was marked by the intersection of two lines

at the center of a square cut in the upper surface of a limestone block, the figure 7 being cut in

one of the small squares. The height of ground at the station above Lake Michigan is 63.6 feet.

B' (East Base), 1852, '53.—This station marked the southeast end of the Slackinac base-line,

and was situated near the south shore of the south channel of the Straits of Mackinac, about 4

miles southeasterly from A (West Base). The geodetic point was marked by a fine line on a silver

ten-cent piece set in the top of a limestone post 4^ feet long, dressed at its upper end. A side-

stone was set 22 feet 4 inches north of the line, the top being marked by a square divided into four

small squares, the number 14 being cut in one of the small squares. A similar stone was set at

about the same distance south of the geodetic point, on line with the other two stones, this line not

being at right angles to the base-line.

D (St. Ignace), 1851, '53.—This station was situated on Pointe St. Ignace, at the summit of

the hill on the southeast end of a crest of a rocky ridge. The height of the center post was 12

feet. The geodetic point was marked by a hole 2 inches in depth drilled in the solid limestone

rock, 18 inches below the surface of the ground, and filled with broken nails. The height of the

rock at the geodetic point above Lake Huron is 103 feet.

E (Babbit's Back), 1851.—This station was situated on the summit of Rabbit's Back Peak,

about 5 miles north of Point St. Ignace. The height of the center-post was 10 feet. The geodetic

point was marked by three thirty-penny nails driven into a cleft of the rock.

C (Mackinac Island), 1851, '52, '53.—This station was situated at Fort Holmes, summit of

the Island of Mackinac. The height of the center-post was 22 feet. The geodetic point was

marked by the center of a circle, as indicated by the Intersection of two diameters, cut in a small

granite bowlder.

B, 1852.—This station was situated on the south shore of the south channel of the Straits of

Mackinac, about 6 miles southeast of A (West Base). It marked the southeast end of the Macki-

nac base-line as first laid out. The height of the center-post was 17 feet. The geodetic point was

marked by the center of a square divided into four small squares cut in a square stone, the num-

ber 12 being cut in one of the small squares.

H, 1851.—This station was situated at Boiling Spring Point, four miles north of Great St.

Martin's Island. The height of center-post was 12 feet. A great stone heap was made around the

station.

I (PoiNTE St. Martin), 1851, '53.—This station was situated on Pointe St. Martin, on the north

shore of the Straits of Mackinac, IJ miles east by north from St. Martin's Island the less. The height

of the center-post was 12 feet. The geodetic point was marked by a hole about one inch deep,

drilled into a rectangular block of limestone about 9 inches thick, and weighing about 400 pounds.

Piles of stones were made as supports to the center-post and its braces.

L (PoiNTE Fuyakd), 1849, '51.—This station was situated on Pointe Fuyard, the southeast

point of Marquette Island. The height of center-post was 14.5 feet. The geodetic point was marked

by a hole drilled in a block of limestone which was set in the pebbles.

N (Beavek Tail), 1849, '51.—This station was situated on Beaver Tail Point, on the north shore

of the Straits of Mackinac, about 10J miles east of Pointe Fuyard. The height of the center-post was

26 feet. The geodetic point was marked by a hole drilled in the solid rock under the center-post.

§ 5. In Chapter XXI, § 4, are also given the angles and sides of a triangulation in Lake

Superior, stretching from the primary side, Yulcan— St. Ignace, eastward to Mamainse. The angles

of some of these triangles were not well read, as will be seen by referring to Chapter XXI, § 4, but

they will give geodetic positions with little error.

The results of the geodetic computation are given in the following table in the same form as

in the preceding ones. The length and azimuth of the base-side, Vulcan — St. Ignace, namely

logarithm 5.6900927, and 178° 21' 39".93, are taken from § 3,
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Stati(

Geographical Coordinatcft of Stations in east end of Lake Superior.

stations.Latitudes. LoufiitiuJes.

Vulcau

.St. Ignaco —
Tip Top

1)0

Micliipicotoii .

Do
Pau^on

Do
Gargantua

—

Do
Mamainse —

Do

47 26 46. 65
j

87 47 38. 17

48 47 18. 90 ' 87 61 07. 37

18 16 24. 64 I 86 00 12. 83

47 45 21.66

47 34 42. 72

85 34 33. 69

Azimuths.
Kevevse azi-

mutlis.

178 21 39: 03 St. lanacc . 358 19 04. 17

84 58 55. 18

84 36 28. 71

56 11 44. 06

113 26 59. 65

77 13 52. 44

17] 09 33. 74

45 54 35. 89

138 01 53.09

106 35 23. 78

133 35 46. 15

130 34 35. 14

165 22 49. 00

Vulcan ;
234 52

St. Ijriiace
!
292 03

Vulcan

Tip Top

Micllipicoten .

Tip Top

Michipicoten ,

Paugon

Michipicoten .

G-ai'gantua ...

I

255 49

351 04

225 40

317 43

385 56

313 09

309 37

335 06

04.50

53.07

11.99

11.09

56.53

47.23

26.96

22.72

66.75

19.42

Logai'ithnis Distances
of distances in En^lisli

in feet. I miles.

5.6900927 I 92. 7819

7268419
I

6863936
j

0S55744

2812042

0217410

1923103

3641071

3031891

6158495

3466870

100. 974

91.995

91.821

36. 188

19. 912

29. 490

43. 800

38. 068

78. 202

41. 971

The followiug are descriptions of biicli of these stations as have been permanently marked

:

Ytjlcan.—See Chapter XIV, A, § 2.

St. Ignaoe.—See Chapter XIV, A, § 2.

Tip Top.—See Chapter XIV, A, § 2.

Michipicoten.—See Chapter XIV, A, § 2.

Paugon, 1869.—This station was situated on the northeast coast of Lake Superior, nearly

due north of the east eud of Michipicoten Island. The height of the station used was 27 feet. The
geodetic point was marked by a brass pin set in the surface rock. The approximate height of the

hill on which the station is located above Lake Superior is 850 feet.

Gargantua, 1869.—This station was located on the east coast of Lake Superior, four or live

miles, southeast of Cape Gargantua. The height of the station was 3.5 feet. The geodetic point was

marked by a brass point about one-quarter inch in diameter, set in the rock. An astronomical

stone post, used in 1869, bears north 25° 14' 10" east, and is 36.4 feet distant from the geodetic

point. The front of the hill facing the lake rises nearly perpendicularly, and tjiere are no large hills

in the immediate vicinity. The height of the hill at the station above Lake Superior is 431 feet.

Majiainse, 1869.—This station was situated on the east coaat of Lake Superior, and is ap-

proached from the north side of Bachewauaung BaJ^ The trail starts from a dock used by some

mining company, and for the first four miles follows an old railway grade, whence it continues by a

blazed trail the remaining five miles. The height of station used was 8 feet. The geodetic point

was marked by a nail driven into a stake about 2J inches in diameter, set about 1 foot below the

ground surface. An astronomical stone post, used in 1869, bears south 74° 19' 07" east, and is 68.6

feet distant from the geodetic point. The approximate height of the hill on which the station was
situated above Lake Superior is 1250 feet.

§ 6. In Chapter XXI, § 5, are given the angles and sides of a detached triangulation in Sagi-

naw Bay, Lake Huron. For this triangulation the fundamental latitude, longitude, and azimuth

are those observed at the transit-post at Sand Point, Michigan, taken as the origin for the geo-

detic positions. Its latitude was determined by fifteen nights' work, with a zenith telescope, by
Lieutenant C. N. TurnbuU, in 1857, giving as a mean result 43° 54' 39".79. (See Eeport of Chief

Topographical Engineer, \J. S. A., 1858.) Its longitude was determined by Lieutenant Turnbull,

in 1858-'59, by chronometer-transfers between Detroit, Fort Gratiot, ForestvHle, and Sand Point, as

0'- 1" 19^288 west of Detroit, (see reports of Chief Topographical Engineer, U. S. A., for 1859 and

1860). This value needs a correction of — 0M27 to reduce it from the position of the transit-post

in 1859 to the position of the east transit-post in the Lake-Survey Observatory at Detroit of 1871-

1882, so that the longitude adopted for Sand Point is O*" 1™ 19M6 west from Detroit. Applying to

this the longitude of east transit-post of 1871-1882, given in Chapter XXV, § 1, as 5i^ 32"" 12^24,

there results, longitude of Sand Point trigonometrical station west from Greenwich, S*' 33" 31^40.

The azimuths of several stations from the transit-post appear to have been determined by
reading at the transit-post the angles between the meridian mark and those stations. The results

are given below as they were published in the Eeport of the Chief of Topographical Engineers

for 1859, with the exception of the longitudes, which have been corrected as stated.
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The only stations of this triangulation known to have been permanently marked are those of

the Sand Point base-line. The following description of the markings of these base stations is

taken from Captain George G. Meade's report to the Chief Topographical Engineer for 1857

:

It has been previously reported that triangulation stations had been erected at the termini of the proposed base.

The measurement accordingly began 100 yards to the east of the western terminus. This point was marked by a

limestone post sunt to the depth of 3 feet, and rising some 6 inches above the ground. The top of this post, 10 inches

square, has cut in it two lines at right angles, one of which is in the general direction of the base, and the intersection

is the point of beginning. To further identify this point, two reference-stone posts were sunk level with the ground

and at right angles to the measured line, the northern one being distant 70.75 feet and the southern one 73.7 feet.

These posts have on them lines cut, the intersection of which are the points of the perpendicular to the base at the

distances above mentioned. From the point of beginning an offset was measured to the northwest, at an angle of 60°,

and 22 tubes measured, being about the distance of the point of beginning from the station at the end of the base.

The termination of this offset was marked likewise by a stone. It will be as well to remark here that the eastern end

of the measured line was marked in a similar manner. The reference-stones there being distant, the northern one

37.55 feet, and the southern 25.45 feet, the termination of this offset of 24 tubes was also marked by setting a stone in

the ground, the offset here being to the southeast. In addition to the stones above described as left in the ground,

there were two intermediate stones left on the measured line at the distances respectively of 330 and 693 tubes from

point of beginning.

The tnbe-length here referred to is approximately 15 feet.

Geographical Coordinates of Stations on Saginaw Bay, Lalce Suron.

stations.

Pointe aux Barques

.

Do
Do

Oak Point

Do -

Do
Do
Do

East Base

Do
Do

Wild Fowl

Do
Do

Observatory

TVest Base

Do
Sebouin

Do
Do

Little Charity

Do
Do
Do

Big Charity

Do
Pointe au Sable

Tawas Point

Do
Do

Mason's Creek

Whltestone Point. -

.

Gravelly Point

Pointe aux Gres

Do
Pine River

Kyaqnonk

Fish Point

Do
Do

Quannakissee

Latitudes.

43 68 29. 77

43 54 55. 71

43 51 24. 53

43 54 39. 79

43 53 08.15

43 54 39. 15

43 51 32.36

44 00 08. 81

44 02 17. 46

44 20 17. 79

44 15 38. 14

44 11 39. 56

44 06 24. 72

44 02 58. 79

43 59 27. 88

43 58 42. 70

43 47 24. 74

43 42 49. 02

43 37 03. 81

Longitudes.

82 57 32. 52

83 19 10. 78

83 21 28. 39

83 22 51. 00

83 25 55. 32

83 23 56. 71

83 26 57. 65

83 26 27. 97

83 20 03. 64

83 26 29. 19

83 33 20. 34

83 33 54. 33

83 34 44. 06

83 40 38. 96

83 51 13. 62

83 65 32. 76

83 31 39.49

Azimuths.

66 51 14. 12

119 09 18.18

135 08 22. 21

35 26 43. 64

57 19 15. 92

100 32 15. 56

156 36 32. 76

171 46 11. 61

25 14 48. 55

85 26 47. 11

129 13 36. 91

91 51 55. 10

151 08 59. 71

162 59 38. g7

56 30 17. 29

35 00 11. 68

151 41 49. 15

21 20 47. 30

128 47 18. 70

174 48 22. 77

86 47 07. 25

120 27 06. 25

146 01 56. 61

161 41 50. 81

27 69 47. 60

96 38 09. 33

44 45 15. 11

4 09 18. 25

30 06 19. 81

51 08 16. 69

50 33 38. 87

41 52 36. 85

84 25 41. 60

15 28 42. 97

Stations.

Oak Point

Tawas Point

Pointe au Sable .

East Base

West Base

Little Charity . -

Tawas Point

Pointe au Sable .

Wild Fowl

West Base

Little Chaiity .

.

Sebouin

West Base

Observatory

C

Sebouin

Little Charity

Fish Point

Pointe aux Gres . .

.

Little Charity

Pointe aux Gres . .

.

Gravelly Point

Whitestone Point.

Mason's Creek

Little Charity

Gravelly Point

Tawas Point

Little Charity

Whitestone Point-

Mason's Creek

—

Reverse azi-

muths.

246 43

298 49

314 62

215 24

237 13

280 23

335 29

351 43

205 13

265 23

309 07

271 48

331 07

342 48

235 28

08.23

41.07

17.39

31.25

39.75

00.85

07.96

13.16

28.80

27.67

06.96

16.89

4L60

09.48

83 44 10. 09

57 42 52. 72

105 00 02. 63

168 42 19. 63

141 29 26. 00

Pointe aux Gres

.

Nyaqnonk

Pine River

Nyaqnonk

Quannakissee

Nyaqnonk

Pointe aux Gres

.

Nyaqnonk

214 58 06. 25

331 38 58. 39

201 17 32. 28

308 37 48. 95

354 47 37. 62

265 38 21. 96

300 22 27. 33

325 57 52. 12

341 38 09. 78

207 58 41. 66

276 32 24. 48

224 40 45. 83

184 08 13. 12

210 01 09. 57

231 03 29. 91

Logarithms
of distances

in feet.

4. 9366361

6.1604846

5. 1436388

4. 4248571

4.6364105

4. 7420190

6. 0683804

6. 1265567

4. 3736028

4. 3221344

4. 7005855

4. 3826456

4. 3521900

4. 3154513

4. 2142388

230 29 32. 24

221 42 17. 20

264 18 21. 85

195 25 43. 33

237 34 14. 47

284 43 31. 47

338 36 06. 89

321 21 34. 32

4. 3637724

4. 5788666

4. 7548150

4. 8866178

4. 7203892

4. 7437459

4. 5314605

4. 6619249

4. 8673528

4. 1688279

4. 5619598

4. 6004103

4. 9747189

4. 8112103

4. 5850753

Distances
in English

miles.

16. 368

27. 406

26. 364

6.038

8.180

10. 456

21. 664

25. 347

4.477

3.976

9.605

4. 671

4.261

3.916

3.102

4. 5262332

4. 9921419

4. 6686010

4. 8526021

4. 8149650

5. 0367669

5. 0357773

4. 9053464

4.377

7.182

10. 769

14. 588

9.948

10. 498

6.439

8.695

13. 955

2.794

6.907

7.547

17. 868

12. 262

7.285

6.362

18. 600

8.830

13. 489

12. 369

20. 612

20. 566

15. 230
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§ 7. Besides the points used as vertices of large triaugies, the positions of many section-cor-

ners of the land surveys and of many light-houses and public buildings have been determined

from the positions of the main triangulation and the astronomical stations. The positions of light-

houses and public buildings have usually been determined by pointings from the main stations,

while the positions of section-corners in many cases have been determined topographically. The
connections of such points with the main triangulation stations rarely have a probable error

exceeding 2 feet, and usually much less, so that the latitudes and longitudes of these points iare

known with an accuracy essentially the same as that of the coordinates of the main stations. These

positions being all permanently marked and well-known points, the knowledge of their latitudes

and longitudes is of great value for future maps of the counties and States in which they lie. On
the St. Lawrence Eiver some of the secondary triangulation points were well marked. Such have

been included in the list of positions for that section, and a description of the markings is given.

The positions of points marked with an (*) in the following table, depend on astronomical deter-

minations in their immediate vicinity. The positions in Saginaw Bay, Lake Huron, marked with

a (t) in the table, depend on that of the transit instrument at Sand Point, given in § 6. All others

depend on the position of Fort Howard, given in § 3.

The points are arranged in the table by States and counties, following the order of their longi-

tudes as far as possible, beginning with the most western points. Following the table is a descrip-

tion of such stations as are not sufficiently described in the table itself. In addition to the data

given in these descriptions, there are in the records of the Lake-Survey, topographical sketches of

the localities of nearly all stations described, altliough these sketches are less precise and embrace

less area than the sketches of primary stations.

Table of Geographical Positions of Secondary Points.

state and county.
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Table of Geographieal Positions of Secondary Points—Continued.
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State and county.
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Table of Geographical Positions of Secondary Points—Continued.

State and coanty.
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Table of Geographical Positions of Secondary Points—Continued.
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State and oounty.
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Table of GeograpMeal Positions of Secondary Points—Continued.

state and country.
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State and ooonty.
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Tahle of Geographical Positions of Secondary Points—Coutinned.

St ill e and county.
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State and county.
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Table of Geographical Positions of Secondary Points—Continued.

State and county.
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Table of Geographical Positions of Secondary Points—Continued.
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State and county.
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Table of Geographical Positions of Secondary Points—Continued.

state and county. Description of point.

New Tokk—CoDtinneii.

Chautauqua County—Cont'd

^rie County

Niagara County

Orleans County

Monroe County

Wayne County .

.

Oswego County..

Jeiferson County

Saint Lawrence Comity.

Dunkirk light-hou&e

Chimney of Brooks' locomotive works, Dunkirk

Horse-shoe ligh^-house

Buffalo light-house '

Intersection of Michigan and Exchange streets, Buffalo .

Fort Niagara light-house

Northeast tower of railroad suspension bridge at Niagara.

Falls.

Thirty-mile Point light

Spire of church at Tates

Comer of lots 5, 8, 11, 14, Brockport

Baptist church on northwest comer of Main and Halley

streets, Brockport.

Tower of waterworks at Rochester 1

Court-house at Rochester

Greuesee light-house -

Dome of academy at Sodus

Big Sodus light-house

Oswego light-house

Oswego court-house

Greene

Houston

Galloo light-house

Galloo

Tibbett's Point light-house

Vincent

"West Base, Cape Vincent

Daly

Latitude.

Stony Point light-house. .

.

Ellis

East Base, Cape Vincent .

Cooper ,

Gleason

Deuel

Fox

Hogsback

Grindstone

Sacket's Harbor, or Horse Island light-house .

Roman Catholic church at Clayton

South Base, Clayton

Dorr Farm
Rock Island light-house

Alexandria

Thousand Island House, at Alexandria Bay .

.

Sunken Rock light-house

Dlnginan

Sister Island light-house

Lyons

Cross-over Island light-house

Peach Island

Oak Point

Hall's Dock

Taylor..

Chapman

Morristown Point

Brooks Point

I

Ogdensburg light-house, or A
Peak of Ogdensburg light-house .

West Base, Ogdensburg

East Base, Ogdensburg

42 29 37.

8

42 29 06.

4

42 52 52. 5

42 52 40.

1

42 52 41.

1

43 15 42. 3

43 06 34.

1

43 22 29. 6

43 20 15. 8

43 11 54.

43 12 49.

7

43 12 45. 8

43 09 18.

1

43 15 09. 8

43 14 08. 5

43 16 25. 7

43 27 53. 9

43 27 26.

43 31 3D. 8

43 31 30. 8

43 53 18. 6

43 55 07. 6

44 06 02. 3

44 07 31.

4

44 07 54.

44 10 03. 6

43 50 21. 6

44 08 34. 2

44 07 41. 6

43 57 48. 2

43 52 48. 9

43 54 23. 9

43 58 05. 6

44 12 02. 2

44 16 04.

43 66 34. 7

44 14 18. 8.

44 14 04.

1

44 14 37. 9

44 16 49

44 19 38. 9

44 20 15. 2

44 20 44. 6

44 21 19.

44 24 50. 8

44 25 01. 5

44 29 48. 6

44 29 27. 8

44 30 56. 9

44 32 46. 7

44 33 05. 2

44 33 32. 6

44 35 55. 5

44 36 54. 4

44 37 39.

9

44 41 52. 3

44 41 52. 3

44 42 19.

44 42 29. 6

Longitude.

79 21 16.

8

.79 19 26. 8

78 54 66. 2

78 53 24.

78 52 14. 3

79 03 40.

79 03 26. 3

78 29 11. 8

78 23 17. 5

77 56 39.

3

77 56 23. 5

77 37 36. 7

77 36 50. 7

77 36 40. 2

77 04 09. 3

76 59 11. 8

76 30 50. 9

76 30 22. 8

76 22 24. 2

76 15 19. 2

76 26 41. 9

76 24 36.

1

76 22 15.

4

76 20 32.

1

76 18 55. 3

76 18 35.

1

76 17 56. 8

76 17 44.

76 17 34. 7

76 16 41. 5

76 15 32. 8

76 12 29. 3

76 12 04.2

76 09 08.

1

76 08 57. 8

76 08 43.

76 05 12. 2

76 04 34.

1

76 03 21. 7

76 01 02

75 55 23. 4

75 55 16. 4

75 54 57. 4

75 53 04. 5

75 50 41. 9

75 49 00. 7

75 46 44.

1

75 46 07. 9

75 45 13.

1

75 42 45. 9

75 42 23.

7

75 41 46. 9

75 38 33. 5

75 36 38.

75 35 44. 6

75 30 14. 5

75 30 14.

75 28 48. 5

75 27 58. 3
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Table of Geographical Positions of Secondary Points—Continued.

state and comity.

N"EW York—Continued.

Saint Lawrence County—Con-

tinued.

Franklin County

CANADA.

Province of Ontario.

Description of point.

Cliimney Point ,

"Wagner .

Sparrowliawk -

Sharps

Boundary post ISo. 2

Bois Blanc

Etackett

Bar Point, 1874

Fighting Island

Clark

Turkey Island

Bar Point, 1878

Sandwich Spring

Sandwich court-house

East Sister

Hen Island

Kingsville

liight-house, Middle Island

Light-house, Pel6e Island

Light-house, Pel6e Spit

Light-house, Long Point, east extremity

Mohawk light-house

Port Dalhousie light-house

Port Colborne light-house

Court-house, Niagar&r .^

Brock's Monument
Timber Island ,

False Duck light-house

Nine-Mile, or G-age Point light-house, Simcoe Island

Pigeon Island light-house

Snake- Island light-house

Transit Pier in Observatory at Kingston

Bear Point

Brown Point light-house

E-ainy

Burnt Island light-house

"Wolfe Island light-house

"Wesleyan Methodist churcli spire at Gananoquo .,.

Jack-Straw light-house

Gananoque light-house

Smoke Island .'

Lyndoc light-house

Wells

Darling

Grenadier Island light-house

Grenadier

Chimney

Slide

Cole's Ferry light-house

Molly's Gut Island

McDonald's Point --

Moulson

A.O.L.XXI
Brockville Rock

Campbell

Eaton

Southwest Base, Maitland

K
!N"orthea8t Base, Maitland

Brennan

Latitude. Longitude.

44 43 55. 7
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wagon-road running down the river from Detroit to Wyandotte. The height of station used was 6

feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole in the top of a stone post 2 feet long, marked U. S.,

and set 1 foot below the ground surface. Two stone reference-posts were set, one bearing south
12° 45' west, distant 48.05 feet, aud one bearing north 74° 38' west, distant 51.50 feet.

Field, 1873.—This station is situated near the northeast side of an open field about a fourth

of a mile north of the river Rouge, about 860 feet southeast of the river road, and about 1500 feet

from the bank of the Detroit Eiver. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post 2 feet long, with

the letters U. S. cut on it, and set 1 foot below the ground surtace.

Euclid, 1877.—This station is situated about 2 miles northwest of the village of Euclid, Cuya-

hoga County, Ohio, about 350 metres back from the shore of Lake Erie, and about 100 metres west

of a uorth-and-south road leading to the lake. The geodetic point is marked by a single stone

post. Two stone reference-posts are set on the west side of the road east of the geodetic point,

one bearing north 64° 55' east, distant 318 feet, and one bearing south 89° 55' east, distant 293 feet.

Perry, 1876.—This station is situated in a piece of woods, near the shore of Lake Erie, in Lake
County, Ohio, about 2J miles nearly due north of railroad station Perry, on the Lake Shore and
Michigan Southern Eailway, and 7J miles east of Fairport. 'No station was erected. The geodetic

point is marked by a hole drilled in the top of a stone post set 27 inches below the ground surface.

Another stone post stands over the geodetic point as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts

were set as follows: one bearing north 78° east, distant 52.0 metres; one bearing south 42° east,

distant 37.1 metres; and one bearing soutli 76° west, distant 17.6 metres from the geodetic point.

A rail fence running north and south is 123.5 metres distant to the east of the station.

Geneva, 1876.—This station is situated on the shore of Lake Erie, 4J miles northwesterly from

the village of Geneva, Ashtabula Connty, Ohio, lOf miles from Ashtabula Harbor, and 16 miles

from Fairport, on the farm of Jeremiah Seamens. Observations were made from a wooden post

about 5 feet high. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in the top of a stone post set 3 feet

below the ground surface. A stone post is set directly over the geodetic point as a surface refer-

ence-mark. Three stone reference-posts were set as follows: one bearing south 46° 30' east, dis-

tant 137.0 metres; one bearing south 1° 31' west, distant 96.4 metres; and one bearing south 48°

15' west, distant 136.0 metres from the geodetic point. The station was 32 metres from the lake,

and 12 feet above it.

Satbeook, 1876.—This station is situated on the shore of Lake Erie, about 1^ miles west of

Ashtabula Harbor, Ohio. It is in a small clump of woods between the highway and the lake. No
station was erected. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in the top of a stone post set 20

inches below the ground surface. A stone post is set directly over the geodetic point, rising 1 foot

above the ground surface. Three stone reference-posts are set with their tops about 1 foot above

ground, along the road fences, two being on the north side and one on the south side of the road,

one bearing north 82° east, distant 76.5 metres; one bearing south 63° east, distant 19.5 metres;

and one bearing south 51° west, distant 75.8 metres from the geodetic point. In 1876 the station

was 42 metres back from the shore of the lake, which was a clay bluff rapidly wearing away, so that

the station can exist but a few years.

State Line, 1876.—This station is situated in Springfield Township, Erie County, Pennsyl-

vania 3150 metres easterly along the shore of Lake Erie from the State line between Ohio and

Pennsylvania, 4150 metres easterly from the mouth of Turkey Creek, 5775 metres easterly from

the mouth of the Conneaut River, 130 metres from the lake shore. 25 metres north of the wagon-

road running parallel to the lake shore, and 340 metres west of bridge crossing Coon Creek. The

geodetic point is marked by two stone posts in the usual manner. Three stone reference-posts

were set as follows: one near the intersection of two fences on the north side of the road, bearing

south 35° east, distant 26.5 metres; one on the south side of the road, bearing south 5° east, dis-

tant 36.4 metres; and one near a fence, bearing south 73° west, distant 12.1 metres from the geo-

detic point. The height of ground at the station above Lake Erie is about 55 feet.

Miles Grove, 1876.—This station is situated in Girard Township, Erie County, Pennsylvania,

about 60 metres from edge of Lake Erie, aud about 700 metres east of mouth of Elk Creek. The

station consisted of a wooden post 4 or 5 feet high. Three stone reference-posts were set as fol-

lows: one bearing soutli 88° 16' east, distant 62.42 metres; one bearing south 24° 24' west, distant
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133.73 metres ; and ooe bearing south 38° 49' west, distant 48.81 metres. The height of the ground

at the station above Lake Erie is about 124 feet.

Harbor Creek, 187().—This station is situated about 3 miles northeast of Harbor Creek, Brie"

County, Pennsylvania, within 130 metres of the shore of Lake Erie. The geodetic point is marked

by a single cut stone post. Tliree similar stone posts are set for reference- marks as follows: one

bearing north 31° 50' east, distant 10.51 metres; oue bearing south 89° 11' west, distant 19.66

metres; and one bearing north 11° 46' west, distant 10.24 metres from the geodetic point. An
azimuth station, used in shore-liue work, occupied a position north 12° 32' west, 17.60 metres distant

from the geodetic point.

Barcelona, 1876.—This station is situated a short distance east of the old light-house, Barce-

lona, Chautauqua County, New York, close to the shore of Lake Erie. The geodetic point is

marked by a cut stone post set so that its upper surface is about 2 feet below the ground surface.

A second post is set directly over the former as a surface-reference. Two stone reference-posts are

set in the road south of the station, oue bearing south 23° 24' east, distant 22.75 metres, and oue

bearing south 36° 43' west, distant 34.63 metres from the geodetic point.

Prospect, 1876.—This station is situated a short distance southeast of Prospect Eailway sta-

tion, Chautauqua County, ISIew York. The geodetic point is marked by a cut stone post set so

that its upper surface is about 2^ feet below the ground surface. Above this stone a second stone

post is set as a surface-reference. Two stone reference-posts are set on the south side of the road

north of the station, one bearing north 00° 54' west, distant 211.5 metres, and one bearing north

35° 00' west, distant 258.9 metres from the geodetic point.

Brocton, 1876.—This station is situated about IJ miles northwest of Brocton Junction, Chau-

tauqua County, New York, close to the shore of Lake Erie. The geodetic point is marked by a cut

stone post set so that its upper surface is about 2J feet below the ground surface. Directly above

this stone is a second stone rising above the ground surface as a reference-mark. Northeast 10

metres from the geodetic point is set a second reference-post, and southwest 9.94,metres a third

post, the line joining these two posts jjassing through the geodetic point.

Greene, 1874.—This station is situated on Nine-Mile Point, about nine mdes east of Oswego,

Oswego County, New York. The height of station used was 4.5 feet. The geodetic point is marked

by a |-inch hole drilled in the top of a stone post set 20 inches below the ground-surface. 'A stone

post is set directly over it as a surface- mark. Three stone reference-posts were set on the west

side of the road east of the station. The relative bearings of these stones and of other objects from

Hammond's house, and their distances from the geodetic point are as follows, the bearings being

read from a circle whose graduation is numbered in a direction opposite to that on a clock dial

:

° Metres.

Middle of front of Hammond's house 00 161.6

Most southerly stone post i 347 134.2

Most northerly stone post 20 112.9

Middle stone post , 3 117.9

Stone heap \ . 264 100.0

Eocky cliff 140 20.0

The height of ground at the station above Lake Ontario is about 40 feet.

Houston, 3874.—This station is situated about one-fifth mile east of Little Salmon Creek,

Oswego County, New York. The height of station used was 50 feet. The geodetic point is marked

by a |-inch hole drilled in a sandstone post, 6 inches by 9 inches by 2J feet, set IJ feet below the

ground surface in a coarse, stony soil. Three stone reference-posts were set as follows: One bearing

south 51° 17' west, distant 36.61 metres; one bearing sonth 31° 38' east, distant 11.72 metres; and

one bearing north 86° 12' east, distant 39.95 metres from the geodetic point. The height of ground

at the station above Lake Ontario is about 20 feet.

Galloo, 1874.—This station is situated on the north side of Galloo Island, near the west end

of North Pond. The height of station used was 23 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a J-inch

hole drilled in the bed-rock and filled with lead, 20 inches below the ground surface. Three stone

reference-posts were set as follows: one bearing north 78° west, distant 18.0 metres; one bearing
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south 11° west, distant 18.2 metres ; and one bearing south 68° east, distant 11.5 metres. Tibbett's

Point light-house bears north 8° 46' east from the station.

ViNOENT, 1874.—This station is situated near the corner of Broadway and Kannaday streets,

in the town of Cape Vincent, Jefferson County, I)few Yorlt. The geodetic point is marked by a

stone post 2 decimeters square having in its center a triangular piece of brass, and buried 7 deci-

meters under ground. Three marking-stones projecting 2 decimeters above the ground, dressed 2

decimeters square, marked U. S., and numbered, are situated as follows : 'So. 1 bears south 88° 14'

east, distant 44.62 metres ; No. 2 bears south 13° 41' east, distant 16.94 metres; and Ifo. 3 bears

south 46° 43' east, distant 18.28 metres from the geodetic point.

West Base, Cape Vincent, 1874.—This station is situated about 1 mile northeast of the

town of Cape Vincent, Jefferpou County, New York, on the north side of the Watertown and
Cape Vincent Eailroad. The height of station used was 7 feet. The geodetic point is marked by
a piece of brass set in the top of a stone post set 2 feet below the surface of the ground. Three

stone reference-posts are set as follows: No. 1 bearing north 78° west, distant 30.3 metres ; No.

2 bearing south 14P west, distant 21.7 metres ; and No. 3 bearing south 83° east, distant 30.2

metres.

Daly, 1874.—This station is situated on the west end of Carlton Island, about 20 feet back

from the river, and 7 feet above it. The height of station used was 10 feet. The geodetic point

is marked by a limestone boulder set about 2J feet below the surface of the sandy soil, and having

a f-inch hole drilled 1 inch deep in its top. Reference-marks were made as follows: triapgle on

boulder marked No. 1 bearing north 45° west, distant 25.8 metres ; mark No. 2 on bed-rock, bear-

ing south 43° west, distant 10.5 metres; mark No. 3 on bed-rock bearing south 10° west, distant

19.0 metres ; mark No. 4 on bed-rock bearing north 61° east, distant 48.0 metres; and mark No-

5 on bed-rock bearing north 30° east, distant 36.0 metres.

Ellis, 1874.—This station is situated about 2J miles northeast of Cape Vincent, Jefferson

County, 'New York. The height of station used was 15 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a

f-iuch hole drilled in a boulder 2J feet below the surface of the ground. Three stone reference-

posts are set as follows: No. 1 bearing south,51o west, distant 165.7 metres; No. 2 bearing south

27° west, distant 155.1 metres ; No. 3 bearing south 3° west, distant 172.8 metres.

East Base, Cape Vincent, 1874.—This station is situated about 2 miles east of Cape Vin-

cent, Jefferson County, New York, on the south side of the Watertown and Cape Vincent Eail.

road. The height of station used was 7 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a piece of brass in

the top of a stone post set 2^ feet below the surface of the ground. Three stone reference-posts

are set as follows: one bearing south 72° 50' east, distant 51.75 metres; one bearing north 74° 59'

east, distant 33.83 metres ; and one bearing north 60° 51' west, distant 52.62 metres.

Cooper, 1874.—This station is about one-fourth of a mile from the end of Peninsula Point, Jef-

ferson County, New York, nearly west of Sacket's Harbor, New York. The height of station used

was 9 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a J-inch hole drilled in the top of a stone post set 1

foot below the surface of the ground. Three stone reference-posts were set as follows: one bear-

ing south 68° west, distant 36.0 metres; one bearing north 73° east, distant 52.0 metres; and one

bearing north 24° east, distant 62.5 metres.

Gleason, 1874.—This station is situated about 4 miles northeast of Stony Point light-house^

and about If miles southwest of the west end of Snow Shoe Bay, in Jefferson County, New York.

The height of station used was 34.4 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a triangular hole drilled

in the bed-rock one foot beneath the ground surface. A surface reference-stone, rising flush with

the ground, is set directly over the geodetic point. Three stone referenca-posts are set as follows

:

No. 1 bearing north 77° east, distant 44.0 metres ; No. 2 bearing south 8° west, distant 47.5 metres;

No. 3 bearing south 31° east, distant 46.6 metres.

Deuel, 1874.—This station is situated about 4 miles southwest of Sacket's Harbor light-house,

on the north side of Six Town Point, Jefferson County, New York. The height of station used was

10 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a J-inch hole 1 inch deep, drilled in the top of a stone

post set 20 inches below the ground surface. Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: one

bearing north 89° east, distant 15 metres; one bearing south 73° west, distant 15.25 metres; and
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one beariii<;- soutli 3° east, distant 12.3 metres. The height of ground at the station above the river

is aljout 10 feet.

Fox, 1874.—This station is situated on Pillar Point, Jelferson County, New York, northwest of

Sacket's Harbor. Tlie height of statiou used was 10 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a

J-inch hole, drilled in the top of a stone post set 1 foot below the ground surface. A stone^ refer-

ence-post bears north 01° east, distant 24.0 metres; a cross on a large boulder, with a bole filled

with lead in its center, bears north 3° east, distant 26.2 metres; a similar cross on the bed-rock

(limestone) bears south 39° west, and is distant 18.0 metres.

HoGSBACK, 1S73.—This station is situated on the northeast extreme point of the hill known
as Hogsback, about 4J miles southwest of Clayton, Jeiferson County, New York, about 1 mile from

the Saint Lawrence Eiver, and near French Creek. It is the highest point in the vicinity, being at

least 100 feet above the general level of the land towards the river, and 200 feet above the river.

The height of station used was 20 feet. The geodetic i>oint is marked by a triangle drilled in a

small boulder set about 2 feet below the ground surface. A stone eurface-refereuce is set directly

over the point. Two triangles cut on the upper surfaces of boulders are situated as follows: one

bearing north 59° 46' east, distant 24.3 metres, and_ one bearing south 41° 14' east, distant 11.3

metres.

Grindstone, 1873.—This station is situated on the northwest side of Grindstone Island. The
hill on which it stands is about 15 feet higher a little west of the station than at the station. It is

about one-third of a mile from the river, on the northwest side of the island. The height of station

used was 20 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cross cut in the surface-rock, and referred to

a hole 1 inch in diameter drilled into the rock, which projects about 1 foot above the general level,

distant 0.136 metre from the geodetic point. A prominent rock bears south 46° 43' east, distant

132.0 metres.

South Base, Clayton, 1873.—This station is situated about two-thirds of a mile southeast of

the village of Clayton, Jefferson County, New York, near to and on the east side of a railroad cutting.

The height of station used was 8 feet. The geodetic point is marked by two stone reference-posts

set centrally one above the other, the upper serving as a surface-reference. Three stone reference-

posts are set as follows: one bearing south 27° west, distant 60 feet 5 inches; one bearing north

58° west, distant 114 feet 7 inches; and one bearing north 27° east, distant 114 feet 3.5 inches.

The perpendicular distance to the west rail of the railroad was 96 feet.

DoKB Farm, 1873.—This station is situated about 2500 metres east of Clayton, Jeii'erson

County, New York, on a bluii' about 40 feet above the adjoining land, and 90 feet above the Saint

Lawrence Eiver. The height of station used was 20 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cross

cut in the solid rock. A triangular hole about IJ inches deep is cut in the rock 12 centimeters west

of the cross.

Alexandria, 1872.—This station is situated about 1000 metres southwest of Alexandria Bay,

Jefferson County, New York, on a hill about 100 feet high. The height of station used was 20 feet.

The geodetic point is mai ked by a hole drilled in the surface-rock.

DiNGMAN, 1873.—This station is situated about 2 miles below Alexandria Bay, Jefferson

County, New York, about 1200 metres nearly due west of the point where two small streams unite

and flow into the Saint Lawrence. The height of station used was 7 feet. The geodetic point is

defined by four boulders each having a triangle cut on its surface. Two of these stones bear south
40° 14' west, and are distant 2.00 metres and 1.12 metres, respe(!tively. The other two bear south
43° 11' east, and are distant 2.17 metres and 1.41 metres, respectively. They are all buried beneath
the ground surface. A triangle cut on the surface of a large boulder bears south 31° 12' west, and
is 29.33 metres distant. A stone fence bears south 9° 56' west, and is 101.00 metres distant.

Lyons, 1872, '73.—This station is situated on a small, almost bare island, about 80 metres wide
and 120 metres long, about 400 metres west of the southwest end of Oak Island. The station is

about one-third the length of the island from the east end. The island rises from 4 to 6 feet above
the water. The height of station used was 20 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole 1^
inches deep, drilled in the bare, solid rock.

Peach Island, 1872, '73.—This station is situated ou Peach Island, about 2 miles above Oak
Point, Saint Lawrence County, New York. The island is about 200 feet long and 45 feet wide, and
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the station is near the center of the island. The height of station used was 3 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a hole drilled in the rock. The height of gronnd above the river is 4.5 feet.

Oak Point, 1872.—This station is situated on a small rocky island near Oak Point, Hammond
Township, Saint Lawrence County, New York. The island is about 300 feet from the shore. The
station is 12 feet from the water's edge, on the southwest side, of the island. The height of station

used was 4 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in the rock.

Hall's Dock, 1872.—This station is situated on the bank of the Saint Lawrence River, in

Saint Lawrence County, New York, nearly due east of Molly's Gut Island, on a low, flat, rocky

point about 2 feet above the water. The height of station used was 3 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a hole drilled in the rock.

Taylor, 1872.—This station is situated in Morristown Township, Saint Lawrence County, New
York, opposite Brock's group of islands, and about 3| miles above Morristowu. The height of sta-

tion used was 8 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in the surface-rock.

Chapman, 1872.—This station is situated on the river bank about 2J miles above Mor-

ristown, New York. It stands on a flat rock 9 feet from the water's edge and 2 feet from the edge

of the rock. The height of station used was 3 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled

in the rock.

Morristown Point, 1873.—This station is situated about 1 mile northeast of the village of

Morristown, Saint Lawrence County, New York, on the bank of the Saint Lawrence Eiver. The
geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in the rock.

Brooks Point, 1873.—This station is situated in Morristown Township, Saint Lawrence

County, New York, about 15 feet from the bank of the Saint Lawrence Eiver, at Brooks Point

which is nearly due south from Maitland, Ontario. The height of station used was 4 feet. The
geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form, set 2J feet below the ground surface.

The coordinates of two reference-marks, consistiug of triangles cut on boulders, are as follows:

One bearing north 75° 43' west, distant 3.67 metres, and one bearing north 2° 49' east, distant 4.92

metres.

1, 1873.—This station is situated on the south side of, and within 10 feet of the Saint Lawrence

Eiver, above Ogdensburg, N. Y., and nearly opposite Maitland, Ontario. The height of sta-

tion used was 4 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a triangle cut in the rock with a small hole

drilled in its center.

Light-house, or A, 1871.—This station is situated a short distance west of the light-house

near Ogdensburg, N. Y. It stands west of the light-house building, and is 35 feet from the

southwest corner of the light-house and 36 feet from the southwest corner of the light-house tower.

The height of station used was 3 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone in the usual

manner.

West Base, Ogdensburg, 1871-'73.—This station is situated in the eastern part of the city

of Ogdensburg, N. Y., near to and on the south side of the line of the Ogdensburg and Lake

Champlain Eailroad. It is on a high bank above the railroad track, directly on line between the
'''

elevator and south corner of Washington and Tate streets, which corner is 160 feet distant. The

height of station used was 8 feet. The geodetic point is (probably) marked by a single stone buried

2 feet below the ground surface.

East Base, Ogdensburg, 1871.—This station is situated to the east of Ogdensburg, N.

Y., on the north side of the line of the Ogdensburg and Lake Champlain Eailroad, and just west i/

of the second bridge over the track. It stands on a high bank 25 feet above the railroad track.

The height of station used was 10 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone in the usual

manner.

Chimney Point, 1871.—This station is situated on Chimney Point, about 3 miles below Og-

densburg, Saint Lawrence County, New York. The height of station used was 10 feet. The geo-
'

detic point is marked by a stone with a small triangle cut on it. A surface-stone is set directly

over it.

Wagner, 1873.—This station is situated on the south side of the Saint Lawrence Eiver, nearly

due south from the east side of Sheldon's Island, about one-third of a mile from the river, and about

100 metres south of the highwary running approximately parallel to the river. The height of sta-
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tion used was 40 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a cut stone post set about 2 feet below the

ground surface, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-reference. JSTortli-northwest 5.3

feet is a triangular hole drilled in the surface of a large boulder.

Spaeeowhawk, 1872, '73.—This station is situated on Long Point nearly due south from the

west end of Presqu' Isle, and aboxit 250 metres from the shore of the Saint Lawrence lliver. The
geodetic point is marked by two stone posts set centrally one above the other, the upper one serv-

ing as a surface-mark. 68.2 feet northwest is a triangle engraved on the surface of a deeply buried

boulder. The most easterly corner of Mr. Sparrowhawk's house bears north 8° west, and is about

350 feet distant.

Shaeps, 1872, '73.—This station is situated on the south shore of the Saint Lawrence Eiver,

in a line bearing south 41° east from Iroquois Point, about 500 metres from the shore, and about

130 metres south of the highway. The height of station used was 20 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by two stones set' one above the other, the lower one being about 4 feet below the ground

surface, and the upper one serving as a surface-mark. Two boulders having holes drUled in their

upper surfaces are distant 30.9 feet and 35.7 feet, respectively, from the geodetic point, in a north-

westerly direction.

BouNDAEY Post No. 2, 1871, '72.—This station is situated on the boundary line between the

United States and Canada, about 170 metres east of the bank of the Saint Lawrence Eiver and
1000 metres west of the town of Saint Eegis. It is of cast iron, square and tapering, projecting

4 feet above ground. The post is marked with the date of the boundary survey. The height of

ground above the Saint Lawrence Eiver is 25 feet.

Bois Blanc, 1873.—This station is situated on the northwest part of the upper" end of Bois

Blanc Island, Detroit Eiver, about 160 feet from the shore and 8 feet above the level of the water.

The geodetic point is marked by a hole in the top of a stone post set 2 feet long, marked U. S.,

and set IJ feet below the ground surface.

Haokbtt, 1873.—This station is situated on the south end of Bois Blanc Island, Detroit Eiver,

about 500 feet northwest of Bois Blanc light-house, and about 10 feet from the edge of the bank,

which is nearly perpendicular. The geodetic point is marked by a J-inch hole in the top of a stone

post 2 feet long, marked U. S., and set 1^ feet below the ground surface.

Bae Point, 1873, '74.—This station was situated about 880 metres northward along the shore

of the Detroit Eiver, from station Bar Point of 1877, '78, about 3 metres from the water's edge, on

ground about 2 feet above the water-level. The height of station used was 10 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a single stone post 2 feet long, marked U. S., and sunk 1 foot below the ground

surface. The distance to station Sugar Island is 4332 metres.

Fighting Island, 1873.—This station is situated at the north end of Fighting Island, Detroit

Eiver, about 35 feet from the water's edge, and 3 feet above it. The height of station used was 10

feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone'post 2 ieet long, marked with the letters U. S., and

sunk 1^ feet beneath the surface. Two stone reference-posts were set, one bearing south 31° 32'

west, distant 40.8 feet, and one beariug north 60° 38' west, distant 24.85 feet from the geodetic point.

CLAEi, 1873.—This station is located about three-fourths of a mile above Texas Dock, Essex

County, Ontario, about 8 feet from the edge of the river bank, which is nearly perpendicular, and

about 15 feet above the level of the water. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post 2 feet

long, with the letters U. S. cut on it, set IJ feet below the ground surface.

Turkey Island, 1873.—This station is situated on Turkey Island, Detroit Eiver, about one-

fourth of a mile from the north end and one-fourth of a mile from the east side of the island. The
height of station used was 6 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post 2 feet long set 1 foot

below the ground surface. Two stone reference-posts were set, one bearing south 9° 34' west, distant

14.35 feet, and one bearing south 86° 02' east, distant 15.65 feet from the geodetic point. The
ground at the station is about 3J feet above the river.

Bae Point, 1877, '78.—This station is situated at the mouth of the Detroit Eiver, in Essex

County, Ontario, on a point of land known as Bar Point, about 5 metres from the water's edge and

about 2 feet above the water-level. The height of station used was about 15 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a stone post set below the ground surface. Another stone post stands over the

geodetic point for a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts were set as follows: one bearing
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south 68° east, distant 41 feet ; one bearing north 33° east, distant 49 feet ; and one bearing north

15° west, distant 58.2 feet from the geodetic point. Thejclistance to station Sugar Island is 5216

metres. (See Bar Point of 1873, '74.)

Sandwich Spring, 1873.—This station is situated near the mineral springs west of the village

of Sandwich, Essex County, Ontario, on the north side of the canal running up towards the springs,

and about 30 feet from the edge of the Detroit Eirer. The geodetic point is marked by a stone

post 2 feet long, with the letters U. S. cut on it, set- 2 feet below the ground surface.

East Sister, 1877.—This station is situated on the northeast point of East Sister Island,

Essex County, Ontario. The height of station used was 5 feet. The geodetic point is marked by

a l^-inch hole, 3^ inches deep, drilled in the solid limestone rock 3 feet below the ground surface,

the lower part of the hole being filled with lead. A stone post with a hole drilled in its top and

the letters U. S. cut on one side is set directly over the geodetic point as a surface-reference.

Three stone reference-posts, with the letters U. S. cut on their tops, were set as follows : one bear-

ing south 64° 43' west, distant 6.7 metres; one bearing south 75° 54' west, distant 17.2 metres;

and one bearing south 83° 16' west, distant 29.2 metres.

Hen Island, 1877.—This station is situated on the east side of Hen Island, Essex County,

Ontario. The height of station used was 5 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a 1-inch hole

filled with lead in the limestone rock 20 inches below the surface of the soil. An irregular excava-

tion from which the loose rock was picked leads down to the geodetic point, over which a stone

post, marked with the letters U. S., was set as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts, having

the letters U. S. cut on them, were set as follows: one bearing south 19° 14' west, distant 27.4

metres; one bearing south 45° 33' .west, distant 12.9 metres; and one bearing north 89° 39' west,

distant 7.1 metres from the geodetic point.

Ki-NGSViLLE, 1877.—This station is situated on the shore of Lake Erie about three-fourths of

a mile south of the village of Kingsville, Grosfleld Township, Essex County, Ontario. The height

of station used was 29 feet. Tlie geodetic point is marked by a stone post set 2 feet below the

ground surface. Directly above it is set a similar post as a surface-reference. Three stone refer-

ence-posts were set as follows: one bearing north 78° 00' east, distant 20.1 metres; one bearing

south 78° 32' west, distant 36.3 metres ; and one bearing north 10° 27' west, distant 33.3 metres

from the geodetic point. The southeast corner of John Herrington's brick house bears north 7° 47'

east, and is 143.7 metres distant. The height of ground at the station above Lake Erie was 24 feet.

The ground at the station is liable to be washed away by the lake within a few years. In 1877 the

station was about 17 metres back from the bank, which is of clay, and gradually wearing away.

Timber Island, 1874.—This station is situated on the northeast end of Timber Island, Lake

Ontario. The height of station used was 20 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in

the bed-rock and filled with lead, 1 foot below the ground surface. Three stone reference-posts were

set as follows: one bearing north 62° 36' west, distant 53.5 metres; one bearing south 61° 35' west,

distant 32.5 metres; and one bearing south 27° 53' east, distant 33.9 metres from the geodetic point.

Bear Point, 1874.—This station is situated on Bear Point, at the southwest end of Wolfe or

Long Island. The height of station used was 15 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a f-inch

hole 1 inch deep, diilled in the solid limestone rock 20 inches below the ground surface. A stone

post 20 inches long is set over the geodetic point as a surface-mark. Three stone reference-posts

are set as follows: one bearing north 57° east, distant 75.0 metres; one bearing north 18° east,

distant 37.5 metres; and one bearing south 60° west, distant 34.2 metres from the geodetic point.

Eainy 1874. This station is situated on the south side of Wolfe Island, close to the shore of

Button Bay, and a short distance east of a road leading back from the bay, the road being about

two miles southwest of the entrance to Big Bay. The geodetic point is marked by a triaugular

piece of brass 4 millimeters on a side set in the top of a stone dressed 2 decimeters square and

set 6 decimeters below the ground surface. A similar stone is set above this as a surface-reference.

Three stone reference-posts are set as follows: IsTo. 1 bearing south 74° w. st, distant 52.09 metres;

No. 2 bearing south 46° west, distant 34.31 metres; and No. 3 bearing north 63° west, distant 63.50

metres from the geodetic point.

Smoke Island, 1873.—This station is situated on the west side of Smoke Island, Leeds County,

Ontario, about 170 metres from the north end of the island, and near its highest point. The height

102 L S
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of station used 'tvas 20 feet. The geodetic poiut is marked by a hole drilled into the rock about 2

feet below the ground surface. A cut sandstone post is set directly above as a surface-mark. A
triangle cut in the solid rock bears south 89° 27' west, and is 3.05 metres distant from the geodetic

point.

Wells, 1S72, '73.—This station is situated near the center of Wellesley Island, Saint Law.

lence Elver, on a rocky hill about 140 feet high and about 400 metres south of the shore of Lake

AVaterloo. The height of station used was 3") feet. The geodetic point is marked by a triangle

drilled in the solid rock l.~> feet below the ground surface. A triangle cut on white smooth rock

bears south 39° 19' west, distant 4.3 metres from the geodetic point.

Daeling, 1872, '73.—This station is situated on the highest part of the ridge northeast of

Darling's dock, on the Ontario side of the river, and about one-third of a mile from the dock. It is

on a bare granite rock. The height of station used was 35 feet. The geodetic point Is marked by

a hole 1 inch in diameter and 2 inches deep drilled in the rock.

Grenadier, 1872, '73.—This station is situated on a gravelly knoll on Grenadier Island, about

1 mile from the upper end. The knoll is at about equal distances from the water on both sides.

The height of station used was 20 feet. The geodetic point is marked by two stone posts of the

usual kind set one above the other.

Chimney, 1872, '73.—This station is situated on the second bluff above Chimney Island, on

the highest point of the bluff, 64 feet from its edge. The height of station used was 3 feet. The

geodetic point is marked by a round hole drilled in the rock.

Slide, 1872.—This station is situated in Leeds County, Ontario, nearly due west of Uak Point,

Saint Lawrence County, New Yoi'k, and but a short distance from the Saint Lawrence Elver. The

height of station used was 3 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in the rock. The

rock at the station is about 1.5 feet above the river.

Molly's Gut Island, 1872.—This station is situated near the southeast side of Molly's Gut

Island, Leeds County, Ontario, 20 feet from the water's edge. The height of station used was 3

feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in. the solid rock.

McDonald's Point, 1872.—This station is situated on an island directly south of McDonald's

Point, about 80 feet from the southeast side, on a iiat portion of the rock about 15 feet above the

water. The height of tripod used was 3 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a f-inch hole 1 inch

deep drilled in the rock.

MouLSON, 1872.—This station is situated on the east side of Moulson's Island, east of Mc-

Donald's Point, on a flat rock 20 feet from the shore and 10 feet above the water's level. The

height of station used was 3 feet. Tlie geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in the rock.

A. C. L. XXI, 1872, '73.—This station is situated on the highest point on P>ig Island, near

Brockville, Ontario. The geodetic point is referred to two small crosses cut in the rock in the pro-

longation of the lines from Brockville rock and Chapman stations, and distant 16J inches and 13J
inches, respectively. The height of ground at the station above the Saint Lawrence Eiver is 40 feet.

Brockville Rock, 1872, '73.—This station is situated on a rock in the Saint Lawrence Eiver

nearly south of Brockville, Leeds County, Ontario, between the town and Old Man's Island. The

height of station used A^-as 3 feet. The distance from the geodetic point to the edge of the rock

towards the English Cluirch in Brockville was 6.75 feet, to the opposite edge was 38 feet, and to

the edge towards ]Morristown, 50.8 feet. The rock is about 2J feet above the water.

Campbell, 1873.—This station is situated about three-fourths of a mile northeast of Brockville,

Ontario, on a cliff 28 feet above the Saint Lawrence Eiver. The height of station used was 4 feet.

The center is marked by a triangle drilled in the rock with a small hole in its center. This mark
is 80 feet up stream from a staircase cut in the cliff and leading to a boat-house.

Baton, 1873.—This station is situated in Grenville County, Ontario, opposite Morristown

Point, New York, 198 metres from the edge of the Saint Lawrence Eiver, on line to Morristown

Point, and 76 metres from a road-fence in the opposite direction. The geodetic point is marked

by a triangle cut in the solid rock under the station.

Southwest Base (Maitland), 1873.—This station is situated about 1700 metres west of

ilaitland Eailway dei^ot on the Grand Trunk Eailway, on the south side of the track, and 12.25

metres from the south rail. The height of station used was 10 feet. The geodetic point is marked
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by a. sandstone post 6 inches square and 15 inches long, marked with a triangle and the letters U.
S. on top, set 3 feet under ground.

K, 1873.—This station is situated on the left bank of the Saint Lawrence, about 1^ miles

above Maitland, Grenville County, Pntarux It stands on a bare ledge 37 metres from the water's

edge. The height of station used was 4 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a triangle cut in

the surface-rock.
'

Northeast Base (Maitland), 1873.—This station is situated about 1000 metres west of

Maitland Railway depot, on the Grand Trunk Railway, 13.3 metres south of the south rail of the

track. The height of station used was 10 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone pos't of

the usual form set 3 feet under ground.

Brennan, 1873.—This station is situated about 1000 metres west of Maitland, Grenville

County, Ontario, about 330 metres from the Grand Trunk Railway, and 500 metres from the Saint

Lawrence River. The height of station used was 7 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone

post of the usual form set 2^ feet under,ground. A triangle cut in the surface of a boulder bears

north 51° 45' west, and is distant 4.8 metres. A triangle cut on another boulder bears south

36° 29' east, and is distant 16.5 metres. The height of ground at the station above the river is about

100 feet.

Maitland, 1873.—This station is situated in Grenville County, Ontario, on Langley's Point,

near Maitland, Ontario, and about 10 metres from the Saint Lawrence River. The height of station

used was 4 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a stone post of the usual form set 2^ feet below

the ground surface. A triangle cut in the surface of a boulder bears south 17° east, and is 11.5

metres distant. The southwest corner of Langley's house bears north 44° 30' west, and is 67

metres distant.

G, 1873.—This station is situated about M miles above Prescott, Grenville County, Ontario,

on the highest land between the railroad and the river, the railroad being about 270 metres and

the river about 800 metres distant. The height of station used was 6 feet. The geodetic point is

marked by a triangle cut in stone, with a cut Sandusky stone, marked U. S., set as a surface-mark.

Railroad, 1871, '73.—This station is situated about 2J miles above Prescott, Grenville County,

Ontario, on the north side of the railroad, and about 100 metres distant. The height of station

used was 10 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a triangle cut in stone, a cut Sandusky stone

being set as a surface-mark.

Windmill Point, 1871.—This station is situated about 1^ miles below Prescott, Grenville

County, Ontario, near a scone tower upon which a windmill was formerly placed. This tower was

converted into a light-house in 1873. The height of station used was 10 feet. The geodetic point

is marked with a stone post set directly on the line between the center of the old windmill and

station West Base, Ogdensburg. The height of ground at the station above the Saint Lawrenee

River is 25 feet.

Fraser Point, i871.—This station is situated about 2 miles below Prescott, Grenville County,

Ontario, and about midway between the road and the river. The height of station used was 10

feet. The geodetic point is marked by a hole drilled in the solid rock, 1 foot below the surface of

the ground, with a stone post set directly over it as a surface-mark. A triangle cut on the surface

of the ledge-rock next to the river bears south 83° east, and is 20.75 metres distant. The north-

east corner of a stone house bears north 8° 57' east, and is about 200 metres distant.

JoHNSTOVfN, 1871.—This station is situated about SJ miles below Prescott, Grenville County,

Ontario, and close to the river bank. The height of station used was 10 feet. The geodetic point

is marked with a stone post set 3 feet below the ground surface, with another stone set directly

over it as a surface-mark. A reference-stone, marked U. S. on its upper surface, is set on the east

side of the road, bearing north 88° 14' west, distant 107.5 metres.

Edwaedsburg, 1873.—This station is situated about one-third of a mile north of Edwards-

burg, Out., about 120 metres northwest of the highway leading northeast from Edwardsburg. The

height of station used was 7 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a bottle set neck upwards

about 2^ feet below the ground surface. The northeast corner of a stone Methodist Episcopal

church bears south 24° 12' east, and is 122 metres distant. The tombstone of Thomas Louden

bears south 12° 46' east, and 106.2 metres distant.

u
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Stethem, 1873.—This station is situated about 1 mile northeast of Edwardsburg, Grenville

County, Ontario, and about 130 metres north of tlie highway running approximately parallel to the

Saint Lawrence River. Tlie height of station used was 7 feet. The geodetic point is marked by a

small irregular stone sunk about 2 feet in the ground and having a triangle on the top, with a hole

in its center marking the geodetic i)oint. The southeast corner of- a dwelling bears south -H'P 50'

west, and is 78.8 metres distant.

WoET, 1873.—This station is situated about 2J miles below Edwardsburg, Out., about 300

metres back from the Saint Lawrence River. It beffrs north 38° west, and is about 320 metres

from the most westerly end of Presqu' Isle. The height of station used was 20 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a cut stone post set about 2| feet below the ground surface. A stone surface

reference-post is set directly over the geodetic point.

BiNiON, 1873.—This station is situated on the north side of the Saint Lawrence River, about

3i miles below Edwardsbuig, Ontario, and about 250 metres from the river bank. The extreme

,east end of Toussaints Island bears south 27° east, and the extreme eastern point of Presqu' Isle

^ bears south 37° 30' west from the station. The height of station used was 20 feet. The geodetic

point is marked by a hole drilled in a rock about 2.5 feet below the ground surface. A cut stone

post is set as a surface-mark directly over the rock.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.
liOCAL DEFLECTIONS OF THE PEUMB-IilNE.

§ 1 . In the tables of Chapter XXVIl, the geographical coordinates of many points have been
given as derived by geodetic computation for Clarke's spheroid from Port Howard, Wis., with the
observed latitude, longitude, and azimuth, at or near that station; while tlie observed latitudes and
longitudes of the same points may be found in Chapters XXIII, XXV, and XXVI.

If the observed latitudes and longitudes were exact; if the geoid or sea-level surface on which
these stations are supposed to be projected coincided perfectly in the area containing the stations
with Clarke's spheroid with its axis parallel to that of the earth ; and if the geodetic computations
were rigidly accurate; then the latitudes and longitudes of these stations when derived from Fort
Howard should coincide with those obtained by direct astronomical determination.

As to the magnitude of the various sources of error which give rise to non-coincidences in these
values, it may be said that the probable errors in the astronomical determinations amount only to
some tenths of a second of arc; that the probable errors in the computed latitudes and longitudes
arising from errors in the triangulation or computations cannot exceed in any case 0".2 or 0".3,

and hence that these non-coincidences when large must be mainly due to the fact that Clarke's

spheroid having its axis parallel to that of the earth, does not, in the area covered by the triangu-

lation, coincide perfectly with the geoid. These non-coincidences arise from two causes, first, that
the actual geoid or sea-level within this triangulation is a very irregular surface, with which it is

impossible to make any spheroid coincide, but with which one spheroid can be made to coincide

more closely than any other; and second, that Clarke's spheroid is not, in all probability, that

spheroid.

So far as the results contained in this report are concerned, that best spheroid would be ob-

tained by so changing the elements of Clarke's spheroid as to make the sum of the squares of the

deviations of the verticals at the several astronomical points from the normals to the spheroid at

those points a minimum. This determination has not been undertaken because the astronomical

determinations are not distributed «th sufiQcient uniformity, and are not in sufficient number to

make it certain that the spheroid resulting would better represent the form of this part of the

earth than Clarke's, which is based on a much greater number of astronomically determined points.

The tables following will show large discrepancies between the astronomical determinations and
the computed values of the same quantities, the discrepancies reaching 11".6 in latitude and 14".3

in longitude. A part of the discrepancy must be attributed to the difference of Clarke's spheroid

fi'om the best possible spheroid for this portion of the earth.

An idea of the effect of possible changes in the elements of Clarke's spheroid on computed

latitudes and longitudes, may be obtained as follows : Bessel's spheroid was long accepted as well

representing the geoid, and Clarke's was based on additional data. For Bessel's spheroid the semi-

axis major is ttst l^ss than for Clarke's, while the eccentricity is xi? less. By substituting these

changes in a and e in the values for d L and d M, the differences in the latitudes and longitudes of

the ends of a triangle-side, in Chapter XXVII, § 2, it will be found that for a meridional line 63

kilometers long in latitude 45° the computed latitude would be changed by about 0".3 and for a

similar side in the direction of a parallel the change in longitude would be about 0".4.

The most distant points from the origin. Fort Howard, are Parkersburg and Mannsville, distant,

respectively, about 400 and 600 miles. For Parkersburg the computed latitude will be changed

about 3", and for Mannsville the longitude will be changed by about 6" by such changes in a and

e. It does not seem probable that Clarke's spheroid can need corrections so large as these to make
it fit the portion of the geoid under consideration, and hence a part of the discrepancies must be

assigned to local irregularities in the form of the geoid.
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In the following table the latitudes derived geodetically from Fort Howard, Wis., as an origin,

together with their observed values, and the resulting excesses of computed over observed values,

are given for many stations. The geodetic latitudes are taken from Chapter XXVII, and the

observed from Chapters XXIII and XXVI. Since when the plumb-bob is deflected to the north

the observed zenith moves to the south, thus diminishing the observed latitude, a plus sign before

these excesses corresponds to a northerly deflection of the plnmb-bob.

Computed ami Observed Latitudes of Primary Stations.

stations.

Saint Ignace

Tip Top

Isle Eoy.ile East

Farquhar's Knob
Micliipicoten

Gargantua

Vulcan C.

Mount Houghton

Sawteeth East

Wheal Kate

Outer Island

Crebassa

Buchanan 7

Huron Mountains

South Base, Keweenaw
Porcupine Mountains

North Base, Minnesota Point.

Brule Kiver

South Base, Minnesota Point

.

Aminicon

Thone'sHill

Escanaba

Eord River

Burnt Blutf

Beaver Island

Cedar Eiver

Buyer's Bluff

Door Bluff

MenoiQonee

Fort Howard
Watertown

North Base, Sandy Creek

Minnesota Junction

Oswego

liochester

Tonawanda

Buffalo

Dunkirk

Detroit

Erie

Monroe

Chicago

Willow Springs

—

Toledo

CleTeland

Sandusky City

Eairmount

West Base, Olney.

Parkersburg

Latitudes.

Computed
from latitude of
Eort Howard.

48 47 18. 90

48 16 24. 64

48 07 43. 58

47 52 40. 18

47 45 21. 66

47 34 42. 72

47 26 46. 65

47 24 26. 00

47 23 19. 02

47 04 20. 27

47 04 17. 09

46 58 41. 07

46 56 28. 07

46 62 42. 30

46 62 17. 76

46 47 01 05

46 45 27. 89

46 45 17. 89

46 42 49. 44

46 41 32. 15

46 32 47. 80

45 44 41. 24

45 41 12. 16

45 41 09. 73

45 34 32.45

45 25 46. 61

45 25 12. 74

45 17 46. 97

45 05 12. 76

Initial latitude.

43 .58 32. 20

43 40 43. 61

43 28 28. 45

43 26 37. 28

43 09 18. 11

43 00 3. 84

42 52 41. 09

42 29 37. 84

42 20 01. 18

42 09 11.

41 54 52.

41 53 20.

41 43 36.

41 39 04.

41 30 01.

41 29 02.

40 01 35.

38 51 38.

38 34 51.

Observed.

28.65

25.78

55.22

35.27

20.58

38.80

44.58

15.83

09.00

18.12

14.61

41.21

24.45

53.07

22.34

03.80

28.32

20.11

.51. 50

36.32

54.53

35.05

05.34

03.88

28.78

43.13

09.30

45.69

12. 78

44 30 30. 28

32.88

41.52

31.82

39.57

22.44

07.83

44.66

44.30

19 59. 04

17.49

48.65

22. 49

38.63

03.65

06.13

04.59

36.70

41.23

53.20

Computed
minus

observed
values.
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All examiuation of this table shows five cases iu which the difference exceeds 7", reaching
-11".64 at Isle Royale East. At Sawteeth East and Huron Mountains the large differences have
the signs which would have been expected from the contours of the earth in their vicinity, since
they have high land on one side of them and deep water oii the other. At Saint Ignace, where the
difference is — 9".7o, its sign is the opposite of what would have been anticipated (see Chapter
XXIII, §4); at Isle Eoyale East, where a small positive diflerence would have been expected, the
actual diflerence is — 11".64; and at Mount Houghton the difference is +10".2, which is not
accounted for by the form of the surface. But these three stations are on eruptive rocks, where
great variations in density may be looked for.

If, in the table, the mean algebraical difierence for all the stations in Lake Superior (Saint Ig.

nace to Thone's Hill inclusive) be taken, it is found to be — 0".76. If latitudes had been observed
at points differently distributed in Lake Superior, this mean value would be somewhat changed.
But its smallness, taken in connection with the fact that the mean diff'erence for the three southern
latitude stations of the meridian chain, namely, Parkersburg, West Base, Olney and Fairmount,
Is only — 1".6, indicates that the choice of the observed latitude at Fort Howard as fundamental
was judicious, and that Clarke's spheroid satisfies pretty well this arc of the meridian.

The stations Escanaba, Ford River, Burnt Bluft", and Cedar Eiver have land to tlie north of

them and Green Bay to the south. But Green Bay is shallow, not exceeding 140 feet in depth
while going north from these stations the ground rises gradually to the hills of Lake Superior,

which .are from 20 to 50 miles distant and 500 to 1000 feet high. The mean difference for these

stations is +6' .08, indicating, as wouhi be anticipated, a deflection of the plumb- bob to the north

but to an unexpectedly large amount. The strata in this vicinity are Silurian.

If the diflerences at Chicago and Willow Springs, near the south end of Lake Michigan, at

Sandusky, Cleveland, Erie, Dunkirk and Buffalo, along the shore of Lake Brie; and at Tonawan-
da, Rochester and Oswego, south of Lake Ontario, be examined, they will be found to vary from
—1".70 to — 6".46, giving a mean of —3".67, thus showing very clearly the influence of the defi-

ciency of matter in the lake basins to the northward of these stations upon the plumb-bob.

But if the stations along Lakes Erie and Ontario be examined, wliere no such marked differ-

ences in the topography of the country immediately to the north or south of them exist, such as

Detroit, Monroe, Toledo, North Base, Sandy Creek and Watertown, it will be seen that the difler-

ences vary betweeu +3".95 and —0".68, giving, in algebraical mean +1".68. Although the number
of stations in this last group is not sufficient to give a very reliable average value, it shows no large

discrepancy between the computed and observed latitudes for these stations where there are no
marked disturbing causes apparent, while its contrast with the —3".67 of the preceding group is

sufficiently marked.

§ S. In the following table, derivedfrom Chapters XXIY, XXV, and XXVII, are given the longi-

tudes of all stations at which the determinations were good, and for which personal equation was

eliminated in determining the longitudes telegraphically ; all azimuths observed at primary triang-

ulation stations; the longitudes and azimuths derived geodetically from Fort Howard, and the dif-

ferences between the geodetic and observed values. The observed latitudes of the stations are also

given.
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Table I.

—

Excesses of computed azimuths and longitudes over observed values.

I

A zimuths .ire computed from the initial azimuth of the line Bruce — Lon;; Tail Point Light. Lo ngitudes are computed from the initial longi-

tude of Fort Howard.]

Station.
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bills whose rocks coutain iron rise to a height of about 500 feet within a few miles. A considerable

deflection of the plumb-bob to the west was therefore to be expected, and hence too small a value

for the observed longitude. The lack of knowledge of the heights of the country about Duluth,

and still more the uncertainties as to the distribution of deusities below the surface, make an

attempt to compute the deflection of the plumb-line at this station of little value.

The longitude station at Mannsville is eight miles east of Lake Ontario and 400 feet above the

lake. West of it Lake Ontario reaches a depth of 400 feet within 25 miles, while to the east the

country reaches a height of 1000 feet in eleven miles, and 1500 feet in fifty-five miles. The effects

of the deficiency of matter in the basin of Lake Ontario for 170 miles west, and of the high land

east of Mannsville within a distance of about 60 miles, in producing easterly deviation of the plumb-

bob at Mannsville have been computed. East of Mannsville approximate contours were used

which Verplanck Colvin, esq., Superintendent of the Adirondack Survey, has kindly furnished.

The mean depth of Lake Ontario was taken as 300 feet, the depth of its surface below that of the

surrounding country as 400 feet, and the density of the earth in the vicinity as 2.8. The computa-

tion gives but about 4" as the easterly deflection of the plumb-bob due to these causes, but, owing

to the lack of accurate contours near Mannsville, this result can only be regarded as a rough aj)-

proximation to the correct computed value. The discrepancy between the computed and observed

values of the longitudes is — 12".l, the deflection of the plumb-bob being to the east, as was to be

expected from the form of the surface of the earth in the vicinity.

But the form of the earth's surface, so far as is known, does not account fully for the large

seemingly eastern deflection of the plumb-bob, nor does the form of the earth near North Base,

Minnesota Point, account for the large seemingly western deflection there. A part of these dis-

crepancies of — 12".2 and + 10".3 must be accounted for by supposing either irregular distributions

of density in the earth in the vicinity of the stations, or that the actual arc of the parallel of 42° is

longer than results from Clarke's spheroid. In § 3 some evidence is given that at North Base,

Sandy Creek, the deviation in longitude is small. ' When a connection is made between the Lake

Ontario triangulation and that in the New England States, this arc of the parallel will be extended

to Massachusetts Bay, and a better judgment can be formed as to whether Clarke's spheroid needs

a modification for this area or whether a large local deviation of the vertical exists at Mannsville-

In Table II it will be noticed that, for nearly all the stations along Lakes Erie and Ontario, the dis-

crepancies have the minus sign as at Mannsville, but the most of them have a lake basin to the

west of them. It may also be noticed that the discrepancy of + 10".3 for North Base, Minnesota

Point, is for a station only 200 miles west of Fort Howard, while that of — 12".2 at Mannsville is

for a station 600 miles east of Fort Howard.

If the somewhat less precise longitudes in Table II be examined, having perhaps a probable

error of 1".5, it will be seen that in passing from Mannsville to Watertown, 18 miles farther north,

the difference between computed and observed longitudes has changed from — 12".l to — 7".9,

although possibly a part of this change may be due to non-elimination of personal equation. At

Erie, Dunkirk, and Buffalo the effect of the basin of Lake Erie seems to show itself in an easterly

deflection of the plumb-bob. At Menomonee, ou the west shore of Green Bay, a westerly deflection

might be expected. At Thone's Hill the discrepancy is + 14".3. This station is about four miles

west of Marquette, among hills from 500 to 700 feet in height, while to the west the hills of the

Marquette iron region rise to 1000 feet in height in about ten miles. To the northeast of the station

the lake deepens to 300 feet in 15 miles. A westerly deflection of the plumb-bob would therefore be

expected at this place, and its large amount may be due to the great density of the iron-bearing

rocks to the west of it.

§ 3. For an ellipsoid of revolution coinciding approximately with the geoid over the area

covered by a triangulation, and having its axis parallel to that of the earth, the normal to the

ellipsoid at a given point will not in general coincide, with the vertical to the geoid through that

point, and the angle between the two lines is the deviation of the plumb-line. If the normal be

prolonged till it intersects the celestial sphere, we shall have the ellipsoidal zenith; and if the ver-

tical be similarly prolonged tlie observed zenith results. The difference between the polar distances

103 L s
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of tliese two zcuitlis is the difference between tlie observed and the ellipsoidal latitude wbicb may
be represented by dq), cp being the observed latitude.

The angle at the pole between the two zeniths may be represented by dX where X is the longitude.

The observed azimuth will be the angle between tw^o plaues intersecting in the vertical, one

plane passing through the pole and the other through the object. The ellipsoidal azimuth will be

the angle between two planes which pass through the same points, but which intersect iu the

normal to the ellipsoid. The difference between the observed and the ellipsoidal azimuth may be

represented by da where a is the azimuth.

In' practice these differentials are all small, aud Laplace has showa (see Zachariie, Greodatische

Hanptpunkte, 317, or Helmert, Geodasie I, 537), that 'da + dk sin <p = 0. This equation should be

satisfied for each point of the primary triangulation, for which the azimuths and longitudes were
computed geodetically and were also observed. It should be satisfied almost exactly if the astro-

Jiomical observations were exact, and if there were no errors in the angles between the successive

sides of the triangulation by which the geodetic computation is carried from one astronomical station

to the next. But both these errors exist. Substituting for different points at which both longi-

tudes aud azimuths were observed the values for the symbols in the above equation, the results

will indicate the effects of these errors. Taking the values of da and dk from the table in § 2, aud
the corresponding values of q) from § 1, the above equation takes the following form for the

various stations where longitude and azimuth have been both determined by observation.

// // o / /'

Korth Base, Minnesota Point - 10.6 + 10.3 sin 46 45 = - 3.1

Ford Eiver - 6.5 + 8.0 sin 45 41 = - 0.8

Willow Springs - 2.0 - 0.4 sin 41 44 = - 2.3

Parkersburg - 0.8 + 0.7 sin 38 35 = - 0.4

Tonawanda — 1.4+ 0.7 sin 43 00 =- 0.9

From these equations, in which the second members should be zero, and which give the dis-

crepancies in azimuth at the station, arising not only from the errors in the determination of the

azimuths at the several stations and their longitudes with reference to Fort Howard, but also from

the errors in the angles of the triangles by which the azimuths have been carried from Fort Howard
to the several stations, an idea of the accuracy of these operations can be formed. The smallness

of the errors is satisfactory when it is remembered that North Base, Minnesota Point, and Tona-

wanda are respectively 450 and 750 miles from Fort Ho.ward, in opposite directions, these distances

being measured along the axis of the maiii chain of the triangulation. It will be noticed that these

errors all have the same sign.

It is to be regretted that an azimuth was riot determined at Mannsville. North Base, Saaidy

Creek, was taken as the latitude and azimuth station, but to reach a telegraph line for longitude

it was necessary to go to Mannsville, and even there the longitude station was nearly one-third of

a mile from the triangulation station. It will be noticed that at North Base, Sandy Creek, the

azimuth discrepancy was only + 1".9, which would require, to satisfy Laplace's theorem, a longitude

discrepancy of only — 2".8. This would indicate that in passing from North Base, Sandy Creek, to

Mannsville, a distance of but 8 miles, there is a large change in the deviation of the plumb-line.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

ARC OF MERIDIAN AKD OF PARALIiEL OF 42°.

§ 1 , Iq order to determiae the relatiou betweeu the observed differences of latitude of certain

points along the chain of primary triangulation stretcMng from Parkersburg, 111., to Saint Ignace,

Ont., through 10° 13' of latitude, and the distances on the meridian of Fort Howard, between the

parallels of latitude through these points, it is necessary to compute the latter distances from the

adjusted triangulation.

Two methods have been followed in this computation in different parts of the chain: First,

that of polar triangles; second, that of projecting each triangle-side on the meridian by parallels of

latitude through the ends of the side.

In the first method, some station of the chain is selected as a pole, and radii-vectores, which

are geodetic lines on the spheroid, are drawn to the other stations of the part of the chain selected.

In the first polar triangle there will be two sides and the included angle known ; from these the

radius-vector and the other angles of the triangle can be computed by the aid of Legendre's

theorem with all necesssary precision, so long as the polar triangle does not have a spherical excess

greater than 30 seconds. From the first polar triangle, and the adjusted triangulation, a second

triangle can be computed, giving a second radius-vector, and soon until the polar triangles become

too large to be computed by Legendre's theorem, when it becomes necessary to choose a new pole.

The azimuth of the first radius-vector is derived from that of the first triangle-side, supposed to be

known. The reverse azimuth of any radius-vector is derived from the angle at its farther end

between it and a triangle-side, and the azimuth of the triangle-side as given by the geodetic compula-

tion of latitudes, longitudes, and azimuths of the different stations and their connecting lines, given

in Chapter XXVII. This method was used from Fort Howard northward to Vulcan. The initial

azimuth was that of the line Bruce—Long T0,il Point, given in Chapter XXIV, § 6, as 139° 16' 04".90

from which the azimuth Fort Howard— Bruce results from the latitude, longitude, and azimuth

computation as 259° 20' 57".32. (Chapter XXVII, § 3.) The difference- between the astronomical

and geodetic azimuth of Bruce—Long Tail Point is so small that it may be neglected. The adjusted

angles and sides of the triangulation are given in Chapters XIV, D—XX, D.

The first set of polar triangles covered the triangulation from Fort Howard to Ford River.

At the latter station a new pole was taken, and with the azimuth derived from Bruce, a new set

of polar triangles was computed covering the triangulation from Ford River to Vulcan. From

Vulcan, with the azimuth derived from Bruce, a single triangle side reached Saint Ignace, the

most northern point of the triangulation, and a second side reached Huron Moumtains station,

about 40 miles south. As these polar triangles had in no case a spherical excess exceeding 15"

they could be computed as plane triangles by Legendre's theorem without introducing any error

approaching that of the errors in the data. For. a triangle having excesses less than 10" the exces-

ses were computed by the formula given in the United States Coast-Survey Report for 1875, for

the Clarke spheroid, namely:
a' 6'sin(7

>.a\\ - ie^cos 2i)2 sin 1"

For larger triangles the formula given by Zacharise "Die Geodiitischen Hauptpuukte," page 133,

sin

was used.
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lu tlie first formula a is the equatorial radius, e the ecceutrieity, a', b' triaugle-sides, (J the

included augle of the plane triangle, L the mean of the latitudes of the vertices of the triangle, and

£ the si^herical excess.

In the second, s is the area of the plane triangle having the same sides, ;i the mean measure

of curvature for the vertices of the triangle, and wi^ the mean of the squares of the triangle sides.

The radii-vectores were carried along both flanks of the triangulation as a check. . Computations

were made with eight place logarithms.

The following table gives for Fort Howard, Ford Eiver, and Vulcan, as poles, the direct and

reverse azimuths and radii-vectores to the stations connected with them

:

POLE.—FORT HOWARD.
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MEAN VALUES BY THE TWO KOUTES FOE THE LIKE I'OED BIVEE-VULCAN.

Logarithm of length in feet 0. S227361

4

O I II

Direct azimuth 165 05 16.677

Reverse azimuth 344 35 09. 167

Mean azimuth 164 50 \2. 922

POLE. — VULCAN.

Stations.
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southward to the end of the meridiau chaiu at rarkersburg the separate triaugle-sides were pro-

jected by Ilebnert's formula (1) given above. The lengths of the triangle-sides were taken from

Chapters X\", 1), § 8; XVI, D, § 12; XYII, D, § 6; and XX, D, § 6; and the latitudes and azi-

muths at their ends from Chapter XXA^II, § 3.

Summing the values found for the projections between the parallels of Fort Howard, ]\[inue-

sota Junction, AVillow Springs, Fairmount, West Base (Olney), Parkersburg, and including in the

table the values previously given for Ford Eiver, Huron Mountains, Vulcan, and Saint Ignace, the

following table results, in which the first column gives the name of the station, the second its ob-

served latitude taken from Chapter XXIII, the third the interval on the meridian of Fort Howard
between the parallels of the stations, derived as just exijlained, and the fourth the sums of these

intervals, counting from Parkersburg.

Distances hetioeen parallels along the meridian passing through Fort Hoivarcl.

stations.

i
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For the portions of these intervals which depend on bases measured with the Repsold base-

apparatus it may be said that their lengths depend on that of Clarke yard A through metre B181Q-
The mean temperature of the comparisons of J? 1876 and A is given in Chapter IX, § 12, as 51°.92

F., and there is also given

RIR76 at'57o.92=^^-A+5"'™.2966±0f.40; or,

substituting for A its value at 570.92, as given by Colonel Clarke, i?187G at 57o.92=ly.093880G3=t

Oy.00000045, this last expression gives

15'.000000=0.9U17653 i21876 at 570.92,

and enables us to transform the feet in the table of § 3 into multiples of 7^1876 at 57°92 P.

In the following table, then, the intervals depending on bases measured with the Repsold

apparatus have, for eiTors depending on the standard, only errors of comparison of B 187G with >%

and of Si with 8i, while those depending on bases measured with the Bache-Wiirdemann ai)iiaratus

have in addition, for errors depending on standards, the errors of comparison of Clarke yard A
with i? 1876.

Distances between parallels along the meridian of Fort Hoivard.

StatioDS.
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beiug s the latitudes of it.s eud.s Bi and U;, and the iizimutlis at its euds aj.j and «i.i. The oqnatoiial

radius and the eccentricity of the spheroid arc^ do and e. The formula is

—

(1) Lu2 = p" - IVsec B sina ("i-J- ^{ TP [l-sec- JJsin'a] -r [lOsin^JJ-l] cos'^a).

+j^ •
*^4 (l-sec'^£ sin^ «) ( 1-9 sec'' B siu^ a) + Gk']

In this equation H'-^l— c' sin^ JSj B=^~—-; a --^••^+"''|^i~
j /'is the number of seconds

iu radius ; and Olo represents terms of the 6th order, — being of the first.
(to

Eepresentiug the arc of the parallel of B included between two meridians by P1.2 its value will be

p ii.2 cosJ3

and (1) may be written

—

(2) Pi.2=ssina \i--^.^(W-[l-sec'B sin^ a]-e^ [10sin^5-lJ cos^a)

+77L>-—. (1-sec^ -B sin^ a) (1-9 sec^ B sin' a)+ Gk I

1920 ffo J

In the chain between Willow Springs and Mannsville there is but a single side having an

approximately eastern and western direction whose length exceeds 63 kilometers, and that one

<s 1
does not exceed 70 kilometers. Hence - may be taken as always less than --- or of the second

«o 100

order, - - beiug the maximum value of small quantities of the first order, and Pj.u will be accurate

to quantities of the 10th or 11th order.

The valueof P1.2 would be little changed, B and « being observed quantities, by small changes

in «o and e, which determine the spheroid. A change of ~-^ a„ in a., and .-^- e in e, both of which

are greater than the differences between Clarke's and Bessel's spiieroids, would only change the

logarithm of Pj.j in the Sth place.

Since in (2) terms multiplied by — are at least of the Sth order, they may be omitted in the
fl'O

computation of projections.

Having referred the triangle-sides to the parallels of J (Pi + B^) for each, it remains to refer

these projections to the parallel of 42°. To do this, it is only necessary to multiply' the first pro-

jection by- the ratio of the radius of the parallel of 42° to the radius of the parallel of B, that is by

cos 420 /I — e^ sin''' B
V]cos P V 1— e^ sin'- 42°

Effecting the division under the radical it becomes

[l+ e^sin^42o_siu'-P+e'' sin' 42° (sin'42o_sin'P)-f etc.,]*

or developing by the binomiiil formula

P *' POO i'lo •

(3) —'1= ^':'^*^--[l + i(f (sin^ 420 _ sin- P) + J <?* sin' 42° (sin' 42° - sih'' P)

- J e'* (sin' 42° - sin'Pf + G?cJ

To find the change in this ratio caused by a change in e for the reference-spheroid, differentiate

with reference to e, and there results

P *' cos 42°
(4) (f-^,'-' = ——^-|e(?e(sin'42o_sin'P)-f2e^£Zesiu'420(sin'420-sin'P)-Je3fZe(sin'420-sin'P)'l

To get the maximum change for this chaiu take de =YYr^' P = 44°; and there resxdts

cos 42°

cos 44° [m (•«3*) + 2
lOT,

• «i»^ 42 (.034) - i ^4 (.0.34)']
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Since ^ = .0068, the second and third terms in the brackets do not exceed 10-" and may be

neglected. But the first term becomes ^00068 (.034) — 0.0000023, or the ratio in the extreme case

is changed about rroToTo part. As this would be an extreme value, and would apply to but few

sides, no serious error would be produced in the length of the parallel by neglecting it. But it

can be easily taken into account by computing to three significant places the coeflBcient o{ de in the

first term of (4) for each of the selected sides forming the continuous broken line between two

longitude stations. The projection of one of these triangle-sides on the parallel of the mean lati-

tude of its ends will then be projected on the parallel of 42° by multiplying it by c+a de, where o is

the value of the ratio in (3) for Clarke's spheroid, a is the coefficient of Se computed as just stated,

and 8e is a symbol for the correction to e= 0.08^272 required when a more accurate value of e is

found and used.

The following is the list of stations determiuing the broken line of triangle-sides between

Willow Springs and Mannsville, which have been projected on the parallel of 42°:

• List of the stations determining the lines projected on the parallel of 42 -.

Willow Springs to
Cedar Point.
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By means of the relation given in § 3, namely, 1 yard = 0.91417G53 B1816 at 570.92 F., the

distances expressed in feet in the above table may be converted into multiples of the metre E187C
at tire tem])erature 57°.92 P. The following table gives those distances expressed as multiples of

KISIG:

Distances between meridians along parallel of 42°.

stations.
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be multiplied in order to give the proper result for adjusted angles, lies tlien between (0.6)^

and the square of a quantity considerably less than nnity. It seems probable that its value is

in the vicinity of (0.7)^, but to avoid overestimating the accuracy of the work it will be taken as

(O.Sf, so that (0.S)V[«^+|5^J will be taken as the square of the probable error arising from angle

errors in the logarithm of a side when 'computed from one base with the adjusted angles.

To get the reduced values of the probable errors of the weighted mean logarithms of sides

given in Chapters XIV, D—XX, D, we must multiply the values of - and -, by (0.8)^ after sub-

tracting the square of the probable error of measurement of the base where such error is included

in - or —, and add to the resulting values the squares of the probable errors of the bases due to

measurement. The reciprocal of the sum of p aud^', thus modified, plus the square of the prob-

able error of the logarithm of the standard, will give the square of the probable error required.

Where consecutive bases depend on different standards, a mean value of the probable errors in

the logarithms of the lengths of the standards has been used for the intermediate sides, since the

errors of the two standards are not independent. In this way the total probable error in the sev-

enth place of the \^'eigbted mean logarithms of all the sides of the principal chains of triangulation

have been computed, and the means of these have been taken for the sides included between each

of the pairs of parallels of latitude given in the table of § 3. From the probable errors in the

mean logarithms, the probable errors in the mean sides may be obtained, and from these an

estimate of the probable error in the interval between two parallels, along the meridional arc, or

between two meridians, along the parallel of 42°, may be obtained.

The following tables give the results. The first column gives the names of the stations limiting

the sections of the chain ; the second the number of the included triangle-sides of the principal

chain ; the third and fourth give the average probable error of a triangle-side in the section^;

Average probable errors of triangle-sides projected on the meridian to obtain the intervals betioeen

parallels.
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Average ])robahle errors of triangle-sides projected on parallel ofi2°.

[Chap. XXIX,
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Table of prohable errors of base-lines, tfcc—Continued.

II.—CHICAGO BASE TO SANDY CREEK BASE.

Cliicago Base

.

Sandusky Base .

Buffalo Base

.

Saurty Creek Base .

Liuo or maximum probable error.

Jefiferson—Milton .

Clarulitn— Little Mountain .

Turk's Hill— Pinnacle Hill

.

Probable error of loga-
rithm of line in units
of seventh place.

4.1

30.3

3.8

24.2

4.9

26.4

4.8

Probable error as frac-
tion of length of line.

1

143000

1

179000

890000

1_
104000

1

9] 3000

§ 7. As the raetliods used iii estimating probable errors of triangle sides can only give I'ongli

approximations to the trne values, any check on the results is valuable. Sach a check is afforded
by the comparison of the difference between the measured length of a base and its length computed
from the next base by means of the adjusted angles, with the estimated probable error in that com-
puted length.

In the following table the data for such comparisons are given. The first column giveiS the
name o£ a base and the second that from which its length has been computed \^ith the adjusted
angles given in Chapters XIV, C—XX, C; the third gives the distance between the bases meas-
ured along the axis of the chain of triangles connecting them; the fourth gives the excess of the
length of the base computed with adjusted angles over its measured length expressed in parts-of

the length of the base; the fifth gives the same excess in feet; the sixth gives the probable error in

the computed length of the base derived from the probable errors of the observed angles between
the two bases; the seventh gives this probable error when derived from the probable errors of the

adjusted angles between the two bases by the method given in §5; the eighth gives references.

Comparison of computed lengths of bases with measured lengths.

Ease.
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An exaiiiluatiou of this table sbo^vs tbat ou comparing tbe measnred length of a base with its

length computed from the next base with the adjnsted angles of the intermediate triangnlation,

the differences are in three cases greater than the probable error in this compnted length, estinmted

from the probable errors of the adjnsted angles, and in fonr cases less, and h cnce that the discrepan-

cies between the observed and computed lengths of the bases are such as are to be expected if the

probable errors assigned to the adjnsted angles and sides are nearly correct. In other words, these

discrepancies indicate that those i^robable errors are nearly the true ones, and, so far as the number
of bases is sufficient to justify a conclusion, they indicate that the estimated probable errors are

rather too large than too small.

§ 8. It is desirable to know approximately the accuracy of the values which have beeu arsigned

in § § 3 and 4 to the intervals on the meridian of Port Howard, between the parallels through cer-

tain astronomical stations; and to similar intervals on the parallel of 42°. In §§ 5 and 6 data have

been given as to the maxima, minima, and average probable errors of triangle sides in these in

tervals.

From § 5 it will be seen that for intervals containing eight or more triangles, either along the

meridian of Fort Howard or on the parallel of 42°, the average probable error in the length of a

triangle-side varied from ttttto o to asTfoTo part. These errors enter by equal amounts in the projec-

tions of a side on the meridian or parallel. If in the projections the errors were all of the same

sign for each interval, the sum of the projections would be in error by an equal part of its value.

On the other hand if the projections were n in number, of equal lengths, and their errors were

independent of each other, the resulting probable error in the sum of the projections would be the

probable error of a side, expressed in parts of its length, divMed by ^7. Neglecting the fact that

the sides of the triangles in each of the intervals are of unequal length, and treating them as if of

equal length, an approximation to the probable error in the interval arising from the triangnla-

tion errors would be obtained by multiplying the average probable errors in § 5 by J+f>"7~ (except

when there is but a single triangle-side, where it will remain as given).

But an error in the projection of the triangle-sides on the meridian and parallel also arises from

the errors in the azimuths of the sides. The amount of error from this cause will be essentially

the same as if the lines joining the astronomical stations in the tables of §§ 2 and 4 were projected

directly, and the errors would mainly arise from the errors in the values of the azimuths of these

lines. An examination of the discrepancies given in Chapter XXVIII, § 2, between computed azi.

muths and those observeel at Bruce, Minnesota Junction, Willow Springs, and Parkersburg, where

there are no inequalities in the earth's surface, which would indicate local deviations in azimuth,

seems to Indicate that the azimuth observed at Bruce and adopted as the fundamental one for the

whole tiiangulalion was not subject to local error of any great amount. The question then arises

as to the amount of error which accumulates in carrying the azimuth through the triangles from

Port Howard to distant points, such as ]!!forth Base, Minnesota Point, Parkersburg, or Touawanda.

Some information on this point is given by the second members of the numerical equations in

Chapter XXVIII, § 3. Those second members are mainly the accumulated errors in azimuth, pro-

vided the observed longitudes are exact; if inexact, the values of the second members will be in

part due to the longitude errors. From the table it will be seen that in the part of the triangnla-

tion belonging either to the arc of the meridian or of the parallel the greatest discrepancy is — 3".l.

So far as these results can furnish the basis for a conclusion, it would seem safe to assume that

the probable error in the azimuth of any line connecting adjacent astronomical stations in the tables

of §§ 3 and 4 does not exceed ±2". It may be noticed that at North Base, Sandy Creek, but 8 miles

from Mannsville, the discrepancy between the observed and computed azimuths is but +1";9.

The effect of an error of 2" in azimuth on the projection of the line on the meridian or parallel will

depend essentially on the cosine of the angle of projection.

In the following table are given the i)rincipal astronomical stations for the meridian of Port

Howard and the parallel of 42°, the api*"oximate probable error in their intervals obtained as ex-

plained in the first part of this section, expressed as a fraction of the interval ; the approximate

angles made by the lines joining the astronomical stations with the meridians or parallel ; the
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probable errors in the i)rojectiou due to a probable error of ±2" in this angle expressed iu parts

of the length of the line; and the combined probable error arising from both linear and azimuth

errors.

Intervals between stations.

Parkersburg to "West Base

"West Base to Fairmount

ITaJrmonnt to Willow Springs

"Willow Spiings to Minnesota Jimction

Minnesota Junction to Fort Howard .

.

Fort Howard to Ford Eiver

Ford River to Huron Mountains

Huron Mountains to "Vulcan

VuliJan to St. Ignace

"WiUow Springs to Cedar Point

Cedar Point to Tonawanda

Tonawanda to Mannsville

Lineal prob-
able error.

1

579000

_ 1__
423000

1

3-26000

1

280000

1

263000

1

173000

_ 1^
189000

1_
196000

1

172000

1^

267000

1

336000

1

277000

Angle of
projection.

11 24

9 39

07

20 22

25 38

29 28

25 29

8 43

1 40

17

21 22

19 02

Azimutbal
probable

517000

1

603000

1

273006

1

215000

1

182000

1

215000

_J._
678000

L

3619000

1

265000

1

297000

Combined
probable
error.

1

385000

1

346000

1

326000

1

196000

1

167000

1

126000

1

142000

1

188000

1

172000

!_
267000

1

208000

1

203000

§ 9, The principal intervals on the arc of the meridian through Fort Howard and on the

parallel of 42°, with their apjiroximate probable errors, may now be given. It will be remembered

that the probable errors are only rough approximations.

Arc of meridian through Fort Howard.

Stations.
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Arc of Parallel of 42°.

Stations.

Observed longi-

I

tude referred
to Detroit.

"Willow Springs

Cedar Point ...

Tonawanda

Mannsville

+4 48 03. 15

+ 17 01.84

—4 09 42. 44

—6 59 36. 86

Approximate probable error

—

Interval.s between meri. ,-

dians of adjacent 8ta>

tious, in Englieh feet. Expressed
in feet.

1227742.62+ 224. 2 «e

1208492.33+ 204. 5 Sc

770735. 68—1248. 5 Se

±4.60

±5.81

Expressed as
fractional part
of interval.

_1_
267000

1

203000
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APPENDIX I.

ABDITIOIN^AL DATA KELATIVE TO METRE R1876.

§ 1 . The data given in Chapter IX, § 57, showing a considerable difference between the expan-

sion of E1876, given by the Kaiserliche ISTormal-Eichungs-Koraniission, Chapter IX, § 67, and those

obtained by the Lake Survey, the following letter was addressed to the Kommission

:

In your esteemed letter of June 20, 1879, you gave me as a preliminary value for the Lake-Survey metre, iJ1876,

ii 1876=1 metre+248'^.89±0''.25+(10'*.31±0''.034)(«—15)

and iu your letter of September 15, 1880, you advised me that the error in this value, with reference to the true metric

measure, would not exceed l** or 2^ . By true metric measure, I understand the metre which will be fixed by the

International Standard Metre, which is to be, or has been, derived from the Mfetre des Archives.

Since the receipt of your letter a long series of comparisons at high and low temperatures, in this office, of 721876'

with steel Clarke yard A, whose coefficient of expansion was carefully determined in 1874 by Colonel Clarke at the Ord-

nance-Survey office, Southampton, England, have given a value for the expansion of iJ 1876 as depending on that found

by Colonel Clarke for the Clarke yard. That value is

Expansion of i'n876=10''.59 for 1° C. derived fro ii Clarke yard A.

R 1876 has been also carefully compared with each metre of a steel bar 4 metres long, belonging to a base-measuring

apparatus by Eepsold, at both high aud low temperatures. This 4-metre steel bar has been well compared at high and
low temperatures with four metres of a brass bar 15 feet long, whose absolute expansion has been carefully determined

directly in this office. Combining the two sets of comparisons there results

Expansion of -E1876=:10''.64 for 1° C. derived from absolute expansion of brass bar.

These two values derived by entirely independent methods agree well, and it is difficult to suppose them more
than C.l in error, while their probable error is much less. Their mean differs by 0*^.3 from the value, IC.Sl, assigned

in your letter. This leads me to ask whether any error of copying may have slipped into the value 10''.31, and, if not,

whether you now think it possible that the true .value may be C.l or 0''.2 greater than lO'^.Sl. I would also ask

whether in the value assigned in your letter, namely,

• iJ 1876=1 metre+248^89±0''.25-J-(10''.31i0^0.34)(t—15)

the value of iJ 1876 is free at 15° C. from any small error that may exist in this value of its expansion.

February 26, 1881.

As this letter was not immediately answered, and the preparation of this report could not be

further delayed, the value of the expansion of 221876, derived from the adjustment of different

values. Chapter IX, § 58, namely,

Ej,i976=l°'.000092[5773(10)-8-f2xl852(10)-'^(*-32)] for lop.=5'^.885±0'^.043 at 62° F.

was adopted.

§ 2. On September 12, 1881, the following letter was received, but too late to incorporate its

results in the main report. It is, therefore, given in this appendix

:

BEiiLiN, den 10. August 1881.

Die Kommission ist nunmehr in der Lage Ihnen niihere Details iiber die Her angestellten Bestimmungen der Liinge

und der Ausdehnung ^owie der Theilungsfehler Ihres von Eepsold in Hamburg verfertigten biegungsfreien Stahlmeters

mit der Theihmg auf Plalin, welches bier mit iSlH76 bezeichnet wurde, mitzutheilen und dadurch die in Ihrem Schrei-

ben vom 20. Juni 1879 angegebenen Eesnltate zu erliiutern und theilweise zu modificiren. Es diirfteu damit gleich-

zeitig die in Ihren gefalligen Schreiben vom 16. October 1880, 16. Februar und 27. April 1881 angeregten Fragen, soweit

sich dieselben auf dieses Meter beziehen, ihre Beantwortung findeu. Die Hauptursache der bisherigen Verzogerung

besteht dariu, dass wlr die genaueren Eesultate der in Breteuil angestellten Vergleichungen abwarten wollten, urn

Ihnen moglichst definitive Eesnltate mittheilen zu konnen, und dass uns diese Vergleichungen erst seit kurzer Zeit

bekannt sind.

Die ersten Bestimmungen der Gesammtlange des Stabes wurden im Jahre 1876 angestellt, indem 15 Vergleichun-

gen mit dem Messingmeter 1605 bei Temperaturen zwischen 11° und 20° ausgefiihrt wurden. Diese Vergleichungen

verdienen al'or nur ein sehr geringes Vertrauen, well sie zu den ersten mit dem betreffenden Komparator angestellten

Beobachtungen gehoren, und die Methode der Beobachtung noch nioht geniigend durohgebildet war. Namentlioh die
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Bestimmung der Temperatur der Stiibe liess in dieser Versuohsreihe noch viel zu wiinschen ubrig. Es herrscht daher

auoh einige Unsicheiheit dariiber, wie die Vergleiohungen am beaten zu bercohnen sind, uud die Kesultate der Rech-

nungen sind innerhalb weitor Grenzen nnsicher.

In der Beilage A sind die eiuzelnen Eesultate dieser Vergleiohungen aufgefiihrt : nanilich die Temperaturen der

beiden Stiibe t,ms und ts naoh den Angaben der auf ibnen liegenden Thermometer und die uninittelbar gefundone Liiu-

gendilferenz. Die Berechnung ist nur beiliiufig mit den spiiter gefnndenen Ausdehnungskoefflcieuten ausgefiihrt und

zwar einmal unter der Annahme, dass die Temperaturen der Stiibe der Angabe der aufliegenden Thermometer ent-

sprechen (I), hei welclier Annahme im Mittel

iJ—1605=^-21^9bei +15°.00

folgt, zweitens unter 'der Annahme, dass die Temperaturen beider Stabe durch tteob allein gegeben sind, weil die Beriih.

rungsfliiche des anderen Thermometers mit /il876 eine verhaltnissmiissig zukleine war, um sichere Eesultate erwarten

zu lasseu ("11). Aus dieser zweitcn Annahme folgt im Mittel

B1876—1605=+25''.7 bei +15°.00.

Eudlich wiirde noch die Annahme in Frage kommen und den vorerwahnten vielleicht vorzuziehen sein, dass als

Teniperatui- der beiden Stiibe das Mittel aus den beiden Thermometerangaben anzusehen ist. Aus dieser Annahme
wiirde folgeu

B 1876—1605=+27'^.2 bei I50.OO.

Das Messingmetcr 16U5 ist mehrfach mit dem deutschen Urnorraal (Pt) verglichen wordon. Aus den neuesten

besten Messungeii folgt

1605—P«=—63M4-t0^79+((9''.653±0''.044),
also bei Anwendung der gesetzmiissigen Gleiohang des Umormals

d. h,
1605=1"'+213^7 bei+15°.00.

Die Verbindung dieses Werthes mit den obigen Differenzen von B1876—1605 ergiebt viel kleinere Werthe fiir die Lange

von iJ1876 als die spiiteren Vergleiohungen, doch liegen, wie sohon erwiihnt, grossere Bedenken gegen die Genauigkeit

dieser ersten Messungsreihe vor.

.Eine Bestimmung der Liinge von B 1876, welche sehr viel grossere Garantieen fiir ihre Richtigkeit bietet, beruht auf

der Vergleiohung von -R1876 mit einem diesem Stabe ganz gleichartigen, mit JB1878 bezeiohneten Meterstabe von

Repsold. Es sind im Miirz 1878 drei Reihon bei den Temperaturen von 8°.60, 15°.75, und 21°.49 angestellt worden,

deren Details sich in der Beilage befinden, und welche, wenn man die sehr kleinen Diiferenzen zwischen den Tempera-

turen der beiden Stiibe beriicksiohtigt, auf das Resultat filhren:

i?1876—i^l878=+21^86bei so.602

=+22 .88 bei 15 .751
' =+22 .8I,bei 21 .489.

Das Mittel siimmtlicher Eeihen giebt
B 1876—JJ 1878=+22''.52+0''.21

/

Vorzuziehen ist aber dasjenige Resultat, welches man erhalt, wenn die Ausdehnungsdiflferenz der beiden Stiibe beriiok-

sichtigt wird;
iJ1876— i?1878= 22^.52+ 0''.17+ (t—15°.281) (0^076+ 0''.029)

oder in einer anderen Form .

iJ1876— 2^1878= 21^36+ 0^48+ < (0''.076±0''.029).

Der Stab E1878 ist in zwei Reihen in den Jahren 1878 und 1879 mit dem deutschen Urmeter verglichen worden-

Die erste dieser Reihen liess nur die Bereohnung der relativen Ausdehnung zu. Als Resultat ergab sioh:

1. iJ 1878— Pt= const +1^68+ / (1^676+ 0^.074)

2. B 1878— Pt=+ 68''.79+ 0''.49+ 1 (1''.643+ 0''.032).

Anzuwenden ist die aus der Verbindung der beiden Beobaohtungsreihen sich ergebende Gleichung

iJ 1878— P/=+ 68^71 + 0^49+ «(1^648+ 0^029)

aus deren Verbindung mit der obigen sich ergiebt

iJ 1876— P(=+ 90^07 + 0^68+ 1 (1''.724± 0^041).

Setzt man nun fiir Pt seinen legalen Worth, wie er aus. der Vergleiohung mit dem Mfetre des Archives unter der

Annahme folgt, dass die Ausdehnung der beiden Meter 8''.6t betriigt, so wird

B1876= l'n+ 93''.08+ 10'^.324t.

Der— I''. 16+ 0**.014* betragende Untorschied gegen die Ihnen unter dem 20. Juui 1879 gemachte Angabe

JB1876= l'"+ 248^89+ 0''.25+(10''.31+ 0^034) (i— 15°)

riihrt von uachtraglichen kleinen Verbesserungen her, die sioh bei einer Superrevision der thermometrischen Reoh-

nuQgen ergaben. Bei den damals angegebenen wahi'soheinlichen Fehleru ist ausserdem nur die Unsicherheit der Ver-

gleiohung der beiden Repsoldmefcer unter einander beriicksiohtigt worden.

Die Ihnen unterni 15. September 1880 gemachte Angabe, dass die gegebene Gleichung von iJ 1876 nur um 1** bis 2''

von dem wabren metrischen Maaase abweicheu dilrfte, hat sich leider, soweit es sich um niedere Temperaturen handelt,

uicht bestill-igt. Dieselbo stiifczte sich auf eiuo in Breteuil ausgefiihrte Vergleiohung von JJ1878 mit dem Platin-

Iridiummeter type I bei 30°, welohe ein mit den bisherigen Annahmen sehr gut tibereinstimmendes Resultat ergeben
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hatte. Vergleichuugen bei 0° und 15° haben dies Resultat nioh bestiitigt. Als Eesultat der di-ei Vergloichungsreihen

ergab sich vielmehr
JJ1878= l"'+ 64''.82+ 10^371 <+ 0'^.0969 tii.

Dabei ist angenommeu, dass die Gleichung von type I gegeben ist durcb

I= l>n-j-67'^.6+ 8^.525i+ 0''.0039<2.

Der Febler vou type I bei 0*^ ist durcb indirekte Verglelchuug mit dem M&tre des Archives, die Ausdehnung des

Stabes als ilittelwerth aus verscbiedeneu absoluten Bestiinmungeu abgeleitet wordeu. In der Gleichung filr 22 1878

ist der KoefBcient von P nacb den Fizeau'schen Bestimmungen angenommeu, und die Grosse der anderen Glieder aus

den Bestimmungen bei 0'^ und 30° berechnet. Da die Vergleiohung bei 15° ein nur um 0''.(i5 von der Formel abwei-

chendes Eesultat ergab, so wird man bei derselben stehen bleiben konnen.

Unter Fortlassung des in P multiplicirfcen Gliedes wird in der Niihe von 15° nach den Bestimmungen in Breteuil

zn setzen sein
iJ1878= l'"+64''.82+ 10f.578 *.

Die Verbesserung welche hiernacb an die aus der Vergleichung mit dem deutschen Meter gefolgerte Gleichung anzu-

bringen ware, ist — (y.O+C.SSOt.

Mit dieser "Verbesserung geht die Gleichung fiir B 1876 iiber in .

iJ1876= l"+ 86'*.18+ 10''.654«.

Dies diirfte augenblicklich der wahrscheinlichste Werth von B 1876 in wabiem metrischen Maasse sein. Unter wahrem
metrischen Maasse mussen wir das durch das Mfetre des Archives als Eiuheit dargestellte Maasssystem verstehen, da

eine von diesem unabhangige Definition bisher nicht existirt, und auch bei einer spateren Festsetzung eiuer solchen

jedenfalls ein moglichst enger Anschluss an das bisherige System erstrebt werden wird.

Die grosse Differenz des in Breteuil gefundenen und auch durch die von Ibuen mitgetheilten Versuche bestatigten

Ausdehnungskoefacienten von 51878, gegen den von uns mitgetheilten Wertb muss wohl grossteutheils dem Um-
stande zur Last gelegt werden, dass die nach Borda fiir Platin angenommene Ausdehnung zu klein ist. In der That

ergiebt sich nach Fizeau die Ausdehnung des Platinmeters zu

8^68t+0''.0030<^
also in der Niihe von 15° zu 8''.80 1.

Eine kleine Diflferenz der Ausdehnungen ist auch zwisoheu dem Mfetre des Archives und dem deutschen Urmeter

angedeutet, da die Vergleichuugen dieser Meter sich auch durch die Gleichung darstellen lassen

Pi—4=1''. 14+0''.094 1,

Oder, wenn man nur die Vergleichuugen durch Brix beriicksichtigt.

Pi—^=0''.39+0''.136 1.

Doch sind diese Vergleichungen nur bei wenig von einander verschiedenen Temperaturen angestellt.

Wir hoffen, auch unsererseits in wenigen Monaten durch hier angestellte absolute Ausdehnungsbestimmungeu

zur Entscheidung der noch bestehenden Unsicherheiten beitragen zu konnen.

Ein Anschluss an das aus der Toise abgeleitete System, insbesondere an die fiir geodatische Operationen wichtig

gewordene Bessel'sche Kopie der Toise ist fiir Ihren Stab durch zwei in den Jahren 1878 und 1879 ausgefiihrte Ver-

gleichungen von B 1878 mit der Toise Lenoir gegeben. Es ergab sich

1. i=1.948 570 76 B 1878 bei 18°.255

2. i=1.948 575 53 B 1878 bei 15°.74.

Verbindet man die beiden Gleichungen, indem man dieselben durch Interpolation nach der Temperatur auf die

Normaltemperatur reducirt, so erhalt man

i=1.948,574 57 J21878 bei 16°.25.

Die Toise Lenoir, im Jahre 1852 von Baumann umgearbeitet, ist in den Jahren 1852 und 1872 und auf unserem

Kepsold'schen Komparator in den Jahren 1877 und 1878 mit der Bessel'schen Toise verglicheu worden. Die Resultate

dieser Vergleichungen sind
^^^

1. X—5=—0.0043

2. i—P=—0.0066
///

3. i—B=—0.00372^0.00013

4. i—5=—0.00336^0.00022.

Als bestes Eesultat durfte das Mittel aus den beiden letzten Vergleichungen gelten konnen
;
also

i—B=—0"'.00354.

Die Bessel'sche Toise wird allgemeiii nach Bessel um 0"'.00080 ktirzer angenommeu als "die Toise." Nach ihrem

eigenen Certifikate wiirde sie urn 0"'.00078 zu kurz sein; aus einer von Bessel ausgefuhrten Vergleichung mit zwei

anderen mit Certiflkaten versehenen Toisen ergiebt sie sioli um 0"'.00333 zu kurz und um 0"'.00411 zu lang. Im Mittel

aus den drei Certiflkaten wurde sich daher ihre viiUige Identitak mit der Toise du P^rou ergeben.

Bleibt man bei der stets benutzten Gleichuug stehen

B=1T —0'". 00080 bei 160.25,

so folgt daraus • ' £^ir _o"'.o0434 bei 16°.25.
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und durch Verbindung luit der friilier abgeleiteten Gleichung

i= 1.948 574 57 iJ1878 bei 16^.25,

aus welclier

iJ1878= ^i?:^1.000 236 96 L bei 16°.25
864

folgt,

n 1878= 443"'.296+ 231''.94 bei 16°.25

Oder mit dem fruher gefundenen Ausdehnungskoefficienten

i^l878= 443"'.296+ 65^41+ 10^248t
und demnach

B 1876= 443"'.296+ 86f'.77+ 10''.324 1.

um— 4''.2+ 0''.014i von der vorlaufigen Acgabe vom 20. Juni 1879

J? 1876= 443"'.396+ 245^6+ 10*^.31 (i— 15°)

verschiedcn. Mit dem Pariser Ausdelinuugskoefficienten hatte man
iS1876= 443"'.296+ 240''.l+ 10^.55(i— 15°).

Die wichtigeren Messungen zur Bestimmung der Theilungsfehler von 22 1676 griinden sich ebenfalls vorzugsweise

auf Vergk'icliungeu mit EXH'ii. Es sind daher in der Bcilage B auuh die Messnngen und Kechnungeu zur Bestimmung
derTbeilnngsfeliler dieses letzteren Stabes ausfiihrlicher mitgetbeilt.

Die Tbeilungsfeliler sind sammtliob auf einer Liiugentheilmascbiue von Eepsold uutersucht worden, bei welchei-

zwei mit einander fest verbnndene Mikrometerraikroskope in der Langsrichtung eines Stabes versclioben werdeu

Itonneu, wii.hrend entweder jedes der beiden Mikroskope auf deuselben Stab oder je ein Mikroskop auf eiuen von zwei

nebeueiuander liegenden Stiiben poiutirt. Die eratere Einriclitung wurde bei der Fntersuchung tier Fehler der Deoi-

meterstriclie von iJl878 angewandt, iudem man den beiden Milsroskopen Abstiinde von resp. 5, 2 und 1 Decimeter gab
uud mit diesen festeu Abstiinden die Intervalle des Stabes verglicli. Die Beobacbtuigsresultate und der Gang der

Reobnnug sind in tlen Beilagen vollstiindig mitgetbeilt—abgeselien davon, dags die Ablesungen der Mikrometer schon

wegen der periodischen Ungleichheit der Scbrauben verbessert sind. Zum vollen Verstandniss ist nur noch zu be-

merken, dass bei beiden Mikroskopen einer grosseren Ablesuug ein kleinerer Wertb des zwiscben den Mikroskopen ein-

gestellten Intervalles entspracb, und dass die Eiubeit, ^1p, in welcber siimmtliche Ablesungen gegeben sind, und die

Eeclinung durcbgefiibrt wurde, dem tausendsten Theile eines Umlaufs der Mikrometerschrauben eutspricbt und gleich

0''.65 gesetzt werden kann.

Gegen die Art und Weise, in vi^elcher aus den drei Beobacbtnugsreiben die deflnitiven Febler der Dccimeter-

stricbe abgeleitet sind, wiirden sich Einwendungeu erheben lassen. Eine strenge Ausgleichung nach der Methode der

kleinsten Quadrate, welobe nacbtriiglich ausgefiihrt wurde, ftibrte jedocb zu den folgenden ganz unerbeblich abwei

chenden Eesultaten

:

Decimeterstrich.
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luTjgen aber in der entgegeugesetzten Richtung erfolgten. Die hierbei uoch zuriickbleibenden Fehler, welche dayon
herruUren dafis die Voraussetzung einer gleichmassigen AenderuEg der EntfernuDg der Mikroskope und der Lange des
Stabes moht strenge erfullt ist, konnen als zufiillige mit den Poiutirungsfehlern vereinlgt werden, und bleibt daher die
gewanlte Berecbnung gerechtfertigt.

Die Centimeterstriche von iJ1878 sind in ganz iihnlicher Weise wie die Deoimeterstricbe bestimmt, nur treteii
hier Hulfsintervalle von reap. 5, 2 und 1 cm. Lange an Stelle des konstanten Abstandes der Mikroskope. Fiir die
Berecbnung gelten daher aucb hier dieselbeu Bemerkungen wie fiir die Decimeter.

Die in Beilage C gegebenen Eesultate fiir die Bestimmung der Theilungsfehler von i?1876 durch Vergleichung
der Decimeter- und Centimeterstriche mit Iil876, der Millimeterstriche mit einer ihrerseits absolut bestimmten Silber-
theilung auf dem Messingstabe Nr. 6, und der Zebntelmillimeter durch direkte mikromefrische Vergleichung werdeu
ohne weiteres verstandlich sein. Als Einheit gilt hier 1^= 0.001 mm. Die zum Theil atattlindenden Abweichnngen
der Resultate vop den Ihnen unterm 16. April 1879 geiiaohten Mittheilungen ruhren von der genaueren Bestimmung
der Vergleichsstabe^^her.

* »
. # « ,

Kaiserliche Normal-Aichung-Kommission.
FOEESTER.

BEILAGE A.

Bestimmung der Gesammtlange und der Ausdelmung des Stahlmeters i21876.

a. Resultate der Vergleichung dks Stahlmeters iJ1876 mit dbm Messingmbter 1605.

Datum der Vergleichung.
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Beilage B—Bestimmung der Theilungsfehler des Stahlmeters B 1878—Continued.

c. Die einzelnen Centimetei!striciib.

Cm.
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Beilage G—Bestimmung der Theilungsfehler von BepsoliVs Meter, B 187G—Continued.

Deciiueter-
strich.
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Beilage C—BexfimmniH/ (ler Thenungsfehler von BepsoUVs Meter aits Staid f'dr Amcrilia, E187G—
Oouti lined.

Die Millimeter sind zweimal mit ileiien anf Hauptnormal Nr. 6 verglichen wordeu uud zwar in Griippen vou je

zeliu. Die folgende Ziisammensfellung eiithiilt in den Kolnmneu 1 und 2 die vora periodischen Fehler der Scliraube,

den Konstauten und den Thoilungsfelilern des Vergleiclistabea befrtiten Resultate, Kohimne 3, das Mittel ans 1 und 2,

stellt die inneren Tbeilungsfeliler der Millimeter iunerbalb der einzelnen Centimeter, Kolumue 4 innerhalb des ganzen

Meters dar.

S
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Die Zehntelmillimeter ties ersten Millimeters nobst den boiclen Zusatzzelintela sind zweimal rait einem Hiilfsiu-
tervall im Gesiclitsfeld des einen Mikroskopes vergliolieii, die Resultate sind in deu Keihen I mid II enthalteu- III
das Mittel aus I und II, enthalt die innoreu Theilungsfehler iunoilialb des gauzen Millimeters, IV innerhalb des Meters'

Millime-
terstricb.
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r.ra.ss metre 1C05 lias been often compared with the German original standard (Z'<). From 1 be

latest lu'st iiieasineinent results

—

lC05-P/ = -:i3'^.14±0^79+f(9^G53±0^044)

and tlierefore, by apjilying tlie legal equation of the original standard,

—

1G0.1=1™-C0''.13+18^25;3«

til at is

—

1605=l'"+lil3^7 at +I50.OO

Tlie combination of tliis value witb tlie above differences of 1^1876— 1605 gives much smaller

vabies for tlie length of i? 1.S7C than the later comparisons, but there is, as already remarked,

greater doubt as to the accuracy of this first series of measurements.

A determination of the length of i21876 which aflbrds very mnch better guarantees for its

correctness, rests on the comparison of Ji;i87G with a Eepsold metre exactly similar to it, desig-

nated E1878. In March, 1878, three series were made at temperatures 80.6O, 150.75 and 210.49, the

details of which are given in the appendix, and which, if we take into account the very small dif-

ferences between tlie temperatures of the two bars, lead to the result

—

i21876— E1878=r.+2L86 at 8.602

+22.28 at 15.751

+22.81 at 21.489

The mean of all the series gives

J51876— ii;i878=+22^52±0^21. .

That result, however, is to be preferred which is obtained by taking into account the difference

of expansion of both bars, •

7;1876— E1878=2LV.52±0''.17+(^-lo. 281) (0''.076±0'-.029),

or, in another form,

i>1876 — B1878=2K36±0M8+« (0^^.076 ±0^029)

The bar JR 1878 was compared with the German original metre in two series, in the years 1878

and 1S79. The lirst of these series permits only of the computation of the relative expansion.

The result was

—

1. iJ1878— P«= Const. ±l''.68+< (K676± 0^074)

2. 221S78— P<=+68''.79±0f'.49+« (I ".643 ±0^032)

The following equation, resulting from the combination of both series of observations, is to be

used

:

R1878— P«=+G8''.71±0''.49+<{lf.648±0^029)

Combining this with the above we have

P 1876— Pf=+90^.07 ±0''.68+qi''.724±0f'.041)

If we place for Ft its legal value, resulting, from the comparison with the Metre des Archives, on

the assumption that the expansion of both metres is 8*^.6^, then

B 1876= l"'+93'*.08+10'^.324^

The considerable difference, — 1''.16+0'^.014(, from the result given to you by letter of June 20,

1879,

P1876=l"+248^89±0^25+(10'*.31=l=0''.034) (*— 15)

is caused 1 ly small supplementary corrections which resulted from a further revision of the ther-

mometer computations. Moreover, in the probable errors there given, only the uncertainty of the

comj)arison of the two Eepsold metres with each other was taken into account.

The statement made to you in letter of September 15, 1880, that the given equation of P1876

ought to differ only from 1" to 2** from the true metric measure, has, unfortunately, not been con-

firmed, so far as low temperatures are concerned. It was founded on a comparison made at Breteuil
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of BISIS with tlie plaUnum-iiidiiiin metre, type /, at 30° C, wLicli had giveu a result very con-

sistent with assumptions previously made. Comparisons at 0° and 15° 0. have not confirmed this

result. As the result of the three series of comparisons we now ha\'c

i^l878=l™+G'4''.82+10^371H-0''.()(l(;yr^

In this it is assumed that the equation of type I is

I =V^+67i-.G+Si^.B25t+()i^.0030t^

The error of type I at 0° has been derived by indirect comparison with the ilctre des Archives,

and the expansion of the bar is the mean value of various absolute determinations. In the equa-

tion of i2 1878, the coiitticient of <Ms assumed from Fizean's determinations, and the amounts of the

otljcr terms are computed from the deteruiinations at 0° and .'30°. As the comparison at 15° gave
a result. diftering- only about 0*^.05 from the formula the latter is retained. Neglecting the term

involving f- we can place, when the temperature is near 15°. according to the determinations at

Breteuil,

in878=l'»+C4''.S2+10^57Sf

The correction which according to this should be applied to the equation derived from the com-
parison with the German metre is

_(iM.9-).0M.330^

With this correction, the equation for A' 1870 becomes

7?1870=l™+80f.l8+10''.<Ml<

This may, for tlie present, be considered the most ])robable value of 7? 1870 in true metric

measure. By true metric measure must be understood tiiiit system of measure represented by the

Metre des Archives as unit, as a definition independent of this does not as yet exist, and in the

future establishment of such a definition, as close a junction as possible with this system will

certainly be adopted.

The great difference in the coefficient of expansion of R 1878, found at Breteuil, and also con-

firmed by the investigations communicated by you, from the value sent by us, must be attributed

mainly to the circumstance that the assumed expansion as given by Borda for platinum is too

small. In fact, according to Fizeau, the expansion of the [)latinum metre is

8''.G8/+0''.0039f-

and, therefore, Si^.SOt in the vicinity of 15'^.

A small difference of expansion is also indicated between the Metre des Archives and the

German original metre, as the comparison of these metres may also be represented by the equation

P<-A=l'^.14-4-(V.094<

or, if we consider only the comparisons by Brix,

P<-A=0''.39+0^130«

These comparisons, however, were made at only slightly different temperatures.

From absolute expansion determinations which are being carried on here, we are in hopes of

being able in a few months to contribute to a decision of the uncertainties yet existing.

A union with the system derived from the toise, especially with Bessel'scopy of the toise, which

has become so important in geodetic work, has been effected for your bar through two comparisons

in 1878 and 1879 of R 1878 and the Lenoir toise. The results were:

1. i=1.948 570 76 i21878 at lSo.255

2. L=1MS 575 53 E1878 at 1.j0.74

Combining the two equations, that is, reducing them by interpolation according to tempera-

ture to the standard temperature, we have

i=1.948 574 57 R 1878 at 160.25

107 L S
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The Lenoir toise, as repaiieil {umrjearheilel) in '1A'>'2, liy Baumann, was compared witli tbe

Bcs.sel toise in tlu; years lS5li and 1S72, and on onr i;ei>sold coniiiarator in the years 1S77 and 1S78.

The results of these coni]iarisons arc;:

/// ///

1. 7,_ iJ=_ 0.0043

'J. L-B= -0.0000

15. i-i?=-0.00372zlz0.00013

4. i-JS=-0.00;j36± 0.00022

As the best result, tlie mean of tlic last two comparisons may be taken; hence

L-B= -0"'.0O354

The Bessel toise is generally taken, according to Besscl, as 0'".00080 shorter than "the toise."

According to its own certificate it wonld be 0'".00078 too short. From a comparison made by

Bessel with two other certified toises it was found to be 0'".00333 too short and 0"'.004rll too long.

In the mean from the three certificates, its completer identity with the toise of Peru would residt.

If we adhere to the e<juation always used

7J=1T_0'".00080 at lCo.25

then there follows
i:=lT_0'".00434 at I0O.25

and, in combination with the e([uation previously derived,

i=1.94S 574 57 A' 1878 at lCo.25

fioni which
443 200

i^l878= g^j^-l.OOO 230 90 i at lCo.25

whence follows

i^l87S=443^".200+231''.94 at 1G025

or, with the earlier-found coi^fficient of expansion

R 1878=443"'.29e+05 .4l+10'^.248^

and, consequentlv
E187G=443"'.29C+8C''.77+10''.324^

differing by — 4".2+0'".014< from the jireliminary result of June 20, 1879, which is

jBiS70=443"'.29C+245M.0+10''.31 ((-15)

With the Paris coiifficient of expansion we would have had

E1S7C=443"'.290+240'^.1+ 10''.55 (f-15)

The more important measurements for the determination of the graduation errors of i2187G

are also based preferably on the comparisons with i?1878. We have therefore also given in

Ap])endix B the measurements and computations for the determination of the graduation errors of

the last-named bar in more detail. Tlie errors of graduation have all been examined on a Repsold

graduating machine, which was so arranged that two micrometer-microscopes rigidly connected

with each other could be moved in the direction of the length of a bar, while each of the two micro-

scopes points at the same bar, or a single microscope points at one of two bars lying side by side.

The first arrangement was adopted in the investigation of the errors of the decimeter marks of

ii;i878 by making the distances between the microscopes respectively 5, 2, and 1 decimeters, and

then comparing the intervals on the bar with these fixed distances. The results of the observa-

tions and the process of computation are given in full in the appendices, except that the micrometer

readings are first corrected for periodic inequality of screws. For the complete understanding of

the subject, it only remains to be stated that for both microscopes a greater reading corresponded

to a smaller value of the interval at which the microscopes were placed, and that the unit, =1", in

which all the readings are given, and tlie computation carried out, corresponds to the thousandth

part of a revolution of the micrometer-screws, and may be placed equal to O'^.OS.
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Objectious may possibly be raised against the mauiiei' iu which the definitive errors of the deci-
meter marks have been derived from the three series of observations. A rigid adjustment accord-
ing to the method of least squares, which was made in addition, led to the following only slightly
differing results

Decimeter mark.
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APPENDIX A.

BetermiHiitio)i of the total length and c.rponsion of steel metre R181G.

II. KE.sn/is oi'- Tim ( (ou'Aiaso.N di' steel metre /J1S76 with brass metre IGOb.

cumpari-

1876.
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ADJUSTMENT.

a. The 5™ graduation.

If the weight 18 is given to the mean of tlie 18 comparisons actually used, of the two half de-

cimeters witli each other, then to the mean Mo of the three series of comparisons of the single cen-

timeters computed on the preceding page the weight f must be assigned. The negative error of

the middle graduation of the first decimeter will then be

-18x5+fx4 r

i8+f——

^

b. The remaining centimeter graduations.

By correction of the means Mo for this value of the 5"" graduation, the errors Mj of the even

centimeter graduations obtain values which differ by only a few units from those of the direct

series of comparisons of the double centimeters. If, therefore, the mean of both is taken without ref-

erence to the weights, which do not come out very different, and the odd-centimeter graduations are

corrected for this, no essential error will be committed.

Director of the Kaiserliche Normal-Aichungs-Kommission.

Berlin, August 10, 1881.

[l. s.] Foerster.
APPENDIX C.

DETERMINATION OF THE GRADUATION ERRORS OF REPSOLD STEEL METRE, R1S7G.

For the determination of the graduation errors of the decimeters they have been compared 20

times by double pointings of both micrometers with those on the bar belonging to the Commission,

made by Repsold, R IS7S. The results of the single series of measurements, freed from periodic

errors of the screws and the constants of the initial and final jiointings, are collected together in

columns 1 to 20, and are expressed in thousandths of millimeters in the sense of errors in relation to

the comparison-bar. Column 21 contains the mean of the columns 1 to 20, column 22 the relative

errors of the comparison-bar, column 23 = 21 + 22 the absolute relative (inneren) errors of the Ameri-

can bar. For general comparison there is besides, given under 24, the result of an older but more
imperfect series of comparisons with another bar, of which, however, the relative weight is so small

that it exerts no influence on the values of column 23.

Deci-
meter
mark
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For the determiuatiou of the graduation errors of the centiineters of the first decimeter they liave

also been compared 20 times by double pointings of both microscopes with those on the Eepsohl

bar belonging to the Commission. The results are collected analogously to those for the deci-

meter. Column 23 contains here the relative graduation errors of the centimeters with respect to

the decimeter, columu 24 the same with respect to the whole metre.

H a

O
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The inillimetLTs Lave liccn coini)arecl twice in groups of ten each with those on the principal

standard No. (5. The following collection contains in columns 1 and U the results freed from the

periodic error of the sciew, the constants and graduation errors of the comparison-bar; column 3,

the mean of 1 and 13, presents the relative graduation errors of the millimeters with respect to the

single centimeter, column 4 with respect to the whole metre.
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The tenths of milliuietfis uf tlie lirst inilliineter, be.sules the two additional teiitlis, were com-
pared twice with an auxiliary interval in the field of view of a microMcope. The results are con-
tained in colnmns I and II; III, the mean of I and II, contains the relative gradnation errors with
respect to the whole millimeter, IV with respect to the metre.

Millimeter
mark.
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A i:e,w ailjnstmeiit of i^j,, E^, E_,-^, aud Ej„^.f„ similar to that given in Chapter IX, § 57, can

now be made by substituting tlie uevv value assigned by Professor Foerster in his letter August
10, 1881, for the expansion of BIS76. Differentiating the value

R 1876= 1™+8G''.18+10''.447<+0'-.OOG'J(''

there results 10'^.J:I7+0''.0138^ as the rate of expansion, and at (>'2° F. (= 100.07 C), which is the

temperature adopted iu Chapter IX, § 57, it becomes

10''.G77 for 1° C, or for 1° F., ^^i,;c=5«.!)3l3.

The weight of this value is unknown. It is undoubtedly great, and on the scale of weights used

in Chapter IX, § 57, a weight of 1(5 will be assigned to it. Tiie equations of condition of Chapter

IX, § 57, for a temperature of 62° F., may now be written with a column added for their residuals.

M- M Weights.

Es -39.945= )ij= -0.032 1

-E/^,«;r, - 5.932=1)2= -0.000 16

E_, - 5.371=i'3= +0.034 4

J^RiBji- 1.0937^,1- 0.006= /'4= +0.015 8

iE^,,„-E,^ + 1.335=t)5=—0.012 3

Ej, -Es, -14.833=t)6= +0.005 6

The following are the values resulting from solving these equations by least squares. The residuals

result from substituting these values iu the equations of condition

:

j;^ =39.913 ±0.033

E„= 5.932+0.008

E,,= 5.405+0.013

JJ^^=25.075± 0.033

These values are the best that can be obtained at present. The residuals in the preceding are

very small, except in the case of ^j, where it is yit P^i"t of the expansion, a quantity that is not

large.

The length of Clarke Yard A in terms of the Ordnance-Survey standard, Y55, is best known
at the mean temperature of their comparisons, which was 57°.71 F. A change of yi, iu the ex-

pansion of Clarke Yard A would only change its length, as assigned by Colonel Clarke in Chapter

11, § 2, by To oio at a distance of 25° F. from the mean temperature. The change in the relative

expansion of i21876 and Clarke Yard A, in passing from the adjustment of Chapter IX, § 57, to

this new adjustment, is but 0*^.016, a quantity so small that it practically leaves the relation between

these standards, gi\ eji in Chapter IX, § 12, unchanged.

In April, 1882, the metre 721876 was sent to the International Bureau of Weights and Meas-

ures, at Sevres, France, for comparison with the standards of that Bureau.
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APPENDIX II.

SLOW KlflTURN OF ZINC BAR Z, TO ITS ORIGINAL LENGTH, AFTER BEING
HEATED.

By E. S. Wheeler, Assistant Engineer.

§ I . A series of comparisons of St, Zi, 82, and Z2 was made from Angust 26 to December 15,

1881, for the especial purpose of finding the time required for Zi to return to its normal length after

it had been largely disturbed by a rapid change in temperature. These comparisons were made
in the comparing-room, which was visited but once a day.

The thermometers used were Geissler 1, 2, 3, and 4, and Casella 21474 and 21470. The micro-

scopes were Repsold Nos. 5 pnd C. The observations were made and reduced in the same manner
as previous tube-comparisons, described in § 21, Chapter IX. The old graduations on the bars

were used throughout, but from time to time observations were made on the neutral-axis graduations'

to ascertain if there was any bending of the bars. None was observed.

The difference in the length of a zinc bar at different times though at the same temperature,

as described in Chapter IX, § 33, will be called the set. The set of Zi and of Z2 at the time of each

observation has been computed in the following manner: The differences at the observed temper-

ature between Zi and Si, Z.^ and Bi, have been computed with the constants given in Chapter IX,

§§ 24, 26. These computed differences were then subtracted from the observed differences, and the

remainders taken as values of the set. The set is, therefore, called plus when the zinc bar is too

long, and vice versa.

The outline of the work is as follows: Tubes 1 and 2 were first compared for ten days, tlien

tube 1 was taken to a warm room and its temperature kept between 115° F. and 120° F. for

twenty-four hours. It was then returned to the comparing-rooin and allowed to cool for twenty-

four hours, when observations were resumed and continued for one hundred days. This heating

and cooling left Zi with a set of +731^; that is, Zi was 73^ longer than its temperature and expansion

indicated. The subsequent observations have been studied to ascertain at what rate this excess

of 73'' would disappear provided no new disturbances occurred.

The results of the observations are given in tlie following table: The first column contains the

date, the second the temperature, the third and fourth the sets of Z2 and Z,, respectively, the fifth

ordinates of the logarithmic curve defined in § 2 following, with date for abscissa, and the sixth

residuals obtained by subtracting the fifth column from the fourth.

Date.
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fJ B dB -"
or, substitutiug a for -,y, b for jy, and putting I for (XIO ^ —B), there results

in which
a JX+hJY+l=v

log (1= — Y

log 6=log a+logA^

M being the modulus of common logarithms. Each observation gives an equation of the above

form. There were 34 observation-equations of this kind, from which the values JX and J Y were

derived and added to the first values ofX and Y. A second approximation was not thought neces-

sary for this work. The corrected values are

X= 66.4

r=328.6

With these values the ordinates corresponding to the dates of each observation were computed,

and are given in the fifth column of the preceding table. These computed ordinates, subtracted

from the observed ordinates given in the column headed " Set", leave the residuals, which are given

in the column headed v. These residuals are much larger than the errors of observation. This

is probably due in part to the changing temperature of the comparing-room; that is, a set at any
time is not alone a function of the first large set and the time which has elapsed, but is also a

function of all the small sets which have occurred since the large one.

The table shows that in 100 days the set had diminished from +65'' to +33'', or one-half. There-

fore, at the end of 200 days the set would be +16'^, and

after 300 days it would be +8"

after 400 days it would be +4''

after 500 days it would be +2"

This law of decrease may be expressed as follows: With a constant temperature Z^ loill lose o'ne-half

its set in one hundred days.

This time, 100 days, is probably too great, for during the 100 days of observation the tempera-

ture of the comparing-room fell from 77° to 46° F., and this fall of 31° would of itself make a plus

set of some amount, as is shown by Z2, the set of the latter having increased 15^ during the time.

It is difficult to say how much effect the fall in temperature had upon Z^, but whatever its amount

the tendency would be to indicate too great a time for losing one-half of the set.

109 L s
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APPENDIX III.

DIFFEREXCE OP LONGITl DE BETWEEIST DETROIT, MICH., AlS^D CAMBRIDGE,
MASS.

Kepokt of a. R. Flint and O. B. Wheeler, Assistant Engineers.

Office United States Lake Survey,
Detroit, Mich., June 30, 1882.

SiK: In compliance with your instructions, we have the honor to make the following report on

our recent determination of the difference of longitude between Detroit, Mich., and Cambridge,

Mass.

The field-work was done in obedience to the following order:

• Optice United States Lake Survky,
Detroit, Midi., April 2-2, 1881.

Assistant Engineer A. R. Flint,

Detroit, Mich.:

Sii{: On May 2 the determination of the difference of longitude of Detroit and Cambridge Observatory •< * •

will be undertaken.

Time-determinations will be made on five nights with yourself at Detroit and Assistant Engineer O. B. Wheeler

at Cambridge, using chronographs and instruments of the same construction and size; the observers will then change

places, and five more nights be obtained. * • »

Star-places will be taken from 539 Sterne des Fundamental-Catalogs, Berlin, 1831. Eleven wires wilt be observed

on for time-stars, and on slow stars at least seven wires before and after reversal.

Programme for time-determination.

Level readings.

Circumpolar star reversed on.

Level readings.

Five or more well-determined time-stars.

Level readings.

Reversal.

Level readings.

Five or more well-determined time-stars.

Level readings.

Circumpolar star reversed on.

Level readings.

Then will follow the exchange of clock-signals, which will be sent alternately for l" 20« from each station till

two sets have been sent from each station. The observers will carefullyadjust the tensions of their relays and request
the repeating stations to do the same before sending clock-signals. After exchange of clock-signals another time-
determination according to the above programme will be made. Every care will be taken to secure most accurate
work.

Very respectfully,

C. B. COMSTOCK,
Major of Engineers and Brevet Brigadier- General.

The instructions were followed ;i.s strictly as the weather and other ciicunistances would
Ijermit.

The two sets of transits, clocks, chrouographs, observiug-keys, aud other electrical apparatus
were as nearly alike as possible. The observer used the same transit and observing-key at both
stations, in order to eliminate any errors peculiar to their construction.
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The transits, made by Wurdemann, and numbered 1 and 15, respectively, were of tbe same
size and similarly mounted. They are of about 31 inches fo(;al length, 2J inches clear aperture of
object-glass, are provided with diagonal eye pieces and reticules of nineteen threads, and magnify
about sixty-five diameters. Mr. Flint used transit Ko. 1 and Mr. Wheeler used No. 15. The pivot-
corrections and level-values were redetermined for each transit. The values of one division of the
levels were tested by means of the level trier, with the tubes in their holders, and were found to be
the same as formei-ly used. The wire-intervals for transit No. 1 were redetermined, but not differing
materially from the old \alnes, the latter were used. The wire-intervals for a new set of wires in
transit No. 15 were determined by at least twenty observations on slow stars for each wire.

Bond & Sons sidereal clock No. 256 and Bond & Sons spring-governor chronograph No. 216
^yere used at Detroit. Frodsham sidereal clock No. 1327, belonging to Harvard College Observa-
tory, and Bond & Sons spring-governor chronograph No. 245 were used at Cambridge. This clock is

the same as was used,by the United States Coast Survey in the transatlantic longitude work ot 1872,
and was then designated the South Clock. The connection with the clock was through a local circuit

with a battery of the same number of cups as was in use on the local circuit of the Observatory. The
zinc poles of the two circuits were placed toward each other in order to prevent interference of the

'

circuits with each other. The use of this clock was kindly granted to the Lake Survey by Professor
E. C. Pickering, Director of the Observatory, and we may here state that every facility was rendered
by the Director and his assistants in the execution of our work at that station.

At Cambridge the observations were made on the south pier of the United States Coast-Sur-

vey Observatory used ip the transatlantic work of 1872. This station is on the grounds of the

Harvard College Observatory, 108 feet, or 0'.096 of time, west of the center of the great equatorial

dome of the main building (see United States Coast-Survey Eeport for 1874, p. 164). The two
granite jiiers there described were spanned by a marble slab 3 feet in length and 3 inches in thick-

ness to accommodate our transits. At Detroit the observations were made on the west stone pier

of the Lake-Survey Observatory (1871-'82). This pier is 5.1 feet, or in time 0".004, west of the

east pier which was used in the Washington longitude work of 1871.

Usually a greater number of stars was observed than was required by the programme, and in

selecting for reduction preference was given to those stars observed at both stations on the same
night.

The signals were made automatically, the clock breaking the circuit every second, except the

sixtieth or zero second. The clock in a local circuit repeated to the main line, and the signals were

again repeated to a local clock-and-chronograph circuit at the other station. There were two

repeaters on the main line, either at Albany and Buffalo or at New York and Buffalo. The signals

were transmitted entirelj' through closed circuits. Care was always taken that the repeaters were

kept in close adjustment during the exchange of signals.

The observations were made on May 13, 23, 24, 26, June 4 and 11 , 1881, with Mr. Flint at

Detroit and Mr. Wheeler at Cambridge; and on June 21, 22, 23, 24, and 29, 1881, with Mr. Flint

at Cambridge and Mr. Wheeler at Detroit. The nights of May 13 and 23, being partially inter-

rupted by clouds, were each considered as of half weight. On May 13, at Detroit, there Avas no

reversal on a slow star, and the stars observed after signals were all with the clamp one way. On
May 23, at Cambridge, the stars observed after signals were all with the clamp one way.

The chronographic readings were, made in duplicate, and the reductions have been entirely in

duplicate, a second person duplicating the work of the first. Collimation was determined from

reversals on polar stars, except in two cases, where it was deduced by least squares from the obser-

vation-equations. The clock correction at a given epoch, the azimuth, and hourly rate, were deter-

mined by least squares from the observed times corrected for errors of level, reduction to middle

wire, diurnal aberration, and usually for collimation. The observation-equations from which the

most probable values of Ae, a, and p were deduced are of the form Aa+Rp+Ao+[t+Bh+G{c+Ai

+a6'w)]—(a-f assumed At)=v, in which A, B, and G are the azimuth, level, and collimation factors

respectively; B, the interval from a star observation to the given epoch, expressed in tenths of an

hour; a, ft, and c, the azimuth, level, and collimation corrections, respectively; p, the rate per hour,

+ when losing, — when gaining; At, the clock correction at the given epoch = assumed At+A0;

AO, the correction to the assumed At; d, the clock-time of transit, usually the mean of 11 wires ; Ai
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the reduction to the middle wire; ub'ii, the correction for diurual aberration; «, = A. B., the right

ascension, taken exclusively trom the catalogue "Mittlere und scheinbare Oerter fur das Jahr 1881

von 539 Sternen"; v, the residual from an observation-equation; t^ is an abbreviation for the term

[t+Bb+C{c+M+aVn)].
In the reticules were three sets of 5 wires each, the wires being numbered from 1 to 15. Usually

the meaTi of obser^'ations on wires 3 to 13 was taken. In some cases the observations were incom-

plete ou these wires, and then observations on other wires were substituted, or a fewer number

was used. In such cases the clock-time of transit is from the mean of observations on wires

reduced individually to the middle wire, and Ji = in the formula. The size of the correction

G(c+Ji+ah''n) together with the number of wires observed will sufficiently indicate these excep-

tions in the reductions.

The pivots of transit No. 1 being irregular in form required a pivot-correction varying with

the altitude, so that the factor b generally varies for different stars. Thisv pivot-correction was
applied to the observed inclination of the axis as indicated by level-readings, and was taken from

a curve plotted from the following data, which were obtained from special observations.

Altitude of star.
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The United States Coast-Survey Report for 1872, page 224, gives

^2fl'+-
'if

P=^ V2

n

in which e is as above, Si is the probable error of culmination, reduced to the equator, N is the
number of wires to whose mean weight unity is assigned, and n is the number of wires observed.
We have used .A'=ll aud f]= ±0^056, as given for smaller instruments in the United States
Coast-Survey Report referred to above. All stars from 0° to 45° declination have been given
weight unity when observed over 11 wires.

Tables 24 and 23 give the means of clock-times of comparison, the clock-corrections, and the
resulting differences of time for the several nights. The final results are given in Table 20.

The mean of the results for difference of time between the two observing-stations for the first

six nights, giving weight ^ to results for May 13 and 23, is

47°' 41^.046
and for the last five nights

47" 41M14
One-half the difference of these results, namely, 0^034, which represents the personal and in-

strumental equation, when added to each of the first six nights' results, and subtracted from each
of the last five nights' results, gives the results for difference of longitude for the several nights.

Taking a mean of these results, giving weight ^ to results for May 13 and 23, and applying a reduc-
tion of — 0^004 to reduce to the east stone-pier of the-Lake-Survey Observatory, and a reduction
of -|-0^096 to reduce to the dome of Harvard College Observatory, there results the final weighted
mean difference of longitude. The United States Lake-Survey Observatory, 187]-'82, east pier,

west from the dome of Harvard College Observatory, 1872-'82

=47'" 4P.172±0^031

The probable error of this mean is derived from the discrepancies between it and the separate

results.

The difference of longitude between Detroit and Washington, given in, Chapter XXV, is

24"° 00M5. The United States Coast Survey gives for the difference of longitude between Wash-
ington and Cambridge, 23'" 41^042 (see Report on Telegraphic Longitudes, Appendix No. 6, Coast-

Survey Report for 1880). The sum of these gives for a difference of longitude between Detroit and

Cambridge 47'" 41^.192, a value differing less from the result of the present direct determination

given above than the probable error of the latter. The value 47'" 4lM72±0^031 by the direct

connection will then be adopted.

From the same authority as above quoted we have also the longitude of the dome of Harvard

College Observatory west from Greenwich 4'' 44™ 30^994, Adding the result above given, namely,

47™ 41M72, there results for the longitude of the east pier of the Lake Survey Observatory west

from Greenwich S'' 32-" 12MG0.

The value adopted in March, 1874, and upon which all work since reported has been made to

depend, was 5'' 32'" 12'.24. All longitudes reported since 1874 in the annual reports and those

given in the present volume must, therefore, be diminished by 0^074. Of this correction 0^020 is

due to the difference between the direct and indirect determinations of the longitude of Detroit

from Cambridge, already mentioned, and 0^054 to a change in the longitude of Cambridge formerly

adopted by the United States Coast Survey, this change resulting from an adjustment given in

Appendix G of Ceast-Survey Report for 1880.

In the reductions we have been assisted by Assistant Engineers E. S. Wheeler, T. Russell, and

A. Ziwet.

Respectfully submitted.
A. R. Flint,

O. B. Wheelee,
Assistant Engineers,

General C. B. CoMSTOcic,

Lieutenant- Colonel of Engineers, and Bvt. Brig.-Oen. IT. S. A.



870 APPENDIX III.
I
App. Ill,

Difference of Longitude, Detroit, Mich., and Cambridge, Mass.

Table 1.—TIME DETERMINATION.

[Detroit, Mich , May 13, 1881. A. E. Flint, Observer.]

Star. CI.

e Leonia E.

{ UrsiB Maj. med E.

(7 Leoiiis E.

I LeoDia E.

58 UrsasMaJ E.

V Leouis E.

y Ci»phei,L.C E.

X UrSce Moj E.

^ Leon is E.

3 Virginia E.

o Virginia ^ AV.

33 Bootis
I

W.
jLi Virginia *.

i

W.

109 Virginia I W.
47 Hev. Cophei, L. C AV.

w.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
w.

Hev. Cophei, L. C .

Bootia

Serpentia

Bootia

Bootia

Coronte Borealia .

.

Bootia

Bootia

No. of
wives.
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, Mich., and Cambridge, Mass.—Continued.

Table 2.—TIME DETERMINATION.

[Detroit, Mich., May 23, 1881. A. K. Flint, Obsensor.]

Star.

4 Hev. Draconis E.

i Hev. Draconis W-
Tj "Virginia "W.

eCannmVen W.
24 Comse seq W.

7 Virginia med W.
5 Virginia W.
« Virginia W.
a trrsffiMin.,L.C W.
o TJrssB Min., L. C E.

T Bootis E.

ijUrssBMaj E.

T) Bootis E.

T Virginia E.

d Bootia E.

« Virginia E.

p Coronae Bor E.

i/i Bootis E.

r' Bootis E.

«. CoroncB Bor i E.

<t)
Bootis !

E.

i Coronae Bor. seq
i

E.

P Serpentis i
W.

^ yerpentie
j

"W.

t Serpentis W.
W.
W.
E.

W.
W.
w.
E.

CI.

t Coronse Bor

750 Groombridge, L. C

750 Groombridge, L. C

S Ophiucbi

£ Ophiucbi

Tj TlraaeMin

I) UraasMin ---

No. of
wirea.

8

11

11

11

11

11

11

8

7

n
11

11

11

n
11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

8

8

11

11

8

8

4-0.14

+0.02

+ 0.13

+0.19

+ 0.16

+0.13

+0.14

+0.15

+ 0.14

+0.15

+0.24

+0.23

+0.23

+0.27

+0.24

+ 0.29

+ 0.17

+ 0.16

+0.16

+0.17

+0.16

+ 0.17

+ 0.08

+0.05

+0.07

+0.10

—0.03

±0.00

+ 0.08

+ 0.08

+0.05

+0.10

Sh

s.

+ 0.56

+ 0.08

+0.10

+ 0.25

+ 0.16

+0.09

+o.n

+ 0.13

-3 97

-4.25

+ 0.23

+0.35

+ 0.22

+0.21

+ 0.25

+0.18

+0.19

+0.21

+0.21

+0.18

+ 0.21

^0.21

+ 0.07

+0.04

+0.06

+0.11

+0.22

±0.00

+0.06

+ 0.06

+0.17

+0.34

0(c+Ai-|-a6'»i)

+0.00

-0.13

-0.05

-0.07

—0.06

-0. 05

-0.05

—0. 05

+ 1.17

±0.00

+ 0.02

+0.03

+0.02

+0.02

+ 0.02

+0.02

+ 0.03

+0.03

+ 0.03

+0.02

+0.03

+ 0.03

—0.05

—0.05

—0.05

—0.06

+0.33

±0.00

—0.05

—0.05

—0.11

±0.00

Aa

-0.22

-0.22

+0.05

±0.00

+0.03

+0.05

+ 0.05

+ 0.04

+2.45

+ 2.45

+0. 03

-0. 02

+0.03

4 0.05

+ 0.02

+0.06

+0.02

±0.00

±0.00

+0.02

±0.00

+0.01

+ 0.03

+0.05

+ 0.05

+ 0.02

+0.72

+ 0.72

+ 0.05

+0.05

—0.17

-0.17

Bp

+0.08

+0.08

+0.07

+0.07

+0.07

+0.06

+0. 05

+0.05

+0.04

+0.04

+ 0.03

+0.03

+ 0.02

+0.02

+0.01

+0.01

—0.03

—0.03

-0.03

-0.03

—0.04

—0.04

-0.04

-0. 04'

—0.04

—0.05

- 0. 05

—0.05

—0.06

—0.06

—0.06

—0.09

Clock time of
transit—

£

Kight ascen-
sion—

a

h. 7n. V,

12 08 04. 78

12 08 05. 20

12 15 16. 51

12 21 26. 47

12 30 37. 10

12 37 05. 31

12 51 04. 11

12 57 42. 65

13 16 10.60

13 16 13. 60

13 43 04. 00

13 44 18. 54

13 50 28. 68

13 57 03. 21

14 06 25. 86

14 08 00. 88

15 24 23. 17

15 28 07. 04

15 28 59. 08

15 31 06. 84

15 35 01. 10

15 36 21. 65

15 42 09. 73

15 44 52.87

15 46 21. 21

15 54 07. 55

16 00 59. 36

16 01 00. 56

16 09 34. 87

16 13 29. 81

16 22 28. 86

16 22 28. 36

12 06 40. 8

12 06 40. 8

12 13 51. 89

12 20 02. 03

12 29 12. 49

12 35 40. 78

12 49 39. 62

12 56 18. 17

1 14 48. 3

1 14 48. 3

13 41 39. 53

13 42 54. 23

13 49 04. 23

13 55 38. 68

14 05 01. 44

14 06 36. 37

15 22 58. 61

15 26 42. 53

15 27 34. 60

15 29 42.24

15 33 36. 44

15 34 56. «9

15 40 45. 05

15 43 28. 17

15 44 56. 50

15 52 42. 90

3 59 36. 6

S 59 36. 6

16 08 10. 17

16 12 05. 12

16 21 03. 9

16 21 03. 9

COLLIMATIOSr (Clamp E.)

1812 Groombridge +0.014

4 Hev. Draconis —0.006

oTTre»Min.,L.C -- +0.032

750 Groombridge, L. C i~°'?*l

1) Ursse Maj +0. 040

Mean

Adopted collimation <!=+0'.O12 cl. E. (Mean of May 23 and 24.)

OBSERVATION-EQUATIONS.

Epoch U'.S clock time. A(=-l" 24".50+A9.

+0. 024

o.—ic

m. 9.

-1 24. 5

—1 24. 3

— 1 24.67

—1 24. 62

—1 24.71

—1 24. 57

—1 24. 65

—1 24. 56

-1 19. 5

—1 21.

-1 24. 72

—1 24. 69

—1 24. 69

-1 24. 76

—1 24. 69

-1 24. 71

—1 24.78

-1 24.75

—1 24. 72

—1 24. 80

--1 24.90

—1 24. 90

—1 24. 70

— 1 24.69

—1 24.72

—1 24. 70

—1 23. 3

—1 23. 9

—1 24! 71

—1 24. 70

—1 25.

-1 24. 8

yfeight

— 2. 89(1—2. 4p+A«-0. 1 = tJ= -0. 5 0. 104

+ 0.67 —2.2 + +0.17=c=+i.05 1

+ 0.06—2.1+ +0.12=1)=—0.05 1

+ 0. 42 —2. + +0. 21 =c=+0. 07 1

+ 0.68-1.9+ +0.07=1)=-0.06 1

+ 0.62-1.6+ +0.15=!)=+0.01 1

+ 0.52-1.5+ +0.06=o=-0.09 1

+32.62—1.2+ —4.2 =i)=-2.0 0.001

+ 0.43-0.8+ +0. 22=»=+0. 04 1

— 0.20—0.8+ +0.19=i)=-0.04 0.640

+0. 42a.—0. 7p+Afl+0. 19=0= ±0. 00

+0. 65 -0. 5 + +0. 26=t)=+0. 09

+0.32-0.4+ +0.18=1)= -0.03

+0.80 —0.4 + +0. 21=D=+0. 04

+0. 26a+0. Op+Ae+O- 28=D=+0. 03

+0.03+1.0+ +0.25=D=-0.02

+0. 03 +1. + +0. 22=1)=—0. 05

+0. 29 +1. + +0. 30=i)=+0. 05

+0.03+1.1+ +0.40=i)=+0.12

NOEMAL EQUATIONS.

+9.990- 0.67(1+ 9. 32A« +1.47=0

-0.67 +43.48 + 0.10

+9. 32 + 0. 10 +23. 91

+1. 56=0

+5.05=0

tight.
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Difference of LonfjitwJe, Detroit, Mich., and Cdmhridge, Mans.—Goutinued.

Table 3.—TIME DETEEMINATION.

[Detroit, ilioli., May 24, 1881. A. R. Flint, Obserrer.]

Star. CI.

4 Hev. Draconis "W.

4 HeT Draconis E.

Tj Virginia E.

6 Canum Ven E.

20 Comae E.

Y Virginia med E.

6 Virginia E.

€ Virginia E.

a Vtha' Min., L. C E.

^ Ur8ieMin.,L.C W.
T Bootia "W.

77 Bootia W.
T Virginia W.
a Dracouia "W,

K Virginia W.
4 TJiareMin

,

"W.

4 Uisse Min E.

v^ Bootia

v' Bootis —
€ Serpt'ntia .

y'Serpentia .

E.

B.

\V.

W.
€ Coronse Bor W.

760 Groombridge, L. C - . . . \V.

750 -Groombridge, L. C . . . E.

6 Ophiuchi E.

e Opbiuchi E.

T Herculia ' E.

ta Herculis I
E.

C, Herculia |

W.

Tj Herculia
,

"W.

49 Herculia W.

€ TTrsse Min .

€ Uraa^ Min .

w.
E.

"No, of
wires.
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, Afich., and Cambridge, .1/«.s.s-.—Continued.

T.\BLK 4.- TIME DETERMINATION.

I
Detroit, Micb., May 26, 1881. A. E. Miut, Obaerrpr.j'

873

star. CI.

4 Hev. Draconi8 E.

4 Hev. Draconis
i W.

1? Virgiuia i AY.

6 Canuiu Yru
, YT.

20 Coiiiie
j

T^\

24 Coma? at'ij ! ^.
V Tirginis nieil

[

W.
e Yirgiiiis i \y

a Ursie Mill., L. C ' AY.

a XTrsffi Miu., L. C I E.

r Boot is I E.

7j TTrsa' i[a j E.

»? Bootis E.

T Virgiuis ' E.

d Bootis E.

4 Ursa; il in E.

4 TJisajMiii AY.

M Bootis i W.
/3 Coroiiie Bor AY.

x' Bootis ' AY.

a Corouaj Bor AY.

i CoroDaj Bor. seq AY.

y Coronas Bor
I
AY.

750 Groombriilge, L. C . .

.

75.0 Groombrid^e, L. C . .

.

e Ophiuchi

A Ophiuclii

7} Herculis

49 Herculis

€ Uraai Miii

e Ursse Min
a Herculis

a Opbiuchi

AY.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

AV.

E.

E.

No. of
wires.

8

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

n
11

11

11

8

8

11

11

11

11

11

11

5

6

IL

11

11

11

7

7

H
11

+0. 06

-0. 06

+0.01

+0.00

+ 0.04

+ 0.04

+ 0.01

+0. 03

-0.07

—0.01

+0.09

+ 0.08

+0.09

+ 0.12

+0.08

+0. 10

-0.09

-0.02

—0.03

-0.02

—0.03

-0.02

—0.03

-0.12

-0.07

+0.04

+ 0.03

-0.02

+ 0.01

+ 0.06

-0.18

-0.04

-0.04

Sb C(c
I-
a; \-ah'n)

+ 0.24

-0.24

+ 0.01

+ 0.08

+ 0.04

-1-0.04

+0.01

+ 0. 02

+1.98

+0.28

+0.09

+ 0.13

+ 0.09

+ 0.09

+ 0.08

+ 0.40

-0.35

—0.03

—0.03

—0.03

-0.03

-0.02

-0.03

+ 0.88

+0.51

+0.03

+0.02

-0.03

+0. 01

+ 0.34

-1.02

-0.04

—0.04

+ 2.27

— 2.42

— 0.52

— 0.67

+ 0.50

— 0.65

— 0.52

— 0.53

+21. 28

-20. 00

+ 0.51

+ 0.75

+ 0.52

— 2.17

+ 0.54

+ 2.24

— 2.39

— 0.66

— 0. 59

— 0.69

— 2.66

— 0.05

— 0.58

+ 5.93

— 5. 56

+ 0.49

+ 0.49

+ 0. 10

— 2.04

+ 3.42

— 3.64

+ 0.50

+ 0.60

Aa

3.18

— 3.18

— 0.74

+ 0.07

+ 0.4-2

+ 0.40

+ 0.75

+ 0.57

+ 3j. 81

+35. 81

+ 0.47

— 0.22

+ 0.46

+ 0.72

+ 0.35

— 3.12

— 3.12

+ 0.11

+ 0.29

+ 0.03

+ 0. 33

+ 0. 13

+ 0. 33

+ 10.50
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, ]\Iich., and Cambridge, Mass.—Continued.

Table 5.-TIME DETERMINATIOX.

[Detroit, Midi., Juno 4, 1881. A. R. Flint, Oliscrrer.]

C{c-{-^i-{-ab'n)

43 Hot. Cepboi L. C.---

43 Hev. Ccphei L. C . . .

.

43 Comae

20 Canum Ten

a Ursae Min. L. C

17 Hev. Canum Yen

T Bootia

Tj Ursae Maj

T Virginis

K "Virginis

4 Ursae Min 1 "W.

\ Bootis . .

.

p Bootis —
TT Bootis pr

/i Virffinis -

109 Virginis ..

y Ursae Min .

i8 Serpentis .

.

" Serpentis .

.

^ Ursae Min .

y Serpentis .

.

HeTculis . .

.

6 Opliiuchi .

.

€ Opbiuclii ..

y Hcrculis..'.

,

a Hercuiis . - -

71 Herculis

-to. 52

+0. 52

•+0.01

±0.00

+ 1.64

+0.01

+ 0.02

-0.01

+0.03

+0.04

-0.14

-0.01

+ 0.01

+ 0.02

+ 0.04

+ 0.03

-0.08

+0.02

+ 0.03

-0.14

+0.02

±0.00

+0.04

+ 0.04

+ 0.02

+0.02

+ 0.01

Jjp
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, iMich., and Camhridge, Mass.—(Joutiuued.

Table 6.—TIME DETERMINATION.

(Detroit, Mich., June 11, 1881. A. K. Mint, Observer.]

Star. CI.
Xo. of
wires.

Bb <'{c-^\i+ aM'ii) Aa Bp Clock time of
transit=(

Rigljt ascen-
sion—

a

a TJrsie Min., L. ('

a Ursjp Min., L. C
T Bootis

T) Bootis

d Bootis

A Bootis

IT Bootis pr

ft Virginis

109 Virginis

47 Hev. Cephei, L. C
« Hev. Cejihei, L. C ....

/3 Bootis

<|/ Bootis

jit Bootis

(3 Coronse Bor
v^ Bootis

v^ Bootis

W.
E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.
W.
W.
W.
E.

E.

E.

W.
W.
W.

i

i

j 750

Frsae Min W.
Ursae Min

j

E.

Groombridge
j

E.

Ophiuchi
I

E.

m Herculi.s E.

A Ophiuchi E.

a Hercolis E.

7j Herculis E.

e Ursie Min
|

E.

e Ursse Min i W.
a Herculis

.. Herculis

a Ophiuchi

6 UrsEe Min
R Lyvae

I Lyrae

e Lyras

« Cygni

2900 Groombriclge

2900 Groombridge

W.
W.
W.
W.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
E.

4

5

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

7

6

11

11

11

11

11

11

10

10

11

11

11

11

11

9

9

11

11

11

8

11

11

11

11

7

—0.07

+ 0.01

+ 0.11

+ 0.11

+ 0.10

+ 0.09

+0.05

+ 0.02

+0.03

-0.10

—0.11

+0.08

+ 0.10

-0.02

—0.03

-0.02

-0.02

—0.21

—0.05

—0.10

+ 0.08

+ 0.04

+0.06

+0.02

+0.01

+ 0.04

-0.12

-0.03

±0.00

—0.03

-0.15

+ 0.00

±0.00

±0.00

-0.01

—0.15

t-O. 04

+ 1.98

—0.28

+ 0. 10

+ 0. U
+0.11

+0.13

+ 0.05

+ 0.01

+ 0.02

+0.27

+ 0.30

+ 0.11

+ 0.11

—0.03

—0.03

-0.03

-0.03

—0.83

-0.20

+ 0.73

+ 0.06

+0.04

+ 0.05

+ 0.03

+0.01

+ 0.23

—0.68
—0. 03

+ 0.00

—0.03

—1.81

+ 0.00

+ 0.00

+ 0.00

—0.02

—0.65

+0.17

-0. 47

+ 1.82

- 0. 02

-0.02

-0.02

-0.02

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

-0.06

+ 0.22

-0. 02

-0.02

-0 02

-0.02

—0.02

-0.02

+0.05

-0.20

+0.51
-0.02

—0.02

—0.02

—0.02

-0.02

—0.31

+ 0.08

-0.01

-0.02

.-0.01

+ 0.19

—0.02

—0.02

—0.02

—0.02

+0.06
- 0.26

—3.42

-3.42

—0.05

—0.04

—0.03

+ 0.01

-0.05

-0.08

-0.07

-0.47

—0.47

±0.00

—0. 03

-0.01

-0.03

±0.00

+ 0.00

+0.30

+0. 30

—1.00

-0.08

-0.05

—0.07

±0.00

-0.01

+ 0.50

+ 0.50

- 0.05

-0.01

-0.05

+ 1.-23

+ 0.00

-0.01

—0.01

+ 0.03

+ 0.34

+0.34

+ 0.02

+0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.01

-1-0.01

+0.01

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

+0.01

+ 0.01

+0.01

±0.00

±0.00

+ 0.00

+ 0.00

±0.00

±0.00

±0.00

±0.00

+ 0.00

±0.00

±0.00

—0.01

-0.01

-0.01

-0.01

-0.01

—0.01

-0.02

—0.02

—0.03

-0.03

—0.03

-0. 03

-0.03

h. m.
13 16

13 16

13 43

13 50

14 06

14 13

14 36

14 38

14 41

14 51

14 51

14 58

15 00

15 21

15 ai

15 28

15 28

26.10

30. 28

02. 98

27.68

24.93

18.23

35.01

14.58

41.12

44.31

44.72

54.59

47.69

26.60

22.27

06.15

58.32

15 49 47. 54

15 49 47. 17

16 01 02. 34

16 13 29. 05

16 21 22. 67

16 26 22. 12

16 31 42. 99

16 40 16. 02

16 59 41.13

16 59 40. 97

17 10 40. 50

17 12 21. 20

17 50 51. 89

18 12 12. 86

18 53 09. 96

19 04 30. 33

19 13 41. 12

19 15 48. 09

19 30 19. 66

19 30 19.88

h. m. 8.
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Diffcrenve of Longitude, Detroit, Mich., and Cambridge, Mass.—Coutiuucd.

Table 7.—TIME DETERJIINATION.

ICambridge, Mass., Juno 21, 1881. A. R. Flint, Observer.]

Star. CI.

750

760

2373

2373

Virginis ^^^

Bootis :
W.

UrsFB Min I W.

Ursa" Min
|

E.

Virginia
I

E.

Bootis E.

Serpentis E.

Bootis E.

Eootia E.

Coronfe Bor E.

Bootis W.
Corona; Bor. seq W.
Serpentis W.
Serpentis

:

^V.

Groombridge, L. C - .

.

\V.

Groombridge, L. C . .

.

E.

Herculis E.

Herculis E.

Groombridge E.

Groombridge W.

Opbiuchi W.

Ophiuchi W.
Herculis i W.
UrsieMin i W.
TJraai Mill E.

Herculis
,

E.

Lyra;
|

E.

Groombridge E.

Lyra; pr E.

Hev. Cepbei, L. C .

.

E.

AquilEe -.. W".

Lyra'
'

W.
Lyra;

\
W.

No. of
1

^^iI^-.s.

11

11

7

8

11

11

11

n
11

11

11

11

11

11

8

8

11

11

7

8

1)

11

11

7

6

11

11

11

11

7

11

11

11

+ 0.13

4 0.16

.] 0. 02

+ 0.14

+ 0.25

+ 0.20

+ 0.23

+0. 19

+0.19

+ 0.20

+0.15

+ 0.14

+ 0.10

+ 0.12

-0.01

+ 0.07

+0.24

+ 0.21

+ 0.24

+ 0.14

Jib

+ 0.13
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, Mich., and Cambridge, Mass.—Coutiuued.

Table 8.—TIME DETEKMINATION.

[(Cambridge, Mass , June 22, 1881. A. E. 'Flint, Observer.)

Star.

a Ursje Min., L. C...

a Ursse Min., L.C...

d Bootis

t^ Virginis

109 Virginis

47 Hev. Cepbei, L. C

.

i/f Bootis

3 Serpentis

^ LibrBe

^ CoroniB Bor

a Serpentis

Serpentis

K Serpentis

CI.

W.
W.
w.
w.

w.
w.
w.
E.

E.

E.

E.

e Serpentis ' E.

C Ursse Min

i TJrsasMin

750 Groom bridge, L. C .

730 Groombridge, L. C .

6 Opbiuchi

6 Opliiuihi

fa> Herculis

^ Herculis

11 Hercnlis

e I'rsa-' Min

e I'ispe Min

t Herculis .-

$ Ophiuchi -

ft Herculis . -

$ Herculis .-

67 Ophiuchi .

72 Ophiuchi .

{ Ursae Min

S UrsseMin-

a LyrsB

110 Herculis .

.

E.

W.

W.
E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.

W.
W.

W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
E.

E.

E.

No. of
wires.

9

11

11

n
11

u
11

11

11

11

11

n
11

7

7

7

7

n
11

11

11

11

8

6

11

11

11

11

11

11

8

T.

11

11

+ 0.00

+0.03

+ 0. 10

+ 0.05

+ 0.06

—0.01

+ 0.10

+ 0.07

+ 0.04

+ 0.19

+ 0.22

+0,21

+0.20

+0.22

+0.09

—0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.03

+ 0.30

+0.30

+0.27

+ 0.25

+ 0.24

+ 0.18

+0.07

+0. 07

+ 0.03

+ 0.06

+ 0.07

+ 0.03

+0.04

—0.10

+0. 16
I

+ 0.27

+ 0.29

m

—1.70

—0.85

+ 0.11

+ 0.03

+ 0.05

+ 0.03

+ 0.11

+0.06

+ 0.03

+0.21

+ 0,18

+0.20

+ 0.19

+0.18

+0.36

—0.08

—0.15

—0.22

+ 0.21

+0.21

+0.25

+0.29

+0.31

+ 1.02

+ 0.40

-1-0. 10

+ 0.02

+ 0.06

+0.08

+0.02

+ 0.03

—1.21

+ 1.94

+0.35

+0.29

0(c+Ai+a6'») ; Aa

—4.36

+ 5.66

—0.17

—0.16

—0.15

+ 0.68

—0.18

—0.16

—0.16

+0.15

+0.13

+ 0.13

+0.13

+ 0.13

+ 0. .50

—0.63

+ 1.57

—1.23

+ 0.13

+ 0.13

+0.13

+ 0. 15

+ 0.16

+ 0.75

—0.96

—0. 22

-0.16

—0.18

—0.18

—0.15

—0.16

—2.20

+ 1.72

+ 0.16

—0 14

—6.75

—6.75

—0.07

—0.15

—0.13

—0.93

^0.06

—0.12

—0.16

—0.05

—0.12

—0.10

-0.09

—0.13

+0.59

+ 0.59

—1.98

—1.98

—0.15

-0.15

—0.10

—0.05

—0.01

+ 0.98

+ 0.98

+0.02

—0.13

—0.06

—0.05

-0.13

—0.11

+2.44

+2.44

—0.02

-0.08

Rp

+0.16

+0.16

+ 0.12

+0. 09

-)-0. 09

+0.08

+0.07

+ 0.06

+ 0.06

+ 0.05

+0.04

+ 0.04

+0.03

+0.03

+ 0.03

+0.03

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+0.01

+ 0.01

—0.01

—0.02

—0.03

—0.03

—0. 06

—0. 06

—0.06

-0.07

—0.07

—0.08

—0.09

—0.09

—0.11

—0.12

Clock time of
transit= (

/). m. s

13 15 51. 30

13 15 37. 20

14 05 22. 79

14 37 12. 38

14 40 38. 96

14 50 43. 04

14 59 45. 44

15 09 41. 36

15 11 01.02

15 23 19. 63

15 38 49. 22

15 41 06. 26

15 43 47. 52

15 45 17. 87

15 48 43. 23

15 48 44.96

16 00 02. 90

16 00 06. 11

16 08 31.80

16 12 26. 67

16 20 20. 07

16 37 12. 49

16 39 13.17

16 58 35. 66

10 58 37. 70

17 36 31. 20

77 38 01. 13

17 42 13. 15

17 53 3.3. 59

17 55 06. 72

18 02 07. 95

18 11 10.52

18 11 06. 31

18 33 19. 13

18 40 57. 31

Right ascen-
sion= a

h. Tn. e.

1 15 14. 8

1 15 14.8

H 05 01.22

14 36 50. 79

14 40 17.29

14 50 2U.

14 59 23. 88

15 09 19. 89

15 10 39. 88

15 22 58. 54

15 38 27. 88

15 40 45. 09

15 43 26. 36

15 44 56. 59

15 48 23. 3

15 48 23. 3

3 59 40. 6

3 59 4li. 6

16 08 10. 34

16 12 06. 30

16 19 58. 90

16 36 51. 34

16 38 52. 27

16 58 16. 7

16 58 16. 7

17 36 09. 68

17 37 39. 40

17 41 51. 64

17 63 11. 90

17 64 44. 98

18 01 46. 17

18 10 50.

1

18 10 50.

1

18 32 57. 98

18 40 35. 97

COLLIMATION (Clamp E). s.

a Ursa? Min. L.C +0.163

i UisajMin +0.133

750 Groombridge L. C +0.130

Ursa; Min. i-0.(

+ 32.600—3.

+ 0.32 —2.

+ 0.74 —1.

+ 0.64 —

1

+ 4.47

+ 0.20

-f 0.60

+ 0.79

+ 0.25

+ 0.59

Ipj: a9+7. 2

Weight.

f-0.6 0.001

S UrsaiMin +°- "^^

Mean +»1»9

Adopted colliinatioD, i;= + 0'.116 cl.E. (mean of June 21 and 22).

OBSERVATION-EQUATIONS.

Epoch, l&A clock time. A(=-0"' 21'.50+A9.

1

+ 0. 46o— 0. 7p+ A9 + 0. 00=!>=—0. Ot

.\. 0.42 —0.7 + _0. 02=»=—0. 04

+ 0.09=1)= +0.03

—0.6 =!)= +0.

+ 2.4 =o= + 0.4

+0.30=!J=+0. 21

+0.21=i)= + 0. 11

-1-0. 05=i;= ±0.00

+0. 09=B=+0.07
-0. 13=l)=-0. 12

fn. K.

-0 30. 4

-0 27. 2

—0 21. 51

—0 21. 46

—0 21.57

—0 21. 8

—0 21.49

—0 21. 36

—0 21.61

—0 21. 45

—0 21. 65

—0 21. 50

—0 21.48

—0 21. 59

—0 20. 8

—0 20.9

—0 23.7

--0 24.

—0 21. 80

-0 21. 71

—0 21.55

—0 21. 59

—0 21. 37

—0 20. 7

—0 20.4

—0 21.40

—0 21. 59

—0 21. 49

—0 21. 69

—0 21. 61

—0 21. 05

—0 17.

—0 19. 9

—0 21. 66

—0 21.77

-1-0. 01=«=+0. 10

—0. 04=t)=— 0. 06

+ 0.07= =+-0.07

+ 0.2 =o=-0. 6

—O.01=c= + 0.O4

—0. 14=!)=— 0. IB

+ 0.01= !)=—0.06

—0. 05=11=—0. 01

+ 0.15=!)= +0.11

1

1

1

0.086

1

+ 0.61

— 2.85

+ 9.55

+ 0.72

+ 0.73

-0.6 +
-0.6 +
—0.4 +
—0.3 +
—0.2 +

+ 0. 48 —0. 1 +
+ 0. 22 +0. 2 +
+ 0.07 +0.3 +

NORMAL EQUATIONS.

+ 13. 51a— 3. 83p+10. 66A9+2. 24=0

— 3.83+41.16-1.22 +1.31=

+ 10.66 - 1.22 +23.96 +1.32=0

Tcight
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, j\iich., and Cambridge, Mass.—Continued.

Table 9.—TIME DETERSIINATION.

[Cambridge, Mass., Juno 23, 1881. A. E. Flint, Oljscivcr. 1

Star. CI.
No. of
wires.

Bb <-'(r+M+af,i} Bp Clock time of Ki^iht ascen-
trans it=^ sion=a

Ursie Min.,L. C W.

TTrsa;Miu.,L. C E.

TJrsieAIin E.

tJrsjB Min W.
Virpinis W.
Virginis W.

Bontis W.

Bootis W.

Serpentis W.

Librre W.
Bootis W.

Coronai Bor W.
CoroDlE Bor W.

Coronas Bor seq E.

Serpentis E.

Serpentis E.

Serpentis
|

B.

Serpentis E.

Corona; Boi'- E.

Opliiuulii E.

Oiihinchi E.

Hereulis E.

Herculis E.

UrsffiMiu E.

TJrsa^Min "W.

d Herculis

67 Ophiuchi

o Herculis ,

5 Urs* Min

6 TJrsajMiu

a Lyrse

51 Hev. Cephei, L. C

51 Hev. Cephei, L. C . . .

.

y Lyraj

W.

W.
W.
W.
E.

E,

E.

W.
E.

7

8

7

6

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

n

11

n
11

4

7

11

6

7

10

—0.05

+0.03

-1-0.03

- 0. 04

-1-0.13

-1-0.14

+0.19

+0.18

+0.15

+0.12

+0.19

-1-0. 16

+0.18

+0.26

+0.30

+0.28

+0.28

+0.30

+0.27

+0.31

+0.32

+0.26

+0.25

+0.10

+0.11

+0. 22

+0.17

+0. 21

+0.18

+0.30

+0. 21

+0.23

+0.17

+0. 22

+1.42

-0.85

+0.12

-0.16

+0.09

+0.11

+0.25

+ 0.20

+0.12

+0.08

+0.24

+0.21

+0.21

+0.32

+0. 26

+0.26

+0.27

+0.24

+0.29

+0.22

+0.22

+0. 30

+0.32

+0.57

+0.62

+0.28

+0.13

+0.23

+2.18

+3. 63

+0.27

—3.04

-2. 24

+0.26

—5. 44

+6.74

—0.76

+0.61

+0.10

+0.10

+0.14

+0.11

+0.10

+0.10

+0.14

+0.13

+0.13

—0.16

—0.13

-0.14

—0. 14

—0.13

—0. 15.

-2. 79

-0.13

-0.15

-0. 17

-1.15

+0.93

+0.14

+0.10

+0.12

+2.12

-2.64

—0.17

+3. 22

—2. 61

-1.76

-9.49

—9. 49

+0.83

+0.83

-0.22

-0. 19

—0.01

-0.08

—0.17

—0.23

-0. 03

-0.07

—0.08

—0.03

-0.17

—0.13

-0. 12

-0 18

-0.08

-0.21

—0.21

—0,06

-0. (12

+1.38
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, Mich., and Camhridge, Tlfass.—Continued.

Tablb 10.—time determination.

[CamTjridge, Mass., June 24, 1881. A. E. Flint, Observer.]

Star.

4 Ursa? Min
4 TTrsai Min

47 Hev. Cephei, L. C .

^ Bootis

3 Serpentis

j3 Librai

la Bootis

P CoronsB Bor

i' Bootis

v' Bootis

a Coron?e Bor

^ Coi-onsB Bor. seq . .

.

« Serpentis

(3 Serpentis'

K Serpentis

e Serpentis

750 Groonabridge, L. C .

6 Ophiuchi

e Opliiuchi

y Herculis

^ Herculis

n Herculis

e Ursse Min
e Ursas Min

CI.

fi Herculis

I Herculis

67 Ophiucbi

72 Opbiucbi

6 TJrsse Min
fi TJrsa^ Min
a LyrsD

51 Hev. Cepbei, L. C .

51 Hev. Cephei, L. C .

K Lyrse

t Aquilse

i Aquilse

t LyraEJ

W.
E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.
AV.

W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
•w.

w.
w.
E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.
W.
W.
E.

E.

W.
W.
W.

No. of
wires.

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

8

8

n
11

11

11

8

7

11

6

5

11

11

11

11

—0.13

+ 0.12

±0.00

+ 0.18

+ 0.21

+ 0.23

+ 0.16

+0.17

+ 0.16

+0.16

+ 0.18

+0.16

+0.02

+0.04

+ 0.05

+0.03

-0.01

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

+0.05

+ 0.05

+0.07

—0.04

+ 0.06

+ 0.19

+0. J9

+ 0.23

+ 0.22

+0.09

-0.06

+ 0.18

±0.00

—0.05

+ 0.18

+ 0.15

+ 0.14

+ 0.17

Bb

—0.51

+0.47

±0.00

+0.20

+0.16

+0.14

+0.20

+ 0.19

+0. 21

+0.21

+ 0.19

+0.20

+0.02

+ 0.04

+ 0.05

+ 0.0'.;

+ 0.07

+ 0.01

+0.01

+ 0.05

+0.05

+ 0.09

-0.23

+ 0.34

+0.21

+ 0.21

+ 0.18

+ 0.19

+ 1.09

-0.73

+ 0.23

±0.00

+0.66

+ 0.25

+0.14

+ 0.13

+0.21

0(c + ii + a6'm)

—0.01

±0.00

±0.00

±0.00

±0.00

±0.00

+ 0.00

±0.00

±0.00

±0,00

±0.00

±0.00

—0.03

—0.03

—0.03

-0.03

+ 0.39

—0.03

—0.03

—0.03

-0.03

—0.04

—0.06

—0.17

±0.00

±0.00

±0.00

±0.00

—0.39

—0.14

—0.04

+ 0.17

+ 0.45

±0.00

—0.03

—0.03

—0.04

Aa lip
Clock tiraeof Eigbt ascen-
tran3it=( 1 sion=a

* used

h. m, s.

for collimation only.

14 50 46. 78

14 59 46. 81

15 09 43. 04

15 11 03. 06

15 20 2.';. 90

15 23 21. 43

15 27 05.28

15 27 57. 52

15 30 05. 19

15 35 19. 64

15 38 50. 99

15 41 08. 16

15 43 49. 39

15 45 19. 66

16 00 05. 54

16 08 33. 51

16 12 28.48

16 17 06. 70

16 2o 32. 69

16 39 15. 41

16 58 39. 35

16 58 38. 02

17 42 14. 52

17 53 34. 92

17 55 08. 17

18 02 09. 34

18 11 08. 83

18 11 09. 12

18 33 21.07

18 44 39.67

18 44 39. 77

18 52 09. 28

18 54 40. 17

19 00 23. 29

19 03 29. 82

-1.07
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, jlfivh., and Gamhriihje, Mass.—Coiitimied.

Table 11.—TIME DETERMINATION.

ICuiiibiiilai',, Mass., June 29, 1881. A. E. Flint, Observer.]

Star.

33 Bontis

109 Vivi^iuis

47 Uiv. Cepliei, L. C .

47 Hev. Ccjihei, L. C .

3 Serpeutis

/3 LibriB

p Coronn'. Bor

a CoroiiiB Bor

<^ Bootis

I* JSerpeiitifS

P Serpeutis

e Serpeutis

< UrsBB Miu

i Ursai Min

Hercnlis

2533 Giooml)riLlge W.
Tj Sei'])eDtis ^^^

d Sagittarii W.
e Lyra! ^Y.

>- Aqiiila.' W.
li Aquila; W.
* Cygui ^Y.

70 Uraeoiiis E.

76 Draconis W.
2777 Bradley \V.

2777 Bradley E.

1 PuK'asi E.

74 C.y^ni E.

e Pegasi ^V.

IT- Cj gni \V.

IC Pegasi ^Y.

M Pegasi
! E.

•J. Aquarii I E.

• Pegasi I E.

47 Hev. Cepb.

^ TJrsai Miu

.

76 Draconis . -

2777 Bradley . .

.

CI.

w.
E.

E.

K.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.
AV.

No.nl'
^vires.

11

U
11

11

11

11

11

9

8

7

11

11

11

11

10

n
11

11

+ 0.16

+ 0.11

-O.IK

-0.20

+ 0.07

+ 0.09

I
03

+ 0.04

+ 0.02

+ 0.07

+ 0.05

+ 0.07

-0. 06

-0. 26

±0.00

—0.02

—0.08

-0. 24

- 0. 17

-0.21

—0.21

-0.18

+ 0.12

'-0. 04

-0.06

+ 0.14

+ 0.15

+0.13

+ 0.04

f0.07

+0.07

+ 0.18

+0.20

+0.16

Bb

s.

+ 0.23

+ 0.08

+ 0.49

+ 0. 54

+ 0.06

+ 0.06

+0.03

+ 0.04

+ 0.03

+0.06

+0.05

+ 0.06

-0. 20

-1. 03

+ 0.00

—0.03

—0. 06

-0.12

—0.21

—0.18

-0.18

-0.29

+ 0. 67

—0.22

-0.23

+ 0.53

+ 0.14

+ 0.17

+0.03

+-0. 11

+ 0.07

+ 0.16

+ 0.15

+ 0.17

('{c
I
a; i-ttb'n)

j
Aa

— 0.09

— 0.06

+ 0.20

-^ 0. 04

+ 0.03

+ 0.03

+ 0.04

+ 0.04

+ 0.04

+ 0.03

+ 0.03

+ 0.03

+ 0.04

— 0. 19

— 0.09

+ 0.03

+ 0.02

+ 0.03

+ 0.03

+ 0.03

+ 0i02

+ 11.02

— 0.58

+ 0.37

+ 0.24

— 0.37

— O.OB

— 0. 06

+ 0.02

+- 0.04

—11.03

— 0.06

— 0.05

— 0.06

-0.04

+0.36

+2.47

+2.47

+0.33

+0.44

+ 0.14

+ 0.16

+ 0.02

+ 0.33

+ 0.25

fO. 34

-1.58

-1.58

-0.04

+ 0.01

+ 0.50

+ 0.66

+ 0.07

+ 0.38

+ 0.40

-0. 20

- 3. 28

—3.28

-1.90

- -1. 90

+ 0.30

+ 0.04

+ 0. 39

—0.12

+ 0.23

+ 0.36

+ 0.48

+ 0.23

Sp

+ 0.10

+ 0.16

+ 0.10

+ 0.16

+ 0.14

+ 0.14

+ 0.13

+ 0.13

+ 0.12

+0.12

+ 0.12

+ 0.11

+0.11

+ 0.11

+0. io

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

—0.03

—0.03

-0.05

-0.05

—0.06

-0.10

-0.10

—0.11

-0.11

-0.12

-0.13

-0.13

—0.13

-0.14

-0.14

—0.15

-0.15

Clocktirneof Rigbtascen-
transit= £ aion=:a

/(. m. s.

14 34 55. 58

14 40 45. 08

14 50 47. 86

14 50 48. 01

15 09 47. 63

15 11 07. 54

15 23 26.41

15 30 10. 12

15 34 04. 30

15 38 55.77

15 41 12. 97

15 45 24. 37

15 48 52. 54

15 48 53. 58

16 05 32. 86

18 12 28.51

18 15 41. 09

19 11 12. 42

19 12 46. 09

19 41 07. 81

19 45 30.41

19 52 54. 30

20 51 43. 61

20 51 43. 83

21 08 26. 02

21 08 26. 13

21 17 06. 64

21 32 42. 51

21 38 51. 96

21 42 55. 93

21 48 21.49

21 55 49. 00

22 00 11. 80

22 01 59. 84

h. m. 8.

14 34 27.24

14 40 17.25

2 50 22. 8

2 50 22. 8

15 09 19. 86

15 10 39. 86

15 22 58. 49

15 29 42. 14

15 33 36. 26

15 38 27. 87

15 40 45. 06

15 44 56. 57

15 48 22. 8

15 48 22. 8

711. 8.

10 05 04. 16
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J>ifference of Longitude, Detroit, Mich., and Cambridge, Mas>i.—Continued.

Table 12.—COLLIMATION FROM REVERSALS ON SLOW STARS.

[Wurdemanu transit No. 15. Correction for Clamp East. O. B. Wheeler, Observer.]

Star.
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star.

Dijft'fcncc of Longitude, Dcfroii, Mich., and Cambridge, Mass.—CoiitiiiiU'd.

Table 13.—TIME DETERMINATION.

[CaiuliriilKi', Maaa., May 13, 1881. 0. B. Wheoler, Observer.]

Ko. (if ,

CI.

Leonis W.
Ursa- M.aj W.
Leonis W.
(;r.)652 ' W.
Br. 6, L.

'

"W.

Coniie "W".

Coni.T aeq , "W.

Virginia med "\V.

Virginia E.

Virginia
, E.

Virginia 1 E.

Uraa^ Min.

Ihsa' Min.

Bootis

I
Eootia

L.C.

L.C.

E.

W.

V.

W.

W.
W.

Jiootia

' Coron. Bor. aeq

Serpt-ntis I W.
W.
W.
\V.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

^ Serpentia

jLL Serpentia

i TJrsas Miii

( Ilrsa' Min

<P Herculis

6 Ophiuchi

€ Opbiuclii

y Herculia

w Herculia

A Ophiuchi
! E.

a Herculia E,

^Herculis E.

17 Herculia
1 E.

K Ophiuchi E.

e Ursa* Min 1 E.

U
11

H
11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

4

7

11

11

11

11

U
U
11

5

6

11

11

11

Jl

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

I

-0.04

—0.04

—0.04

—0.04

—0.04

—0.04

—0. 04

—0.04

—0.01

.^0.01

—0.01

-rO. 01

—0.03

—0.03

—0.03

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0. 01

+ 0.10

+ 0.09

+ 0.09

+ 0.09

+ 0.09

+ 0.09

+ 0.09

+0.07

+ 0.07

+ 0.07

+0.07

+ 0.07

Bb

-0.03

—0.06

—0.04

—0.15

+0.08

—0. I'4

—0.04

—0.03

—0.00

—0.01

—0.00

—0.37

+ 0.74

—0.03

—0.03

—0.02

—0.02

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.05

+0.41

+0.12

+ 0.06

+ 0.06

+ 0.08

+0.08

+0.06

+ 0.09

+ 0.08

+ 0.08

+ 0.05

+ 0.37

Ci<- + Ai-\-ah'ii)

-0.25

—0.38

—0.26

—1.18

+ 1.07

—0.27

—0. 27

—0.25

+ 0.22

+ 0.23

+ 0.22

—4.93

+ 6.32

—0.20

—u. i;7

—0.33

—0. 32

—0.15

—0.26

—0.25

—0.71

+0.66

+ 0.31

+ 0.22

+ 0.22

+0.23

+ 0.23

+0.22

+ 0.30

+ 0.26

+0.29

+ 0.22

+ 1.64

Aa

+ 0.01

0.00

0.00

—0.02

+0.03

0.00

0.00

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

0.00

+0.01

+ 0.29

+0.29

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

+0. 01

0.00

+0.01

—0.03

—0.03

0.00

+0.01

+ 0.01

0.00

0.00

+0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

—0.04

Kp

+0.03

+ 0.03

+0.03

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+0.03

+ 0.02

+0.01

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

—0. 01'

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0. 01'

—0.01

—0.01

—0.02

—0.02

-0.02

—0.02

—0.02

—0.02

—0.02

—0.02

Clock time of

h, m, s.

11 30 54. 87

39 49. 83

43 02. 95

59 18. 27

12 09 28. 74

23 48. 21

29 13. 37

35 41. 53

49 39. 86

56 18. 48

13 03 50. 75

14 48. 38

14 37. 55

41 40. 20

49 04. 86

15 33 37. 14

34 57. 69

38 28. 27

40 45. 72

43 28.86

48 25. 55

48 24. 22

16 05 04. 64

08 10. 29

12 05. 20

16 43. 62

19 58. 89

24 58. 40

30 19. 21

36 61. 23

38 62. 24

52 05. 62

58 16.00

Kigbt aBcen-

ft. m. ff.

11 30 54. 05

39 48. 79

43 02. 10

69 16. 02

09 29. 23

12 23 47. 50

29 12. 59

35 40. 84

4S> aa. OS

56 18. 23



51] LONGITUDE OF DETEOIT FROM CA1\II31!IDGE.

— Difference of Longitude, Detroit, Mich., and Cambriilge, ilfass.—Continued.

Tabt.e 14.—time determination.

[Camtoidge, Mass., May 23, 1881. 0. B. "Wheeler, Obscrver.J

883

star. CI.
No. of
wires. !

X UrsiE Maj E.

p Leonis E.

4 Hev. I )racoii E.

Br.6,L.C E.

6 Canum Ven E.

20 Coma; E.

24 Coma; aeq E.

y Virginia med E.

a Ursa) Min, L. C W.
a Frase Min., L. O E.

T Bootis E.

Tj TJi-sai M.aj E.

T} Bootis E.

T Virginia E.

d Bootis W.
K Virginia W.
4 TJrsae Min W.
A Bootia - W.
p Bootis W.
3- Bootis pr W.

«^ HercuUa "W.

6 Ophincbi W.
e OpUinclii W.
y Hercnlis "W.

17 Ursa*. Min "W.

/3 Hercnlis W.
a Herculis W.

( HercQlis i W.
K Ophinchi

[

W.

—0.14

—0.14

—0.14

—0.14

—0.14

—0.14

—0.14

—0.14

—0.09

—0.20

-0.14

—0.14

—0. 14

—0.14

—0.07

—0.07

—0.07

—0.07

—0.07

—0.07

+0.02

+0.02

+0.02

+0,02

+0. 02

+0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

Bb

—0.22

—0.13

—0.57

+0.29

—0.18

—0.14

—0.14

—0.10

+ 2.60

+5.58

—0.13

—0.21

— 14

—0.11

—0.08

—0.04

—0.26

—0.09

—0.07

—0.06

+0.03

+0.01

+0.01

+0.02

+ 0.07

+ 0.02

+0.02

+ 0.02

+0.02

C(cf Ai+at'n)
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, Mich., and Cambridge, Mass.—Continued.

TABLE 15.—TIME DETERJIIXATION.

[Cambridge, Mass., May 24, 1881. O. B. Wheeler, Observer.]

Star.

Virginis

Hev. Dracon

Br. C, L. C

Coma?

Caimm Veil

Virgiuis ined . ..

VirginLs

A^irginis

Cr.sa' Min., L C.

Ursa- Min.,L. C.

Bootis

Boot is

TJrsaj Min

Virginia

Boolia

Bootis, pr

Hev. Coph.,L.C.

Gr. 750, L. C
Opliiuclii

Ileroulis

Herculis

Hcrculis

Herculis

Hcrculis

Herculis

CI.
No. of
wires.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.
W.
W.

W.
W.
E.

E.

B.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

; Ursa? Min
|

AV.

I Ursse Min E.

: Herculis i E.

Draconis, E.

Opbiuchi ' E.

Opbiucbi. -

Herculis --

Herculis - -

Ophiuclii.

.

Ursa} Min.

Ursie Min.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.

11

11

7

11

11

11

11

11

7

7

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

5

11

U
11

11

11

11

11

iJ

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

8

C

-0.13

—0.13

—0.13

—0.13

—0.08

—0.08

—0.08

—0.08

-0.12

—0. 20

—0.12

—0.12

—0.12

—0.13

—0.12

—0.12

—0.12

—0.10

—0.01

—0.01

-0. 01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

0.00

+0.01

—0.02

—0.02

—0.02

—0.02

—0. 02

—0.02

,
—0. 02

j
—0.03

, —0.07

0(c+ Ai \-ab'n) i Aa Itp
Clock time of Right ascen-

trau8it=( sion=a

-0. U
—0.51

+0.26

—0. 13

—0.11

—0.06

—0.06

—0.05

+3. 35

+5.58

—0.12

—0.12

—0.45

—0.08

—0.14

—0.11

+0.31

+0.77

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

0.00

+0.07

—0.03

—0.03

-0.02

—0.02

—0.02

-0.02

—0.02

—0.32

—0.79

+0.22

+1.09

—0.48

+0.24

—0.34

—0.25

-0.25

-0.25

+0.31

—4.92

+0.23

+0.24

+1.08

+0. 22

+0.26

+0.23

—1.16

—1.37

—0.25

—0.27

—0.26

—0.27

—0.30

—0.33

—0.20

—1.08

+0.84

+0.34

+0.18

+0.23

+0.22

+0.25

+0.28

+0.22

+1.92

—2.47

s
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Difference of Longitude^ Detroit^ MicLy and Cambridge, iJfass.—Continued.

Table 16.—TIME DETERMINATION.

[Cambridge, Mass., May 26, 1881. O. B. "WTioeler, Observer.]

Star.

o Virgin!*.

4 Hev. Bracon

4 Hev. Dracon

Tj Virginia

6 Canum Ven
20 Comee .

24 ComsB seq

y Virginis med
€ Virginia

a Ursae Min., L. C
a Ursse Min.,L. C
T Bootis

q Bootis

d Bootis

4 TTrsae Min

<f}
Virginis

IT Bootis, pr

47 Hev.Ceph.,L. C ...

Gi.750, L.C

Gr.750, L.C

5 Opbiucbi

€ Opbiucbi

y Herculis

u> Herculis

^ Herculis

(T Herculis

^ Herculis

Herculis

K Opbiucbi

e Ursfe Min

19 Hev. Camelop., L. C

a Herculis

IT Herculis

Cl.
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, Mich., and Cambridge, .Uaas.—Continued.

Taulk 17—time DETERMINATION.

(Canibriilgc, Mass , Jmio 4, 18S1. O. B. Wliedcr, Obacrvor.J

Star.

Ursa; Min., L C

FrsiB Min., L. C

Bootia

Bootia, pr

Virginia

Virginia

P. XIV, 221 ...

Bootia

Bootis

Bootia

Bootia

Coron. Bor

Curon. Bor

Coron. Bor. acq

Coron. bor

Gr.750, L. C ...

Herculis

Uraaj Min

Herculis

Herculis

Herculis

Ophiuclii

Ursse Min

Ursa3 Min

Herculis

Herculia

Ophiuchi

Ophiuchi

Herculia

Herculia

Opliiucbi

TJrs0e Min

Urate Min

CI.

E.

W.
W.

W.
w.

w.
E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

.E.

E.

E.

W.
W.
W.
W.

W.
W.

vr.

w.

E.

No. of
wires, i

8

7

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

U
9

]]

11

n
11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

7

8

lib Ctc-i-si-i-ali'ii) An

I

—0.09

—0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.08

+0.08

+0.05

+0.05

+0. 05

+0.05

+0.05

+0.05

+0.05

+0.04

+0.01

+2.60

+0.74

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+0.03

—0.19

+0.03

+0.09

+0.03

+0.04

+0.03

+0.03

+0.45

+0.45

+0.05

+0.05

!
+0. 04

+0.04

+0.06

+0.06

+0.04

+0.48

+0. 16

—4.92

+6.30

—0.30

—0.27

—0. 2.1

—0.25

—0.26

+0.29

+0.25

+ 0.27

+0.28

+0.26

+0. 25

+0.28

+0.25

—1.37

+0.25

4-0.47

+0.26

+0.29

+0.23

+0.22

+0.84

—1.08

—0.26

—0.16

—0 26 .

—0.25

—0.29

—0.32

—0.25

—2.47

+1.92

s.
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Difference of Longitude^ Detroit^ Mich., and Cambridge, Mass.—Goutinued.

Tablk 18.—time determination.

[Cambridge, Mass., June 11, 1881. O. B, "VVheeler, Observer.

J

Star.

a Ursje Min., L. G E.

a Ur8ieMiii..L.C "W.

T Bootis "VV.

7} Bootis "W.

d Bootis W.
«p Virginis W.
w Bootis pr "W".

ft VirgiDis W.
109 Virginis W.
47 H:ov.Ceph.,L.C "\V.

47 Hev. Ceph., L. C E.

i/f Bootis E.

48 Hov.Ceph.,L.C E.

3 Serpentis E.

fL Bootis E.

P Coron. Bor E.

1-2 Bootis E.

^ Coron. Bor E.

y Coron. Bor E.

di l^crpcntis E
K Serpcntis E.

^ UrssB Min E.

c Ur.<5JE Min E.

€ UisiP Min I "W.

a Herculis
;

W.
IT Herculis , "W.

^ Draconis W.
a Ophiuohi W.
I Herculis E.

Opbiuchi E.

fi Herculis E

.

e Herculis.... E.

67 Opbiucbi I E.

& TJrsieMin i
E.

6 Ursae Min i "W.

CI.
No. of I

wires, i

6
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Difference of LonfjUude, Ikimit, Mich., and Cambridye, Mass.—Continued.

Table 19.-TIME DETEKMINATION.

fDelioit, Mich., Jmiu 21, 1881. O. B. Wheeler, Observer.]

Star.

if

4

C

P

109

47

47

48

3

S

i

y

TJrsae Min., L. C'

TJrste Min., L.C

Virginia

Eootia , . .

.

Urate Min

Virginia

Bootia

Virginia

Virffinis

H-v. Ceph.,L. C

Hev. Ceph., L. C

Hev. Ceph., L. C
Serpentis

Bootia

V^'oiMU. Bor

Colon. Boi'. aeq

Coron. Bor

Serpentis -

Ursre Miu

Gr. 2.17:) W.
Herculis AV.

Ursje Min ... W.

UrsEB Min E.

Herculis E.

Herculis E.

Herculis E.

Uraconia E.

Ophiuchi E.

Ophiuchi W.
Herculis W.
Herciilis W.
Ophiuchi

I

W.
Ophiuchi I W.

CI.
No. of
wires.

W.
E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.
W.

W.

W.
^v.

w.
w.
w.

w.

TJraaj Min .

TJrsse Min .

W.
E.

8

7

11

U
9

U
11

11

H
7

7

11

11

11

n
11

11

11

11

11

11

8

7

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

7

7

+ 0.06

+ 0.03

+0 04

+ 0.05

+ 0.06

+ 0.07

+ 0.07

+0.07

+0. 07

+ 0.08

+ 0.04

+ 0.03

+ 0.03

+0.01

+ 0.06

+0.06

+ 0.06

+0.06

+0.12

+0. 0.5

+ 0.05

+ 0.05

+0.06

+ 0.06

+0.06

+ 0.06

+ 0.06

+ 0.05

+ 0.01

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+0.02

+ 0.02

+0.03
• 0.00

'Bb

—1.49

-0.74

+ 0.03

+ 0.05

+ 0.26

+ 0.05

+ 0.08

+0.04

+0.05

—0.30

—0.10

—0.07

+0.02

+ 0.01

+ 0.08

+ 0.08

+ 0.07

+ 0.06

+0.47

+ 0.20

+0. 0,j

+ 0.38

+0.37

+ 0.05

+0.07

+ 0.09

-f 0. 10

+0.04

+ 0.01

+0. 02

+0.02

•fO. 02

+0.02

+ 0.32

0.00

C{c\-Ai-\-ab'n)

+ 4.36

—2.98

+0.18

+ 0.20

+ 0.33

-fO. 18

+0.21

+0.18

+0.18

—0.36

+0. 63

+0.05

—0.21

—0.25

—0.23

—0.26

—0. 23

—0. 22

—1.03

—0.98

—0.22

-0,75

+ 0.51

+ 0.18

+ 0.22

+ 0.27

+ 0.29

+0.18

—0.21

—0.24

—0. 26

—0.21

—0.21

—1.71

+ 1.17

Aa

+ 2.51

+2. .-,1

+ 0.05

+ 0.02

—0. 22

+ 0.05

hO. 02

+ 0.06

+ 0.05

+0.34

+0.34

+ 0.30

+ 0.05

+ 0.01

+0.02

+ 0.01

+0. 02

+ 0.04

—0.23

—0.21

+ 0.04

—0.37

—0.37

+ 0.04

+ 0.01

—0.01

—0.02

+ 0.04

+ 0.05

+0.02

+0.01

+0.05

+0.04

—0.91

—0.91

Up

—a 01

—0.01

-0.01

—0.01

—0.01

-0.01

—0.01

—0.01

-0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0.01

— 01

—0.01

—0. oo

—0.00

—0. 00

—0.00

—0.00

+ 0.00

+ 0.00

+ 0.00

+ 0.00

+ 0.01

+0.01

+0.01

+ 0.01

+U.01

+ 0.01

+0.01

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

+0.01

+0.01

+ 0.01

Clock time of
transil^^i

4. in. s.

13 15 08. 96

15 17.55

55 36. 55

14 04 59. 14

09 20. 68

22 05. 53

20 42. 88

36 48. 73

40 15. 19

50 20. 36

50 19.14

15 05 15. 61

09 IS. 20

10 43. 61

22 .-.6. 89

:i4 6.'i. 44

37 46. 23

40 43. 33

48 23. 03

16 35 49. 72

46 41. 55

58 15. 54

58 14. 66

17 09 14. 87

10 55. 39

23 36. 21

27 45. 75

29 26. 18

37 37. 67

41 49. 91

52 12. 05

54 43.31

18 01 44. 63

10 49. 74

10 47. 10

Bight ascen-
sion^^a

h. m. K.

1 15 13. 8

1 15 13.

8

13 55 38. 54

14 05 01. 22

09 22. 6

22 07 67

26 45. 04

36 60. 79

40 17. 30

2 50 21. 9

2 50 21. 9

3 05 IS. 3

15 09 19. 89

10 45. 42

32 58. 53

34 56.88

37 47. 98

40 4.'.. 09

48 23. 4

16 35 60. 4

46 43. 37

58 16. 8

58 16.8

17 09 16. 88

10 57. 51

23 38. 25

27 47. 97

29 28.,29

37 39. 41

41 51. 56

52 13. 68

54 44.98

18 01 46. 16

10 50.

1

10 50.

1

+ 2.0

0.0

+ 1.78

+ 1.83

+ 1.4

+ 1.81

+ 1.87

+ 1.84

+ 1.88

+2.1

+2.3

+ 1.8

+ 1.88

+3. 05

+ 1.81

+ 1.62

+ 1.91

+ 1.03

+ 0.9

+ 1.5

+ 1.99

+ 1.7

+ 1.3

+1.78

+1.83

+ 1.68

+1.83

+ 1.89

+ 1.94

+1.87

+ 1.87

+ 1.86

+ 1.72

+ 1.8

+1.8

Adopted oollimation=+0'.085 Clamp East. (Sec Table 12.)

OBSERVATION-EQUATIONS.
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, Mich., and Cambridge, Mass.—Continued.

Table 20.—TIME DETERMINATION.

[Detroit, Mich., June 22, 1881. O. B. Wbeeler, Observer.] •

Star. CI.
No. of

I

wires,
i

4

<t>

P

1^

109

47

47

48

3

S

7

rrsa'Min.,L. C E
Ur3!eMin.,L.C i W.
Virginis

|

"W".

Bootis
]

W.

Virginia W.
TJrsai Min , , W.

Virginis
,

W.

Bootis
I

W.
Virginia AV.

W.
W.
E.

E.

E.

E
E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

Virginia

Hev. Cepli., L. C .

Hev. Ceph., L. C .

Bootis

Hev. Copli., L. C .

Serpontjs

Corou. Bur

Coron. Bor

Serpenti.s

Serpcntis

Ursje Min

Ursae Min .

Tlrsje Miu

E.

Herculia
I

^

109

110

Opbiuchi ..

Ophiuclii ..

Herculis ...

Crsa' Min

Ursa; Min

Herculis . -

.

Ly™
Herculis ...

LyrjE

Serpentis .

Aquilso —

W.

W.
"VV.

w.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

5

7

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

7

7

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

g

7

11

11

11

11

G

7

11

11

11

11

11

U

+ 0.12

+0.08

+0.13

+ 0.13

+ 0.13

+ 0.13

+ 0.13

+0. 13

+0.13

+ 0.13

+ 0.12

4 0.07

+0.07

+ 0.07

+ 0.07

+ 0.07

+0.07

+ 0,07

+ 0.07

+ 0.08

+ 0.13

+ 0.12

+ 0.11

+ 0.08

+ 0.08

+ 0.08

+0.05

+ 0.05

+ 0.05

+0.00

+ 0.06

+0.00

-t-0.06

+0.06

Bb 0{+iii+ab'n)

—3.34

-2. 23

+ 0.10

+0.14

+0.08

+0.51

+0.09

+ 0.15

+ 0. 00

+0.10

—0.32

-0.18
1

+0. 07
j

-0.16
I

+ 0. OB
i

+ 0.08

+ 0.08

+ 0.06

+ 0.07

+0.31

+ 0.75

+ 0.67

+0.13

+0.06

+ 0.07

+ 0.09

+ 0.63

+0.63 I

+ 0.05

+0. 08 :

+0.06

+0.07

+0.05

+ 0.0S

+4.36

—0.21

—0.23

-0.21

—1.01

-0.21

—0.24

—0.21

—0.21

+ 0.53

—0.30

+ 0.20

-0.81

+0.18

+0.20

+ 0.20

+ 0.07

+ 0.18

+ 0.86

+0.51

-0.75

—0. 26

-0.21

—0.21

-0.24

—1.71

+ 1.17

+0.19

+ 0.23

+0.19

+0.21

+0.18

+ 0.18

—0.13

-0.13

0.00

0.00

0.00

+ 0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.02

—0.02

0.00

-0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

+ 0.01

+ 0.02

+ 02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

+0.05

+0.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

ifp

+ 0.05

+ 0.05

+0.04

+ 0.04

+ 0.04

+ 0.03

+ 0.03

+ 0.03

+ 0.03

+0.03

+ 0.03

+ 0.03

+0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

—0.01

—0.01

—0. 02

—0.02

-0.02

—0.03

—0.03

^0.03

—0.03

—0.03

—0.03

—0.03

-0.03

-0.04

Clocttiraeof
transit= t

Right ascen-
siou=a

h. m. 8.

13 15 21. 66

15 12.43

65 34. 85

14 04 57.40

06 32. 53

09 19. 33

22 03. 84

26 41. 22

36 47. 05

40 13. 58

50 17. 33

50 18 92

59 19. 74

15 05 15.35

09 15 74

22 54. 32

37 43.75

38 23. 88

40 40. 90

48 18. 33

16 58 12. 00

5S 12. 90

17 52 09. 99

54 41. 23

18 01 42. 59

02 53. 78

10 40. 18

10 M. 19

18 37. 10

32 53. 93

40 32. 03

45 40. 46

60 17. 93

54 12. t8

h. m. s.

1 15 14. 8

1 15 14.

8

13 55 38. 54

14 05 01. 22

06 36. 25

09 22. 5

22 07. 57

26 45. 04

36 50. 79

40 17. 29

2 50 22.

60 22.

14 59 23. 88

3 05 18. 3

15 09 19.89

22 58. 54

37 47. 97

38 27. 88

40 45. 09

48 23. 3

16 58 16. 7

58 16. 7

17 52 13. 68

54 44. 98

18 01 46. 17

02 57. 52

10 50. 1

10 50.

1

18 41.18

32 57. 98

40 35. 97

45 44. 03

50 21. 99

54 16. 92

Adopted collimation= +0>.085 Clamp East. (See Table 12.

)

OBSEEVATIONEQUATIONS.

Epoch lOii. 5 clock time. A(= + 3'. 8f AS.

+ 32. 57a

-

+ 0. 65 -

+ 0. 32 -

+ 0.80 -

— 2.84 -

+ 0.70 -

+ 0. 23 -

+ 0. 74 -

+ 0. 64 -

+ 4.46 -

+ 0. 29 -

+ 3. 94 -

+ 0. 60 -

+ 0. 26 -

+ 0. 30 -

Weight.

-3. 2p+Ae+3. 9 =»= +3. 9 0.001

0. 00=u=+0. 09 1

—0.1 1=»=—0.02 1

—0.05=»=+0. 04 1

+ 0.2 =i)=+0.3 0.1

—0. 05=»= + 0.03 1

—0. ll=«=-0. 03 1

— 0. 06=»=+0. 02 1

—0. t2=l>= + 0. 06 1

—0.2 =»=-0.

1

0.09

—0.07=0= 0.00 1

-0.2 =v=—0. 2 0. 11

—0. 11=»=—0. 04 1

—0. 14=1)=—0. 07 1

— 0. 14=»=— 0. 08 1

-2.6 +
-2.4 +
-2.4 +
-2.3 +
-2.1 +
2.1 +
-1.9 +
-1.8 +
-1.7 +
-1.5 +
-1.4 +
-1.3 +
-1.1 -I-

-0.9 +

+ 0.59a

+ 0.40 -

— 2. 85 -

-0. 9p+-i9 0. 07=i)=

-0.8 + — 0. 14=J)=

-0.7 + 0.0 =J)=

Weight.
-0. 01 1

-- 4.7,5a + 0.5p+A8+0.1 =0=

-h 0.11 +1.4 +
+ 0.63 +1.4 +
+ 0.55 +1.5 +
+ 0.28 +1.5 +
-11.81 +1.7 +
+ 0.39 +1.8 +
+ 0. 08 +2. +
+ 0.40 +2.2 +
+ 0.19 +2.3 +
+ 0.02 +2.3 +
+ 0.47 +2.4 -t-

—0.02=1)=

—0. 10=1)=

+ 0.08=1)=

—0. 09=v=

—0.7 =1)=

—0.04=1)=

+0.06=1)=

+ 0.11=1):

—0.09=1):

-0.03= 1):

0. 00=1)':

—0.08

+ 0.1

+0.2

+ 0.01

—0.07

+ 0.11

-0.07

-0.6

-0.02

-1-0.08

+ 0.13

-0.07

: -0. 01

+ 0.01

1

0.1

0.04

1

1

1

1

0.01

1

1

1

1

1

1

112 L S

NORMAL EQUATIONS.

+ 14. 04a— 5. 38p+]0. 28Ae-0. 56=0

-5.38+79.30-3.56 +1.36=0

+10.28-3.56+23.45 —1.22=0

Results.

A9=+0'.051

p=—0'. 015

a=-0'. 004

-0.5

+ 0.3

+ 3.80

+ 3.91

+3.85

+3.6

+3.85

+3.91

+3.86

+ 3.82

+4.4

+ 3.6

+ 3.87

+4.0

+3.91

+3.94

+ 3.94

+3.87

+3.94

+ 3.8

+3.4

+3.9

+3.82

+3.90

+ 3.72

+ 3.89

+ 5.0

+4.1

13.84

+3.74

+ 3 69

+3.89

+3.83

+3.80
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Difference of Longitiulc, Detroit, Mich., and Camhridge, Mass.—Continued.

Table 21.—TIME DETERMINATION.

[Detroit, Jliili., Juno 23, 1881. O. B. "Wheeler, Observer.l

Star.

d

\

P

TT

109

47

47

<!'

48

3

T'rsre Min., L. C

Tj rsie Mill., L. C

Booti.s

Virf^iuia

Virginia

Bootis

Btiotia pr

Virfiinis

Hev. Cepli., L. C
Hey. Cepli.,L.C

Bootia

Hev. Cepli., L. C
Sei'pentia

Bootia

Bootia

Coron. Bnr

Coron. Eor

Coron. Bnr. seq

I'rsii' Min

Urate Min

UraiT^ Min

Hercnlia

Herculia

Draconia

Herculia

Opliiucbi

Heieulia

Heiculis

Herculia

Opbiuchi

Ophincbi

Herculia

TJrsie Min
Ursai Min

CI.

E.

W.
W.

W.
w.

w.
w.
"W.

w.
E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.
W.
W.
W.
\v.

W.
E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.

]S'o. of
n'irea.

9

11

n
11

11

11

U
7

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

7

C

11

11

11

11

11

11

n
11

11

11

11

6

6

+ 0.13

+ 0.07

+ 0.13

+ 0.13

+ 0.13

+ 0.13

+ 0.13

+ 0.13

+ 0.10

+0.13

+0.12

+ 0.12

+0.12

+-0. 12

+ 0.12

+ 0.12

+ 0.12

+0.12

+ 0.11

+ 0.07

+ 0.11

+ 0. 11

+0. 11

+0.11

+0.11

+ 0.11

+ 0.12

+0. 12

+0. 12

+ 0.12

+ 0.12

+0.12

+0. 12

+0.09

Bb

-3.71

-1.86

+ 0.14

+0.08

+ 0.09

+ 0.1.-.

+ 0.12

+0.10

-0.43

-0.35

+ 0.13

-0.27

+ 0.09

+0.14

+0.15

+ 0. 14

+ 0.13

+ 0.15

+ 0.41

+0. 37

+0.00

+0.10

+ 0.14

+ 0.18

+ 0.16

+ 0.09

+ 0.13

+0.15

+ 0.13

+0.09

+0.10

+ 0.13

+1.43

+1.10

C(c^sH-ab'n)

-2.98

+ 4.38

-0.23

+ 0.49

- 0. 21

—0. 24

-0. 22

-0.21

+0. 53

-0.36

+ 0.20

-0.31

+ 0.18

+0. 21

+ 0.22

+0.21

+ 0.20

+ 0.22

+ 0.86

+0. 51

-0.75

—0.22

-0.26

—0.34

—0.30

-0.21

+ 0.20

+ 0.22

+0.20

+0.18

+0.18

+ 0.20

+1.17

—1.71

Aa

—1.79

-1.79

—0.02

—0.04

-0.04

-0.01

—0. 02

-0.04

-0.25

-0.25

-0.02

-0.22

-0.03

-0.01

-0.01

-0.01

—0.02

-0.01

+ 16

+0.20

+0.26

—0.03

-0.01

+0.02

0.00

—0.03

-0.02

-0.01

—0.01

—0.03

—0.03

—0.01

+0.65

+0.65

lip
Clock time of
tranait=(

+ 0.07

+ 0.07

+0.05

+ 0.05

+0.05

+ 0.05

+ 0.04

+ 0.04

+ 0.04

+0.04

+ 0.03

+ 0.03

+ 0.03

+0.03

+ 0.02

+0.02

+ 0.02

+0 02

+ 0.01

-0.02

-0.02

-0.03

-0.03

-0.03

-0.04

-0.04

-0.04

-0.04

-0.04

-0.04

-0.05

-0.05

-0.05

-0.05

li. m. s.

13 15 22.40

15 14. 93

14 04 57. 56

06 31.96

22 03. 97

20 41. 33

35 07. 51

40 13.. 62

50 18. 61

50 18. 45

69 19. 72

15 05 16. 06

09 16.90

10 41. 23

19 58. 66

28 00. 87

29 38. 00

34 52. 79

48 18. 32

10 58 11. 47

58 13.05

17 09 13. 28

10 63. 77

27 44 46

36 06. 06

37 35. 82

41 47.61

52 09. 78

53 07. 94

54 40. 91

18 01 42. 28

02 53. 55

10 43. 78

10 46. 90

Bi^ht ascen-
sion= a

h. m. 8.

13 15 1.5.9

15 15. 9

14 06 01. 20

06 30. 24

22 07. 56

26 45. 01

35 11.12

40 17. 28

2 50 22. 2

2 50 22. 2

14 59 23. 87

3 05 18. 45

15 09 19. 88

10 45. 39

20 02. 71

28 10. 95

29 42. 17

34 56.87

48 23. 2

16 68 16. 6

58 16. 6

17 09 16. 88

10 57. 50

27 47. 94

36 09. 68

37 39. 40

41 51.56

52 13.67

53 11. 90

64 44. 97

18 01 46. 17

02 57. 61

10 50.

10 50.

+ 0.2

-1.5

+3.73

+3.71

+ 3.71

+ 3.77

+ 3.71

+3.77

+ 3.5

+4.5

+ 3.82

+ 3.0

+ 3.71

+3.81

+ 3.68

+ 3.73

+ 3. 8t

+3.71

H 3.6

+4.2

+ 3.7

+3.77

+3. 85

+3. 64

+3.76

+ 3.70

+ 3.61

+ 3.52

+ 3.63

+3.79

+3 61

+ 3.63

+ 3.6

+3.7

Adopted coUimation = + 0».085 Clamp East. (See Table 12.)

OBSEEVATIOJCT-EQUATIONS.

Epoch 10i'.2 clock lime. A(=+-3>.5+Ae,

+ 32. S.^a

+ 0.32

+ 0.80

+ 0.69

+ 0.23

+ 0.45

+ 0.64

+ 4.46

+ 0.29

+ 3.94

+ 0.60

+ 0.18

+ 0.10

+ 0.22

+ 0.29

:. 9()+A9+4. 1
-

-2.1 +
-2.1 +
-1.8 +
-1.8 +
-1.C +
-1.5 +
-1.4 +
-1.2 +
-1.1 +
-1.0 +
-1.0 +
-0.9 +
0.7 +
-0.7 +

-0.23=

-0.19:

-0. 21

:

-0.27=

-0.21 =

-0. 27=

-0.5 :

—0. 32=

+ 0.5 =

-0.21 =

-0.31:

-0.18 =

-0.23:

-0. 35:

+ 2 6

c=+0. 04

?)= + 0. 06

|>= +0. 04

l;=+0. 01

/'=+0. 05

i>= -0. 03

D=— 0. 5

D+-0. 07

v=+0.e

v= +0. 03

J)=— 0. 05

!J= +0. 07

j)=+0. 02

D=-0. 11

Weight

0.001

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.068

1

0.076

1

1

1

1

1

NOEMJL EQtTATIOIfS.

+ 9. 48a— 3. 62p+ 8. 16Ae—1.48=0
—3. 62 +50. 13 — 1. 51 +1. 40=0
+8. 15 — 1. 51 +23. 76 —5. 16=0

+ 0. 12a-0. 6p+A9—0. 22=v=
— 2.85 —0.4 + —0.1 =D=

— 4. 75a-|-0. 8p+Ae—0.

+ 0.47 +1.0 +
+ 0.12 +1.0 +
— 0. 28 +1. 3 +
— 0. 09 +1. 4 +
+ 0.61 +1.4 +
+ 0.28 +1.6 +
+ 0.11 +1.7 +
+ 0.20 +1.7 +
+ 0.03 +1.7 +
+ 0.55 +1.8 +
+ 0. 27 +1.8 +
—11.81 +2. +

—0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

—0.

5 —V-

27=»=

35=Ji:

14=11=

26=t):

20=1):

11= 11:

02=D=

13=»=

29=1):

11=1':

13=1)=

2 =» =

+0.03

+ 0.3

0.0

—0.09

—0.15

+0.09

—0.06

—0.03

+0.07

+0.17

+0.06

—0.12

-to. 05

+ 0.05

+0.6

Weight.

1

0.066

0.029

0.006

Results.

A8=+0".235

p=—0'. 025

a=—0'. 065
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, Mich., and Cambridge, J/«ss.—Coutitiued.

tablk aa.—time determination.

[Detroit, Micb., June 24, 1881. 0. B. Wheeler, Observer.]

Star.

a Ursse Min., L. C
a TJrsae Miu., L. C
d Bootis

X Virginis

<fr Virginis

p Bootis

fL Virginis

>p Bootis

48 Hev. Ceph., L. C
3 Serpentis

6 Bootis

Coron. Bor ,

a Coron. Bor ,

^ Coron. Bor. seq

.

e Coron. Bor

Gr. 750, L. C
Gr. 750, L.C

/3 Braconis

a Ophiuclii

1 Herculis

^ Opbinchi

fL Herculis

67 Ophiuchi ,

6 Ursje Min
i TJrsaeMin

109 Herculis

e Lyrsepr

51 Cephei, L. C

Serpentis

t AquilsB

i Aqiiilae

CI.

w.
E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.
W.
W.
\V.

W.
W.
^Y.

W.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

W.
•w.

W.
W.

W.
W.

W.

No. of
wires.

7

10

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

6

7

11

11

11

11

11

11

6

7

11

11

5

11

11

9

+0.14

+ 0.11

+ 0.16

+ 0,16

+ 0.16

+0.16

+ 0.16

+0,16

+ 0.18

+0.18

+ 0.18

+ 0.18

+ 0.18

+ 0.18

+0.18

+0.18

+ 0.11

+0.15

+0.15

+0.15

+0.15

+0.15

+0.15

+ 0.12

+ 0.12

+ 0.16

+ 0.16

+0.16

+0. 16

+ 0.16

+ 0.16

Bb

-4.08

-2.97

+ 0.18

+0.10

+0.12

+0.19

+ 0.11

+ 0.18

-0.42

+0.15

+ 0.22

+ 0.21

+0.20

+ 0.23

+ 0.20

-1.34

-0.96

0(<!+At+ai)'»)

+ 4.36

-2. 98

-8.05

+0.18

+0.18

+0.21

-) 0. 18

+0. 20

+ 0.95

-0.21

-0.25

-0.25

-0.23

-0.26

-0.23

+ 1.22

-0.83

+0.24
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Difference of LdiN/ituile, Detroit, Mich., and Cambridge, Ma^^s.—Continued.

TABLE 23—TIJIE DETERMINATION.

[Dotroit, Mich., June 29, 1881. 0. B. Wheeler, Observer.]

Star.

Ursie Min., L.

Urere Min., L.

Virgini8

Hev. Ceph.,L. C

Serpcntia

Bootis

Serpciitis

Coron. Bor

CoroD.Bor

Coron. Bor. seq .

Coron. Bor

Serpentis

Serpentis ,

Serpentis

Coron, Bor

Gr.750,L.C

Gr.750, L. C-...

C

c

CI.

E.

W.
W.
w.
w.

w.
w.
w.

w.
E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E.

E,

S

S

10!)

a

110

51

Ophiuchi W.
Herculis W.
Hercnlis W.
Ophiuclii W.
Hercnlis W.
Ursa? Min ^V.

Uraie Min ' B.

Herculis E.

Lyne E.

Herculis
|

E.

Cephei, L. C -. E.

Lyi'iB - . . I E.

Lyra; E.

Aquilse E.

Gr.29."0 ' E.

Gr.2900 W.
Cygni W.

No. of
wires.

Bb C{ci-Ai+ab'n)

"I

"

H 0.12

+ 0.07

+ 0.09

+0.09

+ 0.09

+0.09

+ 0.09

+ 0.09

+0. 09

+ 0.08

+ 0.08

+ 0.08

+ 0.08

+0.08

+0.08

+ 0.08

+0.10

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

-I- 0. 01

+ 0.01

+ 0. 04

+ 0.07

+ 0.06

+0.06

+ 0.06

+ 0.06

+ 0.06

+ 0.06

+ 0.06

+0.08

+ 0.04

+0.06

— ;;. 34

—1.86

+0.06

—0.20

+ 0.07

+ 0.10

+0.08

+ 0. 10

+ 0.09

+ 0.10

+ 0.08

+0.07

+0.05

+ 0.07

+0. 09

—0.58

—0.77

+0. 01

+ 0.01

+ 0.02

+ 0.01

+ 0.01

-fO. 47

+ 0.80

+ 0.06

+ 0.08

+ 0.06

—0 79

+ 0.07

-I
0. rs

+ 0.05

+ 0.34

+ 0.17

+ 0.09

—2.98

+ 4.36

—0.21

—5.53

—0.21

—0.25

—0.22

—0.25

—0.23

+0.22

+0.20

+ 0.18

+0.18

+0.18

+ 0.20

—0.83

+ 1.22

—0.21

—0.34

—0.26

—0.21

—0.24

—1.71

+ 1.17

+0.19

+ 0.23

+ 0.19

-1.41

+0.23

+0.22

+0.18

+ 0.38

—0. 55

—0.34

Aa

8.

+4.79

+ 4.79

+ 0.11

+ 0.58

+ 0.09

t-0.03

+ 0.07

+ 0.03

+ 0.04

+0.02

+ 0.04

+ 0.07

+ 0.10

+ 07

+0.04

+1.46

+1.46

+ 0.09

-f 0.04

+0.01

+ 0.08

+ 0.04

—1.74

—1.74

+ 0.06

+0.01

+0.06

+2.34

+ 0.02

+0.01

+0.09

—0.48

—0.48

—0.04

Jtp
Clock time of

transit=£

+0.06

+0. 06

+ 0.04

+ 0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+ 0.03

+0.03

+0.03

+ 0.02

+0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

+0.02

+ 0.02

+0.02

+0.02

—0.01

—0..01

—0.02

—0.02

—0.02

—0.02

-0. 02

—0.02

—0.03

—0.03

—0,03

—0.04

—0.04

—0.04

—0.04

—0.04

—0.05

h. m. s.

13 15 22. 86

15 14. 94

14 36 50.21

15 05 24. 00

09 19. 37

10 44. 99

20 19. 10

28 10. 66

29 41. 71

34 55. 87

37 47.03

40 44. 17

43 27. 41

50 69. 97

52 42. 09

59 41. 90

50 38. 54

17 37 39. 01

41 51.26

52 13.51

18 01 46. 87

02 57. 23

10 52, 20

10 60. 09

18 40. 58

32 57.20

40 35, 49

44 13. 13

19 03 06. 02

12 16 f8

19 32.95

28 55. 89

28 57. 23

62 36. 48

Eight ascen-
sion^a

h. m. s.

1 16 21. 6

15 21. 6

14 36 50. 74

3 05 19.

1

1.5 09 10. 86

10 45. 34

20 19. 50

28 10.9]

29 42. 14

34 56. 83

37 47. 93

40 45. 06

43 28. 26

61 00. 78

62 42. 89

59 42. 2

69 43. 2

17 37 39. 45

41 51. 59

52 13. 71

18 01 40. 23

02 57. 56

10 49. 43

10 49. 43

18 41. 24

32 68. 04

40 36. 06

44 13.

19 03 06. 85

12 17.72

19 33. 76

28 56. 4

28 56. 4

52 36. 67

+ .5.1

+4.]

+ 0.68

+ 0.8

+ 0.63

+ 0.60

+0.54

+ 0.40

+0.57

+0.64

•1-0.02

+0.04

+ 0.62

+ 0.50

+ 0.51

+ 1.7

+ 3.2

+ 0.64

+ 0.56

+ 0.44

+ 0.66

+ 0.66

-1.6

—2,6

+0,41

+ 0,53

+0.32

+2.1

+0.54

+0.64

+ 0.58

—0.2

—0.5

+ 0.44

Adopted collimation= +0'. 085 Clamp East. (See Table 12.)

OBSE RTATION-EQUATIOXS.

Epoch 17k. clock time. d(=+0". 5+A9.
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Difference of Longitude, Detroit, Mich., and Cambridge, 7lf«,ss.—Continued.

Table 26.—FINAL RESULTS.

0. B. WUKELER AT CAMBItlDGE. A. R. VLINT AT DETROIT.

Date.
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APPENDIX IV.

MAGNETIC WORK OF THE LAKE SURTEY.

By T. Russell, Assistant Engineer.

§ I. The principal observations to determine the amount and direction of the earth's mag-

netic force at various places in the region of the Great Lakes were made in the years 1858, 1859,

and 18C0, -while the survey was under the charge of Captain George G. Meade, and in the years

1870 to 1880. For declination and intensity a magnetometer and declinometer, with suspended

collimator-magnets, were used. For the determination of dip, one dip circle by Barrow and two

by Troughton & Siinms were in use. At most of the places where observations were made in

1858 and 18.59 by Lieutenant William Proctor Smith, tlie same were repeated by Captain A. N.

Lee in 1872 and 1S73. Tlie instruments were, when it was practicable, set up in the same places

as when the observations were first made. Tlie setting of the instruments on the original sites

was prevented in some instances by buildings and other improvements. A comparison of the

observations of the two periods is interesting, as showing the changes of the magnetic elements

from year to year. A great many determinations of magnetic declination have been made in con-

nection with the work of mapping the shore-line of tlie lakes. These were made with theodolite-

compasses by comparing the magnetic bearing of a line with the azimuth determined astronom-

ically. The needles are from four to five inches long and supported on a ])oint. The readings

of the ends are made by estimation on a graduated circle a little greater in diameter than the

length of the needle.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INSTRUMENTS.

§ 3. Wiirdemann magnetometer No. 3, for the measurement of decUuation and horizontal

intensity, has a circle C inches in diameter, graduated to 10 minutes, and read by opposite verniers

to 30 seconds. The glass tube for the suspending thread of the magnet is 18 inches long. The

telescope for viewing the magnet scales is about 8 inches in length. It is mounted on pivots

outside the horizontal circle, and swings vertically. A weight on the opposite side of the instru-

ment counterbalances the telescope. Collimator-magnet C3 is 3 inches long and 0.75 inch in

diameter. The scale is 0.05 inch long, and is divided into thirty parts. Magnet C2 is 3.9 inches

long and 0.75 inch in diameter. There are two smaller magnets, both 0.3 inch in diameter, the

one 3.6 inches long and the other aboiit 3 inches. These latter magnets were first used in 1876.

The instrument is provided with two inertia-rings. Tlie old ring has a weight of 397.41 grains, the

external radius is 0.10225 foot, and the internal 0.07975 foot. The new ring, No. 2, for the light

magnet, has a weight of 487.07 grains ; the external and internal diameters are 2.002 and 1.600

inches.

The Jones declinometer, also used in measuring declination and horizontal intensity, has a

circle of 9.5 inches in diameter, graduated to 20 minutes, and read by two verniers to single

minutes. The glass tube that surrounds the suspending thread of ihe magnet is 9 inches long.

The telescope is 8 inches long, and is not movable in altitude. Near the eye-piece end of the tele-

scope, and above it, is attached* a graduated ivory arc 6 inches long. This scale is used to

measure the angle of deflection of the suspended magnet in observations for horizontal intensity

by viewing the reflection of the scale in a mirror attached below the suspended magnet. A weight

attached to the instrument counterbalances the telescope opposite. Magnet marked " 6" is a
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hollow steel cylinder without a lens. It is 3 inches long and 0.25 inch in diameter, and has
attached a mirror 0.5 inch by 0.75 inch. Magnet D5 is 3.6 inches long, and 0.25 of an inch in

diameter. A brass cylinder, with a weak magnet inside for adjusting the line of detorsion, is 4.1

inches long and O.G inch in diameter. The inertia-ring, No. 3, Aveighs 830.24.grains ; the external

and internal diameters are 2.933 and 2.354 inches ; the thickness of the ring is O.IG inch.

The Barrow dip-circle. No. 26, has a vertical circle 6 inches in diameter, graduated to half

degrees and read by two verniers to minutes. To the arm carrying the verniers, two microscopes

are attached that have threads in the foci extended in the direction of a diameter of the vertical

circle. To observe the position of the needle the image of tlie point is bisected with the thread.

The prolongations of the threads pass through the zeroes of the verniers. Two needles have been

used with this instrument, each about 3.5 inches long and in form tapering from the center toward

the ends. With needles of this shape the moment of inertia is much less for the same weight of

needle, without any considerable diminution of its magnetic moment. The pivots of the needles

rest on straight agate edges so that in rotating they roll. A framework with two sides of glass

incloses the needle, when mounted, to protect it from currents of air. The instrument has a tele-

scope and horizontal circle for bringing the j)lane of the needle into the magnetic meridian.

The Fox dip-circle, Troughton & Simms No. 1, has two vertical circles on which the needle-

ends are read. The jdane of one circle is 0.25 inch inside that of the other. The outside circle is

6.5 inches in diameter, and is graduated to 15'; the other is graduated to 30'. The reading of the

needle-end is made through the glass side of the box that protects the needle from currents of air

The needle-axles rest in jeweled hollows. An attached telescope that moves in altitude, and a

horizontal circle serve to bring the plane of the needle into the magnetic meridian. The instru-

ment has three tapering needles, each about 6.5 inches long.

Dip-circle, Troughton & Simms No. 2, has the vertical circle graduated to 15'. The reatliug of

the needle-end is estimated as in Troughton & Simms No. 1. There are three needles, each about

8 inches long. Nos. 3 and 4 are tapering. Needle "A" has the same widf^ throughout, with semi-

circular ends. The readings-with this needle are made from fine lines on the ends in the direction

of its length. The needle-axles rest on agate edges and roll as in the Barrow dip-circle. The

instrument has a horizontal circle, but no telescope. There is a compass with a needle about 4

inches long; the box containing the needle fits on two short pins on the horizontal limb.

METHOD OF OBSERVING- FOE DIP.

§ 3. After leveling the instrument and bringing the plane in which the needle rotates into the

magnetic meridian, the observations for dip proceed as follows: The ends of the needle, after it

comes to rest, are read on the vertical circle. The needle is then reversed on its supports, and the

ends read again. The mean of the readings of the ends is free from error arising from the axis of

the needle not passing through the center of the vertical circle. Reading with the face of the

needle both ways eliminates error due to the magnetic axis of the needle not passing through the

needle-points. A similar set of observations is made with the plane of the vertical circle turned

180° in azimuth. The mean of the two sets will be free from error arising from the line joining

the zeroes of graduation of the vertical circle not being parallel to the plane of the horizon. After

several series of observations have been made as above, the polarity of the needle is reversed and

the observations repeated. In reversing the polarity of the needle, care is taken to use the same

number of strokes of the bar-magnets from the center of the needle outward on both ends. The

polarity is reversed to eliminate error due to the center of gravity of the needle not being in the

axis around which it revolves. In determining dip, the mean of the results given by two needles

was commonly taken. In the dip-observations of 1858, 1859, and 1860, made by Lieutenant William

Proctor Smith, the polarity of needle No. 2 was not reversed, as it was used in determining mag-

netic intensity by deflections, and for that purpose its magnetic moment had to be kept, so far as

possible, constant.

The dip is affected by errors arising from the needle-axles not being truly cylindrical, and also

from magnetism of the circle. The method of allowing for this is to determine a constant for the

same instrument and needle and apply it to the observed dip. This constant is found by making

113 L S
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two complete sets of dip-observations in planes at right-angles to each other, the one 45° east of

the magnetic meridian, and the other the same angle west. The correction, c, will then be

C= O— 0i

in which
0= the true dip,

01= the observed dip in magnetic meridian,

cot- 0= cot' 0'+ cot' 0",

in which 0' and 0" are the values of the dip found in the planes at right-angles to each other. This

correction was always small. For the Barrow dip-circle the correction found in 1858 for needle

No. 1 was + 45", and for No. 2 — 4' 37". For the same needles, in 1873, Oapt. A. N. Lee found the

corrections less than the errors of observation.

MAGNETIC DECLINATION.

§4. The magnetic declination is the angle made by the vertical plane containing the magnetic

axis of a freely suspended needle or magnet with the plane of the true meridian. It varies in the

course of a day about 10' in summer time and half as much in winter. The end of the needle

toward the north has its most easterly position, called the morning eastern elongation, about seven

o'clock in the morning. The afternoon western elongation is reached about one o'clock. The

values of the declination given in Table II following, beginning with 1870, are the means of these

two elongations reduced to the hourly mean for the day. The reduction is made by applying a

certain part of the difference of the declinations at the elongations, depending on the time of the

year when the observations were made. The part of the difference applied varies from -fO.Ol for

the month of June to - 0.15 for December. The table used to give the reduction to the mean of

hourly observations is in the Coast-Survey Eeport for 1869, and is derived from a series of mag-

netic observations made at Girard College Observatory. The declinations given in the table of

results for 1858, 1859, and 1860, by Lieutenant William Proctor Smith, are from a single reading of

the declinometer taken at any time of the day without regard to the elongation. The declinations

of the same years that are marked with a star at Cambridge, Erie, BufiFalo, Fort Niagara, Char-

lotte, and Sacket's Harbor, were derived by finding the magnetic meridian with a dip-circle. In

this method the magnetic meridian was found by reading the horizontal limb with the face of the

needle toward the north and turned so as to give a dip of exactly 90°, and again with the same

face of the needle south and the dip 90°. The mean of the two readings gives the reading corre-

sponding to a line at right angles to the magnetic meridian. The declinations obtained in this way
may be in error by a degree or more. In Captain A. N. Lee's work the declinations given are the

means of the morning eastern elongation and the elongation at one o'clock in the aftei'uoon, and

the same are given in General C. B. Comstock's work in 1870 and 1871.

The declination is determined either with the declinometer or with the magnetometer, the tele-

scope pointing south. The magnet used is a hollow steel cylinder from 3 to 4 inches long, with an

external diameter of 0.3 to 0.7 inch. In the end that points to the north is a lens, and in that

toward the south a plane glass on which a scale is graduated. The light from the graduations is

I)arallel after leaving the lens so that when viewed with a telescope at a short distance, adjusted

to stellar focus, they are plainly visible. The magnet is suspended by one or more fibers of unspun

silk. In the older work, with the magnetometer, heavy magnets were used that required six fibers

of silk to support them securely. In 1876, beginning with Lieutenant T. N. Bailey's work with the

lighter magnets, only one thread was necessary. The thread hangs in a glass cylinder about 1

inch in diameter, and there is a small rectangular wooden box that surrounds the magnet, when
suspended, to keep off currents of air. The ends of the box have small windows of glass ; through

one the magnet-scale is viewed with the telescope, and through the other light from the outside

is thrown on the scale by a concave mirror.

Before observations are begun the line of detorsion of the threads suspending the magnet,

that is, the direction in which the force of torsion of the threads acts, is brought into the magnetic

meridian. This is done approximately by suspending a brass cylinder in place of the magnet, and
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of about the same weight. After comiug to rest the threads are revolved through an angle equal
to that which the axis of the cylinder makes with the magnetic meridian. For revolving the
threads there is a graduated circle, called the torsion circle, at the top of the glass tube in which
the threads hang, and of about the same diameter as the tube. Before making this adjustment
the telescope is pointed nearly in the direction of the magnetic meridian, as turning the telescope

in azimuth revolves the torsion-circle and changes the plane of detorsion an equal amount. As in

declination-observations, the method is to note the scale-reading on the vertical wire and not move
the telescope; the torsion of the threads restrains the free motion of the magnet. To allow for this,

the declination-magnet is suspended and a reading of the scale is made on the vertical wire ; then

the torsion-circle is turned 90° and another reading of the scale is made; the torsion-circle is then

turned 90° the other side of its first position, and the scale is again read. The mean difference of

scale-readings shows the effect on the reading of the scale produced by a twist of the suspending

thread of 90°. For the smaller amount of twist of a few minutes or so, such as takes place in

changes of declination, the effect is assumed to be in proportion to the angle turned through. For

convenience in reduction, the effect of torsion is applied as a correction to the angular value of the

scale-division, always increasing that value. The ratio by which the angular value of the scale-

interval is increased is usually very small, never being more than g^.
The angle which the magnetic axis of the magnet makes with the meridian is found by noting

the reading of the horizontal circle when the vertical wire of the telescope is on a meridian mark
or other mark of known azimuth, and again when in coincidence with the division of the scale that

marks the magnetic axis of the cylinder. The azimuth of the mark is fixed by observations of

the sun or of Polaris. The reading of the scale that corresponds to the magnetic axis is found

by noting the reading of the scale when the vertical wire of the telescope is on some division near

its middle, then revolving the magnet 180° around its axis and noting the reading of the vertical

wire again as soon as the magnet comes to rest. The mean of the two readings gives the reading

of the magnetic axis of the cylinder, and is called the scale-zero. The value of a scale-division is

between 2' aiid 3'. The difference of extreme values in a series of determinations of scale-zero is

about 0.2 of a scale-division. As the magnet is nearly always vibrating a little, the mean of the

extreme readings of the vertical wire on the scale is taken as the true reading.

The viewing telescope when once fixed with the vertical wire near the zero of the scale in a

series of observations is no longer moved, but the changes of declination are shown by the differ-

ent scale-readings. The angular value of a scale-division must then be known. To find it, the

magnet is fixed, in the position it has when suspended for observing declination. The vertical

wire is brought into coincidence with a division near one end of the scale and a reading of the

horizontal circle made; the wire is then brought to the other end of the scale and the circle is

read again. The difference of circle-readings, divided by the number of scale-divisions passed over,

gives the angular value of a division. The range in a series of values is usually about 0'.06.

Beginning with the work done in 1876, and at only a few places previous to that time, before

selecting a place for magnetic observations, tests for local attraction were made. The method of

doing this was to lay off two distances of 300 to 600 feet from the proposed position of the instru-

ment and at right angles to each other. The magnetic bearings of these lines were then observed

from both ends, and if the differences were found to be considerable, the existence of some local

disturbing cause was taken for granted and the site was not occupied. The greatest difference of

bearings at the ends of g, line for any station where the magnetic elements were finally determined

was at Galena, 111., where it was 3'.

The following were the formulae used in the reduction for the determination of declination

:

=^=,^pr^^ =coefficient of torsion.
F 90°—

M

H= force of torsion of the thread.

F= horizontal component of the earth's magnetic force.

M= mean difference of scale-readings reduced to angle, caused by turning the suspending

thread 90°, first in one direction and then in the other.
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:3'i« (l+y) (e-s+fr)

d= value of decliuatiou for the day.

S'= angle between the true meridian and the vertical wire of the telescope. It is + when the

end of the needle toward the north is west of the meridian.

a— angular value of a scale-division.

e— mean of scale-readings at the elongations. It is + when greater than s.

s= reading of scale corresponding to magnetic axis, or zero of scale, as it is called. It is +
when less than e.

r= difference of scale-readings at elongations.

/= factor for reduction to the mean of hourly observations.

Tlie values of/, taken from the United States Coast-Survey Eeport for 1869, are

:

January -0. 089 July + 0. 005

February -0.040 August —0.023

March... —0.019 September —0.044

April -0. 068 October -0. 096

May -0.013 November —0.096

June +0. 010 December -0. 154

MAGNETIC INTENSITY WITH DIP-CIRCLE.

§ 5. At the stations where observations were made in 1859 and 1860, except Cambridge and

Detroit, the magnetic intensity was determined by deflections with the Barrow dip-circle. Detroit

was used as the base-station. The intensity ther'e was determined by deflections and vibrations

with the Jones declinometer. The values of total intensity for Detroit that were used in the rela-

tive determinations of 185'.) and 1860 were 13.710 and 13.785, respectively. With the dip-circle the

intensity was determined as follows : Needle No. 2 has four small holes, two that are each 0.5 inch

from the needle-end, and the others 0.75 inch. In these holes the weights used in deflecting the

needle were inserted. The weights used were small pins. Four angles of deflection as given by

different weights were observed at the base-station, and also the angles of deflection produced by

the same weights at the other stations where the relative intensity was required. From these the

total intensitj' Avas derived, and then the horizontal intensity by dividing by the secant of the dip.

The range in the four \'alues for each place is on the average about 0.12 in the observations of

1859, and about 0.21 in those of 1860. The largest range was at Minnesota Point, in 1859, the ex-

tremes being 13.95 and 14.25.

The formula used in reduction for relative intensity with dip-circle was as follows

:

p,_pSint) co&{A'—v')
~ m\v' cos {A—v)

R = total intensity at base-station.

V = angle fit deflection at base-station.

J — dip at base-station.

B'— total intensity at some other station.

v = angle of deflection at that station.

A' = dip at that station.

MAGNETIC INTENSITY FROM VIBRATIONS AND DEFLECTIONS.

§ 6. The method of determining intensity from vibrations and deflections is far more accurate

than that which precedes. This was the method followed in 1858 and in the years 1870 to 1880.

It consists in determining the angle by which the magnetic axis of a suspended magnet is deflected

by another magnet supported at a short distance, and in observing vibrations of the deflecting

magnet when suspended. The axes of both magnets in observing deflections must be in the same
horizontal plane, and the prolongation of the axis of the deflecting magnet must pass through the

center of the suspended magnet. The vibration- observations consist in determining the time in
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mean sohir seconds that it takes the deflecting magnet when suspended to make one vibration.

The angle of deflection depends on the ratio of the magnetic moment of the deflecting magnet to the

horizontal component of the earth's intensity. The time of vibration depends on the product of

these same quantities. Hence the horizontal intensity can be derived, and, by multiplying by the

secant of the dip, the total intensity.

The time of vibration of a magnet depends not only on its magnetic moment and the horizontal

intensity of the earth, but also on the moment of inertia of the magnet. To obtain this latter, the

times of vibration of the magnet are observed when suspended alone and when weighted with a

brass ring of which the moment of inertia is known. The ring used ibr this purpose is made of

brass, the diameter about 3 inches, the width of the metal about 0.3 of an inch, and the thickness

about half the width. The ring is put on the magnet on its flat side, so that its plane is parallel to

the plane in which the magnet vibrates, and with its center in the line of the thread suspending

the magnet. As the moment of inertia of a revolving body is the sum of all the products formed

by multiplying the mass of each particle by the square of its distance from the center around which

it rotates, so in this position of the x'ing the moment of inertia will be its weight multiplied by one-

half the sum of the squares of the internal and external radii. These dimensions of the ring are

measured, and the weight is found with a balance. The moment used is m terms of the weight in

grains and the radii in parts of a foot. The moment of inertia of the ring \\'ill vary slightly with

temperature, but the change is so small that it has not been taken into account; neither has the

change in the moment of inertia of the magnet been considered, as a diii'erence of 50° P. causes a

variation of only about t^ot, while the difference of extreme values in a series of ten determinations

of this moment is usually -^^0. The time of vibration is corrected for the change of the magnetic

moment when the magnet has a diflerent temperature while vibrating from what it had while being

used as a deflector. The rate of the chronometer and the effect of the torsion of the suspending-

thread are also allowed for. The arc of vibration was always so small, being about 1°, that no

reduction to the time for an infinitely small arc was necessary.

In making vibration experiments the magnet is started to oscillate horizontally by attracting

or repelling one of its poles. The oscillation is made at first to surpass the limits of the scale so

that it may acquire steadiness of motion before observation is begun. All up-and-down motion is

checked. When the motion of the magnet is within the limits of the scale, the extreme readings

of the scale on the vertical wire of the telescope are noted. The time that the di-\^sion of scale

half way between these extremes crosses the vertical wire of the telescope is then observed to a

fraction of a second. The time of one vibration is derived by dividing the difference of the observed

times of two remote crossings of the wire by the number of vibrations the magnet has made in the

meantime. An interval of at least 300 vibrations is used in deriving this time. Q'he time of vibra-

tion is from five to eight seconds, depending on the magnet. The mean of the times of vibration

as given by several sets of observations is used in the reduction. The extreme difference in the

values of a vibration in several determinations is usually not more than 0.02 second.

The deflection observations made have been of two kinds, depending on the instrument used.

With the magnetometer, the deflecting magnet has its axis perpendicular to the axis of the sus-

pended magnet when deflected. In this case the ratio of the magnetic moment of the magnet to

the earth's horizontal intensity is computed with the sine of the angle of deflection. In the case of

the declinometer the deflecting magnet remains perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, and the

tangent of the angle of deflection is used in the reduction. With the magnetometer, the angle of

deflection is measured on the horizontal circle, and with the declinometer, on an ivory scale attached

to the telescope. The reflection of the scale is viewed in a mirror fastened to the suspended mag-

net below its center.

The method of observing with the magnetometer is to bring the vertical wire of the telescope

on the scale-zero of the suspended magnet while influenced only by the earth, and then read the

horizontal circle. The deflecting magnet is then placed on the deflection-bar at a distance of one

foot from the suspended magnet. This distance is measured between the centers of the magnets.

The telescope is turned in azimuth until the vertical wire is on the scale-zero, and the circle read

again. The difference of the two circle-readings is the angle of deflection. The motion of the tele-

scope'also carries the deflecting magnet around. The angle of deflection varies from 10° to 28°,
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depending on the distances of the magnets apart. The usual distances at which defl«!ctions were

observed were 1.0 and 1.3 feet. The deflections are observed with the north end of the deflecting

magnet toward the suspended magnet, and then with its south end in that direction, and also at

the same distances on the opposite side with the north end alternately toward and away from the

suspended magnet. Observing under these different circumstances eliminates slight errors arising

from inaccuracies in the flxed centers of the magnets and errors due to other instrumental peculi-

arities.

In Lieutenant William Proctor Smitli's observations with the Jones decliuometer, in 1858, the

distances between centers of magnets were sometimes as great as two feet. A\'ith this instrument,

the deflecting maguet remaining perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, the observed angles of

deflection vary from 1° to 10°. In placing the magnet-centers at a certain distance apart, the

errors in the length of the rod used are known and allowed for at the time. The correction for

distribution of magnetism in the pair of magnets used, where any was to be made, was derived

from observations made specially for that purpose at the two distances 1.0 and 1.32 feet. The

lengths of the magnets used were about in the proportion 1 to 1.22, the longer one being used as

the deflector. With magnets in this proportion, the correction for distribution of magnetism is a

minimum. The change of magnetic moment of the deflecting magnet, caused by temperature, is

determined from observed deflections under widely differing temperatures of the deflecting mag-

net, with the distance from the center of the suspended magnet unchanged. In the early work in

1858 and 1859 the temperature-constant used for the deflecting magnet of the Jones declinometer

was deteruiined by Professor Kingston, of the Toronto INIagnetic Observatory, and found to be

(/=:0.00015 for 1° F. In Captain A. N. Lee's work, in 1872 and 1873, the value used for the deflecting

magnet of the W^iirdemanu magnetometer was g'=0.00022. This value was determined, in 1871, by

General 0. B. Gomstock, from deflections observed when the magnet w^s at the temperatures 52°

and 92° F. in water, both within a quarter of an hour. The coefficient for the new light magnet

fii'st used in 1876 was found to be g=0.000-ll for 1° F., from observations made when the magnet

was packed in melting ice and when in water at temperatures of 90° and 106° F. The observa.

tions at the extreme temperatures followed within five minutes of each other.

The effect on the result due to induction is very small, and is neglected. Observations made
with the magnetometer require no correction for torsion, as the line of detorsion turns in moving

the telescope, and the resistance to the magnet is, therefore, the same when deflected as when
hanging freely. In the case of the declinometer, where deflections are measured on the ivory

scale by reflection, torsion is taken into account.

The following are the formulas for magnetic intensity used in reductions:

Yibratioiin.

T^=To'(\+^yi-{t'-t)q]

T = corrected time of vibration.

To — observed time of vibration.

P = coefficient of torsion, the same as in observations for declination.

t' — temperature of magnet when vibrating.

t = temperature of magnet wh§n deflecting.

q = temperature-constant or change in magnetic moment of deflecting magnet for a tempera-

ture-change of 1° F.

The time of vibration is also corrected for rate of chronometer, if considerable.

K" — moment of inertia of ring."

r = outer radius of ring in feet.

r' = inner radius of ring in feet.

w — weight of ring in grains.
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K=K"—jP

K= moment of inertia of magnet and stirrup.

T' = corrected time of single vibration of magnet loaded with ring.

T= corrected time of single vibration of unloaded magnet.

m = magnetic moment of the magnet.
X= horizontal component of the earth's magnetic intensity.
- = 3.14159.

The temperature-constant, q.

_aHCotu
^- 't-^V

q = temperature-constant.

t = higher temperature at which deflection is observed.

to = lower temperature at which deflection is observed.
n = difference of scale-readings corresponding to (^— /„)•

a = angular value of a scale-interval.

u = angle of deflection corresponding to fo-

Deflections 2cith magnetometer.

'^= ir^ sin uQ.--:^

m = magnetic moment of deflecting magnet.
X = horizontal component of the earth's magnetic intensity.

} = distance apart of magnet centers in feet.

u = corrected angle of deflection.

P = constant depending %n distribution of magnetism in the pair of magnets.

m
The value of ^ is computed for each distance separately and a mean taken.

p_A— ^4.i_ rVi' sin u'—ri^r^ sin m
"yt Ai~ r/' sin «'— r'sin M

r' Vi

TitA — the value of ^ for the distance in which r is 1 foot.

Ax = the value of j- for the distance in which ri is 1.32 feet.

The angles of deflection from sets of observations made at different temperatures are reduced

to the same temperatures by the following formula:

sin «o
sin M== ri—TTl-(to-t)q

Vu = observed angle at temperature to.

u — angle reduced to standard temperature t.

q = temperature-constant determined as explained above.

Deflections with declinometer.

m
X J»-'tanw(^l—

-^^

The notation is the same as in the formula for the magnetometer. The angle u must be cor-

rected for torsion. P is neglected when the least distance of the centers of magnets is not less

than four times the magnet-length, and the magnet lengths are as 1 to 1.22. When the magnets

are not of these lengths, P is computed from the formula

lyA ^5 ^an u' —r-^ r^ tan u
"^

r^ tan u' —r^ tan u

in which w and u' are angles of deflection observed at two distances, r and r^.
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To flud tlie horizontal intensity of the earth's magnetic force and the magnetic moment of the

deflecting magnet,
mX=a from vibrations.

r=/3 from deflections.

-^=%/;

The total intensity, (p, is derived from the horizontal intensity and the dip 6.

(p=X sec d

To reduce m to a standard temperature,

w?o=value of m at the standard temperature, fo.

/=temperature at time of deflections.

g'=temperatnre-coustaut.

CHART OF EQUAL DECLINATIONS FOE THE TEAR 1880.—PLATE XXX.

§ 7. In conn)iling this chart all the observations of declination made in the lake region with

magnetometer or compass were used. It includes a few values of declination given in the list of

Canadian light-houses on the lakes for the year 1880 ; also recent observations at points on the

lakes and in the east made by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, given in Appendix

No. 9 of the report for 1879. In reducing the declinations observed at different times to the com-

mon year 1880, the yearly changes as given in Charles A. Schott's paper in the above-mentioned

report were applied. The value of the change for the place nearest the point of observation was

the one used. In a table on the chart are given the yearly changes in 1880 for a few places taken

from the same report. The method of placing the lines of equal declination on the chart was as

follows : The i)oints where observations were made were marked, and the declinations for the year

1880 written after them. Points were then selected by interpolation which were considered to

have a declination of a whole number of degrees. The points of equal declination were united by

straight Hues. Curves were then drawn, with the zig-zag Hues as guides, rounding off the angles

and making the area between the zig-zag line and the curve the same on both sides. When the

observations were numerous in a particular locality a mean was taken for the center of gravity of

the group.

§ 8. Table I.

—

JielaiiiK' total intensity for 1858 and 1859 with tveighted dip-circle needles.

1 Observer, Lieutenant William Proctor Smith.]

Station.

Cambridge, Mass

Detroit, Mich

J^orestville, Mich

Thunder Bay Island, Mich.

Sturgeon Point, Mich

Fort Gratiot, Mich

Barrow dip-

circle.

1. 7820

1. 8157

1. 8248

1. 8470

1. 8267

1. 8073

Dip-circle
Troughton &
Simma Ko. 1.

1. 7820

1. 8275

Cambridge was used as a base-station in obtaining the relative intensities in Table I.

§ 9 . Table II contains the results of the magnetic work done on the Lake Survey with the

magnetometer, declinometer, and dip-circles. The total intensities at most of the stations in 1859

and 1850 are derived from deflections observed with the dip-circle. When- not otherwise stated,

the intensities are from vibrations and deflections with the declinometer or magnetometer. The

dip as given by a siugle needle is usually the mean of two results with the polarity reversed. In

the early work in 1858, 1859, and 1860, the polarity of needle No. 2 was not reversed in observing

dip, as its magnetism had to be kept constant, being used in observations for relative total intensity.
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Table il.

Place.

Detroit

Detroit .

Detroit .

Detroit

.

Lati-
tude.

42 20

42 20

42 20

Detroit

.

Sacket's Harbor . -

Sacket's Harbor .

Basket's Harbor .

Charlotte .

Charlotte

.

Longi-
tnde.

83 03

83 03

Date.

Apr., 1850

May, 1860

May,

Declina-
tion.

43 57

43 57

43 57

43 15

43 15

83 03

76 07

76 07

77 37

77 37

1872

8, 1872

11, 1872

29, 1872

May 5,1873

12, 1873

12, 1873

14, 1873

14, 1873

16, 1873

17, 1873

May 24, 1876

25, 1876

June 3,1876

5, 1876

6, 1876

June 22, 1859

June, 1872

5, 1872

5, 1872

May 24, 1873

26, 1873

26, 1873

27,1873

June 18, 1859

June, 1872

7, 1872

8, 1872

10, 1872

114 L S

Needle.

42 00 E

25 13 E

17 40 E

16 54 E

17 17 E

04 49 E

04 36 E

04 42 E

18 W

8 06 02W

8 17 22 "W

Dip.

73 47

73 41

73 35

laud 2

laud 2

8 12 27W
8 15 00W
4 31 "W

3 44 26W

73 41

73 43

73 31

73 37

73 36

73 35

73 31

73 33

73 37

Horizon-
tal inten-

sity.

73 34

73 29.

!

73 38.

;

73 34.1

75 47

75 41

75 29

75 24

75 27

75 25

75 25

75 23

75 24

75 12

75 11

75 12

74 57

74 59

74 57

74 58

3. 8379

3.881

3.873

Total in-

tensity.

13. 7102

13. 785

13. 720

Instrumonta
;
place of observation;

observer.

3.897

3.899

3.899

3.403

3.482

3.472

3.470

3.561

13. 781

13. 809

13. 847

3.619

13. 770

13. 942

13. 920

Jones declinometer, Barrow dip-

circle, Troughton & Simms dip-

circle No. 1. "West side of "Wash-

ington avenue, 200 feet south of

Grand Kiver avenue. Lieut. "Will-

iam Proctor Smith.

Jones declinometer, Barrow dip-cir-

cle, Troughton &, Simms dip-circle

No. 1. Same location as above.

Lieut. "William Proctor Smith.

"Wiirdemami magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. In park near Lake

Survey office, about 400 feet due

west of the above location. Capt.

A. N. Lee.

"Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. In park near Lake Sur-

vey office. Capt. A. N. Lee.

"Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. In park near Lake Sur-

vey office; coordinates: fromlamp-

poat at southwest comer of Cliff-

ord street and West Park Place, S.

13° 06'. 3 "W. ; from northwest cor-

ner ofLake-Survey building, S. 26°

Ol'.O W. Lieut. T. N. Bailey.

Declination only approximate ; ob-

served with dip-circle. Total in-

tensity from dedectiona with Bar-

row dip-circle. Place of ohserva-

tion near barracks, 313 feet south

of flag-staff. Lieut. "William Proc-

tor Smith.

"Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Barracks, 313feetsouth

of flag-staff. Capt. A. N. Lee.

"Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Barracks, 313feet80uth

of flag-staff. Capt. A. N. Lee.

Declination only approximate; oh-

served with dip-circle. Total in-

tensity from deflections with Bar-

row dip-Circle. Ninety-one feet

northeast of light-house. Lieut.

"WiUiam Proctor Smith.

Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Latty street, 377 feet

southwest from the corner of

Broadw.iy. Capt. A. N. Lee.
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Table II—Ooutinnecl.

Place.

Charlotte .

Buffalo.

Buffalo.

Cleveland .

Cleveland .

i Cleveland .

Grand Haven .

Grand Haven .

Lati-
tude.

43 15

Longi-
tude.

77 37

78 53

Date.

41 30

i Michigan City .

81 40

86 54

May 29, 1873

30, 1873

30. 1873

31, 1873

June 11,1859

11,1859

June, 1872

14, 1872

14, 1872

June 3,1873

4, 1873

5, 1873

6, 1873

6, 1873

July 4, 1859

4, 1859

5, 1859

Declina-
tion.

Needle.

3 42 43 W

June, 1872

17, 1872

17, 1872

18. 1872

Juue 16, 1873

17. 1873

17, 1873

Aug. 18, 1859

3 49 36W
3 46 10 "W

2 56 W

Aug. 28, 1859

3 52 26W

3 65 40W
4 01 01 "W

3 58 20

W

46 00W

44 52W

61 17

W

50 31

W

60 54W
4 24 15 E

Aug. 27, 1873

28,1873'

28, 1873 '.

3 28 43 B
29, 1873 3 27 40 E

3 28 12 E

5 22 39 E

Dip.

74 51

74 49

74 51

74 50

74 49

74 44

74 47

74 43

74 43

74 30

74 31

Horizon-
tal inten-

sity.

73 19

73 21

73 07

73 09

73 07

73 08

73 08

73 08

73 09

73 08

74 08

74 12

73 55

74 01

73 58

73 58

73 02

73 02

73 02

3.634

3.632

3.634

3.608

3.644

4.017

3.098

3.993

1.854

1.848

1.848

Total in-

tensity.

13. 743

13. 823

13. 707

13. 794

13. 773

13. 987

13. 940

13. 789

Instruments
;
place of observation

;

observer.

Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. In rear of Methodist

Church on Broadway, and about

600 to 800 feet southeast of old

station on Latty street. Capt. A.

N. Lee.

Declination only approximate; ob-

served with Barrow dip-circle.

Total intensity from deflections

with Barrow dip-circle. 315 fnet

south of east end of south pier.

Lieut. "William Proctor Smith.

Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. At Fort Porter. Capt.

A. N. Lee.

Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. At Eort Porter. Capt.

A. N. Lee.

Total inten sity from deflections with

Earrow dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer, Barrow dip-circle. 166

feet south-west of northeast cor-

ner of marine hospital. Lieut.

"William Proctor Smith.

"Wiirdemann magnetometer, BaiTow

dip-circle. Same location as above.

Capt. A. N. Lee.

"Wiirdemannmagnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Saraelocation as above.

Capt. A. N. Lee.

Total intensity from deflections with

Barrow dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer, Barrow dip-circle. 100

yards west of Detroit and Mil-

waukee freight depot. Lieut.

"William Proctor Smith.

"Wiirdemannmagnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Station in lot in rear

of jail in center of lot. Capt. A.

N. Lee.

Total intensity from deflections with

Barrow dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer, Barrow dip-circle.

Northeast comer of light-house

inclosure. Lieut. "William Proc-

tor Smith.
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Table II—Continued,

Place.
Lati-
tude.

Michigau City . -

Milwaukee .

Milwankee .

Fort Gratiot

.

Fort Gratiot

.

Fort (Jratiot

.

Forestville

.

Forestville

Marquette

.

41 43

43 03

43 00

Longi-
tude.

Date.

43 01

43 40

Marquette

Copper Harbor

Copper Harbor.

46 33

47 28

47 28

86 54

87 55

87 55

82 25

43 01 82 25

82 34

82 34

87 23

87 23

87 51

87 51

Aug. 25, 1873

25, 1873

26, 1873

Aug. 20, 1859

20, 1859

Aug. 22, 1873

22, 1873

Oct. 9, 1858

9, 1858

13, 1858

May 7, 1860

10, 1860

July 15,1873

15, 1873

16, 1873

June 19, 1858

19, 1858

July, 1858

Aug. 1,1858

July 11,1873

11, 1873

12, 1873

13, 1873

July 13,1859

Beclina-
tion.

3 58 23 E

3 69 41 E

3 59 02 E

6 20 06 E

July 26,1873

28, 1873

29, 1873

29, 1873

J'nly 14,1859

Aug. 1,1873

2, 1873

3, 1873

3, 1873

Needle.

6 22 23 E

1 20 00 E

1 23. 5 W

37 32 W

36 31 W
37 02 W

18 00 E

1 32 56 W
1 28 30 W
1 30 43 "W

4 01 17 E

4 20 57 E
4 40 24 B

4 30 40 E

4 02 17 E
4 04 23 E

4 03 20 E

Dip.

72 42

72 45

72 43

72 43

73 56

73 58

73 43

73 43

74 30

74 26

74 28

74 39

74 20

74 24

74 24

74 22

75 02

74 58

75 00

74 53

74 56

74 53

74 54

77 20

77 14

77 17

75 60

75 46

75 48

78 06

78 05

Horizon-
tal inten-

sity.

78 06

78 04

78 02

78 01

78 02

4.097

4.087

4.089

3.858

3.897

3.897

3. 6890

3.664

1.716

1.713

1.719

3. 5246

3.631

3.642

3.441

3.425

3. 432

2.894

2. 923

2.932

2.928

Total in-

tensity.

13. 770

13. 956

13. 900

13. 7983

13. 840

13. 6086

Instruments ;
place of observation ;

observer.

13. 957

14. 034

13. 991

14. 033

14. 116

Wiirdemann magnetometer, BaiTOW

dip-circle. Station on beacli 300

feet north of ligbt-house. Capt.

A. N. Lee.

Total intensity from deflections with

Barrow dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer, Barruw dip - circle. In

garden southeast comer of Fourth

and Poplar streets. Lieut. "Will-

iam Proctor Smith.

Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Station south side of

Spring street, between Fourth and

Fifth. Capt. A. N. Lee.

Jones declinometer, Barrow dip-cir-

cle. 75 feet southeast of astronomi-

cal station. Lieut. William Proc-

tor Smith.

Total intensity from deflections with

Barrow dip-circle. Jonos decli-

nometer, Barrow dip-circle. On

the shore of Lake Huron, 30 yards

due south of geodetic station.

Lieut. William Proctor Smith.

"Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip circle. Station 200 feet west of

south end of old bake-house,

Capt. A . N. Lee.

Jones declinometer, Barrow dip-cir-

cle. 60 yards northeast of astro-

nomical station. Lieut. "William

Proctor Smith.

"Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Station 100 feet east of

astronomical post. Capt. 'A. "N".

Lee.

Total intensity from deflections with

Barrow dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer, Barrow dip-circle. Lake

shore, half n. mile northwest of

light-house. Lieut. William Proc-

tor Smith.

Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Station on beach 800

feet northwest of light -house.

Capt. A. N. Lee.

Total in ten sity from deflections with

Barrow dip-circle. I'ort Wilkins,

200 yards north of flag-stafi'.

Lieut. William Proctor Smith.

Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Station Fort Wilkins,

100 feet north of flag-staff. Capt.

A. N. Lee.
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Table II— Continued.

Place.
Lati- LoDgi-
tmlc. txitle.

Superior City.

Miuncsola Point.

Minnesota Point.

Minnesota Point.

Sturgeon Point,

Mich.

Cambridge, J\l:i

Date.

4G 47

40 43

42 09

Tlinnder Bay 45 02

Island.

Sand Point, Sagi-
i

43 55

naw Bay.

44 43

42 23

Declina-
tion.

o /
, o /

40 43
I

92 04

92 05

Sept. 20, 1870 10 30 E

July 22, 1859

92 05 Juno 16, 1871

20, 1871

25, 1871

27, 1871

92 02

92 05

83 23

71 08

June 23, 1871

Aug. 12, 1873

13, 1873

13, 1873

14, 1873

15, 1873

Juno 11, 1873

12, 1873

12, 1873

13, 1873

Aug. 20 to 25,

18.58.

Sept. 13 to 18,

1858.

Sept. 25 to 29,

1858.

Mar. 7, 1859

9 25 15 E

Needle. Dip.

10 40. 7 E

10 39. 8 E

10 40 E

11 67 33 E

11 47 04 E

11 52 18 E

1 44 W

2 01 20 "W

2 00 05

W

2 00 42

W

1 14 00 E

32 00 E

1 02 00 E

land 2

C

76 28

76 49

76 39

70 21

76 26

70 18

76 15

76 19

76 17

74 02

73 50

73 56

73 46

73 47

73 45

73 46

76 27

76 22

76 24

75 01

75 03

76 03

75 55

74 26

74 21

74 13

74 20

Hoiizon-
tal inten-

sity.

3.222

3.319

3.266

3.391

3.397

3.397

3.829

3.829

. 3388

3. 5964

Total in-

tensity.

13. 790

14. 003

13. 001

13. 697

13. 7805

13.3180

InstrumeDts
;
place of observation

;

observer.

"Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Station 200 feet north

of southwest end of Mr. Robbins'

house. Gen. C. B. Comstock.

Total intensity from deflections with

.

Barrow dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer, Barrow dip-circle. 75

yards west of light-house. Lieut.

"William Proctor Smith.

Wiirdemanu magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle; declinations mean of

elongations morning and after-

noon. Station latitude-post, K. 63°

53' E., and 389 feet from North

Base. G-en. C. B. Comstock.

Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Point 114 feet north of

SouthBase. Gen. O.B. Comstock.

Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Station on Minnesota

Point, 540 feet southeast of Mr.

Peck's house. Capt. A. N. Lee.

Declination only approximate; ob-

served with dip-circle Troughton

& Simms No. 1 ; total intensity

from deflections with Barrow dip-

circle. Station 150 yards northwest

ofthelight-honse. Lieut. William

Proctor Smith.

Wiirdemann magnetometer, Barrow

dip-circle. Station onpeniusulaop-

posite the town, near beacon light-

keeper's house. Capt. A. N. Lee.

Jones declinometer, Barrow dip-cir-

cle. 75 feet northeast of astro-

nomical station. Lieut. William

Proctor Smith.

Jones declinometer, Barrow dip-cir-

cle. 15 yards east of astronomical

station. Lieut. William Proctor

Smith.

Jones declinometer, Barrow dip-cir-

cle. 40 feet east of astronomical

station. Lient. William Proctor

Smith.

Declination onlj' approximate; ob-

served with Ban-ow dip-circle.

Jones declinometer, Barrow dip-

circle, and dip-circle Troughton

& Simms No. 1. West transit

room of observatory. Lieut.Will-

iam Proctor Smith.
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Table II—Continued.
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Place.
Lati-
tade.

Fort Niagara .

Toronto, Ont.

Ontonagon

.

Cape Ipperwash,

Ont.

43 39

Longi-
tude.

O I

79 04

79 23

46 52
!

89 20

Wahley, Micb .

Godericb, Ont.

Mav.kinac Island

.

Core Island

.

Northport .

43 22

43 44

Date.

June 15, 1859

Jnne25to30,

1859.

July 19, 1859

Declina-
tion.

Needle.

2 56 "W

2 11 34 "W

5 03 10 E

82 00 May 8, 1860 03. 3 E

82 32 May 11, 1800 1 05. W

Dip.

74 54

74 48

75 24

Hoi'izon-
tal inten-

sity.

3.584

.480

Total in-

tensity.

13. 716

13. 800

77 30

77 24

74 46

3.064

74 41 3.670

8143 JulylO, 18C0 1 42. W

45 51 1
84 36 ' July 28, 1860

;
1 42. 4 E

,

45 20 i
81 43

;

Aug. 28, I860

45 08 85 36 ! Sept. 2, 1860

*3 58. 6W

2 33. 7 E

75 02

76 43

76 32

3.575

3.242

14. 100

13. 940

13. 893

Instrunients
;
place of observation

;

observer.

3.207 14. 063

76 06 3.340

Declination only approximate: ob-

served with Barrow dip-circle.

Total intensity from deflections

with Han-ow dip-circle. Station

125 feet west of ilag-staff. Lieut.

William Proctor Smith.

Declination and dip as given by Pro-

fessor Kingston ; total intensity

from deflections with Barrow dip-

circle. Station Provincial Mag-

netic Observatory. Lieut. "William

Proctor Smith.

Total intensity from deflections with

Barrow dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer, Barrow dip-circle. 50

yards northeast of light-house.

Lieut. "William Proctor Smith.

Total intensity from deflections with

BaiTOW dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer, Barrow dip-circle. On

lake shore, 40 yards south of geo-

detic station ; large amount of iron

pyrites in vicinity. Lieut. "Will-

iam Proctor Smith.

Total intensity from deflections with

Barrow dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer,Ban-ow dip-circle. About

50 feet from lake shore, on blufi' 30

feet high, 200 yards south of geo-

detic station. Lieut. "William

Proctor Smith.

Total intensity from deflections with

Barrow dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer, Barrow dip-circle. Quar-

ter of a mile south of town hall; 30

yards northeast ofastronomical ob-

servatory. Lieut. "William Proc-

tor Smith.

Total intensity from deflections with

Barrow dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer, Barrow dip-circle. "With-

out the fort, about 100 yards north-

west of flag-staft". Lieut. "William

Proctor Smith.

Total intensity from deflections with

Barrow dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer, Barrow dip-circle. 200

feet southwest of light-house,

about 50 feet south of astronomical

observatory. Lieut. "William

Pioctor Smith.

Total inten sity from deflection s with

Barrow dip-circle. Jones decli-

nometer, Barrow dip-circle. On

shore of Grand Traverse Bay,

about 30 yards south of mouth of

smiiU stream. Lieut. "William

Proctor Smith.

* Misprint in report of 1860 ; 3° 48'.6 should be 3° 58'.6.
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Table II—Continued.

Place.
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Table II—Continued.

o t

MarshaU.Mich ... 42 16

Mount Forest, Ul. 41 45

Saginaw, Mich

.

Declina-
Needle. Dip.

I

84 58 ;
Oct. 15, 1876'

16, 1876

17, 1876

17, 1876

18, 1876

18, 1876

1 43.9 E
1 40. 8 E ' 73 33.6

1 40. 6 E
, 73 28. 3

Horizon-
tal inten-

sity.

3. 9231

3. 9210

3. 9217

3. 9273

87 52 I Aug. 26, 1876

28, 1876

1 41. 7 E

4 37. 3 B
4 33. 8 E

3. 9233

29,1876 71 48.6

30, 1876

Sept. 1,1876

1, 1876

2, 1876

2, 1876

83 58
I

Sept. 16, 1876

16, 1876

IS, 1876

18, 1876

20, 1876

21, 1876

22, 1876

4 35. 6 E

Saint Louis, Mo... 43 24 84 36

Memphis, Tenn 35 09 90 03

Eock Island, 111... I
4131 90 34

Bed Wing, Minn.. 44 34

Oct.

24. 1 E
22. 8 E

92 32

12, 1876

13, 1876

14, 1876

14, 1876

15, 1876

15, 1876

July 19, 1877

20, 1877

Sept. 15, 1878

16, 1878

17, 1878

19, 1878

19, 1878

20, 1878

20, 1878

5, 1878

5, 1878

7, 1878

23. 4 E

1 00. 4 E
56. 9 E

Oct.

Oct 10,1878

11, 1878

23, 1878

23, 1878

24, 1878

24, 1878

26, 1878

58. 6 E

6 47. 1 E
6 47. E

6 47. E

6 57 52E

6 56 55E

6 58 41E

6 57 49E

7 48 51E

7 50 21E

7 49 36E

3.9730

3. 9708

3. 9710

3. 9705

73 36. 4

73 36.

73 48.

73 49. 8

73 48. 9

3. 9713

3. 6724

3. 6709

3. 6709

3. 6731

3.6488

3. 6513

3. 6359

3. 6369

3.6432

Total in-

tensity.

I

1 72 20.

2 I 72 30. 2

1 71 55. 6

72 15. 3

74 16. 6

74 06.

1

74 14.

4

4. 2020

4. 2059

4. 2165

4. 2072

3. 6711

3. 6959

3. 6779

3. 6729

13. 070

13. 8059

Instniments
;
place of observation

;

observer.

"Wiirdemann magnetometer with

light magnets, BaiTow dip-circle.

Coiirdinates from United States

Lake-Survey astronomical post,

1875, S. 21° 18'.4 W. 95 feet. Lieut.

C. F. PoweU.

Jones declinometer, dip-circle

Troughton & Simms 'So. 2. Co-

ordinates fromUnitedStates Lake-

Survey astronomical post, 1876,

north 200 feet. Lieut. D. "VV. Lock-

wood.

Jones declinometer, dip-circle
Troughton & Simms No. 2. Co-

ordinatesfrom TJnitedStatesLake-

Survcy astronomical post, 1876,

northeast 100 feet. Lieut. D. W.
Lockwood.

Jones declinometer, dip-circle

Troughton & Simms No. 2. Co-

ordinates fromUnited States Lake-

Survey astronomical post, 1876,

southeast 150 feet. Lieut. D. "W.

Lockwood.

"Wurdemann magnetometer. Mag-

netic post same as triangulation-

station Memphis. Lieut. C. F.

Powell.

Jones declinometer, Barrow dip-

circle. Astronomical post to mag-

netic station, 488 feet, N. 43° 52' E.

Lieut. C. F. Powell.

Jones declinometer, Barrow dip-

circle. Astronomical post to mag-

netic station, 284.2 feet, N. 11° 49'

W. Lieut. C. F. Powell.

3. 6795 13. 5474
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10.

—

Table III.

—

IkcUnatiom talcen from the list of Canadian lights on the Lalces and Saint

Lawrence River for 1880.

[Ycavly cliangos arc taken from Appendix No. 9 of Coast-Survey Eeport for 1879.

sign indicates an increasing west declination.]

The plus (+)

Place.

Colliuffwood

Ih]*' of Coves

Godorich

Long Point

Jloliawk Island

()sli;n\ :iy Port

Darlington

Point Peter

lU-twi-cu Kingston and Gananoque

Cornwall Canal

44 31

45 20

43 45

42 33

42 50

43 52

43 52

43 51

80 12

81 43

81 43

80 09

79 37

78 48

78 38

77 10

74 55

1870

1870

1870

1870

1869

1809

1869

1870

1869

•a.

a

20 W.
50 W.
50 W.
40 "W.

40 W.
30 W.
30 W.

W.
15 W.
30 "W.

+ 3.0

+ 3.3

+3.0

+4.2

+4.2

+4.5

+4.5

+ 4.5

+3.0

+3.1

o
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Table V.

LAKE SUPEEIOR.

Place. Latitude.

Agate Harljor 47 28

Eagle Eiver - 47 25

West of Eagle Elver 47 23

Ontonagon
! 46 52

Ea^le Harbor I 47 28

Grand Island, north end . 46 34

Grand Island, sonth end 46 28

Lester Kivcr 46 50

Aminicon Elver, 5J miles 46 43

east of.

Knife Eiver 46 57

Grand Portage Bay
j

47 58

South of Spirit Lake 46 41

Island in Spirit Lake 46 41

Near Sonth Base, Minne- 46 43

sota Point.

Eice'sPoint
|

46 45

Near North Base, Minne- i 46 45

sota Point.

Saint Louis Bay, north of
;

46 43

the island.

FondduLac 46 39

PortageEutry 46 59

Dollar Bay 47 07

TorchBay 47 05

Portage Lake, north end "47 13

Copper Harbor, Fort Wilkins 47 28

TorchLake 47 12

Keweenaw Bay 46 52

Isabelle Point 47 21

Traverse Point, 2 miles 47 11

north of.

Gratiot Eiver 47 21

Salmon Trout Eiver 47 09

Point above Elm Eiver 47 05

Misery Eiver 47 00

Ontonagon 46 52

GranitePoint 46 39

Little Iron Eiver 46 49

Grand Island, near light- 46 34

house.

PineCliff 46 42

Iioquoia Point 46 29

Whiteflsh Point 46 46

Laughing Fish Eiver 46 28

ShotPoint IB 31

Chocolate Eiver 46 30

Scoville Point, Isle Eoyale.. 48 10

Fish Island, Isle Eoyale .... 48 09

Sonth Sandy Island, White- 46 48

flsh Bay.

GonlaisPoint 46 41

IronEiver 46 50

Lone Eock, near Porcupine 46 48'

Mountains

Wright's Island, Isle Epyale. 47 58

Siskawit Point, Isle Eoyale. 47 54

South shore of Isle Eoyale.

.

47 50

Todd's Harbor, Isle Eoyale . 48 05

Washington Harbor, Isle 47 53

Eoyale.

115 L S

Longitude.

88 U3

88 17

88 21

89 20

88 08

86 41

86 40

92 00

91 45

91 46

89 39

92 11

92 11

92 02

92 05

92 04

92 15

88 25

88 29

88 26

88 36

87 51

88 24

88 28

87 56

88 15

88 27

88 45

88 55

88 59

89 19

87 27

87 35

86 40

85 53

84 37

84 57

86 65

87 10

87 20

88 20

88 37

84 39

84 33

89 34

89 49

88 49

88 54

89 06

88 45

89 13

Date of observa-
tion.

1855

1855

1855

1855

1H5.5

July, 1859..

Sept., 1859 .

July, 1861..

July 22, 1861 .

July 24, 1861

.

Aug. 9, 1861 .

.

Aug. 29, 1861

.

1863

1863

1863

1863

July 1, 1864 .

.

July 23, 1864 .

Sept. 8,1864..

June 1,1865..

Aug. 11,1865.

June, 1865 ...

July 27, 1865 .

Aug., 1865 ...

Aug. 25, 1865.

Sept. 27,1865.

June, 1860 ...

Aug., 1860 .--

Aug. 29, 1867.

Sept. 10, 1867

.

Sept. 26,1867.

Sept., 1867 ...

1867

Aug., 1867 ...

Aug., 1867 ...

1867

1867

1867

July, 1867.

May, 1868

.

June, 1868

1868

1868

1868

June, 1808

1808

Observed
declination.

5 20 E.

6 46 E.

6 12 E.

6 HE.
2 40 E.

3 40 E.

4 13 E.

7 39 E.

Aug.,1861 10 17E.

Aug., 1861 12 45E.

Aug.,1861 6 04E.

July,1861 ' 9 42E.

July,1861 9 50E.

July 12, 1861 10 12 E.

9 35 E.

11 07 E.

11 44 E.

9 42 E.

4 37 E.

4 03 E.

3 41 E.

4 33 E.

4 44 E,

5 HE.
4 45 E.

4 53 E.

3 55 E.

7 37 E.

7 41 E.

6 41 E.

7 43 E.

31 E.

3 04 E.

4 21 E.

3 06 E.

2 01 E.

39 E.

55 E.

5 00 E.

5 19 E.

5 25 E.

28 E.

5 08 E.

15 E.

23 E.

6 48 E.

11 30 E.

4 16 E.

4 30 E.

4 56 E.

6 30 E.

6 36 E.

Yearly
change.

Declina-
tion, 1880.

Observer.

+3.4
+3.4'

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+4.5

+4.5

+4.5

+3.4

+4.5

44.5

44.5

+4.5

+4.5

+4.5

+4.5

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.3

+3.3

+3.3

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.3

+3.3

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

+3.4

4-3.1

3.9

5.3

4.8

4.8

L3
2.5

3.0

6.2

11. 3 E.

5.0E.

8. 3E.

8.4 E.

8. 8E.

8. 2E.

9.7E.

10. 3 E.

8.3E.

3.6E.

3. IE.

2.7E.

3.6E.

3.8E.

4. 3 E.

4.0E.

4. OE.

3. IE.

6.7E.

6.8E.

5. 8E.

6. 8E.

5.7E.

2.3E.

3. 6E.

2. 4E.

1. 3E.

0.0

0. 2E.

4.3E.

4.6E.

4.7 ft.

6.7E.

4.4E.

0.5 W.

0.3 W.
6. IE.

10. 8 E.

3.6 E.

3. 8E.

4. 3E.

5. 8E.

5.9E.

Lt. W. F. Eaynolds

Do.

Do.

Do.

J. U. Mueller.

G. W. Lanison.

Do.

H. C. Penny.

Do.

Do.

James Carr.

W. H. Hearrting.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

J. "U. Mueller.

Do.

Do.

Do.

H. Gillman.

Do.

Do.

A. Molitor.

Do.

H. Gillman.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

A. Molitor.

Do.

0. B. Wheeler.

Do.

Do.

A. Molitor.

H. Gillman.

Do.

Do.

Lieut. B. D. Greene.

A. C. Lamson.

O.N. Chaffee.

Do.

Lieut. J. E. Griffith.

Do.

Lieut. B. D. Greene.

Do.

Do.

Lieut. J. C . Mallery.

A. C. Lamson.
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Table V—Continued.

LAKE SUPERIOR—Coutiimed.

Place.

Elack Kiver

Little Girl's Point

Oronto River

Terrace Point

Pigeon Point

Grand Portage Island

Brul6 River

Bad River

Cliaquamegou Point

Bay City, Wis
Magdalene Island, north aide .

Magdalene Island, north end ,

Little Island, northeast of

Michigan Island.

Saint Ignace Harbor ob-

servatory post.

Saint Ignace Harbor ob-

servatory post.

South Base, Minnesota Point

Latitude.

46 40

46-37

40 34

47 43

48 00

47 57

47 48

46 38

46 41

46 35

46 50

46 50

46 64

48 47

48 47

46 44

Longitude.

90 02

90 17

90 26

90 26

89 30

89 39

90 03

90 39

90 45

90 52

90 40

90 35

90 26

87 49

87 49

92 03

Date of observa-
tion.

July 4, 1868 -

Aug., 1868 ..

Aug. 8, 1868

.

Aug., 1868 ..

June. 1808 -.

July, 1868...

Aug., 1868 ..

1809

1869

1869

1869

1869

July 6, 1869 .

Sept. 5, 1871

.

Oct. 1,1870..

Observed
declination.
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Table V—Contiuued.

LAKE MICHIGAN.

Place.
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Table V—Continued.

LAKE MICHIGAN—CoDtinued.

North Manitou lalaud, west

side.

!North ^liuiitdu Lslund, east

side.

Glen Arbor

North "Unity

Manistee

Soiitli Fox Island

Kawlcy's Bay

r.aylry's Harbor light-house

Pniiitc Detour ../.

SiMilli of Portage Bay

Mouistique River

J'ointf aux Barques

Grand Haven

Kaiiui'

Sheboygan, "Wis

Kiver Aux Bees Soies

Little Lake Sable

North Bar Lake

"Whiteflsh Point

Manistee

"Whiteflsh Bay

One mile north of Station

Clay Banks.

Abnepee

Kewaunee

Kawley's Point

Kaciue

Keno»ha

Benona

Seven miles south of She-

boygan.

Two miles south of Mani-

towoc.

Black Lake Harbor

Latitude.

Pentwater

South Haven

Saint Joseph

Pere Marquette

-

White Eiver

Milwaukee

Muskegon

Whitehall

Grand Haven

Black Lake

Michigan City

Grand Calumet Kiver

Saugatuck

Saint Joseph

Seven miles north of Saint

Joseph.

South Haven

Plumberville

Racine

NewBuffiilo

Kenosha

"Winetka

Waukegan

45 06

44 54

44 57

44 15

45 2;j

45 12

45 04

45 40

45 44

45 57

45 47

43 05

42 44

43 45

44 37

43 59

44 29

44 62

44 15

44 54

44 42

44 36

44 28

44 11

42 44

42 35

43 34

43 39

44 04

42 40

43 47

42 24

42 06

43 57

43 22

43 02

43 13

43 22

43 04

42 40

41 44

41 37

42 40

42 06

42 14

42 24

42 32

42 44

41 48

42 35

42 06

42 21

Longitude.
Date of observa-

tion.

Observed
declination.

86 04

85 59

86 00

85 .'.4

86 20

85 50

87 03

87 05

86 37

86 32

86 14

86 20

86 13

87 48

87 42

86 15

86 28

86 15

87 12

86 20

87 12

87 21

87 20

87 30

87 31

87 48

87 49

86 30

87 44

87 39

88 12

86 26

86 16

86 29

86 27

86 25

87 64

86 19

86 25

86 14

86 12

86 54

87 15

, 86 12

86 30

86 22

86 16

86 14

87 48

86 46

87 49

87 44

87 50

1860.

June 19,1860

July 19, 1860

1861

Sept. 24, 1862

Sept., 1863

Oct., 1863

1864

1864

1864

1864

Sept., 1866

July, 1865

Aug., 1865

June 25,1866

Sept. 27, 1866 ..-.

July 20, 1866

1866

Sept., 1866

June 27, 1866

July 27, 1806

Aug. 9, 1866 -

.

Aug. 29, 1866 .

Oct. 8, 1866 - .

.

1667

1870

Aug.2i, 1870-

Oct.l), 1870-

.

Aug. 20, 1870 .

1871

1871.

1871.

1871.

1871.

1871.

1871.

Julys, 1871.-

-

June 6, 1871.-

July 31, 1871 .

Aug. 19, 1871

-

Sept; 11, 1871.

Sept. 30, 1871

.

1871

1871

1871

1871.

1871.

1872.

1872.

1872.

1873.

1873.

3 29 E.

4 01 E.

32 E.

32 B.

E.

34 E.

22 E.

26 E.

26 E.

32 E.

06 E.

28 E.

20 E.

10 E.

15 E.

17 E.

12 B.

16 E.

49 E.

E.

49 E.

18 E.

5 33 E.

6 12 E.

6 56 E.

5 12 E.

5 30 E.

4 66 E.

8 23 E.

5 03 E.

2 31 E.

4 15 E.

3 28 E.

2 00 E.

4 18 E.

4 14 E.

6 43 E.

4 02 E.

3 51 E.

3 33 E.

2 16 E.

4 02 E.

4 30 E.

2 22 E.

3 53 E.

3 67 E.

3 33 E.

2 46 E.

4 29 E.

4 48E.

5 00 E.

4 68 E.

5 11 E,

Yearl.y
change,

+3.3

-f3.3

+ 3.3

+3.3

+ 3.3

+3.3

+3.3

+ 3.3

+3.3

+3.3

+3.3

+ 3.3

+ 5.1

+ 4.6

4^4.6

+ 3.3

+ 3.3

+ 3.3

+ 3.3

+ 3.3

+3.3

+3.3

+3.3

+3.3

+ 3.3

+ 4.6

+ 4.6

+6.1

+ 4.6

+4.6

+5.1

-(3.3

+5.1

+ 6.1

+3.3

+ 3.3

+4.6

+3.3

+3.3

+6.1

+5.1

+5.1

+4.6

+5.1

+6.1

+5.1

+5.1

+ 5.1

+ 4.6

+4.6

+4.6

+4.6

+4.6

Declina-
tion, 1880.

2. 9E.

2. 4E.

2.4E.

3. OE.

2.8E.

3.4E.

3.5B.

2. 5 E.

2.6E.

2. 2 E.

2.0E.

3. OE.

4. OE.

4. IB.

3.6E.

3.4E.

2. 5E.

5. IE.

3.2E.

6. OE.

5. 6E.

4. 8E.

5.4B.

6.2E.

4.2E.

4. 7E.

4. IE.

7.6E.

4. 3B.

1.7E.

3. 8E.

2.7E.

1.2E.

3. 8E.

3.7E.

6.0E.

3. 5E.

3.4E.

2.8E.

L6E.
3.3E.

3.8E.

1. 6B.

3. IE.

3.2E.

2.8E.

2. OB.

3.9E.

4. 2E.

4.4E.

4.4E.

4.6E.

Observer.

D. F. Henry.

Do.

H. C. Penny.

Do.

J. Barney.

J. R. Mayer.

Do.

Do.

W. T. Casgrain.

Do.

Do.

Do.

J. do la Camp.

A.W. "Unthank.

Do
A. F. Chaffee.

Do.

O. N". Chaffee.

Do.

"W". T. Casgrain.

H. Gillman.

Do;

Do.

Do.

Do.

From a survey un-

der Major Houston.

From a surv6.y un.

dorCaptainCuyler.

G. A. Marr.

J. P. Mayer.

J. R. Mayer.

From a survey un-

der Captain Far-

quhar.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

From a survey un-

der MajorHouston.

L. Foote.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

H. Custer.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
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Table V—Continued,

GREEN BAY.

Place.

Four miles north of Big

Sturgeon Bay.

One mile north of Sugar

Creek.

Two and one-halfmiles south

of Sablo Point.

Detroit Island

Ephraini

Hedgehog Haihor

Green Island

Menomonee Kiver

Pointe Rochereau

"Washington Harbor

Cedar River

Bark River

Little i^ay de Noquette

Little Bay de Noquette, east

side.

Chambers' Island

"West of Chippewa Point

St. Vital Point

Peshtigo

ATashington Island

Egg Harbor

Sturgeon Bay, north side

Head of Green Bay

Little Sturgeon Bay

Near Red River

Oconto «...

Latitude.

44 58

44 48

44 32

45 19

45 09

45 17

45 03

45 05

45 18

45 24

45 25

45 35

45 44

45 44

45 10

45 43

45 48

44 59

45 25

45 03

44 54

44 33

44 51

44 43

44 53

Longitude.
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Table V—Continued.

LAKE HURON—Continued.

riiioc.
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Table V—Continued.

LAKE ERIE—Continued.

919

Place.

Long Point
,

Ashtabula

Pointe anx Pins

Hnron River
,

Kelley'a Island, sontliwest

side.

Middle Island

East Sister Island
,

Middle Sister Island

West Sister Island

Green Island

Port Clinton

Near Cedar Point lights

house, Sandusky.

Mouth of Maumee River,

east side.

Cleveland, end of east pier..

Ashtabula

Fail-port, Grand Eiver

Black River light-house

Sandusky

Port Colhome*

Ridgeway*

ITortheast, Pa*

North Springiield, Pa t

Weatfield*

Avoniat

Erie*

Long Point

Euclid*

Black River*

Nort.h KingBville, Ohio*

Madison

Willoughby*

Rocky River*

Avon Point*

Vermillion *

Ashtabula

Red Creek*

Fairport*

Cleveland

Sand Point, Sandusky* .

.

Kelley'a Island*

Catawba Island *

Cedar Point, Maumee Bay*.,

La Salle, Mich*

Stony Point*

Pigeon Bay

Huron*

Pointe Pelde Island*.. ..

Point Clinton *

Toledo*

Kingsville*

North Bass Island *

Locust Point

Toledo*

Colchester *

Pointe Pel6e*

Latitude.

42 33

41 54

42 15

41 24

41 36

41 41

41 49

41 51

41 45

41 39

41 31

41 30

41 42

41 30

41 54

41 45

41 28

41 27

42 53

42 52

42 15

42 00

42 20

42 03

42 08

42 34

41 34

41 28

41 56

41 50

41 40

41 29

41 31

41 26

41 55

41 53

41 45

41 30

41 30

41 36

41 35

41 42

41 50

41 56

41 59

41 25

41 49

41 31

41 40

42 02

41 42

41 36

41 42

42 00

41 55

Longitude.

80 05

80 48

81 52

82 33

82 43

82 41

82 51

83 00

83 06

82 52

82 56

82 40

83 26

81 40

80 48

81 16

82 11

82 45

79 14

79 04

79 50

80 29

79 36

80 18

80 07

80 11

81 35

83 10

80 41

81 02

81 26

81 52

'82 01

82 21

80 48

80 51

81 16

81 43

82 43

82 44

82 50

83 19

83 25

83 16

82 33

82 35

82 41

82 58

83 29

82 45

82 48

83 06

83 26

82 58

82 31

Date of observa-
tion.

1845

1845

1845 ... .

1845

Oct., 1845.

1845

1845

1845

1845.

Aug. 23, 1845 .

Oct. 30, 1850 .

.

July, 1862 ....

Aug. 22, 1862 .

May 22, 1865

June,]865

Aug., 1865

1865

June 1,1872

July27,Aug.l4,1875

Aug. 24, 31, 1875 . .

.

Sept. 21, Oct. 1,1875

Oct. 8, 1875 ....

Sept. 18, 1875 ..

Oct. 9, 1875

Oct. 9, 1875

Aug. 21, 1876...

Sept., 1876

Oct. 23, 1876 ....

June 17, 1876...

June 21, 22, 1876

Sept. 13, 1876 ....

Oct. 2, 4, 1876...

Oct. 7, 11, 1876 .

.

Oct. 21, 1876

June 19, 22, 1876

Aug. 22, 1876 ...

Sept. 14, 15, 17, 1876

Oct. 27, 28, 1876 ...

May 30, 1877

June 16, 22, 1877 . .

.

July 12, 1877

July 22, 1877

July 25, 1877

Sept. 3, 4, 1877

Sept. 14, 1877

May 23, 1877

•June 5, 1877

July 18, 1877

Aug. 23, 1877

Sept. 9, 1877

May 25, 1877

July 19, 21, 1877....

Aug. 22,1877

Sept. 8,1877

Sept. 18, 1877

Observed
declination.

/

55 "W.

00

1 04 E.

2 10 E.

2 20 E.

1 54 E.

2 18 E.

2 00 E.

2 20 E.

2 34 E.

2 05 E.

I 39 E.

1 35 E.

1 12 E.

00

49 E.

1 36 E.

55 E.

3 45 W.
3 33 W.
2.54 W.
3 03 W.
3 11 W.
2 02 "W".

2 10 W.
2 40 W.
1 low.

17 E.

1 16 W.
1 59 W.
1 51 W.

11 W.
36 W.
28 E.

1 46 W.
2 00 W.
2 COW.
1 08 W.

37 E.

39 E.

40 E.

low.
13 E.

18 B.

10 AY.

29 E.

15 E.

47 E.

33 E.

30 E.

1 13 E.

40 E.

49 E.

31 B.

25 B.

Yearly
change.

+4.2

+4.2

+3.0

+2.5

+2.5"

+2.5

+3.0

+ 3.0

+3.0

+3.0

+3.0

+.9.0

+ 3.0

+2.5

+ 4.2

+2.5

+2.5

+2.5

+5.0

+5.0

+4.2

+3.0

+4.2

+4.2

+ 4.2

+4.2

+2.5

+ 2.5

+3.0

+3.0

+2.5

+2.5

+2.5

+2.5

-1-3.

+ 3.0

+2.5

+ 2.5

-1-2.5

+3.0

+2.5

+3.0

-1-3.0

+3.0

+3.0

+2.5

+3.0

+2.5

+ 3.0

+ 3.0

+ 3.0

+2.5

+ 3.0

+3.0

+ 3.0

Declina-
tion, 1880.

3.4 W.
2. 5 W,
0. 7 W.
0.7 E.

0. 9E.

0. 5E.

0. 6E.

0. 2E.

0. OE.

0. SB,

0. C E.

0. 8B.

0.7E.

0. 6 E.

LOW.
0. 2 E.

1. OE.

0. 6E.

4. 1 W.
3. 9 W.
3. 2 W.
3. 3 W.
3.5 W.
2.3 W.
2. 5 W.
2. 9W.
1. 3 W.
0. IE.

1.4 W.
2. 2 W.
2. W.
0. 3 W.
0.7W.

0.3E.

1.9 W.
2. 2 W.
2.1 W.

1.3W.

0. 5E.

0.5E.

0. 6E.

0.3 W.
0.1 E.

0.2E.

0. 3 W.
0.4B.

0. IE.

0.7E.

0.4B.

0.4B.

LIB.
0. 6E.

0.7E.

0.4E.

0. 3E.

Observer.

Lieut. J. H. Simpson,

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Lieut.J.C.Woodruff.

Lieut. J. N. Macomb.

W. H. Ilearding.

Do.

W. T. Casgrain.

Do.

Do.

Do.

.A.. 0. Lamson.

J. Eisenmann.

Do.

Do.

Do.

E. M. Towar.

Do.

A. C. Lamson.

E. Teiry.

Do.

Do.

E. M. Towar.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

A. C. Lamaon.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

F. Terry.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

F. M. Towar.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

* Testa for local attraction made. t No testa for local attraction made.
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Table Y—Continued.

NIAGARA KIVEE.

I'laci

Youngstown

Suspt-nsidn Bridge

Strawberry Island

Tonawanda * -

i'
Grand Islimd'

!

Latitude. , Longitude.

43 15

43 07

42 57

43,^04

43 00

79 03

79 03

78 5*5

78 56

79 01

Date of observa-
tion.

1864

July, 1875

July, 1875

July 28, 31, 1875.

Aug. 12, 14, 1875

(^Ikserved

Itudinatiou.

3 COW.
2 24 W.
3 .59 W.
3 50 W.
2 58 W.

Tearly
change.

+4.5

+5.0

+5.0

+5.0

+5.0

Declinar
tion, 1880.

4.2W.

2,8"W.

4.3W.

4.2W.

3.3 W.

Observer.

J. Barney.

F. M. Towar.

F. Tc-rry.

A. 0. Lanison.

Do.

LAKE ONTARIO.
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Table V—Coutinued.

LAKE CHAMPLAIN.

921

Place.

Plattsbnrgh, N. T., north-

east end of breakwater.

Burlington, Vt., west of

cemetery.

Latitude. Longitude. '

"''*''
"S

oliserva- Observed
,

Yearly
tion. - declination, change.

44 45

44 30

73 24 I Oct. 5, 1870 ' 10 52 W. ' +6.0

73 12 Nov.12,1870 10 57 W.
i

+0.0

MISSISSIPPI EIVER.

STATE OF ILLINOIS.

Tiiangnlation station. Wil-
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§ 13.—Table VL— IUvltnailons ohscrvedwHh suspended magnets^ glren in Table II, reduced to 1880.

1 YcHily •liaiiiii- i.r declination taken from Coaat-Survey Eeport, isTO. Tbe plus aij;n (+ ) indicates an

incrcasiut; west and a ilecreasing oast declination.]

Place.

Sand Point, Micb

Thunder Bay, Mich

Stui-o;eo]i Point, Mich

<.'apc Ipperwash, < iit

"Wahley, Mich

Goderich, Ont

Mackinac, Mich

Cove Island, Out

Northport, Mich

South Manitou Island, Mich .

I'l-avcr Island, Mich

Superior City, AVis

Minnesota Point, Worth Jiase

Tip-Top, Ont

Sackett's Harbor, N. V
Charlotte, N. Y
Forestville, Mich

Fort Gratiot, Mich

Marquette, Mich

Copper Harbor, Mich

Duluth, Minn

Saint Paul, Minn

Milwaukee, Wis
Michigan City, Ind

Detroit, Mich

Wabasha, Minn

Mount Forest, 111

La Crosse, Wis
Sac^inaw, Mich

Galena, HI

Kockford.ni

Saint Louis, Mich

Marshall, Micb

Rock Island, 111

Eed Wing, Minn

Latitutle.
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APPENDIX V .

VALUE OF METRE R 1876 .

1. In the Report upon the Primary Triangulation of the United States Lake Survey, p. 862, it

is stated that the standard metre B 1876 had been sent to the International Bureau of Weights
and Measures at Sfevres, France, for comparison with the standards of that Bureau.

The comparisons have now been made, and I append an extract from Tome III of Travaux ot
M6moires du Bureau International des Poids et Mesures giving the results. The Bureau Inter-
national gives to the metre B 1876 the designation U. S. (Repsold).

[Bxtract from Travanx et M^moires Burean International des Poids et Mesnres. Tome III, Paris, 1864.]

EiiGLE U. S. (KepBold).

12. Cette rfegle est nn anoien 6talon appartenant au Lake Survey, United States, North America. Elle a 6t6
construite par Eepsold; elle egt en aoier; elle pr^sente une section rectangulaire fl6coup6e en forme de H. Elle est
divis^e, de d^cim^tre en d^cini^tre, sur des mouches de platine incrust^es ; dans la longueur du premier d^oimfetre
senlenaeut a 616 incrast^e nne languette de platine, qui est divis^e en millimetres dans toute son ^tendue; le premier
centimetre est 8ab-divis6 en dixifemes de millimetre.

On a fait, en Janvier 1883, quelques experiences pour mesurer sa dilatation moyenne entre 0° et 35° environ.
Pour ces experiences, on s'est encore servi de la dissolution satur^e de borate de soude. La disposition des rfegles et

des thermometres 6tait toujonrs la mdme. Le journal des observations est reproduit ci-apr&s (p. C XLV-XLVI).
La tare des micrometres, fait en commen^ant la s^rie, a donn^ pour la valeur d'une division

:

Microscope nord. Microscope sud.

6 janviei 1883. 0. 998485 0r999098

C'est avec cea valenrs qa'ont 6t6 reduitea toutes lea observationa.

anx reanltati ci-desaous.

EUes ont conduit, toutes reductions faites,

Obierration.
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D'oU les Equations normales

6 a; + 100.445 y = + 864.55 100.445 x + 2721.97 y = + 25464.36

et les valeurs des incouuues

X — — 32.76 y = + 10.564

dont la substitution dans les Equations de condition conduit aux erreurs r^siduelles sus-indiqu^es. On a

:

Erreur probable d'une observation . . . . = r = j^ 0.36

et

Erreur probable de x = r, :=
-J- 0.24

Erreur probable de 1/ ^r^^J^ 0.011

La valeur de x conduit h, l'6quation

US(o) — n(o) = + 17;>.20

et, par suite

US(o) = 1000097*1.81

;

11 en r^sulte, entre 0° et 36° environ,

a(t) = 0.000,010563 ± 0.000,000,011.

2. The value given above for TJ. S. (Eepsold) depends on the values of two metres belonging

to the International Bureau, designated respectively J2 and Type II.

A report on the comparisons of I2 witli the m^tre des archives may be found in the Proofs Ver-

baux du Oomite International des Poids et Mesures, 1882, pp. 69-72. The Comity adopt for I2 at

0° Centigrade the value

J2 _ Gm- = l-n,

and state that when the prototype metre is finally adopted this value can only be changed by

some tenths of a micron. (Travaux et M^moires, T. Ill, p. 0. 16.) Until that prototype is selected

the value at 0° Centigrade J2 — 6 is adopted as the unit of length by the Oomit6. From the

report it appears that the residuals of the four equations of conditions resulting from the compar-

isons of I2 with the m6tre des archives varied between +0^.09 and — 0/'.30, the probable error of

a single series of comparisons being only 0^.1 to Of.2. (Proems Verbaux^ 1882, p. 71.)

The value of I2 is then known in terms of the mfetre des archives, to a high degree of accuracy.

The value of Type II in terms of I2 is given in Travaux et M^moires, T. Ill, p. 0. 15, as

JT— J2 = 74^.61 ±0''.02 at 00.055 Centigrade. As the coefiicients of expansion of J2 and II are

nearly equal, the difference at 0° Centigrade is practically the same.

If the uncertainty of some tenths of a micron yet existing in the value of I2 referred to the

prototype yet to be adopted ; the probable error in x above ; the probable error in the reduction of

X to its value at 0° Centigrade; and the probable error at 0° Centigrade of the value of JJ—J2; be

considered : it will be seen to follow from the statements of the Comity, that the value of U. S.

Eepsold) given by the Comity, will need no correction in its value at 0° amounting to If, to refer it

to the prototype yet to be adopted.

3. On page 849 of the Eeport on the Primary Triangulation of the Lake Survey, the following

value of B 1876 is given by Pi of. W. Foerster from the Berlin comparisons:

E 1876=l"+ 86f.l8+10f.651* where t is the Centigrade temperature. At 0° this value is 11''.63

less than the value now given by the International Bureau. The difference is very large, and it is

of interest to know how it occurred.

- Professor Foerster derived the value of B 1876 from comparison with a similar metre belonging

to Germany, known as B 1878, which has been compared with metre Type I of the International

Bureau. Professor Foerster used for the value of Type I, which was probably the best value then

known.
Type J[=l'"+ 67f.6+8f.525«+0''.0039«^

this being based on indirect comparisons with the metre of the archives.

Tome III of Travaux et M6moires, page C 16, now gives for Type I,

Type 7o=l™+76''.04 a value which accounts at once for 8''.44 of the 11^.63 difference at 0° in

the two values of B 1876. The remainder may be attributed to the uncertainties in the compari-

sons and in the coefiicients of expansion at the time Professor Foerster wrote.

The change between the value given in Eeport on Primary Triangulation, p. 849, and the value

of B 1876 now given arises then mainly from the adoption by the International Bureau of a more

accurate value for the metre, Type I.
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Nothing could show more strongly the necessity of such a work, as the International Bureau

is now doing, than the fact that in 1880 the value of one of its principal metres supposed known
at 0° within 1'' or 2^, has needed a subsequent change of Si^ (see Procfes Verbaux, 1880, p. 106).

4. The new value for U. S. (Eepsold) gives a value for the ratio between the metre and the

yard which cannot be much in error.

On page 181, Primary Triangulation, is found B 1876=ly.09388063 at 570.92 F., the value of the

yard being that derived from the Clarke Yard A.

But from the value given for B 1876 by the International Bureau at 0°C, and its mean coeffi-

cient of dilatation from 0° to 36° C, there follows

These equations give

B 1876=l-=".0002499 at 570.92 F.

^?5=l-093607,
Yard '

or.

Metre=39i".36985.

0. B. COMSTOCK.
New Yoek, February 28, 1885.
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